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PREFACE
BY THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

In Dr. Dickson's General Preface to the English Translation of Meyer's
the New Testament, which is placed at the beginning

Commentary on

of the volumes on the Epistle to the

descriptive of

its

character are found.

value of Dr. Meyer's work,

mind the
and

it is

precise standpoint

Romans, the following sentences
In estimating the character and
'

'

from which

own independent judgment

written.

it is

who endeavours

solely the standpoint of the exegete,

of his

we should always bear

essential that

to arrive,

is

in

simply

in the exercise

by the use of the proper

His object

means, at the historical sense of Scripture.

That

not to seek

is

support for the doctrines, nor does he bind himself or regulate his
operations

On

by the

definitions or decisions, of

any particular church.

the contrary, he reaches his results by a purely exegetical process,

and places them, when so found, at the disposal of the Church." In
other words, his Commentary is what an exegetical commentary ought
to be.
to the

For this reason, the introduction of this work, a few years since,
knowledge of English and American students of the New Testa-

ment who had no acquaintance with the language
nally written,

was an event of much significance
In our

cal learning.

own

in

which

it

was

origi-

in the progress of Bibli-

country, by reason of the peculiar circum-

stances of our history, the study of Theology began, and for a long

period was carried forward, almost wholly on the doctrinal and philo-

A

sophical side.

few

scholars, indeed, like

Moses Stuart and JosiahW.

Gibbs, investigated the Scriptures in the purely exegetical way, and thus

became leaders

in the right path.

But

it is

only within the

last

of a century that such investigation has

made

ment among us and assumed

proper relative position.

the effect of

German

for itself

its

its

That

scholarship in this department of study has been

greatly beneficial to our Theology cannot be questioned.
directly

quarter

great adva ice move-

It

has tended

and strongly to the end of bringing us to the immediate,

minded, intelligent examination of the

New

fair-

Testament words, and to

the interpretation of them, as the thing of primary importance, -according
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to strict grammatical and linguistic principles.

No

better example of the

commenting has ever been presented to
the student than that which Meyer has given. He was eminently fitted,
both by his learning and his spirit, to be an interpreter of the Apostolic
writings, and, like all candid and large-hearted seekers after the truth,
he entered more fully into the possession of its treasures as the years of
his life moved onward. The knowledge and influence of such a commenright

method

of explaining and

tator's writings are of peculiar value in the study of the Epistle to the

Romans,

atmosphere of which our theological thinking needs

in the

continually to be brought to measure and adjust itself

by the true

prin-

of the publishers of the present edition of Meyer's

work

ciples of interpretation.

The design
is

to place

logical students

and ministers,

scholarship, its true methods,

ious spirit and

extended.

number

of theo-

in order that the influence of its

profound

honest truth-seeking purpose,

its relig-

within the reach of the largest possible

it

its

its

manly confidence

The commentary

with the English Translation

is

in Christianity

may

be most widely

printed in full and precise accordance

—except

that, in

many

instances, references

and to Greek writers are transferred from the page to footand by an arrangement with the English publishers.
The

to authorities

notes

—

translation of this

the Rev. John C.

volume was made, as indicated on the title-page, by
Moore and the Rev. Edwin Johnson the work of
;

the former covering the

first

the remainder of the Epistle.

mended

itself to

those

eight chapters, and

that

The

believed, has

translation,

who have used

it

since its

it is

first

of the

latter

com-

publication.

The

Rev. Dr. William P. Dickson, of the University of Glasgow, was the
superintending editor of the work when this portion of

it

was pre-

pared, and the entire translation, so long as his editorship continued,

was reviewed and revised by him.

was the

first

of the series

As

the

Commentary on

the

Romans

which was published, Dr. Dickson introduced
This preface it has been thought proper to omit

by a General Preface.
inasmuch as the principal facts connected with Meyer's
life, which it contained, have been already stated in the volume on the
Acts, edited by Dr. Ormiston, and because the Commentary is now so
much better known than when it was first issued in Edinburgh, that such
introductory words seem to be scarcely necessary. The Topical Index at
the end of the volume has been prepared by the Rev. G. F. JBehringer,

it

in this edition,

of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

who has kindly

exercised a general supervision of

the work, while passing through the press.

As

to

my own

share in the present volume, as American Editor, I

be permitted to say a few words.

The

may

volume have
allowed me to add only about eighty pages of annotations.
Within so
limitations of the
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small a space

was manifestly impossible to consider with fulness or

it

the points of interest which the Epistle presents, or even to

freedom

all

set forth

and

its

establish

by arguments the view which

design and purpose,

ing, or what,

hold of

I

its

character,

of thought, its circle of doctrinal teach-

its line

may be allowed me,

may call

its

peculiar

discussion of these and other questions would

demand

the expression

if

The

Paulinism.

I

some future time,

a volume, which I hope that, at

may

I

All that I have attempted to do, at present,

prepare.

V

is

be able to

to give

some

brief notes, at the close of each chapter, upon words or sentences re-

specting which

it

has seemed to

me

that suggestions might be helpful

In connection
towards a true understanding of the Apostle's meaning.
with the setting forth of this meaning, I have occasionally raised the
inquiry whether Paul intended to declare a particular doctrine in a
particular verse or passage,

that he

my

had no such

and have sometimes endeavored to show

But

intention.

sphere in these annotations

—

I

have not deemed

a sphere

which

is

to be within

it

purely exegetical

to affirm or to deny that any such doctrine belonged to the Pauline

For

system.

this reason, also, as well as because the

book

is

intended,

as the English editor says in his Preface, for the professional scholar,

who can endure

in a writer

some views with which he may not himself

I have not considered

agree,

necessary

it

to discuss any doctrinal

opinions to which Meyer has incidentally given

expression in his re-

marks upon points with which they have no vital and essential connection.
I have purposely made but few references in the notes to
commentators and writers upon the

As

Epistle.

I

have long been en-

gaged in the work of theological instruction

in

Testament Greek,

trust, that the

it

will

not be supposed,

I

due to any want of reading the works of such

ment

of

what

my

have gained in

I

studies

the department of

writers, or of

from

New

omission

their views or thoughts.

Occasional allusions to some of the most recent authors appeared to

not inappropriate, but the limited space at
practicable to mention names, as

The

is

acknowledg-

my command

rendered

Meyer himself has done

it

me
im-

so constantly

work on the Epistle which was
published about two years since by Dr. Bernhard Weiss has been referred
to somewhat frequently, because it gives
where he differs from Meyer,
and abundantly.

edition of Meyer's

—

as well as

where he adds his assent to what Meyer had said

the scholar

who

is,

at present,

in this line of studies, in

that in

some important

very able writer.

hand, where

I

am

Germany.

It is a

points, respecting

formed many years ago,

—the views of

perhaps more prominent than any other,

I find

matter of satisfaction to

which

my own

me

opinions were

myself confirmed by the words of this

In some cases mentioned in

my

notes,

on the other

constrained to take a position opposite to his, I hope
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may

that the reasons presented

sciousness of standing with
If the

be regarded as not unworthy of serious

In a number of these eases

consideration.

few pages which

I

Meyer

I

have the pleasing con-

himself.

have inserted in this volume shall prove to

—

be helpful to any students of the Pauline writings
shall

be viewed

as, in

especially, if they

any measure, deserving of a place in such near

connection with the words and thoughts of a commentator

long held in so

much

honour,

whom

I

have

be glad to have had the privilege

I shall

my name, even in the most unpretending way, with his,
work goes forth for a wider circulation among the clergy and
the members of Theological Schools in our country. To those who have
of associating

as

his

been connected with the Divinity School of Yale College during the
past twenty-six years,

most friendly

interest,

—
—

in
I

whose

life

commend

and work

I

the volume in

have a personal and
all its

parts.

Timothy Dwight.
Yale

CoiiLEGE, February 18, 1884.

Note.

—In my own annotations, the edition of Meyer's work by Weiss

monly

referred to as Weiss ed. Mey.

the Textus Eeceptus.

may

The

The

letters T. R. are

references to Winer's

Grammar

is comused to designate

are to the

American

have inserted
the numbers of the pages of the American translations of both Buttmann's and
Winer's Grammars, wherever Meyer has cited these works in his notes. In
regard to other abbreviations, see page xxiv.
The reader will allow me to correct one or two errors, which were accidentIn the first
ally overlooked by me in revising the proof-sheets of my notes.
line of page 75, "o'lKovofiovg), so etc." should be read, instead of "oik). So etc."
In the seventh line of page 79, for " Gal. iii." read Gal. v. On page 108, Note
XX., line 7, for " to the approving" read " of the approving." Page 254, line
3, for "ver. 20" read "v. 20," and page 255, line 2, for " vv. 12-19' read ** v.

translation.

I

state that, for the convenience of students, I

12-19," and at the end of Note LXXIII. read "ver. 20" for " ver. 19." On
the other hand, on page 294, line 15 of NoteLXXXVL, for " v. 25" read " ver.
25." On page 289, Note LXXVII. in the last two lines let the words " first"

and " second" exchange places. These cases include all, I think, which are
of any importance and which the reader will, without trouble, adjust for
himself.

T. D.

PREFACE
SPECIALLY WRITTEN BY THE AUTHOR FOR THE ENGLISH
EDITION,

It cannot but be of great

importance in the interests of a thorough,

and comprehensive knowledge, that the results of progressive
effort and research in the wide domain of the sciences should be
mutually exchanged and spread from people to people, and from tongue

sure,

to tongue.

In this

of a living fellowship of mind, penetrating to

way

the farthest limits of civilization, the various scientific peculiarities of
national development and culture are necessarily more and more elevated

common

into

property as regards their excellences, while their several

defects and shortcomings are reciprocally compensated and supplied

;

and

thus the honest efforts and labours of individuals, pressing forward in com-

mon

towards a deeper and clearer knowledge, are at once encouraged by
and stimulated by a generous rivalry. Especially,

their mutual respect

and in an eminent degree, does
to the highest object of

To

human

this hold true within the sphere devoted
effort

—the sphere of

scientific theology.

the cultivation of this science, in accordance with

springing from the Divine

and

Word

eternity, belongs in an

every gift received from
great whole

and with

its

its

healthy

life

destination embracing time

eminent sense the noble vocation of applying

God

freely

and

faithfully to the service of the

—the building up of His kingdom.

In

its

view the nations

with their various characteristic powers, capacities, and tongues, are
members of the one body, to which they are to hail each other as

belonging in the fellowship of the one Head, which

is

Christ,

and of the

influences are not restrained by any limits

one Spirit, whose motions and
of nation or of language.

From

this point of view

it

cannot but be

congratulation that in our day
of

German

in

every sense a matter for

more than formerly those

theology, which have on their native

soil

literary

works

obtained a

fair

position in the literature of the science to which they relate, should by
translation into the English tongue

have that more extended

field

opened
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np to them, whose only limit

is

the ever-increasing diffusion and prev-

alence of that language in both hemispheres.

Thus German theological
becomes at home in distant lands
and in a foreign dress ; communicates what has been given to it, in
order, by the mutual working of the Spirit, to receive in its turn from
labor goes forth into the wide world

;

abroad

stimulates so far as in it lies, in order that it may itself find
;
stimulus and furtherance, instruction and correction and in all this lends
;

that the divided theological strivings of the age and the various

its aid,

tendencies of religious national character

may be

together, and united in the eternal focus of
is

truth and nothing but truth

—and

all

daily brought closer

genuine science, which

in the realm of theology the high-

est truth of all, that of divine revelation.

In the transplanting of the literary products of
the

soil of

Messrs. T.

and their

German theology

to

the English language the well-known publishing house of the

&

T. Clark, of Edinburgh, have earned special distinction

;

supported by select and able professional scholars, have
already found, and continue increasingly to find, an appreciation corefforts,

responding to their merits both in British and American
therefore readily and willingly given

my

circles.

have

I

consent to the proposal of the

above-mentioned honorable publishers to set on foot and to issue an
English translation of

with no

less readiness

my Commentary on the New Testament and
my esteemed German publishers, Vanden;

have

hoeck and Ruprecht in Gottingen, declared their agreement to it.
I
earnestly wish that the version thus undertaken, the first portion of
which

is

given to the public in the present volume,

receive, in the field of the English language

represents, an

indulgent and

series of years, has

may

not

fail

and of the science which

kindly reception, such

as,

to
it

during a long

been accorded to the German work by the German

And if I venture to couple with this wish some
measure of a hope corresponding to it, I am induced to do so simply
by the fact that even in the German idiom these works have already
found their way, in no inconsiderable numbers, both to England and
America.
theological public.

Respecting the object and intention of
explanation

is

my

Commentaries no

special

needed, since, in point of fact, these are obvious on the

face of them.
They aim at exactly ascertaining and establishing on due
grounds the purely historical sense of Scripture. This aim is so clear
and so lofty, that all the produce of one's own thoughts and subjective

speculation

must

fall

entirely

allowed to mix up anything of
forth in the revelation of the

understood just as

it

stands.

into the background,
its

and must not be
what objectively stands
Testament and simply seeks to be

own

New

with

For exegesis

is

a historical science, because
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the sense of Scripture, the investigation of which

regarded and treated as an historical fact

is its

IX

task, can only be

as positively given,

;

it

can

only be known, proved, established, and set forth so as to be clearly and

method

surely understood, by the positive

of studying the

grammar, the

usus loquendi,

and the connection

widest sense.

Exegetical research therefore cannot regard any defini-

tions of the doctrinal system of a

operations, as

if

Church

as binding or regulative for its

find only

what

— and

and consistently guided simply and
science— that

No

so seeks.

it

it is

the

when perfectly
more consciously

by those

historically given

it

!

thus

solely

just

is

all

able with genuine humility to render to

the Church, so far as the latter maintains

Unhappily the Church of Rome, by

now completely by

to receive such service in

all

points affecting

Vaticanum, has refused

its

it,

However deep may be
and however long may be

the duration of the painful throes which shall at last issue

the Church

word

God and when His hour

has come

when men's minds shall have attained

of Scripture, in

its

historical truth

scholasticism and

—

—according to

in a happier

time for

a higher union, the pure

and clearness and

subduing divine might, disengaged from

But

peculiar doctrine.

its

otherwise.

the heavings of conflicting elements within

the counsel of

future.

unchangeable tradition beyond

its

the pale of Scripture, and

it is

Word

palladium in the pure

its

of God, real and wholesome service for the present and the

with the Evangelical Church

its

was d priori directed to seek, and there-

it

unprejudiced, impartial, and free

factors of its

wider and

forsooth, in cases where the Confession has spoken,

duty were to seek only what

upon to

in detail as well as in its

every

in its

addition

of

world-

human

dividing formulae, must and shall at length become

its

once more a wonderful power of peace unto unity of faith and love.

The

Evangelical Church bears inalienably in

and imperishable leaven of that
Such is the ideal goal, which the

living

while

it

torical

final

scientific

desires nothing else than to elucidate

understanding of Scripture,

the Church, which

is

built

may

on the Word.

bosom the Word

its

as the

development.
exposition of Scripture,

and further the true

his-

never lose sight of in regard to

But how limited

is

the meas-

ure of the attainments and of the gifts conferred upon the individual

and how irresistibly must it impel him, in the consciousness of his
fragmentary contributions, to the humbling confession, " Not as though
I

had already attained

!"

Nevertheless

let

each strive faithfully and

honestly, according to what has been given to him, for that noble goal

God can bless
And so may the

in the field of Scripture-science, in firm assurance that

even what
gracious

is

little

and be mighty in what

God and Father

ble labors

of our

is

weak.

Lord Jesus Christ accompany

my hum-

on His Word, as_they are now going forth in the dress of
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another language to far distant brethren, with the blessing on which
all

success depends, that they

may conduce

to the

knowledge of His

Truth, to the service of His Church, and to the glory of His Holy

Name.
Dr. HEIN.

AUG. WILH. MEYER,

Oberi, onsisto rialrath.

Hannover, March, 1873.

PREFACE
TO THE GERMAN EDITION.

Forty years have now elapsed
Testament were

volume

—the

first

since

my

given to the public.

New

Commentaries on the

The

weak commencement— appeared

edition of the

first

in January,

first

A

1832.

scientific

work, which has passed through a long course of development

and

continues that course, has always a history

still

own, which of course

its

Yet

is

—a biography —

intimately interwoven with that of

its

of

author.

in this retrospect I can only be filled with praise

and thanksgiving

have nothing to say.

The indulgence

to the divine grace

of myself

;

I

of friendly readers, which I have experienced so long, will not,
fail to be still extended to me, when my day's work is drawing to

This
based

fifth edition

Commentary on the

of the

— as was of course to

increase in the

number

be expected, and

of the sheets

Epistle to the

may

although in particular instances

—could not be avoided,

much

hope,

its

end.

Romans

is

be inferred from the

— on a new and

the fourth edition, which was issued in 1865.

I

careful revision of

This enlargement

has been abridged or even deleted

on the one hand the more recent publications
relating to the Epistle were to meet with due attention, and if on the
if

1

Eklund " cdp£ voLund, May, 1872, which, cautiously proceeding by a purely exegetical method, in the definition of the ethical side of
that notion arrives substantially at the explanation of Augustine and Luther—
a result, nevertheless, in which I am still precluded from concurring, as regards
the Epistle to the Komans, by the contrast of cdp% and vovc, as well as that of
odpZ and the moral kyu in ch. vii.— I must here also make supplementary
1

I could not take into consideration the treatise of Dr.

cahulum, quid ap.

Paulum

:

significet"

Bom und Johannes in Kl. Asien"
he declares himself in favor of the nearly contemporary martyrdom of Peter and Paul in Kome as a historically accredited fact,
and, as I must still even after the doubts of Lipsius assume, with just reason,
even as respects its independence of the Simon legend.— During the very
printing of this Preface there have come into my hands the two dissertations
by Harmsen, who defends the reference of the doxology in ix. 5 to God, and

mention of Hilgenf eld's dissertation " Petrusin
(Zeitschrift, 1872. 3)

Hilgenfeld,

;

in

it

who maintains

latter' s Zeitschrift, 1872. 4).

the genuineness of chapters xv. and xvi. (in the
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other hand the general plan of the book

provide along with the exposition
tions contrasting with

—was

it,

itself

EDITION".

— according

to

which

has to

it

a critical view of the interpreta-

and so of the detailed history of the exegesis

to be preserved.

But on what portion of the New Testament could the labour and
which are being continually renewed, wherever exegetical scitrouble

—

ence conscientiously strives to reach
less

spared than on

Apostle's letters

?

its

pure and clear historic aim

the grandest and richest in contents of

this,

The

Especially at the present time.

Romans still stands forth as a never silent
man ecclesiasticism, which has strained to

— be

all

the

Epistle to the

accuser confronting the Ro-

the uttermost spiritual arro-

gance in the dethroned head, and Loyolist submissiveness in the memit is still the steadbers, of its hierarchy (perinde ac si es sent cadaver a)
;

fast divine charter of the

mainly in

it

Reformation, as formerly our Luther found

by the

the unyielding fulcrum

the firmly-knit

Roman

structure

from

its

aid

of which he upheaved

old foundations.

Amidst the

vehement and pretentious conflicts, which continually surround us in the
field of

evangelic belief,

we

have in this Epistle

still

clearly before us the pure apostolic

prehensive scope

—the

clearest

Gospel in

we may

—

just because

it

sets

deepest and most com-

and most prominent

ognition of what belongs to the pith and

order that

its

marrow

criterion for the rec-

of the Confession, in

distinguish with steadfast eye and conscience that

from all the fleeting, temporary, controversial or
scholastic forms, with which it has become connected and interwoven
through the historical relations of ecclesiastical symbols a distinction,
to which even the Introduction to the Formula Concordiae, although
which

is

essential

;

most of all bears the theological impress of the time, significantly
enough points, and which better meets the exigencies of the restless

this

present than the overbearing cry
ure

—

much

after unity of doctrine,

as conceal the

—

recklessly transcending limit or meas-

which yet does not remove or even so

dissensions

unity which they desire

— were

it

among

the criers themselves.

uniformly established, as

lump, for all doctrinal definitions of the Confession

and the very negation of truth and truthfulness

limit,

and the holy warrant of

pale of Scripture, but in

it,

and

its

in

The

were in the

— would be Roman,

in the church,

would be contrary to the freedom of conscience in
of Scripture, which has its ground and support,
it

it

because

the

understanding

its

standard and

upright confidence, not beyond the
it

alone.

Let us only advance with clearness along the straight path of pure
historical exegesis, in virtue of

which we have always to receive what
Otherit aught of our own.

Scripture gives to us, and never to give to

wise

we run

a risk of falling into the boundless

maze of an

interpreta-
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tion of Scripture at our

own

pleasure, in

which

artificial

xiii

and violent ex-

pedients are quickly enough resorted to, with a view to establish results

which are constructed from foregone premisses, and to procure doctrines
which are the creations obtruded on Scripture of a self-made world of

—

—

thought and

its

we may add,

are usually facilitated

lological culture,

combinations.

1

—

Exegetes of this sort

whose labours,
by a lack ef sure and thorough phi-

and of needful respect for

the dubious merit of provoking refutation

linguistic authorities

more than others

— have

do, and

thereby indirectly promoting the elucidation of the true sense of Script-

Yet they may,

ure.

as experience shows, attain for a time an influence,

younger theologians who have not yet reached the steadiness and soberness of mature exegetic judgment, by the charm of novespecially over

and of a certain

elty
its

originality, as well as of a dialectic art,

mistakes so that they they are not at once recognized

which

veils

— an influence

under which good
tracting
their

abilities are misled and learn to be content with exfrom the words of Scripture a meaning which, originating from

own presuppositions, belongs really to themselves. Indeed,
mode of handling Scripture, with its self-deceptions and with

such a

often very singular caprices, could

if

its

become dominant (which, looking to
do not reckon possible),

the present state and progress of science, I

there would be reason to fear that gradually the principle of Scripture
authority,

which preservecf

evangelical churches,

confusing

is it,

in its full objectivity

would become

when such an

ing and communicating

the aegis of the

more

exegesis employs as the organ of present-

views a

its

is

All the worse and

illusory.

mode

of

expression,

the quaint

drapery of which hinders us from clearly discerning the substance of
the meaning lying beneath

1

We

it,

theologians are far too

and

in fact frequently permits the effort

much

given to neglect a comprehensive and
If the exegete of the present daysupposes himself adequately furnished with such a Grammar as that of Eost
(whose memory, as my former Gymnasial teacher, I gratefully revere) he is

precise knowledge of the Greek grammar.

mistaken it is no longer sufficient. We ought not to overlook the progress of
philology in the field of the classics, but should be diligent in turning to account, for the New Testament, whatever the contributions of the present day
;

Otherwise we neglect an eminently important part of our duty. I
cannot but here recommend very urgently to the theologian, in the interest of
pure exegesis, the second edition of Kuhner's Large Grammar (in two parts,
furnish.

my citations will always henceforth refer— as the most
complete and most solid work on the structure of the Greek language regarded
from the present standpoint of science. This entirely remodelled edition is a
1869 -1872)— to which

glorious monument of thorough and comprehensive erudition, and of clear
ripe familiarity with the genius of the language of classic Hellenism.

and

'

:
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of translating

into current forms of speech,

it

which cannot mislead, to

be attended with but dubious success.

For the

New

critical

remarks the part of the

editio octava of

Tischendorf 's

Testament, which includes the present Epistle, was in good time

As

to be turned to account.

septima,

and

it

deviates in

this diversity is partly

principles adopted, I have

deemed

many

cases from the editio

due to a modification of the

it

readings of the octava, but also those of the septima.
indicated by Tisch. (8), the other

critical

advisable to specify not merely the

by

Tisch. (7)

;

The one

I

have

but where the two

editions agree, I put merely Tisch.

With confidence then
guide
the

much

as

contains what

it

in

God, who

things well, this work

all

is

agitated theological world.
is

sits as

Ruler and knows

make

how

to

way once more into
May He ward off harm, so far

left to

its

erroneous, and grant His blessing, so far as

it

may

minister to the correct, unstinted, and undisguised understanding of His

revealed

Word.
Dr.

Hannover, 2Uh

MEYER.

July, 1872.

In presence of such wretched evils of style we may be allowed to recall the
simple rule, which the epigrammatist bids the rhetoricians (Anihol. Pal. xi.
1

144, 5

f.)

lay to heart

Now

vTTOKeladat Set rolg ypaufiasi,

elvai Koivorepav,

ml

wore voelv a teyeic.

<f>paaiv

avrov

EXEGETICAL LITERATURE OF THE EPISTLE.

[For Commentaries, and collections of Notes, embracing the whole New
Testament, see Preface to the Commentary on the Gospel of St. Matthew.
The following list includes works which deal with the Apostolic or the Pauline
Epistles generally, or which treat specially of the Epistle to the Romans.

Works mainly of a popular or practical character have, with a few exceptions,
been excluded, since, however valuable they may be on their own account, they
have but little affinity with the strictly exegetical character of the present work.
Several of the older works named are of little value others are chiefly doctrinal or controversial. Monographs on chapters or sections are generally noticed
by Meyer in loc. The editions quoted are usually the earliest al. appended
denotes that the work has been more or less frequently reprinted, f marks the
date of the author's death, c. = circa, an approximation to it.]
;

;

Aballard (Peter), f 1142, Scholastic Commentariorum super S. Pauli Epistolam ad Romanos libri v. [Opera. ]
Alesius [or Hales] (Alexander), f 1565, Prof. Theol. at Leipzig Disputationes
in Epistolam ad Romanos, cum P. Melancthonis praefatione.
8°, Vitemb. 1553.
Alexander Natalis See Noel (Alexandre).
Alting (Jacobus), f 1679, Prof. Theol. at Groningen Commentarius theoretico-practicus in Epistolam ad Romanos.
2°, Amstel. 1686.
[Opera.]
Ambianensis (Georgius), f 1657, Capuchin monk at Paris Trina Pauli theologia
seu omnigena in universas Pauli epistolas commentaria exegetica,
:

:

:

:

.

.

.

tropologica et anagogica.

2°,

Paris. 1649-50.

Ambrosiaster [or Pseudo-Ambrosius], c. 380, generally identified with Hilarius
the Deacon
[Ambrosii
Commentarius in Epistolas xiii. B. Pauli.
:

Opera.]

Anselmus

[or Herveus],

c.

1100

:

Enarrationes in omnes

S.

Pauli Epistolas.
2°,

Aquinas (Thomas),

f 1274, Scholastic

:

Expositio in

2°,

Arboreus (Joannes),

1550, Prof. Theol. at Paris :
Pauli Epistolas.
Aretius (Benedictus), f 1574, Prof. Theol. at Berne
Epistolas D. Pauli, et canonicas.

Balduin

Paris. 1533.
S. Pauli.

omnes Epistolas

Basil. 1475

al.

Commentarius in omnes

c.

2°,
:

Paris. 1553.

Commentarii in omnes
2°,

Morgiis, 1683.

Prof. Theol. at Wittenberg
Commentarius in
apostoli Pauli .
(Separately, 1608-1630).
4°, Francof. 1644 al.
Baumgarten (Sigmund Jakob), f 1757, Prof. Theol. at Halle Auslegung des
Briefes Pauli an die Romer.
4°, Halae, 1749.
Baumgarten Crusius (Ludwig Friedrich Otto), f 1843, Prof. Theol. at Jena :
Commentar zum Romerbrief.
8°, Jena, 1844.
Beda Venerabilis, f 735, Monk at Jarrow Expositio in Epistolas Pauli [a Catena from the works of Augustine, probably by Florus Lugdunensis,
c. 852], et In Epistolas septem catholicas liber.
[Opera.]
(Friedrich),

f 1627,

omnes Epistolas

:

.

.

:

:

;
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Beelen (Jean-Theodore), R.
Beet

C. Prof, of Or. Lang, at Louvain
Commentarius
in Epistolam 8. Pauli ad Romanos.
8°, Lovani, 1854.
(Joseph Agar), A Commentary on St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans.
:

London, 1877.
1829, Unitarian minister in London
The Epistles of
Paul the Apostle translated, with an exposition and notes.
4°, Lond. 1822.
Benecke (Wilhelm), f 1837, retired Hamburg merchant Der Brief Pauli an die
Romer erlautert
8°, Heidelb. 1831.
Translated ....
8°, Lond. 1854.
Bisping (August), R. C. Prof. Theol. at Minister Exegetisches Handtuch zu
den Briefen des Apostels Paulus.
8°, Miinster, 1854-8 al.
Boehme (Christian Friedrich), f 1844, Pastor at Lucka near Altenburg Epistola Pauli ad Romanos Graece cum commentario perpetuo.

Belsham (Thomas),

f

:

:

:

:

8°,

Lips. 1806.

Bkais (Etienne de), c. 1680, Prof. Theol. at Saumur Epistolae Pauli ad Romanos analysis paraphrastica cum notis.
4°, Salmurii, 1670.
Beent (Johann), f 1570, Provost at Stuttgard Commentarius in Epistolam ad
Romanos.
2°, Franco! 1564 al.
Bbown (David), D.D., Prof. Theol. Free Church College, Aberdeen Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, embracing the last results of criticism.
120, Gi asg- 1860
Brown (John), D.D., f 1858, Prof. Exeg. Theol. to the United Presbyterian
Church, Edinburgh Analytical Exposition of the Epistle of Paul
to the Romans.
8°, Edin. 1857.
Bruno, f 1101, Founder of the Carthusian Order Commentarius in omnes
:

:

:

.

:

.

.

.

:

Epistolas Pauli.
2°, Paris. 1509.
(Martin), f 1551, Prof. Theol. at Cambridge
Metaphrasis et enarratio
in Epistolam Pauli ad Romanos.
2°, Basil. A562.
Bugenhagen (Johann), f 1558, Prof. Theol. at Wittenberg Interpretatio

Bucer

:

:

Epistolae Pauli ad Romanos.
f 1575, Pastor at Zurich
tolas apostolorum.

Bullinger (Heinrich),

:

8°, Hagenoae, 1523.
Commentarii in omnes Epis-

Tiguri, 1537

2°,

al.

[Tommaso da Vio], f 1534, Cardinal Epistolae S. Pauli et aliorum
apostolorum ad Graecam veritatem castigatae et juxta sensum literalem

Cajetantjs

:

enarratae.

Calixtus (Georg),

2°,

Venet. 1531

al.

Helmstadt Expositiones litteralesin
Epistolas ad Romanos, ad Corinthios priorem et posteriorem, ad Galatas, ad Ephesios, ad Philippenses, ad Colossenses, ad Thessalonienses
et ad Titum.
4°, Helmstadii, 1664-66.
Calvin [Chatjvin] (Jean), f 1564 Commentarii in omnes Epistolas Pauli apostoli atque etiam Epistolam ad Ebraeos
necnon in Epistolas canonicas
2°, Genevae, 1551 al.
Capelus [Cappel] (Louis), f 1658. See Acts.
Carpzov (Johann Benedict), f 1803. Prof. Theol. and Greek at Helmstadt:
Stricturae theologicae et criticae in Epistolam Pauli ad Romanos
.

.

f

1656, Prof. Theol. at

:

.

:

;

-

.

8°,

Helmstad

1758.

Cassiodorus (Magnus Aurelius), f 563, Chancellor of the Ostrogoth empire
Complexiones in Epistolas apostolorum, in Acta et in Apocalypsim quasi
brevissima explanatione decursas. ...
8°, Florent. 1721 al.
Catarino (Ambrogio). See Politi (Lanzelotto).
Chalmers (Thomas), D.D., f 1847, Principal of F. C. College, Edinburgh
Lectures on the Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Romans.
12», Glasg 1842 al.
Chrysostomus (Joannes\ f 407, Archbishop of Constantinople Homiliae in Epis:

:

:

tolas Pauli.
[Opera.]
Chytraetjs [or Koohhafe] (David), f 1600, Prof. Theol. at Rostock Epistola
Pauli ad Romanos, brevi ac dialectica dispositione partium et grammatica declaratione textus
explicate.
8°, n. p. 1599.
Claude (Jean), f 1687, Minister at the Hague Commentaire sur l'Epitre aux
Romains. [Oeuvres.]
:

.

.

.

:
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Contabini (Gaspare),

f

1542, Cardinal

:

XV11

Scholia in Epistolas Pauli.
2°,

[Opera.]

Paris. 1571

al.

Contzen (Adam), f 1618, Jesuit at Mentz Commentaria in Epistolam S. Pauli
ad Romanos.
2°, Colon. 1629.
Conybeaee (William John, M.A.), Howson (John Saul), D.D. Life and Epistles of St. Paul.
4°, Lond. 1852 al.
.
Cox (Robert), M.A., P. C. of Stonehouse, Devon Horae Romanae, or an attempt to elucidate St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans, by an original
translation, explanatory notes, and new divisions.
8°, Lond. 1824.
Cbamee (Johann Andreas), f 1788, Prof. Theol. at Kiel Der Brief Pauli an die
Romer aufs neue iibersetzt und ausgelegt.
4°, Leip. 1784.
Ceell (Johann), f 1633, Socinian teacher at Cracow Commentarius in Epistolam Pauli ad Romanos, ex praelectionibus ejus conscriptus a Jona
:

:

:

:

:

Schlichtingio

....

Racov. 1636.

8°,

Ceucigeb [Ceeuzingee] (Kaspar), f 1548, Pastor
Epistolam Pauli ad Romanos.

at Leipzig

:

Commentarius in
8°,

Vitemb. 1567.

of all the Epistles of the New Testament. 12°\)xf. 1652.
Ex universa interpretation
f 754, Monk at S. Saba
J. Chrysostomi excerpta compendiaria in Epistolas S. Pauli.
[Opera.]
Delitzsch (Franz), Prof. Theol. at Leipzig Brief an die Romer aus dem griechischen Urtext in das hebr'aische uebersetzt und aus Talmud und
Midrasch erl'autert.
8°, Leip. 1870.
Dickson (David), f 1662, Prof. Theol. at Glasgow and Edinburgh Expositio analytica omnium apostolicarum Epistolarum. ...
4°, Glasg. 1645.
and Analytical Exposition of all the Epistles.
2°, Lond. 1659.
Dietsch (August), Prof, in the Univ. at Bonn Adam und Christus. Rom. V.
8° Bonn, 1871.
12-21.
Dieu (Louis de), f 1642, Prof, in the Walloon College at Ley den Animadversiones in Epistolam ad Romanos. Accessit spicilegium in reliquas
ejusdem apostoli, ut et catholicas epistolas.
4°, Lugd. Bat. 1646.
Dionysius Caethusianus [Denys de Ryckel], f 1471, Carthusian monk Elucidissima in divi Pauli Epistolas commentaria.
8°, Paris. 1531.

Dale (John) Analysis
Damascenus (Joannes),
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Edwaeds (Timothy), M.A., Vicar

of Okehampton, Devon
Paraphrase, with
annotations on the Epistles to the Romans and Galatians, with
an analytical scheme of the whole.
4°, Lond. 1752.
Est [Estius] (Willem Hessels van), f 1613, R. C. Chancellor of Douay In
omnes beati Pauli et aliorum apostolorum Epistolas commentarius.
2°, Duaci, 1614-16, al.
Ewald (Georg Heinrich August), Prof. Or. Lang, at Gottingen Die Sendschreiben des Apostels Paulus iibersetzt und erklart.
8°, Gotting. 1857.
Ewbank (William Withers), M.A., Incumbent at Everton Commentary on the
Epistle of Paul to the Romans ...
8°, Lond. 1850-51.
:

critical

:

;

:

Fabee Stapulensis (Jacobus) [Jacques Lefevre d'Etaples], f 1536, resident
Nerac Commentarius in Epistolas Pauli ...
2°, Paris. 1512
Faebab (F. W.), Canon of Westminster The Life and Works of St. Paul.
:

at
al.

:

Lond. 1879.
Faye (Antoino de la), f 1616, Prof, at Geneva Commentarius in Epistolam ad
Romanos.
8°, Genevae, 1608.
Fell (John), f 1686, Bishop of Oxford A Paraphrase and annotations upon all
the Epistles of St. Paul, by Abraham Woodhead, Richard Allestry and
Obadiah Walker. Corrected and improved by Dr. John Fell. [First
issued anonymously in 1675.]
8°, Lond. 1708.
:

:

Feeme

(Charles), f 1617, Principal of Fraserburgh College

:

Analysis logica in

Epistolam ad Romanos.
12°, Edin. 1651 al.
Feeus [Wild] (Johannes), f 1554, Cathedral Preacher at Mentz Exegesis in
Epistolam Paulli ad Romanos.
8°, Paris. 1559.
Feuaedent (Francois), f 1612, Franciscan preacher at Paris Commentarius in
Epistolam ad Romanos.
8°, Paris. 1599.
Flatt (Johann Friedrich von), f 1821, Prof. Theol. at Tubingen Vorlesungen
:

:

:
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den Brief Pauli an die Bomer, herausgegeben von Ch. D. F. Hoff80, Tubing. 1825.
mann.

iiber

Feobus Lugdunensis, c. 852. See Beda.
Fobbes (John), LL. D., Prof, of Oriental Languages at Aberdeen Analytical
commentary on the Epistle to the Bomans, tracing the train of thought
:

8°, Edinb. 1868.
by the aid of parallelism.
Fbitzsche (Karl Friedrich August), f 1846, Prof. Theol. at Bostock Pauli ad
Bomanos Epistola. Becensuit et cum commentariis perpetuis edidit.
:

Halis, 1836-43.

8°,

(Libert), f 1653, Prof. Sac. Scrip, at Louvain : Commentarius in om.
nes Epistolas Pauli apostoli et in septem canonicas aliorum aposto-

Fbomond

lorum

Lovan. 1663

2°,

epistolas.

al.

Brevissima et
Bector of the University of Paris
divi Pauli et canonicas epistolas scholia.
8°, Paris. 1543 al.
Gebhabd (Johann), f 1637, Prof. Theol. at Jena Adnotationes posthumae in
Epistolam ad Bomanos, cum Analectis Jo. Ernesti Gerhardi.
4°, Jenae. 1666 al.
Giffoed (E. EL), Bector of Much Hadham Introduction, Commentary, and
Vol. III. of Bible ComCritical Notes on the Epistle to the Bomans.
Lond. 1881.
mentary, edited by F. C. Cook, Canon of Exeter.
Glockleb (Conrad) Der Brief des Apostel Paulus an die Bomer erklart.

Gagnee (Jean

de), | 1549,

:

omnes

facillima in

:

:

:

8«,

Godet

(F.) Prof., in

the Theol. Faculty atNeuchatel

:

Frankf.-a.-M. 1834.

Commentaire sur l'Epitre

8°, Paris. 1879-80.
Edinburgh, 1881.]
[Translated by A. Cusin.
Gomab (Francois), f 1641, Prof. Theol. at Groningen Analysis et explicatio
Epistolarum Pauli ad Bomanos, Gal. Philipp. Coloss. Philem. He2°, Amstel. 1644.
[Opera.]
braeos.
Gbafe (Ed.) Ueber Veranlassung und Zweck des Bomerbriefes.
Freiburg, 1881.
Gbonewegen (Henricus), f 1692, Minister at Enkhuizen Vytleginge van den
4°,Gorinchem, 1681.
Zendbrief Paulli aan de Bomeynen.
GuAnTHEB [Walthek] (Budolph), f 1586, Pastor at Zurich Homiliae in om2°, Tiguri, 1599.
nes Epistolas apostolorum.
Gulluaud (Claude), f 1550, Theological Lecturer at Autun Collationes in om4°, Lugd. 1542 al.
nes Epistolas Pauli.

aux Bomains.

:

:

:

:

:

Haedane

(Bobert), of Airthrey, f 1842
Exposition of the Epistle to the Bomans, with remarks on the Commentaries of Dr. Macknight, Prof.
Tholuck, and Prof. Moses Stuart.
12°, Lond. 1842 al.
Haymo, f 853, Bishop of Halberstadt [or Bemigitjs] Commentarius in Epis2°, Paris, 1556 al
tolas S Pauli.
:

:

Hemming

[or

Hemmingsen]

(Niels),

-f

1600, Prof. Theol. at

Copenhagen

:

Com-

mentarius in omnes Epistolas apostolorum.
2°, Lips. 1572 al.
Hemsen (Johann Tychsen), f 1830, Prof. Theol. at Gottingen Der Apostel
Paulus, sein Leben, Wirken, und siene Schriften herausgegeben von
F. Luecke.
8°, Gotting. 1830.
Hengee (Wessel Albert van), Prof. Theol. in Leyden Interpretatio Epistolae
Pauli ad Bomanos
8°, Lugd. Bat. 1854-9.
Herveus Doeensis, c. 1130, Benedictine. See Anselmus.
Heshusius (Tilemann), f 1588, Prof. Theol. at Helmstadt
Commentarius in
:

:

:

omnes Epistolas

2°, Lips. 1605.
Pauli.
Hipsted (Johann), f 1681, Prof, in Gymnasium at Bremen
Collationes philologicae in Epistolam ad Bomanos.
4°, Bremae, 1675.
Hodge (Charles), D.D., Prof. Theol. at Princeton Commentary on the Epistle to the Bomans.
8°, Philadelphia, 1835 al.
Hofmann (Johann Christian Konrad von), Prof. Theol. at Erlangen Die
Heilige Schrift Neuen Testaments zusammenh'angend untersucht.
HI. Theil. Brief an die Bomer.
8°, Nordlingen, 1868.
Holsten (C.) Zum Evangelium des Paulus und des Petrus,
Bostock, 1868.
:

:

:

:
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Hugo de

S. Victore,
[Opera.]

1141,

f

Monk

Hyperius [Gerhard] (Andreas),

at Paris

:

XU

Quaestiones circa Epistolas Pauli.

f 1564, Prof. Theol. at

Marburg

in Pauli Epistolas.

Commentarii

:

2°,

Tiguri, 1583.

Jatho (Georg Friedrich) Director of Gymnasium at Hildesheim Pauli Brief
an die Romer nach seinem inneren Gedankengange erliiutert.
:

:

8°, Hildesheim, 1858-9.
of Balliol College, Oxford
The Epistles of
St. Paul to the Thessalonians, Galatians, Romans, with critical
notes
and dissertations.
8°, Lond 1855
Justiniani [Giustiniani] (Benedetto),
Exf 16 22, S. J. Prof. Theol. at Rome
planations in omnes Pauli Epistolas [et in omnes catholicas].

Jowett (Benjamin), M.A., Master

:

l

:

Lugd. 1612-21.

2°,

Kistemaker (Johami Hyazinth),

R. C. Prof. Theol. at Miinster

f 1834,

Sendschreiben der Apostel (und die Apocalypse), iibersetzt und
8°

Klee

Miinster

:

Die

erklart.

1822-3

(Heinrich), f 1840, R. C. Prof. Theol. at Munich
Commentar 'iiber des
Apostel Pauli Sendschreiben an die Romer.
8°, Mainz, 1830.
Knight (Robert) A Critical Commentary on the Epistle of St. Paul the Apostle
to the Romans.
8°, Lond. 1854.
Klostermann (August), Prof, in the Univ. at Kiel Korrekturen zur bisherigen
Erkliirung des Romerbriefes.
Gotha, 1868.
:

:

:

Kollner (Wilhelm Heinrich Dorotheus Eduard), c. 1850, Prof. Theol.
tingen Commentar zu dem Brief e des Paulus an die Romer.

at Got-

:

Darmst. 1834.

8°,

Krehl (August Ludwig Gottlob), f 1855,
Brief an die Romer ausgelegt.

Prof, Pract. Theol. at Leipzig
8°,

Lanfrano,

Lapide

:

Der

Leip. 1849.

Commentarii in omnes D. Pauli
f 1089, Archbishop of Canterbury
Epistolas.
[Opera ]
(Cornelius a) [Van den Steen],
f 1637, S. J. Prof, of Sacred Scripture
at Louvain
Commentaria in omnes D. Pauli Epistolas.
:

;

2°,

Launay

Antwerp. 1614

etal.

(Pierre de), Sieur de la Motte
Paraphrase et exposition sur les Epistres
de S. Paul.
4°, Saumur et Charenton, 1647-50.
Leeuwen (Gerbrand van), f 1721, Prof. Theol. at Amsterdam Verhandeling
van den Sendbrief Paulli aan de Romeynen.
4° Amst. 1688-99
Lewin (Thomas), M.A. The Life and Epistles of S. Paul.
8°, Lond. 1851.
Limborch (Philipp van), f 1712, Arminian Prof. Theol. at Amsterdam Commentarius in Acta Apostolorum et in Epistolas ad Romanos et ad
:

:

'

:

:

Ebraeos.

2°,

Roterod. 1711.

Livermore (Abiel Abbot), Minister at Cincinnati The Epistle of Paul to the
Romans, with a commentary and revised translation, and introductory
:

essays.

Lucht

Boston, 1855.

12°,

Locke (John), f 1704.
Lombardus (Petrus),

See Galatians.

Scholastic Collectanea in omnes Epistolas D.
Pauli ex. SS. Patribus.
2°, Paris. 1535 al.
(H.) Uber die beiden letzten Kapitel des Romerbriefes. Eine Kritische
f 1160,

:

:

Uutersuchung.

Berlin,

8°,

Macknight (James), D.D.,

1871.

A new literal transf 1800, Minister at Edinburgh
lation
of all the apostolical Epistles, with a commentary and
notes, philological, critical, explanatory and practical
.

.

:

.

.

40,

Maier

.

.

Edin. 1795 al

(Adalbert), R. C. Prof. Theol. at Freiburg Commentar iiber den Brief
Pauli an die Romer.
8°, Freiburg, 1847.
Mangold (Wilhelm). Prof. Theol. at Bonn Der Romerbrief und die Anfange
der Romischen Gemeinde.
Eine kritische Untersuchung.
1866.
Also, Der Romerbrief und seine geschichtliche Voraussetzungen, 1884.
:

:

Marburg.
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Maetyr

(Peter) [Vebmigli], f 1562, Prof. Theol. at Strasburg

Romanos cornmentarii ...
Mehking (H. J. F. ) Der Brief Pauli an

In Epistolam ad
Basil 1558, al.

:

2°,

die Ronier uebersetzt unci erkl'art.
8 n Stettin, 1859.
Melanchthon (Philipp), f 1500, Reformer Adnotationes in Epistolas Pauli ad
Cornmentarii in Ep.
Romanos, et Corinthios ... 4°, Basil, 1522.
Pauli ad Romanos. 8° Argent. 1540.— Epistolae Pauli ad Romanos
:

,

:

—
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ABBREVIATIONS.
al., etal.

=

and others

;

and other passages and other editions.
commentator or editor named on the
;

ad. or in loc, refers to the note of the
cf.

particular passage,

—

comp.

compare,
= compare.

"Comp. on Matt. iii. 5" refers to Dr. Meyer's own commentary on the passage. So also "See on Matt. iii. 5."
codd. = codices or manuscripts.
The uncial manuscripts are denoted by the
usual letters, the Sinaitic by X.
min. = codices minusculi, manuscripts in cursive writing. Where these are
individually quoted, they are marked by the usual Arabic numerals,
as 33, 89.

= Textus receptus, or lectio recepta (Elzevir).
= loco citato or laudato.
ver. = verse, vv. = verses.
= and following. Ver. 16 means verses 16 and P7. vv.
Rec. or Eecepta
I.e.

f.

ff.

vss.

=

f.
16 ff. means
verses 16 and two or more following.
versions.
These, when individually referred to, are marked by the
usual abridged forms. Kg. Syr.
Peshito Syriac ; Syr. p.
Philox^

-

=

enian Syriac.

=

page, pages.
p. pp.
e.g.
exempli gratia,
s.c.

=
=

scilicet.

N. T. =New Testament. O. T.
Old Testament.
A. V.
The Authorized English Version of the New Testament.
R. V.
The Revised English Version of the New Testament.
A. R. V.
The American Appendix to the Revised English Version of the N. T.

=

=
=

=

k.t.'X.

= nai ra Aoiird.

The colon

(:) is largely employed, as in the German, to mark the point at'which
a translation or paraphrase of a passage is introduced, or the transition to the statement of another's opinions.
.... indicates that words are omitted.
The books of Scripture and of the Apocrypha are generally quoted by their
usual English names and abbreviations. Eccles.
Ecclesiasticus. 3
Esd., 4 Esd. (or Esr.)
the books usually termed 1st and 2d Esdras.
The classical authors are quoted in the usual abridged forms by book, chapter,
etc. (as Xen. Anab. vi. 6, 12) or by the paging of the edition
generally
used for that purpose (as Plat. Pol. p. 291 B. of the edition of H.
Stephanus). The names of the works quoted are printed in Italics.
Roman numerals in small capitals are used to denote books or other
internal divisions (as Thuc. iv)
Roman numerals in large capitals
denote volumes (as Kiihner, II.).
The references to Winer's and Buttmann's N. T. Grammars, given in brackets
thus [E. T. 152], apply to the corresponding pages of Prof. Thayer's
English translations of these works.

=

=

;

THE

EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE ROMANS.

INTRODUCTION.
§ 1.

'AUL,

who

Sketch of the Apostle's Life.
received this

—and
probable —on
Catal.

1

the

Roman

named
tribe of

xiii.

9,

according to Jerome,

view seems the most

this

occasion of the conversion of Sergius Paulus

Proconsul of Cyprus, but was at his circumcision

7HUP, a

Benjamin (Rom.

Roman name,

from Acts

5

was the son

xi. 1

;

Phil.

iii.

of Jewish parents belonging to the
5),

and was born

11, xxi. 39, xxii. 3), a nd'kie fieyalri nal evdai/uuv

at Tarsus

(Ken. Anab.

i.

2,

8

(Acts

ix.

23) of ancient

renown, founded according to the legend by Perseus, in Cilicia. The year
but it is certain that he was
of his birth is quite uncertain (a.d. 10-15 ?)
;

his father was a Roman
on Acts xvi. 37). He therefore possessed by birth this right of
citizenship, which subsequently had so important a bearing on his labours
and his fate (Acts xxii. 27 f.). Of his first youthful training in his native
city, where arts and sciences flourished (Strabo, xiv. 5, 13, p. 673), we
know nothing but it was probably conducted by his Pharisaic father in
Gal. i. 14), so that
entire accordance with Pharisaic principles (Phil. iii. 5
the boy was prepared for a Pharisaic rabbinical school at Jerusalem. While

of Pharisaic descent (see on Acts xxiii. 6),

and that

citizen (see

;

;

yet in early youth (Acts xxii.

1

See the particulars on Acts

a

Since both

3,

xxvi. 4,

xiii. 9.

names were generally

cur-

attempt to explain their meaning in reference to our Paul is utterly
arbitrary— from that of Augustine, according to whom he was called Saul as persecutor
(as Saul persecuted David), and Paulus as
rent, every

praedicator (namely, as the minimus apostolorum, 1 Cor. xv. 9), down to Umbreit's
play on the word StyD (the made one,

anew) in the' Stud. u. Krit.
1852, p. 377 f., and Lange's fancy that the
Apostle was called the little, because he

created

comp.

vii.

58

;

Gal.

i.

14

;

Tholuck,

overcame Elymas as the little David overcame Goliath,
3
Not at Oischala in Galilee, according to
the statement of Jerome, de Vir. ill. 5
(comp. also what he says on Philem. 23),
which cannot be taken into consideration
after the Apostle's own testimony (see
especially Acts xxii. 3), unless with Krenkel
(Paulus d. Ap. d. Heiden, 1869, p. 215) we
distrust the accounts of the Book of Acts
even in such a point lying beyond the scope

of

its

dogmatic tendency.

THE EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE ROMANS.

2

in the Stud. u. Krit. 1835, p. 364

ff.
also in his Vermischte Schr. II. p. 274
he was transferred to Jerusalem, where he had perhaps even then relatives (Acts xxiii. 16), though there is no evidence that the entire family
migrated thither (Ewald). He entered a training-school of Pharisaic theol;

ff.)

ogy, and became a rabbinic pupil of the universally honoured (Acts v. 34)
3), who, notwithstanding his strict orthodoxy (Lightad Matt. p. 33), shows himself (Acts v. 34 ff.) a man of wise moderation of judgment.
In accordance with a custom, which was rendered necessary by the absence of any regular payment of the Rabbins and was very
salutary for their independence (see on Mark vi. 3, and Delitzsch, HandwerIzerleberh zur Zeit Jesu,* 1868, V.), the youthful Saul combined with his rabto
binical culture the learning of a trade tentmaking (Acts xviii. 3)
which he subsequently, even when an apostle, applied himself in a way
highly honourable and remarkably conducive to the blessing of his official
labours, and for that reason he felt a just satisfaction in it (Acts xviii. 3, xx.

Gamaliel (Acts xxii.
foot,

1

—

—

34 1 Thess.
;

ii.

9

;

2 Thess.

iii.

7

ff.

;

1 Cor. iv. 12, ix. 6, xii.

15

2 Cor.

;

xi. 8, xii.

At the feet of Gamaliel he of course received an instruction which, as to
form and matter, was purely rabbinic and hence his epistles exhibit, in
the mode in which they unfold their teaching, a more or less distinct rabbinico-didactic impress.
But it was natural also that his susceptible and
active mind should not remain unaffected by Hellenic culture, when he
came into contact with it and how could he escape such contact in JerusaThis
lem, whither Hellenists flocked from all quarters under heaven ?
serves to explain a dilettante 2 acquaintance on his part with Greek literary
works, which may certainly be recognized in Acts xvii. 28, if not also in
and which, perhaps already begun in Tarsus, may
1 Cor. xv. 33 (Tit. i. 12)
have been furthered, without its being sought, by his subsequent relations of
It is impossible to
intercourse with Greeks of all countries and of all ranks.
determine how much or how little of the virtues of his character, and of the
acuteness, subtlety, and depth of lofty intellect which he displayed as aposfor his conversion had as its retle, he owed to the influence of Gamaliel
and we
sult so entire a change in his nature, that we cannot distinguish
should not attempt to distinguish what elements of it may have grown out
We can
of the training of his youth, or to what extent they have done so.
13).

;

;

;

;

—

—

only recognize this

much

in general, that Saul, with excellent natural gifts,

1
See traits of the mild liberality of sentiment, which marked this grandson of the
celebrated Hillel, quoted from the Rabbins
in Tholuck, I.e. p. 378. The fact that nevertheless the youthful Saul developed into a
zealot cannot warrant any doubt, in opposition to Acts viii. 34 ff., as to his having been
Gamaliel's pupil (such as Hausrath ex-

presses, neut. Zeitgesch.

II. p.

419

ff.).

lytizer.

be a Jewish missionary, a proseIt cannot even be proved that he

formed

his diction

self to

lar authors,

on the model of particusuch as Demosthenes (Koster

in the Stud. u. Krit. 1854, p. 305 ff .). The
comparisons instituted with a view to establish this point are too

How many
lected, e.g.

weak and general.

similar parallels

might be

col-

and even from the
On the whole the general re-

from

Plato,

Pauli, Herborn. 1710) are

tragedians
mark of Jerome, at Gal. iv. 24, is very appropriate " P. scisne, licet non adperfectum,

fancy.

liter as saeculares."

2

The exaggerations of the older writers
Schramm, de stupenda eruditione

(see e.g.

pure inventions of
So too is Schrader's opinion, that
Paul had by Greek culture prepared him-

!

:

*

Translation pub. by

Funk & Wagnalls.

SKETCH OF THE APOSTLE'S

LIFE.

3

with the power of an acute intellect, lively feelings, and strong will, was,
under the guidance of his teacher, not merely equipped with Jewish theological knowledge and dialectic art, but had his mind also directed with
lofty national enthusiasm towards divine things
and that, however deeply
he felt sin to be the sting of death (Rom. vii. 7 ff.), he was kept free (Phil,
iii. 6) from the hypocritical depravity which was at that time prevalent
;

among
Keim,

Pharisees of the ordinary type (Schrader,
Oesch. Jesu,

eration

I.

p. 265).

Nevertheless

it is

II. p.

23

ff.

;

comp.

also certain that the

and mildness of the teacher did not communicate themselves

also

modto the

character of the disciple, who, on the contrary, imbibed in a high degree

that prevailing rigour of Pharisaism, the spirit of which no Gamaliel could

wisdom exorcise. He became a distinguished
honour of Jehovah and the law (Acts xxii. 3), as well as for
Pharisaic principles (Gal. i. 14), and displayed all the recklessness and violence which are wont to appear, when fiery youthful spirits concentrate all
their energies on the pursuit of an idea embraced with thorough enthusiasm.
His zeal was fed with abundant fuel and more and more violently inflamed,
when the young Christian party growing up in Jerusalem became an object
of hostility as dangerously antagonistic to the theocracy and legal orthodoxy
(comp. Acts vi. 13, 14), and at length formal persecution broke out with the
stoning of Stephen. Even on that occasion Saul, although still in a very
subordinate capacity, as merely a youth in attendance, took a willing and
active part (Acts viii. 1, xxii. 20)
but soon afterwards he came forward on
his own account as a persecutor of the Christians, and, becoming far and
wide a terror to the churches of Judaea (Gal. i. 22 f.), he raged against the
Christians with a violence so resolute and persistent (Acts xxii. 3 f., xxvi.
10 ff.), that his conduct at this time caused him ever afterwards the deepest
humiliation and remorse (1 Cor. xv. 8, 9
Gal. i. 13
Eph. iii. 8 Phil. iii.
comp. 1 Tim. i. 13). Yet precisely such a character as Saul who, full
6
of a keen but for the time misdirected love of truth and piety, devoted without selfish calculation his whole energies to the idea which he had once embraced as his highest and holiest concernment was, in the purpose of God,
to become the chief instrument for the proclamation and extension of the
divine work, of which he was still for the moment the destructive adby

his individual practical

zealot for the

1

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

versary.

A transformation so

extraordinary required extraordinary means.

Accordingly when Saul, invested with

full powers by the Sanhedrin (Acts
was carrying his zealous labours beyond the bounds of Palestine, there took place near Damascus (35 a.d.) that wonderful appearance to
him of the exalted Jesus in heavenly glory (see on Acts ix. 3 1 Cor. ix. 1,
xv. 8) which arrested him (Phil. iii. 12), and produced no less a result than
that Saul thereby divinely called, and subsequently favoured with an inward divine revelation of the Son of God a (see on Gal. i. 15 f.) gradually
ix. 1, xxvi. 9),

;

—

—

1
Not as a married man or already a
widower, of about thirty years of age,
(Ewald, Hausrath) comp. on Acts vii. 58.
2 The attempts
of the Tubingen school
(especially of Baur and Holsten) to repre;

sent the Gospel of Paul as having originated
from the intrinsic action of his own mind,
and the event at Damascus as a visionary
picture drawn from his own spirit, are
noticed and refuted at Acts ix., and by

—
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became, under the further guidance of the divine Spirit and in the school of

own experiences so full of trial, the Apostle, who by the most extensive
and most successful proclamation of the Gospel, especially among the Gentiles, and by his triumphant liberation of that Gospel from the fetters of
Mosaism on the one hand and from the disturbing influences of the current
theosophic speculations on the other, did more than all the other apostles
he, the Thirteenth, more than the Twelve, who had been called in the first

his

instance for the SuSemtyvlov of Israel (Gal.

ii.

9

1 Cor. xv. 10).

;

His con-

was completed through Ananias, who was directed to him by means
an appearance of Christ (Acts ix. 10 ff.) and, having been baptized, he
once after a few days, in the resolute consciousness of his spiritual life

version
of

;

at

transformed with a view to his apostolic vocation (Gal. i. 16), preached in
the synagogues of Damascus Jesus as being the Son of God (Acts x. 19 f.).
For all half-heartedness was foreign to him now too he was, whatever he
'

;

was, thoroughly, and this energetic unity of his profound nature was now
His apostolic labours at
sanctified throughout by the living spirit of Christ.

Damascus, the birthplace of his regenerate life, lasted three years, interrupted however by a journey to Arabia (Gal. i. 17), the object of which most
probably was to make merely a preliminary and brief trial of his ministry in
a foreign

field.*

Persecution on the part of the Jews

—which was

subsequently so often,

according to the Divine counsel, the salutary means of extending the sphere

Beyschlag in the Stud. u. Krit.
Compare generally Dorner, Gesch.
Theol. p. 829
1

The

1870,

1.

d. prot.

ff.

chief facts in the life of Jesus could

not but have been already known to him
in a general way, whilst he was actively
opposing the Christians at Jerusalem but
;

now, for the first time, there dawned upon
him the saving knowledge of these facts and
of their truth, and his constant intercourse
with believers henceforth deepened more
and more this saving knowledge. Thus,
following the living historical tradition
within the circle of Christianity under the
influence of the Christ revealed in him, he
became the most important witness for the
history of Jesus apart from the Gospels.

Comp. Keim,

Geschichte Jesu,I. p. 36 ff.; also
Hausrath, neat. Zeitgesch. II. p. 457. But

that he had seen Christ Himself, cannot be
inferred from 2 Cor. v. 16; see on that
3

Schrader, Kollner, Kohler (Abfassungen
Ruckert, and Schott
on Gal. I.e., Holsten, Dollinger, Krenkel,
and others, think that Paul withdrew immediately after his conversion to a neighbouring desert of Arabia, in order to prepare himself in retirement for his calling.
Compare also Hausrath, neut. Zeitgesch. II.
p. 455. This view is decidedly at variance
d. epistol. Schr. p. 43 f .),

with Acts

ix. 19, 20,

where the immediate

public teaching at Damascus, a few days
after the conversion, receives very studious
prominence. But we should only have to

assume such an inconsistency with the passage in Acts, in the event of that assumed
object of the Arabian journey being exegeticaUy deducible from the Apostle's own
words in Gal. i. 17, which, however, is by no

means the

case.

Luke,

it is

true,

makes no

mention at all of the Arabian journey but
for that very reason it is highly improbable
that it had as its object a silent preparation
for his official work. For in that case the
analogous instances of other famous teachers who had prepared themselves in the
;

desert for their future calling (Ex. xxiv. 18,
xxxiv. 28 Deut, ix. 9 1 Kings xix. 8), and
the example of John the Baptist, and even
of Christ Himself, would have made the
fact seem too important either to have remained wholly unknown to Luke, or to
have been passed over without notice in
;

;

although Hilgenfeld and Zeller
suppose him to have omitted it intentionally.
On the other hand, we cannot suppose that
the sojourn in Arabia extended over the
whole, or nearly the whole of the three
years (Eichhorn, Hemsen, Anger, Ewald,
Laurent, and older expositors). See gener-

his history

ally

on

;

Gal.

i.

17.
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—compels him

to escape from Damascus (Acts ix.
and he betakes himself to the mother-church of
on account of which he has suffered persecution in a foreign land,

of the Apostle's labours

19-26

LIFE.

xi.

32

f.)

;

proceeding to Jerusalem (a.d.
ance of Peter (Gal.

i.

18).

At

38), in
first

order to

make

the personal acquaint-

regarded by the believers there with

dis-

he was, through the loving intervention of Barnabas (Acts ix. 27 f.),
admitted into the relation of a colleague to the Apostles, of whom, however,
only Peter and James the brother of the Lord were present (Gal. i. 19).
His first apostolic working at Jerusalem was not to last more than fifteen
days (Gal. i. 18) already had the Lord by an appearance in the temple
already were the
(Acts xxii. 17 ff.) directed him to depart to the Gentiles
Hellenists resident in the city seeking his life and he therefore withdrew
through Syria to his native place (Acts ix. 30 Gal. i. 20). Here he seems to
trust,

;

;

;

;

have lived and worked wholly in quiet retirement, till at length Barnabas,
who had appreciated the greatness and importance of the extraordinary man,
went from Antioch, where just at that time Gentile Christianity had established its first church, to seek him out at Tarsus, and brought him thence
where both devoted themselves for a whole year
to the capital of Syria
(a.d. 43) without interruption to the preaching of the Gospel (Acts xi. 25,
We know not whether it was during this period (see Anger, temp. rat.
26).
;

p.

104

ff.),

or during his sojourn in Cilicia (see Ewald, apost. Zeit. p. 440,

ed. 3), that the Apostle

became the subject

of that spiritual ecstasy

and

revelation which, even after the lapse of fourteen years, continued to be re-

garded by him as so extremely remarkable (2 Cor. xii. 2-4).
But the great famine was now approaching, which, foretold at Antioch
by the prophet Agabus from Jerusalem, threatened destruction to the
churches of Judaea. On this account the brethren at Antioch, quite in the
spirit of their new brotherly love, resolved to forward pecuniary aid to Judaea and entrusted its transmission to Barnabas and Saul (Acts xi. 27-30).
;

After the execution of this commission (a.d. 44), in carrying out which
however Saul at least cannot have gone all the way to Jerusalem (see on
Gal. ii. 1), the two men were formally and solemnly consecrated by the

church at Antioch as apostles to the Gentiles (Acts xiii. 1-3) and Saul now
his missionary
first with, but afterwards without, Barnabas
journeys so fruitful in results. In the course of these journeys he was wont,
where there were Jews, to attempt the fulfilment of his office in the first instance among them, in accordance with what he knew to be the divine
order (Rom. i. 16, xv. 8 ff.), and with his own deep love towards his nation
;

—

undertook— at

(Rom.

ix. 1 ff .)

;

but when, as was usually the

case,

he was rejected by the

Jews, he displayed the light of Christ before the Gentiles.

And

in all va-

he exhibited a vigour and versatility of intellect, an
acuteness and depth, clearness and consistency, of thought, a purity and
steadfastness of purpose, an ardour of disposition, an enthusiasm of effort,
a wisdom of conduct, a firmness and delicacy of practical tact, a strength
and freedom of faith, a fervour and skill of eloquence, a heroic courage
amidst dangers, a love, self-denial, patience, and humility, and along with

riety of circumstances

all

this a lofty

power

of gifted genius,

which secure

for the Saul

whom

;

'
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Christ

made His chosen instrument the

reverence and admiration of

all

time.

In accordance with the narrative of Acts, three
the Apostle
insert the

On

may be

remaining

distinguished

known

;

8

missionary journeys of

and in the description of these we may

facts of his history.

Paul went along with
Barnabas the Cyprian, and with Mark accompanying them as apostolic servant, first of all to the neighbouring Cyprus where, after his advance from
Salamis to Paphos, his work was crowned by a double success the humilia(1.)

his consecration as Apostle to the Gentiles,

;

—

and the conversion of the proconsul Sergius Paulus (Acts xiii. 6-12).
Then Pamphylia, where Mark parted from the apostles (xiii. 13), Pisidia and Lycaonia became in turn fields of his activity, in
which, together with Barnabas, he founded churches and organized them
by the appointment of presbyters (xiv. 23). At one time receiving divine
honours on account of a miracle (xiv. 11 if.), at another persecuted and
stoned (xiii. 50, xiv. 5, 19), he, after coming down from Perga to Attalia,
tion of the goetes Elymas,

returned to the mother-church at Antioch.

While Paul and Barnabas were here enjoying a quiet sojourn of some duamong the brethren (Acts xiv. 28), there came down from Judaea

ration

Pharisaic Christians jealous for the law,

who

required the Gentile converts

to submit to circumcision as a condition of Messianic salvation (Acts xv. 1
Gal. ii. 4).
It was natural that this demand should encounter a decided

opponent in the highly enlightened and liberal-minded Paul, whose lively
assurance of the truth, resting on revelation and upheld by his own experience, could tolerate no other condition of salvation than faith in Christ;
and in consequence both he and the like-minded Barnabas became entangled
in no small controversy (Acts xv. 2).
The dispute involved the fundament-

and independent standing of Christianity and the whole freedom
man, and was therefore of such importance that the church
at Antioch, with a view to its settlement, deputed their most influential
men, Paul, who also received a revelation for this purpose (Gal. ii. 2), and
Barnabas along with some others (Paul also took Titus with him, Gal. ii. 1),
al essence

of a Christian

to proceed to Jerusalem (fourteen years after the Apostle's
thither, a.d. 52),

1

and there discuss with the apostles and

Comp. Holsten,

I.e. Evang. d. Paul. u.
Luthardt, d. Ap. Paul. e. Lebensbild, 1869 Krenkel, Paul. d. Ap. d. Hexden, 1869
Hausrath, neut. Zeitgesch. II.
1872; Grau, Entwickelungsgesch. d. mutest.

Petr. p. 88

ff.;
;

;

Schriftth.

1871, II. p.

10

f.

;

also Sabatier,

Vapotre Paul, esquisse d'une histoire de sa
Still the history of the
spiritual development of the Apostle cannot be so definitely and sharply divided into periods as Sabatier has tried to do. See,
against this, the appropriate remarks of
Gess, Jahrb.f. Z>. Theol. 1871, p. 159 ff. The

pensee, Strasb. 1870.

motive power and unity of all his working
lay in his inward fellowship with Christ,

first

journey

elders the points

with His death and resurrection—in the

and moving in Christ, and
Comp. Grau. I.e. p. 15 ff.
The supposition that there were other

subjective living
of Christ in him.
*

chief journeys, which,

it is alleged, are left
unnoticed in the Acts (Schrader), is quite
incompatible with the course of the history
as there given. He must, however, have
made many subordinate journeys, for the
Book of Acts is far from giving a complete
account of his labours, as is clearly shown
by various intimations in the Epistles. For
example, how many journeys and events
not noticed in the Acts must be assumed in
connection with 2 Cor. xi. 14 ff ?
.

;
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the result of this so-called Apostolic Coun-

Paul laid the Gospel which he preached to the Gentiles before the
church, and the apostles in particular, with the best effect (Gal. ii. 2, 6)
cil!

and, as to the point of circumcision, not even his apostolic associate Titus, a
was subjected to the circumcision demanded by members of the

Gentile,

church who were zealous for the law. With unyielding firmness Paul contended for the truth of the Gospel. The apostles who were present James

—

—

the brother of the Lord, Peter and John approved of his preaching among,
and formally recognized him as Apostle to, the Gentiles (Gal. ii. 1-10) and
;

he and Barnabas, accompanied by the delegates of the church at Jerusalem,
Judas Barsabas and Silas, returned to Antioch bearers of a decree (Acts xv.
28-30) favourable to Christian freedom from the law, and important as a
growth of the church (Acts xvi. 4 f.)
though not coming up to that complete freedom of the Gospel which Paul
provisional measure for the further

felt himself bound to claim, and for this reason, as well as in virtue of his
consciousness of independence as Apostle to the Gentiles, not urged by him

Here they prosecuted afresh their preaching of Christ,
though not always without disturbance on the part of Jewish Christians, so
that Paul was compelled in the interest of Christian freedom openly to oppose and to admonish even Peter, who had been carried away into dissimuin his Epistles.

lation, especially seeing that the other

bas,
fE.).

Jewish Christians, and even Barnahad allowed themselves to be tainted by that dissimulation (Gal. ii. 11
Paul had nevertheless the welfare of his foreign converts too much at

heart to permit his wishing to prolong his stay in Antioch (Acts xv. 36).
He proposed to Barnabas a journey in which they should visit those converts, but fell into a dispute with him in consequence of the latter desiring

Mark

to take

(Acts xv.

37-39)—a dispute which had the

beneficial conse-

quence for the church, that the two men, each of whom was qualified to fill
a distinct field of labour, parted from one another and never again worked
in conjunction.
(2.)

Paul, accompanied

(a.d. 52).
life

by

He went through

Silas,

entered on a second missionary journey

Syria and

of the churches (Acts xv. 41)

;

Cilicia,

strengthening the Christian

and then through Lycaonia, where

at

Lystra (see on Acts xvi. 1) he associated with himself Timothy, whom he
circumcised apart however from any connection with the controversy as to

—

the necessity of circumcision (see on Acts xvi. 3)
his ministry from causing offence among the Jews.

and Galatia (Acts xvi.
bodily weakness to make a

gia

6),

in the latter of

—with
He

a view to prevent

also traversed

Phry-

which he was compelled by

and so took occasion to plant the churches
he arrived at Troas, he received in a vision by
night a call from Christ to go to Macedonia (xvi. 8 ff.). In obedience to
this call he stepped for the first time on the soil of Europe, and caused
Christianity to take permanent root in every place to which he carried his
ministry.
For in Macedonia he laid the foundation of the churches at Philippic Thessalonica, and Beroea (Acts xvi. 12 ff., xvii. 1 ff., 10 ff.); and then,
driven away by repeated persecutions (comp. also 1 Thess. ii. If., i. 6) but
leaving Silas and Timothy behind in Beroea (Acts xvii. 14) he brought to
there (Gal.

iv. 13).

stay,

When

—

—

;
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Christ His first-fruits even in Athens, where he

was treated by the philoso-

phers partly with contempt and partly with ridicule (Acts xvii. 16 ff.).
But in that city, whence he despatched Timothy, who had in the meanwhile again rejoined him, to Thessalonica (1 Thess. iii. 1 ff.), he was unable

The longer and more productive was his labour in
he betook himself on leaving Athens (Acts xviii. Iff.).
There, where Silas and Timothy soon joined him, he founded the church
which Apollos afterwards watered (1 Cor. iii. 6, 10, iv. 15, ix. 1) and for
more than a year and a half (Acts xviii. 11, 18; a.d. 53 and 54)—during
which period he received support from Macedonia (2 Cor. xi. 9), as he had
overpreviously on several occasions from the Philippians (Phil. iv. 15 f.)
One
Cor.
Crucified
of
the
preaching
the
(1
world
by
came the wisdom of the
The relation here formed with his fellow-craftsman Aquila (Acts
ii. Iff.).

to found a church.
Corinth, whither

;

—

xviii. 1 ff.),

who

as a

Roman

in Corinth, could not

church at

emigrant was sojourning with his wife Priscilla

fail to

Rome (Rom.

exercise essential influence

on the Christian

In Corinth he wrote also at this time the

xvi. 3).

of his doctrinal Epistles preserved to us—those to the Thessalonians.
Corinth was the terminus of his second missionary journey. From Corinth
he started on his return, not however taking a direct course, but first making by way of Ephesus (whither he brought Aquila and Priscilla with him)

first

a journey to Jerusalem to attend a festival (Acts xviii. 18-22; a.d. 55),
whence, without prolonging his stay, he returned to the bosom of the
But he did not remain there long (Acts xviii. 23)
Syrian mother-church.
his apostolic zeal soon impelled
(3.)

He made

him

to set out once more.

his third missionary tour

through Oalatia and Phrygia,

strengthening the churches which he had founded from town to town (Acts
xviii. 23); and traversed Asia Minor as far as Ephesus, where for nearly
three years (a.d. 56-58) he laboured with peculiar power and fervour and
xix. 1-xx. 1), although also assailed by severe
(Acts xx. 19; 1 Cor. xv. 32, comp. 2 Cor. i. 8). This sojourn of the
Apostle was also highly beneficial for other churches than that at Ephesus;

with eminent success (Acts
trials

for not only did

he thence make a journey to Corinth, which city he now
on 2 Cor. introd. § 2), but he also wrote

visited for the second time (see

towards the end of that sojourn what

is

known

to us as the First Epistle to

subsequently intelligence of the impression made
by it from Timothy, whom he had sent to Corinth before he wrote, as well
The Epistle to the Galaas from Titus, whom he had sent after writing it.
the Corinthians, receiving

tians

was

also issued

from Ephesus.

He was

impelled to leave this city by

to transfer his labours to the far West, and indeed to Rome itself, but before doing so to revisit and exhort to steadfastness in the faith his Macedonian and Achaean converts (Acts xix. 21, xx. 2),

his steadfast resolution

now

more to go to Jerusalem (Acts xix. 21). Accordingly, after
Demetrius the silversmith had raised a tumult against him (Acts xix. 24 ff.),
which however proved fruitless, and after having suffered in Asia other severe afflictions (2 Cor. i. 8), he travelled through Macedonia, whither he
went by way of Troas (2 Cor. ii. 12). And here, after having been joined
by both Timothy and Titus from Corinth, Paul wrote the Second Episas well as once
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He then remained three months in Achaia (Acts xx.
the Corinthians.
where he issued from Corinth which he now visited for the third time
his Epistle to the Romans.
Paul now regards his
(2 Cor. xii. 14, xiii. 1)
calling in the sphere of labour which he has hitherto occupied as fulfilled,
and is impelled to pass beyond it (2 Cor. x. 15 f .) he has preached the
Gospel from Jerusalem as far as Illyria (Bom. xv. 19, 23) he desires to go
by way of Rome to Spain, as soon as he shall have conveyed to Jerusalem a
collection gathered in Macedonia and Greece (Rom. xv. 23 ff.).
But it
does not escape his foreboding spirit that suffering and tribulation await
him in Judaea (Rom. xv. 30 ff.).
The Apostle's missionary labours may be regarded as closed with this last
for he now entered on his return journey to Jerusalem,
sojourn in Achaia
in consequence of which the capital of the world was to become the closing
scene of his labours and sufferings.
Hindered solely by Jewish plots from
sailing directly from Achaia to Syria, he returned once more to Macedonia,
and after Easter crossed from Philippi to Troas (Acts xx. 3-6), where his
tie to

3)

—

—

;

;

;

companions,
Miletus, he

who had

bade a

set

Coming thence

out previously, awaited him.

to

with touching fervour and solemnity to the
presbyters of his beloved church of Ephesus (Acts xx. 1 7 ff )
for he was firmly
convinced in his own mind, filled as it was by the Spirit, that he was going
to meet bonds and afflictions (xx. 23).
At Tyre lie was warned by the
Christians not to go up to Jerusalem (xxi. 4)
at Caesarea Agabus announced to him with prophetic precision the approaching loss of his freedom (xxi. 10 ff.), and his friends sought with tears to move him even now
to return
but nothing could in the least degree shake his determination to
follow absolutely the impulse of the Spirit, which urged him towards
Jerusalem (xx. 22). He went thither (a.d. 59) with heroic self-denial and
last farewell

;

.

;

;

yielding of himself to the divine purpose, in like manner as formerly the

Lord Himself made His

last

pilgrimage to the Jewish capital.

Arriving

—for his object was not only to convey to the
of love collected for them, but also to celebrate the
Acts xxiv. 17 —he was induced by James and the pres-

there shortly before Pentecost

brethren the gifts
national festival,

byters to undertake immediately on the following day, for the sake of the
Judaists, a Nazarite

vow

(xxi. 17

ff.).

But, while

it

was yet only the

fifth

upon
him in the temple, accusing him of having, as an enemy of the law and the
temple, brought Gentiles with him into the holy place
and they would
have killed him, had not the tribune of the fort Antonia rescued him by
military force from their hands (xxi. 28-34).
In vain he defended himself
before the people (Acts xxii.), and on the following day before the Sanhedrin
(xxiii. 1-10)
but equally in vain was a plot now formed by certain Jews
who had bound themselves by an oath to put him to death (xxiii. 11-22)
for the tribune, when informed of it, had the Apostle conducted immeFelix was base
diately to the Procurator Felix at Caesarea (xxiii. 23-35).
enough, in spite of Paul's excellent defence, to detain him as a prisoner for
two years, in the expectation even of receiving a bribe and on his departure from the province, from a wish to gratify the Jews, left the Apostle to
day of

this consecration (see

on Acts xxiv.

11),

the Asiatic Jews

fell

;

;

;

;
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be dealt with by Porcius Festus Ms successor (summer, a.d. 61), Acts xxiv.
Even from the more equitable Festus, before whom the Jews renewed their
accusations and Paul the defence of his innocence, he did not receive the
justice that

was

his

due

;

make a
Before this date however, whilst

wherefore he found himself compelled to

formal appeal to the Emperor (xxv. 1-12).

hope of a speedy

he had written at Caesarea his Episand Philemon (which are usually assigned to
the Roman captivity)
see on Eph. introd. § 2.
His appeal, notwithstanding the unanimously favourable opinions pronounced regarding him (Acts
xxvi.) after his solemn defence of himself before King Agrippa II. and his
sister (xxv. 13 8..), was necessarily followed by his transference from .Caesarea
During the autumn voyage, on which he was accompanied by
to Rome.
Luke and Aristarchus, danger succeeded danger, after the Apostle's wise
warnings were despised (Acts xxvii. 10, 11, 21) and it was only in conseliving in the

release,

tles to the EpJiesians, Colossians,
;

;

quence of his advice being afterwards followed (Acts xxvii. 30-36) that all
were saved and, after the stranding of their vessel at Malta, happily landed
to pass the winter on that island.
In the following spring he saw Rome,
though not as it had been so long his earnestly cherished wish to visit it
(Rom. i. 10 ff.) as the free herald of the Gospel. Still he there enjoyed

—
—
the favour— after receiving a custodia militaris— of being permitted to dwell
in his

own hired house and to continue without interruption his work of inamong all who came to him. This mild imprisonment lasted two

struction

full years

(from the spring of 62)

to his office failed not to

(Acts xxviii. 30, 31
pians,

;

Phil.

make
i.

which emanated from

12

:

ff.),

kingdom

of

God

so in particular the Epistle to thePMlip-

which he

still

touching proof of

received and showed, of the

which he endured, and

of the resignation and hope which
This letter of love may be called his swan's song.

nated within him.

two
and

as at this time his intrepid fidelity

this time of captivity, is a

that fidelity, as well as of the love
sufferings

and

oral proclamation of the

alter-

The

imprisonment did not decide his cause ;
it does not make his release by any means self-evident, 1 for Luke reports nothing from this period respecting the progress of the Apostle's trial.
But now all at once we lose all trustworthy accounts bearing on the further
years' duration of his further

course of his fate
and only thus much can be gathered from the
monies of ecclesiastical writers as historically certain, that he died the
of a martyr at Rome under Nero, and nearly at the same time 2 as
suffered crucifixion at the same place.
See the testimonies in Credner,
I. p. 318 ff.
Kunze, praecip. Patrum testim., quae ad mart. P. spect.,
;

;

In opposition to Stolting, Beitr. z. Exeg.
Paul. Br. p. 195.
Whether Peter suffered martyrdom

1

d.

somewhat
some time

than Paul (Ewald), or
cannot he made out from
Clement, Cor. I. 5, any more than from
other sources. Moreover this question is
bound up with that as to the place and
time of the composition of the First Epistle
of Peter. But that Peter never came to
earlier

later,

Rome— as,
sius,

testi-

death
Peter
Einl.

Gott.

following Baur and others, Lip-

Rom. Bischofe, 1869, and
Petrussage, 1872, and Gun-

Chronol. d.

QueUen

d.

Bom.

dert in the Jahrb. f. D. Th. 1869, p. 306 ff.,
seek to prove (see the earlier literature on
the question in Bleek's Einleitung, p. 562)—
cannot, in view of the church tradition, be
maintained. The discussion of this question
in detail belongs to another place,
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and generally Baur, Paulus, I. p. 243 ff. ed. 2 Wieseler, p. 547 ff.
from the Catholic point of view, Dollinger,
p. 149 if.
Ghristenth. und Kirche, p. 79 ff. ed. 2.
The question however arises, Whether this martyrdom (beheading) was

1848

;

Otto,

;

Pastoralbr.

the issue of his

;

;

time (Petavius, Lardner, Schmidt, Eichhorn,

trial at that

Heinrichs, Wolf, de altera Pauli captivit. Lips. 1819, 1821, Schrader, Hemsen, Kollner, Winer, Fritzsche, Baur, Schenkel, de Wette, Matthies, Wieseler,
Schaff, Ebrard, Thiersch, Reuss,

Hausrath,

Rudow,

Hilgenfeld,

Holtzmann, Judenth. u. Ghristenth. p. 549 f.,
Yolckmar, Krenkel, and others, including

Otto,

Diss, de argumentis historic., quibus epistolar. pastoral, origo Paul,

impugnata est, Gott. 1852, p. 6 ff.), or of a second Roman captivity, as has
been assumed since Eusebius (ii. 22) by the majority of ancient and modern
including Michaelis, Pearson, Hanlein, Bertholdt, Hug, Heidenff., Mynster, M. theol. Schr. p.
291 i, Guericke,

writers,

reich, Pastoralbr. II. p. 6

Bohl, Abfassungsz. d. Br. an Timoth. u.

Tit., Berl. 1829, p. 91 ff., Kohler, 1
Schott, Neander, Olshauscn, Kling, Credner, Neudecker, Wiesinger,

Wurm,

Baumgarten, Lange, apost. Zeitalt. II. i. p. 386 ff., Bleek, Dollinger, Sepp,
Gams, d. Jahr d. Martyrertodes d. Ap. Petr. u. Paul. 1867, Ewald, Huther,
and others. Since the testimony of Eusebius, I.e., which is quite of a general character, confessedly

has reference merely to a tradition (Myoe

exei),

which was acceptable to him on account of 2 Tim. iv. 16 f., the historical
decision of this question turns on the statement of Clemens Romanus. 2 He
says, according to DresseFs text, 8 1 Cor. 5
Am ^Xov ml 6 ILavXoc vno/iovyg
:

Ppafieiov.

vneax^v,

ev te ry avaroXy

etttcikic Seafia

ml

ev

rrj fivaei,

tyopeoag, (pvyadsvOElc, Tiidaadslc.

gvvtjv Sidat-ag bXov rbv kSgjuov, nat
ETti tcjv rjyovfxkvuv.

ettc

to ripfia

Ovtdc airrjllayq rov

vnofiovrjc yEv6fiEvog /xiyiarog vwoypafifidc.

clearly

Krjpv!- yev6/j.evog

to ytvvalov rye tcIgteoc avrov kKeoc eXaj3ev, dimto-

enough that Paul before

k6o[iov,

rrjg

dvGEOC kWatv,

mi

eic

This passage,

his death, passing

ml

jiapTvpfoag

top aytov t6ttov
it is

ETropEvdrj,

thought, indicates

beyond

Italy,

had reached

the farthest limit of the West, Spain, 4 and that therefore a second
1
Who, curiously enough, further assumes
a third and fourth captivity.
2 Nothing
at all bearing upon our question
can be derived from the testimony of
Dionysius of Corinth, quoted by Euseb. ii.
25, to which Wiesinger still attaches weight.
It merely affirms that Peter and Paul having
come to Italy, there taught, and died as
martyrs. Comp. Caius ap. Eus. I. c, Iren.

Haer.

iii.

1

;

Tertull. Scorp.

15,

praescr. 36

;

and even the K-^pvyixa TLerpov (Clem. Strom.
vi. 5).
These testimonies do not in the least
suggest the idea of a second presence in

Rome.
3

Dressel follows the recension of Jacob-

and 2d ed. 1840), who colA anew, and carefully rectified
text of the Epistle first issued by Patri-

son (Oxon.
lated Cod.
its

1838,

cius Junius (Oxon. 1633), followed substan-

nally in that form by Cotelerius (Paris 1672),
and then amended by Wotton (Cantabr.

The

Roman

however of the difof the text, which is only
preserved, and that in a very faulty form,
in Cod. A, do not essentially affect the present question. Even the form in which
Laurent (mutest. Stud. p. 105 ff., and in the
Stud. u. Krit. 1870, p. 135 ff.) gives the text
of the passage in Clement on the basis of
Tischendorf's reproduction of Cod. A, is
without influence on our question. This
holds true also with respect to the latest
critical editions of the Clementine Epistles
by Hilgenfeld (iV. T. extra canonem, 1866, 1.),
by Lightfoot (S. Clement of Home. The tioo
1718).

variations

ferent revisions

and by Laurent (Clem.
Rom. ad Cor. epistula, etc. 1870).
* So also Ewald, apost. Zeit. p. 620 ff. ed. 3,

Epistles, etc. 1869),

who supposes that, when Paul heard in
Spain of the horrors of the Neronian persocutions, he hurried back to Rome to bear
witness for Christianity that there he was
;

—
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imprisonment must be assumed. See especially Credner, Oesch. d. Kanon,
Huther, Pastoralbr. Einl. p. 32 ff. ed. 3 Lightfoot I.e., who unp. 51 ff.
derstands by ripfia r. 6. Oades. In opposition to this view we need not seek
whether it may be
after any different interpretation of to repua r. dvoeog
taken to signify the western limit appointed to Paul (Baur, Schenkel, Otto)
which certainly would be very meaningless or the line of demarcation between East and Wes'j (Schrader, Hilgenfeld, apost. Vdter, p. 109) or even
the centre of the West (Matthies).
But it is to be observed
1st. That the
language generally bears a highly rhetorical and hyperbolical character, and,
were it only for this reason, it is very hazardous to interpret the "limit of
the West" (Yd repfia ttjq dvaecog) with geographical accuracy.
And is not
even the immediately preceding 6iKaio<j. (hdagac bXov rbv kog/iov a flourish of
exaggeration ? 2d. Clement does not speak of East and West from his
own Roman standpoint, but, as was most naturally accordant with the
connection and design of his statement, from the standpoint of Paul, into
whose local relations he in thought transports himself. While the Apostle
laboured in Asia, he was in the East : then he passed over to Greece, and
thus had become, from his Oriental point of view, a herald also in the West.
But in the last crisis of his destiny he came even to the far West, as far as
Rome and for this idea how naturally, in the midst of the highly coloured
language which he was using, did the expression enl to Tep/ia Tfjg Sweug e/iduv
suggest itself
It could not have been misunderstood by the readers, because
people at Corinth could not but know the place where Paul met his death.
3d.
;

;

;

—

;

:

—

:

!

'Etu tuv qyovpevuv denotes (in allusion to Matt. x. 18) the rulers generally, be-

whom

Paul gave testimony concerning Christ (jiaprvpqoac.), after he had
If the latter denotes Rome, then we may without
hesitation, on historical grounds, conclude that the rulers are those Roman
magistrates before whom Paul made his defence in Rome.
But if Spain
should be the "goal of the West," we should find ourselves carried by the
fiapTvpyoas en l tuv r/yovp,. to some scene of judicial procedure in Spain ; and
would it not in that case be necessary to assume a sojourn of the Apostle
fore

reached this Tepfia ttjq Svaeug.

there,

which that very

would render

trial

specially

memorable

?

But how

opposed to such a view is the fact, that no historical trace, at all certain, is
For the testimonies to
preserved of any church founded by Paul in Spain
this effect adduced by Gams, Kirchengesch. v. Spanien, p. 26, Sepp, Oesch.
der Ap. p. 314, ed. 2, and others, contain nothing but traditions, which
have merely arisen from the hypothetical Spanish journey of Paul. And to
say with Huther that the Apostle had travelled (eWuv) to Spain, but had not
laboured there, is to have recourse to an explanation at variance with the inBesides,
trinsic character of Paul himself and with the context of Clement.
!

f
Paul desired to transfer his ministry, that was
accomplished in the East, to Spain. 4th. If kici to Tepp.a r. Svaeug eWuv was
intended to transport the reader to Spain, then it would be most natural,

according to Rom. xv. 23

since ovtuc

,

.

sums up the previous

arrested, placed once

condemned to

death.

participial clauses, to transfer the a^rfAkayrt

more on trial, and
According to Ewald

the

itself, at i. 8, points by
of anticipation to the Spanish journey.

Book of Acts

way
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tov k6guov also to

Spain ; for just as

to the dLnaioovvrjv didd£. blov

with the

ettI t.

this cnrn?2.

so

r. noo-fiov,

ripjua r. Svoeoc k.t.1.

;

sic r.
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manifestly correlative

ayiov t6ttov eiropevdq corresponds

so that Paul, starting

from the TEpua

which he has reached, and where he has borne
before the rulers, enters on his journey to the holy place.
It
Svasuc,

r.

when we understand

fore,

his testimony
is

only, there-

Italy as the western limit, that the language of

Clement is in harmony with the historical circumstances of the case. ' See
moreover, Lipsius, de Clem. Horn. ep. ad Cor. I. p. 129, and Chronol. d. rom. BisIt cannot withal be overlooked that in the so-called Epist.
chofe, p. 163 ff.
Clem,

ad Jacohim,

Rome

alone

is

c.

1,

there

is

designated as the

manifestly an echo of our passage, and yet
goal of the Apostle's labours
tov Eaop.-

final

:

evov ayadbv 6Acj rcj kSg/uc) finvvaat fiaailea, ftexpta kvravda ry
deoftovlr/Tu diSaaKakia

g6£ov

'Vufin -yevdfievog,

avdpcjirovc, ai>Toc tov vvv j3lov fttaiuc to £r)v fiETr/Wa^EV.

After this the conjecture of Wieseler (and Schaff, Hist, of Apost. Church,
p. 342), who, instead of ettI to rkpfia, as given by Junius, would read vnb
to Tep/ua, and explain it "before the supreme power of the West," is unthis view that Jacobson, as well as
and that Tischendorf likewise has attested
the existence of nal ettI as beyond doubt.
But, besides, Wieseler's expedient would not be admissible on grounds of linguistic usage, for Tipfca in
the sense assumed is only used with exeiv
see Eur. Suppl. 617, Or. 1343,
Jacobs, ad Bel. epigr. p. 287.
From the very corrupt text of the Canon

necessary.

It

Wotton, found

is

ettI

decisive

against

in the Cod. A,

;

Muratorii* nothing can be gathered bearing on our question, except that
1

If

we render p.apTvpjj<ra? martyrium

pas-

sus (Credner, Lange, and older writers), this
result comes out the more clearly, since at

events Paul died in Rome
along with
which indeed Dollinger further finds in enl
tuc iiyovix.. an evidence for the year 67 that
has been the traditional date since Eusebius, Chron. (comp. also Gams, Jahr d.
Martyr'ertodes, etc. and Sepp, I.e. p. 379),
when Nero was absent and the Prefects
ruled in Rome. See his
Christenth u.
Kirche, p. 101, ed. 2. Against that chronological determination, see generally Baxmann, dass Petr. u. Paul nicht am 29. Junius
67. gemartert worden sind, 1867.
2 The
passage in question runs, " Acta
autem omnium apostolorum sub uno libro
sunt. Lucas optime Theophile comprindit
(comprehendit), quia sub praesentia ejus
singula gerebantur, sicuti et semote passionem Petri evidenter declarat, sed profecall

;

;

tionem Pauli ab urbe ad Spaniam

proficis-

Wieseler conjectures that after
projicisemtis the word omittit has been left
out that semote means at a separate place,
viz. not in the Acts of the Apostles, but in
the Gospel, xxii. 31-33. A very forced conjecture, with which nevertheless Volkmar
(in Credner's Gesch. d. Kanon, p. 348) agrees,
supposing that a non has dropped out after
centis."

;

:

Credner, I.e. p. 155 f., conjectured semota (namely loca, which is sup-

proficiscentis.

posed to refer to John xxi. 18 ff., and Rom.
24), and then el instead of sed.
Otto, p.
154, would read sic et instead of sed ; mak" consequently (sic) he
ing the meaning
xv.

:

declares openly, that just as (uti et) in his
absence the martyrdom of Peter took place,
so likewise (sic et) the journey of Paul," etc.

But how much must we thus introduce into
the semote/ Laurent alters into: "semota
passione
et profectione,' etc.
Various
suggestions are made by others see Ewald,
1 ''

.

.

.

;

Jahrb. VIII. p. 126, whose
the boldest. Hilgenfeld,

own procedure
Kanon

is

u. Krit. d.

T., p. 42, thinks that the author has
" guessed " the martyrdom of Peter and the
Spanish journey of Paul from the abrupt
close of the Acts of the Apostles. Such a
theory should have been precluded by the
"evidenter declarat," for which indeed
Ewald would read " evidenter decerpit " or
" decollat. " If we must resort to conjecture
(and it is necessary), it seems the simplest
course, instead of et semote, to insert id
semotam, and then instead of sed, et. This
would yield the sense as this circumstance
(id), viz. the writing down only what took
place in his presence, evidently explains the
exclusion (semotam) of the passion of Peter and
$T.

:
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the author was already acquainted with the tradition of the journey to
Spain afterwards reported by Eusebius
not, that he wished to refute
;

(Wieseler,

it

ri del

p.

On

536).

nepc liavlov Viyuv and

evayyiliov rov Xpcarov

ml

the other hand,
f

Origen

(in

Euseb.

iii.

1

:

lepovoal7][i fiexpi rov 'IXXvpinov TtETzTiTjpuKdTog rb

vartpov kv

tacitly excludes the Spanish journey.

ry

'V6/in

The

iv\

Ittpuvoc

fiefiapTvpnudroc)

tradition regarding

it

arose very

Rom.'xv. 24 (Jerome
"ad Italiam quoque et, ut ipse
scriMt, ad Hispanias—portatus est"), and served as a needed historical basis
for the explanation of 2 Tim., acquiring the more general currency both on
this account and because it tended to the glorification of the Apostle.
It
is further worthy of attention that the pseudo-Abdias, in his Historia Aposnaturally out of

tolica,

ii.

7,

:

8 (in Fabricius, Cod. Apocr. p. 452

represents the execution as

ff.),

the issue of the captivity reported in the Acts.

Had

this author been a berenewed missionary activity and
second imprisonment, he would have been the last to refrain from bringing
forward wonderful reports regarding them. Substantially the same may be
liever in a

liberation,

as well as in a

said of the Acta Petri et Pauli in Tischendorf, Act. ap. apocr. p. 1

Note.—It we regard the

ff.

Epistles to fimothy

and Titus—which, moreover, stand
must take, as Eusebius in particular has done
with reference to 2 Tim., the tradition of the Apostle's liberation from Rome
and of a second captivity there as an historical postulate, in order to gain the
or

—as genuine, we

fall together

!

room which cannot otherwise be found for the historical references of those
Epistles, and the latest possible time for their other contents.
But the more
defective the proof of the second imprisonment is, the more warranted remain
the doubts as to the genuineness of these Epistles, which arise out of their own
contents
while in virtue of these doubts the Epistles, in their turn, cannot
themselves be suitably adduced in proof of that captivity. Besides, it cannot
be left out of view that in all the unquestionably genuine Epistles which Paul
wrote during his imprisonment, every trace of the previously (Rom. xv. 24)
cherished plan of a journey to Spain has vanished
and that in the Epistle to
;

;

the Philippians, which was certainly not written

he was in Rome (i. 25 f.,
he contemplates as his further goal in the event of his liberation, not
the far West, but Macedonia, or in other words a return to the East. From
Acts xxiii. 11, however, no evidence can be adduced against the Spanish
journey (as Otto contends), because in this passage there is no express mention
ii.

till

24),

of a last goal, excluding all further advance.

of the journey of Paul from Borne to Spain.
On both of these occasions the author
accordingly thinks that Luke was not pres-

and thereby the fact that he has
omitted them in his book is explained.
1
This is the ground assumed by the latest
ent,

expositors of the Pastoral Epistles, who
maintain their genuineness, Wiesinger and
Huther whilst Rudow, again, in the al;

ready mentioned Dissert. 1852, only rejects
the First Ep. to Timothy (comp. Bleek), and

calling in question a second captivity, as-

cribes the

Second Ep. to Timothy to the

imprisonment, and the Ep. to Titus to
the sojourn at Ephesus. So also Otto, with
respect to the two last-named Epistles
but he regards the First Ep. to Timothy as
a letter of instruction for Timothy in view
of his mission to Corinth, consequently as
nearly contemporaneous with the Ep. to
first

;

Titus.

See, in opposition to Otto,

on the Pastoral

Huther

Epistles, Jntrod. ed. 3.
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1

That the Christian Church in Rome had been in existence for a considerwhen Paul wrote to it, is clear from i. 8-13 and xiii. 11, 15 and
that it was already a church formally constituted, may be gathered from
the general analogy of other churches that had already been long in existEspecially may the
ence, from xii. 5 ff., and less certainly from xvi. 5.
church organizato
essential
which
was
presbyters,
of
existence of a body
able time

;

In the Acts of the

tion (Acts xiv. 23), be regarded as a matter of course.

Apostles the existence of the Church is presupposed (xxviii. 15) as something
and the author, who follows the thread of his Apostle's biogwell known
raphy, had no occasion to narrate its origin or development.
;

Roman Church cannot therefore be determined with
not incredible that even during the lifetime of Jesus faith
in Him had taken root, in individual cases, among the Roman Jews (comp.
Clem. Recogn. i. 6). For among the pilgrims who nocked to the festivals at
The

origin of the
It is

certainty.

Jerusalem from

all

countries

Romans

also

were wont to be present (Acts

ii.

because the multitude of Jews in
10), and that too in considerable numbers,
Rome had since the time of Pompey become extraordinarily great (see Philo,
leg.

ad. Gaj. II. p. 56.8

;

Dio

Cass, xxxvi. 6

Joseph. Antt. xvii. 11,

;

1), in-

cluding Jews directly from Palestine (prisoners of war, see Philo, I.e.), of
whom a large portion had attained to freedom, the rights of citizenship, and
even wealth. Is it unlikely that individual festal pilgrims from Rome, impressed by the words and works of Jesus in Jerusalem, carried back with them

homes the first seeds of the faith ? To this view it cannot be objected
by Reiche), that Christianity did not spread beyond the bounds of

to their
(as

for there is mention, in fact,
Palestine until after the miracle of Pentecost
the Apostles, and in Acts
of
activity
missionary
official
in Matt. x. of the
If the former and the latter
viii. 1 ft*, of that of emigrants from Jerusalem.
;

did not labour in foreign lands until a subsequent period, this by no means
excludes the possibility of the conversion of individual foreigners, partly
Jews, partly proselytes, who became
able that

in Jerusalem. It is further probthe three thousand who came over

believers

there were some Romans among

at least it would
first Pentecost (Acts ii. 10)
be very arbitrary to exclude these, who are expressly mentioned among the
results.
witnesses of what occurred at Pentecost, from participation in its
Lastly, it is probable that the persecution which broke out with the stoning
the
of Stephen drove some Palestinian Christians to take refuge even in

to the Christian faith at the

;

distant capital of the world, distinguished
fact inclined to Oriental
calls it ETZLTOfiTiv

modes

tt/c oiKOVfizvrjc,

See Th. Schott, d. ffimerbriefs. Endzweck
Gedankengang nach, Erl. 1858 Mangold,
d Romerbr. u. d. Anftinge d. rom. Gem.
Marb. 1866 Wieseler in Herzog's Encykl.
XX. p. 583 ff. (1866) Beyschlag in the Stud.
i

u.

;

;

;

by

its religious toleration,

and

in

of worship (Athenaeus, Deipnos. I. p. 20 B.,
and says : ml yap bla ra idvrf adpduc avrddi

u. Krit. 1867, p. 627

ff.

;

comp. also Grau,

z.

Einfiihr. in d. SchHftth. N. T., Stuttg. 1868,

and his Entwickelungsgesch.d.neut. SchHftth.
II. 1871, p.

1870.

102

ff.

;

Sabatier, Vapotre Paul,
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ow$Ki(rrai).
For that this dispersion of the Christians of Jerusalem was not
confined to Samaria and Judaea (an objection here urged by Reiche and

Kollner),

is

proved by Acts

gone

as far as Phoenicia

their

way even

these places

to

and

xi. 19, where emigrants are mentioned who had
and Cyprus. And how easily might some find

Rome, seeing that the brisk maritime intercourse between
Italy afforded them opportunity, and seeing that they
find admittance and repose among their countrymen in

might expect to
Rome, who were strangers to the fanatical

zeal of Palestine.
in consequence of the constant intercourse maintained by the

But although,
Jews at Rome

with Asia, Egypt, and Greece, and especially with Palestine (Gieseler,
I. § 17), various Christians may have visited
Rome, and various Jews from Rome may have become Christians, all the influences hitherto
mentioned could not establish a Christian congregational life in Rome. InKirchengesch.

dividual Christians were there, and certainly also Christian fellowship, but
no organized church. To plant such a church, there was needed, as is

still

plain from the analogy of all other cases of the founding of churches with
which we are acquainted, official action on the part of teachers endowed
directly or indirectly

Who the founder

with apostolic authority.

Roman congregational life Was, however, is utterly
Catholic Church names the Apostle Peter ; concerning
along with the gradual development of the hierarchy, there has been

unknown.

whom,

of the

The

a gradual development of tradition, that he came to Rome in the second
year, or at any rate about the beginning of the reign of the
Emperor
Claudius (according to Gams, a.d. 41), to overcome Simon Magus, and re-

mained there twenty-five years (Gams twenty-four years and an indefinite
number of days), till his death, as its first bishop. See Eusebius, Chron. (in
:

Mai's Script, vet. nov. coll. VIII. p. 376, 378)
and Jerome, de vir. ill. I.
But that Peter in the year 44, and at the date of the apostolic conference in
the year 52, was still resident in Jerusalem, is evident from Acts xii.
4, xv.
From Acts xii. 7 a journey to Rome cannot be in7, and Gal. ii. 1 ff.

1

;

ferred. 2

Further, that

still later,

when Paul was

living at Ephesus, Peter
evident from Acts xix. 21, because Paul
followed the principle of not interfering with another Apostle's field of
labour (Rom. xv. 20
comp. 2 Cor. x. 16)
and, had Peter been in Rome

had not been labouring

in

Rome,

is

;

j

» See generally, Lipsius, d. Quellen d. Rom.
Petrussage, Kiel, 1872.
As to the way in

which that tradition, the germs of which
are found in Dionysius of Corinth (Euseb.
II.
ii. 25), gradually developed itself into

K

the

complete and definite form given above,

see Wieseler, chronol. Synops. p. 571

;

regard-

Ing the motley legends connected with it,
see Sepp, Gesch. d. Ap. p. 341, ed. 2
concerning the unhistorical matter to be elimInated from the report of Jerome, see

explained an old inscription as referring to
Simon Magus. Comp. also Uhlhorn, d.
Homil. u. Recogn. d. Clem. p. 378 f Mollerin
.

;

Herzog's EncyJd. XIV. p. 392ff. Ble'ek, p.563 f.
» Even if Peter had actually, in
the course
of his foreign travels (1 Cor. ix. 5), visited
Rome once in the time of Claudius (comp.
;

on Acts

xii.

p. 606

ed. 3.)

The alleged presence of
Simon in Rome is probably the mere product of a misconception, by which Justin,

which Ewald (apost. Zeit.
concedes to ecclesiastical
tradition, not calling in question even a
meeting with Simon Magus there, yet we
cannot regard this as involving the foundation of the Roman church and the episcopal
position. Otherwise Paul would have intruded on another labourer's field. Seethe

Apol.

sequel.

;

Huther on

1

Peter, Introd.;

comp. Credner,

Einl. II. p. 382.

i.

26 (comp. Irenaeus, Haer.

i.

23),

f.

17),

.

THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH AT ROME.
when Paul wrote

17

Romans, he would have been saluted by the latter
numerous salutations in ch. xvi. presuppose an
accurate acquaintance with the teachers who were then in Rome.
Peter
cannot have been labouring in Rome at all before Paul himself was brought
before

others

all

to the
;

for the

thither, because the former, as Apostle to the Jews,

would have brought

Christianity into closer contact with the Jewish population there than is
apparent in Acts xxviii. 22. It is even in the highest degree improbable

that Peter

pians

was in Rome prior

to the writing of the Epistle to the Philip-

—the only one which was certainly written by Paul in Rome— or

time of

its

this letter

at the

being written for it is inconceivable that Paul should not in
have mentioned a fellow-Apostle, and that one Peter, especially
;

when he had

to complain so deeply of being forsaken as at Phil. ii. 20.
Consequently the arrival of Peter in Rome, which was followed very soon
by his execution and which is accredited by such ancient and strong tes-

—

timony (Dionysius of Corinth, in Euseb.
Origen, in Euseb.

—

iii.

1

;

Irenaeus

;

25

ii.

;

Caius, in Euseb.

ii.

25

;

Tertullian, etc.) that it cannot be in

rejected is to be placed only towards the end of Paul's captivity, subsequent to the composition of the Epistle to the Philippians. If, therefore,
the tradition of the Roman Church having been founded by Peter a view
disputed even by Catholic theologians like Hug, Herbst, Feilmoser, Klee,
itself

—

Ellendorf, Maier,

Windisclimann,

and Stengel, who however are vehemently opposed by
Reithmayr, and many others
must be en-

Stenglein,

'

—

defended among Protestants by Bertholdt, Mynster, and Thiersch), it is on the other hand highly probable, that
a Christian church was founded at Rome only subsequent to Paul's transference of his missionary labours to Europe
since there is no sort of indication, that on his first appearance in Macedonia and Achaia he anywhere
found a congregation already existing. He himself in fact stood in need of
a special direction from Christ to pass over to Europe (Acts xvi. 9 f.)
and
tirely

disregarded (although

it is still

;

;

so another official herald of the faith can hardly before that time have penetrated as far as Italy.
But, when Paul was labouring successfully in

Greece,

it

was very natural that apostolic men of

his school should find

motive and occasion for carrying their evangelic ministry
1

Dollinger, Christenth. u. Kirche, p. 95 ff
still seeks to support it on the usual

ed. 2,

grounds, and in doing so starts from the
purely fanciful a priori premiss, that the
Roman Church must have been founded by
an Apostle, with the equally arbitrary conelusion: "and that Apostle can only have
been Peter." He gives to the twenty-five
years' duration of the Petrine episcopatus a
curious round-about interpretation, according to which the episcopate is made to
mean merely ecclesiastical dignity in general see p. 317. The passage of Dionysius
of Corinth in Euseb. ii. 25 is misinterpreted
by him.—It ill accords with the Roman episcopate of Peter that in Euseb. iii. 2, and
Irenaeus, iii. 3, Linus is expressly named as
;

the first

Roman

still

bishop

;

further west-

and

in fact in the

that he was
appointed by Paul; while Peter only nominated the second bishop (Clemens) after the
death of Linus. According to this statement Peter had nothing to do with the
founding of the Roman episcopate, and
neither Paul nor Peter was bishop in Rome,
On the whole it is to be maintained that no
Apostle at all was bishop of a church. The
Constit. ap. vii. 46, 1, it is said

apostolate and the presbyterate were two
specifically distinct offices in the service of
the Church. In Rome especially the succession of bishops can only be historically
proved from Xystus onward (ob. 125) see
;

Lipsius,

I.

c.
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ward,

—

to the capital of the Gentile world.
The expulsion of the Jews
from Rome under Claudius (Sueton. Claud. 25 Acts xviii. 2) served, under
Divine guidance, as a special means for this end. Refugees to the neighbouring Greece became Christians, Christians of the Pauline type, and then,
on their return to Rome, came forward as preachers of Christianity and
organizers of a church.
We have historical confirmation of this in the
instance of Aquila and Priscilla, who emigrated as Jews to Corinth, dwelt
there with Paul for upwards of a year and a half, and at the date of our
Epistle had again settled in Rome, where they appear, as previously in
Ephesus (1 Cor. xvi. 19), according to Rom. xvi. 3 as teachers and the possessors of a house where the Roman church assembled.
It is probable that
others also, especially among the persons mentioned in ch. xvi., were in
similar ways led by God
but it is certain that a chief place among the
founders of the church belongs to Aquila and Priscilla
since among the
many who are greeted by Paul in the 16th chap, he presents to them the
first salutation, and that with a more laudatory designation than is accorded
to any of the others.
;

;

;

Christianity,

having taken root in the

the more readily an entrance

among

first

instance

the Gentiles in

among

the Jews, found

Rome, because the pop-

had already fallen into a contempt inducing despair
both among the cultivated and uncultivated classes (see Gieseler I. i. § 11Schneckenburger, neutest. Zeitgesch. p. 59 f
14
Holtzmann, Judenihum u.

ular heathen religion

;

.

;

Christenthum, p. 305 ff.).
Hence the inclination to Monotheism was very
general
and the number of those who had gone over to Judaism was very
great (Juvenal, Sat. xiv. 96 ff. ; Tac. Ann. xv. 44, Hist. v. 5 ; Seneca, in
;

Augustine, de

Dei,

civ.

vii.

11

;

Joseph. Antt.

xviii. 3,

5).

How much

at-

tention and approval, therefore, must the liberal system of religion, elevated
above all the fetters of a deterrent legal rigour, as preached by Aquila and

other Pauline teachers, have met with among the Romans dissatisfied with
heathenism
From the description of most of the persons named in ch. xvi.,
from the express approval given to the doctrine in which the Romans had been
!

instructed, xvi. 17, vi. 17,

and even from the

fact of the composition of the

now extant letters of the Apostle is
directed to a non-Pauline church, we may with certainty infer that Pauline
Christianity was preponderant in Rome
and from this it is a further necessary inference that a very important part of the Roman church consisted of

letter itself,

inasmuch

as not one of the

;

This Gentile- Christian part must have been the preponits chief constituent element (in opposition to Baur, Schwegler, Krehl, Baumgarten-Crusius, van Hengel, Volkmar,
Gentile- Christians.

derating one, and

must have formed

Reuss, Lutterbeck, Thiersch, Holtzmann, Mangold,
That this married pair came to Corinth,
not as Christians, but as still Jews, and were
there converted to Christianity through
Paul, see on Acts xviii. 1, 2. Comp. Reiche,
I. p. 44 f.; Wieseler, I.e. p. 586.— Moreover,
that the Christians (Jewish-Christians) resident in Rome were driven into exile along
with other Jews by the edict of Claudius,
1

Grau, and Sabatier),

can neither he proved nor yet controverted
from the well-known passage in Sueton.
Claud. 25 (see on Acts xviii. 1) for at that
time the Christian body, which at all events
was very small and isolated, was not yet
independent, but still united with the Jew
;

ish population,

;
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and repeatedly designates and addresses the Romans in
and asserts before them
iBvrj (i. 6, 13, xi. 13)

general as belonging to the

;

the importance of his calling as Apostle

to the Gentiles (xv.

15

f., i.

5

;

comp.

Comp. Neander, Oesch. d. Pflanzung, etc., ed. 4, p. 452 ff.,
Indeed, we must presume, in acTholuck, Philippi, Wieseler, Hofmann.
eordance with the apostolic agreement of Gal. ii. 7 ff., that Paul would not
have written a doctrinal Epistle to the Romans, especially one containing
his entire gospel, if the church had been, in the main, a church of the nepiEven ch. vii. 1, where the readers are deTofj.71 and not of the aKpo^varia.
scribed as yivaxjKovTeg vduov, as well as the numerous references to the Old
Testament, and proofs adduced from it, are far from attesting the predominance of Jewish Christianity in Rome. 8 They are fully explained, when we
recollect that in the apostolic age all Christian knowledge was conveyed
that an acquaintance
through the channel of the Old Testament (xvi. 26)
with the law and the prophets, which was constantly on the increase by their
being publicly read in the assemblies (comp. on Gal. iv. 21), was also to be
found among the Gentile- Christians ; and that the mingling of Jews and
xvi. 4,

26).

1

;

Gentiles in the churches, even without a Judaizing influence being exerted

on the

latter (as in the case of the Galatians),

could not but tend to further

the use of that Old Testament path which Christian preaching and knowledge had necessarily to pursue. The grounds upon which Baur (in the
Tubing. Zeitschr. 1836,

343
also

ff.

ed. 2

;

3, p.

144

if.,

1857, p. 60

ff.,

and in

his Paulus,

also in his Ghristenth. d. drei erst. Jahrb. p. 62

Yolkmar,

Pom.

d.

Kirche, p. Iff.;

Holsten,

z.

Ev.

d.

ff.

ed. 2

I.
;

p.

see

Paul. u. Petr. p.

411) seeks to establish the preponderance of Jewish Christianity will be dealt
with in connection with the passages concerned as will also the defence of
;

which Mangold has given, while correcting in many reThe middle course attempted by Beyschlag,
spects the positions of Baur.
that the main element of the church consisted of native Roman
I.e. p. 640

that preponderance

—

proselytes to

Judaism, so that

we should regard

the church as Gentile- Chris-

—

tian in its lineage, but as Jewish- Christian in its habits of thought is unsupported by any relevant evidence in the Epistle itself, or by any indication in particular of a previous state of proselytism.

But even if there was merely a considerable portion of the Christian church
Rome consisting of those who had been previously Jews (as, in particular,
xiv. 1 ff. refers to such), it must still appear strange, and might even cast a
doubt upon the existence of a regularly organized church (Bleek, Beitr. p.
comp. Calovius and others), that when Paul arrives
55, and Einl. p. 412

at

;

1

By this

yond the

Epistle he

line laid

would have gone he-

down hy him

for his

own

of labour (comp. 2 Cor. x. 13 ff.), and
in the sphere not
assigned to him—the Apostleship to the Jews.
a Even in the Epistle of Clement, written

field

would have interfered

in the

name

numerous

of the

Roman Church,

O. T. references, the

with

its

Gentile-

Christian and Pauline element of thought
predominates, although there is a manip-

ulation of Pauline views and ideas in accordance with the " Christian legalism"
(Ritschl, altkath. K. p. 274 ff.) of a later
period. Comp. Lipsius, de Clem. Born. Up.

ad Cor. pr. 1855 and Mangold, p. 167 ff. I
cannot agree with Wieseler and others that
;

this Epistle

was written before the

destruc-

tion of Jerusalem, but with Ritschl and
others assign it to the time of Domitian

comp. Cotelerius.
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as a prisoner in

munity

Rome, and wishes

to acquaint himself

there, the leaders of the latter

with the Jewish com-

make no mention

of a Christian con-

gregation at Rome, but evince merely a superficial cognizance of the Christian

But the Jewish leaders

sect in general (Acts xxviii. 22).

as officials, and, as such, are not inclined

are here speaking

without special immediate occasion

to express their views before the captive stranger as to the position of the

Christian

body which existed

sect generally in accordance

in Borne

with

its

itself.

A

designation of the Christian

— such as

notorious outward reputation

—

might bring it into suspicion is enough for them but as to the precise
relation in which this sect stands to them in Rome itself they do not feel themselves called upon to say anything for the present, and, with discreet reserve,
This narrative therefore of Acts is
are therefore wholly silent respecting it.
neither to be regarded as a fiction due to the tendency of the author (Baur,
Zeller, Holtzmann), nor to be explained, arbitrarily and inadequately, by
the expulsion of the Jews under Claudius (Olshausen), which had induced
the Roman Jewish-Christians to separate themselves entirely from the Jews,
so that on the return of the latter from exile the former remained unnoticed
by them. Neither is it to be accounted for, with Neander overlooking the
peculiar character of Jewish religious interests by the vast size of the metropolis
nor, with Baumgarten, by the predominance of the Gentile-Christians there
nor yet, with older writers, by the hypothesis unjust and incapable of proof that the Roman Jews acted a dishonest and hypocritical part
on the occasion. Not dishonesty, but prudence and caution are evinced in
their conduct (comp. Schneckenburger, Philippi, Tholuck, Mangold), for
the explanation of which we do not require, in addition to what they themselves express in ver. 22, to assume any special outward reason, such as that
they had been rendered by the Glaudian measure more shy and reserved (Phiespecially seeing that there
lippi comp. Ewald, apost. Zeit. p. 588, ed. 3)
Judaeos impulsore
is no just ground for referring the words of Suetonius,
Chresto assidue tumultuantes Roma expulit" {Claud. 25), to disputes between
;

—

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

'

'

Jews and Christians
definite expression

We may add that
before
1

The

it

relative to the

" tumultuare. "

was written

our Epistle

—

is

Messiahship of Jesus, contrary to the

1

—since Peter cannot have laboured in Rome

a fact destructive of the historical oasis of the Papacy,

The pseudo-Messiahs appeared much later. But after the analogies of Judas and Theudas, other insur-

was a Jewish
Rome, who was actually so
See on Acts xviii. 2, and Wieseler,

pseudo-Messiah.

Chrestus of Suetonius

agitator in
called.

Every other interpretation is f anciincluding even the one given above,
which is adopted by the majority of modern writers, among others by Baur, Holtzmann, Keim, Grau, and Mangold. Thiersch
is peculiar in adding to it the groundless
assertion that "the disturbances arose
through the testimony of Peter to the Messiah in Rome, but that Peter had again
left Rome even before the expulsion of the
Jews by Claudius." Groundless is also the
opinion of Philippi, that, if Chrestus is to be
taken as an agitator, he must have been a

gents are conceivable

p. 585.

enough— enthusiasts

Beyfor political freedom and zealots.
schlag, p. 652 ff., likewise taking Chrestus
as equivalent to Chrislus, infers too rashly,

ful,

from the passage in Suetonius, that the
Roman Church was chiefly composed of
proselytes, who, when the native-born
Jews were expelled, remained behind.
Marcker (Lehre von der Erlos. nach d.
.

Romerbr. Meining, 1870, p. 3) rightly rejects
the interchange of the names Chrestus and
Ch?'istus.

—
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on the founding of the Roman church
For Paul the writing of
such a didactic Epistle to a church of which he knew Peter to be the founder
and bishop, would have been, according to the principle of his apostolic independence, an impossible inconsistency.

and the exercise of

§ 3.

its

is

to rest

episcopate by that Apostle.

Occasion, Object and Contents op the Epistle. 1

Long before writing this epistle (and nnlilcbv huv, xv. 23) the Apostle had
cherished the fixed and longing desire (Acts xix. 21) to preach the Gospel
in person at Rome (i. 11 ff.)
in that metropolis of the world, where the

—

would necessarily exert an influence of the utmost
importance on the entire West
and where, moreover, the special relation
in which the church stood to the Apostle through its Pauline founders and
teachers, and through the many friends and fellow-labourers whom he possessed in the city (ch. xvi.), claimed his ardent and loving interest.
His
official labours in other regions had hitherto prevented the carrying out of
this design (i. 13, xv. 22).
Now indeed he hoped that he should soon
flourishing of Christianity

;

accomplish

its

realization

but, partly because

;

his col lection- journey to Jerusalem (xv.

he wished first to undertake
and partly because Spain,

23-25),

and not Rome (xv. 24-28), was to be the goal of his travels to the West, a
lengthened sojourn in Rome cannot have formed part of his plan at that
time.
Accordingly, in pursuance of his apostolic purpose with reference to
the Roman church, he could not but wish, on the one hand, no longer to
withhold from it at least such a written communication of his doctrine, which
he had so long vainly desired to proclaim orally, as should be suitable to

and on the other hand, by this written communication to pave the way for his intended personal labours in such fitting
manner as to render a prolonged stay there unnecessary. This twofold dethe church's present need

sire occasioned

;

the composition of our Epistle, for the transmission of which

the journey of the Corinthian deaconess Phoebe to

Rome

(xvi. 1) afforded

an opportunity which he gladly embraced. He could not fail to possess a
sufficient acquaintance with the circumstances of the church, when we consider his position towards the teachers sainted in ch. xvi., and the eminent
importance of the church itself of whose state, looking to the active intercourse between Corinth and Rome, he was certainly thoroughly informed
as well as the indications afforded by ch. xii. xiv. xv.
That the Epistle. was
called forth by special communications made from Rome itself (possibly by
Aquila and Priscilla) is nowhere apparent from its contents ; on the contrary, such a view is, from the general nature of the contents, highly improbable.
Of all the Apostle's letters, our present Epistle is that which has

—

least arisen out of the necessity of dealing

with special casual circumstances.
According to Baur, the readers, as Jewish Christians (imbued also with
erroneous Ebionite views), gave rise to the letter by their opposition to Paul,
in so far, namely, as they saw in Paul's apostolic labours among the Gentiles
1

See, besides the

works quoted

in §

2,

Riggenbach in the Luther.

Zeilschr. 1868, p. 33

ff.
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a detriment to the Jews, contrary to the promises given to them by God,
and therefore asserted the national privileges of their theocratic primacy in
an exclusive spirit as opposed to the universalism of the Pauline teaching.

Comp. also Schwegler, nachapost. Zeit. I. p. 285 ff. Volkmar, I.e. p. 7 ff.
and also Reuss, Oesch. d. 1ST. T. % 105 ff. ed. 4. In this view the Epistle is
made to assume a specifically polemic character, which it manifestly has not
(how very different in this respect the Ep. to the Galatians and those to the
it is assumed that the- Church was a Jewish-Christian one
Corinthians !)
and an importance, too great in relation to the whole, and indefensible
;

;

;

;

1

from an exegetical point of view, is attached to the section, chs. ix.-xi.
(even in Baur's second edition, which contains on this point a partial retractation), while, on the other hand, the two last chapters have to be sacrificed
In no other Pauline Epistle is
to critical doubts that have no foundation.
and where it
the directly polemical element so much in the background
does find expression, it is only for the moment (as in xvi. 17-20),— a sure
proof that it was least of all the concrete appearance and working of Anti;

the Apostle had occasion in this Epistle to oppose.
Against that enemy he would have waged a very different warfare, as is

paulinism which

shown

in particular in the case of the Epistle to the Galatians, so nearly
Nor is that enemy to be discovered in the weak in

allied in its contents.

Of course, however, Paul could not present his Gospel otherwise than in antagonism to the Jewish righteousness of works and arrogance,
which it had already overcome and would continue to do so for this antagonism belonged to the essence of his Gospel and had to assert itself,
wherever there was Judaism— only in various forms and degrees according
The view of
to the given circumstances and therefore at Rome as well.
Thiersch {Kirche im apostol. Zeitalt. p. 166), that Paul desired to elevate the
faith of xiv. 1

ff .

;

—

Jewish Christian church, which had consisted of the simple followers of
Peter, from their still somewhat backward standpoint to more enlarged
views, rests on the erroneous opinion that Peter had laboured in Rome.
The object of our Epistle, accordingly, was by no means the drawing up of
a systematic doctrinal system in general (see, against this view, Kostlin
in the Jahrb.

f

Deutsche Theol. 1856,

p.

68

but it is not on the other
Paul wished
specially than by saying

II.

p.

114)

;

:

writing, for
trine

—the

their

Christian edification

doctrine of the sole

way

(i.

ff.

;

Grau, Entwickelungsgesch.

hand
to

lay

11,

xvi.

to

be restricted more

before

the
his

25),

Bomans

in

evangelic doc-

viewed

of salvation given in Christ

in its full, specific character as the superseding of Judaism, in such a way
as the necessities and circumstances of the church demanded, and as he would

The mode
it among them, had he been present in person (i. 11).
which he had to accomplish this was determined by the circumstance,
that he deemed it necessary for his object fully to set forth before the

have preached
in

1

Baur previously, after

his dissertation

found even the
principal theme of the whole Epistle in chs.
ix.-xi., for which chs. i.-viii. only serve
See against this view
as introduction.
in the Tub. Zeitschr. 1836,

3,

Huther's Zweck u. Inhalt d. 11 ersten Kap. d.
Baur, in his ChrisBomerbr. 1846, p. 24 f
tenth, d. drei ersten Jahrh. p. 62 ff ed. 2, has
modified his view on this point,
.

.

;
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church, in a manner proportioned to the high importance
of its
which his disciples had already instructed them,

position, this Gospel as to

in the entire connection of its constituent fundamental principles. 1

In no other
has he done this so completely and thoroughly a hence it is
justly
regarded as a grand scheme of his whole teaching, 3 in the precise form
which he held to be suitable for its presentation to the Bomans. How much
he must have had this at heart
How much he must have wished to erect
such a complete and abiding memorial of his Gospel in the very capital
letter

;

!

of

the Gentile world, which was to become the Antioch of the
West
Not
merely the present association of Jews and Gentiles in the church, but,
generally, the essential relation in which according to the very
Pauline teach!

ing, Christianity stood to Judaism, required

him

to subject this relation in

viewed in its strong antagonism to all legal righteousness, to an
earnest and thorough discussion.
This was a necessary part of his design
and consequently its execution, though on the whole based on a thoroughly
particular,

;

didactic plan, nevertheless assumed, in the presence of the given points of
antagonism, partly an apologetic, partly a polemic form, as the subject required

without however any precise necessity to contend against particular doctrinal misconceptions among the ftomans, against divisions and erroneous views,
such as had appeared, for example, among the Galatians and Corinthians
;

or against a Judaistic leaven brought with them by the Jews and
JewishChristians who had returned to Rome (comp. Grau).
The actual dangers

moment in the Church were more of a moral than a dogmatic character—a remark which applies also to the opposition between the Gentile
Christians strong in faith, and the scrupulous Jewish Christians—and have
merely given occasion to some more special notices (xiii. 1 ff.
xiv. 1 ff.),
and hints (xvi. 1 ff.) in the hortatory portion of the Epistle. The Judaistic
opponents of Pauline Christianity had not yet penetrated as far as Rome, and
were not to arrive there till later (Ep. to the Philippians). It was therefore
an untenable position when even before the time of Baur, who assumed the

Tior the

;

object of the Epistle to be the systematic and radical refutation
of Jewish
aim was very frequently viewed as that of a polemic against
Jewish arrogance, which had been specially aroused on account of the calling
exclusiveness, its

of the Gentiles

(Augustine, Theodoret, Melanchthon, Michaelis, Eichhorn,
Schmidt, Flatt, Schott, and others). 4 The same may be said of the hypothesis that Paul wished, in a conciliatory sense, to obviate minunderstandings

between Jewish and Gentile Christians (Hug).

1
Against which Hofmann unjustifiably
urges duo nepovs and u>9 iwavamnvrjo-Kw
las in xv. 15. See on that passage.
a So
completely, that we can well enough
understand how this Ep. could become the
basis of Melanchthon's loci communes.
8
Comp. Hausrath, neut. Zeitgesch. II. p.
514 ff.
Observe, at the same time, that
though the Epistle deals very much with

legal nations, this

does not arise from its
being destined for the Romans to whom

There

is

no evidence in

Paul had become a Roman (Grau, I.e. p.
113), but from the very nature of the Pauline Gospel in general, and is therefore
found e.g. also in the Epistle to the Galatians.
* Comp. van Hengel, who assumes that
Paul desired to instruct the Romans how to
refute the subtleties of the Jews with reference

to the calling of the Gentiles, and to free
errors and doubts thence aria-

them from
ing.
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the Epistle of actual circumstances to justify any such special definitions of
and even from xvi. 20 it cannot be assumed that Judaistic
its object
;

temptation had already begun
the object of our Epistle

(as

Grau

The

thinks).

comprehensiveness of

—from which, however, neither the combating

of

Judaism, which arose naturally and necessarily out of the nature of the
Pauline Gospel, nor (seeing that the future coming forward of his opponents
could not be concealed from the Apostle) the prophylactic design of it, may

be excluded

—has

been justly defended by Tholuck, Ruckert, de Wette,

Reiche, Kollner, Fritzsche, Philippi, Wieseler, Hausrath and others.

Comp.

Ewald, p. 317 f. Along with it, however, Th. Schott (comp. also Mangold,
Riggenbach, Sabatier) has assumed a special personally apologetic purpose on
namely that, being now on the point of proceedthe part of the Apostle
ing with his Gentile mission-work in the far West, Paul wished to gain for
2
his new labours a fixed point of support in the Roman church, and on this
account wished to instruct the Romans as to the significance and justification of the step, and to inspire them with full confidence regarding it, for
;

'

which reason he exhibits
his work.

to

Against this view

them
it

in detail the nature

may be

and principles

of

urged, in general, that Paul no-

where gives expression to this special purpose, though the announcement of
would have been of decided importance, both for his own official interests
and for the information of the Roman church (they could not read it
between the lines either in the preface, vv. 1-15, or in the conclusion, xv.
and in particular, that the Apostle's intention of visiting the
14_44)
Romans only in passing through, without making a lengthened sojourn, is incompatible with the assumed purpose which he is alleged to have formed

it

;

regarding the church.

Moreover, a justification on so great a scale of the

would presuppose not a Gentile- Christian, but a Jewishchurch and its requirements. Hence Mangold, holding the same

Gentile mission

Christian,

view that the Epistle contains a justification of the Gentile apostleship, has
his theory is nevertheless based
the advantage of consistency in his favour
on the unsatisfactory ground adopted by Baur, namely, that the Church was
See, further, Beyschlag, I.e. p. 636 ff., and especially
Jewish-Christian.
;

Dietzsch,

Adam.

u.

Ghristus, p. 14

ff.

Hofraann also makes the object of the
Paul assumes it to be
a matter of surprise in Rome that he, the
Apostle of the Gentiles, should have hitherto always kept aloof from the world's
capital, and even now had not come to it.
It might seem as if the church, that had
arisen without his aid, had no interest for
him or as if he were afraid to proclaim
the message of salvation in the great

in the metropolis of the

This twofold
centre of Gentile culture.
erroneous notion he was especially desirous
to refute. As a proof how far he was fron
being thus afraid, he sets forth what in
his view the message of salvation was, etc.,
etc. Thus he might hope that the church

160

1

Apostle personal.

;

world would be

just as steady a point of support for his
ministry in the farthest West, as if it had

been founded by himself. In this way,
however, assumptions and objects are assigned to the Epistle which are not expressed in it, but are imputed to it on the
ground of subordinate expressions, as will
be shown in the exposition,
2

Compare
f.,

who

also Sabatier, Vapotre Paul, p.
same time affirms of the

at the

grand missionaire :" dont Pambition etait
According to
le monde.
Sabatier, Paul gives down to chap. viii.
the defence of his doctrine, and in chaps,
'

aussi vaste que

'

:.-xi.

that of his apostleship.

OCCASION, OBJECT
As
falls

AND CONTENTS OF THE

EPISTLE.

to contents, our Epistle, after the salutation and
introduction
into two main portions, a theoretical and a hortatory,

follows the conclusion (xv. 14-xvi. 27).
its theme at the outset, i. 16, 17

bears

The

theoretic portion

25

(i.

1-15),

after

which

(i.

16-xi. 36)

" Righteousness before God, for
Jews and Gentiles, comes from faith." Thereupon is established, in
the
first place, the necessity of this plan of salvation,
as that which the whole
human race required, Gentiles and Jews alike, because the latter also, even
according to their
righteousness

(i.

own

17-iii.

:

law, are guilty before
20).

The nature

God, and cannot attain to
of this plan of salvation is then

made

clear, namely, that righteousness really and only
comes from faith
which is especially obvious from the justification of Abraham (iii. 21-iv. 25).'
The blessed results of this plan of salvation are, partly the blissful inward
;

condition of the justified before

through Christ

is

God

(v.

1-11);

just as universally effective, as

partly that justification

Adam's

fall was once uniand partly that true morality is not only not
endangered by the manifestation of grace in Christ, but is promoted
and
quickened by it (chap, vi.), and made free from the fetters of the law
(vii.
This last assertion demanded a defence of the law, as that which
1-6).
is
in itself good and holy, but was abused by the sinful
principle in man,
against his own better will, to his destruction (vii.
17-25)— a sad variance
of man with himself, which could not be removed through
the law, but only
through Christ, whose Spirit produces in us the freedom of the new
divine
life, the consciousness of adoption, and assurance
of future glory (ch. viii.).

versally destructive (v. 12-21)

;

From

the lofty description of this blessed connection with Christ, Paul
now
suddenly passes to the saddening thought that a great part of that very
Jewish people, so signally favoured of God, has rejected the plan of redemption
and therefore he develops at length a Theodicy with regard to the
;

exclusion, apparently irreconcilable with the divine promises,
of so many
members of the theocracy from the attainment of salvation in Christ (chs.
ix.-xi.).
The hortatory portion (chs. xii.-xv. 13) gives the essentials of the

Pauline ethical system, partly in the form of general exhortations
1-21
xiii.
8-14), and partly in some special discussions which
;

(xii.

were

deemed necessary in the circumstances of the Romans (xiii. 1-7, xiv. 1-xv.
The conclusion comprises in the first place corresponding to the in13).
troduction (i. 8-15)—personal explanations with regard to the Apostle's intended journey by way of Rome to Spain (xv. 14-33) then the recommendation of Phoebe (xvi. 1 ff.) and salutations (xvi. 3-16) a warning with
a closing wish (xvi. 17-20)
some supplementary salutations with a second
closing wish (xvi. 21-24)
and finally, a concluding doxology (xvi. 25-27).
" This Epistle is the true masterpiece of the N. T., and the very purest
Gospel, which is well worthy and deserving that a Christian man
should not

—

;

;

;

;

only learn

it by heart, word for ward, but also that he should daily deal with
it
as with the daily bread of men's souls.
For it can never be too much or too well
read or studied ; and the more it is handled the more precious it becomes and

the better it tastes,"

—Luther,

Preface.
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§ 4.

Place and Time op Composition.

—Genuineness

op* the Epistle.

Since the Apostle, when he composed his letter, was on the point of conveying to Jerusalem the proceeds of a collection made in Macedonia and
Achaia (xv. 25-27), and intended to journey thence by way of Rome
to Spain (xv. 28, comp. Acts xix. 21), we are thus directed to his last
His purpose was to
sojourn of three months in Achaia, Acts xx. 3.
cross over directly from Achaia to Syria in order to reach Jerusalem,

—

—

led, owing to Jewish plots, to take quite a different route,
namely, back through Macedonia (Acts xx. 3). This change in the plan of
otherwise he
his journey had not been made when he wrote his Epistle
would not have failed to mention in ch. xv. where he had at vv. 25 and 31

but he was

;

very immediate inducement to do so
count of its novelty and importance.

—

—a

circumstance so remarkable on acjustly infer therefore— even apart

We

from the fact that the composition of such an epistle presupposes a somewhat lengthened and quiet abode that it was written before Paul again departed from Achaia. Although Luke mentions no particular city as the

—

scene of the Apostle's three months' residence at that time, still it is, d
priori, probable that he spent at least the greater part of the time in

For Corinth was the principal church of the country, and was in
Corinth.
the eyes of the Apostle pre-eminently important and precious on account of
But our attention is also directed to Corinth by
his earlier labours there.
from which it is
Paul had
plain that, on his journey
chosen that city as the place of his sojourn, where he wished to complete
the business of the collection, and from which he would convey the money
Now, since the recommendation of the deaconess Phoebe
to Jerusalem.

the passages 1 Cor. xvi. 1-7, 2 Cor.

ix.

4, xii. 20-xiii. 3,

down from Macedonia

to Achaia,

from the Corinthian seaport Cenchreae (xvi. 1, 2), as well as the salutation
from his host Gaius (xvi. 23, comp. with 1 Cor. i. 14), point to no other
city than Corinth, we may, beyond all doubt, abide by it as the place of
writing, and not with Dr. Paulus (de orig. ep. P. ad Bom. paralip. Jen.
1801, and Bomerbrief, p. 231), on account of xv. 19 (see on that passage) put
forward a claim on behalf of a town in Illyria. Theodoret has admirably
proved in detail its composition at Corinth.
The time of composition accordingly falls in a.d. 59, when Paul regarded
his ministry in the East as closed, and (see xv. 19, 23) saw a new and vast
scene of action opened up to him in the West, of which Rome should be the
centre

The

and Spain the

church (the
Haer.

goal.

genuineness is decisively attested

iii.

first

16, 3, 9,

of the orthodox
found in Irenaeus,

by the testimonies

express and special quotations from

it

while previously there are more or

are

less certain

echoes of

as well as of the Gnostics Basilides, Valits language
entinus, Heracleon, Epiphanes, and Theodotus ; and there is not a single

or traces of its use),

1

Clem. Cor.

i.

35

Theoph. ad Autol.

;

i.

1

Polycarp, ad Phil. 6
letter of the
iii. 14

;

20,

;

Churches of Vienne and Lyons in Euseb.
v.

1.

GENUINENESS OF THE EPISTLE.
trace that even the Judaizing heretics,

who

27

rejected the authority of the

rejected the Pauline authorship of our Epistle.

In order to
warrant any doubt or denial of its authenticity, therefore, the most cogent
and in the utter absence of
internal grounds would need to be adduced
any such grounds, the worthless scruples of Evanson {Dissonance of the four
Apostle, at

all

;

generally received Evangelists, 1792, p. 259

The

Bauer could find no supporters.

ff.)

and the

frivolities of

Bruno

Epistle bears throughout the lively

and his characteristic qualities, in its
form is the chief record of his Gospel in its entire connecand is therefore also the richest original-apostolic
tion and antagonism
The opinion of
charter and model of all true evangelical Protestantism.
Weisse (philosoph. Dogm. I. p. 146), which ultimately amounts to the suggestion of a number of interpolations as interwoven throughout the Epistle
(see his Beitr. z. Krit. d. Paul. Br., edited by Sulze, p. 28 ff.), rests simply
on a subjective criticism of style, which has discarded all weight of external
original impress of the Apostle's mind,

matter and

its

;

;

evidence.

The originality of the Epistle extends also to its language, the Greek, in
The note of the Syrian Scholiast on the
which Paul dictated it to Tertius.
x

Peshito, that Paul wrote his letter in Latin

—a theory maintained

also,

but

by Hardouin, Salmeron, Bellarmine, Corn. a" Lapide,
and others is based merely upon a hasty inference from the native language
of the readers.
Its composition in Greek however corresponds fully, not

for a polemical purpose,

—

only with the Hellenic culture of the Apostle himself, but also with the

Rome

Bern(see Credner's Einl. II. p. 383 f.
483 ff.), and with the analogy of the rest of
the ancient Christian writings addressed to Rome (Ignatius, Justin, Irenaeus,
linguistic circumstances of

hardy, Griech. Literat. ed.

;

2, p.

et al.).

That

the two last chapters are

see in the critical remarks

on

genuine and inseparable parts of the Epistle,

ch. xv.

1
The reason why Paul himself did not
usually write his Epistles is to he sought,
not in a want of practice in the writing of
Greek— which is a supposition hardly reconcilable with his Hellenic culture—but

in his apostolic position.

In

this,

when he

had to enter on written communication,
instead of the oral preaching for which he
was called, friendly and subordinate hands
were at his service Comp. on Gal. yi. 11.
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TlavKov

€7ri(TTo\i} 7rpoS *P(&}JiaiovS.

The simplest and most ancient superscription

CHAPTEK
Ver.

1.

:

npdc 'Pu/iaiov^ in

ABC

K.

I.

X.] Tisch., following B, reads Xptorov

'Iriaov

—In

is

'Itjoov

against decisive

Tupy, and in ver. 15 roic kv Tufig, are wanting in G.
Born and on ver. 7 the scholiast of cod. 47 remarks
to kv 'Pwup ovte kv tj)
ifyyTJoei, ovte kv r<p {iTjTifi fj.v7jfiovEVEt (who ? probably the codex, which lay before
the copyist). This quite isolated omission is of no critical weight
and is in
no case to be explained by the very unnatural conjecture (of Keiche) that Paul
testimony.

ver.-. 7

iv

:

;

;

in several Epistles (especially in that to the Ephesians) addressed the readers

simply as Christians, and that then the place of residence was inserted by the
In ver. 7 the omission might be explained by the reading kv ay dixy which G and a few other
copyists in accordance with the context or with tradition.
authorities give instead of ayainjTolg
also,

another

;

but, since toIq kv

unknown reason must have

church, which received a copy of the Epistle from the
ing,

may

have, for their

own

'P. is

wanting in ver. 15
Perhaps some

existed for this.

Komans

for public read-

particular church-use, deleted the extraneous desig-

may have passed into circulation
without it. Riickert's conjecture, that Paul himself may have caused copies
without the local address to be sent to other churches, assumes a mechanical
arrangement in apostolic authorship, of which there is elsewhere no trace, and
nation of place, and thus individual codices

—

which seems even opposed by Col. iv. 16.
Ver. 8. i-7n'p] A B C D* K, X, min.,
irepl, which Griesb. has recommended, and Lachm. and Tisch. have
adopted justly, on account of the preponderant attestation, since both prepPhil. i. 4), were used for the
ositions, though virtp less frequently (Eph. i. 16
Ver. 13.
expression of the thought (in opposition to Fritzsche).
The less

Dam. read
:

;

—

usual position tlvu napndv (Elz.
as also 6 Qsdg yap (Elz.

6. y.

«:.

r.) is

9.) in ver. 19

established
;

and

by decisive testimony

;

ds nai (Elz. re nai) in ver. 27,

—

although not on equally strong authority. Instead of ov 0t2u in ver. 13, D* E
G, It. and Ambrosiaster read ovte olnpai. Defended by Binck. But the very
assurance already expressed in vv. 10, 11 might easily cause the ov dilu to seem
unsuitable here,

if

due account was not taken of the new element in the prog-

ress of the discourse contained in

irpoEdifiiju.

—After

svayy. in ver. 16 tov Xpic_

on decisive authority irpfiTov, however, which Lachmann
has bracketed, ought not to be rejected on the inadequate adverse testimony of
B G, Tert. as it might seem objectionable along with itiotevovti (not so in ii. 9
f.).
The mi is indeed wanting after 0*16 in A B C X, min., Vulg. Or.
Ver. 24.
comp. ver. 26 ii. 1.
al.
but it was very easily passed over as superfluous
kv kavrolc] Lachm. and
Nevertheless Lachm. and Tisch. (8) have deleted it.
But how frequently was
Tisch. read kv avrotc following A B C D* K, min.
tov (Elz.) is omitted

;

—

;

;

—

;

—
CHAP.
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I., 1.

the reflexive form neglected by the copyists. It occurred also in ver. 27 (B K).
Adopted by
Ver. 27. a^eveg} B D* G, 73, Or. Eus. Oec. read apaeveg.
Lachm. Fritzsche and Tisch. (7). Since two different forms cannot be supposed to have been used in the same verse, and in that which follows upaeveg

—

h apoeoL is undoubtedly
reading uniformly

the true reading (only A* K, min., and some Fathers
d/5/5.), we must here adopt the form upaeveg almost

h

d/5/5.

—

Ver. 29. nopveig]
invariably used in the N. T. (only the Apocal. has a/5/5.).
K, min., and several vss. and Fathers.
wanting after uSik. in A B C
Deleted by Lachm. Fritzsche, and Tisch., and rightly so ; it is an interpolation

K

introduced by those who did not perceive that the naming of this vice was not
again appropriate here. It was written in the margin, and introduced at different places (for we find it after irovripig also, and even after na/cia), so that it
The placing of icada immediately
in some instances even supplanted irovjjplg.

—

(Lachm. on weak authority), or according to A $, Syr., after novTjpia,
(Tisch. 8), is explained by the aggregation of terms of a similar kind.—Ver. 31.
After aordpyovc Elz. and Scholz read dondvdovg, which Mill condemned, and

after aditig.

Lachm. and Tisch. have omitted. It is wanting in A B D* E G and K*,
Copt. Clar. Germ. Boern. and several Fathers. It is found before aoropy. in
Ver. 32. After kiuyvovTEC, D E
Taken from 2 Tim. iii. 3.
17, 76, Theophyl.
That death is the wages of sin— this
Bas. read ovk evdriaav, and G, ovk eyvuaav.
Christian doctrinal proposition seemed not at all to correspond with the natural

—

alia nal ovvevSokovoi B
This
arose from the fact, that eioLv was erroneously taken for the chief verb in the
sentence or else it was a consequence of the introduction of ovk lyvuoav, which

knowledge of the Gentiles.— Instead of
reads avrd

ttolovvtec,

alia

ml

avrii

noiovoiv,

owevSokovvtes

so

;

Lachm. in margin.

;

in other witnesses led to the insertion of yap or de after ov povov.

The Apostolic salutation.
on Acts xiii. 9.

Vv. 1-7.
Ver.
evayy.

1.

ILavloc] See

Qeov

is

[See

Note

the exhaustive statement of his

I.

—
proceeding
earnestly—as dealing
dovloc

p. 72.]

.

.

.

official dignity,

from the general to the particular, by which Paul
with the Church of the metropolis of the world, which had as yet no personopens his Epistle as an official apostolic letter withal knowledge of him
calumout, however, having in view therein (as Flatt thinks) opponents and
the
Rome
in
persons
such
of
doings
of
the
for
niators of his apostleship,
Epistle itself contains no trace, and, had such existed, he would have set
forth his dignity, not only positively, but also at the same time negatively

—

(comp. Gal.

i.

1).

—In

;

the

first

by

place Paul describes

dovloq

'I.

X. [See

Note II. p. 7S.]—his relation of service to Christ, as his Ruler, whose servant
he is, and that in general (comp. on Phil. i. 1), just as the Old Testament
jfWT Ity expresses the relation of service to Jehovah, without marking off
priestly
in itself exclusively any definite class, such as the prophetic or the
xvi.
Acts
comp.
cxxxi.
Ps.
10;
ii.
Judg.
8;
xxii.
(see Josh. i. 1, xiv. 7,
4;
17).

This relation of entire dependence (Gal.

specifically

and particularly indicated by

i.

10

;

Col. iv. 12) is then

Klrjrbc (nrdoTolog,

and

for this reason

cultor
X. cannot be rendered merely in general Ghristi
Eph. vi. 6. Paul
(so Fritzsche), which is inadequate also at 1 Cor. vii. 22
it
was called to his office, like all the earlier Apostles; he did not arrive at

the former Sovloc

'I.

;

;
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by

own

his

choice or through accidental circumstances.

For the history of

this divine calling,

accomplished through the exalted Christ Himself, see
Acts ix. (xxii. 26), and the remarks thereon. This Klrj-og presented itself
so naturally to the Apostle as an essential element 1 in the full description
of his official position which he meant to give (comp. 1 Cor. i. 1), that the
supposition of a side-glance at uncalled teachers (Cameron, Glockler) seems

very arbitrary.

more

precisely

—

:

afapiojuevog elg evayy. Oeov] characterizes the Klrjrbg cnrbcToloc

set

apart (definitely separated from the rest of mankind) for
its preacher and minister (see on Eph. iii.

QooVs message of salvation, to be

The article before evayy. elsewhere invariably given in the K. T., is
7).
omitted here, because Paul views the message of God, of which he desires
to speak, primarily

Hofmann).

under

its qualitative

Concrete definiteness

further clauses delineating

its

is

aspect (comp. also van Hengel and

only added to

This

character.

mode

it

gradually by the

of expression implies

a certain festal tone, in harmony with the whole solemn character of the
pregnant opening of the Epistle for a gospel of God, which He promised
before, etc.
Still we are not to understand, with Th. Schott, a work of
:

proclamation, since evayy.
message

Oeov

itself.

is not the work of conveying a message, but the
the genitive subjecti (auctoris), ver. 2, not objecti

is

Mark

See on

(Chrysostom).

salvation here referred to,

i.

which

It is

1.

is

God who causes the message

His Uyoq (Acts

x. 36), to

of

be proclaimed

comp. xv. 16; 2 Cor. xi. 7; 1 Thess. ii. 2, 8, 9; 1 Pet. iv. 17. The designation of Apostle to the Gentiles is involved in a<j>up. elg eh. Q. though not
expressed (against Beza and others).
Further, since a<j>op. is parallel with
the previous k^tSc, it is neither to be explained, with Toletus and others,
including Olshausen, by Acts xiii. 2, nor with Reiche, Ewald, and van Hengel (following Chrysostom and others) by Gal. i. 15, comp. Jer. i. 5 but
rather by Acts ix. 15 {onevoQ fcAoyfc), comp. xxvi. 16 ff.
The setting apart
took place as a historical fact in and with his calling at Damascus. Entire;

ly different
fie e/c

is

mode

the

of presenting the matter in Gal.

i.

15,

where

atyopicag

the act of predestination in the counsel of God, is placed
the Kateaac, as the historically accomplished fact.
The view of Dru-

KoCk. [iTjrp. as

"before

sius (de sectis, ii. 2, 6) and Schoettgen (comp. Erasmus and Beza), which
Dr. Paulus has again adopted, viz. that Paul, in using the word a<f>up., alludes to his former Pharisaism ("the true Pharisee in the best sense of the

word

based on the Peshito translation

"), is

(see Grotius), but is to be reno hint of so peculiar a reference, for

jected, because the context gives

which
Ver.

also
2.

no parallel can be found in Paul's other writings.
more precise description of the character of this

A

according to

its

evayyeliov Oeov,

concrete peculiarity, as far as ver. 5 inclusive, advancing

and rising to a climax under the urgent sense of the sacredness of his office,
which the Apostle has frankly to assert and to establish before the church of
the metropolis of the world, personally as yet
laro

k.t.1.~\

How natural

should, in the light of the

1

unknown to him.

—

b irpoeTrrjyyei-

that the Apostle with his Old Testament training

New

Testament revelation which he had

See Weiss in the Jahrb.

f. Deutsche Theol. 1857, p. 97

ff.

re-

chap,
ceived,

first

of all glance

back

at the connection divinely established in the

history of salvation between the gospel

and should

ecy,

to

him

which he served and ancient proph-

see therein the sacredness of the precious gift entrusted

To introduce

!
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i., 3, 4.

the idea of an antithetic design (" ut invidiam novi-

Grotius and others, following Chrysostom
and Theophylact) is quite arbitrary, looking to the general tenor of vv. 1-7.
The news of salvation God has previously promised (npoeirTjyyeilaro, 2 Cor.
ix. 5
Dio Cass. xlii. 32) through His prophets, not merely in so far as these,
acting as the organs of God (avrov), foretold the Messianic age, with the
dawn of which the evayyeliov, as the " publicum de Ghristo exhibito praeeonium^ (Calovius), would necessarily begin, but they foretold also this
tatis depelleret, " Pareus, Estius,

;

praeconium

itself, its

xlii. 4, lii. 1 ff .

;

future proclamation.

Zeph.

9; Ps. xix.

iii.

See

5, lxviii.

x. 18, xv. 21; Isa. xl. 1

ff.,

12; Deut. xviii. 15, 18.

It

with Philippi and Mehring, to the
rov Trpofar&v] is not to be limited, so as either to incontents of the gospel.
clude merely the prophets proper in the narrower sense of the word, or to
go back according to Acts iii. 24, comp. xiii. 20 only as far as Samuel.
The following h ypatyalq ay. suggests, on the contrary, a reference to all
who in the 0. T. have prophesied the gospel (even Moses, David and others
the less necessary therefore to refer

is

—

6,

—

—

—

in the holy Scriptcomp. Heb. i. 1.
ev ypatpalg ay laid] Not
most expositors, even Fritzsche), in which case the article must
have been used but qualitatively in holy writings. The divine promises
of the gospel, given through the prophets of God, are found in such books
Such are
as, being God's records for His revelations, are holy writings.
the prophetic writings of the O. T. thus designated so as to lay stress on
In a corresponding manner is the anarthrous
their qualitative character.
ypa<j)uv irpo(j>7]TiK0)v to be understood in xvi. 26.
Vv. 3, 4. We must, with Lachmann and Tischendorf set aside the view
which treats rov yevopevov .... venptiv, and vv. 5, 6, as parentheses, because we have to deal with intervening clauses which accord with the
See Winer, p. 526
construction, not with insertions which interrupt it.
Trepl rov vlov avrov] [See Note III. p. 73.] " Hoc refertur ad illud
[E.T. 565].
quod praecessit zvayykliov explicatur nempe, de quo agat ille sermo bona

not excluded)

;

;

ures (so

:

;

;

'

,

—

;

nuntians," Grotius.

So, also, Toletus, Cajetanus, Calvin, Justiniani, Bengel,

Flatt, Reiche, Kollner,

Winzer, Baumgarten-Crusius, Krehl, Umbreit, Th.
But it may be objected to this view, on the

Schott, Hofmann, and others.

one hand, that

word

irspi

that precedes

with the

is
it

;

most naturally connected with the nearest suitable
and on the other that evayy., frequently as it is used

genitive of the object,

nowhere occurs with

Kepi in the

N. T.

;

"

and

connection be adopted, the important thought in
still
Therefore, the connection of irepi with
ver. 2 appears strangely isolated.
further, that

5 npoETrrryy.,

1

Comp.

to be preferred, with Tholuck, Klee, Riickert,

Pfleiderer in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr.

1871, p. 502
2

is

if this

ff.

Hofmann erroneously

thinks that Paul
have added the object of his divine message otherwise than by itepi. He

could not

would have only needed

Fritzsche,

to repeat the

«i«

evayye\iov with rhetorical emphasis, in order
then to add the object in the genitive (tov
vlov
315.

a.).

Comp.

Dissen.

ad Bern, de

cor. p.

;
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Reithmayr, Philippi, van Hengel, Ewald, Mehring, and
others, following
Theodoret so that the great personal object is introduced, to which

the divine
previous promise of the gospel referred; consequently, the
person concerning
whom was this promise of the future message of salvation. God could not
(we
;

may remark

in opposition to

the gospel in any other

way

Hofmann's objection) have previously promised
by speaking of Christ His Son, who

at all than

was to come and to be revealed otherwise his TrpoeTrayyeUeadat
tvayykltov
would have had no concrete tenor, and consequently no object.
tov
yevouivov down to vetcpav describes under a twofold aspect
(/card) the exalted
dignity of Him who had just been designated by tov viov
avroi,
(1) Kara
;

—

:

c&pKa,

He

entered

life as

David's descendant

(2)

;

Kara nvevua ay too.,

He was

powerfully instated as Son of God by His resurrection. Nevertheless
6 vlbc
tov Oeov, in the words Tzepl tov viov avTov (not avrov), is not by any
means
to be taken in the general, merely historical theocratic
sense of Messiah
(Winzer, Progr. 1835, p. 5 f.
comp. also Holsten, e. Bv. d.

Paul

;

424

and

u. Petr.

Pfleiderer, Le.), because this is

opposed to the constant usage
of the Apostle, who never designates Christ as
vibe Qeov otherwise " than
from the standpoint of the knowledge which God had given to
him by revp.

;

elation (Gal.

i.

16) of the metaphysical Sonship (viii. 3, 32
Gal. iv. 4 ; Col.
6 ff. al)
and the hypothesis of a modification having
;

i.

13

ff.

;

Phil.

ii.

;

taken place in Paul's view (Usteri, Kollner

see, on the other hand,
purely fanciful.
Here also the vlbc. tov Oeov is conceived in the
metaphysical sense as He who had proceeded out of the
essence of the Father,
like Him in substance (not, as Baur thinks,
as organ of the Spirit, which is
the purer form of human nature itself), and is sent
by Him for the accomplishment of the Messianic counsel. But since it was
necessary for this

Riickert)

;

is

accomplishment that He should appear as man, it was necessary
and these essential modal definitions are now added to the
viov

for

Him,—

Tov.avTov]—

human phenomenon, (1) to be lorn kuto. cd Ka, and indeed of the seed of
P
David, 2 and yet (2) to be actually instated kutu
nvevua, as that which,
although from the time of His birth in appearance not
different from other
men (Phil. ii. 7 Gal. iv. 4), He really was, namely the Son of God. These
two parallel clauses are placed in asyndetic juxtaposition,
whereby the
second^ coming after the first, which is itself of lofty
and honourable Mesas a

;

sianic significance, is

brought out as of

still greater importance. 3
Not perrecognize the contrast here presented between
the two aspects of the Son of God, because Paul
has not used /card Tvevua 6S
bptaBevToc in the second clause.
kutg ad P Ka] in respect offlesh ; for the Son
of God had a fleshly mode of being on
earth, since His concrete manifestation was that of a materially human person.
Comp. ix. 5 1 Tim. iii. 16 ;
1 Pet. iii. 18
Phil. ii. 7
Rom. v. 15 ; 1 Cor. xv. 21 1 Tim. ii. 5. To

ceiving this,

Hofmann

fails to

—

;

;

1

Comp. Gess,

v. d.

;

Pers. Christi, p. 89

;

ff.

Weiss bibl Theol. p. 309.
But at the same time the idea of " an ac>

commodation to the Jewish-Christian mode
of conception " (Holsten, z. Ev. Paul. u. Petr.
p. 427), is not to be entertained. Paul gives

two main epochs in the history of the
Son of God, as they actually occurred and
had been already prophetically announced,
' See Bernhardy,
Dissen. ad Find.
p. 448
the

;

Exc.

II.,

de Asynd. p. 275.

chap,

33

i., 3, 4.

the capZ belonged in the case of Christ also, as in that of

all men, the -tyvxv
but this sensuous side of His
other men, the seat and organ of sin.
He was not

as the principle of the animal life of

nature was not, as in
capKindq (vii. 14),

all

and

(1

ifrvxtudq

Cor.

man

;

14), in the

ii.

ethical sense, like all

ordinary men, although, in virtue of that sensuous nature, he was capable
of being

was a
but

tempted (Heb.

aufia

rfjq

18

ii.

oapudq (Col.

i.

iv Sfioiuftari oapnbq djuapriaq

nature, therefore,

i.e.

;

(Rom.

in so far as

Although in

iv. 15).

22), yet

He

way His body

iv caput djuapriaq,

With reference

viii. 2).

He was

this

did not appear

to

His fleshly

a materially-human phenomenon,

He was oorn (yevofiivov, comp. Gal. iv. 4), of the seed (as descendant) of
David, as was necessarily the case with the Son of God who appeared as the
promised Messiah (Jer. xxiii. 5
Ps. cxxxii. 11
Matt. xxii. 42
John
42 Acts xiii. 23
In this expression the ek cKk.pp.aroq
2 Tim. ii. 8).
AaviS is to be understood of the male line of descent going back to David
(comp. Acts ii. 30, ek Kaprtov rfjq bacpvoq), as even the genealogical tables in
;

;

vii.

;

;

;

Matthew and Luke give the descent of Joseph from David, not that of
Mary ; and Jesus Himself, in John v. 27 (see on that passage), calls Himself in contradistinction to His Sonship of God, son of a man, in which case
the correlate idea on which it is founded can only be that of fatherhood.
It is, therefore, the more erroneous to refer ek air. Aav. to Mary ( u ex
l

semine David,

i.e.

ex virgine Maria," Melanchthon
comp. also Philippi),
nowhere (not even in viii. 3, Gal. iv. 4) indicates the
;

especially since Paul

view of a supernatural generation of the bodily nature of Jesus, 2 even apart
from the fact that the Davidic descent of the mother of Jesus can by no
means be established from the N. T. It is the more unjustifiable, to pronounce the metaphysical divine Sonship without virgin birth as something

which the Son

of

—

There now follows the other, second mode in
God who has appeared on earth is to be contemplated, viz.

inconceivable* (Philippi).

In opposition to Hofmann, (Weissag. u.
II. p. 49 (comp. the Erlangen Zeitschr.
1868, 6, p. 359 f.), who generalizes the
sense of the words in such a way as to convey the meaning that Christ appeared as
one belonging to the collective body which
traces its descent back to David.
But in fact
it is simply said that Christ was born of the
seed of David. The reading yewunevov (in
min., and MSS. used by Augustine) is a
correct gloss and Hofmann himself grants
(heil. Schrift JV. T., inloc.) that yCyveaOat
here signifies descent by birth. And even
if yevonevov be taken as meaning
who appeared, who came (comp. on Mark i. 4 Phil.
ii. 7
so Ewald), still the genetic relation to
the (rnepp.a of David remains the same. He
came Kara. Capua of the seed of David, and
that in no other way than through His birth.
This remark holds good also against other
obscure evasions to which Hofmann resorts
1

Erfiill.

;

«

:

;

;

in his Schriftbew. II. 1, p. 113; in his heil.
Schr. JST. T. he adheres substantially to his

view

(" come of the race which called
David, because tracing its descent
No, the <nre'p/xa of David
to his ancestry'
is nothing else than his semen virile, out («)
of which, transmitted (comp. an6, Acts xiii.
23) through the male line from yev ed to yeved
(Matt. i. 6 ff.), at length the Son of God
Kara capita— Christ, the David's son of promise— was born. See besides, against Hof-

earlier

itself after

1

'').

mann, Rich. Schmidt, I.e.— Because Christ
was «k aneppaTos of David, He might also
Himself be called anipfia of David, in the

same way as He is called in Gal. iii. 16
and He is so called Matt.
Comp. further on U o-nepnaros, in the
i. 1.
<rnepp.a 'Appadp.

;

sense of fatherhood, Soph. 0.
el <rnepp.aTo<>
2

.

.

.

0.

214

:

tiVo*

narpoOev.

Usteri, Lehrbegr. p. 328

;

Rich. Schmidt,

Paulin. Christol. p. 140 ff ; Pfleiderer, I.e.
3 This opinion rests on a premiss assumed
a priori, on an abstract postulate, the propriety of which it is impossible to prove.
.

Comp. on Matt,

i,

18, note.
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with reference

to the spirit

holiness,

of

which was

in

Him.

The

parallelism

apparent even in the position of the
two elements, forbids us to understand Kara ttv. dyiuo. as denoting the presupposition and regulative cause of the state of glorious power ascribed to
In that case Paul must have used another
the Son of God (Hofmann).

between Kara odpua and Kara

irvevua ay.,

preposition, conveying the idea on account

(comp. the

Phil.

S16,

ii.

of,

perhaps

Sid

with the accusative

in order to express the thought

9),

which Hofmann

has discovered, namely, that the holiness of His spirit, and therefore of His
Regarding
life, was to make His divine Sonship a state of glorious power.
'Ayiuthe view taken of h dwd/xet in connection with this, see the sequel.
avvr], in Paul's writings as well as in the Sept. (in Greek authors and in the
other writings of the N. T.
(2 Cor. vii. 1

1

;

Thess.

iii.

does not occur), invariably means holiness
6, xcvii. 12, cxliv. 5), not sanctifi-

it

13

Ps. xcvi.

;

by the Vulgate, Erasmus, Castalio, and many others,
So also in 2 Mace. iii. 12. The genitive
including Glockler and Schrader).
!
This
is the gen. qualitatis, and contains the specific character of the wvevfia.
Trvev/ia aytoa. is, in contradistinction to the cdp%, the other side of the being
cation (as rendered

Son of God on earth
by the senses, so

of the

and, just as the

;

perceptible

substratum of His vovc

inner

life,

(1

is

Cor.

—in

was the outward element
and

16), the principle

ii.

the intellectual and moral

cation of the divine

odpi;

the irvevua the inward mental element, the

"Ego" which

the

power of His

receives the

short, the Jtau avdpioTroe of Christ.

His

communi-

irvev/ia

also

—

was human (Matt, xxvii. 50 John xi. 33, xix. 30) altogether He was an
entire man, and the Apollinarian conception is without support in the N, T.
teaching—but it was the seat of the divine nature belonging to His person
;

;

not excluding the specialty of the latter (in opposition to Beyschlag, Ghristol.
pp. 212, 231), but being rather that which contained the metaphysical vidrrfc
according to the Johannine type of doctrine the seat and the
Seov, or
organ of the Adyog, which became flesh in the human person of Jesus, as

—

—

also of the fulness of the

Acts

i.

2

;

2 Cor.

iii.

Holy

Spirit

which bore sway in Him (John

Consequently the

17).

irvevpa of Christ,

iii. 34
although
;

(comp. Pfleiderer), was exalted above all other human spirits,
because essentially filled with God, and thereby holy, sinless, and full of
and for this reason
divine unpolluted life, as was no other human irvevua
His unique quality is c/iaracterized by the distinguishing designation irvevua

human

;

This purposely-chosen expression,
i.e. spirit full of holiness.
not to be abated to the studium sanctitatis (van Hengel), must,
seeing that the text sets forth the two sides of the personal nature of Christ,
1
absolutely preclude our understanding it to refer to the irvevjia dyiov," the
iii.
Tim.
in
either
meant
1
not
which
is
Trinity,
third person of the divine
ayioavvT/c,

which

is

16, or in

Heb.

ix. 14.

Nevertheless, the majority of commentators, since

Chrysostom, have so explained

"secundum Sp.

1

Hermann, ad

n. l,p.
2

This

it

Tiger, pp. 887, 891

;

Kiihner,

some

of

them taking

called in the Test.

XII

Pair. p.

;

it

to

mean

:

comp. Beza, Calixtus,

588, nvedfia. a-yiwawrjs, in

holiness.

226.
is

;

S. ei divinitus concessum" (Fritzsche

so far as

it

produces

;

chap.

35

I., 3, 4.

Wolf, Koppe, Tholuck, and others), 1 some referring it to the miraculous
working of the Holy Spirit (Theodoret) or to the bestowal of the Spirit which

took place through Christ (Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Theophylact, Luther,
Since the contrast between oap% and irvevfia
Estius, Bohme, and others).

human and the divine, but that between the
and the mental in human nature, we must also reject the
interpretation which refers the words to the divine nature (Melanchthon,
in which case some take dyiuavvn,
Calovius, Bengel, and many others)
others adduce in explanation of rcvev/ia
as equivalent to dedrrjg (Winzer)
the here irrelevant Ttvevfia 6 Qe6g, John iv. 24 (Beza, "Winzer, Olshaunot that between the

is

bodily

;

;

sen,

Maier, Philippi)

;

others take the expression as substantially equiv-

"the

alent to the Johannine 16yog (Riickert, comp. Reiche,

principle of

His higher essence"), and thus have not avoided an Apollinarian conThe correct interpretation is substantially given by Kollner, de
ception.
Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, Ewald (also in his Jahrb. 1849, p. 93), and

Comp. Hofmann (" spirit which supposes, wherever it is, a conand also Lechler, apost. u. nachapost. Zeitalt. p. 49,

Mehring.

dition of holiness"),

who

nevertheless

cluded. 2

—

understands the divine

opiadevrog]

The

nature of

Christ

as

also

translation of the Vulgate, qui praedestinatus

inest,

based on the too weakly attested reading n pooptcdevrog (a mistaken gloss),
drew forth from old writers (see in Estius) forced explanations, which are
now properly forgotten. 'Opi&tv, however, with the double accusative,
means to designate a person for something, to nominate, to instate (Acts x. 42
comp. Meleager in the Anthol. xii. 158, 7 oe debv &pice daifiuv), nor is the
;

:

For although Christ was already the Son of God
was sent (viii. 3 Gal. iv. 4),
nevertheless there was needed a fact, by means of which He should receive,
after the humiliation that began with His birth (Phil. ii. 71), instating into
whereby also, as its necessary
the rank and dignity of His divine Sonship
consequence with a view to the knowledge and conviction of men, He was
The fact which constituted instatement
legitimately established as the Son.
was the resurrection, as the transition to His 66%a comp. on Acts xiii. 33
and ETTotTjae in Acts ii. 36. Inaccurate, because it confounds that consequence
3
different here.

meaning

before the creation of the world, and as such

;

;

;

with the thing
Kpidevrog

;

itself,

and that

is

the gloss of Chrysostom

of Luther

:

"shewn."

Comp.

also Zellerin the theol. Jahrb. 1842,
In his view (2 Cor. iii. 17), the rrvevna.
is the element of which the higher personality of Christ consists. According to Baur,
Paulus II. p. 375, it is the Messianic spirit,
the intrinsic principle constituting the Messiahship of Christ. According to Holsten, z.
Ev. d. Paul. u. Petr. p. 425, it is in itself a
transcendent pneumatic force, which produces
the kyuaavvt], a radiance of the divine nvevfia
1

p. 486.

fi

Y ioi/.
2

A more

accurate and precise definition
may be found in Weiss, bibl.
313 also Rich. Schmidt, p. 105 f.

of the idea
Tlieol. p.

;

;

:

6eix6ivrog, aizo^avBevTog,

Umbreit's rendering

is

errone-

Pfleiderer in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr. 1871, p.
169, 503 f.
8

But not

in the sense

Hofmann

:

destined to become

nor generthe sense qui destinatus est, but
qui constitutes est (was instated).
rather
For otherwise the aorist participle would be

something, as
ally, in

thinks

:

:

:

unsuitable, since it must necessarily indicate an act following the yevofievov, etc.;
whereas the divine destination would be
prim- to the birth. Consequently, were that

sense intended,

Acts

it

must have been, as

x. 42, itpia^ivov.

in
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ous

"separated," namely from

:

otence (Umbreit),

but

men.

all

—h

Not

dwa/iet]

through omnip-

:

mightily (Luther), forcibly; for this installation of

:

God as Son of God was a work of divine power, which (see what
was accomplished by means of the resurrection from the dead.
Thus commanding power, divinely-energetic and effectual, forms the char-

the Son of
follows)

took place. On h, as paraphrase of
Bernhardy, p. 209. h dw. is
not, with Melanchthon, Schoettgen, Pareus, Sebastian Schmid, and others,
including Paulus, Baumgarten-Crusius, Philippi, Mehring, Holsten, Hofwhich the

acteristic quality in

the adverb (Col.

mann, and

29

i.

;

Pfleiderer, to

Son of God)

;

for

it

opicfidc

2 Thess.

11), see

i.

be connected with vlov Qeov (as the mightily powerful
of importance to dwell, not on a special pred-

was here

Son of God, but, in contradistinction to the £/c cnrep/i. Aav. Kara
upon the divine Sonship in itself; of which Sonship He was indeed the
hereditary possessor, but yet needed, in order to become instated in it with
1

icate of the

capua,

glorious poicer, resurrection

when

from the dead.

rightly connected with opted.,

is not,

Thus, however, k v dwa/iei, even
with Chrysostom and Theophy-

to be taken as "per virtutem, i.e. per signa et prodigia" (Calovius,
vi ei data ; for Paul himself defines
nor with Fritzsche
comp. Grotius)
the how of the mighty bptayLoc by ef avaor. venpuv. This, namely, was the
for by the rescausal fact, by virtue of which that opia/udc was accomplished
urrection of Christ, God, who raised Him up (comp. 2 Cor. xiii. 4), accomlact,

:

;

:

;

plished in point of fact His instating declaration

Thou art my

:

Son, this day,

Paul might accordingly have written Sid, but e« is more
On
expressive of the thought that Christ in mrtue of the resurrection, etc.
en, used of causal issuing forth, see Buttmann's neut. Or. p. 281 [E. T. 327]
The temporal explanation, since or after
Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 550 f.
(Theodoret, Erasmus, Luther, Toletus, and others, including Reithmayr
etc.

Acts

,

xiii. 33.

;

;

comp. Flatt, Umbreit, and Mehring) is to be rejected, because the raising up
of Jesus from the dead was itself the great divine act, which, completed through
the majesty of the Father (vi. 4), powerfully instated the Son in the Son's
hence it was also the basis of the apostolic preachposition and dignities
;

Rom. iv. 24 1 Cor.
xiii. 30, xvii. 31 f., xxvi. 23
"We are not to take the expression kS avaar. vtKp. as is often done,
avaor. ek vsup. the second en being omitted for the sake of euphony

ing, Acts

xv. 3

i.

22,

ii.

24

ff.,

;

;

ff.

for ££

,

:

,

must be viewed as a general designation of the category (venpov, see on
Matt. ii. 20) through resurrection of the dead, of which category the personal
rising of the dead Jesus was the concrete case in point.
Comp. xvii. 32.

but

it

:

1 As if only
a change of His attributes was
concerned, or the transition into the full
reality of the divine Sonship (Pfleiderer).
The question concerned the installation of
the Son of God as such, as it were His enthronization, which had not taken place
previously, but was accomplished by the
resurrection with a mighty power.
By
means of the latter He received— as the Son
of God, which from the beginning and even
in the days of His flesh He really was—a. de

instatement, which accomplished
a way divinely powerful. What
accrued to Him thereby, was not the full
Gal. iv. 4), but the full
reality (see viii. 3
facto

itself in

;

of the Son of God because He
was now exalted above all the limitations
of the state of His kcVcoo-is (Phil, ii.; 2 Cor.
viii. 9); comp. e.g. vi. 9; xi. 33 f.; v. 10; 2

efficiency

;

xiii. 4
and numerous other passages,
The Son was now the Kvpios navruv, had the

Cor.

;

name above every name,

etc., etc.

—
chap,

i., 5.

37

So, also, de Wette. £/j'i'tnann
comp. Philippi, who however, following
Erasmus ind BengeL introduces also the idea, foreign to this passage, that
;

our resurrection

— The following

involved in that of Christ.

is

in apposition to tov vlov avrov in v. 3

not necessary in

'iqaov Xptarov

but in keeping with the fulness of expression throughout this opening portion of the
is

Epistle,

;

which exhibits a character of majesty

itself,

particularly in vv.

3, 4.

— Ob-

holy and exalted nature of Christ
in our passage serves to express the high dignity of the apostolic office.
serve, further, that the exhibition of the

Of

and doctrine in Rome regarding the person

diversities in faith

there

is

Ver.

of Christ

not a trace in the whole Epistle. 1
5.

To the

general tov Kvplov

Lord of Christians in

he himself stands to this

common

Kvpioc.

ver. 1) in this

with closer reference to the
as Apostle of the Gentiles.

which designates Christ

He

and dignity of that

sciousness oi the bliss

once more (comp.

tj/lluv,

as the

Paul now adds the special relation in which

general,

entertained too lively a con-

relationship, not to set

overflowing salutation

readers, in accordance

— Vv.

5,

;

it

forth

this time, however,

with his definite character

6 are not to be enclosed in a paren-

—

thesis
and only a comma should be placed after ver. 6.
6C ov] through
whom, denotes nothing else than the medium ; nowhere, not even in Gal. i.
The view of the Apostle is, as Origen rightly per1, the causa principalis.
ceived, that he had received grace and apostleship through the mediation
of Christ, through whom God called him at Damascus.
Regarding Gal. i.
eXd(3o/iev] He means himself alone, especially since
1, see on that passage..
in the address he specifies no joint author of the letter
not however as
Reiche, following Estius and many others, thinks using the plural out of
modesty (in the solemnity of an official epistolary greeting ?), but rather
(comp. iii. 9) in accordance with the custom, very common among Greek
authors, of speaking of themselves in the plural of category (Kriiger, § 01,
Kuhner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 2, 46). This is, no doubt, to be traced back
2
to the conception
I and my equals ;" but this original conception was in
The opinion, therefore, that Paul here includes
course of use entirely lost.
along with himself the other apostles (Bengel, van Hengel) is to be all the
more rejected as unsuitable, since the subsequent hv tcclgl toIq edveotv points
To understand Paul's
to Paul himself alone as the Apostle of the Gentiles.
official assistants as included (Hofmann) is forbidden by the subsequent
;

—

;

—

;

'

'

artooTolTjv,

N. T.

,

which does not mean mission

specially apostleship.

—

x°-P LV K -

in general, but, as invariably in the
aKooTolrjv] grace (generally)

[See Note IV. p. 74.]

particular) apostleship.

Xdptv

is

and

(in

to be understood, not

merely of pardoning grace (Augustine, Calvin, Calovius, Reiche, Tholuck,
Olshausen, and others), or of the extraordinary apostolic gifts of grace (Theoand others, including Flatt and Mehring) for such special

doret, Luther,

;

must be demanded by the context but on the contrary generthe entire divine grace, of which Paul was made partaker through
when he was arrested by Him at Damascus in his career which was

references
ally of

Christ,

hateful to

;

God (Phil.

iii.

1

12

;

Comp.

1 Cor. xv. 10), converted,

Gess, von d. Pers. Chr. p.

56.

enlightened (Gal.

i.
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16),

The
this

and transferred into the communion of God's beloved ones and saints.
i. 16) and at the same time the highest evidence of
x<*P l £ which he had received, was his reception of the curooToH}, and

special object (GUI.

1

Others find here a ev 6td Svolv (Chrysostom,

that for the Gentile world.

Rich. Simon, Wetstein, Semler, Koppe,
and others x^P LV anooTo^ijc. This might cer2
but it arbitratainly be justified in linguistic usage by the explicative mi
appropriseparately
yield
a
highly
rily converts two elements, which taken
ate sense, into one, and fails to recognize what is involved in the union of
the general and the particular the fulness and force of the discourse
moving the grateful heart. This remark applies also against Hofmann,
u a grace
according to whom the Apostle terms one and the same vocation
and a mission ;" in which view cltzoot. is erroneously rendered (see above),
and in consequence thereof ele vizaii. n. is then joined merely to x&p- *• air.
in
elc viraic. •k'lgtJ] Object of the elafi. x&P- «• anoar.
and not also to zkafi.
Beza, Piscator, Grotius, Glass,

Bohme,

Fritzsche, Philippi,

:

;

—

—

f

—

:

may

order that obedience offaith

he produced, i.e. in order that people

themselves to the faith, in order that they may become
Note V. p. 75.] Comp. xvi. 26 Acts vi. 7 2 Cor. x. 5 f

ject

.

;

;

;

2 Thess.

iriang for doctrina fidei (Beza, Toletus, Estius, Bengel,

To take

may

believing.

sub-

[See
i.

8.

Heumann,

Cramer, Rosenmuller, Flatt, Fritzsche, Tholuck, and others), is altogether
contrary to the linguistic usage of the N. T., in which iriaric is always subjective faith, although often, as in the present instance, conceived of object-

Comp. xvi. 26 Gal. i. 23. The activity of faith in
ively as a power.
producing works (Reithmayr), however, is not contained in the expression.
The Kiang is, according to Paul, the conviction and confidence {assensus and
;

and perfect Mediator of the
through His work of atonement. Faith
alone (to the exclusion of works) is the causa apprehendens of the salvation
promised and obtained through Christ but, because it transfers us into
living and devoted fellowship with Him, altogether of a moral character,
it becomes the subjective moral power of the new life regenerated through
the power of the Holy Spirit of the life in Christ, which, however, is the
See Luther's
necessary consequence, and never the ground of justification.
The genitive Triareog, in accordance with the analogy of the
Preface.
expressions kindred in meaning vnaKorj rov Xpiarov in 2 Cor. x. 5, and
inzaK. rf/g afyddac in 1 Pet. i. 22, necessarily presents itself (comp. Acts vi. 7
Rom. x. 16 2 Thess. i. 8 also 2 Cor. ix. 13) as denoting that to which the

fiducia) regarding Jesus Christ,

divine grace, and of eternal

as the only

life,

;

—

—

;

;

;

obedience

is

rendered

;

not (Grotius, following Beza) the causa

efficiens:

"ut Deo obediatur per fidem," in which explanation, besides, the "Deo"
8
Hofmann is also wrong in taking the genitive
is arbitrarily introduced.

1

Augustine aptly

remarks

:

" Gratiam

cum omnibus fidelibus, apostolatum autem
non cum omnibus communem habet."
" Gratia et singularis gratiae

Comp. Bengel
mensura apostolis obtigit."
3 Fritzsche, ad Matth. p. 856
Nagelsbach,
:

;

z.

Bias,

iii.

100.

• So also van Hengel, on the ground of
passages like v. 19 Phil. ii. 12, where however the sense of obedience to God results
from the context ; and Ernesti, Vrspr. d.
Sunde, II. p. 281 ff., who urges against our
view that it makes birep rov bv6t*.. avrov superfluous. But the glory of Christ is pre;

chap.
TcioTeug as epexegetical
is

to be joined with

39

I., 6.

(an obedience consisting in faith).

elg vrcaK. Trioreog, beside

which

it

—

iv irdai rolq eOveaiv]

stands ; the

Jews

eBvrj,

however,

most expositors, including Ruckert, Reiche, Kdllner, Fritzsche, Baur), but, in accordance with
Acts ix. 15, xxvi. 17
the historical destination of the Apostle (Gal. i. 16
f.), and in consequence of the repeated prominence of his calling as Gentile
Apostle in our letter (ver. 13, xi. 13, xv. 16), all Gentile nations, to which
also the Romans belonged (Beza, Tholuck, Philippi, de Wette, Baumgartenand these regarded not
Crusius, van Hengel, Ewald, Hofmann and others)
from a geographical point of view (Mangold, p. 76), but from a popular one,
as D^J
which precludes us from thinking not as to a section, but at any
rate as to the mass, of the Roman congregation that it was Jewish-Christian.
This his apostolic calling for the Gentiles is meant by Paul in all passages
are not all nations generally, inclusive of the

(so

;

;

—

;

—

where he describes the idvq as the object of his labours (Gal. i. 16, ii. 2, 8,
vn-ep rov bv6/i. avrov]
1 Thess. ii. 16).
9
Eph. iii. 1, 8 Col. i. 27
cutoct. (Ruckert)
belongs, in the most natural connection, not to kXd(3
or to 6C ov
iOveatv (de Wette, Mehring, Hofmann), but to elg viranoyv
.... idveaiv "in order to produce obedience to the faith among all
Gentile nations for the sake of (for the glorifying of, comp. Acts v. 41 Phil,
ii. 13) His name.''''
Acts ix. 15, xv. 26, xxi. 13
2 Thess. i. 12, serve to
illustrate the matter referred to.
The idea of wishing to exclude the glorifying of his own name (Hofmann) is not for a moment to be imputed to the
Apostle.
He would have needed a very special motive for doing so.
Ver. 6. Application of the contents of ver. 5 to the relation in which
the Apostle stood to his readers, whereby he indicates how he is officially
entitled to address them also, teaching, exhorting, and so forth
h olg tore
ml Ifielq KkrjTol 'I. X.] To be written thus, without a comma after vfxelc, with
Heumann, Lachmann, Tischendorf, de Wette, Hofmann, and Bisping
among whom, also are ye called {ones) of Jesus Christ. Among the Gentile
;

;

.

.

.

—

;

.

;

;

;

—

:

nations the
called of the

Roman
Lord

Christians were, like other Gentile-Christian churches,

amidst the Gentile world, nationally belonging to it (in
opposition to Mangold's mere geographical interpretation), they also shared
;

The

high distinction.

this

ml

reference of the

consequently the interpretation

to

Paul (Th. Schott), and

erroneous, because the
Apostle has asserted concerning himself something far higher than the mere

The common

Christian calling.
(so too

tare

:

ing the

;

1

14),

interpretation of kX^toI

quite a meaningless assertion

difficulty, that ev ole

see

(viii.

on Gal.
30, ix.

i.

24

'I.

X. as an address

— Since the

it

;

among which

;

also 1 Cor. vii. 17) is invariably ascribed

1

Cor.

9,

not as

:

vii. 15,

17

;

1

Thess.

called by Christ (Luther,

end of all vnaKovetv rjj vfortt,
takes place, it is acknowledged
that Jesus Christ is Lord, Phil. ii. 11.
* Comp. Usteri, p. 281
Weiss, UU. Theol.
cisely the lofty

:

con-

calling (to the Messianic salva-

;

i.

h die

for Bengel's suggestion for meet-

6

we must explain it,

Where

;

has the implied meaning

verted nations, is purely arbitrary.

God

I, so also ye, is

Ruckert, Fritzsche, Philippi, van Hengel, Mehring) makes the

k. vfi.

tion

as

ii.

12

;

by Paul

2 Thess.

to
ii.

Ruckert, Mehring,

what Schmidt urges in opposition, in
§ 127
Rudelbach's Zeitschr. 1849, II. p. 188 ff. is
;

untenable.
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Hofmann, and others), but as called (by God) who belong to Christ (so Erasmus, Beza, Estius, and most modern commentators, also Winer, p. 183
[E. T. 195]). The genitive is possessive, just as in the analogous rovg £K/U/croi;c
With the substantive nature of kat]t6c (comp. Buttavrov in Matt. xxiv. 31.
:

mann,

neut. Or. p. 147 [E. T. 169]) the genitive

ly the interpretation

11

;

1

Kings i. 41, 49
Homer, Od.

as e.g. in
tals,

who

but those

Ver.

7.

Now

;

Zeph.

i.

xvii. 386,

are called

for the

first

7

;

by no means admits mere-

to the calling subject, as in 2 Sam. xv.

which points

but admits of very different references,
ye fiporuv are not those called by mor-

katjto'i

among mortals (genitive totius).
by ver. 6 nearer

time, brought

to his readers,

Paul passes from the throng of the great intervening thoughts, ver. 2 ff., in
which he has given full and conscious expression to the nature and the dignity
tvclgi
of his calling, to the formal address and to the apostolic salutation.
k.t.X.] directs the letter to all beloved of God who are in Home, etc., and thereCol. i.
Eph. i. 1
fore to the collective Roman Christian church, Phil. i. 1

—

;

;

2
but not, as Tholuck thinks, at the same time also to those foreign Christians who were accidentally staying in Rome, for against this view ver. 8,

I),

1

which virep tt&vtuv vautv can only refer to the Romans, is decisive. The
would be self-obvious and might have been dispensed with, but in this
Epistle, just bacause it is so detailed and is addressed to a great church
still far away from the Apostle, naoi carries with it a certain diplomatic
ayanrjT. Oeov,
character. Similarly, though from other grounds, Phil. i. 1.

in

izaoi

—

katjtoIc

dyioic]

Characteristic special analysis of the idea " Christians'" in

accordance with the high privileges of their Christian condition. For, as
reconciled with God through Christ, they are beloved of God (v. 5 ff., viii.
and, as those who through the divine culling to the MesCol. iii. 12)
39
;

;

have become separated from the Koafioc and consecrated to
God, because members of the new covenant of grace, they are called saints ;
comp. 1 Cor. i. 2. This saintship is produced through the justification of
the called (viii. 30), and their accompanying subjection to the influence of
De Wette erroneously interprets " those
the Holy Spirit (1 Cor. i. 30).
sianic salvation

:

who

are called to be

saints."

So

The

also Baumgarten-Crusius.

calling

always refers to the salvation of the Messiah's kingdom. But that the
ayidryc is to be understood in that Christian theocratic sense after the analogy
of the Old Testament #Hp, and not of individual moral holiness (Parous,
Toletus, Estius, Grotius, Flatt, Glockler, de Wette, and others), is plain

from the very
tlpfjvjj]

fact, that all Christians as Christians are ayiot.

See Otto, in the Jahrb.

f

d.

disposition, the subjective feeling in

Theol.

1867, p. 678

God and

Christ,

— x^P

lc

Xapic

ff.

....
is

the

which the Aposlle

wishes to be entertained towards and shown to his readers dpivrj is tliu
actual result, which is produced through the manifestation of the x^P lc
;

'

With these parallels before us, it is unreasonable to ask why Paul does not designate the readers as a chvrch. Bengel and
vnn Ilengel are of opinion that no regular
congrejrational bond was as yet in existence. Th. Schott thinks that Paul as yet
1

stood in no relation whatever to the church,
The oi/re? ei> 'F^m!7 «•*••* are tlie church, and
it is to the churches that he has written

where he does not write to

specified per-

sorts.
2

Comp.

Turretin, Wolf,

and Bobme..

CHAP.
grace

41

I., 8.

1

and

which

salvation (O 7$), the latter in every aspect in
)

presents

it

it-

Comp. Melanchthon. The specifithe Christian issue of the x<*P l Ccally Christian element in this salutation * lies in cnrb Qeov irarpbc ....
self as

Comp.

Xpi<TTov.

1

i.

;

The

2 Thess.

1
i.

Cor.

i.

f.

1

1

;

special rendering of

3

2 Cor.

;

Tim.
elp^vrj,

2

i.

2

i.

;

Eph.

2 Tim.

;

i.

2

i.

2
;

;

Phil.

Tit.

i.

2

i.

4

;

1 Thess.

;

Philem.

3.

which, following Chrysostom and

peace,

Jerome, the majority, including Reiche, Olshausen, Tholuck, Philippi, Umand others retain (the higher peace which is given, not by the world,

breit,

but by the consciousness of divine grace and love, see especially Umbreit,
p. 190 ff.), must be abandoned, because x^P c C k<u elp^vjj represent the general
James i. 1), and thus the generality of the
epistolary x a P z, v (Acts xv. 23
'

l

-

;

salutation is expressed in a

means God, in so
vlodeela (see on Gal.

way

characteristically Christian.

far as we, as Christians, are
iv.

5

;

Rom.

viii. 15).

as Glockler, following Erasmus, takes

— ml

Kvpiov] i.e.

"and

it,

—

ixarrjp tj[xuv

His children through the
/cat

airb Kvpiov, not,

the Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ," for against this view stands the decisive fact that God is
The
2 Tim. i. 2.
never called our and Christ's Father see also Tit. i. 4
;

;

God and

formal equalization of
(as Philippi

Christ cannot be certainly used as a proof

and Mehring contend)

of the divine nature of Christ

—

—which,

otherwise firmly enough maintained by Paul since the different
predicates narpoc and nvpiov imply the different conceptions of the causa
For this purpose different prepositions were not
principalis and medians.

however,

is

comp. on Gal. i. 1.
Vv. 8-15. First of all the Apostle now as under various forms in all his
epistles, with the exception of that to the Galatians (also not in 1 Timothy
and Titus) expresses with thanksgiving towards God his pious joy at the
and then assures them of his longing to be with them
faith of his readers
and to labour among them personally. The thanksgiving is short, for it
relates to a church not only personally unknown to him, but also far
removed from the sphere of labour which he had hitherto occupied but
the expression of it is in accordance with the position of the church in the
required

;

—

—

;

;

metropolis of the world.
Ver. 8. Uporov /ih] [See Note VI. p. 75.] To that, which Paul desires first
possibly by
of all to write, there was meant to be subjoined something further,

But, amidst the ideas that now crowd upon him, he abandons this
ph remains alone. Comp. iii. 2 and on Acts i. 1 ; 1
2
comp. 1 Cor.
to Occj /xov] Qvelfil, c5 ml Xarpevu, Acts xxvii. 23
18.

iireira 6e.

design,
Cor. xi.

and thus the

;

—

;

—

did 'Itjcov Xpiarov] These words—to be
4 Phil. i. 3, iv. 19 Philem. 4.
connected with evxapio-ro, not with uov, as Koppe and Glockler think,
the mediagainst which vii. 25 and Col. iii. 17 are clearly decisive— contain
The Apostle gives thanks
ation, through which the Evxapic™ takes place.
is connot on his own part and independently of Christ, not 6C eavrov, but

i.

;

;

wU

is
as one
scious of his thanksgiving being conveyed through Jesus Christ,
which he thanks
present to his grateful thoughts ; in so far, namely, as that for

»

of

Regarding Otto's attempted derivation
from the Aaronic benediction, see on 1

it

Cor.

i.

3.

a

Schaefer,

ad

Bern. IV. p. 142

Partikel. II. p. 410.

;

Hartung,
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God

vividly perceived

is

Comp. on

Christ.

Col.

and felt by him to have been brought about through
17 Eph. v. 20. Thus Christ is the mediating

iii.

;

To regard Him as its mediating presenter
Theophylact, Bengel, and others, including Hofmann) cannot be
justified from Paul's other writings, nor even by Heb. xiii. 15.
Theodore
causal agent of the thanksgiving.

(Origen,

of Mopsuestia well observes

—

irapaaxofiivov.

tj

rov Xpiarov Tavrrjg rjfuv

:

vfi&v]

rcUrrtQ

praiseworthy character of the

simply

quite

rtiorts is

:

ttjq

evxapiariag

ttjv

alriav

your faith (on Christ)

;

the

only set forth by the context (KarayykXk.

Everywhere one hears your faith openly spoken of.
how this flattering expression of the Apostle and
the thanksgiving coupled with it, as also the oTqpixdyvat k.t.X., in vv. 11, 12,
point to the church not as Jewish-Christian, but as Pauline.
Mangold's
reference to Phil. i. 15-18, in opposition to this inference, leaves out of view
the quite different personal situation under which the latter was written.
Comp. on Phil. i. 18, note.
h 6^w r. /coct/jcj] a popular hyperbole, but how
accordant with the position of the church in that city, towards which the
eyes of the whole world were turned
Comp. 1 Thess. i. 8. It is, moreoAw

iv

r. k.)

Comp.

afterwards.

Observe

xvi. 19.

—

!

over, obvious of itself, that the subjects of the Karayye^leiv are the believers.

As

to the unbelievers, see Acts xxviii. 22.

Ver.

The pith

Tap]

9.

of the following proof of the assurance conveyed in

8 lies in aScaleircrwc, not in the desire to

come

Rome, which is not
by the Apostle in the
Romans, which was so vivid that he unceasingly remembered them, etc.,
had even now urged him to his evxapiaru r£ 0e£ k.t.X.
fidprvg .... Oedf]
The asseveration in the form of an oath (comp. 2 Cor. i. 23, xi. 31 Phil. i.
ver.

subjoined

till

The

ver. 10 (Th. Schott).

to

interest felt

—

;

intended solemnly to strengthen the impression of what he has to say
viewed with reference to the circumstance which might readily excite sur8) is

;

prise, that he,

church

—which

world.

the Apostle of the Gentiles, had never yet laboured in the
nevertheless was Pauline of the capital of the Gentile

—

See vv. 10-13.

Rome

reached his ears from

by any

The hypothesis

trace in the letter.

—

(van Hengel),
<£

larpevu

of u iniquos rumores," that
is

k.t.Ti.]

added to strengthen the

eration with respect to its sacred conscientiousness
service in

my

spirit, i.e.

in

my

inner sphere of that service. 1

moral
This

h

ru ttv.
indeed

to

It is rather

assev-

whom I render

holy

which is the living
on which lies the practical

uov,

all Xarpevstv of

exercising itself in works, or even impure

to suggest a definite contrast to this,

motive.

:

self -consciousness,

stress of the relative clause, excludes

nal kind,

had

unnecessary and unsupported

;

but

a merely exteris

not intended

which would here be without due

the involuntary expression of the profoundly vivid

The Apostle knows and feels' that the depths
pervaded by his harpeveiv. Comp. a> Xarpevu .....
hv Kadapg, avveidfoei, in 2 Tim. i. 3
also Heb. xii. 28.
To nvevfia fiov cannot
be the Holy Spirit (Theodoret), 3 but Paul bore the witness of that Spirit in
feeling of

inward

experience.

of his innermost life are

;

1

f.;

9

Comp. Ernesti, Urspr. d. Sunde, n. p. 89
see also on John iv. 23.

stowed on the Apostle (uov). See, against
this view, Rich. Schmidt, Paul. Christoi. p.

Holsten also
understands

33

386)

Ev. d. Paul. u. Petr. p.
of the Holy Spirit as be-

(z.

it

ff.

CHAP.
his

own spirit (viii. 16 ix. 1).
which I preach, defend,
;

—

Son,

43

10, 11.

I.,

hv rti evayy. r. vlov avrov] in the gospel

That

etc.

the great sphere

is

of his

which

to

He

is

God, in the consciousness of which he is impelled by
an inward necessity to devote to his readers that fervent sympathy of which
he assures them. Grotius and Reiche think there is an implied contrast to
the Xarpda h tgj vdfia), which however is quite foreign to the connection.
Can we think of a side-glance at the Jewish style of teaching when the
called in the service of

discourse breathes only love and

warmth

of affection

?

—

— kg

aStal.] ug does not

stand for on (as following the Vulgate, the majority, including Fritzsche,
manner (the degree). God is my witness, how un-

think), but expresses the

Comp.

ceasingly, etc.

28

;

Calvin

Philippi

;

Phil.

i.

8

2 Cor.

;

van Hengel.

;

where retained, where kg takes the place
tion of you, viz. in
1 Thess.

i.

my prayers.

15

vii.

The idea

1

2

o'f ore.

;

1 Thess.

;

Acts

x.

must be every7toiov/j,.] make men-

—

fiv. v[i.

Comp. Eph.

See ver. 10.

10

ii.

of modality

i.

16

;

Phil.

i.

3

;

2.

Ver. 10. ndvrore

.

tion: in that (so that)

.

.

annexes to ug

dedfievog]

I always

(each time) in

achal. the

more precise

my prayers request,

defini-

which

ini,

to be referred to the idea of definition of time (Bernhardy, p. 246), indi-

is

form of action which takes

cates the

16

i.

;

Philem. 4

;

Winer,

Comp.

place.

1 Thess.

— elwg

352 [E. T. 376].

p.

fjdr]

i.

2

;

Eph.

nori] if perhaps

For examples of tjStj, already (Baeumlein, Part.
which, comparing another time with the present, conveys by the
reference to something long hoped for but delayed the idea at length, see
Hartung, Partikel. I. p. 238 Klotz, ad Devar. p. 607 comp. Phil. iv. 10,
at length on some occasion.
p.

138

ff.),

;

;

and the passages in Kypke. Th. Schott incorrectly renders iravrore, under
all circumstances, which it never means, and tjStj tcote as if it were rjSrj vvv or
apri.
The mode of expression by elTrug implies somewhat of modest fear,
3
Evododqaofxai] I shall have
arising from the thought of possible hindrances.
The active ebodovv is seldom used in its proper signification,
the good fortune.

—

Soph. 0. G. 1437 Theophr. de
Gen. xxiv. 27, 48 the passive, however, never
means via recta incedere, expeditum iter habere, but invariably (even in Prov.
prospero successu gaudere.* Therefore the explanaxvii. 8) metaphorically
to lead well,

expeditum

caus. pi.

6,

v.

7

;

iter praebere, as in

LXX.

;

;

:

which besides amounts only to an accessory
modal idea (Beza, Estius, Wolf, and many others following the Vulgate and
Oecumenius including van Hengel and Hofmann), must be rejected, and
h tu del. r. Qeov]in virtue of the will
not combined with ours (Umbreit).
of God ; on this will the evoScod. causally depend.
tion of a prosperous journey,

;

—

Ver. 11. 'Eiri-oOa] not valde cupio, but denoting the direction of the long-

—

#ap*<7/za Trvevfiariicdv] Paul calls that,
Comp. on 2 Cor. v. 2 Phil. i. 8.
which he intends to communicate to the Romans through his longed-for percomp. Acts xix. 21, xxviii. 20) a spiritual
sonal presence among them (ISelv

ing.

;

;

1

3

Hipp. maj. p. 281, Jacobs, ad Ach. Tat.
3

p. 566.

See Herod, vi. 73 1 Cor. xvi. 2 3 John
2 Chron. xiii. 12 Ps. i. 3, and frequently Ecclus. xi. 16, xli. 1 Tob. iv. 19, v.

11;

16

See also Ellendt, Lex. Soph. IT. p. 1000.
See the passages in Heindorf, ad Plat.

Comp.

Mace.

xi.

iv. 10.

14;

and on

Phil.

iii.

1

*

2

;

LXX.

;

;

;

;

;

Test. XII. Patr. p. 684.

;

;
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apprehension

gift of grace; because in his

strengthening, etc. as are produced
,

all

by means

such instruction, comfort, joy,
of his labours, are regarded not

by his own human individuality, but as a result which the irvevfia
works by means of him the gracious working of the Spirit, whose organ
he is. While it was highly arbitrary in Toletus, Bengel, Michaelis, and others
against which the
to refer the expression to the apostolic miraculous gifts
it was a very gratuitous weakening of
evayyeliaaadat in ver. 15 is conclusive
its force to explain it (as is done by Morus, Rosenmiiller, Kollner, Maier, Th.
Schott) as a gift referring to the (human) spirit ; " a gift for the inner life"
Hofmann.
In such an interpretation the specifically Christian point of
view (1 Cor. xii. 4 comp. evloyia nvevfiaTLKT], Eph. i. 3) is left out of account
for
besides, nvev/uaTiKdv would imply nothing characteristic in that case
that Paul did not desire to communicate any gifts of another sort, e.g.
The expression tl
external, would be taken for granted.
x&P- i s
Note also the arrangement by which the
modest (jierpid^ovroq, Oecumenius).
words are made to stand apart, and this delicate n, the substantial x<*pwf*a,
and the qualifying irvEvuarLKov, are brought into the more special prominence.
eic to art]p. vuag] Object of the intended communication of such a
gift
that ye may be established, namely, in the Christian character and life.
See ver. 12
comp. Acts xvi. 5 Rom. xvi. 25
[See Note VII. p. 75.]
The arnpi^ai is conceived as being divinely wrought by
1 Thess. iii. 2.
means of the Spirit, hence the passive expression it was to be accomplished
however, as Paul hoped, through him as the instrument of the Spirit. Mangold, p. 82, has, without any ground in the text, assumed that this establishment has reference to " their abandoning their Jewish-Christian scruples
regarding the mission to the Gentiles," whereas ver. 12 rather testifies to the
This remark applies also against
Pauline Christianity of the Romans.
Sabatier, p. 166, who understands "une conception de l'gvangile de J6sus
as procured

—

ayiov

—

—

;

;

;

—

1

.

.

.

—

;

;

;

;

;

f

plus large et plus spirituelle."

Ver. 12. Tovto 6e fori] This, however, which I have just designated as

longing (namely,

Idelv vfiaq, Iva

By

.

.

.

arnpexd.

v/xac.)

means, thereby

my

I intend

to

modifying explanation, subjoined with
humility, and expressed in a delicate complimentary manner (Erasmus puts
the matter too strongly, " pia vafrities et sancta adulatio"), Paul guards
himself, in presence of a church to which he was still a stranger, from the
possible appearance of presumption and of forming too low an estimate of
avfj-irapaKTind^vai] must be underthe Christian standpoint of his readers. 2
say nothing

else

than, etc.

this

—

1

On

/uteTaSiSdvai

comp.

nvi

(instead of nvL

ti

Tob. vii. 9 2
Mace. i. 35. So sometimes, although seldom, in classic authors, Herod, viii. 5, ix. 34
Xen. Anab. iv. 5, 5 Schaef. Melet. p. 21

nvos),

1

Thess.

ii.

8

;

;

;

Kiihner,
a

The

matter
etc.,

II.

i.

p. 295.

delicate turn
is

this

:

"

which he gives to the

to see you, in

order that /,"
than " to be

means nothing more
among

quickened along with and
Consequently avfwapaKK,

is

you,''''

etc.

parallel to the

iSelv;

same
had been

for both infinitives must have the

subject.

If

<rvij.irapa.ic\.

k.t.K.

meant to be merely a

delicate explanation
of ottjpix^vou v/u.a? (the usual exposition
after Chrysostom), then «m« must necesGrosarily have been added to <rvnnapaie\.
" avunapaicK. regitur ab
tius aptly says
:

The true interpretation is given
comp.
also by Bengel and Th. Schott
Olshausen, Ewald, and Hofmann, who erroeiriTi-oflcL."

;

neously imputes to

me the common view.

chap,

i.,

45

13.

stood not, with the Peshito, Vulgate, Valla, Erasmus, Luther, Piscator, de
Dieu, and many others, including Koppe and Ewald, in the sense of comfort

—

Bohme) which
would be necessary that the context should call for, as in 1 Thess. iii. 2
2 Thess. ii. 17, but which it here forbids by the general ISelv vuag, Iva k.t.1.
but in the quite general sense of Christian encouragement and quickenThe avp. however is not to be explained by vpag /cat hpavrdv on the
ing.
or of refreshment (Castalio, Grotius, Cramer, Rosenmuller,
it

;

—

—

;

h

Paul alone should be conHe desires to be quickened among
ceived as the subject of avp-rrapanhid^vai.
the Romans (h vplv) at the same time with them, and this by the faith common to both, theirs and his, which should mutually act and react in the
way of the Christian sympathy that is based on specific harmony of faith.
That the readers are not the subject of the ovpnapaKl. (Fritzsche, van Hengel) is certain from h vplv, which, if it meant in animis vestris (van Hengel),
contrary, the

vplv renders it necessary that

—

The compound cvpirapaKk. occurs
would be a perfectly superfluous addition.
h akonly here in the N. T., and is not found in the LXX. or Apocr.
ItjIolc ttlotic, more significant of the hearty character of the faith than $ al
HjTmv trior eg, is the faith of both viewed in its mutual identity, so that the
vp&v re ml epov] placed
faith which lives in the one lives also in the other.
1

-,

—

rj

—

in this order with delicate tact.

My

Ver. 13.
of
Kai

coming

longing towards you has often awakened in me the purpose
among you, etc. Paul might have placed a

to you, in order also

before npoeB., but was not obliged to do so (in opposition to Hofmann's

objection)

;

and he has not put

it,

because he did not think of

it.

The

dis-

course proceeds from the desire (ver. 11) to the purpose, which is coming
Hence it is the less necessary to transfer the weight
nearer to realization.
of the thought in ver. 13 to the clause expressive of purpose (Mangold).
ov

dela 5e

Comp. on

vp.
xi.

The Apostle lays
The 6i is the simple

ayv.]
25.

on

stress

this

pEra(3ariK6v.

—

—

communication.
/cat e/cwA.

axpt-

rov

a parenthesis separated from the structure of the sentence, so
The Kai, however, is not to
that Iva attaches itself to wpoed. hW. rrp. vp.
be taken as adversative, as Kollner still thinks (see, in opposition to this,
devpo]

is

Fritzsche), but as the simple and marking the sequence of thought, which
here (comp. John xvii. 10) intervenes parenthetically. For the view which
makes it still dependent on on, so that it introduces the second part of
what the readers are to know (Hofmann), is precluded by the following

which can only apply to that resolution so often formed.
used only here in the N. T. as a particle of time, but more freThat by which Paul had
quently in Plato and later authors see Wetstein.
it was neither
consequently
in
xv.
seen
be
may
22
hindered,
been hitherto
by the devil (1 Thess. ii. 18) nor by the Holy Spirit (Acts xvi. 6 f.). Groclause of purpose,

—

Sevpo]

;

;

tius aptly observes (comp. xv. 22):

quibus Christus erat ignotus."
sense with Iva

rt

—

"Magis urgebat

necessitas locorum, in

Iva nva. naprrbv /c.r.yL] is entirely parallel in

peradci k.t.1. in ver. 11,

and

it

is

a gratuitous refining on

the figurative aapTrdv to find specially indicated here the conversion of unb&-

1

But see

Plat. Rep. p. 555

A

;

and Polyb.

v. 83, 3.

"

.
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beyond the range which the church had hitherto embraced (Hofmann)
comp. also Th. Schott, and even Mangold, who takes the Apostle as announcing his desire to take in hand the Gentile mission also among his readlievers

•,

ers, so that the Kapnog would be Gentiles to be converted.
No by Kapndv
Paul, with a complimentary egotism flattering to the readers, describes that
;

—

which

his personal labours among the Romans would have effected
consequently what had been said without metaphor in ver. 11 according to a
current figure (John iv. 36, xv. 16; Phil. i. 22; Col. i. 6), as harvest-fruit

—

which he would have had among them, and which
labour would have been his (ideal) possession

as the

produce of his
in this view

among them. But

the literal sense of exeiv (comp.

vi. 21 f.) is not even to be altered by takKypke, Koppe, Kollner, Tholuck, and others).
To postpone the having the fruit, however, till the last day (Mehring) is
quite alien to the context.
nadag nal ev rolg lonr edv.~] as also among the remaining nations, i.e. Gentiles (see on ver. 5), namely, I have fruit. In the
animation and fulness of his thought Paul has inserted twice the ml of
comparison, inasmuch as there was present to his mind the twofold conception (1) " among you also, as among ;" and (2)
among you, as also among.
So frequently in Greek authors. 2 There is therefore no grammatical reason
for commencing the new sentence with mdog (Mehring), nor is it in accordance with the repetition of the ev.
Vv. 14, 15. Fuller explanation regarding the previous Iva nva mpir. ox&
Kal ev v fj.lv icadug icai ev r loin tdveoiv.
Respecting (lapflapoi
{bvofia to ovx 'Ellnvmdv, Ammonius), which, according to Greek feeling and
usage, denotes generally all non- Greeks (Plat. Polit. p. 262 D)
all who were
strangers to Greek nationality and language see Dougt. Anal. II. p. 100
f.
Hermann, Staatsalterth. § 6, 1. How common it was to designate all
nations by thus dividing them into ~Ell. k. (3ap(3., see in Wetstein and Kypke,
with examples from Philo in Loesner, p. 243. Of course the Hellenes included the Jews also among the j3ap(3apoi (a view which is attributed even to
Philo, but without sufficient ground), while the Jews in their turn applied
this designation to the Hellenes.
See Grimm on 2 Mace. ii. 21, p. 61. Now
it may be asked
did Paul include the Romans among the "Ellnveg or among
the papftapoi ?
The latter view is maintained by Reiche and Kollner, following older writers the former is held by Ambrosiaster, Estius, Kypke, and
others, and the former alone would be consistent with that delicacy which
must be presumed on the Apostle's part, as in fact, since Hellenic culture

ing

it

as consequi (Wolf,

—

'

'

:

'

.

,

—

.

—

—

;

f

:

;

That the " you" must mean the Roman
and not the still unconverted
Romans (Th. Schott), is clearly shown by
all the passages, from ver. 8 onward, in
which the viiel? occurs and especially by
the vtt.lv Tot? iv 'Pwjun in ver. 15. As regards
their nationality, they belong to the category of Gentiles. Comp. xi. 13, xvi. 4 Gal.
ii.
Eph. iii. 1. But if Paul is the
12, 14

Laodiceans, and (w. 5, 6) the Romans.
Schott is compelled to resort to very foreed suggestions regarding ev bulv and vtx.lv,
especially here and in ver. 15 as also Mangold, who can only find therein a geograph"he
iced designation (comp. Hof mann
addresses them as a constituent portion of

Apostle of the Gentiles, the Gentiles already
converted also belong to his apostolic

baum, ad

1

Christians,

;

;

;

sphere of labour, as

e.g.

the Colossians and

;

:

the people of
2

Rome ").

Comp. on

See Baeumlein, Partikell.
Plat. Gorg. p. 457

409 [E. T. 440]

ver. 15.

p. 153

E

;

;

Stall-

Winer,

p.

chap.

47

14, 15.

I.,

had become prevalent in Rome, especially since the time of Augustus, the
Roman community was regarded from the Roman point of view as separated
were
from the barbaria, and only nations like the Germans, Scythians, etc.,
But the following ootyolc re ml avofroic, as
reckoned to belong to the latter.
they separated themselves
also the circumstance that the Romans, although
these, Polyb. v.
from the barbarians {Greek authors included them among
among the
reckoned
nowhere
are
loc),
in
ix.
5, Krebs and Kypke
1

37,
104, 1,
Hellenes or designated as such,

make

it

evident that the above question

to

is

merely to set forth generbe entirely excluded here, and that Paul's object is
This he
its universality.
in
Gentiles
the
of
Apostle
as
ally his obligation
nationality, and accorddoes in the form of a twofold division, according to
he would express is
ing to condition of culture, so that the thought which

:

I

in duty bound to

am

all Gentiles,

without distinction of their natwnality or

—

b^nterm'] Paul reready, to you also, etc.
of their culture; therefore I am
(ver. 5), as the
Christ
through
received
office,
of
obligation
gards the divine
preaching the Gospel
undertaking of a debt, which he has to discharge by
2
ovru] so, that is, in accordance with this relation,
among all Gentile nations.
am in duty bound to the "EUvcc r. k. papfi., to the oo<t>. r. k.

—

by which

I

the predoes not refer to md6c, ver. 13, which is dependent on
ai .... el/u:
"BU
of
import
the
itself
V
in
up
gathers
but
ceding Kal h vpuv,
3
Bengel well says "est quasi ephiphonema et illatio
so then, ita, sic igitur.
The ovtu rd m? huh Trpodvuov (sc. tori) is to be
insignem."
It

avoijr.

:

—

a toto ad partem

translated
nation]

:

accordingly, the inclination on

my

part

the on-my-part incli-

[lit.

expression to kcit' k/ik
so that rb belongs to Trpddvfiov, though the
to irp66vp6v vov, but
simple
the
from
different
substantially
is not

is,

irp6dv/xov,

Paul on his part was willonly more significantly indicative of the idea that
in this state of the case
therefore
says
Comp. on Eph. i. 15. He
ing, etc.
At the
to the Romans also.
preach
to
is,
side
his
on
exists
which
the 'inclination
on a
dependence
of
feeling
same time /car' hue is purposely chosen out of a
:

higher Will

(ver.

10),

of
rather than the simple to irpddvpdv uov, instead
would come nearer to the expression by kut k/d.*
1

which

to

irpddvuov

e/xov

adopted by Seb. Schmid,
The above connection of to ...
Mehring, and others. So
Hengel,
van
Philippi,
Fritzsche,
Kypke, Reiche,
.

7rp66v/iov

in a predicative sense

who however takes ovtu
Hofmann Thus the case stands as

Th. Schott,

also

likewise

to the fact

:

clination on

my part.

This however

is

is

as does

;

and manner of

the in-

the less appropriate, because ver. 14

15.
mode, but the regulative basis of the Tvpodvuia of ver.
npddvuov, there would rewith
along
not
and
itself,
If to kcit'
inclination; comp.^
there is, so far as I am concerned, an
sult the meaning
be rd kut' tyi,
might
usage
linguistic
in
correct
de Wette. But, however

contains, not the

ifU be taken by
:

i Comp. Cicero,
Graecia et Italia
baria „

»

3

161

sed

;

Gal.

ii.

Buttmann,

* On the substantival y60v^s in the
sense of npoOv^Ca, comp.SMacc. v.26j Plat.
iii.
Leg. ix. p. 859 B Eur. Med. 178 Thue.
l

^

;

7

;

1

Cor.

Acts

hist,

82,
8

ix. 16.

See Hermann, ad Luc. de
;

"non solum

etiam omnis bar-

in reference to this subject,

Comp.

xxvi. 17 f.

ctojta.il. 15,

comer, p.

neut. Gr. p. 307 [E. T. 357].

Herodian, viii. 3, 15.
See Schaefer, ad Bos. EU.

8

;

;

thiae, p. 734.

p. 278

Mat,
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which would here yield the sense pro mea virili, as in Dem. 1210, 20, the
npddvfiov without a verb would stand abruptly and awkwardly, because not
the mere copula koTi, but earl in the sense of wdpeari^ adest, would require to
be supplied.

Beza, Grotius, Bengel, Tholuck, Ruckert, Kollner, Baumgare/ie as a periphrasis for eyu, so that irpddvpov must
be

ten-Crusius, take to mr'

taken as the predicate {Ion
the urns loqu'endi;

what

is

my part am

Tholuck,

is

of a wholly different

ing by

to

y

kfibv npdtivfiov.

tion of

mine

and not

;

:

disposed).
Without sanction from
by Kollner from Vigerus, p. 7 f., and by
kind.
The Greek would express this mean-

cited

—

1

ml vp.lv] as also included in that general obligaalthough ye belong to the ootyoi (Bengel, Philippi),

h

which the text does not suggest.

But toIc
'Pw//t/ is added with emphasis,
(" caput et theatrum orbis terrarum," Bengel) could least of all
be exempted from the task assigned to the Apostle of the Gentiles. Hofmann erroneously holds (comp. Mangold, p. 84) that Paul addresses the
readers by vp.lv, not in their character as Christians, but as Remans, and that
since

Rome

means the preaching to those

evayyerioacdai

still unconverted; comp. Th.
No, he addresses the Christian church in Borne, to which he
has not yet preached, but wishes to preach, the tidings of salvation, which
they have up to the present time received from others. As in every verse,
from the 6th to the 13th, so also here the vpelc can only be the kKjjtoI 'I. X.,

Schott, p. 91.

ver. 6

f.,

Vv.

theme

in

16,

Rome. 2

17.

Transition to the theme (ov yap enaiffj.

itself (dvvaptc

....

r.

evayy.),

and the

$fptrai).

Ver. 16. Tap] Paul confirms negatively his izpodvpia .... evayyelioaodai,
which he had previously assigned a positive motive.
ov yap enaiox. r.

—

for

evayy.] Written,

no doubt, with a recollection of what he had experienced

in other highly civilized cities (Athens, Corinth, Ephesus), as well as, generally, in reference to the contents of the Gospel as a preaching of the cross
3

Hence the negative form of the expression, as in contrast with
(1 Cor. i. 18).
the feeling of shame which that experience might have produced in him, as
the Gospel were something worthless, through which one could gain no
honour and could only draw on himself contempt, mockery, etc. Comp. 2
Tim. i. 12.
eTraicxvvopai (Plat. Soph. p. 247, D
2 Tim. i. 8), and alaxvvopai,
if

—

;

with accusative of the object
113.

—

dvvapic yap Qeov eotiv]

:

Kuhner,

see

Ground

II.

(genitive of the subject) is the Gospel, in so far as

message of salvation.

By awaking

i.

255

p.

f.

;

Bernhardy,

p.

Power of God
God works by means of the

of the ovk eizaiax-

r.

evayy.

repentance, faith, comfort, love, peace,

joy,

courage in life and death, hope,

as a

mighty potency, and that of God, whose revelation and work the Gospel is

etc.,

Stallbaum, ad Hat. Rep. p. 533 A.
See besides, against Mangold, Beyschlag
in the Stud. u. Krit. 1867. p. 642 f.

the Gospel manifests

itself as

power,

1

and lacking any other indication whatever

*

in the text

»

the

From

own point of view, viz. that
church in Rome was Jewish- Christian,

Mangold,

his

suggests theocratic scrupies on the part of the readers regarding
the Apostle's universalism. An idea inconsistent with the notion conveyed by eVaiax.,
p. 98

f.,

;

irpwrov k.t.A.

for the subsequent 'IovSatw t«

cannot have been designed

cautiously to meet such doubts (see, on the
other hand, ii. 9) but only to serve as expressive of the objective state of the case as
regards the historical order of salvation, in
accordance with the doctrinal development
of principles which Paul has in view.
;

chap,

49

17.

2 Cor. xi. 7
1 Thess. ii. 2).
Comp. 1 Cor.
The expression asserts more than that the Gospel is u a powerful
the hand of God " (Riickert), and is based on the fact that it is th«

(hence to evayy. tov Qeov, xv. 16
i.

i.,

18, 24.

means in

living self -manifestation

and

how to honour

Paul knew

;

;

effluence of God, as

pfjfia

Qeov (Eph.

highly the message of salvation which

convey, and he was not ashamed of

vi.

17).

was

it

his

Here also, as in vv. 1, 9,
rb evayy is not the work or business of conveying the message (Th. Schott),
unto
but the message itself.
elg coTqpiav] Working of this power of God
And what salvation is here meant,
salvation, consequently with saving power.
was understood by the reader for ouTrjpia and cu^eodac are the standing expressions for the eternal salvation in the Messianic kingdom (comp. tyoeTat, ver.
comp. OdvaTog, 2 Cor. ii. 16). Comp.
17), the opposite of cnruTieia (Phil. i. 28
As to
generally, James i. 21, tov "koyov tov dvva/nevov cuaai Tag tpvxag v/utiv.
iravTi rw TrtoTevovTi] shows
how the Gospel works salvation, see ver. 17.
[See Note VIII. p.
to whom the Gospel is the power of God unto salvation.
Faith is the condition on the part of man, without which the Gospel
76.]
cannot be to him effectually that power for in the unbeliever the causa apprehendens of its efficacy is wanting. Comp. ver. 17. Melanchthon aptly
says
Non enim ita intelligatur haec efficacia, ut si de calefactione loquereoffice to

it.

.

—

:

;

;

—

;

:

mur

:

* '

ignis est efficax in stramine, etiamsi stramen nihil agit."

emphatic prominence to the universality, which
detail.

Comp.

iii.

—

22.

'

lovdaiu re npuTov

is

— navTi gives

subsequently indicated in

k. 'E17lt}vi]

re

.

.

.

.

denotes

Kai

but not merely
in regard to the divinely appointed order of succession, in accordance with
which the preaching of the Messiah was to begin with the Jews and thence
extend to the Gentiles, as Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, Grotius,
the equality of what

and many

is

added. '

jrp&Tov expresses the priority ;

including Olshausen, van Hengel and Th. Schott, have
but in reference to the first claim on the Messianic salvation
in accordance with the promise, which was in fact the ground of that external
So Erasmus, Caloorder of succession in the communication of the Gospel.
vius, and others, including Reiche, Tholuck, Ruckert, Fritzsche, de Wette,
Philippi, Ewald, Hofmann.
That this is the Pauline view of the relacomp. John iv. 22
xv. 9
xi. 16 ff.
tion is plain from iii. 1 f.
ix. 1 ff.
others,

understood

it

;

;

Matt. xv. 24
12.

—

;

Acts

xiii.

;

are the

"EXXtjvi] denotes, in contrast to 'lovdaiu all

Cor. x. 32

;

;

The Jews

46.

viol

;

ttjq

paoil., Matt. viii.

Non-Jews.

Acts

xiv. 1

;

1

al.

dvvaficg
Ver. 17 illustrates and gives a reason for the foregoing affirmation
etc out. 7r. t. luoT., which could not be the case, unless 6iKatocvvrj
:

Qeov egtiv

Qeov k.t.X. [See
as in

1

iii.

5,

Note IX.

p. 76.]

—

an attribute of God, 8

See Hartung, Partikell,

I.

p. 99

;

SiKaioavvrj Qeov]
is

Baeum-

lein, Part. p. 225.

That

this does not denote,

plain from the passage cited in proof

ness of God (Schoettgen, Semler, Morus,
Krehl)
as the justifying righteousness of
God (Marcker). According to Ewald it is
the divine righteousness regarded as power
and life-blessing, in the goodness of which
;

2 It

has heen understood as the truthfulness of God (Ambrosiaster) as the justitia
Dei essentialis (Osiander)
as the justitia
distributiva (Origen, and several of the
older expositors, comp. Matt) as the good;

;

;

man may and must fully
would not

feel its sting

participate, if

and

its

he

penalty.
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from Hab.

ii.

the person

4,

who

where, by necessity of the connection,
is

must denote
Comp. iii. 21 ff. It
meant and the genitive
6 SUaiog

in the state of the ducaiocvvn Qeov.

must therefore be an
Qeov must (otherwise

ethical relation

in Jas.

of man that

is

;

20) * be rendered as the genitive of emanation

i.

from, consequently rightness which proceeds from God, the relation of being
right into which man is put by God (i.e. by an act of God declaring him
:

righteous). 2 This interpretation of the genitive as gen. originis, acutely
clearly set forth

anew by

where Paul himself

first

Pfleiderer,

8

is

more

specially evident

explains the expression dutaioovvT} Qeov,

and
from iii. 23,
and that by

dupeav ry avrov x°^P LT h which is turned in ver. 26 to the active
comp. ver. 30, viii. 33, according to which
ducaiovvra rbv en niareuc

diKaiovfievoL

form

:

;

the genitive appears equivalent to ek Qeov (Phil.
k[i7]

and

(Rom.

ISia diKaioovvn

The passage

in 2 Cor. v. 21

see in

nor are the expressions

loc.

;

is

dinaiovoOai

rcapa Qeti (Gal. iii 11), for these represent

relation is conceived, expressing

Hence

matter.

modern
Luther
is

it

is

iii.

9),

and to the diicaiovv
not opposed to this view

x. 3),

more

in contrast to the

eavrdv

(Luke

xii. 15).

(as Fritzsche thinks)

evAttiov

Qeov

20),

(iii.

;

and

a special form under which the

precisely the judicial nature of the

evident that the interpretation adopted by

many

writers (including Kollner, Fritzsche, Philippi, Umbreit), following
:

"righteousness before God," although correct in point of substance,

unsuitable as regards the analysis of the genitive, which they take as geni-

tive of the object.

146

p.

ff.)

This remark applies also against Baur,

who

(Paulus, II.

by the

takes the genitive objectively as the diKacoovvq determined

idea of God, adequate to that idea

;

whilst in his neutest. Theol. p. 134, he

: the righteousness produced through
u the manner in which God places man in the adequate relation to
Himself." The following remarks may serve exegetically to illustrate the
idea of dinaioovvn Qeov, which in the Gospel is revealed from faith
Since
God, as the holy Lawgiver and Judge, has by the law imposed on man the
task of keeping it entirely and perfectly (Gal. iii. 10), He can only receive

prefers to take the genitive subjectively

God,

i.e.

—

:

—

—

and treat as a SUacoc who is such, as he should be as one normally guiltless
and upright, who should be so, therefore, habitually the person who keeps
the whole law
or, in other words, only the man who is perfectly obedient
to the law can stand to God in the relation of dacaioavvq.
Such perfection
however no man could attain not merely no Gentile, since in his case the
natural moral law was obscured through immorality, and through disobedience to it he had fallen into sin and vice but also no Jew, for natural
desire, excited by the principle of sin in him through the very fact of legal
prohibition, hindered in his case the fulfilment of the divine law, and ren-

—

;

;

;

Comp. Matthias on iii. 21 a righteousness,
such as belongs to God, consequently, " a
righteousness which exists also inwardly
and is in every respect perfect.''''
:

Wette, Winer,

p.

175

[E. T. 186]

;

Winzer

quired by God, which man is supposed to
realize through exerting himself in works.

de vocib. Sucatos, Sueatocniv tj, et tt.Ka.iovv in ep.
Bisping, van Hengel, Erp. 10)
nesti, Vrspr. d. Sunde, I. p. 153 Mehring ;
also Hofmann (comp. his Schriftbew. I. p.
Holsten, z. Ev. d. Paul. u. Petr. p.
627)
408 f ; Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 330 f. ; Rich.

2 Comp. Chrysostom, Bengel, and others,
including Riickert, Olshausen, Reiche, de

Schmidt, Paulin. Christol. p. 10.
* In Hilgenf eld's Zeitschr. 1872,

1

Where what is meant

is

the rightness re-

ad Bom.

;

;

;

.

p. 168

ff.
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17.

without exception, morally weak, a sinner asd object of the
If therefore

man was

to enter into the relation of a righteous

person and thereby of a future participator in the Messianic blessedness, it
was necessary that this should be done by means of an extraordinary divine
arrangement, through which grace and reconciliation should be imparted

and he should be put forward for the judgment of
This arrangement has been effected through the sending
of His Son and His being given up to His bloody death as that of a guiltless
whereby God's counsel of redemption, formed from eternity, has
sacrifice
been accomplished, objectively for all, subjectively to be appropriated on

to the object of wrath,

God

as righteous.

;

—

the part of individuals through faith, which is the bpyavov 1tjttti.k6v. And,
as this plan of salvation is the subject-matter of the Gospel, so in this Gospel
justification of Abraham,
righteousness
namely,
from God, is revealed
unrevealed
fxvarijpiov,
an
was
(aTroKalvTVTeTai), inasmuch as the Gospel makes known both the accomplished

that

which previously, though prefigured by the

work

of redemption itself

and the means whereby man appropriates the

redemption, namely, faith in Christ, which, imputed to him as righteousness
(iv. 5), causes man to be regarded and treated by God out of grace and
dupeav (iii. 24) as righteous (SUaioc), so that he, like one who has perfectly

obeyed the law,

is

certain of the Messianic bliss destined for the dUatoi.

1

The so-called obedientia Christi activa is not to be included in the causa
but is to be regarded as the fulfilment
meritoria of the divine justification
;

of a preliminary condition necessary to the death of Jesus, so far as the jus-

man was objectively based on the latter without the complete
obedience of Christ (consequently without His sinlessness) His passive
curonaobedience could not have been that causa meritoria (2 Cor. v. 21).
IvitTETai] is revealed; for previously, and in the absence of the Gospel, the
the
Simioovvt] Oeov was and is something quite hidden in the counsel of God,

tification of

;

active

—

1
Justification is simply imputative, an
actus forensis, not inherent, and therefore
not a gradual process, as Romang anew
maintains, but produced by the imputation
of faith. The new moral life in Christ is
the necessary consequence (Rom. vi. 8), so
that regeneration comes after justificationa divine order of salvation inconsistent
with all Osiandrian views. See Ritschl, in
the Jahrb. f. Deutsche Theol. 1857, p. 795 ff.,
altkath. Kirche, p. 76 ff The regenerate life is
neither a part (Baumgarten-Crusius) nor the
positive side (Baur)of justification, the conception of which is not to be referred either
.

to the consciousness of liberation

from

guilt

given with conversion (Schleiermacher) or
to the unity of forgiveness with the instilling of love (Marheineke) or to an anticipaHon of the judgment of God on faith in respect
;

;

to the divine

life

which develops

itself

from

as its fruit (Rothe, Martensen, Hundeshagen, and others, including Tholuck on v. 9,
and Catholics like Dollinger, see on iv. 3)—

it

so that, with regard to its truth, it would
have to he made dependent on sanetiflcaHon (Nitzsch), or the dying out of sin (Beck),
and so forth,—or to the establishment of
the new sanctified humanity in the person of
Christ (Menken-Hofmann).

The Form. Cone,

warns: "ne ea quae fidem praocedunt et ea quae earn sequuntur articulo de
justificatione, tanquam ad justificationem
Respecting
pertinentia, admisceantur."

p. 687, rightly

the sensus forensis of justification, which is
by no means a product of mediaeval scholasticism (in opposition to Sabatier, p. 263),
comp. Kostlin in the Jahrb. f. Deutsche Theol.
exegetical
p. 89 ff. ; and in its purely
1856,

aspect, especially Wieseler on Gal. n. 16,
Pfleiderer in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr. 1872, p.
ff., and Weiss, MM. Theol. § 112.
add that with Luther's doctrine of

161

We may

justifica-

for
tion Zwingli substantially concurs. See,
hi,
defence of the latter (against Stahl)

l™f

Rechtfert. u. Versohnung, 1870,

1,

p. 165

ff.

:

.
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knowledge of which is first given in the Gospel (comp. xvi. 25
Acts
xvii. 30).
The prophecies of the Old Testament were only preparatory and
promissory (ver. 2), and therefore were only the means of introducing the
;

The

evangelical revelation itself (xvi. 26).

Gospel

is

conceived of in

its

present

used, because the

is

Comp. the

continuous proclamation.

perfect,

and on the other hand the historical aorist (pavepudevroc
Through the anomlvtyic ensues the <j>avepovcdat, through the

KEQavepurai, ill 21,

in xvi.

26.

knowledge.

revelation the being manifest as object of

may

not be connected with

(Luther,

dutaioa.

—

ek ttlgteuq tig

Hammond,

tt'hjtiv]

Bengel, Koppe,

Kuckert, Reiche, Tholuck, Philippi, Mehring, and others), but rather

—as

the only arrangement which the position of the words admits without arbitrariness

Luke

—with

irlcTEoc,

van Hengel and Hofmann comp.
is revealed in the Gospel ek
Gospel faith on Christ is made known as the subjecSo

airoKalvizTerai.

The

35.

ii.

also

inasmuch as in

the

;

namely,

AiKaioavvq Oeov,

Thus the Gospel, as the pyjua ttjc
and loyoc rijc KaraXkayric (2 Cor. v. 19), makes the divine righteousness become manifest from faith, which it in fact preaches as that
which becomes imputed for him who does not believe the cmot/ tzIgteuc

from which

tive cause

righteousness comes.

nio-TEtoc (x. 8)

;

(Gal.

2), it

iii.

leaves this diKatocvvi? to remain a locked-up unrevealed bless-

But

to faith (comp. 2 Cor.
it is not merely ek ttioteuc, but also Eig ttlgtlv
Inasmuch, namely, as righteousness is revealed in the Gospel from
faith, faith is aimed at, i.e., the revelation spoken of proceeds from faith,
and is designed to produce faith.
This sense, equivalent to " ut fides

ing.
ii.

;

16).

habeatur,^ and rightly corresponding alike with the simple words and the
context,

is

van Hengel.

adopted by Heumann, Fritzsche, Tholuck, Krehl, Nielsen, and
It is not " too meaningless" (de Wette), nor " saying pretty

nearly nothing" (Philippi)

;

but

is

on the contrary emphatically appropriate

to the purpose of representing faith as the

Bengel, comp. Baur,

II. p.

161). *

Foe totum (" prora

Therefore

t\q -rrioriv is

et

puppis,"

not to be taken as

e\q rbv irioretoovra, for the believer (Oecumenius, Seb. Schmid,
Morus, Rosenmuller, Riickert, Reiche, de Wette, Olshausen, Reithmayr,
Maier, and Philippi), a rendering which should have been precluded by

equivalent to

the abstract correlative ek

and strengthening of

faith.

itioteuc.

Nor does

(Clem.

Al.

it

Strom,

mean for
:

v.

1,

II.

the furtherance
p.

644. Pott.,

Theophylact, Erasmus, Luther, Melanchthon, Beza, Cornelius a Lapide, and
others, including Kollner
comp. Baumgarten-Crusius, Klee, and Stengel
" from an ever new, never tiring, endlessly progressive
for the thought
;

;

:

faith" (Ewald)

2

is

here foreign to the connection, which

with the great fundamental truth in
in 2 Cor.
fide legis
fulness,

its

simplicity

;

is

concerned only

the case

is

different

"ex
Quite arbitrary, moreover, was the interpretation
in fidem evangelic (Tertullian). 8
Finally, to take tcIotw as faithiii.

18.

:

and to understand Triong dg nioTiv in the sense of faith in the
God (Mehring), is to introduce what is neither in the words

faithfulness of

1
See also Hofmann, Schriftbew. I. p. 629 f
Comp. vi. 19 2 Cor. ii. 16.
2 Comp.
Lipsius, RecJitfertigungsl. p. 7, 116,
and Umbreit.
;

s

Comp. Origen, Chrysostom, Theodoret
t o i s n p o i} t a t s »cai it.'
eisTTjv ToCeva-yyeAtoviria-Tti'

Set -yap irKrrev<rai

kitelvuv

noSrryriOrjpou,

Zeger,

<f>

and

others.

,

—
chap.

I.,

53

18.

nor yet suggested by the context. Ewald in his Jahrb. IX. p. 87 ff interprets faith in faith, the reference being to the faith with which man meets
But the idea of " faith
the divine faith in his power and his good will (?).
,

.

:

from beneath on the faith from above," as well as the notion generally of
God believing on men, would be a paradox in the N. T. which no reader
could have discovered without more clear and precise indication. After
€K niar. every one could not but understand elg iriar. also as meaning human
nadtbg
faith
and indeed everywhere it is man that believes, not God.
ykypaTrrai] represents what has just been stated, dinaioovvr} .... Trio-rtv, as
taking place in accordance with a declaration of Scripture, consequently
according to the necessity of the divine counsel of salvation. He who from
,

—

;

faith (on Christ)

righteous (transferred into the relation of the dinaioovvri

is

Qeov) shall live (be partaker of the Messianic eternal

in the prophetic words,
live'''

Hab.

ii.

4,

"

This, as the

life).

Messianic sense intended to be conveyed by the Spirit of

God

Peter

(2

i.

21)

the righteous shall by his faithfulness

l

by Paul, and

ex-

rightly omitting the

/iov,

(attain the theocratic life-blessedness), is recognized

pressed substantially in the language of the

LXX.

which they inaccurately add

In doing so Paul might, in ac-

to ttloteuq.

,

cordance with the Messianic reference of the passage, connect ek irioTeug
(lrWDK?) seeing that on this causal definition the stress of the expression

—
—with

if the life of the righteous has iriorig as its
have no other ground or source. That he has
really so connected the words, as Beza and others rightly perceived (see
especially Holemann, dejustitiae ex fide ambab. in V. T. sedibus, Lips. 1867),
and not, as most earlier expositors have supposed (also de Wette, Tholuck,
Delitzsch, on Hab. I.e., Philippi, Baumgarten-Crusius, van Hengel, Ewald,

lies

6 dlnaiog

;

because,

cause, his dimioovvri itself can

and Hofmann, ek iriar. ^oerai, is plain from the connection,' according to
which it is not the life ek -kiot. but the revelation of righteousness ek tciot. that
The case is different in Heb. x. 38.
is to be confirmed by the Old Testament.
See further, generally, on Gal. iii. 11. The 6i is, without having any
bearing on the matter, adopted along with the other words from the LXX.
Comp. on Acts ii. 17. A contrast to the unrighteous who shall die (Hofmann) is neither here nor in Hab. ii. 4 implied in the text.
Vv. 18-32. [See Note X. p. 77.] Proof of ver. 17 deduced from experience,
and that in the first instance with respect to Gentile humanity (the proof in
,

—

regard to the Jews begins at ch.

ii.).

Ver. 18. This great fundamental proposition of the Gospel, ver. 17, is
proved {yap) agreeably to experience, by the fact that, where there is no
tt'httis ,

there

God.
TErat]

'
'

1

the

no

anoKaXvipig of righteousness,

est initium ac fulmen, "

God

is

bpyrj

Qeov]

The

airotiaX.

—

have the same fundamental idea,

The

bpyrj

(in Suicer), Eras-

trustful self-surrender to
breit, p. 197.

h-KOKaXv-K-

in ver. 17, at the

antithesis of dincuoa. Qeov, ver. 16.

not to be explained with several of the Fathers

Th\s faithfulness, in the prophet's sense,
rWDN, and the wiont in the Christian

gense,

but only of the wrath of

Melanchthon, 1540.

Emphatically placed, in harmony with the

beginning.
of

is also

Horrendum

God. Comp. Urn-
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later authorities, as poena divina, which is nothing but a
of ideas, but rather in the proper literal sense
interchange
rationalizing
wrath, an affection of the personal God, having a necessary connection with
His love. The wrath of God, the reality of which is indisputable as the

mus, and

many

:

very presupposition of the work of atonement, is the love of the holy God
(who is neither neutral nor one-sided in his affection), for all that is good in
1
See on Matt. iii. 7 Eph. ii.
its energy as antagonistic to all that is evil.
Estius,
3 —.fa ovpavov] is neither to be connected with bpyv Oeov, as Beza,
;

#

and many others hold, nor with the bare Oeov (Mehring), but, as the order of
the words and the parallel definition h avrQ> in ver. 17 require, belongs to
so that heaven, the dwelling-place and throne of God (comp.
aironalvTrreTai
on Matt. vi. 9), is designated as the place from which the airoKaTivftg of
;

" Majestatem irati Dei significat," Bengel. The revethe bpyv Oeov issues.
something spiritlation of righteousness takes place hv evayyeliu, ver. 17, as
of the Gospel ;
medium
the
through
consciousness
the
home
to
ually brought
but that of the divine wrath descends from heaven, manifested as a divine
matter of fact by which description, however, the destructive character of
although it is
this working of divine power is not expressed (Th. Schott),
But what revelation of divine wrath is
in fact implied in the entire context.
;

Paul himself supplies the information in ver. 24 ff., in which is
God in His sufficiently well-grounded (vv. 19-23) wrath did
God's wrath therefore is revealed from heaven in this
(irap&duKev avTobq).
are the objects of it are given up by God to terrible
who
those
that
way,
Against this interpretation (comp.
retribution in unchastity and all vice.

meant

f

described what

Gottes, p.
is adopted also by Tholuck, Weber (vom Zorne
that Paul must
Hofmann,
with
objected,
be
cannot
it
Th.
Schott,
and
89),
have written aneKoMijtdri for he here in fact expresses the general proposisubsetion of experience, to which the concrete historical representation
the divine axiom is placed first {present), and
quently shall correspond

Mehring), which

;

;

then the history of

it

Irrelevant

follows (aorist).

is

also the objection of

For
what was previously unknown, what was veiled
that it now becomes manifest ; and, in reference to

Philippi, that aizoKakvirreiv always denotes a supernatural revelation.
anoKaMyirreiv

means

to reveal

from our cognition,

so

a matter of indifference whether the revelation takes place in a
3
The mode of revealing is not indicated
natural or in a supernatural manner.
and hence according to the conneccontext
the
in
but
itself,
in the word

this, it is

;

used also, as here, of a revelation infact, by which a state of things preii.
viously unknown comes to our knowledge (Matt. x. 26 Luke ii. 35 2 Thess.
revelation
divine
a
interpretation,
our
to
according
even
Moreover,
3, 6, 8).
a uvorypiov, namely,
is meant, by which there is certainly brought to light
tion

it is

;

the connection of the
»

The idea of the divine

;

phenomenon with the divine
bpyj

is

diamet-

neutram."

Even Lactantius has aptly remarked, de ira Dei, v. 9 " Si Deus non iras-

ence whether God

velopment.

:

citur impiis et injustis,

nee pios justosque

enim

diversis aut in ut-

diligit

;

in rebus

According to

ramque partem moveri necesse

opposed to every conception of sin
as a necessity interwoven with human de-

rically

bpyij.

2

xvi. 17.

is

aut in

cannot make any differoris not the revealing
most plainly seen from Matt,

In this case

subject, as

est,

it

is

;

CHAP.

I.,

18.
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Paul means the inward revelation of the divine wrath, given by
and conscience (Ambrosiaster, Wolf, and others, including
Reiche and Glockler), in support of which view they appeal to ver. 19.
But, on the contrary, an' ovpavov requires us to understand an anomhvfic
cognizable by the senses ; and ver. 19 contains not the mode of the manifestation of wrath, but its moving cause (6i6ti).
Others hold that the anoica?iviptc
of the divine wrath has come through the Gospel (' continens minas, " Grotius),
others,

means

of reason

'

and that

ev avrQ> is to

mine, Corn,

a*

So Aquinas, BellarLapide, Estius, Grotius, Heumann, Semler, Morus, Bohme,

Benecke, Maier
is

ver. 17.

comp. Umbreit, who includes

;

also the

Old Testament.

decisive against this view that an' ovpavov, just because

ev avrti in ver. 17,

h

be again supplied from

Had

lays

down

a

mode

it is

It

parallel to

of manifestation quite different from

mind here, he would have
with emphasis, as he has repeated the anoKalvnTerai. Others hold
that the manifestation of wrath at the general judgment is meant (Chrysosavrti.

repeated

the latter been again in Paul's

it

tom, Theodoret,

Theophylact,

Oecumenius,

Limborch,

Koppe,
might
be chosen in order to express a vivid realization of the future, or might be
accounted for by the ev avrti, which, it is alleged, is to be again mentally
supplied (Ewald)
but the former explanation is to be rejected on account
of the preceding purely present anondk. in ver. 17
and against the latter
may be urged the very fact, that ev avry is not repeated. Had this been the
meaning, moreover, the further course of the exposition must have borne
reference to the general judgment, which it by no means does
and therefore this interpretation is opposed to the connection, as well as unwarranted
by ii. 5 (where the mention of the revelation of judgment belongs to quite a
Philippi, Reithmayr,

and Ewald).

The

Toletus,

present, considered in itself,

;

;

;

different connection)

;

and not required by the idea

of anonalvnrt iv itself,

adequately met by the divine matter-of-fact revelation of
wrath here intended (see above), and besides, the word is repeated intensince that idea

is

tionally for rhetorical effect.

Lastly, while others have contented themselves
with leaving the anonakvipiq here in its entire generality (Olshausen, Tholuck ;
comp. Calovius), and thus relieved themselves from giving any explanation

of

it,

the reference to the religion of the O. T. (Bengel and Flatt) seems

and groundless, and the interpretations which apply it to
world as an expression of the divine wrath (Hofmann), or to the external and internal distress of the time (Baumgarten-Crusius), are too general and indefinite, and thereby devoid of any concrete
import in keeping with the text.
enl nao. aoe(3. k. adw. avdp.] contains the
entirely arbitrary

evils

generally affecting the

—

(comp. Dem. 743, 22) of the anoKaM'nrerai .... ovpavov
against every ungodliness and immorality of men, which, etc.
'Acrifleia and
1
adtKia are distinguished as irreligiousness and immorality, so that both describe
the improbitas, but under different aspects, in reference to the fear of God
hostile direction

:

and to the standard
impiety,

1

Plat.

is

Prot

of morals ; hence the former, as involving the idea of

the stronger expression. a

p. 323

Tittmami, Synon. N.

E

;

Xen. Cyr.

T. p. 48.

viii, 8,

7

That the distinction between them

a

Comp. Dem.

p.ivov.

548, 11

:

wdpwa,

is

owe aftunfpa

™
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not to be understood, with Kollner, following Theophylact, Grotius, Calovius, Wolf, and many others, as profanitas in Deum and injuria in proximum,
LK ****%>] w ^°
v T &Mfi* tv
adiida kutexis proved by the following

—

h

^

-

-

down the truth through immorality, do not let it develop itself into
power and influence on their religious knowledge and their moral condition.
The article (quippe qui) introduces that characteristic of the avSpanuv, not
Rightly in the
yet more precisely defined, which excites the divine wrath.
Vulgate eorum qui. See Winer, p. 127 [E. T. 134]. It may be paraphrased
"of those, I mean, who." Comp. Kuhner, ad Xen. Anal. ii. 7, 13.
" Veritas in mente nititur et urget, sed
Bengel, moreover, aptly remarks
Iceep

:

:

:

the peculiar, deeply unfortunate, constant
1
On mrexetv, to hinder, comp. 2
character.
heathen
self-contradiction of the
Luke iv. 42 ; 1 Mace. vi. 27. a Against the interpretation of
Thess. ii. 6

homo

earn impedit."

This

is

;

andBaur, who take Kari X etv here as meaning to possess (1
vi. 10), " who possess the truth in unrighteousness, who
Cor. vii. 30
know what God's will is, and yet sin," ver. 21 is decisive, where the continmpdia whereuous possession of the truth is negatived by efxaraiudqaav
who
fore also it cannot be rendered with Melanchthon and van Hengel

Michaelis, Koppe,
;

2 Cor.

.

.

.

;

:

Gen. xxxix. 20, xlii. 19).
of immorality (vii. 6
divine truth generally ;
of
sense
the
in
interpreted
The aMfieia is correctly
the mode of revelation, in which it is presented to man's knowledge, is furnished by the context, here, by ver. 19 f., as the truth apparent by natural

hold the truth in

revelation in the
the Gospel,

comp.

which

the oondage

;

works of God
is

hindered in

Ewald). — h

not therefore in the sense of the doctrine of

;

its

diffusion

by Jews and Gentiles (Ammon,

To make

aduda] instrumental.

it

equivalent to

adliutg

others ;
(Reiche, following Theophylact, Beza, Calvin, Piscator, Raphel, and
comp. tv Swduei in ver. 4) arbitrarily deprives the representation of an elefor it is
essential to its fulness and precision, and renders it tame ;

ment

self-evident that the mrkx*a>

so that

it

r.

takes place through

aX. is
sin.

in avBpciK. (correlative of Geov) rav

unrighteous or

— Finally,

r.

it is

sinful,

but not so

much

to be noted that Paul,

akifi. tv atiiK. /care*.,

expresses himself

making apparent by avdp&ir. the audacity of this God-o^osbut he means the Gentiles, as is indicated even by h adtda
ing conduct
continuation
(comp. 1 Cor. vi. 1), and as is confirmed beyond doubt by the
the Jews
meant
Paul
that
Koppe supposed
of the discourse in ver. 19 ff.
quite generally,
;

but included also the Gentiles Benecke, that he speaks of the
But
whole human race in general, which view Mehring specially defends.
Jews
the
that
shows
21-32
vv.
in
contained
the peculiar character of what is
carried on to the
are to be entirely excluded from the description which is
especially,

;

end of the chapter. It is not till
them, and makes them suddenly

ch.
see

1 that the discourse passes over to
themselves reflected in the Gentile

ii.

mirror.

comma from the
Ver. 19. Ac6ti] propt&rea quodr— only to be separated by a
which the
foregoing— specifies more precisely the causal relation, on account of
*

Comp. Nagelsbach, Homer.

U ff

Theol.

I.

p.

"Plat. Phafid. p. 117 C; Soph. El. 754;
Pind. Isthm. iii. 2, and Dissen in loc.

—

—
chap,
wrath of God comes upon such men,
truth through immorality

19.

i.,

57

They keep down the

etc. (ver. 18).

they did so out of ignorance, they would be
excusable
but they do not do so out of ignorance, and therefore God's wrath
is manifested against them.
This view of the connection is suggested by the
if

;

:

literal meaning of 6i6n itself, and confirmed by uq to tlvtu ai)Tovc
avawoloy.
Comp. Hofmann. So also Fritzsche, who, however, takes 6i6rc as equivalent

to yap, as does also Philippi,

—

a use of it that never occurs, not even in Acts
This linguistically erroneous interpretation of didrt condemns also
the view of Tholuck, Riickert, de Wette, and Reithmayr, who discover here
the proof, that the Gentiles keep down the truth by immorality
or (so Th.
xviii. 10.

;

Schott) that Paul rightly describes

them

very reason that they have the yvuarbv tov Qeov,
able,

God go

does the wrath of

No

as narexovTec k.t.2.

;

which renders them

forth against the Karexovreg

;

for

the

inexcus-

ver. 18.

to

hnown concerning God, not that which is
knowable concerning God, a signification which, though adopted by Origen,
yvuoTov tov Qeov] that which

is

:

Theophylact, Oecumenius, Erasmus, Beza, Castalio, Calvin, Piscator, Estius,
Grotius, Wolf, Koppe, Riickert, Kollner, Baumgarten-Crusius, Maier,

Ewald, Umbreit, Mehring, Hofmann, and others, is never conveyed by yvuoToc
in the N. T. or in the LXX. and Apocrypha, though it frequently occurs in
classic authors.
In all the places where it occurs in the Scriptures, as also,
though less frequently, in the classics,' it means quod notum est (Vulgate),
and is therefore equivalent to jvutoc or yvupiuoc, also in Acts iv. 16 Eccles.
1

;

xxi.

The opposite

7.

das (nicht

'*

:

:

man

dass)

Acts

ayvuoToc,

xvii.

weiss, das (nicht

:

Comp. Luther, 1545
Gott sei." That which is

23.

dass)

:

known of God excludes that which needed a special revelation to make it
known, as in particular the contents of the Gospel the former is derived
from the general revelation of nature. If we should take yvwrrfo as knowable, the assertion of the Apostle would be incorrect without some limiting
qualification
for the positively revealed belonged to that which was knows
able, but not to that which was known of God, into which category it was
brought only through special revelation, which it would otherwise not have
;

;

needed.

Comp.

ev avTolg]

Gal.

i.

(both referring

i.e.

in their consciousness, ev tcuc

The explanation

16.

inter ipsos,

tcapdiatc avT&v,

arbitrarily to the Gnosis of the philosophers

it

ii.

15.

which Erasmus and Grotius

among

the

and Baumgarten-Crusius give, is to be rejected for this
reason, that avTolg efyavepuoe, compared with voov/teva mdopaTcu, points to a
manifestation of the yvuoTdv tov Qeov which is inward, although conveyed
through the revelation of nature.
efavepwe] God and this subject is
Gentiles), Kollner

—

1

See the passages from Plato quoted by

Ast, Lex.
502

;

I.

p. 401

;

Dorvill.

ad

Charit. p.

Hermann, ad Soph. Oed. T. 361 comp.
which in Plato invariably means
;

ayi/wo-ros,

unknowable.
8

Xen. Cyr. vi. 3, 4
4 Aesch. Choeph. 702
25
;

;

Arrian. Epict.

ii.

;

Beck, Antiatt.

p. 87,

20,

-

8 Which,
however, is not to be transformed, with Fritzsche, Tholuck, Krehl,
and others, into the subjective scientia Dei

—

—which has no precedent

in usage,

is

un-

and
is not to be supported even by the LXX.
Gen. ii. 9 in which passage, if the text be
suitable to the following <f>avcp6v ean,

;

not corrupted, to f v\ov tow eifieVat yvuxrrov
koXov k. novripov must be rendered the tree
by which they were to learn what is known
of good and evil, i.e. by which they were to
:

become aware of that which they—by the
known of good and

very enjoyment—had
evil.

—

—

:
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named with emphasis has laid it clearly before them, made it lie
openly before their view as an object of knowledge. Comp. on the matter
itself Acts xiv. 17, xvii. 26 f.
1 Cor. i. 21.
again

;

Ver. 20

....

Ta yap adpara

f.

6el6tt)c"\

Giving a reason

ing, the previous 6 Qebc yap avrolg tyaveptoae.

— ra

for,

and explain-

adpara avrov] His invisible

the manifold invisible attributes, that constitute His nature.
[See
Paul himself explains it afterwards by r/ aidioc avrov dvvauic
p. 77.]

things,

Note XI.

ml

deidrrje

therefore

;

Theodoret).

not actiones Dei invisibles (Fritzsche
comp.
through the works are seen becoming dis-

is

it

;

nadoparai]

voovfieva

cerned; voovfieva defines the manner in which the nadoparai takes place,
otherwise than through the senses (the voelv, hi!' ovk bfifiaai deupelv, Plat.

Hep. p. 529 B), in so far as

by means of mental discernment, by
The nadoparai forms with adpara a strikwhich the compound selected for that purpose, but not
effected

it is

the agency of intelligent perception.

ing oxymoron, in

K

elsewhere occurring in the

T., heightens

still further the idea conveyed
embraces all that God as Creator has
produced, but does not at the same time include His governing in the world
of history, as Schneckenburger thinks, Beitr. p. 102 f.
for ^V^, with

by the simple form.

*

—

role rroirjfiaai]

;

which

TToirifia

corresponds (LXX. Eccles.

expression for God's works of creation

;

iii.

formal
Paul himself, in Eph. ii. 10,

11, vii. 13, al), is the

as also

describes the renewing of man as analogous to creation.
It is only of the
works of creation that the Apostle could assert what he here says, especially
as he adds airb nrioeug ndouov.
Since, moreover, role iroiiffiaoi, by means of
the works, contains the instrumental definition appended to voovfieva nadoparai, 2
arcb Kria. ndafiov cannot be taken in a causal sense (see Winer, p. 348 [E. T.
370]), as the medium cognoscendi (so Luther and many others, including
Calovius, Pearson, Homberg, Wolf, Heumann, Moras, and Reithmayr), but
only in the sense of temporal beginning
since the creation of the world
they are so perceived.
ij
re aidioc avrov dvv. n. deidrnc] A more precise
:

—

definition of the previous

both substantives
the

Svva/xic is

preceding

which

r'z

;

but

nai

See Fritzsche ad Matt.

a species.
consists

ra. adpara avrov.
'Aidiog, everlasting, belongs to
annexes the general term, the category, of which

in its

prepares the way.

re

p. 786.

Its relation to

supported by linguistic usage in inferring from the position of
not meant to apply also to

is

aidioc

116

f.),

supply
1

common

the

deidrr/c.

aidioc avrov after

Comp. Xen.

Cyr.

iii.

3, 31

iinat oi iroXe>toi Bedaovrai

:

/ecu.

el

....

yap

3

The

....

irdkiv ko.0o-

to irA»)0os.

Pind. Pyth. ix. 45.
olo-Ba .'. .
t$ KaOopfs. On the oxymoron
itself, comp. Aristotle, de mundo, 6, p. 399,
Bekk aOewpijro? an avruv rS>v epytav
21.
p<i>vT*f

rjiJilav

re,

that aidioc

It is just that position that

property of both members (see especially Hartung,

so that, in order to analyze the
r)

the

completing the climax and cumulation, for
Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 98. Hofmann is un-

.

:

dewpetreu (o 6e6i).
a Not
merely to voov>cva (Hofmann),
which is closely bound up with KaBoparai as

makes
I.e.

p.

form of the conception, we may again
deidrqg is

the totality of that which

showing the manner of

so that both

it,

together are defined instrumentally

by

toi«

as denoting the intelOn
lectual animadvertere in seeing (Horn. H. A.
rbv Si ISuv
599, in the inverse position
eVorjae), comp. Nagelsb. Z. IliOS, p. 416, ed. 3 ;
Duncan, ed. Rost, p. 787.
' Stallbaum,
ad Plat. Crit. p. 43 B. ;
Schoemann,
Schaefer, Poet. gnom. p. 73
not.rjiia.o-i.

voeiv,

:

;

CHAP.

God

I.,

20.

59

—

Being possessed of divine attributes, as delov, the collective sum
This comprehensive sense must by no means be limThe eternal power this aspect of His deidTnc which comes into promited.
inence at first and before all others and the divinity of God in its collective aspect, are rationally perceived and discerned by means of His works.
Arbitrary is the view of Keiche, who holds that Paul means especially
wisdom and goodness, which latter Schneckenburger conceives to be intended
and also that of Hofmann (comparing Acts xvii. 29 2 Pet. i. 4), that the
spiritual nature of the divine being is denoted.
We may add that Riickert
holds the strange view, that OeioTng, which could not properly be predicated
of God, is only used here by Paul for want of another expression.
It might
be and was necessarily said of God, as being the only adequate comprehensive
expression for the conception that was to be denoted thereby.
For analogous references to the physico-theological knowledge of God, see Wetstein,
and Spiess, Logos spermaticos, 1871, p. 212. The suggestion of Philo as the
is

as a

of the divine realities.

*

—

—

;

;

Apostle's
further

scource

how

the world

(Schneckenburger)

—the

negation of

of the Apostle's view.

world, but

is

out

excludes

it

cussed in Umbreit.

—

It
all

identity of the

all

two

c\c to elvai

fore the parenthesis, in

Observe

many

lies at

God to

the foundation

God

in the

See the passages from the O. T. dis-

avrovc avanol.] has its logically correct ref-

....

8ei6ttjq,

which Griesbach and others have placed

and

there-

ra yap hop.

The dg cannot be

said of the result, as

others, including Reiche, Kollner,

de Wette, Riickert,

must be expunged.

BeLdrrjc,

Luther, and

—

does not exclude the immanence of

pantheism.

erence to the immediately preceding ra yap aopara

....

the question.

of

completely, in our passage, the transcendental relation of

Fritzsche, Reithmayr, Philippi, Ewald, following the Vulgate (ita ut sint

have understood

inexcusdbiles),
pose, is

it

;

for the view,

which

not only required by the prevailing usage of

on 2 Cor.

eic

taltes it of

with the

the pur-

infinitive

*

but is also more appropriate to the connection, because
the Kadopdrat is conceived as a result effected through God's revelation of
Himself (ver. 19), and consequently the idea of the divine purpose in etc to
elvac k.t.X. is not to be arbitrarily dismissed.
Comp. Erasmus ("ne quid
(see

viii. 6),

haberent,"etc), Melanchthon (" propter quas causas Deus,"etc), Beza, Calvin
(

u in hoc ut"), Bengel, and others.

But Chrysostom, even in his time, exand at a later period it

pressly opposes this view (comp. also Oecumenius),

ad

Is.

p. 325

f.

;

also Winer, p. 520 [E. T.

1

On

and

Appropriately rendered in "Vulgate by

di-

vinitas.

559].

the difference between this

fledTTjs

(Col.

ii.

9),

which denotes

word

Deltas,

Godhead, the being God, see Eisner, Obss. p.
and Fritzsche in loc. Van Hengel has erroneously called in question the distinction.
In Wisd. xviii. 9, namely, 6 tt)s fleioTTjros
vonos is not the law of the Godhead, but the
law whose nature and character is divinity
—of a divine kind
and in Lucian, de
Column. 17, ^ 'H<£aioTiWos 06i6tt?s is the divinity of Hephaestion, his divine quality.
In Plutarch 0e«m}? very frequently occurs.
6,

;

with an infinitive having the article,
not used in a single passage, of the Epistle
to the Romans in particular, in any other
than a telic sense. See i. 11, iii. 26, iv. 11, 16,
a Eis,

is

18, vi. 12, vii. 4, 5, viii. 29, xi. 11, xii. 2, 3,

xv.

Far too hastily de Wette terms this
interpretation in our passage senseless,
and Baumgarten-Crusius agrees with him.
Tholuck calls it grammatical terrorism.
Hofmann recognizes the telic view as the
true one in all cases where el« is used with
8, 13, 16.

the infinitive.

—
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became a subject

between the Lutherans and the Reformed.
it of the remit, hesitates to admit
the conception of a divine decree, under which Paul places the inexcusablcand yet not only may this stand to the perception of God from
ness of men
His works which has existed since the beginning in the relation of result,
but, in accordance with the thoroughly Scriptural idea of destiny (comp.
e.g. v. 20), it must stand to it in the relation of -that decree.
In this connection, which inserts the results in the divine counsel, the inexcusableness
of man appears as telically given with the self-manifestation of God.
Ver. 21,
as in general even ver. 18, contains the perverse conduct of men manifesting
itself in the course of human history, on account of which God, who foresaw
it, has in His natural self -manifestation made their inexcusableness His aim.
and that indeed on account of the fact,
Inexcusable they are intended to be
that, although they had known God (namely from that natural revelation), they
of contention

The

See Calovius.

view,

which

interprets

;

;

have not glorified
a

Him

comma from what

Note XII.

p. 78.]

as God.

—

precedes

:

-yvdvTeg]

not

6l6tl\ as

in ver. 19, only to be separated

inexcusable on this account, because.

cum

:

by

[See

agnoscere potuissent (Flatt, Nielsen

;

Oecumenius) nor yet although they knew God, so that it
would be contemporaneous with ovx .... eddgaoav. So Philippi and van
Hengel
also Delitzsch, bM. Psychol, p. 346.
They had attained the
knowledge from the revelation of nature (for to this, according to vv. 19,
20, we must refer it, and not, with Ruckert, to the history in Genesis of the
also as early as

:

;

;

original revelation), but only actu directo, so far as that

tion of

God had

reflexus

remained absent (comp. Delitzsch,

same

self -manifesta-

.presented itself objectively to their cognition
p.

347),

;

the actus

and with them who

keep down the truth hv adinia, ver. 18, the issue was not to the praise of
so that yvovreg is thus previous to the ovx .... hS6i-aoav.
God, etc.
Paul
sets forth the historical emergence of that for which they were inexcusable.
They had known God, and yet it happened that they did not praise Him,
etc.
ovx &C ® £ov Wdjwrav
yfixap.] It would have been becoming for them
to have rendered to God as such, agreeably to His known nature, praise and
thanks but they did neither the one nor the other. Regarding wf in the
sense
according to the measure of His divine quality, comp. on John i. 14.
The praising and thanksgiving exhaust the notion of the adoration, which
they should have offered to God.
all' hjuar. hv to'ic dial, avruv] but they
;

—

t]

;

:

—

were frustrated in their thoughts (comp.

1

Cor.

iii.

20), so that the

concep-

and reflections, which they formed for themselves regarding
the Deity, were wholly devoid of any intrinsic value corresponding with the
truth.
Comp. Eph. iv. 17. The fiaracdrrjc is a specific attribute of heathenism.
Comp. also Acts xiv. 15
Jer. ii. 5
Ps. xciv. 11.
2 Kings xvii. 5
Comp.
Judith vi. 4.
/ecu haKOTicBt} k.t.1.] forms a climax to the foregoing.
Eph. iv. 18, i. 18. Their heart that had been rendered by the huaraLudrjoav
unintelligent, incapable of discerning the true and right, became dark,
completely deprived of the light of the divine alT/deia that had come to
them by the revelation of nature. Kapdia, like 3^, denotes the whole internal
seat of life, the power which embraces all the activity of reason and will
within the personal consciousness. Comp. on Eph. i. 18 Delitzsch, p. 250.
tions, ideas,

—

;

;

;

;

chap,

To
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22, 23.

take acvvtroq here in a proleptic sense (see on Matt.

propriate,

Wisd.
20

i.,

ff.

xi.
;

because
15

;

Wisd.

as also

on the

13) is quite inap

xii.

Comp. moreover on

destroys the climax.

it

This passage as a whole, and in

xiii.-xv.

aovveTog,

entire delineation of Gentile immorality, ver,

sents unmistakable reminiscences of this section of the

its details,

book

of

pre

Wisdom.

Without reason Tholuck argues against this view.
Vv. 22, 23. In a false conceit of wisdom (comp. 1 Cor. i. 17 ff.) this took
napdia), and
place (viz. what has just been announced in kfiaTaiudrjcav
The construction is independent, no
what a horrible actual result it had
the further
longer hanging on the 6t6n in ver. 21 (Glockler, Ewald)
.

.

!

.

—

;

While they said that they were wise (comp.
Comp. Jer. x. 24 f. This becoming
1 Cor. iii. 21), they became foolish.
foolish must be understood as something self-incurred produced through
the conceit of independence as is required by the description of God's
therefore the " dirigente Deo" which Grotius
retribution on them in ver. 24
course of the matter

is

described.

—

—
;

understands along with
the connection.

it

in accordance

The explanation

others, including Usteri

with

" they have shown

:

1

Cor.

of Kollner,

21, is here foreign to

i.

Baumgarten-Crusius,

and

'

themselves as fools,' is erroneous,
1

1

because the aorist passive in ver. 21 does not admit of a similar rendering.
For examples of yaoKeiv, dictitare, in the sense of unfounded assertion

—

(Acts xxiv.

9,

xxv.

19

;

Rev.

ii.

2),

see

Raphel, Xenoph. and Kypke.

Comp. Dem. Phil. i. 46, iii. 9 Herodian, iii. 12, 9. Their pretended
wisdom was a fiaraioc 6o£oco<i>La, Plat. Soph. p. 231 B. We may add that
this definition is not aimed at the Gentile philosophers, who came much later,
and in fact did not do what is declared in ver. 23 (comp. Calvin), but generally at the conceit of wisdom (1 Cor. i. 21), which is necessarily connected
with an estrangement from divine truth, and from which therefore idolatry
For
also, with its manifold self-invented shapes, must have proceeded.
heathenism is not the primeval religion, from which man might gradually
have risen to the knowledge of the true God, but is, on the contrary, the
result of a falling away from the known original revelation of the true
God in His works. Instead of the practical recognition and preservation
of the truth thus given comes the self -wisdom rendering them foolish,
/cat rjlla^. K.r.l.]and they exchanged the majand idolatry in its train.
esty of the imperishable God for a likeness of an image of a perishable man,
;

—

etc., i.e.

instead of making, as they ought to have done, the glory of the

—

manifested to them in the revelation of nature rWV 1U3, i.e.
His glorious perfection (ver. 20) the object of their adoration, they chose
for that purpose what was shaped like an image of a perishable man, etc.;
comp. Ps. cvi. 20 Jer. ii. 11. The h (comp. Ecclus. vii. 18) is instruSoph. Nwb. fr.
mental, as is elsewhere the simple dative (Herod, vii. 152
thereby, that they made and adored such an ouoioua, and on
400, Dind.)
the other hand rejected the glory of God, which they ought to have' woreternal

God

—

;

;

:

shipped.

uooxov*
1

TjllagavTO tt/v 66!-av avr&v h 6uot6/iaTC
Comp. LXX. Ps. I.e.
not mere similarity, but conformity with the object of compari;

It is

See Nitzsch in the Deutsch. Zeitschr. 1850,
Bleek in the Stud u. Krit. 1853, p. 340 f

p. 387

;

.

.

*
iii.

On the genitive «Kdvos comp. also 1 Mace,
48

;

Rev.

ix.

7

;

and on

6poi<*na itself in

;

.

;
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—

ml irereiv. k. TETpair. k.
son concerned as agreeing therewith in appearance.
ipn.] No doubt as Paul, in using avdpuirov, thought of the forms of the
1

Hellenic gods, so in

Ttereiv. k.t.a.

he had in his mind the Egyptian worship

2
of animals (Ibis, Apis, serpents).

the genitives nereivoiv

(van Hengel), which

6fj.oi6p.an

lar eikovoc,

birds, etc.

and other

We may

add

that, like the previous

eitcdvog, not on
and not required by the singuthat in fact refers to each particular instance in which a man,
were copied for purposes of divine adoration by means of statues

<j>daprov avdpcjirov,

is less

dependent on

k.t.a. are

natural

representations.

Ver. 24.

Wherefore (as a penal retribution for their apostasy) God also gave

them up in the

lusts

of their hearts to impurity. [See Note XIII. p. 78.] kcu,
up as a thing corresponding to the guilt. Comp.

indicates the giving

also,

—

ev ralg kind. r. k. avr.] contains that, in which they were inmoral condition in which they were found when they were
Comp. ver. 27 Eph. ii. 3 Bernhardy, p.
given up by God to impurity.
The instrumental rendering (Erasmus, Er. Schmid, Glockler, and
209.
Krehl) is unnecessary, because the immediate literal sense of kv is quite sufficient, and the former is less suitable as to sense, since it conveys something

on Phil.

ii.

9.

volved, i.e. the

;

;

—

napiduKev] expresses the real active giving up
which is obvious of itself.
on the part of God. The favourite explanation of it by elaae, so often resorted to since Origen and Chrysostom, is nothing but a rationalizing gloss at

variance with the literal meaning.

To

the Apostle

God

is

the living God,

who

does not passively permit the retributive consequences of fidelity or of
apostasy thus, as it were, letting them run their course, as an artificer does

—

—

with his wheel work but Himself, everywhere active, pervades and effectIf then God has so
ively develops the arrangements which He has made.
arranged that man by apostasy from Him should fall into moral impurity,
and that thus sin shall be punished by sin (and this connection of sin with

both with experience and Scripture, Is. vi.10 Job viii.
Mark iv. 12), this arrangement can only be carand God
ried out in reality through the effective action of its originator
Himself must give up the apostates unto impurity, inasmuch as it is by His
3
Condoing that that moral connection is in point of fact accomplished.
posiand
proper
strictly
its
in
of
irapeSunev
sequently, if the understanding
tive meaning is quite in keeping with the universal agency of God, in His

sin is in accordance

4

;

;

Ps. lxix. 28, lxxxi. 13

;

;

physical and moral government of the world, without, however, making
God appear as the author of sin, which, on the contrary, has its root in the

the sense of likeness,
Phil.

10

;

ii.

7

;

Isa. xl. 18

A

v.

;

Farm.

1

Sam.

vi.

5

3
2 Kings xvi.

vi. 5. viii.

14,

Ecclus. xxxviii. 28
;

;

Plat. Phaedr.

D.
1
See also Holsten, z. Ev. des Paid. u. Petr.
p. 440; Pfleiderer in Hilgenf eld's Zeitschr.p.

p. 250

;

p. 132

523 f

•Philo. Leg. ad.

Caj.

p.

566,

570.

For

passages from profane authors respecting
the folly (at which the <J>0apToG here also
points) of image-worship, see especially

Dougtaeus,

Anal.. 69,

p.

Grotius and

102,

Wetstein.

Rom. ix. 19 also
vii. 42
and the rabbinical passages
quoted by Schoettgen, especially from Pirke
Aboth, c. 4: "Festina ad praeceptum leve
tanquam ad grave, et f uge transgression em
praeceptum enim trahit praeceptum et
3

Comp. Acts

2 Thess.

ii.

;

;

11 f.;

transgressio transgressionem quia merces
praecepti praeceptum est, ettransgressionis
:

transgressio.

chap.
mpd.,

sTTcOvfilat t.

we must

became current

that

after

I.,
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24.

reject as insufficient the privative interpretation

1

Augustine and Oecumenius, which Calovius has

adopted in part, and Riickert entirely. Comp. Philippi, who thinks of the
withdrawal of the Divine Spirit and its results, though in the sense of a posiThis withdrawal, through which man
tive divine infliction of punishment.
negative precursor of the napiimmediate
is
the
God,
lurch
by
the
is left in
Reiche thinks that Paul here avails himself, with more
tiunev (Ecclus. iv. 19).
or less consciousness of its being erroneous, of the general view of the Jews
regarding the origin of the peculiar wickedness of the Gentiles (Ps. lxxxi.
Wisd. x. 12, xiii. 1 Acts vii. 42) and
Prov. xxi. 8 Ecclus. iv. 19
13
as a divine punishment is to be disdepravity
moral
of
representation
that this
tinguished from the Christian doctrinal system of the Apostle. But how very
;

;

;

;

;

with the character of Paul thus consciously to bring forward
And
so solemn a repetition (vv. 26, 28)
God
is it not an arrangement accordant with experience, that apostasy from
arrangement,
this
Can
immorality
?
fall
into
deeper
is punished by an ever
made as it is by God " justo judicio" (Calvin), be carried out otherwise than
inconsistent

it is

what is erroneous, and that too with

!

by God ? Analogous are even heathen sayings, such as Aesch. Agam. 764
But just as man, while his
ff., and the heathen idea of the Oeopl&peta.*
fidelity is rewarded by God through growth in virtue, remains withal free
and does not become a virtuous machine so also he retains his freedom,
;

accomplishes the development of His arrangement, in accordance
with which sin is born of sin. He gives himself up (Eph. iv. 19), while he
and he becomes
is given up by God to that tragic nexus of moral destiny

while

God

;

but possesses at every moment the capacity of jieravoia,
which the very reaction resulting from the feeling of the most terrible misTherefore, on the
ery of sin punished through sin is designed to produce.
one hand, man always remains responsible for his deterioration (ver. 32, ii. 6,
and, on the other, that punishment of sin, in which the teleoiii. 5, vii. 14)
logical law of the development of evil fulfils itself, includes no contradiction
For this reason the view of Kollner that the Aposof the holiness of God.

no machine of

sin,

—

—

;

—

Jewish and temporal form, and that we
must assume as the Christian truth in it, that the apostasy of men from God
has brought them into deepest misery, as certainly as the latter is self-inflicted is a superfluous unexegetical evasion, to which Fritzsche also has reanadapoiav] spurcitia, impurity, and that lustful (comp. Gal. v. 19 ;
course.
Eph. iv. 19 Col. iii. 5), as is plain from the following context not gen" all action and conduct dishonouring the creaturely glory of man"
erally
(Hofmann). The tov ari/jL&SeoOat may be taken either as the genitive of the
purpose that they might be dishonoured (Riickert, Philippi, van Hengel),

tle's

idea

—

is

to be separated

from

its

—

;

;

:

:

"
rfc oUeias npofitfew h»#*«**i and em
ploys the comparison of an abandoned vesTheophylact illustrates the *apeb*K*v
sel.
by the example of a physician who gives

identical with the perTherefore Chrysostom
not only explains it by <1*<t*v, but illustrates
the matter by the instance of a general who
leaves his soldiers in the battle, and thus

it

deprives them of his aid, and abandons
them to the enemy. Theodoret explains

tc3 evl

1

It is at

bottom

missive rendering.

:

up a refractory patient
a

wkcov

Comp.

(*apaSL&»<nv airh*

voo-elv).

also

Kuhnken, ad

Vellej.

ii.

57, 3.

,
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more

depending on anadapo. (impurity
Winer,
Tholuck, and de Wette). The latter is the more probable, partly because
the aTc/nafra&ai k.t.X. already constitutes the impurity itself, and does not
merely attend it as a result
and partly on account of the parallel in ver.
ariud^ea'&ai is not however the
28, where iroceiv k.t.1. is likewise epexegetical.
middle, whereby the avTonadeg would be expressed, for which there is no
empirical usage, but the passive: that their bodies were dishonoured among
themselves, mutually.
This kv eavrdig refers to the persons (avruv, not to be
or as the genitive of

precise definition

of the becoming dishonoured,

i.e.

which

consisted therein ; so Fritzsche,

;

written avruv), not asserting that the aTtuafcc&ai takes place on themselves,

which

is

in fact already conveyed

by

ra aujuara avruv,

2

but rather based on

the nature of participation in unchastity, according to which they bring one

on

tike

other reciprocally the dishonouring of the body.

procity of those

who

In this personal

reci-

practise unchastity with each other lies the character-

abominableness of the dishonouring of the body

and this point is desmore expressly, because in contrast to non-participating
third persons, than it would have been by kv aXkifkoiq. 3
The vices of unchastity, which moreover are still here referred to quite generally (it is otherwise in ver. 26 f.), and not specially as unnatural, according to their disgraceful nature, in whatever forms they may have been practised, are specifiistic

ignated by

;

kv eavrolg

—

cally heathen (in fact, even partially belonging to the

heathen

cultus), as

a

consequence of apostasy from the true God (comp. 1 Thess. iv. 5). As they
again prevail even among Christians, wherever this apostasy spreads through

must verify even in Christendom their heathen nature, and,
along with the likewise essentially heathen irleovetjia, pre-eminently exclude

unbelief, they

from the salvation of the Messiah (Eph. v. 5 f Col. iii. 5 1 Cor. vi. 9 f.).
arifid^. r. au[i. compare the opposite, 1 Thess. iv. 4, where to eavrov
ckevoc must be explained of the body as the vessel of the Ego proper.
Ver. 25. Olnveg /xerr/XXa^av k.t.X.] as those who exchanged, etc. In this de.

—With

;

;

scription of the character of those who are given up, attached to ver. 24,
Paul makes once more apparent the motive which determined God to give
them up. The words are a renewed tragic commentary (comp. vv. 22, 23)
on the 616, ver. 24. On banc, quippe qui, which brings up the class to which
one belongs, and thereby includes the specification of the reason, see Hermann, ad Soph. Oed. M. 688 Matthiae, p. 1073.
Hofmann erroneously
makes a relative protasis begin with olrcveg, with which then did tovto k.t.1.,
;

would be connected by way of apodosis them, who exchanged, etc.
This would not be inconsistent with avrovc in
ver. 26, which would then be resumptive
but the very praise of God, in
which ver. 25 terminates, and still more the concluding a/ur/v, which can only
indicate the end of the sentence (comp. ix. 5, xi. 36
Gal. i. 5
Eph. iii.
ver. 26,

God

:

has therefore given up.

;

;

1

See Buttmann, neut. Gr.

p. 230 f

.

[E. T.

268].
a

;

With the reading ev ainoU we
ipsis.
should rather render it simply in order
that among them (i.e. in their common intercourse) their bodies should be dishonoured,
Such was to be the course of things among
them,
* Kiihner adXen. Mem. ii. 6, 20.
semet

:

Hofmann

refers the reading which he
follows, ev avroU, to the o-ti/xaTa, but explains this
the body of each person in
:

himself; consequently, as if the expression
were iv eavTois, and that in the sense in

"

:

chap.

65

I., 25.

ought to have decidedly precluded such a forced intermixture of senwhich is not to be justified by subtleties.
The compound ptrfyX.
{exchanged) is more significant than TjT^a^av {changed) in ver. 23.
ttjv atyd.
tov Qeov] to be taken entirely in harmony with the expression tt)v 66£av tov
therefore tov Qeov is to be taken as genitive of the subject
Qeov in ver. 23
21),

—

tences,

—

;

the truth of God, the true divine reality, 1 so as to

make

it

in point of actual

meaning, though not in the abstract form of the conception, identical with
"true God" (Luther, and most expositors, including Riickert, de Wette,
Tholuck, Fritzsche, Philippi, van Hengel).
It is differently rendered by
Wolf, whom Kollner follows the truth revealed to the Gentiles by God.
Reiche and Mehring (following Pareus, Camerarius, Estius, Seb. Schmid,
:

:

and Cramer) take

would be geniand Glockler, who understand
by it the original consciousness of God. Opposed to these views is the exact
parallel in which ver. 25 stands to ver. 23, so that tov Qeov ought not to be
taken without necessity as having a different reference in the two verses.
Tr/v alfy&. t. Qeov is explained concretely by tov KTiaavra in the second half of
it

tive of the object.

—

the verse.

as the true hnowledge of God, so that Qeov

Compare

kv tG> fevdet]

in contrast to

ttjv

a!r)&.

Piscator, Usteri,

with the
r.

lie

; ev as in ver. 23.

By

Qeov (but otherwise than in

this
iii.

Paul means,
7),

the false

which are mf 'e%oxrjv the ipevdoc in concreto, the negation of the truth
of God.
Comp. on 1 Cor. viii. 4 f., x. 20. Grotius has aptly said "pro
Deo vero sumserunt imaginarios. a
kui koepaodrjcav.
KTicavTa] more

gods,

:

—

precise explanation of the first clause of the verse.

former

—

.

.

.

eae/3. k.

klaTp.]

The

general {coluerunf), the latter took place through sacrifices,

and
and services; hence Paul designates his own specific
service of God in ver. 8 by laTpevu. oe($a&nai, in Homer
to oe afraid of {11.
vi. 167, 417), is employed in the later Greek like aepopai in the sense to
is

other definite

rites

:

revere,
Tfj

—

Orph. Arg. 550, Aq. Hos. x. 5. In the N. T. it only occurs here.
Corresponding with the verb standing next to it, so that the ac-

KTiaei]

cusative

is

to be supplied with

foe/3.

aavTa] in the sense of comparison

:

See Matthiae,

prae

creatore, in

§ 428, 2.

— napa

r. ktI-

which case the context

alone decides whether the preference of the one before the other

is

only

whether it excludes the latter altogether (see on Luke xviii. 14
and van Hengel on our passage). The second case is that which occurs
here, in accordance both with the nature of the case, seeing that the Gentiles did not worship the Creator at all, and with the immediate connection
{jie.Trfk'Ka^av.
ev Tip tpevdei).
The sense therefore substantially amounts
to praeterito creatore (Hilary), or relicto creatore (Cyprian), i.e. they honoured
the creature and not the Creator, whom they ought to have honoured.
Theophylact says aptly, with reference to the comparative napd i/c ttjc avynpioeuc to eynlrjfia erraipuv.
So in substance also Beza, Estius, and others,
including Reiche, Tholuck, Olshausen, de Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius,
Krehl, Reithmayr, Maier, Philippi, van Hengel. The relative interpretation
relative, or

;

.

.

.

:

:

1
Not "the truth, which God Himself is"
(Hofmann) but that, which God is in true
reality. That is just the adequate substance
;

of His Iff a.

Comp.

Is. xliv.

20

;

Jer.

iii.

10,

xiii.

25,

xvi. 19, al. ; Philo, vit. Mos. p. 678 C, 679 A.

—

.
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more than

the Creator (Vulgate,

Erasmus, Luther, Castalio, Grotius,

Ammon,

and others), is therefore in point of fact erroneous.
The contra
creatorem, which Hammond, Koppe, Flatt, Fritzsche, and Mehring find
Riickert,

here,

may

likewise be traced to the sense of comparison,

'

but has against

it

the fact, that in the whole context Paul presents the matter in the light of
a fiETalla^ic, of an exchanging the true for the false, not of hostility to the

From that point of view the Gentiles have worshipped the creature,
and not the Creator. Quite parallel is nap* 'ekeIvov in Luke, xviii. 14, Lachm.
The doxology who is praised, ^2, not celebrandus (comp. on Eph. i.
Mark xiv. 61), forever ! Amen, is a natural effusion of
3
2 Cor. xi. 31
deeply-moved piety, called forth by the detestable contrast of the Gentile
abominations just described, without any further special design (Koppe
u ne ipse in majestatem divinam injurius videri possit ;" comp. Tholuck).
Vv. 26. 27. Aia rovro] Beginning an independent sentence (against Hofmann, see on ver. 25), refers to the description oItivec .... Kriaavra contained in ver. 25.
The giving up is set forth once more (comp. ver. 24, 616)
as the punishment of apostasy, and now indeed with such increasing force
of delineation, that out of the category which is kept quite general in ver.
true.

—

:

:

;

—

;

:

24 unnatural sensual abominations are specially adduced.
Genitive of quality. a
tic

anadapoiav in ver. 24

comp. Col.

;

here selected prepares the
iarly

in

abominable form of

ira&n

arifiiac

—

sic

Trady arijuiac]

Parallel to the passions of a disgraceful character is

itself

way

iii.

5

but the stronger expression

;

for the following description of a pecul-

vice.

Still

(Hofmann

the unnatural element

is

not implied

they are a dishonouring, not merely

:

of the body, but of "humanity"), since morally dishonouring

passions are

the agents, not only in the case of unnatural, but also in that of natural

— The

unchastity. 3

expressions dijleiaL and apaeveg, their females and their

yvvaUec and avSpeg, are chosen because the predominant point

males, not

out of contempt, because
of view is simply that of sex ; Reiche thinks
the words would also be used of beasts but in fact, such unnatural
:

;

Besides, the words are used even
ryv ^vclktjv xpV Gtv] of
and frequently).
their sex, not
of the male, which is unsuitable to the vice indicated.
Regarding xpv^c iu the sense of sexual use, see Wetstein and Kypke, also
Coray, ad Eeliodor. Aeg., p. 31. 4
That buoiuc 6e nai after the preceding
re makes the latter an anakoluthon, is commonly assumed, but altogether
without foundation, because in te yap the t'e does not necessarily require any

things are foreign to the very beasts.
of the gods (Homer, II.

viii.

7,

:

—

1

See Bernhardy, p. 259 ; Winer, p. 377
and the passages from Plato in

[E. T. 404];

Ast. Lex. III. p. 28.
2 Comp. on nvevfia aytwavvrj? in
Bornemann, Sc/iol. in Luc. p. 21.
s

Respecting

re

yap,

ver.

4,

and

;

namque, for

.

.

.

indeed (vii. 7 2 Cor. x. 8), see Hermann, ad
Soph. Track. 1015 Hartung, I. p. 115 Klotz,
ad Devar. p. 749 ff
4 How very prevalent among the Gentiles
(it was found also among the Jews, see
;

;

Schoettgen, Bbr. in loc.) was the so-called
Lesbian vice, ke<rpid£ei.v (Lucian, D. Mer. 5.
1), women with women abusing their sex
(tribades, in Tertullian fHctrices), see SalmsLsins, foen. Trapez. p. 143 f., 152 f. and the

;

H. iii. 12. Comp.
the eTatpiarpiat in Plat. Symp. p. 191 E, and
the atrikyeia rpipa^ in Luc. Amor. 28 and
see Ruhnken. ad Tim. p. 124, and generally

commentators on

Ael. V.

;

Rosenbaum,
ed.

2, 1845.

Gesch. d.

Lustseuche

im

Alterth.

—

'

chap,
See Klotz

correlative.

in

d/Lioiug

Se nai

If it

I.e.

i.,

28.

67

were put correlatively, we should have

the other corresponding

member

really present (as is actually

Symp. p. 186 E), which however would in that case
inappropriately stand out with greater emphasis and weight than the former.
the case,

in Plat.

e.g.

The reading

re (instead of Si) in Elz., as well as

the entire omission of the

particle (C, min., Origen, Jerome), is a too hasty emendation.

Stronger than the simple form. 2

Such a

state is

—

e^EKav^r/aav]

the rrvpovc&ai in

Cor.

1

Moreover, Paul represents here not the heat that precedes the act of
unchastity, but that which is kindled in the act itself (Karepya^o/xevoi ....
vii. 9.

—

apaeveg bv apaect] whilst they, males on males, performed the
(known, from ver. 26) unseemliness. On the emphatic juxtaposition of ape.
h hpo. comp. generally Lobeck, ad Aj. 522, and in particular Porphyr. de
abstin. iv. 20
and Wetstein in loc. On naTepya&cr&ai, which is used both of
evil (ii. 9, vii. 9, xv. 17 f.) and good (v. 3, xv. 18
Phil. ii. 12), but which,
as distinguished from epya&a&at, always expresses the bringing to pass, the
accomplishment, comp. especially ii. 9, and van Hengel thereon
1 Cor. v.
anoha/upavovTec).

;

;

;

3

;

2 Cor.

xxxiv.

w.

7.

vii. 10,
rrjv

21-23, 28

;

and the

see Gen.

The aberration, which Paul means,
the aberration from God to idols, not that implied

avn/uicdiav
it is

On aaxw-

remarks thereon.

critical

k.t.2,.]

see in

in the

which perversion, on the conbrought by Sl6 in ver. 24, and by Sid tovto in ver. 26, under the
point of view of penal retribution for the izldvn.
By the recompense for the
nldvn Paul does not at all mean that the men " have that done to them by
their fellows, which they themselves do to theirs' (Hofmann), but rather, in harmony with the connection of cause and effect, the abominable unnatural
lusts just described, to which God has given up the Gentiles, and thereby,
in recompensing godlessness through such wicked excesses (ver. 18), reTherefore also fjv kSei is added, namely, in accordance
vealed His bpyri.
with the necessity of the holy divine order. See vv. 24, 26, 28. On avnClem. Cor. II. 1. It occurs neither in Greek
fj,ic&ia comp. 2 Cor. vi. 13
authors, who have the adjective hvrijjuo&oc. (Aesch. Suppl. 273), nor in the
LXX. or Apocrypha.
hv eavroic] on themselves mutually (fa dlTJjloic), as in
ver. 24.
It enhances the sadness of the description.
For a number of passexual perversion of the divine order (Hofmann),
trary, is

1

''

;

—

sages attesting the prevalence of unchastity between
cially of paederastia

among

man and man,

the Gentiles, particularly the Greeks

(it

espe-

was

for-

bidden to the Jews in Lev. xviii. 22), see Becker, ChariM. I. p. 346 ff.
Hermann, Privatalterth. § 29
Bernhardy, Griech. Lit. ed. 2, p. 50 ff.
Moreover, Bengel aptly observes regarding the whole of this unreserved ex" In peccatis arguendis saepe scapha debet
posure of Gentile unchastity
;

;

:

Stallbaum, ad Plat. Polit. p. 270 D, Rep.
C ; Dissen. ad Find. 01. viii. 56
Klausen, ad Aesch. Choeph. p. 199. Hofmann thinks that with o^oiw? Se *ai k.t.K.
the argument ascends to the greater danger
for the continuance of the human race. But
that is a purely imported thought. The
Apostle's point of view is the moral arijoua,
which, in the case of female depravity.
1

p. 367

;

comes out most

glaringly.

And

therefore

Paul, in order to cast the most tragic light
possible on these conditions, puts the brief
delineation of female conduct in the foreground, in order then symmetrically to
subjoin, with 6/uotws Se k<u, the male vice as
the second part of the filthy category.
» Comp. Alciphr. iii. 67
«£ e*av0Tjv ei? IpwTa
;

—
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scapha

Pudorem praeposterum

dici.

carent.

.

Gravitas et ardor

.

.

violat verecundiam. "

stili

postulant,

proprietate

ii

Observe, nevertheless,

how

pudicitia

qui

fere

judicialis

verborum non

the Apostle delineates

He

the female dishonour in less concrete traits than the male.

touches the

matter in ver. 26 briefly and clearly enough, but with delicate avoidance of
detailed description.

From

Ver. 28.

the Gentiles, Paul

the previous exclusive description of the sensual vice of
now proceeds to a summary enumeration of yet other

which they had been given up by God in punishment of their aposquemadmodum. The giving them up was
] is not causal, but
something corresponding to their disdainful rejection of the knowledge of
ovk edoK.ifj.aoav] they deem God not worth
God, proportionate as punishment.

vices to
tasy.

— Ka&ug

—

Thess.

(1

tom.

ii.

— ex

4)

ov yap ayvoiag, alia fiElerrig elvac

;

of nature (ver. 21),

that

vai,

17

;

1

is,

to a penetrating

1 Cor. xiii. 12)

kiuyvucEi

Thess.

;

<j>r/al

ra

Tol/if/fiara,

Chrysos-

Their yvuvat rbv Qe6v, derived from the revelation
ought to have been brought by cultivation to an Eniyva-

ELV £v eniyvucei]

and living knowledge of God

but they would not, and so became ra £-&vrj ra
Eph. ii. 12 Acts xvii. 30.
Gal. iv. 8

iv. 5

(see

on Eph.

i.

God

h

thus they would have attained to the having

;

;

;

;

fir)

elddra rbv Qe6v,

On

exetv

h with

an abstract noun, which represents the object as appropriated in the action,
so that it is possessed in the latter (here in ETuyvuvai), comp. Locella, ad Xen.
Eph. p. 255. Similar is kv bpyy &x eLV and tne uke Krfiger on Thucyd. ii. 8,
>

i

An

ingenious paronomasia with ovk e6oki/j.. to set forth
the more prominently the recompense, to which the emphatically repeated 6
as they did not esteem God worthy, etc., God gave
Qs6g also contributes
them up to an unworthy, reprobate vovg (the collective power of the mind's
3,

tig 0.66k.

vovv]

,

:

The rendering judicii expers
and moral cognition.)
and others) is opposed to the genius of the language, even
Bengel turns it, and Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 280, defines it. The cl66klhov of
1

action in theoretic
(Beza, Glockler
as

blameworthiness according to an objective moral standard, but
mode of thinking which they themselves must condemn
among one another (Th. Schott comp. Hofmann), which is neither to be
notelv ra pr)
taken by anticipation from ver. 32, nor extracted from fir).
Ka^Kovra] to do what is not becoming, what is not moral. Comp. 3 Mace. iv. 16.
The Stoical distinction between ko^kov and Kar6p^ufia Paul has not thought

the vovg

is its

does not express the

;

of (as Vitringa conceives).

The

participle

with

lein, Partik. p.

seemly.

Vv.
to. firj

fiy

296)

;

The

—

infinitive is epexegetical

ra ov Ka^Kovra (comp.

so that

they do.

not seemly (Baeum-

v. 4),

would be the un-

negative expression is correlate to the a66Kifiog vovg.
29-31. Ueirlrjpcjfiivovg iraatj a6iKia'] a more precise definition of

The

KadijK.

:

as those

who

are full of every unrighteousness (ver. 18).

the general statement, and

all

Comp. on

vii. 23,

and Kluge in the Jahrb.

/. D. Th. 1871, p. 329.

The

iroieiv

This

the points subsequently introduced are

several species, so that /xearovg $$6vov

1

Eph.

:

is

indicates the genus of that which

voCs is afioKi/uos

when, not receptive for divine truth, it does

and then

is

its

ipi&vpicrag k.t.1. are appositions

not determine the ethical conduct in accordance with it.

CHAP.
to neizlnp.
ff.

Eph.

;

lignity

29, 31.

69

Similar catalogues of sins are 2 Cor.

ol&lk.

it.

Tim. i. 9
(malice), comp. Eph.
v. 3 f .

I.,

1

;

f.

;

iv.

2 Tim.
31

;

iii.

Col.

2

iii.

8

xii.

30

Gal. v. 19

;

— Kovnpia .... nada] ma-

if .
;

Tit.

iii.

8

.

.

.

.

vileness

and other writers, opposed to aptrij, and
translated in Cicero, Tusc. iv. 15, 34, by vitiositas.
Comp. 1 Cor. v. 8.
<]>6vov] Conceived here as the thought which has filled the man, the /iep^ijpl^eiv
<p6vov, Homer, Od. xix. 2, comp. Acts ix. 1.
On the paronomasia with
qdovov comp. Gal. v. 21.
The latter is just the cn/ieiov Qvceuc iravTawaoi.
itovnpac, Dem. 499, 21.
KaKor]&tiac~\ malicious disposition, whose peculiarity
(meanness), the

latter, in Aristotle

—

~

it is etc l to

x

e c P 0V vTroXa/j,(3dveiv

ii. 13).
As the connot adopt, with Erasmus, Calvin, and

rd itavra (Aristotle, Rhet.

we may

text requires a special vice,

Homberg, the general signification perversitas, corruptio morum (Xen. Oyn.
Dem. 542, 11 Plat. Rep. p. 348 D).
16
fidvp.] whisperers, tale1

xiii.

;

;

—

consequently secret slanderers (Dem. 1358, 6)
but KardlaXot, calumniators, detractors generally, not precisely open ones (Theophylact, Kollner, de
Wette, and others). Comp. ^L&vpiofiovc re nat KaTakakiaq, Clem. Cor. i. 35.

bearers,

The

;

construction of Karakalovc as an adjective with

ij>c&vp (Hofmann), must be
none of the other elements has an adjectival definition annexed to it, and because naraXaX. would not add to the notion of ipt&vp. anything characteristic in the way of more precise definition, fi&vp would be
better fitted to form a limiting definition of naral.
But in 2 Cor. xii. 20
also, both ideas stand independently side by side.
d-eoarvyelg] hated oy
God, Deo odibiles (Vulgate).
This passive rendering of the word which be-

rejected, because

—

longs especially to the tragedians (Pollux,

i.

21), so that it is equivalent to

(comp. Soph. Aj. 458), is clearly attested by the usus
loquendi as the only correct one. 2
Since no passage whatever supports the
kx$aip6[j.£voQ

6e<j3

and

and Oecumenius clearly betray
by them to be a deviation from
the usage of the ancient writers, 3 we must reject, with Koppe, Riickert,
Fritzsche, de Wette, Philippi, Baumgarten-Crusius, and Hofmann, the interpretation, Dei osores, that has been preferred by the majority since the
active- signification,

that they

knew

time of Theodoret. 4
deofuafc,

since even Suidas

the active meaning adopted

Even the analogous forms

1
See regarding the word generally Hornberg, Parerg. p. 196 ; Kypke, II. p. 155 f.
3 See Eurip.
Troad. 1213, Cycl. 395, 598,

Neophr. ap. Stob. serm. 20, p. 172. Comp.
OeoarvyriTOs in Aesch. Choeph. 635, Fritzsche
in

loc.,

and Wetstein.

Suidas says ®eo<rruyels fleo/uio-ijToi, oi vnb
©eoO /uuo-oii/u.ei'oi <al oi ®ebv puToww napa. Se
t« d7roo-ToA.a> Oeoarvyels ovx^ oi vnb ©eoG y.iaov:

nius

:

/micro O^re?

©eoo-Tvyeis 8e

vovs, ov -yip

oit

where there is an echo of our passage, had
in view the active or the passive sense of

He uses indeed the evidently
active Beocnvyia, but adds at the close of
the list Of sins ravTa oi TrpdcrcrorTe? OTvyrjToi
Oeoo-rvyeU.

:

t<j>

3

Mevoi, dAA' oi

top ©eoV.

Oecume-

tou? inb ©eoO

avrw tovto Seifeu

that have been appealed to,

Ghoeph. 51, Prom. 799), are to be taken as

^porocrvyrjc (Aesch.

ju.icrou/u.e-

jrpoAceiTcu vvv,

dAAd tous nurovvTas ©eoV. These negative
definitions, which both give, manifestly
point to the use of the word in other
authors, from which Paul here departs. It
is doubtful whether Clement, Cor. I. 35,

®e<Z vndpxovo-i.v.

Chrysostom does not

express his opinion regarding the word.
4 The Dei osores was taken to refer to the
heathen vice of wrath against the gods conceived as possessing human passions. See
Grotius and Reiche. Others have understood it variously. Tholuck thinks of accusers of providence, Promethean characters;
Ewald, of blasphemers of God ; Calvin, of
those who have a horror of God on account
of His righteousness. Thus there is introduced into the general expression what the

;
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and therefore

passives,

against the active interpretation;

testify

Comp.

1

In particular, deofucfc is
2
The
quite the same as tieocTvyfc the opposite of deotyilijc, beloved of God.
accentuation deoorvyrjc, approved of even by Grotius and Beza, to distinguish
it from the passive deoorvyfc is nothing but an ancient (Suidas) unsupported

deopXapw, stricken of God, Herod,

viii.

137,

al.

,

fiction.

1090

;

sense

3

God-hating

is

expressed by

m<r6-&eoc,

Lucian, Tim. 35, Aesch. Ag.

The adoption, nevertheless, of the active
was occasioned by the consideration "ut in passivo positum dicatur,
comp.

God-loving.

<f>d6-&eog,

:

quum

P. hie homines ex vitiis evidentibus reos faciat," Calvin but even granting a certain unsuitableness in the passive sense, still
we should not be justified in giving an explanation contrary to the urns
nulla est ratio,
;

we should be obliged to abide by the view that Paul had mixed
term among the others. But this objection is diminished,

loquendi ;

up a

less suitable

we

if

take deocr., in accordance with the idea of divine holiness, as a char-

acteristic designation of

infamous

So Fritzsche, and

evil-doers in general.

vanishes altogether, if, leaving the word in its strict
signification, hated of God, we recognize in it a summary judgment of moral
indignation respecting all the preceding particulars ; so that, looking back on
also Philippi.

And

4

it

these, it forms a resting point in the disgraceful catalogue, the continuation
According to Hofmann,
of which is then carried on by v(3ptarag k.t.%.

deooTvy. is

an

But we do not

adjective qualifying vppiorac.

see

why

precisely

in the entire catalogue, insolence (the notion of which is
not to be arbitrarily heightened, so as to make it denote "the man-despiser
who treads upon his fellows'"), among so many particulars, some of them even

this single point

s

by an

worse, should be accompanied
severity.

epithet,

one, too, of so extreme

and

— The continuation begins with a threefold description of

self-exal-

Regarding the distinction between
tation,
contemnunt alios, sed
vfipio-Tai, the insolent (qui prae superbia non solum
etiam contumeliose tractant, comp. 1 Tim. i. 13), vnepfaavoi, the proud (who,
proud of real or imaginary advantages, despise others), and alatfvec (boast-

and that in a descending climax.

swaggerers, without exactly intending to despise or insult others with
6
If vttsp^. be taken
f.

ers,

their vainglory), see Tittmann, Synon. N. T. p. 73
as adjective

with the

(Hofmann), then the vice, which is invariably and
would be limited merely to a particular mode of it.

latter

intrinsically immoral,

7

context gives no hint of. This applies also
to Luther's gloss: "the real Epicureans.

who live

as if there were
Horn. i.

Even in Clem.

i

whatever

no God."
12,

in the connection

there

is

nothing

opposed to the

passive rendering of 0«oo-Tvyee?.
8 See Plat. Rep. p. 612 E, Euth. p. 8

Dem.

1486,

ult.

;

Arist.

Ran.

443.

A

T

M«n?Toi\

Wisd. xiv. 9

;

gjj
*

Comp.

u.i<nj

....

Plat. Legg. viii. p. 838
koX aurxpwv alax"™*-

ogies in the text for his inappropriate treatment of the objectionable OeovTvyels as an
adjective.

Comp.

and, as regards
the idea, the Homeric 8s ice Oeolatv anex 9 y T<u
uaKa P «<r<nv, Od. k. 74.
8 See Buttmann, n. p. 371, Winer, p. 53 [E.
e <?

6 For neither Kara\d\. nor vir«pr?<p. are to
be taken as adjectives. See on those
words. Hofmann seems to have adopted
such a view, merely in order to gain anal-

B

:

9«o-

•

Comp. Grotius and Wetstein on a\at).
Ruhnk. ad. Tim. p. 28, Ast, ad.
;

especially

Theophr. Char.
7

23.

See Xen. Mem.

i.

7, 1 ff.,

where

aXatovti*

belongs to
^euSeo-fleu, Aesch. adv.
Ctesiph. 99 ; Plat. Lys. p. 218 D. Compare
&ls ° 2 Tim iU 2 I Clem Cor ' L

the antithesis of
the category of the
is

'

-

aperr,.

*

It

*

—

—
chap,

32.

i.,

71

—

e<pevp. KaKav] devisers (Anacr. xli. 3) of evil things, quite
general
not to
be limited to things of luxury, with Grotius nor, with Hofmann, to evils
which they desire to do to others. l
aawirovc] irrational, unreflecting, who,
in what they do and leave undone, are not determined by the
ovveme, bj
morally intelligent insight.
Luther rightly says
"Mr. Unreason going
;

;

—

:

work [Hans Unvernunft, mit dem Kopfe hindurch]." So also
xv. 7.
The rendering devoid of conscience (according to Suidas) de-

rashly to
Eccles.

—

from the proper signification of the word.
how-Strove ] makes a paronomasia with the foregoing, and means, not unsociable (Castalio, Tittmann,
Ewald, comp. Hofmann), for which there is no warrant of usage, but coveviates

On aardpy. (without the natural affection of love) and avehdifi
(unmerciful), see Tittmann, Synon. p. 69.
succession of the accumulated particulars is not arranged according to a systematic scheme, and the
construction of such a scheme leads to arbitrary definition of the import of
nant-breakers.'1

—The

individual points
but still their distribution is so far in accordance with
approximate categories, that there are presented
1st,
The general
heathen vices, KeirlTjpuuhovc .... KaKia
2nd, dispositions inimical to
;

:

—

;

.... Kaicorj&elac, and calumniatory speeches, fidvp., KaraXdX.
concluding with the general deoarvyelc then, 3rd, The arrogant

others, fiecTTovc

;

both

series

;

.... ala^dvac and finally, Uh, A series of negative
with a privative), but headed by the positive, general e<j>evp.

character, vfipiardc
particulars (all

maw.
life

This negative

(aardpy. avel.),
is

intelligence

(dower.),

—consequently the want

based.

want

series portrays the

of

aweid.),

(yov.

action

;

[See

Note XIV.

of dutiful affection in family
fidelity

and love,
which moral

(dowd.),

of every principle on

p. 78.]

Ver. 32. Olnvec] quippe qui, of such a character, that they, cannot be the
specification of a reason, as in ver. 25, and cannot consequently be intended

more the laying

to repeat once

of the

blame on themselves, since

ver. 32

merely continues the description of the wickedness. It rather serves to
introduce the awful completion of this description of vice; and that in
such a way, that the Gentile immorality is brought clearly to light as an
opposition to knowledge

dently
i.e.

shown

and

conscience,

God

that which

as Lawgiver

mined, and demands, as right. 3
consciousness

This

and

is

thereby at the last very evi-

to be wholly inexcusable (comp.

(ii.

15),

which determines

therefore

ii.

1).

rb

dtmiuua

r.

Geov]

and Judge has ordained; what He lias deterPaul means the natural law of the moral
:

brt ol rd rocavra

npdooovrec K.r.l.

not to be treated as a parenthesis.
eniyvdvree]
although they have discerned (comp. on ver. 28), not merely yvdvreg
but so
much the greater is the guilt.
davdrov] What in the view of the heathen
bri K.r.l.

is

;

—

was conceived of

as the state of

punishment in Hades (comp. Philippi and
vice and crime, Paul
designates, in accordance with the truth involved in it (comp. Plat. Rep.
p.
330 D), from his standpoint as ddvaroc, and by this he means eternal death
Weiss,

bibl.

Theol. p. 277),

which was incurred through

1
Comp. 2 Mace. vii. 21, and the passages
from Philo in Loesner also Tacit. Ann. iv.
11, and Virg. Aen. ii. 161.
;

9

Jer.

iii.

8,

10 f

.

;

Suidas, Hesychius

;

see

Dem. 383, 6.
Comp. Kriiger on Tkuc.
see on v. 16.
also
*

i.

41,

1

;

and

;
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(comp. 2 Thess.

i.

execution (Grotius,

8)

;

not temporal (Bengel, van Hengel, Mehring) ; or
l
also not indefinitely severe punishments, the

Hofmann)

;

—

ovvevdon. role
misery of sin, and so forth (so even Fritzsche and de Wette).
Trpdcff.] they are consenting with them that do them (comp. Luke xi. 48 ; Acts
They not only do
1 Mace. i. 60 ; 2 Mace. xi. 24.
viii. 1 ; 1 Cor. vii. 12
;

those things, but are also in their moral judgment (so wholly antagonistic to

God has

conscience has the latter become in the abandonment unto which

decreed them, ver. 28) in agreement with others who so act. Bengel well
nam qui malum patrat, sua sibi cupiditate
pejus est owevdoKe Iv
remarks
abducitur," etc., and how sharply are we otherwise ourselves accustomed to
This cli(Matt. vii. 3).
see and judge the mote in the eye of another
'

:

'

;

!

to the description of immorality, moreover, is neither to be referred

max 2

with Grotius and Baumgarten-Crusius to the philosophers, who approved of
several vices (paederastia, revenge, etc.) or regarded them as adiaphora
nor with Heumann and Ewald to the magistrates, who left many crimes
unpunished and even furthered them by their own example but, in harmony with the quite general delineation of Gentile depravity, to be taken
as a general feature marking the latter, which is thus laid bare in the deepThe irpdaaovreg and wpaooovoi are more comest slough of moral perversity.
;

—

prehensive than the simple notovaiv (do), designating the pursuit of these

immoralities as the aim of their activity.*

Notes by American Editoe.
I.

Ver.

1.

IlavXoc.

name Paul advocated by Meyer in his Introducand in his notes on Acts xiii. 9 that it was received
on occasion of the conversion of Sergius Paulus— is also given by Olshausen,
Ewald, and some others, but it is rejected by most writers of recent times, and
by Weiss in his edition of Meyer's work. Weiss holds that it is rendered
improbable by the fact that the name is mentioned in the Acts three verses
The view

of the origin of the

tion to the Epistle, §

earlier

—

1,

than the statement of the conversion of the proconsul.

It

may be

questioned whether this argument can be regarded as having, in itself, special
or decisive force. But, when the manner of introducing the new name into
the narrative is considered, as related both to the preceding and following context, it will be observed that there is nothing, except what may easily be a mere
accidental juxtaposition of words to favor the derivation suggested

other hand, there

is,

;

on the
would
any such

while,

in addition to the improbability that the Apostle

have adopted a name from one of his converts, a noticeable absence of
indication that he did thus adopt it, as might naturally be expected if the hisIt seems better, therefore, to hold
torian had intended to convey this idea.
that the Apostle had two names
one connected with his Hebrew origin, and
the other with his Roman citizenship.
:

Melanchthon says well against this
view " P. non loquitur de politiea £ubernatione, quae tantum externa facta punit
verum de judicio proprio in cujusque con1

:

:

scientia intuente

Deum."

The climax lies necessarily in aX\a koX
opposition to Reiche, Comm. crit. p. 6).
3
See on John iii. 20. Comp. Rom. ii. 3,
Dem. de cor. 62 ti irpoariKov
vii. 15, xiii. 4
5

(in

:

;

)*

eAe'aflcu

nparrtiv

k. iroietv.

NOTES.
IT.

The word

dovXog involves

of service as a slave.
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Sovlog 'Itjgov XpiaroV.

two ideas— that of belonging to a master, and that

As connected with the

latter idea, the

dovlog is in a

which answers to our conception of slavery as connected with the
former, though he may, indeed, be in this condition, yet he also may not be.
When speaking of Christian disciples, Paul always uses the word in the former
sense.
To his view, the believer, so far as his work and life are concerned,
dovleia,

;

passes at his conversion out of the state of Sovleia into that of elevQepia. The
only slavery is that of sin. The service of Christ is perfect freedom. Whether

the word

is here used as referring to official position or with a more general
meaning, cannot be determined with absolute certainty. As we find it, however, when employed in connection with the names of individual persons,
always applied to those who had some special work as teachers or ministers,
and as in most of the places where it is thus applied it occurs in the opening
it seems probable that it carries with it the
Yet this reference must be regarded as quite general (as
Meyer says), and the idea of the word— as when used of the private Christian
is that of wholly belonging to Christ.

salutations of the Apostolic letters,
official reference.

—

III. Ver. 3. nepl tov vlov atirov, k.t.'K.

The following points must be regarded
parallelism of the clauses

:

(a)

as

established

by the manifest

that two things are declared respecting the Son,

one on the odp% side of his nature, and the other on the nvev/ua side the nvevfia
being, thus, not the Holy Spirit, but the Son's own spirit, and ay. being a
characteristic or descriptive genitive
(&) that the former of these two things
is his descent from David and birth in the line of David's family, while the latter is designated by opiaQivrog
(hvu/nei.
That crdpl, as used in the former statement, does not, in itself, exclude the idea of a descent from David so far as the
human wvev/Lia is concerned, is evidenced by the common representation, in the
;

;

—

Pauline Epistles (as well as the other N. T. writings), of Jesus as a complete
man, and by the fact that there is nothing in the contrast of this particular
sentence which necessarily contradicts the general representation. That there
is

nothing of this character

is clear,

because the contrasted

refer to the divine nature in Christ as distinguished

and

irvevjua

here

may

from his human nature

;

on the other hand, it is interpreted as referring to his human spirit, the
statement of the clause must be understood as made with reference to it, and
as declaring what was true of it,
only after the resurrection. It must be
admitted, however, that the phrase " according to the flesh " may be employed
if,

—

—

here, as often in the case of similar expressions in

common

speech, to call

—

attention to the physical origin, without

making prominent though, indeed,
it does not deny— the human-spiritual descent
and thus that the mere use of
this phrase cannot properly be considered as decisive proof that the human
nature is contrasted with the divine, and that nvevfia must refer to the divine
;

nature.

The fact, however, that the contrast is thus filled out to greater fulness,
and its introduction is more satisfactorily accounted for that the expression
nvEv/ia uyLuavvrjg is not only a peculiar one, which would not be expected when
speaking of men, but one having a near affinity to irvevpa uyiov, the name given to
the Divine Spirit and that Paul elsewhere exalts Christ above all other beings
;

;
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except God, or even gives him Divine exaltation, must be regarded as strongly
pointing to the conclusion that something more is intended by the word than
the mere "sou uvSpunog, which receives the communication of the divine,"

and that to the writer's mind there was in Christ a peculiar divine element of
nature, by virtue of and in accordance with which he was constituted Son of
God with power by his resurrection.
In respect to bpioMvToq, Meyer has satisfactorily shown that it is equivalent
The verb carries with it the idea of marking as by a
to qui constitutus est.
boundary, and so, when connected with the matter of office, position, etc., of
It is
constituting, appointing, in which sense it is used in Acts x. 42, xvii. 31.
evident, however, that the Apostle does not mean to affirm that Christ was
constituted Son of God, in connection with his resurrection, in any such sense
as would involve the declaration that he was not Son of God before this.
Such a declaration would be clearly opposed to the Pauline doctrine, as
exhibited in

all

Moreover, the constituting did not consist simhim to be Son of God to the view of men.

his Epistles.

ply in a demonstrating or proving

nor in any other words
would not
fail to set forth the precise sense in which he designed to use the word, is
altogether probable. If we connect iv dwdfiei with vlov Qeov we have such an
explanatory phrase which meets the demands of the case and accords with
New Testament teaching. Otherwise there is none. We may regard this as
the true construction, therefore, rather than that which is favored by Meyer
(with whom de Wette, Godet, Alford, Gifford, Shedd, and others agree),
although the possibility of the latter must undoubtedly be admitted. It was by
the resurrection that Christ was made Son of God with power, as he had not
been in his earthly condition and as born of the seed of David. Weiss ed.
This idea

is

neither presented in the participle

itself,

writer, however, in such a statement,

That the

of the sentence.

Mey. agrees with this view.
rV. Ver.

The explanation of
passages as Rom.
10.

From

xii.

5.

these words
6-8; Eph.

these passages

%dpiv nal airooToljjv.

is to

iii.

be sought,

7-12; Gal.

ii.

9;

(a)

in connection with such

Rom.

xii. 3;

xv. 15; 1 Cor.

iii.

evident, that, in addition to his conception of di-

it is

vine grace as bestowed upon

all believers,

and as lying

at the basis of their

Paul had the thought of a special impartation of this grace to
individual men, for the purpose of fitting them for various offices and duties.
In his own case, it had been given in such measure and manner as to qualify
him to be a preacher of the Gospel, an apostle, a missionary to the Gentiles rather than the Jews, a founder of churches in regions into which others
had not previously entered. It is also to be sought, (6) in connection with
Christian

life,

which a word of a more specific character is
more general, the design of the addition being to
point the reader to that particular application of the general word which is,
at the time, in the writer's mind.
The form of expression in such cases is not
passages such as Gal.

added by

iv. 2,

one that

nai to

precisely a hendiadys (as

X&piv atrooTolriQ

with

it

Gal. iv.

;

but the

in

is

if

in this verse,

latter

word

word), and

[i.e.

e.g.

the words were equivalent to

nevertheless explanatory, and carries

As the writer says of the heir of an estate in
is under guardians (kmrpdnovc, the general
to mark more particularly the relation to the point in hand]

the principal thought.
2, that,

is

in his minority, he

NOTES.
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guardians in the matter of property (oUovd/iovg). So here he declares of himself, that he had, through Jesus Christ, received grace, and, specially, the gift of
and qualification for the apostolic office. The striking similarity in the main
thought of this verse and that of xv. 15, 16 can scarcely fail to be noticed as

confirming this view of the meaning here.
gift of grace,

and peculiar
and admonish

It is this particular

on which the Apostle founds his claim

to address

the Gentile churches.
V. Ver.

That Meyer
of Calvin,

is

eie vTcanotjv

5.

nioTEUC.

correct in his explanation of these words, as against the view
others, including Weiss ed. Mey., who regard

Hofmann, Godet, and

iriaTEucas gen. appos., obedience which consists in faith,

and

others,

who hold

it

to

be a gen.

and that

of Sanday, Shedd,

subj. obedience which springs

from faith,

is

proved by the fact that in all other cases, where vnaKor] is used in a similar way,
the gen., whether denoting a person or thing, is objective, and also by the
fact that where a kindred expression is employed having the kindred verb
vnanoveiv, the object and not the source, of the obedience is referred to. Philippi,
de Wette, Alford, Gifford, Olshausen, Sohaff, Beet, and others agree with Meyer,
Godet and Weiss claim that faith is never in N. T. conceived of objectively
as a power, and hence that Meyer's view has no foundation.
But this claim
can hardly be substantiated, in view of Acts vi. 7 Gal. i. 23 (cf. Gal. iii. 2, 5
2 Tim. iv. 7).
The correctness of Meyer's opinion, that izlotlq here means
;

subjective faith,

part of the best

and not doctrina fidei
modern commentators.

or the gospel,

;

is

admitted by the larger

say the least, whether
used in N. T. as having the sense of the faith, i.e. the system of
Christian doctrine, and certain that it does not ordinarily have this meaning.
It is doubtful, to

faith is ever

The

probability against this sense of the

strong in this and

all

word

VI. Ver. 8. irpurov

The second point

is,

therefore,

exceedingly

similar cases.

(iiv.

of the introductory passage,

which is indicated by his use
of npurov as in the writer's mind, is his desire to visit the readers.
He is led,
however, in the progress of his sentences, to bring out this desire in a grammatical subordination to the expression of his thankfulness for the widespread
knowledge of their Christian life, and, thus, to abandon his original design of
introducing it by a devrepov or eneira. The presentation, in such a grammat
ically subordinate way, of thoughts which are logically co-ordinate with others

already expressed, belongs to the epistolary style as distinguished from that of
a formal treatise, and is especially characteristic of the style of the Pauline
letters.

VII. Ver. 11.

This verb

sic

to OTrjpixQvvai vjidq.

found again in xvi. 25 ;— at the beginning, thus, and the end
what the Apostle hoped might be the result of a personal visit to the readers, if he should be permitted to make such a
visit, and
also what he thought of as the great blessing which
God was able to bestow
upon them. As this letter was apparently written in order that it might be a
kind of representative of himself, until the hoped-for visit should be accomof the letter.

is

It indicates

we can scarcely doubt that in the idea of this verb is to be found
the final purpose of his writing. However fully the epistle has the
doctrinal
plished,
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it was designed to accomplish a practical result— namely, to estaband strengthen the Koman believers in the Christian life. This, and not
the mere knowledge of true doctrine, was what he desired as the fruit of his
labors (ver. 13), and by reason of this he expected to be encouraged when he
saw the evidence of their faith (ver. 12), as, at the same time, he trusted that
they would be encouraged by the manifestation of his own.

character,
lish

VIII. Ver. 16. navrl r£ irtoTevovrt.

What the Apostle means by the word
at the

end of the sentence — to

the

navri is manifest from that

Jew first, and

also to the Greek.

which he adds

The same thing

seen in ii. 9, 10, iii. 9, 19 cf. iii. 22, 23, 29 iv. 16 cf. iv. 11, 12 that is, in
those passages (from the beginning to the end of his direct argument for his
doctrine of justification), in which the relations of the faith system and the
legal system are set forth, in their contrast with each other, by the use of this
is

;

;

;

;

all

men as distinguished from Jews only, and not of all men as
with the exception of a certain portion or number, that he
speaks in his discussion of the method of salvation. The Pauline universalism
finds its opposite in the limitations of Judaism. According to the latter, justification is confined to those who are born into the Jewish nation, or are

word.

It is of all

opposed to

all

united with

it

as proselytes

;

according to the former,

where, Gentiles equally with Jews,
tional distinctions or boundaries.

— to

all

who

it is

open

to

men

every-

believe, without regard to na-

IX. Ver. 17. dacatoovvn yap Qeov

k.t.Tl.

as containing in itself the subject of the Epistle, or
Rightthe proposition which the writer undertakes to establish and defend
This proposition, however, is not presented in an indepeneousness is by faith.

Ver. 17

may be regarded

:

dent and formal way. On the contrary, it is made, through the yap at the
beginning of the verse, to be a proof that the gospel is the power of God unto
salvation to every believer and this latter statement, again, through the yap
;

is brought forward as the ground of the writer's
ashamed of the gospel. The form of expression in
the 17th verse is naturally affected by this manner of its introduction, and hence
we have the words as they stand A (or the) righteousness of God is revealed
in it [the gospel] as proceeding from faith. The argument which follows,

by which

it is

introduced,

declaration, that he is not

:

however,

is

directed to the end of proving the truth of the proposition in its

simplest statement.

The interpretation of e k moTeug as denoting the subjective source or cause from
which righteousness comes is proved to be correct, (a) from the fact that this
verse stands in the relation above described to the entire discussion of the
Epistle, which is upon righteousness by faith (b) from the meaning of en Ttlareug
in the confirmatory passage cited, in the latter part of the verse, from
;

from the use of dia niareug in the parallel passage, iii. 21, 22 (d)
Paul in several places employs the expression diKatoavvri
cf. Gal. v. 5) in this sense, but never in any
irioTeuc (e.g. ix. 30, x. 6

O. T.

;

(c)

from the
etc

;

fact that

;

mcmv, on the other hand, is suggested by the
adopted by the writer (see Note X. also). The phenomena of
The proposition presented in ver. 17 is proved by
the case are as follows
showing that the only other doctrine supposable - namely, that of justification
other.

mode

The explanation

of arguing

:

of

eig
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by works— cannot be maintained. This negative proof is evidently completed
at iii. 20.
The only thing remaining to be done, at that point, is, accordingly,
to repeat the original proposition, as having

in fact, such a repetition in

21, 22, as

iii.

been already established. There

is,

we must admit from the striking simi-

both in the thought and expression of those verses, to what is found in
We cannot doubt, therefore, that the Apostle intended to restate, in the
later verses, what he had said in the earlier ones, and that, if so, the two must
throw light upon each other. As we examine the passages, however, we
larity,
i.

17.

find that ducaioovvT] Qeov occurs in both

that iretyavepurai of the latter answers
that dia Trioreug corresponds with c/c -Klnrecdg ;
suggests the idea of
avrti.
This being so, the proba-

to anoKalvTTTETai of the former

;

;

and that x^pk v6fiov
h
becomes overwhelming that eig rotig mcrevovTag answers to tig tzIotiv
so far as to give us the author's meaning in the latter phrase. The iriarig of
i. 17 is, accordingly, that which is in the minds and hearts
of the persons referred to in iii. 22, and that which makes them ol lucrevovreg
It is that in
them to which the revelation of righteousness comes and the offer of justificability

tion is presented.

X. Ver. 18. diroicaXvTiTeTai ydp

The

opyij

Qeov.

which is entered upon at the 18th verse and continued as far
assumes as a thing admitted by both parties to the controversy, that
there is a method by which men can be justified. It also assumes that, if
there is such a method, it must be either in the line of faith or in that of works.
These things being granted at the outset, it was evidently necessary for the
Apostle only to prove that justification is not by works, in order to the establishment of the proposition that it is by faith. It is this indirect course which
he takes in his argument— the direct proof being, in this part of the Epistle,
as

iii.

discussion,

20,

without consideration. The negative argument is divided into
having reference to the Gentiles, the second to the Jews.
This division is connected with the defence of the doctrine as against Judaistic views, for, whatever opinion we may have as to the design or character of the
Epistle, it cannot be doubted that the discussion takes hold upon the great
question between the Pauline and Jewish Christianity.
left entirely

two

sections, the first

XI. Ver. 20. ui adpara k.t.1.

Evidently the invisible things are the everlasting power and divinity mentioned afterward. The evidence for the existence of God here presented is
that which the visible creation furnishes to the mind.
The creation proves

power adequate to produce it, i.e. an omnipotent creator omnipotence carries with it the proof of the other divine attributes and thus
the things that are made are, and ever since the beginning of time have been,
a creator with

;

;

bearing witness to

God— a witness

which is clearly understood, so soon as the
and it is intelligently considered (voovfieva). In this way
the knowledge of God was manifested from the first, and is manifest still, to
the Gentile nations and because of this fact, their turning away to idolatry is
due, not to a want of revelation of the truth, but to a repressing of the truth,
(k(itex6vtg>v ver. 18), and a preventing it from having its legitimate influence
upon their minds, through their own unrighteousness.
vovg is directed to it

;

:
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XII. Ver. 21. 6l6tl

—^vxaplarriaav,

aXk' hfxaTaiuBrjaav.

and confirms the preceding word, avairoXoyjjrovg, and the two
following verbs set forth the attitude which, as the natural and legitimate re6l6tl justifies

knowing God, they should have held toward Him they should have
Him for what He is in Himself, and have had thankfulness to Him for
what He had given to them. Neither of these things had they done, but —the
very opposite of this they had turned away to the worship of idols.
This
sult of

:

glorified

—

turning to idolatry

is set forth

and empty speculations

in knaraiudrioav k.t.X., as the result of the vain

into which they were led by reason of
knowledge of God from having its true influence upon their thoughts, and of the consequent darkness and folly in which
they were involved. Weiss ed. Mey. denies any immediate connection between EfiaraiuBycav and the use of naraia as employed in 0. T. of idols, such as
Meyer and many others hold, and regards it as pointing only to the fact that
(tiiaAoyiofioic)

wilfully preventing (kv adticia) the

they directed their thoughts, not to the highest object of all thought, the true
God, but to earthly things. He thus accords substantially with the view expressed above.
XIII. Ver. 24. 6ib Trapiduicev

The evidence

no

k. t.

X

by works for the Gentiles, but
by a mere setting forth of the works
For such works there can be nothing but condemna-

that there

is

justification

rather a revelation of wrath, is presented

which characterize them.
In his unfolding of the heathen sins, the writer lays the foundation of all
in idolatry (vv. 18-23), and then brings forward other evils as the result of this.
These other evils he divides into two sections (1) the sins of impurity
(w. 24-27), and (2) all other sins (vv. 28-32). Among these other sins,
it is noticeable that the first specific one is nleovetjia, covetousness (aSiKia,
irovrjpia, and icaida, having a general character).
The relation of all sin among
the Gentiles to idolatry, and the development of idolatry on the side of impurity and of covetousness, seem to have been prominent before the mind of Paul,
tion.

—

as

we

as the

find

him connecting them

elsewhere.

two chief and distinguishing

lelizing of impurity, in the first of the

other sort, as

if

He

also presents these latter evils

heathen nations. The paraltwo sections here, with sins of every

evils of the

in one great class, in the second, is very suggestive.

It is

noticeable, also, that these multitudinous evils

which spring from idolatry are
presented before the reader as arising from it in the way of a divine judgment
God gives over these who thus voluntarily abandon the truth respecting Himself,

to the consequences in moral action of their

own chosen

errors.

XTV. Ver. 29-31. adiKia—avefcrj/xoves.

That there

no designed arrangement according to a definite classification
by the following considerations
(a) in the midst of a series of words which designate particular kinds of evildoers, we find general words applicable to all evil-doers, Qenaroyelc, e^svpirag
tcantiv.
[The explanation of the former of these by Meyer, as a general word
closing the list which conveys the idea of hostility, and of the latter as a positive
in

w.

is

29-31, is rendered altogether probable

:

opening the negative series (with d privative), seems quite unsatisfactory, because QeoGTvyelc, on the one hand, is as truly inclusive of the words which im-

NOTES.
mediately follow

it,

as of those

not peculiarly related in
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which precede, and

its signification to

the

t$. kclk.,

on the

other, is

compound words which

it is

supposed to introduce] (6) the arrangement within the individual classes is
not so accurate as such a purposed classification would call for e.g. the words
from <p06vov to KaKoijQetac (c) in other cases, where similar lists of words are
found, there are difficulties of the same character in the supposition of any
such formal division, e.g. Gal. iii. 22, 23; Heb. xi. 36, 37 (d) these accumulations
of descriptive terms generally occur (as here, and in Heb. I.e.), in parts of the
author's discourse where he is rising towards the climax of his thought, and
also towards the highest point of feeling —that is, in just those places where he
would be least disposed to classify with care. All these lists of this character
In this
are, doubtless, to be explained as accumulations for rhetorical effect.
way, rather than in any other, we may account in the present instance, not
only for the insertion of general words, as indicated above, but also for the
;

;

;

;

succession of negative
tle

uttered

them one

easily appreciated.

compounds

after another

at the end, the force of which, as the apos-

when

dictating to his amanuensis, can be
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CHAPTER
Ver.

After

5.

J)***

airoKa.%.

K L

X**,

Fathers, including Or., read mi, whieh

II.
min.,

and

several

and

versions

adopted by Mill, Wetst. Matth. and
Fritzsche.
Against it is the greatly preponderant authority of the uncials,
and the suspicion of having been added by way of relief to the accumulation
of genitives.
Ver. 8. fiev after cureid. is wanting in B D* G K*, and is omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. (8), but was easily psssed over from inattention as
seeming superfluous.
The order 6pyr/ ical Bv/x6g (thus also Lachm. and Tisch.)
is

1

—

is

decisively attested.

—
— Ver. 13. The article before

v6juov, which

Elz.

and Fritzsche

read both times, but which Lachm. and Tisch. both times omit, is wanting
in A B D E (which however has it in the first case) G X, 31, 46, Damasc.
and
;

betrays itself in the general form of the saying as inserted in order to denote
the Mosaic law.
Ver. 14, 71-0*77] Lachm. and Tisch. read noitiotv, following A B
K, min., Clem. Or. Damasc. (D*
have noiovaiv). The plural is an amend-

—

—

G

ment suggested by the context.
Ver. 16. Instead of ore Lachm. following A and
some Fathers, has y. an interpretation as is also ev q/xepp in B.
Ver. 17.
el tie] The too weakly attested Kecepta Ide or Ide is either a mere copyist's error,
;

;

—

7}

or an alteration to get rid of the supposed anakoluthon.

See Reiche, Comm.

crit.

Ver.
tiles,

1.

—

ch.

iii.

20.

Having shown,

that they were strangers to the

exhibits the

same

fact

ch.

i.

18-32, in the case of the Gen-

Paul now, ch.ii.-iii. 20,
with reference to the Jews, and thus adduces
6iKaLoovvrj Qeov,

the second half of the proof as to the universal necessity of justification by
[See Note XV. p. 105.] Naturally the Apostle was chiefly concerned
faith.

with this second half of the proof, as the aduda of heathenism was in itself
clear
but we see from ch. ii. that the detailed character of that deline;

was intended

same time as a mirror foi
Comp. Mangold, p. 102.
Ver. 1. A*<5] [See Note XVI. p. 105.] refers back to the main tenor of the whole
previous exposition (vv. 18-32), and that indeed in its more special aspect as
ation of Gentile wickedness

degenerate Judaism, to repress

all

at the

Jewish conceit.

setting forth the moral condition of heathenism in respect to its inexcusable-

This reference is confirmed by the fact, that avanoldyrjToc
with a manifest glancing back to i. 20 it is laid down by Paul
ness.

;

el

is

as it

said

were

as a finger-post for his 6c6.
The reference assumed by Reiche, Fritzsche,
Krehl, de Wette, and older writers, to the proposition in ver. 32, that the
rightful demand of God adjudges death to the evil-doers ; or to the cog-

nizance of that verdict, in spite of

1
Defended also by Philippi and Reiche,
Comm. crit., who thinks that the k<u has
been rejected on account of anoKa\. ap-

which the Gentiles were

so

immoral

pearing not to receive more precise definition. See on the other hand van Hengel.

J

CHAP.

II., 1.

81

(Philippi, Baur, Th. Schott, Hofmann, Mangold), has against it the
fact
that this thought formed only a subsidiary sentence in what went before
;
whereas here a new section begins, at the head of which Paul very naturally
has placed a reference, even expressly marked by avanoUynrog to the entire
,

section ending with ver. 32, over which he now throws once more a
retrospective glance.
The connection of ideas therefore is : "wherefore," i.e. on

account of that abomination of vice pointed out in vv. 18-32, " thou art in"for" to exhibit now more exactly this "wherefore"—
wherein thou judgest the other, thou condemnest thyself, because thou doest the
excusable," etc.

—

;

same

thing.
In other words
excuse vanishes from thee, O

own

sees itself all of a

and

!

which the proud Jewish consciousness

into

A

sudden transferred.

not to be thought of
44),

not even yap

;

is

proleptic use of 616 (Tholuck) is

so used in the N. T. (see on

neither in the N. T. nor elsewhere.

616

of sin all

A

narratur

te

life

man who

judgest, for this mirror reflects thine
thou thyself therefore condemnest by thy judgment.

conduct, which

deeply tragic de

before the mirror of this Gentile

:

—

<5

avtipuire

ndc

John

iv.

6 Kpivuv]

Just as Paul,

i. 18, designated the Gentiles by the general term avdpuTruv,
and only brought forward the special reference to them in the progress of
the discourse
so also he now designates the Jews, not as yet by name (see
this first at ver. 17), but generally by the address av& poire, which however
;

already implies a trace of reproach

makes

it

(ix. 20) ;» while at the same time he
his nac 6 Kpivuv sufficiently apparent that he is no longer speak-

by

ing of the class already delineated, but is turning now to the Jews contrasted with them
for the self-righteous judging respecting the Gentiles as
;

rejected of

God 2 was

groundless

is

in fact a characteristic of the Jews. Hence all the more
the hasty judgment, that this passage has nothing whatever to

do with the contrast between Jews and Gentiles (Hofmann).
Comp. ver.
And that it is the condemning Kpivuv which is meant, and not the
17 if.
moral capacity of judgment in general (Th. Schott) and its exercise (Hofmann) (comp. on Matt. vii. 9), follows from the subsequent naraicpiveic more
precisely defining its import.
Consequently the quite general interpretation (Beza, Calovius, Benecke, Mehring, Luthardt, vom freien Willen,
p.

416) seems untenable, as well as the reference to the Gentiles as the judging
subjects (Th. Schott), or to all to whom i. 32 applied (Hofmann), or even
specially to Gentile authorities (Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, Oe-

cumenius, Cajetanus,

h tovto

equivalent to

Grotius). 3

—h

on (Hofmann)

the ra yap avra irpaaaeic

:

The temporal rendering

:

<£]
;

either instrumental

:

thereby,

that,

more closely corresponding to
in which point.
Comp. xiv. 22.

or, still

in which thing,

eodem tempore quo (Kollner, Reithmayr), arbimoral identity, which Paul intended to bring out. The
KaraKpivELc however is not facto condemnas (Estius, van Hengel), but the
judgment pronounced upon the other is a condemnatory judgment upon thytrarily obscures the

self,

1

p.

namely, because

Luke
452 B,

xii.

14

;

it

applies to thine

Plat. Prot. p. 330 D, Gorg.

and the passages

in Wetstein,

Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 164.
2 Midr.
Tillin f. 6, 3; Chetubb.

f.

3,

2;

own

conduct.

On

the contrast be-

and many other passages,
s Regarding the nominative
as further etht
calepexegesisof the vocative, see Bernhardy,

p. 67,

Buttmann, Neut. Or.

p. 123. [E. T. 141
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tween hepov and aeavrdv comp. ver. 21 1 Cor. x. 24, 29 Gal. vi. 4 Phil,
ii. 4.
ra avra] the same sins and vices, not indeed according to all their
several concrete manifestations, as previously described, but according to
Comp. on the idea John
see vv. 17-24.
their essential moral categories
viii. 7.
6 Kpivuv] with reproachful emphasis.
Ver. 2. 01 Sauev] Paul means to pronounce it as in his own view and that of
his readers an undoubted truth (comp. iii. 19), that the judicial decision which
God will one day pronounce, etc. The 6k carries on the discourse, and the
entire sentence forms the propositio major to what is now (ver. 3) to be
proved, namely, that the person judging (the Jew), who yet makes himself
guilty of wickedness similar to the things (ra Toiavra) in question, deceives
Thus to
himself if he thinks to escape the true judgment of God (ver. 5).
Kplua l r. Qeov has the emphasis of contrast with that human judgment so
The predicate of being Kara a^qdeiav
inconsistent with their own conduct.
Th. Schott
en I rovg k.t.1. belongs not to the latter, but to the divine Kplua.
;

—

;

;

;

—

erroneously emphasizes Trpaooovrac, dislocating the clear train of thought, as
Paul were treating of the truth that the Gentile's knowledge of what was

if

right

would not shield him from

introduces a similar confusion.

sin

— Kara

and condemnation.
alrj&eiav] contains

Hofmann

also

the standard, in

accordance with which the judgment of God is pronounced against the ra
in accordance with truth, so that it is, without error or
Toiavra Tvpaaaovreg
:

adequate to the moral condition of these subjects. Raand Hofmann take it as equivalent to alrjduQ,
and in Greek writers), so that the meaning would
15

partiality, entirely

phel, Kollner, Krehl, Mehring,

Mace. v.
be it is in reality issued over them. But it could not be the object of the
Apostle to remind them of the reality of the divine judicial sentence, which
was under all circumstances undoubted and undisputed, so much as of its

really (4

;

:

Jews who fancied that that judgment would conwould spare the descendants of Abraham as such,
by
their circumcision and other theocratic privileges

truth, for the sake of the

demn

the Gentiles, but

and on account of
which idea they manifestly denied the

;

alrf&eia of the Kplfia rov Qeov, as if it

were an untrue false sentence, the contents of which did not correspond to
the existing state of the facts.
Ver.
truth,

3.

Antithesis of ver.

we know

that thou shalt

....

2,

"That God judges

evildoers according to

but judgest thou (in the face of that proposition)
escape?" This would indeed be at variance with the

(ver. 2)

;

Comp. Matt. iii. 7 and the passages from proThe non-interrogative rendering of vv. 3, 4 (Hofmann) is not called for by the connection with the assertive declaration in
fails to suit
ver. 5
it weakens the lively force of the discourse, and utterly
aMfteia of the judgment.

;

fane writers in Grotius.

;

the

f]

in ver. 4, so prevalent in double questions.

—

tovto]

preparing with

e«f k.t.1. Bernhardy,
opposed
av] Thou on thy side, as if thou madest an exception
p. 284.
is
emphasis
The
f.).
iii.
Luke
7
7
ff.
iii.
(Matt.
to the Jewish self-conceit

emphasis (here

—

:

of surprise) for the following on

oi)

;

;

;

*

"Mot Kpifia.

With Lachmann

accentuated nf^a

;

it is to be
see Lobeck, Paralip. p.

Lipsius is of a different opinion as
regards the N. T. (grammat. Unters, p. 40 f.).
418.

—

'

chap,

ii., 4, 5.
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—

not on Oeov (Chrysostom, Theophylact, and others).
through
bs+cbfy] not
but inasmuch as thou shaltnot be subjected to the Kplfia
of God, but shalt on the contrary escape it and be secure afar off from it.
:

acquittal (Bengel), 1

Comp. 2 Mace. vi. 26, vii. 35 1 Thess. v. 3 Heb. ii. 3. According to
the Jewish illusion only the Gentiles were to be judged (Bertholdt, Ghristol.
;

p.

206

ff.),

whereas

all Israel

native children (Matt.

viii.

;

were to share in the Messianic kingdom

as its

12).

Or—in case thou hast not this illusion—
draws away the attention from the case first put as
a question, and proposes another vi. 3 1 Cor. ix. 6, and often elsewhere.*
The despising the divine goodness is the contemptuous unconcern as to its
holy purpose, which produces as a natural consequence security in sinning
Ver. 4. [See Note XVII. p. 106.]

The

despisest thou, etc.

rj

;

—

(Eccles. v. 5

f.).

—

rov ttXovtov

;

ttjc

xpvgt.] ttXovtoc, as designation of the

" abundantia et magnitudo " (Estius),
Apostle (ix. 23, xi. 35 Eph. i. 7, ii.

Hebraism

a very current expression with the

is

16
Col. i. 27), but is not a
being used also by Greek authors Plat.

;

(Ps. v. 8, lxix. 17 al),

4, 7, iii.

;

;

—

Euth. p. 12 A, and see Loesner, p. 245.
xpv^rdrnrog] is the goodness of God,
in accordance with which He is inclined to benefit (and not to punish).
Comp. Tittmann's Synon. p. 195.
avox'fi and [xatcpod., patience and long-

—

—the

—

two terms exhausting the one idea denote the disposition
of God, in accordance with which He indulgently tolerates the sins and delays the punishments. 3
ayvouv] inasmuch as it is unknown to thee, that etc.
By this accompanying definition of the naraqpovelc the (guilty) folly of the

suffering

—

despiser

is

laid bare as its tragic source.

Bengel says aptly

:

u miratur

Paulus hanc ignorantiam. "

The literal sense is arbitrarily altered by Pareus,
Reiche, de Wette, Maier, and others, who make it denote the not being willing to know, which it does not denote even in Acts xvii. 23
Rom. x. 3
by Kollner, who, following Grotius, Koppe, and many others, holds it to
mean non considerans ; and also by Hofmann " to perceive, as one ought."
Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 34.
ayec] of ethical incitement by influencing the will. 4
But it is not to be taken of the conatus {desires to urge), but of the standing
;

;

:

relation of the goodness of

God

man. 5 This reof result on the part

to the moral condition of

lation is an impelling to repentance, in

which the

failure

man

does not cancel the act of the ayei itself.
Ver. 5. A vividly introduced contrast to the preceding proposition hn to
not a continuation of the question (Lachmann, following
XpTjo-rbv .... ayei
of

;

Koppe and

others

;

also Baumgarten-Crusius, Ewald), but affirmative (by

which the discourse becomes
forth of the actual

more impressive and striking) as a setting
which is brought about by man
opposition to the drawing of the divine kindfar

position of things,

through his impenitence, in
ness
for the words can only, in pursuance of the correct interrogative rendering of ver. 3, be connected with ver. 4, and not also (as Hofmann holds)
;

1

3

Comp. Dem. 602,

2,

Aristoph. Vesp. 157

al.

Baeumlein, Partikell. p. 132.
3
See Wetstein, and the passages from
the Fathers in Suicer, Thes. II. p. 294.
Comp. Tittmann, Synon. p. 194.

*

Plat. Rep. p. 572 D, al.

Keisig, ad. Soph. O. C. 253.
6

See Kypke and

Comp.

viii. 14.

Therefore no predestination to damnation can be supposed.
« Comp. Wisd. xi. 23
Appian. ii. 63.
;
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with

ver. 3. -

iv. 11.

On

-

the previous

elg fierdvoiav.

—

comp. Acts

It is correlative

vii. 31.

Wolf

dr/o-avpifrig aeavrCi bpyrjv]

nuitur .... irae divinae judicia paulatim coacervari, ut

promantur."
izlovrov k.t.1.

The

'

and

Comp. on

in accordance with ; in a causal sense.

/card]

okItjp k. ajuerav. napd.

word glances back

purposely chosen

oeavrC), to thyself,

aptly says

:

Phil,

with
" in-

tandem universa

to the previous tov

heightens the tragic nature of the foolish

—

h r)fiepa bpy.~\
conduct that redounds to one's own destruction ; comp. xiii. 2.
not to be taken with Luther, Beza, Castalio, Piscator, Calvin, Estius, and
many others as in diem irae (Phil. i. 10 Jude 6 Tob. iv. 9), belongs to
Comp. 1 Thess. iii. 13. Rewhich breaks out on the day of wrath.
bpyrjv
" Seigarding the repetition of bpyrjg after bpyrjv Bengel correctly remarks
Whose wrath, is self-evident, without its being
vottjq sermonis magna vi."
necessary to connect bpyrjc with Qeov (Hofmann), which is forbidden by the
;

;

:

:

The article
bpyrjv.
was not required by rjukpa on account of the genitive definitions 1 Cor. vi.
Paul characterizes the day of judgment,
Eph. iv. 30 Phil. i. 6, al.*
2
by an accumulation of genitives and
and with what powerful emphasis
weighty expressions, with reference to the fate of the bad as rjfikpa bpyrjc, but

intervening anona!. and by the previous absolutely put

;

—

;

;

!

with reference to

general destination (afterwards ver. 6

its

carried out in detail) for good

and bad

as a

day anona!

ff.

to be further

dimioicpio: r. Qeov, i.e.

on which God's righteous judgment (which until then remains hidden) is reWith the exception of passages of the Fathers,
vealed, publicly exhibited.
such as Justin, de resurr. p. 223, diicaioKpicia occurs only in an unknown
translation of Hos. vi. 5 (where the

and 581.
Compare Ps.

LXX.

read

Kplfia)

and the

Test.

XII.

Patr. p. 547

Ver.

6.

lxii.

13

;

Prov. xxiv. 12

writers in Spiess, Logos spermat. p. 214.

— Kara rd

;

analogies from Greek

Jtpya avrov] i.e.

according

commensurate with the moral quality of his actions. [See Note
XVIII. p. 106. ] On this, and on the following amplification down to ver. 16,
it is to be observed
(1) Paul is undoubtedly speaking of the judgment of
(2) The
the world, which God will cause to be held by Christ, ver. 16
subjects who are judged are Jews and Gentiles, ver. 9 if., consequently all
men, ver. 16. The distinction, as to whether they are Christians or not, is
as shall be

:

—

;

left

out of view in this exposition, as the latter

is

partly intended to intro-

duce the reader to a knowledge of the necessity of justification by faith
(down to iii. 20) and it is consequently also left out of view that judgment
;

according to works cannot result in bliss for the unbelievers, because there
is wanting to them the very thing whose vital action produces the works in
accordance with which the Judge awards bliss, namely, faith and the
accompanying regeneration. (3) The standard of the decision is moral action
and its opposite, vv. 6-10 and this standard is really and in fact the only
;

one, to

which

at the last

judgment

all,

and see Deut. xxxii.
;
Prov. i. 18, ii. 7 Ecclus. iii. 4. For
passages of profane writers, where flrjo-avpds
and 9r)<ravpl&iv are used to express the accumulation of evils, punishments, and the like,
1

Comp. Calovius

33-35

;

;

even the Christians themselves, shall
see Alberti, Obss. p. 297 ; Miinthe in loc.,
Loesner, p. 246.
Winer, p. 118 f. [E. T. 125] ; Kiihner,

from Philo
i2

1,

p. 524.

:

H

:

chap.

85

II., 7.

be subjected, and by which their fate for eternity shall be determined,
ff.
2 Cor. v. 10
Gal. vi. 7 ff.
Eph. vi. 8 Col. iii.

Matt. xvi. 27, xxv. 31

24

Rev.

;

ii.

;

;

;

23, xx. 12, xxii. 12.

But

(4)

;

the relation of moral action in

salvifica, as the necessary effect and
which that action must be demanded at the judgment, cannot, for
the reason given above under (2), be here introduced into the discussion.
(5) On the contrary, the law only (in the case of the Jews the Mosaic, in the
case of the Gentiles the natural), must be presented as the medium of the
a view which has likewise its full truth (compare what
decision, ver. 12 ff.
was remarked under (3) above), since the Christian also, because he is to
be judged according to his action, must be judged according to law (compare
the doctrine of the tertius legis usus), and indeed according to the irlijpocm
Comp. xxv. 31 ff. Rom. xiii.
tov vdfjtov introduced by Christ, Matt. v. 17.
8-10,
although he becomes partaker of salvation, not through the merit of
wOrks (a point the further development of which formed no part of the
Apostle's general discussion here), but through faith, of which the works
1
Accordingly the "phrasis legis"
are the practical evidence and measure.

the case of the Christian to the Jides
fruit of

;

;

—

indeed to be recognized in our passage, but it is to be
truth, which does not stamp as a mere theoretic
abstraction (Baur) the contrast, deeply enough experienced by Paul himIt is
self, between the righteousness of works and righteousness of faith.
neither to be looked upon as needing the corrective of the Christian plan of
salvation nor as an inconsistency (Fritzsche) nor yet in such a light, that the
doctrine of justification involves a partial abrogation of the moral order of the
world (Reiche), which is, on the contrary, confirmed and established by it,
(Melanchthon)

is

apprehended in

its full

;

;

iii.

31.

But our passage

yields nothing in favour of the possibility,

which

God may

grant to unbelievers, of turning to Christ after death (Tholuck),
or of becoming partakers of the salvation in Christ in virtue of an exercise

and the representation employed for that
purpose,—that the life of faith is the product of a previous life-tendency,
and that the epya perfect themselves in faith (Luthardt, Tholuck), is erroneous, because incompatible with the N. T. conception of regeneration as a
new creation, as a putting off of the old man, as a having died and risen
The new
again, as a being begotten of God through the Spirit, etc., etc.
of divine power (Th. Schott)

:

—

life (vi. 4) is

the direct opposite of the old

referred to is to be

(vi.

19

ff.).

judged of in connection with the

The

possibility

descensus Ghristi

ad

but is irrelevant here.
Ver. 7. To those, who by virtue of perseverance in morally-good work seek to
Conseobtain glory and honour and immortality, eternal life sc. cnroduaei.
inferos,

quently

naff vttou tpyov ayad.

by which the seeking
1

It

is

rightly

" secundum opera,

contains the standard, the regulative principle,

after glory, honour, etc. is guided,

by Calovius
secundum testimo-

observed
i.e.

nium operum," is something different
from " propter opera, i.e. propter meritum
operum." Comp. Apol. Conf. A, art. 3, and
Beza in loc.

and

epyov aya&ov,*

a The singular without the article indicates the thing inabstractoj the rule is for
every given case perseverance in good work.
The idea that the work of redemption is ref erred to (Mehring, in accordance with
:

Phil.

i.

6),

so that

vtto/x. epy. ay.,

would be
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which

is

object to
Char.

6,

not with Beza to be connected with d6£av, is the genitive of the
Theophr.
Polyb. iv. 51, 1
vTtofiovf] refers (1 Thess. i. 3
while dotjav k. Tifirpt n. acpdapo. is an exhaustive description of the
1)

which the

;

;

;

future salvation according to

its

glorious appearing (2 Cor.

iv.

17

Matt,

;

43), according to the honour united with it (for it is the prize of vicJames i. 12 1 Pet. v. 4,
Phil. iii. 14
2 Tim. iv. 8
tory, 1 Cor. ix. 25
the joint heirship with Christ, viii. 17, the reigning along with Him, 2
xiii.

;

;

;

;

and according to its imperishahleness (1 Cor. xv. 52 ff. Rev.
Paul presents the moral effort under a character thus
i. 4).
specifically Christian, just because he can attribute it only to Christian Jews
and Gentiles and hence he is only able to give his description of this first
half of the subjects of future judgment, notwithstanding the generality of
his language, in the Christian form, in which alone it really takes place.
In keeping with this is also the faqv aluviov, i.e. eternal life in the kingdom
Tim.
xxi.

12),

ii.

4

;

1 Pet.

;

;

of the Messiah, v. 21,

vi.

22

f.

;

Gal. vi.

The above

8.

construction of the

words is already followed by Theophilus, ad. Autol. i. 20, ed. Wolf, and by
most expositors, including Tholuck, Riickert, Kollner, de Wette, Olshausen,
The objection raised against it by
Philippi, Maier, van Hengel, Umbreit.
Reiche and Hof mann, that according to the analogy of ver. 6 /ca#' vttou. epy.
ay. must contain the standard of the anoduoei, and cannot therefore belong
to ^rjrovai, is untenable, because /ca#' vizofi. kpy. ay., though attached to
nevertheless does contain (indirectly) the standard of

C,t]tovgl,

that there remains only an immaterial difference,

cnrodcjcei

which however

is

very consonant to the lively versatility of the Apostle's thought.
weight attaches to the objection, that to seek glory and honour
itself

a praiseworthy thing

(comp. Matt.

33

vi.

;

;

John

for the moral tenor of the fyrelv
v. 44) is

Utterly unfounded, in

epy. ay.

most

fine, is

definitely assured

so

;

in fact

Still less
is

not in

66%av k.t.X

by

na&'

virofi.

the objection of clumsiness (Hof-

the symmetrical fulness of vv. 7, 8, has a certain solemnity about
Reiche and Hofmann, following Oecumenius, ' Estius, and others, arrange
it so that to d6%av. k. tlu. k. aQ&apciav they supply airod&oei, whilst fyrovai is to
be combined with £wj)v alav. and regarded as an apposition or (Hofmann)
reason assigned to role /*£v,and nad' vttou. epy. ay. is the standard of cnroSuaei.

mann)

;

it.

Substantially so also Ewald.
this rendering ;

No

syntactic objection can be urged against

but how tamely and heavily is the ^rovai

C,urjv

aluv.

subjoined

!

Paul would have written clearly, emphatically, and in harmony with the
contrast in ver. 8
role .... aya&ov farjv at. grovel 66%av k. rifi. k. atyd.
:

paraphrase of the substantive idea, to
be explained from the conception of the moral condition as drawing its
Phil. i. 17, al.).
Gal. iii. 10
iv. 12, 14
origin thence (comp. iii. 26
Ver.

8.

ToZf Se c£ epi&eiag] sc. ovat

:

;

;

;

equivalent to vnaKori jtiVtcws, ought to have
been precluded by the parallel in ver. 10.

entangled himself. Very harshly Bengel,
Fritzsche, and Krehl separate to^s ko.0'

Comp.

vnonov. epyov ay.

1

To

ver.

2.

V7rep/3aTbf

outw raicTeov Tot? Ka6'

viro-

Supply

ovcri

;

from what follows, and
and then take &6£av
.

.

.

.

owo-ei 86£av koI

as apposition to tois .... «PYOV,
but make favv ai. likewise dependent on

is

a7ro5w<rei.

fiovr)v

epyov ayaflou

frjTouo-i £a>r)i' aiuivtov, Atto-

.... a<t>9apo-Lav. But there
no ground whatever for the assumption
of a hyperbaton, in which Luther also has

^TjToOat

—
chap,

ii., 8.

87

See Bernhardy, p. 288 f.
Comp. the use of viol and tekvo, in Eph. ii. 2.
are precluded from taking (with Hofmann) ek in a causal sense (in con-

We

sequence of ept&ela),

and as

belonging to aireid. k.t.1.

by the

here express the idea, unsuitable to the connection

simple and, which

Paul had written

Hofmann

fiaklov or rovvavrlov ("instead

shows that

rather," etc.), clearly
it

not however with

is

ical,

which would

This nal, the
be interpreted as if

even. *

:

to

of seeking after eternal life,
be taken by itself, as

rolg 6e ££ kpi&elag is to

has been correctly explained since the time of the Vulgate and Chrysosepi&ela] is not to be derived from spec or kplfa, but from ept&oc, a

—

tom.

hired labourer,* a spinner; hence Epi&evu, to work for hire (Tob.
also

:

and

Compare

to act selfishly, to lay plots.

ii.

11),

Polyb.

etjeptdeveo-dai,

then

x. 25, 9,

party intrigues) in Philo, p. 1001 E. epi&ela has
primary sense of work for hire, the twofold ethical
mercenary greed ; and (2) desire of intrigue, pursuit of par-

avepc&evrog (without

therefore, besides the
signification (1)

tisan courses ; Arist. Pol. v. 2 f.
See Fritzsche, Excursus on ch. ii. regarding the composition of the word, see on 2 Cor. xii. 20. The latter signification is to be retained in all passages of the N. T.
2 Cor. xii. 20
Gal. v.
;

;

20

;

Phil.

i.

16,

ii.

3

;

James

intriguers, the partisan actors ;

the truth (for that in fact

is

14, 16.

iii.

whose

will

e£ epi&elac are therefore the

ol

and striving

to their character), but to immorality, wherefore there

them

ml

are conducive not to

a power of an entirely different kind, opposed

Compare

is

added, as further

ad Philad. 8,
where the opposite of £pi&. is the xP l(J TO[ia&Eia, i.e. the discipleship of Christ,
which excludes all selfish partisan effort.
Haughtiness (as van Hengel
explains it), and the craving for self-assertion (Mehring and Hofmann) are
combined with it, but are not what the word itself signifies. The inteprecharacterizing

:

tation formerly usual

cnrEidovai.

Ignatius,

qui sunt ex contentione (Vulg.), those fond of strife
Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Theophylact, Erasmus, Luther, Beza,

(Origen,

Calvin, etc.),

:

which was understood

for the

most part as

those rebelling

against God, is based partly on the erroneous derivation from ipig partly on
,

the groundless assumption that in the other passages of the N. T. the sense
of quarrelsomeness

ure

is

Since this

necessary.

is

not the case, Reiche's conject-

is

irrelevant, that the vulgar usus loquendi

had erroneously derived the

word from

Ipig

explains

rightly as partisanship, but gratuitously assumes that this

it

and had

lent to it

special designation for u godless

Fritzsche

:

the corresponding signification.

character''''

The very

" homines nequam."

these men, nal hnev&ovai

....

in general.

adiula,

Kollner

was a

So in substance

addition,

also

further describing

quite allows us to suppose that Paul

had before his mind the strict and proper meaning of the word partisanship ;
and it is therefore unwarrantable to base the common but linguistically
erroneous explanation on the affinity between the notions of partisanship and of
contentiousness (Philippi).
The question to be determined is not the category of ideas to which the tpi&EVEiv belongs, but the definite individual idea
which it expresses.
In the animation of his
bpyrj k. ^vp.6g ] sc. iarai.

—

1

Baeuml.

PartiJc. p. 150, also

Xen. Mem.

i.

3, 1.

a

Homer, xviii.

550, 560

;

Hesiod,

ipy. 600 f

.

:

Dem.

1313,

6

;

LXX.

Is.

xxxviii.

12.

See

Valck. ad Theocr. Adoniaz. p. 373. Compare ervvepiflos frequent in Greek authors.

.
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To
description Paul has broken off the construction previously followed.
unnecessarily
disturbs
(Mehring)
follows
what
with
words
connect these
On the distinction between the
the important symmetry of the passage.
vehement passion, in Cic.

two words,

see Tittman's Synon. p. 131

Tusc.

21 rendered excandescentia, here, as also in Gal. v. 20, Eph. iv.

iv. 9,

31, Col.

iii.

8,

&v/i6g

ff.

:

19, xix. 15, often also in

Rev. xvi.

the O. T. and the Apoc-

its being put last
made known by its
more vehement, as the holy divine wrath.
Vv. 9, 10. Emphatic recapitulation of vv. 7 and 8, inverting the order,
and in addition, giving special prominence to the universality of the retri-

combination with

rypha,

bpyij,

and by

x

as the

The placing

bution.

the penal retribution

more threatening and alarming,

first

gives to this an aspect the

especially as the terms expressing

— SX^ic

it

are

now

and anguish,
The calamity is thus described as pressing upon them from withsc. eorat.
out (&?uil>ic), and as felt inwardly with the sense of its being beyond help
compare LXX. Is. xxx. 6 Deut.
2 Cor. iv. 7, vi. 12
(crevox.), viii. 35
u upon every man"
enl izaaav xpvxvv av&p.] denotes not simply
xxviii. 53.
"
who practises
man"
to
a
belongs
which
soul
every
upon
but
Philippi),
(so even
The fvxv is thereby designated as that which is affected by the tfty
evil.
comp. Winer, p. 147 [E. T.
Matt. xxvi. 28, al.)
(Acts ii. 43
k. arevo X
2
Trparov] Quite as in i. 16. The
pain.
the
which
feels
part
the
is
It
156].
promJews, as the people of God, in possession of the revelation with its
the
whom
upon
those
also
necessarily
therefore
are
ises and threatenings,
punishment
retribution of judgment—not the reward merely, but also the
—has to find in the first instance its execution. In both aspects they have

accumulated in one breath.

k.

oTevo X o>pia] Tribulation

;

;

;

;

.

—

;

the theothe priority based on their position in the history of salvation as
" Judaei particeps
cratic people, and that as certainly as God is impartial.
clause
Graecus," Bengel. The Jewish conceit is counteracted in the first

second by xal "EUnvt, and counteracted with
The second irparov precludes our taking the
is intended that of the
v
el
(Reiche).
first as ironical
PV V ] welfare, by which
It is not materially different from the
Messiah's kingdom, as in viii. 6.

by

'lavdaiov re Trpurov, in the

sternly consistent earnestness.

—

a^apaia and £«$ al6viog of ver. 7 the totality of that which had already
Rebeen described in special aspects by 66%a and nun (comp. on ver. 7).
garding the distinction between tpya^. and Karepya^. {worls and brings to
pass) see on i. 27.
the 'Iovd.
Ver. 11. Ground assigned for vv. 9 and 10, so far as concerns
considerapersonal
from
preference
7rp. k. •EMLtp>.—irpooeiroXinl>ia] Partial
" dare aequalia inequalibus vel
See on Gal. ii. 6. Melancthon
tions.
aequalibus." The ground specified is directed against the Jew;

—

:

inequalia

Comp. Acts x. 34 f. Ecclus. xxxii. (xxxv.) 15.
proposition conVer. 12. Assigns the ground in point of fact for the
of condemnajudgment
future
the
tained in ver. 11, in special reference to
had it).
having
3
(without
law
the
standard
the
without
of
i.e.
av6»ug]
tion.

ish theocratic fancy.

;

—

i

Compare

Isoc.

xii.

81

Ipyfc

:

Herodian, viii. 4, 1
X p«/x«vo*. Lucian, de column.

M .<rTot.

:

k.

bpyr, k.

33, al.

Bv^ov

6v^

See Ernesti, Urspr. d. Sunde, II. p. 101 ff.
Only in reference to the judgment of
condemnation, because the idea of a Messi"
•

chap,

ii., 13.

[See Note

89

XIX. p. 107.] Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 21 Wisd. xvii. 2. Those whose
were not transgressions of the Mosaic law (but of the moral law
of
nature), the sinful Gentiles, shall be transferred into the penal
state of
eternal death without the standard of the law, without having their
condemnation decided in accordance with the requirements of a vd/xog to which
;

sins

The

they are strangers.

aicotewrai,

which

not through natural necessity (Mangold),
16, of the tfaerai,

17, of

i.

the £«#

to set in at the final judgment,

is

is

aluvioc,

the opposite of the

ii.

7,

aurr/pia,

of the d6£a k.t.X.,

ii.

I

10

;

comp. John iii. 15 Rom. xiv. 15
1 Cor. i. 18.
This very cnroliovvTai
should of itself have precluded commentators from finding in the second
avdficjc an element of mitigation (Chrysostom, Theophylact, Oecumenius), as
if it was meant to exclude the severity of the law.
The immoral Gentiles
may not hope to remain unpunished on account of their non-possession of
the law
punished they shall be independently of the standard of the law.
;

;

;

This

the confirmation of the

airpoaioTzolri^ia of God on the one side, in regard to the Gentiles. The nai before airoX. is the also of a corresponding
relation, but not between dvdfiug and dvo^ug, as if Paul had written /cat avofi.
enrol., but between Tj/iaprov and aizol.
as they have sinned without law, so
is

—

:

shall they also perish

of the specific how.

without law.

In this way dvduug retains the emphasis

Compare the following.

The

praeterite ijnaprov is

—

spoken from the standpoint of the time of the judgment.
/cat boot h v6fia>
k.t.X.] This gives the other aspect of the case, with reference to the Jews,
who do not escape the judgment (of condemnation) on account of their
privilege of possessing the law, but on the contrary are to be judged by
means of the law, so that sentence shall be passed on them in virtue of it
(see Deut. xxvii. 26
comp. John v. 45).
kv vd/iy] Not on the law
(Luther), which would be elg vouov, but the opposite of dvdfiug: with the law,

—

;

in possession of the law,

which they had

1

as a standard, Winer, p. 361
used of the Mosaic law, see
Winer, p. 117 [E. T. 123]. So frequently in the Apocrypha, and of particular laws also in classical writers.
To question this use of it in the N. T.
(van Hengel, Th. Schott, Hofmann, and others) opens the way for artificial
and sometimes intolerable explanations of the several passages.
Kptdfo.]
an unsought change of the verb, suggested by did vduov.
i.e.

[E. T. 386J.

On

vdpog without the article,

—

Ver. 13 proves the correctness of the proposition, so

much

at variance

—

with the fancy of the Jews, boot h vSfic) ijuaprov, Sea v6/xov Kpi^ffovrai. The
placing of vv. 13-15 in a parenthesis, as after Beza's example, is done by
Grotius, Griesbach, and others, also by Reiche and Winer, is to be rejected, because ver. 13, which cannot be placed in a parenthesis alone (as
Koppe and Mehring do), is closely joined with what immediately precedes,
and it is only in ver. 14 that an intervening thought is introduced by way

anic bliss of unbelievers was necessarily
foreign to the Apostle ; as indeed in vv. 7
and 10 he was under the necessity of describing those to whom Messianic bliss was
to be given in recompense, in terms of a
Christian character.

i
This opposition does not extend beyond
the vo^ov
ex eiv and voyLov e\<eiv, ver. 14.
Therefore ev v6n V is not within the law as
the divine order of common life (comp. iii.
19) as Hofmann takes it.

m
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The parenthesis is (with Baumgarten-Crusius) to be limitol anpoaSee on ver. 16.
done also by Lachmann.
rai\ A reference to the public reading of the Thorah on the Sabbath.
Josephus, Antt. v. 1,
John xii. 34
Comp. Acts xv. 21 2 Cor. iii. 14
The substantive brings out more forcibly than the participial
26, v. 2, 7.
form of expression would have done the characteristic feature those, whose
of illustration.

ed to vv.

—

14, 15, as is

;

;

;

:

business is hearing.

'

—

•

irapd

r<j3

6e<p]

huKtov avrov

iii.

20, according to OooVs

judgment 1 Cor. iii. 9 2 Thess. i. 6 Winer, p. 369 [E. T. 395].—-duuuoThey shall be declared as righteous, normal. See on i. 17. This ol ttoitjtcu vdfiov dinaiu&T/oovTcu is the general fundamental law of God who judges
with righteousness (Gal. iii. 12) a fundamental law which required to be
;

;

&%c.]

;

urged here in proof of the previous assertion

Compare Weiss,

bibl.

How

Theol. § 87.

boot

h vdfiu

ijfiapTov, did v. npi-byo.

in the event of its being impossible

7roirjr^c v6uov (iii. 9 if.) faith comes in and furnishes
and then how man, by means of the kcuv6tj/c fajjc (vi.
4) attained through faith, must and can fulfil (viii. 4) the law completed
by Christ (the vduoc rov Trvevfiaroc ttjc $utjc, viii. 2), were topics not belongCompare on ver. 6. " Haec descriptio est
ing to the present discussion.

for a

man

to be a true

a dimioovvrj

ek nioTeoc,

quae nihil impedit alia dicta de justitia fidei," Melanchthon.
Vv. 14-16. The ol -koitjtcu v6[wv ScKatu^oovrac just asserted did not require
proof with regard to the Jews. But, as the regulative principle of the last
judgment, it could not but appear to need proof with regard to the Gentiles,
since that fundamental rule might seem to admit of no application to those
who sin dvduuc and perish dvdficog. Now the Gentiles, though beyond the pale
of the Mosaic law and not incurring condemnation according to the standard

justitia legis,

of that law, yet possess in the moral law of nature a certain substitute for
It is in virtue of this state of

the Mosaic law not given to them.

things

that they present themselves, not as excepted from the above rule ol tzoitjtoa
namely, in the indirect way that they,
vdfiov Sinaiud., but as subjected to it
;

although

avofioi

in the positive sense, have nevertheless in the natural

a substitute for the positive one

—which

is

law

apparent, as often as Gentiles

do by nature that which the positive Mosaic law not given to them enjoins.
" With
The connection may therefore be paraphrased somewhat thus
right and reason I say : the doers of the law shall be justified ; for as to the
:

case
it is

of the Gentiles, that ye may not regard them as beyond reach of that rule,
proved in fact by those instances, in which Gentiles, though not in possession

of the law of Moses, do by nature the requirements of this law, that they are the
law unto themselves, because, namely, they thereby show that its obligation stands
It is to be observed at the same time that Paul
written in their hearts," etc.
does not wish to prove a justification of the Gentiles really occurring as a

—a misconception against
—but he desires simply to

through the fulfilment of their natural law
which he has already guarded himself in ver. 12,

result

establish the regulative principle of justification through the

among

law in the case

Real actual justification by the law takes place neither
Jews nor Gentiles because in no case is there a complete fulfil'

of the Gentiles.

;

1

Compare

Theile,

ad

Jac.

I.

22, p. 76.

CHAP.
ment, either,

among

of the natural law

II., 14.
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or, among the Gentiles,
only a substitute for the former, but

the Jews, of the revealed law,

—which in

fact

is

same time forms the limit beyond which their responsibility and
judgment cannot in principle go, because they have nothing higher
(in opposition to Philippi, who refers to the nlijpuixa vdjuov, xiii. 10).
Tho
connection of thought between ver. 14 and what precedes it has been very
According to Koppe (compare Calvin, Flatt, and
variously apprehended.
Mehring) vv. 14-16 prove the condemnation of the Gentiles asserted in
ver. 12, and ver. 17 ff. that of the Jews
while ver. 13 is a parenthesis.
But, seeing that in the whole development of the argument yap always refers to what immediately precedes, it is even in itself an arbitrary proceeding to make brav yap in ver. 14, without any evident necessity imposed by
the course of thought, refer to ver. 12, and to treat ver. 13, although it
at the

their

—

;

contains a very appropriate reason assigned for the second part of ver. 12,
to be broken off from connection with what follows
and decisive against this view are the words # ml aTToloyov/xhuv in ver. 15,
which place it beyond doubt that vv. 14-16 were not intended as a proof
as a parenthesis

;

of the aitolovvrai in ver. 12.

Philippi regards ver. 14 as establishing only

" not the hearers of the law are just before God,
for even the Gentiles have a law, i.e. for even the Gentiles are anpoaral rov
But we have no right to exclude thus from the reference of the
vdfiov."
yap just the very assertion immediately preceding, and to make it refer to
a purely negative clause which had merely served to pave the way for this
the

first

half of ver. 13

The

assertion.

:

would only be
had Paul, as he might have done,
ver. 13, and so given to the negative

reference to the negative half of ver. 13

warranted in accordance with the

text,

inverted the order of the two parts of

clause the second place.
And the less could a reader see reason to refer
the yap to this negative clause in the position in which the Apostle has
placed it, since ver. 14 speaks of Gentiles who do the law, by which the
1

attention

was

necessarily directed, not to the negative, but to the aflirma-

tive, half of ver.

connection

is

the thought

13

(pi Troinral /c.r.A.).

even more arbitrary than

"and

Such a mode of presenting the

2

if

we should supply
and

after ver. 13

which
however is quite unnecessary. Our view is in substance that given already
by Chrysostom (ovk £/c/3d/U,cj rbv v6juov, <f>nclv, aXka /cat evtev&ev dcmia to. e&vrj),
Erasmus, and others more recently by Tholuck, Ruckert, Reiche, Kollner, Fritzsche, de Wette, Baumgarten - Crusius, Reithmayr, van Hengel,
Ewald, Th. Schott, though with very various modifications.
Ver. 14. "Orav] quando, supposes a case which may take place at any
time, and whose frequent occurrence is possible, as
eventus ad expericntiam revocatus" (Klotz, ad Devaf. p. 689) in the case if, so often as.
:

therewith also the Gentiles" (Kollner

others),

;

'

'

—

:

yap] introducing the proof that the proposition of ver. 13 also holds of the

1
Only thus—but not as Paul has actually
placed it—could the negative clause be regarded as the chief thought, for which Philippi is obliged to take it, p. 54 f. 3d ed.
2
These reasons may also be urged against

Hofmann, who,
takes

w.

substantially like Philippi,

14-16 as

a proof, that in

the matter

of righteousness before God nothing can depend
on whether one belongs to the number of those
who hear the law read to them.

—

.
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See above.

Gentiles.

—

e&vrj]

not to be understood of the Gentiles

collectively,

which Reiche, de Wette, Kollner, Philippi refer it— for this must have
been expressed by the article (against which view neither ix. 30 nor iii. 29,
nor 1 Cor. i. 23, is to be adduced), and the putting of the case brav ....
but
voir) with respect to the heathen generally would be in itself untrue
ra vv vofxov
Paul means rather Gentiles among whom the supposed case occurs.
exovra] they who have not the law ; a more precise definition bearing on the
case, and bringing forward the point on which here the argument turns.
Observe the distinction between fir) vofxov
See Winer, p. 127 [E. T. 139].
to

—

—

ex-

and

v6/iov

—

The former negatives while the contrast of the <j>vaet
mind the possession of the law, instead of which they

ex-

jut/

floats before the

—

1

the latter negatives the possession
have merely a natural analogue of it
(pvoei ra tov
of the law, which is wanting to them, whilst the Jews have it.
Ruckert,
including
connection,
this
uphold
expositors
vdfioviToiri] Most
2d ed. On the other hand Bengel and Usteri join <j>v<jei to fa) v6/i. exovra,
but thus make it superfluous and even unsuitable, and deprive it of all
weight in the connection, especially as the word <j>voic has here no other
sense than nativa indoles, i.e. the original constitution given with existence,
-,

—

and not moulded by any extraneous training, culture, or other influence
beyond the endowments of nature and their natural development (comp. on
"quia natura eorum ita fert," Stalb. ad Plat. Phaedr.
Eph. ii. 3) fvoei
The dative denotes the mediating cause. And that it is the
p. 249.
moral prompting of conscience left to itself, which Paul means by (pvaei in con*
The <j>vaei -nroielv
trast to the divine leading of the law, is plain from ver. 15.
leadings,
lies beyond the sphere of positive revelation and its promptings,
:

;

It takes place in virtue of an indoles ingenita, not interventu disciplinae
etc.
divinae formata, so that the thought of an operation of grace or of the
Logos taking place apart from Christ is quite foreign to this passage, and
its

affirmation

is

Concordiac.* —

not in harmony with the truncus

ra tov vdfiov]

what

et lapis of

the Formula

delongs to the law, i.e. its constituent ele-

Paul does not say simply tov vofiov for he is thinking
fulfil the law as a whole, but of those who in concrete
cases by their action respond to the particular portions of the law concerned.
Compare Luthardt I.e. p. 409. The close relation, in which the woielv ra
tov vdfiov here stands to TroiT/ral vo\xov in ver. 13, is fatal to the view of Beza,
Joh. Cappell., Eisner, Wetstein, Michaelis, Flatt, and Mehring, who ex-

ments,

its precepts.

not of Gentiles

plain

it

;

who

as quae lex facit, namely, the

ing, etc.

eavTolc

elac

moral nature, with

its

vdfiog]

commanding, convincing, condemn-

They are

the law unto

voice of conscience

themselves,

i.e.

their

commanding and forbidding,

the place of the revealed law possessed by the
they serve for themselves as a regulator of the
3
Observe further that here,
conduct that agrees with the divine law.
where the participle stands without the article— consequently not ol vdfi. fiv
supplies to their- own

Jews.

Thus

in that

Ego

Trotelv

3

For

parallels (Manil. v. 495, al. : ipse siU
Nicom. iv. 14 vd^os weavr?

Stalb. ad Plat. Grit. p. 47 D.
See the later discussions of dogmatic
writers as to this point in Luthardt, v. freien

lex est, Arist.

Willen, p. 366

Marc.

*

Compare

2

ff

al.)

see Wetstein
25, p. 304.

:

;

compare

also Porph.

ad

'

chap.
Ixovtes (as previously ra

because they

;

firj

.

.

.

II.,

exovra)

.

;
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15.

—

it is

to be resolved

which however does not convey the idea

conscious of the absence of the

law

Hofmann

(as

by

since they,

because they ewe

:

objects),

but rather

:

be-

See Buttmann's neut. Or. p. 301
cause this want occurs in their case.
The resolution by although (Th. Schott) is opposed to the
[E. T. 306].
that by while (Hofmann) fails to convey the definite and logical
connection
which is, that Gentiles, in the cases indicated by hrav k.t.%.
meaning
would not be eavroig v6fioc, if they had the positive law. The ovtoc com;

;

—

prehends emphatically the subjects in question.
See on i.
Ver. 15. O'Ltivec /c.r.A.] quippe qui.
are characterized,

confirmed

known)

:

and consequently the

ovtol of ver.

14
is

being such as show (practically

that the

work of

The

lavroig elal vdfioc, just asserted,

by

25.

their action, ver. 14,

make

it

the law is written in their hearts, wherewithal their

conscience bears joint witness, etc.

—That

IvdeUvvvTai should be "understood of

the practical proof which takes place by the iroiecv to, tov vdfiov (not by the
testimony of conscience, Bengel, Tholuck) is required by the aw in cvfifiapis not a mere strengthening of the simple word (Kollner,
comp. Tholuck, following earlier expositors see, on the other
hand viii. 16, ix. 1), but denotes the agreement of the internal evidence of
It is impossible to regard the
conscience with the external proof by fact*
evdeinvwTat as taking place on the day indicated in ver. 16 (Hofmann), since
See on ver. 16.
this day can be no other than that of the last judgment.

rvpovoTfc,

which

Olshausen

—

;

;

to epyov tov vdfiov]

to it, fulfilling

pare on Gal.
of the epya

ii.

it.

16.

r. vdfiov

The work relating to the law, the conduct corresponding
The opposite is dfiapT^/iaTa vouov, Wisd. ii. 12. ComThe singular is collective (Gal. vi. 4), as a summing up
Compare
Gal. ii. 16, iii. 2, 5, 10).
(iii. 20, 28, ix. 32
;

This stands written in their hearts as commanded, as
ypanTdv] purposely chosen with
moral obligation* as ethical law of nature.
A
the moral law is aypa<pog.
although
Moses,
of
law
written
the
reference to
ra tov vdfiov above.

1

262

Kiihner,

II.

1,

—

p. 568

;

Buttmann

I.e.

p.

f.

2 Where <rvp.p.apTvpeZv appears to be equivalent to p-aprvp,, it is only an apparent equivalence there is always mentally implied an
agreement with the person for whom witness
is borne, as e.g. Thuc. viii. 51, 2 ; Plat. Hipp.
;

Maj. p. 282 B:

on

<jvp.p\a.pTopr\<Ta.i fie <roi ex<»

meant

not a testimony agreeing with others (as Xen. Hist. Or.
vii. 1, 2, iii. 3, 2), or, as here, one that agrees
with a thing, a phenomenon, a proof by fact,
or the like. Compare Isoo. p. 47 A. In the
i.^97, \e-yeis, if that is

is

passage, Plat. Legg. iii. p. 680 D, £vp.p.apTvpelv
for,
is expressly distinguished from y-aprvp
after the tc3 o-w k6 yv eouce p.aprvpelv precedhe
mean
ing, the vol- £ vfifiaprvpel yap must
is my joint-witness, whose evidence agrees
;

:

with what I say. If the reference of o-v M
in our passage to the proof by fact be not
adopted, then ovtoIs would need be supplied but wherefore should we do so ? Ac.

;

cording to Tholuck o-vj*. indicates merely
the agreement of the person witnessing
with the contents of his testimony. This
is never the case, and would virtually deprive the o-v/u.. of all significance.
9 This inward law is not the conscience itself, but the regulative contents of the oonsciousness of the conscience consequently,
if we conceive the latter, and with justice
(in opposition to Eud. Hofmann, Lehre vom
Gewissen, 1866, p. 54, 58 f.), as presented in
the form of a syllogism, it forms the sub;

ject of the major premise of this syllogism,
Comp. Delitzsch, bibl. Psychol, p. 136 f.
4 Plato, Legg. p. 481 B, Thuc. ii. 37, 3,

and Kruger, in
4,

19

;

loc.

p. 200

;

Soph. Ant. 450; Dem.

Dion. Hal.

vii. 41).

Compare

Xen. Mem.

iv.

317, 23, 639, 22;

Jer. xxxi. 33

and the similar designations
among the Rabbins in Buxtorf, Lex Talm.

Heb.

viii.

10,

p. 852, 1349.
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The supplying

of bv serves to explain the adjective,

of the participle to denote

ml

avTiov oweidyceug,

what continues and

fiera^v

law

moral consciousness accords with
personal relation

the testimony

:

to their mutual relation

:

it

which

constant. '

is

—

used instead

avfifiaprvpovanc

make known outwardly by
written in their hearts, their inner
namely (1), in reference to their own,

while they

/c.r./l.]

their action that the ipyov of the

is

;

is

of their own consciences; and

the accusations or vindications

*

in regard

(2),

that are carried on

between Gentiles and Gentiles {uera^v oIItjIuv) by their thoughts, by their
moral judgments. This view of the sense is required by the correlation of
the points avruv and fiera^v allijluv placed with emphasis in the foreground
occurring in Paul's writings only here, and therefore all the more
so that thus both the personal individual
testimony of conscience (avruv) and the mutual judgment of the thoughts
(jitra^v

intentionally chosen in this case)

;

are adduced, as

accompanying internal acts, in confirmawho do the requirement of the law,
practically show thereby that that requirement is inscribed on their hearts
and this is attested at the same time, so far as concerns the actors themselves,
by their (following) conscience, and, so far as concerns their relation to other
Gentiles, by the accusations or the vindications which they reciprocally practise
(jieratjv

a^Xr/Ticov),

The

tion of the kvde'iKwvTai.

Gentiles,

;

in their moral thoughts, the one

making reflections of a condemnatory or of
The prominence thus given to avrov and
fiETatjv aXKifkuv, and the antithetical correlation of the two points, have been
commonly misunderstood (though not by Castalio, Storr, Flatt, Baumgarten-Crusius), and consequently k. fier. all. tuv dialoy. k.t.1. has been taken
merely as an explanatory description of the process of conscience, in which the
a justifying nature on the other. 9

thoughts accuse or vindicate one another
allyluv

referred to the thoughts,

is

and

(i.e.

one thought the other)

;

so that

not, as is nevertheless required

the avrov standing in contradistinction to

it,

to the e&vn.

by

This view ought

even to have been precluded by attending to the fact that, since cvfifiapr.
.... oweidyoeuc must, in harmony with the context, mean the approving
conscience [See Note
tion,

because in

it

XX.

p. 108.], what follows

cannot well suit as an exposiFinally, it was an arbi-

the Karnyopovvruv preponderates.

trary expedient, rendering fiera^v merely superfluous
separate

it

time, viz.

from

h

allijl.,

nfikpa k.t.1.

and to explain the former

as

and confusing, to
meaning at a future

(Koppe), or between, at the same time (Kollner,

Jatho).

Ver. 16 has

its

connection with what goes before very variously defined.

While Ewald goes

so far as to join it with ver. 5, and regards everything
intervening as a parenthesis, many, and recently most expositors, have connected it with the immediately preceding avfiuapr
in which
anoloy.
;

1

Compare Bornemann, ad Xen. Mem.
Symp.

i.

See the truly classic description of this inner law, and that as divine, in Cicero, de Republ. iii. 23; of the
Greeks, comp. Soph. 0. T. 838 ff., and Wun5, 1

;

der, in
2

4, 25.

loc.

The

<ai

added to the

>}

is

based on the

view taken of the moral state of the Gentiles, that the Karrj-yopetv forms the rule. See
Baeumlein, Partih.

p. 126.

Compare Weiss, bibl. Thed. p. 277: "It
is testified by the conscience, which teaches
them to judge the quality of their own and
8

others' actions."

chap,

ii.,
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16.

case, however, iv nu'epg, cannot be taken for elg rjfikpav (Calvin), nor the present participles in a future sense (Fritzsche), since, in accordance with the
And for that very reason
context, they are contemporary with hSecKvwTai.

reject the view, which has been often assumed, that Paul suddenly
transports himself from the present into the time of the judgment, when
the exercise of conscience in the Gentiles will be specially active, and that
for this reason he at once adds hv r^Ltpg. k.t.1. directly without inserting a

we must

ml

rovro jualiora, or ko\ tovto yevfoerat, or the like (Riickert,

Tholuck, de

Wette, Reithmayr, Philippi, van Hengel, Umbreit comp. Estius). The
supposition of such an illogical and violent leap of thought in so clear and
steady a thinker as Paul is thoroughly arbitrary and wholly without analogy.
Moreover, the simple temporal self -judgment of the Gentiles fits into the
;

connection so perfectly, that Paul cannot even have conceived of it as an
Quite an incorrect thought,
anticipation of the last judgment (Mehring).
repugnant to ver. 12 and to the whole doctrinal system of the Apostle, is
obtained by Luthardt (v. freien Willen, p. 410 f.), when, very arbitrarily
it only with # ml cnrohoyovfiEvuv, he discovers here the hope "that to
such the reconciling grace of Christ shall one day be extended." This is
T.
not confirmed by ver. 26. A relative natural morality never in the

joining

K

supplies the place of faith,

Compare

reconciling grace.

which
iii.

the absolutely necessary condition of

is

9, 22, vii.

14

ff.

al

Lastly Hofmann,

who

formerly held a view similar to Luthardt's (see Sclvrifibew. I. p. 669), now
connects kv rffiipg k.t.1. to evdeUvwrac in such a way, that he explains ver.
16 not at all of the final judgment, but, in contrast even to the latter, of

day on which God causes the Gospel to le proclaimed among the Gentiles ;
day shall be for all, who hear the message, a day of inward judgbelievingly accepts it, and embraces salvation, thereby
whoever
ment ;
proves that he himself demands from himself what the revealed law enjoins
on those who possess it. This interpretation, which would require us to
read with Hofmann Kpivei (the present) instead of icpivel, is as novel as it is
For the expressions in ver. 16 are so entirely those formally
erroneous.
2 Cor. i.
the last judgment (comp. on lipkpq, 1 Cor. i. 8, v. 5
denote
used to
14 al. ; on Kpivei, vv. 2, 3, 5, iii. 6 al ; on Oe6c as the judge, iii. 6, xiv. 10,
al; on ra Kpvnrd, 1 Cor. iv. 5 on 6ia 'Ivoov X. 2 Cor. v. 10 Acts

every

every such

;

12,

;

;

could occur to any reader than the conception
since
of that judgment, which moreover has been present to the mind
the ataway
draw
not
does
evayy.
fiov
to
Kara
even
which
from
and
ver. 2,
xvii. 31) that

nothing

else

Every element in Hofmann's exposition is subjectively introduced,
which is supso that Paul could not have wrapped jip the simple thought,
posed to be expressed in so precious a manner, in a more strange disguise
—a thought, moreover, which is here utterly irrelevant, since Paul has to

tention.

do simply with the natural law of the Gentiles in its relation to the revealed
of
of Judaism, and apart as yet from all reference to the occurrence
and hence also the comparison with Heb. iv. 12 is here
their conversion
out of place. The proper view of the passage depends on our treating as a
vv.
parenthesis, not (with Winer and others) vv. 13-15, but with Lachmann,
This parenthetical insertion is already indicated as such by the fact,
14, 15.

v6/iog

;
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that the great judicial proposition previously expressed

oi

:

Troir/Tal

v6pov

AiKaio&faovrai is in vv. 14, 15

proved only with reference to a part of mankind, with regard to which it might seem possibly
doubtful it is required
by the circumstance, that without it h ^fikpa has no proper logical
reference
whatever and lastly, it is confirmed by the consideration that,
:

if

;

it

is

adopted, the whole is wound up not with an illustration having
reference to
the Gentiles, but— and how emphatically and solemnly
!—with the leading
thought of the whole discussion. 1
-™ KpvTrrd rov av#p.]
The hidden things
of ?nen, i.e. everything in their inner or outer life which does not come
to
the knowledge of others at all, or not according to its moral
quality.
This
special characteristic of the judgment is given with
reference to ver. 13, inasmuch as it is just such a judging that is necessary for, and the preliminary
to, the realization of what is affirmed in ver. 13.
Kara rd evayytX. /uov] contains, according to the usual view, the accordance
of the assertion icptvel 6

—

—

Oe6c ra upvirra

r.

But

salvation.

avdp. did

'I.

the fact that

Xp. with the Apostle's official proclamation of
will judge, etc., was so universally known

God

and so entirely undoubted, that the addition in that sense would have been
in the highest degree superfluous
and indeed the /iov in that case would
have no significance bearing on the matter, since no one proclaiming the
;

Gospel could call in question that truth. We must therefore explain it,
with Pareus, Calovius, and many others, including Umbreit and Hofmann,
as referring to the manner of the icptvei.
Paul was so certain of the sole
truth of the Gospel committed to him (xvi. 25
Eph. iv. 20 f.) which he
had by revelation of God (Gal. i. 11 f.) that he could not but be equally
certain that the future judgment would not be held otherwise than according
;

to his Gospel, whose contents are conceived as the standard
of the sentence.
In that same Gospel he knew it to be divinely determined, to whom the
orfyavog rye dincuocvvr/c, the eternal life and its 66^a, or on the other hand its

opposite, eternal airuleia, should be

awarded by the judge. But he knew
same time the axiom announced in ver. 13, with which ver. 16 connects itself, to be not at variance therewith (comp. iii.
as indeed on
31)
at the

;

the contrary,

it is

just in the Gospel that perfection in the fulfilment of the

law is demanded, and accordingly (see ch. vi. 8, xiii. 8 ff.) the judicial recompense is determined conformably to the conduct, viii. 4 2 Cor. v. 10
Eph. v. 5 1 Cor. vi. 9f.
Gal. v. 19-23.
On jiov Calvin's note suffices
;

;

suum

;

;

:

appellat ratione ministerii,

and

that, to distinguish it

from the preach-

ing not of other apostles, but of false, and especially of Judaizing teachers.
Comp. xvi. 25 2 Tim. ii. 8. The mistaken view is held by Origen,
Jerome, and other Fathers, 2 that Paul meant by his Gospel that of Luke.
;

—

6ia Iqffov

Xp.]

As He

is

the Mediator of eternal salvation, so also

who is commissioned by God
31

;

1

Cor. iv. 5

;

Vv. 17-24. The

2 Cor.

v.

to hold the

10

al. ;

John

logical connection of this

1
There is therefore the less reason for
assuming with Laurent that ver. 16 was a
marginal note of the Apostle on ver. 13,

judgment.
v.

27

;

Comp. Acts

it is

He>

xvii. 30,

Matt. xxv. 31.

" oratio splendida ac vehemens"

which was copied into the text at the wrong
place,
»

See Pabricius, Cod. apocr.

p. 371

f.

;

chap,

ii.,

17-20.

9?

introduced once more in lively apostrophe,

1

with what precedes i&
Paul has expressed in vv. 13-16 the rule of judgment,
that not the hearers but the doers of the law shall in the judgment be justified.
He wishes now vividly to bring home the fact, that the conduct of
the Jews, with all their conceit as to the possession and knowledge of the
The 6e and
law, is in sharp contradiction to that standard of judgment.
the emphatic ov are to be explained from the conception of the contrast,
which the conduct of the Jews showed, to the proposition that only the
(Estius),

to be taken thus

:

As

doers diKaiudr/oovrai.

to the construction of vv. 17-23, the

common

as-

sumption of an anakoluthon, by which Paul in ver. 21 abandons the plan
of the discourse started with el, and introduces another turn by means of
The discourse, on the contrary, is formed with
ovv 3 is quite unnecessary.
regular and logically accurate connection as protasis (vv. 17-20) and apodosis, namely thus
But if thou art called a Jew, and supportest thyself on
:

the law, etc.,

down

who accordingly

to ver. 20, dost thou (interrogative apodosis, vv. 21, 22),

(ovv,

in accordance with

teachest others, not teach thyself?

what is specified in vv. 17-20)
who preachest against stealing ?

Stealest thou,

Committest thou adultery, who forbiddest adultery f

Plunderest thou temples,

These questions present the contrast to the contents of
the protasis as in the highest degree surprising, as something that one is at
a loss how to characterize and then follows in ver. 23, with trenchant precision, the explanation and decision regarding them in the categorical
utterance
Thou, who boastest thyself of the law, dishonourest God by the trans-

who abhorrest

idols ?

—

:

gression of the law, a result

testimony from the O. T.

which

is

then in ver. 24 further confirmed by a
commonly explained)

Ver. 23 also might indeed (as

be taken as a question ; but, when taken as declaratory, the discourse presents a form far more finished, weigkty and severe.
Paul himself, by
abandoning the participial expression uniformly employed four times preAcviously, seems to indicate the cessation of the course hitherto pursued.
cording to this exposition of the connection, in which it must not be overlooked that the force of the ovv in ver. 21 is limited solely to the relation of the
6 SidaoKuv erepov and the following participles to what has been said before,*
we must reject the view of Benecke, Glockler, and Hofmann that the apodosis only begins with ver. 23, but in ver. 21 f. there is a continuation of
the hypothetical protasis an idea which cannot be tolerated, especially at
the beginning of the new form of discourse (the antithetical), without repetition of the el.
Paul would have written el ovv 6 didaonov k.t.1. (compare

—

Baeumlein, Partik. p. 178).
Kavxacat the apodosis,

which

Vv. 17-20 contain the
1

Th. Schott erroneously finds in enavaizavy and
then explained.

is

protasis,

whose tenor of censure

To the

(called in question

gathering np and resuming

what had been

tians.

Jews, not to the Jewish- ChrisRespecting the composition and
character of the Roman congregation nothing can be inferred from this rhetorical form
of expression. Comp. Th. Schott, p. 188 f.
a See Winer,
p. 529 [E. T. 569], Buttmann,

said previously. Regarding the frequency
of its use also in Greek writers to introduce
the apodosis, especially after a. lengthened
protasis, see Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 22 f.

p. 331 [E. T. 386].

ver. 17.

8

This

is

the well-known epanaleptic oZv,

Klotz, ad Devar. p. 718.

Comp. Bengel on

—

;
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without ground by Th. Schott and Hofmann) reveals

itself at first gently,

'lovdalog eKovo/iafy] if thou art
but afterwards, ver. 19 f., with greater force.
named "Jew." This was the theocratic title of honour opposed to heathenism (iT 7V\V, see Philo, Alleg. I. p. 55 B, de plant. Noe, p. 233 A). Comp.

Rev.

much

So

9.

ii.

the less therefore

a surname (Bengel).

is

to be here understood of

is inovofid^.

compound

given to the

in classic writers

Van Hengel arbitraby the notion of name-giving, imposing the name.
imports the idea yro veteri nomine (Israelitarum) novum substituens.
x

also
rily

—

Full effect

:

tu

knavcnrabji

v6/j.u)]

acquiescis, thou reliest (Mic.

comp. John

see Wetstein) on the law,

iii.

11

1

;

Mace.

viii.

12

;

the possession and knowl-

v. 45, as if

were to thee the guarantee of salvation. The rest, of not being
what God's will is (Hofmann), cannot be meant ;
since such a seeking cannot be separated from the possession of the law,
but is on the contrary directed to that very law (see ver. 18). But in the

edge of

it

obliged first of all to seek

law the Jew saw the magna charta of his assurance of salvation. He relied
upon it.
h Gecj] As being the exclusive Father and Protector of the
Observe the
Jer. xxxi. 33.
Is. xlv. 25
nation.
Comp. Gen. xvii. 7
climax of the three points in ver. 17. The h with kclvx- (2 Cor. x. 15
Gal. vi. 13), a verb which in Greek authors is joined with hct or elc or the

—

;

;

;

accusative,
'

denotes that, wherein the navx-

— Ver.

according to the analogy

rests,

naf i^oxvv.
was, that was to be obeyed on the part of man, was obvious of
of

x a l P eiv

on

ovofia

repTreo&ai h.*

>

—

Acts v. 41.

6oKifia^eiq

18,

ra

Whose will

to &e fyua]

6ia<f>ep.]

Thou approvest

it

Comp.

itself.

Re-

the excellent.

specting the lexical correctness of this rendering comp. on Phil. i. 10. Its
correctness in accordance with the connection is plain from the climaetic relation,

which the two elements

in

of ver.

18 must stand to each other.

" Thou knowest the will of God and approvest (theoretically) the excellent"
therewith Paul has conceded to the Jews all possible theory of the ethical,

—

up

to the limit

6ia<ptpovra as
v. 14) of

Others, taking doniuafriv as to prove, explain ra

of practice.

meaning

that which is different ;

and

Estius, Grotius

and

others, including Reiche, Ruckert, Tholuck, Fritzsche,

Krehl, Philippi, van Hengel, Th. Schott), or that which
will

of God,

Hofmann

;

i.e.

what

:

is

wrong, sinful (Clericus,

compare Beza).

destructive of the climax

ders

Heb.

this either (comp.

the distinction between right and wrong (Theodoret, Theophylact,

"probas
Ewald.

—

is

utiliora."

But, after yiv&cKeic to
either explanation

is different

delrifia,

Compare Luther, Erasmus,

the

how tame and

The Vulgate

!

from

Mehring,

Glockler,

rightly ren-

Castalio,

Bengel,

Being instructed out of the law (through
the public reading and exposition of it in the synagogues, comp. aKpoarai,
ver. 13), namely as to the will of God, and as to that which is excellent.
Vv. 19, 20 now describe, with a reference not to be mistaken (in oppoFlatt,

/carroty/, he r. v6fiov\

—

Th. Schott and Hofmann) to the Jewish presumption and disposition
the influence which the Jews, in virtue of
The
their theoretic insight, fancied that they exercised over the Gentiles.

sition to

to proselytize (Matt, xxiii. 15),

'

See Plat. Crat. p. 397 E, p. 406 A Phaedr.
A al. ; Xen. Oec. 6, 17 Thuc. ii. 29, 3

p. 238

;

;

Polyb.
a

i.

29,

2

;

Bernhardy,

comp. Gen.
p. 211

;

iv. 17,

Kiihner,

25

f.

II. 1, p. 403.

—

—
chap,

21, 22.

ii.,
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accumulated asyndetic designations of the same thing lend lively force to
They are not to be regarded with Reiche as reminiscences
from the Gospels (Matt. xv. 14 Luke xx. 32, ii. 32) for apart from the
fact that at least no canonical Gospel had at that time been written, the
figurative expressions themselves which are here used were very current
among the Jews and elsewhere. See, e.g. Wetstein on Matt. xv. 14. Observe, further, that Paul does not continue here with the conjunctive /cat,
but with the adjunctive re, because what follows contains the conduct determined by and dependent on the elements of ver. 18, and not something
the description.

;

independent. 1

— oeavrbv

6<5/?-y.

;

act. /I.]

that thou thyself for thy part, in virtue

from the law,

of this aptitude received

accompanied by the
and rarely in

neTroida,

etc.

K T.,

accusative with the infinitive, occurs only here in the

Greek authors (Aesch.

Sept. 444).

teacher of those in nonage. a

—

trainer of the foolish,

icatSevr^v k.t.Tl.]

rf/v

u6p<j>uaiv

r. yvtja.

k.

t.

the

aXS/ft]

form

of

knowledge and of the truth. In the doctrines and precepts of the law, religious knowledge and divine truth, both in the objective sense, attain the

" embodiment") proper to them, i.e.
conformation and exhibition (Ewald
corresponding to their nature (hence ttjv fi6p<t>.), so that we possess in the
law those lineaments which, taken collectively, compose the axvtiaTiaf1 ^
:

(Hesychius) of knowledge and truth and thus bring them to adequate in-

Truth and knowledge have become in the law

tellectual cognizance.

Num.

i/ifiopQog (Plut.

Paul adds

Mor. p. 428 F), or

8,

this ex ovTa T V V

qui habeas, etc.) to

all

Mot. p. 735 A).

juoptyoeidqc (Plut.

al. as

t. yv. k. t.

f*6p<!>.

an

illustrative definition (ut

the points previously adduced

;

and

in

doing so he

places himself entirely at the Jewish point of view (comp. Wisd. xxiv. 32

and speaks according to
takes

fidpcj).

their

mode

of conception

if.),

hence the view which

;

here as the mere appearance (2 Tim. iii. 5), in contrast to the
erroneous (in opposition to xiv'ec in Theophylact, Oecumenius,

reality, is quite

Pareus, Olshausen). Even Paul himself could not possibly find in the law
merely the appearance of truth (iii. 21, 31). s
Vv. 21, 22. Apodosis interrogating with lively indignation. See gen-

and respecting

erally,

ovv,

above on vv. 17-24.

The form

of the questions

expressive of surprise at the existence of an incongruity so much at variance

is

with the protases,
in 1 Cor.

vi. 2.

ver. 17 f

self? namely, a better

conduct. *
of

1

*

must have been in

way of thinking and

finite verbs.

6

—

dbhorrest idols, dost thou plunder temples ?

Comp.
Comp.

On

Ellendt, Lex. Soph.
Plat. Pol. x. p. 598

and

So also

trast (comp.

II. p. 790.

C

:

nal&ds re

ko.1

15)

compare Theophrastus

This

LXX.

is

Ps.

Sia/udp^xoo-is in Plut.

Mor.

6

p.

6

Analogous passages expressing this con-

v.

which

lepoavMg] Thou,

necessarily to be

1.

16

ff.

;

Ignat. Eph.

from Greek and Kabbinical authors may

in Wetstein.
See Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 753 f.
See Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. ii. 2, 1, Anab.
Heindorf, ad Plat. Prot. p. 346 B
7, 34

h.

1023 C.

by thy

in themselves the idea

be seen

Mop<^w<ris

pi. iii. 7, 4,

4

living than thou showest

6 pdeXvocduevoc ra elSula

atypofas.
9

fact impossible.

or eZelvat,* but find their explanation in the idea of commanding,

Selv

who

it

— The following infinitives do not include

implied in the

is

;
.

Dost thou, who teachest others accordingly, not teach thine own

;

Wunder, ad

Soph. 0. C. 837.
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understood of the plundering of

Chrysostom, The-

temples (with

idols'

ophylact, 1 Clericus, Wetstein, Koppe, Rosenmuller, Fritzsche, de Wette,

Tholuck, Philippi, Mehring (Riickert indecisively)

;

as is required

thetic relation in

which

who

contact with idols as a detestable pollution

holdest

all

lay plundering

might
ing 2

lepoavleic

stands to the

hands on their temples

be, temple-destruction,

—Paul could

Deut.

fidehvooo/i.

by the anti'

ra eiSoha.

'

Thou

—dost thou

Abhorrence of idols and (not, it
but greedy) temple-plunder-

?"

vii.

25,

not have placed at the close of his reproachful questions

a contrast between theory and practice more incisively affecting Jewish feel-

That robbery of temples actually occurred among the Jews, may justbe inferred from Acts xix. 37, but especially from Josephus, Antt. iv. 8,
3
It is differently explained by Pelagius, Pareus, Toletus, Grotius, Heu10.
mann, Michaelis, Cramer, Reichc, Glockler, Reithmayr, van Hengel, Ewald,
and Hofmann, who understand it of robbing the Jewish temple by the em-

ing.

ly

bezzlement or curtailment of the temple-moneys and sacrifices (for proofs of
see Josephus, Antt. viii. 3, 5 f.), by withholding the temple

this crime,
tribute,

and the

Flatt, Kollner,

like.

4

Luther, Calvin, Bengel, and others, including Morus,

and Umbreit, interpret

with

it,

still

more deviation from the

proper sense, as denoting the " profanatio divinae majestatis" (Calvin) gen6
erally.
Compare Luther's gloss, " Thou art a robber of God for it is
;

who would be

holy through works take from Him."
Such unjustifiable deviations from the literal sense would not have been resorted to, if attention had been directed on the one hand to the actual unity

God's glory which

all

of the object in the
priate climax

whole of the

antitheses,

and on the other

to the appro-

theft, adultery, robbery

of idols' temples.
Ver. 23 gives to the four questions of reproachful astonishment the de:

See above on vv. 17-24.

cisive categorical answer.

—

diet T?is

lelv

irapaj3. r.

for in Deut.

;

but the robbery of

How

To

vbuov]

25

vii.

f.

their gold

is

ure quotation, namely

more

and

—

shown in ver. 24.
Ver. 24. For confirmation
?

Is. lii.

Is.

I.e.

5,

Ta elSwAa, aAA' o/xws

7vpa.wovp.evoi

t/itttovto tSiv

108.]

— rbv debv

arifid^etc]

has given the law.

is

f.

(Calvin,

LXX., not the
Ewald, and

far

others),

supposed to express according to the
But he applies
for him.

"more convenient"

:

81'

who

in substance after the

1
Theophylact (whom Estius follows) very
properly refers the lepoo-vAei? to the temples
of idols, hut limits it to the taking away of
the a.va.9rHJLa.Ta. His exposition, moreover,
aptly brings out the practical bearing of
the point iepoo-vkLav Aeyei ttjv i^aipeatv twv
avaTi0ep.4vaiv TO19 eiSdiAois. Kal yap ei koL e/38e-

\v<t<tovto

XXL p.

of his rbv $ebv ariua&iq Paul subjoins a Script-

which, according to Hofmann, he

twv

repudiated.

silver is

rbv debv]

dissimilar passage Ezek. xxxvi. 22

Greek translation of

[See Note

belonged especially the lepoavthe destruction of heathen statues is enjoined,
this category

tji <f>i.koxpvtJLaT ^ a

eiSuKuctiv ava0rfp.a-

ala-xpoKepSiav.

a The objection urged by Reiche and
van
Hengel, that iepo^vAeiv always refers to ternpies which the speaker really looks upon as

holy places, is irrelevant for this reason.that
Paul was obliged to take the word, which
hefound existing in the Greek, in order to indicate temple-robbery, while he has already sufficiently excluded the idea that the
temples themselves were sacred in his eyes

by
3

t<x

eiSwAa.

See also Rabbinical passages in Dc-

Hebrew translation, p. 77.
Compare Test. XII. Patr. p. 578.

litzsch's
*
6

Olshausen thinks that avarice, as inward
is meant,

idolatry,

CHAP.
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25.

way that he makes it his own by the yap
LXX. only indicating by na&hq yeypanrai

the quotation in such a
the original or the

;

not found in
at the close,

Hence m&cjc yey. is
that he has thus appropriated a passage of Scripture.
placed at the end, as is never done in the case of express quotations of Script-

The

ure.

historical sense
it

in the sense of

iii.

plaotyrifiElTat

*

of the passage

is

19.

— 6C

h role e&veoi]

vfiag] i.e.

among

not here concerned, since Paul

though otherwise with propriety

as a fulfilled prophecy,

has not quoted

—

on account of your wicked conduct.
inasmuch, namely, as these in-

the Gentiles,

from the immoral conduct of the Jews that they have an unholy God
and Lawgiver, and are thereby moved to blaspheme His holy name. Comp.
fer

Clement, Cor.
Ver. 25.

I.

47.

Having

in vv. 17-24 (not merely taken for granted, but)

thrown

a bright light of illumination on the culpability of the Jews in presence of
the law, Paul now briefly and decisively dissipates the fancy of a special
advantage,

of

" For
which they were assured through circumcision.
which thou mightest perchance urge

circumcision indeed, the advantage of

against this condemnation,

is useful,

if thou doest the law

; out

if thou art a

transgressor of the law, thou hast as circumcised no advantage over the uncircumcised."
yap therefore annexes a corroboration of the closing result of vv.

—

'
1 1

and does so by excluding every advantage, which the Jew transgressing this law might fancy himself possessed of, as compared with the
Stat sententia ! in spite of thy circumGentile, in virtue of circumcision.
23, 24,

Hofmann is the less justified, however, in taking the /uev elliptically,
cision
with the suppression of its antithesis, 3 since against its correspondence with
the immediately following 6e no well-founded logical objection exists.
It is not however, with Kollner
KepiTOfiq] circumcision, without the article.
and many others, to be taken as a description of Judaism generally but
condefinitely and specially of circumcision, to which sacrifice of the body
secrating men to membership of the people of God (Ewald, Alterth. p. 127),
and meant to be accompanied by the inner consecration of moral holiness
the theocratic Jewish conceit attributed the absolute value
(see on ver. 28)
of a service rendering them holy and appropriating the Abrahamic promises.
li^slei] seeing that it transfers into the communion of all blessings and
which blessings and
promises conferred by God on His covenant people
promises, however, are attached to the observance of His law as their con!

—

;

—

—

—

;

dition (Gen. xvii. 1

ff.

;

Lev.

xviii.

5

;

Deut. xxvii. 26

circumcision points at the same time to the

new

Gal. v. 3), so that

;

covenant, and becomes a

sign and seal of the righteousness that is by faith (see on

iv. 11).

This how-

—

eav vofi.
ever the Apostle has not yet in view here [See Note XXII. p. 108.].
k.t.X.] Not on the presupposition that, but rather, as also the two following

eav

:

in the case that, Winer, p. 275 [E. T. 293].

come nS^, has

lost, for thee,

—

it

secure to thee over the uncircumcised, so that thou hast

1

It

refers to

God's

name being

dis-

honoured through the enslaving of the
Jews by their tyrants.

3

Has bewas designed to

aKpofivoria yeyovev]

every advantage which

now no advantage

Hartung, Partikdl. II. p.
Baeumlein, Part. p. 163.

ally

414,

and gener-

:
.
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over the latter, and art, just as he is, no member of God's people. Paul conceives of the latter as a holy people, like the invisible church of
God, in
which the mortua membra of the people have no part.
yiyovev] Present

—

of the completed action
ethical result,

;

vii.

2

;

xiv.

23

;

John xx.

23,

It is the

emergent

which takes place.

Ver. 26. Interrogative inference of the corresponding inverse relation,
ver. 25.
rj aKpopvaria avrov]
referring to the concrete anpojivoToc
understood in the previous anpopvoTia.*
ra dtKai^fiara r. v6/iov JnA.] The

—

drawn from

—

same
ver.

as

to,

tov vdfiov noielv in ver. 14, as also the following

A

27. •

"perfect, deep inner" fulfilment of the

gratuitous suggestion, since there

is

relovaa of

r. vdfiov

law

(Philippi), is

no modal definition appended.

a

Paul

means the observance of the Mosaic legal precepts (respecting ducaiofiara
comp. on i. 32 and v. 16), which in point of fact takes place when the
Gentile obeys the moral law of nature, ver. 14 f
elc neper. Itoyca&yoeTac]
.

—

will be reckoned as circumcision (etc in the sense of the result,

see ix. 8

;

Acts xix. 27 Is. xl. 17
Wisd. ix. 6 ; Theile, ad Jac. p. 138). The
future is not that of the logical certainty (Mehring and older expositors), or
of the result (Hofmann), which latter sense would be involved in a form of
;

;

expression corresponding to the yiyove
but the glance of the Apostle extends (see ver. 27) to the last judgment To the uncircumcised person, who
observes what the law has ordained, i.e. the moral precepts of the law, shall
;

one day be awarded the same salvation that God has destined, subject to
the obligation of fulfilment of the law, for those who through circumcision

members

are

Cor.

1

vii.

of His people.

19

;

Gal. v. 6.

As to the thought comp. Matt.
The reference to proselytes of the

viii. 11, iii.

9

;

gate (Philippi)

not only arbitrary, but also incorrect, because the text has in view the
pure contrast between circumcision and uncircumcision, without any hint
of an intermediate stage or anything analogous thereto.
The proposition is

is

to be retained in its unlimited expression.
The mediation, however, which
has to intervene for the circumcised as well as for the uncircumcised, in
order to the procuring of salvation through faith, is still left unnoticed here,

and

is

reserved for the subsequent teaching of the Epistle.

See especially

ch. iv.

Ver. 27. is regarded by most modern expositors, including Riickert,
Reiche (undecidedly), Kollner, Fritzsche, Olshausen, Philippi, Lachmann,
Ewald, and Mehring, as a continuation of the question, so that ovxi is again
understood before tcpivei. But the sequence of thought is brought out

1

The same idea

by R. Berechias
"

Ne

is

illustrated concretely

in Schemoth Rabb.

f.

138, 13

haeretici et apostatae et impii

raelitis

dicant

:

ex

Is-

Quandoquidem circumcisi

sumus, ininfernumnondescendimus. Quid
agit

Deus

S.

B.?

Mittit

angelum et prae-

putiaeorumattrahit,itautipsiininfernum
descendant." See other similar passages in
Eisenmenger's entdeckt. Judenth. II. p. 339 f
» See Winer, p. 138 [E. T. 145].
* rhv vofnov Tt\dv means, as in James
ii. 8,

bring the law into execution. It is only distinguished from <f>v\d<T<ra.v and T-qpelv vo^ov
by its representing the same thing on its
practical side, so far as the law is accomplished by the action which the law demands. Gomp. Plat. Legg. xi. p. 926 A, xii. p.
958 D; Xen. Cyr. viii. 1, 1; Soph. Aj. 528;
Lucian. d. Morte Peregr. 33. On the whole,
reKelv frequently answers to the idea patrare,facere. (Ellendt, Lex. Soph. II. p. 804.)
to

chap,

much more

forcibly, if

we

ii.,

103

28, 29.

take ver. 27 as affirmative, as the reply to the

question contained in ver. 26, (as is done by Chrysostom, Erasmus, Luther,
Bengel, Wetstein, and others ; now also by Tholuck, de Wette, van Hengel,

Th. Schott, Hofmann). In this case the placing Kpivel first conveys a
and mi, as often in classic authors is the simple and,
strong emphasis
which annexes the answer to the interrogative discourse as if in continua'

;

tion,

and thus assumes

its

affirmation as self-evident. 2

And

the natural un-

circumcision, if it fulfils the law, shall judge, i.e. exhibit in thy full desert of

punishment (namely, comparatione sui, as Grotius aptly remarks), 3 thee, who,
Compare, on the idea, Matt. xii. 41 the thought of the actual direct
etc.
judgment on the last day, according to 1 Cor. vi. 2, is alien to the passage,
although the practical indirect judgment, which is meant, belongs to the
ek Qvaeug aKpofi.] The uncircumcision by nature, i.e.
future judgment-day.
;

—

fj

the (persons in question) uncircumcised in virtue of ^their Gentile birth.

This ek (pvcTEug, which is neither, with Koppe and Olshausen, to be connected
with rbv v6/i. te!., nor, with Mehring, to be taken as equivalent to h aapKi,
is in itself superfluous, but serves to heighten the contrast Sid yp. k. izEpir.

The

must (in opposition to
and it would have no place in the
rbv did
see ver. 29, where it first comes in.
who with letter and circumcision art a trans-

idea, that this aKpofivaria is a Trspirofiy kv rrvEvfian,

Philippi) have been indicated in the text,

connection of our passage
ypdfifx. k. TTEpir.

Trapap.

gressor of the laic,
i.e.

;

v6fiov\

did

denotes the surrounding circumstances amidst which,

here according to the context

place. 4

Compare

—

iv. 11, xiv.

20

:

;

in spite of which the transgression takes
Others take
p. 355 [E. T. 380].

Winer,

and that either : dia v6/xov .... irpoax$dc (Oecumenius
comp. Umbreit) or: "occasione legis," (Beza, Estius, and others; comp.
Benecke), or: " who transgressest the law, and art exhibited as such by the
letter," etc. (Kollner).
But the former explanations introduce a foreign
idea into the connection
and against Kollner's view it may be urged that
did as instrumental,

;

;

weakens quite unnecessarily the force of the contwo members of the verse. For the most natural and most

his declarative rendering
trast of the

who keeps the law is he, who
law notwithstanding letter and circumcision, and is consequently all the more culpable, because he offends against written divine
direction (ypa^fi.) and theocratic obligation (ttepit.).
Vv. 28., 29. Proof of ver. 27. For the true Judaism (which is not exposed
abrupt contrast to the uncircumcised person
transgresses the

to that KpivEi) resides not in that which is external, but in the hidden world of
the internal.

—

so openly, i.e.

1

6 ev

rw

not he

Thiersch, § 354, 5 b.

Mem.

ii.

<j)av£pui] i.e.

who shows
;

be ev tu>

ad Xen.

Kiihner,

10, 2.

2

Ellendt, Lex. Soph.

3

Not

so,

that

God

I.

p. 880.

in judging will apply

the Gentile obedience of the law as a standardfor estimating the Jewish transgression
of it (Th. Schott), which is gratuitously
introduced. The standard of judgment remains the law of God (ver. 12 f .) but the
;

<]>.

egti

:

*

for he

is

not a Jew,

who is

himself to be an 'lovdalog in external visible
example of the Gentile, who has fulfilled it,
exposes and practically condemns the Jew
who has transgressed it.
* Th. Schott arbitrarily
who with the
possession of the law and circumcision does
not cease to be a transgressor and topass/or
:

such.
6

See Bornemann, Schol. in Luc.

p. 116.

;
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exhibition (in profession, circumcision, dress, ceremonial service, and the

answering to the idea. 1 The second
forms an apposition to kv rw tyavepti, more
Ver. 29 is usually
precisely defining it, is to be taken as quite parallel.
But he who is a Jew in secret (scil. is a true Jew), and circumcision
rendered
like) is a genuine, alrjtiivds, 'lovdaloc

half of ver. 28, in

which

kv oapKi

—

:

spirit, not

of the heart, in the
against this view it
the

allel to

in the

may be urged

6 kv rti (pavepQ in ver. 28,

But

true circumcision.)

letter (scil. is

that

6 kv rfi Kovrrrti is

that a different

so completely par-

mode

of connection

cannot but seem forced. Hence the following construction and exposition
also Fritzsche)
result more naturally (comp. Luther, Erasmus, and others
:

;

But

he

is

a Jew

(in the true sense)

who

is so

in secret (in the invisible inner

and (instead of now saying, in parallel with ver. 28 77 kv rci upvirrv
Paul defines both the kv ru Kpvrrru and the true spiritual meaning of Tvepiropri more precisely, and says) circumcision of the heart resides (the
Stripped of figure, irepikari to be supplied) in the spirit, not in the letter.*
the separation of all that is immoral from the inner life
roufj napdiag is
for circumcision was accounted even from the earliest times as avufiohov
life),

:

TvepLTop-i],

:

fjdovuv EKTop^g (Philo).

3

The uncircumcised heart

it

cision

by

takes place, not in the
its

commandment.

divine active principle (comp.
for

making nvevpa

—

its

in the Holy Spirit, through whose
which effects the outward circumIn true Judaism also the Holy Ghost is the

causal ground, namely, in the Spirit,

power

is afieTavdr/rog, ver. 5.

the power, in which the circumcision of the heart finds

kv Trvev/MiTi] is

i.e.

letter,

mean

much

So

vii. 14).

in our passage

the less reason

is

there

the true Jewish public spirit proceed-

God

(de Wette, comp. Tholuck), or the spirit of the law, in conoutward observance (van Hengel, who wrongly urges the absence of the article) or the new life-principle in man, wrought in him by the
on the contrary, the nvevua
Spirit of God (Riickert, comp. Luther's gloss)
is to be left as the objective, concrete divine rrvevua, as the Holy Spirit
in the definite sense, and as distinguished from the spiritual conditions and
The correct and clear view is held by Grotendencies which He produces.
compare Hofmann. Others, as Theodore
tius, Fritzsche, and Philippi
of Mopsuestia, Oecumenius (Chrysostom and Theophylact express them-

ing from

trast to its

;

;

;

selves very indefinitely), Erasmus, Beza, Toletus,

meaning

muller, Reiche, Mehring, take irvevpa as

Heumann, Morus, RosenBut
the spirit of man.

that the circumcision of the heart takes place in the spirit of man,

evident

;

and the similar contrast between nvtvpa and ypappa,

human

—

is self-

6

vii.

and 2

of which,
neuter, and refers to the entire description of the true Jewish nature in

Cor.
is

1

iii.

6,

clearly excludes the reference to the

See Matthiae,

p. 335

f.

p. 1533,

Buttman,

neut. Gr.

2 Evvald, who likewise follows our construction in the first clause of the Verse,
takes in the second half of it *apScas as predicnto and circumcision is that of the heart.
But, in that CUSe since irepiTO^rj in itself
:

weuld he the

/rwe circumcision,

expect the article before

*

See Lev. xxvi.

Jer. iv. 14, ix. 26

IE. T. 392].

it.

we should

iii.

spirit.

3

;

r?f. p.

eon tAs
ap-erpoi.

opixal

:

41

;

Deut. x.

Ez. xliv. 7

16,

xxx. G

compare

;

Philo, de

;

Phil.

de-

Acts

vii.

51

7repiTe>vea0e

t<xs

a-KArjpoKapSia?, ro5e

Col.

58

;

ov]

ii.

11

;

;

n-epiTTa? <pvo-ei S toO 7ryep.oviKo5, As ai

™i>

rat

6

tto.9^v
K<x*b<r

evneipdv re rat
<|/vx^S

avv^i^aav

yeupybs

a^poa-vvrj, p.erd cmov8ri<; anoiceipeaOe.

Schocttgen, Hor.

p. 815.

e<t>vTcv<rev,

See also

NOTES.

The

ver. 29.

relation

epexegetical relative definition bears to

id quod laudem

:
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mam

habet etc.

ov

ye

it

an argumentative
still more em-

would be

phatic.
To interpret it as masculine with reference to 'lovdalog (Augustine,
Erasmus, Beza, Bengel, and many others
including Reiche, Rlickert,
Kollner, de Wette, Olshausen, Tholuck, Fritzsche, Philippi, Ewald, and
Hofmann compare van Hengel) is, especially seeing that Paul has not
;

;

written uv, as in

ad Is. p. 243), a very unnecessary violence,
followed by Th. Schott, makes still worse by twisting the construction as if the eariv of ver. 28 stood immediately before ov (it
is not the evident Jew, etc., whose praise, etc).
As is often the case in classic
authors, the neuter of the relative belongs to the entire sentence.
6 iiracvo^]

which

iii.

who

Grotius,

8 (Schoem.

is

1

i.e.

due praise (not recompense).

the

matter
KaX

h

itself,

icapdia

vefaovc 0edc.

faction of

John

v. 44, xii. 43.

7repirofi7Jc

—

Compare, on the

Oecumenius rightly says rfjq yap KpvKrfjq
aXK 6 hrd^uv napdiaQ nal
:

66%a Qeov

iii.

This praise

23.

is

the holy

satis-

He has so often declared it to the
how perfectly analogous ver. 28 f. in

[His being well-pleased], as

righteous in the Scriptures.
its

1 Cor. iv. 5.

ovk iarai eTratveTqg avSpotros,

Compare the

God

See on

tenor of thought

is

— Observe

to the idea of the invisible church.

Compare on

ver.

25.

Notes by American Editob.
XV. Ver.

1— ch.

iii.

20.

It may be said, with Meyer, that Paul •' adduces here the second half of the
proof as to the universal necessity of justification by faith," or, rather, as to the
fact that there is no justification by works, which fact carries with it this uni-

versal necessity.

This second half of the proof

is

that with which the Apostle

chiefly concerns himself, not only because the unrighteousness of the Gentiles

was more plainly manifest, but

also because the Jewish party would readily admit that this unrighteousness excluded the Gentiles from justification while, on
the other hand, this party would not easily acknowledge the same thing, and

—

make the same admission, respecting themselves. It is for this reason that
he approaches the declaration of the fact as related to the Jews more gradually,
and with more careful preparation of the way, than he had done in the other
case.
He begins his argument in the most general form, and only at the 17th
verse does he make the direct application to the Jews of what has previously
been said.
XVI. Ver.

The argument

1

ff„

did avano2.6yT]Tos

el, k.t.2,.

may be

considered in two aspects. (1)
the
With reference to the main thoughts, ver. 2 contains the major premise
judgment of God is against those who habitually commit such sins as are
charged upon the Gentiles in the first chapter ver. 16. c. contains the minor
in the

first

verses

"

:

;

premise

:

the person

commits these sins
whoever he may be,
;

who condemns others (in the case supposed) habitually
ver. la., we must conclude, therefore, that this person,

be condemned at the Divine judgment. The arand the conclusion, must
is complete and decisive
be of universal application, unless some way of escape from the general rule
will

gument, as thus indicated,

1

See especially Kichter, de anac.

;

gr. linguae, § 28

;

Matthiae,

II. p.

987

f.

—
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government can be discovered for the particular man in question.
But is there any such way ? If so, it must be either on the man's side, because
of some special privilege appertaining to himself as distinguished from others,
or on God's side, because of His goodness, which is so great that it will forbear
The question as to these two suppositions is raised in
to inflict the penalty.
the former in ver. 3, and the latter in ver. 4. To the
the following verses
former a negative answer is implied in the mode of presenting the question.
To the latter is added a detailed proof of the negative, which extends from
of the divine

:

The omission of a similar full statement as connected with
be explained from the desire on the part of the author to defer it
until after he should have applied his general reasoning to the Jews and, accordingly, we find it set forth in vv. 25-29.
(2) With reference to the grammatSid, whether it is to be regarded
ical connection and the sequence of the sentences.
as referring to i. 32 (with de Wette, Alford, and others), or to the main idea of

ver. 5 to ver. 16.
ver. 3 is to

;

i.

new

18-32 (with Meyer), brings the

affirmation respecting nd?

close connection with the statements of the preceding chapter.

that the order of thought is changed throughout

;

6

npivuv into

Hence

it is,

the minor premise, as given

above, being introduced as a proof of this affirmation,

and the major premise

According to the grammatical connection,
the thought proceeds as follows
On the foundation of what is said in the
first chapter, the man who condemns another must be declared to be without
excuse, for in condemning the other he condemns himself, since he does the
same things and we know that the judgment of God is against all who do
placed in an independent sentence.
:

;

these things.

XVII. Ver.

4.

fj

— KaraQpovelc.

This verse —as in some other cases in Paul's writings, e.g. Gal. ii. 17
seems to unite two sentences (one interrogative and the other declarative), in
one here, the question and its answer. The answer is found in the word
The verb of the question is
KaTaQpovric, and is further developed in ver. 5.
suggested by the context. Dost thou rely upon, or trust to, the riches of God's
goodness to set thee aside from the rules of His general administration ? To
do so, while continuing in the sins described, is a treating his goodness with
contempt (not recognizing even its object and purpose, which is to lead to repentance, and not to further wrong-doing), and a laying up for the final day a
greater measure of divine wrath.
;

XVIII. Ver.

The question

6.

be diroduaei kicaoTCf) Kara rd epya avrov.

as to the consistency of this statement with the doctrine of

salvation by faith has been unnecessarily raised by

some

writers.

The Apostle

here speaking only of the legal system, and discussing the matter of justification by works.
On the legal system men are rewarded according to
is

When they sin, therefore, there is no hope of justification.
does not return to the matter of faith until iii. 21. This verse and its context are sometimes used as an argument against the view which holds that the
heathen may have a probation hereafter, on the ground that they do not have
their works.

He

a fair opportunity of obtaining salvation in this life.
The argument rests,
however, upon a misapprehension as to what the view in question necessarily
involves.
By having a fair opportunity, in the sense in which this term is

NOTES.
employed,
alike

is
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not meant such an opportunity on
Paul's teaching to be, that all

may admit

Both parties

the legal system.

men — the heathen

nations as

— have light enough to make their condemnation, on that system,
But a new system, through the mercy of God, has been introduced — one

well as others
just.

of faith
to, that

and forgiveness

;

and

it is

claimed by advocates of the opinion alluded
fact, whether if, in His abound-

the question arises, in view of this

ing goodness, God has thus opened to sinners, who had put themselves
beyond all hope from law, a new way of entrance into His kingdom, it is not,
by reason of that very goodness, probable that He will give all men alike the
knowledge of this wonderful way— that He will grant such knowledge and the
opportunity to use it for the end in view hereafter, in case, for wise reasons
Will He not give the unenlightened and
of His own, He does not grant it here.
the enlightened among mankind an equal possibility under the light of the faith-

—

To

having reference only to
when thus understood, may be drawn from other N. T. passages, or from the general indications
of N. T. teaching, but not from these verses.
system?

this question this section of the Epistle,

works, gives no answer.

Arguments against

XIX. Ver.

12.

avo/nug

this view,

— ev

vdp:^.

Mosaic law must be regarded as alBecause the immediately preceding context presents
before us the division of mankind into Jews and Gentiles. The close connection of this verse with vv. 9, 10, through the yap which opens it and that
which opens ver. 11, shows that the same division is intended here. The
point of difference between the two, however, was the possession or non-possession of the Mosaic law. (b) Because ril rov vbfiov (ver. 14) clearly refers to
the requirements of the law of Moses. This being so, the contrast of the verse
naturally suggests the same law as intended by pr) vdfiov exovra. (c) Because
the thing which the Jews rested upon (ver. 17), and gloried in (ver. 23), was
not law, but the law of Moses, (d) Because, in the contrast presented in

That

avofiuq

and

together probable,

vv. 25, 27,

ev v6a^ refer to the

(a)

the keeping rov

vo/uov (cf. rov vopov, ver. 26) is

placed in opposition

For the force of the contrast, vdpov must be regarded
(e) Because it is wholly unlikely that the writer
as the same with rov vdfiov.
meant a different thing by napaftdoeug rov vo/uov in ver. 23 and napaf3aTijg \_napaThe former expression, however,
fiaoeog'] v6p.ov, only two verses afterward.
evidently refers to the Mosaic law. (/) Because circumcision, as a distinguishing mark of the Jews, was connected with the law of Moses. "When
therefore practising what vbfioq requires is declared to be essential to the enjoyment of any advantage from this distinction, vofioq must mean this particthe entire passage,
ular law.
(g) Because all the kindred words throughout
to transgression vouov.

(h)
TTEpirofirj, ypdfifia, 'lovdaloQ, point to this law as in the mind of the author,
Because the doctrine of justification by works which Paul was here proving
to be untrue was, as held by the Jewish party, connected with the law of Moses.
Throughout these verses (12-29), accordingly, wherever vouoc occurs (with the
possible exception of the last instance in ver. 14), it must be understood as
the same with 6 vopog ;— this word being used as a kind of proper name (cf.

Winer, p. 123).

The

word seems to be
means the Mosaic law, in

true position with regard to this

with or without the

article, it

this
all

:

that,

whether

cases in Paul's
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number in which either the necessities of
or the unquestionable indications of the context, prove,
beyond a doubt, that it does not have this meaning.
Epistles, except a very insignificant

the sentence

itself,

Weiss ed. Mey., Bp. Lightfoot, and some other recent writers oppose the
view above stated, and hold that vo/uog without the article denotes any positive
law, or positive law in the abstract.
Their presentation of the matter appears

and their arguments inconclusive and it seems scarcely too
with Meyer, that their view " opens the way for artificial and
sometimes intolerable explanations." The question can be properly settled by
a careful examination of all the cases where the word occurs. Such an examination, it is believed, will confirm, at every step, the position taken in
unsatisfactory

much

;

to say,

this note.

XX. Ver.

15.

av/i/iaprvpovarjg

— diroXoyovfiivuv.

Weiss ed. Mey.— though denying the position of Meyer, that the context
shows the reference to be to the approving conscience objects to the view
against which Meyer is arguing, that such a wavering of judgment (as the

—

application of
al

man

fier.

implies),

uXk,

"koy. k.t.1.

to the process of conscience in the individu-

would tend rather

to render doubtful,

than to prove the exApostle, however,
does not speak of such a wavering of judgment, as Weiss supposes, but to the
approving or condemning judgment which the particular case may call for.
Weiss also holds that narriyovvTuv k.t.X. is not to be joined with 'Aoyiop,ui> as
forming a second gen. abs. clause, but as an attributive phrase there
being but one gen. abs. clause, in which av/xfiaprvpovaijc is united both
with ovveid. and with loy. Holsten takes the same view, but Godet, with
istence of an objective rule or standard in the heart.

The

—

reason, objects to this construction as forced.

Godet, Alford, Shedd, Schaff

(Pop. Comm.), Philippi, agree with de Wette

and others in holding that clIXtj" There takes place, as it were, a dialogue between the
luv refers to loyic/uuv.
thoughts, one accusing, the other acquitting" (Phil.). The argument for this
view is, that the other parts of the description seem to be limited to the individual soul in itself, and not to refer to any relations to others. The emphatic
position of nera^i) aXk, and the suggestion of contrast with avrdv are the strong
points favoring Meyer's explanation.

XXI. Ver.

23. og hv vdfKp Kavxaaai.

The change in the form of expression in this clause, as compared with those
which precede, does not, indeed, prove Meyer's view of the verse, as a categorand the sentence
ical answer, to be correct, but it suggests that it may be
gains in emphasis and force, if explained in this way.
;

XXII. Ver.

25.

KepLTOfir) fikv

yap

utpeXel.

carries back the thought to the emphatic av of ver. 3, and in subthough not in form, confirms the negative answer to the question of that
While admitting that there is a certain advantage connected with cirverse.
cumcision [to be more fully explained at a later point], provided the ciroumcised person fulfils the requirements of the law, the Apostle denies to
the Jew, so long as the law is not fulfilled, any such favored position as he
uipelei

stance,
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judgment and the application of the rules
which opens this verse, connects it with
the statement implied in ver. 23 — namely, that condemnation will rest upon
those who thus dishonour God, no matter how much they may glory in the law,
for circumcision will avail nothing while they commit such sins.
was prone

to claim with respect to the

of the Divine administration.

The

yap,

—
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CHAPTER

III.

B D* E G, min. vss., Chrys. Aug. reads
consequence of its seeming unnecessary, and
of the recollection of i. 8 but is supported by 1 Cor. xi. 18. —Ver. 9. Ttpoexo/ueOa]
D* G 31, Syr. Erp. Chrys. ms. Theodoret have npowrexo/uev (or narex-) irepiooov,
and, with several other authorities, omit ov navrug. This TrpoKar. nepioo. is an
erroneous gloss and the omission of ov ndvrug is explained by its being no
longer suitable after the adoption of ri ovv TrpoKarexofiev nepioodv see Reiche,
Comm. crit.
Ver. 11. In important codices the article is wanting before
Ver.

Lachm. following

yap]

2. filv

The ydp was

fiev.

easily lost in
;

;

;

—

and Ik&tuv.

But see LXX. Ps. xiv. 2.—Ver. 22. nal knl ndvrag] is
Copt. Aeth. Arm. Erp. Clem. Or. Cyr. Aug. Deleted
by Lachm. and Tisch. 8. But when we consider that a gloss on tig irdvrag was
quite unnecessary, and on the other hand that koi km ndvrag was equally unnecessary to complete the sense, we may assume that the twice repeated irdvrag
avviuv

wanting in

A B C P X*

may have even

—Ver. 25.

at a very early date occasioned the omission of koI

etti

irdvrag.

wanting in C* D* F G X, min., and several Fathers
(A and Chrys. omit the whole did r. Trior.). Suspected by Griesb., and deleted
by Lachm. and Tisch. Still the omission of the article might easily occur if
the copyist, as was natural, glanced back at 6 id Trior., ver. 22.—Ver. 26. irpdg
evdeit.] Following A B C D* P X, min., we should read with Lachm. and
Tisch. rrpdg rtjv fodeii;.
The article was passed over in accordance with ver. 25.
'Itjoov is wanting in F G 52 It.
and is expanded in other authorities (Xptorov
'Itjoov, or rov Kvptov tj/x. 'Itjoov Xpiorov).
Notwithstanding the preponderating
testimony in its favour, it is properly deleted by Fritzsche and Tisch. 7. Supplied from looking back to ver. 22.—Ver. 28. ydp] Elz. and Tisch. 7. read ovv,
against very preponderating testimony, by which also the arrangement 6ik.
rrjg

mar.]

rr)g

is

—

;

Trior.

avQpunov

modes
as ydp,

(Elz.

:

tt.

6. a.)

is

confirmed.

Since according to the different

apprehending the connection, the emendation might be ovv as well
external attestation only can here be regarded as decisive. Ver. 29.

of

—

The reading

by

/uovuv (so Tisch. 7. instead of fiovov) is insufficiently attested

min. and Fathers

;

and arose

easily out of the context.

oi>x1

Kai] Elz.

:

B,

ovx^ 6i

icai, against decisive testimony.
The fe was easily introduced into the text by
the contrast, whether the two questions might be taken separately, or togeth-

er as one — eTre'nrep] ABC D** X, min., Clem. Or. Cyr. Didym. Damasc. elirep.
Eecommended by Griesb. adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. 8. But how easily
may the eireiTrep only occurring here in the N. T., and therefore unfamiliar to
:

;

the copyists, have been exchanged for the familiar
I, 2. As an inference (ovv) from
made from the Jewish standpoint

Vv.
be
1

On

1

chap.

Abhandlung

iii.

iiber

see Matthias, exeget.
1-20 (a school -pro-

vv.

ii.

ein-ep

!

28, 29, the objection

might now

against the Apostle, that he quite

gramme), Hanau 1851 and the same author's
work: das dritte Kap. d. Br. an d. Rom.,
;

a

CHAP.

;

.

Ill

III., 1, 2.

does away with the advantage of Judaism and the benefit of circumcision.
This objection he therefore raises in his own person, in order to remove it
to irepicobv /c.r.A.] [See Note XXIII. p. 146.]
himself immediately, ver. 2 ff.
1
the superiority of the Jew, i.e. what he has as an advantage over the GenThe following tj {or, to express it in other words)
tile, the Jewish surplus.

—

tic

n

cific

presents substantially the same question in a more speMuch, namely, is the ireptocrdv of the Jew or the benefit

GxpiTi. t. irepiT.

form.

—

irolv]

of circumcision.

it

applies only to the

the second without further notice.

cedes and

the answer to both

The neuter comprehends

2

must not therefore be said that
follows, that Paul

comp.

4

It is

meant the

— Kara

Travra Tpdirov]

;

in whatever light the matter

f.

and

it

moreover clear from what prenot in a moral, but in a

theocratic sense

ix.

;

question, leaving

Tzeptaaov

Anab.

vi. 6, 30),

first

may be

in every

way (Ken.

considered.'

It is

an

undue anticipation to take the expression as hyperbolical (Reiche), since we
do not know how the detailed illustration, which is only begun, would be
further pursued. —npoTov] first of all, firstly, it is a prerogative of the Jew,
The Apostle consequently begins
or advantage of circumcision, that, etc.
to illustrate the tvolv according to its individual elements, but, just after
mentioning the first point, is led away by a thought connected with it, so

that

all

further enumeration (possibly

[See Note

XXIV.

Compare on

ix. 4.

and

p. 146.]
i.

8

Cor. xi. 18.

1

;

by

efra,

Xen. Mem.

iii. 6,

9) is

dropped

postponed to
As the uiv was evidently meant to be

not, as Grotius strangely thinks,

it was a mere artificial explaining away of
the interruption of the discourse, to render irptiTov praecipe (Beza, Calvin,
compare
Toletus, Estius, Calovius, Wolf, Koppe, Glockler, and others

followed by a corresponding M,

;

also

Hofmann

:

cates the basis

"before

all

from which

things"), or to say with Th. Schott that it indiotl itzlgt. r. Uyia t. Oeov] that
the irolv follows.

—

they (the Jews) were entrusted with the utterances of God, namely, in the holy
Scriptures given to them, devoutly to preserve these 16yia as a Divine treas-

and

ure,

to maintain

t.

17

;

Gal.

ii.

Oeov] ehquia Dei. [See Note

pression

(xprjcfiovc

A

of St. Paul's Epistle

to the

James Mori-

Third ChapRomans, Lond.

1866
1
Matt. v. 47, xi. 9 Plat. Ap. 8. p. 20 C.
Lueian. Prom. 1 Plut. Demosth. 3.
2 This answer is the Apostle's, not the reply of a Jew asserting his nepuraov, whom
y«V<hto
Paul then interrupts in ver. 4 with
(Baur in the theol. Jahrb. 1857, p. 69)—
breaking up of the text into dialogue,
;

;

m

neither necessary nor in any way
indicated, and which is not supported by
any analogy of other passages. According
to Mehring, Paul has written ver. 2, and in

which

is

7),

Winer,

see

XXV. p.

146.]

avTolc avodev KaTTjvex&evTac,

ein exeg. Versuch, Cassel 1857 ;
critical exposition of the
son,
ter

39) possession.

ii.

KicTtvoiiai ti (1 Cor. ix.

Uyta

for all ages of God's people as their and their
On the Greek form of expression

them

children's (comp. Acts

p.

— ra

this general ex-

Chrysostom), which always

onward to

fact

244 [E. T. 260].

That by

ver.

8,

as the sentiments of

a Jew to be summarily dealt with, who in
irpZrov had it in view to enumerate yet
further advantages, but whose mouth was
closed by ver. 9. The unforced exposition
of the successive verses does not permit
this view and ii. 25-29 is not at variance
with ver. 2, but, on the contrary, leaves
sufficiently open to the Apostle the recognition of Jewish privileges, which he begins
to specify comp. ii. 25 and ix. 4 f
3 See examples in Wetstein.
The oppokot ovSeVa rpoirov, 2 Mace. xi. 31
site
;

;

:

Polyb.

iv. 84, 8, viii. 27, 2.
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receives its

more

from the context (Acts vii. 38 Heb. v.
Paul means here tear' h^oxvv the Messianic prophetic utterances, is shown by ver. 3, where the airtarla of the Jews leaves no room
for mistake as to the contents of the Uyia.
Compare al eirayyeMai, ix. 4.
These 16yia r. Oeov are contained not merely in the prophets proper (Acts iii.
12

precise definition

1 Pet. iv. II),

;

;

1

but even in the Pentateuch (covenant with Abraham, the promise of
yet the law is not meant, nor even jointly included (Matthias),

24),

Moses)

;

which ver. 3 testifies. Just as little is there meant all making
known of God in the history of salvation (Hofmann), which is too general,
and is extended by Hofmann even to the New Testament revelations. 8
Ver. 3. Not an objection to the preceding [See Note XXVI. p. 147.], but a
against

:

guarantee of the hTuoTev-S. to. 16yin r. 6eov just mentioned, as something that
has not been cancelled and revoked through the partial unbelief of the people.
"For how ? what is the case ? 8 If some refused the faith, will their unbelief

make void

shall

now

the faithfulness of God ?" will it produce the effect that God
regard the promises once committed to the Jews as void, and
Himself as no longer bound to His word therein pledged ? The ymcTnoav

and the

airtarla are by the context necessarily referred to the Myia r. Qeov
the unbelief of a part of the Jews in the promises manifested itself, namely,
by their rejecting the Messiah who had appeared according to the promise.

;

So in substance also Matthias, who nevertheless apprehends the notion of
as unfaithfulness towards what was entrusted to them, which the nivec
did not use for the purpose of letting themselves be led thereby to Christ.

airier,

But amareiv and

airurria

(even in 2 Tim.

mean

specifically throughout
compare Morison, p. 23) unbelief not unfaithfulness, although Hofmann also ultimately comes to adopt
this notion.
This remark also applies against the supposition of Kollner, de
Wette, Mehring, and older writers, that Paul meant the unfaithfulness (the
disobedience) of the Jews in the times before Christ. 4
Such a view is opposed to
the context
and must not the idea, that the earlier breaches of covenant on
the part of the Jews might possibly annul the Uyia, have been wholly
strange to Paul and his Jewish readers, since they knew from experience
that, even when the Jews had heaped unfaithfulness upon unfaithfulness,
God always committed to them anew, through His prophets, the promises
of the Messiah ? In the mind of the Apostle the idea of the irapeoie rov

the N. T. (see in this Epistle

13)

ii.

iv. 20, xi. 20,

23

;

;

1

Compare the passages from the Septua-

gint in Schleusner, Thes. III. p. 464, from
Philo in Loesner, p. 248 ; and see especially
Bleek on Heb. II. 2, p. 114 f.
a

Regarding the classic use of Xdyia, prophsee Kniger on Thuc. ii. 8, 2, and gen-

ecies,

ad Xen. Eph. p. 152 f. The
not a diminutive form (Philippi,

3

H yap

compare Phil. i. 18. Elz., Benand Lachm. place the sign of interrogation after rive's. Van Hengel follows them,
also Th. Schott and Hofmann. It is impos;

gel,

sible to decide the question.

classic authors, the
is

word

dam ad novam

is

who

finds in it the usual brevity of oracular
utterances), but the neuter form of A.6yios.

The diminutive conception, little -utterances,
is expressed not by Aoyior, but by Aoyi'Siov
Plat.

Eryx.

p. 401 E.

opposition to Morison.

This applies also in

H yap

frequent, " ubi quis

rally Locella,

;

cum

Still

even in

standing alone
alacritate qua-

sententiam transgreditur,"

ad Xen. Mem.

ii. 6, 2
Jacobs, ad Del.
Baeumlein, Partik. p. 73 f.
Especially would tint be quite unsuitable, because it would be absolutely untrue.
All were disobedient and unfaithful. See

Kiihner,

epigr. vi. 60;
«

ver. 9

ff.

;

CHAP.
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III., 4.

Acts xvii. 30). Therefore we
Kpoyeyovdruv d/xaprTf/xdruv was fixed (ver. 25
cannot understand (with Philippi) unbelief in the promises shown in the
But according to the doctrine
period before Christ to be here referred to.
of faith in the promised One who had come, as the condition of the MesMay not the partial
sianic salvation, the doubt might very easily arise
;

:

unbelief of the

Jews

since the appearance of Christ, to

whom

ferred, possibly cancel the divine utterances of promise

the 16yia re-

committed to the

nation ? Notwithstanding the simple and definite conception of arciarelv
throughout the N. T. Hofmann here multiplies the ideas embraced so as to
include as well disobedience to the law as unbelief towards the Gospel and
unbelief towards the prophetic word of promise a grouping together of
,

—

very different significations, which
far too

wide sense assigned to the

the consequence of the erroneous and

is

"Koyia r. Qeov.

—

ttjv iziariv r.

Qeov]

The gen-

determined to be the genitive of the subject, partly by
Theretj aTTiaria avruv, partly by ver. 4, and partly by Qeov dimioa. in ver. 5.
fore
the fides Dei in keeping the Xoyia, keeping His word, in virtue of which
He does not abandon His promises to His people. 1 Compare 2 Tim. ii. 13,
and the frequent klctoc 6 Oeoc, 1 Cor. i. 9, x. 13 2 Cor. i. 18 al. Observe
further that Paul designates the unbelievers only by rwic some, which is not
itive is necessarily

:

—

;

,

contemptuous or ironical (Tholuck, Philippi

;

as a milder expression (Grotius), but is rather
light the negation

import of nvec,

many

mi

compare Bengel), nor intended
employed to 'place in a stronger

and, considering the relative
of the effect under discussion
not at variance with the truth, for although there were
;

it is

Plat. Phaed. p. 58 D), still they were not all.
and on 1 Cor. x. 7 Kriiger, § 51, 16, 14.
Ver. 4. [See Note XXVII. p. 147.] Let it not be (far be it) ! hit God is
to be truthful, i.e. His truthfulness is to be the actual result produced
(namely, in the carrying out of His Messianic plan of salvation), and every
man a liar. To this it shall come the development of the holy divine
economy to this final state of the relation between God and men, is what
yevoiro] The familiar formula of negation by
Paul knows and wishes.
which the thing asked is repelled with abhorrence, corresponding to the
HTTII (Gen. xliv. 17 Josh. xxii. 29 1 Sam. xx. 2), is used by Paul par-

(nvec

Compare

irolloi ye,

xi. 17,

;

;

—m

;

;

ticularly often in our Epistle, elsewhere in Gal.

ii.

17,

iii.

21, 1 Cor. vi. 15,

always in a dialectic discussion. In the other writings of the N. T. it oc2
yiveo&u]
curs only at Luke xx. 16, but is current in later Greek authors.
not equivalent to Qavepovc&o, cnrodeiK.vvo'dci (Theophylact), but the historical

—

which shall come to pass, the actual Theodicee that shall take place.
This indeed in reality amounts to a tyavepovadai, but it is expressed by yiv-

result

1
It is the fides, qua Deus promissis slat,
not in reality different from the idea of the
dAr]#T)s in ver. 4. The word vumt, however,
Beis selected as the correlative of £*t*rta.
spite the Jewish aw-iorta it continues the
case, not that God has been wiotos (in that,
namely, He has spoken among the people,
Hofmann thinks), but that He is iriaro?, in
that, namely, He does not allow Himself to

be moved by that dtrioria nvu>v to become
likewise dTrioros, which He would be if He
left His own Adyta committed to the Jews
unfulfilled. He will not allow this case of
the annulling of His irfrnc to occur. Cornpare 2 Tim. ii. 13.
a Raphel, Arrian. in loc.; Sturz, de dial.
Al. p. 204.

—
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which demonstrates itself. In that
what according to His
nag 6e av&p. fevar.] By no means unessential (Riickert), or
nature He is.
merely a concomitant circumstance (Th. Schott), is designed, and that all
the more forcibly without a preceding fiev, to appropriate the alrjtieia
exclusively to God, in contrast to qnior. nveg, ver. 3, outbidding this rivig by
Every man is a liar, if he does not perform the service to which he
nag.
has become bound, as is brought to light in the case of the nveg by their
aniaria, since as members of the people of God they had bound themselves
That Paul had Ps. cxvi. 11 in view
to faith in the divine promises.
(Calvin, Wolf, and many others) is the more doubtful, seeing that he imi<r&u,

according to

its

objective reality,

which God (and man)

does,

—

He

becomes actually

bnug av due. /c.r./L] Ps. li. 6 exactly
mediately quotes another passage.
Independently of the more immediate connection and
after the LXX.
sense of the original text, Paul seizes on the type of the relation discussed

by him, which

is

involved in the words of the Psalm, in the form in which

LXX. and that in the sense that thou mayest
acknowledged as faultless and upright, in thy words, and prevail (in substance the same as the previous diKaiudr/g) when thou, disputest,
namely, with men against whom thou def endest and f ollowest out thy right.
they are reproduced by the

~be

justified,

From

'

:

i.e.

second clause results that nag

this

priateness of this view in the connection

The exact appro-

61 av&p. -^evarrjg.
is

decisive against the explanation

commonly adopted formerly after the Vulgate and Luther, and again preby Mehring, which takes Kpiveo&ai as passive {when thou art subjected

ferred

judgment)*

to

that

is

—

bv rolg "kdyoig oov\ i.e. in that

the category to

which

which thou hast

those 16yia belong, as to

And

spoJcen.

which the Apostle has

God will not keep them on account of the aniaria
and will thereby prove untrue. The sense in sententia ferenda, "

just repelled the idea that

of the nveg

•

'

when thou passest a sentence
since God is not represented
fying judicial decision

roneous

:

that

it

is

(Philippi), cannot be taken out of

denotes the accusations, which God

For the text represents God indeed

may

which He

spect of
2,

is

;

rjTTao&ai.

PartiMl.

and the

16yoi

,

and

in re-

declared justified, point back so directly to the loyia

that this very correlation has occasioned the selection of the par-

from Ps. li.
compare Xen. Mem.

ticular passage

process

bring against men.

as the party gaining the verdict

prevailing, but not as the accuser preferring charges ;

in ver.

bv r,16y. gov,

but as litigant, over whom the justipronounced. The view of Hofmann is also eras judge,

— On bnug (here
II. p.

286, 289

;

— vmav, like
17

iv. 4,

;

These inaccuracies consist in i*l3Tfl
sis) being rendered in the LXX. by
fucjjo-ij?,
and nDDEO (cum judicas) being
(msoms

translated iv

T<j»

npiveadai

<re.

used of prevailing in a

1436, 18

al.

The opposite

:

Klotz, ad Devar. p. 685.

The inaccuracies in the translation of
LXX. must he candidly acknowledged
still they do not yield any essential difference of sense from the idea of the original

text.

vincere,

Dem.

in order that in the event of decision) see Hartung,

1

the

;

a

On

the use of the middle,

compare LXX. Job

to dispute with,

and other
passages in Schleusner, Thes. III. p. 885 f.
This use has been properly maintained by
also Matthias,
Beza, Bengel, and others
Tholuck, Philippi, van Hengel, Ewald, Hofmann, and Morison. Compare 1 Cor. vi. 1 ;
Matt. v. 40.
ix. 3, xiii. 19,

;

chap, in.,
Vv.
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5, 6.

In vv. 3 and 4 it was declared that the unbelief of a part of
would not make void the truthfulness of God, but that, on the
But how easily might
the latter should be triumphantly justified.

5, 6.

the Jews
contrary,

be misconstrued by a Jew of the common type as a pretext for his im" the unrighteousness of man in fact brings out more clearly the
morality
righteousness of God, and therefore may not be righteously punished by
this

:

God !" To preclude this misconception and false inference, which so abruptly run counter to his doctrine of universal human guilt, and to leave no
irpoex6{ie&a in ver. 9),
pretext remaining (observe beforehand the rl ovv
to himself and
proposes
antagonist,
of
an
thoughts
such
Paul, having in view
;

his readers the question

what

eousness of God,

ical

answer

if our unrighteousness show forth

we say

And he disposes

wrath TV

inflicteth

"But

:

shall

(ver. 6)

(infer)

of

it

God

Is

?

in the

first

t7ie

right-

then unrighteous,

instance

by the

The

No, otherwise God could not be judge of the world.

:

who

categor-

and seriously by what goes
rendered
before, and called forth from the Apostle himself (Hofmann), is
y adiicia j?/*wv] Quite
untenable by the very addition Kara av&poirov leyu.
our unrighteousness, abnormal moral condition. To this general
general
possible
category belongs also the aiuoria, ver. 3. Paul has regarded the
as
a genquestion,
his
occasions
which
of
notion
the
Jewish misconception,
from vv. 3 and 4,
eral, but for that reason all the more dangerous inference
passage from
in which the words adiida and dmaioovvn are suggested by the
assumption, that this question

is occasioned really

—

:

the Psalms in ver.

—

4.

But

as

to these is

said certainly in the character of the aducoi
relation to the irae 6e av-Spunog -tyevcrm in er- 4 -

77/zwv] is

and stands in
the whole context

in general,

J

directed against the Jews, and the application
intended in the general expressions, and indeed expressly made
Paul speaks here also in such a way that the Jewish consciousis

in ver. 19,

from which, as himself a Jew, he speaks, lies at the bottom of the
cxrviarqaL is a conThe protasis el
form of his representation.
which the Jewinference,
the
but
(ver.
correct
itself
4)
cesmm, which is in
with horror. Observe
ish self -justification might draw from it, is rejected
and in the apodosis
in this protasis the emphatic juxtaposition tjuuv Oeov
dcmiac. ovvIctw] proves
bpy^v.—Qeov
ttjv
and
admoc
on
lies
which
accent
the

ness,

—

general

.

.

.

;

;

2 Cor. vi. 4,
God's righteousness (comp. v. 8
makes
61; frequently in Polyb., Philo, etc.)
;

God

is

without

fault,

requires ducatoo.

and such

Susann.
Gal. ii. 18
11
apparent beyond doubt, that

vii.

;

it

;

;

^v

The contrast to ^ adiKta
and forbids its being explained
Beza, Piscator, Estius, Koppe, and others

as

He must

be.

to be taken thus generally,

of a particular attribute (truth:
well as its begoodness: Chrysostom, Theodoret, Grotius, Rosenmuller), as
epovuev
ri
(3 Esr. viii.
Hengel).
(van
17
i.
of
sense
in
the
ing taken
;

—The

82) is

used by Paul only in the Epistle to the Romans

31, ix. 14, 30).

'

—

fir)

adiicoc 6 Gebc; 6 fcraf r.

(iv. 1, vi. 1, vii. 7, viii.

Note XXVIII. p. 147.].
a negative answer is expected,

bpyvv] [See

This question a is so put that (as in ver. 3)
conceived of
since Paul has floating before his mind an impious objection
1 Compare, however, generally on such
questions arousing interest and enlivening
the representation, Blomfield, Gloss, in

Aesch. Pers. 1013, Dissen,
346
«

ad

Bern. <U cor. p.

f.
,

After rf, ipov^v

is

not again to be un-
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Kara av&ponov. 1

Hence
God is not unrighteous then, who dealeth wrath f
This in opposition to Riickert and Philippi, who make the questioner expect an affirmative answer, which can never be the case. In those passages
in Greek authors, where an affirmative reply notwithstanding follows, it invariably does so contrary to the expectation of the questioner
see Kiihner,
:

;

1024.

II. 2, p.

to 6

em<j>. t.

righteous,

adcKog,

on account of

its relation
to be understood in the strict judicial signification un-

bpyijv,

which

prefixed with emphasis,

confirmed by vv. 6 and

is

ciple indicates the relation as well-known;

7.

is,

2

and

The

article

rfjv op-yip

with the

parti-

(Sin.* adds avrov)

denotes the wrath definitely conceived of as judicial, inflicted at the judgKara av&poTrov teyu] To preclude his being misunderstood, as if
he were asking el 6e tj adiicia rjficiv
fxrj adtnog k.t.X. from his own enlight-

ment. 3

—

.

.

.

.

ened Christian view, Paul remarks parenthetically that he says this according to a human standard * after the fashion of ordinary humanity, quite
apart from his own higher standpoint of divine enlightenment, to which the
idea expressed in that question would be foreign, and speaking only in ac-

cordance with mere human reason.
Soph. Aj. 761
naf av&pwrrov (ppovel.
:

Compare 1 Cor. ix. 8 Gal. iii. 15
"I say this just as an ordinary man,
;

;

not under the influence of the divine Spirit, may well say it." Respecting
the expression Kara av&p., which is capable according to the context of great
variety of meaning, compare Fritzsche in he.
It is wrongly inferred from
Kara av&p.

leyu that the question fir) adacog k.t.I. was meant to receive an
affirmative answer, because as a negative query it would not be
Kara av&p.
(see Philippi).
But this view overlooks the fact that the whole thought,
which is implied in the question calculated though it is for a negative reply,
the thought of the unrighteousness of God in punishing can in fact

—

—

only be put into expression Kara avtipayirov in the higher Christian insight
a conception so blasphemous and deserving of abhorrence can find neither
place nor utterance.
The apology however, involved in Kara av&p. liyo>, is
applicable only to what goes before, not to what follows, to which Mehring,
Th.
Schott and Hofmann refer it. This is the more obvious, since what imme;

diately follows

assigns the

is

merely a repudiating tf yhoiro, and the hret k.t.A., which
for this repudiation, is by no means an idea outside the

ground

range of revelation, the application of which to a rational inference,
and one
too so plainly right, cannot transfer it to the lower sphere
of the Kara av&p.

teyeiv.—Yer.

who

gives the ground of the fir) yhotro
for (if the God
;
unrighteous) how will it be possible that He shall judge the
The future is to be left in its purely future sense, since it refers to

inflicts

world

?

6.

evel]

wrath

is

a future act taking place at any rate, as to
be to see how it was to be accomplished, if, etc.
derstood, and then <JSt*os k.t.a. to be taken
as a question ensuing thereon (Mangold, p.

A

breaking up of the construction
without due ground. Compare, rather, ix.
14, a passage which in form also is perfectly
106).

parallel to this one.
1

See Hermann, ad

which the only

Hartung, PartikM.
p. 302
*

difficulty

On tnd, for otherwise,
II. p.

159

;

would

see Butt-

Baeumlein,

f.

For examples of

used to express the practical infliction of wrath or
punishment, see Raphel, Polyb.t Kypke II
^«/>e P e t v

p. igo.

Tiger, p. 789,

810;

»

Compare

4

Bernhardy,

Eitschl, de ira Dei, p. 15.
p. 241.
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—

rbv udofiov is
maim, neut. Gr. p. 308 [E. T. 359]. tcptvel has the emphasis.
to be taken, with most expositors, generally as meaning all mankind (comTo be judge of the world and yet, as enttyipov r. bpy., to be
pare ver. 19).
aSiKog, is

a contradiction of terms

;

the certainty that

God

is

the former

would become an impossibility if He were the latter. Compare Gen. xviii.
Koppe, Reiche, Schrader, Olshausen, and Jatho, following older author25.
"In that
1 Cor. vi. 2, xi. 32)
ities, take it only of the Gentile world (xi. 12
:

;

God

could not punish even the Gentile world for its idolatry, since it is
only in contrast therewith that the true worship of God appears in its full
"since
But, in this explanation, the very essential idea
value" (Reiche).
.... appears''' has first of all to be imported, an expedient which, in prescase

:

ence of the simplicity and clearness of our view, cannot but seem arbitrary.
Even the following proof, ver. 7 f does not present a reference directly to
the judgment of the Gentiles. The argument itself rests on the premiss that
God can carry out the judgment of the world only as One who is righteous in
His decreeing of wrath. The opposite would be impossible, not only sub,

.

jectively, in

God Himself

(Th. Schott), but also objectively, as standing in

contradiction to the notion of a world-judgment.

proposition however

which Paul

asserts

is

it,

See ver. 7

This

f.

so perfectly certain to the consciousness offaith, out of

that there

is

no ground either for complaining of the

weakness of the proof (Ruckert), or for reading the thoughts that form the

proof between the lines (Fritzsche and Mehring, with varying arbitrariness)
the more especially as afterwards, in ver. 7, a still further confirmation of the
;

£7T£i

....

Ver. 7 f

.

KOOfJLOV

The

follOWS.

knel

nbc

receives its illustrative confirma-

6 icpivel Gebc r. k6o/x.

God, who would thus be unrighteous and nevertheless is to judge the world, every ground for judging man as a sinner
must be superseded by the circumstance already discussed, viz. that His
and (ver. 8) as to
truth has been glorified by man's falsehood (ver. 4 f.)
the case of man himself, there would result the principle directly worthy of
condemnation, that he should do evil in order that good might come.
tion ; for as to the case of

;

Comp. Th. Schott, and in substance also Hofmann and Morison. The argument accordingly rests on the basis, that in the case put (eirel from ver. 6)
the relation of God to the judgment of the world would yield two absurd
consequences.

(See this, as early as Chrysostom.)

of Calvin, Beza, Grotius, Wolf,
ner,

and many

Another view

Tholuck, Philippi, and Umbreit, that the objection of ver. 5

plified.

But

it is

quite as arbitrary

is

that

others, including Ruckert, K611-

and in

is

here am-

fact impossible (hence Philippi

resorts to the violent expedient of putting in a parenthesis not only Kara

av&p. leyu, but also

[ifj

overleap entirely ver.

6,

yevoiro

as

....

it is

icdcfiov),

with the reference of

abrupt and to represent the Apostle as

part of the alleged amplification of the objection (to ver.
to the second part (ver.

8)

yap, to

make the discourse so completely
making no reply at all to the first

strange to

only by an anathema sit!

7),

and

(uv

as replying

r. «p. Ivd. £*.).

Against the view of Reiche, who, following Koppe, Rosenmuller, and
Flatt, thinks that the Gentile is introduced as speaking in ver. 7 (compare
Olshausen), we may decisively urge the close connection therewith of ver.

—
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8,

:

where Paul includes himself also, but does not

—

take speech in hand again"

'
'

and fevajuan are terms
chosen in reference to ver. 4, because the question proposed in ver. 5 was
but they represent, as ver. 5 proves, the
in fact suggested by that verse
hence
the moral truth, i.e. the holy rightideas of dimioavvt] and adtda
Eph. v. 9 Phil. iv. 8), and the moral
eousness of God (see on John iii. 21
falsehood, i.e. the immorality (Rev. xxii. 15), wickedness of man. 1
en-epicSee besides on rbv

(Reiche).

k6o[iov, ver. 6.

aXtf&eia

;

:

;

;

has abounded richly

—

His glory, that is, has shown
in superabundant measure, which redounds to His glory.
The stress

oevoev elc
itself

;

t.

56%. avrov]

to

—

of this protasis lies on kv rQt kfiti feva/uan.
The aorist denotes the result of
the having abounded, which subsists at the day of judgment (realized as
present by rl . . . . npivofiai) as up to that point accomplished fact.
erf]

namely, after that assumed result has occurred.

—
— Kayo] emphasizing the

contradictory relation to the contents of the protasis, according to which
seems actually to have deserved something of God even I (Baeum-

this kyo)

:

who have

notwithstanding glorified God through my
So in substance {"just /" according to Hermann, ad Viger. p. 837)
tyewfia.
also Tholuck and Morison
compare Philippi " even I still." There lies in
lein, Partik. p.

150)

:

;

the expression something of boldness and defiance
to

ml

;

but

not equivalent

it is

meaning of which Th. Schott and Hofmann
("even personally still"). We may add that this first

avrdg, or avrdg ky&, to the

ultimately bring

it

person, individualizing just like the preceding one (kv

t. e/uy ip.), of course
represents the sinner in general (with an intended application to the Jews,

on

and not the Apostle himself, as Schrader and Fritzsche
Against this latter theory it is decisive that npivopiai after ver. 6
must indicate, not the judgment of enemies, but necessarily the divine act
of judging.
ug dfiapr.] as a sinner, not "as a Gentile" (Reiche, Mehring,
see

ver. 5 f.),

think.

and

— Ver.

ml [ifj] Before pj we must again supply n and why
Respecting rl firj, quid-ni, see Hartung, Partikell. II.
Accordingly, as ml continues the question, only a comma is to be

others.)

8.

:

should we not, etc.
p. 162.

—

Kpivo/xai.
As regards the construction, Paul has dropped the
plan of the sentence begun with ml firj (and why should we not do evil, etc.),
being led away from it by the inserted remark, and has joined bn Troiyo-ofiev

placed after

in direct address

(let

us do) to the leyeiv, so that on

is recitative.

But on

account of this very blending there is no necessity either to make a parenthesis or to supply anything. a
Many erroneous attempts have been made
by commentators (see the various explanations in Morison) to bring out an

unbroken construction, as

e.g. the supplying of kpovfxev or some such word
(Erasmus, Calvin, Wolf, Koppe, Benecke, and others, also van
Hengel). Even the expedient of Matthias is untenable. 3 The same may

after

//#

1
Those who take ver. 7 f. as spoken in
the person of the Gentile (see especially
Reiche) explain the a\^eia 0«oO of the true

religion

(how

discourse

is

interrupted by an intervening

clause, and then continued in a regimen de-

pendent on the latter and no longer

entirely opposed to ver. 4 !),
^eu<r/xaTi of idolatry, and ifiaprco\6i as Gen-

able to the beginning, see

tile-

ad

3 For
similar attractions (compare especiaUyXen. Anab. vi. 4, 18) in which the

Viger. p. 745, 894

Bernhardy, p. 464 Dissen,
Kruger, gramm.

Bern, de cor. p. 346, 418

Unters. p. 457
»

;

He

suit-

Hermann ad
;

;

ff.

brings forward the modal definition

—

—
CHAP.

be said of that of

"

Why

etc.

But

me

according

hariv after aal

to that,

quite gratuitous to supply

if it is
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III., 8.

Hofmann, who supplies an

does it not happen to

:

fifa

and renders

as (native) we are slandered,'' 1

fori, it is still

more

so to

make

Besides the negation, which, according

this kari equivalent to yiverai poi.

would neceswould negative the reality of the elvat underLuke xix. 23, xx. 5 al.). The correct view is held also
stood (1 Cor. vi. 7
native
by Winer and Buttmann (p. 235, 211), Philippi and Morison.
piaofynfi-] a* we {Christians) are calumniated, namely, as if we did evil in
Then the following /cat natiug .... teyeiv contains the
order that, etc.
to our construction, harmonizes with the deliberative sense,
sarily

be not

but

pi]

ov,

since

it

;

Rome also, that the Christians were
maxim even as a doctrinal proposition. As

accusation, current possibly in

in the

habit of repeating this

to the

between
(to assert) and teyu, compare on 1 Cor. x. 15.
What may have occasioned such slanders against the Christians ? Certainly
their non-observance of the Mosaic law, to which they ventured to deem
themselves not bound, in order to gain eternal life by the grace of God
through faith in the redemptive work of Christ, which was an offence to
the Jews.
The plural is not to be referred to Paul alone, which would
the Christians are
be arbitrary on account of the preceding singular
and on the part of Jews and
conceived as Pauline (comp. Acts xxi. 21)
Judaizers (riveg, certain people, as in 1 Cor. xv. 12) are slanderously and
distinction

<j>nfj.i

;

;

falsely (for see v. 20, vi. 1, 15

(might ensue as
ators

result).

ff.)

Under

accused of doing

evil that

good might come

this general category, namely, the calumni-

reduced the bearing of the Christians, so far as the

latter,

without

regulating their conduct by the Mosaic law, were nevertheless assured, and
professed, that they should through faith in Christ obtain the divine bless-

That general accusation was an injurious abstract

ings of salvation.

ence thence deduced.
structive of the

With

subject.

av]

i.e.

of those,

who

They form the

whole moral order of God.

infer-

follow this principle de-

just indignation the Apostle himself,

nearest logical

having a deep sense

of morality, makes us feel in conclusion by <jv to npl/ia k.t.X. how deserving
of punishment is the consequence, which, if God be regarded as an unrighteous judge of the world, must ensue for moral conduct from the premiss that

God

by the

is glorified

sin of

men.

The

reference of

(Theodoret, Grotius, Tholuck, Mehring, Hofmann)

is

o>v

to the slanderers

unsuitable, because it

separates the weighty closing sentence from the argumentation

makes

it

merely an accessory thought.

is a/aaprwAos as the main element then the
modality of the Kpivo^ai opposed to this is
" Why then am
teal /xri (tatfws /3Aacr<f>Tj/u,. k.t.A.
even I still judged like a sinner, and not
rather according to that, which we are
slanderously reported of, and which some
affirm that we say
namely, according to
this, Let us do evil, that good may come F1
Instead of saying ml m») is n-onjo-as ra ayada,
Paul, in the indignation of excited feeling,
gives to the thought which he had begun
the different turn which it presents in the
;

:

:

:

—

to npifia]

text.

With

The

itself,

and

definite judicial

this artificial

interpretation,

that Paul would have
written koX ov instead of «ai nrj, since it is an
objective relation that is here in question
that instead of
(compare Col. ii. 8 al.)
Katfws we should have expected the repetition of the is and that the notion of upLveiv,

we must remember

;

;

as it prevails in the connection (compare
also the following to Kplfia), does not suit
the assumed thought, is w«i>?<ras tA iyadd.

Comp.

also Morison, p. 79.

;
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sentence, decree of punishment at the last judgment.

with

justice,

Compare Heb.

rightful.

—

evdacov] accordant

Frequently used in classic

2.

ii.

writers.

Ver.

When

9.

God

Paul, in vv. 6-8, has defended the righteousness of

as

decreeing wrath (ver. 5) in the face of the proposition, correct in itself,
that human sin turns out to God's glory, he has thereby also deprived the

which he might derive from the misapplication of
it results from vv. 6-8 (ovv),
he now expresses, and that in the lively form of an interrogation, here accompanied by a certain triumph
What then ? Are we in the position to apply a
defence for ourselves ? We cannot therefore with most expositors (including
Tholuck, Philippi, Bisping) assume that Paul here reverts to ver. 1.
That
the punctuation should not be ri ovv irpoexofieda
as it is given by Oecumenius, 1, Koppe, Th. Schott) is plain from the answer, which is not ovfiev
sinner of all the defence,

This position of the case, as

that proposition.

:

—

;

irdvruc, but ov iravrug.
And that in adopting the general inclusive form
Paul speaks from the standpoint of the Jewish consciousness, and not in
the person of the Christians (Hofmann), is apparent from the context both

before (see vv.

3, 5, 7)

and

after ('lovdaiovc re koI 'BAA.,

ri.

ovv] so. sari (Acts xxi. 22

h

then the state of the case

writers

;

comp. on vv.

*ur defence ? Is

3, 5.

1 Cor. xiv. 15, 26),

;

Compare

?

—

what

vi. 15, xi.

7

and

;

(anything) in

the case with us, that something serves us as a defence,

it

in the active

form means

forward, and intransitively
Reiche, Comment,
to

—

how

frequent in classical

Bo we put forward

7rpoex6p.e&a]

that can secure us against the punitive righteousness of

which

see ver. 19).

takes place then?

to

prominent, also

to be

crit. I. p. 24),

hold before,

to

God

npoexav,

?

have in advance,

to excel (see

to

bring

Wetstein, also

has in the middle simply the signification

hold before oneself, to have before oneself, either in the proper sense,

e.g.

of

holding forth spears for defence (Horn. II. xvii. 355), or of having oxen in
front (Od. iii. 8), or of holding in front the ram's head (Herod, ii. 42), etc.,
or in the ethical sense
to put forward, npooxVH-a- rroietc&at, to apply something
for one's own defence, as in Soph. Ant. 80 ov fiev raff av itpovxoC Thuc. i.
:

:

140, 5

and Kriiger in

loc,

and

,

also Valckenaer, ad. fr.

Callim. p. 227. 1

This sense of the word is therefore rightly urged by Hemsterhuis, Venema,
Koppe, Benecke, Fritzsche (" utimurne praetextuV' Krehl, Ewald, Morison
compare also Th. Schott. This explanation is the only one warranted by linguistic usage, 2 as well as suited to the connection (see above).
1

'),

;

1
More frequent in Greek writers is the
form 7rpoiVxe<r#ai, in this sense, as e.g. Thuc.

i.

26, 2.

Herod,

Compare also

npo^ao-iv

n-poio-xeo-tfai,

Herodian, iv.
Dem. in Schol. Hermog. p. 106, 16
vi. 117, viii.

3

;

:

14,

3

irpoia-

xeertfeu v6p.ov.
a

Also adopted by Valck. Schol. in Luc. p.
258. Still he would read 7rpoexwM«*a and take
ri oSV npoex. together.
But the absolute
position of npoex., which has been made an
objection to our explanation (Ruckert,
Tholuck, de Wette, Philippi, Hofmann),
doos mot affect it, since all verbs, if the ob-

ject be self-evidently implied in the idea
self,

may be used

so that

we can

it-

mentally

supply a ri (Winer, p. 552 [E. T. 593 f .]). And
the subjunctive, which van Hengel also regards as necessary with our view, is not required the indicative makes the question
more definite and precise (Winer, p. 267
[E. T. 284]). Ewald likewise reads riovv
;

(subjunctive) ; but expunges
ydp afterwards, and takes ov interrogatively, " What shall we now put forward in
n-poexw/xe^a

defence ? did we not already, at the outset,
But the
prove altogether that Jews," etc.

;
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The most usual rendering (adopted by Tholuck,

Kollner, de Wette, Riickert,
Baumgarten-Crusius, Philippi, Baur, Umbreit, Jatho and Mangold) is that
of

the Peshito and Vulgate (praecellimus eosf),

exo/iev ti rrXeov

.... ml

evdoKtuovfiev oi 'lovdaloi,

Compare Theodoret

det-dfievot.

we any advantage

:

rl

and now

above those, upon

But the mere usus
employed with the

whom God

I.

of

vdfiov

ovv Karkxop-tv nepioodv

for ourselves ?"

the right view formerly in his Schriftbew.
selves

and

uc t6v

;

Theophylact

ml

:

ttjv TrepiTop.^v

Philippi

'
:

'

Have

Hofmann (who held
"Do we raise our501)

also

p.

:

decrees His judgment of wrath ?"

loquendi, affording not a single instance of the middle

signification antecellere, raising oneself above, surpassing,

or the like, decisively

condemns

And would

this usual explanation in its different

mod-

whatever sense we take
it, so long as agreeably to the context we continue to understand as the
subject the Jewish, not the Christian we (as Hofmann takes it), be at variance
with the answer tzolv mra irdvra rponov given in ver. 2 ? The shifts of expositors to escape this inconsistency (the usual one being that Paul here
means subjective advantages in respect of justification, while in ver. 2 he
treats of objective theocratic advantages) are forced expedients, which, not
at all indicated by any clause of more precise definition on the part of Paul
ifications.

not the answer ov

iravrug, in

only cast suspicion on the explanation.

himself,

Cramer, Storr, and recently Matthias, take
passed: [See Note XXIX. p. 148.] " Stand

Are we

still

surpassed by the Gentiles ?"

rrpoex. as

we

(at all) at

But how could

2

Michaelis,

Wetstein,
the passive

:

are sur-

a disadvantage
this question

?

be

from the foregoing without the addition of other thoughts ?
what follows it is not the sinful equality of the Gentiles with the
Jews, but that of the Jews with the Gentiles which is made conspicuous.

logically inferred

And

in

See also ver. 19.
Mehring, in thorough opposition to the context, since
not a single hint of a transition to the Gentiles is given, makes the question
(comp. Oecumenius, 2), and that in the sense " Are we at a disadvantage ?"

—

nequaquam ;
ov irdvTuc] Vulgate
be put into the mouth even of a Gentile.
Theophylact obdauac. This common rendering (compare the French point
de tout) is, in accordance with the right explanation of Trpoexofieda, the only
proper one. The expression, instead of which certainly irdwug ov might
have been used (1 Cor. xvi. 12), is quite analogous to the ov trdw, where it
means in no wise, 3 so that the negative is not transposed, and yet it does
:

:

is only supported by D*.
despairs of a proper explanation, and regards the text as corrupt.
1
Reiche (and similarly Olshausen) retains
the same exposition in his exegetical Commentary; but takes npoex. as passive, are

omission of yap

Van Hengel

preferred, referring in support of his

view

to Plut. de Stoic, contrad. 13 (Mor. p. 1038 C),
where, however, in tois aya#ois 7ra<ri ravra.
wpoarJKei. ko.t ovSev irpoexop.e'vots virb tov Aios,
the meaning of 'this 7rpoexoju.ei/ots is becoming

In his Commentar. crit. I. p.
he has passed over to the linguiscorrect rendering praetexere, but un-

surpassed.
26

ff.,

tically

derstands nevertheless the first person of
" num
Paul himself, and that in the sense
Judaeis peccandi praetextum porrigo ?" But
the middle means invariably to hold something (for protection) before oneself; as
jrpo<pa(ri<o/ui<u also, by which Hesychiusproperly explains the word, always refers to
the subject, which excuses itself by a pre:

text.
a

Compare Xen. Anab.

iii. 2,

19

;

Plut. Mor.

p. 1038 C.
8 As in Xen. Mem. iii. 1. 11
Anab. i. 8. 14
Herodian, vi. 5, 11 Dem. 01. iii. 21 ; Plat,
Lack. p. 189 C; Lucian, Tim. 24 (see Ear*
;

;

.
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not cancel the idea of the adverb, but on the contrary is strengthened by
the adverb. By this means the emphatic affirmation, which would have
Compare
been given by the Travrug alone, is changed into the opposite.
Winer, p. 515 f. [E. T. 554 f.]. The comparison with ID-vh (Buttmann,
is a pure
neut. Or. p. 334) [E. T. 389] is utterly foreign, since the expression
'

The

Greek one. 2

explanation, on

which van Hengel

also insists

:

not alto-

not in every respect (Grotius, Wetstein, Morus, Flatt, Kollner, Matfails to tally with
thias, Umbreit, Mehring, and Mangold), as in 1 Cor. v. 10,
of the folcharacter
unrestricted
the
and
of
npoextye&a
explanation
the true
Trpoyriao&fie&a] namely, not just from ver. 5 onward (Hoflowing proof.

gether,

—

mann), but, in accordance with the following
ff.

as to the Jews,

and

in

i.

18

'lovdalovg re

as to the Gentiles.

ff.

8

k. "T&Xkrtvag,

It is therefore as in

in
i.

ii.

1

5 and

we Christians (Hofmann).
frequently elsewhere, the plural of the author, not
as an adjective to 'lovd.
joined
be
either
may
navrag
construction,
As to the
infinitive, in either case expressing
t. k. "~EU., or as a substantive to the
:

The latter mode of connection is
excepto.
more marked prominence to the idea of totalHence we have before
ity, which harmonizes with the following vv. 10-12.
Comp. Hofmann
etc.
all,
that
Gentiles,
and
Jews
against
brought the charge
and Morison. There is elsewhere no instance of the compound irpoair.
the Greeks use npoicaTnyopelv.—vf dfiapr. elvai] They are— while still unre-

the idea of

all collectively,

preferable, because

it

nemine

gives a

:

;

—

more precise definition that is self-evident all under sin, an expression denoting not merely a state of sin in general, but moral dependence
on the power of sin. Compare vii. 25 Gal. iii. 22. But if this be the case

generate, a

;

with Jews and Gentiles (not merely on the -Gentile side), then the Jew, after
the way of escape indicated in ver. 5 has been cut off by w. 6-8, has no
defence left to him as respects his liability to punishment any more than
4
Accordingly the idea of liability to punishment is not yet exthe Gentile.
pressed in vf dftapr. elvcu, but is meant only to be inferred from it.
Vv. 10-18. Conformity with Scripture of the charge referred to, 'lovdaiovc
if &ji. elvcu, so far (ver. 19) as this charge cuts off from
The recitative on introduces citations
of ver. 9.
izpoex^dai
the Jews every
re koX "WCknv. ndvr.

—

from Scripture very various in character, which after the national habit
They
(Surenhusius, mroH. thes. 7) are arranged in immediate succession.
partly
variations,
with
part
most
for
the
though
LXX.,
the
from
taken
are
tung, Partikell, II. p. 87). Those passages
where ov -naw negatives with a certain subtlety or ironical turn (not quite, not just), are
not cases here in point see Schoemann, ad
;

iBengel: "Judaeus diceret

irivrw?, at

Paulus contradiciV

Compare Theognis, 305, Bekker
no means) koucoI i<

:

ov Trarrws (by

Ep.

yeyovao-iv.
i^rjSo/xevos.

;

Duncan, Lex. Horn.

Compare

ed. Rost,

ov&ev TravTws, Herod, v.

34, 65.

Paul however does not say Gentiles and
but the converse, because here again,
as in previous cases where both are grouped together (in the last instance ii. 9 f .), he
has before his mind the divine historical
order, which in the very point of sinfulness
s

Jetvs,

Is. p. 276.

a

p. 146, ed. 3

p. 888.

(by

ajmapTijMao-iv

ad Diogn.

no means

ijmw".

***'

9: ov

oi kolkoI

vaorpb?
TravTw?

rejoicing)

av«xoM«"os.

toIs

Per-

tells

against the

Jew the more

seriously.

For statements of Greek writers regarding the universality, without any ex4

fectly similar is also the

ception, of sin, see Spiess, Logos spermat, p.

decidedly not ;

220 f

Homeric ov v&p.mv,
see Nagelsbach on the Iliad,

—

!

:

CHAP.
flue to

III.,

10-18.
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quotation from memory, and partly intentional, for the purpose ol

more precisely. The arrangement is such that testimony
adduced for 1st, the state of sin generally (vv. 10-12) 2nd, the practice
of sin in word (vv. 13, 14) and deed (vv. 15-17)
and 3rd, the sinful source
of the whole (ver. 18).
More artificial schemes of arrangement are not to
be sought (as e.g. in Hofmann), not even by a play on numbers.
ovk, £gti
tititaioe ovde eic]
There exists not a righteous person (who is such as he ought
to be), not even one.
Taken from Ps. xiv. 1, where the Sept. has ttoiov
XprjOTOTrjTa instead of SUaioc
Paul has put the latter on purpose at once, in
accordance with the aim of his whole argument, prominently to characterize
the if d/uapr. elvai as a want of diKaiocvvrj.
Michaelis regards the words as
the Apostle 's own, "under which he comprehends all that follows."
So also
Eckermann, Koppe, Kollner, and Fritzsche.
But it is quite at variance
with the habit of the Apostle, after using the formula of quotation, to prefix to the words of Scripture a summary of their contents
and this supposition is here the more improbable, seeing that the Apostle continues in
ver. 11 in the words of the same Psalm, with the first verse of which our
passage substantially agrees. 2
Ver. 11 is from Ps. xiv. 2, and so quoted,
that the negative sense which results indirectly from the text in the Hebrew
and LXX. is expressed by Paul directly there exists not the understanding
defining the sense

is

;

;

1

—

;

;

—

:

one (the practically wise,

the pious

i.e.

one; see Gesenius, Thes.

E^O)

s. v.

God (whose thoughts and endeavors are directed towards God, Heb. xi. 6, and see Gesenius, s. v. EH*]). The article denotes the genus as a definite concrete representing it.
Compare Buttmann's
there exists not the seeker after

neut. Or. p.

pare

1

Pet.

after the

253

i.

10

LXX.

i^tKkivav,

have oecome

useless,

Polyb.

6,

This aua

14,

— ck^t.] stronger than the simple form comLXX. — Ver.
FromPs.
3 closely
;

very frequent in the

alization (see Gesenius,

i.

3

[E. T. 295]

f.
;

namely from the right way, denotes the demor*HD),

v.

as does also qxpeicidrjoav,

good for nothing,
The following tcomv

corrupt,

48,

i.

s.

9.

xiv.

12.

{altogether) qxpeiuft.

has

still iravreg

axpeloi

WwKJ

they

:

(Matt. xxv.

30);

xpV^roTrjTa is correlative.

for its subject.

—

etoe

ovk Iotlv holds as far as to one (inclusively), so that therefore not

hog]

one

is

The
ex-

Compare Jud. iv. 16. Hebraism, see Ewald, Lehrb. § 217,
The Latin ad unum omnes is similar.
Ver. 13 as far as hdol. is from Ps.
4
10, and thence till airav from Ps. cxl. 4, both closely after the LXX.

cepted.

ratyoc

—

aveuyp. 6 lap. air.] Estius

:

separate proposition

How all the parallel-

!

is

mutilated by such

Regarding ovSe

mann

compare Buttmann,

I. p. 543), or
the former is the more
probable compare Winer, p. 77 f. [E. T. 81],
also Ellendt, Lex. Soph. II. p. 768), is the
usual one in the Sept. (instead of owccfc,
Ps. xli. 1 Jer. xxx. 12;
Ps. xxxiii. 15).
;

awiStv (though
;

;

2 Chron. xxxiv. 12 et

artifices
2

els

see

on

1

Cor.

vi. 5,

—

" Sicut sepulcrum patens exhalat tetrum

1
According to Hofmann the first and
second parts consist each of seven propositions. Thus even the conclusion of ver. 12,
ovk io-TLv ew? evos, is to be reckoned as a

ism of Hebrew poetry

3.

v.

and

Stallbaum, ad Plat. Symp.-p. 214 D.
* On the idea, which is also classical, of sin
as folly, see Nagelsbach, Bom. Theol. VI. 2.
The form awiW, so accentuated by Lach-

al.

The MSS. of the LXX. which read the
whole passage vv. 13-18 at Ps. xiv. 3, have
*

been

our passage in
See Wolf, Cur. on ver. W.

interpolated from

Christian times.

,
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ac pestiferum foetorem, ita ex ore illorum impuri, pestilentes noxiiquc
sermones exeunt." Comp. Pelagius, Bengel, Tholuck, Mehring, and Hofmann. But it is more in harmony with the further description, as well as
v. 16 (where the quiver of the Chaldeans is compared
with an open grave), to find the comparison in the point that, when the
godless have opened their throats for lying and corrupting discourse, it is
just as if a grave stood opened (observe the perfect) to which the corpse
1
So certainly and unaought to be consigned for. decay and destruction.
voidably corrupting is their discourse. Moreover lapvyg, which is here to

the parallel in Jer.

be taken in

its

the gullet)

is

original sense (as organ of speech, not equivalent to

more

Compare

passionate crying.

crying lustily.

—

<papvyt-,

forcibly graphic than ardua, representing the speech as

e doliovoav]

what had taken place

Dem.

"kapvyyi&tv,

323,

up

as continuing

till

1,

and

Xapvyyiop.6g, of

The imperfect denotes

they were deceiving.

the present time

;

and on

this

form of the third person plural, of very frequent occurrence in the LXX.
Ahrens, Dial. II. p. 304, I. p. 237. —log aarriduv]
see Sturz, Dial Al. p. 60
The poison of asps, a figure for the insidiously corrupting.* Ver. 14 is from
Ps. x. 7, taken freely from the LXX., who however with their mapiac devi;

ate

from the Hebrew

lated

it

erroneously.

Comp. Eph.

rriD-JD,

—

because they either read

it

otherwise or trans-

— mapia, figurative

designation of the hateful nature.
James iii. 14 see Wetstein.— Vv. 15-

viii. 23
quoted freely and with abbreviations from the
ev rale odolc avrav] Where they go, is desolation (fragments 1#) and
LXX.
666v elp. ovk eyv.~\ i.e. a way on which one
misery, which they produce.
walks peacefully (the opposite of the 6Soi, on which is avvrpiuua k. rahacn:),
Ver.
they have not Jcnown (2 Cor. v. 21), it has remained strange to them.
The fear of God, which would have preserved
18 is from Ps. xxxvi. 1.

17 are from

—

iv.

31

;

Acts

;

;

Is. lix. 7, 8,

—

—

them from such conduct and have led them to an entirely different course,
"There is objectivity ascribed to a condition
is not before their eyes.
which is, psychologically, subjective." Morison.
Ver. 19. The preceding quotations ("in quibus magna est verborum
atrocitas," Melanchthon) were intended to prove that Jews and Gentiles are
collectively under the dominion of sin (ver. 9) but how easily might it be
3
imagined on the part of the conceited Jews that the above passages of
Scripture (of which those in vv. 10, 11 and 12, taken from Ps. xiv., really
refer originally to the Gentiles, to Babylon), however they might affect the
Gentiles, could have no application to themselves, the Jews, who had no
need therefore to take them to themselves, as if they also were included in
Such a distinction, however, which could only
the same condemnation.
self -justification at variance with the divine
and
self-exaltation
promote a
;

purpose in those declarations of His word, they were to forego, seeing that
The
everything that the Scripture says has its bearing for the Jews.
1

The

classical

metaphorical representation in
passages, in which, e.g., the

is termed frv tv/*/3o? (Anth. Pal. xiv.
or the vultures ifjupvxot. rafoi (Gorgias, ap. Longin. 3), is not similar.

Cyclops
109, 3),

a

See similar passages in Albert!,

Obss. p.

301.

See especially Eisenmenger's entdecktes
Judenthum, I. p. 568 ff.
3

;

:

chap, in.,
Apostle therefore

now

continues,
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19.

and that with very emphatic bringing out
and of the nav and nae in the second

half of the verse

of the boa in the

first

we k?ww however

(as in

ii.

:

law saith,

2) that whatsoever the

it

speaketh to those

that are in the law, consequently that the Jews may not except themselves
boa] whatsoever, therefore
from the reference of any saying in Scripture.
also what is expressed in such condemnatory passages as the above, with6 v6/xoc] in accordance with its reference to vv. 10-18, is
out exception.

—

—

necessarily to be taken here as designation of the 0. T. generally (comp. 1
Cor. xiv. 21 ; John x. 34, xii. 34, xv. 25 ; 2 Mace. ii. 18) ; not, with Hunnius, Calovius, Balduin,

and Sebastian Schmid, of

sense (comp. Matthias)

or of the Mosaic law, as

;

the law in the dogmatic

Ammon

and Glockler, Th.
1

Hofmann take it, confusing in various ways the connection.
van Hengel, who quite gratuitously wishes to assume an enthymeme

Schott and

So also
with a minor premiss to be understood (but

The designation

ners).

of the O. T.

condemns

the law

all

those sin-

which forms the first, and
was here occasioned by roiq hv ru

by

6 vbfiog,

most important, portion of it,
Vtyu .... lalei]
who are in the law as their sphere of life.
All that the law says (materially, or respecting its contents, all Uyoi of the
law), it speaJcs (speaks out, of the outward act which makes the Uyoi be
Comp. on John
heard, makes known through speech) to those who, etc.

for Israel
vdfiu, i.e.

viii.

43

whom

;

—

those

Mark

the

i.

UUlv

34; 1 Cor. ix.

8,

xii.

The

3.

applies (Kriiger, § 48, 7, 13).

dative denotes those to

Those who have their

state

as
of life within the sphere of the law are to regard whatsoever the law says
addressed to themselves, whether it was meant primarily for Jews or Gentiles.

emphatic quaecunque heaps upon the Jews the Divine
and cuts off from them every refuge, as if this or
Iva nav orbfia k.t.X.]
that declaration did not apply to or concern them
(Heb. xi. 33
stopped
may
oe
the
Jew)
also
(therefore
in order that every mouth
This, viz. that no one
Ps. cvii. 42 ; Job v. 16 and see Wetstein), etc.

How

this solemnly

sentence of "guilty,"

!

—

;

be able to bring forward anything for his justification, is represented
ita ut—as intended by the speaking law, i.e. by God
i n jva— which is not
speaking in the law. Reiche unjustly characterizes this thought as absurd
the Iva nav k.t.I. does not anin every view and from every standpoint
nounce itself as the sole and exclusive end, but on the contrary, without
shall

;

1

According to Hofmann (compare his

so too, in substance, Th. Schott) the train of thought is
after ver. 9 ff the only further question
Schriftbeweis,

I.

p. 623 f.

;

.

that could be put is, whether anything is
given to Christians that exempts them from
The
the general guilt and punishment.
law possibly ? No, " they know that this
law has absolutely (S<m) no other tenor than

dumb

before

Him and recognize

an error which necesderanged and dislocated for him the

that

Christians us subject,

its

sarily

which it presents to those who belong to
domain, for this purpose, that the whole
world, in the same extent in which it is under
sin, must in its oivn time (this idea being con-

veyed by the aorists P ayri and ytvr,raC),
when it comes to stand before God its Judge, be
<f>

the justice of

His condemning sentence." This interpretaintion, obscuring with a far-fetched
genuity the plain sense of the words, and
wringing out of it a tenor of thought to
which it is a stranger, is a further result of
Hofmann's having misunderstood the npoereferred it, as
x °m«*« in ver. 9, and having
the
also the subsequent irpo n Tio<ra/ie£a, to

entire course of

argument

in

w.

9-20.

At

the same time it would not be even hutorno
ically true that the law has absolutely
other tenor, etc.
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negativing other and higher ends, merely expresses one single and special
which is however the very point which the connection

teleological point,

The time

here required to be cited.
of the final judgment,

which the

to

to be mentally supplied for Qpayy

which does not harmonize with the thought

series of Scripture testimonies in vv.

— ru

Geci] belongs,

not to

God, as the Being to
is

whom

the penalty

to manifest itself, as in ver. 4.

And

to be paid. 1

is

—

in ver. 9

appended.

LXX.

The

or

man-

vtt66lk. yivnrai

— yevnrai]

irac 6 k6o[ioc ]

—

frequently used

(Matthias), but, after the

<j>payy

ner of the more closely defining parallelism, merely to

which

;

is

but elsewhere neither in the N. T. nor in the

classic writers,

Apocrypha.

10-18

Theophylact

vnddiKoq] punishable, naTanpiToq, cnrappT/oiacTog,

by

and

the future generally reckoned from the present of lalel, not that

jivTfTat is

:

to

result

quite generally (ver.

Paul has described 2 this generality (comp.
"
insigni figura et verborum emphasi" (Melancthon), the
also ver. 23) thus
result extending to all humanity is not contradicted by the virtue of indifor from the ideal, but at the same time
viduals, such as the patriarchs
legally true (comp. Gal. iii. 10), standpoint of the Apostle this virtuousness
is still no dinaiocvvrj (but only a minor degree of the want of it), and does
not therefore form an exception from the category of the vit66ckov elvai -y
9)

;

comp. Eph.

ii.

3.

if

;

See ver. 20.

eeti.

Though

different as respects degree, yet all are affected

and condemned by the declarations quoted

every one has a share in this

;

corruption. 8

Ver. 20. [See Note

XXX.

terea (Beza, Rosenmiiller,

Ai6n] propterea quod,

p. 148.]

Morus, Tholuck),

is

i.

to be divided

19,

not prop-

from the pre-

ceding only by a comma, and supplies the objective reason of that Iva K.t.X.
of the law
because the relation of righteousness will accrue to no flesh from
works of the law. For if difcatoovvn should come from works of the law, the
law would in fact open up the way of righteousness, and therefore that Iva
:

4
rrdv k.t.1. would not be correct.
As to Trdoa oap%, equivalent to irac dv&pwKog,
but conveying the idea of moral imperfection and sinfulness in presence of
God, see on Acts ii. 17
1 Cor. i. 20
and compare generally on Gal. ii. 16.
That with regard to the Gentiles Paul is thinking of the natural law (ii. 14)
;

;

1 The
opposite is ivaCnoa adavdroiaiv,
Hesiod, epy. 825, and foots ava/HTrA.aKi7Tos,
Aesch. Agam. 352. Comp. Plat. Legg. viii.

p. 816

D,
8

B

11, p.

:

vttoSikos 60-tw t<S |3Aa<f>#evTi, p. 868

932

Dem.

;

518, 3 al.

the poetic tenor of the passage
Iva wav k.t.K. Ewald conjectures that it reproduces a passage from the O. T. that is
now lost. But how readily may it he conceived that Paul, who was himself of a
deeply poetic nature, should, in the vein of
higher feeling into which he had been

brought by the accumulated words of
psalm and prophecy, spontaneously express himself as he has done
That vwoSiko5 does not again occur in his writings,
matters not evSucos also in ver. 8 is not
I

again used.

Compare

Ernesti, Urspr. d. Sunde, n.

f.

According to Hofmann, in pursuance
of his erroneous interpretation of ver. 19,
4

Sioti k.t.K. is

From

;

»

p. 152

meant to contain the speci**
why the word of the

fication of the reason

to the Jews for no other obthan that the whole world might be preeluded from all objection against the condemning sentence of God." Compare also Th.
Schott. But Paul has not at all expressed
in ver. 19 the thought "for no other object ;"

law was published
ject,

he must in that case, instead of the simple
iva which by no means excludes other objects, have written fiovov Iva, or possibly «i«
oiSev

el fdfc

iva,

or in some other

veyed the non-expressed thought

way con-

—
chap, in.,
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20.

cannot be admitted, seeing that in the whole connection he has to do with
But neither may the thought be imported into the pasthe law of Moses.
"if they should be placed under the
sage with reference to the Gentiles
law and should have epya vduov" (Riickert, comp. Philippi and Mehring),
:

since,

according to the context,

that the question

is

it is

only with reference to the Jews (ver. 19)

dealt with as to no flesh being righteous— a general re-

lation which, as regards the Gentiles, is perfectly self-evident, seeing that

the latter are avouoi, and have no epya vdfiov in the proper sense whatever.
1
Respecting epya vduov, works in harmony with the law of Moses, the epya

being the prominent conception, works which are fulfilments of its precepts,
comp. on ii. 15. Moreover that it is not specially the observance of the
ritual portions of the law (Pelagius, Cornelius a; Lapide, Semler, Ammon),
but that of the Mosaic law in general which is meant, is clear partly from
the expression itself, which is put without limitation, partly from the con-

what goes before, and partly from the folfrom which the ethical law is so far from being
2
excluded, that it is on the contrary precisely this aspect of the vdfiog which
See on i. 17. The future is to be unov diiauutyo.]
is specially meant,
derstood either of the moral possibility, or, which is preferable on account
purely in the sense of time, and that of the future generally: " In
of iii.

textual relation of the clause to

lowing

6ia yap vduov k.t.A.,

—

20,

every case in which justification {i.e. the being declared righteous by God)
the
shall occur, it will not result from," etc., so that such works should be
The reference to the future judgment (Reiche) is controcausa meritoria.
reverted by the fact that throughout the entire connection justification is
garded as a relation arising immediately from faith, and not as something

See ver. 21 ff. and chap. iv. For
introduced as the counterpart of
afterwards
immediately
this reason there is
which
the SiKtuoobvii, which comes directly from faith, the hriyvoott afiapTiag,
ducaiud.
in
oh
that
moreover,
certain,
is
It
comes directly from the law.
Paul had Ps. cxliii. 2 in view, but instead of nag &v he put naoa

to be decided only at the judgment.

k.t.Ti.

—

In what sense now shall
more significant for the matter in hand.
i.e. such that God
God,
righteous
before
become
law
the
no one from works of
8
Not in the sense that perfect compliance
looks upon him as righteous ?
which the
with the law would be insufficient to secure justification, against
would
fundamental law of the judge ol irouiral vduov dacaio&yoovTai (ii. 13),
be decisive but in the sense that no man, even with an outwardly faultless
it
observance of the law (comp. on Phil. iii. 6), is in a position to offer to
of a justhat full and right obedience, which alone would be the condition

cap$ as

:

;

« For epywv v 6fiov cannot be taken as law
of works, as Marcker uniformly wishes.

Comp. on

ii.

15.

Paul always conceives the law as an undivided whole (comp. Usteri, p. 36), while
he yet has in his mind sometimes more the
ritual, sometimes more the moral, aspect
of this one divine v6 M os, according to his
object and the connection (Ritschl, altkathol. K. p. 73). Comp. on Gal. ii. 16.
2

In opposition to Hofmann, who in hi«
avroi
I. p. 612 urges the lv<*™v
against the imputative sense of the passive
•

Schriftb.

Wieseler on Gal. p. 192 f.
equivalent to napa r. @e V judice
Deo, Gal. iii. 11. See generally the thorough defence of the sensus foremis of

SiK<uov<r#ai, see

It is quite

*u«uo5<r,fou in the N. T., also

,

from

classio

authors and from the O. T. in Morison,
163

ff.

p.

.
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independent of extraneous intervention in fact, it is only through
man comes to a clear perception and consciousness of his moral
See Luther's preface. That
imperfection by nature (his unrighteousness).
fcification

;

the law that

this

was the Apostle's view,

vofiov k.t.a.

is

proved by the reason which follows

See, besides, especially chs. vii.

and

viii.

;

Gal.

iii.

:

10.

Aia

yap

There

here no mention of the good works of the regenerate, which however are
only the fruits of justification, ch. vi. viii. 2 ff. Eph. ii. 10 al. Comp.
Philippi and Morison.
did. yap vdfiov miyv. d/z.] The law, when it places its
demands before man, produces in the latter his first proper recognition of his
" With these words Paul strikes
moral incongruity with the will of God.
is

;

—

Ewald. Respecting yap Calvin's note is
" a contrario ratiocinatur .... quando ex eadem scatebra non
prodeunt vita et mors." The propriety of the argument however rests on
the fact that the law does not at the same time supply the strength to conquer sin (viii. 3), but stops short at the point of bringing to cognition the
"interiorem immunditiem " which it forbids; " hanc judicat et accusat
at the deepest root of the matter,"
sufficient

:

coram Deo, non tollit," Melanchthon. It is different in the case of civil laws,
which are designed merely to do away with the externa scelera, and to judge
the works in and for themselves, xiii. 3 2
Vv. 21-30. [See Note XXXI. p. 149.] Paul has hitherto been proving that
This was the preparatory porall men are under sin, and guilty before God.
for betion of the detailed illustration of the theme set forth in ch. i. 17
fore anything else there had to be recognized the general necessity of a
as indeed such a legal righteousness has
dtnaiocvvq not founded on the law
shown itself to be impossible. Now however he exhibits this ducaioovvq provided from another source the righteousness of God which comes from
faith to all without distinction, to believing Jews and Gentiles. Hofmann
rejects this division, in consequence of his having erroneously taken irpot;

—

—

x6/j.e&a

now comes

ever since the fifth verse

from

He

in ver. 9 as the utterance of the Christians.

Apostle only

to the conclusion, at
:

as to

what makes

thinks that the

which he has been aiming
Christians, as distinguished

others, assured of salvation.

Nwl is usually interpreted here as a pure adverb of time (" nostris
So also Tholuck, Reiche,
temporibus hac in parte f elicissimis, " Grotius).
Ruckert, Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, Winzer, Reithmayr, Philippi, van
Hengel, Mehring, Th. Schott, and others. But since what precedes was
Ver. 21. 1

not given as a delineation of the past, there appears here not the contrast

between two periods, but that between two relations, the relation of dependence on the law and the relation of independence on the law (Sib vduov ....
xupk vo/iov). Hence with Beza, Pareus, Piscator, Estius, Koppe, Fritzsche,
1
de Wette, Matthias, and Hofmann, we render but in this state of the case.'
opposite
as
the
of
beginning
the
at
Xuple vdfiov] placed with full emphasis
"without the acdid. vo/iov,
belongs to irefav. Aptly rendered by Luther
:

—

:

1

See Winzer, Comm. in Rom.

Partic.

I.

and

iii.

21-28,

Part. p. 95

Comp.

II. 1829.

See regarding this dialectic use of the
viv Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 25 Baeuml.
*

;

al. ;

vii.

;

17

Ellendt, Lex. Soph.
;

I.

Cor. v.

4 Mace. vi. 33,

r»ri is

11, xii.

xiii. 3.

not thus used, only

II.

p. 181.

18, xiii.

13,

By Greek authors
vvv.

chap, in.,

22.
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cessory aid

of the law," i.e. so that in this revelation of the righteousness of
is left out of account.
Reiche 1 joins it with Siicaioo. "the
righteousness of God as being imparted to the believer without the law,
without the Mosaic law helping him thereto."
Compare also Winzer,

God

the law

:

But apart from the

Klee, Mehring.

we may urge

already found fault,

which words

with which Estius

coactior constructio,

against this view the parallel of

61a.

do not belong to emyvootc d/iapr. but to
the verb to be supplied.
iretyavepuTai] is made manifest and lies open to view,
so that it presents itself to the knowledge of every one
the present of the
completed action, Heb. ix. 26. The expression itself presupposes the prevdfiov, ver.

20,

also

—

;

vious Kpvrrrdv (Col.

iii.

3

f.

;

Mark

iv. 22), the

having been hidden, in accord-

God has

not yet been the object of ex-

ance with which the righteousness of

To men

was an unknown

The mode of
become actual,
having passed into historical reality, and having been made apparent, which
has been accomplished without mixing up the law as a co-operative factor
in the matter.
fiaprvp. vtzo t. vo/i. k. t. irpoQ.] An accompanying characperimental perception.

it

the TzetyavepuTcu however consists in the

treasure.

Qeov having

diicaioo.

—

teristic definition of Simioavvr) Qeov, so

avepuTai

it is

far as the latter is

made manifest

:

with regard to it, that in its Tre<j>attested by the witness of the law and the prophets, then this

being witnessed,

etc.

If it is thus the case

precludes the misconception that the diKaioavvq revealed % upk vd/xov is opposed or foreign to the O. T. and consequently an innovation without a back,

ground

in sacred history.

mentum

in vetere latet, vetus in novo patet, " Augustine.

Comp.

xvi. 26

;

John

v. 39.

"

Novum

In this case

not to think of the moral requirements (Th. Schott), but of the

testa-

we

collective

are

Mes-

and prophecies in the law and the prophets, in which is
diKaiocvvr] Qeov as that which is necessary to
participation in the Messianic salvation.
Comp. i. 2, iii. 2 Acts x. 43,
xxviii. 23
Luke xxiv. 27 from the law, the testimony of Abraham, iv. 3 ff.
and the testimonies quoted in x. 6 ff.
Observe further that (laprvpovfi. has
the emphasis, in contrast to xuPk, n °t vnb rov v6/iov (Bengel, Fritzsche and
others).
We may add Bengel's apt remark " Lex stride (namely, in xupk

sianic types, promises

also necessarily

comprised the

;

;

;

—

:

v6/iov) et late (in virb rov vdfiov)

Ver. 22.

A righteousness of

dicitur."

God, however, (mediated) through faith in Jesus

with the repetition of the same idea, to be defined now
however more precisely, the 6iKaioavvrj Qeov (not merely diiccuoovvq, as Hofmann insists contrary to the words) comp. ix. 30. See on Phil. ii. 8.
The genitive 'I. X. contains the object of faith a in accordance with prevailChrist.

On

Si,

—

;

1

Following Augustine, de

grat. Chr.

1, 8,

and de spir. et. lit. 9, Wolf, and others.
* This view of the genitive is justly adhered to by most expositors. It is with
iriVn? as with dyairrj, in which the object is
likewise expressed as well by the genitive
as by els. Nevertheless, Scholten, Rauwenhoff, van Hengel, and Berlage (de formulae
Paulinae
1856)

ttio-ti? 'I.

XpioroG signify Lugd. B.
it to mean the

have recently taken

" fides, quae auctore Jesu Christo Deo
habetur" (Berlage). Against this view we
may decidedly urge the passages where the
genitive with wio-tis is a thing or an abstract
idea (Phil. i. 27 2 Thess. ii. 13 Acts iii. 16
;

Col.

in

ii.

12)

Mark

;

;

also the expression wiVtis 0eo5
xi. 22, where the genitive must
;

necessarily be that of the object. Comp.
the classical expressions ttiVti? &e5>v and
the like. See besides Lipsius, Bechtfev
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Eph. iii. 12,
was not needed for the simple reason that dmaioovvn Geov is without it. Therefore, and
because the point at issue here was not the mode of becoming manifest, but
the specific characterizing of the righteousness itself that had become maniing usage (Mark
13

iv.

;

Phil.

22

xi.

9

iii.

;

Acts

;

James

iii.

ii.l).

16

;

The

Gal.

ii.

16, 20,

iii.

22

;

article before did tzlot.

neither did. nter. (Fritzsche, Tholuck) nor the following elg ndvrag k.t.1.
(de Wette, Fritzsche, Tholuck, Winer, Mehring and others) is to be made

fest,

—

The
elg Tzavrag k. etti tt. t. iriar.] scil. ovaa.
dependent on TreQavipurai.
expression is an earnest and significant bringing into prominence of the universal character of this tiinaioovvrj 6ia viar. 'I. X. which is for all, and upon
Both prepositions denote the direction of aim, in which the
all who believe.
dimioovvT} presents itself, though with the special modification that under
the elg lies the notion of destination (not " the immanent influx," Reithmayr),
1

:

On the peculiar habit, which
eni that of extending itself over all.
the Apostle has, of setting forth a relation under several aspects by different
prepositional definitions of a single word, see Winer, p. 390 [E. T. 418] ;

under the

compare generally Kiihner II. 1, p. 475 f. While recent expositors (including Riickert, Reiche, Kollner, de Wette) have often arbitrarily disregarded
8
the distinction in sense between the two prepositions, and have held both
merely &s

a,

sfrengthening of the idea aZZ(" for

all,

for all without exception,"

Koppe), the old interpreters, on the other hand, forced upon the elg and km
much that has nothing at all in common with the relation of the prepositions
ov yap ban Siaar.]
e.g. that etg n. applies to the Jews and iirl n. to the Gentiles.*
For there is no distinction made,
Ground assigned for the -navrag r. mar.
according to which another way to the ducaioavvn Qeov would stand open for

—

;

'

'

a portion of men, perchance for the Jews,"
(ver. 23) all

have sinned,

and that

just for the reason that

etc.

Ver. 23. "B/naprov] [See Note

XXXII.

p. 149.]

The sinning

of every

man

presented as an historical fact of the past, whereby the sinful state

is

The perfect would designate

is

completed subsisting fact.
Calvin, moreover, properly remarks that according to Paul there is nulla
justitia " nisi perf ecta et absoluta," and " si verum esset, nos partim operibus
Luther
justificari, partim Dei gratia, non valeret hoc Pauli argumentum. "
" They are altogether sinners, etc., is the main article and
aptly observes
produced.

it

as a

:

— ml

the central point of this Epistle and of the whole Scripture."
They have sinned, and in consequence of this they lack, there

p.

109 f

.

;

Weiss,

bibl.

Theol. p.

335.

See Bornemann, ad Xen. Symp. 4, 25.
For in none of the similar passages are
the prepositions synonymous. See iii. 20,
xi. 36
Gal. i. 1 Eph. iv. 6 Col. i. 16.
See
also Matthias and Mehring in loc. The latter, following out his connection nefyavep.,
explains " manifested to all men and for
all believers:''
But it is arbitrary to tako
tows maTevovTas as defining only the second
1

3

;

;

;

:

ira.vTo.<;,

as

varep.]

wanting

This very present expression, as well as the present participle

to them, etc.
tigungsl.

is

Morus and

Flatt (see also

Mo-

After
ff.) have already done.
the emphatic SucaioowTj Se ®eov Si a. itiat e w s the iricneveiv is so much the specific
and thorough mark of the subjects, that
tows marevovra^ must define the -navTa* in
rison, p. 229

both instances.

Thus Theodoret, Oecumenius, and many
who have been followed by Bengel,
Bohme, and Jatho (and conversely by Matthias, who explains « and eis in i. 17 in the
same way).
3

others,

chap, in.,

23.
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\

ought to have kept Hofmann from understanding iravreg of all
that vcrepelodai no longer applies (v. 1 f., viii. 1 al.),
and they are not dtmiov/j,evot but SiKaiu^ivreg hut, as becoming believers, they
would not yet be Tziarevovreg.
rijg 66%tiq r. Oeov] The genitive with vorepelodai
^iKaiovfievoi,

believers ; for in their case

\

—

(Diod. Sic. xviii. 71

Joseph. Antt. xv. 6, 7) determines for the latter the sense
See Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 237. Comp. on 1 Cor. i. 7. They lack
the honour which God gives, 1 they are destitute of the being honoured by
God, which would be the case, if the ijfxaprov did not occur in that
;

of destitui.

;

would possess the good pleasure of God, and this, regarded
as honour, which they would have to enjoy from God
the 66%a rov Oeov.
Comp. ii. 29 John xii. 43, compared with v. 44. Kollner's objection to this
view, which first offers itself, of r. Qeov as the genitive auctoris, which is
also held by Piscator, Hammond, Grotius, Fritzsche, Reiche, de Wette,
case they

:

;

Tholuck, and others, following Chrysostom (comp. Philippi), that it is not
men if they should not have an honour, which proceeds from God,
is of no weight
since it certainly is the fault of men, if they render it imthe fault of

;

possible for a holy

God to give them
own explanation

the honour which proceeds from Him.

Moreover, Kollner's
vin

;

and comp.

Philippi),

which

is

:

honour

before

God

(quite so also Cal-

said according to the analogy of

human

relations, in point of fact quite coincides

with the above view, since in fact
honour before God, or with God (Winzer), is nothing else than the honour
that accrues to us from God's judgment.
Comp. Calvin " ita nos ab humani theatri plausu ad tribunal coeleste vocat. " Accordingly, the genitive
:

here

is

all

the less to be interpreted coram, since in no other passage (and

especially not in ducatoo. Oeov, see
interpretation.

This

on

i.

last consideration

17) is there

any necessity for this

may also be urged

against the inter-

coram Deo ;
non habent, unde coram Deo
glorientur," Estius.
So Erasmus, Luther, Toletus, "Wolf, Koppe, Rosenmuller, Reithmayr, and others.
It is decisive against this view that in all
pretation of others

:

'

gloriatio

'

passages where Paul wished to express gloriatio, he

knew how to employ

the proper word, Kavxyots (ver. 27

viii.

;

2 Cor.

vii.

14,

24

al).

Others,

Oecumenius (Chrysostom and Theophylact express themtoo indefinitely, and Theodoret is altogether silent on the matter),

again, following
selves

explain the
either

ddt-a r.

has destined

Qeov to
it

for

mean

man

the glory of eternal

(Glockler), or confers

life,

it

in so far as

God

upon him (Bohme,

comp. Morison) or in so far as it consists in partaking in the glory of God
(Beza, comp. Bengel and Baumgarten-Crusius).
Mehring allows a choice
between the two last definitions of the sense. But the following dinaiovjuevoi
proves that the d6£a rov Qeov cannot in reality be anything essentially difUtterly erroferent from the StKcuoavvq Qeov, and cannot be merely future.
5
neous, finally, is the view of Chemnitz, Flacius, Sebastian Schmid, Calovius,
;

1

The genitive

arbitrariness,

was done

t. ©eoO cannot, without
be explained otherwise than

in the case of SiKaioo-wT? t. ©eoO.
In consequence of his erroneous exposition
of SiKaioo-. t. ©eoO (see on i. 17), Matthias
understands here " glory such a" is tha 4 of

God,"

i.e.

the glory of personal holiness.

He takes 86£a tou @eo0 as "gloria homini
a Deo concessa in creatione ;" this gloria
having been the divine image, which we
a

forfeited after the

fall,

:
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Hasaeus, Alting, Carpzov, Ernesti, recently revived by Riickert, Olshausen,
and Mangold, that the 66%a rov Qeov is the image of God ; " a godlike 66£a, "
as Riickert puts it, and thus gets rid of the objection that 66%a is not synonymous with eitcuv. But how arbitrarily is the relation of the genitive thus

denned, altogether without the precedent of a similar usage (2 Cor. xi. 2 is
That the idea of the image of God is not suggested
not a case in point)
!

by anything

in the

6iKaiovjuevoi n.r.l.

connection is

self-evident,

abundantly shows,

since,

as

subsequent

the

the idea of the want of righteous-

it is

under discussion. Hofmann and Ewald have explained it in the
though they take the genitive more accurately (a 66%a
such as God Himself possesses). The latter understands "the glory of
God which man indeed has by creation, Ps. viii. 8, but which by sin he
may lose for time and eternity, and has now lost. " Compare Hofmann
" Whatsoever is of God has a share, after the manner of a creature, in the
glory of God.
If this therefore be not found in man, the reason is that he
has forfeited the relation to God in which he was created." But even apart
from the fact that such a participation in the glory of God has been lost
already through the fall (v. 12 1 Cor. xv. 22), and not for the first time
through the individual ijfiaprov here meant, it is decisive against this exposi-

ness that is

same way

as Riickert,

1

;

tion that the participation in the divine 66%a

nowhere appears as an

original

blessing that has fallen into abeyance, but always as something to be conferred

only at the Parousia
(viii.

17

f.

;

Tim.

iv.

8

;

aiuv (1 Cor.

Col.

iii.

(v.

4)

1 Pet. v. 4)
ii.

9).

2

;

1 Thess.

ii.

12)

;

as the ow6o%ao&7)vai with Christ

as the glorious nlvpovofiia of

;

;

That

and consequently
is also

God

(comp. also 2

new blessing of the future
the proleptic e66£ace in viii. 30, which howas the

ever would be foreign to the present connection.

XXXIII. p. 149.] does not stand for the
and Reiche, following Erasmus, Calvin and
Melanchthon, think) nor is, with Ewald, ver. 23 to be treated as a parenthesis, so that the discourse from the accusative in ver. 22 should now
resolve itself more freely into the nominative, which would be unnecessarily
harsh.
But the participle introduces the accompanying relation, which here
comes into view with the varepovvrac rfjq 66%m r. Qeov, namely, that of the
mode of their dinaiuaic so that, in that state of destitution, they receive justification in the way of gift.
repente sic panditur
Bengel aptly remarks
scena amoenior." The participle is not even to be resolved into koX 6ikcliovvrat (Peshito, Luther, Fritzsche), but the relation of becoming justified is
to be left in the dependence on the want of the 66%a Qeov, in which it is conceived and expressed. 2
6upeav\ gratuitously (comp. v. 17, and on the
Yer. 24. Ainatovfievot] [See Note

finite

tense (as even Riickert
;

'

•

:

'

—

Matt. x. 8 2 Thess.
1 Mace. x. 33
they are placed in the relation of righteousness, so that

adverb in this sense Polyb. xviii. 17, 7
8

iii.

1

;

2 Cor.

xi. 7)

Similarly already Melanchthon

:

" gloria

Dei fulqente in natura incorrupta, seu ipso Deo carent, ostendente se et
accendente ardentem dilectionem et alios
motus legi congruentes sine ullo peccato."
Previously (1540) he had explained "gloria,
Dei,

i.e.

luce

:

;

;

;

quam Deus

approbat."
Against the Osiandrian misinterpretations in their old and new forms see Melanehthon, Enarr. on ver. 21 Kahnis, Dogm.
3

;

I.

p. 599 ff.;

IV.

2,

p. 247

and
ff.

also Philippi, Glaubenslehre,

.

.

chap, in.,
Ihis is
Tit.

not anyhow the result of their
5.

iii.

— ry

avrov

is

forms the medium of the
through the grace of God.
the divine grace,

20

Gal.

;

'

1

;

man

ii.

8

;

that

is

which

taking place gratuitously

By the position of the words rfj avrov x^ T h
harmony with the notion of dupeav, emphasized preopposed to all human co-operation comp. Eph. ii. 8.
;

the special idea of ransoming (comp. on Eph.

liberation (viii. 23

28

This redemption

in Christ Jesus.

justification of

comp. Eph.

;

in virtue of His grace

'I.]

i.

7

1 Cor. vi.

;

be changed into the general one of the Messianic
and see Ritschl in
Luke xxi. 28 Eph. i. 14, iv. 30

13) is not to

iii.

the Jahrb.

X.

in

is,

cisely as the divine,

In airolvrpuoiq

own performance

x<*P- ^ ca T VQ cltzoI. rye ev

through the redemption that
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25.

f

;

;

;

d. Theol. 1863, p.

512)

;

for the Ivrpov or avrllvrpov (Matt. xx.

6) which Christ rendered, to procure for all believers remisand the ducaioovvn Qeov, was His blood, which was the atoning
blood, and so as equivalent accomplished the forgiveness of sins,

Tim.

ii.

sion of guilt
sacrificial
i.e.

ix.

15

;

comp. on Matt. xx. 28

from

Liberation

21.

v.

See ver. 25

the essence of the anolvrpooic.

Heb.

essence of the cnroXvrpGxnc

;

Cor.

1

(from

the sin-principle
itself,

2

but

vi.

Eph.

;

20

;

7

i.

Gal.

;

iii.

dominion)
through the

Col.

13
is

its

its consequence

;

i.

14

;

2 Cor.

not the

Spirit, if it

Every mode of conception, which refers
is appropriated in faith (viii. 2).
redemption and the forgiveness of sins not to a real atonement through the
death of Christ, but subjectively to the dying and reviving with Him guaranteed and produced by that death (Schleiermacher, Nitzsch, Hofmann,
and others, with various modifications), is opposed to the N. T. a mixing

up

and

of justification

sanctification. 3

— h X.

—

'Irjoov] i.e.

contained and rest-

ing in Him, in His person that has appeared as the Messiah (hence the
Observe
Xptory is placed first). To what extent, is shown in ver. 25.
further that -justification, the causa efficiens of which is the divine grace (ry

—

by means

avrov xapiri), is here represented as obtained

of the airolvrpucic,

22 as obtained by means of faith, namely, in the one case objectBut even in ver. 22 the
ively and in the other subjectively (comp. ver. 25).

but in

ver.

was indicated in mar. 'It] gov Xptorov, and in ver. 24 f
more particularly explained.
b
bv irpoid-ero K.r.X.] whom God has openly set forth for Himself.
Ver. 25. 4
6
This signification, familiar from the Greek usage, is decidedly to be

objective element
both elements are

—

adopted on account of the correlation with elg Zvdetfjiv K.r.l. (Vulgate, PelaBengel and others also Riickert, de Wette, Philippi,

gius, Luther, Beza,

;

Dem.

1

Comp.

8

Lipsius, Rechtfertigungsl. p. 147 f

3

Comp. on

Plut.

Pomp.

ver. 26

Ap. P. p. 27 f.
* See on ver. 25

;

24,

159, 15.

also Ernesti, Ethik d.

;

f.

Ritschl, in the Jahrb. f.

Deutsche Theol. 1863, p. 500 ff.; Pfleiderer in
Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr. 1872, p. 177 ff. ; the
critical comparison of the various explanations in Morison, p. 268 ff.
6 Which has been done by the crucifixion.
Compare the discourse of Jesus where

He compares

up to view as iAaonjpioi'. In Greek authors
the word nporideadai is specially often used
to express the exhibition of dead bodies
Stallbaum, ad
(Kriiger on Thuc. ii. 34, 1
Plat. Phaed. p. 115 E.). We are not to suppose however that this usage influenced
the Apostle in his choice of the word, since
he had Christ before his eyes, not as a dead
body, but as shedding His blood and dying.
Herod, iii. 148, vi. 21 Plat. Phaed. p. 115
E Eur. Ale. 667 Thuc. ii. 34. 1, 64, 3 Dem.
also in the
Herodian, viii. 6, 5
1071, 1

Himself with the serpent of
Moses, John iii. Christ has been thus held

;

;

;

;

LXX.

;

;

;

.
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Tholuck, Hofmann and Morison) and not the equally classic signification
to propose to oneself, adopted by Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Theophylact,

:

;

Heumann, Bohme,

Toletus, Pareus, de Dieu, Eisner,

Flatt

and Fritzsche

" quern esse voluit Deus piaculare sacri1
In that case an infinitive must have been required
ficium," Fritzsche.
and it was with the publicity of the divine act before the whole world that
13

(i.

Eph.

;

9

i.

;

3 Mace.

ii.

27)

:

;

the Apostle was here concerned, as he has already indicated by Trr^avipoTat
Matthias explains it whom He caused to be openly made known,
in ver. 21.
:

to

~be

But the

preached.

classical use of npoTi&nfu, in the active

in the sense of promulgare is here foreign, since

or proclamation of assemblies
ivdetfa

dinaioovvrje

rfjq

of

*

refers to the

it

and middle,

summoning

or to the promulgation of laws.

God rests,

Besides the

in fact, not on the preaching of the atoner,

but on the work of atonement itself, which God accomplished by the npoeGod's own participation therein (for it was His foaoTypiov, willed
dero k.t.X.
and instituted by Himself) which is expressed by the middle, is placed be-

—

yond question by the

sic Zvdeitjtv k.t.1.,

and decisively excludes Hofmann's

—

conception of the death of Christ as a befalling. Compare on ver. 26.
HaoTTjpiov] is the neuter of the adjective HaorijpLOQ, used as a substantive, and
hence means simply expiatorium in general, without the word itself conveying the more concrete definition of its sense. The latter is supplied by the

Thus, for example, in the

context.

LXX.

the older profane Greek the

(in

occur) the lid of the ark of the covenant, the Kapporeth, as
the propitiatorium operculum, is called to Ihaorf/piov (see below), which designation has become technical, and in Ex. xxv. 17 and xxxvii. 6 receives

word does not

more precise definition by the addition of ini&efia. They also designate
the ledge (choir) of the altar for burnt offerings, the JTTT& (Ez. xliii. 15, 17,
20) in the same way, because this place also was, through the blood of rec-

its

onciliation with

which

was sprinkled, and generally

it

When they render

a place of atonement.

*ir»33 in

Amos

as

an altar-place,

ix. 1 (knob)

by

Vkaa-

probable that they read nn33.

See generally Schleusner, Thes.
The word in the sense of offerings of atonement does not ocIII. p. 108 f.
cur in the LXX., though it is so used by other writers, so that it may be
more specially defined by lep6v or dvfia.* Even in our passage the context

riipiov, it

is

makes the notion of an atoning sacrifice (comp. Lev. xvii. 11)
compare Pfleiderer I.e. p. 180. The
clear by h r. avrov alp,an
;

sufficiently

interpreta-

» Ewald has in the translation predestined,
but in the explanation exhibited. Van Hen-

Alter th. § 25, 1); again in Nonnus, Dionys.
ikaar^pia (the true reading inxiii. p. 383

gel declares for the latter.

stead of

Soph. Ant. 160, and Hermann in IOC.;
Lucian, Necyom. 19, and Hemsterhuis inloc.;
Dion. Hal. vi. 15 al.; see Schoem. Comit. p.

22

3

104
3

;

Dorvill.

Thus

Reiske

:

ad

Charit. p. 266 f

in Dio Chrys.

iXacTripiov 'Axaiol

:

4 Mace. xvii.
iiceii><av Ka\ tow

[The article is, critically, unbut at all events the blood is concomp.
ceived as atoning sacrifice-blood
Uao-Trjpiou tou

certain

1,

p. 355

;

'A^ijva

7-7)

'IXiafii,

ver. 19.] davarov avrlav.

Hesych.: iXao-nypiov

Comp. Schol. Apoll. Rhod. ii. 487,
where Xw^^ia lepd. is explained by efiAaaKa&apaiov.

where a votive gift bears this inscription,
and is thereby indicated as an offering of

Tijpia

atonement, as indeed votive gifts generally
fall under the wider idea of offerings
Hermann, gottesd.
(Ewald, Alterth. p. 96

i.

;

rop-yoOs.

Sia tov ai/uaros riav evo-ej8a>v

;

Orat. xi.
tjj

:

i/cao-Tjjpia)

also the corresponding expressions
;
for sacrifices, o-wT^ptoi/ (Xen. Anab. iii. 2, 9
v. 1, 1 ; LXX. Ex. xx. 24) ; Ka&ap<nov (Herod.
35

;

Aeschin. p.

4, 10)

;

Ka&apTrjpiov (Poll,

i-

;

.

CHAP.
tion expiatory sacrifice is

the

Kypke, and

Kollner,
324)

Fritzsche,

in

is

adopted by Chrysostom (who

at least represents

of Christ as the antitype of the animal offerings), Clericus, Bos,

VkaoTJjp.

Eisner,

135

III., 25.

others, including

doubt between

de Wette,

Flatt, Klee, Reiche,

Weiss (bM.

;

Theol. p.

and the following explanation.
Others, as
Usteri and Glockler, keep with the Vulgate
1

this

Morus, Rosenmuller, Riickert,
(propitiationem)

Koppe,

Tholuck, Messner and Ewald

and Castalio (placamentum), to the general rendering

:

means

So also Hofmann (comp. Schriftbew. II. 1, p. 338 f.), comof propitiation.
paring specially 1 John iv. 10, and curfpiov in Luke ii. 30 ; and Rich.
Schmidt, Paul.

Ghristol. p.

84

But

ff.

the irpoedero which points

this, after

to a definite public appearance, is an abstract idea inappropriate to it (as

"propitiation"), especially seeing that

h ....

belongs to

alfian

Tcpok&ero,

and seeing that the view of the death of Jesus as the concrete propitiatory
offering was deeply impressed on and vividly present to the Christian conHeb. ix. 14, 28 1 Pet. i. 19 John i.
1 Cor. v. 7
sciousness (Eph. v. 2
Pareus,

;

;

;

;

Origen, Theophylact, Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Piscator,

29, xvii. 19 al.).

Hammond,

Calovius, Wolf, Wetstein,

Grotius,

and

others, 2

have

rendered llaar^ptov in quite a special sense, namely, as referring to the canopy-shaped cover suspended over the ark of the covenant (see Ewald, Alterth.
ff.), on which, as the seat of Jehovah's throne, the blood of the sacwas sprinkled by the high priest on the great day of atonement (Ex.
xxv. 22
Num. vii. 89 Lev. xvi. 13 ff. 3 and which therefore, regarded as
5
That the
the vehicle of the divine grace, 4 typified Christ as the atoner.
Kapporeth was termed IXaar^pwv is not only certain from the LXX. 6 (Ex.
xxv. 18, 19, 20, xxxi. 7 al), but also from Heb. ix. 5, and Philo (vit. Mos.
p. 668, D and E ; deprofug. p. 465 A), who expressly represents the covering
Compare also Joseph.
of the ark as a symbol of the lieu Swdpeug of God.

164

p.

rifice

;

;

32)

;

x aP l <T T VP lov (Xen. Cyr.

xxi.

1,

2)

Compare
tfueiv

;

;

evxaptoTTJptoj'

iv.

;

1,

2

Polyb.

;

(Polyb. v.

14,

also such expressions as entvUia

and see generally Schaefer, ad

Ell. p. 191

8).

Bos.

ff.

1
propiEstiu s also explains victimam
tiatoriam, but yet takes iAao-T, as masculine.
.

It

.

was already taken as masculine

tor) in the Syriac

.

(propitia-

(compare the reading

propitiatorem in the Vulgate) by Thomas
Aquinas and others also Erasmus (in his
;

Melanchthon and Vatablus
more recently also by Vater, Schrader,
Reithmayr and van Hengel. But to this it
may be objected that thei*e is no example
of iAao-rijpio? used with reference to persons.
This remark also applies against Mehring,
translation),

who

Deutsche Theol. 1863, p. 247, and allkathol.
Kirche, p. 85 Weber, vom Zorne Gottes, p.
273 Delitzsch on Heb. p. 719, and in the illustrations to his Hebrew translation, p. 79
;

;

Marcker, and others.
3 Keil, Arch. I. § 84, and generally Lund,
Jud. Heiligth. ed. Wolf, p. 37 ff
Hengs* See Bahr, Symbolik, I. p. 387 ff
tenberg, Authent. des Pentateuches, II. p.
;

642
6

;

interprets

powerful

for

atonement.

Kahnis, Dogm. I. p. 584, and similarly Mangold properly retain the rendering expiatory offering and even Morison recognizes
.

;

the sacrificial conception of the "propitiaalthough like Mehring he abides in

tory,'''

substance by the idea of the adjective.
3

tfmbreit, Jatho, Ritschl in the Jahrb. f-

Also Olshausen, Tholuck

(ed.

5),

Philippi,

;

Schulz,

alttest.

Theol.

I.

p. 205.

So also Funke, in the Stud.

p. 314

The old

f.

u. Krit. 1842,

and before them
some instances very

writers,

the Fathers, have in
far-fetched points of comparison.

Calo-

quoad causam
efficientem
(2) quoad materiam (gold and
not perishable wood— divine and human
nature)
(3) quoad numerum (only one)
(5) quoad usum
(4) quoad objectum (all)
vius, e.g., specifies five

:

(1)

;

;

;

et finem.

The LXX. derived the word Kapporeth,
view of the idea which it represented,
from ^33, condonavit. Comp. also the Vul6

in

gate (" expiatorium"),

;
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Antt.

iii.

6, 5.

There

is

consequently nothing to be urged against this expla*

nation, either as respects the usus loquendi or as respects the idea, in accord-

ance with which Christ, the bearer of the divine glory and grace, sprinkled
with His own sacrificial blood, would be regarded as the antitype of the
Kapporeth. But we may urge against it (1) that to Waarr^p. does not stand
with the article, as in the Sept. and Heb. ix. 5, although Christ was to be des:

ignated as the realized idea of the definite and in fact singly existing niSD
(to akrjdivbv llaoTrjpiov, Theodoret)
(2) that even though the term ikacTrjpiov,
as applied to the cover of the ark, was certainly familiar to the readers from
;

use by the LXX., nevertheless this name, in its application to Christ,
would come in here quite abruptly, without anything in the context preparing the way for it or leading to it (3) that irpokdeTo would in that case be
inappropriate, because the ark of the covenant, in the Holy of Holies, was
removed from the view of the people (4) that, if Christ were really thought
of here as rH33, the following elc evdeigiv tt}c SiKaioavvrjg avTov would be
inappropriate, since the m3D must have appeared rather as the evdeiijic of
the divine grace (comp. Heb. iv. 16)
(5) and lastly, that the conception of
Christ as the antitype of the cover of the ark is found nowhere else in the
whole N". T., although there was frequent opportunity for such expression
and it is therefore to be assumed that it did not belong to the apostolic modes
of viewing and describing the atoning work of Christ.
Moreover, if it is obits

;

;

;

;

jected that this interpretation

is

unsuitable, because Christ,

who shed His own

blood, could not be the cover of the ark sprinkled with foreign blood, it is on
the other hand to be remembered that the Crucified One sprinkled with His

own blood might be

regarded as the cover of the ark with the same propriown blood is regarded in the Epistle to the He-

ety as Christ offering His

brews

as

High

Priest.

If,

on the other

objected to the interpre-

side, it is

tation expiatory offering (see Philippi), that

it

does not suit

Christ offered Himself as a sacrifice to God, but

God

npoe-d-eTo

because

did not present

Him

such to humanity, the objection is untenable, since the idea that God
has given Christ to death pervades the whole K. T. not that God has thereas

—

by

offered Christ as a sacrifice,

set forth

which

is

before the eyes of the universe

nowhere

Him who

asserted,
is

but that

He

has

surrendered to the world

by the very

fact of His offering Himself as a sacrifice in obedience to the
Father's counsel, as such actually and publicly, namely, on the cross.
An
exhibition through preaching (as Philippi objects) is not to be thought of,

but rather the divine act of redemption which took place through the sacrificial death on Golgotha.
Sid ttjc nioTeuc] may be connected either with

—

TrpoedeTo

(Philippi, following older writers)

Matthias, Ewald,

or with Vkaarijpiav (Rtickert,

Hofmann, Morison, and older

expositors).

The

latter is

the right construction, since faith, as laying hold of the propitiation, is the
very thing by which the IXaaTyptov set forth becomes subjectively effective

but not that whereby the setting forth itself, which was an
independent of faith, has been accomplished.
Hence as a
'

1

Even had no one believed on the

ficd

One— a

Cruci-

contingency indeed, which in

:

objective

fact

sacrifice

pro-

view of the divine irpd-ycoxns could not
really occur— He would still have been set

—

—
chap, in.,

Without

ducing the iMoKea&ai through faith.

be actually and in
unbeliever.

what

result,

hv r<p avrov

in itself

it is

137

25.
faith the Vkaorfipiov

for

;

would not

does not reconcile the

it

alpan] belongs to irpoe&eTo

God has

k.t./I.

set

forth Christ as an effectual expiatory offering through faith by means of His
blood; i.e. in that He caused Him to shed His blood, in which lay objectively
1
the strength of the atonement.

proposuit ipsius sanguine."
5

Thess.

1

;

ii.

19

;

Heb.

ii.

Observe the position of avrov

Kriiger, § 47,

4al.

Comp.

to be joined with llaoriipiov in such a

Comp.

9, 12.

ver. 24.

way

xi.

11

Still hv r. avr

as to

make

it

"quern

:

Tit.

iii.

alp. is

not

;

the parallel of

mar. (Wolf, Schrader, Kollner, Reithmayr, Matthias, Mehring, Hof-

6ta r.

mann, Mangold, and others) ior slg ivSei^tv n.r.l. requires that hv r. avr. alp.
shall be the element denning more closely the divine act of the irpoi&ero n.r.l.,
by which the divine righteousness is apparent wherefore also hv. r. avr alp.
is placed immediately before elc evSei^iv k.t.1., and not before llaorijpLov
Other writers again erroneously make hv
(against Hofmann's objection).
.... alpan dependent on nioreoc (Luther, Calvin, Beza, Seb. Schmid, and
others also Koppe, Klee, Flatt, Olshausen, Tholuck, Winzer, and Morison),
joining did, r. mar. likewise to I2,aorr/piov
through faith on His blood. In that
case hv would not be equivalent to etc but would indicate the basis of faith
(see on Gal. iii. 26)
nor can the absence of the article after mar. be urged
against this rendering (see on Gal. I.e.)
but the hv r<p avr. alp. becomes in
this connection much too subordinate a point.
Just by means of the shedding
of His blood was the setting forth of Christ for a propitiatory offering accomplished
in order that through this utmost, highest, and holiest sacrifice offered for the satisfaction of the divine justice through the blood of Christ
that justice might be brought to light and demonstrated.
From this connection also we may easily understand why hv rip avr. alp. which moreover, following ikaarijpiov, was a matter of course, is added at all though in itself unnecessary and self-evident, it is added with all the more weight, and in fact
with solemn emphasis. For just in the blood of Christ, which God has not
spared, lies the proof of His righteousness, which He has exhibited through
;

;

;

:

,

;

:

;

—

,

;

the setting forth of Christ as an expiatory sacrifice

once satisfied His justice, and demonstrated

On

it

that shed blood has at

;

before the whole world.

the atoning, actually sm-ejfacing power of the blood of Christ, according

fundamental idea of Lev. xvii. 11 (compare Heb. ix. 22), see v. 9
2 Cor.
Acts xx. 28 Eph. i. 7 Col. i. 14 Rev. v. 9 al.
v. 14, 21
Gal. iii. 13 al.
Comp. Kahnis, Dogm. I. p. 270 ff., 584 f.
Reiche considers that did rfjq mar. should be coupled with dinaiovju., and
bv
ikaor. should be a parenthesis, whilst iv r. avr. alp. is to be coto the

;

Matt. xxvi. 28

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

.

forth as a propitiatory offering, though this
offering would not have subjectively benefited

any one.

This ev t<3 avrov al/ian secures at all
events to the Apostle's utterance the conception of a sacrifice atoning, i.e. doing
away the guilt, whichever of the existing
explanations of the word l\a<nripi.ov we may
adopt.
This also applies against Rich,
1

according to whom (comp.
f.) the establishment of the
iAa<mjpioi/ consisted in God actually passing
sentence on sin itself in the flesh of His

Schmidt

I.e.,

Sabatier, p. 262

Son, and wholly abolishing it as an objectpower exercising dominion over humanity—consequently in the destruction of
the sin principle. Regarding viii. 3 see on
ive

that passage.
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ordinated with the

But by

did r. trior.

rendered clumsy and overladen.
the 7rpoi$£To

....

the context

{did r. irdpeaiv

—

The

alfxart.
.

.

.

this expedient the discourse is only

elg ivdeig. r. 6lk.

dmaioovvn
.

kv ry

avrov] purpose of

is righteousness , as is

dvoxy r

©eoi;),

«

not

:

God

required

truth

in

by

(Ambro-

Hammond, Locke, Bohme), or goodness (Theodoret,
Koppe, Rosenmuller, Moms, Reiche, also Tittmann,

Beza, Turretin,

siaster,

Semler,

Grotius,

—

Synon. p. 185) significations which the word never bears. It does not
even indicate the holiness (Fritzsche, Reithmayr, Klaiber, Neander, Gurlitt
in the Stud. u. Krit. 1840, p. 975

Lipsius, Bechtfertigungsl. p. 146

;

or the righteousness, including grace (Ritschl)

order of justice (Morison)

mann)

but in the

;

;

or the self-equality of

strict sense

God

;

in His bearing (Hof-

the opposite of dSinog in ver.

5,

the judicial

(more precisely, the punitive) righteousness (comp. Ernesti, Urspr.

which had

ff.)

or generally the Divine moral

;

Sunde.

d.

but received that satisfaction in the propitiatory offering of Christ, and is thereby practically
demonstrated and exhibited. On evdeitjii, in the sense of practical proof
comp. 2 Cor. viii. 24, and on etc Eph. ii. 7 Iva evdeit-nrai. Following ver.
p.

I.

169

if.),

to find its holy satisfaction,

:

Chrysostom and others, including Krehl and Baumgarten-Crusius, take
it unsatisfactorily as justifying righteousness.
Anselm, Luther, Eisner,
Wolf, and others, also Usteri, Winzer, van Hengel, and Mangold, hold that
it is, as in ver. 21, the righteousness, that God gives.
On the other hand,
see the immediately following elg .... dimtov.
Sid ttjv irdpeaiv /c.r./l.] on
account of the passing vy of sins that had previously taken place, i.e. because He
had allowed the pre- Christian sins to go without punishment, whereby His
righteousness had been lost sight of and obscured, and therefore came to
need an evdei^ig for men." Thus the atonement accomplished in Christ became the " divine Theodic6e for the past history of the world" (Tholuck),
and, in view of this evdeit-ig, that Trdpeoig ceases to be an enigma.
irdpeoig,
which occurs only here in the N. T. 3 erroneously explained by Chrysostom
as equivalent to venpocug, is distinguished from dtyecig in so far as the omission of punishment is conceived in irdpeoig as a letting pass (jmEpidcjv, Acts
xvii. 30
comp. xiv. 16), in d<j>eoig (Eph. i. 7 Col. i. 14) as a letting free.
Since Paul, according to Acts I.e., regarded the non-punishment of preChristian sins as an "overlooking" (comp. "Wisd. xi. 23), we must consider
26,

—

—

;

;

;

the peculiar expression,
Ecclus. xxiii.

2.

If

irdpeoig,

afyeoig,

the idea

instead of retaining those sins in their category of
23),

1

ed,
3

had

Compare

let

them free,

J. Miiller, v. d.

i.e.

Sunde,

had forgiven them. 4

1.

Comp. napievai,
would be, that God,
guilt (comp. John xx.

here as purposely chosen.

he had written

p. 352,

He

has not forgiven

roneous conception of

good-

Sixaioo-vvrj (as

5.

ness or truth).

The explanation that " 5k£ here indicates

See however Dionys. Hal. vii. 37 Phalar.
Xen. de pmef. eg. 7, 10 and
114
Fritzsche in loc. ; Loesner, p. 249.
4 In a^ecris the guilt and punishment are
cancelled ; in wapeo-t? both are tacitly or expressly left undealt with, but in their case
it may be said that "omittance is not acguittance." For the idea of forgiveness a<f>tait

whereby the SiKatoo-ui^i; manifests itself " (Reiche
so also Benecke, Koppe, and
older expositors) is incorrect, just because
Paul in all cases (even in viii. 11 and Gal. iv.
13) makes a sharp distinction between Sia
with the accusative and with the genitive.
This interpretation has arisen from the erthat,

;

3

Epist.

;

;

;

chap, in.,
them, however, but only

The wrath

neglexit.

(comp.

17

i.

ff.)

25.
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let them go unpunished (comp. 2 Sam. xxiv.
10),
God, which nevertheless frequently burst forth

of

in the ages before Christ over

Jews and Gentiles

(for Paul,

in his perfectly general expressions, has not

merely the former in view),
was not an adequate recompense counterbalancing the sin, and even increased it (i. 24 ft.)
so that God's attitude to the sin of the time before
Christ, so long as it was not deleted either by an adequate punishment, or
by atonement, appears on the whole, as a letting pass (comp. Acts xiv. 16) and
;

As

overlooking.

named

the correlative of

avoxv (comp.

Eph.

ii.

4),

not

izapeaig,

x^-P 1 ^ f° r

— The pre- Christian

there

is

afterwards appropriately

tne latter

would correspond

to

not those of individuals prior
to their conversion (Mehring and earlier expositors), but the sum of the
sins of the world before Christ.
The llaarrjpiov of Christ is the epoch and
a<peatg,

i.

7.

sins are

turning-point in the world's history (comp. Acts xvii. 30, xiv. 16.)

avoxv t. Qeov] in virtue of the forbearance (tolerance, comp.
contains the ground which is the motive of the napeac.
It

— h ry

1

ii.

4) of God,

is

not to be at-

TTpoyey. (Oecumenius, Luther, and many others
also Riickert,
Ewald, van Hengel, Ritschl, and Hofmann), which would yield the
sense with or " during the forbearance of God." Against this view we may
urge the very circumstance that the time when the sins referred to took

tached to

;

Gurlitt,

by irpoysyovdruv, and expressed in a way simply
with the contrast of the vvv naipdg that follows, as
well as the special pertinent reason, that our mode of connecting kv r. avoxv
t. 0. with Sid t. Tvapeciv k.t."X. brings out more palpably the antithetical replace

and

already specified

is

fully corresponding

lation of this TrapEoic to the divine ducaioo-vvq.

Moreover, as dvoxh is a moral
nor appropriate.

attribute, the temporal conception of kv is neither indicated

What

is

indicated and appropriate

the sense of the ethical ground.
sic evd. r. 6ik. avr.,

Sinaiocvvrj

showed

making

it

is

simply the use, so common, of

Reiche connects

co-ordinate with the did

itself positively in

the postponement of judgment."

with Heb.

ix.

15

;

r. Trdpeoiv

for, if

God

then has exhibited the atoning

.

avoxv T
.

.

.

-

® e °v

dfiapr.

:

kv in

wi*n
"the

the forgiveness of sins, negatively in

Incorrect,

on account of the erroneous
Our whole interpretation

explanation of did and dmaioo. thus necessitated.
of the passage from did

kv ry

to Qeov

is

—

not at variance (as Usteri thinks)

has allowed pre-Christian sins to pass, and
sacrifice of Christ in proof of His righteous-

death of Christ must necessarily be the Ivrpov for the transgrescommitted under the old covenant, but passed over for the time being.

ness, the

sions

But there

is

nothing in our passage to warrant the reference to the sins of

the people of Israel, as in Heb.
and

I.e.

(in

alone form the standing mode
the N, T. And beyond
doubt (in opposition to the view of Luther
and others, and recently Mangold) Paul
would here have used this form, had he intended to convey that idea. The Trapeo-ts is
intermediate between pardon and punishment. Compare Ritschl in the Jahrb.f. D.
a<f>ievai

of expression in

Th. 1863, p. 501.

opposition to Philippi).

* Paul writes
©eoi), not again avrow, because he utters the Sta. ttjv ndpeaiv ....
©eoO from his own standpoint, so that the
subject is presented objectively. Comp. Xen.
Anab. i. 9, 15. But even apart from this the
repetition of the noun instead of the pronoun is of very frequent occurrence in all
Greek authors, and also in the N. T. (Winer,

p. 136 [E. T. 144]).
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Ver. 26. Upbg

rrjv evdei^iv]

that without the

Resumption of the

22 (comp. on Luke

6k, ver.

i.

elg evdeiijiv

71)

while

;

and
exchanged

in ver. 25,

elg is

and also frequenton Eph. i. 7 and Gal. ii. 16) changes the prepositions.
The article, however (see the critical notes), serves to set forth the definite,
historically given evdeigig, which is in accord with the progress of the representation
for Paul desires to add now with corresponding emphasis the
for the equivalent npdg unintentionally, as Paul in ver. 30,

1

ly elsewhere (comp.

;

element

historical
is

ev rfi vvv mipti

in itself so obvious,

laid

upon the

and

The resumption

not previously mentioned.

such entire harmony with the emphasis

also in

evdeigig rijg dimioovvrjg avrov as

the chief point, that for this very

reason the interpretation of Ruckert and Gurlitt (comp. Beza), which joins

with Sid r. rrdpeoiv .... Qeov, and takes it as the
aim of the Tzdpeaig or the avoxv (Baumgarten-Crusius comp. Hofmann and
Th. Schott), at once falls to the ground. Mehring, rendering rrpog in refTrpbg rfjv evdeigiv k.t.%.

;

understands the dimtocvvq in ver. 26 to mean imputed

erence to or in view of,

and

righteousness,

finds the

evdeitjig

of the latter, ver. 26, in the resurrection

but a decisive objection to his view is that Paul throughout gives
no hint whatever that his expressions in ver. 26 are to be taken in any other
sense than in ver. 25
and a reference to the resurrection in particular is
here quite out of place
the passage goes not beyond the atoning death of
of Jesus

;

;

Christ.

—

previous

;

elg

elg

evdugiv k.t.1. because that evSei^ig has in fact already been doubly

now

expressed, but
first

cannot stand in an epexegetical relation to the

to elvai k.t.Tl.

the further element

ml

dimiovvra k.t.1.

brings into full view the teleology of the

ITiaorf/piov.

added, which

is

elg

to elvai k.t.1. is

aim of the whole affirmation
that He may be just and justiwhich is to be taken as the intended result (comp. on ver.
through the llacTf/piov of Christ, arranged in this way and

therefore the definition presenting the final

from

bv irpoedero to naipC)

fying
4)

:

the believers,

in order that,

for this evdeigig

He may

,

It is its

.

keystone

manifest Himself as

and who makes the believer righteous (comp.

He

:

One who

is

Himself righteous,
ver. 25).

ITiaarrjp. did r. irlareug,

The elvai however is
estimation of the
The

desires to be both, the one not without the other.

the being in the appearance corresponding to

it.

'

'

Regarding
comp. on ol ei; kpideiag, ii. 8. The avrdv however has not the
force of ipse or even alone (Luther), seeing it is the subject of the two predications dinaiov k. ihnaiovvTa
but it is the simple pronoun of the third person.
Were we to render with Matthias and Mehring a ical SmaiovvTa even when He
justifies, the mi would be very superfluous and weakening
Paul would have
said dimiov Simiovvra, or would have perhaps expressed himself pointedly by
Simiov k. dimiovvra adUovg ev TrioTeidg 'I. Observe further that the Justus etjustificans, in which lies the summum paradoxon evangelicum as opposed to the

moral
rbv

'en

public'''

(Morison) only ensues as the consequence of this.

irlar.

;

:

;

O. T. Justus

et

condemnans (according to Bengel), finds

harmony with the O. T.

in rbv

h

nioreug (see chap, iv.,

its
i.

and its
The Roman

solution

17).

Catholic explanation of inherent righteousness (see especially Reithmayr)

here the more inept.

1

Comp. Kiihner,

II. 1, p.

It is also to

475

f.

a

is

be remarked that according to vv. 24-26

They are joined by

Ernesti, Ethih d. Ap. P. p.

32.

CHAP.
grace
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III., 27.

in God, that prompted Him to permit the
purposed thereby indeed the revelation of His righteousness ;

was the determining ground

He

atonement.

but to the carrying out of that revelation just
namely, through the

thus,

and not otherwise,

of Christ, He was moved by His own x^P^of the divine righteousness which took place through the

ilaoT-fjpiov

Moreover the evdeigic
atoning death of Christ necessarily presupposes the satisfactio vicaria of the
Hofmann's doctrine of atonement (compensation) ' does not perWaarrjpmv.
mit the simple and on the basis of the O. T. conception of atoning sacrifice

—

—

historically definite ideas of vv. 25, 26, as well as the

unbiassed and clear

representation of the cnrolvrpuoig in ver. 24 (comp. the Ivrpov

avri,

Matt.

with it. On the other
hand these ideas and conceptions given in and homogeneously pervading the
entire N. T., and whose meaning can by no means be evaded, exclude the
theory of Hofmann, not merely in form but also in substance, as a deviation
evading and explaining away the N". T. type of doctrine, with which the
point of view of a u ~befailing," the category in which Hofmann invariably
xx. 28,

and

Tim.

avriXvrpov, 1

ii.

6) to subsist alone

places the death of Jesus, is especially at variance.
ing death has not justification merely " in its train

And
'
1 1

justification takes place subjectively throughfaith (vv.

such a way that the
immediately

now

Chrysostom).
infers (ovv)

—

from vv. 21-26 in lively interchange of
who has kept the field that Jewish

—

question and answer, like a victor

boasting (not
excluded. 2

human

boasting generally, Fritzsche, Krehl, Th. Schott)

[See Note

XXXIV.

;

p.

179

f.

The

p. 149. J

1 "
In consequence of man's having allowed
himself to be induced through the working
of Satan to sin, which made him the object
of divine wrath, the Triune God, in order
that He might perfect the relation constituted by the act of creation between Himself and humanity into a complete fellowship of love, has had recourse to the most
extreme antithesis of Father and Son, which
was possible without self-negation on the
part of God, namely, the antithesis of the
Father angry at humanity on account of
sin, and of the Son belonging in sinlessness
to that humanity, but approving Himself
under all the consequences of its sin even
unto the transgressor's death that befell
Him through Satan's agency so that, after
Satan had done on Him the utmost which he
was able to do to the sinless One in consequence of sin, without obtaining any other
result than His final standing the test, the
relation of the Father to the Son was now
a relation of God to the humanity beginning aneto in the Son—a, relation no longer
determined by the sin of the race springing from Adam, but by the righteousness
of the Son." Hofmann in the Erl. Zeitschr.

1856,

consequently

latter is reckoned for righteousness, iv. 5,

(k^aifvrfc,

Ver. 27. Paul

Faith in the aton-

(Hofmann in he), but
22, 25), and indeed in

Subsequently (see espec.

article indicates that

Schriftb. II.

1,

Hofmann has

p. 186 ff .)

adhered to

is

which
sub-

See the
literature of the entire controversy carried on against him, especially by Philippi,
Thomasius, Ebrard, Delitzsch, Schneider,
Weber, given by the latter, vom Zorne
Weizsacker in the Jahrb.
Gottes, p. xliii. ff
It is not to
f. Deutsche Theol. 1858, p. 154 ff
the ecclesiastical doctrine, but to Schleiermacher's, and partially also Mencken's substantially

.

his position.

;

.

it, that Hofmann's
theory, although in another form, stands
most nearly related. Comp. on ver. 24 :

jective representation of

and for a more detailed account

Ritschl,

Rechtfertigung una* Versohnung, 1870,

I.

p.

counter-remarks
against Hofmann at p. 575 ff As to keeping
the Scriptural notion of imputed righteousness clear of all admixture with the
moral change of the justified, see also Kost-

569

ff.,

along

with

his

.

lin in

the Jahrb. fur Deutsche Theol. 1856, p.
ff., Gess, in the same, 1857, p. 679

105 ff., 118

compared
ff., 1858, p. 713 ff., 1859, p. 467 ff.
however with the observations of Philippi
;

in his Glaubenslehre, iv.

2,

p. 237

ff.,

2nd

edi-

tion.
a

Hofmann's misconception of ver. 9 still
make him think here

affects him, so as to
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known, and has been before mentioned (ii. 17 ff.), looking back to vv. 9
and 1.
ttov] As it were, seeking that which has vanished from the sphere
is

—

Luke

viii. 25
1 Cor. i. 20, xv. 55
1 Pet. iv. 18
2 Pet. iii. 4
used thus by classic writers.
The mvxwic is not the object
of boasting (Reiche), which would be navxwa, but the vaunting itself, which
is presented with vivid clearness as that which no longer exists.
k^eKleia-

of vision,

;

;

;

—

also frequently

;

—

—

did noiov v6/llov ;] scil. et-eicXeiodq, not
x"P av ^X e h Theodoret.
dtKdiov/ieda, which Mehring, following Michaelis, wholly without logical
ground wishes to be supplied. The exclusion, namely, must necessarily
have ensued through a laio no longer allowing the Kavxv^C but through
what sort of a law f of what nature is it ? Is it one that demands works ?
No, but a law offaith. In these attributes lies the ttoiSt^c of the law, which
&9j]

ovk.

ere

i

is

the subject of inquiry.

which

upon

insists

This cannot have the quality of the Mosaic law,
and promotes the parade of

works, but thereby fosters

work-righteousness

(ii. 17)
it must, on the contrary, be a law that requires
done by the Christian plan of salvation, which prescribes the
renunciation of all merit through works, and requires us to trust solely in
;

faith, as is

the grace of

God

The

in Christ.

cluded under the conception of a

Christian plan of salvation might be in-

because the will of God is given in
by means of the Gospel (comp. 1 John iii. 23), just as in the O. T. revelation by means of the Mosaic law.
And the expression was necessary in the
connection, because the question did ttoIov vd/xov
required both the old and
new forms of the religious life to be brought under the one conception of
Therefore the literal sense of vdfioc remains unchanged, and it is
vdfiog.
neither doctrine (Melanchthon and many others) nor religious economy.
Comp. ix. 31.
Ver. 28 gives the ground of the ovx't k.t.1.
loyi£6ue&a] ovk eiri d^i^oUac
v6/uoc,

it

;

—

leyerai

(Theodore of Mopsuestia)

The matter

censemus,

:

down

we

deem, as in

ii.

3, viii.

18

;

something that has now been
brought between Paul and his readers to a common ultimate judgment,
whereby the victorious tone of ver. 27 is not damped (as Hofmann objects),
but is on the contrary confidently sealed.
ttigtei] On this, and not on
dincuovcr&ai (Th. Schott, Hofmann), lies the emphasis in accordance with the
2 Cor.

xi.

5.

is

set

as

—

entire connection
y. Sin. together,

x u Pk W- vojuov is correlative. Paul has conceived hoy.
and then placed first the word which has the stress ; compare
;

the critical observations.

The

dative denotes the procuring cause or medi-

um, just like Sid irkneof. Bernhardy, p. 101 f. The word "alone," added
by Luther formerly an apple of discord between Catholics and Lutherans

—

(see the literature in

Wolf)

—did

not belong to the translation as such, but

by the context, which in the way of dilemma " cuts
off all works utterly" (Luther), and by the connection of the Pauline doctrinal system generally, which excludes also the fides formata*
All fruit
of faith follows justification by faith
and there are no degrees in justificain explanation justified

is

;

of Christian

navxw^.

Comp., for the right

view, especially Chrysostom.

Luther has not added it in
where the Nurnberg Bible of
1

Gal.

ii.

16,

1483 reads

" only through faith."
2 See Form. Cone.
p. 585 f., 691. Comp. on
Gal. ii. 16, Osiander in the Jahrb.f. Deutsche
Theol. 1863, p. 703 f

.

;

Morison in

loc.

CHAP, in., 29,
tion.

law

— xuPk

Without the co-operation therein of works of the
which, on the contrary, remain apart from all connection with
On the quite general avtipunov, a man, comp. ChrysosComp. ver. 21.
2

£/>/• vdfiov]

(ver. 20),

it.

tom
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30.

:

0{i(tew{

bvofxa

Comp.

Gal.

—

dvpag avoi^ag

aurrfpiag,

rfjg

See afterwards Ttepiro^v

dele.

(prjolv,

av&puirov, to koivov

... ml

.

anpofivor.,

ver.

rrjg

30.

16.

ii.

Or

Ver. 29.

doubted

—

oiKov/uivy rag

tt)

—in case what has just been asserted in

is it

only Jews to

whom God belongs

?

ver. 28

and not

might

still

also Gentiles ?

be

He

God for the Jews, if He had made justificaon works of the law, for in that case it could only be
2
destined for Jews, insomuch as they only are the possessors of the law.
Consequently vv. 29, 30 contain a further closing thought, crowning the

must, indeed, have only been a
tion conditional

undoubted accuracy of the confidently expressed Xoyt^e-&a k.t.1. in ver. 28.
The supplying of a predicative Geog (Hofmann, Morison, and earlier expositors) is superfluous, since the prevailing usage of elvai nvog is amply sufficient to make it intelligible, and it is quite as clear from the context that
the relationship which is meant is that of being God to the persons in
How much the vat /cat k&vfiv, said without any limitation whatever
question.
as with 'lovdaiov, God is conceived as protecting them, and
case,
their
in

—

—

—

guiding to salvation run counter to the degenerate theocratic exclusive3
But Paul speaks in the certain assurance, which had been already
ness.
given by the prophetic announcement of Messianic bliss for the Gentiles,
but which he himself had received by revelation (Gal. i. 16), and which the
Roman church, a Pauline church, itself regarded as beyond doubt.
ReVer. 30 is to be divided from the previous one merely by a comma.
something
introducing
here)
only
T.
the
(in
garding eTreiirep, whereas

K

undoubted, see Hermann, ad Viger. p. 786 Hartung, Partihell. I. p. 342
Baeumlein, p. 204.—The unity of God implies that He is God, not merely
f.
for otherwise another special Deity
of the Jews, but also of the Gentiles
bg
must rule over the Gentiles, which would do away with monotheism.
;

;

;

6tKai6ffei]

who

shall (therefore) justify.

necessarily follows
parties one
28).

mode

For Jews

—

This exposition contains that which

from the unity of God, in so far as it conditions for ooth
however must be x"pk Zpyuv, ver.
well as for Gentiles He must have destined the way of

of justification (which

as

way of salvation. The future is neither put
others), nor to be referred with Beza and
many
and

righteousness by faith as the
for

titnatol

(Grotius,

Fritzsche to the time of the final judgment, nor to be taken as the future of
inference (Ruckert, Mehring,

Hofmann), but

is

to be understood as in ver.

20 of every case of justification to he accomplished. Erasmus rightly says,
"Respexit enim ad eos, qui adhuc essent in Judaismo seu paganismo."—
of etc and dm is to be viewed as accidental, without real difbut also without the purpose of avoiding misconception (Mehring).
Comp. Gal. ii. 16, iii. 8 Eph. ii. 8. Unsuitable, especially for the impor-

The exchange
ference,

;

1

Comp. Riggenbach (against Romang) in

the Stud.

u. Krit. 1868, p. 227

ff.

2 Not for the Gentiles also, unless they
become proselytes to Judaism, whereby

they would cease to be Gentiles.
s See on Matt. iii. 9, and in Eisenmenger's entdecht. Judenth.

I.

p. 587

f.

:
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tant closing thought,

is

the view of Calvin, followed by Jatho, that there
" Si quis vult habere differentiam gentilis a

an irony in the difference
Judaeo, hanc habeat, quod
is

:

ille ^rfidem, hie vero ex fide justitiam conTheodore of Mopsuestia, Wetstein, Bengel, Hofmann, and
others explain it by various other gratuitous suggestions ! van Hengel is
doubtful— The interchange of irUntaq and ttjc mar. (from faith through the
faith), in which the qualitative expression advances to the concrete with the

sequitur."

;

is also without special design, as similar accidental interchanges
often occur in parallel clauses (Winer, p. 110 [E. T. 116]).
Ver. 31—iv. 24.
The harmony of the doctrine of justification by faith with
the law, illustrated by what is said in the law regarding the justification
of

article,

Abraham.

—The

new

chapter should have begun with ver. 31, since that
theme of the following discussion. If we should with
Augustine, Beza, Calvin, Melanchthon, Bengel, and many others, including
Tlatt, Tholuck, Kollner, Riickert, Philippi, van Hengel, Umbreit, and Mehring, assume that at iv. 1 there is again introduced something new, so that
verse contains the

Paul does not carry further the

vdjuov hrafiev, v. 31, but in iv. 1 ff. treats of
objection that has occurred to him at the moment, we should then
have the extraordinary phenomenon of Paul as it were dictatorially dismiss-

a

new

ing an objection so extremely important and in fact so very naturally suggestitself, as v6/uov ovv narapyov/xev k.t.X., merely by an opposite
assertion,
and then immediately, like one who has not a clear case, leaping away to
something else. The more paradoxical in fact after the foregoing, and
ing

especially after the apparently antinomistic concluding idea in ver. 30, the
assertion vd^ov hru/xev must have sounded, the more difficult becomes the

assumption that

it is

merely an anticipatory declaration abruptly interposed
who thinks it is enlarged on at viii. Iff.); and the

(see especially Philippi,
less

can ver.

did y. v6/xov kTriyvucic djuapr.

20,

that proposition

had really its

ing to Th. Schott,

what preceded. Accordnot meant to apply to the Mosaic law at all, but

v6/xog is

" Judaei pridem in fide fuerant;
ab illis recens nacti erant."
Comp. Origen. Similarly Matthias in the
case of the circumcised faith appears as the
ground, in that of the uncircumcised as the
means of justification ;
trior,
signifies
because they believe, Sia t. trior if they be1

Bengel

:

gentiles fidem

:

U

:

In the case of the circumcised faith
presupposed as covenant-faithfulness.

lieve.
is

Comp. also Bisping. According to Hofmann, Paul is supposed to have said in the
case of the circumcised in consequence of
faith, because these wish to become righteous in consequence of legal works but in
the case of the uncircumcised by means of
faith, because with the latter no other possible way of becoming righteous was conceivable. In the former instance faith is the
preceding condition in the latter the faith
existing for the purpose of justification
(therefore accompanied by the article) is
;

;

be urged as analogous, since

justification there in

the means, by which God, who works it,
helps to righteousness. This amounts to a
subjective invention of subtleties which
are equally incapable of proof as of refutation, but which are all the more groundless,
seeing that Paul is fond of such interchanges of prepositions in setting forth the

same relation (comp. ver. 25 f., and on 2 Cor.
11, and Eph. i. 7).
How frequent are

iii.

similar interchanges also in classic authors

!

Moreover, in our passage the stress is by
no means on the prepositions (Hofmann),
but on wtpirofi^v and aKpoPvo-riav. And as
to the variation of the prepositions, Augustine has properly observed (de Spir. et
29) that this interchange serves wow

aliquam differentiam, but ad varietatem
tionis.

Comp. on
ix. 30,

ad

locu-

e< Trio-Tew? Sikouovv (here

said of Jews) also of Gentiles, Gal.

Rom.

lit.

and generally

i.

17.

iii.

8

;

chap, in.,

31.
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to the fact that, according to ver. 27, faith is a vduog, in accordance with
which therefore Paul, when making faith a condition of righteousness, ascribes to himself not abrogation of the law, but rather an establishment of
setting up merely what God Himself had appointed as the method of

it,

salvation.

The discourse would thus certainly have a
word (vd/iog) which no reader could,

jugglery 1 with a

by a

conclusion, but

after ver. 28, under-

stand in any other sense than as the Mosaic law.
Bofmann explains substantially in the same way as Schott.
He thinks that Paul conceives to
himself the objection that in the doctrine of faith there might be found a

doing away generally of all law, and now in opposition thereto declares that
that doctrine does not exclude, but includes, the fact that there is a divine
order of human life (?).
Ver. 31. (See Note XXXV. p. 150.) Ovv] The Apostle infers for himself
from his doctrine of justification h irlareug .... x upk epyuv v6/xov just
discussed— a possible objection and reproach
Bo we then make away with

—

:

—

the law {render it invalid) through faith ?
vo/uov] emphatically put first, and
here also to be understood neither of the moral law, nor of every law in

general, nor of the entire O. T., but, as is proved

and iriartg and the reference
Comp. Acts xxi. 28, Gal. iv. 21 f.

vduog

as bearing

—

on

by the

antithesis

ver. 28, of the

6ca rrjg irhr.] i.e. thereby, that

faith as the condition of justification.

— v6uov

iarcjuev]

Not

:

between

Mosaic law.

we

we

let

assert

the law

we make it stand, we produce the result that it, so
from being ready to fall, in reality stands upright (J3e(3aiovfiev, Theodoret)
in its authority, force, and obligation.
Comp. 1 Mace. xiv. 29, ii. 27 Ecstand (Matthias), but

:

far

;

cles. xliv.

20-22. This lardveiv of the law, whereby there

is

secured to

it sta-

and authority instead of the Karapyeiodai, takes place by means of (see ch.
making good the fact that, and
the mode in which, justification by the grace of God through faith is already
taught in the law, so that Paul and his fellow teachers do not come into antagonism with the law, as if they desired to abolish and invalidate it by a new
teaching, but, on the contrary, by their agreement with it, and by proving
their doctrine from it, secure and confirm it in its position and essential
character. 3
The v6/xov larajuev, however, is so little at variance with the
abrogation of the law as an institute of works obligatory in order to the becoming righteous, which has taken place through Christianity (x. 4 2 Cor. iii.
Rom. vii. 4; Gal. ii. 19; Col. ii. 14), that, on the contrary,
7; Gal. iii.
the law had to fall in this aspect, in order that, in another aspect, the same
law, so far as it teaches faith as the condition of the dinaioovvr), might be by
the gospel imperishably confirmed in its authority, and even, according to
Matth. v. 17, fulfilled. For in respect of this assertion of the value of faith
the law and the gospel appear one.
If the vdfiov larafiev and its relation
to the abrogation of the law be defined to mean that " from faith proceeds
the new obedience, and the love develops itself, which is the irlijpufia v6fiov,
xiii. 10" (Philippi
comp. Riickert, Krehl, Umbreit, Morison), as Augusbility

iv.)

the Pauline doctrine demonstrating and

—

;

;

—

;

1
This objection in no way affects the
question Sio. ttoc'ov v6^ov, ver. 27 (in opposition to Hofmann's objection), where the

very iroLov placed along with it requires the
general notion of v6ft.ov.
2
Comp. Weiss, Bibl. Theol. p. &33.
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tine, Melanchthon, who nevertheless mixes up with it very various elements,
Luther, Calvin, Beza, Vatablus, Calovius, and others assumed (comp. also
Apol. C. A. p. 83, 223), the further detailed illustration of ch. iv. is quite

as much opposed to this view, as it is to the interpretations which conceive
the law as pedagogically leading to Christ (Grotius, Olshausen), or as fulfilled
in respect of its object, which is justification by faith (Chrysostom, Oecumenius>

Theophylact, and others. 1)

appears as something added

On

ch. iv.

the form

to

In the case of the two latter views, faith

the law, which

from

laru/xev,

is

just

what Paul combats

lardu, see Matthiae, p. 482,

Winer,

p.

in

75

[E. T. 78].
Still the lardvofiev, recommended by Griesbach and adopted by
Lachmann and Tischendorf has preponderant attestation (so also X * but
,

K** has
cially

which

;

here decisive (in opposition to Fritzsche), espetake into account the multitude of other forms in MSS. (ord-

loTti/iev),

when we

is

vo/tev, larafieVy avviaTUftev, awiordvo/Liev et al.).

Notes by Ameeican Editob.
XXIII. Ver.

1.

t6 neptaaov,

to irepiaoov is the superiority of the Jew over the Gentile, which was connected with the old covenant, and rj axpeheia the advantage which circumcision
gave, as the sign of this superiority.
To the Judaistic party of the Apostle's

day the position taken in ii. 25-29 would naturally seem to deny any superiority whatever
and thus the objection was sure to arise, at this point, which
the Apostle now proceeds to meet. He explains that the Jew stands at an advantage in many points, which are summed up, indeed, in the possession of the
O. T. Scriptures— and that this is the true meaning of that in which they
gloried but that, in the matter of justification by works before God, they
were on the same level with the Gentiles. All alike must fail of such justification, because all alike had sinned.
;

;

XXIV. Ver.

2.

npurov

/ulv

yUp k.t.X

The explanation given by Meyer

of the omission of other points which would
undoubtedly correct that the writer was led away
from his original intention by the question of ver. 3. We may believe, however, that he did not return to the plan of enumerating the other advantages,
after concluding the line of thought in vv. 3-8, because he felt that the one
mentioned really involved in itself all the rest.

naturally follow the first

—

is

XXV.

Ver.

2.

rd.

Uyta

rov 9eov.

The oracles of God, in the sense here intended, are the O. T. Scriptures,
viewed as containing the covenant of God with its law and promises, and not
merely the Messianic prophetic utterances.
The argument for the latter
reference, which is founded on a supposed necessity of giving to aiuoTia and
1

"O yap

ri&e\ev 6

vo/0109,

*vi9pw7Toi', oxiK la\v<re 8e

TovTeVri to SiKai<oo~ai

noi^aai, tovto

rj

iriorts

yap tw irurrevaai rCva
Theophylact.

TeXeioi' ofxov

StKatovTat,

;
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amarelv the sense of unbelief, is, as Weiss also intimates, unsound the contrary,
being proved, as he says, by 2 Tim. ii. 13. The entire view of Meyer with
;

regard to these words in this and the following verse is, as de Wette well remarks, altogether opposed to the Apostle's standpoint in these verses, which
is outside of the Christian system, and to the connection with the preceding
and following context, in which the transgressions of the law on the part of
the Jews, and the judgment of God on purely legal principles, are under dis-

cussion.

XXVI. Ver.

3.

ri

yap

el TjTTiOTTjcdv

riveg

The more probable view of this verse is, that the Apostle anticipates a
question which might be pressed by an opponent in the discussion namely,

—

does not this statement, that the Jews have the O. T., involve the admission of all that they claim (cf av, ii. 3), for, surely, the want of faithfulness to
the covenant on the part of some will not destroy God's fidelity to His promise.
.

To

this latter point (ver. 3)

two elements

he replies by the emphatic

pi) yevoiro,

which involves

— a negative answer to the question, and an utter rejection of the

It is to the second of these two elements
with its Psalm- quotation, attaches itself. In a similar way, at ver.
If, as
6, he again supposes a question suggesting itself from the other party
Is implied in ver. 4, God's righteousness is even rendered conspicuous by their
Unrighteousness, does it not show injustice in God to inflict a penalty on those
Vvho thus contribute to His glory ? To this question he replies with the same
emphatic phrase, and attaches to the first of its two elements (see above), the

thought as abhorrent to right feeling.

that ver. 4,

:

following verses, which contain a confirmation of the negative.

Such a posi-

Divine judgment, and would lead to the pernicious
and untenable doctrine, that we may do evil that good may come.

tion

would do away with

all

XXVII. Vv.

5, 6.

pi) yevoiro.

—

Kara, avQptdirov.

used by Paul only in the Epistles of the same section and class
It always has the meaning given
in the preceding note, and the connection of the following words with it may
fir)

to

ysvoiro is

which

this Ep. belongs (Horn., Gal., Cor.).

vary in different cases, as
only in these Epistles
of the Divine sphere.
eral sense, is

it

does in this context.
meaning, after

— everywhere

The particular

Kara.
the

avQpunov also occurs

manner of a man

outside

signification, within the limits of this gen-

determined in each instance by the context.

XXVIII. Ver.

5.

p) adiKog

6 Oedg.

The Apostle is not to be regarded, in this passage (w. 1-8), as introducing
an opponent into his discourse, as if in a dialogue, or directly quoting his
language. The form of the question in ver. 5, pr} adiKog K.r.l. is clear evidence
of this, for the objector would have put the inquiry in the form which looks
On the other
for an affirmative answer, and not, as here, for a negative one.
hand, he carries forward his entire argument in his own person, and formulates
for himself the objections, difficulties, or questions which, as he conceives,
might be presented.
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XXIX. Ver.

9.

npoexofieBa.

The explanation of irpoexoueSa, to which Meyer here refers, has in its favor
the fact that the passage from Plutarch may be cited as justifying it, while no
passage is found sustaining the interpretation given by Tholuck, de Wette, and
others, or, where the verb stands without an obj. accusative, that given by
Every other argument which the case affords, however, seems
we surpassed, (a) There is nothing in
the preceding context, or in the position which Paul maintains anywhere, to
suggest such a question, (b) His entire course of reasoning from ii. 1 onward

Meyer himself.

to bear against this explanation- -are

intended to show that the Jew is on a level with the Gentile in respect to
by works, not that he stands on a lower position, (c) The following verses do not harmonize with this view of the word. They do not set
forth the proof that the Gentiles are not better than the Jews, but that the
Jews are not better than the Gentiles, (d) Such a question would not readily
come from the Jewish side, (e) Ver. 19 shows that in vv. 10-18 he had
is

justification

and that his object in this passage is the same as
which he had in view in the previous chapter. This explanation, which
is adopted in K. V. by the English revisers, must, accordingly, be rejected.
The view of Meyer must also be set aside. It has no greater support from
Indeed, it is less difficult to suppose
usage than that of de Wette and A. V.
that the writer uses the middle voice of this verb, after the analogy of many
other verbs, in the simple active sense, or, with Grimm and Philippi, as meaning have wean advantage for ourselves, than that he fails to insert ti, which is
Morecalled for by Meyer's view, and could so easily have been expressed.
over, the following context is not suited to the question, Do we put forward
special reference to the Jews,

that

anything in our defence (as Weiss ed. Mey. also agrees), while it is precisely
adapted to the question, Have we any advantage or superiority? The American
The
revisers have rightly favored this latter explanation (R. V., Appendix).
objection made by Meyer to this view of the word, that it is at variance with

possession of the O. T.,
2, is without force, since, after showing that the
though giving the Jews a superiority to the Gentiles in a certain degree, did not
place them at any advantage in respect to the matter in discussion (i.e. the
escaping the divine condemnation), it was most natural that the question
should be renewed, Do the Jews have any real advantage in this vital point ?
The view of Godet, that the verb means are we sheltered, seems to accord

ver.

neither with usage Dor with the context.

XXX.

Ver. 20. Sioti |£ ipyuv

v6fiov,

k.tX

This verse is grammatically connected with the preceding, as Meyer explains.
At the same time, the first part of the verse contains what is, in substance, a
statement of the result of the foregoing argument, i. 18-iii. 19— namely, that
from works of the law there is no justification for any one. This negative result being reached, the positive conclusion follows without proof (see note on
The second part of the verse adds a confirmation of
i. 17 above) in ver. 21 ff.
this negative statement, by pointing to the fact that the law leads to a full
knowledge of sin— thus, to a very different end from justification. The author
does not dwell on this latter point, as it is outside of the line of his present
thought to do so. His purpose is answered here by the mere presentation of it.

NOTES.
XXXI.
In vv.

Ver. 21. vvvl d£

21, 22, the proposition of

x uPk

17

i.

is
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v6/xov dutaioovvij k.t.1,.

repeated, as

now established,

yap of

the last clause of ver. 22 introduces this clause as connected with iruvras rovq
Trior.— all, for there is no distinction, and then ver. 23 is added in immediate

connection with this there is no distinction, for (yap, ver. 23) all sinned, etc.
These clauses, in their relation to each other and to the entire preceding argument, clearly show, that the distinction referred to is that between Jews and
Gentiles, and that all means Jews as well as Gentiles, as opposed to Gentiles only.
Vv. 23-26 are subordinate to vv. 21, 22 through these two particles (yap) never;

;

and easily passes to a more full
almost a definition of justification by faith. They constitute in
therefore, a very important part of this passage in which the origi-

theless, in these verses the writer incidentally

statement

—

—

one aspect,

nal proposition

is

repeated.

XXXII. Ver.
This verb

is

23. Travreg yap fjnaprov.

and E. V. have

translated in A. V.

sinned.

The

aor. is to

plained from the standpoint taken by the author :— the sinning
nitely past when the question of their present position before
Dr. Charles

now stand

Hodge

be ex-

a thing defi-

God

is raised.

all men
God might be expressed either by
The latter is the form
all sinned.

says on this word, as here used,

in the posture of sinners before

is

'

'

The idea

that

all have sinned (and are sinners), or
adopted by the Apostle." Cf., however, his view of the same verb and tense

saying
in

v. 12.

XXXIII. Ver.

24. dtnaiov/ievoi k.t.1.

circumstantial participle connected with
According to the underlying thought, this word, with the following
context, brings out the only method of justification for all who have sinned.
In the explanation of the method thus given, we find (a) the gratuitous charducaiovfievoi is, viewed grammatically, a

varepovvrai.

acter of the justification, dcopeav

by the

dat. instrum.)

rrj

the subjective means,

(b)

;

avrov x^9 lTI

-

did.

irioreug

k.t.%

;

(g)

the final purpose,

XXXTV.

Two

;

is

(c)

it

(here expressed, indeed,

the objective means, (ha r^f enrol

the relation to

it

Ver. 27.

;

(d)

of Christ's sacrifice,

(/) the reason for this sacrifice,
to that 'Itjoov.

eig Zvdeifrv

—

elg

points should be noticed here.

vious part of the Epistle

the origin of

(e)

;

TrpoeQeTo HacTTjpLov iv r<p air. alfiari
TTjg 6iK.

5

irov otiv

(1)

rj

kovxtjoiq.

The glorying alluded

to in the pre-

that of the Jews concerning the advantageous po-

which they claimed for themselves as related to the judgment of God.
This glorying, therefore, must be that which is intended by i] Kavxv^C of this
verse.
(2) The question which is raised and answered respecting this glorying is introduced by the particle ovv. It is, accordingly, suggested to the writer's mind as a natural result of the immediately preceding verses (21-26).
In view of these points, we must hold that Meyer's understanding of this verse
and those which follow (28-30) is correct, and that we have here an inference
or corollary from the proposition, vv. 21, 22. This proposition, being estabGodet's explalished, carries with it the exclusion of all such Jewish boasting.
sition

nation,

which makes

vv. 27-31 a proof of the

harmony

of justification

by
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meaning of the law (w. 27, 28 showing that the gospel excludes justification by works, as vv. 9-20 had already shown that the law excluded it), is contrary to the indications of the passage as stated above, and is

faith with the true

so artificial as to render it improbable.
Weiss ed. Mey. agrees with Fritzsche
and Schott in referring the kclvxtjols to " human glorying in general.' But this
view is at variance with the points indicated above.
'

XXXV.

Ver. 31. vdfiov oiv icarapyovjuev

k.t.'X.

We may

determine the meaning and connection of this verse by the obser(1) vofiov, as here found, immediately follows vofiov of ver. 28 (vv. 29, 30 being merely a proof of the statement of ver.
The reference in the two cases must, therefore, be to the same law. In
28).
the former verse, however, inasmuch as it is connected with ipyuv and contrasted with iriorei, vd/iov means the Mosaic law. The view of Hofmann, therefore
(with whom, on this point, Weiss ed. Mey. apparently agrees), that the reference in ver. 31 is to " a divine order in human life," must be rejected. Hofvation of certain facts in the case.

mann

argues for his view from vdfiov of ver. 27, but the word is evidently there
used in a peculiar sense, for the special purposes of that verse. Moreover, as
vd/iov has there a connection with faith as well as with works (the one economy or
system being contrasted with the other), the question of ver. 31, had this sense
been intended, would hardly have been presented with vdfiov only it would
have asked as to the doing away with any divine ordering, or all idea of divine
ordering. (2) The next chapter discusses the case of Abraham
that is, it
:

;

presents the proof of justification by faith which

derived from the fact that
this was the system involved in the covenant with the father of the Jewish
is

people.
This is the same argument for the Pauline doctrine which is brought
forward in the Epistle to the Galatians, chap. iii. vv. 6-10. The first half of
this fourth chapter (vv. 3-12) corresponds very closely with Gal. iii. 6, 7, and
the second half, ver. 13 ff. with Gal. iii. 8-10. Following the more general

—

18 iii. 30) we have, therefore, that which comes from the older
and between the two this verse is inserted. This position of the
new question and its answer indicates that they are designed by the writer to
be in the direct line of his argument, and thus that they open the way for
the fourth chapter. The view of Shedd, Hodge, Philippi, Morison, and others,

argument

Scriptures

(i.

;

that the question has reference to a nullification of the law in its moral obligation, or that the Apostle's reply defends the faith-system from the charge of

having an antinomian tendency, is accordingly excluded. This view of these
writers is also rendered improbable by the fact alluded to by Meyer, that, if it
be adopted, we must regard the Apostle as having raised an objection of a very
serious character,
ative answer.

which he

dictatorially dismisses with

no proof of

his neg-
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IT.

Lachm. and Tisch.

(8) read evpyn. 'A/?p. rdt
This position of the words has
X, min., Copt. Arm. Vulg. It.
indeed preponderant attestation
and several Fathers), but may be suspected of being a transposition intended to
connect /card capna with tqv narepa t//i., as in fact this construction was prevalent among the ancients.
irpoiraropa (Lachm.) though attested by A B C* K,
5, 10, 21, 137, Syr. Copt. Arm. Aeth. and Fathers, appears all the more probably a gloss, since nartpa here is not used in a spiritual sense as it is afterwards
in vv. 11, 12, 17, 18.
Ver. 11. nepcro/xiis] Griesb. recommended Keptropriv, which

Ver.

1. 'kfipaap

TrpoTr&Topa

ijficiv,

.

.

.

evprjuevai]

which Griesb.

also approved.

(ACDEFG

—

however is only attested by A. C* min., Syr. utr. Arm. and some Fathers and
on account of the adjoining accusatives very easily slipped in, especially in
the position after eXa(3e.
kcu avrolq] nai is wanting in A B K* min. Ar. pol.
Condemned by Mill and Griesb.,
Vulg. ms. Orig. in schol. Cyr. Damasc.
omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. (8). But after the final syllable NAI the aai,
not indispensable for the sense, was very easily overlooked. On the other hand
the ground assumed for its addition, by Keiche, that " the copyists would not
;

—

4

have the Jews altogether excluded," cannot be admitted as valid, because in
The article
fact the Jews are immediately after, ver. 12, expressly included.
before dtKcuocvvnv, which Tisch. (8) has omitted, has preponderant attestation.
Its omission is connected with the old reading (A) etc diKatoovvtjv (comp. ver. 9,
v. 3).
Ver. 12. rrjc h Ty aicpo/3. iriar.'].
The reading ttjs niar. rye hv r. aicpoft.,
recommended by Griesb. and adopted by Scholz, lacks the authority of most

—

and the best uncials, and seems a mechanical alteration after ver. 11. The
however is, with Tisch. in accordance with decisive testimony, to be
deleted, and to be regarded as having been likewise introduced from ver. 11 (not

article ry

as omitted after ver. 10, as Fritzsche thinks).

Copt.

Syr.

p.

(in margin),

Theodoret,

— Ver. 15. ov

yap']

ABCX*

min.,

Theophyl. Ambr. Kuf. read ov

6e.

and adopted by Lachm. Fritzsche, Tisch. (8). An
alteration, occasioned by the contrast on failing to perceive the appropriateness
of meaning in the yap.
Ver. 17. en-forevcs] F G and some vss. and Fathers
read h^iartvcaq (so Luther). The Karivavn ov k.t.1. was still regarded as belonging to the passage of Scripture.
Ver. 19. ov\ Wanting in A B C K, 67**, 93,
Condemned by Griesb. and
137, Syr. Erp. Copt. Chrys. Damasc. Julian.

Becommended by

Griesb.

—

—

deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. (8). But this omission of the ov, as well as the
very weakly attested uc and licet, manifestly arose from incorrectly having regard here to Gen. xvii. 17 (as is done even by Buttmann, nevl. Or. p. 305 f.
ydy] Wanting in
[E. T. 355 f.] and Hofmann).
See the exegetical remarks.
B F G 47 et. at. and several vss. and Fathers. Bracketed by Lachm. deleted by
Fritzsche and Tisch. It is to be regarded as an addition, which suggested it*

—

self

very easily, whereas there would have been no reason for

its

omission.
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Ver.

1.

Ovv] Accordingly, in consequence of the fact that

we do

gate the law through faith, but on the contrary establish

brings in the proof to be adduced from the history of

it.

not abro-

1

This ovv

Abraham

("confir-

matio abexemplo," Calvin), for the v6p,ov loTufiev just asserted (iii. 31), in the
form of an inference. For if we should have to say that Abraham our father
/card oapna, that would presupAbraham's justification, in nowise receives
establishment dia rfjc Trioreuc (iii. 31).
Hence we have not here an objection,
but a question proposed in the way of inference by Paul himself, the answer to which is meant to bring to light, by the example of Abraham, the
correctness of his vduov lor.
[See Note XXXVI. p. 173.] His object is not to
let the matter rest with the short and concise dismissal of the question in iii.
and this he does now by at31, but to enter into the subject more closely
taching what he has further to say to the authoritatively asserted, and in
his own view established, vduov lardvouev in the form of an inference.
Moreover, the whole is to be taken as one question, not to be divided into two
by a note of interrogation after epov/uev in which case there is harshly and

has attained anything (namely, righteousness)

pose that the law,

which

attests

;

;

arbitrarily supplied to evprjuevat (by Grotius,

and Michaelis)

dmaioovvriv, or at least

Hammond,

Clericus, Wetstein,

(van Hengel) the pronoun

it

represent-

ing that word, which however ought to have been immediately suggested

by the

context, as in Phil.

iii.

12.

2

In the affirmation

itself 'A/fy>. is

the sub-

Abrahamum nactum esse?). Th. Schott, by an unhappy
distortion of the passage, makes him the object (" why should we then say that
we have gained Abraham in a fleshly, natural sense for our ancestor ? ") This

ject

{quid dicemus

.

misconception should have been precluded by attending to the simple fact,
that in no passage in our Epistle (and in other Epistles the form of expres-

Hofmann, who
sion does not occur) does the ri in ri ovv epovuev mean why.
had formerly (Schrifib. II. 2, p. 76 ff.) apprehended it in substance much
more correctly, now agrees with Schott in so far that he takes ri ovv epovuev
as a question by itself, but then explains 'Afipaap, likewise as the object, so
that the question would be, whether the Christians think that they have found
Abraham as their forefather after the flesh ?
The origin of the church of
God, to which Christians belong, goes back to Abraham. In fleshly fashion
he is their ancestor, if the event through which he became such (namely,
'

'

the begetting of Isaac) lie

within the sphere of the natural

human

life

;

in

on the other hand, if that event belong to the sphere of
the history of salvation and its miraculous character, which according to
the Scripture (comp. Gal. iv. 23) is the case." This exposition cannot be
disputed on linguistic grounds, especially if, with Hofmann, we follow
Lachmann's reading. But it is, viewed in reference to the context, erroneFor the context, as vv. 2, 3 clearly show, treats not of the contrast
ous.
spiritual fashion,

1

Observe, in reference to ch. iv. (with
of what fundamental and profound
importance, and how largely subject to
controversy, the relation of Christianity to
Judaism was in the Apostolic age, particularly in the case of mixed churches, The

iii.

31),

minute discussion of this relation, there
fore, in a doctrinal Epistle so detailed, cannot warrant the assumption that the church
was composed mainly of Jews, or at least
(Beyschlag) .of proselytes.
a

Comp. Nagelsbach on

11. 1, 76, 302,

ed.

3.

;
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between the fleshly and the spiritual fatherhood of Abraham in the case of
Christians, but of the justification of the ancestor, as to whether it took
place
Kara aapua or by faith.
Moreover, if 'A(3p. was intended to be the object,
Paul would have expressed himself as unintelligibly as possible, since in vv.
2, 3 he in the most definite manner represents him as the subject, whose acof.
If we take Hofmann's view, in which case we do not at
the Apostle should have expressed himself by evpqicivai, he would
have written more intelligibly by substituting for this the simple elvat, so

tion

spoken

is

why

all see

would have been the subject in the question, as well as in what
Finally the proposition that Abraham, as the forefather of believers as such, was so not Kara capua, was so perfectly self-evident,
both with
reference to the Jewish and the Gentile portion of the 'lapaqTi Oeov, that Paul
would hardly have subjected it to discussion as the theme of so earnest a
question, while yet no reader would have known that in Kara aapica he was
to think of the miraculous begetting of Isaac.
For even without the latter
Abraham would be the irpoirdrup of believers Kara, nvev/ua, namely, through
that

'A/?p.

follows.

his justification by faith, ver. 9

Abrahamo

quentiae ab

ff.

—

"fundamentum

irarepa fa.]

r.

Comp.

-ad nos," Bengel.

conse-

fauv however
(comp. James ii. 21) is said from the Jewish standpoint, not designating
Abraham as the spiritual father of the Christians (Reiche, Hofmann, Th.
Schott), a point that is still for the present (see ver. 11) quite out of view.
ver. 11

f.

— Kara

capita] [See Note XXXVII. p. 174] is, following the Peshito, with
most expositors to be necessarily joined to evprjK. not, with Origen, Ambro;

Chrysostom, Photius > Theophylact, Erasmus, Castalio, Toletus,
Calvin, whom Hofmann, Th. Schott, Reithmayr, Volkmar in Hilgenfeld's

siaster,

Zeitschr. 1862, p. 221 ff., follow, to r. irarepa
fa. (not even although Lachmann's reading were the original one) for the former, and not the latter,
needed the definition. Abraham has really attained righteousness, only not
Kara capua, and ef epyuv in ver. 2 corresponds to the Kara capna. Besides with
our reading the latter connection is impossible.
The cap% on its ethical
side 1 is the material-psychic human nature as the life-sphere of moral weakness and of sinful power in man, partly as contrasted with the higher intellectual and moral nature of the man himself, which is his irvevua along with
;

—

the vovc

(i.

9, vii. 18, 25,

and

see

on Eph.

the superhuman divine life-sphere and

Hence

iv. 23),

its

and partly

opposed to

as

operation, as here

see the se-

;

nature of man in accordance with its natural power, in contrast to the working of divine grace,
by virtue of which the evprjuevai would not be Kara capita, but /cara irvev/ua,
quel.

Kara oapua

is

:

conformably

to the bodily

because taking place through the Spirit of God.
1
The most recent literature on this subject: Ernesti, Vrspr.d Siinde, I. p. 71 ff.;
Tholuck in the Stud. u. Krit. 1855, 3 Hahn,
;

N.

Theol. d.

Test. I.

Psychol, p. 374

Worles <rd P £
u. Petr. p.

1857, p.

im

365

96

ff.

ff.;

p.

426

ff.

;

Delitzsch,

Holsten, Bedeutung des
V. Test. 1855, and Ev. d. Paul.
ff.

;

Baur in the Theol. Jahrb.
and Neut. Theol. p. 142 f.;

Wieseler on Gal.

;

p. 443

ff.

;

Beck, Lehrwiss.

§ 22

;

Comp. on John

Kling in Herzog's Encykl. IV.

Hofmann,
vom Zorne

Schriftbew.
Gottes, p.

altkath. Kirche, p. 66

Willen, p.

394

ff.

Christdl. 1870, p.

Philippi,

80

ff.;

ff .

557

p. 419

ff.;

Weber,

;

also Ritschl,

Luthardt, vomfreien

.

;

Weiss,

bibl. Theol. §

Glaubensl. III. p. 207

excursus thereon,

ff.;

6.

Rich. Schmidt, Paidin.

;

8 ff

I. p.

iii.

p. 231

ff.,

ed.

ff.,

2.

earlier literature see Ernesti, p. 50.

93

and the
For the
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Since the epya are products of the human phenomenal nature and conditioned
its ethical determination, not originating from the divine life-element,
they belong indeed to the category of the Kara capua, and c£ epyuv is the cor-

by

Paul continues,

relative of Kara capica (wherefore also

ver. 2,

el

yap

'A/3p.

efj

epyov icr.X.), but they do not exhaust the whole idea of it, as has often been
assumed, following Theodoret (Kara, capua ttjv ev epyoig, teyei, kiretfyirep 6ta
rov c&uaroc EKwXr/pov/xev

limiting

mode

it

by

to,

and

epya),

is still

assumed by Reiche.

anticipation from ver. 4, holds that

Kollner,

human

refers to the

it

Entirely opposed to the context, and also

of earning wages by labour.

to the historical reference of ver.

3, is

the explanation of circumcision (Pela-

and others including Koppe, Flatt,
Baur, and Mehring) which Ruckert also mixes up, at the same time that he

gius, Ambrosiaster, Vatablus, Estius,

explains

8,

of the epyoig.

Philippi also refers

it

to both.

— On

evprju.,

adep-

Soph. El. 1297, apxvv, Dem. 69, 1. The middle
see Kriiger, § 52, 10, 1, Xen. ii. 1,
still more expressive, and more usual
and Kuhner in loc. The perfect infinitive is used, because Abraham is

tum
is

it

;

esse,

comp.

eipelv nepSog,

;

realized as present ; see ver. 2.

Ver.

2.

The question

in ver. 1 contained the negative sense,

therefore necessarily to be limited by

/card

capua

:

" "We

may not

which had
assert that

Abraham has obtained anything according to the flesh." The reason for
u For, assuming that Abraham has been justified
this is now assigned (yap)
:

1
by works" (as was the Jewish opinion), " he has cause for boasting," namely,
his actions, but he has not this
through
righteousness
attained
that he has
ground of boasting with respect to God (as if his justification were the

divine act), since, namely, in the case supposed

it is

not God to

whom

he

owes the justification, but on the contrary he has himself earned it, and God
would simply have to acknowledge it as a human self-acquirement. God
has not, in that supposed case, done anything for him, on account of which
he might thus boast with regard to God as his justifier for rj ruv aya&av
ipyov irlr)piooiQ avrovg cretyavol rove kpya^ofievovg, ttjv 6e r. Qeov
Comp. also Chrysostom, Oecu<j>ilav&po>7riav ov SeUwatv, Theodoret.
;

Thus

menius, and Theophylact.
difficult

passage (Chrysostom

:

for the

proper understanding of this

aoafec to eiprjuevov)

explanation of the Greek expositors, which

is

we must go back

to the

quite faithful both to the

words and the context. Comp. on vv. 3, 4. This interpretation, now
adopted also by Tholuck (comp. Reithmayr and Th. Schott), has especially
this

advantage, that k8iKat6&n

not taken otherwise than in the entire

is

not therefore as somewhat indefinite and
("
in which case it would remain a quesGrotius),
apparuit,"
general
Justus
comp.
tion by whom Abraham was found righteous (Ruckert, Philippi

development of the dmaioovvn

Qeov,

;

Beza and others

;

also Grotius

and Koppe, and, with

trifling variation,

de

Wette, likewise Spohn in the Stud. u. Krit. 1843, p. 429 ft., Volkmar, and
That Abraham was justified with God was known to no Jew otherothers.

1 In the Talmud it is even inferred from
Gen, xxvi. 5 that Abraham kept the whole
law of Moses. Kiddusch f 82, 1 Joma f 28,
.

;

.

Beresch. rabba f. 57, 4. Comp. the passages from Philo quoted by Schneckenburger in the Stud. u. Krit. 1833, p. 135.

2

;

;
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and no reader could

in accordance with the entire context understand
than in this definite sense, consequently in the solemn
absolute sense of the Apostle (in opposition to Lipsius, Rechtfertigungsl.
p.
The only question was, whether k£ epyuv or h Trlareug. If we suppose
35).

wise, '

kdiKaiu&T] otherwise,

the former case, it is indeed for Abraham worthy of all honour, and he may
boast of that which he has himself achieved, but with reference to God as
if He had justified him, he has no ground for boasting. 9
Observe besides,
TTpdc is used not in the sense of evu-rctov, coram (Hofmann
over against),
apud (Vulgate), but in accordance with the quite common usage of Ixeiv
with the object of the thing (to have something to do, to say, to boast, to
ask, to censure, etc.), and with specification of the relation
of reference to
some one through tt/joc rcva. The opposite of exeiv navxvpa irp6g is exeiv

that

:

or

Col. iii. 13.
The special mode of the reference is invariably
furnished by the context, which here, in accordance with the idea of
dinaioovvT] Qeov, suggests the notion that God is the uestower of the blessing
meant by navxvua- To that the l%eiv mvxvH-a of Abraham does not refer, if
fiofurfv Trpdf,

he was
6 Qebc

justified

p.E

Calovius,

by

In the latter case he cannot boast of himself
Reiche and Fritzsche, following Calvin,
others, have discovered here an incomplete syllogism.

worls.

:

edmaiuoe, Oeov to dupov.

and many

XXXVIII. p. 174], in which aW ov irpbc r. Qe6v is the minor
and the conclusion is wanting, to this effect " Si suis bene factis
Dei favorem nactus est, habet quod apud Deum glorietur ....
sed non
habet, quod apud Deum glorietur, quum libri s. propter fidem, non propter
pulchre facta eum Deo probatum esse doceant (ver. 3)
non est
igitur Abr. ob bene facta Deo probatus," Fritzsche. 3
Forced, and even
[See Note

premiss,

:

•

.

contrary to the verbal sense

.

.

.

;

through the very contrast aXK ov ir. r. O.
from the navxvfJ-o, irpbc r. Qe6v, as one that
takes place not irpbc rbv Qe6v.
Paul must have written ixei Kavxnjua irpbc
rbv Qe6v all' (or aTCka fi^v) ovk exeL
Mehring takes aXX ov irpbc rbv Qe6v as a
question : "If Abraham has become righteous by works, he has glory, hit
has he it not before God ? " But in what follows it is the very opposite of
the simple navxr/fia

is

;

for

distinguished

:

-

which this question would imply, that is proved. If the
words were interrogative, aUa pj must have been used instead of aW ov (but
yet not before God ?)
Hofmann, in consequence of his erroneous exposition of
ver. 1, supposes that Paul wishes to explain how he came to propose the question in ver. 1, and to regard an answer to it as necessary.
What is here
involved, namely, is nothing less than a contradiction between what Christians say of themselves (when they deny all possibility of becoming righteous
the affirmation,

1

Comp. Eocles.

Joseph. Antt.
Judenlh. I. p.
3

ff.
Manass. 8
Eisenmenger, enldecM.

xliv. 19

xi. 5, 7

;

;

322, 343.

places a point after Kax)x .,
and takes ak\' ov Trpb? t. ®€ov as an independent sentence, in which he supplies seliteras sacras,

But that

is,

making the sense
"Atqui gloriandi materiam Deum Abrahamo denegare videmus in libris sacris."
in fact,

not there.

ei

.

.

e'xei

Van Hengel

cundum

own

:

Against

my

interpretation in the 1st ed. (making
eSucaiw^Tj the question, and then
.

.

....

€>e6v

see Philippi.

the answer negativing it)
ei must he the dialectic

The

if.

3

So

in substance also

Kraussold in the

Stud. u. Krit. 1842, p. 783 Baur in the Theol.
Jahrb. 1857, p. 71; Kostlin in the Jahrb.f.
;

Deutsche Theol. 1856, p.

92.
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actions), and what holds good of " an Abraham," the father of
of God. If the latter has become righteous through his own
action, he has glory, and by this very circumstance his ancestorship is dis-

by

their

own

the people

all others.
But then the Scripture teaches that
what God counted worthy in Abraham was his faith, and it is therefore
clear that the glory which he has, if he has become righteous by works, is
no glory in presence of God, and consequently is not fitted to be the basis of his

tinguished from that of

This

position in sacred history.

sage

;

instead of which

it

is

a chain of ideas imported into the pas-

was the object

of the Apostle himself merely to

Abraham was not

justified by works,
speak of the mode in which the Christian ancestorship of
the patriarch came to subsist.
navxw a (comp. on Phil. i. 26, ii. 16) is
throughout the N. T. materies gloriandi ; as also in the LXX. and Apocrypha although in classic authors it also occurs as the equivalent of
In Gal. vi. 4, also, it is joined with exeiv.
Kavxno-Lc, gloriatio.

set forth the

and not

simple proposition that

at all to

'

;

Ver.

3.

I

am

right in saying

:

ov irpbg rbv Qeov, for Scripture expressly de-

Abraham from

rives the justification of

his faith, not

from his works, and

indeed as something received through imputation ; so that he consequently
possesses, not the previously supposed righteousness of works, but the
righteousness of faith as a favour of God, and has ground for boasting of

That righteousness by works he would
The emphasis lies on knio-revce and
See ver. 4 f. The passage quoted is
Gen. xv. 6, according to the LXX., which renders the active naBTP] by the
In the Hebrew what is spoken of is the faith which
passive k. kloyic&rj.
Abraham placed in the divine promise of a numerous posterity, and which
God put to his account as righteousness, njTlV, i.e. as full compliance with

his righteousness in reference to God.

have earned himself. Comp. ver.
kloyicdr], not on r£ 9e<p (Mehring).

the divine will in act and

made an unwarrantable

life

;

4.

comp. on Gal.

iii.

6.

Paul however has not

use of the passage for his purpose (Ruckert), but has

understood Sikxuoovvtj in the dogmatic sense, which he was justified in
doing since the imputation of faith as HplV was essentially the same judiThis divine
cial act which takes place at the justification of Christians.

really

Abraham, the father of the faithful, and was not essentially
Even in the irurrehELv r£ Qey on the
part of Abraham Paul has rightly discerned nothing substantially different
from the Christian ntirrts (compare Delitzsch on Gen. I.e.), since Abraham's
faith had reference to the divine promise, and indeed to the promise which
he, the man trusted by God and enlightened by God, recognized as that
which embraced in it the future Messiah (John viii. 56). Tholuck, because
the promise was a promise of grace, comes merely to the unsatisfactory view
of " a virtual parallel also with the object of the justifying faith of Chrisact began with

different in the case of later believers.

tians."

Still less (in

opposition to Neander and others) can the explanation

of the subjective nature of faith in general, without the addition of its specific object (Christ), suffice for

the conception of

Abraham

as the father of all

believing in Christ ; since in that case there would only have been present
1

Pind. Isthm. v. 65

;

Plut. Ages. 31.

—
chap,
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iv., 4, 5.

in liim a pre-formation of faith as respects its psychological quality generally,

and not also in respect of its subject-matter, which is nevertheless the
We may
and distinguishing point in the case of justifying faith.

—

specific

add that our passage, since it expresses not a (mediate) issuing of righteousness from faith, but the imputation of the latter, serves as a proof of
justification being an actus forensis ; and what the Catholic expositors
(including even Reithmayr and Maier) advance to the contrary is a pure
that is imIt is well said by Erasmus
subjective addition to the text.
quod re persolutum non est, sed tamen ex imputantis benignitate pro
puted,
2
Instead of the nai in the LXX., Paul, in order to put the
soluto habetur."
ett'kjt. with all weight in the foreground, has used 6e, which does not otherelg din.] Comp. ii. 26. [See
wise belong to the connection of our passage.
On the passive kloylc&v see Bernhardy, p. 341 ;
Note XXXIX. p. 174.]
:

'

'

—

—

Kuhner,

II. 1, p.

105.

These verses now supply an illustration of ver. 3 in two general
contrasted relations, from the application of which left to the reader to the
case of Abraham the non-co-operation of works (the x upk tpyw, ver. 6) in
66] is the simthe case of the latter's justification could not but be clear.
Vv.

4, 5.

—

—

ple fierapaTiKdv.

— rw

—

to the

kpya£ofj.ev(t)~]

worker, here, as the contrast shows,

with the pregnant sense to him who is active in works, of whom the Ipya
"who deals in works." 6 fita^Sc]
Luther aptly says
are characteristic.
The opposite
i.e. the corresponding wages (comp. ii. 29), justa merces.
ov loyi^. Kara
merita poena; see Kuhner, ad Xen. Anab. i. 3, 20.
fj
6'lkti,
Xdpiv, alia Kara b<f>eilv/xa] [See Note XL. p. 175.] Comp. Thuc. ii. 40, 4
:

—

:

:

:

ovk ec x&P lv

g/W

The

£C bcpeiln/na rfjv apertjv airodcjacov.

stress of the contrast

on «. x<*P- an ^ *• b(j>eil., not in the first part on loyi&rai (Hofmann),
which is merely the verb of the Scripture quotation in ver. 3, repeated for

lies

the purpose of annexing to

Not

grace but debt

is

it

the contrast that serves for

its illustration.

the regulative standard, according to which his wages

the latter are not merces gratiae, but merces
Abraham's case an imputation /card x<*P lv took place (which
Paul assumes as self-evident from ver. 3) he could not be on epya£6juevoc the
case of imputation which occured in relation to him is, on the contrary, to be
but to him that worketh not,
referred to the opposite category which follows
but believeth on Him who justifieth the ungodly, his faith is reckoned as rightLooking to the exact parallel of vy. 4 and 5, the unity of the cateeousness.
gory of both propositions must be maintained and ver. 5 is not to be regarded as an application of ver. 4 to the case of Abraham (Reiche), but as
are

awarded

As

debiti.

to such an one

;

in

;

:

;

likewise a locus communis, under

Abraham
Hence we cannot

case of

ham."
1

3

On

which

it is left

to the reader to classify the

in accordance with the above testimony of Scripture.

$

" the
hpyatffievog and aoepfc is Abrasay with Reiche
the contrary, both are to be kept perfectly general, and aae^c
:

Not even with the exception of Dollinger

[Christenth u. K. p. 188, ed.

2),

who

says that

God accounts the principle of the new free
obedience (the faith) as already the whole service to be rendered, as

the finished righteous-

Comp. however on i. 17, note.
Comp. also Philippi in loc., and Hoelemann, de justitiae ex fide ambabus in V. T.
ness.
2

sedibus, 1867, p. 8
9 do-e/3>js

in his

ff.

view

is

an allusion to the

—
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not even to be weakened as equivalent to adticoe, but has been purposely
(comp v. 6), in order to set forth the saving power of faith 1 by as
strong a contrast as possible to dimcovvra.
On rrumbetv krci rtva, expressing
is

selected

—

faith in its direction towards some one,

comp.

ver. 24
Acts ix. 42, xi. 17
Wisd. xii. 2.
Vv. 6-8. Accordance {naBcmep) of ver. 5 with an assertion of David, -that
great and revered Messianic authority.
That it is only what is said in ver.
5 that is to be vouched by David's testimony, and consequently that the
quotation forms only an accessory element in the argument, appears from its
being annexed by nadanep, from the clear intended relation in which £ 6

Qebc loy. dm. appears to loy.

f).

;

;

avr. elc doc. ver. 5, as well as

Trior,

x uP

l

Q

epyuv

same verse, and from the fact that Paul immediately,
in ver. 9, returns to Abraham.
Vv. 6-8 cannot therefore be regarded as a
second example of justification from the O. T. (Reiche and many others), or
to

tC>

ipya^. in the

fir)

even as the starting-point of the reply to the question of ver. 1 (Hofmann).
is forbidden by the proper conception of v6[ioc in iii. 81, in accordance
with which Paul could only employ an example from the law : and such an
example was that of Abraham, Gen. xv., but not that of David.
Veyei r.
This

—

asserts the congratulation; fianapicfidc

fiaicap.]

even in Gal.

iv.

15,

see

in loc*

conceived directly as that,

The expression
loyifrodai
"koyi&rai.

ness of
tion

perfectly analogous.

is

met with.

—

x uP^

In the classics

belongs to

&pyuv~\

must be conceived by him as ensuing without any participa-

—

LXX.

sin.

kneKahv<l>6.~\

—

si

;

fianapioi k.t.%.] Ps.

The amnesty under

Comp. Augustine on

animadvertere
[irj

frequently

21) of meritorious works.

after the

ov

also

not

Sacaioevvnv]

For, as David represents the loyi&odai dacawcvvnv as the forgive-

sins, it

(iii.

over of

is

olessedness,

Here ducawovvm* is
which God reckons to man as his moral status.

loyi&cdai nvi d/napriav

n

nvi

— Xoy%erfu

mean

does not

Ps.

I.e.,

"Si

texit

noluit animadvertere, noluit punire."

loyiorjrai] will certainly

not impute.

xxxii.

1,

2 exactly

the figure of the covering

It refers to

Deus peccata, noluit
Comp. 1 Pet. iv. 8.
the future generally,

without more precise definition, 8 not specially to the final judgment (de
Wette).

Vv. 9, 10. From the connection {mdenrep, ver. 6) of this Davidic uampiowith what had previously been adduced, vv. 3-5, regarding Abraham,

fi6c

Abraham, reported by
and Maimonides, on the
ground of Joshua xxiv. 2. This was also
the view of Grotius, Wetstein, Cramer,
Michaelis, Rosenmiiller, and Koppe comp.
also Dollinger, Christenth u. K. p. 197, ed.
The rabbins have a different tradition,
2.
earlier idolatry of

Philo, Josephus,

;

to the effect that

Abraham

demolished the
see Eisen-

idols of his father Terah, etc.

;

menger, entdeckt. Judenth. I. p. 490 ff., 941.
1
Consequently subjective faith is meant,
not its objective ground, the righteousness
©f Christ, i.e. according to the Form. Cone.
p. 884 f ., the active and passive obedience of
Christ, which is "applied and appropriated"
to us through faith. The merit of Christ al-

ways remains the causa meritoria,

to which
are indebted for the imputation of our
faith. But the apprehensio Christi, which is
the essence of justifying faith, must not be
made equivalent to the apprehemus Christvs
(Calovius ; comp. Philippi).
The former
is the subjective, which is imputed ; the

we

latter the objective, on account of which the
imputation by God takes place. The Formula Concordiae in this point goes ultra quod

scriptum
a
i.

est.

Comp.

Plat. Hep. p. 591

D

;

Aristot. Bhet.

9, 4.

Hermann, ad Soph. Oed.
PartikeU. H. p. 156 f.
3

_

.

C.

853

;

Hartung,

CHAP.
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inferred (ovv) that this declaration of blessedness affects, not the
for
circumcised as such, but also the uncircumcised [See Note XLI. p. 175]

it is

now

;

was included among those
The verb obviously to be sup-

in fact, as an uncircumcised person,

Abraham

—

knl r, neper.]
pronounced blessed by David.
plied is most simply conceived as tori (the uaKapiofidg extends to etc. comp.
Less natural is leyerai from ver. 6 (Fritzsche)
ii. 9; Acts iv. 33 et al.).
and irfrrrw (Theophylact, Bos) is arbitrary, as is also rfkQtv (Oecumenius), and
;

Comp.

ipxerai (Olshausen).

[E. T. 136

f.].

The

cised ?

—

nai

hnl

r.

ver. 13,

nepir. k.t.2..]

tions

first

—

leyofiev

Buttmann,

see

neut. Or. p. 120 f

circumcised, or also to theuncircum

shows that the previous knl

consequently without a p&vov.
not wish

and

to the

r. neptr. is

conceived as

yap jcr.A.] In saying

this,

exclusive,

Paul can-

to explain, quite superfluously, how he comes to put such quesis indicated by teyo/xev, which lays down a prop-

(Hofmann), but, as

osition as premiss to the argument that follows, he enters on the proof (yap)
from the history of Abraham for the ml hrl t. anpop. which is conceived as
The present denotes the assertion pointing back to ver. 3 as conaffirmed.

tinuing

:

for our

assertion,

our proposition

etc.

is,

The emphasis however

assent of the readers.

is

The plural assumes

not on

r<p

the

'App. (Fritzsche,

de Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, Maier, Philippi, and others), which Paul
would have made apparent by the position of the words on ru 'A(3p. k'Aoyiodrj ;
nor on kloyiodv, which in that case would necessarily have a pregnant meaning not indicated in the whole connection (as a pure act of grace, independent of external conditions) ; but on j? niorig elg diKaiocvvrjv (and thus primarily on niong brought together at the end, by which the import of ver. 3,
nog ovv eloyiodq] The propdimiocvvyv, is recapitulated.
tniarevoe

—

....

consequently the point at issue is
status (whether in
the question quomodo, viz. under what circumstances as to
imputation of
that
uncircumcised)
still
was
he
whilst
or

osition, that to

Abraham,

etc., is certain

;

his circumcision,

him

his faith to

mark

for righteousness took place.

1

Hofmann

places the

question
of interrogation after nog ovv, so that the second

is

first

supposed

But without sufficient ground, and contrary to the
to begin with hteyiadij.
put ri ovv
usage elsewhere of the interrogative nog by Paul, who has often
to unhave
case
such
in
should
We
ovv.
nog
never
but
verb,
thus without a
punctuation, is
derstand hloyicdn but this word, according to the usual
ovk h nepirouy,
already present, and does not therefore need to be supplied.
The imputation in question took place as early as
aKpop.] scil. ovtl.

—

\

aW h

Gen. xv.

;

circumcision not

till

Gen.

xvii.

;

the former at least fourteen

years earlier.

the ovk iv nepir. y
Ver. 11. [See Note XLII. p. 176.] An amplification of
namely the reshowing
bearings,
historical
its
to
as
viewed
o.Kpo/3.
therefore only to be
lation of Abraham's circumcision to his dmaioovvv, and

aM h

by a comma from ver. 10. " And he received a sign of circumcision
iii. 33) of the
as seal (external confirmation, 1 Cor. ix. 2, and see on John
he had in unwhich
vv.
faith,
5),
through
3,
righteousness offaith (obtained
separated

» Respecting the
form of the discourse,
Erasmus aptly observes " Praeter interro:

gationis gratiam

multum

lucis addit dilem-

ma,

cujus altera parte

evincit.

rejecta alteram

Nullum enim argumentandi genus

vel apertius vel violentius."

—

:
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1

circumcision.'

''

That

rijg

anpofi. is not to be connected with
from the following context {tcigtev6vtuv

hv t.

(Riickert, Reiche) is plain
ftvcTlag ver. 11,
is

But
of

and

rrjq

mcreoe

kv ry aicpo(3.

usually taken as that of apposition

ver. 12).

The

Siicaioo.

6C aicpo-

genitive nepiro/u^g

the sign consisting in circumcision.

:

in that case the article could not be omitted before anfielov (the absence

it

fers),

drove van Hengel to the reading
1

which Hofmann also prewould here be meant

Trepirofir/v,

since the concrete, historically definite sign

(compare 2 Cor. v. 5 Eph. ii. 14 et al.). It is therefore to be rendered
sign, which took place through circumcision, a signature which was
given to him in the fact that he was circumcised, he received as seal, etc.
The genitive is thus to be taken simply as completing the notion of anfielov, i.e.
as defining it more precisely as respects its modal expression.
Observe at the
;

:

And a

same time the dislocation in the order of the words, which brings into emAccording to Gen. xi. 17 circumcision
crjfielov.
was the sign of the covenant 2 which God made with Abraham. But with
correct dogmatic consistency Paul represents it as the significant mark
which had been the seal of the righteousness by faith, since in that covenant
what God promised was the Messianic K^povofiia (Gen. xv. 5, 18), and
Abraham on his part rendered the faith (Gen. xv. 6) which God imputed to
phatic relief the idea of the

him

for righteousness.

etc.,

contains the divinely appointed aim of the

eic to elvai

avrbv

in order that he might

k.t.Tl.]

cnfielov elafie izepir.

be,

k.t.A.

This telic rendering is grammatically necessary (see on i. 20), as more in
keeping with the biblical view 8 and with the importance of the matter,
than the ecbatic explanation nai ovtu>c iyhero ttcltt/p, which has been justly

abandoned of
spiritual

late.

— nartpa

fatherhood

is

tt&vtuv tuv ttlgt.

sacred historical connection of
tervention of circumcision

through faith whilst

di'

axpoft.]

The

essence of this

the identity of the relation forming the basis of the
all

believers with the patriarch without in-

—a relation which

began with Abraham justified
Thus the Jewish conception of
Abraham is elevated and enlarged by

uncircumcised.

still

the national-theocratic childship of

John viii. 37, 39), into the idea of the purely
which embraces, not Jews and proselytes as
such, but the believers as such all uncircumcised who believe, and (ver. 12)
For Abraham's righteousness through faith was
the believing circumcised.
attained, when as yet there was no distinction between circumcised and uncircumcised and to this mode of becoming just before God, independent
of external conditions, Christianity by its dinaiocvvn Ik iriarmq leads back
Paul (comp. Matt.

iii.

9

;

spiritual-theocratic childship,

—

;

1
Hofmann explains and as a sign he received circumcision, as seal (apposition to
<nj/x.)
In that case 7repiTo/AT?v must have had
the article (John vii. 22 otherwise in ver.
For to take Aa/*/3aveii/ irepiTo/u.^ as
23).
equivalent to 7r€piTep.vecr#ai is forbidden by
<TTj/u.eiov, with which the TrepiTO/u.^ can be COrrelative only as a substantive conception.
9 In the Talmud also it is presented as
the sign and seal of the covenant. See
Schoettgen and Wetstein. To the formula:

;

ry of circumcision belonged the words
"Benedictus sit, qui sanctificat dilectum ab
utero, et signum (HIK) posuit in arne, et
filios suos sigillavit (Dfin) signo foederis
sandi." Berachoth f. 13, 1.
6 -yap toc o\idv #eb? 7rpoetSw? ws #ebe,
era \abv e£ IdlmV Kal 'IovSai'wc i&poUrtt (cal Sii.
avroi? ttjv o-wnjpiav nape^a, iv to5 wawti rn

m

n n

Tpiapxn
ret.

*A/3p.

ip-^drepa

Trpofiie'-ypai/ze,

Theodo-

CHAP.
and continues
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circumcised. 1

—

it.

— 6C
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with foreskin, although they are un-

taken by many, including Tholuck
and Philippi, as a parenthetical illustration of elg to elvai avTov iraTepa k.t.1
But as we can attach elg to "koytadijvai k.t.1. without violence or obscurity to
TUGTev6vTtJv, there is no necessity for the assumption of a parenthesis (which
is rejected by Lachmann, Tischendorf, van Hengel, Ewald, Mehring, and
Hofmann). Nevertheless elg to loyicd. is not who believe on the fact, that
to them also will be imputed (Hofmann), for the object of faith is never expressed by elg with a substantival infinitive a but, quite in accordance with
the telic sense of this form of expression (as in the elg to elvcu previously)
elg

to loyioO^vai k.t.1.] is

:

;

:

who

believe (on Christ) in order that (according to the divine final purpose

ruling therein)

himself

to

them

diicaiocbvTjv

ttjv

;

also, etc.

— ml

avTolg]

them

to

expresses the righteousness

also, as

which

to

is

Abraham

under

dis-

cussion, that of faith.

The construction

Ver. 12.

carries

and father of circumcision,

onward the foregoing naTepa

iravTuv

father of circumcised persons (not of all
circumcised, hence without the article).
And in order to express to what
circumcised persons this spiritual fatherhood of Abraham belongs, Paul adds,
k.t.1.

:

by way

i.e.

more precise definition for those (dativus commodi, comp. Rev.
Luke vii. 12) who are not merely circumcised (comp. ii. 8), out also
walk in the footsteps, etc. With this rendering (Chrysostom, Oecumenius,
xxi. 7

of

:

;

Ambrosiaster, Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, Estius, and others

;

including Ammon,

Bohme, Tholuck, Klee, Ruckert, Benecke, Reiche, Glockler, Kollner, de
Wette, Philippi, and Winer) it must be admitted (against Reiche and Kollner,
whose observations do not justify the article) that Tolg is erroneously repeated
before gtoixovgi.
[See Note XLIII. p. 176.]
Paul unsuitably continues
with alia mi, just as if he had previously written an ov /idvov Toig. As any
other rendering is wholly inadmissible, and as ml Tolg cannot be an inversion for Tolg mi (Mehring), we are driven to the assumption of that erroneous insertion of the article, as a negligence of expression.
The expression
in Phil. i. 29 (in opposition to Fritzsche) would be of the same nature only
in the event of Paul having written Tolg
ov judvov Tolg en irepiTOfii/g,
alia, /cat
Toig gtoixovgi k.t.1. Others take Tolg ova for ov Tolg (as 37,
80, Syr. Arr. Vulg. Slav, and several Fathers read as an emendation), thus
making a distinction to be drawn here not between merely circumcised and
So
unbelieving Jews, but between Jews and Gentiles (alia ml Tolg k.t.1.).
Theodoret, Luther, Castalio, Koppe, Storr, Flatt, Schrader (Grotius is doubtful).
But such an inversion is as unnatural (comp. ver. 16) as it is unpreand how strange
cedented (it is an error to refer to ii. 27
1 Thess. i. 8)
it would be, if Paul should have once more brought forward the fatherhood
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

1

o-e

Comp. on

ii.

27,

Barnab. Ep. 13

:

riSeuta

narepa e&vu>v twc marevovriav St a«poj3v<rTias

tco Kvptoj.

governing verb is understood, as a matter of
course, with the infinitive. Comp. Hofmann

himself above on ver. 1 Kriiger, § 55, 4, 1.
Besides the result, according to Hofmann's
;

Not even in ver. 18. And Acts xv. 11, to
which Hofmann appeals as an analogous
2

passage, tells directly against him, because
there the construction of the infinitive obtains in the usual

;

way, that

the subject of the

interpretation,

would be

an

awkward

thought, not in keeping with the faith of

Abraham.
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as to the believing Gentiles,

but should have

altogether without conditioning definition
Schriftbew. II.
tiofyc k.t.1.

,

2, p.

82) understands

TrcpiTo/iTjg,

("a

as the genitive of quality

left

that relating to the Jews

Hofmann (comp.

!

his

also

after the analogy of 6 Oebc

ttjc

father, whose fatherhood is to be

designated according to circumcisedness ;" as a circumcised person he has begotthen assumes in the case of toIc ovk etc nepiro/j,yc uovov the
ten Isaac, etc.)
;

suppressed antithesis to complete

alU ml

mean not

but also,

ml

en iriareug

;

and

finally explains

ml

to

For,

!

must have had the article (comp. Acts vii.
and every reader must have understood Trepi-

Eph. i. 17
i. 3
in conformity with izavrav k.t.1., ver. 11, as a specification whose father

2 Cor.

;

rofi^c

alia

A

as genitive of quality, nepcro/iris

2

it,

a supplementary addition, while he takes alia
hopeless misinterpretation
but also however.

roig gtoix* as

al.),

;

The reader could all the less mentally supply after
is.
contrast, since the expressed contrast follows imsuppressed
a
Tolg ovk
and for that reason, again, it could occur to no one
mediately with alia ml
to understand this alia mi in any other sense than elsewhere after negations,

Abraham

further

sk irepiT.

;

(How inappropriate is Hofmann's citanot also however.
where no negation at all precedes !) Wieseler's atHerzog's Encyllop. XX. p. 592) is also untenable, since he imports

namely, but
tion of

tempt

also,

Luke
(in

xxiv. 22,

who do not make circumcision the exand likewise renders alia mi also however ; thus
making Paul indicate (1) the Jewish Christians who were not rigid partisans
of the law (such as were to be found in Palestine especially), and (2) the
toIc Ixveai k.t.1.] who so walk (see on Gal. v.
Pauline Jewish Christians.
25) that they follow the footsteps which Abraham has left behind through his
ireptT. p.6vov

into Tolg ovk £k

the sense

*

:

'

clusive condition of'salvation,^

—

faith manifested in his uncircumcised condition,

i.e.

who

are believers after

Abraham. The dative, commonly taken as
in keeping with the other passages in which Paul

the type of the uncircumcised
local,

is

more

correctly,

uses the dative with oroixelv (Gal. v. 16, 25, vi. 16

;

Phil.

iii.

16), interpret-

ed in the sense of the norm.
Ver. 13. Ground assigned for the foregoing, from etc to elvai avTov naTepa
"The father of all believing Gentiles and Jews '"for it was

onwards.

Abraham

not the law, but the righteousness of faith, that procured for

or his

[See Note XLIV. p. 177.] Had
promise of possessing the world.
the law been the agent in procuring that promise, then the Jews, as possessors of the law, would be the children of Abraham who should receive what
was promised as it is, however, it must be the believers, no matter whether

seed the

;

law has been at work, but on the contrary
[See Note XLV. p. 177] through the
limited (Piscator, Calovius,
arbitrarily
to
be
not
is
the
law,
agency of
and others per justitiam legis ; Pareus and others per opera legis) for,
as the Mosaic law was not yet even in existence, it could in no way procure
Hence it is not to be rendered with Grotius "sub conditions
the promise.
observandi legem Mosis," because dia dimtoa. tcict. does not admit of a cor-

Jews or

Gentiles, since not the

the righteousness of faith.

—

Sta vofiov]

:

:

;

:

1

For to

(see ver. 14

this Sta vofiov
ff .)

must be referred

not to circumcision, which

is

brought under the wider conception of the
law (Mehring).

CHAP.

—

responding interpretation.
(usually

rj

ized as present.

— ^ru

GTzepfi.
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The supplying of this
The relation is realAbraham nor to his seed, etc.

ion
comp. on ver.

eTrayyelia] scil.

kyivero) is quite sufficient

:

IV., 13.

;

avrov] neither to

.

9.

Paul takes for granted that the history of the promise
in question is known
and who are meant by the oirlp/ia under the Messianic
reference of the promise cannot, according to the context (see especially ver.
11), be doubtful, namely the believers, who are the spiritual posterity of
"With

tj

rti cnepfi.

avr.

;

Abraham

iv. 22 ff.); not Christ according to Gal. iii. 16
Lapide, Olshausen); but also not the descendants of
proper (van Hengel).
rb ulrip. avr. clvat kSo-juov] Epexegesis of tj

(ix.

6 ft; Gal.

Cornelius

(Estius,

Abraham

The

1

bX

—

Abraham, is so put not because fj r. cir.
only incidentally introduced (Riickert), but because Abraham is
regarded as at once the father and representative of his <nrep/j.a included
kirayyelia.

avrov

avr6v, referring to

is

—

with him in the promise.
k6g/uov] The inheritance of the land of Canaan,
which God promised to Abraham for himself and his posterity (Gen. xii. 7,
xiii. 14, 15, xv. 18, xvii. 8, xxii. 17
comp. xxvi. 3 Ex. vi. 4), was in the
Jewish Christology taken to mean the universal dominion of the Messianic theocracy, which was typically pointed at in these passages from Genesis. 2
The
;

;

idea of Messianic sovereignty over the world, however, which

tom

vested with a halo of glory, 3

the bot-

is

and which the prophets inthe N. T. not done away, but divested of

in

and raised into a Christological
presented by Christ Himself (comp. Matt. v. 5) though in
its

lies at

of this Jewish particularistic conception,

Judaistic conception,

already

allegoric

form

Luke xxii, 30
Matt. xxv. 21).
Its necessity lies in
dominion to which Christ Himself is exalted (Matt, xxviii. 18

(Matth. xix. 28

the universal

truth,

ff.

;

;

;

and in the glorious fellowship
of His believers with Him.
Now as the idea of this government of the
world, which Christ exercises, and in which His believers (the spiritual
children of Abraham) are one day to participate, was undeniably also the
ideal of Paul (viii. 17
comp. 2 Tim. ii. 12), it is arbitrary to
1 Cor. vi. 2
take ndcrfiov here otherwise than generally, and either to limit it to the sphere
of earth (Koppe, Kollner, Maier), or to explain it as relating to the dominion
of the Jews over the Gentile world (van Hengel), or the reception of all peoples into the Messianic kingdom (Beza, Estius, and others) or Messianic Miss
generally (Wetstein, Flatt, comp. Benecke aud Glockler), or the spiritual
dominion of the world (Baumgarten-Crusius), as even Hengstenberg does
" the world is spiritually conquered by Abraham and his seed " (Christol. I.
The interpretation which takes it to mean the extension of the
p. 49).
spiritual fatherhood over all nations (Mehring) would only be possible in the
absence of q r$ GTrepjuan avrov, and would likewise be set aside by the firmly
John

xvii. 5

;

Phil.

9

ii.

ff.

Eph.

;

iv.

10

al.),

;

;

:

The

established historical notion of the rnnj.
believers
xix. 28,

is

realized in the

comp. Rom.

Messianic

kingdom

1
See Kiihner, II. 1,
Anab. ii. 5, 22.
9 " Abrahamo patri

new

viii. 18,

itself

p. 518,

glorious world

2 Pet.

and

iii.

dum
165,

meo Deus

possiden-

(h

ry

3

as the

of

naTayyeveaia, Matt,

hence the
completed possession of

13) after the Parousia

all its 66^a,

and ad Xen.

Klrjpovdfiov elvat rov tcdofiov

;

dedit coelum et terrain,''' Tanchuma, p.
and see Wetstein.
Comp. Schultz, alttest. Theol. I. p. 225 ff.
1,

1
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by the theocratic technical
Since the vofiog was not

salvation promised to believers, is designated

term

K^Tjpovojuia (see

on Gal.

iii.

—

18).

Sid 8ik. niar.]

Abraham was righteous through faith (ver.
must necessarily have been that which procured the

the procurer of the promise, but

the

3),

StKaLOGvvT] nicTeuc

God

promise (moved

to grant

it).

See ver.

It is true that the

14.

promise

was given to Abraham prior to his justification by faith (Gen. xii.
but it was renewed to him subsequently (xv. 18, xvii. 8) hence
7, xiii. 14 f.)
we must assume that here Paul had only these latter passages in view.

in question

;

;

....

Vv. 14-17. Proof of the antithesis oh did vo/iov
conducted not historically (as in Gal. iii. 13

13,

from the nature of

priori,
latter,

the

irioriQ,

the law,

from which

ff.),

dXkd

k.t.1. in ver.

but dogmatically, a

results the opposite of the

as cause of the Klr/povojiia.

vo/iog is not (as Flatt and others take it) the moral law
which however the saying may certainly be applied), but the law of
Moses, viewed in excluding antithesis to the iriarig.
By ol etc vdfiov, " those
of the law" (Luther), are meant those who belong to the law, are as such

Yer. 14. Here also

(to

subjected to

it

;

consequently the Jews at

all events,

but just so far as they

The

are not believers, not belonging to the 'Yaparjl tov Qeov (Gal. vi. 16).

opposite

Kltjpovofiia

mere

ol

ol

:

sk Trioreug,

by the way

ek vo/uov (in

iii.

26, Gal.

That they wish

7.

iii.

of .the law, is true in itself, but

opposition to Hofmann).

is

to attain to the

not expressed in the

— nEKEvurai

rj

Ttioriq k.t./L]

then

made void and the promise done away, i.e. faith is thereby rendered
inoperative and the promise of no effect.
If it be true that to be subject to
faith

is

the law

is

the condition of obtaining the possession of the world, nothing

further can be said either of a saving

power of

of the validity of the promise (comp.

Because

(ver. 15)

Klripovofiia

iii.

faith (comp. 1 Cor.

31, Gal.

i.

17), or

And why

17).

iii.

not

?

the law, to which in accordance with that protasis the

would be appended, has an operation

so entirely

opposed to the

essence of faith (which trusts in the divine xap L S) an(i °f the promise (which
is

an emanation from this x&P L s), (comp.

divine wrath, since
16) because the

law

it

may be

which Abraham's

and the

hirayyelia is the

his seed, ver. 13.

On

ground

about the

(did rovro, ver.

down

faith

Divine promise of the

The

the connection see above.

—

The nicTig is the
was the beginning and

according to grace, etc., ver. 16.

Abraham and
Ver. 15.

this

but on the contrary the latter must proceed from

;

Christian saving faith, of
type,

On

worlceth wrath, its relation to the Kkrjpovouia, laid

in ver. 14, cannot exist

faith that

ver. 16), that it brings

its result is transgression.

Kkrjpovofiia,

given to

assigning of a reason (yap)

kxayy., which are
and not merely to the Karrjpy. rj hirayy. (ChryThe law produces wrath. It is the
sostom, Fritzsche, Mehring, and others).
divine wrath that is meant, not any sort of human wrath (against the judgment of God, as -Melanchthon thought). Unpropitiated, it issues forth on
Col. iii. 6 al.;
the day of judgment, ii. 5 ff., iii. 5, ix. 22 Eph. ii. 3, v. 6
ov yap ovk
Weber, vom Zorne Oottes, p. 326 f.
Ritschl, de ira Dei, p. 16
egti vduoe /c.r.l] [See Note XL VI. p. 177.] Proof of the proposition that
the law worketh wrath for where the law is not, there is not even (ovdi)

has reference to the previous KEKharai

tj

ttigtiq k.

mrr/py.

rj.

closely connected (see ver. 16),

;

;

:

;

—

—
CHAP,

iv., 16, 17.
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wrath of God (the Lawgiver). This
and striking proof—which is not, any more than the three
previous propositions introduced by yap, to be reduced to a "justifying
explanation" (Hofmann), or to be weakened by taking ovde to mean "just as
proceeds a causa ad effectum ; where the cause is wantlittle" (Hofmann)
ing (namely, irapdfiaoic), there can be no mention of the effect (bpyij). This
negative form of the probative proposition includes
in accordance with the
transgression, namely, which, excites the

short, terse

—

—

doctrine of the Apostle elsewhere regarding the relation of the law to the
human eTrcdvfua (Rom. vii. 7 ff
1 Cor. xv. 56
Gal. iii. 19 al.), which is
.

;

;

kindled on occasion of the law by the power of sin which exists in man
the positive counterpart, that, where the law is, there is also transgression.

Paul however expresses himself negatively, because in his mind the negative
thought that the fulfilment of the promise is not dependent on the law still
and he will not enter into closer analysis of the positive
preponderates
;

side of

it

—

viz.,

that faith

is

the condition

—until

the sequel, ver. 16

ff.

Observe moreover that he has not written ovde dfiaprla, which he could not
assert (ver. 13), but ovde izapaflaciQ, as the specific designation of the dfiaprla
in relation to the law,
ii.

23, 25, 27, v. 14

are likewise,

and

divine wrath (see

which was the

precise point here in question.

Com]).

Sins without positive law (ver. 13)
indeed on account of the natural law, ii. 14, objects of the
i.

Gal.

;

18

ff.

ii.

;

18,

Eph.

19.

iii.

ii.

3);

but sins against a given law

are, in

virtue of their thereby definite quality of transgression, so specifically

and
wrath in God, that Paul could relatively even deny
the imputation of sin when the law was non-existent.
See on ver. 13.
Ver. 16 f. Am rovro] Inference from ver. 15, consequently from the
wrath-operating nature of the law, on account of which it is so utterly incapable of being the condition of the Kknpovofila, that the latter must on the
contrary result from the opposite of the law from faith, etc.
Comp. on
ver. 14 f.
This conclusion is so evident and pertinent that it required only
the incomplete, but thus all the more striking expression
therefore oj
e/c mareuc]
faith, in order that according to grace," to the end that, etc.
scil. ol Kkqpovofioi eloi, according to ver. 14.
The supplying, by Fritzsche and
others, of rj ercayyella yivercu or eyevero from ver. 13 is forbidden by the contrast in which en nlor. stands to en vdfiov, ver. 14.
"iva Kara x°-P LV \ The purspecially provocative of

—

'

:

'

—

—

God in en niareog "in order that they might ~be
n )t by way of merit. Comp. ver. 4 and dcopedv iii. 24.
k.t.'A.] contains now in turn the divine purpose, which
pose of

:

*

xdpiv.

They

shall

so

—

by

way of

grace,"

elg to elvai (3e(3aiav

prevails in the Kara

be heirs by way of grace ; and why by way of grace

order that the promise

may

be sure,

i.e.

may

In

?

subsist in active validity as one

to be realized (the opposite of Karr/pynrai, ver. 14) for the collective posterity
(i.e.

for all believers, see v. 11, 13), not for those alone,

law (not solely for believers

who have become

who are such out of

so out of the legal

1

Judaism), but also for those who are such out of the faith of Abraham,'
1
Here also the peculiar deeper scope of
the view given is often left unnoticed, and
et? to eTvaiis taken as inference: so that, etc.
See on the other hand on i. 20.

2 hf

vfor. 'A/Spaa/u.

sition to Fritzsche,

of

i.e.

goes together (in oppowho has conceived the

to he supplied as be/ore 'Afip., and
the genitive 'A^pad/x dependent on it),

airepfiart

made

the

bond

—

—

;
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whose Abrahamic kinship
believers.

1

determining

If

anything

God

based on Abraham's faith, the uncircmncised
than x<*pic (such as b<j>eilnfia) were the reason

is

else

to confer the Klnpovouia, then both halves of the oiripua, in

would be unsecured with respect to the promise.
however, believing Jews as also believing Gentiles have in the
divine x^P L Q * ne same guarantee that the Klnpovofiia shall be imparted to
them e/c nioTewc.
be tan rrar. irdvr. j^uejv] reiterated (comp. vv. 11, 12)
solemn setting forth of the fatherhood of Abraham for all (jzdvruv) believers
their legal imperfection,

As

it is,

—

(vftuv),

ment

which was indeed the pith and fundamental idea of the entire arguthere is therefore no new point raised here (Hofmann),

(since ver. 9)

;

but this fatherhood of the patriarch in the history of salvation, already
clearly laid down, is summarily expressed afresh, in order (ver. 17), after
the insertion of a testimony from Scripture, to present

by means of
on Txaripa
7roX?i(bv K.r.l.] Gen. xvii. 5, closely after the LXX.
therefore on, for, which
in the original text specifies the reason of the name Abraham, is repeated
by Paul without any special bearing on his connection, simply as forming
part of the words of Scripture.
Trarepa noXkuv £6v.] Aptly explained, in
the sense of the Apostle, by Chrysostom and Theophylact ov Kara qvoiKrjv
avyyiveiav, alia, tear' olneiuaiv iziareug.
In this spiritual sense which the
passage of Scripture expresses typically he is constituted by God as father
of many nations (in so far, namely, as all believers from among the Jews
and all Gentile peoples are to be, in the history of salvation, his spiritual
8
cnepixa), i.e. appointed, and thus made so.
Even the original text cannot
have meant by D'U merely the twelve tribes of Israel (Hofmann). It means
the posterity of Abraham, in so far as Gentile peoples also shall be subjected to it.
The Israelite tribes would be D'Dy.
Karivavn ov tiefor. Oeov]
is connected, after the parenthesis (nadag
ce), with be kan irarr/p ndvr.
t][jlov.
To get rid of the parenthesis by supposing a suppressed intervening
thought (Philippi), or an asyndeton, as if it were koX Karivavn K.r.l. (van
Hengel), is a harsh and arbitrary course while it is impossible to regard
mrevavn K.r.l. as explanation of the Kadae yiypaitrai (Hofmann), because
Karivavn ov

K.r.l.,

it,

and dignity.

in its holy, divine guarantee

;

:

—

—

—

.

.

.

.

;

Kadag yiyp. can only be taken as the quite

common

(occurring thirteen times

in our Epistle) simple formula for quoting a Scripture proof,

— Karivavn,

"in harmony with the Scripture passage."
classical mrevavriov, means over against (Mark

xi. 2, xii.

and not

as

:

equivalent to the

41

;

Luke

xix. 30),

i.e.

here: in presence of (KarevuTuov), coram, as after the Heb. frequently in

the

LXX. and Apocrypha. 3

The

rov Qeov, Karivavn ov eTtiarevos

attraction is to be resolved into
Karivavn
coram Deo, coram quo credidit.* Quite anal-

:

not Jews and Christians, but Jewwho are placed side
by side, and in the latter the faith of Abraham (comp. ver. 10) is the characteristic.
1
Theophylact rravri t<2 o-7re'pju.aTt, TovTe'em
since
ish

it is

and

Gentile believers

:

naa-i tois in<rTevov<Ti.v ov fiovov tois

TovTe'ori tois e^Trepirdjuiois,

a\\a koX

0uo-toi$, otTive's eco-i o-irepfia *A/3paa/ot

ai>T$ yevridivres.

e<c

vofiov,

tois dxpoe/c

Trio-Tew?

:

a

Compare Heb.

i.

2

;

1

Maco.

x. 65, xiv. 34

Horn. Od. xv. 253, 11. vi. 300 Plat. Theaet.
p. 169 E Pind. 01. xiii. 21.
s See Biel and Schleusner.
* The coram, in presence of, is neither to
be explained ad exemplum (Chrysostom,
Theodoret, Theophylact and others), nor
" according to the will " (Reiche, Krehl and
others), nor " according to the judgment"
;

;

;

CHAP.
ogous are such passages as Luke
wv

Matt.

i.

IV., 17.
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ov Kanfx^K

4, irepi

16-yuv,

instead of

irepl

1

So also rightly Philippi and Hofmann 3 comp. Marcker. The mode of resolving it adopted by most commentators (Thomas Aquinas, Castalio, Calvin, Beza, Er. Schmid, Grotius,
Estius, and others
also Tholuck, Ruckert, Reiche, Kollner, Fritzsche,
Ewald, van Hengel, Buttmann) mrivavn Qeov
iniarevat, is at least at
variance with the usual mode of attraction, since the attraction of the relative, which, not attracted, would stand in the dative, has no precedent in
ruv Xdyov

irepl

Karrjx- ,

2

vii.

al.

;

;

:

<J>

the N, T., and even in Greek authors very seldom occurs. 3

Finally, the ex-

planation which takes Karivavn ov as equivalent to Karivavn rovrov, on, and
ov, propterea quod, and in accordance with
then taken as genitive absolute (" whilst God, who quick-

the latter as equivalent to hvft

which

Geoi> k.t.2,. is

eneth the dead, calleth also to that which
Mehring),

is

wrong

is not,

Cuott. r. vsKpovq, Kal K.r."k.~\

:

"who

God

Distinguishing quality of

selected with practical reference to the

18-21)

though

as

it

were present,"

just because Karevavn has not the sense supposed.

quickeneih the dead

and

circumstances of

calleth

—

rov

as the Almighty,

Abraham

(vv.

the non-existent as though

it

and certainly, therefore, can quicken the decayed powers of procreaand dispose of generations not yet in existence. A reference to the

were,"
tion,

offering of Isaac,

whom God

could

Baumgarten-Crusius, and Mangold),

would have required

make

again (Erasmus, Grotius,

alive

so foreign to the connection that

is

The

definite indication.

^oottoieiv

veKpovc

rove

is

it

a

Sam. ii. 6 Wisd. xvi. 13 Tob.
xiii. 2
comp. Deut. xxxii. 9. See also John v. 21 2 Cor. i. 9 1 Tim.
vi. 13.
Origen, Ambrosinster, Anselm, erroneously hold that the veKpoi are
spiritually dead, a view which the context must have rendered necessary
comp. Olshausen, who holds that {voir, and Kal. indicate typically the
spiritual awakening and the new birth
also Ewald, who will have the application made to the revivifying of the dead Gentiles into true Christians.
Kahovvrog ra fir) bvra ug ovra] i.e. u who utters His disposing decree over that
formal attribute of the almighty God.

1

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

(Kiickert, Kollner, Fritzsche, Maier,

Um-

ix. 6,

nor " vi atque potestate
divina" (Koppe), nor "before the omniscience of God " (Olshausen), but is to be left
without any modifying explanation. Abraham is realized as present, just as he stands,
Trarijp ndvTiav wuv face to face with the God
who had appeared to him, and has become
a believer in conspectu Dei. This vivid realization of the believing patriarch, as if he
were standing there as father of us all before the face of God, just as formerly in
breit

and

the thought: "and as such he has been
appointed."
1
See Bornemann, Schol. in Luc. p. 177
Schmid in the Tub. Zeitschr. f. Theol. 1831,
Winer, p. 155 f. [E. T. 164]
2, p. 137 ff.
comp. on Acts xxi. 16.
a Who, nevertheless, in consequence of
<re

;

his incorrect

n-arrip ndv-riav

ijudv

;

it is

unnecessary to seek

a connection with on irarepa
rideiicd <re,
either with Bengel, who compares Matt.
.

.

.

;

view of

#ca#ws yeypaTrrai, pro-

fesses to illustrate the Karevavn thus : " At
that time, wlien Tie believed, he stood face to

face with God as Htm who quickeneth the
and by the fact, that God has

that sacred moment of history, is a plastic
form of presentation which, inaptly con-

demned by Hofmann, quite accords with
the elevated and almost poetic strain of the
following words.
It also fully warrants
the coupling of Karivavn k.t.\. with os core

or with Philippi, who, thereby getting

rid of the parenthesis, inserts after redeucd

others),

dead, etc.;

shown Himself
before

whom

pass, that he is
*

US
3

to be just

the

same as

Him

has so come to
now before Him,, the father of

he then stood,

it

all.''''

Kiihner,

II. 2, p. 914.

ad Xen. Mem.,

ii. 2,

5,

Gramm-
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which does not

What

equally as over the existing."

exist,

all-commanding power

a lofty expression of

And how

thoroughly in harmony with the then
position of Abraham
For as he stood before God and believed (Gen. xv.
6), God had just showed to him the stars of heaven, with the promise ovroc
!

!

So that God hereby issued his potent summons (so
something that was not (the cTzepfia of Abraham) as though
This explanation (followed also by Riickert and Philippi) is

lor at to ontpfia gov !
shall it he /) to
it

had been.

perfectly faithful to the sense of the words,

and

as

much in harmony with

the vividly realized situation of Abraham, as it is appropriate to the parallelism
for the latter is climactic, leading from the venpolg to the ra p,rj dvra.
Kalelv like Nip, does not here mean to name Hofmann, (comp. Loesner and
;

Benecke), which would refer to the name offather pronounced by God, and
have in view the divine knowledge, but on the contrary, correlative with the
mighty ruoiroielv r. vetcp. (comp. dwardc ver. 21), it denotes the call of the

which He

Ruler,
1.

1

Is. xl.

;

26

issues to that

;'

uc

is

found in Philo, de

Jos. p.

that

firj

pictures ra

it

where

which

is

subject to His power.

the simple as of comparison.

544 C, where

ovra

a>c

ovra

;

Comp.

Ps.

Parallels in point are

said of the force of imagination,

it is

and Artemidor.

i.

53, p. 46, ed. Rigalt.

said of the painter, that he represents ra py dvra ug dvra.
Paul
could also have, like Clement, Cor. II. 1, used ra ova dvra (the non-existit is

Xen. Mem.

ent,

ii.

2, 3),

also Plat. Rep. p. 476 E)

as the contradictory antithesis of ra ovra (comp.
;

but the negation

the standpoint of the subject

who

calls

as non-existent, as if they were. 8

:

he

is

what

Still

conceived subjectively, from

calls the things,

—

which he knows

Delitzsch, Psychol, p. 37

f.,

deduces from ra. fir/ dvra that that which enters into historical existence was
not previously an absolute nothing, but an object of divine knowledge is
based on the

which

is

common

xi.

25

;

No

erroneous.

creating call of

God

—

conception of mlelv in the sense of creative activity,

doubt naluv, as

is

well known, often denotes the

(Isa. xxii. 12, xli. 4, xlviii.

13

where ra

Philo, de creat. princ. p. 728 B,

;

2 Kings

p.rj

1

viii.

ovra licaXeoev

;

is

Wisd.
further

denned by eic rb elvai comp. de Opif. p. 13 E). In this case we should
have to think by no means of the historical act of creation out of nothing
(Piscator, Estius and others), but rather, on account of the present participle,
;

either of the continuous creative activity (Kollner), or (better

still on account of the parallel of Cwott.) of an abiding characteristic of God generally,
from which no time is excluded. But this whole interpretation of kuIfIv is

set aside here

and

by

a>c

others), because

dvra.
For o>g cannot be taken for
an use so utterly isolated in the N. T.

eic

(Luther, Wolf,

is in itself

very im-

probable, and because, where he stands in classic authors in the sense of

1
Quite contrary to the context Erasmus,
Ch. Schmid, Koppe and Bohme take KaXelvia
the dogmatic sense. And yet even Fritzsche

lius

and Mangold have gone over to this exnondum in lucem editos ad vitain aeternam. in vitat." Van Hen^el
takes /caAeiV as arcewere, and ra
bvra that

must have been

planation: " homines

^

of no account (see on 1 Cor. i. 28), so
that the sense would be " quaecunque nul-

which

is

:

ric, it

numeri sunt arcessivit (to the childship
of Abraham), quasi sint in pretio." But this
peculiar interpretation of /xtj bvra and bvra
specifically suggested

by

the context, especially as it strips off the
whole poetical beauty of the expression,
2

in

Comp. Xen. Anab.

loc. ;

iv. 4, 15,

Baeumlein, Partik.

and Kiihner

p. 278.

CHAP. iv v 19-21.
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only so used in reference to persons, or, at the most, where
what is personal
represented by neuter objects. 2 Some desire &g bvra to be
taken for & ( ko6fieva (de Wette), or as a summary expression for elg
rb elvac 6g bvra (Reiche,
Kollner, Tholuck, de Wette, Bisping), but these expedients
are
is

is

arbitrary in
themselves, and, in the case of the latter especially—seeing
that bvra would
hare to be taken in the sense of the result, as only adjectives are
elsewhere
used (see on Matt. xii. 43, and Breitenbach, ad. Xen. Oec.
4, 7)—
would
only be superfluous and confusing.

^

Vv. 18-21. More particular setting forth of this faith of Abraham,
according to its lofty power and strength. ElSeg nog ridrjoc
ml ra KoXv^cara ml
ryv vipqhijv rov dcmiov yvufirjv ndvra vnep(iaivovoav, Chrysostom.
n

Ver. 18.
f ] Parallel to the of karc k.t.X. ver. 16
therefore only a comma
or a colon need be put after tig bvra.
en' kliridi] on hope, is the basis of the
kniar.
Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 10 frequent in Greek authors. See also Tit. i. 2.
Abraham's faith was opposed to hope (nap' elnida, frequent in
;

—

;

classical

writers) in its objective reference,

hopein

its subjective

Rightly Luther

and yet not

reference,— a significant oxymoron.
in order that he might

:

avelncarog,

be.

—

but rather based on
elg rb

yeviadac K.r.k.]

Comp. Ruckert, Tholuck,

Philippi.
It contains the end, ordained by God, of the kniar.,
thus exhibiting Abraham's faith in its teleological connection with the
divine decree, and that in reference to the word of God, ver.
17
hence, it is less in
;

harmony with the context
Abraham.
Beza,

Ver.

many

to take

eig rb

yeveodac K.r.X. as the

11, elg rb elvac avrbv K.r.l. is quite analogous.

purpose of

Following

writers (including even Reiche, Kollner, Baumgarten-Crusius,

Krehl, Mehring, Hofmann, take elg rb yev. as the object of kniar.
quite
contrary to the usage of the N. T.
see on ver. 11.
Here, as in every case
previously, the object of faith (the divine promise) is quite self-evident.
;

;

The view which explains it of the consequence (Bohme, Flatt, Fritzsche,
following older writers) for ml ovrug eyevero, is linguistically erroneous (see
on i. 20), and quite at variance with the tenor of the discourse for in vv.
19-21 the delineation of the faith itself is still continued, so that at this stage
;

—

the result

(it is introduced in ver. 22) would be quite out of place.
mra
belonging to yeveodac n.r.l., not to eniarevae (Hofmann, in accordance with his incorrect view of elg rb ic.r.l.).
ovrug] What is meant by

rb

elptjp..]

—

Paul assumes to be familiar to his readers and therefore the corresponding part is by no means wanting. F G and several Fathers (also Vulg.
ms.) have after oov the addition
ug ol harepeg rov ovpavov ml rj ap-fiog ryg
this,

;

:

daTidaarjg.

The

in the ovrug, Gen. xv.

lie

Vv. 19-21 are
believing
his

:

9
8

py aadevrjaag

III. 1, p.

:

body. 3

Hermann, ad

Thuc.

still

Abraham

own dead

aod.

1

the ml % a/x. r. Oak. does not
but is imported from Gen. xii. 16.
dependent on bg, completing the description of the

half only

first

rrj

a proper gloss

nicrei, hXk'

;

lexvpav avrrjv £^wv.

Poppo, ad

flf.

See Doderlein, philolog. Beitr. p. 303 ff.
i.e. his own body
which was one already
:

;

5,

and (who), because he was not weak in faith, regarded not
Theophylact has properly expressed the meiosis in fir)

Yiger. p. 853

318

is

dead.

By

Therefore

the aadev.

fit]

veveicp.

is

neg-

without the article.

Comp. Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab.
baum, ad Plat. Rep. p. 573 A.

iv. 6, 1

;

Stall-

—

—

;
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Comp. on ver. 17.
oi
atived from the point of view of the subject.
[See Note XL VII. p. 178.] he did not fix his attention thereon.

KciTEvdrjoe]

Luke xii. 24 Judith x. 14. This remark is no
iii. 1, x. 24
comp.
blunder inconsistent with Gen. xvii. 17 (de Wette
Riickert), but is quite in harmony with the account given in Gen. xv. 5, 6,
where, immediately after the divine promise ovrog iarat to anep/xa gov it is
This (and not what is related in
said
nal hniarevaev A /? p r£ Gecj.
Comp. Heb.

;

;

historical

;

'

.

:

Gen.

xvii. 17) is

much

as

the fact which Paul here exhibits in greater detail, inas-

he depicts the ml knioTevoe of Gen.

I.e.,

in its strength at

neg-

first

and then positively.
Gen. xv., to which Paul here

atively (in the non-consideration of bodily obstacles)

The immediately

decided faith of

Abraham

in

not inconsistent with the subsequent hesitation, Gen. xvii. (the
the latter is a
account of which, moreover, belongs to another author)
wavering which may easily be understood from a psychological point of

refers, is

;

Comp. the doubt of the Baptist as to the Messiahship of Jesus, Matt.
vevEKpufievov and venpuoig conveying the idea of decrepitude with
reference to the powers of procreation and of conception respectively.
kmrovrairnc k.t.2.] although so
Comp. Heb. xi. 12; Kypke, II. p. 164.
advanced in years that he might naturally have regarded, etc., yet he did
not do so. The ttov is the circiter in approximate statements of number
Herod, i. 119 vii. 5 Diog. L. viii. 86. Comp. Xen. Oec. 17, 3. Not
used by Paul elsewhere. Abraham was then ninety-nine years old. See
"Post Semum nemo centum annorum generasse
Gen. xvii. 1, 17, xxi. 5.
Observe, as to ml r. vek., that the negation ob
Gen. xi. legitur," Bengel.
KarhoTjae extends to both the objects of the sentence.
Hofmann's objection
2
to our reading, and his declaration that instead of mi we should expect
3
The vsupuxng is the deadness of the womb attested as
ovde are erroneous.
having already set in at Gen. xviii. 11. Was Sarah still to become a

view.
xi.

2

ff.

—

;

;

1

mother en
[See Note
first

iroXtac yaarpdc

XL VIII.

place, still

amoria

(de,

—

(Pind. Pyth.

p. 178.]

more

iv.

98)

!

—

in ver. 19

is,

by

e\c

specially elucidated, likewise negatively,

it

by alK kvedw.

k.t.1.

in the
.

.

.

therefore placed

first

.

is

In the former negative illustrative

clause the chief element giving the information is

knayy. r. Qeov, which
"but with regard to the
out waxed strong in faith," etc.
etc r.

with great emphasis:

promise of God he wavered not incredulously,
1

de ttjv e-KayyeViav k.t./L]

the epexegetical autem), and then the positive opposite relation

subjoined to

is

elc.

The negative proposition

With regard to the children subsequent-

ly begotten with Keturah, Gen. xxv. 1 ff.,
the traditional explanation, already lying

at the foundation of Augustine, de Civ. D.
x\»i. 28, is sufficient, viz. that the power of
begetting, received from God, continued
after the death of Sarah. On exaToi/TaeTijs

—

comp. Pind. Pyth. iv. 503. According to the
uncertain canon of the old grammarians
(see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 406 f.) it ought to
have been written here as an oxytone (so
Lachmann) because it is the predicate of a
person. Comp. Kiihner, I. p. 420.

3 With the reading without ov (see the crit.
remarks) the thought conveyed is
ana
without having been weak in faith he regarded,
etc., but did not become doubtful in respect to
the promise of God, etc. Comp. Hofmann.
a<r&. t. ttio-t. would thus be superBut
fluous, and even logically unsuitable in re
lation to ver. 20. Simply and clearly Paul
:

m

would only have written

:

to eavrov o-w^-a k.t.A. ei? Se

ttjv

s

See Winer,

mann,

#cal

Karevorjae ixh

enayy. k.t.A.

p. 460 [E. T. 493 f .]

neut. Gr. p. 315 [E. T. 368

also Jacobs,

ad

f.].

;

Butt

Comp.

Del. epigr. vi. 10, not. crit.
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way

Since in this

the discourse runs on very simply and suitably
to the
more awkward suggestion, that
Paul already begins the antithetic statement with 6k {however,
see Hartung,
sense, it is unnecessary to resort to the

PartiMl.

I. p. 171), to which nevertheless he
has again given the emphasis
of contrast through the negative and positive forms
(Philippi, who, how-

admits our view also
comp. Tholuck and others). In no' case,
it be said, with Ruckert, that Paul
wished to write elc
& r. enayy. r. Qeov emar. fi^dev StaKpivd/uevoc, but that his love for antitheses
induced him to divide the idea of kmar. into its negative
and positive
ever,

;

however, can

elements, and that therefore elc should be referred to
the kniar. at first
thought of. De Wette (comp. Krehl) conjectures that, according
to the
analogy of niarevetv elg, elc is the object of 6iek
It is the quite usual
P

regard

to,

as respects ;

see Winer,

p.

371

in

.

T.

[E.

S97].

—

To

SiaKpiveadai]

waver, the idea being that of a mental struggle into which one
enters, xiv.
23 Matt. xxi. 21
Acts x. 20
see Huther on James i. 6.
This
;

;

usage

;

K T., that there

so certain in the

is

no need to

translate,

is

with van Hengel

:

rum contradixit, referring to Gen. xvii. 17 ft, in which case rr,
amcrla is
supposed to mean
"quanquam in animo volvebat, quae diffidentiam inspi:

Such a thought is foreign to the connection, in which everything
gives prominence to faith only, and not to a mere resignation.
T amarla,
rarent."

—

instrumental,

is

the sense of the producing cause, but ry

in

y

iclarei,

on

account of the correlation with aadev. r% rrlarei in ver. 19, is to be taken
as
the dative of more precise definition, consequently
he wavered not by means
of the unbelief (which in such a case he would have had), but became strong
as respects the faith (which he had).
Hofmann's explanation is erroneous,
because not in keeping with the aadev. r. iziar. above. He takes ry tt'igtel
as
:

by faith Abraham was strengthened " to an action in harmony with
promise and requisite for its realization:
This addition, which can
hardly fail to convey a very indelicate idea, is a purely gratuitous importation.
hedwa/i60jf] became strong, heroic in faith
passive.
Comp. Aq.
Gen. vii. 20
eveSwauadq to vdup. Heb. xi. 34 Acts ix. 32
Eph. vi. 10
causal

:

the

1

—

;

:

;

LXX.

Ps.

lii.

7

:

;

—

;

In Greek authors the

eveowap.idQr) enl ry fiaraidr^Ti avrov.

™

word does not occur.
dove do$av
Oed] while he gave God glory, and 1
was fully persuaded (xiv. 5 Col. iv. 12) that, etc. The aorist participles
put the SiSovai 66£av /c.r.A. not as preceding the kvedwauudrj, or as presupposed
in it, but ^completed simultaneously with it (comp. on Eph. i.
5).
diddvat
66£av (1133 f nj) T £ Q e $ denotes generally every act (thinking, speaking or
doing) that tends to the glory of God (Josh. vii. 19
Jer. xiii. 16
Esr. x.
;

—

;

11

Luke

xvii.

18

John

;

24 Acts xii. 23)
and the context supplies
the special reference of its meaning.
Here
by recognition of the divine
omnipotence (not circumcishne subeunda, as van Hengel thinks), as is shown
;

;

ix.

;

;

:

by what
fidei est,

—
1

follows,

which

is

added epexegetically.

gloriam Deo tribuere," Melanchthon.

eTTqyyelTai] in a

middle

sense.

Winer,

The evidence against <aC is too weak.
it ir\rt P o<f>, would be subordinated to

Without

p.

the

"Insigne praeconium

The opposite

:

1

John v.

10.

246 [E. T. 262].

8o£-s

&6£

.

marked on

t.

0.

Oecumenius has aptly reovk elTre vnrrcvira^

n\ri P o<f>.

:

——
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Ver. 22. Result of the whole disquisition, emphatically pointing back to
did nai] oh which account also (i. 24),

ver. 3 {ftoyiodt] avrti etc diKaioavvr/v)

.

namely because Abraham believed so strongly as is described in vv. 18-21.
The subject of eXoyiodrj (it was reckoned) is self-evident, viz. the believing.

—

Comp. Nagelsbach, zur

Ilias, p. 60, ed. 3.

Vv. 23-25. Relation of the Scripture testimony as to Abraham's justifiwith which the proof for
cation to the justification of Christians by faith
6i' avrov] on his acthe vdfiov ioT&nev Sia rfjc Tviareug (iii. 31) is completed.
Then, corresponding
count, in order to set forth the mode of his justification.
Comp. Beresch R. 40, 8 " Quicquid scriptum est de
thereto
6? rjuac.
;

—

:

:

Abrahamo, scriptum est de filiis ejus." On the idea generally comp. xiv.
ukXku loyi^eaBai] namely the maGal. iii. 8.
4 1 Cor. ix. 10, x. 6, 11
Tevetv, which, in accordance with the divine ordination, is to be reckoned
to us, as those who believe on Him that raised up
to us Christians (jieTilei),
uelhei (comp. on viii. 13) is therefore not to be taken for euelle,
Jesus.
(Bohme, comp. Olshausen), but contains what God has willed, which
;

;

—

shall accomplish itself continuously as to each concrete case (not for the first
time at the judgment, as Fritzsche thinks) where Christ is believed on.
The fjfielc, i.e. the community of believers (not however conceived as becom-

ing such, as

supposes), are the constant recipients of the fulfilment

Hofmann

which was once written not merely for Abraham's sake but also for
who from time to time become believing (Hoftheirs.
role 7rioTevov<nv] not
mann), which is not consistent with faac, but quippe qui credunt. The
eizl rbv iyelpavra k.t.X. that is added then points out the specific contents,
which is implied in the il&JKel Xoyl&oOcu, for the ttlgtevelv that has not yet
been more precisely defined. In and with this faith we have constantly the
Comp.- viii. 1. And the
blessing of the Xoyifrodai divinely annexed to it.
of that

—

:

:

etzI

rbv eyeipavra k.t./L (comp. x. 9) is purposely chosen to express the charac-

on account of the necessary analogy with ver. 17,
and partly because the divine omnipotence, which raised up Jesus, was at
Regarding Sir/,
the same time the strongest proof of divine grace (ver. 25).
Trapedddv] standing designation for the divine surrender of
comp. on ver. 5.
ter of the faith, partly

—

Christ, surrender unto death

same time

to his Father.

—

Sia

might be atoned
diKaiuGiv

(viii. 32),

self-surrender (Gal.

rjfjciv]

to.

for

ii.

20

Tzapa-Kr. f/uuv]

by the

;

perhaps after Is. liii. 12. It is at the
Eph. v. 2), since Christ was obedient

on account of our

an account of our

justification,

sins,

namely, that they

—

oia rijv
24 1, v. 8 f.
in order to accomplish on us

Ykaarripiov of Jesus,

iii.

Comp. v. 18.
the judicial act of transference into the relation of dinaiocvvn.
2
for the resurrection of
this object God raised Jesus from the dead

For

;

a\k' en<f>ari.Ku>T€pov.

fuU

It

corresponds with the

victory of the trial of the patriarch's

faith at the close of its delineation.

But in point of fact to "believe on
and to " believe on God who raised
Christ," are identical, because in both cases
1

Christ "

Christ

is

the

specific object.

3 Compare Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 329.
For
the view which the older Reformed theolo-

gians (comp. also Gerhard in Calovius) took
of the state of the case as an acquittal from
our sins, which was accorded to Christ and
to us with Him through His resurrection,
see Ritschl, Rechtfertigvng und Versohnvng,
According to Beza, Christ could
I. p. 283 f
not have furnished the atonement of our
sins, if He had not, as the risen victor, vanBut the case is rather
quished death.
.
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One was required to produce in men the faith, through which
alone the objective fact of the atoning offering of Jesus could have the effect of dmaiocig subjectively, because Christ is the llaorrjptov oia rfjc irioTeuc,
the sacrificed

iii. 25.
Without His resurrection therefore the atoning work of His death
would have remained without subjective appropriation His surrender 6ia
ra napaizT. yuuv would not have attained its end, our justification.
Comp.
;

especially 1 Cor. xv. 17

2 Cor. v. 20 f., xv.
1 Pet. i. 21.
Moreover the
not two different things, but only the two aspects
of the same exhibition of grace, the negative and the positive
of which,
however, the former by means of the parallelism, in which both are put in

two

definitions

by

;

;

6ia are

;

juxtaposition,

is aptly attributed to the death as the
the latter to the resurrection, as the divine act that

objective ilaorripiov,

and

the means of

ap-

is

its

Melanchthon has well said: " Quanquam enim praecessit
meritum, tamen ita ordinatum fuit ab initio, ut tunc singulis applicaretur
cum fide acciperent." The latter was to be effected by the resurrection of
Jesus
the meritum lay in His death, but the raising Him up took place for
the (hKaiuacg, in which His meritum was to be realized in the faithful.
Comp.
propriation. 1

;

viii. 34.

Against the Catholic theologians,

(as Maier, Bisping, Dollinger,
is intercession

even

(viii.

who

and Reithmayr

34) to be

referred dm. to sanctification

still

do), see Calovius.

introduced into

Nor

Sua t??v dimiuaiv q/iuv

(Calvin and others
also Tholuck and Philippi), since that does not take
place to produce the dimtoovv?}, but has reference to those who are already
;

justified,

with a view to preserve them in the

state of salvation

the dtmiuccc of the subjects concerned precedes

;

consequently

it.

Notes by American Editoe.

XXXVI.

Ver.

1.

ri

'

oiv epov/xev evpquevat 'kppad.fi Kara, odpxa

;

seems better to regard this question as involving an objection or difficulty
anticipated by the Apostle as arising from the other side. If the doctrine of
faith establishes the law in its truest meaning and follows out the line cf the
O. T., it was natural to ask from the Judaistic standpoint, What can we hold that
It

Abraham gained according to the flesh,
To this question, as taken up into the

own

language, the answer

is,

Nothing

i.e.

in the sphere to which works belong?

Apostle's discourse

—nothing,

that

is,

and presented in

his

in respect to the great

matter under consideration. The question implies this answer, and the following verses confirm it. Weiss ed. Mey., indeed, declares this to be an arbitrary assumption,

and maintains that a question involving such a negative

conceived as the converse
Christ could
not have risen, if His death had not expiated our sins. In this way Christ has not
merely died vnep pile, but has also been
raised again (2 Cor. v. 15) without His saving power, however, having been in itself
conditioned only by the resurrection (to
which, in the main, the views of Ottinger
and Menken ultimately come).
1
The reference to the fellowship with the
:

;

death of Christ, whereby believers have
died to their former life, and with His resurrection as an entrance into a new state
of life no longer conditioned by the flesh
(see Rich. Schmidt, Paulin. Christol. p. 74),
is inadmissible
because it does not correspond to the prototype of Abraham, which
determines the entire representation of
;

justification in this chapter.
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because in that verse there is no indication
an assumption arbitrary which enables us
to connect with this verse the following context in a natural aud a simple way,
and saves the necessity of giving to yap, as Weiss does, the sense (very uncomcould not be derived from
of anything calling for

mon,
for

if

31,

But

is

And

ever found in the N. T. in such sentences) of namely, or indeed ?

31, there

iii.

iii.

it.

was

surely, to the

Jewish mind,

if

as

not to the mind of the mod-

ern commentator, a suggestion in the claim of that verse of a depreciation of
the glory of Abraham, and just such a suggestion as might call for and occasion
the entire course of reasoning which

XXXVII.

The words Kara
Godet,

etc.,

capita,

or after

fills

this fourth chapter.

Ver. 1. Kara odpica.

whether we read evpTjuevat after rjftov, with T. E. Meyer,
with Tisch., Weiss, etc., are probably to be connected

epov/xev,

with that verb (so Meyer, Weiss). The question considered in the next verses
is, not whether he gained anything, but whether he gained anything Kara capna.
R. V. text makes according

to the flesh qualify forefather.
A. R. V. joins the
phrase with the verb. The text of Westcott and Hort omits evpyjKevai altogether,
with B and 47. The meaning, then, is, What shall we say of Abraham our

forefather according to the flesh

This text

?

XXXVIII. Ver.
After
plain

all

2.

el

is

recognized in R. V. marg.

yap 'Appaa/i k.t.X.

the discussion of this verse, and the various attempts

the view of Calvin, Hodge,

made

to ex-

seems to be the most satisfactory
that can be offered. The only serious objection to it is that which Meyer suggests—that the words npbg Oeov occur only after aXk' ov, instead of being inserted after exei navxrifia of the preceding clause. But when we consider that,
if this view be adopted, we have a simple and complete proof of the negative
answer which is suggested by ver. 1 that we have the O. T. argument for
the Pauline doctrine introduced, in a most natural way, as starting from the
question of that verse and that the writer may have placed the words npbc
6e6v where they are, because the following verses were to direct* attention to
God's accounting of faith as righteousness,— while they would easily be carried
back by the reader' s mind to the previous clause also, inasmuch as glorying
before God is manifestly in the line of thought,— this objection loses much of
its force, and must be regarded as overbalanced by the other considerations.
it,

etc.

;

;

XXXIX.
The meaning

Ver.

3.

k'Xoyiadrj elg

dimioovvijv.

of the phrase eXoyiaOrj ek diKaioavvrjv is rendered clear, (a)

by

the passages in which Paul uses this verb (with elg) with reference to other
subjects than the one here under consideration, Rom. ii. 26, ix. 8 (cf. Acts
xix. 27)
(6) by the passages in which he uses the same verb with 6c Rom.
;

36
omitted)
viii.

,

1 Cor. iv. 1.

Rom.

kindred passage, although uc is
(c) by the passages in which the verb occurs, with either of the two
prepositions, in the LXX. (elg, 1 Kings i. 13
Job xli. 23 Ps. cv. 31 Isa.
xxix. 17
xxxii. 15
xl. 17
Lam. iv. 2 Hos. viii. 12— (if, Gen. xxxi. 15 Job
xli. 20
Ps. xliii. 22
Isa. v. 28, xxix. 16, xl. 15
Dan. iv. 32 Amos vi. 5) (d)
by kindred passages in the Apoc. books (with eic, Wisdom of Sol. ii. 16, ix. 6
1 Mace. ii. 52—with wf, Eccl. xxix. 6).
The comparison of these passages
;

(cf.

vi.

11, a

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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beyond reasonable doubt, that the phrases k^oyiaBrj etc and k\. uc are subThey differ only as our expressions to
count a person for a wise man, and to count him as a wise man. To urge, as
some have done, that elq ouTijp'av, etg fierdvoiav, etc., sometimes, in other conWe have here a
nections, mean, that they might be saved, etc., has no force.
They all employ it
peculiar phrase, used by many of the Scripture writers.
with a single and definite meaning. They never, when using it, give the telic
sense to the preposition. If they do not give it this sense where there is no
reference to the case of Abraham, the conclusion is irresistible that they do
When Abraham believed, therefore
not where there is such a reference.
such is the Apostle's statement his faith was reckoned to him by God for, i.e.

proves,

stantially equivalent to each other.

:

—

as

were, actual righteousness.

if it

in view of the provision

made by

Faith

is

the grace of

not actual righteousness, but,

God

for the forgiveness of sins,

accounted as if it were compare ii. 26, where the uncircumcision of the
Gentile, in the supposed case, is reckoned as circumcision, though actually it
is not circumcision.
Faith, in the Christian system, is thus accepted of God
in the place of the perfect righteousness which, on the legal method, was
it is

:

and the man who believes is declared right before
on the governmental side having been
removed by the sacrifice of Christ (cf iii. 24-26). It may be noticed, also,
that in no passage in Paul's writings, or in other parts of the N. T. where
required for justification
the Divine tribunal

— all

;

obstacles

.

2,oyi&oQai sic, or the verb alone, is used, is there a declaration that anything
belonging to one person is imputed, accounted, or reckoned to another (the
use of the kindred verb kTJkoya (Philem. 18) constituting no proper exception), or a

formal statement that Christ's righteousness

own

It is the believer's

faith

—as

it

was in the case

is

imputed

of

to believers.

Abraham — which

is

reckoned to him.

XL. Ver.

The

parallelism of vv. 4

dQeityfia,

5.

loyi&rat

and 5 would

—

call for

d/Uu Kara x^P LV a ^ the end of verse

The substitution

elg diKaioavvijv.

5,

the words ov loyifrrai kutO.

instead of those which are found

words is easily accounted for as arising
and also as designed to meet the thought of
the following verse and even more easily, on account of the fact that the substituted words carry with them, also, the idea of those whose place they fill.
there.

from the inserted

of these latter

iriorevovri k.t.A.,
;

XLI. Ver.

9.

6 fia/capta/toc otiv oZrog k.t.%.

The question suggested here is the one which naturally follows after the
preceding context.
If justification is shown in the O. T. to be by faith,
because Abraham was thus justified, how far does it extend? Is it limited
to the circumcision, or does it reach out to the uncircumcision also? The
question is suitably put in this form, because Abraham was, in the course of
his life, in both conditions
and it can be readily answered by noticing the
;

fact,

him

spoken of in the history as having had his faith accounted
righteousness while he was yet uncircumcised.

that he
for

is

to

In the manner of introducing the question of this verse, a peculiarity of
maybe observed. The allusion to David is not for the purpose of

Paul's style

bringing forward a second example, but only (as Meyer also says) to give a
confirmation from David's words of what is established by the single example
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of

Abraham.

This passage concerning David's macarism, therefore,

main

is

paren-

But here, as in other places in
his epistles, when the Apostle returns, at the end of the parenthesis, to the
direct course of the argument, he remains, in his phraseology, under the
influence of what he has just before been saying. A striking instance of this
may be seen in v. 18, 19, comp. with v. 15-17. Here it may be noticed in the
words nampiOfibQ ovv ovrog.
thetical as related to the

XLII. Ver.

line of thought.

11. elg rd elvac avrbv Trarepa,

k.t.Tl.

In w. 11, 12 we find a correspondence with Gal. iii. 7. The grammatical
connection with the immediately preceding context is different, indeed, in the

two passages, and consequently the presentation of the thought in its

details is

But the central point in relation to the reasoning is the same.
In both cases we have — in substance here, and formally in Gal. the conclusion
which follows from the fact that Abraham was justified by faith. If he received his justification by this means, all believers (whether Gentiles or Jews)
may likewise receive it. In Gal. this thought is expressed by saying that
those who have faith (and they only) are sons of Abraham in these verses,
by saying, that Abraham is the father of all who have faith.
also different.

—

;

XLIII. Ver.

12. aXkti

icai

rolg gtolxovoiv.

Westcott and Hort suppose rolg to be a " primitive error [the original reading not having been rightly preserved in any existing document] for avrolg."
Alford says, " The inversion of the article appears to be in order to bring out
more markedly" the two ideas "who are not only ol ek neper., but also ol

—

Shedd, with a similar thought apparently, regards the second article as employed for the purpose of more emphatically calling attention to the
ctoix"

added

characteristic.

Godet considers the

second as a simple definite
cision, but, at the

article

same time,

:

first rolg as a pronoun, but the
" those who are not only of the circum-

the (individuals) walking, etc."

suggests that the true explanation

may be

ver. 11, the essential condition to a sharing in

his— to those who
those who walk, etc.

faith to

Weiss

ed.

Mey.

in the fact, that here also, as in

what Abraham had

are not only circumcised, but

— also

is

a similar

in this case,

only to
Philippi says, "It is to be borue in mind that
negligences of expression occur in the most practised and correct writers."
Gifford supposes that the Apostle himself, or his amanuensis, or one of the
earliest transcribers of the Epistle, inserted a superfluous article.

nation of Godet appears fanciful, and

is

contrary to

all

The

expla-

the probabilities of the

That of Weiss involves, to say the least, a very unusual form of expressing the supposed idea. That of Alford and Shedd assumes an emphasis which
can hardly be proved to inhere in the repeated article. The Greeks did not,
apparently, adopt this course to secure emphasis, and it is doubtful whether
any such design on the part of the writer would have been suggested to the
case.

reader's

mind by the

repetition.
The textual conjecture of Dr. Hort (W. & H.)
ingenious one, but has no external support. It seems better to
hold, with Meyer, de Wette, etc., that the article is erroneously repeated, or, as

may be an

Winer and Philippi say, that there is here an instance of negligence of style.
The irregularity may, very probably, be explained in connection with the fact
that Paul was not writing, but dictating.

NOTES.
XLIV. Ver.
At

ver. 13 the

and the manner

thought

13. ov

yap 6ia

— although,

of introducing the

177

vdfxov

rj

knayyekia k.t.X

here again, the grammatical connection
point are different turns to what in

—

new

The O. T. proof
presented in iii. 8-10.
for justification by faith, as founded on the case of Abraham, rests not
only upon the fact that he was justified in this way, but also upon the
peculiarity of the promise which was given to him. The argument in Galatians
the Epistle to

the

Galatians

is

The promise was a promise of blessiDg those who are of the law are
under a curse, and hence cannot be sharers in the blessing consequently the
men who receive the fulfilment of the promise must be believers, and only
In the passage before us, it is changed somewhat by reason of the
believers.
exigencies of the context, but, in substance, it is the same. The promise is
here described in its relation to Abraham that he should be heir of the
is this

;

:

;

—

—

in Galatians, in its relation to his believing successors that all the
nations should be blessed in him. Of this promise it is said that it did not
come to Abraham through the law, but through faith, and the proof presented

world

;

that in Galatians), that the law works toward a result opposite to the
one indicated in the promise— namely, toward wrath, and not blessing. The
experience of the fulfilment of the promise, therefore, could not be secured to
any— much less to all the true seed of Abraham (both Jews and Gentiles), if it
were attainable only through the law. On the other hand, it is and can be

is (like

made

sure only through faith.

XLV.

Ver. 13. 6t&

v6[iov.

in vv. 13, 14, means the Mosaic law is evidenced, (a) by the fact
the Apostle presents in ver. 15 the proof of the statement which he
makes respecting v6p.og in ver. 14, he uses the words 6 v6pog. In order to the
completeness of this proof, the two expressions must refer to the same thing

That

that,

vdfioq,

when

;

(b)

by the parallelism, in

8-10.

its

main thought,

of this passage with Gal.

offered (ver. 10) requires the

The proof there

iii.

same correspondence

between the two which is demanded here (c) by the contrast, in the verses
which immediately follow, both here and in Galatians, between faith and the
law— where the reference is clearly to the law of Moses (d) by the fact that
in Gal. iii. 18— where a similar statement is found to that of ver. 14 here,
and vdfiov is used— the preceding verse to which this statement is subordinate
has 6 v6fiog, and is in the midst of a surrounding context which deals especially
with the position and effect of that particular law which the Jews knew.
Meyer holds that vd/uog of the last clause of ver. 15 also means the Mosaic
;

;

etc.— and this is very probably, though not certainly,
however, this be not the meaning, the peculiar form
of expression—with the negative— must be regarded as indicating the more
universal sense, where there is no law.

law— where the

law

is not,

the true explanation.

If,

XL VI.
Kapafiacig, napapdTTjg,

and

Ver. 15. ovfo napapaffig.

Trapafiaivu, refer to that particular sort of sin or

wrong which consists in transgression of positive or revealed or written law. The
use of the first of these words here, therefore, shows that Paul certainly did
not mean by vSfiog of this verse any law whatever, whether revealed law or the
law of nature. This view of the meaning has been held by some writers, but

,
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quite indefensible. " Transgression, " in the Pauline language, always presupposes the existence of revealed or positive law. The evidence respecting
the use of these words may be seen by examining the passages in which they
occur
impafSalvu>, Matt. xv. 2, 3
Acts i. 25
2 John 9 (T. R.)
napapdrw,
is

:

Rom.
14

;

;

ii.

Gal.

25,

27

;

Gal.

iii.

19

;

1

ii.

Tim.

18
ii.

;

James

14

;

XLVII.

Heb.

;

ii. 9,

ii. 2,

11

;

;

irapd(3amg,

Rom.

ii.

23, iv. 15, v.

ix. 15.

Ver. 19. ov Karev6ijaev.

In opposition to the view of Meyer, who adopts ov, T. R. (see his critical
remarks at the beginning of the chapter), W. & H., Tisch., Treg., Weiss, Godet,
and others, omit it. Weiss ed. Mey. claims that Meyer's explanation of the
negative

before dadevrjaag, as being from the point of view of the subject, is
Abraham cannot be regarded as reflecting on the character of his faith, and that a rhetorical meiosis, such as is supposed by Mey
firj

to be rejected because

and others (following Theophylact), would certainly have been
ova.
The fit], he thinks, can only deny such an aodeveiv as
apparently would be necessarily united with Karevuriaev and hence he holds
that the oil before the last mentioned verb cannot have been in the original
text.
As against Meyer's view respecting fxrj Weiss seems to be correct, but it
is doubtful whether his own positive position can be maintained.
Can we not,
Philippi,

expressed with

;

with Winer, p. 486, account for jug (if we read ov KarevorjGEv), as introducing a
supposition or conception which is to be denied? Philippi claims, on the
other hand, that the ov cannot be dispensed with, because the subjoined tie
would, in that case, have required the insertion of fxiv after KarevoTjaev.
356), however, shows that while fiev would be demanded in a
classical writer, there is more looseness of usage in the case of Paul and the
other N. T. authors. The attempt to determine on absolute grounds that the
one or the other reading must, of necessity, be adopted seems to be vain, and
the question must be decided according to the probabilities of the case, both
(ver. 20)

Buttm.

(p.

and internal. The external evidence undoubtedly favors the omission
The internal argument is more evenly balanced, but the connection
with ver. 18, in which Abraham is represented as resting his belief upon hope
in God, where there seemed to be no ground for hope on the human side, and
external

of ov.

the fact that Gen. xvii. 17 is the passage in the O. T. narrative to which the
language of the verse is most nearly conformed, may be regarded as, on the
whole, confirming the evidence of the oldest mss. If ov is omitted, fir) doQevqcac
may be translated, with R. V. and Weiss, without being weakened [or weak] in
faith, or, perhaps better, with Buttm. (cf Godet), not being weak, etc. —the clause,
.

as

Godet expresses

"controlling all that follows, " as if a sort of negative cause.
The former rendering is exposed, in some degree, to the objection presented
by Meyer, that the clause thus becomes superfluous. He holds, however (see
it,

his note), that this is the true rendering of the text,

if

read without

ov,

and

presents the objection as an argument against that text.

XLVIII.
If ov is

Ver. 20.

elg St ttjv eirayycXiav.

omitted before

other hand, or yet;

Karevorjaev, Si is to be explained as equivalent to on the
although he considered the facts which made the result

promised seem impossible, he yet was so far from wavering through unbelief,
that he was even strengthened, etc.

CHAP. v.
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Y.

and Tisch. (8) read
K* min., several vss. (including Syr. Vulg.
But this reading, though very strongly attested, yields a
It.) and Fathers.
because
sense (let us maintain peace with God) that is here utterly unsuitable
the writer now enters on a new and important doctrinal topic, and an exhortation
at the very outset, especially regarding a subject not yet expressly spoken of,
would at this stage be out of place.* Hence the e^o/zev, sufficiently attested by
B** k** F G, most min., Syr. p. and some Fathers, is to be retained and the
Ver.

1. ixo/iev]

Lachm.

following

ex(o/iev,

(in the margin), Scholz, Fritzsche,

A B* C D K L

;

;

subjunctive must be regarded as having arisen from misunderstanding, or
Ver. 2. ry morel] wanting in B D E F
from the hortatory use of the passage.
omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. (7), as also by Ewald. Following
G, Aeth. It.

—

;

ver.

1, it is

sion,

altogether superfluous

which secured the

but this very reason accounts for

;

direct reference of

elg r.

its

omis-

The gen-

%ap. ravr to irpooay.

TrioTet is also attested by the reading ev ry irlarei (so Fritzsche)
and several Fathers, which points to a repetition of the final letters
of eaxvKafiEN. — Ver. 6. After acBevuv preponderating witnesses have en, which
A misplacement of the en before
Griesb. Lachm. and Tisch. (8) have adopted.
yap, because it was construed with aodevtiv, along with which it came to be

uineness of
in

A

K**

rrj

93,

Thus en came in twice, and the first was either mechanically allowed
CD* K), or there was substituted for it elye (B), or elg ri (F G), or
The misplacement of the en came to predominate, because a Churchel yap.
Ver. 8. 6 Qeog, which a considerable number of
lesson began with Xpiarog
witnesses have before elg rj/iag (so Tisch. 7) is wanting in B. But as the love

written.
to

remain (A

.

—

ver. 7 to be the subject of the disKavxwevoi] F G read Kavxtipev L, min.,
and several Fathers Kavxu/JteOa. Also Vulg. It. Arm. Slav, express gloriamur.
An erroneous interpretation. See the exegetical remarks. Ver. 12. The sec-

of Christy not that of God, appeared

course, 6 Ge6g

was omitted.

—Ver

from

11.

;

—

wanting in D E F G 62, It. Syr. p. Aeth. and most Fathers, also
with
an asterisk Arm. Chrys. Theodoret place it after SijjWev.
Aug.
In Syr.
Tisch. (7) had omitted it. But as the word has preponderant testimony in its

ond

6 Qavarog is

;

favour,

and

as in order to the definiteness of the otherwise very definitely exver. 12 the
it cannot be dispensed with, if in both halves of

pressed sentence
relation of sin

ward,

death is, as is manifestly the design, to be expressly put foromitted by Tisch., must be defended. Its omission may have
apparent superfluousness, or from the similarity between the

and

6 davarog,

arisen from its

final syllables of

67**, Or.

and

avdpuliors and QdvaTOS.

others, codd. in Ruf.

1
This even, in opposition to the opinion
of Tisch. (8), that on account of the weighty

^^

cannot be
favour l x
rejected, " nisiprorsus ineptum sit ; ineptum

testimony in

its

— Ver. 14. pq]

and Aug., and

is

is

wanting in

62, 63,

declared by Ambrosiaster

vero nan videtur." Hofmann also has not
been able suitably to explain the ix ev
which he defends. See the exegetical re-

^

marks.
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to be

an interpolation. But it is certified partly by decisive testimony in its
partly by the undoubted genuineness of the nal
and partly because

favour
the

;

;

apparently contradicts the erroneously understood if £ (in quo) rravreg
fjjuaprov in ver. 12.
See Reiche, Commentar. crit I. p. 39 ff.
Ver. 16. d/zaprj?aavrog'] D E F G, 26, 80, and several vss. and Fathers read u/j-apr^/iarog, which
pri

—

Griesb.

recommended.

Tufiarov.

— Ver.

A

by the antithesis en noil. TrapairSo also Lachm. and Tisch.
vss., and Fathers.
(8) following
But A F G read kv hi irapanr.,
D E h rcj hi napanr. 47, Or. h hbg irapanr. The original reading was most probably the simplest, ev hi irapairT., which, though not most strongly, is nevertheless sufficiently attested (also recommended by Griesb. and adopted by Tisch.
(7),
because from it the rise of the other variations can be very naturally explained.
By way of more specific indication in some cases, the article was added (D E),
in others hi was changed into hdg (47, Or.). But, seeing that in any case the
sense was quite the same as in the r£ rov hog Trapairr. read in ver. 15, this was
at first written alongside as a parallel, and then taken into the text.
gloss occasioned

rtirovivog

17.

izapairrufiaTL]

BCKLPK,

Contents.—Paul has
of

its

to the

necessity

law

(iii.
%

(i.

hitherto described the dimioovvri

18-iii. 21)

;

of its nature

He now

31-iv. 25).

21-30)

(iii.

;

etc

iziareug in respect

and

of its relation

discusses the Messed assurance of salvation

and the future to the SiKaiudhreg en nicreug (ver. 1-11);
and then— in order clearly to exhibit the greatness and certainty of salvation
in Christ, more especially in its divine world-wide significance as the blissful
secured for the present

epoch-forming counterpart of the Adamite ruin
tailed parallel between this salvation

Adam

(vv. 12-19),

and was

and

—he

presents us with a de-

the misery which once

augmented through

necessarily

the

came through
law (vv

20

21).

Ver.

I.

1

Ovv draws an inference from the whole of the preceding section,
and develops the argument in such a form that dtKaiudevreg,

21-iv. 25,

iii.

following at once on did ttjv dimluaiv 7//., heads the sentence with triumphant emphasis.
What a Messed assurance of salvation is enjoyed by believers
in virtue of their justification which has taken place through faith, is now

more particularly set forth not however in the form of an exhortation
(Hofmann, in accordance with the reading ix^fuv) "to let our relation to

to be

;

God be one

of peace" (through a life of faith), in

that obviously rests in the

taken to

XLIX.

lie

on

p. 220.]

first

case the emphasis,
eipt?vr?v, is

—

did tov

He

which

instance on dimiud. and then on

Kvpiov fa. 'I. X.
elpfyvrpf i%. it. t. Se6v] [See Note
who is justified is no longer in the position of one to

whom God must

be and is hostile (exfybg eeov, ver. 9 f.), but on the contrary he has peace (not in a general sense contentment, satisfaction,
as Th.
Schott thinks) in his relation to God. This is the peace which consists in
the

known

one

is

objective state of reconciliation, the opposite of the state in which
subject to the divine wrath and the sensus irae.
With justification
this peace ensues as its immediate and abiding result. 3
Hence diKaiudevrec

....
1

exouev (comp. Acts ix. 31

On

;

John

vv. 1-8 see Winzer, Commentat. Lips.
entire chapter Stolting, Beitrage z. Exegese d. Paul. Briefe, Gottingen,
1832.

On the

xvi. 33).

1869, p. 3
»

And

through Christ

(did

ff.

Comp. Dorner,

Olauben, p. 12

f.

die Rechtfert durch den

CHAP,
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v., 2.

tov Kvpiov k.t.X.) as the elpqvoTrotSc is this pacem ohtinere (Bremi, ad Isocr.
a truth obvious indeed in itself, but which, in
Archid. p. Ill) procured
consonance with the strength and fulness of the Apostle's own believing experience, is very naturally again brought into special prominence here, in
;

order to connect, as

There

is

as in

were, triumphantly with this objective cause of the
to it respecting the point in question, ver. 2.

thus the less necessity for joining 6id tov Kvpiov k.t.1. with elpr/v?]v
of
it belongs, like Trpbg r. Qeov, in accordance with the position

(Stolting)
exofiev,

it

what we owe

state of peace

;

to the latter word.

Acts

ii.

—

the ethical relation, Bernhardy, p. 265),
not to be confounded with the divinely

Trpdc (of

1

47, xxiv. 16.

It is

wrought inward state of mental peace, which is denoted by e Ipqvn tov 9eov in
comp. Col. iii. 15. The latter is the subjective correlate of the
Phil. iv. 7
inobjective relation of the elpyvn, which we have irpbc tov Qeov, although
separably combined with the latter.
of the
Ver. 2. At' ov ml k.t.%.] Confirmation and more precise definition
The mi does not merely append (Stolting),
'Itjgov X.
preceding did ...
but is rather the "also" of corresponding relation, giving prominence pre;

.

cisely to

what had here an important practical bearing
Comp. ix. 24 1 Cor. iv. 5
k.t.1.

previous dta Kvpiov

climactic interpretation here (Kollner

merit of Christ

;"

;

;

comp. Riickert)

x^p. is not something
contrary, the foundation of

elg t.

added

is

:

proving the

as

i.e.

Phil.

iv.

10.

The

" a heightened form of stating the

open to the objection that the -pooayuyi/
elpTfvij, but, on the

to or higher than the

mi in the sense
ml ...
two sentences, which are
not to be placed in special relation to iii. 23 would be made co-ordinate,
although the second is the consequence of that which is affirmed in the first.
" as

—

well

....

it.

If

we were

to take

.

as" (Th. Schott, Hofmann), the

Xen. Gyrop. vii. 5, 45 Thuc. i. 82, 2
and see alsoonEph. ii. 18. Through
inasmuch as He
Christ we have had our introduction to the grace, etc.,
which resacrifice
atoning
His
of
in.
virtue
iii.
18)
Himself (comp. 1 Pet.
moves the wrath of God, has become our irpooayoyevg, or, as Chrysostom
Ttjv

npocayuynv]

the introduction,*

Plut. Mor. p. 1097 E, Lucian, Zeux. 6

;

;

;

In this case the preposition 6t&,
it, fiaupdv bvTac Tzpoarjyaye.
fully warranted, because Christ
is
ver.
in
the
Sid
1,
with
corresponds
which
and dihas brought us to grace in His capacity as the divinely appointed
To
r. wpoaay.
f.].
T.
378
[E.
f.
354
Winer,
p.
vinely given Mediator. Comp.
belongs etc r. dpiv TavTrjv ; and Ty iriant, by means offaith, denotes the
aptly expresses

—

x

kaxvK-

"

Comp. Herodian,

,«v «irfttp>
p 465 B
:

viii. 7,

€ X ovt€ S Trpb?
ei P r,v

W

Trpbs

8

tfeov*.

:

9

Plat. Pol. v.

the shore, x.
the stall, xii.

iXA^Xovs

oi

ivSpes

a^ov^v Legg. xii. p. 955 B; Ale. I. p. 107,
D Xenoph. and others.
« npoaayuyri ought not to be explained as
;

;

access (Vulg. accessum,

and so most

inter-

but as leading towards, the meaning which the word always has (even in
Eph. ii. 18, iii. 12). See Xen. I.e.: tovs e^tov?
Polybius uses
<f>i\ov<: Seo^eVovs npovayuyrjs.
it to express the bringing up of engines

preters),

against a besieged town,

ix.

the bringing up of ships to
the bringing of cattle into
In Herod, ii. 58 also the
4, 10.
a leading up, carrying
literal meaning is

comp.

avr\ 7roAe>ov

41, 1, xiv. 10,

;

i.

48,

i.

2

6

;

;

:

up in solemn procession. Tholuck and van
Hengel have rightly adopted the active
meaning in this verse (comp. Weber, vom
Zorne

316)

Gottes, p.

;

whilst Philippi, Tim-

Ewald, Hofmann (comp. Mehrmg)
abide by the rendering " access." Chrysosyap
torn aptly observes on Eph.iL 18: oy

breit,

a<f>'

eaviw

npo<rn X

Trpoo-jjA^o^ev,

#w ev

-

a.W

in

avrov

;
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subjective medium of r. npooay. icxwafiev.
On the other hand, Oecumenius,
Bos, "Wetstein, Michaelis, Reiche, Baumgarten-Crusius take r. trpoaayuy. absolutely, in the sense of access to God (according to Reiche as a figurative

mode

of expressing the beginning of grace),

ing to ry
r.

and

elg ttjv

xap. ravr. as belong-

we must supply after i:pooay. the words npbg
and we may with Bos and Michae18, iii. 12)

In that case

iriarei.

Qedv from ver. 1 (Eph.

ii.

;

explain npoaayuy^ by

the usage of courts, in accordance with which
access to the king was obtained through a wpooayuyevg, sequester (Lamprid.
lis

But the whole of this reading is liable to the objection
would be an expression without analogy in the N. T.
Not habemus (Luther and many others), nor nacti sumus et

in Alex. Sev. 4).

that

—

mong

elg tt)v

iGXTjKauev]

xaptv
:

habemus (most modern interpreters, including Tholuck, Riickert, Winzer,
Ewald), but hdbuimus, namely, when we became Christians.
So also de Wette,
Philippi, Maier, van Hengel, Hofmann.
Comp. 2 Cor. i. 9, ii. 13, vii. 5.

The

perfect realizes as present the possession formerly obtained, as in Plat.

—

and see Bernhardy, p. 379.
elg ttjv X ap. ravr.] The divine
grace of which the justified are partakers ' is conceived as a field of space, into
which they have had (eaxwauev) introduction through Christ by means of
Apol. p. 20 D,

and

faith,

in

which they now have

—

peace with God.
kv y eorr/Kafxev]
but to the nearest antecedent, ttjv xapiv
also accompanied by the demonstrative
in which we stand.
The

does not refer to

(exo/xev)

niorei (Grotius),

rrj

y

which

is

:

joyful consciousness of the present, that the possession of grace once entered upon is permanent, suggested the word to the Apostle.
Comp. 1 Cor.
xv. 1
1 Pet. v. 12.
koI Kavx^/ieda] [See Note L. p. 221.] maybe regarded

—

;

as a continuation either of the last relative sentence {kv
y earyic., so

van

Hengel, Ewald, Mehring, Stolting), or of the previous one (di* ov nal k.t.1.),
or of the principal sentence {elpyv. ixo^v).
The last alone is suggested by
the context, because, as ver. 3 shows, a new and independent element in the
description of the blessed condition is introduced with nal mvxoifieda.
Kavxaadai expresses not merely the idea of rejoicing, not merely "the inward

—

elevating consciousness,

to

which outward expression
by which we

(Reiche), but rather the actual glorying,

is

not forbidden"

praise ourselves as

privileged (" what the heart is full of, the mouth will utter").
Such is its
meaning in all cases.
On kiri, on the ground of, i.e. over, joined with tcavx.,
comp. Ps. xlviii. 6
Prov. xxv. 14
Wisd. xvii. 7
Ecclus. xxx. 2.
No
further example of this use is found in the N. T. 2 It is therefore unneces-

—

;

;

;

sary to isolate Kavx^eda, so as to make erf eliri6i independent of it (iv. 18
so van Hengel).
Comp. on the contrary, the ce[ivvveo6ai errl ran frequent in
;

Greek authors.

The

variation of the prepositions, eni

1
For to nothing else than the grace experienced in justification can ei? t. x *P- r. be

referred in accordance with the context
(SiKatwtfevTes)— not to the blessings of Christianity generally

(Chrysostom and others,
and Winzer;
comp.
Ruckert and Kollner)
not to the Gospel
(Fritzsche) and not to the eiprjvr, (Mehring,
Stolting), which would yield a tame tautol-

including

Flatt

;

;

and in

ver. 3 ev, is

ogy.—The demonstrative ravr^v implies
something of triumph. Compare Photius.

The joyful consciousness

of the Apostle is
of the high blessing of grace,
which he has just expressed in the terms
still

full

SikouWk and Sutauot»eVTes.
* But see Lycurgus in Beck. Anecd. 275,
4
Diod. S. xvi. 70 and Kiihner, II. 1, p. 436.
;

!

chap.
not to be imputed to any set purpose
d6£a

r.

Qeov

kingdom

iii.

20

25

iii.

;

f. al.

— The

Comp. 1 Thess. ii. 12 John xvii. 22,
and see Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 376.
2

shall hereafter participate.
;

comp. on

;

the glory of God, in which the members of the Messiah's

is

also viii. 17

183

Y., 3, 4.

Rev. xxi. 11

The reading

1

;

John

;

iii.

;

of the Vulg. gloriae Jiliorum Dei, is a gloss that hits the right
Reiche and Maier, following Luther and Grotius, take the genitive

sense.

:

But that God

as a genit. auctoris.

does not distinctively characterize

is

the giver of the 66^a,

it.

is

self-evident

and

Riickert urges here also his exposition

comp. Ewald. But see on that passage. Flatt takes it as the
(iii. 23), but the khiridi, pointing solely to the glorious future,
It is aptly explained by Melanchthon
is decisive against this view.
quod
Deus sit nos gloria sua aeterna ornaturus, i. e. vita aeterna et communicatione
of

iii.

23

;

approval of

God

'

'

:

sui ipsius."

Vv.
OX'np.]

3, 4.

1

Ob

fidvov 6f\ scil. KavxhiisBa

nected with Kavxaadat
deprov.

iv.

4

(ver. 11

;

2 Cor.

a

k%Tridi ttjc 66$-wq r. 0eoi>.

£7r'

of the tribulations (affecting us), as

commonly
15

x.

Gal.

;

in the

—

T. ev

IT.

ev rale

is

con-

Comp. Senec.

vi. 13).

"gaudent magni viri rebus adversis non alitor quam fortes
As to the ground of this Christian icavxwic, see
On the thing itself, in which the believer's victory over the
:

milites bellis triumphant."

the sequel.

world makes itself apparent (viii. 35 ff.), comp. 2 Cor. xi. 30, xii. 9 ; Matt,
Observe further, how with the joyActs v. 41
1 Pet. iv. 12 f.
v. 10, 12
ful assurance of ample experience the triumphant discourse proceeds from
;

;

the

as subject-matter of the navxacdat, to the direct opposite

kTiKie ttjc 66^tjc,

rale

(ev

which may be likewise matter

dXifeaiv),

Others

of glorying.

which

(Glockler, Baumgarten-Crusius, Stolting) erroneously render ev as in,

the contrast, requiring the

object,

ed to the
faith and

7

Oltyic

ev y

in ver.

life.

Comp.

vTTOfi. Karep-yat;.

2.

—

ii.

does not permit, since ev

v^o/uovf/v]
;

r. 61. is

not oppos-

endurance, 3 namely, in the Christian

Matt. x. 22, xxiv. 13.

he

unconditionally, because

is

Paul lays down the 7
speaking of those

who

have been justified U niareuc, in whose case the reverse cannot take place
Sokiju^v] triedness, 2 Cor. ii. 9, viii. 2, ix.
without sacrifice of their faith.
13
Phil. ii. 22, " quae ostendit fidem non esse simulatam, sed veram, vivam
Triedness is produced through endurance (not
et ardentem," Melanchthon.
made known, as Reiche thinks) for whosoever does not endure thereby becomes aSoKifiog. There is here no inconsistency with James i. 3. See Huther.

—

;

;

—

klTcida]

it is

namely,

rfjg

dofyg

r.

tian has

become

tried,

The hope,
more the Chris-

Qeov, as is self-evident after ver. 2.

true, already exists before the Sou/if/

nevertheless, the

;

the more also will hope (which the

1
See a climax of description, similar in
point of form in the Tractat. ntOID 9, 15
(see Surenh. III. 309) " Providentia parit
alacritatem, alacritas, innocentiam, innocentia puritatem, puritas abstinentiam, abstinentia sanctitatem, sanctitas modestiam,
:

modestia timorem, timor sceleris pietatem, pietas spiritum sanctum, et spiritus
sanctus resurrectionem mortuorum." In
contrast with this, how fervent, succinct,

addict/iog loses)

con-

and full of life is the climax in our passage
For other chains of climactic succession,
see
2

viii.

29

ff.,

x. 14

ff.

;

2 Pet.

Examples of the usage

ix. 10
II. p.

and

;

2 Cor.

viii. 19)

i.

5

ff.

(ver. 11, viii. 23,

maybe

seen in Kypke,
Heind.

Vigerus. ed. Hemn. p. 543
Stallb. ad Phaed. p. 107 B.
165

;

;

Comp.

Legg. vi. p. 752 A ; Men. p. 71 B.
8 " In ratione bene considerata stabilis
et perpetua permansio," Cic. de inv.

ii.

54.

.
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sciously possess him.

yet withal
present,

(John

ii.

is

Comp. James

i.

Hope

12.

produced by the emergence of the

and yet be
II).

1

pride in suffering

further,

how

widely removed from

Christian navxaodai ev ralg dAtyecn in our passage.

is

Ver.

In

it

the

eattis is

5.

uniformly

as the highest subjective blessing of the justified person,

assured of the glorious consummation (not in ver. 3

only in ver. 2 as

all fanatical

the reason assigned with conscious clearness for the

is

meant and designated

who

and

may be

just as faith

further produced through something emerging

still

— Observe

therefore present,

is

donifif/,

Hofmann

blessing, as

'~H.de e attic] not,

f . as

conduct and

thinks). 8

" the 7wpe thus

1

established'

''

(Oecumenius, Olshau-

in accordance with the analogy of the preceding ele-

sen, Stolting), but,

ments, and without any excluding limitation, the hope (of glory), as such,

This deceives no one who has it. It is
and the proof that follows gives information as to the fact, that
this is uttered in the consciousness and out of the inward assurance of real
living justification by faith. 3
ov Karatexvvei] mdketh not asliamed, i.e. " habet certissimum salutis (of the thing hoped for) exitum, " Calvin, as will be
shown at the judgment. " Spes erit res,'''' Bengel. Comp. ix. 33 Ecclus.
ii. 10
Bar. vi. 39
Ps. xxii. 6.
Comp. also Plat. Conv. p. 183 E, Aoyovc
ml vizoaxeaetg Karataxvvac. Polit. p. 268 D Dem. 314, 9. The expression
of triumphant certainty in the present is not to be removed by changing it
into the future (Hofmann, who would read Karatexvvei).
on ay dm] r. Qeov
k.t.a.] Ground of
de eArrig ov Karaia xThe divine love, 4 effectually present
in the heart through the Holy Spirit, is to the Christian consciousness of
faith the sure pledge that we do not hope in vain and so as to be put to
shame at last, but that God will on the contrary fulfil our hope. Qeov is
the genitive of the subject
the love of God to us (so most expositors following Origen, Chrysostom, and Luther), not of the object love to God (Theodoret, Augustine, Anselm, and others
including Klee, Glockler, Umbreit,
Hofmann, Stolting), which appears from ver. 8, as incorrect. 6 Comp. viii.
39
2 Cor. xiii. 13. As respects the justified, the wrath of God has given
place to His love, which has its presence in them through the Spirit, its
dwelling and sphere of action in believing hearts
and thus it is to them,
consequently the Christian hope.
self-evident,

—

;

;

;

;

—

tj

i]

;

:

;

;

;

like the Spirit Himself, appafiuv of the hoped-for 66^a, 2 Cor.

i.

22, v. 5.

—

Figure for abundant, living effective communication (Acts ii. 17,
x. 45).
The idea of abundance is already implied in the sensuous image of
outpouring, but may also, as in Tit. iii. 6, be specially expressed. •
h ralg
eKKexvrai]

—

accordance with the expression of the completed fact,
the being spread abroad in the heoyrt (motus in loco).
Comp. LXX. Ps. xlv.
Kapdiaig] denotes, in

—

2.

1

8

6ia vrvevfiaToc k.t.a.]

Through the agency

Comp. Lipsius, Rechtfertigungsl, p. 207 f.
Comp. the i)Sela eknis, which ael irapeori,

of the Spirit

subjectivam, sed

effectum vel

qua manifestationem

senmm ejusdem

in contrast to the <^v /xctA Ka»c^s eXiriSos in

nostris

Plato, Rep. p. 331 A.

(against Osiander).

3

Comp. Dusterdieck

Th. 1870, p. 668
4

As

in the Jahrb. f. D.

ff

well said by Calovius: "quae
•haritas effusa in nobis non qua inhamonem
is

bestowed on

effusum."

Comp.

et

us,

qua

in cordibus

Melanchthon

Among Catholics this explanation of active love was favoured by the doctrine of
the justilia infusa.
• Comp. generally Suicer, Thes. I.
p, 1075.
6

;:

CHAP.

who

the principle of the real self-communication of God, the divine love

is

is also

poured out in our hearts

Ver.
Spirit

185

V., 6.

;

see viii. 15, 16

Objective actual proof of this ayairq

6.
fills

Comp.

our heart.

as to the

;

Gal. iv.

r.

argument

Qeov,
viii.

6.

which through the
u For Christ,
39.

—

en] can in
when we were yet weak, at the right time died for the ungodly.'
no case belong to airidave (Stolting), but neither does it give occasion for
Paul should perhaps have written en
ri).
any conjecture (Fritzsche
Xptarbg yap ovtuv rjfiuv acOevtiv en
yap bvruv r/fi. aadevuv Xpiardg k.t.X., or
but amidst the collision of emk.t.I. (hence the second en in Lachmann)
phasis between en and the subject both present to his mind, he has expressed himself inexactly, so that now en seems to belong to Xpiarog, and
1

''

fj

:

:

:

;

yet in sense necessarily belongs, as in ver.

8,

to bvruv k.t.1.

To get rid

1

of this

irregularity, Seb. Schmid, Oeder, Koppe, and Flatt have taken "en as insuper,
and that either in the sense of adeo (Koppe, also Schrader), which however
or so that a for further, for
it never means, not even in Luke xiv. 26
moreover" (see Baeumlein, PartiJc. p. 119) introduces a second argument for #
Against this latter
6e ehirlc ov Karate %• (Flatt, also Baumgarten-Crusius).
construction ver. 8 is decisive, from which it is clear that vv. 6-8 are meant
On en itself, with the
to be nothing else than the proof of the ayawn r. Qeov.
imperfect participle in the sense of tunc adhuc, comp. Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I.
It indicates the continued existence, which the earlier condition
p. 693.
2
ovtuv rjfi. aaOevtiv] when we were still (en) without strength, still
still had.
had not the forces of the true spiritual life, which we could only receive
'

l

;

—

The

through the Holy Ghost.

i

Comp.

irapeip.ev

Plat. Rep. p. 503

vvv kiyop-ev

jitaKpoTepovs

\

p. 363

E In

8t»

:

D

:

sinfulness is purposely described as weakness

8 TOTe

en toutwv
(where en

ol S*

a7roTeivovat jai<7#ovs

ought to stand before naxp.). Achill. Tat.
V. 18 eyw 8e en <roi Tavra ypd<f>oi irap&ivos, and.
see Winer, p. 515 [E. T. 553]. Buttmann,
".

neut. Gr. p. 333 f

in

loc.

.

[E. T. 389]

Van Hengel

;

and Fritzsche

decides in favour

of the reading with the double In (Griesbach, Lachmann, see the critical remarks)
he thinks that Paul had merely wished to

but
sake of clearness
inserted after Xpioros the words bvriav piv
say

had

:

ftt

yap X.

Kara. Kaip. vn. atrefi. aired.,

in dictation for the

Mehring also follows Lachmann's
reading. He thinks that Paul intended to
write, with emphatic repetition of the en
en -yap Xpio-rbs, en V7rep d<re/3we ane&ave, but
interrupted the sentence by the insertion
of ovtuv i]fi. a<r&. Ewald, holding el yap or
elye to be the original (see critical remarks)
and then reading fti after aa&evuv, finds in
ao-d ere.

6, and takes vv.
Comp. also Usteri,

ver. 9 the apodosis of ver.
7,

8 as a parenthesis.

Th. Schott also follows
the reading ei yap (and after a<r& en), but
finds the apodosis so early as ver. 6, by
supplying after a<r&. en ane&ave whereas
Lehrbegr. p. 119.

:

:

;

Hofmann

(in his Schriftbew. II. p. 347), fol.

lowing the same reading, like Ewald, made
ver. 9 fill the place of the apodosis, but now
prefers to read en at the beginning as well
as also after aa&evuv, and to punctuate
thus en y. Xpiorbs ovrutv i)p.<av atrdeviav, en
:

Kara naipbv vn. a<re/3. o7re'#. With this reading Hofmann thinks that the second en begins the sentence anew, so that with
Xpiorbs ane&avev an en stands twice, the
first referring to ovtuv rin&v do-tfejw, and
the second to inep ao-efi£)v. But it is selfevident that thus the difficulty is only
doubled, because en would both times be
erroneously placed, which would yield, especially in the case of the second en, a

strange and in fact intolerable confusion,
would stand just beside it a
definition of time {Kara Kaipov), to which
nevertheless the word elsewhere, so fresince there

quently used with definitions of time, is
apply— a fact which is not

not intended to
to be disguised

by subtleties. Marcker
would read en twice, but render the
en "moreover,''' which, however,
first
would be without reference in the text.
2 Baeumlein, p. 118
Schneider, ad Plat.
also

;

Hep. p. 449 C.

;

;
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(need of help), in order to characterize it as the motive for the love of God
The idea of disease (Theodoret Tfjg aoepeiag nepiKcifxevuv
Umbreit, and others), or that of minority
Theophylact,
comp.
TTiv v6aov\

interfering to save.

(van Hengel),

:

not suggested by anything in the context.

is

— Kara

naipdv]

either (1) be rendered according to the time, according to the nature of
the time, so that with Erasmus, Luther, Flacius, Castalio, Pareus, Seb.
Schmid, also Schrader and Th. Schott, it would have to be connected with

may

in accordance
;* or (2) it may belong to vrcep ace/3. aniOave, and mean,
with the context, either at the appointed time (Gal. iv. 4), as it is here taken
usually, also by de Wette, Tholuck, Philippi, Maier, Baumgarten-Crusius
2
the same as h mtpti, eg aaipov, enl
or (3) at the proper time (see Kypke)
aad.

;

;

Phavorinus /card tov evaaipov k. itpocrjKovra Kaip6v and so the bare
mtpdv (Bernhardy, p. 117), equivalent to naipiog, the opposite of cnrb mipov
and Trapa naipdv. In the first case, however, k. k. would either assign to the
aad. an inappropriate excuse, which would not even be true, since the aadeveia

naipov

;

:

;

or, if it was meant directly to
has always obtained since the fall (ver. 13)
disparage the pre-Christian age (Flacius, " ante omnem nostram pietatem,"
comp. Stolting and Hofmann), it would characterize it much too weakly.
;

In the second case an element not directly occasioned by the connection
Therefore the third interpre(proof of God's love) would present itself.
Hengel) is to be retained.
van
and
Ewald
(so
right
time
the
at
tation alone
:

The death of Jesus for the ungodly took place at
had it not taken place then, they would, instead
experienced the

time of the

final

irapeoig,

proper season, because,

the

of the divine grace, have

righteous outbreak of divine wrath, seeing that the
25, and of the avoxv of God had come to an end.

iii.

Comp. the idea of the ir?Jjpu/M ruv naipuv, Eph. i. 10 Gal. iv. 4. Now or
never was the time for saving the aoepelg now or never was the mipbg denrdg,
and God's love did not suffer the right time for their salvation
2 Cor. vi. 2
8
to elapse, but sent Christ to die for them the sacrificial death of atonement.
4
So in all passages where there is mention of
iirep] for, for the benefit of
Luke xxii. 19, 20 Rom. viii. 32, xiv. 15 1
the object of Christ's death.
;

;

;

—

;

;

" conformably to the
Stolting
as it was suitable for the time,
namely, the time of ungodliness. Similarly
Hofmann, " in consideration of the time,"
which was a time of godlessness, " without
the fear of God on the part of individuals
making any change thereon."

Comp.

1

time,"

:

i.e.

3 Comp. Pind. Isthm. ii. 32
Herod, i. 30
Lucian, Philops. 21 LXX. Is. lx. 22 Job v.
xxxix. 18 Jer. v. 24.
16
;

;

;

;

3

;

According to

my

former explanation of

the passage the meaning WOUld be, that, if
Christ had appeared and died later, they
would have perished unredeemed in their
atrdeveia, and WOUld have had no share in
the act of atonement. But this view is untenable because Paul cannot have looked
on the divine proof of love, given in the redeeming death of Christ, otherwise than in
;

light, i.e. as given to all
appears everywhere in the

a quite general
mankind, as

it

N. T. since John iii. 16. Comp. Philippi,
with whose view I now in substance concur, although in Kara Kaipov, by explaining
it as " seasonably," I find more directly an
element of the love, which the context pro-

poses to exhibit.
* Comp. Eur. Ale. 701
avSpbs ouS* eyw npb

(rod,

:

w Vvr,™

iirep roiS'

Iph. A. 1389

;

Soph.

Track. 705 ; Aj. 1290 Plat. Conv. p. 179 B :
e#eA.>jowa fiovr) vnep toO av-njs avSpbs ano&avelv
Dem. 690, 18 Xen. Cyr. vii. 4, 9 f
Isocr. iv. 77 ; Dio. Cass. lxiv. 13 Ecclus.
XXix. 15 eSwice -yap tV ipvxhv avrov vnep <tov ;
;

.

;

;

;

:

2 Mace. vi. 28, vii. 9, viii. 21 ; comp. also
Ignatius, ad Bom. 4 inep @eo0 auro&vno-Kta.
:

Comp. the compound vnep&vw<eiv with
genit., so

frequent especially in Euripides.

—
CHAP,

;

18?

v., 7, 8.

Eph. v. 1 1 Thess. v. 9, 10 1
Gal. in. 13
That Paul did not intend by virep to convey the
meaning instead of, is shown partly by the fact, that while he indeed some2
times exchanges it for the synonymous irepl (Gal. i. 4, like Matt. xxvi. 20
once
use
instead of it the unambiguous avri
Mark xiv. 25), he does not
(Matt. xx. 28), which must nevertheless have suggested itself to him most
and partly by the fact, that with vnep as well as with Trepi he
naturally
puts not invariably the genitive of the person, but sometimes that of the
tiling (d/xapTitJv), in which case it would be impossible to explain the prepoIt is true that he has certainly
1 Cor. xv. 3).
sition by instead of (viii. 3
regarded the death of Jesus as an act furnishing the satisfactio vicaria, as is
clear from the fact that this bloody death was accounted by him as an expiSteiger on 1 Pet. p. 342 f.), comp.
Eph. v. 2
atory sacrifice (iii. 25
but in no passage has he expressed the substituavrilvrpov in 1 Tim. ii. 6
Cor.

Tim.

i.

ii.

13

;

2 Cor. v. 14

6

;

Tit.

ii.

14.

;

;

;

;

1

;

;

;

;

;

;

On

tionary relation through the preposition.

ception

is

this

:

the contrary his constant con-

the sacrificial death of Jesus, taking the place of the pun-

ishment of men, and satisfying divine justice, took place as such in comwhich is the same thing on account of their
(vv:ep, irepf) of men, or
This we
sins (in gratiam), in order to expiate them (Trepi or imep duapritiv).

—

modum

hold against Flatt, Olshausen, "Winzer, Reithmayr, Bisping,
That vnep must at least be understood as loco in Gal.
as loco.

who
iii.

take inep

13

;

2 Cor.

1 Pet. iii. 18 (Ruckert, Fritzsche, Phi14 (notwithstanding ver. 15)
See on Gal. I.e. and 2 Cor. I.e. ; Philem. 13 is not
lippi), is not correct.
acej3a>v] Paul did not write y/xfiv, in order that after
here a case in point.
v.

;

—

the need of help (aadevuv) the unworthiness might also be
aoefiuv is the category, to

pression (comp.

forth the

made apparent

;

have belonged, and the strong exin order now, through the contrast, to set

which the

iv. 5) is selected,

j?p.eic

more prominently the divine love

in its very strength.

dying imep aaej3(ov as the
Observe the syllogistic
which is apparent through the emphatic eavrov.
relation of ver. 8 to ver. 7
Scarce, namely, for a righteous man (not to mention for dce(3elc) will any one
Vv.

7, 8.

Illustrative description (yap) of this

practical demonstration of the divine love (ver.

8).

;

—

This very contrast to the acefielc completely shuts out the neuter interpretation of dmaiov (" pro re justa," Melanchthon, comp. Olshausen, Jerome,
die.

On

Erasmus, Annot., Luther).

because of the parallel between

account of the same contrast, consequently
ayadov and virep dmaiov, and because

{nzep rov

the context generally has to do only with the dying for persons, rov ayadov
and the article denotes
also is to be taken not as neuter, 3 but as masculine
;

tlie

who is in question in the case concerned. Since, moreover,
distinction between dimioc and dyaddg * is neither implied in the

definite aya66e

an essential

1
See also Ritschl in the
Deutsche Theol. 1863, p. 242.

2

Bremi ad Bern.

01.

iii. 5,

Jahrb.

p. 188,

which they have."
* Comp. on the
contrary Matt.

fur

3

Koster also in the Stud. u. Krit. 1854, p.
lias taken both words as neuter
" hardly does one die for others for the
sake of their (mere) right; sooner at all
events for the sake of the manifestly good,
312,

:

v.

45

further, ivrjp aya#bs k. fiuceuos in Luke xxiii.
50 ^ €i>toAtj ayia k. Sinaia *. aya&rj in Rom.

GOth.

;

'

vii.

re

12

mm

;

6

427; Thes.

rifilv avantyavTai wv ayatfd?
Aesch. Sept. 576 Eur. Hipp,

SUaios

o-o^ds,

iv. viii. 2.

;
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where on the contrary the contrast to both is aaeftuv and afjtaprtAbv,
by Paul, no explanation is admissible that is
such as that -rov
based on an essential difference of idea in the two words
ayadov should be held to express something different from or higher than
context,

nor

in the least hinted at

is

;

Therefore the following

SiKaiov.

is

the only explanation that presents itself

After Paul has said that one
comformable to the words and context
will hardly die for a righteous man, he wishes to add, by way of confirmation (yap), that cases of the undertaking such a death might possibly occur, and
expresses this in the form for perhaps for the good man one even takes it upon
him to die. Thus the previously asserted vnep cinaiov rig anodavelrai, although
one assents to it vix et aegre, is yet said with reason, it may perhaps occur.
Paul has not however written rov SiKaiov in the second clause of the verse,
as he might have done, but introduces rov ayadov, and prefixes it, in order
as

:

:

—

now

to

make

still

in the interest of the contrast, the category

more apparent,

of the quality of the person for

whom

one

may perhaps

venture this

self-

This is substantially the view arrived at by Chrysostom, Theodoret,
Theophylact, Erasmus, in the Paraphr., Beza, Calvin ("rarissimum sane
sacrifice.

exstat, ut pro justo mori quis sustineat guamguam
nonnunquam accidere possit"), Castalio, Calovius, and others recently
formerly also by Hofagain by Fritzsche (also Oltramare and Reithmayr)
mann (in his Schriftbew. II. 1, p. 348). It has been wrongly alleged that it
makes the second half of the verse superfluous (de Wette) and weakening
(Kollner and Ruckert)
on the contrary, in granting what may certainly
now and again occur, it the more emphatically paves the way for the contrast which is to follow, that God has caused Christ to die for quite other
Groundless also is the
persons than the diKa'ovg and ayadovc for us sinners.
objection (of van Ilengel), that in Paul's writings the repeated rig always
the indefinite rig, one, any one, may indeed even
denotes different subjects

inter

homines exemplum

illud

;

;

;

—

;

here represent in the concrete application different subjects or the same.
Comp. 2 Cor. xi. 20. And, even if SiKaiov and rov ayadov be regarded as two
But
distinct conceptions, may not the second rig be the same with the first ?
the perfect accordance with the words and context, which is only found in
Among the explanations thus
the exposition offered, shuts out every other.

excluded, are
(1) Those which take rov ayadov as neuter, like the rendering of Jerome, Erasmus, Annot. ("bonitatem' ), Luther, Melanchthon ("pro
bona et suavi re, i.e. incitati cupiditate aut opinionc magnae utilitatis"),
:

1

and more recently Ruckert ("for the good, i.e. for what he calls his highest
"), Mehring ("for for his own advantage some one perhaps risks even life'")
a moral value,
now also Hofmann ("what is in itself and really good

good

;

.

for which,
perish").

when

—

(2)

it is

endangered, one

sacrifices life, in

Those explanations which indeed take

.

.

.

order not to

let it

rov ayadov properly as

masculine, but yet give self -invented distinctions of idea in reference to
namely (a), the exposition, that 6 ayadog means the benefactor : hardly
SiKaiov
:

does

any one die for a righteous man (who stands in no

for for

closer relation to him)

his benefactor one dares perchance (out of gratitude) to die.

1
"Vix
Clav. I. p. 693.
suam vitam profundat pro

accidit, ut quis

justissimis

;

pro

eo tamen, qui alicui valde
mori non recuset."

So Flacius,

est utilis,

;

1

forsitan

chap,
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v., 7, 8.

Knatchbull, Estius, Hammond, Clericus, Heumann, Wolf, and others
including Koppe, Tholuck, Winer, Benecke, Reiche, Glockler, Krehl, Maier,
Umbreit, Bisping, Lechler, and Jatho. They take the article with ayadov
;

whom

he has, against which nothing can be objected
But we may object that we cannot at all see why
Paul should not have expressed benefactor by the very current and definite
term evepysrjjg and that ayaddg must have obtained the specific sense of beXen. Cyr. iii. 3, 4, al. ap. Dorvill. ad Gharit.
neficence (as in Matt. xx. 15
and Tholuck in he. from the context a want, which the mere arp. 722
as

the benefactor

:

(Bernhardy,

315).

p.

;

;

—

;

ticle

cannot supply (in opposition to Reiche).

Hence, in order to gain for

ayadog the sense beneficent in keeping with the context, dinaioq

would have to
be taken in the narrower sense as just (with Wetstein and Olshausen), so as
to yield a climax from the just man to the benevolent (who renders more than
the mere obligation of right binds him to do). 1 But in ver. 8 there is no
reference to ayadog in the sense assumed

and the narrower sense of dincuoc
8, which demands for
6U precisely the wider meaning (righteous). Besides the prominence which
Paul intends to give to the love of God, which caused Christ to die for sinners, while a man hardly dies for a dinaiog, is weakened just in proportion
as the sense of dkaiog is narrowed.
The whole interpretation is a forced
one, inconsistent with the undefined rov ayadov itself as well as with the entire context.
(b) No better are the explanations which find in rov ayadov
a greater degree of morality than in diKaiov, consequently a man more worthy
of having life sacrificed for him.
So, but with what varied distinctions
especially Ambrosiaster (the dinaioc is such exercitio, the ayadog natura), Benis at

;

variance with the contrasting a/xapruluv in ver.

—

!

gel

(din.

homo

innoxius, 6 ayaddg, omnibus pietatis numeris dbsolutus.

pater patriae), Michaelis, Olshausen, Kollner

(61k.

:

.

.

legally just, ay ad.

v. g.

.

:

per-

good and upright), de Wette 6U. irreproachable, ay ad.
the noble),
Philippi and Th. Schott (both substantially agreeing with de Wette),
also van Hengel (61k.
probus coram Deo, i.e. venerabilis, ayad.
bonus in
hominum oculis, i.e. amabilis), and Ewald, according to whom Site, is he
fectly

:

:

:

1
'

who, in a

:

definite case

accused unto death,

that particular case," while the ayadog

"he,

is

nevertheless innocent in

who

not only in one such inbut predominantly in his whole life, is purely useful to others
and guiltless in himself ;" a comp. Stolting, who finds in din. the honest upright man, and in ayadog him whom we personally esteem and love.
But all
dividual

is

suit,

these distinctions of idea are artificially created

hint from the context. 3
1

An

— On ra%a,

apt illustration of this would be
" Si vir bonus is est,
iii. 15:

Cicero, deoff.

qui prodest quibus potest, nocet nemini,
recte justum virum,

bonum non

facile re-

periemus."
2
Ewald supposes an allusion to cases like
these in 1 Sam. xiv. 45, xx. 17 but that it is
also possible, that Paul might have in view
Gentile examples that were known to him;

self
*

and the readers.

Kunze,

in the Stud. u. Krit.

and brought in without any

fortasse, perhaps indeed, expressing possirecognizes this
but exhalf, contrary to the
words, as if the proposition were expressed
conditionally (et kclC), " for if even some one
lightly ventures to die for the good man,

ff.,

also rightly

plains the

however God proves his love," etc.
Comp. Erasm. Paraphr.— Marcker explains

still

in the sense of one friend dying for another; and suggests that Paul was thinking
it

of the example of
1850, p.

407

;

second

Damon and Pythias.

—
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not without doubt, comp. Xen. Andb. v. 2, 17 Philem. 15
Wisd.
xiv. 19.
In classic authors most frequently ratf av.
kcu rol/na]
etiam sustinet, he has even the courage, 1 can prevail upon himself, audet.
The
nai is the also of 'the corresponding relation.
In presence of the good man,
bility

;

he ventures also to die for him.

down

tov ayadov

;

—

xiii. 6,

— We may add, that the words from

to anodaveiv are not to be put (with

Lachmann)

virep

yap

in a paren-

thesis, since, though they form only a subordinate confirmatory clause, they
cause no interruption in the construction.
Ver. 8. 6e] Not antithetical
("such are men, but such is God," Mehring), as if the sentence began with

—

but rather carrying it onward, namely, to the middle term of the
syllogism (the minor proposition), from which then the conclusion, ver.
9,
6 6e Qe6c,

—

designed to result.
awiart/ai] proves, as in iii. 5.
The accomplished fact
of the atoning death is conceived according to its abiding effect of setting
forth clearly the divine love
hence the present.
The emphasis indeed
is

;

lies in

the

from this proof as such a further
then to be drawn), but passes on strengthened to rfjv eavrov bemust be God's own love, authenticating itself in the death of Christ,

inference

cause

it

instance on

first

avviarrjai (for

is

that gives us the assurance to be expressed in ver. 9.
God Himself, out of
His love for men, has given Christ to a death of atonement iii. 24, viii.
Eph. ii. 4 2 Thess. ii. 16 John iii. 16 1 John iv. 10 et al. To find
32
;

;

in

;

;

;

eavrov ayair. the contrast to our love

towards God (Hofmann
comp.
opposed to the context, which exhibits the divine demonstration of love in Christ's deed of love.
That is the clear relation of ver.
8 to ver. 6 f., from which then the blessed inference is drawn in ver. 9.
Hence we are not to begin a new connection with owiorrioi 6e k.t.I. (Hofmann,
on

t.

;

ver. 5) is quite

God lets us know, and gives us to experience that He loves us and this
He does, because Christ," etc.). The on cannot be the motive of God for His
cvviorrjoi k.t.1. since He has already given Christ out of'love
it is meant on
'

'

;

,

;

the contrary to specify the actual ground of the knowledge of the divine proof
of love (
elc etcelvo, on, comp. on 2 Cor. i. 18
John ii. 18).
e\c rjuac]

=

—

;

belongs to awiar.
en dfiapr. bvr. *//z.] For only through the atoning death
of Christ have we become ditcauodevreg.
See ver. 9.
Ver. 9. To prove that hope maketh not ashamed (ver. 5), Paul had laid
stress on the possession of the divine love in the heart (ver. 5)
then he had
;

proved and characterized this divine love itself from the death of Christ
(vv. 6-8)
and he now again infers, from this divine display of love, from
the death of Christ, that the hoped-for eternal salvation is all the more as;

—

sured to us.
7toMm ovv p.ak'Xov] The conclusion does not proceed a minoi'i ad
majus (Estius and many, including Mehring), but, since the point now turns
on the carrying out of the divine act of atonement, a majori (vv. 6-8) ad

minus

(ver. 9).

in vv. 15-17

:

— nollCi

much

less

therefore can it be doubted that, etc.

reference to en afiaprukuv bvrcov
shall be rescued

from

the divine

rjfiuv

:

in ver.

wrath

Respecting ToA/xa*' see Wetstein, who
" quidpiam grave in
properly defines it
animum inducere et sibi imperare. " Comp.
1

enhancement of

fiaXkov] expresses the

(1

8.

—

Thess.

i.

p. 309 f.

certainty, as

vvv stands in

codqodfieda cnrb

10

;

Ale. 284

;

r. bpyfjg] ice

comp. Matt.

Stallbaum, ad Plat. Rep.

ad Eur.

;

p.

360

iii.

7),

B Monk,
;

Jacobs in Addit. adAthen.

CHAP.

i9i

V., 10.

which issues forth at the last judgment
Comp. Winer, p. 577 [E. T. 621] Acts ii.

60 that the latter,

not affect us.

;

(ii.

does
This negative

5, iii. 5),

40.

expression for the attainment of the hoped-for S6^a renders the inference

more obvious and convincing. For the positive expression see 2 Tim. iv.
18.
6C avrov] i.e. through the operation of the exalted Christ, iv ry fay

—

— Faith,

understood as a
but is not mentioned here, because only what hag
been accomplished by God through Christ is taken into consideration. If
faith were in the judgment of God the anticipation of moral perfection (but
Observe
see note on i. 17), least of all could it have been left unmentioned.
also how Paul has justification in view as a unity, without different degrees
avrov, ver.

10.

matter of course

as the 2,tjktik6v of justification, is

(ver. 1),

or stages.

More

—

development (yap, namely) of ver. 9.
ix^poi]
from Karrfkl. rQ> Gew. But it is not to be taken in
an active sense (hostile to God, as by Riickert, Baur, Reithmayr, van Hengel,
Weber,
Deutsche Theol. 1863, p. 515 f.
Mehring, Ritschl in the Jahrb.
vom Zorne Gottes, p. 293, and others for Christ's death did not remove the
enmity of men against God, but, as that which procured their pardon on
the part of God, it did away with the enmity of God against men, and thereupon the cessation of the enmity of men towards God ensued as the moral
Ver.

10.

special

namely, of God, as

is

clear

f

;

;

consequence brought about by faith. And, with that active conception,
could Paul properly have inferred his iro?i Iti fiallov n.r.l., since in point
of fact the certainty of the aodvoouEVa is based on our standing in friendship
(grace) with God, and not on our being friendly towards God ? Hence the
passive explanation alone is correct (Calvin and others, including Reiche,

how

Fritzsche, Tholuck, Krehl, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, Philippi, Hofmann enemies of God, i.e. those against whom the holy (feocexdpia, the bpyq
:

reicva bpyfjc, Eph. ii.
i. 30
This does not contradict the
aydivt] Qeov praised in ver. 8 (as Riickert objects), since the very arrangement, which God made by the death of Jesus for abandoning His enmity
against sinful men without detriment to His holiness, was the highest proof
Consequently KarrfK'kaynp.tv and
of His love for us (not for our sins).

God on account

of

Comp.

3.

xi.

28

of sin,

is

and

see

;

directed

on Col.

deoarvyelg,

;

i.

21.

;

'

—

mrallayivrec must also be taken not actively, but passively : reconciled with
God, so that He is no longer hostile towards us, but has on the contrary, on
account of the death of His (beloved) Son, abandoned His wrath against

and we, on the other hand, have become partakers in His grace and
for the positive assertion (comp. ver. If.), which is applicable to all
believing individuals (ver. 8), must not be weakened into the negative and
general conception " that Christians have not God against tliem" (Hofmann).
See on Col. i. 21 and on 2 Cor. v. 18. Tittmann's distinction between
diaXkarretv and KaraXkarruv (see on Matt. v. 24) is as arbitrary as that of
Mehring, who makes the former denote the outward and the latter the iniv ry fay avrov] by His life; more precise specification
ward reconciliation. 8

us,

favour

;

—

1

Comp. Pfleiderer

tchr. 1872, p. 182.

in

Hilgenfeld's Zeit-

a

Against this view, comp. also Philippi'*

Glaubenslehre,

II. 2, p.

270 S.

:
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of the import of 6C avrov in ver. 9
therefore not " cum vitae ejus simus
participes" (van Hengel, comp. Ewald).
The death of Jesus effected out
reconciliation
all the less can His exalted life leave our deliverance unfin;

;

The

ished.

living Christ

This however

success.

is

cannot leave what His death effected without final
accomplished not merely through His intercession,

viii. 34 (Fritzsche, Baumgarten-Crusius), but also through
His whole working in His kingly office for His believers up to the completion of His work

and kingdom,
Ver. 11. Ov

Cor. xv. 22

1

ff.

Since navX uuevot cannot stand for the finite tense (as,
following Luther, Beza, and others, Tholuck and Philippi still would
have
fi6vov 6k]

it) ov jiovov 6k cannot be supplemented by
cudqadjueda (Fritzsche, Krehl,
Reithmayr, Winer, p. 329, 543 [E. T. 351, 583], following Chrysostom),
so
as to make Paul say
we shall be not only saved (actually in itself), but also
:

way

that we glory, etc.
Moreover, the present mvX aadai
could not supply any modal definition at all of the future audr/odfieda.
No,
the participle mvX 6>ii. compels us to conceive as supplied to the elliptical
ov
(idvov 6k (comp. on ver. 3) the previous participle
Karallaykvreq (Kollner,
Baumgarten-Crusius, Hofmann formerly also Fritzsche)
every other exsaved in such a

;

pedient

;

1

This supplement however, according to which the
two participles answer to each other, is confirmed by the concluding refrain
di'ov vvv r. naraU. klap., which is an echo of the narallaykvrec
understood
with ov fidvov 6k. Accordingly we must render not merely however
is arbitrary.

:

as reconbut also as those who glory, etc.
Thus the meaning is brought out,
that the certainty of the cudfaeo-dai kv r. ^r, avrov (ver.
10) is not only based
on the objective ground of the accomplished reconciliation, but has
:

ciled,

also

subjectively

™

corresponding vital expression in the Kav aadai kv
Bed
X
n.r.l., in which the lofty feeling of the Christian's
salvation reveals itself.—
kv rC> Oeu] Luther's gloss is apt
" that God is ours, and we are His,
its

and

:

that

we have

Him."

That

in all confidence all blessings in

common from Him and with

—

the bold and joyful triumph of those sure of salvation.
This glorying is brought about through Christ, because
the author of our new relation to God hence
6C ov
is

6ia r. Kvpiov K.T.X.]

He

is

vvv r. KaraXk.
latter is that KarrjXkdy^fiev of ver. 10 in its
subjective reception
taken place by faith, —vvv is to be taken here (differently
from
:

;

eU(3.

The

which has

ver. 9) in contrast,

not to pre-Christian times (Stolting), but to the future
which the reconciliation received in the present time
(continuing from the conversion of the subjects of it
to Christ) is conceived

glory, in reference to

as its actual

ground of

certainty.

Vv. 12-19. Parallel drawn between the salvation in Christ and
the ruin that
has come through Adam. [See Note LI.
p. 221.]
Eiirbv, ore Mcmiocev foa C 6
Xpiorbc, avarpk X ei enl rrjv pi^av rov
naicov, rtjv afiapriav ml rbv d&va-

—

Most arbitrary of
J
ring,
that ov

^

all is

the view of Meh-

ov 64 refers

back to <?„ rf,
and that Paul would say not
merely on the life of Christ do we place our
nope, but also on the fact that we now
elory in our unity with God(?). Th. Schott
*»B avrov

;

:

™^<™

refers it to
Me *«, but seeks to make
KavX
evot suitable by referring it to the
entire time, in which the salvation is still

^

future, as if therefore Paul
ov fiovop Si

tru^o-o^a, aAAA

vvv k<u 9 $ Kav X c6

M

tfa.

had written

*ai vvvt or cV

ri

;

chap,
on ravra ra

rov, Kat SeUvvolv

nal av

kog/uov

hog

dvo 6C
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avdpuirov, rov Ao*dfx,

evbg avnpedrjaav avdpuirov, rov Xpiarov,

6c'

elaf/Wev

rov

etc.

Theophylact

;

comp. Chrysostom, who compares the Apostle here with the physician who

Thus the perfect objectivity of the salwhich man has simply to receive, but in no way to earn, and. of
which the Apostle has been treating since chap. i. 17, is, by way of a grand
conclusion for the section, set forth afresh in fullest light, and represented
in its deepest and most comprehensive connection with the history of the
world.
The whole jivarrjpLov of the divine plan of salvation and its history
penetrates to the source of the evil.

vation,

to be unfolded before the eyes of the reader ere the moral results

is still

that are associated with

are developed in chap. vi.

it

Ver. 12. ' Ata rovro] Therefore, because, namely,

we have received through

Christ the narallayf] and. the assurance of eternal salvation, ver. 11.

assumption that

back to the whole discussion from chap.

refers

it

The
i.

17

by many, including Tholuck, Ruckert, Reiche, Kollner, Holsten,
Picard) is the more unnecessary, the more naturally the idea of the narallayrj itself, just treated of, served to suggest the parallel between Adam
and Christ, and the o? ov rrjv Karallayrjv kMfiofiev in point of fact contains
the summary of the whole doctrine of righteousness and salvation from i.
consequently there is no ground whatever for departing, as to
17 onward
did rovro, from the connection with what immediately precedes. 2
This remark also applies in opposition to Hofmann (comp. Stolting and Dietzsch),
who refers it back to the entire train of ideas embraced in vv. 2-11. A re(held

;

capitulation of this

indeed given in the grand concluding thought of

is

whom we owe the reconciliation.

ver. 11, that it is Christ to

quite arbitrarily supposes Paul in did rovro to have

had

But Hofmann

view an exhortation to think of Christ conformably to the comparison with Adam, but to
have got no further than this comparison.
cjctcep] There is here an avavrairdSorov as in Matt. xxv. 14
and 1 Tim. i. 3. The comparison alone is expressed, but not the thing compared, which was to have followed in an
in

—

;

apodosis corresponding to the
in vv. 13, 14 of the

£<)>'

ticTrep.

The

d navrec ijuaprov

illustration,

now rendered

namely, introduced
it

impossible to add

the second half of the comparison syntactically belonging to the uaizep, and
See Schott (on w. 12-14) in his Ojmsc. I.
ff.
Borg, Diss. 1839 Finkh in the Tub.
Zeitschr. 1830, 1, p. 126 ff.
Schmid in the
same, 4, p. 161 ff. Rothe, never Versuch e.
Auslegung d. paul. Stelle Rom. v. 12-21,
Wittemb. 1836 J. Muller, v. d. Sunde, II. p.
481, ed. 5; Aberle in the theol. Quartalschr.
1

p.

313

;

;

;

;

;

1854,

Rom.

p. 455

v.

ff.

;

Ewald,

12-21, in

sensch. II. p. 166 ff

Rom.

v.

12

Schriftbew.

Sunde,
u.

H

I.

ff.

p.

;

Strassb.
526

p. 184 ff

Petr. p. 412

.

.

;

Klopper in the Stud.
Dietzsch,

Bonn

Adam

1871.

u.

ff

.

;

1861

u. Christus

;

Hofmann,

Ernesti, Urspr. d.

Holsten,

;

ff.

Adam

the Jahrb.f. MM. WisPicard, Essai exeget. sur

z.

Stolting,

Ev. d. Paul.
p. 19

I.e.

ff.

u. Krit. 1869, p. 496 ff

Christus

Compare

Rom.

v.

12

;

.

ff.,

also Lechler'^ apos<.

Zeit, p. 102
a

The

ff.

close junction with ver. 11

is

main-

Klopper, who unsuitably
however defines the aim of the section, vv.
12-21, to be, to guard the readers against a
timid littleness of faith, as though, notwithstanding justification, they were. still with
reference to the future of judgment not
sure and certain of escaping the divine
wrath a timid mind might see in the tribulations anticipations of that wrath, etc.
But how far does the entire confession of
vv. 1-11 stand elevated above all such littleness of faith
In the whole connection
this finds no place whatever, and receives
therefore in vv. 12-21 not the slightest mention or reference.
tained also by

;

!
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therefore the Apostle, driven on

by the rushing flow

of ideas to this point,

from which he can no longer revert to the construction with which he
started, has no hesitation in dropping the latter (comp. generally Buttmann's
Kiihner, II. 2, p. 1097), and in subsequently
bringing in merely the main tenor of what is wanting by the relative clause
attached to 'Adaju.
This 6f
be eon rvirog rov juillovroc in ver. 14.
neut. Gr. p. 331 [E. T. 386]

;

:

.

.

.

.

consequently the substitute for the omitted apodosis, which, had it
not been supplanted by vv. 13, 14, would have run somewhat thus so also
through one man has come righteousness, and through righteousness life, and so
fiell. is

:

has come to

all.
Calvin, Flacius, Tholuck, Kollner, Baur, Philippi,
Mangold, Rothe (who however without due ground regards the
breaking off as intended from the outset, in order to avoid sanctioning the
Apokatastasis) find in 6c hart tv-k. t. fiell., in ver. 14, the resumption and
closing of the comparison, 1 not of course in form, but in substance
compare also Melanchthon.
According to Riickert, Fritzsche (in his commentary), and de Wette, Paul has come, after vv. 13, 14, to reflect that the
comparison begun involved not merely agreement but also discrepancy, and
has accordingly turned aside from the apodosis, which must necessarily
have expressed the equivalence, and inserted instead of it the opposition in
ver. 15.
This view is at variance with the entire character of the section,
which indeed bears quite especially the stamp of most careful and acute
premeditation, but shows no signs of Paul's having been led in the progress
According to
of his thought to the opposite of what he had started with.
Mehring, ver. 15, following vv. 13, 14 (which he parenthesises) is meant to
complete the comparison introduced in ver. 12, ver. 15 being thus taken
interrogatively.
Against this view, even apart from the inappropriateness
of taking it as a question, the all' in ver. 15 is decisive.
Winer, p. 503

life

Stolting,

;

[E. T. 570] (comp. Fritzsche's Conject. p. 49), finds the epanorthosis in
nolle fidllov, ver. 15, which is inadmissible, because with all' ovx in ver.
15 there is introduced the antithetical element, consequently something else

than the affirmative parallel begun in ver. 12. Others have thought that
vv. 13-17 form a parenthesis, so that in ver. 18 the first half of the comparison is resumed, and the second now at length added (Cajetanus, Erasmus,
Schmid, Grotius, Bengel, Wetstein, Heumann, Ch. Schmid, Flatt, and

may be urged not only the unprecedented
more the contents of the supposed parenthesis, which in
already comprehends in itself the parallel under every aspect.
In ver.

Reiche).

Against this view

length, but
fact

still

we have

but not resumption. This much applies also
Others again have held that ver. 12 contains
the protasis and the apodosis completely, taking the latter to begin either
with koX ovtoc (Clericus, Wolf, Glockler), or even with ml did (Erasmus,
Beza, Benecke), both of which views however are at variance with the parallel between Adam and Christ which rules the whole of what follows, and
18

f.

recapitulation,

against Olshausen

and Ewald.

1
The objection of Dietzsch, p. 43, that
tvwos asserts nothing real regarding the

second

member

of the comparison, is unis just intending to

satisfactory, since Paul

bring forward a very definite special statement regarding the typical relation which
he now merely expresses in general terma

—
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are thus in the light of the connection erroneous, although the former by
no means required a trajection (/cat ovtuc for ovtu /cat). While all the expositors hitherto quoted have taken boirep as the beginning of the first
member of the parallel, others again have thought that it introduces the
So, following Eisner and others, Koppe, who
second half of the comparison.
after did tovto conceives eMfiofiev KaraXkayty SC avrov supplied from ver. 11
so also Umbreit and Th. Schott (for this reason, because we oudrjcdueda kv
fay avrov, Christ comes by way of contrast to stand just as did Adam).
;

7-7/

who

Similarly Marcker,
incorrect,

cxmep

k.t.1.

nation

These expositions are

attaches did tovto to ver. 11.

because the universality of the Adamite ruin, brought out by
,

has no point of comparison in the supplied protasis (the expla-

is illogical)

in Gal.

;

iii.

6 the case

icrl after did tovto

supplying after

;

Notwithstanding van
by supplying

is different.

Hengel (comp. Jatho) thinks that he removes

all

difficulty

while Dietzsch, anticipating what follows, suggests the

did tovto

through one

:

man

has come into the world.

life

—

di

f

hog dfiapTrjcavTog, ver. 16. A
single man brought upon all sin and death
a single man also righteousness
and life. The causal relation is based on the fact that sin, which previously
had no existence whatever in the world, only began to exist in the world (on
earth) by means of the first fall. * Eve, so far as the matter itself is concerned (Ecclus. xxv. 14
Barnab. Ep. 12),
1 Tim. ii. 14
2 Cor. xi. 3
might as well as Adam be regarded as the elg avdp. the latter, because he
sinned as the first man, the former, of whom Pelagius explained it, because
she committed the first transgression.
Here however, because Paul's object
is to compare the One man, who as the bringer of salvation has become the
beginner of the new humanity, with the One man who as beginner of the old
humanity became so destructive, in which collective reference (comp. Hofmann's Schriftbew. I. p. 474) the woman recedes into the background, he has
to derive the entrance of sin into the world from Adam, whom he has in
view in 6t hoc avdpuKov. Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 21 f., 45 f. This is also the
common form of Rabbinical teaching. a
sinfulness, habitus
d/napTia] not
hog

avdpcjTTov]

through one man, that

is, di'
;

;

;

;

;

x

—

rj

:

peccandi (Koppe, Schott, Flatt, Usteri, Olshausen), which the

means

;

word never

not original sin (Calvin, Flacius, and others following Augustine)

;

but also not merely actual sin in abstracto (Fritzsche
nam ante primum
f acinus patratum nullum erat f acinus"), but rather what sin is according to
its idea and essence (comp. Hofmann and Stolting), consequently the deterl

:

'

mination of the conduct in antagonism to God, conceived however as a force,
as a real power working and manifesting itself exercising its dominion

—

in all cases of concrete sin (comp. ver.

This moral

mode

of being in antagonism to

human world through
over

all.

21, vi.

the

fall of

Thus our verse

itself

12, 14, vii.

God became

Adam, produced

Not merely came

to light

104.

as

known

See Lechler,

dl.).

death, and spread death

power, and in so doing admits only of this explanation.

1

17

describes the djuapua as a real objective

substantially different explanation

(Schleiermacher, Usteri).

8, 9,

existent in the

sin
p.

of Philippi,

Compare the not

according to which the

See Eisenmenger's entdeckt. Judenth. IL
p. 81

f.
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actual sin of the world is meant as having come into the world potentialiter
through Adam also Rothe, who conceives it to refer to sin as a principle,
and Dietzsch.
On elg r. k6c/j.ov, which applies to the earth
but as active
;

—

;

as the dwelling-place of

mankind

(for in the universe generally sin, the devil,

was already in existence), comp. "Wisd. ii. 24, xiv. 14 2 John 7 Clem.
Heb. x. 5. Undoubtedly sin by its entrance into the world
Cor. I. 3
came into human nature (Rothe), but this is not asserted here, however decisively our passage stands opposed to the error of Flacius, that man is
in any way as respects his essential nature d/iapria. l
The mode in which
the fall took place (through the devil, John viii. 44
2 Cor. xi. 3) did not
here concern the Apostle, who has only to do with the mischievous effect
of it, namely, that it brought djiapria into the world, etc.
ical Sid r. d/uapr.
;

;

.

;

—
;

—

6 Odvarog] scil. elg r. kgg/iov eIgtjWe.

The

Odvarog is physical death (Chrysos-

tom, Theodoret, Augustine, Calovius, Reiche, Fritzsche, Maier, van Hengel,
Klopper, Weiss, and many others), viewed as the separation of the soul
from the body and its transference to Hades (not as " citation before Cod's
judgment," Mehring), with which however the conception of the (pdopd and
uarai6rqg of the urioig in ch. viii., very different from the Odvarog of men,
must not be mixed up (as by Dietzsch), which would involve a blending of
dissimilar ideas.
The interpretation of bodily death is rendered certain
by ver. 14 as well as by the considerations, that the text gives no hint
of departure from the primary sense of the word ; that the reference
to Gen. ii. 17, iii. 19 could not be mistaken by any reader
and that on
the basis of Genesis it was a universal and undoubted assumption both
in the Jewish and Christian consciousness, that mortality was caused
by Adam's sin. 2 Had Paul taken ddvarog in another sense therefore, he
must of necessity have definitely indicated it, in order to be understood. 3
;

This

is

death,

ever

decisive not only against the Pelagian interpretation of spiritual

which Picard has repeated, but

—whether complete

oodily,

moral (comp.

also against every

(see especially Philippi

vetcpog,

Matt.

viii.

22),

and
and

combination what-

—of

Stolting), or partial

eternal death (Schmid,

Tholuck, Kollner, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, Olshausen, Reithmayr
Riickert undecidedly)
or the whole collective evil, which is the consequence
"all that
of sin, as Umbreit and Ewald explain it
compare Hofmann
;

;

:

;

runs counter

to the life that

puts an end to the

life

with such occurrence."

1

wrought by God, or

As regards

Compare Holsten, zum Ev.

d. Paul. u.
thinks that the unholiness lying dormant in human nature first
entered actually into the visible world as a
reality in the transgression of Adam
also
Baur, neut. Theol. p. 191, according to whom
the principle of sin, that from the beginning
had been immanent in man, only came forth
actually in the TmpdjWis of the first parent.
In this way sin would not have come into the
world, but must have been in the world al-

Petr. p. 418

:

which
mode of existence setting in

proceeds from God, whether as an occurrence,

who

;

as a

especially the inclusion of the idea of

fall, only not having yet
attained to objective manifestation,
3 See Wisd. ii. 24
John viii. 44 1 Cor. xv.
21 Wetstein and Schoettgen, in loc.j and

ready before the

;

;

;

Eisenmenger's entdeckt. Judenthum,
81

f.

Compare respecting Eve,

II.

p.

Ecclus.

xxv. 24.
3 This remark holds also against
Pelt's theol. Mitarb. 1838,

2,

Mau in
who understands

the form of life after the dissolution of the
earthly life.
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moral death (the opposite of the spiritual £«#), the words ddvarog and
not even in vii. 10 (see in
airodvyonetv are never used by Paul in this sense
The
loc), or in 2 Cor. ii. 16, vii. 10, where he is speaking of eternal death.
;

1

reference to spiritual death

by no means rendered necessary by the con-

is

since in fact the death
trast of diKaioo. C,afjg in ver. 18, comp. ver. 21
brought into the world by Adam, although physical, might be contrasted
not merely in a Rabbinical fashion, but also, generally in itself, with the far?
for to this fay belongs also the life of the
that has come through Christ
/cat ovrug] and
glorified body, and it is a life not again subject to death.
in such manner, i.e. in symmetrical correspondence with this connection
;

;

between the

by one man and the death occasioned by

sin that entered

Fuller explanation

then given, by the

is

emphatically prefixed
sin of the One,

—

to

elg ixdvrag,

generalization of

its

whom

w

death, as the effect of that

e.g. 1

Cor. xiv. 25

;

1

up the
Thess.

it.

respecting the

Trdvreg tf/uapTov,

Since ovrug sums

had penetrated.

previously expressed (comp.

eft

first

state of the case

iv.

17)

reference can only be arbitrary (Stolting

any further
through
'

:

'

Even the explanation "in virtue of the causal connection between
and death" (Philippi and many others) is too general. The ovrug, in

swi").

sin

:

fact, recapitulates

the historical state of the case just presented, so far as

it

mode in which death has come to all, namely, in this way, that
the One sinned and thereby brought into the world the death, which conse6tfjWev\ came throughout (Luke v. 15).
quently became the lot of all.

specifies the

—

This

is

viduals,

hoc

the progress of the
elg

avdp. is

rbv Koa/xov elayWe in its extension to all indi-

ndvrag dvOpon. [see Note LII. p. 222], which in contrast to the 6i
put forward with emphasis as the main element of the further de-

wherein moreover

scription,

elg

dtijWev, correlative to

the eiGijWe, has likewise em-

Compare also eivi riva in
More frequent in classic authors with the simple
Note LIII. p. 222],
accusative, as in Luke xix. 1.
eft cj Trdvreg qfjutprov]* [see
on the ground of the fact that, i.e. because, all sinned, namely (and for this the
3
momentary sense of the aorist is appropriate ) when through the One sin
Because, when Adam sinned, all men sinned in and
entered into the world.
" exemplo Adami,"
with him, the representative of entire humanity (not
Pelagius comp. Erasmus, Paraphr.), death, which came into the world
phasis.

Ez.

On

diepxeadai elg riva

17 and Ps. lxxxvii. 17.

v.

comp. Plut.

Alcib. 2.

—

:

;

1
In 2 Tim. i. 10 ddvaros is used in the
sense of eternal death, which Christ (by His
work of atonement) has done away the
opposite of it is far, K al d<J>#apcria, which He
has brought to light by His Gospel. Not
less is Eph. ii. 1 to be explained as meaning

v.

eternal death.

this

;

2

The most complete

critical

comparison

of the various expositions of these words
seen in Dietzsch, p. 50 ff.
3 Hofmann erroneously holds (Schriftbew.

may be

must have been used.
meant is in fact the same act,
which in Adam's sin is done by all, not
another contemporaneous act. Comp. 2 Cor.
I.c.)

that the imperfect

What

is

15.

It is

mere empty

arbitrariness in

say that our explanation is grammatically unjustifiable,
Why so? Stolting (comp. Dietzsch) objects
to it that then 6 tfai/aros SiijAtfev must also
be taken in the momentary sense. But

Thomasius

I.e.

p. 316, to

by no means

follows, since eft

<S

navr.

a special relative clause. Nevertheless even that 6 Wvar. 8it)A#. is not something gradually developing itself, but a
thing done in and with the sin of the One
man. This One has sinned and has become
liable to death, and thereby all have become mortal, because Adam's sin was the
tj/u..

is

sin of

all.

;
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through the sin that had come into it, has been extended to all in virtue of
this causal connection between the sin that had come into existence through
Adam and death. All became mortal through Adam's fall, because this
having sinned on the part of Adam was a having sinned on the part of all
consequently ry rov kvoq TrapairrujuaTt 61 ttoX)ioI cnredavov, ver. 15. Thus it is
certainly on the ground of Adam that all die (iv rut 'Adau wavreg cnrodvfoicovotv,
1 Cor. xv. 22), because,

namely,

when Adam sinned,

all

sinned, all as afiapTwlol

and consequently the death that came in through his
sin can spare none.
But it is in a linguistic point of view erroneous, according to the traditional Catholic interpretation after the example of Origen,
the Vulgate, and Augustine (Estius, Cornelius a" Lapide, Klee
not Stengel,
Reithmayr, Bisping, and Maier but revived by Aberle), to take if <y as
7
equivalant to iv
in quo scil. Adamo, as also Beza, Erasmus Schmid, and
others do
compare Irenaeus, Haer. v. 16, 3. The thought which this exposition yields ("omnes ille unus homo fuerunt," Augustine) is essentially
correct, but it was an error to derive it from if
since it is rather to be
derived from iravrec tfjuaprov, and hence also it is but arbitrarily explained
by the sensuous notion of all men having been in the loins (Heb. vii. 9, 10)
of Adam (Origen, Ambrosiaster, Augustine).
Chrysostom gives in general
the proper sense, though without definitely indicating how he took the if
KaTECTadrjcav (ver. 19),

;

;

t.

,

;

<J>,

u

<!>

:

ri Si

ianv if

£vXov yeydvaffiv

ei-

<£

iravreg tf/uapTov

eiceivov travTeg

;

kiceivov Tzeadvrog

dvqroi."

nal ol fiq (paydvreg airb rov

So also substantially Theophylact,

though explaining, with Photius, if
as equivalant to iirl ry 'Add//.
The
is taken by Bengel (" quia omnes peccarunt
Adamo peccante")
Koppe ("ipso actu, quo peccavit Adamus"), Olshausen, Philippi,
Delitzsch, Psychol, p. 126, 369, and Kahnis, Dogm. I. p. 590, III. p. 308 f.
comp. also Klopper. 1 The objection that in this way the essential definition is arbitrarily supplied (Tholuck, Hofmann, Stolting, Dietzsch, and
others) is incorrect
for what is maintained is simply that more precise
definition of ^fxaprov, for which the immediate connection has necessarily
prepared the way, and therefore no person, from an unprejudiced point of
<f

right view

.

.

.

.

;

;

;

view, can speak of
trariness"

"an

(Hofmann).

abortive product of perplexity impelling to arbi-

Nor

is

ovrug (as Ernesti objects), since

our view at variance with the meaning of
from the point of view of death having been

occasioned by Adam's sin (ovtoq) the universality of death finds its explanaAdam's sin was the sin of all. Aptly (as against
Dietzsch) Bengel compares 2 Cor. v. 14
el elg vnep ttuvtuv cnredave, apa ol
tion in the very fact, that

:

iravres airedavov

(namely, Ohristo moriente)

see on that passage.
Others,
and indeed most modern expositors (including Reiche, Riickert, Tholuck,
Fritzsche, de Wette, Maier, Baur, Ewald, Umbreit, van Hengel, Mehring,
Hofmann, Stolting, Thomasius, Mangold, and others), have interpreted
TJnaprov of individual sins, following Theodoret
ov yap Sea ttjv rov wpoTrdropoc
;

:

1
Who, although avoiding the direct expression of our interpretation, nevertheless
in substance arrives at the same meaning,
" All however sinned, because
p. 505
:

Adam's

sin

penetrated to them, inasmuch

as God punished the fault of Adam so
thoroughly that his sin became shared by
all his descendants."
For Klopper properly
explains the i<f>' <5 defining the relation as
imputation of Adam's sin to all.

chap,

v., 12.

alia
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Sea, tt)v oliteiav eKaarog d£x eTat rov davarov rbv bpov.
[See Note LIV.
Compare Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 263 Marcker Z.c. p. 19. But the taking the words thus of the universal having actually sinned as cause of the
universal death (see other variations further on) must be rejected for the simple reason, that the proposition would not even be true ;' and because the

dfiaprtav,

-

p. 224.]

;

that the death of

view,

individuals

actual sins,

would be inappropriate

and

nay even contradictory to

Christ,

death to

(consequently not their

all

obedience of Christ (not their

own

the consequence of

is

their

own

between Adam
of Adam brought

to the entire parallel

For

it.

own

as the sin

self -committed sin), so

virtue) bring life to

all.

Comp.

did the
1 Cor.

corresponding to the comparison remains undisturbed in the case of our exposition alone, inasmuch as ef <£
xv.

This objective relation

22.

Adam necessarily brought death to all.
done by many, and still by Picard and
Aberle they were sinful, by which is meant original sin (Calvin, Flacius,
Melanchthon in the Enarr. : " omnes habent peccatum, scilicet pravitatem propagatam et reatum"), or to import even the idea poenam luere
for qfiaprov means they have
(Grotius), is to disregard linguistic usage
This is acknowledged by Julius Miiller (v. d.
sinned, and nothing more.
Silnde, II. p. 416 ff. ed. 5), who however professes to find in £<p' y it. ijp..
" as then'''
only an accessory reason for the preceding, and that in the sense
all would besides have well deserved this severe fate for themselves by their actual
Incorrectly, because
does not mean " as then or u as then also''''
sins.
shows how the

irdvr. ijfiapr.

To

sin of

explain tfuaprov again, as

is

:

;

:

1

t(j>

''

<£

by no means made apNeander and Messner have rationalised it, but on the contrary is set down as the single, complete and objective ground
because its alleged purport would exercise an
alien and disturbing effect on the whole development of doctrine in the pasand because the sense assigned to the simple fjfiaprov (this severe fate
sage
{i.e.

uc mi)

;

because the statement of the reason

parent as in any

way merely

secondary

and

is

subjective, as

;

;

they

would have

all

moreover well merited)

is

purely fanciful.

Ernesti takes

ef £ not of the objective ground, but as specifying the ground of thinking
u about which there can be no doubt,
so, i.e. the subjective ground of cognition :
in so far as all have in point of fact sinned
1
Namely, in respect to the many millions
of children who have not yet sinned. The
reply made to this, that Paul has had in
view only those capable of sin (Castalio, Wetstein, Fritzsche, and others) is least of all
applicable in the very case of this Apostle
and of the present acutely and thoroughly
considered disquisition, and just as little is
an appeal to the disposition' to sin(Tholuck)
vvhich children have (Paul says plainly

rjjucpToi'.)

issues in

who

This

way out

of the difficulty

an exegetical self-deception.— He

seeks to get rid of the question regarding children must declare that it is not
here raised, since the passage treats of the
human race as a whole (comp. Ewald, Jahrb.
This
VI. p. 132, also Mangold, p. 118 f.)

;"

would

this

he holds to be the logical

suffice,

were the question merely of

for in such a case
;
Paul could just as properly have said
7t<£vt€s rj/xapTov here, with self-evident reference to all capable of sin, as in iii. 23.
But the question here is the connection between the sin of all and the dying of all, in
which case there emerges no self-evident
limitation, because all, even those still incapable of peccatum actuale, must die.

universal

sinfulness

Thus the question as to children still remains, and is only disposed of by not taking
rnxaprov in the sense of having individually
sinned comp. Dietzsch, p. 57 f. This also
applies against Stolting, according to whom
Paul wishes to show that sin works death
in the case of all sinners without exception.
;

;
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ground

But, as there

for the ovtuc k.t.X.

interpretation of If u (Phil.

pelled to unite with

12

iii.

is

^vv. 13 and 14

k<p

no precedent of usage

is

for this

unjustifiably adduced), Ernesti

in an untenable way.

is

com-

See on ver.

remark 1, and Philippi, OUubensl. III. p. 222 ff. ed. 2. —Respectu>,
which is quite identical with sf olc, we have next to observe as
follows
It is equivalent to eirl tovtu otl, and means on the ground of the fact
13

f.,

ing ef

:

1

consequently in real sense propterea quod, because

that,

it as equivalent to 6wri.
So
Rothe (followed by Schmid,

explained
12.

iii.

2

" under

(dieweil, Luther), of

Thomas Magister and Favorinus have

the causa antegressa (not fnalis), as also

in the

N. T.

at 2 Cor. v. 4

and

Theol. p. 2G0) has taken

bibl.

Phil,
it

as

:

more definite condition, that" (eirl tovtu ioote), so that individual
sins are the consequence of the diffusion of death through Adam's sin over
mankind. But this view is wholly without precedent in the usus loquendi,
the

for the very frequent use of ef

<£,

infinitive or future indicative), is

quite different

under the condition, that (usually with the
both in idea and in practice something

see Kiihner, II. 2, p. 1006. 3

;

second

171), rejecting the

Ewald formerly

explained

6 ddvaroc,

(Jahrb. II. p.

" and thus there penetrated

:

men

that, whereunto all sinned" namely death, which, according to Gen.
was imposed as punishment on sin, so that whosoever sinned, sinned
so that he had to die, a fate which he might know beforehand.
In this
way the ty £ would (with Schmid and Glockler, also Umbreit) be taken of
the causa fnalis* and the subject of SiijMev (tovto) would be implied in it.
But, apart from the genuineness of 6 davaToc, which must be defended, there

to all

ii.

17,

remains, even with the explanation of

still

explained of individual actual

is

1

Baur

(comp. his

also, II. p. 202

sins,

neutest.

approves the rendering because, but foists on this because the sense
"which has as its presupposition,'''' Thus it
should be understood, he thinks, also in 2
Cor. v. 4 and Phil. iii. 12; and thus Paul
proves from the universality of death the
Theol. p. 138),

:

universality of sin. See, in opposition to
this logical inversion, Ernesti, p. 212 ff.
2

Comp. Theophilus, ad Autol. ii. 40, ed.
Wolf e<f>' (5 oiiK lo-\vo-e ^avaTuWai aurous {because lie was unable to put them to death),
:

I)iod. Sic. Xix. 98

e<p' cp

:

.

to fiev fiel^ov

.

.

.

tcakovai ravpov, to Se e\ao-o-ov txoo-\ov {because

they call the greater a bull,
e<f>'

ols,

Plut.

Pyth. orac.

cle

quotes the examples
elpydaot,

and

Ko\ao-dr)o-7).

e<p'

ots

:

e<f>'

rbv

etc.)

<L

vo/xov

Thomas Magister

;

just so

Favorinus

29.

tt\v

kAohV

ov

T^pei?,

cites the ex-

ample from Synesius ep. 73 e'^' c5 Tewahiov
eypaxpev (propterea quod Gennadium accus i set, comp. Herm. a I Viger. p. 710).
Another example from Synesius (in Devarius,
:

ed. Klotz, p. 83) is
e-n-oiTyo-a?

(on the

cause thou hast

:

e.£*

ot?

yap

'S.eKovfSop ev

ground of this, that, i.e. bedone well to Secundus)

ijfxas €Ti;j.y)Tx<;, ko.1 e '/ o!? oiJTui ypd<puiv Tt/u-aj,

e<f

#

as final, so long as ijuapTov

the question behind as to the truth of

aavTov k.
further Josephus,
e^rjpTrjo-o)

elvai <rovs.

e7roirjo-as

Antt.

o-vvSiaiTWju.ei'os

tw. re

Qdovepws elxev,

e<]>'

1,

i.

'ASa/aw

avTOi

na&elv,

6

See
5<£is

yvvaud

oU {propterea quod) avTous

evSai/Aoi'rjcreii' <t>era> irenei.o-fx.4vov>;

napayye\fxao-i..

4:

#cal rrf

Antt. XVi.

8,

2

:

kol to

aAArjAous

ols

e<j>'

TO19 rov ®eov
8i/cata)s

f/SiKriaav,

TrpoAaju./3avoi/T€s fiovov.
3 Of
a similar nature are rather such passages as Dem. 518, 26 ev yap tirfSev eo-Tii', e<p'
(S Tfjiv nenpayixeixav ov
fit'/caios wf an-oAwAe'rai
<f>avrio-eTai [upon the ground of which he will
not seem worthy, etc.) de cor. 114 (twice)
as well as the very current use of eni tout&>,
propterea (Xen. Mem. i. 2, 01) of en av T Z
tovto), for this very reason (Dem. 578, 26;
Xen. Cyr. ii. 3, 10), etc. and further, such
expressions as enl tAia Srj trore Slkj) nkrjydi
eAa/3ov (Xen. Cyr. i. 3, 16), where enl with
the dative specifies the ground (Kiihner, II.
;

;

;

p. 436).

1,

4

Xen.

$dpoi?
iii.

Viii.

xpcovTai,

8,

e(/>'

a>

3, 36, VTTOixip.vrio~Keiv,

Thuc.
ii.

Cyr.

f'ri

23.

i.

134, 1, al.j

24

:

ovSi ye Spenavr)-

KOpo? avra
e<f>'

and see

enoir]craTo,

ocs re erpe^o/xetJa,

especially Wisd.

:

CHAP,
the proposition, since not
the view of the death of

v., 12.
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who die, have actually sinned
having been caused by the actual

all,

all

;

incompatible with what follows. 1
Ethih. d. Ap. P. p. 16

and indeed
sins of all is

See also Ernesti, p. 192 ft.
comp. his
Moreover the telle form of expression itself would
an improper sense, instead of that of the necessary,

f.

;

have to be taken only in
but on the part of the subjects not intended, remit, somewhat after the idea
of fate, as in Herod, i. 68
inl /ca/ccj avOpcjirov aidijpog avevpnrac.
Subsequently
(in his Sendschr. d. Ap. P.) Ewald, retaining the second 6 Odvaroc, has assumed for
£ the signification, so far as (so also Tholuck and van Hengel)
holding that by the limiting phrase " so far as they all sinned," death is thus
:

e<f>'

;

set forth the

more

definitely as the result of sin, so that

k<p £ corresponds to
But even granting the not proved limiting signification

the previous ovrwq.
of

k<j>'

$ (which ef

bffov

elswhere has,

still

remain with this

difficulties as to

the sense, which

xi. 13),

interpretation also the insurmountable

there

present themselves against the reference of ijuaprov to the individual sins.

Hofmann (comp.
that

it is

also his Schriftbew.

equivalent to ov irapdvrog

:

I. p. 529 f.) refers ef £ to 6 ddvaroc, so
amidst the presence of death making
;

on the preposition, and the sense to be "death was
present at the sinning of all those to whom it has penetrated ; and it has not been
invariably brought about and introduced only through their sinning, nor always
only for each individual uho sinned.'''' Thus mi might be justified, not indeed
in a temporal sense (which it has among poets and later prose writers only
in proper statements of time, as in Homer, II. viii. 529, stti vvkti), but perhaps in the sense of the prevailing circumstance, like the German " bei" [with,
the emphasis to

lie

:

amidst 2 (see Kuhner,
thought, whittli

we

But apart from the special tenor of the
from the bare kf &, and which
have conveyed more precisely (possibly by ty fjSn

II. 1, p.

434).

are expected to extract

Paul might so easily

<J>

irapovTt or ov fjSn irap6vroc), this artificial

the fact that the words

e<j>'

£

exposition has decidedly against

izdvreQ ijfiapTov

must necessarily contain the

it

ar-

gumentative modal information concerning the preceding proposition k. ovtcjc
avdpuirovg 6 Bav. SiJjWev, which they in fact contain only when our

elc Tzavraq

view

is

taken. 3

They must

solve the

Along with which it may be observed
that there is the less warrant for mentally
1

supplying, in the contrasted propositions
on the side of salvation, a condition corresponding to the *<t>' <5 n. iJ^apT. (Mangold
lav

irivT€<i Trto-Teuoraxrtv,

which

is

implicitly

the more
element would be.
a So also Dietzsch has taken it, in substantial harmony with Hofmann, less artificially, but not more tenably amidst the
presence of death. He thinks that the Apostle desires to emphasize the view that
death, originating from the One, is and pre-

involved in

Aa^/Sai/ovres, ver. 17),

essential this antitypical

:

vails in the world, quite apart

from

the

sinning of individuals ; that independently
of this, and prior to it, the universal dominion of death springing from Adam is
already in existence.
But with what

enigma which

is

involved in the mo-

strange obscurity would Paul in that case
have expressed this simple and clear idea
How unwarranted it is to attach to his
positive expression the negative signification (apart from, independently of)
With
just as little warrant we should have to
attach to the ndvre<;, since in no case could
it include the children who have not yet
sinned, a limitation of meaning, which yet
it is utterly incapable of bearing after the
el? warm? avdpunovs just said.
The exposition of Dietzsch, no less than that of Hofmann, is a laboriously far-fetched and
mistaken evasion of the proposition clearly
!

I

down by Paul '."because they all sinned,"
namely, when through one man sin came
into the world and death through sin.
s This applies equally against the similar
laid

exposition

of

Thomasius

(Chr. Pers. w.
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mentous ovtioc of that clause and this enigma is solved only by the statement of the reason because all sinned, so that the Qavdatuoq dfiapria of Adam
was the sin of all. Against Hofmann, compare Philippi's Glaubensl. III. p.
;

:

221

f.

ed. 2.

Remark 1. The Eabbinical writers also derived universal mortality from the
Adam, who represented the entire race in such a way that, when Adam
See the passages in Ammon, Opusc. nov. p. 72 ff. Even
sinned, all sinned.

fall of

perfectly righteous persons are " comprehensi sub poena mortis'

Cadhackemach

f.

5, 4).

It

may

'

(R. Bechai in

reasonably be assumed therefore that the doc-

trine of the Apostle had, in the first instance, its historical roots in his Jew-

Wisd. ii. 23 f xiv. 14) and especially his Rabbinand was held by him even prior to his conversion and that in
his Christian enlightenment he saw no reason for abandoning the proposition,
which on the contrary he adopted into the system of his Christian views, and
justified by continuing to assert for it in the development of the divine plan
of redemption the place which is here assigned to it, as even Christ Himself
traces death back to the fall (John viii. 44).
Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 22 ev to 'Adu/i
iravreg aTzoQvTjOKovoiv, on which our passage affords the authentic commentary.
We may add that, when Maimonides is combating (More Nevoch. iii. 24) the
illusion that God arbitrarily decrees punishments, there has been wrongly
found in the dogmatic proposition adduced by him, " non est mors sine peccato,
neque castigatio sine iniquitate," the reverse of the above doctrine (see especially Fritzsche, p. 294).
The latter is on the contrary presupposed by it.
Remark 2. That Adam was created immortal, our passage does not affirm,
and 1 Cor. xv. 47 contains the opposite. But not as if Paul had conceived
the first man as by his nature sinful, and had represented to himself sin as a
necessary natural quality of the adp£ (so anew Hausrath, neut. Zeitgesch. II. p.
if Adam had not sinned in consequence of his self-determina470), but thus
tion of antagonism to God, he would have become immortal through eating of
the tree of life in Paradise (Gen. iii. 22). As he has sinned, however, the
consequence thereof necessarily was death, not only for himself, seeing that
From this consehe had to leave Paradise, but for all his posterity likewise.
quence, which the sin of Adam had for all, it results, in virtue of the necessary causal connection primevally ordained by God between sin and death, by
reasoning back ab effectu ad causam, that the fall of Adam was the collective
fall of the entire race, in so far as in fact all forfeited Paradise and therewith
incurred death.
If 0' & irdvrec, Tj/iaprov be explained in the sense of individual
actual sins, and at the same time the untenableness of the explanation of Hofmann and Dietzsch be recognized, it becomes impossible by any expedients,
ish (comp. Ecclus. xxv. 23

;

.

;

ical training,

;

:

:

J

—

e.

such as that of Rothe, I. p. 314, ed. Schenkel, to harmonize the view in our
passage with that expressed in 1 Cor. xv. 47 but, if it be referred to the fall
of Adam, every semblance of contradiction vanishes.
;

Ver. 13

f.

Demonstration, that the death of

WerTc. I. p. 316 f.), amidst the presence of
which relation (<S as neuter).
As if previously a u relation'" had been expressed,
and not a concrete historical fact! Weisse
took e£* <L even as although, —a linguistic

all

has

its

ground in the

impossibility, which.
1

Comp.

1870, p. 89
394.

Jul.
f.

sin of

Finckh also presents.

Muller, dogmat.
Schultz,

alttest,

Abhandl.

Theol.

I.

p.

CHAP.

Y., 13.
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Adam and

the causal connection of that sin with death.
This argument,
conducted with great conciseness, sets out from the undoubted historical,
certainty

already sufficiently attested in Gen.

(it is

iv.

—

vi.)

that during the

= dirb 'Add/z uixpi Muvciuc,

law (axpi vduov

entire period prior to the

ver. 14)

was sin in humanity then further argues that the death of individuals,
which yet has affected those who also have not like Adam sinned against a
positive command, cannot be derived from that sin prior to the law, because
in the non-existence of law there is no imputation
and allows it to he thence
inferred that consequently the death of all has been caused (kip <5 ndvTEc ijuapTov)
by the sin of Adam (not by their individual sins). Paul however leaves
this inference to the reader himself
he does not expressly declare it, but
instead of doing so he says, returning to the comparison begun in ver. 12
oq eon Tvnog tov ueXKovtoq, for in that death- working operation of Adam's
sin for all lay, in fact, the very ground of the typical relation to Christ.
Chrysostom aptly says el yap kg dfiapriac 6 Oavaroc ttjv pi^av ecr^e, vdfiov 6e ovk
there

;

;

;

:

:

ovtoc

a/iapTia ovk sXkoyElTai, nibg 6 ddvaroq eKparei

7]

d/iapria

TtdvTa

r)

tov

TJjg

vojliov TrapafidvEiog,

vi]CKtw' hfiaci'XEvoE

LV.
14
ret

Kal

2.vju,aivo/LtivTf.

p. 224]

i.e.

yap

Tig

dXl'

iKtivrj rrjc

tovtov ditddei^ig

tj

;

to

ical

Compare Oecumenius.

k.t.X.

;

bdev drjlov bri ovk avrrj

tov 'Ada/* TrapaKorjg, avTTj

r)v

tj

tj

irpb tov vbjuov TzavTag cnrod-

— axpi

vdfiov]

[See Note

in the period previous to the giving of the law, comp. ver.
1

;

;

consequently not during the period of the law, kuc 6 vo/j,og ekp&tel, Theodocomp. Origen, Chrysostom, and Theodore of Mopsuestia.
EMoyslTai]

—

preserved nowhere else except in Boeckh,
lem. 18 (text rec), but undoubtedly

Inscrijpt. I. p.

meaning

is

:

put

to

850 A, 35, and Phiaccount (consequent-

ly equivalent to Xoyl&Tai, iv. 4), namely, here, according to the context,

for

2mnishment, and that on the part of God ; for in the whole connection the subject spoken of is the divine dealings in consequence of the fall.
Hence we are
neither to understand ah judice (Fritzsche), nor
gustine, Ambrosiaster, Luther,

(-"

:

oy the person sinning ; so

then one does not regard the sin

thon ("non accusatur in nobis

ipsis,") Calvin, Beza,

Usteri,

Lipsius,

Riickert,

J.

Miiller,

the sinner recognizes not his sin
irrelevant to the

argument

is

")

Au-

Melanch-

and others, including
Mangold, and Stolting ("there
as guilt"), whereby a thought quite

introduced.

—

//#

bvToc vduov]

without the

meaning the Mosaic law,
and not any law generally (Theodore of Mopsuestia, and many others, including Hofmann), as duapTia already points to the divine law. Comp. iv.
The proposition itself " Sin is not imputed, if the law is absent, is set
15.

existence of the law ;

v6/u,og,

as previously axpi vo/iov,

1 ''

:

down

as

something universally conceded,

tion of the subject (in

an axiom ; therefore with repetiopposition to Hofmann, who on account of this
as

from the first half of the verse and
and with the verb in the present. The propoinserted as an intervening link in the argument with the
without requiring a preceding [ikv, which Hofmann is wrong

repetition separates duapTia Si k.t.X.

attaches
sition

it

itself,

metabatic

1

As

to

oe,

what

follows),

well known, Peyrerius {Praeadexercitat. exeg. in Rom. v. 12-14,
Amst. 1655) referred the vo/jlov here to the

amitae

is

s.

Adam in Paradise ; and found
thus a proof for his Preadamites.

law given to
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and Kuhner, II. 2, p. 814), has its truth as well as
more precise application in the fact, that in the absence of law the
action, which in and by itself is unlawful, is no transgression of the law
(iv. 15), and cannot therefore be brought into account as such.
That Paul
regarded the matter in this light, and had not, as Hofmann thinks, sinning
generally, "as it was one and the same thing in the case of all," in view
apart from the sins of individuals, is plain also from nal sttI rovg prj dfiapr.
in missing (see Dietzsch
its

'ASdu, in ver. 14.
His thought is If the death
been caused by their own sin, then in the case of
all those who have died during the period from Adam till the law, the sin
which they have committed must have been already reckoned to them as
eki

of

r<f

dfiocujuan

men

rfjc irapaftdo.

:

Adam had

after

transgression of the law, just as

command, and

Adam's

sin

was the transgression

of the

brought upon him death but this
is inconceivable, because the law was not in existence.
In this Paul leaves
out of consideration the Noachian commands (Gen. ix.), as well as other
declarations of God as to His will given before the law, and likewise
individual punitive judgments, such as in the case of Sodom, just because
he has only the strict idea of real and formal legislation before his mind,
and this suggests to him simply the great epochs of the Paradisaic and
positive divine

Sinaitic legislations.

as such

;

A

demonstration, because

view, which does not subvert the truth of his
mankind in general were without law from Adam

until Moses, the natural law, because not given positively,

the account

;

makes the

it

act at variance with

it

remaining out of

appear as sin

—

(djuapria),

but not as Ttapafiaaic vduov, which as such elloyelrai.
Ver. 14. dM] at, yet,
although sin is not put to account in the absence of .the law. It introduces an apparently contradictory phenomenon, confronting the d/xapria ova
hXkoytlrat k.t.2,.
one, however, which just proves that men have died, not
through their own special sin, but through the sin of Adam, which was put
to their account.
eftaeilevcev] prefixed with emphasis
death has not perchance been powerless, no, it has reigned, i.e. has exercised its power
which deprives of life (comp. vv. 17-21). Hofmann (comp. also Holsten,
Aberle, and Dietzsch) finds in the emphatic eflao. the absolute and abiding
dominion, which death has exercised independently of the imputation of
sins (dlld being taken as the simple hut), u just as a king, one by virtue of
his personal position once and for all entitled to do so, exercises dominion
over those who, in virtue of their belonging to his domain, are from the
outset subject to him."
But no reader could educe this qualitative definite
sense of the fiaoileveiv, with the highly essential characteristic elements
ascribed to it, from the mere verb itself
nor could it be gathered from the
position of the word at the head of the sentence
on the contrary, it must
unquestionably have been expressed (by hvpawevaev possibly, or Tvpawinuc
;

—

:

;

;

Epaoilevoev) seeing that the subsequent

indicate a mode of the

the fact of

its

power

mi

(even over those, etc.) does not

of the (personified) death, but only appends

dominion being without exception.

to axpi vdfiov in ver. 13.

A

distinction of sense

— utxP

L

between

Mowa.] equivalent
fiexpi

and

a%pi

is

(contrary to the opinion of Tittmann, Synon. p. 33 f.) purely fanciful.
See
Fritzsche, p. 308 ff and van Hengel in loc.
nal hcl rove /*# d/iapT^aavrac
.

—

chap,
k.t.X.]

even over those

him transgressed
these

it

!

v., 14.
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who have not

a positive divine

did not spare.

It is

and Theophylact) to connect

sinned like Adam, that is, have not like
command. [See Note LYI. p. 224.] Even

erroneous with Chrysostom (but not Theodoret
erri rw ouoLUfiari k.t.X. with kfktoik. a
Erroneous

for this reason, that Paul, apart

from the

incapable of having sin imputed,

little

children or those otherwise

whom

however he must have indicated
more precisely, could not conceive at all (iii. 23) of persons who had not
sinned (jut/ d/uaprr/aavrec without any modal addition more precisely defining
it), and a limitation mentally supplied (sine lege peccarunt, Bengel) is purely

The

fanciful.

Adam

/cat,

even, refers to

Moses, excluding the

till

the fact that in the period extending from
positively given divine

latter,

commands

were certainly transgressed by individuals to whom they were given, but it
was not these merely who died (as must have been the case, had death been
brought on by their own particular sins) it was also those, 3 who etc.
Their
;

sin

was not

(tiri used of the form, in which
anything occurs, see Bernhardy, p. 250) they did not sin in such a way,
that their action was of like shape with the transgression of Adam,
quia non
habebant ut ille revelatam certo oraculo Dei voluntatem," Calvin. For other
titi rip

ouoiup:. tt]c irapafl. 'Add/a
;

'

'

definitions of the sense see Fritzsche, p. 316,

and Reiche, Commentar. crit.
who have transgressed no
command expressly threatening death. So also Tholuck. But this peculiar
limitation is not suggested by the context, in which, on the contrary, it is
merely the previous fit) bvroc v6/uov which supplies a standard for determining
the sense of the similarity.
According to Hofmann nal kirl rove down to
'Addfi is meant to be one and the same with the previous otto ASdu uixpc
Movceoc, inasmuch as a transgression similar to that of Adam could only
then have occurred, "when God placed a people in the same position in which
Adam found himself, when he received a divine command on the observance or
I.

p.

45

Reiche himself explains

ff.

it

of those

transgression of which his life or death depended. " This misconception, springing from the erroneous interpretation of k<p £ Trdvrec rj/uaprov, is already excluded by nal,* as well as, pursuant to the tenor of thought, by the fact

that in the pre-legal period in question all those,

mand

divinely given to

them by way

who

transgressed a com-

of revelation, sinned like

Adam.

Their sin had thereby the same moral form as the act of Adam but not only
had they to die, but also (icai) those who had not been in that condition of
sinning.
Death reigned over the latter also. The genitive with Sjuoiu/i. is
not that of the subject (Hofmann), but of the object, as in i. 23, vi. 5, viii. 3
;

—

;

the sins meant are not so conceived
1

paaiXeveiv with faf

Compare Luke

i.

is

of,

a Hebraism (*?#)•
1 Sam. viii. 9,

33, xix. 14

;

Mace. i. 16.
2
So Finckh again does, following Castalio
and Bengel " quia illorum eadem atque
11

;

1

that the Tcapafiamc of

Adam

is

homo-

Hengel). Both classes are included in the
whole period from Adam till Moses.
* Which necessarily assumes a class of
sinners in the pre-legal period, whose sin

transgredientis ratio fuit .... i.e.
propter reatum ab Adamo contractum."
s
Consequently the two classes, formed by
Paul, are not to be so distinguished that
the one shall embrace men before Noah,

was homogeneous with that of Adam.
This also, in opposition to Mangold, p. 121,
and Dietzsch, p. 98; according to whose
and Hofmann's definition of the sense,
Paul ought either to have omitted the mi
altogether, or to have inserted it before

and the other the Noachian race (van

into 'A.Sdfi.

:

Adami

—

:
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geneously repeated in them, but so that they are, as to their specific nature,
it, and consequently belong to the same ethical cate-

of similar fashion with

They have morally

gory.

—

As

same character.

just the

to

see

dfiolujua

on

i.

—

eon tvttoc tov fieXkovroq] who to educe now from vv. 13, 14 the result
introduced in ver. 12, and so to return to the comparison there begun is
Theophylact correctly paraphrases: 6g yap
type of the future (Adam).
6 ndXatbg 'Adap. rcdvrag vnodinovg eno'iyae rQ> oIkeio) Trraiajuari (by bringing upon
23.

bg

them

death),

tcairoi

a£ta

dtnaiGHjevg

prj

irraicavrag, ovrug 6 Xpiarbg educaiuae navrag, Kairoi prj

Compare

TTOLrjaavrag.

Cor.

1

xv.

45.

Koppe, following

Bengel, take's peXk. as neuter {of that, which should one day take place), and bg
for 6.
This agreement of the relative with the following substantive would
1

perhaps be grammatically tenable
cedes

it,

and that the idea

-,

but seeing that

(1 Cor. I.e.), it is quite unjustifiable to

Adam

'Adap,

immediately pre-

of Christ being 6 eaxarog 'Ad&fi

is

a Pauline idea

depart from the reference of the

bg to

deny to the peXkuv its supplement from the immediately preceding 'Ada/j., and to take it as " the man of the future^ (Hofmann),
rvirog]
which would nevertheless yield in substance the same meaning.
;

and equally so

to

—

type, so that the .pelluv is

the anti-type

(1 Pet.

iii.

21).

The type

is

always

something historical (a person, thing, saying), which is destined, in accordance with the divine plan, to prefigure something corresponding to it in
the future,
in the connected scheme of sacred historical teleology, which is
to be discerned from the standpoint of the antitype.
Typical historical
parallels between Adam and the Messiah (so that the latter is even expressly termed the last Adam) are found also in Rabbinical authors, 2 and
are based in them on the doctrine of the airoKaraoTaoig tt&vtov. 3
Paul based

—

typology of his on the atoning work of Christ and its results, as the
whole discussion shows hence in his present view Christ as the pfkluv
'Adap is not still to come^ but is already historical. 4 For this reason however 6 fieHuv may not, with Fritzsche and de Wette, be referred to the last
coming of Christ but must be dated from the time of Adam, in so far,
namely, as in looking back to the historical appearance of Adam, Christ, as
its antitype, is the future Adam (comp. 6 epxbpevog).

this

;

;

Kemaek

1.

Those who refer

£$'

$

irdvreg fjpaprov to

the proper sins of indi-

viduals, or even to the principle of the dpapria dwelling in them, ought not to
find,

and Banr

as Baumgarten-Crusius, Umbreit,

Trdvreg fj/uapTov in ver. 13

f.

for

how

proof for the universality of sin be

still

do, the proof for the

in the connection of the passage could
still

required? Certainly just as

little

any

as in

particular for the fact, that, with death already existing in the world (Dietzsch), all

individuals have sinned.

there

1

Consistently with that reference of the

must rather have been read from

Hermann, ad

Phaedr.

Tiger, p.

708

;

Heind. ad

E.g. Neve

8

f.

u

e <j>'

the proof for

Compare the passages

:

*

Comp. Chrysostom

;

tS>v

kp€itt6vu>v

eSefajuetfa.

fj/iaprov

that the

in Eisenmenger,
ff.

Theodore of
eiceivov (Adam) tuv

Mopsuestia uxrnep hi
x et P° va>v v f apoSoo- eyevero,
:

tt.

this,

entdeckt. Judenth. II. p. 819, 823

p. 279.

Schalom f. 160, 2 " Quemadmodum homo primus fuit primus in peccato, sie Messias erit ultimus ad auferendum peccatum penitus ;" Neve Schalom 9, 9
Adamus postremus est Messias."
2

ver. 13

also

ovtu> Sia toutov tt}?

airo\avo-eu>s

tijv

a<f>cpfir)v

chap,
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v., 13.

death of all results from the proper sins of all. But how variously has this
demonstration been evolved Either although sin has not until Moses been impuhis sin
table according to positive law, yet each one has brought death upon himself by
So de Wette. Or although
(ver. 14), which proves the relative imputation thereof.
!

:

till

Moses was not

:

sin,

Adam

which even from

lacking, be not imputed by

a human

judge in the absence of positive law, yet the reign of death (ver. 14) shows that God
<
has imputed the pre-Mosaic sins. So Fritzsche. Or in order to show in Adamo
that
declares
Paul
secutasit,"
mors
peccata
hominum
cur
esse,
quaerendam
:

'

causam
death has reigned over all from Adam till Moses, whether they sinned like Adam,
So van Hengel comp. also Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 264. Or not
or differently.
clear proof to the
even in the period from Adam till Moses was sin absent ; but the
with
a substantially
and
Baur,
So
period.
this
in
death
dominion
the
is
contrary
of
But
also.
similar view of the mode of inference ab effectu ad causam, Kothe
however it may be turned, the probative element has first of all to be read into
the passage and even then the alleged proof (ver. 14) would only be a reasonby
ing backwards from the historical phenonenon in ver. 14 to the cause asserted
:

;

1

;

ef £

«. rjfiapT.,

and consequently a mere clumsy argument
.

which

in a circle,

in
again assumes the assertion to be proved— id quod erat demonstrandum—
breaks
utterly
moreover
and
14
ver.
in
forward
brought
the phenomenon
down through the proposition that sin is not imputed in the absence of law.
Ewald, in his former view '{Jahrb. II.), rightly deduces from ver. 14 conse;

:

only appears the more certain, that death propagated itself to them only by
means of Adam's," but attributes to this inference, consistently with his view
" that they all sinned unto death just in the same way as,
of ef c) 7r. $p., the sense

quently

it

:

In his latter view (Sendschr. d. Ap. P.)
and because, Adam had sinned unto iC
he supposes that in connection with k<\> £ irdvreg ftfiapTov the possible doubt
may have arisen, whether it was so certain that death had come upon those oldest
men from Adam till Moses in consequence of their sins ? which doubt Paul propBut
truth.
erly answers in ver. 13 f., thereby all the more corroborating the
doubt
that
and
text
the
in
nothing
by
indicated
is
the emergence of a doubt
indeed would have been dissipated by the very fact that those men were dead,
'

;

Thus
which does not prove however that they died on account of their sins.
According to Thoalso the matter would amount to a reasoning in a circle.
to
luck the argument is that death has passed upon all through the disposition
the fact,
death (?) introduced in Adam, and not through their own sins, is plain from
:

that

pre-Mosaic

sin,

through not positively threatened with death, as in the case of

dominion" Only thus, he
between the clauses apparent. In general this is
of
but by this very circumstance Tholuck just attests the correctness

Adam and in the

law,

was

nevertheless placed under its

holds, is the logical relation

right

;

namely, that it is not meant of individual sin. The
this inference, namely, that Paul regards the
against
caution which he inserts
sinfnl
actual sins " only as the relatively free manifestations of the hereditary
individual
substance," is of no avail, seeing that they remain always acts of

our explanation of

rjfiapTov,

in our
freedom, even though the latter be only relative, while the argument
excluded.
passage is such that the individual's own sins, as cause of death, are
sinned,
Ernesti joins auapria 6k k.t.I. with ef o k.tX: "since indeed all have
The aXpi .... icda/up standing in
but sin is not placed to account," etc.

the way, he encloses in a parenthesis.
:

According to the correlation of the ideas

But why
sin

and

this parenthesis ?

death,

comp. Baur,

The

ir&vreg

neut. Theol. p. 138.

a
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Vfiaprov, in

the sense of

23, needed no proof
and it could not occur to
from the epoch of the law. The dxpi .... k6ouu
acquires its pertinent significance when, as an essential element in the syllogistic deduction, it is closely united with the axiom dfiapria di om kXkay.
K .rX
attached to it, and is not set aside in a parenthesis as if it might equally well
have been omitted. According to Holsten the argument turns on the fact that
objective sin entered the world through Adam, and death along
with it thus
death has passed upon all because all were sinners (in the objective sense)—
diffusion by means of one over the whole, which is illustrated by the
thought
that, while sin was in the world until the law, this sin could not,
in the absence of law, be imputed as subjective guilt but death became ruler, in accordance with the objective divine law of the universe, with a tyrannical power
not conditioned by the subjects of its rule, even over those who were
indeed
(objectively) sinners, but not (subjectively) transgressors like
Adam. Holsten

any one

iii.

;

to date sin only

;

;

has certainly in this way avoided the error of making universal death
conditioned by the subjective sin of the individuals but he has done so by
means
of a distinction between objective and subjective sins, which is
so far
;

from
being suggested by the text, that it was just through Adam that the
subjective
sin, joined with the consciousness of guilt, entered the
world, and therefore the
divine action, in decreeing death upon sin, could not be conceived
as indifferent to the subjectivity. Hofmann—who sees in a pi .... icoajuy
a [very unX
necessary] ground assigned for the if' £ k. Ijfiaprov, upon which
there follows
in duapria te k.tX a declaration regarding death in the pre-legal
period, according to which this could not have been caused by the sinning of
that period, seeing that on the contrary the latter took place
when death was already
present— confuses the entire exposition of the passage, and by his artificial
rendering of if $ ndvrec fjfiaprov makes the understanding of it
impossible. In
general the entire history of the interpretation of our passage
shows that when
once the old ecclesiastical explanation of If
£ (this however taken as propterea
quod) Travree fjfiaprov is regarded as the Charybdis to be shunned
at all hazards,
the falling into the Scylla becomes unavoidable. Even Klopper,
in attributing
to Travree ruiaprov the underlying thought that Adam's
sin penetrated to all,
and Dietzsch, by his simplifying and modification of Hofmann's exposition,'

have not escaped this danger.
Remark 2. Since Paul shows from the absence of imputation (eUoyelrai) in
the absence of law, that the death of men after Adam cannot have
been occasioned by their own individual sins, but only by Adam's, in which all
were
partakers in virtue of their connection with him as their progenitor, he
must
have conceived that Adam's sin brought death not merely to himself
but also
at the same time to all by way of imputation
; and therefore the imputatio
peccali

Adamitici in reference to the death, to which all are subjected, certainly results
from our passage as a Pauline doctrine. But as to original sin (not however
as
to its

condemnableness in

in so

far,

itself), the testimony of our passage is only indirect,
namely, as the e<j>' <j irdvrec fjuaprov, according to its proper explanation and confirmation in ver. 13 f., necessarily
presupposes in respect to

Adam's

posterity the habitual

want of

justitia originalis

and the possession

of

concupiscence.

Remark
fall

of

3.

man

The view of Julius Mtiller as to an original estate and original
in an extra-temporal sphere (comp. the monstrous opinion
of

chap,

v., 15.
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Benecke, p. 109 ff., and in the Stud. u. Krit. 1832, p. 616 ff.) cannot be reconciled
with our passage and its reference to Gen. iii.
See Ernesti, p. 247 ff., and
among dogmatic theologians, especially Philippi, III. p. 92 ff and (against
1

.

Schelling and Steffens) Martensen, § 93, p. 202

Ver. 15.

LVII.

But

not as

p. 225.)

is the

Although

ff.

;

ed. 2.

trespass, so also is the gift

Adam and Christ

(See Note
of grace.
heads of the old and new

as the

humanity are typical parallels, how different nevertheless are the two facts,
by which the former and the latter stand to one another in the relation of
type and antitype (on the one side the Tcapaizrufia, on the other the xapioua)
different, namely (el yap k.t.I.), by the opposite effects* issuing from those
two facts, on which that typical character is based. The question is not as

—

to the different measure of efficacious power, for this extends alike in

cases

from one to

all ;

but as to the different

death, here the rich grace of
tain {nollC) naXhov), as

God

coming

—the

kind of effect

specific

latter the

;

both
there

more undoubted and cerwhich the irapcnzTufia

after that deadly effect,

For if (el purely hypothetical) through the trespass of one the many
much more lias the grace of God and the gift by grace of the one man Jesus

had.

' l

died,

many.," On to TrapaTrru/ia comp. Wisd. x. 1.
work of grace, i.e. the atoning and justifying
act of the divine grace in Christ, 3 comp. ver. 17 ff.
ol icoAAoi] the many,
namely, according to ver. 12 (comp. ver. 18), the collective posterity of
Christ become abundant to the

The

contrast

Adam.

is to x^pio-jua, the

—

with iravrec, to which Mehring
becomes more palpable and stronger by
the designation of the collective mass as ol nollo'i.
Grotius erroneously
says
"fere omnes, excepto Enocho," which is against vv. 12, 18.
Such a
It is in substance certainly identical

reverts

;

but the contrast

to the e\g

:

unique, miraculous exception

mode

of looking at

is

humanity

not taken into consideration at

all in this

such on a great scale. Erroneous also is
the view of Dietzsch, following Beck, that ol irolloi and then tovc noXkove
divide mankind into two classes, of which the one continues in Adamite corruption (?) while the other is in Christ raised above sin and death. This
theory breaks down even on the historical aorist airedavov and its, according to ver. 12, necessary reference to the physical death which was given
with Adam's death-bringing fall for all, so that they collectively (including
also the subsequent believers)
rufia.

See on ver. 12.

It is

explanation of the death of

as

became

men Paul did

1
Nor with the N. T. generally, which
teaches an extra-temporal mode of existence only in the case of Christ. The extratemporal condition and fall supposed by
Miiller are not only outside of Scripture, but
at variance with it.
2 This
contrast forbids the taking a\\'
ovk .... xap'^M* interrogatively (Mehring
and earlier expositors), and so getting rid
of the negation.

9

The unhappy and happy

respectively of the

consequences

irapamuna

liable to

death through this Kapdn-

moreover. clear from our passage that for the

and the

not regard their individual sin as

x«P l «vxa are not included in these conceptions themselves (in opposition to Dietzsch).
Nor is jrapan-Tw/xa to be so distinguished
from irapa/3«uris, that the former connotes the

unhappy consequences (Grotius, Dietzsch).
On the contrary, the expressions are popular

synonyms, only according to different
like/a^ (not falling away) and tres-

figures,

Comp. on

pass.

xviii. 24, 26,

v. 19

;

Gal.

iii.

20

vi. 1

;

irapanr.
;

Rom.

Eph.

ii.

Ez

xiv. 13, xv. 8,

iv. 25, xi. 11
1 et al.

;

2 Cor.
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the causa

efficiens,

or even as merely medians

the

like

and

;

it

is

a meaning gratui*

the many sinned and found death,
when it is explained
trollu
one Adam," (Ewald, Jahrb. II., van Hengel and others).
'

tously introduced,

:

'

—

fidlXov] as in ver. 9, of the logical plus, i.e. of

the degree of the evidence as

enhanced through the contents of the protasis, multo potius. "If Adam's
fall has had so bad an universal consequence, much less can it be doubted
For God far rather allows His goodness to prevail than His sethat," etc.
verity

;

this is the presupposition

tom has

correctly interpreted

tc.

on which the conclusion

Chrysos-

rests.

pall, in the logical sense {noll£> yap tovto

and recently Fritzsche, Philippi, Thoplus as well), van Hengel, Manquantitative
in
the
takes
however
(who
luck
The quantitative view (Theophylact oh tooovtov fidvov,
gold, and Klopper.

evloyurepov), as does also Theodoret,

:

Erasmus, Calvin, Beza,
and in modern times Ruckert, Reiche, Kollner, Rothe,
Calovius and others
Nielsen, Baumgarten-Crusius, Maier, Hofmann, and Dietzsch) is opposed

fnoiv, 'utyekncev 6 Xpicrbc, baov efihaipev 6 'Add/z

;

also

;

to the analogy of vv. 17, 18

and has

;

also against it the consideration, that

the measure of punishment of the Trapdirruiia (viz. the death of all) was already
quantitatively the greatest possible, was absolute, and therefore the measure of the grace, while just as absolute (eig rovg noXkovc), is not greater still

than that measure of punishment, but only stands out against the dark

background of the
many,

more

evidently in its rich fulness.

1

—

xwc

rj

duped] the former, the grace of God, richly turned towards the
t6 x^piaua in ver. 15, the gift of
is the principle of the latter (y duped

Oeov

t.

latter all the

k.

f]

=

justification).

The

duped is to be understood

/car'

e^oxyv,

without supplying tov

but the discourse keeps apart with solemn emphasis what is cause and
Xpiorov is not with many expositors (inev x^? LTL
what is effect.
cluding Rothe, Tholuck, Baumgarten-Crusius, Philippi, Mehring, Hofmann,
and Dietzsch) to be joined with rj duped (the gift, which is procured through
Qeov

;

—

•

•

•

•

the grace of Christ), but with Fritzsche, Ruckert, Ewald, van Hengel, and
others, to be connected with eTtepiaoevae (has oecome abundant through the grace

—

of Christ) a construction which is decisively supported, not indeed by the
absence of the article, since y duped ev x^P lTi might be conjoined so as to
form one idea, but by the reason, that only with this connection the r£ .
.

TzapaTTTuixart in

the protasis has

through the grace of Christ, just as the

1
The way would have been logically prepared for the quantitative plus by the hypothetical protasis only in the event of that
which was predicated being in the two
clauses of a similar (not opposite) kind; in
the event therefore of its having been possible to affirm a salutariness of the napdnTuixa

in the protasis.
11

;

Heb.

ix. 13

Comp.

f., xii.

xi. 12;

9, 25.

2 Cor.

iii. 9,

The main ob-

jection which Dietzsch (following Rothe)
raises against the interpretation of the
logical plus, on the ground that we have here

two

historical realities before us, is

.

.

necessary, strictly correspondent, correla-

The divine grace and the

tive in the apodosis.

many

its

by no

gift

have abounded to the

many died

through the fall

means tenable. For even in the case of
two facts which have taken place, the one
may be corroborated and inferred from
the other, namely, as respects its certainty
and necessity. If the one has taken place, it
is by so much tjie more evident that the other
also has taken place.

The historical

reality

of the one leaves all the less room for
doubt as to that of the other. The second
does not in this case require to be something still future, especially if it be an occurrence, which does not fall within the

range of sensuous perception.

CHAP,
The x^P tc

of Adam.
gests of

itself,

—

and

'Iqoov Xpiarov is
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v., 16.

—as the genitive-relation naturally sug-

as is rendered obviously certain

by the analogy

of y x<*P l S

of Jems Christ, in virtue of which He found Himself
moved to accomplish the llaarijpiov, in accordance with the Father's decree,
and thereby to procure for men the divine grace and the duped. It is not
Qeov

r.

the grace

God (Luther, 1545)

therefore the favour in which Christ stood with

;

nor the

nor is it the
grace of God received in the fellowship of Christ (van Hengel)
steadily continued, earthly and heavenly, redeeming efficacy of ChrisVs grace
;

Comp. Acts xv. 11 2 Cor. viii. 9 Gal. i. 6 Tit. iii.
The designation of Christ rov evbg avdpuirov 'I.
Comp. 1 Cor.
X., is occasioned by the contrast with the one man Adam.
To describe the divine glory of this One man (Col.
1 Tim. ii. 5.
xv. 21
but it was known
i. 19) did not fall within the Apostle's present purpose
ry rov] " artito the reader, and is presupposed in His x<*P C (John i. 64).
The ttoIetc rovg iroXkovg] belongs to enepiaa.
culi nervosissimi, " Bengel.
loi are likewise here, just as previously, all mankind (comp. irdvrag dvOpunovg,
(Rothe, Dietzsch).
G

;

2 Cor.

;

;

xii. 8, xiii. 13.

;

:

;

;

l

—

—

God, etc., been plentifully imcomp. 2 Cor. i. 5), namely, from the objective
point of view, in so far as Christ's act of redemption has acquired for all the
divine grace and gift, although the subjective reception of it is conditioned
by faith. See on ver. 18. The expression e-n-eplaaevae (he does not say
merely eyevero, or some such word) is the echo of his own blessed experiver. 18).

parted

(elg

To
r.

this multitude has the grace of
ir.

ETTeplaaevae,

ence.

Yer. 16. Continuation of the difference between the gift of grace and the
consequence of the fall, and that with reference to the causal origination on
And not as through one, who has sinned,
either side in a numerical aspect.
the state of the case there is the very
so is the gift, i.e. it is not so in its case
as if it were occasioned 6C evbg dfiaprrja. (like death through Adam).
reverse
The 6C evbg dfiaprija. indicates the unity of the person and of the accom1

—

—

—

comp. Storting. Beyond the simple eari after dapn/ia noth;
to be supplied (so also Mangold), because the words without supple2
ment are quite in accordance with the Greek use of wf, and yield an appropriate sense, whereas none of the supplements that have been attempted are
suggested by the context. It has been proposed, e.g. after dfiapr. to supply
plished sinful act

ing

is

ddvarog elgrjMev (Grotius, Estius, Koppe), or to

icplfia

or mrdnpifia (Bengel,

which is indeed impossible,
" and not like that which
but is nevertheless resorted to even by de Wette
"the gift
originated through one that sinned, so is the gift," and Tholuck
Klee, Reiche, Kollner)

;

or after

tig

:

t6 (Beza),

:

:

has a different character from that which has come through the one man sinComp. Philippi, who like Ruckert and Dietzsch supplies merely
ning."
eyivero after dfiapr.

(and then after Sup.

i
Dietzsch takes it differently, finding the
progress of the argument in this, that at
the end a state of life adequate to the divine
law may be established. This view however rests on an erroneous exposition of
5i*catwfAtt (see below), and generally on an
l"i
erroneous mixing up of gatfctification

:

ecri),—which however

still

yields

justification-an intermingling to be avoided throughout the entire train of thought
in our passage comp. Pfleiderer in Hilgen;

feld's Zeitschr. 1872, p. 167.
3

Bernhardy,

Syrpo*.

p. 352,

p. 179 E.

Stallbaum, ad Plat.

;
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no complete sentence, since the hyhero is without a subject. The correct view
while Fritzsche
is taken by Rothe, Ewald, and van Hengel
still calls in the aid of a supplement after dpapT. (to KapdrcTuua eyivero)
dupqpa from what
and Hofmann even wishes mentally to supply to /cat.
precedes, to which it is attached, elc tovc noTJkovc enepio-oevoev as predicate
whereas Mehring puts his rendering, which erroneously makes it a question
" And ought not the gift to be, as it was
(comp. on ver. 15), in this form
in substance

;

;

.

.

.

1

;

through one that

sinned?''''

—

:

to pev yap uplua k.t./L] sc. sctc

the point of difference previously specified

from a

single one to

trespasses to

a

a

For

explanation of

;

the judicial sentence redounds

sentence of condemnation, out the gift of grace from

sentence of justification.

—

which God pronounces as judge; comp.

which

:

to Kplpa] quite general

For

1 Cor. vi. 7.

the

:

many

the sentence

hind of sentence,
by the

this shall prove to be in the concrete result, is indicated only

following

elc

The explanation which

KaTaKpifia.

nouncement contained in Gen.

ii.

refers it to the divine an-

17 (Fritzsche, Dietzsch)

is

erroneous, be-

and because the act of Adam
must have already preceded the nplua. Others understand by it the sentence
of punishment pronounced against Adam, which has become a sentence of
punishment (sentence of death) against his posterity (/card/cp^a) (Reiche,
Ruckert, Nielsen, Baumgarten-Crusius, Krehl, de Wette, Maier, Hofmann)
but wrongly, because they thus neglect the pointed interchange of Kplpa and
KaTaKpi/ua, and in elc KaTaKpiua place the stress on the condemned subject,
which however is not even mentioned. Linguistically erroneous is the view
Nor does it
of Beza, Calixtus, Wolf, and others, that r. Kplpa is the guilt.
mean the state of heing finally adjudged (Stolting). Philippi, Tholuck, Ewald,
and van Hengel hold the right view while Rothe, with unnecessary refining and gratuitous importation, takes to uev and to de by themselves as subject, Kplfia and ^dpm/tfl as predicates ("the one effect is a righteous judgment.
the other on the contrary a gift"). Dietzsch still more breaks
up the sentence, making Kpljua and x^P i0iia oppositions, the former to to pev,
and the latter to to de.
has, like Ik izollciv irapaTtT. afterwards,
et- hoc']
the chief emphasis
iv6c is masculine on account of the previous dC evbg
cause the latter

a threat,

is

and not a

nplua

;

;

.

.

.

—

;

duapTT/o.,

not neuter (irapatrTupaToc), as Rothe, Mehring, Dietzsch, Stolting
This masculine however does not necessitate our taking

and others think.

(Hofmann), which would in itself be allowable
but is here opposed by the consideration that Paul

irohluv also as masculine

(comp. on 2 Cor.

i.

11),

would have expressed the personal contrast to it- ev6g more symmetrically and
thoughtfully by the bare eK nolluv. The "Vulgate gives the right sense
"eccmultis delictis."
ef] points to the motive cause, producing the event

—
from
forth from one;
Kuhner,
way the second
— KaTaKpiua]
itself

see

:

eK.

elc

sc. kcTi,

1
" The gift has not so
It would run thus
accrued abundantly to the many and passed
over to them, as was the case when such a bestowal ensued through one that sinned."
This supplement is already guarded against
by the fact that k. ovx down to Suiprma is the
obvious parallel of ovx
t. napanT. down
:

w

:

399.

II. 1, p.

as in the

to xap"^*,

first

Just in the same
half of the verse, 9

and hence,

like the latter,

may

not be supplemented further than by IrrC
Any other course is arbitrary and artificial.
3 In consequence of the
way in which
Hofmann has supplemented the first half
of the verse, we should now take, in the

one instance,

e£ ivbs eit Ka T d K pip.a ei*

rovf

CHAP,
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" ut una cum praesentibus praeterita tamquam eadem in tabella repraesentOne was the cause (moving the divine righteousness)
van Hengel.
that the judgment of God presents itself in the result as a punitive judgment
many
(namely, that on account of the sin of one all should die, ver. 12)
sins [see Note LVIII. p. 225], on the other hand, were the cause (moving
et,"

;

the divine compassion) that the gift of grace results in concrete as a judg-

ment of justification. In the one case an unity, in the other a multiplicity,
was the occasioning cause. In the second clause also, following the analogy
the
of np'ifia in the first, to xapiow is conceived of generally and abstractly
;

redounds in the concrete case elg dmaiufia, when God, namely, fordiKaiu/m, which
gives the many sins and declares their subjects as righteous.
is not, with Dietzsch, to be understood in the sense of the right framing of
a view contrary to linguistic usage
life through sanctification of the Spirit
Heb.
and the context is here also (comp. i. 32, ii. 26, viii. 4 Luke i. 6
X&piofia

—

—

ix. i,
II. p.

10

;

Kev. xv. 4

;

;

frequently in

167 1), according to

LXX. and

;

Apocr., see Schleusner, Thes.

its literal signification,

in itself nothing else than

to be taken here in the
hence the sentence defining righteousness,
the ordinance of God in which He completes the dinaicjo-ig as actus judicialis,
Condition of righteousness (Luther and others),
the opposite of KaraKpifia.
" the actual status of oeing righteous' (Hofmann), would be represented by
dimioo-vvT/
satisfaction of justice, compensation of justice (Rothe, Mehring
following Calovius, and Wolf), in accordance with which idea it may even
designate punishment in classical usage (Plat. Legg. ix. p. 864 E), it might
mean (Aristot. Eth. Nic. v. 7, 17 kiravopdufia tov acW/^arof), but never does

judicial determination, judicial sentence ;

Pauline sense of the divine

but

diicaiovv,

it is

:

'

1 1

;

:

so in Biblical usage, to

which

this special definition of the sense is foreign.

Paul could convey the sense declaration as
the more appropriately
stantially thus

not praise
Jer. xi. 20

Prov.

20

;

ii.

17 the

Sot-av k. 6tKaiufj.a rcj Kvpiu,

Him

declare

viii.

righteous, verdict of justification,

dtmiufia, since in Bar.

used (Suaovac

God and
;

by

righteous).

Rev. xv.

4,

Compare

and

xix.

8.

1

in

word

is

also sub

Hades they

also 2

Sam.

The

shall

xix. 28

right view

;

is

taken by Fritzsche, Baumgarten-Crusius, Krehl, Philippi, Tholuck, Ewald,
van Hengel, Holsten, Klopper, and Pfleiderer Rlickert (also Maier) abides
;

by means

of justification, following merely the

form of the word without

undecided, and Stolting, without precedent from linguistic usage (comp. above Luther and Hofmann), understands
the state of justification into which the state of grace (the x^ptcrjua) has passed.
empirical proof, while de Wette

is

These two conceptions however exclude any idea of succession, and are concurrent.
The addition (oft in D. Vulg. is a correct gloss comp. ver. 18.

—

;

The

noM. napairT. elg diKaiufia, just asserted in
contrast to the KaTanpifia proceeding from One, has now the seal of confirmaVer. 17.

to de x<*P ia/Lia eK

iroAAovs «7repi'<r<r«vo-«vas predicate to
to teplfxa
and in the other instance, i<
ko\\S)v napanrwuaTuiv els StKaiufia eis tows
iro\Aous €jrepi<ro-ev<rev as predicate to
to x^P^Ma,— notwithstanding that in both
cases a definition with «t? is already given
by Paul himself. How enigmatically and
;

misleadingly he would have written
1
Where to. 5i*cai<o/xaTa rSiv ayiW are the
divine verdicts of justification, which the
saints have received. The pure byssus is
I

their symbol.

in

loc. p.

330.

Compare Ewald, Joh. Schr.
Diisterdieck understands it

otherwise (righteous

acts).
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impressed on it through the triumphant certainty of the reign of
which must belong to the recipients of the ducalo/ia in the approaching
completion of the kingdom through the One Jesus Christ all the more undoubtedly, since the napaimo/ua of the One Adam brought death to reign.
The effect of the second One (the Adam fikXkuv) in the direction of salvation
cannot in fact remain behind the effect which proceeded from the first One

Hon

(yap)

life,

in the direction of destruction.

assurance,

which with noMiu

On

this rests the evidence of the blissful

were from the gloom
The view that ver. 17
16 being really proved by its second

fiallov stands forth as it

of the death previously described (comp. vv. 15,

adduces the proof of the

first

half of ver.

9).

half (Hofmann), is to be rejected for this very reason, that the demonstrais so full and clear in itself, especially after ver. 15, that there
no longer any necessity for receiving proof of its probative power, and no

tion in ver. 16
is

reader could expect this.

It is quite arbitrary in

to the regular continuation

by yap, to take
For other views

attach ver. 17 to ver. 15.

Rothe, especially looking

ver. 16 as a parenthesis,

who, in accordance with his own unsuitable rendering of
the inner righteous condition of

—

and to

of the connection see Dietzsch,

life verified

by the

ducaiojia, finds

reign of

final

here

life as its

outward manifestation.
did rov ivog] through ifie medium of the One, is
added, although kv hi 7rapa7rTufiaTi had been already said (see the critical
remarks), in order to prepare the way with due emphasis for the did rov ivbg
'Iqaov Xpicrrov of the apodosis.
Comp. on 2 Cor. xii. 7.
7ro/U£ fxaXkov]
Here also, as in ver. 15, the logical plus, the far greater certainty and evidence.
ol Tiafiftavovreg] not those who believingly accept (Bengel, Rothe, van Hengel, and others), but simply the recipients.
[See Note LIX. p. 226.]
The

—

—

present participle denotes the presence of the time of grace introduced
Christ,

which stands

the reign of
ter

;

comp.

life

ver.

in the blissful
11.

—

rrjv

between the former reign of death and
future and determines the subjects of the lat-

nepiaaelav] the

—

grace, referring to knepicoevce in ver. 15.
as in ver. 15.

asm
on

But the emphasis

abundant fulness (comp.
rye

x&P

*• r*

ii.

4) of

dupedg] distinguished,

of the description, climactic in the enthusi-

on x^P iro ii

of victory, lies in the first instance

diKaioavvTjg,

by

in the middle

an(l then, as it advances,

in contrast to the former tragic TrapdirTujua.

—

rijg ditcaioa.]

is

which the duped consists. The whole characteristic description of
the subjects by ol ...
lafiftdvovrec already implies the certainty with
which one may reckon in the case of those, who are honoured to receive
such abundance, on the final fiaaikzmiv kv fay through Christ.
kv gof (laoilevaovai] The word /3aail. itself, and more especially the future, renders it
certain that the future Messianic far) is here meant
in which, as the opposite of the ddvaroc, the pardoned and justified shall have the joint-dominion
of the new world (viii. 21), the nfypovofila and its d6%a (viii. 17), under Christ
the Head (1 Cor. iv. 8, vi. 2
2 Tim. ii. 12), in whose final manifestation
that, in

.

—

;

;

their life shall be gloriously manifested (Col.

that in the apodosis Paul does not say
vovrac in accordance

tj

with the

protasis,

with the active nature of the

relation,

iii.

3

f.)

farj fiaoikevoei krrl

Observe, further,
rovg

....

2,ap,(3d-

but appropriately, and in harmony
i.e.

of the future glorious liberty of

the children of God, places the subjects actively in the foreground, and

CHAP,
affirms of t7iem the reigning in

315

v., 18.

—

The 'Iricov Xptcrov is added as if in
unnamed but well-known elg, who occaFinally, we should not fail to notice how in
life.

triumph, in contradistinction to the

sioned the dominion of death.

this passage the glance proceeds

ward

from the status gratiae (la/j,(3avovTeg) backand forward to the status gloriae (fiaoik-

to the status irae (k(3aatXevae),

evaovci).

Yer. 18

Summary

f.

recapitulation of the whole parallel treated of from

onwards, so that the elements of likeness and unlikeness contained
l.vXkoyi^tTat hravda to ttclv,
are now comprehended in one utterance.

ver. 12

in

it

The emergence

Theodore of Mopsuestia.

of the dpa ovv

now

ushering in the

conclusion, as well as the corresponding relation of the contents of ver. 18
to the indication given

back to

ver. 12

to vv. 15-17

;

by

bg hart rv-rrog rov p.tXkovTog in ver. 14, carries

not merely to ver. 16

Ewald, Holsten.

— apa

(de Wette, Fritzsche)

f.

The

(Hofmann, Dietzsch).

ovv] conclusive

right view

;

f.

us

or merely

taken by Philippi,
accordingly then, in very frequent
is

1

:

by the Apostle (vii. 3, 25, viii. 12, ix. 16, 18, xiv. 12, 19 Gal. vi. 10
Eph. ii. 19 et ah), and that, contrary to the classical usage, 2 at the beginning
For the necessary (contrary to Mehring's view) completion
of the sentence.
of the two sentences, which are in the sharpest and briefest manner compressed as it were into a mere exclamation (Ewald), it is sufficient simply
use

;

to supply

:

res cessit, it has come, anefiT]

;

(Winer, p. 546 [E. T. 587]), or kyivero

See Buttmann's neut. Qr; p. 338 [E. T. 394]. As it therefore has
come to a sentence of condemnation for all men through One trespass, so also it
has come to justification of life (which has for its consequence the possession
(Grotius).

of the future Messianic

life,

ver. 21
John v. 28, 29) for all men
The supplying of to uplfia kyivero to the

comp.

through One justifying judgment.

;

and to xapco-fia h/ivero to the second half (so Fritzsche and Riickert),
considering the opposite sense of the two subjects, renders the very comSt' evbg 6ik.~\ through one judicial
pressed discourse somewhat singular.
first,

—

namely, that which was pronounced by God on
account of the obedience of Christ rendered through His death. In strict
logic indeed the ducaiuua, which is properly the antithesis of maraiiptua (as in
but this incongruity of a
ver. 16), should not be opposed to irapa-n-Tuua
verdict (see

on vv.

16, 19),

;

lively interchange of conceptions is not un-Pauline (comp.

ver. 15).

And

thoroughly unwarranted to assign to ducaiuua here also, as in ver. 16,
such as actual status of being righteous (Hofsignifications which it has not
mann, Stolting), fulfilment of right (Philippi, Mangold), making amends
it is

;

(Rothe), righteous deed (Holsten), righteous life-condition of Christ (Dietzsch),

anew humanity begins, act of justification (Tholuck), mrtuous(Baumgarten-Crusius), obedience (de Wette), and the like definitions,
in which for the most part regard is had to the act of the death of Jesus
partly with and partly without the addition of the obedientia activa (comp.
with which
ness

—

also Klopper), while Fritzsche explains it of the incarnation

and humilia-

i'Apa,

"ad internam

potius

causam

" magis ad externam,"
spectat," ovv,
Klotz, ad Devar. p. 717. Comp. p. 173. The
apa serves specifically for dialectic accura-

cy; Baeumlein,

p. 35;

comp. Kuhner,

p. 857.

Herm. ad Antig.

628,

ad

Yiger. p. 823.
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Ewald interprets rightly
ii. 5, 8) as His recte factum.
'through One righteous sentence;" so also van Hengel and Umbreit.
This alone is permitted by ver. 16. It is the One declaration of what is now
of right, that is, the judicial verdict of the being reconciled, which took place
on the part of God, on the ground of Christ's sacrificial death the consetion of Christ (Phil.

:

4

quence therefore, of His

vizanoi]

rendered in death

—and

which

so far

may

appear as the antithesis to the fall of Adam with the same right as in ver.
To take
15 the grace and gift were adduced as the contrast to that fall.
the h6c as masculine (Vulgate, Theodoret, Theophylact, Erasmus, Luther,

and many

Calvin,

others, including Tholuck, Fritzsche, Nielsen, Picard,

Klopper, Philippi, and Hofmann), is, seeing that no article is annexed,
unwarranted according to the analogy of the immediate context, vv. 17, 19

;

would have only expressed himself in a way liable
stood (how differently in ver. 16 !). Equally unwarranted
or Paul

to

be misunder-

is it

to conceive

the verb to be supplied in the apodosis as in the future (Philippi, Dietzsch).

The

judicial verdict

cation of eternal

is

life

and has redounded once and

given

for all

sidering

how

far it is

the relation

sets forth as a concrete

abstraction, as

—In both halves of the verse
At the same time

as in ver. 12.
is

for ever to justifi-

the great historical fact of salvation,

is

event (not under the
Rothe thought) without connow or in the future appropriated through faith by

which Paul has in view and
point of view of a timeless
the subjects.

that

;

conceived in

rcavrzc avdpwrroi is

must be noted that

it

its objectivity.

On

simply

men,

all

in the second half

God

the part of

has come

it

to justification for all ; thus the case stands objectively ; the subjective attain-

ment of this universal justification, the realization of it for the individuals,
depends upon whether the latter believingly apprehend the diKaiu/xa for their
own subjective dtnaiiooic, or unbelievingly reject it. This dependence on a
subjective condition, however, did not belong to the scope of our passage,
in

which the only object was

tive

consequence of the

ev

to set forth the all-embracing blessed objecStKaiw/na,

contrast to the all-destructive

in

objective consequence of the ev TrapnTrrufia.

Hence

thing be deduced from our passage as from

xi.

just as little can any-

32 in favour of a final

The distinction imported by Hofmann and Lechler that
means all without distinction, and wavrec oi avdpuTzoi, on the
other hand, all without exception, the sum total of mankind, is purely
fanciful
ndvrec means omnes, nemine excepto, alike whether the substantive

aTTOKardaraoig.
ttclvtec

:

avdpwKoi

;

belonging to

it,

in accordance with the connection, has or has not the

article ("articulus,

tentiae

non

cum

sensus fert additus vel omissus, discrimen senSoph.

facit," Ellendt, Lex.

stands before itavreq (consequently
that

we have

to think of

i i

Ver.

519).

avd.)

;

Only when the

article

does the distinction emerge,

cunctos sive universos,

corpus colligates" (Ellendt, p. 521)
II. 1, p.

II. p.

ol izavTeg

comp. Kruger,

i.

e.

singulos in

§ 50, 11,

12

;

unum

Kuhner,

545.
19.

This

final sentence,

assigning a reason,

now

formally by the

recurrence of the oanep points back to ver. 12, with which the whole chain

had begun. [See Note LX. p. 226.]
be established by yap is not the how of the parallel com-

of discourse that here runs to an end

But

that which is to

chap,

v., 19.
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which is set forth repeatedly with clearness (in opposition to
Rothe), but the blissful conclusion of that comparison in ver.
18
elg
parison,

:

upon which what

SiKaiaoiv £ufr,
seal

of certainty.

of ver. 18

is

now

—

now

expressed in ver. 19 impresses the

Dietzsch thinks that the purport, which is kept general,
to be established from the personal life.
But the right

interpretation of dinaiufia

view.

is

dfiapruXol

and of

diiuuoi

KaraaraOr/aovrai is

opposed to

this

[See Note LXI. p. 227.]
The many
were set down as sinners; for according to ver. 12 ff. they were indeed
through the disobedience of Adam, put actually into the category
of sinnej-s,
Karecrdd.

oi

ttoUoc]

because, namely, they sinned in

and with the fall of Adam. Thus through
all had part in it, has the position
of

of the one man, because

the disobedience

of sinners. The consequence of this, that they were subjected
punishment (Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Theophylact and others), were
treated as sinners (Grotius, Flatt, Bohme, Krehl and others), and the
like, is
not here expressly included, but after the foregoing is obvious of itself.
Fritzsche (comp. Koppe and Reiche) has
through their death they appeared as sinners.
On the one hand this gratuitously imports something
all become that

to

:

'

(through their death), and on the other it does violence to the expression
which denotes the real putting into the position of sinners, whereby they de facto came to stand as sinners, 2 peccatores constituti sunt (James
aareoTad.,

iv.

4

2 Pet.

Heb.

3
2 Mace. xv. 2
3 Mace. i. 7
Plat.
examples from Xenophon in Sturz, II. p.
610), as is required by the ruling normal clause
ty cj ndvrec ^aprov in ver. 12.
The Apostle might have written kyevridrjaav (as Dietzsch explains the /camxr.),
but he has already in view the antithesis dkacoi Karaar., and expresses himself
in conformity to it
hence also he does not put Trdvrec (which might have
;

i.

8

;

Rep. p. 564

A

stood in the

first clause),

;

v.

Gonv. p. 222

1,

B

viii.

:

death of Jesus was
ii.

8

;

;

of

;

—

but ol iroXkoi.
6id viraicoyc] through obedience.
The
kfrx¥ His obedience to the will of the Father, Phil,

v. 8.
But this designation is
Adam, and all the more certainly

Heb.

TrapanoT]

"the

kut'

;

;

selected as

therefore

the antithesis to the
it

does not here

mean

collective life-obedience" (Lechler,

comp. Hofmann, Dietzsch and
others), but must be understood as the deed of atonement willed
by God
(ver. 8 ff.), to which we owe justification, and the ethical premiss
of which
on Christ's side is righteousness of life, although Hofmann improperly
rejects this view as a groundless fancy.— dimioi Karaarad^/aovTai] shall be
placed
in the category of righteous.

The future

So also Julius Miiller, v. d. Sunde, II. p.
evading the literal sense " the
many have become declared (as it were
before the divine judgment-seat) as sinners
through the disobedience of the one man
(as the determining initial point of sinful
development), by the fact, that they have
been subjected to death." See on the

refers 3 -to the future revelation of

1

485, ed. 5,

:

other hand Hofmann, who properly urges
that they did not become sinners only
along with their dying, but immediately
through Adam's disobedience. But the

how of

their

doing so

is

in fact just the ty'

<5

irafT«s fifiaprov,

according to our concep-

tion of these words.
a

Dietzsch should not have raised the objection that it ought to have been ei?
a^apruKovi, or iv afiapnoKoU. See generally

Kuhner, II. 1, p. 274.
» Corresponding to the /WiAevo-ovcri
in
ver. 17, and hence not to be explained in a

mere general way of the certain expectaor conviction

tation

mann

also takes

Aoyi'£ecr#ai,

hand

ii.

iv.

13, 16

;

it

(Mehring), as Hof-

in the sense of

/xe'AAet

Comp. on the other
and see on Gal. v. 5.
24.
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not to the fact
glory after the resurrection (Reiche, Fritzsche, Klopper)
that the multitude of believers is conceived of as not yet completed, and
consequently the justifying of them is chiefly regarded as a succession of
;

cases to come (comp.

The how

20, 30).

iii.

of the

Karaarad. cannot

(Uicaioi

righteous, as result of the divine

found in an actual becoming

work

be

of grace,

would offend against the

at the close of the saving process (Dietzsch), which

whole context since ver. 12, and anticipate the contents of ch. vi. In truth
the mode which Paul had in view is beyond doubt, after the development
of the doctrine of justification in chs.

God has

iv.

iii.

forgiven believers

on account of the death of Christ, and counted their faith as righteousness.
Thus the obedience of the One has caused that at the judgment the noXkoi
shall by God's sentence enter into the category of the righteous, as the disobedience of the One had caused the noTCkoi to enter the opposite. In both
cases the causa meritoria is the objective act of the two heads of the race
(the sin of Adam the death of Christ), to whom belong the nolloi on both
'

—

sides
acts

while the

;

subjective

(communion

in

mediating cause

Adam's

fall

—

is

the individual relation to those

It is a

faith).

mistake therefore to quote
(Reithmayr and

this passage against the Protestant doctrine of justification

Bisping), as

But we

if

the

making righteous were designated
between

are not entitled to carry the comparison

as

sanctification.

Adam and

Christ

further than Paul himself has done.

Vv.

20, 21.

The comparison between Adam and Christ is closed.
two stood the law! [See Note LXII. p.

in the middle between the

But
227.]

How therefore could Paul leave unnoticed the relation of the law to both,
the relation of this essential intervening element in the divine plan of salvation, the continuity of which was not to be hindered by the law, but, on
the contrary, advanced to its blissful goal ? The mention of it presented
him, especially after the utterance already contained in
2
even without our thinking of an opponent's objection, or, at least, of
in order
something
furnish
themselves
must
they
that
fancied
who
persons
but it cannot be regarded
to secure for themselves eternal life (Hofmann)
as the proper goal of the entire discussion (Th. Schott), which would not at

itself necessarily to

ver. 13,

;

—

TcapeiaijWev] there came in
correspond to so succinct an indication.
which had already come in, ver. 12) into the
subintravit, comp. Erasmus,
world. 3 The notion of secrecy (Vulgate
all

alongside (of the dfiapria,

:

Annot., Send.)

is

not implied in irapa in

gested by the context, as in Gal.
XdOpa stands along with

it)

;

ii.

4

comp.

which likewise receive the idea

;

Christenthum u. K. p. 200 f 190, ed. 2. See
on the other hand Kostlin in the Jahrb. f.
D. Thed. 1856, p. 95. Dollinger erroneously
explains KaTaaratfija. " established in righteousness"
8 So even Cyril and Grotius
compare
:

;

Pol.

i.

but would require to be sugii. 55, 3 (where
i. 8, 4
3

7,

;

;

izapetaayto, Tzapeicdvu,

of secrecy only

1 Consequently not through any internal
communication or infusion of the moral
quality of righteousness comp. Dollinger,
.

;

itself,

napuctykpu k.t.1.,

from the context.

But

this

Mangold. The latter finds here a proof of
the preponderantly Jewish- Christian character of the readers. But with as little
right as it might be found in Gal. iii.
s See Vigerus, ed. Herm. p. 651
and van
Hengel in loc. Comp. Philo in Loesner, p.
;

252,

especially de temul. p. 263 C,

irapei(re\delv ew<ra

sinens.

On

means juxta

the idea comp. Gal.

se
iii.

where
intrarc

19.

CHAP.

V.,

20 3 21.
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not at all the case here, because this idea would be at variance with the
solemn giving of the law (Gal. iii. 19 Acts vii. 53), and the reverence of
the Apostle for it (Rom. vii. 12 ff.). Reiche, Rothe, Tholuck, Ruckert, and
Philippi import the idea that the law is designated as an accessory insti-

is

;

tution, or its

coming

in as of subordinate importance in comparison with

that of sin (Hofmann), as an element not making an epoch (Weiss, Dietzsch).
It

was not such, Gal.

nor

iv. 24,

is

this sense implied in the

word

itself.

not mean coming in between,
but coming in alongside) is the view of others that it came in the middle
between Adam (according to Theodoret and Reithmayr, Abraham) and
Linguistically incorrect (for itapuokpx- does

:

Christ (Calvin, Grotius, Estius, Baumgarten-Crusius, Usteri, Ewald, Bis-

and

Nor does

mean

it came in in opposition
Such a reference must necessarily have been implied, as in Gal. ii. 4, in the context, but would be out
of place here on account of the following 'iva k.t.1., which Mehring inappropriately takes as painful irony.
Finally that izapd means obiter, ad ternpus (Chrysostom, Theophylact, Cornelius a Lapide) is a pure fancy.
Iva

ping,

thereto,

others).

Trapeia^Wev

:

in opposition to sin (Mehring).

i.e.

—

TrXeovaar) to irapd-KT.]

in order that the transgression might be increased.

[See

Note LXIII. p. 227.] The TrapdirTOfia can only be intended in the sense in
which the reader must have understood it in virtue of the preceding text,
ver. 1^5 ff., therefore of the Adamite transgression.
This was the concrete
destructive evil, which existed in the world as the beginning of sin and the
cause of universal death.
By the law, however, it was not to be abolished
or annulled, but on the contrary (observe the prefixing of Kleovdo-ri) it was
to be increased, i.e. to obtain accession in more and more TzapaizTcofiaai.
If
is not to be taken collectively (Fritzsche, de Wette,
van Hengel, and others) just as little is Iva nleovaoy to be rationalized so
that it may be interpreted logice, of greater acknowledgment of sin (Grotius,

therefore to TrapdirTujua

Wolf, Nielsen, Baur), or of the consciousness of sin (J. Muller), since the
corresponding vTzepeTrepiaa. cannot be so taken nor so, that Iva is to be explained as ecbatic (Chrysostom, and several Fathers quoted by Suicer, Thes.
;

I.

p. 1454,

Koppe, Reiche), which

is

never correct,

and

not justified by

is

the groundless fear of a blasphemous and un-Pauline idea (Reiche).
Gal.
c.

iii.

19

;

1

Cor. xv. 56

15) rightly says

"non

crudeliter

by way

hoc

fecit

;

and generally on

i.

24.

Comp.

Augustine (in Ps.

of describing the intervening

Deus, sed consilio medicinae

cii.

aim referred to
;

.

.

.

—

morbus, crescit malitia, quaeritur medicus et totum sanatur."
and dfiapTia are not certainly distinguished as Tittmann, Synon.

.

:

augetur

7rapdTTT0)jua

p. 47, de-

Reiche thinks, simply thus, that both words indicate the
same idea only under different figures (this would be true of Trapd-n-TUjua and

fines

;

nor

yet, as

but in this way, that to izapaTTT^fia invariably indicates only the
the sinful deed
while 7 dfiapTla may have as well the concrete
(as always when it stands in the plural, comp. on Eph. ii. 1) as the abstract
sense.
It has the latter sense in our passage, and it appears purposely
chosen.
For if the Adamite transgression, which was present in the world
of men as a fact and with its baneful effect, received accession through the
law, so that this evil actually existing in humanity since the fall increased,

djidpTrjixa)

concrete

;

sin,

;
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sum

the

larged

which was among men, was thereby

total of sin in ahstracto,

(comp. Lipsius, Bechtfertigungsl.
thus

ov de ETcledvaoev

:

en-

the dominion of sin became greater, both extensively and intensively

;

rj

This feld

of the domain, where etc.

Therefore the discourse progresses

p. 73).

and then

djuapria,

k/kuriX.

rj

dfiapria.

—

ov] where, local,

generally the world of men, in which,

is

however, the increase in sin here meant came from the people of the law, from
Israel

but without the sphere of the

;

ov

being limited to the

latter, since

immediately, in ver. 21, he brings forward the universal point of view as it
The temporal
prevails throughout the section (in opposition to Hofmann).

rendering

:

when (Grotius, de "Wette, Fritzsche, Stolting)

likewise lin-

is

guistically correct (time being represented under the aspect of space,
dfi ov

15

and the

2 Cor.

;

modum

like),

iii.

17

but

(ov

redundavit.

.

.

1

;

The two

—

;

.

.

—

ekei).

vTrepeTrepioa.] it

comp.

passages, iv.

became over-great, supra

The kizTiedvacev had to be surpassed. Comp. 2
Mark vii. 37 2 Thess. i. 3. But that it had

Tim. i. 14
passed itself (Hofmann),
4

vii.

harmony with the analogous

less in

;

is

Cor.
sur-

a definite reference gratuitously introduced.

correlative verbs are related simply as comparative

and

superlative.

in order that, just as (formerly) sin reigned in virtue of
death, so also (divine) grace should reign oy means of righteousness unto eternal
Iva (Javrep

/c.r./l.]

This

through Jesus Christ our Lord.

life

viTEpsTTepiao:

rj

Rothe incorrectly

x^pig.

This proposition

a parenthesis.

essary premiss for the opening

over Dietzsch.

—h

is

up

is

the whole blessed aim of the

desires to treat ov 6e

in fact so essential, that

of that

.

.

.

.

most blessed prospect.

x&piC as

the nec-

is

it

See more-

t& davdro)] not unto death (Luther, Beza, Calvin, and

many

others), nor yet in death as the sphere of its rule (Tholuck, Philippi),
but instrumentally, corresponding to the antithesis Sid dinaioovvw elc ^urjv
alaviov (which belong together).
Sin has brought death into the world
with it, and subjected all to death (ver. 12), ty w irdvrec ijfiapTov thus sin
;

dominion in virtue of death. This dominion however has
given way to the dominion of grace, whose rule does not indeed
abolish death, which having once entered into the world with sin has
become the common lot of all, in itself, but accomplishes its object all the
more blissfully, in that it confers a righteousness redounding to everlasting
exercised

life.

'

its

And

grace exercises this bliss-bringing rule through the merit of its
who has earned it for men

personal Mediator (irpo^Evoc, Chrysostom) Christ,

through His expiatory death.
Xpiarov tov Kvpiov q/iov (comp.
entire

the

thought

seal.

rj

The

x^ptc fiaoiktvar)

Here, also, the

.

full triumphant conclusion,

25

vii.
.

.

dinaioovvrj is

did 'Irjaov

;

1

Cor. xv. 57 al.) belongs to the

.

£.

alcjviov,

upon which

it

impresses

the righteousness of faith (not of

life).

Notes by American Editob.

XLIX. Ver.

1.

X o^v.

h

.

The textual question of this verse is one of extreme difficulty.
weight of external authority is in favor of exo/iev cannot be doubted.
1

on

The pregnant

sense,

which Hofmann,
and

ver. 14, attributes to the /WiAeueii/,

That the
But it is

seeks to apply analogically here also (comp.
Dietzsch), is here least of all appropriate.
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tfOTES.

argument points toward the indicative.
by an examination of what the advocates of
"No exegete has been
the other reading have brought forward in its support
equally beyond doubt
The remark of Godet

that the internal
is justified

:

able satisfactorily to account for this imperative suddenly occurring in the
midst of a didactic development." The Apostle seems clearly, in these verses,
to be presenting the blessed consequences of the doctrine which he has estabThat, in such a presentation, he should state the first of
lished by argument.

these consequences

(or,

also), only in the form of
though not impossible, contrary to all

indeed, the second and third

an exhortation to lay hold upon

it, is,

probability.

L. Ver.

2.

nal tcavxcofteQa.

^

°£ ver !• There are three
teal, as Meyer holds, is to be connected with Ix
consequences of justification by faith, which the Apostle mentions in the first
peace with God, joy in hope of the future glory,
half of the chapter (1-11)
-

:

section, and
The other parts of the passage are subor2 to the statement of ver. 1, and vv. 3&-11 to ver.

These are the main points of the

and joy in present tribulations.

are set forth in co-ordinate sentences.

dinate

:

6C ov

.

.

.

iGTTjKdfiev

of ver.

The cause or ground of the believer's rejoicing in tribulations is, that he
knows that, in a certain way and by a certain process, they lead to the confirmation of his hope of the future. Tribulation works out the result for him of stead3a.

endurance this, in its turn, the result of triedness" [doKiurj apparently
does not mean probation (proving), as R. V., but approval, or the condition of one
who, having been tested and tried, has stood the test and is approved] and this
tested and approved character, again, naturally and necessarily strengthens hope
which hope is one that does not disappoint the man who has it. The foundation of the confidence that it will not prove disappointing is the greatness of the

fast

'

;

;

—

love of God.

sion resting

This greatness

upon

end that which

it

it

has,

wonderfully begun

is

exhibited and proved in vv. 6-8, and the concluall doubting, bring to its

— that the Divine love will, beyond

—

is

by the provision of a reconciliation through Christ, so
declared and emphatically repeated in vv. 9-11.
LI. Ver. 12.

did.

tovto k.t.X.

The second section of this chapter (12-19) presents another blessed consequence of the proof that justification is by faith namely, that in this doctrine we have a universal system of salvation not limited to one nation as
:

—

was the law, but open to all nations alike. In order to the setting forth of
this universality in an impressive way, the parallelism with the case of Adam is
introduced. As evil came from him, not to one section of mankind, but to all
To Paul's mind this universections, so it is with the blessings from Christ.
It was
sality and "world-wide significance" was the glory of Christianity.
natural, therefore, that he should give it special prominence, and should present it to his readers, as he does in this long paragraph, as standing over
against or equalling all the other and special results to which he had just
referred.
To suppose that he here turns to consider the subject of original
sin, for the purpose of enunciating fully the true doctrine concerning it, is
It is also ifi suppose that from the outto misapprehend the writer's design.
break of the joyous feeling of a full heart, in the preceding verses, he suddenly
turns to the darkest and saddest side of human history, and then, after writing
a few statements respecting it, leaves it entirely, to discuss another and quite
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We

must believe that the introduction of Adam and his relaway of illustration, and is of secondary
importance, as compared with the main object in view. This being the chardifferent matter.

tion to the world is altogether in the
acter of the passage,

we can

how

the writer should have limited
one point which he had in mind,
and should not have cared to express himself, with definiteness or fulness, as
to the entire doctrine of the relation of Adam's sin to the condemnation of
his posterity.
That there is a consequential connection between that sin and
the condemnation, it was necessary to his purpose to state. But it was by
no means necessary to explain, in all its details, the mode of this connection.

himself

— as

we

readily see

find that he does

— to the

LIE. Ver. 12.

With reference

elc Travrag avQpuTrovg.

on page 76. The fact there mentioned respecting the use of this word in the course of the argument (i. 18-iv. 25), renders it altogether probable that "all men" here means all, without national limitations, rather than all without the exception of any single individual.
A
writer

is to

to ndvrag, see note

be interpreted according to the thought which he

The thought

veloping.

by

his Epistle, is that righteousness is
tile.

its

is

manifestly de-

of the Apostle, for the setting forth of
faith for

which he wrote
every one, whether Jew or Gen-

This proposition he has proved, and he
truth involves universality of blessing.

is now declaring, with joy,
What is this universality but

that
that

which includes Gentiles as well as Jews ?

LIU.

The

Ver. 12. ndvrec qfiaprov.

seems to require explanation. Neither here
be regarded as equivalent to the perfect or
present. In this case it carries back the thought to the time of Adam's sin.
But in what sense all men are declared to have sinned when he did is not
determined by the mere fact that the aorist is used. The writer may be intending to state an actual participation in the first sin, or he may be expressing
himself in a figurative or semi-figurative way. That the former of these suppositions is not true is rendered probable by the acknowledged independence
on the part of each man of the sins of his ancestors. All admit that a man is in
no literal sense, either physically or morally, one with his remotest forefather
next this side of Adam. If no such union exists with the \ast but one in the
ascending series, we naturally conclude that there is none with the last.
This conclusion may not, indeed, be a necessary one. It is not. But it is so
probable, that it may set us on an inquiry as to whether some other explanation cannot be found, which will relieve us of this difficulty and, if such an
explanation is discovered, it may give the weight of a strong presumption in its
favor.
The usage of Paul in employing the aorist, and the indications of the
passage, point to the discovery.
Of the view in question, Dr. Charles Hodge
fitly says, "Even on the extremest realistic assumption that humanity as such
is an entity, the act of Adam was not the act of all men.
His sin was an intelligent act of self-determination
but an act of rational self-determination
nor in

aorist tense in this verb

iii.

23 and

ii.

12, is it to

;

;

all men as persons existed in Adam, it is
impossible that they acted his act. To say that a man acted thousands of
years before his personality began does not rise even to the dignity of a contradiction
it has no meaning at all.
It is a monstrous evil to make the Bible
is

a personal act.

:

Unless, therefore,

NOTES.
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common sense and common consciousness of men " (Comm. p.
The view adopted by Hodge himself, with others of similar theological
opinions, gives to the verb the meaning " were accounted as sinners ;" that is,
contradict the

236).

all

men

were regarded and treated as sinners on account of Adam's offence,

although they, in no actual sense, participated in it. He was their representative, and they are subjected to penal evils because their representative sinned.
This explanation is not only exposed to the objection that it contravenes our
ordinary ideas of justice— an objection which, if not absolutely fatal, at least
throws a strong presumption against it, and impels us to search for some more
reasonable account of the meaning
versal sense of the verb [Gen.

—but

xliii.

9,

inconsistent with the uni-

is also

xliv.

32

;

1

Kings

21,

i.

the only pas-

sages which are even claimed as exceptions, not being properly applicable
to the case in hand], and is directly contradicted by what is said in w. 18,
19.

Dr. Shedd,

who

favors the view of actual participation, says of this

of interpreting the words, "

The

mode

clause is introduced to justify the infliction

makes an infliction more inexplicable, rather
upon those who did not commit the sin
that caused the death, but were fictitiously and gratuitously regarded as if
they had." (Comm. on Rom. p. 125.) The reader may be referred to the
commentaries of these two writers, opposing each other, for a satisfactory
We are led, accordingly, by the failure of
refutation of the views of both.
of death

than

upon

all

men.

But

it

less so, to say that it is visited

the literal explanation, to ask for another.

And

here

we

notice that Paul

repeatedly uses the aorist tense in a semi-figurative or figurative sense, in cases
analogous to the present. In the next chapter, vv. 4, 6, 8, he says that he and
his Christian readers were buried with Christ, that their old

man was

crucified

Gal. ii. 20, he declares that he had
with Him, that they died with Him.
been crucified with Christ. In passages like these he does not mean that the
Roman believer, who became a Christian perhaps many years after the death
of Jesus, was actually put on the cross with Him and participated in His dy-

means, simply, that by reason of his becoming a believer, and whenso, any person is, ipso facto, so closely united with Jesus that it is as
In a similar sense, the posterity
if he had been actually placed upon His cross.
As their individual sins were, in some way, a
of Adam sinned in his sin.

ing.

He

ever he does

consequence of his sinning, and his sin, thus, in some way set the course of
things sin-ward, they are said— though having no actual share in the committing of his act, and not born, even for many centuries after his time— to
That
It is as if they had actually done so.
have sinned when he did.
this mode of representing the matter was especially adapted to the case before
us is clear from the fact that the object which the Apostle has in view is to
compare Adam, and the results which flowed from his act, with Christ and
Here, therefore— beyond most other places
all in the two, in this figurative way,
author of the Epistle to the Hebrews represents

those which are derived from Him.

in his letters— the impulse to centralize

The
affected him.
Levi as participating in Abraham's payment of tithes to Melchizedek, since he
Being a more careful writer, in such
was then in the loins of Abraham.
minor points, than Paul, and leaving less to be supplied by the reader's mind,
he adds to his statement that the sharing of the descendant in his ancestor's
The participation of Adam's descendact was only a •« so to speak" sharing.

must have

ants in the committing of
participation.

Adam's

sin was, after a similar sort, a figurative
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LJV. Ver.

12. fjfiaprov.

Weiss ed. Mey., who properly says that the words cannot, unless
be understood of anything except the individual sins of individual

So, likewise,
arbitrarily,

men. He also justly holds that, when interpreted in the right way, vv. 13, 14,
which some commentators regard as favoring the other views, afford no such
evidence as is claimed. In respect to the objection urged by Meyer (and by
many writers who explain the verb here as referring to actual sinning in Adam,
or as having the sense were regarded as sinners) against the reference to individual
sins, that " all" includes the millions of children who have died without commit(i.e. in infancy), Weiss says that this objection overlooks the
Paul enters upon this whole matter only in order to develop the analogy between Adam and Christ by showing that sin and death come from the
former, as righteousness and life from the latter. As certainly, therefore, as
the Apostle has in mind only such as are capable of appropriating to themselves the salvation which is provided, so certainly he is thinking only of those
in whose case actual sinning can be predicated.
To these suggestions might
well have been added that the right understanding of the word all (see note
viii.) as meaning all without national limitations, and not all without exception of any individuals (even infants), deprives this objection of Meyer's of all
force.
The Apostle had no thought of the " millions of young children" in

ting actual sin
fact that

what he here says

of

Adam and

Christ.

LV. Ver.

13. &xpt vdjuov.

Weiss ed. Mey. holds that v6/uov of this verse means a law, but admits it to
be evident that, in both instances of its occurrence, it designates not any law
whatever (whether written or on the conscience), but one of the same character with the Mosaic.
He admits, also, that the period referred to is that
which preceded the giving of the Mosaic law. The manifestly parallel expression in ver. 14 (from Adam until Moses) makes this admission necessary, so far,
at least, as the first instance is concerned.
Not only this, it also shows that
the probability is very strong against the view of Weiss, and in favor of understanding by axpt v6(xov until the law (i. e. of Moses). A similar strong probability in the case of fir) ovrog v6fiov is indicated by the contrast between ver. 136 and
ver. 14.
But whatever may be said as to the possibility that the second v6/nov
may mean any positive law, the connection of these verses and the Pauline
usage everywhere renders it clear that it does not mean any law whatsoever
whether given by revelation or by the light of nature.

—

LVI. Ver.

14.

inl tovq dfiapTTjcavrag k.t.X.

The view

of Meyer is, that Paul had in his thought two classes of persons
between Adam and Moses namely, those to whom positive divine commands were given, and those (the great majority indeed) to whom no such commands came. The former class, in sinning, transgressed as Adam did the
latter did not sin in this way.
Yet even over the latter death reigned. This
view is a perfectly legitimate one, so far as the use of /cat is concerned but
Weiss objects to it, with some reason, on the ground that the Apostle seems to
characterize the entire ante legal period as without positive law, and certainly
the numbers who had such law were insignificant. The opinion that Paul reliving

—

;

;
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which has been held by many in former times, is rightly
the best commentators of recent date (Meyer, de Wette,
Tholuck, Philippi, Godet, Alford, Weiss, and others). That there is no such
reference is manifest, (a) from the fact that the words are not adapted to describe infants. If infants actually participated in Adam's sin, or were one with

fers here to infants,

rejected

by almost

all

him, they are not those

who

did not sin after the likeness of his trangression

;

from the fact that, as the infants of the time indicated, differed, as to the
matter under consideration, in no respect from all other infants, there could be
no occasion for designating them as a class of persons of that period especially
(c) from the fact that the reasoning of the Apostle in these verses (13, 14)
neither requires nor is strengthened by such a reference (d) from the fact that
the contrast between napdfiaoic and ufiapria indicates an intention on the part
of the writer, in saying that these persons did not sin in the way of transgres(b)

;

;

convey the idea that they did actually sin in some other way. But
The words refer either to all, or (as Meyer says)
of infants.
to some men who lived in the ante-legal period, and they describe them as sinning against the law of nature, and not, as Adam did, against a revealed comsion, to

this is not true

mand

of God.

More probably the reference
LVII. Ver.

That the Apostle turns

is to all in

those ages of the world.

15. aXk' oi>x uc to irap&TTTuua k.t.2,.

aside, at this point, to introduce a parenthetical pas-

up the thought of ver. 12 again in vv. 18, 19. The
show that the correspondence between Adam and
Christ is not complete in every sense. The statement that it is not thus comThe proof
plete is made in ver. 15 a, and repeated, in substance, in ver. 16 a.
As the two verses are connected by
of its truth is contained in 156 and 16b.
sage, is evident.

He

design of vv. 15-17

takes

is

to

and as the language in the second clauses of the verses does not, necessarily
or even probably, convey the same idea (as that of the first clauses does), we
may hold that these second clauses are intended to indicate two points in
/cat,

But, while we can proceed thus far
fails.
with great confidence, the decision of the question as to what the two points
are is a matter of much difficulty, and commentators have offered many explanations.
The most satisfactory view is the following that, in ver. 15, the
difference in the character of the results is set forth— death in the one case,
principles
life in the other (cf also ver. 17), and in ver. 16, the difference in the
of the divine action, or, as it were, in the causes of the results— justice on the

which the exact correspondence

:

.

one hand, and superabounding mercy on the other.
LVIII. Ver. 16.

e/c

iroMuv

TrapairTCJU&ruv.

These words have been erroneously translated by many writers, as if they
followed SiKaluua, and the meaning were justification from many offences. The
correspondence of the two clauses, on the other hand, clearly proves that they
have the same relation to the thought which the words ik hoc have. As the
latter expression qualifies the

statement by pointing out the occasioning cause

—the judgment (which might have

been favorable or unfavorable), became as
so the former expression
condemnatory judgment
answers a similar purpose— the free gift (which might have been in one form
or another), became, as the result of many offences, a gift of justification. The
abounding of sins, which had put men beyond all possible hope of legal jus-

the result

of one sin a

;
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tification,

was

cause of the introduction of the wonderful plan

the occasioning

of forgiveness

and salvation by faith, provided in
LIX. Ver.

ol r?)v rzepiaoelav

17.

Christ.

— lafij3avovTeg.

That ol Xanfiavovreg means, not those who believingly accept, but simply the
recipients— the idea being rather of the more passive, than the more active
reception is proved by the parallelism in the expressions of this verse with
those of ver. 15. The parallelism seems to be complete, excepting that what

—

is

made

the subject in the

first of

the clauses in ver. 15 becomes the object
and the predicate of ver. 15 the sub-

as involved in the predicate) here,

(i.e.,

ject here

;

and, in the second clauses, the opposite change takes place, ol
and so elg rovg -Ko^kovg

noXkol aneOavov thus answers to 6 Qdvarog hfiaafkevaev

;

The %a[i(5dveiv
and not that which
The persons designated by ol
consists in a subjective and willing acceptance.
laufidvovreq are the same with ol ttoAIo'l of vv. 15, 19, and the same with navreg
krcepio-aevaev

is

that

corresponds with

which

is

ol tt)v

irepiaoeiav

.

involved in the very fact of the

avQpuKot of ver. 18.

The

.

laufidvovTeg.

.

irepicoeveiv,

subject treated of in this chapter

is,

not the

mode

of appropriating the justification provided in Christ, or the acceptance of it
by faith on the part of the individual, but the happy results which belong to
it

as a system, as contrasted with the legal system.

LX. Ver.
It is

rfjg

napa/co^g k.t.X

evident that ver. 19 {yap) gives the ground and proof of the statement

of ver. 18.

because

all

Condemnation comes upon all men by means of one offence,
KaTeordQijoav ufiapTuTioi by means of the disobedience of the

men

The verb

one.

19. ucrrep yap did

aadiordvai is used in only one other passage in the Pauline

where it means to appoint to office. This is the common sigword in the N. T. It is used in this sense, however, only in
where the meaning is plainly indicated by the thought. Here this mean-

Epp. (Titus

1, 5),

nification of the

cases

ing

is

altogether inappropriate.

[The suggestion that

to

appoint is equivalent,

regard (Hodge), involves the confounding of two different
notions.] "We are turned, therefore, to another signification of the word, of
which we find instances both in the classics and in the N. T. —namely to make or

in such a case, to

to

James iii. 6, iv. 4
harmony with
The two verses, accordingly, declare that condemnation
Tjfiaprov of ver. 12.
comes upon all by means of Adam's sin, because all by means of his sin themselves become sinners— the verbs being thrown into the past tense in the
same manner, and for the same reason, as in ver. 12. The declaration of the

render, in the active voice

2 Pet.

i.

8).

;

to

become or

be,

in the passive

This sense being given to the verb brings

Apostle, accordingly, is that the sin of

Adam

is

(cf.

it

;

into

the occasioning cause of the

of the fact that it is the occasioning cause
of their sinning. A consequential relation between his sin and their sins is thus
declared. But even here, where the matter is presented more fully than in
the earlier part of the passage, this relation is not explained with definiteness

death of

all,

because, and by

means

(See Note LI. above.) It will be noticed that the
as to its precise character.
writer uses in every case (except ver. 16), either the instrumental dative or the
instrumental preposition (Sid) thus showing that his idea was of an occasioning
;

as distinguished from an
festly to

be explained by

cause. ££, which can signify the former,
which cannot signify the latter.

efficient

did,

is

mani-

notes.
LXI. Ver.

19.
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oi ttoAXoi.

That ol noTCkoi and navreg are co-extensive in meaning is placed beyond
doubt by vv. 18, 19. The former expression only brings out more definitely
the contrast with the one. That the two expressions, as used on the two sides
of the comparison, are equally universal, is clear

from the entire passage. The
on the one side are all who belong to Christ as his chosen and
willing followers, while the all on the other are all the posterity of Adam—
and thus, in the former case, a more limited number is spoken of than in the
idea that the

all

latter— is without foundation.

LXH.

Ver. 20. vdfiog 6k Ttapziorfkbtv.

vduog in this place, again, is

made by Weiss

ed.

Mey. and others to mean

a law, but yet one which corresponds in character with the Mosaic. The incorrectness of this view is indicated by two facts, which may be observed by
the reader. (1) This verse is, in a sense, the foundation of the thought of the
next two chapters. The Apostle, in the development of this thought, raises

two questions, one in vi. 1, and the other in vii. 7. These two questions, as
the language clearly indicates, are connected with and suggested by the words
here employed vi. 1, corresponding with the clause ov
x^P^C and vii. 7
:

with

vofiog

to the

.

.

.

.

7rapa,7rru/j.a.

Mosaic law

The passage

(cf.

In

vii.

also vii.

7

ff

1, 3, 4,

.

,

.

.

,

however, the reference is confessedly
5, 6, of the next preceding passage).

which is more strikingly similar to this verse
than any other in the Pauline Epp., and in which, as it can scarcely be questioned, the Apostle had in mind a thought answering to that here expressed,
has 6 vouog, and certainly refers to the law of Moses. It may also be added
that the connection of this verse with vv. 13, 14, where the words
until
Moses" show what law was under consideration, confirms the argument
founded upon these two facts.
(2)

(Gal.

iii.

19),

'

'

LXIII. Ver. 20.

Iva irfaovacri rd Trapdirru/ia.

The design or purpose here. referred to is not the primary or chief design.
The lawgiver gives the law that it may be obeyed.
But it is a design, i.e. an
intervening (Meyer) or intermediate, secondary, one.
The law in its actual results was, as it were, taken up into the Divine providential plan or arrangement,
and made an occasion for the abounding of grace in the opening of the new
way to justification and life.
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CHAPTER
Ver.

approved by

tnifievufiev]

1.

Lachm. Tisch. and

B D E F

evidence (A

The

Fritzsche.

G, min.)

VI.

is knifievovfiev,

also contrary to

;

and others

Griesb.

Mill,

Recepla

KP

;

adopted by

contrary to decisive

K, min.,

which have

Brought into conformity with tpovuev.—Ver. 11. After fiev Elz.
which is
has elvat against preponderating evidence. Supplementary addition,
Notwithstanding Tisch. (8) has adopted it, but before
also variously placed.
ru Kvpiy iifitiv also, which Elz. has after 'lyoov, is,
venpovg, following B C X*.
Ver. 12.
according to decisive testimony,- not genuine (an ascetic addition).
following A B C* K, min.,
vtt(ik. ralq emO. avrov] so also Lachm. and Tisch.
kKLfievofiev.

—

and most

DEFG

and Fathers.

vss.

have inanoveiv

The reading

—

airy. Preferred

of Elz.

:

vrraic.

Clar. Boern. Iren. Tert. Vict, tunun.,

by Kinck, and adopted by Scholzand Fritzsche.

airy

h rale eiriO.

avrov has least evidence.

The

appears to have been the original.
being marginally annexed to ralq
avrr)
through
arose
avrfj
ifirax.
From it the
case of the lusts of the
£Tri6. avT. as a gloss, to render it apparent, that in the
This gloss was adopted
understood.
be
to
was
sin)
(original
ufiapria
body the

most strongly attested

partly instead of
find, avrov,

r. kiriO.

which

ralg eniO. avrov

avrqv (so

latter course

— Ver.

the Kecepta.

viraic.

v-rraic.

and partly along with r.
ev, and gave rise to
min. and Clem,
adopted by Lachm. Tisch. and

airy arose)

;

occasioned a connecting

BCDEKLPS,

A

15. dfiaprrfcofiev]

Kecomraended by Griesb.,
Fritzsche, and rightly on account of the decisive evidence in its favour. —Ver.
BD*EFG N*
21. rd yap r&ioc] Lachm. reads to fiev yap riloq in agreement with
Kightly how easily might the fih solitarium be lost
§ 73, Syr. p. Theodoret.
Comp. Buttmann, neut. Or. p. 313
under the hands of unskilled copyists
have

afiaprrjaoifiEV.

:

!

[E. T. p. 365.]

Chs. vi.-viii. Moral results

from

the diKatoavvrj Oeov.

1

Chapter

vi.

shows

how it, so far from furthering immorality, on the contrary excludes the latproter from the Christian state, and for the first time rightly establishes,
Chap. vii. shows the same in relation
motes, and quickens true morality.
blessed condition of those who as
the
and ch. viii. sets forth
to the law
;

[See Note LXIV. p. 252.]
free.
Continuance in sin in order that grace may abound that is a
thing utterly opposed to the fellowship with Christ, into which we are brought by
baptism ; for we are thereby rendered dead unto sin, and translated into a new

justified are

Ch.

vi.

morally

—

1-14.

1
Thus Paul certainly passes over from
the field of the gaining salvation to that of
its moral preservation ; but not, as Th.
Schott thinks, with a view to show the nonnecessity of the law for the latter and so to

justify his acting as Apostle to the Gentiles.

In ch.

vi.

the law in fact

is

mentioned not

as unnecessary, but as the contrast to the
state of grace (ver. 14 f.) and ch. vii. is oc;

cupied with something far loftier than its
non -necessity. Of the justification of his
apostolic working among the Gentiles, and
of its bearing on the law, the Apostle says
nothing.

—
chap,
moral

Correspond therefore (vv. 12-14)

life.

ver. 14) by

Ver.

1.

vi., 1-3.

your conduct.
Ovv] In consequence of what

eKi/Ltevo)fiev k.t.X.
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to this

new

relation (your ideal,

contained in

is

v. 20, 21.

— With

only Paul proposes to himself, as a possible inference from

" de pleonasmo gratiae" (Bengel), the problem, whose
was now to be his further theme a theme in itself
of so decisive an importance, that it does not require the assumption of a JewOn the introduction
ish- Christian church (Mangold) to make it intelligible.
in interrogative form by ri ovv epovfiev, comp. Dissen, ad Bern, de cor. p. 346
As however the " what shall we say then ?" inquires after
(ri ovv typl delv ;).
shall we consort
of way to be inferred, the deliberative
some
in
maxim
a
tinue etc. ?" could at once follow directly, without any need for supplying

what he had

just said

—

solution in the negative

'

'

before

a repeated

it

or

epov/nev,

hortatory sense (van Hengel,

not to cease from

sin,
xiii.

43

Ver.

Xen.

;

Hell.

2. Mi) yevocro]

Comp.

it.

iii.

6

4,

Let

it

;

22

xi.

—

f.

Oec. 14, 7

not be (see on

and

on,

//# epovfiev

Hofmann).

;

:

for taking

eTu/j-evetv

Col.

i.

23

;

1

eirt/j,evetv tgj //#

iii. 4),.

Tim.

in a

iv.

16

;

Acts

admelv.

we

namely, that

olnveg] as those who, contains the reason (of the izug

sin.

eirtfievufiev

ry d/uapr., to continue in

en

continue in

/c.r./l.).

See

The relative clause is put first with rhetorical emphasis, in order
dweddv. r.
at once to make the absurdity of the maxim plainly apparent.
The dying to sin, which took place by
[See Note LXV. p. 252.]
d/uapr.].

on

i.

25.

—

1

baptism

abandonment of all life-communion with
Gal. ii. 19, vi. 14
(Col. ii. 20

(see ver. 3), is the

enced in himself

by the convert

;

;

it experi-

1 Pet.

ii.

Comp. Theodoret rjpvrjdrjg, (prjal, tt/v dfiapriav /cat vf/cpof avry yeyovac.
24).
This moral change, which has taken place in him, has put an end to the determining influence of sin over him in relation to it he has ceased to be still
:

;

the Platonic conception in Macrob. Somn. Scip. i. 13
"mori etiam dicitur, cum anima adhuc in corpore constituta corporeas illecebras philosophia docente contemnit et cupiditatum dulces insidias reliquasque omnes exuit passiones." Michaelis, Cramer, Storr, Flatt, Nitzsch

in

Similar

life.

is

:

we who on account of
etc. II. p. 233) take the sense to be
have died (with Christ), i.e. who have to regard ourselves as if, on ac"ad eripiendam peccati vim mortiferam"), we
count of sin (or Nitzsch
But in this view the main
Christ suffered.
what
endured
had ourselves
ntig] denotes
and see ver. 11.
point "with Christ" is arbitrarily imported
{de discr. revelat.

:

sin

:

—

;

the possibility which

and the
clusive.

is

negatived by the question.

comp. Gal.

living in it (as the life-element,

—

tfcofiev]

purely future.

How

is it

The having
20), are

ii.

possible that

we

died

to sin,

mutually exshall be living

namely, at any future time whatever
in it (in its fellowship)
The very weakly attested reading
after the occurrence of that direddvofisv ?
preferred by Hofmann, ^aufiev, is only a case of mechanical conformity with
still

eTzifievupev

in ver.

(en),

1.
2

Comp. vii. 1.
should still appear doubtful.
of baptism ;
nature
moral
the
with
acquaintance
an
presupposes
dyvoelre]

Ver.

—
1

3.

"H]

or, if this (ver. 2)

Comp. Kuhner, II.

p. 299.

5, p.

1104

;

Benmardy,

a

See Hartung,

Partikell. II. p. 61

lein, Partik. p. 132.

;

Baeum-
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must in

it

knowledge,

—

boot] all

acterizing,

have been an experimental

fact

how

absurd would be that

tyoo/xev hv

With

acquaintance.
avry

Comp.

!

we who, not stronger than olnveg but put differently
but designating the whole collectively.
EftairTcadnfiev
,

this

1 Cor. vi. 2.

—

not char-

;

etc

X.

'I. elg

who were baptized in reference to Christ Jesus (we who
through baptism became those specifically belonging to Him), were baptized
in reference to His death; i.e. we were brought through our baptism into the
fellowship of His death
so that we have a real share ethically in His death,
through the cessation of all our life for sin. Theodore of Mopsuestia to
tov ddv k.t.X.] we,

1

;

:

(HairTiofia koivuvovq iroiel

tov OavaTov tov XpiaTov.

tizamur, commorimur Ghristo ;" Bengel

Christus pro tali homine, et talis

Ambrosiaster

" perinde

:

homo pro

est,

ac

si

'
:

'

eo

cum bapmomento

Christo pateretur, moreretur,

sepeliretur."
This interpretation, namely of the spiritual fellowship produced through baptism (prepared for by the repentance and niarig that preceded
baptism, accomplished by the baptism itself Gal. iii. 27 Col. ii. 11 f. Tit. iii.
5), is required by the context in ver. 2 {aneddvonev), ver. 4 (awETa^jUEv) and ver.
,

5f

;

;

not the idea of imitation (Reiche, Kollner, following Grotius
but that of the dying along with (ovoTavpovcdai, ver. 6 Gal. ii.

It is therefore

.

and

others),

20

comp. 2 Cor.

;

;

unto which,

i.e.

in order to the accomplishment of

we were baptized. The efficient cause of this fellowship of
the divine grace, which forgives sin and grants the Holy Spirit to
who becomes baptized ; the means of this grace is baptism itself ; the

which
death

him

v. 14)

in us,

is

appropriating cause

is faith, and the causa meritoria the death of Christ. 8
however, that the spheres of justification and sanctification
are not intermixed. The justified person becomes sanctified, not the converse.
In baptism man receives forgiveness of sins through faith (comp. Acts ii. 38,

Observe here

xxii. 16)

Holy

;

also,

justified

by which he

also

Spirit in the sacrament unto

becomes partaker of the virtue of the
" Liberationem a
life (Tit. iii. 5).

new

reatu peccati vel justificationem consequitur liberatio a dominio peccati, ut
non vivant peccato, sed peccato mortui Domino," Calovius. Com-

justificati

pare aTTelovcaode, yyidodnTe
ter is

i

1 Cor. vi. 11, and the remarks thereon.
The latthe fellowship in dying and living with Christ, which is accomplished

Banrt£eti' ei? never

than

means anything

else

to baptize in reference to, in respect to
;
special definitions of its im-

and the more

port are furnished simply by the context.
Comp. on Matt, xxviii. 19 1 Cor. x. 2 Gal.
iii. 27.— On eis X. '\y\aovv comp. Acts ii. 38,
viii. 16, xix. 5.
Undoubtedly the name
" Jesus" was named in baptizing. But the
conception of becoming immersed into Christ
(in Riickert and others, and again in Weiss,
;

;

to be set aside, and is
not to be supported by the figurative expression in Gal. iii. 27. The mystic character of our passage is not produced by so
vague a sensuous conception,—which moreoverhas all the passages against it in which
pamCtetv is coupled with ovoixa (Matt.
xxviii. 19 Acts ii. 38, x. 48, xix. 5 ; 1 Cor. i.

bibl. Theol. p. 343) is

;

13)—but is based simply on the ethical consciousness of that intimate appertaining to
Christ, into which baptism translates its recipients.
a
Namely as the atoning death (v. 6, 19, 21),
the appropriation of which shall be attended with the saving effect of a new life
belonging to Him, 2 Cor. v. 14, 15.
If this
death thus becomes " the end, once for all ex-

of the relation of the world to God as
determined by sin " (Hofmann), that is the
divinely willed ethical result, which faith obtains from the IkaarripLov, inasmuch as the
believer realizes his being dead to the
power of sin with Christ, who in His expiatory death underwent the killing power of
sin and therewith died to that power (vv.
istent,

9, 10).

Comp.

ver. 10

f.

chap,

vi., 4.
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by the operation of the Spirit see on Gal. iii. 27 1 Cor. xii.
f.
Weiss, bM. Theol. p. 345 f. But it is of course obvious
that the idea of the baptism of children was wholly foreign to this view of
the Apostle based on experience.
Ver. 4. An inference from ver. 3, by which the impossibility indicated in
in baptism

13

;

;

Acts xix. 2

;

;

—

ver. 2 is now made completely evident.
Buried with Him therefore (not
merely dead with Him, but, as the dead Christ was buried in order to rise

again, buried with

[See Note

LXVI.

Him

also) were we, in that

p. 252.]

The

we were baptized

recipient of baptism,

enters into the fellowship of death with Christ,

Him

of baptism ethically buried with

(1

is

into

who by

His death.

his baptism

necessarily also in the act

Cor. xv. 4), because after baptism

he is spiritually risen with Him. In reality this burial with Him is not a
moral fact distinct from the having died with Him, as actual burial is distinct from actual dying
but it sets forth the fulness and completeness of
;

the relation, of which the recipient, in accordance with the form of baptism,
so far as the latter takes place through KardSvocg and dvddvoic (see Suicer,
Thes.), becomes conscious successively.
The recipient thus has Paul figura-

—

process— is conscious, (a) in the baptism generally :
entering into fellowship with the death of Christ, etc tov Odvarov

tively represented the

now am

I

:
now am I becoming
and then, in the emergence
now I rise to the new
life with Christ.
Comp. on Col. ii. 12.
eic tov Odvarov'] is necessarily, after
ver. 3, to be joined with did tov pannou., in which case, since one can say
(SaTrri&odai elc tl, the connecting article was not required (comp. on Gal. iii.
Eph. iii. 13)
26
consequently
through baptism unto death.
It is not how-

avrov

fiaiTTiZofiai

in the immersion in particular

(b)

;

buried with Christ

(c)

;

:

—

:

;

;

ever specially the death of Christ that

is again meant, as if avro were again anbut the description is generalized, agreeably to the context, in a way
that could not be misunderstood.
Whosoever, namely, as Paul has just set
forth in ver. 3, has been baptized unto the death of Christ, has in fact thereby
received baptism unto death ; i.e. such a baptism that, taken away by it from

nexed

;

his previous vital activity, he has

has fallen under

its

which, in the concrete,
nection with

become one belonging to death, one who
This however is just that relation of moral death,

sway.
is

in

the fellowship of the death of Christ.

which

The con-

sometimes referred to the
death of Christ (Grotius, Baumgarten-Crusius), and sometimes to the death
of sin (Calovius, Wolf, Winzer, Progr. 1831), is erroneous, for this reason,
that whosoever is buried does not come into death, but is in it already
and
hence " The becoming buried into death" would yield quite an incongruous
conception.
This also applies against the expedient tried by Hofmann of
Gwerd<}>.,

elg r.

Odvarov

is

;

making Odvarog here the death -state of Christ, unto which we were given up.
Even in this view that incongruity continues
but after ver. 3 Odvaroc can
:

1

This cannot be got rid of by any

cial turns (like that of

Hofmann

:

artifi-

" His

removed Him from the sphere of sin
expiated through His death .... whereby
burial

His existence in the world of sin came to a
close' ).
Certainly the ddvaros of

complete

'
1 1

'

the Lord, even regarded as a state, oocurred at that great moment when He cries
His TeTe'Ae<rrcu. and departs ; and in nowise
has He been translated into the i>ai>aros
through His burial,

—
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only be again death simply, not state of death (as if Paul could not have conveyed that sense by elc to /xvqfieiov, or elc tovc venpovc, or in some other suitable
Observe, moreover, how Paul here also, since he has the bodily resway).
urrection of Christ in view, 1 mentions specially the correlative' of the burial

that preceded

....

Comp. on

it.

davarov,

and

responding to the

1

—

Cor. xv. 4.

Iva]

purpose of the ouper&ftfpep

this statement of purpose has the chief importance, cor-

en

7r<jf

C,rjaofiev

kv avry in ver. 2.

—

dia

rrjg

66%.

Trarpor]

r.

through the majesty of the Father was the resurrection of Christ brought
about.
The 66£a, lta$, the glorious collective perfection of God, certainly
effected the raising of Jesus chiefly as omnipotence

(1

Cor.

vi.

14

;

2 Cor.

Eph. i. 19 f.)
but the comprehensive significance of the word
selected with conscious solemnity, and in highest accordance with the glorious victory of the Son is not to be curtailed on that account (in opposition to Koppe, Baumgarten-Crusius, and earlier expositors).
According to
xiii.

4

;

;

—

the invariable representation of the N. T. God

is the raiser of Jesus (iv. 24.
Acts ii. 24, 31 ff. et al. ; see on John i. 19)
but yet the d6£a of
God does not in this case any more than elsewhere in the N. T. denote
God Himself."1 Erroneously however Theodoret, Theophylact, and several
Fathers explain
Sia r. dot-, r. irarp., rovrkan 6ia rrjc olaeiac dedrrjTog.
Linviii.

11

;

;

:

guistic usage admits as in itself allowable the

view of Castalio and Carpzov
u in paterna gloria resurrexit," so that did would be used
of the state
to
which also van Hengel inclines. But, had Paul desired to express a relation
corresponding to the kv naiv. £. in the apodosis, he must have inserted kv
:

;

also
since the conception of the raising of Jesus through the Father was
one of so solemn importance, and all the more appropriate here, since
believers also owe their moral resurrection-life to the Father of Christ (Eph.
;

ii.

10

al.)

;

it is

in fact the life of regeneration.

was attained by Christ only through His

Besides, the paterna gloria

See on Luke xxiv. 26.
a new (moral) constitution of life / • a stronger way of
bringing out the idea of nacvdrris, than kv fafi naivy would be, for which it
does not stand (in opposition to Grotius, Koppe, Reiche, and others).
See
Winer, p. 221 [E. T. 236]. Comp. vii. 6. According to van Hengel fwft
is the genitive of apposition : "in novo rerum statu, qui vita est."
But this
qui vita est is self-evident
and therefore the emphasis must remain upon
This newness is the ethical analogue of the new state in which
KacvoTTfri.
Christ was alive from the dead, conceived in contrast to the Tzalator^ which

—

ascension.

kv kcuv6ttitl £oi}g] in

;

prevailed prior to baptism.
Ver.

5.

Comp.

ver. 8.

Confirmatory elucidation {yap) of the previous

1
i.e. His resurrection as inspects the buried
body; so that the latter no longer remained
the
grave, but came forth thence living
in
and immortal. That the body of Christ
" vanished " and " made room''' for a new
pneumatic body (Holsten, Z. Ev. d. Paul V.
Pet?: p. 133), is an Unsuitable Conception,

seeing that the pneumatic body must necessarily have been assumed even in death,
and independently of the burial of the old

Iva (bwrrep k.t.X.

—

Thus the resurrection of Jesus
would be nothing else than the change of
body that took place in death,
body.

a

Langer, Judenth. in PalaM.

3 Tr\v

fiiov, e<c

p.

210

IT.

Kaivr)v iroXircLav tt^v Kara, toi/ -napovra
tJjs rStv rponotv yivop.ivriv.*Onov

yap 6

7ropi'os -ye'i'TjTai <ru><£pwi' Kai 6 n\eoveKTr^<; eAe^/uKor
*cai

o Tpa^us q/utpo?, <ai evravda

youev,

Chrysostom.

kvixrmmt

ye-

chap,

vi., 5.
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av^vroc, which in classic authors usually means innate, naturally belonging to
(see the passages from Plato in Ast, Lex. III. p. 313, Eur. Andr. 955
comp.
;

2 Mace.

LXX.

22), is here

iii.

Zech.

grown

Amos

together (Theophr. de cans, plant, v. 5, 2

;

This figurative expression represents the
most intimate union of being, like our coalescent with anything (qui or quod
coaluit cum aliqua re). 1
In the classics ovfityvfjc is the more usual form for
this idea, especially with yiveodai.*
Hence For, if we have become (through
2

xi.

;

ix. 14).

:

baptism, vv.

3,

4) such as are

His death (comp. on

i.

23),

grown

i.e.

together with that

persons, to

which

whose nature

it

is the likeness

of
inseparably be-

longs to present in themselves that which resembles His death, so also shall
we be grown together with the likeness of His resurrection. On djuoiufia comp. i.

The rendering

of av^vrot by complantati (Vulgate,
which Chrysostom, Origen, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret, Theophylact, Beza, and others explain the figure of the
plant by the fruits of the ethical burial, is linguistically incorrect, as if the
word came not from cvft<pv<o, but from o-vfKpvTevo. 3 The interpretation en23,

v.

14,

viii.

3.

Luther), in connection with

grafted (Erasmus, Calvin, Estius, Cornelius a Lapide, Klee)

out linguistic evidence, and does not suit the abstract
dfioiu/j,.

tov

davdrov avrov]

i.e.

is

rti

likewise withdjuoiufiari.

—

ru

the condition corresponding in similarity of

form to His death, which has specifically and indissolubly become ours.
This ethical conformity with His death, however, the growing together with
which took place through our baptism, is just that moral death to sin, vv.
3, 4, in which the spiritual communion in death with Christ consists.
r.
6fi. t. 6. a. is to be joined with avfi<tvroi (Vulgate, Chrysostom,
Beza, Calvin, Estius, Koppe, Tholuck, Iluckert, Reiche, Olshausen, de Wette, Philippi, and others
now including Hofmann). Others however take it as the
u
dative of the instrument, and supply ru Xpcaru to gv^vtol
we have
for,

—

;

:

if

entered into close union with Christ through the ofioiufia of His death," etc.

So
Erasmus, Beza, Grotius, Flatt, Fritzsche, Krehl, Baumgarten-Crusius, Maier,
Baur, van Hengel, and Reithmayr
also Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 344.
Nevertheless it is arbitrary to separate t& 6/u. from ov/xty. yey. seeing that it stands
;

,

beside

and

most naturally with it,
and also as belonging to it yields a very appropriate sense ; and on the other
hand to attach to ov/u<p. a word which Paul has not put in, and which he
must have put in, if he would not lead his readers astray. Still more mistaken is the view of Bisping, that o-vfi<j>. belongs to tov Oavdr. avrov, and that
r<p o/uocufi. comes in between them instrumentally.
Hofmann has rightly
abandoned this tortuous interpretation, which he formerly followed. 4
d"Xld Kaf\ but also.
dXXd, for the speedy and more emphatic introduction of
the contrasted element, as frequently also in the classics, at the head of the
apodosis see on 1 Cor. iv. 15
Col. ii. 5.
rfjq dvao-rdaeug] cannot, in keeping with the protasis, depend directly upon the ov^vtol to be again underit

in a structural respect presents itself

—

;

1

Plat. Phaedr. p. 246

Klausen in
2

A

;

3

loc.

—

;

A

;

Aesch. Ag. and

a^»vTeuTos,
*

p. 111.

Xen.

i^avrbv

Comp.

davarov avrov

4>utcvt6s,

Plat.

Hep. p. 510 A,

Oec. 20, 22.

Comp. on the right connection Cyril,
iii. 12
and even Martyr. Ignat. 5

Plato, Soph. p. 247 D, Tim. p. 45 D, p. 88
Plut. Lycurg. 25.

Catech.

:

;

....

a-vn<f>vrov

6/xoiw/*aTi.

t^e<rt^at

t<j»

tow
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stood (Erasmus, Calvin, and others including Riickert, Olshausen, deWette,
and Krehl), but only upon the t£> 6/ioio/mTt to be supplied (Beza, Grotius,
including Winzer, Fritzsche, Baumgarten-Crusius,
Estius, and many others
;

;

andHofmann),

Maier, Philippi, Tholuck, Ewald, van Hengel,

completed

it

would run

ml

alia

:

r£>

dfioiujuari rfjq

so that

when

avaoraceug avrov cvfMpvrot

indeed likewise unobjectionable grammatically,
but the latter is suggested
with the genitive
and without harshness.
enough
easily
itself
presents
and
context,
the
by
Further* it is self-evident, after ver. 4, that in r. avaar. we are not to think

The former view

IcofieQa.

may

for ovfHpvToi

is

also stand

;

"

resurrection of our body (Tertullian, Chrysostom, Ambrosiaster,
Oecumenius, Cornelius a Lapide, and others comp. also Ewald), or of this

of the

;

—

ko6/ieda] receives its only correct interpreta(Koppe and Klee).
tion from its relation to, and bearing on, the clause expressive of the
h icaiv. £. Trepnr. in ver. 4, according to which it must
purpose, Iva
The
Compare ir&c ire tfffofiev ver. 2.
express the necessarily certain.
sense of willing ("ut reviviscamus curabimus, " Fritzsche) is not suggested
by the connection nor is that of a summons (Olshausen, Riickert, and
but it is rather the expression of what shall certainly be
older expositors)

as included

.

.

.

.

11

;

;

the case, as the consequence of the Gv/Mpvroi ysyov. r&

rov Oavdrov avrov

o/ioicj/u.,

assumed as real in the protasis it cannot be otherwise ; with the having
become ab/u^vroi this ecreodai is given ; with that fact having begun and taken
place is posited this further development, which necessarily attaches itself
;

thereto.

Ver.

(comp.

rfjc avaarao. ko6fj.eda, which objective
by the corresponding experimental conscious Jcnowledge
since we know this ; not a mere continuation of the
9)

Tovro yiv6aKovr.Ec] Definition to

6.

relation is confirmed
eldores in ver.

:

construction instead of

k.

rovro yivucncojuev (Philippi),

never so used, not even in ch.
of the kaSjueda (Hofmann), as

ii.

word
3.

ii.

as vote, or

with the

6 Ttal.

avdp.]

—

Tjfi.

if

4

;

From

9.

iii.

is

Paul had expressed himself by some such
Respecting rovro see on ch.

telic infinitive (yv&vat).

i.e.

our old ego

condition before regeneration (John
Col.

as the participle

nor yet to be conceived as in the train

—our personality in
3

iii.

Tit.

;

iii.

its entire sinful

Comp. Eph.

5).

iv.

22

;

the standpoint of the mivdrrjc nvEvfiaroc, constituting the

Christian self-consciousness, the Christian sees his pre-Christian ethical personality as his old self

had formerly

been.

no longer to be found in

Comp. on

2 Cor.

17

v.

when we were baptized and thereby

namely,

See on vv.

of death.

3, 4.

;

life,

Eph.

as the person
ii.

10.

—

which he

o-vvsoravpudrj]

transplanted into the fellowship

This special expression of the being killed with

Him

is

and

others, including Olshausen,

selected simply because Christ

was

slain on the cross ; not as Grotius
" quia sicut per crucem non sine
ilia natura (the old man) sine dolore

hold

:

ad exitum pervenitur, ita
non extinguitur. " Compare Umbreit. The simple Iva icarapy. is not at all in
keeping with this far-fetched reference, which is not supported by Gal.
ii. 19 f.
but just as little with the reference to the disgrace of crucifixion

gravi dolore

;

i

Plat. Phil. p. 51

hardy, p.

171.

D, Def.

p. 413 C,

Bern-

2

ed.

Matthiae,
2.

p. 1122

;

Kiihner, H.

1,

p. 148*

chap,
(Hofmann).

—

Iva narapy.]

vi., 7.

Design of the

that the body of sin might be destroyed,

i.

ruled by sin.
[See Note
had such a body and this

to

1

235

LXVIL

6 nal. fa. avdp. awear.
in order
the body belonging to the power
of sin,

e.

p. 253.]

was

:

Comp.

The old man

vii. 24.

be destroyed, put out of existence
by the crucifixion with Christ consequently not the body in
itself, but in
so far as it is the sin-body, becoming determined
by sin in its expressions
of life to sinful npd^oc (viii. 13).
The propriety of this interpretation
appears from vv. 7, 12, 13, 23. Comp. on Col. ii. 11.
If we explain it
merely of " the body as seat or organ of sin," the idea would not in
itself be
un-Pauline, as Reiche thinks
for the au/xa would in fact appear not as the
soliciting agent of sin (not as the od
P Z), but as its vehicle, in itself morally
indifferent, but serving sin as the organic instrument of
its vital activity
;

acbjua

;

;

(see

Stirm in the Tubing. Zeitschr.

f

Theol. 1834, 3, p. 10 ff.)
but mrapdecisive against this view.
For this could neither mean destroyed,
annihilated, because in fact even the body of the regenerate
is a o^a r.
duapriaa in the sense assumed (ver. 12)
nor even evacuaretur (Tertullian,
Augustine), rendered inactive, inoperative, partly because
then the idea of
cap? would be assigned to au/ia, and partly because it is only
the conception
of the destruction of the body which corresponds to
the conception of crucifixion.
Others take the corpus peccati figuratively ; either so, that sin is
;

yr/dy is

;

conceived under thefigure of a body with significant reference
to its being
crucified (so Fathers in Suicer, Thes. II.
p. 1215, Piscator, Pareus, Castalio,

Hammond, Homberg, Calovius, Koppe, Flatt, and Olshausen also Reiche,
conceiving sin as a monster)
or, similarly to this mode of apprehending it,
in such a way as to find the sense
"the mass of sin," rr)v anb tuv 8ta^opov
fiepuv wovvpiae ovyKu^evrjv .... KaKtav, Chrysostom.
So Ambrosiaster,
Pseudo-Hieronymus, Theophylact, Erasmus, Cornelius & Lapide, Grotius,
Estius, Reithmayr, and others
so also, Calvin, who however takes the
corpus peccati as a designation of the natural man itself, which
is a massa,
ex peccato confata.
Philippi also ultimately comes to the massa peccati,
which is conceived as an organism having members, as cihfia so likewise
Jatho and Julius Miiller, v. d. Sunde, I. p. 460, ed. 5
("
also
;

;

:

;

;

Baur

;

as it

were ths substance of sin"). But all these interpretations are
at variance
partly with the Pauline usus loquendi in general, and
partly with ver.
12 in

where h r£ dvyrti vu. c6fiarc by its reference to our passage confirms our view of the cuua.
The right view is held substantially by Theodoret, Theophylact 2, Bengel, and others, including
Tholuck, Kollner, de
particular,

Wette, Riickert, Fritzsche, Maier, Nielsen, Hofmann, and
Weiss
Baumgarten-Crusius, and also Ernesti, Urspr. d. Sunde, I.
vufia into

the idea of state of life.

notat," Calvin.

whom
Yer.
osition

service is

whosoever

It is self-evident
|

his

which is committed,
See John viii. 34.

is

(ver. 1)

suggested his

is

dovX. fa. T y.

dead, is acquitted from sin.

that Paul might have
o-ap*^, as in Col. ii. 11.

ai M a ,%
whole theme

said also to

But

sin,

whereas
convert

" finem abolitionis
conceived as a ruler to

u^keti dovX. k.t.X.]

Establishment of the rov j^xirt

7.
:

The

rendered.

— rov

;

p. 113,

—6.

dju.

by the general prop-

dirodav.] is

explained

fry

saying tt}? a^apria^. He might even have
written merely i, <rd P £, but to o-i M a was
given in the immediate context (o-v^oravp ).
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So Erasmus, Calovius, Homberg, Bengel, and others,
ethical death.
including Koppe, Flatt, Glockler, Olshausen, Tholuck (who regards sin as
creditor), de Wette ("whosoever has died to sin, he— alone— is acquitted
from sin"), Rothe, Krehl7 Philippi (whosoever is ethically dead, over him

many of

has sin lost its right to impeach and to control, just as Bengel explains it),
But neither the nature of the general
also van Hengel, Jatho, and Marcker.
of
proposition, which forms in fact the major premiss in the argument, and
which only the application is to be made (in the minor proposition) to ethi-

dying nor the tautological relation, which would result between subject
and predicate, can permit this explanation. The conception of ethical dying
recurs only in the sequel, and hence ovv Xpicrti is added to dneddvoLiev in ver.
his views draws a sharp distinction
8, so that Paul in this development of
between the being dead in the spiritual (vv. 6, 8) and in the ordinary sense.
cal

;

We must therefore

explain ver. 7 as a general proposition regarding death
and consequently regarding physical death (so rightly

in the ordinary sense,

Hofmann), but not specially of the death by execution, through which sin is
expiated (Alethaeus, Wolf, and others with this view they compare dediK.,
for any such
he is justified; see Michaelis' note)
the juristic expression
by
forbidden
is
airodavav
unrestricted
wholly
still
the
of
peculiar reference
the very generality of the proposition, although for dednca'tuvai passages might
:

;

:

—

SeSik. dizb r. d/x.]
934 B Aristot. Eth. v. 9.
" The dead person is made just from sin," i.e. he
placed by death in
is in point of fact justified and acquitted from sin, he is
if he were now
not
as
thenceforth
such
is
who
the position of a d'uccuog
absolved from and rid of the guilt of his sins committed in life, but in so

be cited like Plat. Legg.
[See Note LXVIII.

II. p.

;

p. 253.]

,

;

dead person sins no more, no longer SovIevel ry duapria, from whose
from
a legal claim urged against him during his life in the body,
power, as
he has been actually released by death as through a decree of acquittal.
Just for this reason has Paul added cnrb ttjq d/xapriac (comp. Acts xiii. 38
Test. XII. patr. p. 541), which would have been quite
Eccles. xxvi. 29
superfluous, had he taken deduca'turdi Justus constitutus est, in the dogmatic
The proposition itself, moreover, is an
sense of his doctrine of justification.

far as

the

1

;

;

popular traditional mode of view, which Paul uses for his purpose
This axiom has also its relative truth, and that partly in so far
has put off the aa/ia rijq oapudc with which he committed
person
dead
the
as
partly in so far as with death the dominion of law over
his sins (Col. ii.

axiom of

the

as admitted.

11),

and partly in so far as in death all the relations are
2
For the discussion
dissolved which supplied in life the objects of sinning.
in its connection
proposition,
of the question as to the absolute truth of the

the

i

man

ceases

(vii. 1),

in the Jahrb.f. Deutsche

Comp. Kostlin

Thwl.

Th. Schott, p. 260, and
also Baur, neut. Theol. p. 161 f.;

1856, p. 98 f

Hofmann

;

.

;

Delitzsch, Illustrations to his

Hebrew

ver-

:

ixiaifavla t<x*

x«Pa«

(poivlrTovra k.t.K.

expositors—who already give
substantially our explanation—have confined themselves to this point. Chrysostom

The

:

dfA.apra.vciv

veicpbs

Me-

lanchthon compares the proverb ve<pb<; oi
Sa/cvet, Beza the saying of Anacreon 6 ve<pb<;
ov* ini^nel, Grotius that of Aeschylus:
ovSev dKyosanrerM veKpS»v. Comp. Soph. 0. C.
:

:

fiion, p. 84.
3
Greek

AmjAAoucTai to koinbv tow

«i>«vo5. Theodoret rfc yap ededaaro nuno™
t)
veicpbv
% ydp-ov aKkorpiov SiopurrovTa,

955.

chap,
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vi., 8.

with Biblical anthropology and eschatology, there was no occasion at all
where it is only used as an auxiliary clause, and ex concesso. Comp.
Usteri mistakenly explains it
by death man has suffered the
1 Pet. iv. 1.
punishment, and thus expiated his guilt. For that Paul does not here exdeath as the punishment for sin expiates the
press the Jewish dogma
guilt of sin" (see Eisenmenger, entdeckt. Judenth. II. p. 283 f.) is proved
partly by the irrelevancy of such a sense to the context (yap)
and partly
by its inconsistency with the doctrines of the Apostle as to justification by
faith and as to the judgment, according to which death cannot set free from
Ewald makes a new idea be brought in at ver.
the guilt-obligation of sin.
" Even in common life, in the case of one who is dead, the sins of his
7
previous life cannot be further prosecuted and punished, he passes for justiif in addition sin as a power has been brofied and acquitted of sin

here,

'

:

'

:

'

;

:

.

.

ken by Christ

(ver. 9 f.),

yap in ver. 7 indicates

with the

its

.

;

we may

assuredly believe, "

connection with what goes

in ver. 8 that a

tie

.

then

new thought

introduced.

is

But

etc., ver. 8.

before, so that it is

Besides,

only

we should

expect, in the case of the assumed course of thought, an ovv instead of the
it is not clear how that rule of common law was to
ground for the faith of becoming alive with Christ.
Ver. 8 f Carrying onward the discussion by the metabatic Se and thereby passing from the negative side of the having died with Christ as proved

Finally,

Si in ver. 8.

serve as a joint
.

;

in personal consciousness (tovto ytvuaKovreg, ver. 6) in. vv.
side,

which

u But

(nicTEvouev).

believe that
ofiev]

6, 7,

to its positive

likewise exhibited as based on the consciousness of faith

is

we

we have

if

shall also live

died (according to vv.

6, 7)

with Him, since we know, "

with Christ, we

etc. etc.

—

tuotev-

expresses, not confidence in the divine aid (Fritzsche), or in the divine

promise (Baumgarten-Crusius), or in Grod not leaving His work of grace in
but simply the being convinced of our gv^go/j.ev avr£) ;
in so far, namely, as the having died with Christ is, seeing that He has
us unfinished (Philippi)

and dieth no more,
and thus the ground for

risen

;

in the consciousness of faith the necessary premiss,

belief as to our

becoming

av^fjcouEv avrti]

with Him.

If the

the latter.

—

must necessarily be understood, in accordance with the pre-

ceding and following context

new

alive

we cannot doubt

former, the airEdavofiEv ovv Xpiory, be true,

everlasting life of Christ.

(ver. 11),

of the ethical participation in the

Whosoever has died with Christ

is

now

also

the positive active side of his moral being and
that is, shall
nature, shall be a fellowship of life with the exalted Christ
be able to be nothing else than this. This communion of life is the
In the full consciousness of it Paul says £«
XpicTG) and Xpiarbv kv $/uv thai.
of the belief that his

life, i.e.

;

h

:

Se ovketi kya, £§ Se kv kjiol Xpiardc (Gal.

to be explained as if an

cleI

ii.

20).

At the same time

it is

not

or the like stood beside av^rjaontv (without fall-

Others, in
ing away), as is done by Tholuck compare Theophylact.
opposition to the context, hold that what is meant is the future participation of Christians in the bliss of the glorified Saviour (Flatt, Reiche, Maier,
;

1

Compare Melanchthon " Ceterum hoc
omnes damnatos in

soiamus, diabolos et

:

aeternitate horribilia peccata facere,
quia sine fine irascuntur Deo," etc.

omni

—
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following Origen, Chrysostom, Theodoret, Grotius, and Heumann) ; and
others still, at variance alike with the definiteness and unity of the sense,

and the eternal blessed life together (SebasBohme, Rosenmuller and not rejected by de Wette). The
reference or joint-reference to the future glory is not required either by the
future, which, on the contrary, demands the same rendering exactly as
eadpeda in ver. 5, nor by 7rt,arevopev (see above). - leSbrec, bri k.t./L] since we
interpret

of the earthly moral

it

tian Schmid,

hrww,

;

Were we, namely, obliged

that, etc.

to fear that Christ

is still

sub-

ject to the

power of death, that His

we should

lack the adequate secure ground of faith for that irtarevopev k.t.1.
that Christ liveth eternally and dieth no more (Acts xiii.

life is

not a perfected

life,

in that case

The being assured

own moral communion of life with Him its
and firm footing without that knowledge this faith would be wanting in that which gives it legitimacy and guarantee. For who can cherish
the conviction that he stands in that holy communion of resurrection-life
with Christ, if he should be compelled to doubt whether his Lord, though
indeed risen, might not again fall a victim to death ? This thought would
only keep us aloof from that faith and make it a moral impossibility for us,
since it would set before us the prospect of a similar perishing of the new
Hofmann, who makes a new sentence begin with
life which we had gained.
eldorec, which is to continue till ver. 11, might have been warned against
doing so by the absence of a particle (ovv) and should have been decisively
34),

lends to our faith in our

basis

;

;

precluded from
parenthesis,

by the tortuous way

it

in which,

if ver.

10

is set

aside in a

necessary to obtain a forced regimen for the passage.

it is

—

no longer dependent on bri but an independent and
death
therefore all the more emphatic repetition of the important thought
is no longer Lord over Him, has no more power over Him, such as it once had
ddvaroc avrov ovuen nvp. ]

,

:

at the crucifixion.

Comp.

1 Cor. xv. 25.

Ver. 10. Proof of the ddvarog avrov ovketl

nvpievei.*

—

6

yap aTzedavs]

b is

in

any case the accusative of the object. But whether Paul conceived it as
for as to what concerns His death (see Vigerus, ed. Herm. p. 34 Frotscher
and Breitenbach, ad Xen. Hier. 6, 12 Matthiae, p. 1063), or what, i.e. the
see Berndeath which He died (so Riickert, Fritzsche, de Wette, Philippi
hardy, p. 106 f. comp. on Gal. ii. 20) cannot be determined, since both
:

;

;

;

;

renderings suit the correct interpretation of what follows. Yet the latter,
analogous to the expression davarov davelv, is to be preferred as the more
simple,

and

the dative

as uniform

is

with Gal.

ii.

20.

— ry

duapria arred.] the relation of

to be determined from venpovc ry

dp,,

in ver. 11

;

therefore

it

can be nothing else than what is contained in inreddv. ry dp. in ver. 2
(comp. Hofmann), namely he is dead to sin (dative of reference), i.e. His
dying concerned sin and indeed so that the latter (namely the sin of the
:

;

1

Death had become lord over Him, because

in obedience to

God

(Phil.

had subjected Himself to

its

ii.

6

ff.)

Christ

power, so that

lie earavpu&ri e£ aadeveias (2 Cor. xiii. 4).
Kvpieveiv of death over Him was therefor- a thing willed by God (v. 8-10), and
realized through the voluntary obedience

The

See John x. 18 Matt. xx. 28.
Not a parenthetical intervening dame

of Jesus.
a

;

(Hofmann), which is appropriate neither to
the essential importance of the sentence in
the train of thought, nor to the application

which it receives

in ver.

11.
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He has suffered death on account
become without influence upon Him and has no more power over Him
He submitted Himself to its power in His death, but through that death lie
So also have we (ver. 11) to esteem ourselves as dead
has died to its power.
to sin (yenpovc ry dfi.), as rescued from its grasp through our ethical death
with Christ, in such measure that we are released from and rid of the influThe close accordance of this view
ence of this power antagonistic to God.
of ry d/x. aired, with the context (according to vv. 11 and 2) is decisive against
the explanations of the dative deviating from it, such as ad expianda peccata (Pareus, Piscator, Grotius, Michaelis, and others including Olshausen)
world, conceived as power) has now, after
of

it,

;

1

:

;

ad expianda tollendaque peccata (Koppe, Flatt, Reiche, Fritzsche, Philippi)
or
in order to destroy the power of sin (Chrysostom, Beza, Calvin,
Riickert, Kollner, and
Bengel, and others, including Ewald and Umbreit).
de Wette wish to abide by an indefinite reference of the death of Jesus to sin
but this simply explains nothing, and leaves only a
as the remote object
z$dna£\ for once, with emphasis, excluding
formal parellelism remaining.
Comp. Heb. vii. 27, ix. 12, x. 10 Lucian, Bern.
repetition, once for all.
enc. 21.
ty r. Qe&] vivit Deo, namely so, that now in His estate of exaltation, after He has through His death died to the power of sin, His life
lelongs to God, i.e. stands to God in the relation of being dependent on, and of
or

:

:

;

;

—

;

—

being determined by,
sense.

same

The

Him.

contrast to the preceding yields the excluding

Christ's earthly life, namely,

was

time exposed to the death-power of

the case, inasmuch as His

9,

since

^fjv xti

sin,

was

at the

now no

longer

Bey, but

which

is

rescued from death is wholly determined by
This latter portion of the verse belongs also to
is in fact just the (exclusive) belonging to God

life

the fellowship with God.
the proof of ver.

also a

human

it

makes it certain that death reigns no longer over Him
as ^cjv rC Qe$ he can no longer be izadjjrdc (Acts xxvi. 23), which He previously was, until in obedience to God h% dadeveiaa He was crucified (2 Cor.
of Christ's

life,

that

;

xiii. 4).

—

Although in ver. 10
Ver. 11. Application of ver. 10 to the readers.
was no mention of a loyi&cdai on the part of Christ, we are not, with

there

Griesbach and Koppe, to break up the discourse by the punctuation ovto
xvii. 10).—Accordingvfieic loyi&cde k.t.I. (comp. on the contrary Luke
loyi&ode, namely, conly reckon ye yourselves also (like Christ) as dead, etc.
:

ml

taining the standard

by which they

apprehend their moral life-posiand Hofmann, to be taken as indica-

are to

tion in its reality, is not, with Bengel

but rather, seeing that here the discourse passes over to the second person and proceeds in exhortation in ver. 12 ff., with the Vulgate, Chrysostom
Xp. 'I.] These words, which Riickert, Kolland Luther, as imperative,

tive,

—h

de Wette, and others quite arbitrarily join merely with Suvrac de r. Gecj,
Christum
belong to both portions of the summons and do not
ner,

mean^

;

1

Rich.

Schmidt, Paul.

Christol

justly insists that Christ for His

own

p.

55,

person
ends in

died to sin, but further on (p. 59),
finding an ideal, not a real relation. But
He died really to sin, inasmuch as He took

in the death of the cross,
the curse of the law; after which human

upon Himself,
sin

had now no longer any power over Him.

Compare on

ver.

3.
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(Grotius and others, including Fritzsche), but denote rather the specific

ele-

ment, in which the being dead and living take place, namely, in the ethical

bond

of fellowship,

Ver. 12

which

is

just the elvai kv Xpiorti.

Ovv] in consequence of this loyi&ode, for the proof of

f.

in the

it

For this practice the loyi&odai k.t.1. is meant to be the regThe negative portion of the following exhortation correulative theory.
sponds to the venpovg /nev ry dfiapTia in ver. 11 and the positive contrast alia
practice of

k.t.1. to

life.

the

C,tivrag 6e

Geti.

rib

—

;

/uy fiactX.]

With

this nothing sinful is ad-

but on the contrary the influence of the (per1
sonified) sin, conquering the moral ego, is entirely forbidden, as the whole
connection teaches.
kv rw Ovt^tC) vju. g6/j..] h simply indicates the seat and
sphere, in which the forbidden dominion would take place (not by means of,

mitted (comp. Chrysostom)

;

—

As

as Th. Schott thinks).

which takes the word

to

dvrjTti,

every explanation

is

to be avoided

in any other sense than the ordinary one of mortal

because it has no other signification (see all the examples
and because the context contains nothing at all in favour of
giving any other turn to the notion of the word. "We must reject therefore
the opinion that it is equivalent to venpC), as taken in the ethical sense
dead
for sin (Turretin, Ch. Schmidt, Ernesti, Schleusner, Schrader, and Stengel).

(comp.

viii. 11),

in Wetstein),

:

Directly affirmed of the body, the mortality could not but be understood

by every reader quite definitely as the physical. The purpose of the epithet
however must manifestly result from the relation of motive, in which the
mortality of the body stands to the prohibition of the reign of sin in the
body. And the more precise definition of this motive is to be derived from
the previous veKpovg

/llev

ry djuapria, ^uvrag 6e

rCi

Qeu.

If

we

are convinced,

dead for sin and alive for God if we account ourselves
as those who have put off the ethical mortality (ug etc vsicp&v favrag, ver. 13),
then it is an absurdity to allow sin to reign in the body, which in fact is
This quality stands in a relation of contradiction to our immortal
mortal.
life entered upon in the fellowship of Christ, and thus the dominion, for
which we should deliver over our body to sin, would prove that we were
not that for which, nevertheless, in genuine moral self-judgment, we have
namely, that

we

are

to take ourselves

;

the government of

;

since in fact the mortal life of the body,
sin,

excludes the immortal Christian

Hofmann imports more

11.

11 suggests

;

folly,

Christ gives

life of

if

we

yield

it

to

described in ver.

into the passage than its connection with ver.

namely the double

power, which the

life

that such an one should not use the

him over the mortal body and

there-

and that he should permit himself to be entangled in tlie death
to which his body falls a victim, while he possesses a life of which also his
body would become joint-participant. This is a fine-spun application of the
true interpretation.
Different is the view of Kollner (comp. Calvin
per
with over sin

;

'

:

contemtum vocat mortale"), that

make the
and
1

it

here hinted

how

disgraceful

'

it is

to

which only dwells in the perishable body ;
" de vita altera cogitandum, nee f ormidandos lahores haud

spirit subordinate to sin,

of Grotius

:

But Luther's gloss is good " Mark, the
have still evil lusts in the flesh, which
:

Saints

is

they do not follow." Comp. the carrying
out of the idea in Melanchthon.

—
chap,
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vi., 12.

and Theodoret so a2so on the whole
But the context contains neither a contrast between body and
Flatt thinks that Paul wished
spirit, nor between this and the other life.
to remind his readers of the brevity of sensual pleasure ; comp. Theophylact.
But how little would this be in keeping with the high standpoint of the
According to others, Paul desired to remoral sternness of the Apostle
mind them warningly of the destructiveness of sin, which had brought death
on the body (de Wette, Krehl, Nielsen, Philippi, also Maier). But this
point of view as to destructiveness is remote from the connection, in which
the pervading theme is rather the unsuitahleness of the dominion of sin to

sane diuturnos" (comp. Chrysostom

;

Reiche).

!

Others still explain it vanot a symbolic expression for the ennor
tire ego (Reiche, following Ambrosiaster and various early expositors)
yet body and soul, so far as it is not yet the recipient of the Spirit of God

the

communion

riously.

'

—

and

of death

life

with Christ.

body, as in ver. 6

ou/jlcitl]

;

;

(Philippi)

;

for even in all such passages as

tains purely its signification tody.

But

23

viii. 10, 13,

;

xii. 1 aafia re-

sin reigns in the body (comp.

so far as its material substratum is the odp% (Col.
life-principle the fuxh is the seat and agent of sin

ii.

6),

11),

on

ver.

which, with

its

Hence
the sinful desires are its desires (avrov), because, excited by the power of sin
Col.
in the flesh, they are at work in the body and its members (vii. 5, 23
Sin aims at securing obedience to these desires through its dominion
iii. 5).
Consequently elc to vtvuk. t. kind. avr. implies the according to
in man.
(vii.

18

ff.

al.).

;

—

tendency of the allowing sin to reign in the mortal body,
ver. 11 absurd
fir/6e] also especially not (as e.g. 1 Cor. v. 8).
which the Apostle forbids.
Matt. xxvi. 53 ;
Trapiardvere] present, i.e. place at the disposal, at the service.
Acts xxiii. 24 2 Tim. ii. 15 Athen. iv. p. 148 B Lucian, d. Mar. 6, 2

—

—

Sic. xvi.

79

;

;

;

Diod.

;

Dem.

597. pen.

— rd pify vuuv] your members, which

desires to use as executive organs, tongue, hand, foot, eye, etc.

;

sin

The mental

understanding, are not included (in opbut Paul speaks conposition to Erasmus, Reiche, Philippi, and others)
cretely and graphically of the members, in reference to which the mental ac-

powers and

activities, feeling, will,

;

tivities in

ddiKiag ]

—

bir/ia
Comp. Col. iii. 5.
question are necessarily presupposed.
with which the establishment of immorali-

as weapons of immorality,

achieved.

The

duapria

is

conceived as a ruler employing the members
the government

ty

is

of

man as weapons of warfare, wherewith to contend against
God and to establish ddtida (opposite of the subsequent

of

dimiocvvT/c).

It

which ver. 23 glances back, to explain birla (comp. w3)
instruments, as is done by many (including Ruckert, Kollner, BaumgartenCrusius, Krehl, Fritzsche, de Wette, and Ewald), a meaning which it indeed
3
frequently bears in classic Greek since Homer, but never in the N. T.

injures the figure, to

Comp.

especially 2 Cor. vi. 7, x. 4.

—

TzapaaTrjoaTe]

the aorist here following

Olshausen connects thus "let not the
your mortal body
reign in you." In that case Paul must have
repeated the article after afi. According

But, had Paul desired to set forth the moral
death through the adjective by way of motive, he must then have written, after ver.
11, ev t<j> veKp<5 i>i*.u>v trutnari., which after

to Baur there lies in ^tjt<S the idea: "whose
mortality can only remind you of that,
which it even now is as veKpbv rf, anapria."

what goes before would not have been

1

:

sin manifesting itself in

any misconception,
See Duncan, Lex. ed. Rost,

liable to
a

p. 844.

"

;
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the present (comp. Bernhardy, p. 393), marking the immediateness and rapidity of the opposite action which has to set in.
It stands to TrapiardveTe in

a climactic relation.
eavrovg] yourselves,

See Winer, p. 294 [E. T. 314], Kiihner, II. 1, p. 158.
your own persons, and specially also your members, etc.

—

knvEKp. Z&vTac] as those that are alive from the

dead

(risen), i.e.

those

—
d>j

who have

experienced in themselves the ethical process of having died and attained

Only thus, in the sense of the moral
the sense of Eph. ii. 1 (Philippi

to the resurrection-life with Christ.

renovation discussed in vv. 2-11

and older expositors)

— can

it

—not in

be explained agreeably to the context, especial11.
This o>g, quippe, with

ly as he corresponds to the Xoyifrode k.t.1. in ver.

the participle (as in xv. 15, and very frequently), expresses, namely, the relation of the case, in

which what

corresponding to their Christian
dead. 1

—

tcj Gecj]

demanded

is

to appear to the readers as

which

is

described as

state,

life

from the

belonging to God, as in vv. 10, 11.

Not the ground and warrant for the exhortation (Hofmann),

Ver. 14.

which

is

case the thought

is

introduced, that obedience

is

in

dependent on the

readers; but an encouragement to do what is demanded invv. 12, 13, through
the assurance that therein sin shall not become lord over them, since they
are not in fact

agement in

under the law, but under grace.

Phil.

ii.

13.

In this assurance

Comp. the similar encoura " dulcissima consolatio,

lies

Melanchthon, comp. Calvin. They have not to dread the danger of failure.
Understood as an expression of good confidence, that they would not allow
sin to become lord over them (Fritzsche), the sentence would lack an ele
ment assigning an objective reason, to which nevertheless the second half
points.
Heumann, Koppe, Rosenmuller, Flatt, and Umbreit take the future
imperatively, which is erroneous for the simple reason that it is not in the

second person (Bernhardy, p. 378).
vtto

x&pw

:

For not

—

ov yap hare vtto vduov (Gal. iv. 21), all'

the law but divine grace (revealed in Christ) is the powe?

under which you are placed. [See Note LXIX. p. 253.] This contrast, according to which the norm-giving position of the law is excluded from the Christian state (it is not merely the superfuousness of the law that is announced, as
Th. Schott thinks), is the justification of the encouraging assurance pre-viously given.
able to give

it,

(1 Cor. xv. 56),

Had they been under the law, Paul would not have been
because the merely commanding law is the Svvauic tt)c duapria{
and accumulates

sins (v. 20), in

which reference he intends

1
The <ls is not the "like" of comparison
(Hofmann, who, following Lachmann, pref ers with
the wrei, which does not

pith of the view,

elsewhere occur in the writings of Paul),
but the " a«" of the quality, in which the
subjects have to conceive themselves.

ventes."

the resurrection-life of the Lord

Comp. Wunder, ad Soph. Track.

from

ABCK

394, p. 94

Kiihner,

II. 2, p. 649.
According to Hofthe comparative £>o-ei is only to extend to etc veicpiav (and £5>pras to be predicative) : as living persons like as from the
dead. But such a mere comparison would
be foreign to the whole context, according

mann

to which Christians are really alive (with

from the dead, and paralyzing the
which does not lie in a
quasi, but in a tanquam. The Vulgate ren" tanquam ex mortuis viders correctly
Christ)

:

He who

participates ethically in
is alive

but not alive as if from death;
just as little is he as if alive from death,
Theodore of Mopsuestia rendered the wo-et,
which he read, in the latter sense referdeath,

;

ring it to e* ve*cp. £wvTas together, and explaining the meaning to be that, previous to
the actual resurrection, only ij Kara rb
Swarbv ^Cfiriai. 9 is required.

chap,
to discuss the matter

But they stand under a quite
dependence is quite calcuthat consecration of moral strength, which

further in ch.

still

different power, under grace ;

243

vi., 15, 16.

and

lated to bring to the justified

vii.

this relation of

vi. 1 ft).
they require against sin and for the divine life (v. 21
non solum peccata diluit, sed ut non peccemus facit," Augustine.
;

Vv. 15-23. This ovk
freedom

From

to sin.

elvac vrrb vofiov, aTJJ vrrb

....

the ov yap

x<*P lv i

" Gratia

x^P LV &o e$ n °t therefore give us
namely, the inference of free-

to sin might very easily be drawn by immoral Christians (comp. ver.
which would be exactly the reverse of what the Apostle wished to estabPaul therefore proposes to
lish by that proposition (a/i. v/n. ov Kvp. ver. 14).
himself this possible inference and negatives it (ver. 15), and then gives in

dom
1),

ver. 16

ff.

Accordingly vv. 15-23 form only an ethico-polem"ye are not

its refutation.

preliminary to the positive illustration of the proposition,

ical

under the law, but under grace," which begins in ch. vii.
what
Ver. 15. [See Note LXX. p. 254.] Tt ovv] sc. tan

is

;

Comp.

of the case ?
for sinning

?

ture

we

:

shall

reading

iii.

—With

d/iaprr/oufiev

To

ver. 1.

the reading

d/iapTyoo/Liev

Paul asks

the emfiivu/i.

:

Are we

r. dfiapr.

the sense

with us

this case occur

sin ? will

then the state

Shall this Christian position of ours be misused

9.

?

would be purely fuBut with the proper

to sin ? deliberative

in ver. 1 our

d/iapTT/aco/nev

subjunctive as in
stands related as

a climax ; not merely the state of perseverance in sin, but every sinful action
the former from the pre-Christian time, the latter in the
is to be abhorred
ore ovk kofiev virb v6/uov k.t.X.] emphatic repetition.
Christian state of grace.
Ver. 16. Paul begins the detailed illustration of the fit] yivoiro with an
;

—

1

appeal to the consciousness of his readers, the tenor of which corresponds
"No man can serve two masters." This appeal

to the saying of Christ

:

forms the propositio major; the minor then follows in ver. 17 f., after which
" Know ye not, that, to whom ye yield
the conclusion is obvious of itself.

—

Here
yourselves as slaves for obedience, ye are slaves of him whom ye obey ?"
the emphasis is not on hare (slaves ye are in reality, as de Wette and others
on the relative clause o> vTranovere (Hofmann), but, as is required by the order of the words, and the correlation with Traptor. eavrovc,
on SoMoi. [See Note LXXI. p. 254.] Whosoever places himself at the dispothink), or even

sal of

another for obedience as a slave,

but

just the slave of

is

him whom he

no longer free and independent,

is

obeys.

—

Tzapiardvere]

The

present, as

—

2
expressing the general proposition which continues to hold good.

vTraKovere]

Crusius

:

whom
have

ye obey (erroneously rendered

to obey).

relation of subjection,

By

this,

ity

instead of the simple avrov or rovrov, the

which was already expressed

more vividly brought into view
sequence of that

w
by Reiche and Baumgartenin the protasis,

that ye are slaves of him,

:

Trapicrdveiv eavrovc dovlovc to

has a certain earnestness and solemnity.

him,
If

obey.

wham

The

is

once

ye, in

ye yield yourselves as slaves

for obedience, then ye are nothing else than slaves in the service of

whom ye
1

obey.

The

less reason

Bornemann, ad Xen. Mem.

Schol. in Luc. p. xxxix.

iv.

is

3,

there for attaching

17,

*

con-

circumstantial-

See Kuhner, n.

etc

1,

him

vnaK. te the apo-

p. 115.

—

:
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dosis (Th. Schott,

Hofmann).

tjtoi

dfiapriae]

sc.

dovloi.

1

Respecting the

aut sane, found nowhere else in N. T., see especially Klotz,
ad Bevar. p. 609, Baeumlein, Partik. p. 244. It lays strong emphasis on
Very frequently thus used in Greek authors. Comp.
the first alternative.
disjunctive

Wisd.

The
that

xi.

tjtoi,

18.

—

davarov] result, to

elc

which

this relation of slavery leads.

ddvaroq cannot be physical death (Reiche, Fritzsche,
is

not the consequence of individual

averted from the dovloc

[See

viraKoijc

a

sin

(see

Note LXXII.

on

van Hengel), since
v. 12), and is not

p. 254]

;

nor

is it, either

generally, the misery of sin (de Wette), or specially spiritual death, alien-

which Paul never conveys by ddvaroc but
more precisely indicated in ver. 21, and is
placed beyond doubt by the contrast of fw# aiuvioe, must be conceived as the
eternal death (Chrysostom, Theophylact, and
teIoc of the bondage of sin
Comp. i. 32. This
others, including Riickert, Reithmayr, and Tholuck).
is not at variance with the antithesis elg dinaiocvvnv, which is not to be taken
for
(as in ver. 13) in the sense of moral righteousness (Philippi and others)
ation from the true fay, an idea

;

rather, seeing that ddvarog, as is

;

;

this is not the result, but is itself the essence of the dovlov elvai vitami^ (comp.

in contradistinction to the duapria, is obedience to the

v. 19), since vnanori,

divine will.
ddvarog,

On

the contrary

apply to the time of

dinaiocvvr},

antithetically correlative

as the final result of that dovhov elvat

must be conceived

the aluv ueXKov,

final perfection in

when

with the
and

viraKOTjg,

the faithful,

not relapsed into the service of sin, but in their faith have been
servants of obedience, on account of the death of Christ dinaioi Karaarad^aovrai,
v. 19.
It is therefore the righteousness which is awarded to them in the

who have

were the righteousness of faith even now attained (Th.
to be taken, with Schott, of lemming a believer
(i. 5), which is contextually inadmissible, since what is spoken of is the
state of grace already existing (ver. 15), in which service is rendered to the
obedience of God only, and not to sin. In accordance with the misconcep-

judgment. 3

If it

would need

Schott),

viraKorjq

tions of

Hofmann, already noticed

sense of the whole

:

in detail (see above), there results as his

" To whom ye place yourselves as servants at

his disposal,

ye are servants for the purpose of obedience ; ye are so to him whom ye obey, servants either—for there is no third alternative who act contrary to their master's
will and thereby merit death, or such as live in obedience and are therefore right-

—

1

Consequently servants of

serviceable to that which

is

sin,

sin

;

who

are

and then

servants of obedience, who are in the service
of the opposite of a/aapWa, in the service of

Hofmann erroneously
divine obedience.
takes the genitives as genitives of quality
(servants who sin and who obey) see Winer,
What reader could, after
p. 222 [E. T. 237].
;

SovKot (comp.

John

viii. 34),

have stumbled

on this singular relation of quality the assumption of which ought to have been precluded by vv. 17, 20. Comp. 2 Pet. ii. 19.
3 Philippi here observes, with the view of
;

including bodily death also in the idea, that
u
is personally appropriated and merited
it

by the individual through his own act."
This is not Pauline, and is at variance with
$ navTes
the true interpretation of the
^aprov in v. 12. It is not with death as it
is with the atonement, which is objectively
there for all, but must be appropriated by
something subjective. Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 22.
i<f>'

Moreover, such personal appropriation
would be inconceivable in the case of all
children dying without actual sin.
s Kostiin has also justly directed atten-

f

deutsche Theol. 1856, p.
tion in the Jahrb.
127, to the sensus forensis of Smuovvvt) in our

—
CHAP.
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VI., 17.

What kind of a ddvarog, and in what
supposed accordingly to be self-evident. And
by the following thanksgiving, ver. 17, the Apostle is alleged "as it were half
do not know etc., so that the meto take lack" his question, Whether they

1
eous in the presence of their master.

sense diKaioavvn

dium

is

meant,

''

is

17

of transition to ver.

is

"why

yet

still

A

the question?"

series of

gratuitously imported fancies.
ru Gew,
x*PK
Ver. 17. Propositio minor. [See Note LXXIII. p. 255.]
apostolici," Bengel.
pectoris
"ardor
piety
of
expression
animated
ore]

—

&

;

Comp.

vii. 25.

—on

dovloi

fjre

k.tX]
bondage

ton*.

r. &/£.,

were slaves of sin (that this condition of

fre

has emphasis

:

that ye

Comp. Eph.

is past), etc.

prefixing of ijre, and the non-insertion of a ph t clearly prove
the true interpretation, and not that, by which the main idea is
" non Deo gratias agit, quod servierint pecdiscovered in the second half
evangelio," Grocato, sed quod, qui servierint peccato, postea obedierunt

The

v. 8.

that this

is

:

In that case ph> at least would be indispensable in the first clause.
of expression is purposely chosen, in order to render more forcibly
apparent their earlier dangerous condition (whose further delineation in
U
the readers).
ver. 19 moreover, points to the former heathenism of

tius.

The mode

aM

napdiag] ovde yap rjvayKaadrire, ovde e(3ido6nTe,

Comp. Job

Chrysostom.

Theocr. xxix. 4

Greek

also

;

The

writers.

viii.

10

;

Mark

enovreg uerd irpoBvuiac aTxeornre,

xii.

30

dvuov, eg evuevuv arepvuv,

e/c

opposite

:

k

(Mag.

—

tie

Wisd. viii. 21 al.
and similar phrases in
;

;

bv Traped.

tvtt. did.]

may

either

with Chrysostom and others,
be resolved t$ Hm?
Winer,
including Ruckert, Reiche, Kollner, Tholuck, de Wette, Fritzsche,
:

and Philippi
tvtt. Tijg did.,

sage,

J
;

or

II. p.

waped.,

bv iraped. (as in iv. 17)

tvtt. rfjg did., elg

elg r.

:

bv ixaped.

Kypke,

did., elg bv

rrjg

bg reaped, vulv (see Castalio

i.e.

Ewald and Hofmann).

167,

n

;

or

:

elg r.

and Grotius on the pas-

It is decisive in favour of the

never equivalent to viraKoveiv
first mode
of the obedience
nvi * while to take vizfiKovaare absolutely either in the sense
servants
obedient
("as
obedience
absolute
of
of faith, i. 5 (Ewald), or in that
vTtrjKovaaTe
because
inadmissible,
is
Hofmann),
ones,"
sinful
to
contrast
in
of resolution that

viraicoveiv elg

is

;

in

"its

antithetical correlation

definition.

And

this

it

with

dovXoi

has precisely in

rrjg

elg

more precise
which cannot

duapriag needs a

bv irapeddd. k.t.1.,

has taken
therefore indicate whereunto (Ewald and Hofmann) the vTzamveiv
them, in
from
wrung
is
which
place,— an artificial far-fetched expedient,

obedience as effect
order to get instead of obedience towards the doctrine
however perevdijaav stands by
of the doctrine (comp. Matt. xii. 41, where
conception). The rvirog didaX m,
its side, which is in fact of itself a complete
understood of Christian docelg bv iraped. is usually (and still by Hofmann)
form of teaching. But
express
definite,
trine generally, so far as it is a
accounted for, and
appear
thus
not
does
rvnog
expression
singular
the
since
the preaching
through
planted
since the Roman church was undoubtedly
of Pauline Christianity,

i

34

See Fritzsche, Diss.
;

Bornemann,

which

II. p. 133, Conject. p.

Schol. in Luc. p. 177.

In the passages quoted by

Greek authors

is certainly

u7ra*cov«tv

eis

Kypke from

n means

to

a particular type, different from

reference to something, to be obediReiche's judgment of
ent in a matter.
these passages is erroneous. See on 2 Cor.

obey in

ii.

9.

—

:
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Judaistic forms of Christian teaching and in various points even contrast*
it is preferable to understand by it the distinct expression

ing with these,

which the Gospel had received through Paul, consequently the doctrinal
form of his Gospel (ii. 16, xvi. 25), in opposition to anti-Paulinism (Kuckert,
cd. 1, de "Wette, comp. Philippi). This etc bv irapeS. is decisive in favour of
the interpretation "form of doctrine" in an objective sense, and against the
subjective explanation
image of the doctrine, which is impressed on the
heart (Kypke).
Following Theodore of Mopsuestia, Oecumenius, Calvin,
Grotius, Calovius, and many others, Reiche (as also Olshausen, Reithmayr
and Krehl) take rvnog in the sense of exemplar, ideal which the doctrine holds
:

up, consequently in that of the ethical rule, which as model of life is contained in the Gospel (didax). 1 This is in harmony neither with the vTranoveiv
nor with the elg bv naped. Unsuitable to the former is also the interpreta-

tion of Beza

and

which Tholuck

others, to

inclines, that the evangelical

"quasi instar typi cujusdam, cui veluti immittamur, ut ejus figurae conformemur. " Van Hengel understands vTrrjuovoare in the sense of
obedience toward God, and elc as quod attinet at; Paul in his view says
" obedivistis Deo ad sequendam quam profited edocti estis doctrinae formam." This form of doctrine, to which the Romans were directed at the
founding of their church, had been, he conceives, probably more Judaistic
than purely Pauline. But against the absolute interpretation of vttjjkovo.
see above
while the assumption of a rinroc didaxm not truly Pauline is irreconcilable with the expression of thanksgiving, and is not supported by
doctrine

is

:

;

Phil.

passage which

15, a

i.

of the Apostle.

was

We may

is

from the peculiar situation
which

to be explained

add that Paul aptly

specializes the vnanoi}

set forth in the major, in ver. 16, quite generally (as

in general)
Gospel.

—

at the subsumption in the minor, ver.

7T

apedod. ] rfjv rov Qeov (3of/6eiav alvirTerai,

ence to God, which

is

be observed for the passives in
That it is not to be taken as middle (to
shown by the same passives in ver. 18.
also to

so Fritzsche)

is

either with the dative or with

posal

and power of

(Judith

elq,

Xen.

ver.

18, is

yield themUapatiidufii

in the sense of delivering over to the dis-

another, is very current

Rom.

God

obedience to his
Chrysostom. The refer17, as

plain from x<*pic ru Oew.
selves,

—

obedience to

everywhere in Greek literature

Dem. 515, 6, 1187, 5) but
whether in a hostile sense or not, is conveyed not by the expression itself,
but simply by the context. To the expression itself the abolition of one's
own self-determination is essential. So also here. The Christian has at
his conversion ceased to be mi juris, and has been given over to the morally
regulative power of the Gospel. 2
Ver. 18. "But, freed from sin, ye have become servants of righteousness. "
This is not to be regarded as the conclusion from the two premisses,
x.

15

;

i.

26

;

Hell. 1, 7, 3

;

;

vv. 16, 17 (Riickert, Reiche), because ovv is not used,

So probably Chrysostom took it, who
tvttos t. fiiSaxfjs by 6p#w? £rjv koX
(tera iroAireia? api<mjs.
So also Theophylact.
3 On twos 5t5a i)s
comp. Jamblichus, de
X
1

explains 6

Pythag.

vit.

16

:

tt}s

waiSeuo-ews 6 tu7tos, Plat.

Bep. p. 412

tuVw

tt)s

B

:

ol tv'ttoi t>}s n-aiSeca?, p.

Aefews,

tijs SifiaoxoAtas,
<piA.oo-<xpias.

and because substan-

Jamblichus

I.e.

ISOC. Antid. 186

23
:

:

397

rbv

C

two*

6 tuttos ttj«

chap,

vi., 19.
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same thought was already contained in ver. 17. Paul rather exmore the happy change in his readers just described and does
so in a thoughtfully chosen antithetical form, no longer however dependent
on ore, but independent and thus more emphatic (hence a colon is, with
Lachmann, to be inserted before eTievd.). But he leaves the reader to draw
for himself the conclusion, namely
this fxfj ytvono is therefore fully justified.
The 6e is the autem of continuation the transition, however, is not from
activity {vTzrjKovoare) to passiveness (Hofmann, comp. Th. Schott), for the
latter is already given in irapedodyre, but from the state of the case expressed
in ver. 17 to a striking specification, in a more precise form, of the revolution
in the relation of service, which was accomplished in them.
curb r. djuapr.]
that is, from the relation of slavery to it.
e6ovk. ry dinaioo. ] ye have oeen

tially the

presses once

;

:

—

;

—

—

placed in the slave-relation to righteousness ; a representation of the complete
dependence on the moral necessity of being righteous, implied in conversion.
On the dative comp. 1 Cor. ix. 19 Tit. ii. 3 2 Pet. ii. 19. This slavery,
where the dinaioavvi] is the mistress, is consequently the true moral freedom
;

{klevdepoirprKzc 6e

dox

in 1 Cor.

f]

apery, Plat. Ale. I. p.

;

135 C).

Comp. the

similar para-

vii. 22.

Yer. 19. Paul had, in vv.

moral freedom

16-18, represented the idea of the highest

—in a form corresponding

indeed with

its

nature as a moral

("Deo servire vera libertas est," Augustine), but still borrowed
from human relations as SovMa. He now therefore, not to justify himself,
necessity

—

but to induce his readers to separate the idea from the form, announces
the fact that, and the reason why, he thus expresses himself regarding the
loftiest moral idea in this concrete fashion, derived from an ordinary human
relation.
I speak (in here making mention of slavery, vv. 16-18) what is

human (belonging

to the relations of the natural

human

life)

on account of

of your flesh, i.e. in order thereby to come to the
help of this your weakness.
[See Note LXXIV. p. 255.] For the setting
the (intellectual) weakness

forth of the idea in

some such sensuous form

stimulating and procuring

is

the appropriate means of

apprehension in the case of one, whose knowledge has not yet been elevated by divine enlightenment to a higher platits

form of strength and clearness released from such human forms. Respecting
avdpuTuvov see the examples in Wetstein.
It is the antithesis of delov, Plat.
Hep. p. 497 C.
The expression Kara avOpuirov leyu in ch. iii. 5 is in sub-

form and
employed for the idea, for whose representation the Apostle has
uttered what is human.
The oap%, however, i.e. the material human nature
in its psychical determination, as contrasted with the divine pneumatic influence (comp. on iv. 1), is weak for religious and moral discernment, as well
as for good (Matt. xxvi. 41)
hence the cotyia aapuKTj (2 Cor. i. 12) is foolishness with God (1 Cor. iii. 19).
Others, taking it not of intellectual weakness, but of moral weakness, refer it to what follows (Origen, Chrysostom,
Theophylact, Erasmus, Calvin, Estius, Hammond, Wetstein, and others, including Klee, Reithmayr, and Bisping), in the sense
"I do not demand
what is too hard (avdpair., comp. 1 Cor. x. 13)
for although I might require a far higher degree of the new obedience, yet I require only the same
stance equivalent, since avOphiuvov also necessarily indicates the

dress

;

:

;
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as ye have formerly rendered to sin." ' But the following aonep .... ovtq
introduces not the equality of the degree, but, as is plain from ver. 20, only
the comparison in general between the former and the present state. Bewould only concern
sides, the demand itself, which by this interpretation

morally ideal
a lower stage of Christian life, would be inappropriate to the
is not injured by the conwhich
discourse,
hortatory
whole
the
of
character
This remark also applies to the dismembering excrete figurative form.
planation of

Hofmann (comp. Th.

Schott),

who makes

and then connects dta ttjv aodeveiav
dtnaioovvri, so that the thought would be

r.

a parenthesis,
Udirre

rr,

:

avOpunivov Ikyu form

aapKog v/iuv

with

edov-

the weakness of our in-

born nature gives occasion that our translation into the life of righteousness
it would be simply
is dealt with as an enslavement thereto, while otherwise
according to this weakrestoration to the freedom of doing our own will
ness what is right is not done freely of itself, but in the shape of a service.
But how could Paul have so degraded the moral loftiness of the position of
the dovTujdevTes ry dimioovvr, ! To him they were indeed the davfafibrreq
morally more exalted
Gccj (ver. 22), and in his estimation there was nothing
than to be dovTiog Qeov, as Christ Himself was. The Christian has put on
;

™

Christ in this respect also (Gal.

iii.

27),

and

lives in the spirit of the holiest

freedom (2 Cor. iii. 17 f.) his subjection to the service of dinaLoovvr) has not
taken place on account of his inborn nature incapacitating him for moral
freedom (as though it were a measure of compulsion) but on the contrary
he has put off the morally weak old man, and so he lives as a new creature
—by means of the newness of the spirit, and in virtue of his communion
which
in the resurrection-life of Christ—in the condition of righteousness,
Paul has here under the designation of bondage, accommodating himself by
the ordinary human expression to the natural weakness of the understanding,
umrep yap K.T.X.]
brought into contrast with the having been freed from sin.
;

;

—

avdpoTrlvuc
Practical assigning of a reason for the proposition just affirmed
In opposition to Hofmann,
in ver. 18, in the form of a concrete demand.
who (at variance with his own interpretation of xiii. 6 !) declares it impos-

sible to clothe the assigning of a reason in the dress of

an exhortation, see

3 (see Delitzsch) is to be taken in the
on 1 Cor. i. 26. Hence for, as ye have
and
see
same way ; comp. James i. 7 ;
Since the discourse
placed your members at the disposal, etc. , so now place, etc.
proceeds indeed in the same figurative manner, but yet so that it now as-

Bauemlein, Partik.

Heb.

p. 86.

xii.

:

sumes the hortatory form, avdpumvov .... aapubQ vuuv is not to be put in a
separated
parenthesis, but with Fritzsche, Lachmann, and Teschendorf to be
,

from

GHJirep

by a

period.

— ry anaSapoia

notion of d/xapria (ver. 13), so that
the

man

law.^

—

(see

on

i.

24),

elc tt)v avofi.]

established (in facto).
(so

1

also

and

tV

ry avouia]

The two exhaust the

characterizes sin as morally defiling
iii. 4) as a violation of the divine

John

on behalf of antagonism to law, in order that it may be
The interpretation etc rb eimrMov avofielv, Theophylaci

Oecumenius, Erasmus,

So also probably Theodoret

/xeTpw

aicad.

avou. (1.

k.

Luther,

rfj

<£v'<rei

irapaiiwiv olSa ydP ra iv t£

#vt)Ttf

:

Grotius,

Kollner,

cni^on Kivov^va nd^.
» See Tittmann, Synon.

Ewald, and

p. 48.

chap,
others),

of the
into

a
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in its practical bearing, erroneous, since it
is only the yielding
to the principle of dvouia that actually
brings the latter
concrete reality,
dg dyiaa^v] in order to attain holiness
(1 Cor. i 30
is,

members

Thess.

1

vi., 20-22.

—

iv.

To be an

3

f.

7

dycog in

;

2 Thess.

•

ii.

moral purity and consecration to God.'

13),

mind and walk—that goal of Christian development—
is
who places his members at the disposal of dimLoobvr, as
The word dytaa/idg is found only in the LXX., Apocr. and

the aim of the man,
ruler over him.

in the N. T. (in the latter it is always holiness, not
sanctifcation, 1 even in
1 Tim. ii. 15 ; Heb. xii. 14 ; 1 Pet. i. 2), but not Greek writers. 2
'AyuurM 6v
stands without the article, because this highest moral goal
is conceived of
qualitatively.

Vv. 20-22. [See NoteLXXV. p. 255.] With ydp Paul does not introduce
an illustration to ver. 19 (Fritzsche), but rather— seeing that ver.
20 through
olv in ver. 21, as well as through the correlative
antithesis in ver. 22, must
necessarily form a connected whole in thought with
what follows till the
end of ver. 22—the motive for complying with what is enjoined
in ver. 19

;

and that in such a way, that he first of all prepares the way for it
by ver. 20,'
and then in ver. 21 f., leading on by ovv, actually expresses it, equally
impressively and touchingly, as respects its deterrent (ver.
21) and inviting (ver.

The fact that he first sets down ver. 20 for itself, makes the
which he thus calls up more forcible, more tragic. Observe also
the emphasis and the symmetrical separation of the several words
in ver. 20.
22) aspects.

recollection

—

ry dinatoe.]

'eIevO. tjte

independent of

fact

(the a/mprkt).

dXX blug

its

Ovde yap

Ye were free in relation to righteousness, in point of
demands, since ye were serving the opposite ruler

6ieve[iete rfjg dovh-iag rbv rpdirov

ry dmaioovvy

ml ry

dfxap-

Chrysostom. A sad truth based on
experience
not a flight of irony (Koppe, Reiche, Philippi, and others),
but
full of deep moral pain. —Ver. 21. oiv] in
consequence of this freedom.
ria,

iavrovg egedidore ry Trovnpia,

!

—

riva

....

with Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Castalio, Beza,
Calvin, Grotius, Estius, Wetstein, Bengel, and others,
including Winer'
Reiche (but see below), Fritzsche, Jatho, and Hofmann, (but
eiratoxvveode is

see

harmony with the punctuation of the
one connected question [See Note LXXVI.
in

text,

below)—

rec.— to be regarded as

p. 256],

so that the reason to

be given for replying in the negative sense to this question
is then contained in rb yap riXog eksIvov ddvarog
namely, thus
what fruit, now, had
ye then (when ye were still in the service of sin, etc.,
ver. 20) of things,
on account of which ye are now ashamed ? i.e. ye had
then no fruit, no moral
gain, etc., and the proof thereof is
for the final result of them (those
things) is death.
What leads at last to death, could bring you no moral
gain.
For the grammatical explanation ekeIvcov is to be supplied before
ef
olf (which in fact is perfectly regular, Winer,
p. 149 [E. T. 158]), and to
;

:

:

this the eiceivov in the probative clause refers.

to be

ashamed

Regarding £7ramX | «- J tivi,
put to shame oy ih*
.

over anything (not merely of the being

» In opposition to Hofmann, on ver.
22.
But to the Christian consciousness it is
self-evident that holiness can only be attained under the influence of the Holy

Spirit.

Comp.

Ritschl, altkath.

In Dion. Hal. i. 21,
as also in Diod. iv. 39.
*

it is

K

p 82
a false reading
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fact of something not proving

comp. Xen.

the sense)

C

396

p.

:

to he

what we thought

Hell. v. 4, 33

ova aloxweloOcu

ettc

:

eirl

ry

ry rocavry

it,

as Th. Schott

LXX.

[iiiirjoei,

weakens

alcxwOyg, Plat. Rep.

rjiierkpa <j>ilia

xx.

Is.

i.

5,

29

;

1

Reiche makes the double mistake of
also
Mace. iv. 31
very arbitrarily referring kf olg to Kapirov, which is to be taken collectively
and of explaining napirbv e X Eiv as meaning to bring forth fruit (which would
"what deeds, on account
be k. iroulv, <j>ipeiv), so that the sense would be

Dem.

;

426, 10.

;

:

of

which ye

now ashamed, proceeded from your

are

Hof-

service of sin ?"

mann resolving the expression into eirl rovrotg a vvv e7raujxvvecde, wishes
"what
to take iiti in the well-known sense of addition to, so that Paul asks
:

fruit

had ye then over and

above those things of

now ashamed ?"
with which they now

which ye

are

those things being the former disgraceful enjoyments,
But how could the reader think of
desired to have nothing further to do.
given
by the text ? And how arbibeing
hint
any
such enjoyments without
the
trary in this particular place is that interpretation of em., especially when
verb itself is compounded with eirl, and that in the sense to be ashamed
and accordingly indicates how ef olg is to be resolved and proper:

thereupon,

ly understood

!

'

others (Syriac, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret,

Many

Theophylact, Erasmus, Luther, Melanchthon, Erasmus Schmid, Heumann,
Carpzov, Koppe, Tholuck undecidedly, Ruckert, Kollner, de Wette, Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Philippi, Reithmayr,

Ewald, van Hengel, and Th. Schott) end the question with tote, so that kf
rel. U 6dv. is the
olg vvv eircuox- becomes the answer, of which again rb yap
"what sort of fruit had ye then? Things (ye had as fruit) of which
proof
"
Kapirbv is likewise regardye are now ashamed ; for the end of them is death.
ed as a figurative description either of gain or reward (" ignoble and perni:

and pleasures," Ewald), or of actions, which are the penal conseBut fatal to all this explanation, which
breaks up the passage, is the antithesis in ver. 22, where the having offruit,
if Paul had inquired in ver. 21
not its quality, is opposed to the preceding
regarding the quality of the fruit, he must have used in ver. 22 some such
cious joys

quence of reprobate sentiments.

;

expression as vvvl de

cannot well see

.

.

why he

.

.

rbv dyiaa/ibv ex eT£

™ v i^pTrbv vfiuv.

Besides,

rivag napnovg or

should not have written either

we

cf u

he would by annexing the plurals, though these were in them;
on account of the collective nature of nap-nog have only exadmissible
selves
Finally, it is to be
pressed himself in a fashion obscure and misleading.
observed that he never attributes nap7r6v or napnovg to immorality he attrib-

and

EKeivov

,

;

utes to

it

good

epya (Gal. v. 19), but uses mpir6q only of the

the mpirbg tov

7rvev/iarog,

Kapirbg dimiocvvrig, Phil.

i.

Gal. v. 22

11

;

;

of the naprcbg rov

of the nap*,

"epyov,

Phil.

(porog,
i.

22

;

he speaks of

Eph. v. 9 of the
comp. Rom. i. 13;
when he describes

in fact he negatives the idea of wpirdg in reference to evil,
the epya tov endrovg as amp™, Eph. v. 11 comp. Tit. iii. 14.
;

;

;

With

this type of

conception our interpretation alone accords, by which in the question riva
mpnov k.t.X (comp. 1 Cor. ix. 18) there is contained the negation of napTtbg in

1 See generally on eni with the dative, as
specifying the ground with verbs of emo-

n.
rem.

tion, Kxihner,

1,

II. 2, p. 381,

6,

p. 436,

and with

aiaxvv.

chap,
the service of

vi., 23.
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the impwov

elvai.
The most plausible objection to our
that in accordance with it ef ole vvv eTraur
x becomes merely
an incidental observation. But an incidental observation may
be of great

explanation

sin,

is this,

.

weight in its bearing

on the matter in hand. It is so here, where it contains
a trenchant argumentative point in favour of replying in a
negative sense to
the question.
Calvin aptly says
"non poterat gravius exprimere quod
volebat, quam appellando eorum conscientiam et quasi in
:

pudorem confitendo."
things,
vices.

—

on account of
Bengel well remarks

the eternal

i.e.

eorum persona
Compare also Chrysostom.
kudvov] neuter: those
which ye are now ashamed, the pre- Christian sins and
< <

:

remote spectat praeterita. "

death, whose antithesis

is

the

ddvarog] death,

23
not the
before ydp (see' the crit.

—The jiiv

physical (Fritzsche), comp. on ver. 16.

—

£oij al6vtog, ver.

;

remarks) does not correspond to the following 6i
on the contrary, we must
for the end indeed (which however excludes every fruit) is death. 1
Ver. 22. vw\ 6e k.t.2,.] But now (ye are no longer without fruit, as
formerly;
no, now) ye possess your fruit unto holiness, so that its
possession has as its
consequence holiness for you (elc consecutive). The dytaofxdc is
consequently
not thefruit (the moral gain) itself, which they already have (that
would also
be at variance with ovtcj vvv wapaoT
dc dyiaafiov in ver. 19), but the
state, which the e eiv of theirfruit shall in future bring
X
about.
The fruit itself
;

translate

:

—and

Kapizdg is to be taken, quite as in ver. 21, as ethical
product—is consequently the new, Christian morality (comp. the tcaivdrn
in ver. 4), the
Christian virtuous nature which belongs to them (v/xov), and
the possession
of which leads by the way of progressive development to
holiness.
to de

^m

—

te\oc fariv aluv.] as the final result however (of this

the
24).

your

fruit) eternal life in

kingdom of Messiah. This possession is now as yet an ideal one (viii.
Hofmann erroneously takes to 6e t£1oc adverbially (1 Pet. iii. 8 comp.
;

on

which is impossible after
which the word must here also be the emphatic
Cor.

1

Kapizdq

xv.

24),

hence also

ver.

21, in

accordance with

substantive, the finale of the

dependent not on etc (Hofmann), but on
The circumstance, moreover, that Paul in ver. 22 says dovlud.
ix^re.
OsC*
while in ver. 18 he has said kdovl. tt, dinaiocvvr,, is rightly
illustrated by
" qui bonitati rebusque honestis servit, et Deo servit,
Grotius
quia Deus
hoc semper amavit et in evangelio apertissime praecepit." Comp. xii.
;

—

Sutjv

aluvwv

is

™

:

2.

And

precisely therein lies the true freedom, 1 Pet. ii. 16
John viii. 36.
;
Ver. 23. Ta bipavta] the wages.
Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 7 Luke iii. 14. '0f6vlov Kvpiug XeyeTai to toIc CTpaTiuTaig irapa tov ^aaileuc
dedouhov ciTqpiaiov, Theophylact. 2 The plural, more usual than the singular, is explained
;

by the
various elements that constituted the original natural payments,
and by the
coins used in the later money wages.
The wages which sin gives stands in
reference to ver. 13, where the dfiapHa is presented as a ruler,
to whom the
subjects tender their members as weapons, for which they
receive their
allowance!
ddvuTog] as in ver. 22.
rb 6k x&pvf* r. Oeov] Paul does not say
Td b^vta here also (" vile verbum," Erasmus),
but characterizes what God

—

—

1

See Hartuns, Partikell. U. p.

p.534£ [E.T.575].

—

414,

Winer,

*

Comp. Photius,

Phryn.

p. 420.

367.

See Lobeck, ad
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gives for wages as

no

what

To

—

a gift of grace, which is
the Apostle, in the connection of his

in its specific nature

it is

avTiralavTeveodai (Theodoret).

system of faith and doctrine, this was very natural, even without the supposition of any special design (in order it has been suggested to afford no

—

—

encouragement to pride of virtue or to confiding in one's own merit).
In Christ

XptctTti k.t.X.]

nal life

;

is

the causal

oasis,

a triumphant conclusion as in

v.

that the xa-P LaH- a T

21

comp.

;

-

^eo"

*s

—h
eter-

viii. 39.

Notes by American Editor.

LXIV. Ver.

To make

1.

ry

ETCLfiivafiEV

d/j.apTia.

the defence of his doctrine as the truth complete, the Apostle was

it by direct proofs, but also to meet the objecwhich might naturally arise. There were two of these which he must
have often encountered, and which, in this Ep., he anticipates and answers.
The first is the one presented in all ages against the doctrine —namely, that it
tends toward immorality. As justification does not rest upon works, as forgiveness is always ready for the sinner who trusts in Christ, and as the abounding of sin causes grace to abound still more, will not the believer be careless
about sinning, and even disposed to continue in sin ? The second objection
was peculiar to the age when the Judaistic views were held and the relation of
the Jews to the old covenant was still pressed namely, did not the doctrine
of faith, which excluded all unbelieving Jews from salvation, involve unfaithfulness of God to His promises given to His peculiar people ? The Apostle considers the first of these objections in chaps, vi.-viii., and the second in chaps.
ix.-xi.
He limits himself to the two, because he regarded them, probably, as
containing in substance the sum of what could be urged against the faith-

obliged, not only to establish

tions

—

system.

LXV.
The

Ver.

According to the doctrine of
the

2.

octlvec aireQavofiev ry djiapTig..

aorist tense points to the time of entrance

moment

moment.

faith,

of conversion.

Hence

it is

He

the relation of the

upon the Christian

man

life.

to sin terminates at

dies, so far forth as sin is concerned, at that

contrary to the very idea of the doctrine, that he should

sin.
This thought is emphatically repeated in ver. 3 if. as
connected with the figure of burial and resurrection, and with that of cruci-

continue to live in
fixion.

It will

ordinary experience.
life,

is considering the doctrine, and presenting
does not tend towards immorality, and not describing
The ideal of Christian living involves dying absolutely to

be observed that Paul

the evidence that
the old

,

it

as soon as the

new one

begins.

In ver. 12

f.

he exhorts the

readers to live in accordance with the ideal standard.

LXVI. Ver.

4.

<jvverd<p7jfiev

oiv avrti.

does not seem to be necessary to regard avvErd<prifiEv as referring to baptism by immersion. It may be that the thought of burial, being naturally
suggested by that of death, is added only for the purpose of emphasis. It is
clear, however, that, if it has this reference, the use of the verb is more fully
It

and satisfactorily accounted for, and not improbably,
an allusion to this mode of baptizing.

to say the least, there is

NOTES.
LXVII. Ver.

The explanation

of to o£>na

rb ad^ia

6.

253
Tfjq u[iapria,$.

given by Meyer seems
The body, according to the view
ujuapriag

rfjc

natural and satisfactory one.

to

be the most

of Paul, is evi-

dently not evil in itself. On the other hand, it is an instrument which maybe
used either in the service of sin or of God. As the man dies to sin without
dying in the ordinary sense, so his body is destroyed, so far forth as it belongs to sin and is given up to its control, without being actually destroyed.
This view makes the words correspond with the thought or phraseology of the
Apostle elsewhere (cf. vv. 12, 13, also vii. 24, etc.). It also brings ufiapria, as
no other explanation does, into accordance with the use of the word throughout this section of the Epistle— sin being, in many instances, evidently personified as a master (cf. e.g. vi. 12, 13, 16, vii. 14, 17, 23).

LXVUI.
Godet,

who

Ver.

7.

deducaiioTai airb ttjc u/iapHag.

holds the same view of ver. 7 with Meyer, says that " ducaiovaQat
connection, to be free from blame in case of disobedience

signifies, in this

be legally entitled not to obey;" and he adds that the meaning of the
is, " One who is dead, no longer having a body to put at the service of
sin, is now legally exempted from carrying out the wishes of that master, who
till then had freely disposed of him.
Suppose a dead slave it will be vain
for his master to order him to steal, to lie, or to kill.
He will be entitled to
answer, My tongue, hands, and feet no longer obey me. How, then, could he
be taken to task for refusing to serve ?" Gifford, Beet, Sanday, and others,
among the most recent commentators, regard aTrodavuv as having the physical
sense.
Gifford views the sentence as containing " the general maxim, that
death puts an end to all bondage." Beet says -that din. here means to make
righteous.
"Death separates a man even from his sins. The thief and the
murderer will steal and kill no more. By death they have been forcibly made
righteous.
The statement of this ver. is implied in a still wider one, viz., that
death separates a man completely from his former life. "Whatever he was before, by death he ceases to be."
Sanday renders by "absolved," and adds,
The dead man is no longer liable to have the charge of sin brought against
him."
to

Apostle

:

'

'

LXIX. Ver.

The

question,

What

is

14.

ov yap hare vnb vdfiov.

the meaning of the words not under

answered by noticing the connection with the next preceding
next following

(vii.

the

law

?

(v. 20),

may be
and the

1-6) statements in respect to the law.

as causing the offence to

abound

;

vii.

V. 20 presents the law
1-6 sets forth the same idea substantially

esp. ver. 5).
The pointing of both alike is toward a kindred sense here.
Moreover, the connection in thought (whatever may be said of the immediate
grammatical sequence of the sentences), between this verse and vii. 1, shows

(cf.

the writer's conception to be, that the lordship of sin ceases for the believer

because that of the law ceases that the latter ceases because the man, through
his union with Christ, dies, so far as the law is concerned
and that, thus dying, the man serves sin as a slave no longer, but serves a new master with
;

;

newness of spirit. The reference in this verse is, therefore, to the legal system,
as working naturally towards the dominion of the sin-power.
The development of the thought suggested by these words is suspended, by reason of the
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question of ver. 15, until the seventh chapter. It is there presented in the first
six verses, which by their statements and expressions lead to the inquiry of
vii. 7, founded upon the earlier part of ver. 20. That this view of vi. 14 makes
it

anticipate the thought of chap.

at least in a sense, parenthetical,
rightly apprehended,
for the

moment, as

view of what he

is

vii.
is,

and renders

when

no valid objection

it

to

it.

vi.

15-23 substantially, or

the progress of the discourse

The Apostle

is

arrests his thought

him that the same question may be asked in
which was raised in the first verse.

occurs to

saying,

LXX.

Ver. 15.

H

ovv; afiaprjiocj/iev

/c.r.A.

On ver. 15 Philippi says " As from the" doctrine of grace abounding through
sin abounding, v. 20, the inference might be drawn that it is good to continue
in sin that grace may be multiplied, so the statement of 14b might awaken
the idea that with freedom from the law license is given to sin. This idea
:

the Apostle repels with the utmost energy. But yet he does not here so much
develop the inner psychological impossibility of the legal state fostering and
furthering righteousness, and of the state of grace fostering and furthering
sin, as rather

again remind of a matter-of-fact relation into which his readers

through faith in the gospel have entered. As baptism into Christ's death mediates the death of the old and the rising of the new man (ver. 3 ft), so is
freedom from the law, in point of fact, a bondage to righteousness, the dominThis is the correct view of the passage,
ion of grace a freedom from sin."
and thus there is a certain parallelism between these verses and ver. 1 ff., although the relation to sin and righteousness is set forth by a new figure that

—

of slavery

and freedom, instead

LXXI. Ver.

of that of dying

16. dovlol tore

$

and

living.

vrcanoveTe.

Mey. holds that the emphasis is not on dovloi alone (as Meyer
Weiss
maintains), but also on the relative clause, as indicated by the repetition of w,
and by the following alternative. The idea conveyed, accordingly, is that the
man is a slave of the one master or the other, and also that the particular
ed.

slavery, by reason of the very fact that the man surrenders himself in obediBoth of these suggestions are
ence to one only, is exclusive of any other.
probably contained in the words, but the principal emphasis is on Sovloi, and,
indeed, this word carries in itself the thought of entire and exclusive sur-

render.

LXXII. Ver.

16. afiapriag elg Bavarov.

Weiss regards 6dvarog here as meaning physical death. G-odet, Gifford, and
others urge against this view, as Meyer does, that this death befalls the serBut Weiss answers that physical death, when, as in
vants of righteousness.
the case of these, there is a resurrection to eternal life, ceases to be the punish-

Where there is no such awakening, however, it becomes eternal
and so there is nothing in the word which contradicts the idea that
obedience to sin leads to the latter. Godet holds that the meaning is, "death
from God
in the sense of moral corruption, and consequently of separation
Gifford,
"
soul;"
and
body
of
death
the
says,
Beet
hereafter."
here and
Hodge
« eternal death ;" Shedd, " death physical, spiritual, and eternal."
soul, final and
the
of
"
"death
ver.
21,
eternal
and
spiritual
16,
ver.
says,
f

ment

of sin.

death,
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HOTES.
hopeless perdition."
for the

it is

The argument

same view in

much weaker than

for Weiss's view here is

vv. 12-19.

LXXIII. Vv.

17, 18. ^dptf

t£ Ge£ on

tjte

dovhot k.t.I.

The thought of vv. 17, 18 seems to be involved in the contrast of rjTe SovXol
tjjq dp-, and kdovXuOjjTe rrj due.— as if the form of the sentence were the following

'

:

'

that your slavery to sin is a thing of the past [this is the force of the
tjte], and that, having yielded obedience from the heart to that form

emphatic

whereunto you were delivered [i.e. the Pauline gospel, with its
doctrine of grace and faith], and being thereby made free from sin as a master,
you came into [the aorist tenses pointing to the time of conversion] the relaof teaching

As there must be service to one or
ended in the case of the believer, and
the new one begun, the Christian doctrine, which teaches this, cannot encourage sin. It must, on the other hand, direct the man who accepts it as

tion of bond-servants to righteousness."

the other,

and

in vv. 19,

20— to

as the former service is

—

present his

members

for service to righteousness,

now

that

he has become a Christian (and to do it at once and once for all), as fully and
without reserve as, in his former life, he presented them to sin and how
fully he did this he may know from his own experience, for, when he was the
;

slave of sin,

he was altogether free as related to righteousness

LXXIV.

Ver. 19. avOpurtLVOv leyu 6id

tt/v

dcdevuav

tt/q

(ver. 19).

capKdg.

and refers to the
and freedom derived from ordinary human life, wkich are
used to describe the relations to sin and righteousness, did r. acQ. r. capnoQ
probably refers to the intellectual, not the moral, weakness of the readers, and
is to be explained in connection with the thought that we must represent
moral and spiritual ideas in earthly figures, or with Meyer' s suggestion that
" the oap£, as the material human nature in its psychical determination, is weak
The reference to moral weakness, which Weiss
for religious discernment."
ed. Mey. Godet, and some other recent writers favor, does not seem to be well
founded. That the suggestion of the figure of bondage comes, as Godet conjectures, from the feeling sometimes arising in the Christian mind that perfect
righteousness is an exacting and harsh master, and that it is employed, on the
avBpunivov corresponds substantially with fcard dvOpunov,

figures of slavery

,

other hand, as Weiss intimates, because of the tendency to press Christian
freedom even to libertinism, are suppositions of which no hint whatever is
found in the context. The Apostle is only presenting the idea of bondage as
showing that the man who comes under the new master cannot remain in the
These writers connect the words with what precedes.
service of the old one.
The view of those writers, who make them refer to moral weakness, but connect
them with the following sentence, is sufficiently answered in Meyer's remarks.

LXXV.
The turn
with

Ver. 21. riva ovv ndpirov k.t.X.

of thought is at ver. 21, ver. 20 being connected (see note LXXIII.)

ver. 19.

This connection

is

not disproved by what Meyer suggests.

The

ovv of ver. 21 shows, indeed, that the Apostle is led to present the question of
that verse by his thought of their former condition, which is referred to in the

words of

ver. 20, as, also, it is in vv. 17, 19.

But the question

itself

turns the

;
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prominence as a new point.
through the yap of
this ground being the issues
ver. 20, a ground of the exhortation of ver. 19
on the two sides he would more naturally have omitted the ovv altogether,
and arranged the construction in vv. 20, 21 as we find it in ver. 22. The presence of ovv (ver. 21), therefore, is rather an argument for, than against, uniting
ver. 20 with ver. 19.
The mere fact that ver. 22 is antithetical in its form of
expression to ver. 20, does not, it may be added, prove their immediate connection, for this antithesis is found in the entire thought of the paragraph.
Weiss ed. Mey. favors the connection of ver. 20 with ver. 19, as Meyer himself
did in one of his earlier editions.
reader's

mind

to the matter of results, giving this

If the intention of the writer

had been

make

to

vv. 20-23,

—

—

LXXVI.
as

Ver. 21. riva ovv

.

.

.

kwaiaxvvEoQe

Westcott and Hort and Tregelles place the interrogation mark after lizaiax.,
Meyer does. Weiss ed. Mey. (and so Godet) agrees with Tischendorf in

placing

it

The considerations presented by Meyer are forcible, and
by him as the more probable one.
the other, however, cannot be denied. K. V. and A. V. both

after Tore.

we may regard
The possibility

the arrangement favored
of

read according to Meyer' s view.

CHAP.

25?

VII.

CHAPTEK YIL
anodavovTEc] Elz. reads dnoOavdvToc, which was introduced as a conby Beza, without critical evidence, solely on account of some misunderstood words of Chrysostom (see Mill, Bengel, Appar., and especially Keiche,
Comment, crit. I. p. 50 ff.). The cnroOavovrec, adopted by Griesb. Matth. Lachm.
Scholz, and Tisch., following Erasmus and Mill, is the reading in A B C K L
P X, min., and most vss. and Fathers. D E F G Vulg. It. codd. in Kuf. and
Latin Fathers read rov davdrov. Preferred by Keiche. But especially when

Ver.

6.

jecture

are wantits merely one-sided attestation (the Oriental witnesses
seems to be a gloss having a practical bearing (see ver. 5) on tov v6um>

we consider
ing), it

—

which has dispossessed the participle regarded as disturbing the construction.
Ver. 13. yeyove] Lachm. and Tisch. (8), following A B C D E P K, 47, 73, 80,
Method. Dainasc. read kyivero. Some Latin codd. have est. F G have no verb
With the preponderance, thus all the more decisive, of the witnesses
at all.
Ver. 14. cap/undo] The oapnivog
kyevero, it is to be preferred.
favour
which
adopted by Griesb. Lachm. Scholz, and Tisch. is attested by
For this reason, and because the ending icdc was
tf *, min., and several Fathers.
more
easily suggested by the preceding -jrvev/iariKog, as in general capiaicds was

—

familiar to the copyists (xv. 27

1 Cor. ix. 11

;

ABCDEFG

;

2 Cor.

x.

4

;

1 Pet.

ii.

11)

than

be assumed as the original reading. —Ver.
to be received, if it
17. oiKovaa] Tisch. (8) reads hoiKovoa, which would have
Ver. 18. ovX svpiaKui] ABCS, 47,
were attested in more quarters than by B K.
67**, 80, Copt. Arm. Procl. in Epiph. Method. Cyr. codd. Gr. ap. Aug. have
merely ov. Approved by Griesb. adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. But if there

cdpiavoc (2 Cor.

iii. 3),

the latter

is to

—

;

had been a gloss, the supplement would have been irapdiceiTat. The omission
on the other hand is explained by the copyist's hurrying on from OYX to the

OT

at the

beginning of ver.

19.

—Ver.

20. Qelu iyu]

Since kyd

is

wanting in

BC

and several Fathers, but is found in 219, Clem,
and since it is, according to the sense and the
after tovto, in Chrys. before ov
and
analogy of w. 15, 19, inappropriate, it has rightly been deleted by Lachm.
what immediately
Fritzsche, and is to be regarded as a mechanical addition from

DEF

G, min., Arm. Vulg.

It.

;

accordance with
hy6 were original (and had been omitted in
however it
which
contrast,
the
of
emphasis
vv. 15, 19), it must have had the
Griesb. also
Ver. 25. evX aptaru] Lachm. and Tisch. read X dptc, which
has not.
reads
approved of, following B and several min., vss. and Fathers. Fritzsche
Fathers. Both
in accordance with C**, «**, min., Copt. Arm. and
follows.

If

—

x dpic

Si

analogous vi. 17 (not
are taken from the near, and, in the connection of ideas,
or
reading f, dpiq r. Qeov (D E and some Fathers),
evX ap.

|

x

.

r.

from

i.

8).

The

Kvpiov (F G), is manifestly

X
an

alteration, in order to

make the answer

follow the preceding question.

Vv. 1-6. The Christian

is

not under the Mosaic law; but through his
to the law, in order to belong to th*

fellowship in the death of Christ he has died

Risen One and in this new union to lead a

life consecrated to

God.
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Ver.

I.

still left

1

*H ayvoelre] Paul certainly begins now the detailed illustration,
but he connects his transition to it with

over, of oh yap tore, vi. 14

what immediately precedes,
[See Note LXXVII. p. 289.]

;

from the nature of 7 (comp.

as is clear

vi. 3).

Nevertheless the logical reference of $ ayvoelre
not to be sought possibly in the previous ra nvplu r/fitiv, with which the

is

following
essential

-

here correlative (Reiche), since that

nvpievei is

importance

at all

and

but rather in the leading idea

has in fact no

expressed (ver. 22), and established

last

23), namely, that the Christian,

nvpiu)

for the progress of the thought immaterial

is

;

(ver.

freed from the service of sin and oecome the

ser-

vant of God, has his fruit to holiness, and, as the final result, eternal life.
This proposition could not be truth, if the Christian were not free from the

law and did not belong to the Risen Christ instead,

address to the readers

etc., vv. 1-6.

Gentile Christians, which however

yivciOKovai,

when

especially

it is

knowledge

case of Christians generally the

—

adetyoi]

not merely to the Jewish

must have been
from being con-

Philippi), because in that case an addition

made excluding
tained in

13),

i.

Ch. Schmidt, and others, including

Estius,

Christians (Toletus, Grotius,

Tholuck and

(comp.

collectively

so far

is

without the

article,

that in the

was of necessity to
against Hofmann's view,

of the O. T.

This applies also
see below.
be presupposed
that Paul, although avoiding a specific express designation, has in view that
portion of his readers, which had not been capable of the misconception
This limitation also and how easily could the adroit
indicated in ver. 15.
;

—

author of the Epistle have indicated

duced either from
tifies

adetyoi or

from

the appeal to the readers'

We may

the law.

yivcjonovci k.t.1.

own

way

in a delicate

it

insight

:

—

for

!

—cannot be

yivucic.

I

yap

v6[i. /I.]

dejus-

speak to such as know

not infer from these parenthetical words, or from vv. 4-6,

that the majority of the

Roman

congregation was composed of Jewish- Chris-

looking to the close connection subsisting between the Jewish
and Gentile-Christian portions of the Church, to the custom borrowed
from the synagogue of reading from the Old Testament in public, and to
tians ;

a

for,

the necessary and essential relations which evangelical instruction and
preaching sustained to the Old Testament so that the latter was the basis

from which they
as yividCKovrtq rbv

Comp. on

started, the Apostle

vdfiov,

Gai. iv. 21.

and predicate

The

less

might designate his readers generally
them an acquaintance with the law.

of

need

is

there for the assumption of a pre-

vious proselytism (de Wette, Beyschlag, and

many

moreover the adetydg addressing the readers in common
13, viii. 12,

i.

x. 1,

xi.

23, xii.

law (Koppe, van Hengel)

;

1,

others),

is at

xv. 14, 30, xvi. 17.

—

nor the moral law (Glockler)

with which
comp.

variance
6 vofioc]
;

;

not every

but the Mosaic,

and that in the usual sense comprehending the whole not merely of the
comp.
law of marriage (Beza, Toletus, Bengel, Carpzov, Chr. Schmidt
;

;

On

1

the entire chapter, see Achelis in the

Stud. u. Krit. 1863, p. 670 ff.
a On the contrary, the inference

would

the Church had been a Jewish- Christian one, the yivuxriceiv v6fx.ov would in its
case have been so entirely self-evident, that

be

:

If

should not be able at all to see why
Paul should have specially noticed it.
But as converted Gentiles the readers had become acquainted with the law. This also
applies against Holtzmann, Judenth. u.

we

Christenth, p. 783.

chap,
This

Olshausen).

is

vii., 2.
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-

required by the theme of the discussion generally, and

—

tov avOpairov] is not
by the foregoing yiv&oit. y. v6u. %al<o in particular.
and Mosheim), but
be connected with 6 vouog (Hammond, Clericus, Eisner,
£<j>' bcov
Kvpievei.
to
demands,
words
xp- Cv] For
the
of
order
belongs, as the
in the sense of stretching over a
so long time as he liveth (iiri as in Gal. iv. 1
who is subjected to
period of time, ' the (personified) law is lord over the man
is decided by vv. 2, 3, 4.
to
subject
the
is
avdpumoc
£#,
6
That
avdp.).
it (tov
By the assumption of 6 vdfioq as subject (Origen, Ambrosiaster, Erasmus, VatBengel, Koppe, and Flatt), in which case tf is sup-

to

—

ablus, Grotius, Estius,

posed to signify

discourse is quite
viget or valet (in spite of vv. 2, 3), the

not discussing the abrogation of the law, but the
Nor do vv. 2, 3 reis no longer under it.
is, that the death
illustrated
quire 6 vdfiog as subject, because the point there
of the law over
power
binding
the
dissolves
law)
of the man (not of the
presupposes this thought.
him. 2 The proposition in vi. 7 is similar, and
man continues to
To take ft» as equivalent to ftv h capti (" so long as the
also Umbreit),
Philippi,
law,"
the
of
servant
a
is
he
lead Ms old natural life,
see S&vti and &vtoc in vv. 2, 3, with their
is quite opposed to the context

disarranged

for

;

Paul

is

fact that the Christian as such

:

The

antitheses.

emphasis, moreover,

shown by the very expression

baov,

is

on

not on
fy'

boov

C(/

(Hofmann), but, as

xP 6vov

,

for

is

the entire time i

dies
does not lose its power over him sooner than when he
is attended to and
this
If
it.
to
subject
remains
he
life,
so long as he is
so long as he liveth," the
there is not introduced a wholly irrelevant "only
to the appeal to the legal
disproportionate
nor
appears neither trivial

that he lives

;

;

it

in

thought

knowledge of his readers.

For there

is

a peculiarity of the

vdfioc

in the fact,

temporary force, that it cannot
that it cannot have, like human laws, merely
be exempted from its contime
for
a
one
can
nor
suspended,
be altered or
of the vduoc over
No, so long as man's life endures, the dominion
trol, etc.

Nor is the proposition incorrect (because that dominion
a general
the believer, Philippi) ; for it simply contains
of
case
the
in
ceases
as such.
ewofioe
avdpuiroc
the
to
refers
rule of law, which, it is self-evident,
(ver. 4), and the rule in
Jew
as
a
dies
he
Christian,
a
If the Jew becomes

him

continues.'

question

is

not invalidated.

of the propoVer 2 [See Note LXXVIII. p. 289.] Concrete illustration
of the law to marriage and
relation
the
from
derived
ver.
in
sition
1,
case can only take place through the
its dissolution, which in the woman's

only after that death has occurred that
text
This example, as the tenor of the following
she may marry another.
legal ordithe
because
not
selected,
is
shows (in opposition to Hofmann),
one that Paul could haye
nance in question was in its nature the only
forward the union with
bring
to
employed, but lecause he has it in view
law, as analogous to a
the
from
release
the
after
place
takes

death of the husband, so that

Christ,

.

it is

which

See Bernhardt

p. 252

;

Comp. Nagels-

'Comp. Schabb. f. 151, 2: "postquam
;"
niortuus est homo, liber est a praeceptis

Tar*. Pi. Ixxxviii. 6

1,

p. 352).

^ Wetefarfn on ven^

;
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new marriage, and does so in
(not really

;

The

ver. 4.

illustration is only apparently

and even Umbreit in the Stud. u. Krit. 1851,
namely as the deceased and the person released

Usteri, Riickert,

awkward, in so far
from the law through the event of death are represented in it as different.
This appearance drove Chrysostom and his followers to adopt the hypothesis
thus holding that the law is properly
of an inversion of the comparison
the deceased party, but that Paul expressed himself as he has done out of
consideration for the Jews (comp. Calvin and others), whereas Tholuck
contents himself with the assumption of a (strange) pregnancy of expression
which would include in the one side the other also and Umbreit regards
"the irregularity in the change of person" as unavoidable. But the semblance of inappropriateness vanishes on considering ml vuelg in ver. 4 (see
on that passage), from which it is plain that Paul in his illustration, ver. 2 f.,
follows the view, that the death of the husband implies (in a metaphorical
sense by virtue of the union of the two spouses in one person, Eph. v. 28 ff.)
the death of the woman also as respected her marriage relation, and consequently her release from the law, so far as it had bound her as a viravSpog
yvvr] to her husband, so that she may now marry another, which previously she
could not do, because the law does not cease to be lord over the man before he is
dead.
So in substance also Achelis I.e. Consequently ver. 2 f. is not to be
taken allegorically, but properly and concretely and it is only in ver. 4 that
It has been allegorically explained, either
the allegorical application occurs.
so, that the wife signifies the soul and the husband the sin that has died with
Christ (Augustine, comp. Olshausen)
or, that the wife represents humanity
(or the church) and the husband the law, to which the former had been
spiritually married (Origen, Chrysostom, Calvin, and others, including Klee,
But the former is utterly foreign to the theme of
Rciche, and Philippi).
the text
and the latter would anticipate the application in ver. 4.
also current in later Greek authors, as in
viravdpog] viro subjecta, married
in the N. T. only here.
Polyb. x. 26, 3, Athen. ix. p. 388 C
r£ favn
p. 643)

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

1

;

avdpi] to her

(™)

living husband.

favri

—

has the emphasis, correlative to the

—

* n ver
On dederai comp. 1 Cor. vii. 27.
vduu] by the
!•
For by the law of Moses the right of dismissing the husband was not
given to the wife. 2 Paul however leaves unnoticed the case of the woman
through divorce ceasing to be bound to her husband (Deut. xxiv. 2) 8 regarde<p

baov xpovov Cv

-

law.

way as not
merely seemed to be the rule in the majority of cases, but also harmonized
KaT^pyTjrai and r.
with the original ordinance of the Creator (Matt. xix. 8).
ing the matter, in accordance with his scope, only in such a

—

vdfiov t.

avdp.]

[See Note

LXXIX.

p.

289.] that

with respect

is,

to

her hith-

under the law binding her to her husband she is
absolved, free and rid of it.
See on Gal. v. 4. The Apostle thus gives
expression to the thought lying at the basis of his argument, that with the
decease of the husband the wife also has ceased to exist as respects her

erto subsisting subordination

1
iii.

2

806

See Wetstein and Jacobs, ad Ad.

JV.

A.

Michaelis, Mos.
f.

Kiddusch.

ipsam per

42.

R.%

120

;

SaalscMtz,

p.

mariti."

f 2, 1
.

:

"Mulier possidet se

libellum repudii et per

mortem

;

CHAP.
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VII., 3, 4.

which she is fully
Comp. on aix6 2 Cor. xi. 3. She is still
died with the death
there, but no longer as bound to that law, to which she
comp. ver. 6. The joining of 6 vouoc with the genitive of
of her husband
classic
the subject concerned (frequent in the LXX.) is very common also in

legal connection with

him

no longer

released, she is

;

in this legal relation, from

existent.

;

Th. Schott, following Bengel, erroneously takes r. avdp. as genilaw being for the wife embodied in the husband.
the relation of the wife to the husband is what is
determines
The law that

authors.

tive of apposition ; the

vd/noc 6 Kepi tov

intended, like 6
Ver.

3.

name.

'Apaovv] See on

See Acts

xi.

26. *

hvdpdc

v. 18.

;

see

Kuhner,

— XPWa™

El ]

II. 1, p.

sne sna11

The future corresponds

(

287.

formallv) oear the

to the following

:

kav

joined to another husband (as wife).
ykvnrai avSpl hepo)] if she shall have become
xiv. 20 ; Ez. xvi. 8, xxiii. 4.
Judg.
12
i.
Ruth
;
Deut. xxiv. 2 ;

Comp.

—

3
airb tov vduov] from the law, so far, that is, as it
not a Hebraism.
released, ver.
binds the wife to the husband. From that bond she is now
nor yet a
2.
TovurielvaiK.T.l.] Not a more precise definition (Th. Schott)

It is

—

;

even in Acts
consequence (as usually rendered), which is never correct, not
that she
order
in
rather
but
ff.)
845
Matt.
p.
vii. 19 (see Fritzsche, ad
That is the purpose, involved in the divine legal ordibe not an adulteress.
:

;

nance, of her freedom from the law.
the
Ver. 4. "Vote] does not express the "agreement" or

"harmony" with

as if
which what follows connects itself with the preceding (Hofmann),
(Vulgate),
itaque
common
the
rather
is
It
Paul had written ovtcoc or 6fioiuc.

heading an independent sentence,
introduces the actual relation
and
draws an inference from the preceding,
Christians, who through the
to
respect
1-3
with
vv.
from
results
which
This
the wife.
death of Christ are in a position corresponding with that of
also,
ye
ml
ifielg]
type.
as
relation
marriage
legal
inference lays down that
who through the death
the wife in that illustration quoted in vv. 2, 3,

accordingly, therefore, consequently, which,

—

like

In this, in the first
is dead to the dominion of the law.
k.t.X.), lies the point of
yeviadat
rb
eic
on
falls
stress
main
the
instance (for
also are
analogously with the case of that wife Christians
the inference
their spiritual
in
because,
Christ,
of
death
the
dead to the law through
of her

husband

;

Him. Van Hengel
union with Him, they have suffered death along with
which, however,
Christians,
other
ye also, like
takes Kal vfielc in the sense
been said of the
previously
had
what
of
application
the
begins
since ver. 4
by the
necessary
rendered
woman, is neither in harmony with the text nor
3
to the law, so
dead
rendered
were
ye
ru
v6fi
edavar.
V]
first person mpno<i>op.
:

—

i

Plut

Mor

148

D

;

Polyb. v.

27, 2, 5,

xxx.

2 4
'

»

See Kypke,

II. p.

170

;

Kiihner,

II. 1, p.

3g4
3

This

is

expressed from the Jewish-Chris-

tian consciousness, nevertheless it includes
indirectly the OeniUe- Christians also ; for

without perfect obedience to the law no
could have attained to salvation,
wherefore also obedience to the law was

man

expected on the part of Judaists from the
converted Gentiles (Acts xv.). As the argument advances, the language of the Apostle
becomes communicative, so that he includes
himself with his readers, among whom he

makes no
Gal.

iii.

Compare vm. 15
By our passage therefore

distinction.

14, iv. 6.

the readers are not indicated as having
been, as respects the majority, Jews or at
least proselytes.
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you as dead persons it rules no longer (ver. 1). The dative as in
The passive (not ye died) is selected, because this (ethical) death
Christians is fellowship with the death of Christ, which was a violent

that over
vi. 2,

of

10.

Therefore

one.

put

:

6ia tov

c£>fi. r.

X.] by the fact, that the body of Christ was

The conception of the participation of believers
inner life and its moral self -consciousness) in the death of

to death.

their

according

to

which the putting

ting to death, is

(as respects

their Lord,

death of their Master included their own putjustly assumed by Paul, after ch. vi., as something present
to

and therefore views deviating from this
which did
away the dominion of the law) are to be rejected as here irrelevant, and
not in keeping with the proper sense of edavar. For that kdavar. r. vd/no) is
meant to be a mild expression for 6 vojuoc kdavarudq, airkdavev vfiiv (Koppe
and Klee, following Calvin, Grotius, and others, also several Fathers
comp. on ver. 2), is an assumption as gratuitous, as is a ''contraction of
the thought and expression," which Philippi finds, when he at the same time
to the consciousness of his readers,

that Sea

(e.g.

r. o£>[i. r.

X. applies to the atoning sacrificial death,

;

introduces the conception of the putting to death of the law through the
of Christ, which is here alien.
etc rb yeveofiat v/iag irepu] [See Note

—

body

LXXX.

—

p. 290.] in order to become joined to another

(than the law) this is the
had, and thereby the main point in the
declaration introduced by ware, parallel to the rov fir) elvai. k.t.1. in ver. 3.

object

which the

kdavar.

vo/iu n.r.'k.

r.

Paul apprehends the relation of fellowship and dependence of the Chrisas he had prepared the way for doing so in vv. 2, 3,
and as was in keeping with his mode of view elsewhere (2 Cor. xi. 2 Eph.
v. 25 ff.)
under the image of a marriage connection in which the exalted
tian's life to Christ

—

;

—

Christ is the husband of His Church that has become independent of the
law by dying with Him.
rtikuveKp. eyepd.] apposition to erepc), in significant historical reference to

did. r.

au/x. r.

X.

For

if

Christ

became through

His bodily death our deliverer from the law, we cannot now belong to Him
otherwise than as the Risen One for a new and indissoluble union. The
importance of this addition in its bearing on the matter in hand lies in the
Katvorrjc &VQ ( v i- 3, 11, 13, 22) which, on the very ground of the ethical
communion with the Risen One, issues from the new relation. Certainly

the death of Christ appears here "as the end of a sin-conditioned state of
the humanity to be united in Him" (Hofmann, Schriftbew. II. 1, p. 354)
;

but this great moral epoch has as its necessary presupposition just the vicarious atoning power of the llaar^piov which was rendered in the death of
Jesus it could not take place without this and without the faith appropri;

ating

it, iii.

21

ff.

v. 1

;

ff.

—

eyepOevn (Koppe, Th. Schott,

Iva icapTroQ. r. Qeti]

The aim not

Hofmann), but rather

—

of

—because the

U

venpiiv

belonging

which conditions the fruit-bearing of the yeveadai vuac erepu, t$
consequently the final aim of the kdavar. rw vdfKo. There is here
(though van Hengel and others call it in question, contrary to the clear

to is

that

en vsKp. ky.,

connection) a continuation of the figure of marriage with respect to
fruitfulness (Luke

i.

42

;

Ps.

its

Symm. and Theod. Ps. xci. 15),
its consecration to God is, as it were, the

exxvii.

3,

The morally holy walk, namely, in
fruit which issues from our fellowship

of life with Christ risen from the

263
dead as from a new marriage-union, and which

belongs in property to

God

as

the lord-paramount of that union (the supreme ruler of the Messianic theocracy)

the bringing forth of fruit takes place for God.
The opinion of
Kapnoty. taken in the sense of the fruit of marriage

;

Reiche and Fritzsche that

yields an undignified allegory (the figure therefore is to be taken as bor-

rowed from a

which

Philippi, Tholuck, and Reithmayr also
union with Christ, if regarded as a marmust also necessarily, in accordance with its moral design, be
field or a tree,

prefer) is untenable, seeing that the

riage at

all,

conceived of as a fruitful marriage. 1

That we should bring
under the law we bore
fruit to death, but now (ver. 6) our position is quite different from what it
was before.
ore y/uev ev ry caput] This is the positive and characteristic
expression for the negative
when we were not yet made dead to the law.
Ver.

Confirmation of the

5.

Iva Kafmof.

forth fruit to God, I say with justice

—
the adp^—the

Then

;

r. Qefi.

for formerly

:

human

element in

us, in its psychically de-

termined antagonism to the Divine Spirit and will

—was the life-element in

materially

which we moved.
Cor. v. 3 (2 Cor.
is

an

death

ethical

Comp.

xii. 2),
;

but for that

holy self-consciousness of the
longer

ev r. caput

;

(so also
ter,

The

11.

ii.

.

2 Cor. x.

;

We

3.

are ev

cujuan, 1

r.

we have died with Christ, because that
very reason we are now, according to the

new

life

of

communion with the Risen One, no

and our body, although we

substance live in the flesh (Gal.

more, Col.

8 f

viii.

even after

as respects its material

still

20), is ethically

ii.

not a cu/na ryg capnog any

interpretation of Theodoret

:

ry Kara

vo/uov noXcTetg

Oecumenius), though hitting the approximate meaning of the mat-

has

by the reason assigned

inaccurate arbitrariness exposed

its

odpua yap rag ry caput dedofievag vofiodectag

oivdfiace,

rag nepl

(3po)ceu>g

for

tc.

it

:

Troaecog.

description ev ry capri must supply the ethical conception which corresponds with the contents of the apodosis. Therefore we may not render with
Theodore of Mopsuestia when we were mortal (the believer being no longer
reckoned as mortal)
but the moral reference of the expression requires at

The

:

;

least a

more precise definition of the contents than that the existence of the
had ceased to be an existence locked up in his inborn nature (Hofmann).

Christian

— ra

Tvad. tgjv djuapr. ]

which the sins
and nadi}, i. 26.
contrast to

see vv.

They

izoiyfiara),

Phil. p. 47 C.

— ra

7, 8.

Comp. rather

It is
1

through which sins are brought about, of

On

iradyfiara

compare Gal. v. 24,
by Plato in

are the passive excitations (often used

which one experiences

6ta t. vd/uov] sc. bvra,

{it dcx^i).

Comp.

esp.

which are occasioned by the law

erroneous in Chrysostom and Grotius to supply

Cor.

(Estius, Glockler),

xv.

56.

—

were

evqpyelTo]

which would be contrary

active,

;

Plat.

How

?

<j>aiv6/ieva.

middle, not passive

to Pauline usage.

See 2 Cor.

i.

Eph. iii. 20 Gal. v. 6 Col. i. 29 1 Thess. ii. 13 2 Thess. ii.
The Greeks have not this use of the middle.
ev r. pel. y/u.] in our

6, iv.
7.

the passions

are the actual consequence.

12

;'

;

;

;

1
This view is the one perfectly consistent
with the context, and Should not be superseded by the prudery of modern canons of
taste (Fritzsche terms it jejunam et obscoenam).
Theodoret already has the right

;

—

view

:

m!

eneiSri

o-wdQeiav

k.

ya^ov

t>jv eis

Kvpiov npoa-rjyopevae irCariv, cIkotw?
»cai

tov

phylact.

tou

ydp.ov

tcapirov.

rbv

Seitfvuo-i

Comp. Theo-
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members

(as in ver.

davaru] This

t.

23 and

vi.

13) they

were the active agent.

the tendency (the parallel \va

—

Gew in

etc

rb /tapiro}.

4 is deeverywhere erroneous, of the consein their operation in our members, had

is

Kapnoty. r.

ver.

cisive here against the interpretation,

which the passions of sin,
that we should Tyring forth fruit unto death, that is, divested of
figure
that we slwuld lead a life falling under the power of death.
The subject quae is supplied, as often along with the infinitive, naturally and easily
from the immediately preceding rjfiuv (comp. 1 Cor. viii. 10
2 Thess.
quence)

with us

:

:

1

;

Heb.

iii.

9

the

mode

;

ix.

There

14).

and to understand the iraO^uara
comp. Vulgate, Luther, Calvin,
imported the conception that the occur-

of conception prevailing in ver. 4,

as the fruit-bearing subjects

and

therefore the less reason to depart from

is

(Hofmann

which case there

others), in

is

;

something foreign to the man himself (Hofmann). The Odvaroc
personified as the lord-paramount opposed to rw Qeu in ver. 4, is not physical
(Fritzsche) but eternal death, vi. 21, 23, which is incurred through sinful

rence

is

The /cap7ro0. however retains here the figure of the fruit of marriage,
namely, according to the context, of the marriage with the law (ver. 4),

life.

which

is

now

dissolved since

"ex

Paraph.:

infelici

we have

matrimonio

ceretur morti exitioque gignentes."

But comp. James

ferent.

Ver.
to that

6.

2.

—

The construction

crit.

we were held

h

cj

In Matt.

xii.

39 the conception

is dif-

£ /careix.] dead (see ver. 4)
So also Fritzsche and Reiche in

dirodavdvTec kv

we were held

to be understood before

in

15.

See on ver.

Karr/py.]

(neuter) wherein

Comm.

his

i.

Comp. Erasmus,

died with Christ.

infelices foetus sustulimus, quicquid nas-

fast.

is

and

consistent

(Winer, p. 149

regular, so that rovro) is

That where-

[E. T. 158 f.]).

f.

fast (as in a prison), is self-evident

according to the text

;

not as the government of sin (van Hengel, Th. Schott), or as the cdp% (Hofmann), but as the law, in whose grasp we were. Comp. Gal. iii. 28. Were
we with the majority (including Ruckert, de Wette, Kollner, Krehl, Philippi,

Maier, Winer, Ewald, Bisping, and Reithmayr) to take

(and

how

unnecessarily

would have an

isolated

—

!),

hu

as masculine

the arcodavdvTec as modal definition of

and forlorn position

Karripy.

we should have expected

;

it

behind vvvl 6e.
wore dovfaveiv k.t.X.] actual result, which has occurred
through our emancipation from the law so that we (as Christians) are serviceable in newness of spirit, and not in oldness of letter ; that is, so that our
relation of service is in a new definite character regulated by spirit, and not
in the old constitution which was regulated by literal form.
That the 6ov"kevELv in Kaivorrjg Trvev/i. was a service of God, was just as obvious of itself to
the consciousness of the readers, as that in -Kakaidrqq ypd/i/i. it had been a
service of sin (vi. 20.)
On account of this self-evident diversity of reference
no definition at all is added. On the oh in the contrast (not jur/) see Buttmann,
:

neut. Or. p.

and

is

300 [E. T. 349].

h indicates the sphere of activity of the dovlcveiv,

to be understood again along with iral.

tively expressed TTvevfiarog,

meaning

the efficient principle of the Christian

1

comp.

;

ii.

29.

in concrete application the

Comp. Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem.

life,

iii.

6,

and the

10

;

Anctb.

The

qualita-

Holy Spirit as

qualitative ypd/ujuaroc,

ii.

1, 12.

chap,

vii., 7-13.
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characterizing the law according to

its nature and character as non-living
and drawn up in letters, are the specifically heterogeneous factors on which
the two contrasted states are dependent.
The ira"kai6TT]c in accordance with
the nature of the relation in which the law, presenting its demands in the

—

but not inwardly operative, stands to the principle of sin in man was
(not merely in actual abnormality, as Rothe thinks
see
ver. 7 ff., and comp. on vi. 14)
just as on the other hand the Kaivdrqc, on
account of the vitally active irvevfia, must also necessarily be moral. Where
letter

necessarily sinful

;

;

this is contradicted by experience and the behaviour of the Christian is immoral, there the nvevfia has ceased to operate, and a Kaivdrrje TrvevjuaTog is in
fact not present at all.
Paul however, disregarding such abnormal phenom-

ena, contemplates the Christian life as it is constituted in accordance with
new, holy, and lofty nature. If it is otherwise, it has fallen away from

its
its

specific nature

and

is

a Christian

life

no longer.

[See Note

LXXXI.

p. 290.]

Vv. 7-13. How easily might the Jewish Christian, in his reverence for
the law of his fathers, take offence at ver. 5 (to, 6ia r. vdfiov) and 6, and draw
the obnoxious inference, that the law must therefore be itself of immoral
nature, since

it is

emancipation from

the

means of

it is

the condition of the

and since
Paul therefore

calling forth the sm-affections,

new moral

life

!

proposes to himself this possible inference in ver. 7, rejects it, and then on to ver.
13 shows that the law, while in itself good, is that which leads to acquaintance
with sin, and which is misused by the principle of sin to the destruction of men.

Paul conducts the refutation, speaking throughout in the first person sin1 Cor. vi. 12, xiii. 11).
This mode of expressios, differing
from the fieTa(7xw aTca u ^ (see ?** 1 Cor. iv. 6), is an Idiuaig
comp. Theodore
of Mopsuestia on ver. 8
to h k/ioi bre teyet, to kolvov ley el tcjv avdp&Trov,
and Theophylact on ver. 9 ev tcj ol ks tu 6e rrpoacjiru ttjv avdpwKivrjv tyvoiv
Myei.
Thus he declares concerning himself what is meant to apply to every
man placed under the Mosaic law generally, in respect of his relation to that law
gular (comp.

;

l

:

:

—

before the turning-point in his inner life

nection with that law, and after

it.

The

brought about through his con-

apostle's

own

personal experience,

from being thereby excluded, everywhere gleams through with peculiarly vivid and deep truth, and represents concretely the universal experience in the matter. The subject presenting itself through the ey6 is thereso far

man in general, in his natural state under the law, to which he is bound, as
not yet redeemed through Christ and sanctified through the spirit (for
fore

which see chap, viii.) without, however, having been unnaturally hardened
by legal righteousness or rendered callous and intractable through despising
the law, and so estranged from the moral earnestness of legal Judaism.
Into this earlier state, in which Paul himself had been before his conversion,
he transports himself back, and realizes it to himself with all the vividness
and truth of an experience that had made indelible impression upon him
and thus he becomes the type of the moral relation, in which the as yet un;

;

regenerate Israelite stands to the divine law.

'
'

He

betakes himself once

more down to those gloomy depths, and makes all his readers also traverse
them with him, only in order at last to conclude with warmer gratitude that

V
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he

is

better

now indeed redeemed from them, and thereby
and eternal law of God is which endures even

show what

to

for the

that

redeemed,"

Gonf. vii.
Augustine {prop. 45 in ep. ad Bom. ; ad Simplic. i. 91
acknowledged, in harmony with the Greek Fathers
since Irenaeus, that the language here is that of the unregenerate man
though later, in opposition to Pelagianism (especially on account of vv. 17,
c. Faust, xv. 8),
c. duas ep. Pel. i. 10
see Retract, i. 23, 26, ii. 3
18, 22
he gave currency to the view that the " J" is that of the regenerate. In this

Ewald.

;

21), in his earlier days,

;

;

;

;

he was followed by Jerome, who likewise held a different opinion previand later by Luther, Melanchthon, Calvin, Beza (not by Bucer and
ously
Musculus), Chemnitz, Gerhard, Quenstedt and many others, more, however,
among Protestant than among Catholic commentators (Erasmus says of
him: " dure multa torquens ;" and see especially Toletus). On the other
hand, the Socinians and Arminians, as also the school of Spener, returned
to the view of the Greek Fathers, which gradually became, and has down
to the present day continued, the dominant one. See the historical elucidaThe
also Knapp, Scr. var. arg. p. 400 ff.
tions in Tholuck and Reiche
theory that Paul is speaking simply of himself and exhibiting his own experiences (comp. Hofmann), must be set aside for the simple reason, that in that
;

;

case the entire disquisition, as a mere individual psychological history (7-13)

and delineation (ver. 14 ff.), could have no general probative force whatever, which nevertheless, from the connection with what goes before and
follows
referred

(viii. 1), it is
it

intended to have.

Others, like Grotius,

to the state anterior to regeneration,

who

correctly

and among them recently

Reiche in particular, represent Paul as speaking in the person of the Jewish
1
But, so far as concerns vv. 7-13, it is utterly untrue that
people as a people.
the Jewish nation previous to the law led a

life of innocence unacquainted
and as concerns ver. 14 ff., the explanation of the
with sin and evil desire
double character of the " I, " if we are to carry out the idea of referring it
to the nation, entangles us in difficulties which can only force us to strange
caprices of exegesis, such as are most glaringly apparent in Reiche.
Fritzsche also has not consistently avoided the reference of the " I" to the
;

people as such,

and the

impossibilities that necessarily

accompany

it,

and, in

opposition to the Augustinian interpretation, has excluded, on quite insufficient

grounds, the apostle himself and his

himself been a

Jew under

own

experience.

the law, could not describe at

all

Paul,

who had

otherwise than

from personal recollection that unhappy state, which indeed, with the lively
and strong susceptibility of his entire nature and temperament, he must
have experienced very deeply, in order to be able to depict it as he has done.
Testimonies regarding himself, such as Phil. iii. 6, cannot be urged in opposition to this, since they do not unveil the inward struggle of impulses, etc.
Similarly with Paul, Luther also sighed most deeply just when under the
distress of his legal condition, before the light of the gospel dawned upon
him, and he afterward lamented that distress most vividly and truly.

1
Jerome on Dan. had already remarked
Peccata populi, quia unus e populo est,

:

enumerat persona sua, quod et apostolum
ad Rom. fecisse legimus,"

in ep.

"

chap,

vii., 7-13.
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Philippi has rightly apprehended the " I " coming in at ver. 7 as that of the
but on the other hand, following the older expositors,
unregenerate man
;

has discovered from ver. 14 onward the delineation of the regenerate state
of the
(since

—

same "I,"
a view inconsistent in itself, opposed to the context
Paul does not pass on to the regenerate till viii. 1), and, when ap1

Hammond

plied to the details, impossible (see the subsequent exposition).

"Nihil potest esse magis contrarium affectioni animi
Jiominis regenerate quam quae hie in prima persona Ego exprimuntur.
very truly observes

Still

:

Umbreit, in the Stud.

633 ff., has substantially reverted,
Augustinian view, for which he espe-

u. Krit. 1851, p.

as regards the entire chapter, to the

cially regards ver. 25 (avrbg hyu) as decisive

especially his Psychol, p. 387

ff.)

sius, Chr. Pers. u. Werlc, I. p.

275

Krit. 1862, p. 119

ff.

;

and

"Weber,

;

f.

;

and no

Jatho

;

less

have Delitzsch

Zorne Gottes,

v.
;

p.

Krummacher

also Luthardt, v.freien Willen, p.

86

;

(see

Thoma-

in the Stud. u.

404

f.,

adopted

Hofmann, who in his Schriftbew.
I. p. 556 to all appearance, though he is somewhat obscure and at variance
with himself (see Philippi, p. 285 f., and Glaubenslehre, III. p. 243), had
returned to the pre-Augustinian interpretation, in his JV. T., hampers a more
clear and candid understanding of the passage by the fact that, while he

this

view with reference to

decidedly

rejects

14

ver.

the theory that the

ff.

"I"

of ver. 7

is

that of the unregen-

man, he at the same time justly says that what is related of that "I"
(which is that of the apostle) belongs to the time which lay away beyond his
state as a Christian ; and further, by the fact, that he represents vv. 14-24
as spoken from the same present time as ver. 25, but at the same time leaves
the enigma unsolved how the wretched condition described may comport
with that present
and in general, as to the point in question about which
expositors differ, he does not give any round and definite answer.
For if
Paul is to be supposed, according to Hofmann, in ver. 14 ff., not to treat of
the natural man, and nevertheless to depict himself in the quality of his
moral state apart from his life in Christ, we cannot get rid of the contradiction that the " I " is the regenerate man apart from his regeneration, and of
erate

;

the obscuring and muffling

up

of the

meaning thereby occasioned.

The

view which takes it of the unregenerate is followed by Julius Mtiller, Neander, Mtzsch, Hahn, Baur, Tholuck, Krehl, Reithmayr, van Hengel, Ewald,
Th. Schott, Ernesti, Lipsius, Mangold, Messner {Lehre der Ap. p. 220), and
many others, including Schmid, bibl. Theol. II. p. 262 G-ess, v. d. Pers.
Chr. p. 338
Lechler, apost. u. nachapost. Zeitalt. p. 97
Kahnis, Dogm. I.
the anonymous writer in the Erlangen Zeitschr. 1863, p. 377 ff.
p. 595
;

;

;

;

Weiss,
126.

bibl.

The

;

Theol. § 95

Marcker,

;

p.

23

;

Grau, Entwickelungsgesch.

II. p.

just remark, that the apostle depicts the future present of the

state (Th. Schott)

does not affect this view, since the future state realized as

present was just that of the unregenerate Israelite at the preliminary stage of

Comp. Calovius on ver. 14 " Postquam
legem divinam vindicavit vel pravae concupiscentiae omnem culpam transscribendam docuit, ejus vim sese etiamnum expe1

:

riri

ingemiscit apostolus, etiamsi

renatus

jam sit
ver. 14

et justifteatus."
:

"

quo sic carnis reliquiae cum
Domini dissident, ut spiritus ei libenter

generati, in

lege

See also Calvin on
hominis re-

Exemplum proponit

obtemperet."

,
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moral development conditioned by the law. Compare Ritschl, altkath.
Holsten, z. Ev. d. Paul u. Petr.
f.
Achelis, 1 I.e. p. 678 ff.

Kirche, p. 70

;

;

p. 406.

Ver.

[See

7.

Note LXXXII.

46

;

Winzer, Progr. 1832,

p. 5

;

is

that the formerly

immoral

see ver. 12,

current interpretation,

;

as indeed it

for the appeal to Mic.

passage.

more

The

i.

would have

from which

still

"originator of sin" (dtdnovog dpaprlag, Gal.
erroneous

Comp. Tittmann, Synon.

?

p.

also Fritzsche, Riickert, de Wette, Tholuck,

For the contrast

and Philippi.

law sin? a

p. 290.] '0 vdpoq dpapria;] Is the

something, whose ethical nature

ii.

at

it

once appears

held by Reiche and Flatt,

17),

from the connection,

is,

to be arbitrarily imported into the word,

5 overlooks the poetical

substantive predicate (comp.

mode

viii.

10

of expression in that

2 Cor.

;

v.

21, al.) is

an adjectival expression (dpapruloq) and in keeping
with the meaning of the remonstrant, whom Paul personates. The question
is not to be supposed preposterous, setting forth a proposition without real
meaning (Hofmann), since it is by no means absurd in itself and, as an objection, has sufficient apparent ground in what precedes.
After dXkd we
are no more to understand epovpev again (Hofmann) than before 6 vop. dpapr.
significant than

,

—

which there is no ground (it is otherwise at ix. 30). On the contrary,
dlM, out, brings in the real relation to sin, as it occurs in contrast to that
inference which has just been rejected with horror
dfiapria pev ova eon,
for

this

yvupiOTinbg de dpapriag,

(fujalj

Theophylact.

—

:

rrfv

dp. ova hyvuv,

el

prj 6.

vopot>]

with reference to the development of thought in vv. 7-13, Note
LXXXIII. p. 291.] Sin I have not become acquainted with, except through the
law.
The dfiapria is sin as an active principle in man (see vv. 8, 9, 11, 13,
14), with which / have become experimentally acquainted only through the law
(comp. the subsequent ovk ySeiv), so that without the intervention of the law
it would have remained for me an unknown power
because, in that case
(see the following, and ver. 8), it would not have become active in me through
the excitement of desires after what is forbidden in contrast to the law.
The
ttjv dp. ovk. eyv., therefore, is not here to be confounded with the bniyvuGis
[See,

;

dp. in

iii.

20,

which

in fact

is

only attained through comparison of the moral

condition with the requirements of the law (in opposition to Krehl)

;

nor

knowledge of the essence of sin,
namely, that the latter is opposition to the will of God (Tholuck, Philippi
comp. van Hengel and the older expositors), against which view ver. 8 (xupk
vdpov dfiapr. vtKpa) and ver. 9 are decisive.
The view of Fritzsche is, how-

yet

is it

to be understood of the theoretic

;

ever, likewise erroneous (see the following, especially ver. 8)

have sinned,

'
'

cognoscit

autem peccatum, qui peccat. "

rendered simply, with the Vulgate

1
Who transfers the personal experience
of the apostle, so far as it is expressed in
ver. 14 ff., to the last stage of his Pharisaism,
consequently to a period shortly before his
conversion.
But we have not sufficient
data in the text and in the history for mark-

:

non

cognovi.

The

—

I

:

should not

ovk eyvuv is to

sense

:

be

Ishauld not

ing off, and that so accurately, a definite
period in Paul's life. We may add that
Achelis has aptly and clearly set aside the
interpretation of the regenerate in the case
of the several features of the picture
sketched by Paul.

chap,
would

have known,

The

which assigns the

anticipate the following clause,

nothing

v6(iog is

269

vii., 8.

reason.

than the Mosaic law, not the moral law generally
revelation (Olshausen)
for Paul is in fact declaring his

in all forms of its

else

;

own experimental consciousness, and by means

of this, as it developed
under Judaism, presenting to view the moral position (in its general
human aspect) of those who are subject to the law of Moses.
rip> re yap
kind. K.T.?t,.]for the desire (after the forbidden) would in fact be unknown to
me, if the law did not say, Thou shalt not covet.
The reason is here assigned
for the foregoing
with the dawning consciousness of desire conflicting
with the precept of the law, I became aware also of the principle of sin
within me, since the latter (see vv. 8, 9) made me experimentally aware of
its presence and life by the excitement of desire in presence of the law."
What the law forbids us to covet (Ex. xx. 17 Deut. v. 21), was no con-

itself

—

1

'

:

'

;

cern of the apostle here, looking to the universality of his representation

;

he could only employ the prohibition of sinful desire generally and in itself,
without particular reference to its object.
On re
indeed,
yap, for
comp. i. 26 it is not to be taken climactically (van Hengel), as if Paul had

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

written

ical

yap

rf/v knid.

sponds the following

or ovde yap

tence assigning the reason to

270 D)

therefore ver. 8

;

rf/v kind. yd.

To

the

re,

however, corre-

which causes the chief stress of the senfall upon ver. 8 (Stallb. ad Plat. Polit. p.
included as dependent on yap. Respecting

di in ver. 8,

is still

the imperative future of the old language of legislation, see on Matt.

Ver.

description of the positive process, by
ver. 7
first

tion.

emerged

:

which the consciousness
In this

but indeed sin took occasion, etc.

of desire of

atyopuijv

placed

emphatically, not in y duapria (Th. Schott), lies the point of the rela-

—

dfj.apTia]

tj

as in ver. 7, not conceived as nanodaiuuv (Fritzsche)

yet the sinful activity, as Reiche thinks
(Jas.

21.

i.

Ae] placing over against the negative declaration of ver. 7 the

8.

i.

action.

5),

;

nor

;

for that is the result of the hiudvfiia

and the sin that first takes occasion from the law cannot be an
examples of dtyopiirjv laufi., to take occasion, see Wetstein and

—For

The

Kypke.
occasion

;

for

principle of sin took occasion, not, as Reiche thinks, received
it is

conceived as something revived

(ver. 9),

did rfjc hvTolfjq]

through the command, namely, the ovk

interpretation

is

hrciBvfi.

which

works.

of ver.

plainly necessary from the following Karupyacaro

De Dieu and

—

This

7.

a.r.'k.

Eph. ii.
15) takes hvrolrj as equivalent to vdfioc.
We must connect did r. hr. with nareipy. (Riickert, Winzer, Benecke, de Wette, Fritzsche, Tholuck, Umbreit,
van Hengel, and Hofmann), not with d<j>op[i. Xa/3. (Luther and many others
including Reiche, Kollner, Olshausen, Philippi, Maier, and Ewald), because cHpopjj,. lap.$dvziv is never construed with did (frequently with ek, as in
Polyb. iii. 32. 7, iii. 7. 5), and because ver. 11 (di' avrijc dneKT.) and ver. 13
confirm the connection with Kareipy.
mreipy. iv ep.01 nacav enid.] it brought
about in me all manner of desire.
Respecting Karepyd^., see on i. 27. Even
without the law there is desire in man, but not yet in the ethical definite
Reiche, following

several others, erroneously (comp.

—

1

ovKtfSeiv,

1 should not know,

and confident than

ovk

more

ai> jjSeiv.

definite

See Kiihner,

II. 1, p.

Symp.

175

f.

p. 190 C.

Comp. also

Stallb.

ad

Plat.
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character of desire after the forbidden, as

kirifhfda is

conceived of according

no prohibition, and consequently no moral
antithesis existing to the desire in itself (" ignoti nulla cupido," Ovid, A. A.
Every
397), through which antithesis the inner conflict is first introduced.
desire is, in accordance with the quite general ovk. £7ridvjur/aeig, to be left without limitation. No desire (as respects category) was excluded. A reference
to the desires, which the state of civilization joined with a positive legislato ver. 7

for as yet there is

;

tion calls forth (de Wette),

— x uP

17.

L£

is

foreign to the connection.

7 a P v ^>fJL0V dfj.apria veicpa]

sc.

ectti,

not

tjv

Comp. Prov. ix.
Krum-

(Beza, Reiche,

macher), just because the omission of the verb betokens a general proposition

:

for without the law,

i.e. if it

the sinful principle in man,

sin,

ing,

may

take occasion to be alive. The potentiality of the
indeed there, but, lacking the veto of the v6p.oq (tov to
vttoSelkvvvtoc mi to oh irpaicTEov airayopEvovTog, Theodoret), can ex-

by which

it

nitimur in vetitum
TTpanTEov

is

hibit no actual vital activity

though it is not

and

;

it

does not

Hence the law becomes the

wanting.

33).

1

do not enter into relation with the law,
i.e. not active, because that is want-

dead,

is

itself tov irapavouelv Trapahiog

Erroneous

is

the view held

stir,

because the antithesis

is

6vva/nc tvq d/napTiag, 1 Cor. xv. 56,

(Chrysippus in Plut. de Stoic Rep.

by Chrysostom,

Calvin, Estius, Olshausen,

others, that veicpd implies the absence of knowledge of sin (ovx ovto yv&pi-

The v6(jloc is here, as throughout in this connection, the Mosaic law,
which contains the evtoTitj (vv. 7, 9, 12). That this may be and is misused
by the principle of sin, in the way indicated, arises from the fact, that it
comes forward merely with the outward command {thou shalt, thou shalt not),
without giving the power of fulfilment comp. Lipsius, Bechtfertigungsl.
And the analogous application, which the general proposition adp. 63 ff.
mits of to the moral law of nature also, is indeed self-evident, but lies here
aloof from the apostle's sphere of thought.
iyo) tie, the antithesis of
Ver. 9. But I was once alive without the law.
2
djuapTia
&£ov, antithesis of vEicpd
vdfiov, just as in ver. 8.
Ifav] The sense
is, on account of the foregoing (veicpa) and the following (ankdavov, ver. 10)
contrast, necessarily (in opposition to Reiche and van Hengel) to be taken

fiog).

;

;

—

;

as pregnant;

but not with the arbitrary alteration, videbar mihi vivere

(Augustine, Erasmus, Parous, Estius), or securuseram (Luther, Melanchthon,

Beza, Calvin, Piscator, Calovius, Bengel, and others, including

Krumma-

Paul as glancing at his Pharisaic state, in which
a view which is at variance with the
the law had not yet alarmed him,
words themselves and with the antitheses, and which is certainly quite inadmissible historically in the case of a character like Paul (Gal. i. 14, iii.
23 Phil. iii. 6), who could testify so truly and vividly of the power of
cher), thus representing

—

;

According to Krummacher, indeed, the
v6fi.ov is held to mean
without
knowing and laying to heart the significance
of the law, which extends to the most seThe
cret motions, and condemns them.
1

simple xwpi?

dawning of
sciousness

is

:

on the conthen held to be eAtW<rijs t>)?

this significance

ivToXfc. In this way people read between
the lines whatever they conceive to he
necessary.
a On the forms
efav and efrv, which are
both classical, see Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p.
738 Kiihner, I. p. 829.
;

—
chap.

life
loc.
I.

No, Paul means the death-free (ver. 10)
de Wette and Ewald in

of the law.

and of the curse

sin
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VII., 9.

of childlike innocents (comp. "Winzer, p. 11
; Umbreit in the Stud. u. Krit. 1851, p. 637 f.

p.

life,

101

;

Weiss,

bibl.

Theol. p. 287

;

own

;

Ernesti, Urspr. d. Silnde,

also Delitzsch),

resembling the condition of our

bright spot of his

;

earliest recollection

where

—as

this state of

parents in Paradise, was the

first
'

—the

law has not yet come to

conscious knowledge, the moral self-determination in respect to it has not
yet taken place, and therefore the sin-principle is still lying in the slumber
of death.

Rightly explained already by Origen iraq yap avdpoTroc
rjv, and by Augustine, c. duas ep. Pelag. i. 9.
:

x uf>k
This is

e(,tj

vo/wv nore, ore iratdiov

certainly a status securitatis, but one morally indifferent, not immoral,

and

Hence, in
not extending beyond the childhood unconscious of the hvrolrj.
the apostle's case, it is neither to be extended till the time of his conversion
(Luther, Melanchthon, etc.), nor even only

till

the time of his having per-

demands not merely the outward act, but also the inward inclination (Philippi and Tholuck)—which is neither in harmony with
the unlimited x°>pk vduov (Paul must at least have written x°>pk ttjq evtoHjq),
nor psychologically correct, since sin is not dead up to this stage of the
ceived that the law

From

moral development.
explanation of those

is

this very circumstance, it is clear also that the

erroneous, who,

making Paul speak in the name of
and more blameless life of

his nation, are compelled to think of the purer
the patriarchs

and

Israelites before the giving

of the law (so Grotius, Turretin,

comp.
Locke, Wetstein, following several Fathers, and recently Reiche
The pregnant import of the efav lies in the fact that, while the
Fritzsche).
sin-principle is dead, man has not yet incurred eternal death (physical death
this being
has been incurred by every one through Adam's sin, v. 12)
;

;

—though

unconscious and weak, yet
pleasingly presenting itself in the subsequent retrospect of the true and
eternal C^7 (comp. Matt, xviii. 3) which Christ (comp. ver. 24 f.) has proalive is therefore

an analogue

still

—

The theory

cured through His atoning work.

of a pre-mundane life of the

pre-existent soul (Hilgenfeld in his Zeitschr. 1871, p. 190

forced on the apostle (comp. Wisd.
sition to the entire

namely, the ova
ent to

the

£iridvfir/<j£ic

— eWovgtjc

and

in

is

a Platonism

loc.)

in oppo-

Se rrjc evtoX.] but

the person living

still

in childlike innocence

was absent ; for him it was not yet issued ; it had not yet presented
Comp. on Gal. iii. 23. Reiche, consistently with his view of the

Comp. Mimnerm.

ii.

3

:

Art

ir-n\viov

dying of the personal Ego

xpovov av&eviv rj/3i)s Tepnofieda irpbs dewi- eiSoTe?
This recollection
ovre kolkov Ovt ayaiW.

long as this

may have in looking back on the
history of his own moral life and even the

by God

every one

;

realization of the
life

f.)

Grimm

when the command,
of the Mosaic law, had come, i.e. had become pres-

To

consciousness.

20,

evtoIt]

itself.

1

my

N. T.

viii.

moment,

at

of childlike innocence took

which the
its

end,

is

command,
its

it

is

meant

:

" so

Ego was

not confronted by the
continued in the life given to it

Creator,

which

really deserved, as

how the looking back, which our passage expresses, to

such, to be called a

this

former

life

life.'"

But

differs

essentially

and

by no means inconceivable (as Hofmann
objects). A dogmatic judgment cannot a
priori be pronounced respecting such psy-

materially from the recollection of that of
That
childlike innocence, is not clear to me.
e£wv is, at any rate, the lost paradise of the

chological experiences in the inner Hfe.
Hofmann himself declares that a living and

individual inner history.

"
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entire section, explains
legislation.

—

ave^rjaev]

it,

as does also Fritzsche, of the historical

So Tholuck, Ruckert, Fritzsche, Baumgarten-Crusius,

life.

Maier, and

Mosaic

by most modern commentators rendered came

is

to

de Wette,

Hofmann.

But quite contrary to the usus loquendi (Luke xv.
5), in accordance with which it means
came again to life. See also Nonnus, Joh. v. 25 avrig avatycooiv, where (in
opposition to the view of Fritzsche) avnc is added according to a wellknown pleonasm comp. e7rava^o)aei, reviviscet, Dial. Herm. de astrol. i. 10,
respecting the case of ava^M™, usually cited as analogous, see on
42
John ix. II.
So, too, aval,wow in Aquila and Symmachus means reviviscere
32

24,

Rom.

;

xiv. 9

Rev. xx.

;

:

:

;

;

1

See Schleusner, Thes.

facio.

and

ava{3ic)

614

B

;

Comp.

Polit.

p.

dvaj3iuaig,

272

I.

And

p. 219.

also the frequent classical

always mean to come to life again ; Plat. Rep. p.
Lucian, Q. hist. 40
dvefiiow cnrodavuv, Gall. 18.

avafiihcKOfiaL
;

:

2 Mace.

It is therefore linguistically correct to ex-

vii. 9.

with the ancients, Bengel, and Philippi sin lived again (revixit,
but this is not to be interpreted, with Bengel, following Augustine and others
"sicut vixerat, cum per Adamum intrasset in mundum"
plain

it,

:

Vulgate)

;

:

(comp. Philippi), because that

foreign to the context, inasmuch as Paul
expression of the experience of every
individual in his relation to the law, not speaking of humanity as a whole.

The

is

forth his experience as the

sets

ave&cev,

dane sin

which

is

not to be misinterpreted as pointing to a pre-munfinds its true explanation, analogously to the

(Hilgenfeld),

avails™ in John

ix. 11, in

in man, is originally

and

the view that the dfiapria, that potentiality of sin
in its nature a living power, but

comes, without expression for its life, veupa
its proper living nature, and thus becomes alive again.
"e sopore vigorem recuperavit.
kvTolij

;

before the

is,

thereupon

resumes

it

Comp. van Hengel

:

Ver. 10. 'A-n-edavov] correlative of aveCycEv, antithesis of l£«w.
It is neither
to be understood, however, of physical nor of spiritual death (Semler, Bohme,

Ruckert

;

comp. Hofmann and others), but, as the contrast elg farjv requires,
This was given with the actual sin brought about through

of eternal death.

the sin-principle that had become alive
full of

the sinner had incurred it.
Paul,
the painful recollection, expresses this by the abrupt, deeply tragic

airedavov.

—

r/

elg

faqv] sc. ovoa,

;

aiming at

life.

For the promise of

the Messianic theocratic sense, Lev.

xviii.

which was attached to the obedience

of the Mosaic

5

;

Deut.

v.

33

;

Gal.

life (in

iii.

12),

law generally, applied
also to the evtoItj.
evpedtj] was found, proved and showed itself in the actual experimental result
comp. Gal. ii. 17 1 Pet. i. 7. Chrysostom has well
said
ova elne' yeyove ddvarog, ovde ereice Odvarov, all' evpidq, to mivbv icai
irapadogov rfjg arowiag ovrog epjuyvevav, nal to ndv elg tuv tueivuv (of men) TrefiTpeiruv K£<f>aM/v.
avxri] haec.
To be written thus, and not avT^ ipsa (Bengel
and Hofmann), after the analogy of ver. 15 f., 19 f. It has tragic emphasis.
Comp. on Phil. i. 22.

—

;

;

:

—

1

Generally, the citation of other verbs

compounded with ivd, in which the latter
means not again, but vp, aloft (and that is,
in fact, the case with very many), has no
probative force. Passages should be quoted

in

which avatfv means merely to come

life,

t*

especially as the analogy of the clas-

sical avapiodv is against

applies also against

it.

This remark

Hofmann's

citations,

—

—
chap,

vii., 11-13.
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which

Ver. 11. Illustration of this surprising result, in

and

guilty element, is placed foremost,

the

did. rfjc

placed before e^irdr.

kvrok.

(which had. for

*or the provocation of

also

is

as the

duapria,

rj

made manifest by

Sin has by means of

my life) deceived me,
desire.
An allusion to the
aim

direct

its

guilt

its

commandment

tlie

inasmuch

used

it

serpent in Paradise

is

as it

probable, both from the nature of the case, and also from the expression

(LXX. Gen.

iii.

inappropriate,
lippi),

Comp. 2 Cor. xi. 2. But such an allusion would be
were " the struggle of the more earnest Pharisaism" (Phi-

13).

if it

and not the

as

As

loss of childlike innocence, that is here described.

to the conception of the egr/naryae (sin held out to

being desirable), comp. Eph.

Heb.

iv. 22,

iii.

me something

13.

airiicretvev]

pernicious

like cnrWavov

in ver. 10.

—

Ver. 12. "flare] The' result of vv. 7-11.
6 uev vopoc] The contrast for
" but sin has to me rewhich juev prepares the way was intended to be
dounded unto death through the law, which in itself is good." This follows in ver. 13 as regards substance, but not as regards form. See on ver. 13.
The predicates dyioc (holy, as God's revelation of Himself, ver. 14 2
Mace. vi. 23, 28), which is assigned to the Mosaic law generally, and dyia,
6maia (just, in respect to its requirements, which are only such as accord
with the holiness), and dyadrj (excellent, on account of its salutary object),
which are justly (comp. Acts vii. 38) attributed to the evrolij exhaust the
contents of the opposite of djuapria in ver. 7.
They are accumulated on
hvrolr], because the latter had just been specially described in ver. 7 ff. as
that which occasioned the activity of the sin-principle.
:

—

;

—

rj

Ver. 13. Paul has hardly begun, in ver. 12, his exposition of the result
when his train of thought is again crossed by an inference
that might possibly be drawn from what had just been said, and used
of vv. 7-11,

him (comp.

against

ver. 7).

He

puts this inference as a question, and

gives in the form of a refutation of

it

what he had intended

now

to give, accord-

ing to the plan begun in ver. 12, not in polemical form, but in a sentence
with tie that should correspond to the sentence with uev.
dXXd r) djuapria]

—

sc. e/uol

Altogether involved is the construction adopted by
Carpzov, Ch. Schmidt, Bohme, and Flatt
dlld $

eyevero ddvarog.

Heumann,

Luther,

:

dpapria Sid rov dyadov uoi narepya^opevr]
<pavij

K.r.X.] in

order that

for me by means of

God

for the

rj

dp.,

it

(rjv)

ddvarov,

might appear as sin

the good.

Iva

'iva

<j>avy

thereby, that it

djuapria.

—

Iva

wrought death

introduces the aim, which was ordained by

kuol eyevero ddvarog.

This purposed manifestation (<j>avy has
its sinful character served as a nec-

the emphasis) of the principle of sin in
essary preparation for redemption,
logical history of salvation as a

shown

—a

view, which represents the psycho-

development of the divine

polpa.

—

d/uapria

by its want of the article and the parallel dpapruldg in the second clause.
The predicate attributed to the law in
ver. 7 is appropriated to that power to which it belongs, namely, sin.
Ewald that it might be manifest, how sin, etc. But dpapria, because it
would thus be the sin-principle, must have had the article, and the "how"

is

certainly

to be the predicate

:

is

gratuitously imported.

Cor. ix. 3

;

Gal.

iii.

—

Iva yevr/rai K.r.l.]

14) to Iva (pavy n.r.l., in

Climactic parallel (comp. on 2

which

yevqrai is to

be taken of

—
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the actual result ; see on

and

dfiapria),

iii.

of the means

The

4.

repetition of the subject of yevyrai (7

(did rye kvrolijc), may indeed be
from what goes before but it
the close, all the weightier emphasis of

employed by

it

superfluous, because both are self-evident

conveys, especially

when placed

at

The

a solemnly painful, tragic effect.
to be separated

from

tion of

(sc.

two

dfiapria

rj

therefore, is

rj

dfiapria Sid r. kvrol.

and regarded as the resumption and complein which view there is assigned to the
Bdvaroc)

yevrjrai,

euol hy.

;

clauses of purpose a co-ordinate intervening position (Hofmann), that

renders the discourse
essarily involved,

Cor.

less,

;

13

xii.

;

—running on so simply and emphatically— quite unnecin over-measure,

naff v7rep(3.,

2 Cor.

8, iv.

i.

17

;

Gal.

13

i.

;

beyond measure. Comp. 1
Sid rfjc
and see Wetstein.

means of the commandment, which dyadbv it applied so perniciously,
Observe the pithy, climactic, sharply and vividly
a pregnant contrast.

kvrol.] oy

—

compressed delineation of the gloomy picture.
Vv. 14-25. Proof not merely of the foregoing telic sentence (Th. Schott),
"For the law
but of the weighty main thought fir} yhoiro' alia y dfiapria.
is spiritual, but man (in his natural situation under the law, out of Christ) is
against the moral will of his
of flesh and placed under the power of sin
;

he is carried away to evil by the power of the sinful principle
dwelling in him." [See Note LXXXIV. p. 292.]

better

self,

Ver. 14. OidafiEv] 'Qaavel eleyev ufioloynfievov rovro k. 8ffk6v kari, Chrysostom.
It is not to be written olSa fikv (Jerome, Estius, Semler,
ii. 2, iii. 19.

Comp.

Flatt, Reiche, Hofmann, Th. Schott), since the following 61 would
only correspond logically with the uh, if Paul, with a view to contrast the
oUa
character of the law with his own character (so Hofmann), had said

Koppe,

:

yap,

on

6 uev vdfioc n.r.l.

with his knowledge
cdpnivoc,

;

or,

in case he

(so Schott)

oUa

:

omitting the eyu, which

is

had desired

fiev

yap

to contrast his character

/c.r./L, cdpicivoc

the antithesis of the

6i

vd/iog.

el/ii,

—

or

el fit

6e

irvevfiariKoc

Now cap!- is the maphenomenal nature of man opposed to the divine irvevfia, animated
and determined by the ijrvxti (comp. on iv. 1, vi. 19), and consequently
cdpKivoc (of flesh) affirms of the kyu, that it is of such a non-pneumatic nature
So irvevfiarinoc must affirm regarding the law, that its essence
and quality.
(not the form in which it is given, according to which it appears as ypdfifia)
is divine = spiritual : its essential and characteristic quality is homogeneous
obtains its definition through the contrasted aapKivoq.

terial

with that of the Holy Spirit, who has made Himself known in the law.
For believers no proof of this was needed (oldafiev), because the vd/ioc, as
comp. ver. 12
vofioc Qeov, must be a holy self -revelation of the Divine Spirit
Acts vii. 38. In consequence of this pneumatic nature the law is certainly
diddonaloq dperf/c /cat naniac noleuioc (Chrysostom), and its tenor, rooting in
;

1

Not merely

Urspr. d. Sunde,

direction
I.

p. 77

ff.)-

of

life

(Ernesti,

Least of

all is

rendering sufficient here, lookiiig to the
strength of the expression vapKivos. Not,
however, as though the o-apf in itself were
but it is the
evil, something oi'iginally evil
this

;

seat of the sin-principle, by which it is used
as its organ to make through it the moral

will

and the law ineffectual

;

(ver. 14

ff., vlii.

the case of the regenerate—to
react against the Holy Spirit. Thus the
cripf itself is opposed to God, and has evil
lusts and works, not in virtue of the
necessity of its nature, but as the seat and
3),

and—in

tool of the sin-principle,

CHAP.

2?5

VII., 14.

is only fulfilled by those who have the ttvevuu (Tholuck,
with Calovius, joining together different references), as indeed the necessary presupposition is that it delu eypa<j>n Trvevfian (Theodoret), and the con-

the Divine Spirit,

sequence necessarily bound up with its spiritual nature is that there subsists
no affinity between the law and death (Hofmann) but all this is not conveyed by the word itself, any more than is the impossibility of fulfilling the
law's demands, based on its pneumatic nature (Calvin: "Lex coelestem
;

quandam

et

Following Oecumenius

angelicam justitiam requirit").

and

2,

Beza, others (including Reiche, Kollner, and de Wette) have taken nvev/ja
Matt. xxvi. 41), and hence have,
of the higher spiritual nature of man (i. 9
;

according to this reference, explained TTvev/xaTiKog very variously. E.g.
"in so far as it does not hinder, but promotes, the development
Reiche
" of spiritual tenor and characand expression of the irvev/ia ;" de Wette
:

:

which it puts forward demands which can only be understood and fulfilled by the spiritual nature of man." So too, substantially,
But vv. 22, 25 show that irvevfiaTitc6g characterizes the law as vdfioc
Riickert.
consequently the izvevfia is just the divine, which the natural man, who
Oeov

ter, in

virtue of

;

knows and has nothing

God,

of the Spirit of

pervading the entire section

:

— eyw

resists in virtue of

the hete-

according to the idiuaig
tJw man, not yet regenerate by the Holy Spirit,

rogeneous tendency of his oap%.

but

Si]

I, i.e.

—

the still unredeemed eye), who,
in his relation to the Mosaic law given to him,
in the deep distress that oppresses him in the presence of the law, ver. 24,

For the subject is in vv. 14-25 necessarily the
as previously gave
unredeemed condition
its psychological history prior to and under the law (hence the preterites in
vv. 7-13), and now depicts its position confronting (3£) the pneumatic nature
of the law (hence the presents in ver. 14 if.), in order to convey the information {yap), that not the law, but the principle of sin mighty in man himself,
has prepared death for him. It is true the situation, which the apostle thus
exhibits in his own representative Ego, was for himself as an individual one
long since past but he realizes it as present and places it before the eyes
like a picture, in which the standpoint of the happier present in which he
sighs after redemption.

same— and

'

that, indeed, in its

—

;

now finds himself renders possible the perspective that lends to every featoapiavog made of flesh,
ure of his portrait the light of clearness and truth.

—

consisting of flesh, 2 Cor.

iii.

corpulentus, Polyb. xxxix.

2. 7, is

3

;

1

Cor.

1."

iii.

The

here out of place.

signification

It is

/&%,

not equivalent to

(see Tittmann's Synon. p. 23), that is, affectdetermined by the cap%. The c&piavog, as the
3
and while not including the
expression of the substance, is far stronger
negation of the moral will in man (see ver. 15 ff., 22, 25), indicates the cap!-

the qualitative

capiciK6c, fleshly

ed with the quality that

is

;

1
Ewald: " He speaks, ifpossible even more
than previously, from the standpoint of one
not yet redeemed, who finds himself face to
face with the law merely as a simple man,
and consequently as still lacking all higher
Jight and heavenly aid."— In fact, if all that
follows can be asserted of the regenerate

person, " the regenerate

man would

thus bo

also the unregenerate ;" Baur, in the theol.

Jahrb. 857, p. 192 neut. Theol. p. 148.
Theocrit.
* Comp. Plat. Leg. x. p. 906 C
;

;

xxi. 66

;

LXX. 2 Chron. xxxii. 8 Ezek.

xxxvi. 26

;

;

Addit. Esth.

iv. 8

:

xi. 19,

paatkca

<r<Lp-

kivov.
s

Comp.

p. 397.

Ilolsten,

z.

Ev. des Paul. u. Petr.
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—that unspiritual, material, phenomenal nature of man, serving by way of
vehicle for sin— as the element of his being which so preponderates and renthat the Apostle, transporting himself into his
ders the moral will
cannot — in the mirror of this deeply earnest, and just as
pre-Christian
forth the moral nature of the
as
was painful, self-contemplation—
fruitless,

state,

real

set

it

natural

man

otherwise than by the collective judgment,

I am

of flesh ; the

on me to such an extent that
the predicate made of flesh cleaves to me as if to a nature consisting of mere
This is the Pauline to yeyevvnfievov £/c rijg capitis cap!; iartv (John iii. 6).
cap!;.

my

cdp%,

substantial element of being, prevails

The Pauline

to yeyevv. ek

Since the oap%

follows in chap.

irvevjuaTog nvevfia eariv

rof)

viii.

the seat of the sin-principle (see ver. 18, comp. ver. 23),

is

connected with the capnivog also the 7re7rpap,evog virb ttjv dfiapT. sold,
(dominion of) sin i.e. as completely dependent on the
power of the sin-principle 1 as is a serf on the master to whom he is sold
there

is

,

as a slave, under the

:

r)

vnb

Trpaaiq dovTiov rravTug irotel tov ttettpajikvov

avaynrjv,

xvii.

17

ver.

23.

1

1.

more

;

Mace.

1

i.

15.

vU.

;

Baruch

xxiii. 7

20,

25

2 Kings

Dem.

;

1304. 8

;

(comp. also Lev. xxv. 39 Deut. xxviii. 68
here coupled with vwb (comp. Gal. iv. 3) for the
;

the relation.

25

vii.

;

Compare

;

~

nnrpaoKeiv

and on the matter

elg tclq

x£ P a Ci
l

Seneca, de ore®.

itself,

15 elucidates and assigns the reason of this relation of slavery.
I know not,'' i.e. it takes place on my part without

" For what I perform
cognition of

Analogous

its

is

1

ethical bearing, in the state of

the position of the slave,

who

bondage of

my moral

These very predicates, as strong as posexpressed without limitation, and in
contrast to irvevp.a.TiK6s, should have preeluded men from explaining it of the regenerate man, of the condition in the state of
grace. Paul would have been speaking in
1

sible,

defiance of his

own

consciousness

(vi.

14,

See, moreover, Achelis, p. 681
Theodoret has the true view rbv n p o

22, viii. 2).

:

x*P tT0 *

av&fxorrov eitrayei no\iopKovne-

vov vnb tSjv nadoiv aaptciKov yap Ko\el

uri&eiru) t>js

tov

rrc*jt«riiK$« eirixovpi'at

TervxvKOTa.

It is true that there are, in
the case of the regenerate man also, " in

natura carnali reliquiae prioris morbi"
(Melanchthon), and flesh and spirit are at
warfare in him (viii. 5, Gal. v. 17) but he
is not aapmvos as opposed to itvevixariKos,
and not a slave sold to sin, else he must have
fallen back again from his regenerate state.
;

Very characteristic

the distinction, that
in the case of the regenerate man the conflict is between flesh and spirit (i.e. the Holy
is

reason.

acts as his master's tool without

perceiving the proper nature and the aim of what he does.

tt;?

;

3.

Ver.

ff.

KadioTafievov

finds its elucidation in

tlv'i

iv. 6), is

Judith

;

xxi.

Greek authors (Soph. Tr. 251

Twrpacnecdai, in

forcible indication of

Sam.

1

Comp. 1 Kings
The passive sense of ire-Kpap:.

Theodore of Mopsuestia.

Lucian, Asin. 32) with
Isa.

rrjv Tfjq vTrrfpealag

Augustine,

Spirit received by him) but in that of the
unregenerate man, between the flesh and
his own moral reason or vovs, which latter
succumbs, whilst in the regenerate the victory in the conflict may and must fall to
the Spirit. Comp. on Gal. v. 17 also Baur,
Paul. II. p. 158 f. All who have taken the
subject in our passage to be the man already redeemed have necessarily fallen into
the error (especially apparent in the case of
Krummacher) of confounding the struggle
between flesh and Spirit in the case of the
regenerate person, with that described in
our passage in the case of the still unregenerate man, who is not yet able to oppose
the nvevna, but only his own too weak vo5<r,
;

;

to the power of sin in the flesh. From this
error they should have been deterred by
the very circumstance that in the entire
passage (how wholly different in viii. 2 f !)
Paul is quite silent regarding the nvevp.a as
.

a power opposed to the
ria.

<rdp£

and the

ap.ap-

.

chap,

277

vii., 16.

Grotius, Estius, "and others, including Flatt, Glockler, Reiche, and
Reithmayr, erroneously take yivuoKu as I approve, which it never means, not
John x. 14 1 Cor. viii. 3 Rom. x. 19 2 Tim.
even in Matt. vii. 23
Hosea viii. 4 Eccles. xviii. 27. Hofmann's view, howPs. i. 6
ii.
19
ever, is also incorrect, that the cognition is meant, "which includes the

Beza,

;

;

object

the

;

;

;

;

;

in the subjectivity of the person knowing," so that the passage denies that
In this way the idea
life have anything in common.

work and the inner

whose object

of the divine cognition,

is

extraneously imported into the passage.

man

—

(Gal. iv. 9

;

Matt.

oh yap b 8elio k.t.1.]

xii. 23), is

The proof

of

For whosoever acts in the light of the moral cognition does not, of course, do that which is hateful to him following his
practical reason (5 fitou), but, on the contrary, that towards which his

the 6 narepy. ov yivucno.

moral desire
carried

is

directed

(6 delcS).

away by the power

The person acting without that

of sin in him, does not pursue as the

cognition,

aim of

his

comp. on i. 32) that which in the morally conscious state
he would pursue, but, on the contrary, does (ttoiei) what in that state is
The ethical power of resolution, which decides for
abhorrent to him.
Paul consethe good, is inactive, and man does the evil that he abhors.
2
quently ascribes to the unregenerate man also the moral wish, which he
but he denies to him the action correhas in rational self-determination
sponding thereto, because his moral self-determination does not come into
exercise in the state of his natural bondage, but he is, on the contrary,
His Oeleiv of the good
hurried away to the performance of the opposite.
and his /uaetv of the evil are not, therefore, those of the regenerate man, because the new man, in virtue of the holy irvevua, emerges from the conflict
activity

(irpao-oet,

x

;

nor yet the weak velleitas,
with the oap% as a conqueror (against Philippi)
but a
of the schoolmen (Tholuck, Reithmayr, comp. Baumgarten-Crusius)
real, decided wishing and hating (comp. ver. 16), which present, indeed,
for the moral consciousness the theory of self-determination, but without
The " I " in 6£2xo and /uou is conthe corresponding result in the issue.
but in irpaccu and ttoiu,
self-consciousness,
ceived according to its moral
;

;

according to

its

empiric practice, which runs counter to the self-determinaReiche, in consistency with his misconception

tion of that consciousness.

representation, brings out as the pure thought of ver. 15
"the sinful Jew, as he appears in experience and history, does the evil
which the Jew free from sin, as he might and should have been, does not
approve." As profane analogies of the moral conflict meant by Paul, comp.

of the entire

Epict. Enchir.

:

ii.

Eur. Med. 1079

:

26.

4

:

o [isv deXei (6

Ovfibc 6e Kpsicoov

duaprduuv) ov

ttoiei,

(stronger) ruv e/xav

ml

b pr) Octet ttoleI

($ovlev[j.aTuv,

;

and the

"video meliora proboque, deteriora sequor" (Ovid, Met. vii. 19).
See also Wetstein, and Spiess, Logos spermat. p. 228 f
Ver. 16. Not an incidental inference (Ruckert), but an essential carrying

familiar

1
The juu<™ must not be weakened, as e.g.
by Th. Schott, who makes it equivalent to

ov i?eAw in ver. 16.
2

For the idea that this £e'A«i/ has only
through regeneration (Luto exist

come

v. freien Witten, p. 405), is perfectly
foreign to the expression, especially in its
close connection with ver. 14, and is a pure

thardt,

importation,
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on of the argument, from which then ver. 17 is further inferred. For the
law is in fact the very aim of the section (see ver.
By
5 ov d&u] whereto I am unwilling, for in fact I hate it, ver. 15.
25).
Comp. Baeuml. Partih. p. 278
ov the deleiv is turned into its opposite.
av/u,<p?jfii rti vd/uy, on nalog] since indeed
Ameis on Homer, Odys. iii. 274.
My conduct, therefore, so far as my
the law also desires not what I do.
desire is opposed to it, appears, according to this contradiction, as a proof
relation of the kyu to the

—

;

—

that

I

concur with the law, that

it is beautiful, i.e.

morally good ; the moral

which the law affirms of itself {e.g. Deut. iv. 8) I also agree with
Comp. also Philippi
in point of fact, I say yes to it.
it in acknowledging
and Hofmann. The usual view I grant to the law, that, etc., overlooks the
"We may add that
aw, and the reference of the ru vd/xo) to aw (I say with).
excellence

;

:

1

Chrysostom, in loc, has appropriately directed attention to

the

oineia

moral nature of man.
Ver. 17. Nwt Se] does not introduce a minor proposition attaching itself
with a u out now" (Reithmayr and Hofmann) a view which is unsuitable
nor is it to be taken, with
to the antithetical form of the expression
Augustine, as "nunc in statu gratiae;" but it is the quite common and, in
Paul's writings especially, very frequent as it is, however (see on iii. 21),
that is, in this actual state of the case, however ; namely, since my Qzkziv, notwithstanding my conduct, is not opposed to the law, but on the contrary
evyiveia of the

—

;

In connection with this view ovketl also is not, possibly,
"pointing back to a time in which it was otherwise with the
speaker" (Plofmann), namely, to what is related in vv. 7-11, but logical, as
in ver. 20, xi. 6
Gal. iii. 18.
What is indicated by vwl 6e stands to eya
mrepy. avro in an excluding relation, so that after the former there can be no
mention of the latter. It is the dialectic nonjam, non item (Bornemann ad
comp. Ellendt, Lex.
Xen. Cyr. i. 6, 27
Winer, p. 547 f. [E. T. 618]
confirms

it.

temporal,

;

—

;

;

with emphasis my personality proper, my selfIt is not this "I"
consciousness, which is my real, morally wishing Ego.
that performs the evil (avro, i.e. b ov 6e7m, ver. 16), but the principle of sin,
which has its dwelling-place in me (the phenomenal man), enslaving my
better but against its power too weak will, and not allowing it to attain accomplishment. That h k/ioi is not, like kyco, to be taken of the moral self-conSoph.

432).

II. p.

kyo>]

:

—

—

is affirmed by Paul himself in ver. 18.
But it is erroneous to
from what he here says of the kyu, the necessity of the explanation in
for
the sense of the regenerate person (see especially Calvin and Philippi)
if the power practising the evil be not the "I," but the potentiality of sin,
this accords perfectly with the state of the capniKoq, ipvxmog (1 Cor. ii. 14),

scious "I,"

infer,

;

virb rtjv dfiapriav ireirpafievoc

whom

moral Ego to victory.
Gal. v. 16

f.

of the flesh

1

Comp.

1

;

(ver. 14),

(viii.

Cor.

13

In the regenerate
16),

iii.

ff.

;

who

aids the

B

;

Spirit leading the

man dwells the Spirit (viii. 8
"I" in conquering the sin-power
;

Gal. v. 24).

Plat. Rep. p. 608 B. Theaet. p. 199

C, Phaed. p. 64

consequently of the unregenerate, in

and not the grace and power of the Holy

sin rules,

Soph. Aj.

271,

Oed. R.

553

;

Eur. ffippol. 265

p. 153.

;

Sturz, Lex. Xen. IV.

chap,

vii., 18, 19.
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h

Ver. 18. Basing of the dlV % oinovaa
k/j,ol afiapria in ver. 17 on the human
Christian) experimental consciousness of the e^vtov nandv (Wisd. xii.

(not

:

10).

—

it is

designated, in order to

tovt'

cording to

eonv ev ry

(rapid fiov]

More

make

precise definition to kv

aspect of self -verification here meant

its

;

by which

hfiol,

the meaning clear beyond

doubt, ac-

all

and the

latter is ex-

pressly distinguished from that of the moral self-consciousness,

conveyed
moral willing and doing, conse
quently the opposite of d/uapna, has its abode in the adpg of man, i.e. in his
materio-physical phenomenal nature (comp. on ver. 14), 1 is negatived by
ovk oIkei.
dyaddv, and this negation is then proved by to yap deXecv k.t.X.
If the aapZ, namely, were the seat of the moral nature, so that the will of the
moral self -consciousness and that residing in the adp% harmonized, in that

by the kya

.

in ver. 17.

.

— That

good, that

is,

.

case there would be nothing opposed to the carrying out of that moral tendency of will in that case, besides the willing, we should find also in man
the performance of the morally beautiful (to Kalov, "quod candore morali
nitet," van Hengel).
On the identity of the naldv and the ayadov, according to the Greek view of morality, see Stallb. ad Plat. Sympos. p. 201 C.
TzapaneiTai (ioi\ lies before me (Plat. Tim. p. 69 A, Phil. p. 41 D
2 Mace. iv.
;

—

—a plastic expression of the idea

;

there is present in me.
Paul presents
he were looking around in his own person, as in a
spacious sphere, to discover what might be present therein.
There he sees
the dileiv (to Kal6v) immediately confronting him, before his gaze
but his

4)

:

the matter, namely, as

if

searching gaze

discover (ovx Evplona) the KaTEpyd&aOai to Kaldv.

;

fails to

The

performance of the good, therefore, is something not characteristic of the
natural man, while that QeKeiv of the moral "I" is present with him.
" Longe a me abest" says Grotius aptly in explanation of the reading oh sc.
TcapaiceiTai,

with which, however, ovx evptcKo is perfectly equivalent in sense
" I gain it not, i.e. I can not" (Estius, Kypke,

;

so that to render the latter
Flatt,

Tholuck, and Kollner),

or,

"it

is

tome

inconsistent with the correlative napaKECTal

/xoc,

unattainable" (Hofmann), is
as well as the evpiaKu in ver.

Theodoret has rightly noted the ground of the ovx evplaKa dadsva ....
hkpav eiriKovplav (namely, that of the Holy Spirit) ovk ex^v.
But the kya, which has the willing, can not at all be the mivbg TzvEvp.aTiKog
avdpoTtog (against Philippi), whose OeIelv is the u
promptitudo" (Calvin),
21.

:

TTspl ttjv rcpa^iv,

fidei

because that kyu, clogged by the sinful power of the flesh, is naked and
void of the Karepyd^eadai. The latter is the simple to bring about, to bring
into execution (see

on

i.

the regenerate person,

27)
it

;

and

if,

in order to interpret

be made to mean,

to live quite

it

appropriately of

purely (Luther), or

the "implore qua decet alacritate" (Calvin), or the act which

is

harmony

in

with the will sancti/led by the Spirit of God (Philippi), these shades of meaning are purely imported.
Yer. 19. Proof of to 6e naTspy. to naXbv ovx evplana in ver. 18.
that

1

I desire I

Jul.

takes

it

MuUer,

do not ; but the

I.

p.

458,

ed.

5,

evil that

wrongly

here as morally indifferent, "of the

collective

phenomenal

reality of

human

I desire
life."
viii.

3

not, that

For

I pursue.

the

good

Kespect-

See against this especially w. 15, 25.
Gomp. also Rich. Schmidt, Paul.

ff.

Christol. p. 14.
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ing the interlocking of the relative and main clauses, see Winer,

p.

155

[E. T. 164].

From

Ver. 20.

forms the

evil.

—

however, the very proposition to be proved,
self, but the sin-principle in man, that per-

this follows,

ver. 17, that it is not the

moral

oh 6ehu] as in ver. 16.

Vv. 21-23. Result from vv. 14-20.
Ver. 21. Among the numerous interpretations of this passage, which
Chrysostom terms aoatyeq elpqjuevov, and the exposition of which has been
given up as hopeless by van Hengel and Riickert, the following fall to be
considered
(1) tov v6/jov taken generally as rule, necessity, and the like
uI
find therefore for me, who am desirous of doing the good, the rule, the unavoidably determining element, that evil lies before me ;" so that it is substan1

i

—

:

tially the erepog vdfioq kv toIq fiiXeai, ver. 23, that is

here meant.

So, in the

main, Luther, Beza, Calvin, Grotius, Estius, Wolf, and others, including

Amraon, Boehme,

de Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, Nielsen,
Tholuck, Delitzsch, Psychol, p. 379, Umbreit,
Krummacher, Jatho, and the latest Catholic expositors, Reithmayr, Maier,
and Bisping. But it is fatal to this view, that 6 vdfiog, in accordance with
Flatt, Kollner,

Winer, Baur, Philippi,

the entire context, can be nothing else than the Mosaic law, since a definition altering this

wonted reference

of the

meaning

only introduced in ver. 23 by the addition of knpov
kclkov wapanetTcu is

is
;

not appended, but
further, that 'on

not a relation that presents itself in idea as a

the contrary, as something empirical, as a phenomenon of fact
that

we should have

is

to

but, on

vdfxog,
;

e/iol

and

lastly,

to expect tov vdfiov, in that case, only before on.

(2)

" I find therefore in me, who am deunderstood of the Mosaic law
According
sirous of doing the law, (namely) the good, that evil lies oefore me."
to this view, consequently, to aalov is in apposition with r. vdfiov, and on
rbv vdfiov

:

So, in substance, Homberg, Bos, Knapp, Scr.
Bornemann in Luc. p. lxvii, Olshausen, Fritzsche,
what goes before (vv. 15-20), it is inconsistent with

the object of evpimco.

k.t.1. is

var. arg. p. 389, Klee,

and Krehl.

But

after

the context to separate
of to naXdv

is

iroieiv

to koIov

;

and, besides, the appositional view

a forced expedient, feebly introducing something quite super-

vdfiov

emphasis.

(3) tov

"I find

therefore the law for me,

me;"
is

i.e.

good,

sostom).

apa tov
6c6n

who

am

I find therefore that

is

by

(and therefore

de,

with

likewise taken of the Mosaic law, and on taken as because:

fluous, especially after the tov vdfiov prefixed

my
I

full

disposed to do the good, because evil

lies

before

the law, so far as I have the will to do what

side concurring with me, because evil

need the law as

ovvijyopov

and

is

eniTeivovTa to

present with

ftovTirjfia,

me

see Chry-

So substantially the Peshito, Chrysostom, Theophylact (evplonu

vdfiov

ovv rjy o povvT a

k/iol

irap&KetTai to kukSv)

fio
;

t

,

firj it o iovvt c
Theodore of Mopsues-

OiXovTi fiev irocelv to kcOlov,

comp.

also Origen,

Oecumenius (less clearly Theodoret), Hammond, Bengel, Semler, Moand my own second edition. But the idea, which according to this
view would be conveyed by the dative ru deXovn iftol /c.r./l., must have been
tia,

ras,

1
Leaving out of account Reiche's misinterpretation as to a double "
humanity.

I " of

Jewish

chap,
more

definitely

vii., 21.
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and expressly indicated than by the mere dativus commodi ;

moreover, this explanation does not harmonize with the apostle's purpose
of summing up now, as the result of his previous view, the whole misery,
in

which the natural man
vv.

see

23-25.

(Schriffbew.

;

and takes

law,
to

I.

sees himself when confronted with the law
Hofmann also, modifying his earlier similar view
549), now understands under r. vdfiov the Mosaic
p.

r.

otl in the sense of because, but to naldv, as predicate
the dative as depending on to aal6v, and noucv, which is

vdfiov,

supposed to be without an object,

as belonging

thus declares what he recognizes the law as being,
him, who

del.
The speaker
namely, as that which

to
' c

is the good;'
and he finds it so, "because the
him ;" when he u comes to act," the evil is there also, and
presents itself to him to be done
which contradiction between the thing
willed and the thing lying to his hand makes him perceive the harmony between his willing and the law, so that, namely, he would be doing what he
wills, if he were doing that which the law commands."
This extremely tortuous explanation, which first of all imports the nucleus of the thought which
is supposed to be expressed so enigmatically, breaks down at the very outset by its assumption that woielv is meant to stand without object (when I

to

evil is at

is

hand

willing to do,

1 ''

to

;

'

'

come

although the object (comp. vv. 15-20) stands beside it (to
!),
and according to the entire preceding context necessarily belongs to it,
a statement as to which nothing but exegetical subjectivity can pronounce
the arbitrary verdict that it is " groundless prejudice."
(4) Ewald's attribto act

ko16v)

—

1

utive reference of to aanov to the law

is

utterly erroneous

'
'

:

Ifind

therefore

when I desire to do what is beautiful, how it lies at hand to me as the
evil."
Paul assuredly could not, even in this connection, have said to kclkov
of the divine law after vv. 12, 14
comp. ver. 22. (5) Abandoning all
these views, I believe that tov v6/xov is to be understood of the Mosaic law
and joined with tC. OHovtc, that izoieiv is to be taken as infinitive of the purpose (Buttmann, p. 224, E. T. 261), and on k.t.1. as object of evplonu (comp.
u it results to me, therefore, that, while my will is directed to the
Esr. ii. 26)
the law,

;

:

to do the good, the evil lies before me."
What deep wretchedmoral will points to the law in order to do the good, but the
present with me in my fleshly nature, to make the deletv void

law in order
ness

My

!

evil is

What

!

I will, that I cannot do. 2

In connection with this view, observe

1
Th. Schott does not indeed commit the
mistake of separating noielv from to KaAoV,
but he introduces in another way what is
not in the text " I find the law for me, who
am willing to do good, such an one as leaves
the matter on the footing, that to me, etc."
2 The objections
urged against my explanation are very unimportant. It is said,
:

in particular, that the inversion tov v6>ov
t<2 tfe'AovTi is

ha?*sh (Delitzsch), forced (Phi-

and meaningless (Hofmann).
not harsher than the numerous perf ectly similar hyperbata found in all classic
authors (comp. e.g. Xen. Mem. i. 6. 13, where
the Sophists are termed tV o-oQiav oi nukovv-

lippi),

But

strange

it is

re?, Plat.

Apol. p. 39

C

:

vm«

oi

:

(a)

Ikeyxovres,

Herod, vii. 184 t<xs Kaju.rjA.ovs tows eAavVo^Tas,
Thuc. vi. 64. 5 ravra tovs f wSpaaovras, and
:

:

Poppo
p. 532)

in
;

loc.

; also Kiihner,

Gramm.

and so far from being

II. 1,

meaningless,

the inverted arrangement, very appropriately to the sense, lays a great emphasis upon tov vonov. For the vo/uos, as the divine
record of the kol\6v, in contrast to the kclkov
which lies in man, has the stress, which
does not rest upon tfe'AovTi (Hofmann). Observe how the idea of the law is prominent
and pervading down to the end of the chapLeast of all
ter, and then again in viii. 2 ff.
in the case of such an extremely difficult pas-
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rbv v6p.ov t& deXovn e/xoi serves, without any
just as often also in classical
emphatically,
harshness, to set forth rbv v6p.ov
the parwriters the substantive with the article is emphatically prefixed to

That the position

of the

words

on which it depends (see Kiihner ad Xen. Mem. i. 6.
ad Anal. v. 6, 7 Kriiger, § 50, 10. 1 BernKiihner
and
Bornemann
13
object of the will(6) That dileiv with the accusative as
hardy, p. 461)
and
love, is particudesire
of
longing,
and
ing, i.e. of the moral striving
remark therethe
and
xxvii.
43
Matt,
also
(see
LXX.
the
in
frequent
larly

ticiple

with the

article,

;

on)

;

;

;

;

—

here, especially, Isa. v. 24

compare

ov yap iflklrioav

:

rbv vdfiov nvpiov.

in the illustrative

(c) Finally, how
Qklovn k/wl ;
clause that follows, ver. 22, harmonizes with the rbv vop.ov
while the subsequent pteiru de erepov v6[iov k.t.1., in ver. 23, answers to the

aptly the aw^dofiat yap t&

on

k/iol

Note LXXXV.

rb kokov TzapaKEtTai. [See

k.t.1.

™

p.

294.]—The

dative

dilovTt

t<?

the ethical reference: deprehendo mihi, experience proves

e/wi is that of

to me.

vofio)

Comp.

evpedrj [xoi,

ver. 10.

it

1

—

aw^do/nai r. v6/io) r. Qeov]
Vv. 22, 23. Antithetical illustration of ver. 21.
The compound nature of the verb is neither to be overlooked (as by Beza and
others, including Ruckert and Reiche), nor to be taken as a strengthening
of it (Kollner), or as apud animum meum laetor (Fritzsche, Baumgarten-Crusius,

de Wette, Tholuck, and Philippi).

It

means

:

I

which

rejoice with,

By this, however,
sense alone consists with linguistic usage.'
understand the joy over the law, shared with others (van Hengel
2

we .are

not to

and others)—

an idea here foreign to the connection nor yet the joyful nature of taking
part in the law (Hofmann), whereby the necessary conception of joy in common falls away but rather I rejoice with the law of God, so that its joy
It is the agreement of moral sym(the law being personified) is also mine.
;

:

;

pathy in regard to what
o-vfin-evdelv

tivi,

ovvalyelv

is

good.

Comp. on

k.t.X.

tivi,

;

ovjufn/ui

So also

in ver. 16.

similarly cvXXvrrovfiEvoc,

Mark

iii.

5.

" condelector legi (not lege) Dei." Comp. 1
The Mosaic law is described as v6fiog Qeov
ovyxalpei ttj ak-qMa.
Cor. xiii. 6
the
hepoc vbfxoc, which is the law opposed to
to
contrast
in
auctoris)
(genit.

Rightly given in the Vulgate

:

:

and moral nature of man, determan, distinguished from the
inward
15),
mined by conscience
3
6 vovc in its conoutward man that appears in the body and its members.
God.

naTa

t.

lau

The

&vdp.~\

rational

is,

(ii.

as the

sage should people suppose that they may
dismiss a linguistically unassailable explanation by vague and merely dogmatical objections.
>

Horn. Od. xxi. 304 ol 8' auTw Trpwra) KaKhv
Soph. Aj. 1144 <? **«'av ovk av eCpes. 0. B. 546 Svafievf, yap
:

evpero oivo/3ape«ov.
y(L

Kai papi>v

:

:

<t'

«f€vp<us e/*oi

evpr)*

Oed. C. 970

e/aoi.

ap-aprta?

:

oveiSos ovSeV.

ovk av
Plat.

Rep. p. 421 E ; Eur. Ion. 1407.
3 Plat. Rep. p. 462 E
Dem. 519. 10, 579.
19 ; Soph. Oed. C. 1398 ; Eur. Med. 136 ;
Sturz, Lex. Xen. IV. p. 184 Reisig, Enarr.
;

;

Soph. Oed. C. 1398.
3 It is erroneous to discover in the expression the designation of the regenerate

man (Luther.Melanchthon, Calvin, Calovius,
others), or to say (as
Delitzsch does) that Paul means the higher
better self produced or liberated by the
grace of the discipline of the law {Psychol.

Krummacher, and

p. 380).

The

unregenerate

man

also,

whether the law have already taken him
into its training or not, has the eVw av&p<*-

and the connection alone must decide
whether the eVw avtfpwiros of the passage
relates to the redeemed or the unredeemed.
The inner man is that which receives the
Spirit and grace (comp. 2 Cor. iv. 16 Eph.
The
iii.
16), and not the work of these.
latter is the new man (Eph. ii. 10, iv. 24).

jtos,

;

In our passage the entire connection de-

—

,

chap,

vii., 22, 23.
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same thing a potiori ; see on Eph. iii. 16, 2 Cor.
and Huther in loc. Philo (p. 533, Mang.) terms
it avdpuTToc kv avdpajry. [See Note LXXXVI. p. 294.]
pteiro] Here also
Paul represents himself as a spectator of his own personality, and as such he
sees, etc.
erepov] a law of another nature, not aXXov.
Comp. ver. 4, and on
Gal. i. 6.
h rolg juiXeai pov] sc. bvra, correlative, even by its position, with
Kara rov eoa av&puTcov.
Fritzsche and Hofmann join kv rolg \itk. fiov avTiarpar. 1
whereby, however, the importance of the added elements avricrpar. k.t.%. is
more subordinated to the kv r. piX. uov, and the symmetry of the discourse
unnecessarily disturbed
comp. below, tcl dvn kv rolg fieA. /uov. The memfcrast

iv.

to cap!- designates the

16

;

also 1 Pet.

iii.

4,

—
—

,

;

the instruments of activity of the oap%, are, seeing that the oapt; itruled by sin (vv. 18, 25), that in which the power of sin (the dictate

bers, as

self is

of the sin-principle, 6

hand, eye,

etc.

vo/uog rfjg

(comp.

vi.

13,

dpapr.) pursues its doings.
19), is

This activity in

directed against the dictate of the

moral reason, and that with the result of victory hence the figures drawn
from war, avrtarpar. and also alxpaluT.
The vopog rov voog in which the
" quam
genitive is neither to be taken as that of the subject (Fritzsche
;

—

—

:

mens mea

comp. Hofmann, "which man gives to himself"),
nor epexegetically (Th. Schott), but locally, corresponding to the kv roig pil.
is not identical with the vdfiog r. Qeov in ver. 22 (Usteri, Kollner, 01nov
constituit ;"

—

and others), just because the latter is the positive law of God, the
law of Moses ; but it is the regulator of the owfideo&at ra vd/Ltu rov Qeov (ver. 22),
implied in the moral reason and immanent in the vovg.
As to vovg which is
here, in accordance with the connection, the reason in its practical activity,
the power of knowledge in its moral quality as operating to determine the
moral will, 2 see Stirm in the Tub. Zeitschr. 1834, 3, p. 46 ff.
Beck, bibl.
shausen,

,

;

cides that

it is

regenerate

man which

the

eo-w <Lv&po>no<i
is

of the un-

meant, in his

re-

lation to the law ; to him also belongs, as
respects his moral "I" (although this is
quite arbitrarily denied by Philippi, follow-

ing Melanchthon, and many others), the
avvrjSonat tc3 v6fj.<a t. ©eou (comp. 11. 15), and
it must belong to him, since the sinful
nature has its seat and home in the <rapf
vv. 18, 25, as the antithesis of the vovs.
This does not indeed consist with the assumption that it is precisely the higher
powers of the natural man that by nature
are at diametrical variance with God and
His law (Form. Cone. p. 640 f.), but it
nevertheless rests on an exegetic basis.
Comp. on Eph. iii. 16. The <rap£ however,
with the power of sin dwelling in it, overpowers the rous so that it becomes in
bondage, darkened, and in the activity
of its conscience blunt and perverted
hence it requires renewal (xii. 2) comp.
Weiss, bibl. Theol. % 95. There remains,
therefore, the necessity for redemption of
the whole natural man, as also his incapacty for self-attainment of salvation and it
,

;

:

:

an error to see in that contradiction to
the Formula Concordiae aught to shake the
Pauline doctrine of atonement and justification by faith alone (Delitzsch). Delitzsch brings against me the charge of
being un-Lutheran and unbiblical. The
is

must deny

latter I

;

the former does not

me

as exegete, since as such I have
only to inquire what is exegetically right or
affect

wrong. Philippi, p. 307, ed. 3, note, quotes
against me authorities (of very various
kinds) which as such prove nothing
and
reminds me of the position of investigation
as to the idea of the <rap|. I may be trusted
to possess some acquaintance with the position of such investigations, including
even those which the respected theologian
has not embraced in his quotations and to
some extent could not yet do so.
1 Compare
Th. Schott, who however renders ev in the jtoiver of my members.
3 Consequently the morally willing faculty
of the human nvevfia. Comp. (against Holsten) Pfleiderer in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr. 1871,
;

:

p. 165

f.

;

Kluge

I.e.

—
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Seelenl. p.

327.

ff.

The form

—m

;

Delitzsch, p. 179

;

Kluge

in the

belongs to the later Greek.

vobg

Jahrb.f D. Th. 1871,

p.

See Lobeck ad Phryn.

p.

and makes me prisoner-of-war to the law of sin (makes
me subject to the power of the sin-principle) which is in my members. The
(Olshausen), for it, regarded in
fie does not denote the inner man, the vovg
but the apparitself, continues in the service of the law of God (ver. 25)
He it is, for the conent man, who would follow the leading of the vovg.
The former control of whom the law of sin contends with the moral law.
quers, and thereby, while the moral law has lost its influence over him,
makes him its prisoner-of-war (Luke xxi. 24 2 Cor. x. 5) so that he is
now to express the same idea by another figure Trerrpafievog virb r. dfiapriav,
a trait of the gloomy picture, which likewise does not apply to
ver. 14,
is identical with
r<j vo/ko rfjg dfiapr.
the condition of the redeemed, viii. 2.
the vdfiog that was previously, without more precise definition, called erepog
" and made me its prisoner," Paul charInstead, namely, of saying
vdfwg.
as he could not avoid doing in order to complete the antithesis
acterizes
the victorious law, not previously characterized, as that which it is, and
453.

i

aixftaX. n.r.%.]

;

;

;

—

—

—

~\

:

—

—

says

:

aixp-ah.

fie r.

Here

vofiu dfiapr.

r. dfiapr. is

the genitivus auctoris ;

r.

not instrumental (Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact),
but can only be taken as the dative of reference (commodi). The observation tC) ovtl ev Tolg ueleai pov, emphatically added to make the disgrace more
vo/lig),

however,

is

obviates the misconception that a power different from the
was meant. [See Note LXXXVII, p. 295.] We must dismiss,
therefore, the distinctions unsupported by evidence that (following Origen,
Jerome, and Oecumenius, but not Ambrosiaster) have been attempted e.g.
recently by Kollner, who thinks that the erepog vdfiog means the demands of

palpably

felt,

erepog vdfiog

;

the sensuous nature, so far as they manifest themselves in individual cases
as bodily lusts, while the vdfiog r. dfiapr. is the sensuous nature itself conor by de Wette, who thinks that the former is
ceived as a sinful principle
;

the proneness to sin
will

by the sensuous

which expresses

itself in

the dcterminableness of the

nature, while the latter is the

same proneness, so

far as

with the law of God, and by the completed resolution actually enor by Ewald (comp. also
ters into antagonism thereto (comp. Umbreit)
Grotius and van Hengel), who thinks that Paul here distinguishes two pairs
of kindred laws
(1) the eternal law of God, and alongside of it, but too weak
in itself, the law of reason ; and (2) the law of desire, and along with it, as
it conflicts

;

:

still

Similarly also Delitzsch, Reithmayr, and
mightier, the law of sin.
The latter distinguishes the law of sin from the law in the mem-

Hofmann.
bers,

in such a

all those

ily

who

way

that the former

are subject to

it

;

the

is

prescribed by sin, as the lawgiver, to

latter,

on the contrary, rules in the bod-

1
nature of the individual, as soon as the desire arises in him.

—

alx/ualo)-

Calovius gives the right view : " Lex
et lex peccati idem sunt, ut e
verbis apostoli (ev) t<j> v6h<* t>js i/mapi-ias t<3

duced and the producer (Delitzsch) but,
on the contrary, the law of sin coincides
completely with the law of the members,

ovti evToTs jae'Aeai /xov liquet." The
clear words themselves do not convey,
moreover, the distinction between the pro-

as already Augustine perceived, de nupt.
" captivantem sub lege pecet concup. i. 30

»

membrorum

;

:

cati, h. e.

sub

se ipsa."

Comp.

also Theo-

chap,
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vii., 24.

u£« belongs to the age of Diodoras, Josephus,
latex).

Ver. 24.

down

to

The marks

rjjuuv,

of parenthesis in

or (Grotius

and

(alxfiaTiurevu is still

which many include

Flatt) merely ver. 25

expunged, since the flow of the discourse

—

etc.

1

ralaiirapoc k.t.1.~\

The oppressive

is

down

vv.

24,

25,

to fjuuv, should be

not once logically interrupted.

feeling of the misery of that captivity

Here also Paul by his " I" represents the still unredeemed man in his relation to the law. Only with the state of the latter,
not with the consciousness of the regenerate man, as if he " as it were" were
finds utterance thus.

the power of the sin still reand cry for help accord. The
regenerate man has that which is here sighed for, and his mood is that
which is opposite to the feeling of wretchedness and death, v. Iff., viii. 1 ff.
being that of freedom, of overcoming, of life in Christ, and of Christ in
him, of peace and joy in the Holy Spirit, of the new creature, to which old

crying ever afresh for a

new Redeemer from

maining in him (Philippi), does

this wail

;

things have passed away.
ed. 5.

Comp.

Jul. Muller, v.

d.

Sunde,

I.

p.

458

f.,

of Reiche, that Paul would, according to this view,

The objection

speak of himself while he was thinking of men of quite an opposite frame
for that longing, which he himself had certainly felt
of mind, is not valid
;

very deeply in his pre-Christian life, and into whose painful feelings he
transports himself bach all the more vividly from the standpoint of his blissful state of redemption,* could not but, in the consistent continuation of the

be here individualized and realized as present through his kyu. And
he could do the more unhesitatingly, since no doubt could thereby be
raised in the minds of his readers regarding his present freedom from the
Reiche himself, curiously enough, regards
rahuiropia over which he sighs.
ver. 24 as the cry for help of Jewish humanity, to which "a redeemed one
ralaiiz.
ver. 25, standing in the way, being a gloss
replies" in viii. 1
wretched man that I am! See
eyb av&p.] Nominative of exclamation

idiosis,

this

!

;

:

Kuhner,

II. 1,

p. 41

;

Winer,

p.

172 [E. T. 182.]

—

ralaiir.,

—

Rev.

iii.

17,

very frequent in the tragedians Plat. Euthyd. p. 302 B Dem. 548. 12,
Purely future. In the depth of his misery the longing
pvaerai]
425. 11.
who will it be ?
In tov okfiaros r.
after a deliverer asks as if in despair
davarov tovtov] tovtov might indeed grammatically be joined to oofiaroc
:

;

—

—

:

(Erasmus, Bez'a, Calvin, Estius, and many others, including Olshausen,
Hofmann, and Th. Schott), since one may say, to cupa r. #. tovto ;
For that which weighs upon him, namely, the
is against it.
the
sense
but
Philippi,

dore of Mopsuestia, who declares himself
expressly and decidedly against the interpretation of our passage as pointing to

four laws.
1

SeeThom.Mag.p.23;Lobeckad!PAry/i.

p. 442.

This applies also against Delitzsch's asvery form of this lamentation shows that it proceeds from the
a

sertion, that the

breast of a converted person. How natural is it, rather, that Paul should represent the redemption, as he had himself ex-

perienced it, and whose triumphant bliss
he bore in his own bosom, as the object of
the longing and sighing of the still unre
deemed And who can assert that he himself sighed otherwise, before Christ laid
hold on him ? Thus we here listen to the
echo of what was once forced from his
own breast. Where such sighing occurs, it
is not the state of grace of the converted,
but merely the operation of the so-called
gratia praeveniem (comp. the Erlangen
!

Zeitschrift, 1864,

6,

p. 378

ff.).
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being dependent on the body as captive of the law of sin, lies in the fact
that the body belongs to this death, i.e. to the death incurred by sin (which
is not physical, but eternal death, comp. ver. 10 n\), consequently to this
shameful death, as

its seat

;

not in the fact that this relation takes place in

the present body, or in a present time posited with the quality of the
[See Note

earthly body.

who
of

LXXXVUI.

p. 295.] If the

exclaims should amount to no more than

the body, in

which he

is

compelled to

live,''''

'

words

of the person

the hopeless wish to get rid

'

without expressing, however,

the desire to be dead (Hofmann), they would yield a very confused conception.

Moreover, by postponing the pronoun, Paul would only have ex-

pressed himself very unintelligibly, had his meaning been hoc corpus mortis,
and not corpus mortis hujus (Vulgate). Comp. Acts v. 20, xiii. 26. The
correct explanation therefore

is

:

u Who

shall deliver me, so that

I be no longer

dependent on the body, which serves as the seat of so shameful a death ?" or, in
other words
Who shall deliver me out of bondage under {he late of sin into
moral freedom, in which my body shall no longer serve as the seat of this shameful
'

:

death

'

Comp.

.?"

viii. 9, vi. 6, vii. 5,

10

ff.

;

Col.

ii.

With what vivid and

11.

true plastic skill does the deeply-stirred emotion of the apostle convey this

meaning

underneath which, no doubt, there likewise lies the longing
" after a release from the sinful natural life" (Th. Schott). In detail, ric fie
pvosrai corresponds with the alxf-oX^T'iC,. fie tu vd/xcp Tfjq dfi. in ver. 23
ek
tov c6ft. with the rip bvri ev rolq fj.i2.eai fiov in ver. 23
and tovtov denotes the
death as occasioned by the tragic power of sin just described also in ver.
23 the genitive relation is the same as in vi. 6. The rendering " mortal
!

;

;

;

body"

is

condemned by the close connection of tovtov with davaTov, whether
enough with the. context, see vv. 23, 25, viii. 1, 2) there be

(inconsistently

discovered in the words the longing for death (Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, Erasmus, Pareus, Estius, Clericus, Balduin, Koppe,

and

others),

with Olshausen (introducing what is foreign to the argument), the longing "only to be redeemed from the mortal body, i.e. from the body that
through sin has become liable to perish, so that the Spirit may make it alive."
or,

Finally, as in vi.

6, so also here, those explanations are to be rejected
which, in arbitrary and bold deviation from the Pauline usage, take aufia
not of the human body, but as "mortifera peccati massa" (Calvin, Cappel,

Homberg, Wolf)

"the system of sensual propensities (ctifia), which
or
"death conceived as a monster with a
body, that threatens to devour the eyu" (Reiche).
Ver. 25. Not Paul himself for himself alone, but, as is shown by the following apa ovv k.t.X., the same collective " I" that the Apostle has personis

;

or

:

the cause of death" (Flatt)

:

;

ated previously, speaks here also
longing,

its

—expressing,

after

feeling of deep thankfulness toward

deliverance has actually

come

that anguish-cry of

God

that the longed-for

through Christ. There is not change of
person, but change of scene.
Man, still unredeemed, has just been bewailing his wretchedness out of Christ
now the same man is in Christ, and
gives thanks for the bliss that has come to him in the train of his cry for
to

it

;

1

Comp. Ex.

X. 17

:

7repieAeT«o air' e/nou

tov davarov towtov.
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chap, vn., 25;
help.

— evxapicTQ

For what?

Gef]

r.

is

prevent any mistake regarding

alriov

XptGTov]

ovtoc

after the

[See Note

LXXXIX.

Sid 'I. X.,

p. 296.]

evxaptOTiaq tov Xpiarov' avrbq yap,

rfjq

a 6 vduoc ova rjdwrj^n' avrbq

it.

quite

and the

not expressed,

of lively emotion; but the question itself, ver. 24,

manner

eppvoaro

fie

etc

ttjq

ao&eveiag tov

—

<j>q<ji,

coi/xarog,

did 'lyoov

Karupduoev

howapuoac

Thus, to the
apostle Christ is the mediator of his thanks,— of the fact itself, however,
his
that he gives thanks to God, not the mediator through whom he brings
thanks to God (Hofmann). Comp. on i. 8 1 Cor. xv. 57 Col. iii. 17

avrby hare

Tvpavveicdai vnb

[inneri

Theophylact.

dfiapriaq,

rrjq

— apa

;

;

;

concluding summary of
the chief contents of vv. 14-24, from the immediately preceding evxapio™
.... fain. [See Note XC. p. 296.] Seeing, namely, that there lies in the
" it is Jesus Christ, through
foregoing expression of thanks the thought
similar

Eph.

is ev bv6p.an,

v. 20.

ovv] infers a

:

whom God

has saved

me from

the

body

of this death,"

it

follows thence,

and that indeed on a retrospective glance at the whole exposition, ver.
14 ff., that the man himself, out of Christ—his own personality, alone and
indeed,
confined to itself— achieves nothing further than that he serves,
law
the
of
service
the
in
is
odp$
his
with
but
law
of
God,
with his v&bc the
of sin.
itself

has often been assumed that this recapitulation does not connect
with the previous thanksgiving, but that the latter is rather to be
It

regarded as a parenthetical interruption (see especially Riickert and
Fritzsche) indeed, it has even been conjectured that apa ovv ... dfiapriac
Keil,
originally stood immediately after ver. 23 (Yenema, Wassenbergh,
.

;

X, and van Hengel). But the right sense of avrbq eyu
It has here no other meaning than I myself, in the
is thus misconceived.
own person, without that higher saving intervention,
my
namely,
I
sense,
for
owe to Christ. 1 The contrast with' others, which avrbq with the

Lachmann, Praef

which

p.

I

personal pronoun indicates (comp.
Ast,

Plat.

Lex.

I.

p.

ix.

3,

Herm. ad. Vig. p. 735
from the context, and is here

xv. 14

results always

317),

;

;

that the
evident from the emphatic did 'tyaov Xpiarov, and, indeed, so
2
of the "I myrelation
antithetic
this
Overlooking
on
avrbq.
falls
accent
conceived that Paul wished to
self," Pareus, Homberg, Estius, and Wolf

obviate the misconception as
ver. 14

and from

if

onwards in

he were not speaking in the
particular,

as a regenerate

entire section,

man

;

Kollner

more strongly, by his own
thinks that his object now
in the name of huadvanced
previously
has
he
what
of
truth
the
feeling,
the subject of
previously
"just J," who have been
manity. Others explain
and van
Maier,
Philippi,
Krehl,
Tholuck,
Reiche,
discourse (Grotius,
"ipse ego, qui meam vicem deploravi," and
comp. Fritszche
Hengel
is to establish

still

:

:

;

substantially, Hofmann and
comp. Baur, Reithmayr, Bisping, Marcker, and Delitzsch, p. 383.
Wrongly interpreted by Thomasius, I. p.
i

So

also,

Th. Schott

;

278: according
e Y ui, is,

to

proper. The airb,
same time the subject

my Ego

in fact, at the

of the second clause.
2 It is maintained without due reason by
Stallbaum, ad Plat. Phaed. p. 91 A, that if

air6^ stand before the personal pronoun (as
here), the latter has the emphasis, and wee
versa.

The

striking vivacity of

Greek

down

dis-

so mechanically. Comp. Bremi ad Bern. Ftol
In
ff
I. 24, p. 128 ; Herm. Opusc. I. p. 322
the particular cases the connection must

course has not bound

itself

.

decide.

;
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Ewald)
290),

which is indeed linguistically unobjectionable (Bernhardy,
p.
but would furnish no adequate ground for the special emphasis

which

;

it

would have.

Others, again, taking avrdg as equivalent to 6 avrdg
Herm. ad Soph. Antig. 920, Opusc. I. p. 332 f.

(see Schaefer, Melet. p. 65

Dissen ad Pind.

;

idem: "cui convenit sequens distributio, qua
unus homo in duos veluti secari," Beza. So also Erasmus,
Castalio, and many others
Klee and Ruckert. But in this view also the
connection of apa ovv k.t.%. with the foregoing thanksgiving is arbitrarily
abandoned and the above use of avrdg as synonymous with 6 avrdg, is
proper to Ionic poetry, and is not sanctioned by the N. T.
Olshausen,
p.

412)

:

ego

videri posset

;

;

indeed, takes avr. hy& as /, the one and the same (have in me
a twofold
element), but rejects the usual view, that apa.
duapriag is a recapitulation of ver. 14 ff., and makes the new section begin with ver.
25 !
.

.

.

;

after the experience of

redemption has been indicated by

so. that,

evXapurri> k.t.Tl.]

the completely altered inner state of the man is now described
in which
new state the vovg appears as emancipated and serving the law of God, and
only the lower sphere of the life as still remaining under the
law of sin.
But against this view we may urge, firstly, that Paul would have expressed
himself inaccurately in point of logic, since in that case
he must have
written apa ovv avrdg eya> ry juev caput ihvlevu vduip djuaprtag, rC>
dt vol
;

:

Geov

vdfiu

secondly, that according to vv. 2, 3, 9 ff. the redeemed person is
entirely liberated from the law of sin
and lastly, that if the redeemed person
remained subject to the law of sin with the cap?, Paul could not have said
;

;

ovdh KarUptiia

I;

K.r.l. in ver. 1

a climactic sense,

which

is

;

for see vv. 7-9.

Umbreit takes it as even
by the context, nor in keep:

neither suggested

—

ing with the deep humility of the whole confession.
Soviet vd^ Oeov] in
so far as the desire and striving of my moral
reason (see on ver. 23) are
directed solely to the good, consequently submitted to
the regulative
standard of the divine law. At the same time, however, in
accordance
with the double character of my nature, I am subject with my
cap? (see on
ver. 18) to the power of sin, which preponderates,
(ver. 23), so that the
direction of will in the vovg does not attain to the
Karepyafrff&ai.

Remark 1. The mode in which we interpret vv. 14-25 is of decisive importance for the relation between the Church-doctrine of original sin,
as more exactly expressed in the Formula Concordiae,* and the view of
the apostle inas;

much

as

if

in ver. 14

ff.

it is

the unredeemed

man under

the law and

its disci-

and not the regenerate man who is under grace, that is spoken of, then
Paul affirms regarding the moral nature of the former and concedes to it
what
the Church-doctrine decidedly denies to it 3 comparing it (Form.
Cone.
661
pline,

—

The section is also made to begin with
by Th. Schott and Hofmaim; the
former with apa o*r. and the latter with
evxapio-ri. But it is only with ovSlv KaraKpt.tia that the new scene opens, of which the
cry of thanksgiving, ver. 25, was only a
previous glimpse broken off again by apa olv
1

ver. 25

outos eyw k.t.K.
9 It

employs our passage

p.

the inference

Paulo et

" Si

autem

in beato ap.
hominibus naturale

vel carnale liberum arbitrium etiam post
regenerationem legi divinae repugnat, quanto

magis ante regenerationem
Dei rebellabit et inimicum
«

comp.

238 f % ed 5
(see p. 660) for

:

aliis renatis

legi et voluntati

erit."

Jul. Miiller, v. d. Sunde,

U.

p*
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with a stone, a block, a pillar of salt— in a way that cannot be justified (in
d. Concordienformel, I. p. 138 f.).
Paul clearly ascribes to the higher powers of man (his reason and moral will) the assent to
the law of God while just as clearly, moreover, he teaches the great disproportion in which these natural moral powers stand to the predominance of the
f.)

opposition to Frank, Theol.

;

power in the flesh, so that the liberwn arbitrium in spiritualibus is wanting
man, and only emerges in the case of the converted person (viii.
And this want of moral freedom proceeds from the power of sin, which is,
2).
according to ver. 8 ff., posited even with birth, and which asserts itself in opsinful

to the natural

position to the divine law.

Remark

How many

2.

his salvation,

a Jew in the present day, earnestly concerned about
feel and sigh just as Paul has here

may, in relation to his law,

done only with this difference, that unlike Paul he cannot add the
rp Gey K.r.'h. !
;

evxapioTti

Notes by American Editor.

LXXVII.

Ver.

1.

# dyvours

k.t.1.

On this point Philippi says " In the nature of things, # usually relates to the
subject immediately preceding but there is no logical necessity for this. The
:

;

point of connection

may

also lie farther back, provided that there is sufficient

and that it is obvious to the reader. But here this is actually
The proposition vi. 14 might, as vi. 15 shows, lie open to a dangerous misconstruction. This must first of all be repelled. After this is done in

reason for

this,

the case.

16-23, the Apostle returns, according to intention, to vi. 14, in order to

vi.

expand the sentiment of that verse more fully, and defend it against the doubts
that might arise. "
He allows, however, the connection suggested by Meyer,
if the necessity is felt of thus formally connecting with what immediately precedes.
Whatever may be said upon this matter, it cannot be doubted that
these early verses of ch. vii. are united in thought to vi. 14. Weiss ed. Mey.
holds vi. 15-23 to be a development of the first half of vi. 14, and vii. 1-6 of
the second half of that verse.

LXXVIII. Ver.

The

2.

ij

sents a case to

which that

of the Christian is

out actually dying, a person dies, or

law

is

yap UnavSpog yvvjj k.t.X

illustration here given is adopted, as

concerned.

v6/xog,

— unless

is

as

it

we may

suppose, because

it

pre-

analogous— namely, where, withwere put to death, so far as the

in all cases of its occurrence in these verses, refers to

2, where the addition of the
meaning to be "the legal power with
which the husband is invested " (Godet). But probably, even in this instance,
it means the Mosaic law, so far as this law relates to the husband, or that provision of it which bears on the marriage bond.

the Mosaic law

genitive, tov avdpdQ,

LXXIX.
The view

it

be at the end of ver.

may determine

Ver.

2.

its

Kar^pyTjrai

and tov

v6/xov tov avdp6g.

has a sense corresponding to eQavaruQnre
of ver. 4, (though Weiss ed. Mey. holds that this is an undue pressing of the
word), seems to be justified by the point of the illustration. The adoption of
this view, which naturally carries with it also Meyer's view of nal vp.elg of ver.
of

Meyer that

KaTijpyijTai
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gives a far simpler and more natural explanation of the nai of that phrase
than the one which Weiss resorts to, namely, you also, like all who, according to
KaT^pynrat means, destroyed so
this analogy, are released from a legal obligation.
far as she is related to the law, and thus freed from it.
4,

LXXX.
The point

Ver.

In respect to this there

state.

the married

elq

4.

to yeveaQai vfi&c tripo.

of the analogy is simply the termination of relations to the old

woman whose

a strict parallelism between the believer and
supposed. The other elements of the illus-

is

case

is

with which the Apostle deals in a measure for the purpose of emphasis,
and hence the correspondence so far as these are
concerned is not to be pressed, and the search for exactness will be vain. No

tration,

are of secondary importance,

confident judgment can be pronounced as to whether the Apostle had definitely
in mind a "first husband" in the case of the Christian, or, if so, whether it

was sin or the law and, for the same reason, it cannot be decided with
certainty whether the figure of marriage is continued, as Meyer supposes, in
Among the most recent commentators, Godet says of this verb,
icapTroQoprjoufisv.
" By this expression he unmistakably continues and completes the figure which
he began, namely, that of marriage." while Weiss ed. Mey. claims that the
finding a continuance of the figure in the word is the result only of an arThe true view lies, doubtless, between the two—
tificial mode of interpreting.
;

that

it

may be

continued, and

LXXXI.

may

Ver.

6.

not.

Acre dovXeveiv

rjfiuc k.t.1.

6 anticipate, on the one hand, the thought
which is brought out later in this chapter (see vv. 22, 23), and, on the other
hand, carry the mind of the reader back to the preceding chapter (see w. 4, 6,

The expressions used

in

w.

5,

This fact indicates the close connection of these six verses with
before, and also confirms the probability, derived from other
parts of the two chapters, as well as from chap. viii. that the writer is pursuing
a single line of thought throughout this entire section of the Epistle (chapters
18, etc.).

what goes

vi. 1-viii. 39).

LXXXII. Ver.

7

ff.

ri ovv ipovfiev; 6 v6/iog afiapria;

At this point the Apostle takes up the second of the two questions mentioned in a previous note, which are naturally suggested by v. 20— the verse
in connection with which the present section of the Epistle (vi.-viii.) is introduced. If the doctrine of justification by faith does not directly lead to con.
tinuance in sin, does it not involve the. view of the divine (Mosaic) law which

makes that law "a something, whose ethical nature is immoral?" In the immediate sequence of thought and grammatical connection, however, the question arises out of what is said of the law in vv. 5, 6— ovv pointing to those
The answer to the question is presented in the same form as in vi. 2
verses.
;

but the proof confirming the negative

is set

forth in a less direct way.

In the

confirmatory passage containing this proof, vv. 7-13, there are several elements In the order of succession, (a) the statement that the law is not sin, but
the means of the knowledge of sin (b) the way by which it becomes the
means to this end (c) the condition of the man to whom the law comes, both
:

;

;

—
KOTES.
before and after

its

coming

manifest by the fact that

;
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not the law,

(d) sin,

is

the sinful thing, as

made

uses the holy law as a means to bring about its
own ends. In the order of importance, as related to the question of ver. 7, a
and d are of primary consequence, and d contains the positive statement
it

which is in direct contrast with the negative in the phrase //j) yivotro b and c,
however, are further developed, and brought into special prominence in vv. 1423, and the writer thus shows that they involve thoughts of especial interest
;

in his discussion.

LXXXIII. Vv.

With respect
points

to the

may be

7-13.

development of the thought in vv. 7-13, the following

noticed

:

absolute contrast, which

(1)

hXka, of ver. 7, evidently does not express the

commonly

set forth in such sentences by the use
word after a negative particle. Possibly the Apostle, in using it, may
have had in mind the thought of the 13th verse, and have supposed that the
reader would adjust the relations of the passage properly when he should have
is

of this

reached that verse.

In Gal.

uXka contrasts with the idea of the sonship

iv. 8,

which the readers had been brought (see the preceding verses), that of
desiring and turning to a new bondage.
Yet the latter idea is not found in
the clause which is opened by the uXkd, but in a succeeding one introduced by
TTug.
This and similar passages, though not in exact correspondence with the
case here presented, may serve to illustrate the freedom of Paul's method of
into

writing in reference to such words.
close connection with the clauses

The 8th

verse here, with

from aX\d to

e7r lOvfi-rjaeic

its 6e

of ver.

,

belongs in
7,

and

fills

out to completeness the thought of those clauses. Ver. 8, however, anticipates
in substance the idea of ver. 13.
(2) Meyer seems to be correct in holding that
the meaning of ovk eyvuv is I did not know— pointing to the Apostle's own
history— and not I should not have known. The reference, also, is, as Meyer

—

says, to the consciousness of sin as a

clearly indicated

by the following

power and active
The meaning

verses.

principle.
of ovk ySeiv,

This is
on the

other hand, is probably, though not certainly, equivalent to ovk uv rjdeiv (only,
M more definite and confident," Mey.). It seems not improbable, also, that the

may have intended to carry the ydetv back to a time antecedent to the
and thus have meant I should not have known except the law had said
(so Godet), rather than I should not know
except the law said (so Mey., Weiss
ed. Mey., etc.).
Holsten, Gifford, and some others prefer to give to yfieiv, as
to Zyvuv, the simple force of the indicative I did not know.
eirtQv/uia and ovk
eiriOvuTjCFeig manifestly have a more extended reference than is given in Exod.
xx. 17, though the latter words are, doubtless, quoted from that passage.
That
the law produces conviction of sin in the ordinary sense of this phrase— is
not the direct and immediate statement of this and the following verses but
this idea is, nevertheless, suggested, and vv. 14-23 present the condition and
experience of one who is under such conviction. (3) The meaning of bxedavov,
Qdvaroc, efav, etc., is discovered by observing the fact that a new paragraph
begins with ver. 7 also, that, in this paragraph, the state of the man under the
power of sin as a controlling master is set forth and that, in ver. 24, this
state is apparently described by the word Bdvaroc.
The indications, thus, are
Apostle

—

eyvuv,

—

—

;

—

;

;

is referred to in this word, but spiritual
This view is, also, given by Weiss ed. Mey., in opposition to Meyer,
understands by it eternal death. When the Apostle says, I died, accord-

that neither physical nor eternal death

death.

who
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he means that he passed into this state of spiritual death, whereas,
during the period referred to in efav, he had been in the opposite condition.
As the verb ave&oev, ver. 9, however, means came to life again, and not simply
came to life and thus veKpd does not involve the idea of an actually dead condition, as if there were and had been no existence of the sin-principle, but
ingly,

—

only of an inactive condition (dormant,

"exhibiting," as Meyer says,

"no

seems probable that he has in mind, in the living and dying, the absence and presence not so much of sin, in every sense, as of sin in
its working power and in the manifestation of that power to his consciousness.
The time indicated by efav .... ttote is the time previous to this manifestation (the time of " childlike innocence" (Mey.), which, in some cases, may be
extended beyond the limits of early childhood, if the knowledge of the divine
law does not immediately after that period come to the soul. In Paul's own
experience, it ended when he began to understand the significance of the
Mosaic law, to which vofiog in all instances throughout the passage, from ver.
7 to ver. 20, refers. —(4) It must be admitted as Weiss ed. Mey., also allows
that, in ver. 10, the contrast between elg farjv and elc Qdvarov points to the
vital activity"), it

—

—

idea of eternal death following upon, and in a sense involved

in,

spiritual

Yet even there this idea is suggested only
secondarily, the primary reference being to the spiritual condition which has
already begun.— (5) The 12th verse is introduced, through Acre, as the result
death as before the writer's mind.

and conclusion of the preceding verses, and the 13th as a question which
might be suggested by this conclusion in its reference to what goes before.
These verses, however, in their main thought, contain what might naturally
have followed the question of ver. 7, and, as Meyer says, they answer to one
another as if ver. 13 were opened by the particle Se, corresponding with pev of
ver. 12.
(6) By reason of the manner in which, in the progress of his sentences, the Apostle is led to introduce ver. 13, the 14th and ffg. verses are made
These verses present in themselves,
to be a proof (yap) of pr) yev. alia % dpapria.
however, a further development of the thought suggested by eyd arredavov, and
carry the man forward in his experience under the power and conviction of sin
They thus give, in
(vv. 14-23) to the turning point of his life (vv. 24, 25).
substance, a part of the answer to the question of ver. 7.

—

LXXXTV.

Vv. 14-23.

That the passage from ver. 14 to ver. 23 refers to the unregenerate man, and
not the regenerate, is proved by the following considerations, (a) The most
prominent words of a descriptive character are appropriate to the former, but
(1) In ver. 14 the correct textual readundoubtedly odprcivog, which is a stronger word than capKindg, as Meyer
shows, and signifies made out of flesh the adjectives in ivoc having this mean,
ing. By his first sentence, accordingly, Paul declares the "I" to be so thoroughly carnal as to justify the expression made of the evil principle. The regenerate person is not in this condition. (2) The next succeeding clause, in
The
similarly emphatic language, pronounces him to be sold under sin.
thought is, unquestionably, of a being sold as a slave to a master who has
complete dominion and ownership. This thought is confirmed and established
by the following verses. The Christian, however, as the Apostle repeatedly says,
is free from such complete dominion.
(3) Ver. 21 presents the general rule or

are wholly inappropriate to the latter.

ing

is

—

KOTES.
the uniform experience of the
that

when he

desires to do

life of

what

declares, as the evidence that

is

such
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the person under consideration as this
is present with him
and ver. 23

:

good, evil
is

;

the rule, the fact that the law in the

bers (the appetites and passions) overpowers the law of the

man into

But

mem-

mind and brings the

uniform experience nor the
may sometimes yield
he may even become oapiciKog. But he is
to temptation and fall into sin
never oapntvog he is never sold under sin as an absolute slave comp. ch. vi.
The dovlog u/napnag is not a Christian, (b) The words, which seem, at the first
view of them, to favor a reference to the regenerate person, are easily reconciled with the other reference, when the passage is carefully examined.
It
may be noticed, (1) that the eyu> may be ruled over by two masters and involves two elements. The two masters are sin, and righteousness or God the
two elements are the conscience and the passions, the better and worse side of
the man. These two elements are always in the iyu, but may, either of them,
be more or less active, or, on the other hand, more or less dormant. "When
the man becomes convinced of sin, and is roused to a vigorous struggle to free
himself from its power and it is of such a condition that the Apostle is here
speaking he finds the two elements in conflict with each other. But he is so
far under the dominion of the sin which holds him as a slave, that he does,
not what his better nature wishes, but what it abhors. There is a desire,
which accords with the demand of conscience and thus with the law of God,
but the opposite force is too strong. The ruling power accomplishes its own
will.
(2) As the eyu is thus conceived of for the purpose which the writer has
in mind, we are not to understand the ey6, in vv. 17, 20, as the man in a regenerate state, and the f] oUovaa h e/uol ufiapTta as the lingering remains of sin
abiding with him but the eyu is the entire man, who is at one time occupied
and ruled over, as a domain, or as a slave, by ufiapria, and at another by dwaioThe Apostle is setting forth the power of sin, and the consciousness of
avvTj.
To this end he adopts this method of representait in his own experience.
tion.
Sin governs him completely in his unregenerate condition. It is this
master, taking up its abode with him and in him, which overcomes all his
better desires and impulses, defeats all his efforts, wars against his conscience,
and, whenever he wishes to do good, brings him into captivity to evil. So exceedingly sinful is it, and such is its deadly effect. As these two points are
observed, it will be seen that such words as OeXu, (iiou, ovketl eyd KaTepyd&juac,
are properly applicable to the unregenerated man awakened to the consciousness of sin, and are used consistently with the object which the Apostle has in
view, (c) The progress of thought in chaps, vii. and viii. is reconciliable only
with the reference of vv. 14-23 to the unregenerate. If we do not hold that viii.
1 and the following verses refer to the regenerate person as such, we must either
suppose that they describe him in some higher stage of development, either in
this world or in heaven, which is contradicted by the very first words of those
verses the language being simply those who are in Christ Jesus ; or that there
is an entirely new section opened with the eighth chapter, which cannot be
accepted because of the manifest connection of this chapter with the seventh
But if viii. 1 ff. describes the reand the striking similarity in phraseology.
generate as such, and from the turning point of conversion, vii. 14-23 must set
forth the condition previous to this great change.
(d) The most natural, not
to say the necessary, interpretation of avrSg, vii. 25, is that it means in and of
captivity to

itself.

general rule of the regenerate

this is neither the

life.

The

true Christian

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

—
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If this be the true explanation, however, the
myself, as apart from Christ
words connected with it show that the state described in vv. 14-23 is the state
apart from Christ, and before the deliverance through Him is gained.

LXXXV.
Weiss

Ver. 21. ebpioKo rdv vdfiov r£ OeXovn

k.t.'K.

Mey. rejects the explanation which Meyer gives of these words,
and says that nothing can be adduced sufficient to sustain such an artificial
ed.

it involves.
He adopts substantially— and this seems quite
be the correct view of the sentence— the interpretation given by
Luther, de Wette, and most others, making rdv vdfiov mean the constant rule of

construction as
clearly to

The objections urged by Meyer against this view are without real
The on clause involves, in opposition to his statement, " a definition"

experience.
force.

of the
it

vbfioq, so far as to account for
has in other cases in the context.

its

use in a sense different from that which

The position

of vdfiov after evploKu is the
natural position, and the placing of r<p Wkovrt k.t.1. before on for the purposes
of emphasis does not require the placing these words also before rbv vdfiov.
Finally, the suggestion that

empirical, a

phenomenon

on

.

.

.

Trapanetrai is

of fact," furnishes

not a

vo/iog,

no argument,

but " something

for the calling such

a uniformly occurring experience a law or rule is allowable for any writer. As
Weiss remarks, however, this vdfiog is by no means to be identified with the
erepog vofio? ev toIq fieXeci of ver. 23.
The grounds for rejecting the other views
alluded to by Meyer are presented, with sufficient fulness, in his notes.
If
vdfiog in this sentence is, thus, to be regarded as not referring to
the Mosaic
law, it is because the indications of the sentence manifestly require
another
meaning and the exception to the general usage with respect to this word,
;

which

is

here presented, accords with the statement

LXXXVI.
The

leu uvQpuirog

made

in a previous note.

Ver. 22. Kara rbv iau avQpwrrov.

Meyer holds, substantially the same with the vovq.
says Godet, " the organ with which the human soul is endowed
to perceive the true and good, and to distinguish them from the bad
;'
and

It

is,

as

is,

false

approve,

we may

add, the former.

'

to

It is that side of the ego

which sympathizes
with the law of God (comp. Weiss), and answers to the moral sense
or conscience.
That it does not necessarily or probably mean, in this passage,
either the moral sense under the guidance and control of
the Divine Spirit, as
in the regenerate person, or "the new man," 6 teaevbg avQpuTvog,—
that, on the
other hand, it has, in all probability, no such signification,
is proved by all the
considerations, already presented, which show that Paul is
speaking throughout the entire passage of the unregenerate, and also by the
fact, alluded to in
Meyer's foot-note, 3 p. 282 that the expression "inner man,"
as it occurs in other
places (see 2 Cor. iv. 16 Eph. iii. 16), denotes " that
which receives the Spirit
and grace, and not the work of these " which is the new
man. The argument
derived from the fact that vovg is contrasted with oap£ in
v. 25, which is urged
by some writers as proof that both this word and 6 lou dvOp.
refer to the regenerate, has no decisive force.
The question in that verse depends wholly
on what the contrast intended is and this question is answered
by the other
emphatic contrast of the verse, which is implied in
avrbc h
;

;

y 6.
viewed, therefore, the 25th verse, so far from establishing
what

When rightly

is

claimed by

;
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these writers, confirms the opposite. Godet says, "We must beware of confounding the inward man with the new man," and Dr. Gifford, in the Speaker's
Comm., after remarking that " it is now admitted by all candid and competent
"
itself equivalent to the new man,
adds, " that the context only can decide whether the inward man is

interpreters that this expression is not in

very

fitly

regarded as in his natural or his regenerate state." This is the true position.
The context, however, determines the former state to be the one referred to.
The closing words of Meyer' s foot-note, already mentioned, are omitted by

Weiss in his recent edition of Meyer, doubtless because they seemed to have
only a personal reference and a passing importance. But they are worthy of
preservation in this American edition, as indicating the character of the author and the great and true work as a biblical interpreter which he did
and
also, mutatis mutandis, as having a wide application.
"Delitzsch," he says,
" brings against me the charge of being un-Lutheran and unbiblical. The
latter I must deny
the former does not affect me as exegele, since as such I
have only to inquire what is exegetically right or wrong.
Philippi quotes
;

;

me authorities (of very various kinds) which as such prove nothing
and reminds me of the position of investigation as to the idea of the aap%. I
may be trusted to possess some acquaintance with the position of such investigations, including even those which the respected theologian has not embraced in his quotations, and to some extent could not yet do so." The fact
that Meyer was able to say— as the principle of his working what he does in
answer to Delitzsch, shows his great superiority as an exegetical scholar and
his words might well be made a motto for all rising scholars in this department. What he says of Philippi, on the other hand, will find a response in
the experience of every widely read student who has been drawn by theologi-

against

—

;

cal

enemies into controversy.

LXXXVII.

ver. 22, 23.

The question as to the number of laws alluded to in these verses, which has
divided commentators whether there are three or four— may be answered by

—

observing two facts which the several clauses present (1) that, whereas the
Apostle, in designating the law of God, of the mind, and of sin, uses the genitive of the author or of possession, he describes the erepov vofiov, on the other
:

hand, as a law in the members, using the local preposition (2) that, in the
latter part of ver. 23 he states, respecting the law of sin, that it is the one which
;

(r£> ovti k.t.X.).
These facts seem to make it evident that the
and the vo/ioe ttjc ufiapriac are the same thing, and that three laws
only are spoken of namely, the law of God, the law of the mind, and the law
of sin which is in the members.

is in the

members

irepoc vofioc

—

LXXXVIII. Ver.

24.

kit

rov au/xaToc rov Qavdrov tovtov.

The construction of tovtov with gcjucctoc is justly objected to by Meyer, on the
ground that " the sense is against it." The liability to misunderstanding on
the part of the reader, which would have arisen from the position of the pronoun after davaTov, had this been the writer's idea, is also nlluded to by him,
and is urged by Godet, Weiss, and others. Philippi, on the contrary, says that
the latter argument rests on a very precarious canon, inasmuch as " a writer
often intends a particular definite collocation of words, without reflecting that
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for the reader it may be ambiguous."
He claims, moreover, that, QdvaroQ not
being the subject of thought in vv. 14-24, and vv. 10 ff. being too remote, the
reference must be to the body which is spoken of as the seat of ufMapria. To
this it may be answered that, although the word Oavarog does not occur in vv.

14-23, the condition described in those verses is that of spiritual death con-

by the ego, and realized in such a way and degree as naturally
make him cry out for deliverance who shall deliver me from the body of this

sciously realized
to

:

death

—

i.e.

given up to this dreadful condition and this terThe man, under conviction of sin, and seeing his own efforts to

so far forth as

rible master.

it is

its dominion to be fruitless and hopeless, is in an agony of
some helper who shall thus rescue him, but knows not whither

from

free himself

desire to find

to turn until Christ

is

revealed to his mind.

LXXXIX.

Ver. 25. ^aptf to Qe$ did 'Iqaov Xptarov.

The textual reading
x<ip l £
Meyer says in his critical notes
fj

T0V

^ eov

in this verse, though manifestly, as

at the beginning of the chapter,

an alteration

may be regarded not

only as arising from the desire to give an
answer to the preceding question, but also as suggesting the idea which was in
the Apostle's mind in connection with the deliverance— namely, that it was
through the great gift of the grace of God in the person of Jesus Christ. For
of the true text,

man, as he is brought to know the help and the helper for whose appearance he has despairingly cried out, gives thanks to God through Christ.
this the

XC. Ver.

25.

apa ovv avrbg eyd

summary

apa ovv introduces a concluding
tents of vv. 14-23.

....

(as

afiapriag.

Meyer

says) of the chief con-

Its position after the first clause of the verse

does not indescribed in the following words is his
condition subsequent to the time of his deliverance through Christ. On the
contrary, the emphatic avrog, as already stated in previous notes, proves that
dicate that the condition of the

it is

not

so.

The

true explanation of the matter seems to be this

Apostle, according to his purpose

the

man

man

and

to the time of conversion

:— that the

plan, carries forward the experience of

that vv. 24 and 25a describe the passing
the last step of the old and the first of the new and that
then, in a single sentence, he looks back and reviews the unregenerate state as
to the

new

;

life,

;

preparatory to a setting forth of the opposite character of the regenerate condition in the next chapter.
In order that he may not break the close connection, and thus the rhetorical force of vv. 24, 25a, he defers writing the

words

of 256 until after

he has given in 25a the statement of what, in point
which they describe.

time, actually follows the experience

of

CHAP.

VIII.
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CHAPTER VIE
Ver. 1. After 'Irjcov Elz. has fir) Kara oapm irepnraTOvoiv, alld /card, irvevfia,
which, following Mill, Griesb. and subsequent critics have expunged. The

words are wanting either entirely, or at least as to the second half, in a preponderance of codd., vss., and Fathers, and are an old inapposite gloss from
ver. 4.
Ver. 2. fie} B F G K, Syr. Tert. Chrys. have ce, which Tisch. 8. has
adopted.
Repetition in copying of the preceding syllable. —Ver. 11. did to
ivoiKovv avrov irvev/xa] So Griesb., Matth., Scholz, Fritzsche, Lachm. and Tisch.
7., following Erasmus, Mill, and Bengel.
The Recepta, again adopted by

—

Tisch.

8., is did tov evoinovvrog avrov nvevfiaToq.
The witnesses (for an accurate
examination of which see Eeiche, Commeniar. crit. I. p. 54 ff.) are so divided,
that there is on neither side a decisive preponderance, although, besides A and
C, K also supports the genitive.
The thought of itself, also, equally admits
either reading.
A decision between them can only be arrived at through the
circumstance that the passage came to be discussed in the Macedonian controversy, wherein the Macedonians accused the orthodox of having falsified the
ancient codices, when the latter appealed to the Eecepta and asserted that it
stood in all the ancient codd. See Maxim. Dial c. Maced. 3. in Athanas. Opp. II.
This charge, though retorted by the orthodox on the Macedonians, is
p. 452.
worthy of credit, because did to k.t.X. already predominates in Origen and the

oldest vss. (also Syr. Vulg.)

erroneous.

;

consequently that assertion of the orthodox appears
is found in Clem. Strom. III. p. 344, Commel.

The Recepta, indeed,

but this single trace of its high antiquity loses its weight in opposition to the here specially important vss. and Cligen (also Tert. and Iren.), and
in the face of these bears the suspicion of orthodox alteration having been
545. Pott.

;

wrought on the text of Clement. It is possible, however, that even long previous to the Macedonian controversy the questions and disputes respecting the

Holy Spirit may have occasioned now and again the changing of did to k. t.1 into.
did tov k.t.X
At all events, the dogmatic interest attached to both readings is
too great and too well attested to admit of did tov k.t.X. being referred, with
Bengel and Fritzsche, to a mere error in copying. In the controversy the genitive only (as introducing a relation different from that obtaining with the previous abstracts di' d/uapTtav and did diKaioavvrjv) must have been welcome to the
orthodox in defending the personality of the irvevfia. Among modern commenvan Hengel, and Hofmann have declared for
the accusative; whilst de Wette, Krehl, Tholuck, and also Ewald, adopt the
genitive.
Ver. 13. tov ou/i.]
G.Vulg. It. Or. (who, however, gives both
readings) al. read tt/c cap/coc, which Griesb. recommended. An interpretation
tators, Riickert, Reiche, Philippi,

—

DEF

in the sense of the preceding.
cials

ACDE

— Ver.

14. elaiv viol Qeov]

Since

among

the un-

S read viol Qeov ela. while B F G have vioi elaiv Qeov (so Lachm
we must regard the Recepta as at all events too weakly attested.

c

y

and Tisch.),
The preference belongs, however, to viol eiaiv Qeov, because the omitted elaiv
(it is absent also in the Sahid.) would be more easily inserted again at the beginning or end than in the middle.
Ver. 23. nal avTol ttjv air. r. ttv. ex- k. Tjfieig
avToi\ So Elz.
The variations are very numerous. The readings to be taken

—

*
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vrvev//,. e X koX
into account, besides the Recepta, are— (1) koI avrol r. dirapX rov
so
so B, Meth. Tisch. 7. ;— (2) «. bftels avrol r. airapX r. ttv. eX
avroi
Lachm.
so
avroi
ml
ttv.
e
clk.
t.
Ivpeiq]
avrol
r.
k.
;—
X
(3)
F G, Ambros. Fritzsche
A C K, min. Copt. Dam.
and', without bracketing {pcif, Tisch. 8., foUowing
reading Tjpelg is an adoriginal
the
been
have
to
seems
three
of the
.

.

.

.

:

D

;

first

dition

:

:

.

The

«M

by way

of gloss,

which was written, in some

cases,

immediately beside

and in some cases only
first ml avroi (thus arose the reading of Fritzsche),
Kecepta.
beside the second, thus producing the reading of A C K, as well as the
after the inbecause,
disappeared,
mi
second
the
Fritzsche
of
reading
the
With
avroi was
sertion of r/fielg had taken place in the first part, the subsequent ml
no longer taken analeptically, and therefore mi was found to be merely confusThe reading avrol ol r. air. r. nv. l X k. ijpeiq avroi has so exceedingly
ing.

the

.

on that very ground it ought (against Bengel and Rinck)
But
vioOeaiav] wanting in D F G, codd. of It. Ambrosiaster.
to be rejected.
how easily it came to be omitted, when the vloQeoia was viewed as something
Ver. 24. ri mi] B** E F G, Syr. Vulg. codd. of It. and some
already possessed
Fathers have only ri. So Lachm. But the very absence of need for the mi
Ver. 26. r§ daQ.~\ Approved by Griesb., adopted also
occasioned its omission.

weak

attestation, that

—

!

—

—

by Lachm. and Tisch.

The

sive testimony.

But

Elz.

sing, is also

and Scholz have ralg daOeveiaig, against decisupported by -jfr deijaeug in F G, which is an
Comp. Ambros.: « infirmitatem nostrae ora-

explanatory addition to ry dadev.
1107118:'
The plural was substituted for the collective singular.— The reading
Trpoaev&fieOa (Griesb. and others have icpooev£6/ieda) is decisively attested.—

G

After vTTEpevTvyX Elz. and Scholz have iirep fj/ifiv, which, following A B D F
K* al. Arm. and Fathers, Lachm. and Tisch: have expunged. A defining adVer. 28. After avvepyel Lachm. reads 6 Geog, in accordance with A B,
dition.
.

—

was readily believed that, on account of ver. 27 and 29, navra must be
understood as accusative and God as subject. —Ver. 34. pdXkov 6e mi] Lachm.
and Tisch. 8. have only pdXk. 6e, in accordance with A B C X, min. vss. and
Fathers. But between <5E and Ey. the seemingly unmeaning mi was easily
overlooked and omitted.— The omission of the second mi (behind the first 6f)
by nonis less strongly attested by A C «, and may be sufficiently explained
According
ivem]
Ver.
36.
word.
thrice-used
of
the
emphasis
attention to the
Or.

It

—

to

ABDFGL K

17. al. evenev

is,

with Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., and Scholz, to

—

Ver. 37. rov aya*.] D E F G, vss. and
See LXX. Ps. xliv. 23.
Fathers read rov ayaTiTjaavra, which has against it the Oriental witnesses, and
seems to be an alteration in accordance with an erroneous exposition of r. dyan.

be substituted.

r.

Xp4orov in ver. 35 (see the exegetical remarks on that passage).

—Ver.

38. ovre

So also Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., and Scholz.
But Elz. has ovre dvvdju., ovre hear, ovre peXk. Against greatly preponderating
evidence. A transposition, because dvv. seemed to belong to the category of
and so
dp X ai. The evidence in favour of ovre Swap., moreover, is so decisive
unanimous, that it cannot, with Fritzsche, be regarded as an addition from
hear, ovre

1 Pet.

iii.

fiel'A.,

22, 1 Cor. xv. 24, or

plained by

Chap.

which

is

Eph.

i.

21.

Tholuck, Philippi, and Ewald reject

their different position in different witnesses is quite exsupposing that their place behind p-eU., as well as their general

these words.
isolation,

ovre dvvdfieig]

But

were regarded as surprising and confusing.
viii.

Happy

condition of

represented in chap.

man in

v. 1 f

.

Christ.

— The certainty of

as the effect of justification

salvation,

by

faith,

CHAP.

VIII., 1.
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appears here as brought about through the moral freedom attained
in Christ.
see from this, that Paul conceived of faith not
otherwise than as producing this freedom
so that faith is not only that which appropriates the
atonement, but also the continuous subjective source and motive
power of
the divine life up to the final attainment of bliss.
See Luther's

We

;

also his utterances

180

Preface,'

quoted by Ritschl, Bechtfert

u.

Versohnung, I p
'

142

ff "'

f.
1

Vv. 1-1 1. Accordingly, the Christian is aloof'from all condemnation, because
he isfree from the law of sin—a result which the Mosaic law could not
accomplish,
but which God has accomplished through Christ.
Yet he must live
according to

and not accordiny

the Spirit,

former
Ver.
eya.

for

the latter icorTcs death, but the

life.
1.

.

.

to the flesh ;

"Apa] draws an inference
afiapriaQ.

.

If /,

for

from the immediately preceding

my own

person, left to myself,

am

avrbg

subject

indeed with the reason to the law of God, but with the flesh to the law
of
sin, then it follows that now, after Christ (as deliverer
from the law of sin,
ver. 2) has interposed, there is

no condemnation, etc.
This inference, and
not that one must be in Christ, in order to get rid of every condemnation
(Hofmann), is indicated by yap in ver. 2 as a matter of fact that has become historical.
It is arbitrary to seek a connection with anything more remotely
preceding (Hofmann, Koppe, Fritzsche, Philippi, and Bisping, with ev aX
jjnav in vii. 25
according to Bengel, Knapp, and Winzer, with
vii. 6)
but to suppose in apa "a forestalling of the following yap" (Tho-

pioTu.

.

.

.

;

;

luck), is linguistically just as mistaken as in the case of 616 in
over, the emphasis is not

tion therefore, none

changed through

is

upon

now

vvv,

but on the prefixed ovSiv

:

ii.

1.

More-

no condemna-

applicable, after that avrbg ey6 k.t.%. has been

This applies against Philippi's objection, that,
according to our conception of the connection, vvv should have been placed
at the beginning.
But the objection, that Paul must have continued with
Christ, etc.

Si instead of apa, is removed by the observation that in the avrbg
eya, properly understood, really lies the very premiss of the altered relation,
—vvv]
temporally, in contrast to the former state of the case.
Comp. vii. 6. [See

Note XCI. p. 345.] Philippi erroneously holds apa vvv as equivalent to apa
which it never is being forced thereto by the theory that the regen-

ovv

—

—

erate person is the subject of discussion in chap. vii.

14 ff.
Hofmann's
view, however, that vvv contrasts the present with the future al6v (even now,
during the life in the flesh), is also incorrect. Nothing in the context sug-

and

must have been expressed in some such way as by f]6ri, or by
ovSh nar&Kpijua] sc. tart
no sentence of condemnation
{ver. 16), whereby God might deny them eternal life, affects them.
The
reason see in ver. 2.
rolg h X. 'I.] i.e. to those in whose case Christ is the
element, in which they are (live and move).
The same in substance, but
different in the form of the conception, is wvev/ia Xpicrov i%e# and Xpccrbg h
gests

it,

it

a defining addition.

—
—

:

vplv in vv. 9, 10.

1

On

On w.
ver.

3,

1-11 see Winzer, Progr. 1828.—
particularly the words ei> 6/uoiw-

<raP Kbs a/xapTio?, see Overbeck in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr. 1869, p. 178 ff.

nan.
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Ver.

2.

1

[Sec,

Note XCII.

with reference to several words and phrases in vv. 2-11,
For the law of the Spirit leading to life delivered me in

p. 346.]

For the right explanation, it is to
view of the connection, receives the definition of its meaning from chap. vii. 23, 25, as
indeed 7j?iev&. answers to the alxua?io)Ti^. in ver. 23. For this very reason
neither the moral law (Wolf) nor the Mosaic law (Pareus, de Dieu, Semler,
Bohme, Ammon, and Reiche) can be meant the latter cannot, for the furand death.

Christ Jesus from the law of sin

be observed

—

(1)

The

vouog

r.

au.

k.

tov &av. necessarily, in

;

Paul could not thus name the Mosaic
It is rather the law in our
vouog here, as Chrysostom has already urged.
members, the power of sin in us, which, according to vii. 24, comp. vii. 10,
ther reason that, after

vii. 7, 12, 16,

same time the power of (eternal) death (/cat tov davaTov), that is
two are one power, and doth genitives are genitives of the subject, so that sin and death are regarded as ruling over the man.
(2) Since
the vouog r. au. k. t. dav. cannot be the Mosaic law, so neither can the con13, is at the

The

meant.

—

r. tvv. T?jg C,ufig be the Christian plan of salvation, like vd/xog tt'igt.
but it must be an inward power in the man by which the law of
It is not, however, the vopog tov voog
sin and death is rendered powerless.
(which had become strengthened through Christ), as, following older exbecause, on the one hand,
positors, Morus, Kollner, and Schrader think
vovg and 7rvevua are specifically different, and if Paul had meant the law of
and, on the other
the vovg, he must have so designated it, as in vii. 23
hand, there would result the utterly paradoxical idea, that the law of reason
(and not the divine principle of the nvevud) makes man morally free. The
rb Trvevua rfjg fam is rather the Holy Spirit, who, working inwardly in the

trasted vdjuog

in

iii.

27,

;

;

Christian (ver.

5),

vquog rov Tzvevuarog

him

eternal life (comp. 2 Cor.

procures

to

rfjg ^cyfjg

is the ethically

On
and

account of ver.

3,

;

it,

but His ruling power).

to be connected neither with

others, including

Tzvevu. (Flatt

Tholuck

6)

;

and

6

Theodoret, Oecumenius, Theophylact,

the nvEvua (not the Spirit Himself, as

Maier, and Th. Schott understand

iii.

regulative government exercised by

rrjg faijg

— h X.

'I.]

(Luther, Beza,

Bohme, Klee, Ewald, and Hofmann), nor with tov
" the sphere, in which the Spirit of life operates"),
:

nor with vouog (Semler, Reiche), nor with 6 v6p. r.
Glockler, Krehl, and others), but with rjlev&epuoe.

nv. r.

£.

(Calvin, Kollner,

So Theodoret, Erasmus,
Melanchthon, Vatablus, and others, including Riickert, Olshausen, de
Wette, Fritzsche, Reithmayr, Maier, Philippi, and Bisping. In Christ, the

Spirit has made us free
for out of Christ this emancipating accould not occur (comp. John viii. 36)
but in the fellowship of life
with Him, in the being and living ill Him (ver. 1), the deliverance which
has taken place has its causal ground. The view which takes it of the objective basis that is laid down in the appearance and work of Christ, is un-

law of the

;

tivity

;

suitable, because the discourse treats of the subjective ethical efficacy of the
Spirit,

which has the

elvai

h

Xpicrrti

1
In w. 2, 3, we have one of the passages
that are decisive in opposition to the affirmative answer which men have often attempted to give to the question, whether

as the necessary correlative.

—

x

rjXevb .'\

the Son of God would have appeared as man,
had man not become sinful. See generally
Julius Miiller, dogm. Abh. pp. 66 ff., 82 f.

CHAP.
For

aorist.

it

is

which resulted from the effusion of the
The progressive sanctification is the further develop-

ment and consequence

An

3.

of this act.

illustration justifying the

h

Xpicrti 'l V cov ijXev&. k.t.X., just

by a description of the powerfully

asserted,
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a historical act,

Spirit in the heart.

Ver.

VIII., 3.

effective actual arrangement,

which God has made for the accomplishment of what

to the law was imposan absolute nominative, prefixing a judgment on the following Karhpive k.t.X. " For the impossible
thing of the
law— God condemned," etc. That is, God condemned sin in the
flesh, which
was a tiling of impossibility on the part of tlw law. See
Kruger, § 57. 10, 12.
Comp. also Heb. viii. 1, and on Luke xxi. 6-; Wisd. xvi. 17
Kiihner, II. lj
It could only be accusative, if we should assume
p. 42.
a general verb (like
sible.

—

to yap advvarov tov v6/xov is

;

kTTolrjae)

out of what follows, which would, however, be an
arbitrary course

opposition to the view of Erasmus, Luther, and others).
y. a6vv. r. v. has rhetorical emphasis, in contrast with the

(in
r.

On the genitive, comp.
our nature could not
of the passage,

h

Epist.

do.

which

it

:

to adbvarov

tt,c

'I.

faerkpac

in ver

2

»

what

<pvaeo>c,

By a harsh hyperbaton Th. Schott takes a sense out
does not bear because the impotence of the law became

weaker through the

still

adDiogn. 9

The prefixing
X.

:

flesh.

Erroneous

is

Hofmann's view

also

"the

:

impotence of the law lay or consisted therein, that it
was weak through the flesh."
The abstract sense of powerlessness, " or incapacity, is not
borne by to advvaTov
at all
but it indicates that which the subject (here the
v6/xoc) is not in a position for, what is impossible to it.
See especially Plat. Hipp. maj.
<

'

;

E

p.

;

comp.

9.

22

;

Xen. Hist.

i.

4.

6

:

hnb tov

Trdleoc

tt/c

Swarm,,

i.e.
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from

what the

city is in a position to tender.
Moreover, since the words taken
independently, with Hofmann, would only contain a
preparatory thought
for what follows, Paul would not have had
asyndetically 6 Qe6c, but must
have proceeded by a marking of the contrast, consequently
with 6 6e Qe6c
;

so that these words, down to kutu Trvev^a
in ver. 4, would still have been in
connection with yap. And even apart from this, the
supplying of the substantive verb would at most only have been
indicated for the reader in the
event of the proposition having been a general one
with karl 2 understood,
and consequently if aodevel, and not rjaMvet, were read.
£ fad. dia r.

—h

capK.] because it

was weak (unable to condemn sin) through the flesh, as is described in chap. vii.
On h $, comp. 1 Cor. iv. 4 John xvi. 30 Winer,
p. 362 [E. T. 387].
It is our causal in that; dia r. cap*, is the cause bringing
;

about the

;

—

through the reacting influence of the flesh, vii. 18 ff.
6 Qebe
has, by the fact that He sent His own Son in the likeness
(see on i. 23) of sinful flesh, and on account
of sin, condemned sin in the flesh,
that is, " God has deposed sin from its rule in the
aap£ (its previous sphere
of power), thereby that He sent His own Son into the world
in a phenomeij<r&kvei

rbv iavToi, k.t.X]

:

God

—

nal existence similar to the sinful corporeo-psychical human
nature."
The
participle iripfas is not an act that preceded the naTenpive
(Hofmann, referring
1

Comp. Dissen, ad. Find. Pyth. iv. 152.
k VGr *' PaUl would have written

m

?
f
intelligibly

'

:

fjv

on

to yap aSvvar. tou von.

^o-#ei/ei

;

^ tov'to)

especially as, according to

Hofmann, Jjp would not be a mere copula,
but would mean situm erat, constitit in.
Marcker,

Hofmann.

p.

25,

nevertheless agrees with

.
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to the supernatural birth)
on the contrary, God has effected the /card/cp^
as in and with the having sent the Son. Respecting this use of the aorist
eavrov] strengthparticiple, comp. on Acts i. 24
Eph. i. 5 Rom. iv. 20.
ens the relation to h dp. a. dp.., and so enhances the extraordinary and enerComp. ver. 32.
getic character of the remedial measure adopted by God.
it

;

—

;

;

We may add, that in the case of eavrov, as in that of izefi^ag (comp. Gal. iv.
and h dp. a. dp. (comp. Phil.
7), the conception of the pre-existence

4)

ii.

and metaphysical Sonship of Christ is to be recognized (in opposition to
Hofmann) so that the previous pop<j>rj Oeov forms the background, although,
in that case, the supernatural generation is by no means a necessary presupposition (comp. on i. 3 f.)
ev opoiupan capitis dpapriag] in the likeness of sinful flesh ; djuapr. is the genitive of quality, as in vi. 6. He might indeed
have come ev pop<j>y Qeov, Phil. ii. 6. But no God so sent His own Son, that
He appeared in a form of existence which resembled the fleshly human nature
affected by sin.
The ev indicates in what material mode of appearance God
caused His sent Son to emerge. He came in flesh (1 John iv. 2), and was
manifested in flesh (1 Tim. iii. 16). Yet He appeared not in sinful flesh*
which is otherwise the bodily phenomenal nature of all men. Moreover, His
appearance was neither merely bodily, without the ipvxv (Zeller), which, on
;

1

—

:

the contrary, necessarily belongs to the idea of the

cdptj

;

nor

docetic

(Krehl

;

comp. Baur's Gesch. d. 3. erst. Jahrh. p. 310), which latter error was already
advanced by Marcion but it consisted of the general bodily material of
humanity, to which, however, in so far as the latter was of sinful quality,
it was not equalized, but
because without that quality only conformed.
Comp. Phil. ii. 7 Heb. ii. 14, iv. 15. The contrast presupposed in the
;

—

—

;

d. Siinde,

comes nevertheless likewise to the conclu-

Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 317.
In which, however, the idea is not conveyed, that, like a sacrifice, He was loaded
with the sin of others (Reiche), which was the
case only in His death, not at His sending.
Holsten, following the precedent of Gennadius in Cramer's Oat. p. 123, has erroneously apprehended the <rdp$ of Christ as having
been really <rdp£ a/u-apnas, and as having thus
had the objective principle of a/iapria,
which in his case, however, neither attained
to subjective consciousness nor to subjective act. See Holsten, z. Ev. d. Paul. u. Petr.

sion that ev op.oioiju.em bears, not a negative,
but an affirmative relation to the <rap£
apapri'a?, although the apapna of the o-apf
of Christ never in His case became conscious

1

I.

See generally, Ernesti, Urspr.

p. 235

ff.;

3

p.

436

ff.;

comp.

also

Hausrath, neut.

Zeitgesch. IT. p. 481 f. But if this was the conception which Paul had, what was the expression ev 6/u.oiuiju.aTi meant for ? In it lies the
very negation of the <rap£ aixapria ?— of the
<rap£ therefore, so far as it had the quality
of sin. What Holsten advances in explanation of this expression is forced and irrelevant, as if it were precisely the reality of
the being affected by sin that is affirmed.
Comp. against this, Sabatier, I'ajwtre Paul,
p. 285.— Overbeck, along with various appropriate remarks in opposition to Holsten,
,

But that the Son of God was
sent in sinful flesh— which, according to
Pfleiderer also (in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr.
1871, p. 523), is assumed to be implied in our
passage as an ethical antinomy— would be
a paradox opposed to the entire New Testament, which Paul could by no means
utter (2 Cor. v. 21) and which, in fact, he
with marked clearness and precision guards
against by saying, not ev <rapicl apupTia?, but
ev opoiwpem o\ op., and that in contrast to
the quality of the o-dp£ of all others, of
which he had just predicated by ev <5 qo-tfeVei
Sia T>js aapicos a power so antagonistic to
7rapa/3a<ris.

;

That paradox would have run ev
X w P t? & e tra-pa^daeoi^. See

God.

:

(rapid fiev apapn'as,

also Zeller in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr. 1870, p.
301 ff., who rightly comes to the conclusion

that the o-apf of Christ was of like nature to
the o-apf apaprtas, in so far as the latter was
a crapf but of unlike nature, in so far as it
was affected by sin.
,

chap,
chosen expression

specially

(Pfleiderer)

is

—to which the mere
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not

the

heavenly spirit-nature of

ev caput, or e v

Christ

opoiupan dv&punov, as in Phil,

—

—

but rather holy unsinfulness.
The foladds to the How of the sending (ev dp., oapn. dpapr.)
The emphasis is accordingly on irepi and for sin, on oxthe Wlierefore.
which is to be left in its generality ; for the following narecount of sin,
Kpive k.t.1. brings out something special, which God has done with reference
ii.

7,

would have corresponded

lowing

k. Trepl

dpapr.

:

—

to the dpapria

by the

fore neither to refer

fact that
irepl

He

dpapr.,

sent Christ

which

affirms

irepl

We

dpapriag.

are there-

by what the sending

of the

Son was occasioned, exclusively to the expiation (Origen, Calvin, Melanchcomp. Baumthon, and many others, including Koppe, Bohme, Usteri
Heb. x.
garten-Crusius), in which case dvaiav (Lev. vii. 37 al. ; Ps. xl. 6
nor, with Theophylact, Castalio, and others, also
6, 18) was supplied
Maier and Bisping, exclusively to the destruction and doing away of sin.
It contains rather the whole category of the relations in which the sending of
Christ was appointed to stand to human sin, which included therefore its
;

;

;

expiation as well as the breaking of

its

power.

The

latter,

however,

is

thereupon brought into prominence, out of that general category, by /careHilgenfeld, in his
Kpive k.t.1. as the element specially coming into view.
Zeitschr. 1871, p. 186 f., erroneously, as regards both the language and the

thought (since Christ was the real atoning sacrifice, iii. 25), makes kcu Ttepl
dpapr., which latter he takes in the sense of sin-offering, also to depend on
mreKpive r. dp.] This condemnation of sin (the latter conceived
ev bpotoipari.
as principle and power) is that which was impossible on the part of the law,

—

owing

to the hindrance of the flesh.

"He

It is erroneous, therefore, to take it

de Dieu, Ecker" He punished sin" (Castalio, Pareus, Carpzov, and others, inmann), and
cluding Koppe, Ruckert, Usteri comp. Olshausen, and Kostlin in the
Impossible to the law was only such
Jahrb.f. Deutsche Theol. 1856, p. 115).
as

:

exhibited sin as worthy of condemnation^ (Erasmus,
:

;

should depose the latter from the sway which it
consequently
He made sin forfeit its dominion.
This de facto judicial condemnation (a sense which, though with different
modifications in the analysis of the idea conveyed by mreKp. is retained by
a

condemnation of

sin, as

had hitherto maintained

:

;

,

Theodoret, Valla, Beza, Piscator, Estius, Bengel,
Reiche, Kollner, Winzer, Fritzsche, Baur, Krehl, de "Wette, Maier, Umbreit,
Ewald, and others) is designated by mreKpive, without our modifying its

Irenaeus, ^Chrysostom,

meaning into interfecit (Grotius, Reiche, Glockler, and others), in
connection with which Fritzsche finds this death of the d/iapria presented
Various exas mors imaginaria, contained in the physical death of Christ.
positors, and even Philippi, mix up the here foreign idea of atonement ("to

verbal

blot out
1

by atoning"

2

)

;

comp.

also

Schmidt,
He, however, takes

See, against this, also Rich.

Paul. Ohrislol. p. 49

ff.

nemf/as likewise (comp. Hofmann) as prior
to the KariKpive, holding that the latter,
which took place through the death of
Christ, had for its immediate object the <ra P f
and sin only as a mediate object. The mean-

Tholuck and Hofmann.

The

expres-

" God has pronounced
and therewith at the
same time on the sin dwelling in it." The destruction of Christ's flesh is thus an act of
universal significance, by which the flesh in
general, and therewith also sinitself, has
been condemned. But the text clearly and
ing, in his view, is

sentence on

t/ie

:

flesh,

—
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sion KarkupLve is purposely chosen in reference to Kardnpifia in ver.

1,

but de-

which consisted in the dominion of the
dpaprta being done away,
its power was lost, and therewith God's sentence
was pronounced upon it, as it were the staff broken over it. Comp. on
John xvi. 11
and see Hofmann's Schriftb. II. 1, p. 355, and Th. Schott,
Yet Hofmann now discovers God's actual condemnation of sin
p. 286.
(" the actual declaration that it is contrary to what is on His part rightful,
that it should have man like a bond-serf under its control ") in the emancipation of those who are under sin by bestowal of the Spirit,
a view by
which what follows is anticipated, and that which is the divine aim of the
notes the actual condemnation,

—

;

—

included in the notion of

KareicpivE is

d/uapria

;

article.

kv

tj)

caput]

belongs to

— Observe further the thrice-repeated

mre/ip.,

not to

ttjv dp,.

and Hofmann), because

(Bengel, Ernesti,

not said tjjv kv
c, and because this more precise definition, to complete the notion of the

Michaelis, Cramer, Rosenmiiller,
t.

it.

the last alone, however, which personifies sin as a power, has the

it is

and unimportant. But God condemned sin
own Son (over whom, withal, sin
could have no power) appeared in the flesh, and indeed Ttepl dpaprtag, sin has
lost its dominion in the substantial human nature (hitherto ruled over by it).
The Lord's appearance in flesh, namely, was at once, even in itself, for sin
the actual loss of its dominion as a principle
and the aim of that appearance, Trepl dftapTiag, which was attained through the death of Christ, brought
upon sin that loss with respect to its totality. Thus, by the two facts, God
has actually deprived it of its power in the human odp%
and this phenomenal nature of man, therefore, has ceased to be its domain.
Hofmann,
without reason, objects that r. dpapr. must in that case have stood before
KaTEKpivE.
The main emphasis, in fact, lies on narEKpivs r. dpapr., to which
then kv r. caput is added, with the further emphasis of a reference to the
causal connection.
Many others take kv r. caput as meaning the body of
Christ ; holding that in this body put to death sin has been put to death at
the same time (Origen, Beza, Grotius, Reiche, Usteri, Olshausen, Maier,
Bisping, and others)
or that the punishment of sin has been accomplished
on His body (Heumann, Michaelis, Koppe, and Flatt). But against this it
object,

would be

in the flesh

for,

:

self-evident

by the

fact that God's

;

;

;

may be

urged, that plainly kv

r.

caput corresponds deliberately to the pre-

Comp.
avrov used along with it.
Baur, neutest. Theol. p. 160f.
Ver. 4. The purpose which God had in this narEKp. r. da. kv r. a. was in
order that (now that the rule of sin which hindered the fulfilment of the law

vious dia

r.

capKog

;

there

must have been

:

has been done away) the rightful requirement of the law might be fulfilled, etc.
to 6ik. r. v6p.ov] Quite simply, as in i. 32, ii. 26 (comp. also on v. 16, and

—

Kruger on Thuc. i. 41. 1) what the law has laid down as its rightful demand. The singular comprehends these collective (moral) claims of right
as a unity. 1 Others, contrary to the signification of the word, have taken
:

expressly assigns, not the flesh, but tV
a/xapTiav, as the immediate object of Kariicpive, so that an impartial exegesis can only
discover in iv t» oapuL, where, i.e. in what

material sphere, the act of the KaTa/cpiVeiv

rr\v

has taken place.
1
Many of the older dogmatic exegetes
(see especially Beza, Calvin, Calovius, and

afiapr.

CHAP.
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understanding thereby sometimes the making rightwhich desires sinlessness (Chrysostom and his
followers, including Theodore of Mopsuestia), sometimes the satisfaction of
comp. on v. 16). Kollner, following Eckermann, makes it
justice (Rothe
u that the utterance of the law, which dethe justifying sentence of the law :
frees from the punishment of sin, but
not
only
and
thus
clares as righteous,
secures also the reward of righteousness, might be fulfilled on us, if we,"

it

as justificatio (Vulg.)

eous as the

aim

of the law,

;

Substantially so

etc.

Ewald ("

= sententia

(doc.

the verdict of the law, since

absolutoria), Fritzsche, Philippi,
it

and

has condemnation only for the sin-

and good promises for the remainder, Deut. xxviii. 1-14"). But against
may be urged, first, that dimiofia r. vo/iov, because the genitive is a
rule-prescribing subject, cannot, without urgent ground from the context,

ners,

this it

be taken otherwise than as demand, rightful claim (comp. also Luke i. 6
secondly, that vv. 3, 4 contain the
Heb. ix. 1, 10 LXX. Num. xxxi. 21)
proof, not for oi)6ev Kara.Kpi.fia in ver. 1, but for ver. 2, and consequently
;

;

;

rjfilv must be the counterpart of the state of bondage under the law
and death (ver. 2) the counterpart, however, not consisting in the
freedom from punishment and the certainty of reward, but in the morally
free condition in which one does what the law demands, being no longer
hampered by the power of sin and death, so that the fulfilment of the
(hKalufia rov vdfiov is the antithesis of the afiapria so strongly emphasized pre-

"wa

.

.

.

—

of sin

viously

thirdly, that role

;

tion (that
7, tu)

yap

.

.

.

not the condition of

nvev/ia is

;

Qeov ovx vKOTaoaerat, obde yap dvvarat

v6/j.oi r.

terpart of rb

fifj

but of the fulfilment of the law

is faith),

SiK. t. vdfiov Trlr/pu&ri

in ver.

3.

and
is

finally,

justifica-

that in ver.

manifestly the coun-

— irfypu&y] as in

Matt.

iii.

15

;

Those commentators who take
SiKaluua as sententia absolutoria take irlqp. as may be accomplished on us (h
fjjuv).
h fjfilv] Not through us, nor yet in us, which is explained as
either
in our life-activity (de Wette), or as referring to the inward fulfilling of the law (Reiche, Klee, and Hofmann), and to the fact that God
but, as shown by the folcomp. Tholuck)
fulfils it in man (Olshausen

Acts xiv. 26

Rom.

;

xiii.

—

8

;

Gal. v. 14,

al.

:

:

:

;

;

lowing

Tolg

.

.

.

irepiirarovoiv K.r.%.

:

on

us, so that

the fulfilling of the law's

and made manifest in the entire walk and converThis by no means conveys the idea of merely outward
sation of Christians.
action (as Hofmann objects), but includes also the inner morality accordant
with the law.
Regarding this use of h, see Bernhardy, p. 211 f. Winer, p.
361 [E. T. 386].
The passive form (not Iva irfypdcouev] is in keeping with
the conception that here the law, and that so far as it must be fulfilled, stands
out in the foreground of the divine purpose. The accomplishment of its

demand

shall be accomplished

1

;

:

moral requirement

and that advvarov

is

supposed to present itself as realized in the Christian,
assumed to be thereby remedied.

in loc.) have explained the demand of
the law, and the mode of its fulfilment,
contrary to the context (since what is here
spoken of is the proper morality of the
Christian as emancipated), in such a way
that the law's demand is to be understood
as well of the punishments which it would

Wolf

—

rov vdfiov of ver. 3 is

require for transgression, as of the perfect
obedience which it desires to have Christ
having fulfilled both by His double obedience in our stead, so that the demand of
;

the law
*

is fulfilled

in us (by imputation),

Comp. Ernesti Ethik d. Ap. P.

p. 69

f.
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capm k.t.1.'] quippe qui ambularemus, etc. These words give neg.
and positively the specific moral character, which is destined to be
found in Christians, so far as the just requirement of the law is fulfilled in
them. The //// is here, on account of the connection with Iva, quite according
In what that fulfilment manifests itself
Baeumlein, Partih. p. 287 f
to rule
role

firj

Kara

atively

.

;

(Hofmann) Paul does not say, but he announces the moral regulative that
He walks acis to deternine the inward and outward life of the subjects.
cording to the flesh, who obeys the sinful lust dwelling in the oap£ (vii. 18)

;

and he walks according
and regulating power

to the Spirit,

who

(ver. 2), of

the Holy Spirit.

To take

other, Gal. v. 16.

follows the guidance, the impelling

The one excludes the

without the article (which, after the nature

Trvev/ia

it did not all need), in a subjective sense, as the pneumatic
nature of the regenerate man, produced by the Holy Spirit (see esp. Harless
on Eph. ii. 22, and van Hengel) as it is here taken, but independently of

of a proper noun,

—

the putting the article, by Bengel, Ruckert, Philippi, and others, following
Chrysostom is erroneous. See on Gal. v. 16. It never means, not even

—

in contrast to oap£,* the "

renewed

the sanctifying divine principle

man

spiritual nature of

and

objectively,

itself,

man"

(Philippi), but

distinct

from the hu-

The appeal to John iii. 6 is erroneous. See on that passage.
Ver. 5. The apostle regards the description just given, rolg fir) Kara, oapua
k.t.X., as too important not to follow it up with a justification corresponding
nvev/ia.

antithetical tenor.
This he bases on the opposite typovelv of the subaccording to their opposite moral quality, so that the emphasis lies,
as the being of the Ego is, so is
not upon bvTEc and typovovotv (Hofmann,
also its mental tendency''' ), but, as shown by the antithesis ol 6e k.t.a., simply

with

its

jects,

'

'

1

on

Kara,

aapaa and

two

ent purport in the

who are according

The

k. Trvevjua.

vovatv is the predicate to

might be

ovteq

be afiirmed of both
cases.

tation in life of the former.

—

— ra

Kara

ol

than

to the flesh)

entirely omitted

parties,

a. bvreq]

ol k. a. irepnr.

and

<j>po-

The

latter is the manifes-

whose thinking and striving are

rrjq a. <j>pov.]

directed to the interests of the flesh (the article

A

;

according to its differwider conception {they

ttjc. a.

makes the aap% objective

so that thus, according to vii. 21 ff., the fulfilsomething independent)
ment of the law is at variance with their efforts. Comp. on <j>pov., Matt. xvi.
1 Mace. x. 20.
Plat. Hep. p. 505 B
Col. iii. 2
23 Phil. iii. 19
as

;

;

Ver.

second

being

second yap.

is explicative

common

xviii. 11

;

;

;

;

A

6.

(namely)

also in

and Ellendt,

The former
;

specified the reason (ver.

5), this

and mutual relation of yap
Comp. xi. 24 see on Matt. vi. 32,
The
Kuhner, II. 2, p. 856.
340

a similar repetition

Greek authors.
Lex. Soph.

I.

p.

;

;

—

namely (comp. vovt; rrjc capnoq in Col. ii. 18), tends to
bring man to (eternal) death (through sin), but the striving of the Holy Spirit
to conduct him to (eternal) life and blessedness (of the Messianic kingdom).
has death as its consequence (Ruckert, de
The explanation the striving

striving of the flesh,

:

.

.

.

1
This would have required the objective
negation, since the negation would attach
to Kai-a o-apjea. In Plut. Lye. 10, 19 (in opposition to Hofmann), the negation stands
along with the participle, and the relation

See
is given in the text.
Hartung, Partikett. II. p. 132.
3 Observe that in ver. 10 the contrast is
not <r<£p£, but <rS>(ia— in opposition to Pflei
dererin Hilgenf eld's Zeitschr. 1871, p. 177.
of dependence

chap.
Wette, and

many
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Viit., 7-9.

others), is right as to fact (comp. vi. 21),

out the personifying, vivid

form

but

fails to

bring

of the representation, which, moreover,

does not permit us to introduce the analytic reflection, that the enmity
against God is the desire of the flesh " of itself" and that it is death " on
That death is God's penal
account of God" (Hofmann, Schriftbew. I. p. 563).
decree,

true

is

but this thought does not belong here, where it is simply
is intended to be conveyed, and

;

the destructive effort of the cap% itself that

that indeed, in accordance with the prevailing concrete

its

captive (Hofmann), since the same predicate

as well as to the

On

irvevfia.

blessedness,

ziprjvn,

in the narrower sense {peace with God),

it

mode

of descrip-

an impulse that makes the

tion, as a conscious effort, a real fypoveiv, not as

<j>p6vTj/na

comp.

Ego

applies to the cap%

ii.

Understood

10.

would yield a hysteronproteron,

which Fritzsche actually assumes.
7. Aion] propterea quod, introduces the reason why the striving of the
can be nothing else than death, and that of the Spirit nothing else than
life and blessedness
for the former is enmity against God, the source of life
comp. Jas. iv. 4. The establishment of the second half of ver. 6 Paul leaves

Ver.

flesh

:

;

out for the present, and only introduces

it

another connection of ideas.

etc

by

tcj y. vdfio) r.

subject (not

0. ovx v7rordaaerai, of

cdp%, as

rj

—The ex&pa

Hofmann

which

subsequently at vv. 10, 11, in
Qeov has its ground assigned

to QpovTjfza

ttjq

cause of this reality based on experience
Svvarai {for it is not even possible for

it).

is

—

oapudc is

still

the

and the inward
afterwards specified by ovde yap

quite arbitrarily supposes)

Svvarai]

;

namely, according to

its

unholy nature, which maintains an antagonistic attitude to the will of God.
This does not exclude the possibility of conversion (comp. Chrysostom),
after which, however, the cap? with its <j>p6vijfia is ethically dead (Gal. v. 24).

Comp.
Ver.

vi.

6

8.

M]

ff.

also Riickert

is

comp.
not put for ovv (Beza, Calvin, Koppe, and others
is the simple fxera/3ariK6v {autem), which, after
;

and Reiche), but

the auxiliary clauses

rti y.

vo^

.

.

.

Svvarai, leads

over to a relation correspond-

ing to the main proposition rb (pp. r. adpK. ex&P a «ff Qeov, and referring to the
The propriety of this connection will at once be
persons in the concrete.
Svvarai be read more rapidly (like a parenthesis).
manifest if rw y. vo/xo)
According to Hofmann, the progress of thought is now supposed to
advance from the condemnation of sin to the freedom from death. But such
a scheme corresponds neither with the preceding, in which sin and death
were grouped together (vv. 2, 6), nor with what follows, where in the first
instance there is no mention of death, and it is only in ver. 10 f. that the
h caput] is in subspecial point is advanced of the raising from the dead.
but the form of the conception is
stance the same as Kara capita in ver. 5
those who are in the flesh as the ethical life-element, in which they subsist,
and which is the opposite of the elvai bv irvevaan in ver. 9, and h XpicrG) in
ver. 1.
Comp. on vii. 5. The one excludes the other, and the former, as
.

.

.

—

:

;

antagonistic to God,

makes the

apkoai

Gew (comp.

1

Thess.

ii.

15, iv. 1)

an

impossibility.

Ver.

9.

readers.

Antithetic {ye on the other hand)

—

elrrep]

To take

this

word

application of ver. 8 to the

as quandoquidem, with

Chrysostom and
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others, including Olshausen, is not

indeed contrary to linguistic usage,

since,

ad Bern, decor, p. 195), einep also is used
in the sense of eireinep (see Kuhner, ad Xen. Anal), vi. 1. 26).
But in the
present instance the context does not afford the smallest ground for this
view on the contrary, the conditional signification if certainly, if otherwise (see Klotz, ad Devar. p. 528
Baeuml. Partik. p. 202), is perfectly
suitable, and with it the following antithetic el de corresponds.
It conveys an indirect incitement to self-examination. We may add that Paul
might also have written elys without changing the sense (in opposition
to Hermann's canon, ad Viger. p. 834).
Gal. iii. 4
See on 2 Cor. v. 3
Eph. iii. 2.
olnel ev v/fcv] That is, has the seat of His presence and activity
like

el

in the sense of

(Dissen,

kirei

:

;

;

;

—

;

The point of the expression is not the constantly abiding (" stabile
domicilium," Fritzsche and others
in that case it would
also Hofmann)

in you.

;

;

have needed a more precise definition (see, on the contrary, the simple ovk
£xu that follows). Respecting the matter itself and the conception, see
1 Cor.

which

John xiv. 23. ' The ev irvevfian,
2 Tim. i. 14
16, vi. 17, 19
not to be taken as "in the spiritual nature" (Philippi), and the irv.

iii.

is

;

;

with a significant more precise definition of irvevfja,
The former is
conditioned by the latter for if the Spirit of God do not dwell in the
man, He cannot be the determining element in which the latter lives. Com" ye in me, and I in you.''' According to Hofmann,
pare the Johannine
Qeov

olitel

ev v fj.lv said

stand towards one another in an essential mutual relation.
;

1

:

the relation consists in the Spirit being on the one hand," "as active

ground^ the absolutely inward, and on the other "as
life," that

which embraces

active

This, however, is a deviation

all living.

life-

ground of

all

from the

which, in accordance with the context,
can only be that Holy Spirit who is given to believers
and the concrete
conception of the apostle receives the stamp of an abstraction.
ctt
el

specific strict sense of the nveviia,

;

rtg

nvevfia Xpiarov k.t.X.]

Antithesis of elnep

.

.

v/jIv,

.

—

rendering very

apparent the necessity of that assumption.

"If,on the other hand, any one
have not the Spirit of Christ, he does not belong to Him, " is not in communion
of life with Christ, is not a true Christian ; for avrov refers to Christ, not to
God (van Hengel).

Moreover,

Christians (comp. 1

John

not the Spirit.

—

it is

not the ?wm-Christians, but the seeming-

who

iv. 13),

are characterized as those

Xpiarov] (comp. Phil.

nvevfja

19

He

Holy Ohost, the Spirit of God.

other than the

i.

is

exalted Christ really communicates Himself to His
Paraclete (John xiv.), so that the Spirit

is

;

1 Pet.

i.

who have
11) is none

so called because the

own

and with the

in

the living principle and the

2
Comp. on
life in them.
Eph. iii. 17 Col. i. 27 Acts xvi. 7.
That this, and not perchance the endowment of Christ with the Spirit
(Fritzsche), is the view here taken, is clearly proved by the following el 6i

organ of the proper presence of Christ and of His
2 Cor.

1

iii.

Comp.

16

;

Gal.

ii.

20, iv. 6

also Ev. Thorn. 10

:

irvev^a. ©eoi)

See passages from
Rabbinic writers on the dwelling of the
Holy Spirit in man, quoted by Schoettgen,
Eisenmenger, entdecktes Judenthum,
p. 527

evoucei ev t<5 waiSiy tou'tw.

;

;

;

I.

;

p. 268.

Bengel " testimonium illustre de sancta
ejusque oeconomia in corde
ndelium."
a

Trinitate

:

;
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kv vulv. Comp. Weiss, Ubl.

the Holy Spirit

by

nv.

Xp

i

arov

is

Theol. p. 346.
The designation of
purposely selected in order to render very

conspicuous the truth of the ova eanv avrov. Kollner wrongly lays down
a distinction between the Spirit of God and the Spirit of Christ; making
the former the highest irvevua, the source and perfection of all nvev/ua, and
the latter the higher God-resembling mind that was manifested in Christ.
But a distinction between them is not required by vv. 10, 11 (see on that

and

passage),
viii.

14-16.

Christ

is

decisively forbidden

is

We cannot

even

the medium, through which

6, compared with Rom.
withUmbreit "the Spirit of

Gal. iv.

man

who compares Luke

with van Hengel,

by

say, therefore,

ix.

:

obtains the Spirit of

55

:

God

;" nor,

"si vero quis Bpiritum, qui

Christi est, cum eo non habet communem," with which Paul would here be
aiming at the (alleged) Judaism of the Romans.
Ver. 10. The contrast to the foregoing. " Whosoever ,has not the Spirit of
Christ, is not His
if, on the other hand, Christ {i.e. Trvev/ua Xpccrov, see on
ver. 9) is in you,' then ye enjoy the following blissful consequences
(1)
Although the body is the prey of death on account of sin, nevertheless the
Spirit is life on account of righteousness, ver. 10.
(2) And even the mortal body shall be revivified by Him who raised up Christ from the dead,
because Christ's Spirit dwelleth in you, ver. 11. Vv. 10 and 11 have been
rightly interpreted as referring to life and death in the proper (physical)
sense by Augustine (de. pecc. merit, et rem. i. 7), Calvin, Bcza, Calovius,
Bengel, Michaelis, Tholuck, Klee, Flatt, Riickert, Reiche, Glockler, Usteri,
Fritzsche, Maier, Weiss I.e. p. 372, and others.
For, first, on account of
the apostle's doctrine regarding the connection between sin and death (v.
12) with which his readers were acquainted, he could not expect his r. aufia
vtKp. Si' d/i. to be understood in any other sense
secondly, the parallel between the raising up of Christ from death, which was in fact bodily death,
and the quickening of the mortal bodies does not permit any other view,
since C,uott. stands without any definition whatever altering or modifying
the proper sense
and lastly, the proper sense is in its bearing quite in harmony with the theme of ver. 2 (which is discussed in vv. 3-11) for the
life of the Spirit unaffected by physical death (ver. 10), and the final reviv;

'

1 1

:

—

—

;

:

:

ification also of the

and

body

the highest consumma-

(ver. 11), just constitute

were the triumph, of the deliverance from the law of sin
and death (ver. 2). These grounds, collectively, tell at the same time

tion,

as it

1

against the divergent explanations

death and

life

that are spoken of

;

:

(1) that in vv. 10, 11

it

so Erasmus, Piscator, Locke,

is

spiritual

Heumann,

Ch. Schmidt, Stolz, Bohme, Benecke, Kollner, Schrader, Stengel, Krehl,

and van Hengel.

(2)

That

11 in the proper sense

;

ver. 10 is to

1
They do not permit, moreover, any such
widening of the idea, as Philippi and Hofmann give to it. The former declares death

to be, like the aStfia itself, spiritual-bodily
as such it is even now the overruling principie, inhabiting soul

and body.

be taken in the spiritual, but ver.
Theodore t, Oecumenius,-

so Origen, Chrysostom,

According

to Hofmann, the body is meant as in that
death-condition which only finds its conclusion in dying, but in virtue of all this there
is already present that, which makes the
body incapable of being a manifestation of
true

life.
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de Wette unites the
Grotius, Koppe, Olshausen, Reithmayr, and others
moral and physical sense in both verses, comp. also Nielsen and Umbreit see
venpov] With this corresponds the dvnrd in ver. 11.
the particulars below.
It conveys, however, the idea " conditioni mortis obnoxium' (Augustine) more
;

;

—

'

1 1

and

forcibly,

so as vividly to realize the certain result

he

dead !

is

—a pro-

which cannot now be altered or avoided. Well is
" magni vi morti adjudicatum deditumque."
it said by Bengel
Our
body is a corpse! Analogous is the eyu tie airkftavov in vii. 10, though in that
passage not used in the sense of physical death comp. Rev. iii. I. 1 The
commentators who do not explain it of physical death are at variance. And
lepsis of the final fate,
:

;

;

how

surprising the diversity

Some take vmp.

!

as a favourable predicate,

embracing the new birth = davaTudev ry dftapria (so with linguistic inaccuracy even on account of 6C dp.. Origen, Chrysostom, Theodoret, Oecumenius,
Theophylact, and with various modifications, also Erasmus, Raphel, Grotius,
Locke, Heumann, Bohme, Baumgarten-Crusius, Reithmayr, and Marcker
comp. van Hengel, "mortui instar ad inertiam redactum"). Others take
it as
miserable by reason of sin (Michaelis, Koppe, Kollner), comp. de
Even in the redeemed there still remains the sinful inclination as
Wette
" morally
source of the death, which expresses its power ;" Krehl as
,

;

:

'

'

:

:

dead ;" Olshausen

"not

:

in the glory of its original destiny ;"

Tholuck

:

but also " including in itself the elements of moral
Since, however, it is the body that is just
life-disturbance and of misery."
spoken of, and since 6c' dpapriav could only bring up the recollection of the
proposition in v. 12, every view, which does not understand it of bodily
in the sense of vii. 10

death,

is

ver. 11

contrary to the context and far-fetched, 2 especially since

— &'

-&v7jrd

in

The ground on account of sin, in
of sin (Kiihner, II. 1, p. 419), which is more precisely known
Death, which has arisen and become general through the en-

corresponds to

consequence

from

f.,

v. 12.

it.

dfiapriav]

:

trance of sin into the world, can be averted in no case, not even in that of

the regenerate man.

Hence, even in his

But how completely different
namely, in contrast to the

is

otifia, is

it

in

case, the body is venpdv

Ms

case

with the

Hofmann

when Christ

man

is

spirit, i.e.

turns the conception, the spirit which

and His

in us

dfiapHav.

To wvevpa,

necessarily not the transcendent (Holsten)

or the Holy Spirit (Chrysostom, Theophylact, Calvin, Grotius,

nor yet, as

6i'

spirit !

righteousness is ours;

and

others)

;

we now have

but simply our hu-

the substratum of the personal self -consciousness, and as

such the principle of the higher cognitive and moral activity of life as
directed towards God, different from the tpvxv, which is to be regarded as
the potentiality of the
vovg (vii. 25),

those

who

and

its

are here

human

natural

life.

subject the moral

spoken of

Ego

is filled

Also en^vxov

Soph. Ant. 1167;
pavr&iov veicpov.
3 Even
though it be explained with
Ewald, referring to vi. 2 ff., " dead on account of sin, in order that the latter should
1

:

seiepov,

^vxapiov

el

faculty of the irvevpa

15

ff.).

with the Holy

correct inference from the presupposition

Epict./r. 176

The
(vii.

el

That the

not again rule."

the

Spirit, is in itself a

Xpiarbg ev vplv, but

peecati principio

is

spirit of

is

not im-

Comp. van Hengel: "ne
But how gratui-

serviaV

tously is this negative sense imported into
the positive expression
!

CHAP.

VIII., 11.
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plied in the word to

irvev/xa, as if this meant (Theodoret and de Wette) the
pervaded by the Divine Spirit, the pneumatic essence of the
regenerate man.
That is never the case comp. on ver. 16.
fat}] i.e. life
is his essential element
stronger than fjj, the reading of F. G. Vulg. and

human

spirit

—

;

;

mss. of the

Comp.

It.

With

vii. 7.

respect to the spirit of the true Chris-

can be no mention of death (which would of necessitycomp. John xi. 26. He is eternally alive, and that dm

tian, therefore, there

be eternal death)
dacaioavvTjv, on account of righteousness; for the eternal far) is based on the
justification the* has taken place for Christ's sake and is appropriated by
faith.
RUckert, Reiche, Fritzsche, Philippi (comp. also Hofmann), following the majority of ancient expositors, have properly taken diKaioavvrjv
;

thus in the Fanline-dogmatic sense, seeing that the moral righteousness of life
(Erasmus, Grotius, Tholuck, de Wette, Klee, and Maier) because never
perfect (1 Cor. iv. 4
Phil. iii. 9, al.), can never be ground of the far).
If,
however, did diKaioavvrjv be rendered for the sake of righteousness, " in order
;

:

may

continue and rule" (Ewald, comp. van Hengel), it
would yield no contrast answering to the correct interpretation of veupbv dC
d/i.
It is moreover to be noted, that as <V dfiapr. does not refer to one's
own individual sin (on the contrary, see on efi £ tt&vtec ijfxapTov, v. 12), so
that the latter

own

neither does did dimioavv/jv refer to one's

mode

the fact that, and the

righteousness.

— Observe,

may be lost
according to our passage, namely, if Christ is not in us, a condition, by
which the moral nature of the diKaioavvrj is laid down and security is guardfurther,

in which, the dwaioovvri

—

ed against.
Ver. 11. According to ver. 10, there was

still left one power of death,
Paul now disposes of this also, and hence takes up
again, not indeed what had just been inferred (Hofmann, in accordance
with his view of to irvevp,a, ver. 10), but the idea conditioning it, el de X. ev
not, however, in this form, but, as required by the tenor of what he
vu.

that over the body.

;

intends to couple with

in the

it,

form

:

el

de r. nv. tov eyeip. 'I. en veicp. olnel

In substance the two are identical, since the indwelling of the
Divine Spirit in us is the spiritual indwelling of Christ Himself in us. See
on ver. 9. The de, therefore, simply carries on the argument, namely, from
the spirit which is far) (ver. 10), to the quickening that is certain even in
ev vplv.

—

the case of the mortal body (for observe the position of the
apostle's inference is

Him

that raised

bodies, as

case of Christ."

;

Acts

up Jesus

i.

The

;

who dwelleth in you is the Spirit of
consequently God will also, with respect to your
of His Spirit, do the same as He has done in the

self-evident presupposition in this inference

God dwelt
2

;

John

The

nai).

" The Spirit

dwelling-places

the Spirit of
18

:

is,

in Jesus during His earthly career (Luke iv.

iii.

34,

xx.

22).

—

faoiroir)<rei]

Not

eyepel,

1,

that
14,

but the

correlate of far] ver. 10 (comp. ver. 6), and counterpart of veupdv and dvrjTa, is
purposely selected. Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 22.
tivrfTa] What he had previ-

—

by

he here describes according to the
reality of the present by tivr/Ta.
Observe, moreover, that Paul leaves out of
view the fate of those still living at the Parousia. Their change is not included
in the expression faoiroit)oei (Hofmann), a view which neither the sense of
ously expressed proleptically

ve'updv,

—
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the

word (comp.

iv.

17

1

;

Cor. xv. 22, 36

the correlation with eyeipag permits.
faith

was

it

self-evident

But

1 Pet.

;

iii.

18

;

John

v. 21)

from the analogy of what

is

here said to them with

reference to the case of their being already dead at the Parousia
xv. 51

and

2 Cor. v. 2-4

;

tov Xpiardv

;

Thess.

1

iv.

15-17.

Bengel rightly remarks

ad nos /"

Ghristi refertur

:

nor

to the readers' consciousness of

— On

;

the interchange of

1

Cor.

'Itjoovv

" Appellatio Jesu spectat ad ipsum ;

for Jesus as Christ

is

destined to be the archetype

—

for believers even in an eschatological respect.

did. to evoikovv k.t.A.] on
Observe the emphatic prefixing
could God, the Raiser up of Christ, who

account of His Spirit that dwelleth in you.

of the avrov relating to God.

was the possessor

How

of His Spirit, leave the bodies of believers,

dwelling-places of the same Spirit, without quickening
acteristic hocKovv (previously it
tion.

—Kollner's explanation

was only

may

oket) is a

climax to the representa-

serve to exemplify the conception of our

passage in an ethical sense (Erasmus, Calvin, and

He who

which are the
The more char-

?

many

others)

:

"So

will

up Jesus from the dead bring to life also your bodies that
are still subject to death (sin and misery), that is, ennoble also your sensuous
nature and so perfect you entirely.''' But even apart from this arbitrary interpretation given to the simple Bwra (which ought rather with van Hengel to
raised

1

" quamquam mortalia ideoque minoris numeri sunt"), how
and verbose would be the whole mode of expressing the simple

be interpreted
diffuse

thought

How

!

the divine

:

work

utterly out of place this dualism of the representation, as if

of the moral revivification of the

body were something inde-

pendent, alongside of and subsequent to that of the spirit
See, moreover,
generally on ver. 10, and the appropriate remarks of Reiche, Commentar
!

crit. I. p.

senses

62

—the

coming

ff.
Lastly, according to de Wette's combination of the two
moral and the physical the thought is
"This death-over-

Spirit of

—

God

shall destroy

:

more and more the principle of

sin

and

death in your bodies, and instead of it introduce the principle of the lifebringing Spirit into your whole personality, even into the body itself,"
a thought which opens up the prospect of the future resurrection or change
of the body.
But the resurrection will be participated in by all believers
at once,

independently of the development noticed in our passage, by which
would have first to be made ripe for it and even the change of

their bodies

;

the living at the Parousia

according to

ff., not a process
developed from within outwardly, but a result produced in a twinkling
from without (at the sound of the last trumpet), a result, which cannot be
the final consequence of the gradual inward destruction of the principle of

is,

1

Cor. xv. 51

—

and death, because in that case all could not participate in it simultanewhich nevertheless is the case, according to 1 Cor. xv. 51. Notwithstanding, this view, which combines the spiritual and bodily process of
glorification, has been again brought forward by Philippi, according to
whom what is here meant is the progressive merging of death into life, which
can only be accomplished by the progressive merging of sin into the righteoussin

ously,

*

1
If it be attempted to apply this view to
the different subjects concerned, the absurdity is encountered, that it is incapable

of application to all those to whom no
time is afforded between their conversion
and their death, or between their conver-

chap,

viii., 12, 13.

ness of life, and of the o&pa into the Kvtvua
(?).
the resurrection of the body is rightly retained

mann,
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The simple explanation of
by Tholuck, Umbreit, Hof-

Weiss, and others
whilst Ewald contents himself with the
indeterminate double sense of eternal life beginning in the mortal
body.
Vv. 12-17. Accordingly we are hound not to live carnally,
for that brings
death; whereas the government of the Spirit, on the other
;

hand, brings

cause we, as moved by the Spirit, are children
of God,

and

life, be-

as such are sure of

the future glory.

Ver. 12. 'Apa ovv] Draws the inference not merely from
ver. 11, but from
the contents closely in substance bound up together of vv.
" Since
10, 11.
these blissful consequences are conditioned by the
Spirit that dwelleth in
us, we are not bound to give service to the
That has not deserved
flesh."
well of us !—ov ry aaP Ki
tfv] In the lively progress of his

argument,
Paul leaves the counterpart, aXAa rf rcvetyan, rov Kara irvevpa
tfv, without
direct expression
but it results self- evidently for every reader from ver.
13.
[See Note XCIII. p. 348. ]
rov k. g. tfv] in order to live carnally.
This would
be the aim of our relation of debt to the flesh, if such a relation
.

;

.

.

—

existed

we should have
it

belongs to

;

mode of life for our task. Fritzsche thinks that
" Sumus debitores non carni obligati, nempe debitores

the carnal

6$.

:

vitae ex carnis cupiditatibus instituendae ;" so also Winer,
p. 306 [E. T.
But in Gal. v. 3 Paul couples it with the simple infinitive as in
326].
Soph. Aj. 587, Eur, Hhes. 965.
Since he here says rov <;?]v that telle view is
;

all the more to be preferred, by which the
contents of the obligation (so
Hofmann) is brought out as its destination for us. The idea conveyed
by

Mng alive

Kara oapua £rjv is that of

(contrast to dying) according

to the

rule

and standard of oap%, so that oap% is the regulative principle. The
more precise and definite idea
carnal Miss (Hofmann), is not expressed.
We should
:

note, moreover,

out

it

rf,

aaP Ki with the article (personified),

and Kara cdpm with-

(qualitative), ver. 5.

Ver. 13. Reason for ver. 12— " for so ye would attain the
opposite of your
destination, as specified in vv. 10, 11."
The fiiUeiv (comp. iv. 24) indicates
the u certum et constitutum esse secundum vim (divini)fati."
Ellendt Lex.
Soph. II. p. 72.
anodvijoKeiv] The opposite of the
in ver. 10 f.
consequently used of the being transferred into the state of eternal
death and
then C#<7£<7#e in the sense of eternal life (see ver. 17). Comp.
24,'
vii.

—

^

;

;

10,

G,

10.

viii.

This dying does not exclude the resurrection of the body (Rtickert),

but points to the unblissful existence in Hades before (Luke xvi.
23) and
after (comp. Matt. x. 28) the judgment.
If it were true that Paul did not
bdieve in a resurrection for unbelievers, he would stand in direct antagonism to John v. 28 f.
Acts xxiv. 15 Matt. v. 29 1, x. 28 and even 1
Cor. xv. 24 (see on that passage).
Here also Philippi combines bodily, spir;

;

;

itual, and eternal death
but see above, on Rom. v. 12. And here it may
be specially urged against this view, that the dying and living are assigned
;

purely to the region of the future.
sion ancl the Parousia, for the development of the alleged spiritual-bodily process
of glorification. This exposition, therefore,

Oecumenius aptly says
yields

:

rbv

aMvarov

an idea which would even a priori,
which Paul would have

in the generality in

expressed

it,

lack truth.
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— nvevuan]

by means of the Holy Spirit, comp. vv. 4,
suband the following irvev/xarc Qeov consequently here also not
rac
of mind' ).
(Philippi and others: "pneumatic condition

h

Uvarov

ry yehvy.

i.e.

;

5, 6, 9,

—

1

jective

on Col. iii. 9 Luke
(tricJcs,
jrpdfeif rov o6fi.] The practices
the vofxoc h rolg
with
accordance
(in
body
the
which
;>
Actsxix. 18
xxiii. 51
dead (davarovre), when
make
we
These
out.
carry
to
desires
vii.
23)
ueteoi,
conquers the lusts that
the Ego, following the drawing of the Holy Spirit,
and are reduced
realization,
to
come
not
do
they
that
so
form their basis
Paul has
others)
2S>/ia is not used here for oapg (Reiche and
to nothing.
in Tub.
(Stirm
language
of
use
own
his
not become inconsistent with
itself indifferent) oo/ia as
(in
the
regarded
has
but
11),
Zeitschr. 1834, 3, p.
of the body,
the executive organ of the sin, which, dwelling in the oapij
machinations, see

;

;

;

;

and makes it the ou/xa dfiapriag (vi. 6), if the Spirit does
term Trpd^ecg, further
not obtain the control and make it His organ. The
to express the
selected
purposely
is
epya),
(not
used by Paul only in Col. iii. 9
calls in quesground
any
without
("
acts'
Hofmann
)
which
conception,
evil

rules over the body,

1

It is frequently

tion.

used thus by Greek authors, as also

npdyfiara.

—The

protases living and
alternating antithesis is aptly chosen, so that in the two
constrasted with one
putting to death, in the apodoses death and life, stand
another.

" For then ye belong, as led
Ver. 14. Reason assigned for the tfoeo&e.
Messianic kingby God, to the children of God (for whom the life of the
dijlovovv
Mopsuestia
of
Theodore
7)."
iv.
dom is destined, ver. 17 Gal.
:

;

pampiav

bri ol roiovrot ttjv

far/v Trapd rib

determined in the activity
2 Tim. iii. 6.
Gal. v. 18

eavruv warpi tfoovrai.

of their inward and outward
a

The expression

;

is

—

ayovrcu]

life.

i.e.

Comp.

ii.

are

4

;

passive (hence the dative),

ver. 13
though without prejudice to the freedom of the human will, as
trahit
repugnare
possit
non
"
voluntas
Non est enim coactio, ut
proves.
elevates the
Paul
Thus
Oeov]
viol
Melanchthon.
trahit,"
sedvolentem
Deus,
is realhallowed theocratic conception, ix. 5, to the purely moral idea, which
granted
is
(which
Spirit
Divine
the
led
by
are
who
ized in the case of those
:

—

who believe in Christ, Gal. iii. 26). The ovroi is therefore not
has
unemphatic (Hofmann)— which would make it quite superfluous—but

only to those

Gal. iii. 7).
an excluding and contrasting force (these and no others, comp.
see
Next to it viol has the stress (hence its position immediately after ovroi,
ver.
see
dovloi,
to
contrast
in
as
already
conceived
the critical remarks), being
The viol Qeov are those who have been justified by faith, thereby law15.
with a reconciled
fully received by Him into the fellowship of children
them (comp. Gal.
unto
given
Spirit
Holy
the
by
governed
Father (ver. 15),
(ver. 29).
exalted to the dignity of the relation of brethren to Christ
the relaof
view
a
For
inheritance).
and sure of the eternal glory (of the
the Synoptics,
and
John,
Paul,
in
aspects
various
its
under
question
in
tion

iv. 6),

see on

Dem

»

8.

John

3,

126. 22

v. 96. 4

;

12.

i.

Polyb.

;

and

ii.

7, 8,

ii.

9.

2, iv.

Sturz, Lex. Xen. III. p.

646.
3

Soph. Ant. 620

:

oto>

Qpevas #ebs

a-yei,

Oed.

C. 254 (Reisig,

p. 94

™

v-

E

:

«J

Enarr.

V ea£ai

p.

LXI.)

™6 ™v toO

;

Plat. Phaed.

a^aros nadr,^

—
CHAP.
Ver.

15

For ye

assigns the

when

received not,

of bondage, that

is,

VIII., 15.
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ground for ver. 14 in application to the readers.
the Holy Spirit was communicated to you, a spirit

a spirit such as

is the

regulating power in the state oj

1

This view of the genitive (Fritzsche, de Wette, Philippi)
required by the contrast
because the vlodecia, when the Spirit is given,
slavery.

;

is
is

already present, having entered, namely, through faith and justification
(Gal. iv. 6).
Hence it cannot, with others (Kollner, Riickert, Baumgarten-

Hofmann, Reithmayr, following Theodore of Mopsuestia and
be taken as the genitive of the effect (who works bondage). This
also holds against Lipsius, Rechtfertigungslehre, p. 170.
ird?uv elg ^6[iov]
Crusius,

others),

—

again

to

fear, conveys the

aim of the (denied)

eld},

as its very position shows, gives a qualification,
<p6(5.

"in order that ye should once more

:

wrath) be afraid."
is

Plat. Legg. xi.

in

—

Tzvevfia

the ruling principle,

loc.

bibl.

;

p.

Hermann,

929

;

so that nafav,

tiovl.,

not of

but of elc
under the law working
kldfi.,

vlo&ec]

rio&eola

C

(as

ttv.

Arr.

is

i.e. a spirit which, in the state
of adoption,
the proper term for adoption (&£a$at vl6v,

An.

i.

23. 11)

Privatalterth. § 64. 15

;

see Grotius

comp. on Gal.

and Fritzsche'

also Weiss,
Therefore not sonship in general (the Patristic vlorrjc),
the view of the majority
it is rightly rendered in the Vulgate
;

iv. 5

;

Theol. p. 340.

as is

;

" adoptionisfliorumf
birth,

but as those

who

:

does not represent believers as children of God by
by God's grace (Eph. i. 5-8) have been assumed into

it

the place of children,

adopted

receive

the Spirit

and as brethren of Christ (ver. 29). Those thus
the Spirit from God, but are not begotten to sonship through

(Hofmann);

—

comp.

Weiss, I.e.
The repetition of eU(3ere
Comp. on 1 Cor. ii. 7 Phil. iv. 17.
kv 6]
in whom, as in the element that moves our inner life.
Comp. on 1 Cor.
xii. 3
Eph. ii. 18.
icpa£o/iev] we cry, the outburst of fervid emotion in
prayer.
Comp. on Gal. iv. 6. The transition to thefrst person takes place
without special intention, under the involuntary pressure of the sense of
fellowship.
'A/?/3a] See on Mark xiv. 36, and Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. p. 20.
From the three passages, Mark, I.e., Gal. iv. 6, and our present one, it may
be assumed that the address K|K was transferred from the Jewish into the
Christian prayers, and in the latter received the consecration of special
sanctity through Christ Himself, who as Son thus addressed the Father.
This 'A/3/?a gradually assumed the nature of a proper name; and thus it
came that the Greek-praying Christians retained the Chaldee word in a
vocative sense as a proper name, and further, in the fervour of the feeling
of sonship, added along with it the specifically Christian address to the

has a certain solemnity.

iTvevfia

—

;

;

—

Father, using the appellative 6 naryp

1

nVeO/Aa Sov\. is therefore

Spirit received is not.

what the Holy
Comp. 2 Tim. i. 7.

Altogether contrary to the context, Grotius,
Michaelis, and others understand
affectvs servilis, taking it consequently not
of the objective spirit, but subjectively ; as do
also Reiche, Baumgarten-Crusius, and de
Wette, with whom Philippi agrees " a dis:

in.

the appositional nominative (Kuhner,

mind such as one has in slavery
(childhood)."
Vv. 14, 16 ought to have
precluded such a view. Chrysostom, Theodoret, and others understood it directly
of to ypdp.p.a rov vo/xov «s napd rov Trvevp.a.Tos

position of

p.ev

ndWov app.6£ov, TheophComp. Oecumenius toj/ TrvcvMariKor

Sodev, SouAov? 5«

ylact.

<Ho-i v6p.ov.

:
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1
so that the u Abba, Father," now became fixed.
It has been
42)
frequently supposed (and is still by Ruckert, Reiche, and Kollner) that

II. 1, p.

;

Paul added 6 Ttaryp by way of explanation. But against this view it may be
urged, that in passages so full of feeling as Rom. viii. 15 and Gal. iv. 6, an

—

and that too of a word which, considering the familiarity
with Jewish modes of expression in the churches of Rome and Galatia,
undoubtedly needed no explanation, and was certainly well known also
through the evangelistic tradition as the form of address in prayer that
had flowed from the mouth of Jesus seems unnatural and out of place.
Besides, in all three instances, in Mark 2 and Paul, uniformly the mere 'A/3/?d
6 Tzarrjp is given without any formula of interpretation (rovf sari or the like)
being added. Other views destitute, however, of all proof are that the
custom which insinuating children have of repeating the father's name is
here imitated (Chrysostom, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret, and Grotius)
or that the emphasis affectus (Erasmus) is here expressed (either view
would be possible only in the event of the passage standing as 'A(3j3a,
'A(1j3a)
or even that it is meant to signify the Fatherhood of God for Jew*
and Gentiles (Augustine, Anselm, Calvin, Estius, and others). With our
interpretation

—

—

—

:

;

;

view Philippi

who

Gal. iv.
Isa.

6 Tcarrjp as

— The

6.

lxiii.

16

Against the objections of Fritzsche,
an explanatory addition grown into a habit, see on

substantially agreed.

is

regards

;

fulfilment of its

God

Fatlier-name of

Hos.

xi. 1

;

Jer.

meaning in the

New

Old Covenant (Ex. xx. 2

in the

19, xxxi.

iii.

only received the

9)

Covenant through the

;

loftiest

accom-

vio&eaia

plished in Christ. 3
Ver. 16.
'A/?/3d b

it.

priately

More

— avrb

h u upaC,.
(Hofmann, inappro-

precise information respecting the preceding
to -vevfia K.r./L]

comparing

21 and

ver.

means

casus rectus always

ipse,

1

Not He,
Thess.

the Spirit

iii.

11)

;

but, since avroc in the

the context supplying the more special

ice

are children

own part, the
own testimony tlmt
of God with the same testimony borne by our spirit, which

(1

Cor.

is

reference of the sense
(received) Spirit

and

its

15,

ix.

1 1)

ii.

as

with our spirit ;

is,

He

Himself, on His

unites His

the seat of our self -consciousness.

reference to
1,

ipse spiritus, that

:

testifies

r.

ttv.

Tjp,.

the Vulgate,

— In

av/i/iapr.

the

aw

more than in ii.
and Fathers, also Koppe,

are not to be neglected, any

Luther,

Grotius,

Ruckert, Reiche, Kollner, de Wette, and others have done. Paul distinguishes from the subjective self -consciousness
i" am the child of God,
the therewith accordant testimony of the objective Holy Spirit
thou art
:

:

the child of
that

we

cry

God

The latter is the yea to
the Abba h rw irvevfiari.
Our
!

the former

;

and thus

it

comes

older theologians (see especially

Calovius) have rightly used our passage as a proof of the certitudo gratiae in
opposition to the Catholic Church with its mere conjectura moralis.
Comp.

1

It

was owing simply

to the provincial

dialect of Palestine that fcOX and not DX
was used. Alberti, Tholuck, and Olshausen

think

it

due to the former having a more
Other precarious
be seen in Wolf, Cur.; Light-

childlike (lisping) sound.

views

may

foot, Hor. p. 654

f.

In Mark xiv. 36 the expression is put
into the mouth of Jesus from a later age.
See in loc.
2

3

test.

Comp. Umbreit,
T7ieol. II. p. 98.

p.

287

f.

;

Schultz,

alt-

chap, vin.,
Eph.

i.

13, iv.

30

1

;

John

iii.
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17.

At the same

24, iv. 13.

time,

it is

also a

clear dictum probans against all pantheistic confusion of the divine

and the
human spirit and consciousness, and no less against the assertion that Paul
ascribes to man not a human irvev/ua, but only the divine nvev/Lia become subjective (Baur,

Holsten).

feld's Zeitschr.

Against this view, see also Pfleiderer, in Hilgenf., who nevertheless, at p. 177 f., from our

1871, p. 162

passage and chap.

viii.

generally, attributes to the apostle the doctrine that

in the Christian the real divine nvevfia has

and

become the proper human

one,

comp. on ver. 26. Against the Fanatics Melanchthon truly
observes, that the working of the Spirit in the believer begins
praelucente
voce evangelii."
rmva] The term children, expressive of greater tendervice versa ;

'

'

—

by the increasing fervour of the discourse.
Comp
The aspect of the legal relation (of the vlo&eoia) at the same time
Comp. Phil. ii. 15.
recedes into the background.
ness,

1

called forth

ver. 21.

Ver. 17.

From

the truth of the

filial

now

relation to God, Paul

over by the continuative 6e to the sure blissful consequence of

passes

—and that
— From our

it,

indeed in organic reference to the tyaeo&e promised in ver. 13.
<$i&7ship follows necessarily our heirship.
Comp. Gal. iv. 7. Both are to
be left perfectly general, without supplying Qeov, since it is only what fol-

lows that furnishes the concrete, more precise definition, in which here the
general relation

is realized.

—

Kkripovoixot

Qeov]

The

inheritance,

which God

once on a time transfers to His children as their property, is the salvation
and glory of tlte Messianic kingdom. Comp. iv. 14. God is, of course, in

but as the living bestower of His
However, the conclusion (ver. 17)
forbids us to disregard the idea of inheritance, and to find only that of the
receiving possession represented (in opposition to van Hengel).
ovynlnp. tie
Xpiarov] Not something greater than Kknpov. Qeov, on the contrary in substance the same, but specifically characterized from the standpoint of our fellowship with Christ, whose co-heirs we must be as Kknpov. Qeov, since, having
entered into sonship through the vlo&eo-la, we have become Christ's brethren
(ver. 29).
Moreover, that Paul has here in view, not the analogy of the
Hebrew law of inheritance that conferred a man's intestate heritage only on
sons of his body, if there were such, but that of the Roman law (Fritzsche,
Tholuck, van Hengel see more particularly on Gal. iv. 7), is the historically necessary supposition, which can least of all seem foreign or inappropriate in an epistle to tne Romans.
cvuiraax-] [See Note XCIV. p. 349.]
Whosoever, for the sake of the gospel, submits to suffering (Matt. x. 38, xvi.
24), suffers with Christ; i.e. he has actual share in the suffering endured by
Christ (1 Pet. iv. 13), drinks the same cup that He drank (Matt. xx. 22 f.).
Comp. on 2 Cor. i. 5 Phil. iii. 10 Col. i. 24. This fellowship of sufferthis case conceived not as a dying testator,

goods on His children (Luke xv.

12).

—

;

—

;

;

Hofmann incorrectly imports the idea
that vios emphasizes the connection of life,
and Tc'/ci/ov the descent; hence Christ is not
1

called reKvov, but only

v£6?.

This view

is

demolished by the fact that, precisely in
virtue of His descent as the ^ovoyei/rjs and
TrpcoroTOKos, Christ is the v£6s.
He is not

called t£kvov, simply because uio?

was the

the
Messiah consecrated by ancient usage. In
fact, the LXX. render promiscuously |3 as
well as lb\ (which Hofmann compares)

prophetic

and

sometimes by

historical designation of

wios

and sometimes by t«vov.

\

p
;
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;ing Paul regards as that

ment

which must be presupposed

of glory, of participation in the 66%a of Christ

in order to the attain-

(elirep,

as in ver. 9)

not

;

indeed as meritum, or pretium vitae aeternae, but as obedientia propter ordinem a Deo sancitum, Melanchthon. Comp. 2 Tim. ii. 11 f. This conviction
developed itself, especially under the external influence of the circumstances
of an age fruitful in persecution, just as necessarily and truly out of the in-

ward assurance that

in the case of Jesus Himself His suffering, willed by
God, and undertaken and borne in obedience to the Father, was the condition of His glory (Luke xxiv. 26
Phil. ii. 6 ff., al.), as it in its turn became
;

a rich spring of the enthusiasm for martyrdom.

Olshausen (comp. also Phimixes up an element which is here foreign
participation in the conflict with sin in themselves and in the world."
Even without introducing
this element foreign to the word itself, the avfindax^v, as the presupposition
involved in the joint-heirship, has its universal applicability, based not
'

lippi)

:

'

merely on the general participation of all in the suffering of this time, but
especially also on the relation of the children of God to the ungodly world
(comp. John vii. 7, xv. 18 f., xvii. 14).
Iva ml owdo£.] in order to oe also

—

glorified with

Him ; dependent

the divine final aim of which,

not on

known

(Tholuck), but on av/nrdax,

ovyKkrjp.

to the sufferer,

it

subjoins.

,

—

Vv. 18-31. 2 Grounds of encouragement for the ovinzdaxuv Iva k. ovvdot-.
Namely, (1) The future glory shall far outweigh the present sufferings, vv.
18-25.

—

(2)

The Holy Ghost supports

things must serve for good to those

us, vv. 26, 27.

who

—

(3) Generally, all

love God, vv. 28-31.

[See Note,

on the connection of thought in vv. 18-25, XCV. p. 349.]
Ver. 18. [See, on several words and phrases in vv. 18-25, Note XCVI.
350.] Koyi^ofiai]

we

singular

found

I

reckon, as in

iii.

28

;

2 Cor.

xi.

5

Phil.

;

iii.

p.

In the

13.

are not to discover a turn given to the argument, as if the apos-

necessary to justify himself on account of the condition elite
(Hofmann). Just as little here as in the case of Keireionai in ver.
38.
He simply delivers his judgment, which, however, he might have expressed with equal propriety in a form inclusive of others, as subsequently
he has written olda/uev (ver. 22). Such changing of the person is accidental
tle

it

cvfiTzdax-

and without any
loy%., or

certain

Tioyi^ofiai

litotes,

special design, especially as here

he does not say

eya>

yap avrbc eyu, or otherwise give himself prominence.

however,

lies

yap

A

(not indeed in the singular, but) in the use of

—

loyi^ofiai itself, which really contains an olda and a ireTreiojuai.
ovk a£ia] not
of equal importance, not of corresponding weight ; they are unimportant. On
TrpSg, in comparison with, in relation to, comp. Plat. Oorg. p. 471 E
obdevbc
:

a^idg

On
1

ken npbc

ova a!-i6v

rrjv

eon

alijdeiav,

itself,

Protag. p. 356

A

;

however, in the sense

Here also set forth by Hofmann under

the aspect of treatment encountered by Him
at the hands of the enemies of the work of
salvation.
2
See, on the section about the groaning
of the creature, Koster, in Stud. u. Krit. 1862,
p. 755 ff. ; M. Schenkel, von d. Seu'zen der
Creatur (Schulprogr. Plauen), 1862; Prom-

mann,
p. 25

:

Winer,

378 [E. T. 405].
non operae pretium est, see
p.

in the Jahrb.f. Deutsche Theol. 1863,

ff.

;

Zahn, in

the same, 1865, p.

511

ff.

Graf, in Heidenheim's Vierteljahrsschr. 1867,
3 Engelhardt, in the Luther. Zeitschr. 1871,
;

p. 48

ff.

(against Froramann)

Engelhardt, see

Prommann

Zeitschrift, 1872, p. 33

ff.

;

and against
in the

^me

CHAP.
Kiihner, ad Xen. Andb.

—

vi. 5. 13.

On

*
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Till., 19.

the subject-matter, see especially 2

[See Note XCVII.
of the present time-period.
p. 351.] The vvv mip6c marks off from the whole aluv ovto$ (see on Matt. xii.
32) the period then current, which was to end with the approaching Parousia
Cor. iv. 17.

rov vvv icaipov]

(assumed as near in

xiii. 11, 12, 1

Thess.

iv. 17, 1

N. T.), and was thus the time of the

entire

on

crisis.

Cor.

—

vii. 29,

and

in the

fikXk. 56%. anon.] fiellov-

with emphasis, correlative
Plat. Rep. p. 572 B
nal
Tvavv doKovatv fjfi&v evioig fierpioiq elvai.
See Stallbaum in loc.
aironah.] Namely, at the Parousia, when the Sot-a which is now hidden (in heaven, comp.
Col. iii. 3 f
1 Pet. i. 4) is to be revealed.
elc vfidg] on us, so that we are
those, upon whom (reaching unto them) the anonaTivtyLQ takes place.
Comp.
Acts xxviii. 6. The 66%a comes to us, therefore, from without (with Christ
cav (see

ver. 13)

is,

with the foregoing

.

as in Gal.

iii.

Comp.

vvv.

23, prefixed

22

1 Cor. xii.

;

:

—

—

;

descending from heaven comp. Col. iii. 4 Phil. iii. 21 Tit. ii. 13) but
not conceived as having already begun inwardly and then becoming ap;

;

;

;

is

parent outwardly (in opposition to Lipsius, Rechtfert. p. 206).
Ver. 19. Tap] introduces, from the waiting of the creation (to whose

groaning that of Christians thereupon joins itself in ver. 23) for this glorious consummation, a peculiar confirmation, couched in a poetic strain, of
the fact that the aTzonalvTpiq rrjq 66%ng is really impending ; and thus lends
support to the comforting certainty of that future manifestation, that
the element involved in the emphatically prefixed nkXkovoav

;

is,

to

comp. CaloFrom Origen

de Wette, Krehl, Reithmayr, and Bisping.
and Chrysostom down to Hofmann, there has usually been discovered here
But this is neither cona ground assigned for the greatness of the glory.
sistent with the emphatic prominence of p.iXkovaav, nor with the subsequent
ground itself, which proves nothing as to the greatness of the 66£a, but
stands to the indubitdbleness of the latter, otherwise firmly established and
vius, Fritzsche,

2
Least of
presupposed, in the relation of a sympathetic testimony of nature.
all can yap introduce a ground of the apostle's belief for his own loyi&nai

k.t.1.

According to Philippi, what

(van Hengel).

to be established

is

is,

not already present, but only future, which, however, even
taking into account human impatience, was quite self-evident. For the
nearness of the 66%a (Reiche), just as before it was not expressly announced
that the 66%a

is

no proof, since the element of

in the simple /liXlovaav, the sequel affords

speediness
iii.

5, 6,

then

not expressed.

f.)

;

and

napaSotia

means

The verb napadoKtiv (Xen. Mem.

xxii. 19. 3

;

Jud.

Aq. Ps. xxxvi. 7

(only elsewhere in Phil.

i.

;

to expect
vii.

iii.

7.

;

;

Loesner, Obss.

;

582
Polyb. xvi.
26

p.

with uplifted head,

168

Aq. Ps. xxxviii.
Tittmann, Synon. p. 106

;

Alberti, Gloss, p. 106

2.

ff.)

8,

xviii.

7).
ff.)

31. 4,

and aizompadoKia

20) is the waiting expectation (not anxious expec-

Comp. Dem. 300 tilt. Polyb. iy. 20. 2.
The train of thought may therefore,
•

expressed in Latin, be paraphrased somewhat thus " iV peMovaav k.t.K. inquam,
:

:

ad Herod,

expectatio (Prov. x. 28

Herm.

(Vigerus, ed.

aTTOKapaSoKelv (Joseph. Bell.

1

cnroKapadoida]

r)

generally, to long for (Valck.

The strengthened

a

—

frequent in Euripides) strictly means

to expect

256

p.

is

haec enim spes nostra tantaeest certitudinis, ut
confirmetur tolhts naturae ad eundem flnem
"
suspiriisque.

nostrum tendeniis expectation*
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Luther has

tation, as

it)

that continues on the strain

See especially Tittmann,

till

the goal

is

attained.

Fritzsche in Fritzschior. Opuscul. p. 150 ff.
Without warrant, Loesner, Krebs, Fischer, de vit. Lex. p. 128 f., and others,
I.e.

;

including Riickert, Reiche, and van Hengel, have refused to recognize the
strengthening element of arco, already pointed out by Chrysostom and Theodore of Mopsuestia, although Paul himself gives prominence to
ly in aire/cdix. (comp. vv. 23, 25
TTjg

Winer,

1

Cor.

i.

7

Gal. v. 5

;

The waiting

Genitive of the subject.

KTcceog]

torical

;

;

it

Phil.

of the Kriaig

is

repeated-

iii.

emphasis brought into prominence as something independent.
p.

221 [E. T. 236].

kt'loiq

'II

—

means

(1) actus

—

20).

with rheSee

creatwnis ; so

i.

20,

corresponding to the classic usage in the sense of establishment (Pind. 01.
13. 118
comp. 1 Pet. ii. 13), founding (Polyb., Plut., and others), plant;

ing, etc.

—

(2)

The

thing created,

and that

(a)

limitation, quite generally like our creation,

Judith

xvi. 14

;

Wisd.

ii.

6, al.;

and

(b)

where the context supplies no

Mark

x. G, xiii.

19

;

2 Pet.

iii.

where the context does limit

it,

4

;

in

a more or less special sense, as in Mark xvi. 15, Col. i. 23 (of that portion of
the creation, which consists of mankind), Col. i. 15, Heb. iv. 13 (of every
individual creature)
comp. i. 25, viii. 39 ; also Kaivrj kt'iclc in 2 Cor. v. 17,
;

Gal. yi. 15.

Since, then, the absolute

r)

ktigiq

must receive

sense simply from the connection, the question

is,

What

its

limitation of

does the text in

our passage exclude from the meaning of rr}c ktioeuc ? There are plainly excluded not only the angelic and demoniac kingdom (see ver. 20), but also

from vv. 19, 21, and 23, where the Chrisand even opposed to it, so that they cannot
be regarded (according to the view of Frommann) as forming a partial conception, embraced also in the ktiglc.
But is the non- Christian portion of humanity to be excluded also ? If not, it must be meant either along with
something else, or else alone. If the former, then Paul, seeing that irrational nature at any rate remains within the compass of the idea, would
have included under one notion this nature and the Jewish and heathen
worlds, which would be absurd.
But if non-Christian humanity alone be
meant, then (1) we should not be able to see why Paul should have
chosen the term kt'loiq, and not have used the definite expression kociaoq,
which is formally employed for that idea elsewhere in his own writings and
throughout the N. T. Besides, the absolute kticcc nowhere in the entire N. T.
means non-Christian mankind (in Mark xvi. 15 and Col. i. 23, irdcy stands
along with it)
and, indeed, Traoa
kt'iglq (Mark) and iraaa kt'lgiq (Col.)
mean nothing else than the whole creation and every creature, and in these
cases it is purely the context that shows that created men are meant, while
at the same time it is self-evident ex adjuncto (for the discourse concerns the
Christians collectively, as

tians are different

is

from the

clear

kt'iglq,

'

—

?}

;

preaching of the gospel to the
stood.

ktIglq)

that Christians are not to be under-

The hostile attitude of the then existing
body would cause the assertion respecting it of

(2)

Christian

nda/nog

towards the

a sympathetic and,

as it were, prophetic yearning for the manifestation of the children of

1

Frommann

p. 516 f.,

unjustifiably appeals to 2 Cor.

and Engelhardt,

p. 49.

vii. 7.

See,

God

on the contrary, also Zahn,

I.e.

.

chap, vin.,

19.
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to seem a curious paradox, which, moreover, as a truth, in the case of
the Jews and Gentiles, would rest on quite a different foundation, namely,
the expectation of the Jewish Messianic kingdom, and on the other hand,

the yearning dream of a golden age.

Again, the expressions in ver.

(3)

way make us presuppose

20 are of such a character, that they in no

in the
writer such a conception of humanity subjected through sin to the davaroe
as Paul had, but allow us just to think of the ktioic as having fallen a prey
to the lot of mortality, not

by outward necessity
tioned. 1

(4)

by

own

its

free action,

but innocently, and

the apostle would not have left the ddvarog unmenFurther, the hope of attaining to the freedom of the glory

of the children of

;

God

was only

(ver. 21)

should be converted to Christ

;

but

left to

the

n6op:oc,

ver. 21, in point of fact,

that on the entrance of that glory the

kt'iois is

in so far as it

merely asserts

to be glorified also, without

—

touching, in regard to mankind, on the condition of conversion which assuredly Paul least of all would have omitted.
(5) Finally, Paul expected
that, previous to the entrance of the Parousia, the fulness of the Gentiles

and
and had to shape his conceptherefore, in such a way as to make humanity, taken as a whole, belong to

would become christianized

all Israel

tion,

the

Qeov

vlolg

when

(xi. 25, 26),

with
?)

r]

ktIcic.

Kriaig in

kingdom should

the manifestation of the

as to that, ver. 21 decidedly forbids the

— There remains, therefore,

accordance with the text

:

appear.

And

connecting of the notion of mankind
as the definition of the notion of

the collective non-rational creation, ani-

mate and inanimate, the same which we term in popular usage all nature"
(comp. Wisd. v. 18, xvi. 24, xix. 6), from which we are accustomed to exclude intelligent beings. In view of the poetically prophetic colouring of
the whole passage, the expressions of waiting, sighing, hoping, of bondage
and redemption, excite the less surprise, since already in the O. T. instances
'

'

of a similar prosopopoeia are very

common

17, xcviii. 8, cvi.

xiv.

11

Bar.

;

iii.

34

11

;

Isa.

;

Job

xii.

ii.

1,

7-9, al.)

;

(Deut.

iv.

34

;

Ps. xix.

Ezek. xxxi. 15

2, lxviii.

Hab. ii.
and Chrysostom very aptly remarks
12

8, lv.

;

;

:

uare de efi^avriKurepov yevi<r&ai rov loyov, nai TrpoauTroTrocel rbv kog/hov awavra tovtov
airep

ical ol irpo<p?jTcu

ttowvgiv, iroTdfiovq Kporovvrac

Oecumenius and Theophylact.

The idea

x £P^ v

eloayovTeg

cannot be accounted unpauline, for the simple reason that
pressed in our passage

Comp.

k.t.'K.

of the glorification of all nature
it

is

clearly ex-

and because, moreover, as being connected with
the history of the moral development of humanity according to Gen. iii.
17 f., and necessarily belonging to the idea of the airoKaTao-Tacie iravrov (Matt,
;

28 Acts iii. 21
2 Pet. iii. 10 ff. Rev. xxi. 1), it may be least of all
disclaimed in the case of Paul, since it emanates from the prophets of the Old
Testament (Isa. xi. 6 ff. Ezek. xxxvii. Isa. lxv. 17, lxvi. 1
comp. Ps.
xix.

;

;

;

;

cii.

27

;

and

see TJmbreit, p. 291

Rabbinical system of doctrine. 2

;

ff.),

The above

1
An antinomy of two different conceptions as to the origin of death (Frommann,

1872, p. 53) is certainly

Paul's writings. See
2

not to be found in

on v.

Cor. xv. 47 ff
See Eisenmenger, entdeckt. Judenth, n. p.
12

;

1

;

and has thence passed over into the
interpretation, therefore, of the

367

ff.,

117

ff.;

ff.; Schoettgen, Hor. II. pp. 71, 76,
Bertholdt, Christol. p. 214 Corrodi,
I. p. 376 ff.; Ewald, ad Apocal. p.
Delitzsch, Erlaut. z. 8. Eebr. Uebers. p.

824

Ckiliasm.

307
87.

f.

;

;
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Kriaig

has been rightly adopted

— only that the intelligent creatures have not

in all cases been expressly or exclusively separated

from

includes also the aopara, angels, archangels,

Origen previously, and

etc., as

it (e.g.

Theodoret

—

Erasmus and others subsequently, have also done) by the majority of expositors, following most of the Fathers (in the first instance Irenaeus, Haer.
v. 32. 1), by Luther, Erasmus, Beza, Melanchthon, Calvin, Cornelius §
Lapide, Balduin, Estius, Grotius, Cocceius, Calovius, Calixtus, Seb. Schmid,
Wolf, Bengel, and others, including Flatt, Tholuck, Klee, Usteri (in Stud,
1832, p. 835 ff., and Lehrbegr. ed. 4 and 5, pp. 373, 399 ft.),
Ruckert, Benecke, Schneckenburger, Reiche, Glockler, de Wette, Neander,
Nielsen, Reithmayr, Maier, Philippi, Ewald, Umbreit, Bisping, Lechler,

u. Krit.

apostol. Zeitalt. p. 143, Delitzsch,

Ruprecht in the Stud.

u. Krit.

1851, p.

Zahn, Mangold, Hofmann, and Engelhardt comp. also M. Schenkel
and Graf. Among these, however, are several who, like Luther, Beza,
and also Fritzsche, wish to understand it too narrowly, merely of the inani-

214

if.,

;

mate creation,

—a

limitation not given in the text,

and moreover antipro-

phetic (Tertullian, ad Hermog. 10) while, on the other hand, Kollner, with
whom Olshausen agrees, takes it too widely of all created things generally.
;

See, against this, the textual limitation explained above.

If,

however, in

accordance with the above, the removal of intelligent beings from the compass of the uriaic must be regarded as decided, the decision is fatal to the

view of others, who, following the example of Augustine, explain ktigic as
mankind; and that either in the quite comprehensive sense of mankind colrj

lectively (in

the state of nature),

as,

following older expositors especially

and Roman Catholic, Doderlein, Gabler, .Ammon, Keil (Opusc.
'Grimm (de mvocabuli uric, Lips. 1812), Schulthess ((Swm^Z. Belehr.

scholastic
p. 207),

ub.

Erneuer,

d.

d.

Nat., Zurich 1833),

Geisler (in the Annal. d.

ges.

Theol.

Frommann, and others
do or, with exclusion of the Christians, in the sense of mankind still uncon3
verted, as Augustine himself suggested, by which again, however, many
1835, Jan. p. 51

ff.),

Schrader, Krehl, van Hengel,

;

1

understood specially the unconverted Gentiles (Locke, Lightfoot, Knatchbull, Hammond, Semler, and Nachtigall), and various others the unconverted

1

So Wetstein, Baumgarten-Crusius, Jaand Koster formerly (in eds. 1,2,3)

tho,

;

also Usteri, following Schleiermacher.
2

His entire exposition (see Expos, guar.
Rom. 53) runs thus :— " Sic
intelligendum est, ut neque sensum dolendi
et gemendi opinemur esse in arboribus et
oleribus et lapidibus et ceteris hujuscemodi
creaturis (hie enim error Manichaeorum
neque angelos sanctos vanitati subest)
jectos esse arbitremur sed omnem creatu-

propos. ex ep. ad.

;

:

ram

in ipso

temus.

.

.

.

homine sine ulla calumnia cogiOmnis autem est etiam in horn-

ine, et spiritualis et animalis et corporalis,

homo

constat spiritu et anima et corErgo creatura revelationem filiorum
Dei exspectat, quicquid nunc in homine laborat et corruptioni subjacet. Erant enim

quia

pore.

adhuc

credituri, qui etiam spiritu subjacebant laboriosis erroribus. Sed ne quis putaret, de ipsorum labore tantum dictum esse,
adjungit etiam de iis, qui jam crediderant.
Quamquam enim spiritu, i.e. mente, jam
servirent legi Dei tamen, quia came servi:

tur legi peccati, quamdiu molestias et sollicitationes mortalitatis nostrae patimur, ideo
addit dicens Non solum, etc. (ver. 23). Non
solum ergo ipsa, quae tantummodo creatura
dicitur in hominibus, qui nondum credide:

inJUiorum Dei numerum
congemiscit ac dolet sed etiam
nosmet ipsi, qui credimus et primitias Sp. habemus, quia jam spiritu adhaeremus Deo
per fidem, et ideo non jam creatura, sed filii
Dei appellamur," etc.

runt,

et

ideo nondum

constitute,

:

—
chap, vin., 20,
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21.

Others have even explained it of
Jews (Cramer, Bohme, and Gersdorf).
Christians collectively, as the new creature (Vorstius, Deyling, Nosselt, Soci-

And

nians and Arminians).

be equivalent to

just as little can Kricaq

tpvxv

(Marcker) or to odp%, and be supposed to designate the creaturely element in
the regenerate (Weissbach in the Sachs. Stud. I. p. 76 ff., and Zyro in the
Stud. u. Krit. 1845,

1851, p. 645

2,

—

Compare also, regarding the variand against the view which takes it

ff.)-

ous expositions, M. Schenkel, p. 9 ff
rf/v
of mankind, Engelhardt, I.e.

;
.

vluv

aironal. r.

r.

The

Qeov]

event, the

whereby the sons of God become manifest as such (in
their 66£a).
How exalted the dignity in which they here appear above the
" ad creaturam ex peccato redundarunt incommoda ad
Bengel
KTiaig
creaturam ex gloria filiorum Dei redundabit recreatio. " The ktloi c, in virtue
of its physical connection with that aTzondlvtyiQ, shall be a partaker in the

blissful catastrophe,

;

:

1

blissful manifestation.

Vv.

Ground

21.

20,

phasis

vanitati, to

:

ry /xaraidr.] Prefixed

of this longing.

nothingness.

The substantive

(Pollux,

longer found in Greek authors, but frequently in the
III. p. 501.

See Schleusner, Thes.

6).

It indicates

LXX.

vi.

with emis no

134)

(as in Ps. xxxix.

here the empty

(i.e.

as

having lost its primitive purport, which it had by creation) quality of being,
virerdyTj] was
to which the kt'ioic was changed from its original perfection.
subjected, was made subject to, as to a ruling power formerly unknown to it.
This historical fact (aorist) took place in consequence of the fall, Gen. iii.
17.
The reference to an original fiaraidTtjc, introduced even by the act of
creation (Theodoret, Grotius, Krehl, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, and
Koster), is historically inappropriate (Gen. i. 31), and contrary to ovx

—

'

enovoa, alTia k.t.I.,

which supposes a previous

Further, since the viroraZac
subjecit

(Fritzsche)

is

thereby excluded.

is

state not subject to the

fiar.

subsequently mentioned, the interpretation

This must occasion their expectation

all

— ovx

snovaa,

the more

;

alia

Sid

r.

se

vTrordt;]

for their subjection is at

variance with their original state and the desire of immunity founded
thereon, and it took place " invito et repugnante natura" (Calvin, namely,

through the guilt of human sin), on account of the subjector (Sid with the accusative, comp. on John vi. 57), that is, because the counsel and will of the subjecting God (the contrast to one's own non-willingness) had to be thus
2
The idea of another than God in rbv virord^. (Knatchbull and
satisfied.

Adam ; Chrysostom, Schneckenburger, Bisping, and Zahn
Hammond and others, quoted by Wolf the devil) is forbidden by

Capellus

man

;

:

:

:

.

the very absence of a defining statement, so that the subject is assumed as
According to Gen. iii. 17, it was indeed man through whose
well Mown.
h*
but God was the subjector (6 vizor d^ao).
guilt the subjection ensued
;

1

Comp.

Beresh. rabb. f

.

2,

3

:

" Quamvis

creatae fuerint res perfectae, cum primus
homo peccaret, corruptae tamen sunt, et
ultra non redibunt ad congruum statum
suum, donee veniat Pherez, h. e. Messias."

See also Zahn,
3

p. 532.

The marks of parenthesis before ovx

and after

vitot.

are to be expunged, since

—

the connection and construction proceed
without a break. This applies also against
Frommann, who assigns to this parenthesis merely the object of explaining the.p<KEwald puts in a parenthesis
sive vneTayr).
the entire verse, thus making in ikniSi con-

nect itself with an€KSe X erai.. But for this
there appears likewise no reason.

"
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on

k%iriSi

on hope

k.t.Tl.]

may be

(iv. 18) that, etc.,

joined either with

vizord^.

(Origen, Vulgate, Luther, Castalio, Calvin, Piscator, Estius, and others, in-

cluding Ch. Schmidt and Olshausen) or with

more forcibly the

tion brings out

by way

erf kTuridi

of motive for the expectation of nature,

the condition which was conceded in the
provisionally given for
i.

20

not nam., as

;

vTTord^

among

;

it,

Acts

24.

ii.

1

— on]

as his reason, that otherwise the ahri)

that repetition

which

tion,

necessitated

is

avrrj

tj

as

vTzerdyj],

Krioig

rj

indicates

were, the equivalent

it

who

join

sir'

Breitrag. p. 122,

by the emphasis

new element

object of the hope (Phil,

that,

by Schneckenburger,

others

latter conjunc-

eni, spe proposita,

taken by most expositors,

it is

The

v-Ktrayn.

for this contains a

;

with

Eliridi

who

assigns

But

could not be repeated.

of the similarity of the rela-

has over-against the children of God, for which

ktiglq

reason Paul did not write on nai klev&epu^aerai (in opposition to Hofmann's
Besides, the purport of the

objection).

had

klTrig

necessarily to

order to give the ground of the expectation of the
to the

be stated, in

Krioig as directed precisely

The indefinite en' eliTrifii would supmanifestation of the sons of God.
its expectation of deliverance in general, but not for its

ply a motive for

expectation of the glory of the children of God.

Hofmann, who

refers

on

This applies also against

statement of the reason, to the whole preced-

k.t.1., as

ing sentence, whereby, besides, the

awkward

idea

is

suggested, that the sub-

jection took place on account of the deliverance to be accomplished in the
it had, in fact, an entirely different
from history, and already suggested by the

future

historical

;

et

ipsa creatura, that

There

children of God.
(evm), of
sition

:

is

which the context

from

the creature also on

is,

known

namely, the im-

among mankind.

plication of the Krioig in the entrance of sin
Krioig]

ground, well

Sid rbv vnord^.,

its part,

— ml

avrii $

not merely the

simply expressed the similarity ; not a climax
affords no hint.

—

Genitive of appo-

rfjg Qtiopdg]

See ver. 23.

the oondage that consists in corruption.

Incor-

from the corruptible, miserable bondage.
At variance with this is ver. 20, according to which r. f& cannot be made an
adjective
as is also the sequel, in which ri)v etevd. corresponds to rijg
The <p-&opd (antithdovldag, and rijg ddfyg n r'tKv. t. Qeov to the rrjg <f>&opag.

by Kollner

rectly paraphrased

'

:

'

;

esis

= aty&apoia,

itself

7

ii.

out of the

;

1 Cor.

p.arat6Trjg,

xiv. 42-50) is the destruction, that develops

the mralvoig opposed frequently in Plato and
95

others to the yeveaig {Plvaed. P.

Comp. on

Gal. vi.

It is

8.

state of the Kriatg a state of

but the existing bondage

is

not the

shall attain

by

its

pregnant construction.
[E. T. 621].

—

rfjg

;

Phil. p. 55

essentially such, that

—

z\g

r.

emancipation.

;

Lucian, A. 19).

r. r.

what

is

makes the

subjected to

elev&.] is the state, to

An

;

it is

which the

instance of a genuine Greek

See Fritzsche, ad Marc.

dd^rjg r.

A

in the first instance that

bondage, as Hofmann apprehends the genitive

liable to the fate of corruption.
KTiaig

E

<j>dopa

p.

322

;

Winer,

577

p.

0.] Likewise genitive of apposition

:

into

the freedom which shall consist in the glory of the children of God, i.e. in a
not, as Hofmann thinks
glory similar thereto (by participation in it)
:

;

which the glory of the children

1

Xen. Mem.

ii.

1, 18,

and Kiihner in

of

God

loc.;

Ast,

shall have Drought with

Lex

Plat.

I.

p. 767

;

it.

Bernhardy,

If

with

p. 250.

,

chap,
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viii., 22.

Bohme and Kollner, rijg Sotjng be treated
"to the glorious freedom," we should then have quite as
a departure from the verbal order, in accordance with which tuv

Luther and many others, including
as an adjective

arbitrary

:

belongs most naturally to jf,g dog., as from the analogy of the preceding
The accumulation of genitives, r. ddijng k.t.1., has a
rfjg tydopag.
Observe,
comp. ii. 5 2 Cor. iv. 4 Eph. iv. 13, al.
certain solemnity

tekv.

dovk.

rfjq

—

;

;

;

further,

has conceived the catastrophe, of which he

how Paul

not as the destruction of the world and a

new

creation, but,

with the prophetic announcements, especially those of Isaiah

is

in

speaking,

harmony

(Isa.

xxxv.

more perfect state. The
passing away of the world is the passing away of its form (1 Cor. vii. 31),
by which this transformation is conditioned, and in which, according to 2
lxv.

17,

Pet.

iii.

which

is

fication,

lxvi.

22), ' as a transformation into

10, fire will

specified

be the agent employed.

by on

be ascribed to

latter is destined to

a

And

the hope, the tenor of

might, in connection with the living personinature, as if it were conscious thereof, since the

k.t.1.,

all

become the scene and surrounding

of the glorified chil-

But that kTiirig does not pertain to mankind, whose presentiment of immortality, by means of its darkened original consciousness of
God (Frommann), does not correspond to the idea of eX-rclg comp., on the
dren of God.

;

contrary, Eph.

ii.

12

;

1

Thess.

iv. 13.

If,

on the other hand, the Gentile

hope, cherished amidst the misery of the times, as to a better state of
things (according to poets the golden age of the Satumia regno), were
meant as an image of the Christian hope (Koster), then Paul would have
:

conceived the eXev&Epo^oerai as conditioned by the future conversion of the
But thus the eXirls would amount to this, that the Gentiles
Gentiles.
should become themselves children of God, which is inconsistent with ver. 19.
There, and likewise in ver. 21, the sons of God are the third element, for
whose transfiguration the urioig waits, and from whose glorification it hopes,
tion therein

;

and be to

enduring bondage.

This

it
is

—the

—

through participauricig
and freedom from its hitherto
applicable only to the Traktyyeveoia (see on Matt.

in ver. 21, that the latter shall benefit it also

also deliverance

xix. 28) at the Parousia.

Ver. 22. Proof, not of the aironapadoida r^g urioeug (Philippi), which is
nor yet of
too distant, and whose goal remains quite unnoticed here

much

;

which was not the point of the foregoing
announced by £7r' klwidi, ore n. a. at.
was
what
of
but
all
at
thought
For if that hope of glorious deliverance had not been
elevdepudfjaerat k.t.X.
left to it, all nature would not have united its groaning and travailing until
This phenomenon, so universal and so unbroken, cannot be conduct
now.
without an aim on the contrary, it presupposes as the motive of the pain8
ful travail that very hope, towards whose final fulfilment it is directed.

the

SovMa

rijg

ty&opag

(Zahn),

fj

;

;

1

Comp. Zahn,

p.

537

;

Schultz,

alttest.

Thiol. II. p. 227.

Consequently the element of proof does
not lie in ol5ap.ev, but in the on iraaa k.t.A.,
introduced as well known. This in opposi2

tion to

Hofmann,who refers olSa/xev yap k.t.A.

back as probative to the thought rj} yap
MaTatoTTjTi k.t.K. in ver. 20 and gives as the
" The Christian
sense of the argument
;

:

would not speak of a subjection of the creature
under vanity, if he looked upon itspresent ex
istence as one satisfkd in itself and this

world
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The

oldafiev

(comp.

ii.

14) is sufficiently explained as an appeal

2, iii. 19, vii.

which the view of nature stands in conThe perfectly superfluous assumption, that
nection with the curse of sin.
the apostle had a book before him containing a similar deduction (Ewald),
In avarevd^ei and avvudivei the aw is not
is suggested by nothing in the text.
a mere strengthening particle (Loesner, Michaelis, Semler, Ernesti, and K611ner), but, on the contrary (comp. Beza), finds its natural reference in naaa, and
denotes
gemitum et dolorem communem inter se partium creaturae, " Es2
tius.
Calvin, Pareus, Koppe, Ewald, and Umbreit, following Oecumenius,
have indeed referred aw to the groaning being in common with that of the
children of God ; but against this view ver. 23 is decisive, and the reference to men generally, with whom the Kriaig sighs (Fritzsche), is foreign to
the context.
Fritzsche, without due reason, asserts the want of linguistic
usage in favour of our view. For it is unquestionable that, in accordance
to the Christian consciousness, in
*

—

'

'

common sighamong them-

with the usage of analogous verbs, ovareva&tv may denote the
ing of the elements comprised in the collective ndaa
selves

Legg.
516.

3

(comp. Eph.

iii.

7

That

B

:

iv.

awopyiaftelg 6

:

16

end

:

it,

and

p. 21

rrjg

cannot be quoted,

(Eur. Hel. 727

;

comp.

ii.

avfupovrjaaaa

ical

avvrapdrrerai nag b

:

since avareva&iv (Eur. Ion. 935,

extant in a very few passages.

el<;

21

;

ev,

Plat.

Dem.

ndTieug ndafiog).

not decisive

is

avareveiv, Arist.- Eth. ix.

Porphyr. de

abst.

10) are only

iii.

Comp. generally Winer, de

verb, compos. II.

Just the same with awaXyelv, Plat. Hep. p. 462 D, and avXkvKelaftai

f.

— awudivet]

462 E.

p.

rdre Sidvota

fj

775. 18

dtfjuog,

also awudiveiv

Kriaig

nav to au/xa awap/LtoXoyovjuevov, comp.

yevofievrj ye

concrete examples of that nature

against
11)

686

p.

i]

Not an

allusion to the

the dolores Messiae (see on Matt.

ii.

n^DH

'San (Reiche), because

are peculiar sufferings,

3)

that shall

immediately precede the appearance of the Messiah, whilst the travail of
nature has continued since as early as Gen. iii. 17 (ver. 20).
But the figure
is the same in both cases
that of the pains of labour.
All nature groans

—

and

suffers anguish, as if in travail, over-against the

The conception

ance.

struggling of the «r«w?
setting in of

Comp. John

is

which the

xvi. 21.

moment

of its deliver-

of the uoiveiv is based on the fact that the painful

directed towards the longed-for change, with the

accomplished

suffering has

— axpi

rov vvv] that

is,

up

its

end and

to the present

ceases.

moment

;

so

Formerly Frommann imported the
thought until now, when the revelation of the true goal in Christ has taken
place
see, against this, Zahn, p. 524 f.
However, Frommann has now
corrected his view.
Hofmann erroneously takes it as now still, in contrast
incessantly has the sighing continued.
:

;

:

to the future change.

Comp. rather

Phil.

i.

The point of beginning

5.

of

But it could not at all be
an object to prove that relation of /okxtouott??
(who can be supposed to have doubted it ?);
but it was an object to prove the «r' iknLSt.
on k.t.A.; this is the punctum saliens, which

Matt. xix. 28. Hence Frommann is in error
in discovering in the above olSaixev the overthrow of our explanation of ktiVi?.
»So already Theodore of Mopsuestia
/Bov'AeTai fie eitreiv, OTicru/a^aJi/ws emSeUvvTat.

then further brought out in ver. 23 ff.
This consciousness is the necessary
premiss of the Christian idea of the Palingenesia of the universe at the end of history,

touto

as the best world."

is

1

:

8

ed.

vaaa

Comp.
3.

r}

*cTi<r«.

also Nagelsbach,

z.

Mas,

p.

193,

'

chap, vin.,
the sighing and travailing

Now

in Matt. xxiv. 21.

is

still
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23.

Comp.

that vTverayn in ver. 20.

would be in

vvv, 1 Cor.

also !«$ tov vvv

2.

iii.

Ver. 23. Climax of the foregoing proof that the en' e?nridt, ore n.r.l. of the
"Otherwise, indeed, we Christians also
ver. 21, is well founded.

kt'ktic,

—

—

kt'loiq orcva&i.
oh u6vov Se] scil. naca
would not join in that sighing. "
ko.1 avrol, rqv aizap xv v T0V i^vevWhat follows must be read a
fiarog xovt eg, kclI avrol iv e avrol g a rev d^o/xev. See the critical
remarks. But we also on our part, though we possess the first-fruits of the Spirit,
f)

Ha

:

it

—

sigh likewise in ourselves.

r%v arcapx-

the partitive geni-

t. ttvevu.] r. ttv. is

Comp. xvi. 5 1 Cor.
involved in the very meaning of enrapxnand all the passages of the LXX. and Apocr.,
Jas. i. 18
xv. 20, xvi. 15
where an. stands with the genitive of the thing, in Biel and Schleusner.
By the possessors, however, of the aizapxv T0V nvevfiarog, are not exclusively
meant the apostles, who at Pentecost had received the first outpouring of

tive, as is

;

;

;

among whom Paul includes himself on account of his miraculous conversion (Origen, Oecumenius, Melanchthon, Grotius, and others).
He means rather the Christians of that age generally, since in fact they in
the Spirit, and

—

contrast to the far greater mass of

according to Joel
future

(xi.

25

ff.)

mankind

still

unconverted, for

whom,

the receiving of the Spirit was still a thing of the
that, which first had resulted from

iii.' 1,

—were in possession of

communication of the Spirit, and which therefore stood related to the
So, on the whole, Erasmus, Wetstein,
collective bestowal as the daybreak.
2
Morus, Reiche, Kollner, de Wette, Olshausen, Koster, and Frommann.
feeling
of
the
lofty
in
the
but,
Paul does not say simply to irvev/ua exovreg,
the

privilege*

which he discovered

the then Christians

rijv

:

pre-eminently that

enrapx.

and sanctification
"even we, though favoured

in the earlier calling
r. ttv.

ex-

;

possess the first-fruit gift of the Spirit, cannot

we

of
so

're-

from sighing likewise." This we remark in opposition to the oftrepeated objection, that it was not an element of importance whether they
had received the -Kvevfxa at the first or a few years later and also in oppo-

frain

;

Hofmann, that the conception
degrees is nowhere indicated.
forth
by
given
Spirit
to
be
of
the
measure
of a
This conception has no place here, and the Spirit is one and the same
but if, in the first instance, only a comparatively small portion of mankind
sition to the quite as irrelevant objection of

;

and

possession in the case of the remaining collective

has received

it,

body

in abeyance, this serves to constitute the idea of an enrapxv in

is still

relation to the

its

whole body.

Nevertheless, the sense

(Ch. Schmidt, Rosenmuller), is not conveyed

by

r.

:

lest gift of

the Spirit

dirapxvv, because that

must have been suggested by the context, and also because Paul could not
have regarded the later communication of the Spirit as less valuable.
Further, the sense of a merely provisional reception of the Spirit, taking

1

806

Comp. Herod, i. 92 Plat. Legg. vii. p.
D Dem. 164. 21 Thuc. iii. 58. 3 Soph.

Track. 758;

A

Mor.

;

Eur. Or. 96; Phoen. 864

402; also airapxh
343

a

;

;

;

;

>%

o-otfuas,

and awapxal a n 6

p. 172 C.

<{>i

;

Ion.

Plat. Prot. p.

Wo<J>ia S

,

Plut.

See also Muller in the Luther. Zeitschr.

1871, p. 618.

This is certainly no "side-glance at other
Christians" (as Philippi objects), which
would be both a far-fetched and a disturbs

ing element.
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place, as it were, on account, in contrast to the future full effusion in the king-

dom of heaven (Chrysostom and other

Fathers, in Suicer, Thes. I. p. 423
Calvin, Beza, Pareus, Estius, Calovius, Sender, Flatt, Tholuck, Philippi,

;

and Bisping comp. also Pfleiderer), is not contained in an. r. ttv., because
had he wished to speak here of a preliminary reception in contrast to
the future plenitude, must necessarily, in accordance with the connection,
have so spoken of that of the vlodecia or 66%a, not of the Spirit, and because
;

Paul,

a

full effusion of the Spirit at the

The

Spirit already received, not a

by

its

which God

is

the future aiuv,
C«#, in

Parousia

is

nowhere taught

new and more

in the N. T.

perfect reception of

it

in

quickening activity leads to and conditions the eternal
then all in all (1 Cor. xv. 28).
Others, again, make

an epexegetical genitive of apposition ; the Spirit as first-fruits, namely,
of the state of glory.
So Bengel, Keil, Opusc, Winer, p. 495 [E. T. 531],
Baumgarten-Crusius, Reithmayr, Riickert, Maier, Hofmann, Zahn, and Engelhard t
comp. also Flatt. But however Pauline the idea may be (2 Cor.
r. ttv.

;

Eph. i. 14 comp. Rom. ii. 5), it would, when thus expressed,
be misunderstood, since the readers were accustomed to find in
the genitive with anapxn nothing else than that, of which the latter is a
portion and how intelligibly Paul might have expressed himself, either in
accordance with 2 Cor. I.e. and Eph. I.e. by rbv appaftuva, or by r. cnr. (scil.
22, v. 3

i.

be

;

;

liable to

;

vlo&eo.)

rf/g

who

h

takes rov

r£

irvevu.

nvev/i. as

!

This applies, at the same time, against Fritzsche,

and the first gifts of the Spirit
which the Spirit will give to us in the aluv fiiXluv.
be urged that the Holy Ghost is not described in

genitive of the subject,

as in contrast to the ourr/pia

Against this

it

may

also

the N. T. as the Giver of eternal
22, v. 5

He

;

calls

life (not even in such passages as 2 Cor. i.
Eph. i. 14, iv. 30 Gal. vi. 8). It is God who, in like manner as
and justifies, confers also the eternal 66%a (ver. 30). The Spirit
;

by His government (ver. 2), and is the ground (ver.
and pledge (appapuv) of that life but He does not give it.
ml avroi]
Repeated and placed along with ev eavrolg with earnest emphasis et ipsi in
operates to eternal life

11)

1

;

—
:

nobis ipsis.

The

latter

is

Fritzsche), but denotes, in

not equivalent to

harmony with the nature

emotion, the inward sighing of the

(Schulthess and

ev allyloig

of the deep, painful

longing of believers

which suffers,
and hopes, but never complains, being assured of the goal that
shall be finally reached.
Hofmann incorrectly would join k. avrol iv eavrolg
with exovreg. But this would leave the mi, which, according to the common
still

;

is silent,

connection with

crevdC., has its appropriate correlative in the sighing of the
without a reference. For, when Hofmann sets it down as the object
of the nai to emphasize personal possession on the part of the Christians in

KTioig,

contrast to the future participation of the urimg, there is thus forced on this
mi the meaning of already; and this all the more arbitrarily, since ml
avroi just precedes it in the quite

1

Hence

also the expression used

common

by Lu-

ther, in the explanation of the third article
in the Smaller Catechism, does not accord
sion.

New

Testament mode of expresThe sense in which he meant it is

with the

sense of

et ipsi,

2

brought out, however,

and

its

in the

emphatic

Larger Cate-

chism.
2

Baeumlein, Partik.

ad Xen.

Hell.

iii.

1. 10.

p. 151

;

Breitenbach,

chap,

viii., 24.
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—

repetition is very appropriate to the lively emotion of the discourse.
cnre/idex.] whilst we wait for the adoption of children.
It is true
believers have already this blessing (ver. 15), but only as inward
relation
vlo&ec.

and

as divine right, with which, however, the objective

and real state does
Thus, looked at from the standpoint of complete real-

not yet correspond.

they are only to receive

ization,

viotieoiav at the Parousia, whereupon the
and their S6£a ensues. Comp. also Matt. v. 9 45
Luke vi. 15. In like manner the 6iKaioovvrj is a present possession, and also
one to be entered on hereafter.
Comp. on v. 19
and see on Gal. v. 5
Col. iii. 3 f.
Luther incorrectly joins vlo&ea. with arevd^. which, with an accusative, means to bemoan or bewail something.
rrjv anol. r. guju.
epairom'kvipis tg>v vluv r. Qeov

•

•

;

1

exegesis

—

,

fa.]

(namely) the redemption of our body from all the defects of its
earthly condition
through which redemption it shall be glorified into the
ou(j.a fydaprov similar to the glorified body of Christ (Phil. iii.
21
2 Cor. v.
:

;

;

2

ff .

;

viving

1

Cor. xv. 51), or shall be raised

till

the Parousia

(1

Cor. xv. 42

up

as such, in case of our not sur-

ff.).

So, in substance (rov o&p.

as

gen. subj.), Chrysostom

and other Fathers (in Suicer, Thes. I. p. 463), Beza,
Grotius, Estius, Cornelius ai Lapide, and most modern expositors.
On the
other hand, Erasmus, Clericus, and others, including Reiche, Fritzsche,
Krehl, and Ewald, take it as
redemption from the body. This is linguis:

tically admissible

(Heb.

ix.

15)

death, but to deliverance

from

definition, as in Phil.

21.

;

we should

this earthly

thus have to refer

body through

it,

not to

the reception

of the
immortal and glorious body at the Parousia, 1 Cor. xv. 51. But in that
case Paul must have added to rov ohfiar. fa&v a qualitative more precise

Remark.

—If

iii.

we adopt

txovreq, nal faelc avrol

the common reading (u/Ma nal avrol

/c.r.A.),

which Ewald and Umbreit

rfjv

an.

r.

nv.

follow, while Ruckert,

and Hofmann declare themselves in favour of ours (see the
exovreg is understood, either as meaning the Christians of that age generally, and teal faelg avrol the apostles (Kollner, following
Melanchthon, Wolf, and many others), or Paul alone (Koppe, Reiche, Umbreit,
and many others) or, the former is referred to beginners in Christianity, and
Philippi, Tholuck,
crit.

remarks), avrol

.

.

.

;

who have been Christians for a longer time (Glockler) or,
both (the latter per analepsin) are referred to the apostles (Grotius), or to the
the latter to those

;

Christians (Luther, Beza, Calvin, Klee, Maier, Koster, and Frommann). The
interpretation referring it to the Christians is the only right one so that
ij/ielg brings into more definite prominence the repeated subject.
The exovreg,
;

without the

every reference to subjects of two sorts.

article, is fatal to

Ver. 24. Ty yap the. eo~6&.]

Ground

of the vlo&eolav aneicd., so far as the

vlodecia is still object of expectation
; for in hope we were made partakers of
salvation. The dative, u non medii, sedmodi" (Bengel), denotes that to which

the

eo-6$. is

to be conceived as confined (Winer, p. 202) [E. T. 215], and ry
with the emphasis of the contrast of reality for "sic libe-

Hit. is prefixed
rati

1

;

sumus ut adhuc speranda
Soph. Ant. 873

;

Oed. C. 1668

;

sit

Dem.

haereditas, postea possidenda, et ut ita

690. 18

;

Eur. Suppl. 104

;

and often elsewhere.

—
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nondum in re," Melanchthon. Comp.
Following Chrysostom, others (recently Ruckert,
by hope
Kollner, and de Wette) take the dative in an instrumental sense
thus assuming that Paul characterizes faith, the proper medium of salvation,
Incorrectly, because in general Paul specifically distinguishes faith
as hope.
and hope (1 Cor. xiii. 13), 1 while he always bases salvation only on faith,
dicam, nunc habemus jus ad rem,

Tit.

7

iii.

Col.

;

3

iii.

f.

—

:

from which hope thereupon proceeds (comp. Col. i. 27) and here especially, as is shown by what follows, he brings into prominence the definite
conception of hope, which as doga uelXSvruv (Plat. Legg. I. p. 644 C) rests in
Hofmann also takes ry cAtt. in
the Trpoatioida aya&ov (Plat. Def. p. 416 A).
;

the sense of the means, but so that
object of the waiting, which

it shall

God has

signify the benefit hoped for, the

by which we

offered to us in the word,

Thus, however, the thought that we
have been saved by hope (instead of by faith, Eph. ii. 8) is set aside only by
And in Col. i. 5, the blessing hoped
the insertion of parenthetical clauses.
were converted

for,

to

faith (Col.

from

love.

—

—

:

forth as the ground, not of conver-

is set

eXirlc de /c.r.A.

ryekit. eoud., closing the first

substantially
for.''''

ground

vi.

But a hope

Comp.

Thuc.

;

cnre/cdex-] is

.

a deduction

and meaning

" the nature of hope, however, involves our patiently waiting

ft?i£Tro/u,h7j]

18

.

.

of encouragement,

2 Cor. iv. 18.

indicated the

iii.

—

—in

4

57.

;

Lucian, Pise. 3

ri nai eXiriCei

;]

Why

Col.

eXirlg,
;

5

i.

;

;

Aeschin. ad Ctesiph. 100).

doth he

still

the supposed case groundless

Comp.

whose object
1 Tim. i. 1

(de fieraftarLKov) tJiat is seen, i.e.

before the eyes (comp. on the objective

Heb.
is

5).

heard of through preaching,

sion or salvation, but of

lies

i.

By

hope for it?

nai

of hope to

accession

on this strengthening use of the
ad Devar. p. 633 f., and on 1 Cor.
Bengel aptly remarks " cum visione non est spe opus."
I.e.
Ver. 25. A*' vtjo/j,.] With patience, persevcringly.
Heb. xii. 1 Kiihner, II.
The indicative ane/cdex., which is not, with Estius, Koppe,
p. 418.
1,
Kollner, and others, to be taken as exspectare debemus, does not announce
the virtuous operation (Grotius), but simply the situation, which the circumstance that we hope without seeing involves.
The ethical position assigned
sight (1 Cor. xv. 29).
nai,

generally,

etiam, in lively interrogation, Klotz,
:

;

—

to us

is,

that

we

patiently wait for the object of our hope.

The second ground

of encouragement (see on w. 18-31), connected with the immediately foregoing by waai/rwf. 2
to Trvevua] The objective Holy Spirit.
See vv. 16, 23, and what follows, where the activity of the
TTvev/Lia is described as something distinct from the subjective consciousness.

Ver. 26.

Kollner incorrectly takes
u

and van Hengel
1

:

it

—

(comp. Reiche) as

fiduciae sensus

See even Melanchthon,

who rightly

ob-

serves
" Differunt autem fides et spes.
quia fides in praesenlia accipit remissionem
:

peccatorum
sed spes est exspectatio
fulurae liberationis." Faith precedes the
.

.

.

Sp.

s.

we with

:

the Christian life-eiement

profectus."

patience wait

The progress of thought is simple "If
we hope for what we see not, then the matter stands with us, (1) on the footing, that
:

— awavril.]
;

but likewise

Symp.
vi. 33.

xiv. 31

;

1

on
The

(2)

itidem

ac,

564),

(see generally
introduces a symntet-

rical corresponding relation,

Mark

;

The

the footing, that the Spirit helps us."

uaavTm, pariter
Kiihner, n. 1, p.

on the divine side

latter.
»

a.

to

Tim.

p. 186 E, al.; 2

which

v. 25

;

Tit.

ii.

Mace. xv. 39

added

is

Comp.

our waiting.
;

6

;

Plat,

3 Mace,

;

chap,

viii., 26.
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ow must

neither be neglected (as by many older expositors, also Olshausen),
nor regarded as a mere strengthening adjunct (Riickert and Reiche). Beza
gives the right explanation
ad nos laborantes refertur." He joins His activity with our weakness, helps it.
See Luke x. 40
Ex. xviii. 22 Ps.
:

lxxxviii. 22.

— ry ao&eveia

;

rjpiov]

Not

;

specially weakness in prayer (Ambrosi-

aster and Bengel), for in what follows there is specified only the particular
mode of the help, which the Spirit renders to us in our infirmity. It is there-

—

fore to be left general
with our weakness,
so far, namely, as in that waiting for final redemption adequate power of our own for viropovrj fails us.
:

—

Reason assigned, by specifying how the Spirit, etc.
in prayer, namely, He intercedes for us.
On to, see Winer, p. 103 [E. T.
It denotes what of praying comes into question in such a position.
109].
Comp. Kruger, Xen. Anal. iv. 4. 17.
tI izpocevZ. mdb del] what ire ought to
pray for according as it is necessary, in proportion (comp. 2 Cor. viii. 12 1
to yap ri Trpooevt-. k.t.1.]

—

;

—

;

The latter is the subsequently determining element
it is not absolutely and altogether unknown to us what we ought to ask,
but
only what it is necessary to ask according to the given circumstances.
Usually
Pet.

iv.

13) to the need.

Katib del is taken in reference to the form of asking, like ttuc in Matt.
x. 19 ;
but thus the distinctive reference of the meaning of nadb, prout (comp. Plat.
Soj)h. p. 267 D
Baruch i. G) is neglected. Chrysostom rightly illustrates
the matter by the apostle's own example, who virep tov ondloKog tov dedopevov
;

h tij napKL (2 Cor. xii.) had prayed for what was not granted him.
According to Hofmann, na&b del connects itself with ova oldapev, so that the
" we do not so understand as it would be necessary." But
thought would be
avT(b

:

how much

too feeble in this connection

insufficient

knowledge

Himself for our
dition

is

!

benefit

(counterpart of

it

{mepaTToXoyiouai,

(Luther

:

"

He

i.e.

but

it is

xi. 2),

formed

assertion of a merely

evTvyx&vec vnep rjpuv,

He

applies

namely r£ 9e£, which ad-

The double compound

read by Origen.

ed, except in the Fathers,
fiai,

would be the

— vnepevTvyxavei]

is

not elsewhere preserv-

after the analogy of vnepanonpivo-

and many other words.

intercedes for us the best")

The
is

superlative rendering of
improbable, since evrvyxdvei

does not already express the notion of that which is much (v. 20) or trium(viii. 37
Phil. ii. 9), or the like, which would admit of enhancement.
GTevay/x. aka'krjTotq] i.e. thereby that He makes unutterable sighs, sighs

phant

—

;

whose meaning words are powerless to convey. The idea therefore is, that
the Holy Spirit sighs unutterably in our hearts (ver. 27), and thereby intercedes for us with God, to whom, as heart-searcher, the desire of the Spirit
sighing in the heart is known. It was an erroneous view, whereby, following Augustine, Tr. VI. on John ii., most expositors, who took™™, rightly

Holy Spirit, held the
man, incited by the Spirit,

as the

•According to Philippi

human

spirit,"

:

arevay/i. akak. to

heaves forth.

" the sanctified

whose sighing is traced back

to its ultimate origin, the Spirit of God
Himself. In the cordial marriage of the
Spirit of God with that of man, there takes
place, as it were (?), an incarnation of the

be unutterable sighs which the
Spirit Himself (comp. also

The

former. This mysticism is not in harmony
with the N. T„ which always distinguishes

and specifically between the Holy
Spirit and the human spirit, as in ver. 16.
This applies also against Pfleiderer in Hilgenfield's Zeitschr. 1871, p. 178 f.; who thinks

clearly

;
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Hofmann) must

sigh, if

understand the

<pp6vnfia

He

is

to intercede for us with sighs,

and

God

if

to

is

although the Spirit uses the
of the Spirit (ver. 27)
human organ for His sighing (comp. the counterpart phenomenon of
demons speaking or crying out of men), as He likewise does elsewhere for

His speaking, Matt.

x.

;

See also on Gal.

20.

iv.

G.

The tongue

is anal-

ogously, in the case of speaking with tongues, the organ of the Spirit
speaks.
Spirit,

who

The necessary explanation of the irvevfia as meaning the Holy
and the fact that the sighs must be His sighs, overturn the ration-

alizing interpretations of Reiche

'
'

:

Christian feeling cherishes, indeed,

the quiet longing in the heart, and therewith turns, full of confidence, to

God, but nevertheless does not permit itself any inquisitive wishes towards him ;" and of Kollner "The Spirit gained in Christ
works
in man that deep and holy emotion in which man, turned towards God
:

.

.

.

in his inmost feeling, cannot, in the fulness of the emotion, express his

burden in words, and can only relieve his oppressed heart by silent groanings." A mere arbitrary alteration of the simple verbal sense is to be
found in the view to which Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Theophylact, and
others have recourse, that the Spirit is here the ^dp*<7/za evxqe., in virtue of
which the human soul sighs. Comp. Theodoret, who thinks that Paul
means not ttjv vTcdoTaaiv rdv Kvev/xarog, but rrjv 6e6ofievTjv role tugtzvovol x^P lv
'

vtto

yap

ficda

ravTTjg dieyeipd/xevoi KaravvTTo/j.e'&a, Trvpaevdfievoi irpod-v/biorepov izpoGevx6-

k.t.X.

The question whether, moreover,

alal.

should, with Beza,

Grotius, Wetstein, Koppe, Flatt, Glockler, Fritzsche, Baumgarten-Crusius,

Reithmayr, van Hengel, Koster, and others, be rendered unexpressed, 1

i.e.

with the Vulgate and the majority
of commentators, inexpressible (for the expression of whose meaning words
are insufficient), is decided by the fact that only the latter sense can be
proved by linguistic usage, and it characterizes the depth and fervour of the
sighing most directly and forcibly. 8
Ver. 27. '0 epevv. rag napd.] Traditionally hallowed (1 Sam. xvi. 7
1 Kings viii. 39
Prov. xv. 11
Jer. xvii. 9 f.), description of
Ps. vii. 10
God, bearing on the subject in hand for it is in the heart, as in the central
dumb, not accompanied with words,

or,

;

;

;

;

;

laboratory of the personal self-conscious

life

254), that the praying Spirit sighs, Gal. iv. 6.

(comp. Delitzsch, Psychol,

— on]

Not for,

as

p.

many think,

including Tholuck, Riickert, de Wette, Philippi, Ewald, and Umbreit.

What
know

follows in fact conveys no real ground, since

the purpose of the Spirit, and to take

God would

olde in

understands and hears (so Riickert, following Calvin),

is

in every case

the pregnant sense

:

utterly unjustifiable,

that our spirit is to be distinguished from
the divine Spirit dwelling in us only in such
a way, that the two stand related merely as
the form to the real contents of self-consciousness. In cases such as our passage,

fold spirit in our passage a twofold form
and activity of the Christian consciousness,
which the plain words do not permit.
1
As dppijTos may be used but not anvdrjtos, which always means, unutterable, un-

according to his view, the Ego knows itself
in objective consciousness as furnished
with the Divine Spirit, without feeling itself
to be so in the subjective consciousness.
In this way there is substituted for the two-

speakable.

;

2

Comp.

also 2 Cor. ix. 15

;

1

Pet.

i.

8

Anth. Pal. v. 4 (Philodem. 17) Theogn. 422
(according to Stob. Serm. 36, p. 216).
;

chap,
especially after 6 epew.

explanation

The on
Comp.

k.t.1.

that He, namely.

:

viii., 28.
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by way of

rather that, annexed

is

Grotius,

Estius, Benecke, Reiche,

Fritzsche, Maier, Krehl, Baumgarten-Crusius, Bisping, Reithmayr, van
Hengel, and Hofmann. See on Phil. i. 27, ii. 22, al.
Kara Oedv] This, explained by Origen " secundum divinitatem," does not mean
on the instigation of God (Tholuck, appealing improperly to 1 Cor. xii. 8), but
in accord-

—

:

:

ance with God,

Comp.

suestia.

The

B.

so as

i.e.

sense

2 Cor.

God

desires

10

vii. 9,

;

it,

4 Mace. xv. 2

Plat. Apol. pp. 22 A, 23

;

more common

in pursuance of the Divine disposal,

:

Theodore of Mop-

Kara yvtifinv avrov,

usage (see Wetstein on the passage, and Valcken. ad Herod,

Bohme, Reiche, and Fritzsche render

foreign.

Deum

This

quasi conversus").

indeed

is

it

before God, with

from a

justifiable

of view (Bernhardy, p. 240), comp. Wisd. v.

God ("in

linguistic point

Eccles. xxxiv. 6

1,

in classic

153), is here

iii.

how

but

;

superfluous and unsuited to the emphasis of the prominent position assigned
to

it

With

!

the emphasis on Kara Qeov

has not written

/car'

Mem.

ev%ero

i.

2

3.

:

avrov,

The omission

k.t.X.

rfe

it cannot appear strange that Paul
but has rather named the subject. Comp. Xen.

irpbg rove deovg,

of the article,

.

d)g

.

.

rovg deovg 'naTikiora eldorag

which does not render the expression

adverbial (against Hofmann), establishes in the case of Qeog no difference of
sense (Winer, p.
article

115

f.

[E. T. 122]).

because qualitative ;

'
'

— imep ayiuv]

sancti sunt et

pro quibus intercedit, " Bengel.

On

for

saints,

Deo propinqui

kvrvyx. virep nvog, to

Bahr on Plut. Flamin. p. 83.
Ver. 28. Third ground of encouragement

without the

et auxilio digni,

pray for any

one,

see

;

comp. on

This

It is Icnoion to us, however (as in ver. 22).

6e is

ver. 26.

not

:

—

oldafiev 6e]

on the other hand,

however, in contradistinction to the sighing discussed since ver. 22, as

mann

thinks

—a reference,

other (at least

and

that must have been

by the stronger adversative

alia).

marked
It is

in

Hof-

some way or

the usual

fiera(3ariK6v,

from the special relation discussed in ver. 26 f. over to a general one, the consciousness of which must finally place the good courage of
the believer on a footing all the more sure.
rolg ayan. r. Qe6v] the dative
of communion.
Paul characterizes as lovers of God (/car' h£ox.) the true
Christians (comp. 1 Cor. ii. 9, iii. 8
Eph. vi. 24 Jas. i. 12), as is plain
from rolg Kara k.t.X.
iravra] everything, i.e., according to the context, all
destined events, even those full of pain not excepted (ver. 35).
On the
thought, comp. Plat. Rep. p. 613 A.
owepyei] works along with, that is,
carries us

—

1

;

;

—

—

contributes ; (ion&ei,

the

common working

ver. 22),

nitely -.for
;

takes

The aw does not

as

1

him who

who supports necessari-

—

elg aya$6v\ indefiComp. on ver. 26.
good; it works beneficially.
Comp. Theogn. 161 Horn. II. x.
Rom. xiii. 4. Reiche erroneously
Rep. I.e.; Eccles. xxxix. 27
" the good of the Christians, their eternal welfare." In that

is

supported.

;

:

In this very description of the Christian
is implied a ground of conviction
of the olSanep, the certainty of which is
thereupon still more precisely explained.
estate there

refer to

together of the elements contained in iravra (comp.

;

Plat.
it

See Wetstein.

but to the idea of the fellowship in which he

ly stands to

102

Hesychius.

Hofmann

finds a retrospective glance at v.
but only by means of his incorrect
view of y aydnri tou 0eou, v. 5.
1

ff.,

;

.
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case, the article at least

nesses in reality

add

it.

must have been used

and some wit"in bonum, ad glorifiovaiv] [See Note XCVIII.

as in xiv. 16

Bengel has the right view

—

;

:

rolg Kara Trp6&. KkrjTolq
cationem usque''' (ver. 30).
These words may mean either (ovaiv as predicate, joining on)

p. 352.]

they are the called according to His purpose'''' (so

"since

:

Hofmann), or (taking

role in

who (quippe qui, i.e. since they indeed) are
So usually and this latter is the true renthe called according to His purpose.
dering, because otherwise ovaiv would be put not only quite superfluously, but
also in a way very liable to misconception, since it would occur to every
reader, at the first glance, to join rolg with ovaiv. Had Paul meant what Hofmann thinks he did, he would have written simply rolg k. tc. Khjrolq without
conjunction with

ovaiv), as to those

;

or possibly o'invsg elaiv

ovaiv,

ol k.

it.

kXt/toL

— Respecting the idea

itself,

there

is

causally involved in the relation of being the called according to His purpose
(for the

emphasis

rests

on

KkrjTolg), the

certainty that to them all things, etc.

which God has conferred upon them
according to the purpose of His grace, would be vain and fruitless, which
is impossible (ver. 30).
The Trpddeaig here meant is the free decree formed
by God in eternity for imparting bliss to believers through Christ (ix. 11
Eph. i. 11, iii. 11 2 Tim. i. 9 Eph. i. 9). In accordance with that
decree, the call of God to the Messianic salvation through the preaching of
the gospel (x. 14
2 Thess. ii. 14) has gone forth to those comprehended
for otherwise that high distinction,

;

;

;

;

in that decree.

when Paul terms

Therefore,

the Christians

evident that in their case the call has met with success

(1

self-

kItjto'i, it is

Cor.

i.

24), conse-

quently has been combined with the converting operation of the divine
grace,

—without

the

however, being found in the word

latter,

word being made equivalent

to

Kkrjroi, EKleKToi (ix. 11), ayioi k.t.1.

skIehto'i.
;

1

itself,

or the

Christians are at the same time

but the significations of these predicates

correspond to different characteristic qualities of the Christian

state.

Con-

was quite a mistaken view to interpret npddeoig of the
personal self-determination of the subjects (Chrysostom, Theodoret, and
others), so also it was an unbiblical and hazardous distinction (see against
this, Calovius) to put the called Kara, irpddeaiv in contrast with those who
are called/^ mra np6&. (Augustine, Estius, Reithmayr, and Others). Weiss
sequently, just as

it

aptly observes, in the Jahrb. f. Deutsche Theol. 1857, p. 79
"Election and
calling are inseparable correlative ideas
where the one takes place, there
:

;

only we cannot take cognizance of the former
time and within the divine mind, while the latter
as a historical fact."
Comp. also his bibl. Theol. p. 386 f.

the other takes place also

an act before
becomes apparent
as

;

all

More detailed development and expression of role k. Trp6&. k1.
confirmation of the oUafiev, bn k.t.X.
"For this divine plan of salvation advancing from the npddeaig to the Kkfjaig, leads the Christian safely and surely to the 66£a ;" hence it is. not conceivable that anything
Vv.

ovaiv,

29, 30.

— as a continued

whatever, in opposition to this plan, should exercise other than a beneficial
influence

upon them

should one day, in the

1

(ver. 31 ff.).

way of

— npoeyvu] foreknew, namely, as

the divine

plan of salvation, become

Comp. Lamping, Pauli de praedest.

decreta,

Leovard.

those

av/u/uop^oi

1858, p. 40 f

who
ttjc,

chap,
sIkovoc r. vlov avTov.

1

[See Note
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viii., 29, 30.

XCIX.

That

p. 352.]

this character, in

which

they were foreknown by God, presupposes the subjection to faith (the vnanor)
Erasmus aptly reKLOTeuq i. 5), was self-evident, to the Christian reader.
marks " Nontemere elegit Deus quos elegit, novit suos multo antequam vo:

The

and Trpoapiae
namely before their calling. More precise definitions,
before the foundation of the world, " though
therefore (e.g. that of Tholuck
The taking of
in itself correct, Eph. i. 4, iii. 11), should not be here given.
the TTvoeyvu in the sense of prescience, demanded by the signification, of the
word, has been followed (though with various, and in part very arbitrary,
attempts to supply tliat, as which the persons concerned were foreknown by
God) by Origen, Chrysostom, Augustine, Ambrosiaster, Jerome, Theophylact, Oecumenius, Erasmus, Paraphr. Toletus, Calovius, and others, including
Reiche, Neander, Tholuck, Reithmayr, Maier, Philippi, van Hengel, Hahn,
Ewald, Weiss, and others. The question whether this exposition or the other
of the "pre-election (Calvin and others, including Riickert, Usteri, Kollner,
de Wette, Fritzsche, Krehl, Baumgarten-Crusius, and Lamping), is the true
one, cannot be got rid of by mixing up the two conceptions (Umbreit)
nor is it to be decided by dogmatic presuppositions, but simply by the
usage of the language, in accordance with which irpoy. never in the N. T.
(not even in xi. 2, 1 Pet. i. 20) means anything else than to know beforehand
(Acts xxvi. 5
Judith ix. 6 Wisd. vi. 13, viii. 8, xviii. 6).
2 Pet. iii. 17
Comp. Philippi in loc, and his Glaubenslehre, IV. 1, p. 117 if., ed. 2. That
2
Comp.
in classic usage it ever means anything else, cannot be at all proved.
An appeal is made to the familiar use of
also irpdyvcjcig and irpoyvucriKoc.
yivaxjK. in the sense of judicial cognizance, or even of other resolutions and
decisions (Herod, iv. 25, i. 74, 78
Thuc. iv. 30, iii. 99, and many other
instances).
But, in the first place, it is never in this sense joined with the
and secondly, there is no
accusative of the person without an infinitive
such precedent of usage for the compound TrpoytvucKetv, current as it was
for the few passages in which it means to take forein Greek authors
Xen. Gyr. ii. 4, 11, with a very
thought about something (Thuc. ii. 64. 5
caret. "

text merely gives the terminus of the itpo in Trpoiyvu

quite indefinitely,

:

'

:

'

,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

doubtful reading) are not suitable for comparison, either as regards the
sense, or as respects the union with the personal accusative in our pas-

The

sage.

the

is confirmed, moreover, by
which always add another and
The right interpretation remains,

incorrectness of this explanation

analogy of the following clauses,

different idea

to the one preceding.

= praescivif), which, however, is neither to be
with Augustine, Vatablus, Grotius, Estius, and others, into approbavit jam ante, to which view also Tholuck and Riickert incline (see on vii.

therefore

:

praecognovit (Vulg.

altered,

up of the idea of npoeyvia is
what follows. If God
has destined them beforehand to a future
fashioning in the likeness, etc., He must
also have tjready known them beforehand
as those who should one day be thus fash1

This

filling

implied, namely, in

we

are not to understand the predisposition to love (ver. 28) as

foned.

Consequently

the object of the vpoeyvw (Weiss

I.e.

p. 74

f.,

and bibl. Theol. p. 385). Bengel well remarks on o-v^/otop^ou? k.t.A. "Hie est character praecognitorum et glorificandorum.
3 See, on the contrary, Horn. Cer. 258
:

Xen. Ap. 30 Plat. Rep. p. 426 C Theaet. p.
203 D Tim. p. 70 C Eur. Hipp. 1072 Bern.
Lucian, Prom. 20.
861. 13
;

;

;

;

;

;
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15)

in

nor to be taken, with Hofmann, in that sense of -yivaaneiv which obtains
viii. 3, xiii. 12, Gal. iv. 9, 2 Tim. ii. 19 (an appropriating cogni-

;

1
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Cor.

zance of what

which

to

is

The

akin and homogeneous, according to Hofmann).
Delitzsch ultimately comes, Psychol,

also

p.

39,

'

latter,

incorrect,

is

because in accordance with it the irpdyvaoic would be a relation of communion already entered into actively by God, which would necessarily
include the Trpoopicu6c, and consequently exclude the latter as a special

and accessory

For

act.

to

suppose that

Paul,

with

Trpoeyvu

and

irpo-

does not mean two acts following each other in succession, but
asserts the former of the persons, and the latter of the character ascribed to

Apice,

them (Hofmann),

is

wholly groundless in presence of the clearly progressive

description of the apostle.

ground of

The

right view, since faith

is

the subjective

by Calovius and our older dogmatists

salvation, is that held

:

quos credituros praevidit vel suscepturos vocationem." It is OooVs heing aware
in His plan, by means of which, before the subjects are destined by Him to
1 '

He knows whom He has

salvation,
Trpoupiae]

them He destined

to destine thereto.

also heforehand.

To what

Comp. on

?

xi. 2.

—

nal

ovpfidpty. ttjq elk. t. vl.

to he conformed to the image of His Son, i.e. to he such as should present
image of His Son in their conformation. From the following elc to elvat
k.t.1. it is plain that Paul here means the same which in ver. 23 he has designated as vlodeaiav, ttjv airolvTpuoiv tov chfiaToc rjfioiv, consequently the glory

avr.

:

the

which God has predestined them, the state of the /uillovoa doga (ver. 18),
same (even in respect of the glorified body, Phil,
Comp. 2 Cor.
xv. 49) as that which the exalted Christ has.
iii. 21, 1 Cor.
The fellowship in suffering (Calvin, Grotius, Calovius,
iii. 18, 1 John iii. 2.
and others) is here remote. What Paul has in view must be the same as he
denotes in ver. 30 by kdotjaoe, consequently the conformitas ghriae. This
very thought of the entire glorious appearance, which he means, has sug-

to

so far as this shall be the

gested the vivid expression

Chrysostom

(bvrep

yap

cvpu6p<j>. r. elkSvoc

6 fiovoyEvrjQ

rjv

$vgel, tovto

wherefore

;

kccl clvtol

we

are not, with

yeydvaet

kclto,

%apiv),

Theophylact, Bengel, and others, to refer it to the present vlodecla. TheoThe conformity of the inner being is not condoret has the right view.

veyed in the expression (Hofmann understands it as included), but is the
avpp.op^oq (Lucian, Amor. 39), in
moral presupposition of the glory meant.
Phil. iii. 21 with the dative, here with the genitive. See Bernhardy, p. 171
elg to elvat k.t.1.] Not an inferential clause (see on
Kuhner, II. 1, p. 295.
the final aim
i. 20), but
as the very notion of npotip. embraces the purpose
Nor is the main thought contained in h noil.
oiirpohp. ovpfidpty. k.t.1.
but, on the contrary, Paul
adel(j)., as de "Wette very arbitrarily supposes

—

—

;

—

—

;

contemplates Christ as the One, to
final aim.

Christ

was

whom

the divine decree referred as

to its

to fulfil His lofty commission not merely by standing

in the relation of His glory to the Father as the povoyevfa, but hy heing the

among many hrethren, i.e. among many who through Him, the
and primordial Son of God, should, as adopted viol Qeov, and conse-

First-horn
essential

1

tio,

Comp. Calvin the npoyvoxris is an " adopqua filios suos a reprobis semper discre:

vit ;" thisnotitia

placito of

God.

being dependent a

bene-

chap,

337

viii., 31-39.

quently in so far as his brethren, have attained to the same S6£a of sharing
1
the possession of the dignity and privilege (Col. i. 18) of the First-born.

Comp. also Heb. i. 6, and Lunemann in he.
For those who despised the invitation
28.

—

hmTieae]

Like

KirjToic

in ver.

to salvation conveyed to

them

through the preachers of the gospel did not belong to the called, whom
God irpoeyvu and npoupiae the following tovtovc k. e6lk. also presupposes that
Comp.
the calling has been attended with the result of the vnaKofj nioreoc.
on ver. 28. Hence the divine saving grace is to be conceived as working by
means of the word on those who become called, namely, in opening and pre;

2
Phil. i. 6, 29
paring the heart for the reception of the word, Acts xvi. 14
to his graoppose
not
would
who
those
fore-Mown
has
God
John vi. 44.
cious calling the resistance of unbelief, but would follow its drawing
;

;

.

;

and when the
has fore-ordained them to eternal salvation
time had come for the execution of His saving counsel, has called them, etc.
With the nlf/oic begins the execution of the izpoopicuoc, in accord(ver. 30).
and the subjects concerned are, in contrast to the
ance with the Tcpdyvuaig

thereafter

He

;

;

multitude standing outside of this divine process of salvation, the kt&eicrol
eSuadoaev] Justification is consequently the sole ground of the
(ver. 33).

—

glorifying

sanctification is added to

;

attain that goal in the

way

divine act of imputation,

that

God

is really

it,

in order that the justified

—

desires.

may

e66£ace] Justification, as a

(not merely ideally or in principle, in

opposition to Lipsius, Rechtfert. p. 48 f.) accomplished; but the glorification
comp. also 1 Cor.
falls to the future (ver. 21, v. 2, and constantly in N. T.
;

Notwithstanding, the aorht neither stands for the
future nor for the present (in opposition to Kollner see Ilerm. ad Viger. p.
746)^; nor does it express anywhere in the N. T. a habit,, as Flatt thinks—
against which view, in the present instance, the analogy of the preceding
ii.

7,

Rom.

ix.

23).

;

but it represents the de facto certainly future glorification
certain, that it appears as if already given and completed
"Whom He has justified, them He has— viewing the
with the kducaiaoev.
therewith also glorified."* In order thus to place
aim—
final
relation from its
the glorification on the same platform of certainty with the npoiyyu, Trpoupice,
EKdXeae, and zSlk., Paul selected the proleptic aorist v > On the other hand, the
triumphant flow of the great chain of thought and the thoroughly Pauline
aorists is decisive

as so necessary

;

and

boldness of expression (comp. on Eph. ii. 5) are misapprehended, if the act
be regarded as accomplished only in the decree of God (Grotius, Reiche, and
or if the expression be referred to the glory of God possessed "at
Umbreit)
;

first only

inwardly and secretly" (Hofmann), or to "repute with

God"

(Marcker), or to the bestowal of grace and vtoBeoia here below (Chrysostom and
his followers, Ambrosiaster, Pelagius, and Erasmus), to which also van

Hengel adheres, appealing to John xii. 28.
Vv. 31-39. Inference from vv. 29, 30. So,

then, the

Christian has to fear

nothing that might be detrimental to his salvation ; but on the contrary he is,
This whole passage
with the love of God in Christ, assured of that salvation.

—

1

ed.
a

Comp.

Philippi,

Glaubensl.

II.

p.

214,

2.

Comp. Luthardt,

v.

Freien Willen, p. 427

;

Julius Muller, dogmat. Abhandl. 264 ft.
3 See Herm. ad Viger. p. 747 ; Kiihner, IL
1,

p. 142.
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(observe the logical relation of on in ver. 29, and ovv in ver. 31) a

is

And what

tary on ver. 28.

A

20.

commentary

Erasmus on

grandiloquentius ?"
iv.

a

sublime bynog

rfjg

ver. 35.

Xit-eog (Arist.

commen-

" Quid unquam Cicero dixit
Comp. Augustine, de doctr. vhr.
!

Whet.

iii.

6)

pervades the whole,

even as respects form.

What

Ver. 31.

we

shall

—

therefore say (infer thence) with respect to these

Herewith begins a stream of trium/c.r./l.]
phant questions and answers (on to ver. 37) which contains what we say.
The 6 Qebg virep y/uuv briefly sums up the divine guardianship according to
things (vv. 29, 30)

?

Qebg

el 6

—

the tenor of vv. 29, 30.

—

rig tcatf qfitiv

a question not of challenge (Hof-

;]

mann), with which the following does not accord, but of the sure, already
triumphant certainty that all hostile power must be unsuccessful and harmless for us.
On elvai Kara nvog, comp. Ecclus. vi. 12 Wisd. iv. 6 Plut.
and on the contrast of virep and Kara, 2 Cor. xiii. 8.
Nic. 21
;

;

;

Ver. 32. The answer to the foregoing question, likewise interrogative,
but with all the more confidence.
baye] quippe qui, He, who indeed, brings
into prominence causally the subject of what is to be said of him by nug k.t.1.*
This causal clause is with great emphasis prefixed to the n&g k.t.1., of which
1

—

serves as the

it

ground

Aristoph. Ran. 739).

—

(the converse occurs e.g. in

Xen. Mem.

rov UUov] full of significance, for the

A

delineation of the display of love,

14

iv. 4.

more

;

forcible

contrast, however, to the vlovg Oerovg

(Theophylact, Pareus, Wetstein, Tholuck, Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius,
Fritzsche, Philippi)
iavrov vldv.

—

is

not implied in the text.

Comp.

ova ktyeiaaTo]

The prevalence

not written tov

Gen.

;

2 Cor.

Comp.,
xiii.

2

;

rather, viii. 3

2 Pet.

ii.

4, 5

:

;

rov
fre-

" Deus paterno suo amori quasi vim adhibuit,"

quent also in classic authors.
Bengel.

21

xi.

of the expression, as also the fact that Paul has

vlov rov dyaiznTov,

makes the assumption

of an allusion to

12 seem not sufficiently well founded (Philippi, Hofmann, and
older commentators).
The juxtaposition of the negative and positive

xxii.

many

phrases, ovk

On

love.

e<j>.,

aTJC

.

.

Taped.,

.

irapkduKev (unto death),

up for

enhances the significance of the act of
comp. iv. 25. avv avru with Him who,
:

has by God's grace already become ours. Thus everything
else stands to this highest gift of grace in the relation of concomitant accessory

given

us,

gift.

—

The

Kal belongs,

ttcjc

ov%l Kai]

Cor. ix. 8

1

;

1

how

is it possible

not to nag
Thess.

ii.

ovx't

19.

He

that

should not also with Him, etc.

(Philippi), but to avv airy

The

inference

is

;

comp.

iii.

29

?
;

" Minus

a majori ad minus.

enim vobis omnia cum illo donare, quam ilium nostri causa morti traComp. Chrysostom. —rd ndvra] the whole., of what He
has to bestow in accordance with the aim of the surrender of Jesus that is,
not " the universe of things" (Hofmann), the Klrtpovofiia of the world, which is
est

dere," Ambrosiaster.

;

here quite foreign, but, in harmony with the context, vv. 26-30

That question no longer required a cor(Hofmann) after ver. 28 ff. Besides, Paul would have expressed this
meaning by ydp. Regarding the frequent
use of ye to introduce the answer in classical Greek, see Klotz, ad Devar.v. 292 f.; El1

roboration

lendt, Lex.

:

the col-

Soph.

I.
p. 347; Baeumlein,
Kuhner, II. 2, p. 734.
See Baeumlein, Partik. p. 57 f Bornemann, ad Xen. Symp. iv. 15 Maetzn. ad £j

Partik. p. 62

;

2

.

;

curg. p. 228.

;

—
chap,

viii., 33.

33d

His love shown to us in Christ. This certainty
toward us, expressed by nug k.t.1., excludes the possi-

lective saving blessings of

of the divine relation

on the part of human adversaries.

bility of success

Ver. 33

It is impossible that this avv

avTu ra iravra Tjfilv xapiaerai should
be frustrated, either on the side of God, with whom no accusation of His
elect can have the result of their condemnation (ver. 33, down to KaTanpivuv
ff.

in ver. 34), or

on that of

Christ,

whose death,

resurrection, etc., afford the

guarantee than nothing can separate us from His love

(ver. 34, Xpicrbg 6

In the analysis of this swelling effusion we must
return to the method for which Origen, Chrysostom, Theodoret, and other
Fathers paved the way, and which Erasmus followed namely, that to the
cnrodavuv,

on to

ver. 36).

:

question rig kyKateaei k.t.1. the answer is

Qebg

:

naranpiyov

6 dinaiciV rig 6

;

and

then follows, moulded in similar form to that answer, the expression, passing over from God to Christ, Xpiarbg
t}uuv' rig r/uag xupicei k.t.1.
so
.

that after Sucatuv, and also after vnep

WIw shall raise accusation against
umphant counter-question, God

.

.

rjfiuv,

the elect

;

only a colon

of Oool f

is the justifier,

who

to be inserted.

is

Answer, in a boldly trithe condemner ? (there is,

consequently no one there to condemn, and every accusation
sult

!

Comp.

Isa.

And as

8).

1.

regards Christ

Christ

:

is

is

He

without

re-

that has died,

yea rather also has risen again, who also

is at the right hand of God, who also
who shall separate us from the love of Christ ? This view
(followed also by van Hengel, but by Hofmann only with respect to the
first portion as far as naraiipivuv), though abandoned by nearly all modern
expositors, is corroborated by its entire accordance with the sense, by the
harmony of the soaring rhetorical form, and by its freedom from those insuperable difficulties which beset the modes of division that differ from it.
[See Note C. p. 353.] Of the latter, two in particular fall to be considered.
1. Luther, Castalio, Beza, Calvin, Grotius, Wolf, and many others, including Ammon, Tholuck, Flatt, Fritzsche, Philippi, Reithmayr, and Ewald,
take 0eoc 6 ditcatuv as affirmative answer to rig eynahicei k.t.X.
then rig 6 naraKpivuv as a new question, and as the affirmative answer thereto
Xpiorbg 6

intercedes for us

:

1

;

:

thus

cnrodavciv /c.r./L,

Who

:

shall accuse, etc.

quently no accuser shall succeed).
has died, etc.

But against

view

is the

God

condemner ?

it

Kpivov are, as regards both substance (dmaiciv and
has not written rig Karanpivel to correspond with

and therefore may
34 Christ

1

The

is

not at

not,
all

difficulty started

is the justifier

Christ

is

(conse-

He that

He cannot, therefore, condemn us in judgment).
may be urged, (a) that Qebg 6 diicaitiv and rig 6 nara-

(so that

this

Who

?

and form (Paul

Karaicpiv.)

rig kyualecei), correlative,

without arbitrariness, be separated

;

(b)

that in ver.

described as a judge, which would be in keeping with

by

Philippi, that

corresponding to the n's ey*aA. Kara ckA. @€ou
in ver. 33, there is introduced, with the n's
raj., xcop. k.t.A.
of ver. 35, a question for
which nothing prepares the way, and which
is not answered in the foregoing ver. 34— is
incorrect in itself, since the answer to this
question is certainly yielded by ver. 34 and
it mistakes, moreover, the truly lyric char;

acter of the magnificent passage. Tholuck's
objections, as also those of Hofmann, regarding the second half (from Xpiorbs 6
anodavtav onwards), are quite unimportant,
latter lays particular stress on the fact

The

that Paul has not added vnep ^m«" to ano&avAs if that purpose of the ano&. were
not perfectly self-evident, especially amidst
such a vehement flight of the discourse
6v.

!
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and intercessor (c) that,
it must be already
quite self-evident that there can be no mraKpivuv, and consequently tic o
KaraK, as a new question, would be something superfluous and out of keeping
(d) and, finally, that in the
with so compressed an utterance of emotion
entire context there is no mention of the last judgment.
2. The theory,
that came into vogue after Augustine, doctr. Chr. iii. 3, and Ambrosiaster
(adopted in modern times by Koppe, Reiche, Kollner, Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, and Maier, also by Griesbach and Lachmann
Tholuck is undecided), consists in supplying EymlkaEt with Qsbg 6 dcmitiv, and
taking it as a question, and dealing in a corresponding manner with Xpiarbg
Who shall accuse ? Shall God do so, who justifies f Who
tjh&v also
shall condemn ? Shall Christ do so, who has died, etc. ? But against this view
the 6 naraicpivov, but, on the contrary, as redeemer

if rig

kymlkoEt

at once disposed of

is

by

;

Qebg 6 Simitiv,

;

;

.

.

.

:

to urge the decisive reason, that to conceive of

it suffices

fore Christ) is destitute of scriptural analogy,

curred to the apostle.

Hofmann

takes Xpiarbg

.

.

the question

rig 6

as accuser (beat all

have oc-

hrvyx- vnep rifi. as a question

.

with two dissimilar relative adjuncts, of which the
ble, after

God

and could not
first

declares how it

was possi-

mranp., to subjoin the further question, whether

it

might not be feared with regard to Christ that He should condemn where
God acquits while the second shows the impossibility of such a fear. But
this artificial interpretation, in connection with which the first and second
ml (see the critical remarks) are condemned as not genuine and this condemnation is acutely turned to account, fails, so far as the substance is concerned, on the very ground that the thought of its being possible perhaps
for Christ to condemn where God acquits would be an absurd idea, which
and, so far as form is concould not occur to a Christian consciousness
cerned, on the ground that the second relative clause is annexed to the first
with entire similarity, and therefore does not warrant our explaining it, as
should have written alia ml kvr.
if Paul, instead of bg ml kvr.
In detail,
;

;

—

,

observe further

:

The designation

of Christians in ver. 33 as ekIektoI Geov

is

having a special bearing on the matter, and renders palpable at
while Qsdg coming immediately after
once the fruitlessness of every Eynlrjcig

selected as

Qeov has rhetorical emphasis.

— mra

;

ekI. Qeov] i.e.

against those

whom God

be members of His Messianic
peculiar people to be made blessed for Christ's sake, according to His eternal decree (Eph. i. 4)
comp. on ver. 30. This is the Christian conception
(comp. 1 Pet. ii. 9) of the Old Testament ekIekt. (Ps. cv. 43, cvi. 5
Isa.
xlii. 1, lxv. 9
Wisd. iii. 9, al.). The elect constitute the Israel of God,
Gal. vi. 16.
Regarding the genitive Geov (hi. is used quite as a substantive
comp. Col. iii. 12 Matt. xxiv. 31 al.), see Fritzsche, Diss. II. p. 31
Pflugk, ad Eur. Hec. 1135.
The absence of the article (comp. ver. 27) in the

has chosen

I

out of the

udo/iog

(John

xvii. 6) to

;

;

;

;

case of

;

e k1.

;

Qeov brings out the quality of the persons.

Christ in ver. 34

—under which

His death

is

death, His rising again as having taken place

1

Against Hofmann, who (Schriftbew.
on Eph. i. 4.

non-elect, see

I.

— The

predicates of

to be conceived as an atoning
did,

p. 223 f.) calls in

rrjv

dimioxrtv f/uuv (iv. 25),

question the reference to others,

chap, vin.,
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33.

and His being at the right hand of God as personal participation in the government of the world (Eph. i. 20, Col. iii. 1, al. ; comp. also Dissen, ad
Pindar. Fragm. xi. 9) in the heavenly dwelling-place of the Father's glory
exclude the possibility of any one separating us from
(see on Matt. vi. 6)
the love of Christ. For, as regards His past, He has proved by His death
Eph. iii. 18 f.), and this demonstrathe abundance of His love (v. 6 f.
tion of His love has been divinely confirmed by His resurrection ; and as
regards His present, through His sitting at the right hand of God He possesses
the power to do for His own whatever His love desires, and through His
intercession He procures for them every protection and operation of grace
from the Father (Heb. vii. 25, ix. 24 1 John ii. 1). But this intercession

—

;

;

(comp. ver. 26

f.)

is

the continuous bringing

to

bear of His

work

of atone-

ment, completed by His ilaorfpiov, on the part of Christ in His glory with
which we are to conceive of as real and in virtue of the glorithe Father
fied corporeity of the exalted Christ, as also in virtue of the subordination
;

in

which He even

as avvdpovog stands to

—
the Father—

as request properly so

which the " continuus quasi vigor" (Gerhard) of
redemption takes place. Comp. John xiv. 1G. There has been much dogmatic and philosophical explaining away of this passage on the part of sysSome apt observations are to be found in Diistertematists and exegetes.
dieck on 1 John ii. 1, who nevertheless, without assigning his exegetical
grounds, calls in question that the intercession is vocalis et oralis. As such,
however, it must be conceived, because it is made by the glorified God-man
though the more special mode in which it takes place is withdrawn from
Comp. Philippi, Glaubensl.
the cognizance of our earthly apprehension.
paXkov 61 is the imo vero, vel potius, by which the
IV. 2, p. 336, ed. 2.
for what would Christ's
speaker amends his statement (see on Gal. iv. 9)
having died have been of itself ? how could it have been to us the bond and
called (evrevZic) through

;

—

;

the security of His love against
resurrection

had not been added

all

to

distresses, etc.
it ?

,

ver. 35 f

.

,

if

the divine

Paul therefore appends to the bare

imo vero etiam resuscitatus, in which the nai,
of correction
comp. Eph. v. 11. It
non solum mortuus, sed etiam resusc.
is thus clear that (contrary to Hofmann's view) this nai was quite essential
for it was not the airodavuv itself, but its having been
and indispensable
mentioned alone and without the resurrection belonging to it, that needed

airoOavuv,

by way

also, signifies

:

:

;

;

correction.

It

is,

moreover, self-evident that

rective expression is here merely of

a,

all this

application of the cor-

formal nature, serving to bring into

—

The
marked prominence the two elements in their important correlation.
Ver. 35. tic] Paul puts the
bg ml occurring twice has a certain solemnity.
The
question by Tig, not ti, in conformity with the parallel Tig 6 naTanpivuv.
circumstance that he subsequently specifies states and things, not persons

—

—

which, however, naturally suggest themselves to the conception of the
reader cannot lead any one astray, least of all in such a bold flight of
rhetoric.
airb Tfjg ayan. r. XpccTov] Most expositors take tov X. (comp. Eph.
iii. 19) as genitive of the subject, and rightly, because this view was already

—

—

prepared for by ver. 34 (in which the great acts of Christ's love toward us
are specified), and is confirmed by ver. 37 (6ia tov ayaiz. ypag), and by ver.
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where the

39,

Gsov

ayairrj rov

rj

XpiorQ comes in the place of the ayarnj rov

kv

This excludes the interpretation of others, who understand it of the love
Kollner,
to Christ (Origen, Ambrosiaster, Erasmus, Majus, Heumann, Morus,
and Ewald). Kollner's objections to our view do not touch its true sense,

X.

since the point in question is not a possible interruption of the love of Christ
to us, nor yet the hindering of our access to it (Philippi), but a possible separation from the love of Christ (that helps to victory, ver. 37) through hinit and us, which might nullify its manifestation and
It was
and might thus dissolve our real fellowship with it.
and
ThoRuckert,
Calvin,
(comp.
Wette
in
de
unwarranted
very
therefore
luck), to convert, in accordance with v. 5, the love of Christ into "the joyful feeling of being loved by Christ," which ver. 37 does not permit, where

drances intervening between
operation upon us

'

manifestly the aid of the exalted Christ,
Phil. iv. 13), is meant.
xxviii. 20

who

has loved us (comp. Matt,

;

The marks

Ver. 36.
struction

4

f.

of parenthesis are to be expunged, because the con-

unbroken, and all'

h

rovr. ndaiv in ver.

37 refers to ver. 35 and

the accumulation of designations that follows, comp. 2 Cor.
and on the so frequently repeated rj, Xen. Mem. i. 1. 7, Soph. 0. C.

On

ver. 36.
vi.

is

;

most extreme element mentioned,
Paul quotes a passage, in accordance with which even the
slaying sword has here its place already prophetically indicated beforehand.
In Ps. xliv. 23 (quoted exactly from the^LXX.), where the historical meaning refers to the daily massacres of Jews in the time of the Psalmist (in an
age after the exile, but not so late as the Maccabean), he recognizes a type
of the analogous fate awaiting the Christian people of God, as their sacred-

By way

251.
for

rj

of scriptural proof for the

fxaxai-pa.,

historic

KardXXnlog

destiny.

7TpoKEip.£voig

rolg

avdptiv elpijrat rov avrbv kaxv^druv ckottSv,

cation of this typical view.

But

/xaprvpia'

tj

3x

Therein

Theodoret.

npocuTcov yap
lies

the justifi-

since our passage specially mentions only

the leing put to death and the slaying, we have no right to make the reference which Paul gives to them extend, with Hofmann, to the treatment in
general which the Christians should have to experience, instead of leaving
part of the quotation, without relevant
or t] for.
it limited to ndxatpa.

—

A

—

evekev aov] There is no reason
whatever for departing, with Kollner (comp. Hofmann), from the reference

reference to the connection in our passage.

of the original text to God,

and

-referring aov to

Christ.

For, in the

first

place, the probative point of the quotation does not lie in evekev gov (but in
davar.

and

kXoy.

ue

irpSfi. a<j>.)

;

and in the second

place, the very massacres of

the Christians took place on account of God, because they continued faithful
to Him in Christ, while the denial of Christ would have been a denial of
Hence martyrdom was regarded as a doga&iv
God, who had sent Him.
davaru rov Qsbv (John xxi. 19).

—

bXr/v rrjv

1
The tribulations, etc., are, forsooth, not
something which might form a wall of sep-

aration between us and the love of Christ,
such as they might produce perhaps in human fellowship—so that the affection of
any one should be unable to reach us or

^.] Not

quotidie (Castalio, Gro-

act upon us. Philippi introduces a foreign
element, when he holds that the tribulations might seem to us signs of the divine
wrath, and thus mislead us into unbelief in

the existence of the divine love,

—
chap, vin., 37-39.
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and Glockler); Paul follows the LXX., who thus translate DITTOS.
means the whole day (comp. x. 21 Isa. lxii. 6 Ex. x. 13 1 Sam.
xix. 24
1 Mace. v. 50) are we murdered, so that at every time of the day
murder is committed upon us (now on this one, now on that one of us) it
tius,

It

:

;

;

;

;

;

And

consequence of thefact, that we
as sheep for the slaughter, reckoned like sheep des-

ceases not the livelong day.

have oeen counted (aorist)

this is the

tined for slaughter.

But

— namely, what

and 36 we
an incomplete sentence (Hofmann), but is rather the simple antithetic at, hut, whatever sufferings and
dangers may await us.
vnepvin.'] We gain a victory that is more than victory ;
we are over-victorious. Luther well renders u we over come far." Comp. v.
Ver. 37.

in all this

is

This alia does not break

conquer, etc.

specified in vers. 35

off

—

:

It

20..

does not involve more than this

(Chrysostom,

which

is

it

neither the easiness of the victory

Theophylact), nor the "in cruce etiam gloriamur " (Beza),

rather the consequence of this victory

the latter, see 2 Cor.

but

;

occurs in Socr. H. E.

tory sense

(viicav

for a sublime testimony to

;

In the ancient Greek

8-11.

iv.

iii.

Leo Tact.

21,

xiv. 25,

not extant,
although in a deroga-

vTrepvin. is

Nevertheless there

uev naldv, imepviKav 6e kirtyOovov).

is

con-

tained in our passage also a holy arrogance of victory, not selfish, but in the
consciousness of the might of Christ.
dia rov ayair. ijuag] He who hath

—

procurer of this our victory, helps us to it by His power.
Comp. esp. 2 Cor. xii. 9. That it is not God (Chrysostom, Estius, Grotius,

loved us

is the

Bengel, and others, including Reiche, Kollner, Olshausen, and van Hengel)
that

is

meant, but Christ (Riickert, de Wette, Philippi, Tholuck, Ewald,
follows, not indeed from Phil. iv. 13, but from the necessary

and Hofmann),
reference to

rig tju.

x^P- airb

r.

ay. r. X. in ver.

35

;

—

for ver. 37 contains the

hyanijo. ] denotes the act
from the love of 'Christ.
of love /car' e£oxf/v, which Christ accomplished by the sacrifice of His
life.
This reference was self-evident to the consciousness of the readers.
Comp. v. 6 Gal. ii. 20 Eph. v. 2, 25.
Vv. 38, 39. Paul now confirms what he had said in ver. 37 by the enthusiastic declaration of his conviction that no power, in whatever shape it
may exist or be conceived of, etc. For the singular Trenuouai there is as
little necessity for seeking a special reason (Hofmann, e.g., thinks that Paul
wished to justify the confidence with which he had expressed ver. 37) as in the

opposite of the separation

;

;

case of Xoyi^o/iat in ver. 18, especially as ver. 37 contains only the simple assertion of a state of fact,

and not a how of that

assertion.

— The

following

expressions (davaroc k.t.1.) are to be left in the generality of their sense,

and partly through the connection, beyond doubt
is purely opposed to the purpose of declaring
everything everything possible incapable of separating the believers from
the love of God in Christ.
Hence ovre davaroc ovre &% neither death nor
We, as the two most general states, in which man can be. We may die or
live
we remain in the love of God. The mention of death first was
occasioned very naturally by ver. 36. It is otherwise in 1 Cor. iii. 22.
Grotius (following Chrysostom and Jerome, ad Aglas. 9) imports the idea
" metus mortis
spes vitae," which Philippi also regards as a " correct parawhich

is,

partly in itself

;

every arbitrary limitation

—

—

:

:

:

:

;

—
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phrase of the sense."

—

ovre ayyeloi ovre apxai] Neither angels (generally) nor

ayy.

(in particular),

(angelic) powers

with Chrysostom, Theophylact,

is,

Beza, Tholuck, Philippi, Fritzsche, Hofmann, and others, to be understood
without some
of good angels, because the wicked are never termed ayyelot
denning adjunct (Matt. xxv. 41 2 Cor. xii. 7 2 Pet. ii. 4 ; comp. Jude
;

;

objection repeated by lleiche (who, with Clemens Alexandrinus,
that
Toletus, Grotius, Estius, and others, understands it of wicked angels),
an attempt on the part of the good angels to separate Christians from God

The

6).

inconceivable, does not hold, since, according to Gal. i. 8, the case of
such an attempt falling within the sphere of possibility could certainly be
Theophylact already
not believed, but— conceived ex hypothesi by Paul.

is

—

aptly says

oi>x

:

wf

rtiv

arch XpLorov, oXao,

ayyelav cKpiaruvroru rovg avOpunovg

Against the view that ayy. denotes good and
and van Hengel), the linguistic usage
Koppe,
wicked angels (Wolf, Bengel,
is likewise decisive, since according to it the absolute ayy. signifies nothing
rbv

vicffleoiv

nad'

Uyov

rideig.

—

apxai] obtains,
than simply good angels. Comp. on 1 Cor. iv. 9.
powers
particular
to
reference
definite
its
with
ayy.,
connection
through its
in the category of angels those invested with power in the angelic world.
else

—

Paul recognizes a diversity of rank and power in the angelic hierarchy (of
the good and the wicked), and finds occasion, especially in his later epistles,
Eph. i. 21 1 Cor. xv. 24 Eph. vi. 12 Col. ii.
to mention it (Col. i. 16
on Eph. i. 21), betraying any participation in
(comp.
without, however
15)
2
Olearius, Wetstein, Loesner,
the fluctuating definitions of the later Jews.
l

;

;

;

;

;

Morus, Rosenmuller, Flatt, and Weiss, UU. Theol. p. 460, refer apx- to human
principatus quoslibet. " Against these its conruling powers ; van Hengel to
non-angelic
nection with ayy. is decisive, because no contrast is suggested of
'

'

Just as little, because without any trace in the text, are we to
understand with Hofmann the apxai, in contrast to the good God-serving
" that in self-will exercise a dominion, with which they do not
ayye'Aoc, as spirits

powers.

live to the service

of God,"

i.e.

as evil spirits.

ovre eveorura ovre fiellovra]

Comp.

neither that which has set in nor that which is future.

1

Cor.

iii.

22.

Flatt,
Quite general, and not to be limited to sufferings (Yatablus, Grotius,
idea
hear., however, does not absolutely coincide with the

and

others),

things present (as

it is

which is in itself linguistically possible,
on Gal. i. 4) but it denotes rather
has already begun (and ueU. that, the

usually taken),

but is never the case in the N.
what is in the act of having set in,
1 Cor. iii.
emergence of which is still future). So, according to Gal. i. 4
"instantia."
Vulgate
the
by
rendered
Aptly
2.
2 Thess. ii.
22, vii. 26
"quaeres instet, quid porro deinde sequatur."
Comp. Lucretius, i. 461
generality, personal and imovre fa&jUtt] nor powers ; to be left in its utmost
T. (see

;

;

—

:

;

:

personal

(Hofmann

arbitrarily limiting it to the latter).

The common inter-

would be correct, if its position after a PX ai were
remarks. The incongruity of the apparent isolation of

pretation, angelic powers,

right

;

but see the

crit.

without
» In opposition to Hofmann, who
any reason denies this {Schriftbew. I. 347).
See Hahn, Theol. IT. T. I. 282 ff.; Philippi,
Glaubeml. H. 307

ff.,

ed.

2.

»

See, respecting these definitions, BartoI. p. 267 ff.; Eisenmenger,

locci, Bibl. rabb.

entdecUes Judenthum,

II. p.

370

ff.

'
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this link vanishes

on observing that Paul, in his enumeration, twice
arranges
d PX at), and then twice again in threes
(viz,
ovre hear, ovre p:eXk. ovre dwdfj., and ovre
v^fia ovre j3ddog ovre rig Kriccg erepa)
and the latter indeed in such a way, that to the two that
stand contrasted
he adds a third of a general character, —ovre v^a ovre
pddog]
the elements in pairs {ddvarog

.

.

.

neither height

nor depth; likewise without any alteration or limitation
of the quite general
sense of the words.
dimension of space can separate us, etc.
Arbitrary
definitions are given
heaven and hell or the nether world (Theodoret,
Beno-el
Wetstein, Michaelis, Klee, Baumgarten-Crusius, Ewald,
and Ho'fmann)
heaven and earth (Fritzsche
comp. Theophylact, Moms, and Flatt)
the
height of Uiss and the depth of misery (Koppe)
spes honorum and metus
tgnominiae (Grotius, Rosenmuller)
sapientia haereticorum and communes
vulgi errores (Melanchthon)
neque altitudo, ex qua quis minaretur

M

:

•

;

;

;

;

praecipi-

;

neque profundum, in quo aliquis minaretur demersionem
(Thomas
Aquinas, Anselm, Estius).
ovre rig Kriacg erepa] nor any other
created thing
whatever, covers all not yet embraced in the foregoing
elements
and thus
tium,

—

;

the idea of

nothing in the world in the shape of a creature" is fully
exhausted.
The attempt to bring the collective elements named in their
consecutive
order under definite logical categories leads to
artificialities of exposition,
which ought not to be applied to such enthusiastic outbursts
of the moment!
Instead of rf,g hy. rov Xpcarov (ver. 35), Paul now says,
rfjg ay. rov Qeov rf,g
X. 'I., not thereby expressing something different,
but characterizing the
love of Christ (toward us) as the love
of God lohich is in Christ Jesus. The
love of Christ, namely, is nothing else than the love
of God Himself, which
has its seat and place of operation in Christ.
God is the original fountain,
Christ the constant organ and mediating channel of one
and the same love ;
so that in Christ is the love of God, and the love of
Christ is the love of God
in Christ.
Comp, v, 6, 8.
< <

—
h

Notes by Amebican Editob.
XCI. Ver.

1.

ovdev dpa vvv Kardtcpi/Lta n.r.l.

dpa vvv Meyer affirms, as against Philippi, never to be
equivalent to dpa oiv.
This position seems to be correct. Here, at least, it may
be confidently held
that vvv has the temporal sense, referring to the state
following the intervention of Christ which is alluded to in vii. 25.
To what is there said, as connected with what precedes it (also summed up in
25&), dpa points, and draws
from it the declaration of this verse as an inference. The progress
of the thought
and its connection with the foregoing context, thus, show what is in
the author's mind.
The deliverance through Christ is from the condition described
in vii. 14-23
that condition is one in which, whatever may be the better
impulses or the interior conflict, the man is uniformly and
hopelessly subjected
as a slave to sin as his master.
It is from the power and dominion of this master that Christ frees him.
Through the aid of this Divine helper he ceases to be
;

a dovlog dfiapriag,

and becomes MevGepog. The fact that he is thus free, accordground of the fact that there is for him now no condemnation. This
view of the meaning is confirmed by the following verses. The reason given
in
ingly, is the

ver. 2 for this

statement of ver.

1,

that there is no condemnation,

is

that

'

the law

'
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me (or thee) from the law of sin ;" i.e. that the man has passed out of the control of sin into a new and opposite condition. And the aorist
tense JjAevQcpuoev declares that this change was wrought at the time indicated
of the Spirit freed

Ver. 4 ff. also set forth, (1) the idea of a fulfilling of the requirelaw in the case of those who come under the controlling influence
the
ments of
principle thus gains
(2) the fact that, where this new
of the new principle
of the Spirit, which
things
the
towards
turned
wholly
is
"mind"
the
control,
are the exact opposite to those of the flesh and (3) the declaration that if a

in

vii.

25a.

;

;

has this "mind"— though his bodily part remains still subject to death
on account of sin—his spiritual part is already possessed of life because of
righteousness. The entire context, therefore, points in one direction and to

man

one conclusion. The same general thought is brought out in Gal. v. 18 ff.,
where the statement that, in case we are led by the Spirit, we are not under
the law [i.e. its condemnation], is founded upon an enumeration of the fruits
of the Spirit, against which the law has no condemnatory judgment to pronounce. The man has ceased to sin, having been made free, and hence cannot be condemmed.
It must be borne in mind here, as in chap,

yi.,

that the Apostle

is

in this en-

an objection to his doctrine— that it tends
and is showing that there is no such tendency. When he describes
to sin,
the state of the man who has become a Christian, therefore, he naturally presents it in accordance with the ideal involved in the doctrine. In the realization of this ideal there is and must be a complete change of masters and governing principles at the turning-point of life. All before this is under sin all
The doctrine is thus comafter this under Christ, the Spirit, righteousness.
That individual hupletely vindicated, when it is exhibited in its true light.
man experience does not always answer to this ideal is plainly admitted by the
Apostle in the fact that, immediately after these verses, he exhorts the Chris-

tire section of the Epistle discussing

—

;

tian readers to conform their lives to the doctrine, ver. 12 (cf. vi. 12, Gal. v.
But whether the individual believer does thus live or not, the legitimate
25).

tendency of the doctrine

same exhortation, and

itself is

and, wherever he does not, the
one to be given.

the same

this only, is the

;

XCII. Ver. 2-11.

In the passage extending from ver. 2 to ver. 11 the following points may be
Xp. 'Itjoov (ver. 2) with r/levBepuaev, which
(a) The connection of
Meyer founds this view of the conis favored by Meyer, is to be preferred.
3,'
struction upon ver. 3. Weiss, in his ed. of Mey., inserts, in place of " ver.
" the manifest reference to rolg
Xp. 'Ivc ver. 1." We may properly include

h

noticed,

h

both of the verses alluded to, and also vii. 25a, in the argument, for this
verse has a close relation to them all, and they all support this understanding
of the sentence.

(6)

The

textual reading as after t]AevO. is placed by West, and
They indicate doubts, however, re-

Hort. (as by Tisch., 8th ed.) in the text.

specting

its

genuineness, and in their "Notes on Select Headings," after
"The distribution of documents,

presenting the facts of the case, they say,

combined with internal evidence, favors the omission of both pronouns ;"
adding the remark (comp. Meyer), " ge, a very unlikely reading, is probably only
an early repetition of— ce." [i.e. from rjAevdepuoe.]. Weiss ed. Mey., on the
other hand, seems to regard the substitution of pie for ae by a copyist as readily

notes.
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to be supposed, by reason of the I and me of the preceding
context.
The connection of the verse with the preceding context certainly favors
strongly the
reading pe, as compared with ae. But, while it must be admitted

that this fact

might have induced a copyist to change the text from ae to fie, a careful
observation of the progress of the thought will lead rather to the conviction
that the
Apostle himself wrote

The law

///-,

as

still

bringing forward his

own

personality,

(c)

and of death, from which the man is freed, is the same law which
is mentioned at the end of vii. 23, to whose power he
was always brought into
captivity before the deliverance.
The addition of tov Bavdrov is suggested by
vii. 24.
(d) The sense in which Karmptve (ver. 3) is to be
understood must be
determined (1) by the force of the verb itself ;— it is a judicial word, and
hence
we must find in it this element (2) by h rrj aupd, which qualifies the verb ;—
of sin

;

this denotes the sphere within

which the condemnation was

effective
(3) by
;— this phrase, being appositional with the sentence of
which KuT£ K f)ive is the leading verb, shows that the condemnation referred to
is
one which the law could not accomplish (4) by ev foOevei did rfjc oapudc
<£
;—
these words contain the ground of this inability of the law
(5) by the fact
that throughout the entire passage from vii. 14 to this point
dfiapna is conceived of in the light of a master and lord. Sin is declared in this
verse,
therefore, to be condemned, not in the ordinary meaning of the word,
but in a
peculiar one.
In the ordinary sense, the law could condemn it. It could pronounce judgment and secure the infliction of penalty. To this end there was
no weakness of the law through the flesh. But in the sense of a judicial deposing
of sin from its lordship, and of excluding it from the domain,
where it had held
sway, the Mosaic law had no power of condemnation. It was hopelessly
weak
;

to ddvvarov tov v6/xov

;

;

as related to the accomplishment of this result, because of that
element of
man's nature over which sin ruled. It could reveal the will of God and demand
righteousness, but, by reason of what is set forth in vii. 14-23, could do
no
more. This practical, or as Meyer calls it de facto, condemnation is, accordingly, what was in the writer's mind,
(e) The means by which God effected
what the law had not been able to accomplish was the sending of his Son eu
6(iol6/xuti

capubc ufiapriac

/cat nepl ufiapriac.
In the former of these two phrases
not to be explained, with Meyer, as a gen. of quality,
but, with Weiss ed. Mey., as expressing the relation of sin as a
master. In the
latter phrase the same idea is probably suggested, and
thus the preposition,
which is indefinite in itself, is to be taken, not as involving the thought of an
offering for sin, but as referring to the destruction of sin's
power. As Weiss
justly remarks, these verses speak of sin only with respect
to this point.
The

the genitive d/iapTtac

Son was sent
6/ioiu/i.

aapK.

ev

aapm

is

(as

Meyer

also says),

but not

ev vapid dfiapriag,

only ev

He was

sent with reference {irepi) to sin in different senses,
but here the attention of the reader is confined to the one sense
indicated by the
context.
Meyer, on the other hand, holds that in rrepl
&p. is contained the
whole category of the relations in which Christ stood to sin.
(/) In accordance
with all that has been said, and with all the indications of
the passage, duaiafia,
ver. 4, must be interpreted as meaning
ordinance, requirement, " what the law lays
down as its rightful demand " (Meyer). The end in view of the
&fi.

condemnation

the fulfilment of this demand. This verse,
accordingly, confirms the view
of the preceding verse which has been stated,
and, in its turn, has its own true
meaning indicated and established by what the former verse declares,
(g) In
ver. 76 the ground on which is founded
the affirmation that the mind of the flesh
is
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enmity against God is set forth in the words, "for it does not subject itself
law of God ;" and then this latter statement is strengthened by the
clause "for not even can it do so." This oh dvvarai and similar phrases elsewhere are not to be regarded as stating anything respecting the ability or inaWhat is
bility of the will, as a faculty, to rid itself of the dominion of sin.
said here is only that the mind of the flesh cannot subject itself, etc. It canIf the man, in the exercise of his
not, because a thing cannot be its opposite.
will, submits to God, the mind of the flesh, ipso facto and at that moment,
ceases to exist, (h) Vv. 10, 11 state what is already secured for the Christian
while he lives on earth, according to the proper idea of the doctrine of justificaAlready in this life, so far
tion by faith, and what will be realized hereafter.
as the Tzvevfiu is concerned, there is ^wq because of righteousness, but nevertheis

to the

body is dead. Hereafter the body of the believer is to share in the
and thus the work of the deliverer from the power of sin is to be completed.
That dimioovvT} here means conformity to right, and not righteousness by faith,
Weiss
is indicated by the context, even from the beginning of this section.
venpov clearly refers to
ed. Mey. recognizes this, rejecting the view of Meyer,
physical death (comp. dvrjrd, ver. 11), and the sentence is put in this form for the
purpose of contrast with far/ :— the spirit is life, the body is dead. So far as
relates to the matter of time, the death of the body is, for the living man, a
less the
fa?},

thing of the future.
as said

Meyer takes the sentence

from the standpoint of the end of

proleptically.

Weiss regards

it

when the result which Christ
The view of Meyer seems more

life,

accomplishes for us here is made manifest.
correct, for the declaration with regard to the spirit
ing verses) has reference to what is before the end.

(as

shown by the precedWith respect to the

(i)

which we are to regard the Apostle as
is to be remarked that his most full
and distinct utterance on this subject is found in 1 Cor. xv. Expressions of a
more general nature, like the present— at least those written so soon afterwards—must be explained, in their minuter points, by that chapter. Evidently Paul did not look for a literal resurrection of the earthly body.
(?) As to

manner

of the &07roielv, or the view

holding concerning the resurrection,

the textual reading in ver. 11,

it

must be admitted that the thought of the preThe fact, also,
ttvev/iu.
to evolkovv

it

ceding verses points strongly towards dia

.

.

.

urged by many, that the Spirit is not represented in the N. T. as the
instrumental agent in the resurrection, favors the same text. In a case where
the external evidence is so nearly evenly divided as it is here, the evidence
derived from the passage itself may properly have great weight. Tisch. 8th
W. & H. and K. V.,
ed., West, and Hort, E. V., adopt the genitive reading
however, record the other in the margin. Tregelles, Alford, Godet, Weiss,

which

is

;

Gilford,

and others prefer the accusative reading.

XCIII. Ver. 12. apa ovv d^ulirai

eofiiv /c.r.A.

It may be added,
of Meyer on this verse are evidently correct.
the statement of the former part of the verse involves and (though the
thought is expressed only on the negative side) is equivalent in substance to
an exhortation to the readers to make their living correspond with the ideal
indicated (see preceding notes) and (b) that the cause of the omission of the

The remarks

(a) that

;

positive part (but to the Spirit, etc.) is undoubtedly the same which we
discover in many other instances namely, that the writer is led away by his

—

—
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desire to introduce the proof of the negative part, and, after this has

been

presented, regards the positive as suggested with sufficient clearness for his

purpose.

XCIV.

"Ver. 17.

elirep ov/nvdaxofiev Iva ndl avvdo^aadu/iev.

The connection both of the clauses and the thought is very close from ver. 12
to ver. 17a.
But a new thought is evidently suggested in ver. 176. "We
are heirs, if we suffer," etc.
To this new thought the entire passage vv. 18-39
is

attached.

may be

It

noticed, as connected with 176, that iva seems to ex-

press the end in view which belongs to the very idea of ovfiiraoxofiev, rather

than that which alone moves the

man thus to suffer

:

If we

move on

in that course

of suffering in union with Christ which looks, as it also leads, to a union with Him in
glory.
It may also be remarked that el-jrep assumes the condition as a fact, and

although the position of Hermann ad Viger. p. 834, referred to by Grimm and
many commentators, may be admitted— that this particle is used " de re, quae

utrum jure an injuria sumatur"
found almost universally (if not, indeed, without any
exception in cases where it is not joined with some other particle), as it is
here, in suppositions which are clearly regarded by the writer as justly assumed.
As in ver. 9 he takes it for granted, since they are Christians, that the readers
(v/ieic) have the Spirit of God dwelling in them— and considers himself justified
in so taking it, so here he presents a condition which, as he holds, will natFor the
urally be fulfilled by the followers of Christ to whom he was writing.
use of elirep comp. ver. 9, also Kom. iii. 30 (where some texts read kirei'KEp),
2 Cor. v. 3 (where Tisch. and W. & Hort read elye); 2 Thess. i. 6 ;
1 Cor. viii. 5
With apa it occurs in 1 Cor. xv. 15, where
1 Pet. ii. 3 (when X* A B read el).
esse sumitur, sed in incerto relinquitur

yet in the N. T.

it

is

—

;

apa conveys the idea of in the case supposed in the preceding context.
case it

may be

justly held that the

XCV.

The

relation of

w.

In thai

dead are not raised.
Ver. 18

18-39 to ver. 176

ff.

is correctly

given by Meyer.

The

pas-

sage sets forth three grounds of encouragement to endure the sufferings which
The first of these is connected with the future and
are to end in the glory.

with hope. The other two relate to the present life. Weiss ed. Mey. objects
It does
to this view on the ground that ver. 17 does not contain an exhortation.
not, indeed, inform, but it does by way of suggestion and through its close union
with ver. 18. That the latter verse is introduced as a reason for something
which precedes it, is evident from the yap with which it opens. That the

which it refers is the entire clause, GvinrdaxofMev Iva ml
by the fact that it compares the sufterings with the
glory.
That the reference is to this clause as suggesting an exhortation we must
hold, because there is no proof given in the verse of the only fact stated in ver.
176— namely, that we are God's heirs and Christ's fellow-heirs if, or only if, we
suffer, etc.
Weiss admits that this fact, considered in itself, is not established
by ver. 18, but regards the verse as proving that, whereas the suffering might
seem to be inconsistent with that fatherly love of God on which our confidence
in the final consummation of our salvation must depend, there was, nevertheless,
To any inconsistency of this sort
to the mind of Paul, no such inconsistency.
or any difficulty likely to arise in connection with it, however, there is no
particular thing to

ovud^acOcjf/Ev, is indicated
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allusion in ver. 18 or the verses

which follow

;

the

first clearly

manifest sug-

gestion of such an idea being found near the close of the chapter,

and in what
must be considered as another paragraph,— at vv. 35, 36.
According to Godet, "Paul seemed, in the previous verses, to assume that
the work had already reacheckits goal, and that nothing remained but to pass
into glory.'
The words of 17b are added to remove this possible misapprehension of his meaning, and in connection with them he is led to " develop two
'

ff.
(1) " the world's state of misery in its present condition
demonstrated by the groaning of the creation, by that of believers themselves,
and by that of the Holy Spirit," and (2) the certainty, notwithstanding all, of
the future glory. But this view seems less simple, natural, and accordant with
the progress of the thought, and must be rejected.

ideas," ver. 18

:

XCVI. Ver. 18-25.

The

by the repeatedly
introduced as a confirmation of ver. 18. Meyer
thinks it is intended to prove the certainly suggested by the emphatic nellovcav
but, though this participle has a prominence by reason of its position, it does
not apparently contain the main thought of the verse— which is, that the
relation of the verses in this passage is indicated

occurring yap.

(a) Ver. 19 is

;

glory,
is,

which

is certainly to

be revealed, far outweighs the present sufferings.

then, the greatness of the glory, rather than its indubitableness,

must regard

as in the Apostle's

entire irrational
glory,

creation)

is

mind

in ver. 18 also.

If

patiently waiting for the

even the

It

which we
kt'iciq

(the

revelation of this

with earnest expectation, it must be something with which "the light
which are but for a moment" can bear no comparison, (b) Vv. 20, 21

afflictions

give the ground of the fact that the ktiois thus waits with expectation— namely,
because its original subjection to the law of decay was accompanied by a hope
for itself of future deliverance

tion in the freedom therefrom

from the bondage of corruption, and of participawhich belongs to the glorified state of the chil-

dren of God. (c) Ver. 22 presents a proof of the statement of w. 20, 21. This
statement is not that the kt'iolq was subjected to vanity, but that it was thus
subjected in hope. The view of Meyer, at this particular point, must, therefore,
be correct. The ever-continued sighing for deliverance indicates the hope of

With regard

to hold that its connection is with ver. 18,

seems better, with Weiss ed. Mey.,
and that it has a sort of parallelism

with ver.

it

it.

(d)

k^TTidt

19, than,

of ver. 20.

to ver. 23, however, it

with Meyer, to make

From

a climax of the proof of the

ett'

ver. 19 to ver. 22 the waiting expectation of the Kriaiq

is

presented and explained.

of

God themselves

now

The

similar longing

and waiting

of the children

We who

have the first-fruits of the Spirit,
Paul says, groan within ourselves, waiting out the completeness of our adoption,
the redemption of the body. This, which has been already alluded to in
vv. 10, 11, as not yet accomplished, but as the promise of the future, is the
final consummation of that which Christ works out for us through the deliverance referred to in vii. 25. The body is redeemed from the power of sin,
which causes its death, and is made free from the bondage of corruption, (e)
Ver. 24 adds a reason for " our" groaning and looking forward
that the salvation which " we" gained as we entered the Christian life was a salvation in
hope, and not in the actual experience of all that it involves. By this word
•'hope," the thought is brought into a correspondence with the idea of hope as
is

set forth.

;

NOTES.
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and the two together give the double proof, not simply
which awaits the sons of God.

of the certainty, but of the greatness of that

his thought, the Apostle turns, at the close of the
(/) Having thus developed
paragraph, to an inference which includes within itself an exhortation. If our
condition is one of hopeful expectation of a glory which we do not yet realize,

we may well wait for it with a steadfast endurance under whatever
we may be called to experience.
XCVII. Vv.

sufferings

18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25.

As regards the individual words and phrases of the passage, the following
points may be noticed (a) rov vvv ncupov does not necessarily indicate that the
Parousia was, to the Apostle's thought, near at hand, but may imply this, and is
:

any statements of the Epistles which convey this idea.
he had this thought must, however,
be sought elsewhere. (b) elg v/iag. This form of expression shows, not that
the revelation of the glory is to us or in us, but that it finds its end— terminates,
entirely consistent with

The evidence

for or against the view that

Hence we have, also, in ver. 19 the revelation of the sons of
R. V. renders " to us-ward." Godet says, "in and for us." (c) cmoKapaThere is here a personifying of the ktIgic so far that the
doaia, aTTEKdexerai.
imperfection and perishableness seen everywhere in nature, which suggest the
idea of, and seem to demand, an answering perfection, are conceived as a
longing desire and earnest hope for this completeness, (d) That the explana-

as

it

were— in us.

God.

proved by the arkt'iclc given by Meyer is the right one is satisfactorily
guments and suggestions presented in his note, (e) fxaraioTyn refers to the
perishableness alluded to above, or the law of decay to which all things in the
hopeless and
natural world are subject. The subjection, however, is not a
and Weiss
perpetual one. (/) bn. Tisch. (8) reads with «D*FG, 6i6ti,

tion of

Mey. regards this as probably the original text, the first syllable having
subsequently been omitted by reason of the occurrence of the same letters at
must, and if on
the end of the next preceding word, kliridt. If we read (hon we
we may, translate because. It is apparently, however, much more in the Aposof the hope— namely, that there
tle' s line of thought here to state the contents
ed.

be a deliverance, than to declare this fact as a ground of the affirmation
external evithat there was a subjecting in hope. This being the case, and the
c
dence being strong for on (A B C D E K L P, etc.), it seems better to adopt
The other text
this reading with W. & Hort, and to translate, as R. V. text, that.
and rendering are, however, properly recognized by R. V. in the margin, (g)
That dotnc is not equivalent to an attributive adjective belonging to klevdepiav
will

not only from the universal usage of the N. T.,
genitives in both
but also because of the dovleiaq rye fQopdc which precedes. The
bondage which consists
cases, it may be added, are not gen. of apposition (the
of possession or the gen.
in corruption, etc.), as Meyer holds, but rather gen.
the corruption and glory.
to
appertain
freedom
indicating that the bondage and
and
The contrast between <pQopdc and Sdfyc, and the connection with uaTai6r V n
correused,
here
((>0opd,
as
that
evident
make
it
tXir'uh of the previous clause,

(A. V. the glorious liberty), is clear

e ovTec.
sponds substantially with uaTaiSrrjc. (h) avroi rf/v enzapxyv rov rrvevfiaroc X
because
rejected,
be
must
words
these
to
reference
with
The view of Meyer
believers in distincthere seems to be no occasion for thus referring to the first
elsewhere by
expressed
idea
this
find
not
do
we
because
others
tion from
;

—
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similar words

;

interpretation.

and because there is nothing in the context to suggest such an
The context, on the other hand, suggests the thought of the

perfected condition connected with the

dotja.

The

first-fruit of this perfec-

bestowed already upon the Christian. The evident
connection in thought between this verse and vv. 10, 11 renders it almost
certain that this is the true meaning, and that the genitive nvzvp.aroQ is appositional.
(i) viodeaia in connection with cnre/cdex is used in a peculiar sense.
It does not here designate the adoption which takes place at the beginning of
the Christian life (cf ver. 15 also Gal. iv. 5 Eph. i. 5), but the full realization
of what that adoption involves in itself and brings to the soul in the future,
(j )
tion is the gift of the Spirit

;

.

The word anolvrpoaiq

is

paragraph

(vii.

Christ's

is

attached

work

;

used, apparently, because, in the passage to which this
25-viii. 17), the Apostle has set forth the effects of

of deliverance, together with their present limitations.

redemption from the power of
last

enemy destroyed

(1

sin,

the body participates

Cor. xv. 26).

latest.

(k) ry klnidi lauOTj/iev]

In the

Death

The

is

the

aorist tense

points to the time of conversion

(vii. 25), and elnridi denotes the respect in
which salvation was then secured. The dative, as Winer and Meyer express
the idea of it, " designates the sphere to which the predicate is to be conceived

as confined." In hope, not by hope, is thus the meaning.
So the Amer. Appendix to K. V., as against the rendering of R. V. text. That this is the correct view is indicated (1) by the fact that this clause is introduced as accounting for our longing desire for a future completeness. We have this longing
because we have thus far attained full salvation only in hope (2) by the 25th
verse, which refers to us as having something before us not yet realized, and
accordingly as being still within the region of hope and expectation (3) by the
parallelism of ver. 23 with vv. 21, 22, which is connected with this word
(4)
by the fact alluded to by Meyer and others, that, while Paul represents us as
saved by faith, he does not represent us as saved by hope.
;

;

;

XCVIII. Ver.

28.

rolg

Kara rrpoOectv

kXtitoiq.

These words are added as confirming the statement of the earlier part of the
verse.
The purpose of God is placed at the foundation of the assurance that
all things do, and must, work together for good to those who love Him.
The
strength of the assurance is the certainty (vv. 29, 30) that God's purpose
be carried out. The persons whom He foreknew and predestinated He

will

will glorify at the end.

issue in final evil.

The

No

here, is not presented for its
detail

sufferings or afflictions can prevent the result, or

doctrine of predestination, so far as

own

sake, as

if

it is

the Apostle would set

alluded to
it

forth in

introduced incidentally, and as subordinate to the main thought
which is expressed in ver. 28a. It will be noticed, also, that it is introduced
as, indeed, it is generally by the N. T. writers who refer to it at all— at the
point where it gives encouragement to the believer. If he believes and loves
;

it is

God he may have

all

hope and confidence,

destinating purpose.
difficulties

and throws

The presentation
it

on the preburdens the mind with

for his eternal life rests
it

where

it

into doubts belongs to post-apostolic times.

XCIX. Ver.
That

of

28. irposyvu.

has a different meaning from Ttpoupicev is proved not only by
the fact that they occur, as different words, in the same sentence, but also by
the manifest intention of the Apostle to move on from step to step in a progress
Trpoiyvid

NOTES.
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consummation. This progressive develshows that what is indicated by Trpoeyvu precedes in the order of sequence that to which rcpoup. refers. Meyer maintains
that Trpoeyvu never in the N. T. means anything else than to know beforehand,

from the

opment

first

beginning to the

final

of the sentence, moreover,

and affirms, also, the impossibility of proving that in classic usage it ever has
any other signification. But, whether this view is pressed to an absolute negative or not, both common usage and the facts of vv. 29, 30 render it altogether
probable that foreknow is the meaning here. Before the adoption of His plan
of creation, God foreknew what persons under the circumstances and conditions involved in the plan would love Him. These persons He even by and
with the adoption of the plan -predestinated to be conformed to the image of
His Son. In the development of the plan He calls and justifies them, and, at
the end, He will give them the glory of the sons of God. The successive parts
of the fulfilment which are accomplished in the present or the future are all
carried by the Apostle's form of expression into the past (see the aorist tenses
throughout), since he desired to gather them up into and centre them all in the

—

eternal purpose.

C. Vv. 33-35. Qsbc 6 dinaiuv k.t.1.

The explanation
the Greek fathers,

of these clauses given
is,

as Dr. Gifford says,

by Meyer, following Erasmus and
"the only one that fully preserves

the simplicity, freedom, and vigor of this loftiest flight of Christian eloquence." Meyer's arguments for this explanation and against others are
sufficient.

Among

object to this view

the very recent commentators, however, Godet and Weiss

and adopt that

of Luther, Calvin,

and

mentioned in

others,

Meyer's note. Godet' s objections are the following (1) The question who
will condemn, cannot be the reproduction, negatively, of the question, who will
To this may be answered It is not such a reproduction it is a part
accuse.
The thought, presented apart from the interof the reply to that question.
:

:

:

;

If no one can condemn when God justifies, there will
appear no accuser to bring any charge against those for whom God's justifying
judgment is sure. (2) A then would be indispensable in the questions, who
But why indispensable ? It might have
shall condemn and who shall separate.

rogative form, is this

:

been inserted, had such been the desire of the writer. But, when we consider
the form of the sentence, " God is the one who justifies, who is the one who
condemns?" the insertion cannot be deemed necessary. Indeed, such an
insertion would weaken the force of the two abruptly contrasted clauses.
(3)
The question, who shall separate, finds its answer in ver. 39 nothing shall
separate, and hence cannot express the conclusion of what precedes. The more
correct view of ver. 39, or of w. 356-39, however, is that they do not so much
:

answer the question of ver. 35a, as unfold the negative which is involved in it.
These verses add no new idea to that which ver. 35a has already suggested. (4)
This question, who shall separate, is followed by an enumeration of the sufferings
which are calculated to separate the believer from his Saviour, and thus we are
prohibited from regarding this question as a conclusion. The reply to this is
very simple. They may be " calculated," indeed, thus to separate him; he
may be apprehensive that they will but the declaration of the Apostle is that
they actually will not, and this is the very conclusion involved in the question,
"Weiss, on the other hand, calls the explanation
who shall separate us V
unnatural, and says that it forces a meaning upon what, when taken in a
;

'

'

'
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natural and simple way, would not suggest

it.
It seems difficult to understand,
however, in what manner Paul could have expressed himself more simply and
naturally, if he had desired to bring the two clauses into a contrasted parallelism with each other, than by writing these words, Qebg 6 dinaitiv rig 6

Why, in case he wished to make the latter question parallel with rig
Weiss holds), did he take pains to put it in a form which corresponds, not with this phrase, but with the other ? The course adopted might,
at the least, mislead the reader. Paul must have known, it would seem, that it
probably would mislead him.
KaraKpivcov

;

kyitalEOEL (as

chap.

CHAPTER
Ver.

3.

The

verbal order av&Qeua
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ix.

IX.
kyu (recommended by Griesb.,

elvai avrbg

ABD

adopted by Lachm. and Tiscb.) receives preponderant attestation from
E F G, min., vss., and Fathers as also from N, reading elvai before avdO.
Erroneously attached to ijvxburjv, avrbg eyu became placed before av&Q. (Elz.).
Ver. 4. al dtadqicai] B D E F G, min., Vulg., with several Fathers, read r/
An alteration, because the plural was
(haQ7}ic7i, which Lachm. has adopted.
understood of the Old and New Test. (Gal. iv. 24), and yet the latter could not
;

—

— Ver.

11. nanov] Lachm. and Tisch.
Damasc. Kightly; the more usual
The order rw MovgeI yap is
Ver. 15.
opposite of ayadov easily intruded.
decidedly to be received, with Lachm. and Tisch., following B D E F G X.
Ver. 16. hleovvrog]
The Recepta r. y. M. is a mechanical alteration.
F G P X, 39, read kletivrog so Lachm. and Tisch. But since in no other passage of the N. T. is c/leaw, the form belonging to the mivq (see Etym. M. 327. 30),
and in ver. 18 only D* F G have hlea instead of kleel (and yet in
to be found
both places Paul doubtless used one form) it is most probable that £2 instead
of OT was merely an early copyist's error, which, as the form -aw was actually
in existence, became diffused, and also induced in some Codd. the alteration

be considered as a privilege of the Jews.
read ^auAov, according to

AB

X, min., Or. Cyr.

—

—

AB*DE

;

;

;

tkea in ver. 18 (so Tisch.
so

Lachm. and Tisch.

on loyov

— Ver. 27. Kardleiaua] A B

7).

Rightly

;

see

LXX.

avvTETurjuhov] is wanting in

Copt. Eus. Damasc. Aug.

Isa. x. 22.

A B

X* Eus. read

— Ver.

K*, 23*, 47*, 67**, Syr.

It certainly bears the

vnoleLfifia

;

28. ev dmaioGvvy,

Aeth. Erp.

suspicion of being an addition

from the LXX. but its deletion, which Lachm. and Tisch. 8 have carried out,
is precluded by the ease with which it was possible for transcribers to turn
from (Tvvriuvuv at once to cvvrer/urjuevov.
Ver. 31. The second 6maioavvT]g is
wanting in A B D E G K, 47, 67**, 140, Copt. It. Or. and several Fathers, and
is marked with an obelus in F.
Omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. 8. But the
omission admits of no sense accordant with the context. See the exeg. notes.
The weight of the omitting codd. is much diminished by the counter-testimony
The
of ancient vss. (including Syr. and Vulg. ) and of most Greek Fathers.
omission itself might easily, from the frequent recurrence of the word in vv.
30, 31, occur through a homoeoteleuton, which led, in the first instance, to the
disappearance of the words elg vou. dacaioovvrjg (they are still absent from 2
;

—

min.), followed

A B F G

N*,

by

their incomplete restoration.

min.,

Copt.

Vulg.,

and

— Ver. 32. vouov]

several Fathers.

"Wanting in

Rightly deleted by

—

A defining addition. The yap after irpocenotyav, which is
wanting in A B D* F G N* 47*. Copt. It. Vulg. ms, Goth. Ambr. Ruf. Dam.
(and is omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. 8), is simply a connective insertion.
Ver. 33. nag] has preponderant evidence against it, and must, with Lachm.
and Tisch., be struck out. An addition from x. 11, where it stands in all the

Lachm. and Tisch.

—

witnesses.

;
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Chap, ix.-xi. 1 [See Note CI. p. 396.] On the non-participation hitherto of
part of the Jews in the Christian plan of salvation ; and specially
(a) the lamentation over this (ix. 1-5)
(b) the Theodicee on its account (ix.
(c) the fault thereof, which rests upon the Jews themselves (ix. 306-29)
the greater

;

;

33 and

x.

1-21)

(d)

;

final giving glory to

the consolation in reference to this

God

(xi.

(xi.

1-32), with

Paul could not do otherwise, he must

33-36).

still settle this great problem
this is inevitably demanded by all that had
gone before. For if the whole previous treatise had as its result, that only
believers were the recipients of the promised salvation, and if nevertheless
the Messianic promise and destination to salvation had their reference in
the first place (comp. i. 16) to the Israelites, concerning whom, however,
experience showed that they were for the most part unbelieving (comp. John
i. 11), this contradictory relation thus furnished an enigma, which Paul, with
;

his

warm

love for his people, could least of

which he had on the contrary to employ

all

all

evade, but in the solution of

the boldness and depth of his clear

iii. 4 if.).
The defence of the
of his Gentile aposileship (Th. Schott, and in another way Mangold and
Sabatier) is not the object of the section*— that object Paul would have known

insight into the divine plan of redemption (Eph.
efficacy

—

to meet directly but such a defence results indirectly from it, since we
from the section how fully the apostle had recognized and comprehended
his place in connection with the divine plan of salvation. The problem itself
the solution of which is now taken in hand by the apostle, was sufficiently
serious and momentous to be treated with so much detail in this great and
instructive letter to the important mixed community of the world's capital,
which, however, does not thereby appear to have been a Jewish-Christian

how
see

one.

Vv. 1-3. 2 } The

new

section is introduced without connection with the

more sorrowand
so deeply experienced,by the apostle himself. This sorrow might be deemed
incredible, after the joyous triumph which had just been exhibited. Hence
truth I speak in
the extremely urgent asseveration with which he begins
Christ, that is, in my fellowship with Christ
h X. is the element, in which
1 Thess. iv. 1
his soul moves.
2 Cor. ii. 17, xii. 19.
Just so Eph. iv. 17
The explanation adopted by most of the older commentators (especially
Joh. Capellus, Clericus, Locke), and by Nosselt, Koppe, Bohme, Flatt,
Reiche, Kollner, and others, of h in the' sense of adjuration, is a perfectly
foregoing, but in a fervent outburst of Israelitish patriotism, the

ful

by contrast with the blessedness

of the Christian previously extolled

:

;

;

;

.

»

On

this section, see Nosselt in his Opusc.

pneumatisch hermeneutischen Entwickel. d. neunten Kap.,
etc., Stuttg.
1833; Steudel in the Tub.
I.

p.

141

ff.;

Zeitschr. 1836,

Beck, Vers.

1,

p. 1

ff.;

e.

Baur,ift. III. p. 59

ff.;

Haustedt in Pelt's Mitarbeiten, 1838,3;
Meyer, ib.; Hofmann, Schriftbew. I. p. 240 ff
Krummacher, Dogma von der Gnadenwahl,
Duisb. 1856, p. 142 ff. (though less for the
purpose of strict scientific exegesis) Weiss,
Pradestinationslehre d. Ap. P. in the Jahrb.f.
.

;

Deutsche Theol. 1857, p. 54 f.; Lamping, Pauli
depraedest. decreta, Leovard. 1858, p. 127 ff.;
Beyschlag, d. Paulin. Theodicee Rom. ix.-xi.,

—

Ac1868 also Th. Schott and Mangold.
cording to Weisse's criticism, based on
"style, the whole section, chap, ix.-xi.,
would be an interpolation ; according to the
view on which Baur proceeds (see Introd.
§ 3), the three chapters would be the chief
;

portion of the
3

On

whole

epistle.

vv. 1-5, see Winzer, Progr. Lips. 1832.

—
chap,

ix., 1-3.
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arbitrary departure both from the manner of the apostle, who never swears
by Christ, and also from Greek usage, which would have required irpdg
with the genitive (Kiihner, II. 1, p. 448 Ellendt, Lex. Soph. II. p. 647)
and cannot at all be justified from Matt. v. 34, LXX. Jer. v. 7, Dan. xii. 7,
;

Rev.

nal

(jLellcioi rt

vnep ov

fevderac

:

is

ov

my conscience gives

by no means

eral others, Semler,

ovk

k.

-4>ev6.

:

Ammon,

Vater

Reiche, Kollner, Fritzsche

;

of

ov

Acts xxi. 21),
Tim. ii. 7. Con-

avfifiapr. fioi rfjq cvvsid.

[ioxi\

me (agreeing with my express
Compare ii. 15, viii. 16.
h ttvev/u.

—

ttjc

oweid.

juov

(Grotius and sev-

" conscientia a Spiritu sancto gubcrbut either with ov

:

would not be wanting

ttjq

—

it.

efloc tcole'lv,

e.g.

1

with

testimony.

Koppe,

(Cramer, Morus, Nosselt,

ipevdofiai

(comp.

—

akrjQfj Xeyec.

since

to be connected with

nata"), because otherwise

bwep irokkolg

Compare

eavrove elai tvetteikotec, Chrys.

ground assigned for the
assurance)

"kkys.LV'

keyeiv irapa toic trokkole aTriGTOv/uevov

a<f>6Spa

versely, Lys. iv. 12

dyio)]

expressly stands beside

ofivveiv

7rp6repov de dia(3e(3atovTac irepl a>v fiikket,

Tpevdofiai]

brav

because in these passages

x. 6,

;

;

Rosenniiiller,

Winzer,

Flatt,

whom, however, only Winzer and

Fritzsche

—

which
Bohme, Tholuck, Riickert, de Wette, Maier, Philippi, van Hengel, Hofmann, and others).
Compare Matt. xxii. 43 Luke ii. 27 Mark xii. 36 1 Cor. xii. 3. The testimony
of his conscience, Paul knows, is not apart from the -rrvev^a that fills him, but

take
is

it

not as an oath, but as equivalent to

the nearest and simplest

—with

;

hv TrvEv/nari ay 'up uv), or

cjg

(Beza,

avpLfxapr.

;

" Spiritu sancto duce

et

;

moderatore" (Beza) in that irvev/ua. And thus the
its sacred guarantee through a concurrent testi-

negative ov fevd. receives

mony

h

of the conscience

received

it

through

us from joining
only "thrown in

h

keyu

akifi.

had

This very appropriate symmetry dissuades

avfifiapr. fioi k.t.%.

between'''

as the positive

dylu,

nvev/LtaTi

Xpiary.

to

(Hofmann).

would be

kiyu, so that ov rpevd.

akrjQ.

— on

A comma

kbirri k.t.X.] that, etc.

Over what is this sorrow ? Over the exclusion of a great
part of the Jews from the Messianic salvation.
With tender forbearance
Paul does not express this, but leaves it to be gathered by the reader from
what follows, in which he immediately, by yap, assigns the ground for the
greatness and continuance of his sorrow.
^vx6urjv] I would wish, namely,
if the purport of the wish could be realized to the advantage of the Israelites.
Comp. on Gal. iv. 20, where also no av is annexed. But van Hengel
takes it of a wish which had actually arisen in the mind of Paul amidst
his continual sorrowfulness.
So also Hofmann
the wish had entered
his mind, though but momentarily.
But a thing so incapable of being fulfilled he can scarce have actually wished
he would only wish it, if it were
capable of being fulfilled
this is expressed by ^vxo/m?v, and that without av,
as a definite assurance
comp. on Acts xxv. 22 Gal. iv. 20 Buttmann,
neut. Or. p. 187 [E. T. 217]
Kiihner, II. 1, p. 178.
On the wish itself,
comp. Ex. xxxii. 32.
dvddefia] or, in the Attic form, dvddr/fia, in Greek
only preceding.

—

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

writers (also

Luke

xxi. 5

sponds frequently in the
devoted to

;

2 Mace.

LXX.

ii.

to the

God without redemption (Lev.
1

Lobeck, ad Phryn. pp.

13, et al.) a votive offering,

Hebrew

D"in,

xxvii. 28)

249, 445,

and

;

corre-

and means something

—in

then

Paralip. p. 391

ff.

so far as such
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a thing was devoted to the divine wrath, and destined
to destruction (see
Ewald, Alterth. p. 101 ff.)— something abandoned to destruction;
a curseoffering.
So in the
T.
See Gal. i. 8, 9, 1 Cor. xii. 3, xvi.

K

which

22,

passages at the same time prove that the (later) special sense
of Din, as
denoting the Jewish curse of excommunication, is not to be here
introduced.
The destruction, to which Paul would fain yield himself on behalf
of his
brethren, is not to be understood of a violent death
(Jerome,

Limborch,

Eisner,

and

others, also Michaelis, Nosselt, Flatt), but, as anb
r. X. renders
necessary, of the everlasting anuteLa.
It has been objected that

must thus be

the wish
" &frantic prayer")
but the standard of
not suited to the emotion of unmeasured devotedness

irrational (Michaelis

:

;

selfish reflection is

and love out of which the apostle speaks. Groundlessly, and
contrary to
Hofmann weakens the positive notion of the ex-

Paul's usage elsewhere,

pression into the negative one of the leing excluded
from Christ.
is implied in arch rov X. as the specific
accompanying

ment

This

ele-

relation of the

avddefia.

as little

Bengel well remarks that the modulus ratiocinationum nostrarum
comprehends the love of the apostle, as does a little boy the

heroum Mlicorum.

— avrbg

animos

belonging to

e 7 6]

elvat

by

attraction (Kuhner, II.

I myself I, as far as my own person is concerned. Comp. on vii.
596)
Paul sees those who belong to the fellowship of his people
advancing
to ruin through their unbelief
therefore he would fain wish that he himself
were a curse-offering, if by means of this sacrifice of his own
self he could
only save the beloved brethren.
The contrast, with reference to which avrbc
2, p.

:

25.

;

ej6> is

here conceived,

lies

therefore in trip

state appears already in vv.

whose unhappy

tg>v adety. fiov,

2 so sad in the eyes of the apostle
not in
the duty of the apostle's calling (Th. Schott)
and least of all in a "nescio
quis alius" (Fritzsche).
Theodoret and Theophylact
1,

;

;

(comp. Chrysostom)
back to viii. 39 (/ myself whom nevertheless nothing can
separate,
etc.)
but this lies too far off. Van Hengel (after Krehl)
"Ipse ego, qui
me in Christi communwne esse dixi" But h X. in the previous
instance was
refer

;

:

merely an accessory definition.

from Him.

—

dirb rov X.] away from Christ, separated
Comp. 2 Thess. i. 9
Gal. v. 4
2 Cor. v. 6, xi. 3
Lev.
and see generally, Nagelsbach on Ilias, p. 188, ed. 3 Ameis
on
;

xxvii. 29

;

;

;

;

Horn. Od. Anh.

£ 525 Buttm. neut. Or. p. 277 [E. T. 322]. Christ is not
conceived as author of the dvdO. (Nosselt, Moms, Flatt, and
others)
for a™
(comp. Lev. xxvii. 29) does not stand for vno, which latter
D E G actually
read in consequence of this erroneous view.
frrfp ruv dSel^. juov]
is
here also not instead of (Riickert, Tholuck, Olshausen, and
many others), but
for the advantage of, for their deliverance. Grotius aptly paraphrases
" Si
ea ratione illos ad justitiam veram et ad aeternam
salutem possem perducere."
Kara a.] subjoined, without the connective of the article,
as a
;

;

-

Mp
:

—

familiar accessory definition, which blends with
the principal
single notion.
Comp. 1 Cor. x. 18 Eph. ii.

word into a
Moreover, there
lies in the addition r. avyy.
p. K a. already something conveying with it the
wish of love, and that from the natural side the
theocratic grounds for it
follow, ver. 4 ff.
11,

;

vi.

5.

.

;

Ver.

4. Olrcvec «.r.A.]

guippequi, who indeed; a description—assigning the

chap,
motive for what

is

ix., 4.

—of the

said in ver. 3

to their theocratic privileges,

and

first
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adehptiv Kara

of all

by

.

.

cording to their ancient and hallowed (Gen. xxxii. 28,
f.

Phil.

;

iii.

5

;

John

i.

name

48) national

.

oapm according

significant designation acxi. 1

'laparfklraL.

2 Cor.

;

To

then attached the relative definitions, which are threefold (wv .
uv)
the first of them embraces six particulars connected by
;

sacred-historical

divine benefactions.

those adopted by

God

—

r)

.

wv

.

icai,

.

.

.

tf

—purely

They are
which must of course be

vlodeaia] the adoption.

into the place of children,

understood, not in the Christian (chap,

21

xi.

the latter are

viii.)

but in the old theocratic sense,

of their adoption, in contradistinction to all Gentile peoples, to be the people

of God,

whose Father

xxxii. 6

Hos.

;

is

specific essence of

Comp. Ex.

God.

In the

xi. 1, et al.

which

is

iv.

22

vlodeaia of the

if.,

xix. 5

N. T.

(see

;

Deut. xiv.

on

viii.

the reconciliation obtained for Christ's sake,
and the completion of that of the O. T.

—

there has appeared the antitype
Kal

d6£a

The fivefold mi lends an emphatic weight

d6£a]

rj

glory

is the

tear'

1,

15), the

kt-oxvv, i.e.

to the enumeration,

HliT 7)23 (Ex. xxiv. 16,

xl. 34,

35

;

1

r)

Kings

viii. 10, 11
Ezek. i. 28
Heb. ix. 5), the symbolically visible essential communion of God, as it was manifested in the wilderness as a pillar of cloud
and fire, and over the ark of the covenant the same as ^Vlp, of which the
Rabbins maintained (erroneously, according to Lev. xvi. 2) that it had hov;

;

;

ered as a cloud of light continually over the ark of the covenant.
Ewald, ad Apoc. p. 311.' But r) 66%a is not the ark of the covenant

See
itself

Hammond, Grotius), for in 1 Sam. iv. 22 the ark of the
not called "the glory of Israel," but this is only predicated of it.
Others understand the whole glory of the Jewish people in general (De Dieu,
Calovius, Estius, Semler, Morus, Bohme, Benecke,
Kollner, Glockler,
(Beza, Piscator,

covenant

is

Fritzsche, Beck).

Incorrectly, since it is merely individual privileges that
dcad^ai] not the tables of the law (Beza, Piscator, Pareus,
Toletus, Balduin, Grotius, Semler, Rosenmuller), which it cannot denote
are set forth.

—

al

on account of the following vofiod. nor yet the 0. and
and Wolf, in accordance with Gal. iv.
which would be entirely unsuitable in respect of the N. T. but the

either in itself or
JT.

;

T. (Augustine, Jerome, Calovius,

24),

;

God with

covenants concluded by

Abraham. Compare
Wisd. xviii. 22 Ecclus. xliv. 11 2 Mace. viii. 15 Eph. ii. 12. —r) vojuoOeaia] The (Sinaitic) giving of the law.
This is u una et semel habita per
Mosen ;" but the " test&mQiitdi frequenter statuta sunt," Origen. There is no
ground for taking it, with others (including Reiche, de Wette, Fritzsche),
not of the act, but of the contents, like vo/ioc (why should not Paul have
written this ?).
Certainly, he who has the vofiodeaia has also the vd/uog
but
on that account the two significations are to be kept distinct even in places
like 2 Mace. vi. 23.
The giving of the law was a work (comp. Plat. Legg.
;

the patriarchs since

;

;

;

vi. p.

751

B

peyakov

:

rr)q

vopodeaiac epyov ovrog),

was the vouodh^, had distinguished the
r)

larptia] the cvltus

Heb.

ix. 1.

came

into existence

It

tear'

—

Jehovah in the temple. Comp.
in consequence of which the larpeia

egoxyv, the service of

corresponds to the vopoO.,
;

by which God, who Himself

Israelites over all other peoples.

just as the following al knayyeliat (nat*

lective Messianic promises) is correlative to the al dtadynai,

etjoxfiv,

the col-

on which the kirayy:

—
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were founded. The chiasmus in this order of sequence (comp. Bengel) is not
accidental
but al kirayyEliai is intentionally put at the end, in order that
now, after mention of the fathers, to whom in the first instance the promises
were given, the Promised one Himself may follow.
;

Now, after that first relative sentence with its six theocratic distwo other relative clauses introduce the mutually correlative persons, on whom the sacred-historical calling of Israel was based and was to
reach its accomplishment.
ol naTepeg]
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, who
Ver.

5.

1

tinctions,

—

are per excellentiam the patriarchs, Ex.

iii.

13, 15,

iv.

5

Acts

;

iii.

IB, vii.

ml kg uv k.t.%.] The last and highest distinction of the Israelites
and from whom Christ descends, namely, according to the human phenomenal
nature, as a human phenomenon, apart from the spiritually-divine side of His
personality, according to which He is not from the Jews, but (as vlbg Qeov
Kara irvevfia ayiucvvrjg, i. 4) is ek tov Qeov.
Regarded in the light of His
supernatural generation, He would be also Kara capua of God.
Comp. Clem.
32.

:

Cor.

32

I.

see Heind.

eg avrov 6 nvpiog 'Irjaovg to Kara capna.

:

ad Oorg.

228

p.

Buttm.

;

before eg uv forbids the reference of the latter to
tuv Qebg Evloy.

aluvag] This passage,

elg r.

On

the article to

neut. Or. p. 84 [E. T. 95
oi iraTipeg.

—

which has become

k. a.,

The koX
&v em ndv-

f.].

6

of dogmatic

importance, has received two different leading interpretations, by the side
of which yet a third way, namely, by taking to pieces the relative sentence,

came

to be suggested.

who

capua) to Christ,

is

(1) The words are referred (placing a comma after
God over all, Messed for ever* So, substantially, Ire-

naeus (Haer.

iii. 16. 3), Tertullian (adv. Prax.
§ 13, p. 2101, ed. Semi.),
Origen, Cyprian, Epiphanius, Athanasius, Chrysostom, Theodore of Mop-

suestia, Augustine, Jerome, Theodoret, and later Fathers
Luther, Erasmus, Paraphr., Flacius, Calvin, Beza, and most of the older expositors and
;

;

of the later, Michaelis,

Koppe, Tholuck,

Flatt, Klee, Usteri, Benecke, Ols-

hausen, Nielsen, Reithmayr, Maier, Beck, Philippi, Bisping, Gess,

Krum-

macher, Jatho, Hahn, Thomasius, Ebrard, Ritschl, Hofmann, Weiss, oM.
Theol. p. 306, Delitzsch, and others
in a peculiar fashion also, Herm.
;

Schultz (see below)

;

de Wette

is

undecided.

(2)

The words

are regarded

(placing a period after capua, as do Lachm. and Tisch.) as a doxology

to God,
" Blessed for ever be the God who is over all."
So none of the Fathers (as to those erroneously adduced by Wetstein, see

isolated

from the foregoing

Fritzsche, p. 262
1

See on ver.

5,

ff.

3

),

:

at least not expressly

Herm. Schultz,

in

the

Jahrb. f. Deutsche Theol. 1868, p. 462 ff.,
where also a list of the earlier literature is

given

;

Grimm,

in

Hilgenfeld's

Zeitschr.

;

but Erasmus in his Annot.,

navriov, that Christ is

designated as natu-

raliter Deus.
3

Yet the non-reference to Christ

.directly implied in Ignatius,

Tars,

is

in-

inter-

Among the English oppo1809, p. 311 ff.
nents of the Unitarians there is to be especially noted, in defence of the orthodox
explanation, Smith, Scripture Testimony to

pol. 5 (ovk aiVros euTivb enlndi'Tiov ©eosK.T.A..),

the Messiah, 1847, ed. 4, II. p. 370

f£ avrw ^tii' 6 Xpia-Tos.
@ebs Se ou
said
^ovov avruv. a\\a kolvtj nrt navTcov eo-ri @eo?.

2

its

So also the

Catech. RacOV. 159

view, since there are not

f.

sit

Phil. Interpol.

7.

The reference

to

God

fragment ascribed to DiodCramer, C'aten. p. 162, where it is

also found in a

orus, in
:

But, in

two Gods,

Deus" cannot be underConversely, Flacius infers from enl

"qui natura
stood.

ff.

and
is

In the Allan controversies our passage
not,

was

made

was

use of. But at a later period it
triumphantly made available against

;

CHAP.
and

"Wetstein, Semler, Stolz,

IX., 5.
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and recently Reiche, Kollner,

several others,

Winzer, Fritzsche, Glockler, Schrader, Krehl, Ewald, van Hengel, and,
though not fully decided, Ruckert. * Now the decision, which of the two
leading interpretations fits the meaning of the apostle, cannot be arrived at

from the language used, 2 since, so far as the words go, both may be equally
correct [See Note CII. p. 396.]
nor yet from the immediate connection,
since with equal reason Paul might (by no means
must, against which is
the analogy of ver. 3
and the divine in Christ did not belong here, as in i.
3, necessarily to the connection) feel himself induced to set over-against the
human side of the being of Jesus its divine side (as in i. 3), or might be determined by the recital of the distinctions of his nation to devote a doxology
to God, the Author of these privileges, who therefore was not responsible
for the deeply-lamented unbelief of the Jews
just as he elsewhere, in pe;

:

;

;

culiar excited states of piety, introduces a giving glory to

Cor. xi. 31

;

Gal.

i.

5

comp.

;

1

Tim.

to a decision, the following considerations

would term Him not

to Christ,

dicatively (without the article),

God

(i.

25

;

2

Observe, rather, with a view

17).

i.

Although our passage, referred

:

but {who is God over all) only Oeoc preand although Paul, by virtue of his essential
6 Qeoq ,

agreement in substance with the Christology of John, might have affirmed,
just as appropriately as the latter

(i.

of Christ, because Christ

in Paul's

is also

1),

the predicative Geoc (of divine essence)
view the Son of God in a meta-

physical sense, the image of God, of like essence with the Father, the agent

and preservation, the partaker

in creation

world, the judge of

divine glory and fulness of grace
9

;

Eph.

i.

20

ff.

1 Cor. viii. 6

;

;

(i.

:

6

a7r6<TToAos'

aiax^^V' 1

Tpi<rdB\te

'Apele, aKovtov irapa TIavkov o'o^oAoyovju.evoj' tov

Xpio-rbv ©ebv <zAt)0iv6v

!

Comp. Theophylact

also Proclus, deflde, p. 53, who says generally Of our passage irapeio~Svo~(.v <rv/co(f>avTias
:

ajro(TT€ixt£ei

In Cyril of

rots (JxAoAoiSopots.

Alexandria this passage

insisted

is

on

4, x.

2 Cor.

the Arians.
Thus Oecumenius, e.g. exclaims evravOa \aixnp6rara ®ebv tov Xpicrrbi>
ovop-d^ei

in

opposition to the assertion of Julian, that
whilst the
only John calls Christ God
npaKTiKa. of the Synod of Ephesus make no
reference to it, which is, however, carefully done in the Synod of Antioch. See
the passages in question in Tisch. 8, who
also observes that, among the codd. C. L. 5,
47, place a full stop after o-dpKa.
1
See also Baur, II. p. 231 Zeller, in the
Theol. Jahrb. 1842, p. 51
Rabiger, Ohristol.
Paul. p. 26 f. Beyschlag, Christol. p. 210.
;

;

;

As van Hengel has attempted, who
starts from the idea that the contrast to be
thought of in to Kara 0-dpKo. (according to
him " non quatenus spiritus divini particeps erat") excludes a wider antithesis, and
therefore a point must necessarily be

12

Phil.

;

ii.

iv. 4, viii. 9)

placed after

;

6

;

Col.

15

i.

ff., ii.

yet Paul has never

o-ap*ca.

3

Such prepositional

definitions with the accusative of the article to

or

certainly

which

is

Cyr. V.
e7rl o-oi

t<£

(see also Kiihner,

denote

II.

a complete

p. 272)

1,

contrast,

either expressly stated (as e.g. Xen.
vvv to p.ev in ip.ol oixop.au., to 8'

4. 11,

o-eaao-p-ai

:

Plat. Min. p. 320

C

;

Rom.

may

be self-evident
from the context, as i. 15, xii. 18, and very
frequently in the classics. The latter would,
however, be the case in our passage according to the ancient ecclesiastical expoxii. 5,

to 8e KaO'

els),

or

sition, inasmuch as the contrast obviously
implied in to Kara o-dpKa would permit us
mentally to supply a to kcitA nveip.a as suggesting itself after 6 uv. That self evident
non quoad spiritum,
negative antithesis
WOUld thus have in 6 u>v eVi navTotv ©eos k.t.K.
:

its positive elucidation.
3

;

a

:

government of the

in the divine

the object of prayerful invocation, the possessor of

all,

to

Not even in 2 Thess. i. 12 (in opposition
Hofmann's invention), or in Eph. v. 5.

As regards the Pastoral Epistles, if they
actually denominated Christ ©eos, this
would be one of the signs of a post-apostolic epoch. But not once do they do this.
The most specious passage is still Tit. ii. 13,

—
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used the express Sedg of Christ, since he has not adopted, like John, the
Alexandrian form of conceiving and setting forth the divine essence of
Christ, but has adhered to the popular concrete, strictly monotheistic terminology, not modified by philosophical speculation even for the designation of
Christ
and he always accurately distinguishes God and Christ
see, in
;

;

opposition to such obscure and erroneous intermingling of ideas, Rich.
Schmidt, Paulin. Christol. p. 149 ff. John himself calls the divine nature
of Christ Gedf only in the introduction of his Gospel,

And

connection with the Logos-speculation.

whole N. T. a delicate

and only in the closest
thus there runs through the

between the Father and the Son
and glory of the latter is glorified with

line of separation

;

so that, although the divine essence

the loftiest predicates in manifold ways, nevertheless
to

whom

the Son

is

it is only the Father,
throughout subordinated, and never Christ, who is act-

God by the apostles (with the exception of John i. 1, and the
exclamation of Thomas, John xx. 28) not even in 1 John v. 20. Paul,
particularly, even where he accumulates and strains to the utmost expressions
concerning the Godlike nature of the exalted Christ (as Phil. ii. 6 ff
Col.
ually called

—

.

i.

15

ff., ii.

Him

9),

does not call

Him

Qeog,

;

but sharply and clearly distinguishes

from Oeog, even in x. 9, 1 Cor. xii. 3 (in opposition to
K. p. 79 f.). The post-apostolical period (and not at all 2
Pet. i. 1, see Huther) first obliterated this fine line of separation, and often
denominated Christ Qe6g, 6 Qebg tfjutiv, and the like. So, e.g., already several
of the Ignatian epistles in the shorter recension (not those ad Magnes., ad
Philadelph., ad Trail., not even chap, vii.) and the so-called second epistle
as the Kvpcoc

Ritschl, Altkath.

not the

first

J

— of Clement, nor the epistle of Polycarp.

In the closest inter-

nal connection herewith stands the fact, that in the properly apostolical writ-

ings (2 Pet. iii. 18 does not belong to them, nor does Heb. xiii. 21) we never
meet with a doxology to Christ in the form which is usual with doxologies to

God (not even in 1 Pet. iv. 11) therefore, in this respect also, the present passage would stand to the apostolic type in the relation of a complete anomaly. 2
Besides the insuperable difficulty would be introduced, that here Christ would
;

be called not merely and simply Qeog, but even God over all, and consequently
would be designated as Qebg -avroKparup, which is absolutely incompatible
with the entire view of the N. T. as to the dependence of the Son on the
Father (see Gess, v. d. Pers. Chr. p. 157 ff.
Kahnis, Dogm. I. p. 457 ff.),
;

and

especially with passages like

Eph.

xi. 3,

iv. 5, 6,

and notably

viii.

34 (hrvyxavei), 1 Cor.

1 Cor. xv. 28.

of our passage cannot be referred to Christ, but

respecting which, however, Huther
right,

ed. 2,

is in the
Philippi, Glaubenslehr. II. p. 208,
is incorrect.
In 1 Tim. iii. 16, 5? is to

and

be read, with Lachm. and Tisch. on Tit. i. 4
even Philippi desires to lay no particular
stress it has, in fact, no bearing whatever on
our passage, any more than Col. ii. 2 (see
;

;

in loc -)1
There certainly occurs at chap. ii. in
Clement, the expression to. naBrjfxaTa auToO

(i.e.

it

iii.

23, viii. 6,

Accordingly, the doxology

must be referred

toC ©eou),

where we are not

into fiaB^ara, with Hilgenfeld.

pression, however,

is

to

God;

to correct

This ex-

fully explained, with-

out Christ being named 0e6 s from the
iv Xptarw Koa-fiov
Pauline view
©«6s
KaraMdaauiv eavrw, 2 Cor. v. 19.
2
The doxology in xvi. 27 does not refer
to Christ. 2 Tim. iv. 18 certainly refers to
Christ but this is just one of the traces of
,

:

V

;

post-apostolic composition.

chap,

ix., 5.
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although Philippi continues of opinion that the former reference has all in its
On the other hand, Tholuck (see also Schmid, bibl.

favor and nothing against it.

more justice to the objections against the old
which Messner also, Lehred. Ap. p. 2361, prefers,
diffidence
whilst Herm. Schultz (comp. Socinus, in

Theol. II. p. 540, ed. 2) does
ecclesiastical interpretation,

but only with a certain

;

Calovius, p. 153) comes ultimately to a lower acceptation of the notion ofQeoc,
which is meant not metaphysically, but only designates the fulness of power
to Christ for behoof of His work, and excludes neither dependence and
coming into being, nor beginning and end. Against the latter suggestion it

committed

may be

decisively urged, that thus characteristics are attached to the notion

compared with the current Pauline mode of expression, directly
and make it interchangeable with nvpwc, as Paul uses it of Christ
(Eph. iv. 5, 6
Phil. ii. 11
1 Cor. viii. 6, and many other passages).
See,
in opposition to it, also Grimm.
If we suppose the quite singular case here
to occur, that Paul names Christ God, yea God over all, we need not shrink
from recognizing, with the orthodox interpreters, an expression of the fact
Oeoc which,
,

annul

it,

;

;

is not nuncupative, but naturaliter God (Flacius, Glav. II. p. 187).
Another way, that of taking to pieces the relative clause, was suggested
by Erasmus, who proposed to place the point (as in Cod. 71) after iravrov

that Christ
(3)

(in

which Locke, Clark,

Christol.

Justi,

Ammon,

indole Paulinae compar. p.

Grimm,

Stolz,

I.e.,

and

in de Johann.

Baumgarten-Crusius, Ernesti,
Urspr. d. Sunde, I. p. 200 ft., and Marcker follow him), so that qui est super
omnia (or omnes) refers to Christ (comp. Acts x. 36), and then the doxology

God

to

75

f.,

But how intolerably abrupt

follows.

is

this

description given of Christ, but also the doxology
ttclvtuv loses its

separation

—not merely the

natural connection with the preceding.

which with

6

brief

hv

eirl

Again, with this

would disappear the motive

for Paul's not having put evloy. in the
(comp. 2 Cor. i. 3 Eph. i. 3
also the doxologies in
This motive is, namely, the emphasis which Ge6c obtains by the

first place, as usually

the

!

itself,

LXX).

;

;

hizl Kdvrtov {the God who is over all).
Still more
and halting the language becomes through the punctuation of
Morus (who, however, concurs in referring the whole to Ghrist) 6 &v enl
tt&vtuv, Qebc, evloy. elc r. al.*
Why Reiche, whom Krehl and van Hengel
have followed, although rightly referring the whole to God, has adopted this
punctuation (He who is over all, God, be praisedfor ever), we cannot perceive;

characteristic description 6 &v

1

disjointed

:

With emphasis,

too, in the LXX. Ps.
©ed s appears to be prefixed
to
Yet the translator must have had
1JH3 twice in the original text.
1

Ixviii. 20, Kupios 6
ei-Aoy.

2

Otherwise

bew.

I.

p. 144

;

Hofmann (comp.

his Schrift
also Kahnis, Dogmat. I. p. 453

Paul predicates 6 uc enl ndvTuv of
Christ, and then causes ©ebs evkoy. ei? t.
aiuiv. to follow as a second predicate.
But if
we once believe that the sentence must be
referred to Christ, it is in any case far more
in keeping with the emotional flow of the
language to leave the whole unbroken,
without making an artificial abatement
f.)

:

from the result, that Paul has named Christ
6 S>v inl -navruv ©ed?.

This

artificial

abate-

ment is thus brought out by Hofmann he
:

takes «ri navruv as in contradistinction to
«£ "", and ©eds as in contradistinction to
KaT °- o-dp<a, after which arbitrary analysis
the twofold antithetic sequence of thought
" Be who supremely rules
is supposed to be
:

over all has come forth out of this people, and,
in respect of the self-transmitting human corpoi'eal nature, there

people

has come forth out of this

He who is God." As though Paul had

written

:

capita, 6

wv ©eos

e£ 5>v 6 Xpto-rb? 6 enl wivTotv to Kara
evAoyrjT&s ei*

t. ai£»va?,

Gess.
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navruv Qe6c, taken independently, forms in fact, according to a
manner of expression, one phrase, so that Geoc is not with-

kirl

quite customary

out the

Comp.

article.

Cor.

1

7

iii.

Kiihner,

;

II. § 464',

Finally,

c.

8,

Grotius (not also Schoettgen, as Schultz states) would consider Qtoc as not
genuine, and would refer 6 ojv enl tr. evl. to Christ, to whom " laus et honor

debetur supra omnes,

i.e.

etiam supra Abrah., Isaac, et Jacob."

not wanting in the Peshito, as Grotius maintains,

Qe6c

is

(see

Koppe), and the witnesses

Leo once, Ephraem)

Hilary,

who actually omit it (edd. of
much too weak and doubtful*

are

But that

decisively settled

is

Cyprian, and
see Bengel,

;

Appar. crit. in he. Quite arbitrary is the conjecture of Sam. Crell (Artemonius)
uv 6 eirl k.t.X
enl travrov] neuter.
The limitation which takes

—

:

as masc.

it

which

Hofmann, and others), in
by others to the

(Syr., Beza, Grotius, Socinus, Justi,

case

by some held

it is

men

to apply to

generally,

must have been presented by the context but it is not at all
suggested by anything, not even in the reference of the sense, which
" qui omnibus hominibus prospicit Deus, ut male
Fritzsche introduces
patriarchs, '

;

:

credas Judaeos ab eo destitutos esse, etc."
rule over all things."1

God

Apocalypse,

dwaarne

/uovog

6

is

—

indicates the relation of the

kirl

the rravroKparup, 2 Cor.
6

flaaiXevc

18

vi.

(3aailev6vro)v

tcjv

often in the

;

k.t.1.,

1

Tim.

vi. 15, 16.

Vv. 6-13. First part of the Theodicee

God's promise, however, has not be-

:

come untrue through the exclusion of a part of the
to the true Israelites,

who are such according

for

Israelites ;

to the

promise,

it

which

applies only

is

confirmed

from Scripture.
Ver.

Having in vv. 4, 5 adduced the great divine prerogatives of his
and given honour to God for them, as his Israelitish sympathies

6.

people,

impelled

him

vv.

over-against

2, 3,

people.

[See

vv. 3-5 in

a,

to do, 3 his thought

Note

which

CIII. p.

parenthesis.

now

recurs to that utterance of grief in

he now proposes to justify the God of his
Quite unnecessarily Lachmann has put
399.]

(Si)

— ovx

olov 6e,

on] does not

mean

:

but

it is

not possi-

Homberg, Semler, Ch. Schmidt, Morus,
Bohme, Rosenmuller, Benecke, Ewald) for in that case on would not be
allowable, but the infinitive must follow (Matthiae, § 479
Kriiger, § 55. 3.
moreover as Calvin has rightly observed, oUv re would be found, at least
1)
that (Beza, Piscator,

ble

Grotius,

;

;

;

according to the invariable usage

22

7.

vii.

;

42,

and Bornemann, in
3

;

Soph. Phil. 913

instead of

which

Wetstein)

is

(4

Mace.

iv.

he. ; de Rep. Ath.
;

0.

C.

1420

;

ii.

7

Xen. Anab.

;

2

;

Ast.

Mem.

ii.

iv. 6.

2. 3, vii.

7

;

Thuc.

PUt. II. p. 425),
Gorgias, pro Palam, in

Lex.

scarcely an uncertain example (as
forthcoming of the simple olov without re, whilst the masculine
Weber, Bern.
o\6c elfii (without re) is frequent (see Schomann, ad Is. p. 465
Aristocr. p. 469
It is rather to be explained
Kiihner, II. 2, p. 702. 580).
by the very current usage in later Greek (Lennep. ad Phalar. p. 258
;

;

;

Van Hengel assumes

that the Israelites

s

and Christ are intended.
a See Lobeok,
ad Herodian. p. 474, ad
Phryn. pp. 164, 174 Bahr, ad Plut. Ale. p.

«Vi

And yet Hofmann terms the words 6 Siv
navTwv ©e6s k.t.a., taken as a doxology,

an

uncalled-for,

162.

judgment.

1

and

patriarchs

;

terruption.

and

aimless, insufferable in-

Psychologically, a very unjust

—

;

chap.

IX., 6.
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Fritzsche on our passage) of ovx olov with a following finite tense ; (e.g. ovx
Phryn. p. 372, and the passages from Polybius in Schweighauser, p. 403).
According to this usage, the attracted olov is not to be reolov dpyl^ojuai in

Hermann, ad

solved, with

verb does not suit

Viger. p. 790, into rolov olov, because the following

but with Fritzsche into

tolovtov on
the matter is not
of such a nature, that. But since Paul has here expressed on, he cannot have
conceived it as contained in olov
in reality he has fallen into a mixing up of
this,

:

:

—

two kindred modes of expression namely, of ovx olov with a finite tense,
and ovx 0T h i- e °vx h& on.
Without this intermingling he would have
1

-

written ovx
ovx

° L0V

° tov

°*£

otl

°**i

teyo. olov on,

eKTreirruKev

f/c7r.,

I do

;

but consequent on this intermingling he wrote

which accordingly may be analyzed thus

not speak of a thing of such kind, as (that

:

ov rolov 6e

So also
and previously, by
way of suggestion, Beza. The deviation from Greek usage into which Paul
has fallen renders also necessary this solution, which deviates* from the
analysis of the Greek ovx l0V °*£ kKtckirr. (without ore)
and we have here,
amongst the many solecisms falsely ascribed to the apostle, a real one. Obsubstantially Buttmann, neut. Or. p. 319 [E. T. 372

<>

is) that.

f.],

;

serve, moreover, the strength of the negation implied in ovx ° l °v

affirms that the lament of the apostle

was

;

for this

to be somethiag quite other than a

lament over the frustration of the divine word. According to Hofmann,
to be again supplied to oh x olov, and on to be taken as oecause, 3 so
that thus Paul would deny that he had for that wish the ground which is
Tfvxo/Ltyv is

This —independently of the arbitrariness of
—incorrect, just because the thought that
could have had that ground would be an absurd thought for
would suppose a
which
inconceivable as a motive of the wish. —
has

named

is

on

kn-KEizTUKEv k.t.X.

is

the insertion of yvx6^r/v

this

;

fact,

fallen out of

is

tjvxo/utjv

it

k/areTrTcjuev]

become unavailing, without re4
sult.
So diamnTeiv, Josh. xxi. 45 Judith vi. 9 and izinreiv, Josh, xxiii.
14
both in use also among the Greeks comp. eKp&Meodai, Dissen, ad
Pind. Nem. xi. 30. The opposite is jievsiv, ver. 11.
Comp. also 1 Cor. xiii.
its position, i.e.

fallen through,
;

;

;

;

—

8.
6 16yoQ r. Qeov] namely, not the Dei edictum (ver. 28) as to the bestowal
of blessing only on the election of the Israelites, as Fritzsche, anticipating,

would have it, but generally the promise given by God to the Israelites, by
which the assurance of the Messianic salvation is obviously intended. This
sense the context yields generally, and especially by k% <ov 6 Xpio-rbc to k. a.,
ver. 5, without our having exactly to think of Gen. xii. 3, where the promise
is to Abraham (Th. Schott).
ov -yap tt&vtec k.t.1.] for not all who spring
from Israel, not all viol '\aparfk (ver. 27), are Israelites (Israel's children, according to the divine idea), so as to be all destined to receive the salvation
promised to the Israelites. Comp. Gal. iv. 29, vi. 16. The first 'lapaifk is

1
See Tyrwhitt, ad Arist. Poet. p. 128
Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 153 f. Kiihner, II.
;

2,

p. 800

Hengel proposes to resolve the expression
thus

:

rotovSe \eyuv, olov rovro eo-nv, ov Aey«

on.

f.

a

Fritzsche prefers to assume a constructio
to crrifiaLvofievov, so that Paul has
written Sti because in ov\ olov
lies the
essential meaning sed multum abest.— Van

»pb?

M

:

* Comp. also Erasmus, Castalio, Reithmayr.
* See Plut. Tib. Gracch. 21 ; Ael. V. B. iv.
7 Kypke, II. p. 173 f.
;

:
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the

name

of the patriarch; the second, instead of

Chrys.) contains a correct gloss,

'loparjXiTai (D.

is

which the old reading

the

name

of his people

(xi.

Mistaking the subtle emphatic character of this mode o'f expression, Hofmann, in spite of the clear ol S£ takes the first 'lap. also as a
name of the people, so that the sense would be the unity of the people is
something other than the sum of its members. To ol eg 'lap. corresponds
al).

2, 7, 26,

:

anep/xa 'A(3p., ver. 7.

Ver.

7.

children.

Nor

yet, because they

—Before

ovff

are descendants of Abraham, are they all (his)

a colon only

is correct,

continuously, annexing denial to denial.

—

because the discourse proceeds

The subject is that of the
Abraham, as significantly contrasted with the mere bodily descendants (anepfia), are those destined by
God to receive the promised salvation. Comp. Matt. iii. 9 John viii. 33,
Justin, c. Tryph. 44.
39
That it is not God's children that are to be
understood (although they are such), as, after Theodoret and several others,
Glocker afresh takes it, is manifest from the foregoing parallel ovtol 'lapai/1,
and from the fact that it is not till afterwards that reava r. Qeov are spoken
of.
Wrongly, but in consequence of his erroneous understanding of the
on, ver. 6, Hofmann regards ovd* bn elal air. Afip. as the negation of a
second ground of the rjvxofirjv, so that then a new sentence begins with
tl&vteq TEKva.
This view the obvious correlation of ovS
reava with the
preceding ov yap rcavrtq k.t.1. should have precluded.
After aXk' we are
not to supply ykypaizrat or ovrug kppeOrj, which would be quite arbitrary but
the saying in Gen. xxi. 12, which is well known to the reader as a saying of
God, is subjoined unaltered and immediately (comp. Gal. iii. 11, 12 1 Cor.
previous clause,

ol

eg 'laparfk.

The

elal]

reava of

;

;

'

—

'

1

.

.

.

—

;

;

1 Cor. i. 31) or the like being
without a nadbc yiypaizrai (xv. 3
simply beintroduced, or the second person being altered into the third
h 'la. kIijO.
cause it is taken for granted that the saying is one well known.

xv. 27)

;

;

—

LXX., which renders the original literally. In
read #1J ^7 *PjT pn2T3 through Isaac posterity
i.e. through Isaac it will come to pass to thee, that

aoi airepjua] closely after

the

shall be

named

the

we

text

original

to thee,

;

posterity of thine shall have the status

(comp. Heb.

xi. 18)

;

and the name of the

airip/ia

'A ftp.

the descendants of Isaac (consequently not the Ish-

maelites) shall be recognized as thy posterity (and therewith as the heirs of

But

the divine promise).

the passage according to

who

has otherwise apprehended the sense of

reference

;

for

it is

evident from the rela-

that he limited that saying to the person of Isaac him(not Ishmael) was the promised child of Abraham, and thus repre-

tion of ver. 9 to ver.
self

the apostle

its typical

8,

Abraham accounted
" In the person of Isaac
Isaac will be he, in whose person

sented in himself the character of the true posterity of
as such

by God.

Hence, in the sense of the apostle

a descendant be named
the notion " descendant of

will

to

thee ;" i.e.,

Abraham

According to Hofmann, the sense is
race, whose ancestor Abraham is
assumed to be, shall bear Isaac's name."
This sense would, instead of pnUTS, re1

"The

:

" shall be represented

quire D11V!

D^3> and

bvonan

(Isa.

hv6ft.ari

'Waax.

xliii.

and recognized.

m

the Greek

7\ or (xlviii.

1)

«»ri

t<£
t«?

—
chap,
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ix., 9.

Paul finds in this divine declaration the idea enunciated (ver. 8), that not
on bodily descent (which was also the case with Ishmael), but on divine
promise (which was the case with Isaac, ver. 9), the true sonship of
Abraham is founded. Usually (not by Philippi and Ewald, who concur
with our view) the passage is understood, conformably to the historical
sense of the original, not of the person of Isaac, but of his posterity ; which,
because Isaac himself was the son of promise, represents the true descendBut to this posterity all
ants of Abraham according to the promise.
Israelites certainly belonged, and it would therefore be inappropriate to set

them down, by virtue of their extraction from Isaac, as the type of the true
sonship of Abraham, when the very claim to that sonship, resting upon
The person of Isaac himself,
bodily descent, is to be withdrawn from them.
as contrasted with Ishmael, was this type, which was thereupon repeated
Chryin Jacob, as contrasted with Esau (in their persons), vv. 10-13.
sostom aptly indicates the reference to Isaac himself
kv 'la. k1.

ore oi

air., "tva judOyg,

a.

rpoTcco

rti

:

'Itxaa/e, ovrot fidliard elai rb arrep/na rov 'A/3pad/r ttuq ovv
ov

v 6 fiov

Kara

—

<f>vaeug

ovSe

,

dvvajuiv

Kara,

did yap rovro elirev

tovtg) yewu/ievot

aapK.bg,

r

<p

Kara rbv

o'laaaic

kyevvf/dr]

;

alia Kara 6 vv ap.iv

nomindbitur. l The opinion of Reiche, that ml.
(see on iv. 7), which it signifies also in Gen.
nothing
denotes to call out of
" In the person of Isaac a descendant
xxi. 12, so that the sense would be
will be imparted to thee," is erroneous, because that saying of God was

eirayyeXiag.

Klrjd^aerai]

:

uttered after the birth of Isaac.
sarcv]

—

aot]

This purports, thereby the idea

quod tsm

vox est explicantis vrrdvoiav latentem,

— rovf
Haec
dicitur Hebraeis." — rkKva

Dative of ethical reference.
Rightly Grotius

is expressed.

:

'

'

r. Qeov] Paul characterizes the true descendants of Abraham, who are not so
from bodily generation, as God's children, that is, as such descendants of the
ancestor, whose Abrahamic sonship is not different in the idea of God from
that of sonship to Him, so that they are regarded and treated by God as His
the promised children (so van
children.
rd rmva rrjg errayy.] might mean
Hengel)
for the promised child of Abraham was Isaac (ver. 9), whose birth
was the realization of a promise, (and so Hofmann takes it). But that Paul
:

;

Isaac was begotten by virtue of the divine promise, is
23 (see in be), and therefore the genitive (as also preto be taken causatively : the children of Abraham wlio

had the conception that
evident from Gal.
viously

iv.

aapKdg) is

rfiq

from the divine promise, who are placed in this their relation of
sonship to Abraham through the creative power of the divine promise,

originate

analogously to the begetting of Isaac

Chrysostom.

—

loyit,erai\

by God.

an Abrahamic posterity.

r/

;

rf)Q

ETcayyeliag

—

laxH crew

rb Traidlov,

elg arrepfia] that is, as
Comp. iv. 3, 5.
To understand Gentiles also, is here
7.

See ver.
foreign to the context (in opposition to Beyschlag); see vv. 9-13.

ham's race

is

treated

of,

distinction reckoned

to

which not

by God

all

who descend from him

Abra-

are without

as belonging.

"The chilProof of the foregoing alia rd r'tKva rfiq hrcayytliaq.
dren of promise, I say, for a word of promise is that which follows : about this
Ver.

9.

1

See Winer,

p. 571 f

.

[E. T. 615]

;

Eur. Hec. 625, and Pflugk in loc.
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Hence, therefore, we see that not the bodily descent, but the
divine promise, constitutes the relation of belonging to Abraham's father-

time, etc."

The quotation

hood.

xvm.

the

14, after

— To Kara
rm

of the next year), corresponds

17

16,

Gen.

;

when

is,

life

;

the time (which

not with Fritzsche

suits the
elg

which

xvii. 21),

put together from Gen.

freely

is

LXX.

is
:

is

n#|

LXX.,— where, by way

words of the

upas, over the year, is
p.

added,—but not

;

of explanation, the classical

vine disposal constituted the succession to

Comp. Barnab.

See Gesenius, Thes.

On

the whole promise,

(for it

might be objected

10.

A fresh and still more decisive proof
Abraham's children, Sarah's son only was

in the sight of God.

iv.

that

and dead) returns to
next year), which

the Hebrew.
xviii.

Kings

(of the

Ver. 10.
that, of

10 and

as the time revives,

:

a thing of the past

in the present time

470 Tuch and Knobel on Gen.
comp. Horn. Od. xi. 248 i, 295.
I.

in the original (comp. 2

to be explained

now

xviii.

rbv naipbv tovtov, as this time (namely,

legitimate) that only the di-

Abraham which was true and valid
The more definite notion of

13.

which was retained in the preceding, is here expanded into the
more general one of the appointment of the divine will as made known.
oh
udvov Si] See generally on v. 3.
What is supplied must be something that
is gathered from the preceding, that fits the nominative Te/3£/c/ca, and that

promise,

—

answers as regards sense to the following
'Lappa precedes,

and with

al'Xa nai

kppedt] avry.

another mother's name

Hence, because ry
is

we

introduced,

must supply, as subject, not Abraham (Augustine, Beza, Calvin, Reithmayr,
van Hengel comp. also Hofmann, who however thinks any completing
supplement useless), but Lappa and moreover, not indeed the definite Uyov
;

;

InayyeViag el%Ev or

kTZTjyyeljievi] rjv

garten-Crusius), but the

(Vatablus, Fritzsche, Winer, Krehl,

more general Uyov or

suitable to the subsequent epped-q

adduced

in vv. 12, 13

:

We must

Rebecca, etc."

"But

,

pfjua Geov elxev,

Baum-

which

is

as well as to the contents of the sayings

not only had Sarah a saying of God, but alsd

therefore throw aside the manifold arbitrary sup-

plements suggested, some of which are inconsistent with the construction,
not suiting the nominative 'Pe/?., as e.g. : " non solum id, quod jam diximus,

documentum

est ejus,

quod

inferre

volumus

;

Rebecca idem nos docet"

(so

Grotius, also Seb. Schmid, Semler, Ch. Schmid, Cramer, Rosenmuller, and
several others comp. Tholuck and Philippi)
or
rovro tjv (Ruckert, de
;

;

Wette), so that the nominative

:

forms an anacoluthon,, and the period begun enters with ver. 11 upon quite another form (how forced, seeing that vv.
11 and 12 in themselves stand in perfectly regular construction !). It is only
the semblance of an objection against our view, that not Sarah, but Abraham,
received the
case,

and

word

'Pe/?.

of promise, ver. 9

for Sarah was,

;

by the nature

of the

also according to the representation of Genesis, the co-recipient

of the promise,

in reference to

and was mixed up in the conversation of God with Abraham

it (Gen. xviii. 13-15)
so that Paul, without incurring the
charge of contradicting history, might have no scruple in stating the contrast as between the mothers, as he has done.
f§ hog Koirrrv exovoa] Who hud
cohabitation of one (man), the effect of which was the conception of the twin
children.
The contextual importance of this addition does not consist in
;

—

—

—

:

chap,

ix., 11, 12.
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denying that there was a breach of conjugal fidelity, but in its making
palpably apparent the invalidity for the history of salvation— of bodily
its

—

She was pregnant by one man, and yet how different was the
divine determination with respect to fthe two children
1§ hog] masculine, without anything being supplied
for 'la. r. ir. rju. is in apposition.
ko'itti, couch,
bed, often marriage bed (Heb. xiii. 4), is found seldom in the
classical writers, ' with whom evvrj and Xi xog often have the same sense, euphemistically used as equivalent to concubitus, but frequently in the LXX.
descent.

!

—

;

See Schleusner, Thes.

Comp.

the Jews.

Comp. Wisd.

III. p. 347.

from the Jewish consciousness

;

13, 16.

iii.

— rovizarp.

for the discourse has primarily to

r//n.]

do with

were to be designated as the father of
must have necessarily and defisince believers are Abraham's (spiritual) children. We
irarp. j/fitiv is not without a significant bearing on the
If Isaac

iv. 1.

Christians (Reiche, Fritzsche), the context
nitely indicated this,

may add

that

'la.

rov

it contributes to make us feel the independence of
the determination of the divine will on the theocratic descent, however

argument, inasmuch as

legitimate.

Vv.

11, 12. Although, forsooth, they

thing good or

might have

negative relation

is

before the view of

[See Note CIV. p. 399.]

but

intended to be expressed

according to election

classical

would be

the participles

usage (Matthiae,

§

/^ttw]

not

subjectively,

God and weighed by Him

subject (avrtiv) to

known

God

Him who

continued subsistence, not from works, but from

its

teas said to her, etc.

—The

were not yet born, and had not done any-

in order that the purpose of

evil,

ovttu,

that

calls, it

because the

is,

as placed

in delivering His utterance. 8

not expressed, according to a well-

is

563

;

Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab.

i.

2.

17),

from the history familiar to him,
that the twins of Rebecca were intended
Winer, p. 548 [E. T. 589].
The
sentence expressive of purpose, Iva
nalovvTog, is placed with emphasis before eppedr/, and therefore not to be placed in a parenthesis.
Iva] introduces
the purpose which God had in this, that, notwithstanding they were not yet
born, etc., He yet gave forth already the declaration of ver. 12.
He thereby
purposed, namely, that His resolve conceived in the mode of an election made
it

self-evident to the reader

—

;

.

amongst men
etc.

rj

mf

the Trp66eaig

—

.

.

—

—

to bestow the blessings

of the Messianic salvation should subsist,
can neither be so taken, that the ztikoyi] precedes
in point of time (comp. viii. 28), which is opposed to the nature
kuloy. Trpodeaig 3 ]

of the relation, especially seeing that the npodeaig pertains to what was antecedent to time (see on viii. 28) ; 4 nor so that the hloy^ follows the rrpdBeaig,
1

23,
2

Eur. Med. 151, Hippol. 154
see Valck. Schol. II. p. 594.

See Winer,

;

not Anacr.

p. 450 [E. T. 483 f.]

lein, Partik. p. 295.

Comp. Xen.

;

Cyr.

Baeumiii. 1.

37.

Taken by Beck in a rationalistic sense
" The fundamental outline which serves as
8

a standard for the temporal training of the
€«\oy>j, and pervades their temporal devel-

opment

in all its parts".

4

Since the divine 7rp60e<rts is antecedent to
time (Eph. iii. 11 2 Tim. i. 9), as is also the
exAo-yij (Eph. i. 4
and see Weiss, bibl. Theol.
;

;

we

cannot, with Beyschlag, p. 38,
it of the plan developing itself
in history, pertaining to the history of God's
§ 126),

understand

kingdom, as God forms

Abraham and

executes

it

it

in the calling of

up

to the apostolic

Mistaken also is van Hengel's
view, according to which the <ar eic\oy.
np60 is to be limited to the determination
of choice respecting the two brothers, and

present.

ndvjf

to the abiding realization of

e< rov nakovvros is

it

in the

epyw, a\\'
supposed to be a gloss.

posterity of both sides, while ov* ef
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whether
cally (see
liarity

be regarded as the act of its fulfilment (Reiche) or as its aim
These latter interpretations might certainly be justified linguistiKuhner, II. 1, pp. 412, 413), but they would yield no specific pecu-

it

(Krehl).

of the act of the

mark

note

but

of the purpose,

the resolution adopted in
must be apprehended as an

:

it

must be the charcannot by any means de-

Yet, since naf kfayfr

npffleois.

.

acteristically distinctive

respect

it

of an election (Grotius, Ruckert)

;

essential inherent of the irpdOeaig, expressing

the model character of this divine act
the purpose according to
the purpose which was so formed, that in it an election was made.
:

would have been no rcpSd. mr'
(Bengel), if God had resolved to

election, i.e.

The

xptdecis

no " propositum Dei electivum">
bless all without exception.
His resolve to
vouchsafe the Messianic blessedness did not, however, concern all, but those
only who were to be comprehended in this very resolve (by virtue of His
irpdyvuoie, viii. 29), and who were thereby, by means of the Trpddemc itself,
chosen out from the rest of men (xi. 5), and thus the 7rp66e<nc was no other
than

tKkoyijv,

Wkoy^v irpddeoic (comp. Bengel, Flatt, Tholuck, Beck, Fritzsche,
Lamping). In a linguistic aspect /car' enloy. (frequently in
Polybius, see Raphel) comes under the same category with the well-known
ij

/car'

Philippi,

expressions Kara uparoc,

But

it is

naff vTrepfiolr/v k.t.I.

1

Comp.

21

xi.

incorrect to alter, with Carpzov, Ernesti, Cramer,

;

1

Tim.

vi. 3.

Bohme, Ammon,

and to explain
mr' Wk. trp6d. as
and freedom are in themselves
different conceptions, so in those passages which are appealed to (Joseph.
Bell. Jud. ii. 8. 14
Psalt. Sal. ix. 7), enl. is none other than electio ; and
especially in the N. T. iKkoyrj, hleyeo-dai, and kulenTdc are so statedly used for
the dogmatic sense of the election to salvation, that no alteration can be adRosenmtiller, the signification of enl.,

"propositum Dei liberum." For, as

r/

election

;

In general, Hofmann has rightly understood it of the quality, which
purpose has from the fact that God chooses; along with which, however,
he likewise transposes the notion of the kuloyTj into that of the/ra? act of will,
mitted.
the

which has

1
'

chosen."

its presupposition only in the chooser, not on the side of the
This anticipates the following, which, moreover, joins itself not
but to the abiding of the /car' enl. n pod ea ic hence htkoyif must

to

EKloyf],

be

left in its strict

;

verbal sense of

election.

The

kuloyrj

may

and by

in

itself

be even an unfree act of will its freedom does not lie in the notion in itself,
but it is only to be inferred mediately from what is further to be said of the
;

of the na? enl.

fieveiv

tv

3

pdde

a

ic, viz. ova e$ epytov k.t.X.

—

The opposite

fi£vrf\

aimed at in such a declaration as God
caused to be given to Rebecca before the birth of her two sons
His purpose
according to election is meant to remain unchangeable, etc., so much He
would have to be settled in His giving that declaration.
ovk eg epyuv /c.r./i.]
3
is by most joined, through a supplied ovaa, to Trpd&eaic r. Qeov
by Fritzsche
of

eKTTETTTcoKev,

ver. 6.

It is the result

:

—

;

1

Bornem. ad Cyrop.

i.

4.

23

;

ii.

3.

24

;

Bernhardy,

p. 241.
a

Comp. Xen. Andb.
Herod, iv. 201.
Luther, however,

T. 959
3

Eurip. Iph.

;

nofmann and

with

whom

Jatho, connects with

agree
epp46i)

airy. But this last has already its defining
clause in wirto k.t.a., and that a clause
after which ovk ef epytov k.t.A., annexed
to the eppeOy a ^v as a definition of mode,
would be something self-evident and superfluous. Hofmann insists, quite ground-

—
chap,

ix., 11, 12.

regarded even as a supplementary definition to
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mr

1

ttdoyf/v,

in

which he

is

followed by Lamping, as though Paul had written y ovk ef epyuv k.t.I. But
for rejecting the natural and nearest connection with p,evy there is absolutely

no ground from the sense which thus results the elective resolution must
have its abiding character not on account of works, which the subjects concerned
would perform, but on account of God Himself, who calls to the Messianic salva:

tion.

the

1

Accordingly, ovk eg epyov

—in

(hence

act. A. is a causal specification annexed to
independent fievy, namely, of its objective actual relation
not /urj), and should be separated from juevy by a comma (Paul

itself
ov,

might more formally have written ml tovto ovk kg epyuv k.t.X.). Hence the
objection that /neveiv ek is not found is of no importance, since fievy in
itself stands absolutely, and en is constantly employed in the sense of by vir:

tue of, by reason

— On the form

with Lachmann

See Bernhardy, p. 230 Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 551. 2
which, instead of the Recepta eppydq, is to be adopted
and Tischendorf, following the preponderance of testimony,

of

;

eppedrj,

—

and Kuhner, I. p. 810 f. The
Gen. xxv. 23, closely following the LXX.
on forms no part of
recitative.
In the connection of the original text, 6/xel^uv and 6 eldca.,

in all passages in Paul, see on Matt. v. 21,
quotation
it,

but

is

is

;

the greater and the smaller, refer to the

two nations represented by the elder
and younger twin sons, of which they were to be ancestors and this prediction was fulfilled first under David, who conquered the Edomites (2 Sam.
viii. 14)
then, after they had freed themselves in the time of Joram (2
Kings viii. 21), under Amaziah (2 Kings xiv. 7 2 Chron. xxv. 11) and
Uzziah (2 Kings xiv. 22 2 Chron. xxvi. 2), who again reduced them to
slavery
and lastly, after they had once more broken loose in the time of
Ahaz (2 Chron. xxviii. 17 according to 2 Kings xvi. 6, they had merely
wrested the port of Elath from the Jews), under Johannes Hyrcanus, who
completely vanquished them, forced them to be circumcised, and incorporated them in the Jewish state (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 9. 1). Paul, however, has
in view, as the entire context vv. 10, 11, 13 evinces, in 6 /zetf. and ru eXdaa.,
Esau and Jacob themselves, not their nations ; so that the fulfilment of the
6ovX. is to be found in the theocratic subjection into which Esau was reduced
through the loss of his birthright and of the paternal blessing, whereby the
theocratic lordship passed to Jacob.
But inasmuch as in Gen. I.e. the two
brothers are set forth as representatives of the nations, and their persons and
;

;

;

;

;

;

their destiny are not consequently excluded,

selves,

as,

indeed, the relation indi-

its

that, according to the ordinary
connection of ovk ef epyuv k.t.X., instead of
ovk, nrj mnst have been used. On account
of the following a\K' k.t.A.., on which the
main stress is meant to be laid, ovk, even
in a sentence expressing purpose, is quite
in its place. See Buttm. Neut. Gr. p. 302,
8 [E. T. 352], The negation adheres to the
ef epytav, see Kuhner, II. 2, p. 747 f.
1
This characteristic designation of God
as 6 KaKStv makes it apparent that the atlessly,

—

beginning with the brothers themby virtue of the preference of Jacob through the paternal blessing

cated in the divine utterance took

tainment of the salvation entirely depends
on Him.
2 Not essentially different from our view
is that of Tholuck, de Wette, Philippi, who
regard ovk ef epyuv k.t.K. as a subjoined def'And this
inition of the whole final clause
indeed was not to be effected by virtue of
works, etc." (Philippi). But Riickert incorrectly explains it, as though the passage
ran fievy
ef epy. k.t.A.
:

/u.j»

;;
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(Gen. xxvii. 29, 37, 40),

adapts

it

—the

apostle's apprehension of the passage, as

to his connection, has its

ground and

its

he

warrant, especially in

—

6
view of similar hermeneutic freedom in the use of O. T. expressions.
fiei^uv and tw £Mgo. have neither in the original nor in Greek the signification : the first-born and the second-born, which indeed the words do not
denote but Esau, who is to come to birth first, is regarded as the greater
of the twins in the womb, and Jacob as the smaller.
Ver. 13. "This utterance (eppedrj) took place in conformity with the expressly testified (in Mai. i. 2, 3, freely cited from the LXX.) love of God
towards Jacob and abhorrence of Esau." Thus, that utterance agrees with
this.
But just like Paul, so the prophet Myself intends by 'Ia/cw/? and 'Hoav,
;

not the two nations Israel and

Edom, but the

persons of the two "brothers
(and therefore has exalted Israel
and destroyed Edom). The aorists are, in the sense -of the apostle as the relation of naOuc ykyp. to the preceding, imparting information respecting the
subjective ground of the divine declaration in ver. 12, shows to be referred to the love and abhorrence entertained towards the brothers before

God

loved the former,

and hated the

latter

—
—

—

their birth, but are not to be understood of the defacto manifestation of love and
hatred by which the saying of Gen. xxv. 23 had been in the result confirmed
(van Hengel).
'Efiio?jaa, moreover, is not to have a merely privative sense as-

cribed to

it

:

not to

love,

or to love

less (as

Fessel, Glass, Grotius, Estius,

and

many, including Nosselt, Koppe, Tholuck, Flatt, Beck, Maier, Beyschlag),
which is not admissible even in Matt. vi. 24, Luke xiv. 26, xvi. 13, John
xii. 25 (see, against this and similar attempts to weaken its force, Lamping)
but

it

expresses the opposite of the positive

riycnr.,

viz. positive hatred.

See

towards Jacob must be conceived of as comAnd
Mai. i. 4.
pletely independent of foreseen virtues (ver. 11), so also this hatred towards
Esau as completely independent of foreseen sins (in opposition to the Greek
Both were founded solely on the free elecFathers and Jerome on Mai. i.).
as that love

with whom, in the necessary connection of that
adopted for the process of theocratic development, the hatred and rejection of Esau were presupposed through their opposite, namely, the free love and election of Jacob to be the vehicle of the
theocracy and its privileges, as the reverse side of this love and choice,

tive determination of

plan which

He had

God

;

freely

of Edom brought into actual relief.
Vv. 14-18. [See Note CV. p. 400.] Second part of the Theodicee: God
does not deal unrighteously, in that His Trp66eaig according to election is to have
mainits subsistence, not i£ epyuv, but enrov nalovvroc; for He Himself
whom
harden
or
to
upon
mercy
have
to
tains in the Scripture His own freedom

which the history

reason has probative force, in so far as it is justly presupposed
which God expresses respecting Himself is absolutely
we are not, with Beyschlag, to refer the alleged
Hence
worthy of Him.
injustice to the fact that God now prefers the Gentiles to the Jews, which is

He will—This
in

it,

that the axiom

simply imported into the preceding text, and along with which, no less gra"the Jews have indeed become
what they are out of pure grace ; this grace may therefore once again be directed
tuitously, the following receives the sense:

11
towards others, and be withdrawn from them (Beyschlag).

—
chap,

11-13,

0e£

is

unfavourable to the character of God, from
suggested by Paul himself, and repelled.
firj adm. wapa r£

but is there not unrighteousness with

;]
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A possible inference,

Ver. 14.
vv.

ix., 14-16.

Comp. the question

God ?

napa, with qualities, corresponds to the Latin in.

5.

Comp.

6.

aSiida

ut)

iii.

§ 588.

11.

ii.

Ver. 15. Reason assigned for the
question

in

See Matthiae,

t.

it.

9.

(Mangold,

urj

not for the legitimacy of the
language

yevoiro,

p. 134), so that the opponent's

u culminates in the audacious exclamation of ver. 19."
Bengel rightly remarks on yap
//?) yivoiro always relates to this.
tu> Muva. y. (see
''Nam quod asserimus, Dei assertum est irrefragabile."

continues, until it

Tap after
critical

:

—

relief the venerated recipient of the word,
appear the more weighty (comp. x. 5, 19). The citation is
verbally following the LXX. (which would have more closely

remarks) brings into strong

which makes
Ex. xxxiii.

it

19,

1

In the original text it is an
by hleu bv av kterjcu k.t.2,.).
Moses of His favour now directly extended towards
him, but expressed in the form of a divine axiom. Hence Paul, following
the LXX., was justified in employing the passage as a scriptural statement
translated the Heb.

assurance

by God

to

of the general proposition

cerned, whose lot

by His own

solely

God's mercy, in respect of the persons con-

:

should be to experience it, lets itself be determined
u I will have mercy upon whosoever is
free will of grace
it

:

my

mercy ;" so that I am therefore in this matter dependent on
nothing external to myself. This is the sovereignty of the divine compasObserve that the future denotes the actual compassion, fulsionating will.
the object

of

filling itself in

point of fact, which

concerned, towards

The

pity.

whom He

God

between eleu and

distinction

promises to show to the persons

stands in the mental relation (kleu, present) of
oiKreipo) is not, as

Tittmann, Synon.

denotes the active mercy, and

oikt. the compassame notion misereri is more strongly expressed
by oikt. See Fritzsche. Comp. Plat. Euthyd. p. 288 D eAe^aavre fie nal
The latter denotes originally bewailing sympathy, as opposed
oiKTEipavTE.
Comp. ohroc (to which bdvpjudg, Plat.
to uanapi&Lv (Xen. Anab. iii. 1. 19).
On the form oiKTeipqau,
Hep. iii. p. 387 D, corresponds), oikti^o), oinrpdc. k.t.1.
bv av] The av is that everywhere usual with
see Lobeck, ad Phryn-. p. 741.
the relative in the sense of cunque. Hence conditionally expressed if to
any one I am gracious, etc. See generally Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 293 f.
Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 119. Consequently, not merely the mercy in itself,
but also the determination of those who should be its objects, is designated
as a free act of God, resting on nothing except on His elective purpose, and

691, defines

p.

it,

that

kX.

sionate kindness, but that the

:

—

:

;

affecting the persons according to

clause

on the repeated

it

;

for the emphasis lies in the relative

bv av, as av generally

has

place after the emphatic

its

word.
Ver. 16. Paul
of the

it

now

Accordingly, therefore,
1

Even thus

ative,

not

infers

from

this divine

word the

causality of the divine redemption.

i\er,<r<a

it

(the participation in that

would be future

subjunctive

Fritzsche's criticism).

(in

—

indie-

opposition

to

See Bornemann, ad

doctrine implied in

ov rov

d&ovrog ]

which has

just

sc.

Xen. Apol. 16 Poppo, ad Cyrop. ii.
Stallbaum, ad Plat. Eep. p. 61. 5 D.
;

hari.

been des1.

13

;

;
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ignated in the divine utterance as lleoc and

olnTip[i6c) is not of him that
nor of him that runs, but of God wlw is merciful ; it depends not on
the striving and urgent endeavour of man, but on the will of the merciful
God. 1 The relation of the genitive is penes.
See Bernhardy, p. 165

wills,

Kuhner,

II.

p.

1,

Comp.

:

—

f.

;

rpexeiv,

a figurative designation of strenuously

borrowed originally from the competitive races

active endeavour,
24).

316

Gal.

ii.

7

2, v.

;

Phil.

ii.

16

;

Cor. ix.

(1

also in the classical writers.

Incorrectly, Reiche (following Locke and others) thinks that Belovroc was
probably chosen with reference to the wish of Abraham to instal Ishmael,
and of Isaac to instal Esau, in the heirship and rpex- with reference to the
fruitless running in of Esau from the chase (Theophylact understands it of
;

the chase).
For Paul, in fact, draws an inference with
from the divine utterance issued to Moses ; and hence we are
not even to conjecture, with van Hengel, a reference to Pharaoh's hasty
pursuit of the Israelites.
Not on the runner himself depends the successful
his

running off

to

his apa ovv only

struggle for the prize (in opposition to Reiche's objection), but he,

God has chosen

to obtain

now on

it,

Consequently the conception
acquires the divine favour

power

in the

;

is,

that

whom

his part so runs that he does obtain

man by

it.

his rptxuv never meritoriously

but, fulfilling the predetermination of

God, he,

of the grace already received, demeans himself conformably to

it

hence Paul, in another place, where the context suggests it, exhorts to the
Beck's opinion, that OeXetv and rpkx^iv are here
rpexetv (1 Cor. ix. 24).
intended not in the moral sense, but metaphysically and juridically, is nothing but an exegetically groundless deviation from the simple and clear meaning of the words.

ed

t.

—

r.

eXeovvroc Qeov] to

be taken

together.

Had Paul

intend-

and Qeov as an apposition, he would have only
emphasis by the very superfluously added Qeov (in

eleovvrog as independent,

weakened the antithetic
opposition to Hofmann).

Ver. 17. Tap] Establishment of this doctrine e contrario, * as the inference

—

—

comp. Gal. iii. 8, 22.
rj ypatyrj] for in it God speaks
ru
Paul has selected two very striking contemporaneous and historically
connected examples, in ver. 15 of election, and here of rejection. The quotation is Ex. ix. 16, with a free and partly intentional variation from the
otl\ does not form part of the declaration, but introduces it, as in
LXX.
etc avrb tovto] brings the meaning into stronger relief than the
ver. 12.
Eveicev tovtov of the LXX.
for this very purpose (for nothing else). Comp.
Eph. vi. 22 Col. iv. 8.
xiii. 6
2 Cor. v. 6, vii. 11
et-fyeipa oe] The
of ver. 18 shows.

;

Qapao)]

—
—

:

;

The proposition

;

in the generality with
expressed forbids the assumption of a particular reference to Israel (Beyschlag), whose moral and religious endeavour (ver. 21) hinders not the right of God's
world-ruling majesty to open the heart of
the Gentiles for the gospel, and not that of
the Jews.
9 The counterpart of that eA.60? is, namely,
the divine hardening; and if this likewise
presents itself as dependent only on the
divine determination of will,— as the Ian1

which

it is

;

—

guage of Scripture to Pharaoh

what is said in ver.

testifies,—

16 thus receives

a further

scriptural confirmation from the correlative

counterpart. Beyschlag also recognizes a
reasoning e contrario, but sees in Pharaoh
the type of Israel, unto whom the Gospel
has not merely remained strange, but has
tended to hardening. Thus in this type
"the present exchange of role between
Israel and the Gentile world is illustrated in
a terrible manner." This change of role is
imported.

chap,

LXX.

translates *pJV]OJ£n

by

ix., 17.

dierr/pT/dtjc,

LXX.

ever, a reading of the

sponds),

vivus servatus

i.e.

leaving out of view the factitive form of the
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Hebrew word

attested in the Hexapla with

correctly in the historical connection (see

es,

(to

and so

dieTT/pr/oa ae

Ex.

ix.

far,

which, howcorre-

Paul,

15).

however, expands the special sense of that Hebrew word^to denote the whole
appearance of Pharaoh, of which general fact that particular one was a
part

;

lies at

and he renders the word according to

this general relation,

which

the bottom of his view, and in reference to which the active form

was important, by I have raised thee up, that is, caused thee to emerge ; thy
whole historical appearance has been brought about by me, in order that,
etc.
Comp. the current use of eydpeiv in the N. T., as in Matt. xi. 11, xxr\
11
John vii. 52, et al.; Ecclus. x. 4 1 Mace. iii. 49 and the Hebrew
:

;

;

D'pn.

Theophylact

So, in substance,

Piscator, Bengel,

and various

;

to fiiaov fjyayov),

(elg

Beza, Calvin,

others, including Reiche, Olshausen, Riickert,

Beck, Tholuck, Philippi formerly also Hofmann comp. Beyschlag
"I
have allowed thee to arise.'''' The interpretation vivum te servavi (Vorstius,
;

:

;

:

Hammond,

Grotius, Wolf, and many, including Koppe, Morus, Bohme,
Rosenmuller, Nosselt, Klee, Reithmayr), explains the Hebrew, but not the
expression of the apostle
for Jas. v. 15 ought not to have been appealed
;

where the context demands the sense of erigere de lecto graviter decumbentem."
Yet even now Hofmann compares Jas. v. 15, and explains
accordingly
I have suffered thee to rise from sickness.
But this would only
be admissible, provided it were the sense of the original text, which was
assumed by Paul as well known the latter, however, simply says / allow
thee to stand for the sake of, etc. (comp. Knobel, in loc), with which also
the LXX. agrees.
Others explain I have appointed thee to de Icing (Flatt,
Benecke, Glockler). Others I have stirred thee up for resistance (Augustine, Anselm, Kollner, de "Wette, Fritzsche, Maier, Bisping, Lamping, comp.
Umbreit), as kyeipetv and h^eyeip. denote, in classical usage, to incite, both in
a good and bad sense
comp. 2 Mace. xiii. 4 Hist. Sus. 45. But these
special definitions of the sense make the apostle say something so entirely
different both from the original and from the LXX., that they must have
been necessitated by the connection. But this is not the case not even in
respect to the view of Augustine, etc., since in ver. 18 bv 6h Oeasi, o-nAr/pvvei
is not inferred from the verbal sense of e£#y. ce but from the relation of the
biroc k.t.a. to the e^rjyeipd ae (elg avrb tovto evinces this),
a relation which
would presuppose a hardening of Pharaoh on the part of God, and for the
reader who is familiar with the history (Ex. iv. 21, vii. 3, xi. 10, xiv. 4,
et al.), actually presupposes it.
btrug hdei%. k.t.a.] namely, by means of thy
final overthrow
not by means of the leading out of Israel (Beyschlag),
against which is ev ooi.
hdeif\ may show, may cause to be recognized in
thy case. Comp. iii. 25
Eph. ii. 7 1 Tim. i. 16.
Shva/uiv] LXX.
laxvv.
With Paul not an intentional alteration, but another reading according
to the Hexapla (in opposition to Philippi).
Siayy.] might de thoroughly
published.
Comp. Luke ix. 60 Plat. Protag. p. 317 A Pind. Nem, v. 5
'

to,

'

:

:

;

:

:

;

;

;

,

—

—

;

:

—
;

—

;

:

—

;

1

"

Deus Pharaonem a

se

profectum

;

dicit eique

hanc impositam esse personam."

;

—

:
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Herodian,

15. 3,

i.

ii.

—

1; Plutarch. Camill. 24.

9.

to bvoud uov]

As naming

Him who

has shown Himself so mighty in the case of Pharaoh. For the
opposite, see ii. 24
1 Tim. vi. 1.
h naan tt? yy] in the whole earth ; a
result, which in the later course of history (comp. Eusebius, praep. ev. ix.

—

;

was fulfilled in the dispersion of the Jews and the spread of
and continues to be fulfilled. The explanation in the whole
land (van Hengel), is less in keeping with the tendency of the original text
than the all-comprehensive destination of this great judgment of God.
Ver. 18. Result from vv. 15-17.
GKArjpvvei] Opposite of hleei, not merely
negative like ovk kleel (Bengel), but positive
He hardens him, makes him
thereby incapable of being a onevog hleovg (ver. 23).
Such an one becomes
anXnpdc te ml aueraoTpotyoQ (Plato, Crat. p. 407 D), okK. nal cnreiByg (Plato,
Loot. p. 104 C), in a moral respect.
Comp. Acts xix. 9 Heb. iii. 8, 13,
29), especially

Christianity,

:

:

1

;

Mark

Rom.

2
ii. 5.
Vv. 19
prove that all warping or alteration of this sense of the word is erroneous that the suggestion, e.g., in Origen and several Fathers, in Grotius,

15, iv. 7

oKkrjpoKapdia,

;

Matt. xix. 8

;

xvi. 14

;

ff.

;

Koppe,

Flatt, Klee, Maier, and others, that only the divine permission is
intended (comp. Melanchthon
"Indurat, i.e. sinit esse durum, nee convertit eum"), is erroneous
and equally erroneous is the interpretation
duriter tractat (Carpzov, Semler, Cramer, Ernesti, Schulthess, Exeg. Forsch.
:

;

II. p.

the
is

136

word

comp. Beck,

;

p.

75

f.),

LXX. Job

which

is

contrary to the signification of

xxxix. 16). 3

Evidence to the same effect
supplied by the ticofold representation given of the hardening of Pharaoh
(also in the

where it appears partly as self-produced (viii. 15, 32, ix. 34
Sam. vi. 6), partly as effected by God (iv. 21, vii. 3, ix. 12, x. 20,
Of these two ways of regarding the matter, however, Paul,
27, xi. 10).
suitably to his object, has expressly adopted the latter
Pharaoh hardened
by God is to him the type of all who obstinately withstand the divine counin Exodus,

;

comp.

1

;

In opposition to Beck's evasive expedients,

sel of salvation, as Israel docs.

see

On

Lamping.

the liardening itself Olshausen remarks

bv dklei

and

tov avrov

£«:

of sin, but a

means

<j>vpap,aTO£,

ver.

of preventing its

—

(1) That it
But this is at variance with
21.
(2) That it is not an aggravation
aggravation.
But Pharaoh's history

presupposes already the beginnings of

:

evil.

That the total hardening is an expression of simple
become sin against the Holy Ghost. But in that
case there could be no mention of a bv OeXei.
The clear and simple sense
of the apostle is, that it depends on the free determination of God's will
whether to bless with His saving mercy, or, on the other hand, to put into
is

against this.

penal justice,

(3)

when

sin has

1
For an analogous pagan conception,
comp. especially Euripides, in Lycurgus

adv. Leocr. p. 198 (§ 92}
orav yap op-yrj Saipovtov

jSAaTTTjj

nva,

tout' avro irpStrov ef a^aipetrai <ppev<i>v

rov vovv tov e<r0\bv,
yv<bp.riv, iv

tt/i/

x ei Pw

rpe'jrei

elSrj fx.r)Sev S>v ap.apTo.vei..

See also Ruhnken, ad
265

el? Se

Veil.

Paterc.

ii.

57, p.

ff-

Sunde, p. 113 ff.
In Job, I.e., aneaK^pwe, LXX., is said of
the ostrich, which renders hard, i.e. makes
hardy, its young ones. Comp. Leon. Tarent.
11
Athen. I. p. 24 D Theophr. C. })l. iii. 16,
Such is also the meaning of
2, v. 15. 6.
airo(TK\r)p6<a,
The Sense of the original
d.

3

;

;

(n'^PH)

is

understood

2

See also Soph. Aj. 1340, Trach. 1250 Lobeck, ad Aj. p. 384 from the O. T., TJmbreit
;

;

p

.

188

f.

it

not decisive.
as

ane<ric\rip.

The LXX. has
Comp. Lamping,

chap,

ix., 18.
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which a man can be no object of His saving
mercy (but rather of His bpyij only). Accordingly, the will of God is here
the absolute will, which is only in the fkeel a will of grace, and not also in
that spiritual condition, in

the aKlTjpvvet (in opposition to Th. Schott).
Of the style and manner in
which the older dogmatic interpreters have here introduced qualifying
clauses in the interests of opposition to absolute predestination, the devel-

opment

of the matter

by Calovius may serve

He mainnot to be taken hepyt/nkuq or effective, but (1) ovyxopvrinug, propter permissionem
; (2) cujtop/17/TiKus,
propter occasionem, quam ex iis, quae Deus agit, sumunt reprobi
(3) kymratains, that

when

it is

said that

God

as an example.

hardens, this

is

;

ob desertionem, quod gratia sua deserat reprobos (4) TrapadoTMuc,
ob traditionem in sensum reprobum et in ulteriorem Satanae potestatem.
But Philippi's suggestion of the immanent law which the divine freedom
XenrriKog,

;

carries within itself,— according to which God will have mercy upon him
who acknowledges His right to have mercy on whom He will, and to harden
whom He will and will harden him who denies to Him this right, will only
;

then come into consideration by the side of what Paul here says, when (see
remarks after ver. 33) we are in a position to judge of the relation of our
passage and the connection that follows it to the moral self-determination

which the apostle teaches elsewhere; seeing that no further guiding
here given by Paul, and, moreover, that immanent law of the divine
freedom, as Philippi himself frankly recognizes, is not at all here expressed.
of man,

hint

is

For now the apostle has been most sedulously and exclusively urging
nothing but the complete independence of the divine willing in kleelv and
onXnpvveiv, which the Form. Cone. p. 821 does not duly attend to, when it
1

maintains that Paul desired to represent the hardening of Pharaoh as an
example of divine penal justice. Not "ut eo ipso Dei justitiam declararet,"
has Paul adduced this example, although it falls historically under this
point of view, but as a proof of the completely free self-determination of God
to harden whom He will.
Accordingly, the hardening here appears by no

means, as has been lately read between the lines, u as a consequence of preceding conceited self-righteousness" (Tholuck), or " such as the man himself has
willed it" (Th. Schott), or conditioned by the divine standard of holiness
confronting

human

with an obvious presupposition of human
Elsewhere the hardening may be adjudged
as & punishment hj God (Isa. vi. 9 if.
Ps. lxix. 28
see Umbreit, p. 310
f.), but not so here.
The will of God, which in truth can be no arbitrary
pleasure, is no doubt holy and just
but it is not here apprehended and
set forth under this point of view, and from this side, but in reference to its
independence of all human assistance, consequently in accordance with its
absolute aseitas, which is to be retained in its clear precision and without
any qualifying clause to the words bv delei kleel* and must not be obscured
by ideas of mediate agency that are here foreign.
sin (Weiss), or

self-determination (Beyschlag).

;

;

;

1

Observe that in bv 0eAei the emphasis
on fle'Aei, not—as in ver. 15, where av
was added—on bv. In the second clause
this emphatic bv 0e\et is then repeated, on
which occasion fie (again, on the other hand)
falls

brings out the corresponding symmetry of
the relative definition on both sides (Hartung, Partik. I. p. 168 f.).
a

Hofmann

rightly

remarks

designated as an act, whose

:

the e\eelv is
one is, in

object
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Vv. 19-21. Third part of the Theodicee

why He

:

But man

not entitled to dis~

is

find fault. For his relation to God is as
that of the thing formed to its former, or of the vessel to the potter, who has
power to fashion out of a single lump vessels to honour and dishonour.
vute with God,

An objection

Ver. 19.

be raised against
suance of the bv

He

If

fault

ver. 18,

That

?

divine will

de 6e2,ei OKkripvvei.

own

—

— en]

logical, as in

determination of

away

fact surely takes

iii.

why

will,

and frequently

7,

does

He

still

:

find

warrant from the reproaches which

all

against hardened sinners, since they have been hardened by the

—

Who withstands ? whereby,
The divine

forth.

—

to which no one yet offers opposition (with success).
rci
ground assigned for the question, ri en fie/ity.
avdeoTrjue]

itself,

(3ovX. k.t.X.]

is set

still

supposed by the apostle (comp. xi. 19) which might
not merely by a Jew, but generally.
ovv] in pur-

hardens out of His

God makes
yap

should

concretely, the irresistibility of the divine decree

decree is exalted above

any

Accord-

one's opposition.

ing to the present opinion of Hofmann (it was otherwise in the Schriftbew. I.
p. 246 f.), the opponent wishes to establish that, if the words bv delei, gk^tj1
be correct, no one may offer opposition to that which God wills, and thereBut thus the thought of
fore God can in no one have anything to censure.
the question ric avdiorr/iie would be one so irrational and impious (as though,
forsooth, no sinner would be opposed to God), that Paul would not even have
had ground or warrant to have invented it as an objection. That question

pvvei

is

not impious, but

tragic,

(3ov2,evua), the

thing willed,

i.e.

Hengel, Lobeck, ad Aj. 44.

and dklu (Eph.

11),

i.

human weakness

the expression of

the divine decree of hardening.

— On the

classical fiovkriua

captum consilium (only here in Paul), see van
Comp., as to the distinction between povlouai

on Matt.

i.

19.

Ver. 20. Mevovvye] Into vero, here not without irony
(ii.

28

1),

who art thou (quantulus

es)

who

B

repliest against

On

also Ast, Lex. Plat. II. p. 303.

;

in presence of

(more frequently

ov

tic el,

Tea

:

comp.

xiv.

verily,

man

See on Luke

Godf

4

;

xi.

Plato, Gorg.

Paul does not give a refutation of the ri
rig el, u avdpuire
ov de
abrumpit quaestibut he repudiates the question as unwarranted ;
onem " (Melanchthon), and that wholly from the standpoint of the entirely
unlimited divine omnipotence, on which he has placed himself in the whole
6 avraof the present connection, and consistently with that standpoint.
avdeor. there is contained an oppositional reply,
noicpiv.] For in ri ert

p.

452

en

.

:

.

.

;

i

fiefi^.

'

,

—

.

.

.

namely, to God's finding fault, not to the saying of Scripture, ver. 17 (Hofmann), which the apostle's present train of thought has already left behind.

On

the expression, comp.

The word

is

Luke

xiv. 6

as little belongs to

man

question addressed to

its

against God, as to

former

:

Why

God mils to make him its
stands with the a<\ripvveiv,
by which God fulfils His own will in the
person concerned, without having his
action and character as a ground of determination in the matter.
1
The general expression "opposition"

virtue of thefact that
object.

Just so

it

v. 29
Job xvi. 8, xxxii. 12.
But avrairoicpiveodcu, says Paul,
the thing formed belongs the
thou made me thus (as I am) ?

Judg.

;

not found in the Greek writers.
hast

;

[Widerpart] does not correspond with sufnotion of aveivTt)««, since the latter everywhere signifies the
real and active resistere. So also in Paul
Gal. ii. 11
Eph. vi. 13). Comp.
(xiii. 2
Soph. Fragm. 234 Dindorf n-po? tV avdyK *•
ficient definiteness to the

;

;

;

:

oW'ApTjs avOiaTarai Plato, Symp.

p. 196

D.

chap,
This comparison

is logically correct (in

ix., 21.

379

opposition to Usteri, Lehrbegr. p. 269),
is the constituting of the quality.

since the tertium comparationis generally

As

the moulder produces the quality of the vessel formed by him according
own free will, so God constitutes the moral quality (fitted for blessed-

to his

men as He will. Only when it is maintained that the
comparison with the thing formed must properly refer only to the first formation of men, and not to the subsequent ethical moulding of those created
ness or not so) of

(as in

Pharaoh's case,

whom God

hardened), can

its logical

correctness be

But Paul wrote in a popular form, and it is to do him injustice to
press his simile more than he himself, judging by the tenor of the' entire
connection, would have it pressed.
Glockler (following Pareus) finds in
iirj epel k.t.2,. and ver. 21 an argumentatio a minore ad majus :
"If not even in
denied.

the case of an effigy can such a question be addressed to its former, how
much less can man, etc." But this also is to be quite laid aside, and we

must simply abide by the conception of a simile, since that question on the
part of the thing formed cannot certainly be conceived as really taking
place, and since the simile itself is of so frequent occurrence in the O. T.,
that Paul has doubtless employed it by way of reminiscence from that source.
See Isa. xxix. 16, xlv. 9
Jer. xviii. 6
Wisd. xv. 7
Ecclus. xxxvi. 13.
Vv. 21-23 also show that Paul sets forth God Himself under the image of
the potter.
According to Hofmann, the sense of the question resolves itself into a complaint over the destiny, for which the creature is created by
God. But the contextual notion of iroielv is not that of creation, but that of
;

;

;

preparation, adjustment (vv. 21, 22), correlative to the making of the potter,
who does not create his vessels, but forms and fashions (ttMccivti) them thus
or thus
and ovtuc simply specifies the mode of the making in such shape, in
such a kind of way, that I have not issued from thy hands as one of another
mould. Comp. Winer, p. 434 [E. T. 465]. It is the rpdnog of the iroielv,
;

:

which presents
Ver. 21. 'H]

itself in

The

the

result.

without an interrogation, is
Unless perhaps
potter should not have power over his clay (tov irrjlov), to make (iroi^ai, the
sense,

:

the
in-

more precise definition,) etc. Comp. Wisd. xv. 7. —sKTovavrov
The <f>vpapa (comp. on xi. 16 1 Cor. v. 6) is the lump of the kjjMc,
mixed with water and kneaded, out of which the potter makes the different
finitive of

<t>vpau.]

vessels.

;

In the application of the simile,

nature in and
ties

and

by

itself,

as

it is

the

same lump denotes human

alike in all with its opposite moral capabili-

dispositions, 1 but not yet conceived of in its definite individual
Out of this, like the potter out of the clay-dough which is

moral stamp.

God—who does not merely " allow to come
moral quality of individuals, in order then to fulfil
on them the eteelv or oKkrjpvvuv which He will (Hofmann), but effectively
produces it makes partly such as are destined to stand in honour (namely,
as partakers of the Messianic glory), partly such as are to stand in dishonour
susceptible of various moulding,

into leing" the different

—

1
This massa is by Augustine onesidedly
viewed as " peccalo origincUi infecta, cor-

rupta damnationique obnoxia," so that then
the vessels «is r^v are those which assu-

muntur in gratiam, and the vessels ei s in/xiav
those which ad luendum debitum relinquuntur.
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Comp.

(namely, through the eternal an&Tieia).

The former

20, 21.

ii.

the latter that of His

the

is

His

effect of

See also 2 Tim.

vv. 22, 23.

eleelv, as

in the case of Moses

Much

the case of Pharaoh.

onlripvveiv, as in

;

too gen-

eral and rationalizing, in opposition to the text, is van Hengel's view, that
the figure refers generally to the " inexplicabiles divini rerum humanarum

and Beyschlag's view amounts
human race (?) which is

regiminis rationes ;"

"out

of the material of the

continues to come into existence,

to

ical destination''' (?).

This

—

elg ripf/v]

either to be honoured, so that

it

has

stamp individuals with

tliitjv

— Observe the purposely

:

this or that histor-

the destination of the vessel

is

it (as e.g.

an utensil destined

-chosen arrangement of the words

:

[E. T. 387])

Krfk,

belongs to

and the prefixing

egovo.

of

comp. Buttmann, neut. Gr.

;

to

the jux-

taposition of ova e%ei (or lacks), the juxtaposition of 6 nepafievg rov

(although rov

it is

;

(as e.g. a sacred vase), or is to expe-

rience the opposite, so that an/iia cleaves to
foul use).

same thing
His disposal as it

to the
at

irrjlov

p. 332,

elg Ti/uqv.

Vv. 22-29. Fourth part of the Theodicge

God, full of long-suffering, has
of wrath, in order withal to make Tmown His glory on vessels
of mercy, as which He has also called us Christians both out of the Jews and out
Comp. on vv. 22, 23 Wisd. xii. 20, 21. These two kinds
of the Gentiles.

dome with

:

vessels

;

of

are necessarily the

GKtvr}

same

as those

meant

in ver. 21 (in opposition to

This is shown by the retention of
Weiss, p. 66 1, and Ubl. Theol. p. 383).
GKsvrj, as well as by the attributes KarTipria/Lteva and a n po/jroifiaaev corresponding to the

'Kotfjcai

and

anulav,

elg

of ver. 21, just as

iU%av to the

elg

elg rifiijv,

cmtikuav aptly corresponds to the

ver. 21.

The former

Tia/ueva elg aizuleiav are necessarily cuevr] bpyfjg, for

are correlates,

which suppose one another.

by the notion

of

bpyr/, is,

—by the

elg

vessels as Karr/p-

bpyrj and airuleia
which is supposed

the divine

But the

guilt,

in the entirely consistent connection of our pas-

which precedes the guilt, and in virtue
as the
as they are and not "otherwise
consequence of the moral development conditioned by this previous preparation.
Weiss fails to recognize the onesidedness of the mode of view here
necessarily intended and boldly carried out by the apostle, which will not,
sage, presented

Karapr'^etv

—

which God has made them such

of

Hofmann

moreover, bear the attempts of

to explain

it

away, or those of

Beyschlag to twist the notion the latter least of all, on the subjective
ground that the strictly understood notion of cnevr} bpyfjg is incapable offulfil;

ment,

which

at the absolute standpoint of the text it is not.

forms a conditional interrogative sentence, the apodosis of
Wilt thou still
is gathered from the context, viz.
Must thou not utterly
be able to venture the avT<nroKpiveadai r£ Beti of ver. 20 f ?
become dumb with thy replies ? Comp. on John vi. 61 Acts xxiii. 9
This aposiopesis with el 6e corresponds perfectly to our but
Luke xix. 41.
Ver. 22

which

is

f.

not expressed, but

:

.

;

;

:

how

if,

etc.

It is to

be translated

manifest His wrath and
suffering vessels

1

II.

to

;

Dissen,

"But how

if God, although minded to
long-

of wrath, which are nevertheless adjusted for destruction, in

See also Calvin and Calovius, in
p. 212

:

make known His power, has endured with much

ad

loc. ;

Bern, de cor. p. 297.

Fritzsche, Conject. p. 30

;

Hartung, PartikeU.

chap,

381

ix., 22.

of His glory on vessels of mercy, which He
" But if God,
Paraphrased, the sense is
His
Him
not
to
leave
unmanifested
disposes
will
notwithstanding that His holy
wrath and His power, but practically to make them known, has neverthelmt

make known

order also to

the riches

has prepared beforehand for glory ?"

:

hitherto, full of long-suffering, endured such as are objects of His wrath, and
spared them from the destruction, to incur which they are nevertheless constituted
and fitted like a vessel by the potter endured them and spared them n9t merely

—

as a proof of such great long-suffering towards them, but also with the purpose
in view of making known, during the period of this forbearance, the fulness of

His glorious perfection in respect to such as are objects of His mercy, whom He,
as the potter fashions a vessel, has prepared beforehand, and put in order for
eternal glory,

—how, in presence of

that self-denying long-suffering of God!

of wrath, and in presence of this gracious purpose, which Ho
withal, at the same time, cherishes towards the vessels of mercy, must any
in detail the
desire to dispute with God completely depart from thee I"

towards

vessels

—

following points are to be observed

:

6e is

neither equivalent to ovv, nor re-

sumptive, but the simple uzra^artKov, making the transition to something
further, namely, from the previous dismissal of the objector to the refutation

which puts him
others) takes

to shame.

Tholuck (comp.

1

it antithetically,

also Weiss,

Reithmayr, and

would be

so that the sequence of thought

:

God's absolute right against you, if you choose to take
your stand on the point of right but how if God has not so much as even
But such an interpretation, which would require the
dealt thus, etc. ?"
contrast to be much more strongly marked than by the mere 6e is at vari-

"I

assert this as

;

,

ance with the retention in the sequel of the figurative ckevtj and their preparedness because it is thence evident, that what Paul had previously said
concerning the freedom of God to prepare men of different character and
;

destiny like potters' vessels, he

had not thus

dealt.

Qtluv

several others, to be resolved

by no means intended

is,

by

to cancel, as

if

God

with Fritzsche, Philippi, Lamping, and
although, because only thus is there yielded

the logically correct preparation for the notion of izoXkrj uanpodvfiia, which is
a self-denying one ; the Qkluv hdei^aadai k.t.1. is the constant essential char-

The analysis'*: because
the holy God, and yet He has borne, etc.
willed (so most, including de Wette, Ruckert, van Hengel), yields the
sense that God has, in order thereupon to issue all the more evidently a penal

acteristic of

God

but this would not amount to a iroXkrj
judgment, endured patiently, etc.
but in fact to a delay occasioned by an ungodlike motive, and
having in view the heaping up of wrath. Unworthy of God, and only rendered possible by the importation of parenthetical thoughts, is the sense
which Hofmann educes God has not so borne with those men, that He
would first see how it would be with them, in order then to deal with them
;

liaKpodvfiia,

:

accordingly

;

He has done so with the will already withal firmly settled,
That negative and this already firm settlement of will are

but

to prove, etc.

read between the
1

Hofmann

asserts,

lines.

— Qeluv

is

with singular dogmaU (Hartung, I. p.

tism, that the metabatic
165) is

not

fitted to

introduce the transition

placed at the head of the sentence, in
to a stronger reply. Why not?
duces a new point (Bauemlein, p.

It intro
90).

!
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order by contrast the more forcibly to prepare the mind for the notion for
which it is intended to prepare, that of the juanpoOvjuia. To dwarbv avrov is

what

is possible to

aSvvarov rov

v6/iov.

Him, what He
Xen. Hell i.

is

4.

in a position to do.
13,

rov

rfjq

Comp.

viii.

As

ivoleuc Awarov.

3 to

to the

matter

itself, see 3 Mace. ii. 6.
The aorist yveynev does not refer to the long
forbearance with Pharaoh (Chrysostom, de Wette, and most)
the reference
to him has been already concluded with ver. 18 ; but Paul intends generally
;

the time hitherto (which will in like manner run on under this divine longsuffering up to the Parousia), when God has still restrained the will of His

and has not yet accomplished the destruction of the objects of His
He will do for the first time in judgment. The okevtj bpyfjc,

holiness,

wrath, which

without the

article, vessels

erally,

1

20

to experience God's

f.)

The

effect of this wrath,

destruction," as Weiss
still

clearer relief,

which

gkevtj

gen-

are prepared (ver.

wrath on themselves, to be the objects of it.
which will go forth at the judgment, is everlasting

destruction;* hence narr/pr.

into

of wrath, denotes not some, but such

qualitatively understood, namely, vessels

elc

awuX., adjusted for destruction (not "ripe for

and Hofmann explain), serves to bring the fiaKpodv/uia
which is not that which waits for the self-decision of

human freedom

(Beyschlag), especially for amendment (in opposition to
Bengel, Tholuck, and others), but that which delays the penal judgment
(comp. on Luke xviii. 7), the prolongate irue, Jer. xv. 15, et al.
[See
Note CVI. p. 401.] The passage ii. 4 f. is no protest against this view,
since the apostle does not there, as in the present passage, place himself at
the standpoint of the absolute divine will.
The subject who has adjusted
those concerned for cnruXeca is God; s and any saving clause whereby the

—

is made to disappear, or the passive expression
which, after
not even a certain refinement of piety is to be suggested as underlying—is made to yield the sense that they had adjusted themselves for

passive sense
ver.

20

f

.

,

destruction, or had deserved it (see Chrysostom, Theodoret, Oecumenius,
Theophylact, Grotius, Calovius, Bengel, and many
also Steudel, Olshausen,
Reithmayr, Beck, Hofmann, and Krummacher), is opposed to the literal
meaning and to the context (ver. 21). See also Lamping, p. 213. Hof;

mann's interpretation especially
"who had advanced to that point, and
found themselves therein," is wrecked on his incorrect explanation of rt fie
EvroiTjaac ovtuq, ver. 20.
In ml Iva k.t.X., tcai is also, introducing, in addition
:

to the object involved in the previous
ject

vessels

1

vessels of

that accessory ob-

wrath in

of mercy (the use of the genit. klsovc corresponds to that of

And that so that both kinds of vessels
among Jews and Gentiles (see ver.
in opposition to van Hengel, who

exist
24)

h nolly fiaKpodvjuia,

which God had in view in enduring the

;

thinks that the vessels of wrath represent
only the Jewish people; comp. also Weiss

and others.
8 Hahn,
Theol.

d. 2V. T. I. p. 166 f., erroneously refers the bpyrj and the airwAeia to
time, as opposed to eternity. The employment of «!s S6£ av in contrast is decisive

reference to
bpyijc, ver.

against this view. Comp. Ritschl, De ira
15.
This remark also applies against
Beyschlag, p. 57, who thinks that I change
notions pertaining to the history of God's
kingdom into abstract dogmatic ones. As
though the everlasting aTrwAeia and the everlasting Sofa were not precisely the issues of
that kingdom's history
Comp. also Estius and Lechler, apost.
ZeU. p. 123.
Dei, p.

—
chap,

ix., 22, 23.
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•

Besides His great long-suffering towards those, He would also make
For had He not so
rich in glory He was towards these.
patiently tolerated the onevn bpyrjc, but already caused the penal judgment
22).

known how

upon them (which

to set in

is

to be thought of as setting in along with the

Parousia, not antecedently to this, like the destruction of Jerusalem), He
would have had no space in which to make known His glory on okeveolv

[See Note CVII. p. 401.] But this purpose was to be served exby that long period of forbearance, during which such gkevt} as were
prepared beforehand by God for eternal 66§a should through their calling
(ver. 24) be led to Christ, and thereby the fulness of the divine glory should
be made known in respect to them which making known is matter of fact
D.eovg.

actly

;

(Eph.

10).

iii.

In

rfjc

the context directs us to think of the

avrov,

66%.

divine majesty in relation to its beneficent glory, its glory in the bestowal of
but etc 66%av, as the opposite of elc anul., denotes the everlasting
;

blessing

The verbs iroiua^eiv and KarapT^etv are not as
(viii. 21, 30).
from one another as existence (Basein) is from mode of existence
an assertion of Hofmann's as incorrect as it is devoid of proof,

Messianic glory
different
(Sosein),

—

but eToi/ua&iv also denotes to constitute qualitatively, to prepare in the corresponding quality (1 Cor. ii. 9 Eph. ii. 10 Philem. 22 Matt. iii. 3
John xiv. 2, et al.). Comp. here especially 2 Tim. ii.
Luke i. 17, ii. 31
;

;

;

;

;

Against such an error the well-known reflexive use of eroi/id^eiv eavrov
viii. 6, xix. 7) should have warned him, as well as the equivalent use
of the middle (1 Mace. v. 11, xii. 27, and very frequently in the classics).
It is solely with a view to variety and illustration that Paul uses for the

21.

(Eev.

same notion the two verbs, of which Hofmann

mean

'
:

'

that

it is

God who

has caused those

rationalizes the Eroijua&iv to

who

attain to glory to come in-

for the end of possessing the glory, to which they thereupon attain
by the fact that He pours forth His own upon them." Nor is there anything peculiar to be sought behind the change from passive to active the
transition to the active was more readily suggested by the thought of the
The npo in TTponrol/iaaev is not to be disregarded (see on
activity of love.
to being

;

Eph.

ii.

10)

;

nor

is it

to be referred to the time before birth, nor to the

is the act of God, which before time preceded the
but to the fact that God has so previously fashioned the gkevt/
kltovc, before He makes known His glory on them (just as the potter fashions the vessel), that is, has constituted in them that ethical personality,
1
which corresponds to their destination to obtain eternal 66%a through Christ.
men,
the
In £7u the act of making known is contemplated as extending over

aeterna electio (the latter

praeparatio)

who

;

not
with Beza and Fritzsche (Oonject. p. 29
f., but placed alongside of the ordinary
mode of connection), we should make nal Iva yvupian k.t.1. dependent, if not
are its objects.

abandoned in

If,

;

his Comment, p. 343

1
Thus the 7rpoeT<Hju.a£e«>, to prepare beforehand, is to be understood according to the
context (w. 21, 22), in the real sense, therefore, of actual constituting, as previously
KaTTjpT., and not in the sense of the mere
predestination in the divine counsel (PhiJippi), to which also the explanation of

Delitzsch, Psychol, p. 40, amounts, who represents God as having eternally before Him
" the whole future state of the facts as to the

of the subjects, and dealing accordingly. Comp. Matt. xxv. 34, 41 2 Tim.
1 ''

decision'

;

ii.21

;

Eph.

ii.

10.
-"
•
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simply on mrnpnapeva (Rtickert), yet on

ttarttfri.

etc

analeiav (so also Bey-

which case ml would have to be taken most simply as and, the
entire balance of the discourse would be deranged, inasmuch as
the important thought ml Iva yvupiar/ K.T.A., on which the whole sequel
depends,
would be subordinated to a mere secondary definition. The centre of
gravity of the argument lies in the bearing with the vessels of wrath
on the
schlag), in

part of the divine long-suffering
and thereof in ver. 23 there is brought
forward an explanation glorifying God, which is added in respect to
the
1
ckevt] hteovc.
The connection above referred to would also certainly yield a
;

severity of thought, a rigour of telic view, which, granting all
the boldness
of deduction with which Paul follows out the idea of predestination,
yet
finds nothing further in accord with it in the whole treatise
the thought,
;

namely, that
through the

God

has

made ready

the

gkevtj bpyffc

for destruction, in order,

of the contrast, 2 the more fully to make known His glory in
—It is further to be remarked, (1) That the interrogative
conditional sentence forming an aposiopesis terminates with ver.
23, and is
not (with Fritzsche) to be extended to ver. 24, since all that follows
from
effect

the okeveol hUovg.

ver. 25 onward belongs to the topic started in ver. 24.
(2) That we are not,
following Reithmayr and older commentators with Philippi, 3 to supply a

second

el

between

Kal

and

Iva in ver. 23,

and to assume that Paul had intended

at the close of ver. 23 to say, ekoXeoev avrobc,

but that he at once directed
and therefore wrote obc ml ekoKegev fyag instead
of kmlEGEv avTovc.
Thereby a rambling and confusion in the presenting of
his thoughts is, quite unnecessarily, imputed to the apostle, which
would be
his glance at the concretes,

very glaring, particularly in a dialectic passage so stamped throughout
with
clearness, definiteness, and precision as the present.
Similarly, but still
Beyschlag incorrectly objects, that thus
the notion of long-suffering is deprived of
its value
for it is no more such, if it is exercised not for the sake of its objects, but
for the love of others.
This does not take
account of the fact that Paul has certainly
expressed with sufficient definiteness, by his
Kal before Iva, that he is speaking only of
1

;

an aim which subsisted along with others,
not of that which took place alone.
8
Beyschlag here pushes to the utmost
his explanation

from

the history of God's

kingdom, in order to obtain the very opposite

of this rigour

:

" If

God now

drives the

Jewish people through hardening towards
destruction, He does certainly no more
towards them than what they have richly
deserved (?) but, at the same time, by
breaking the brittle shell of Judaism, in
which the gospel has germinated (?), He
turns the same to account for the unfettered adoption of the Gentile world, and
brings in, along with the day of judgment (?) on Israel, the day likewise (?) of the
glorification of the community chosen (?)
by Him out of all the world." This is con;

sistent interpolation,

with an elastic

inter-

pretation of the strict notions conveyed by the
words.
8 In
regard to my explanation, Philippi
stumbles especially at the fact that Paul
has not written eirl irkeiova aicevr) eAeov?.
But the apostle has in truth the two kind?
of o-Kevrt in view solely according to their
quality; the opposition thought of by him
is purely qualitative; a numerical comparison did not concern him. Had God not

been so long-suffering towards vessels of
wrath, He would not have been able to

make known how
towards
vessels

men

rich in glory He was
of an opposite sort—towards

of grace.

cerned with how
class

were

The

reflection

is

many of one and

in reality

extant

;

not conthe other

but with the

fact that God, with His long-suffering exercised in spite of His holy will towards the

category, had purposed at the same
time the making known of His S6f a respecting the second category. Philippi's doubt,
still expressed in the third edition, touches
first

Pritzsche's exposition, but hardly mine.

chap,

The language

more confusedly, Tholuck.

in vv. 22, 23

rich in thought, but runs on according to plan

The
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ix., 24, 25.

apodosis (which on our understanding

is

and

is

condensed and

rule in its form.

not expressed)

is

(3)

not to be

because this would only be possible by arbitrarily supplying
" so He did that
whole preceding chief sentence. So Ewald
also, in order that He might make known, on the other hand, the riches of
With our explanation
His glory, etc. ;" so also Th. Schott and Hofmann.
including Winer,
agree substantially Calvin, Grotius, and several others
Lamping and
Baur, in the Theol. Jahrb. 1857, p. 200
p. 530 [E. T. 570]
van Hengel, whilst Umbreit educes something which has no existence in the
el 6e edelev 6 Qebg .... aXK i/veyKev k.t.1. (He
passage, as though it ran

found in

ver. 23,

hoc fecit, or the

:

—

;

;

;

:

has,

on the contrary, endured,

etc.).

Ver. 24. [See Note CVIII. p. 401.]

Not a confirmation

of the design of

the divine endurance expressed in ver. 23 (Hofmann), but as the continuation of the relative construction most readily suggests, the concrete more
precise designation of those intended by GKevrj eliovg,

and that

for the confirma-

what was said of them by a Tzpofjrol/iaaev elg S6£jav. The nai. denotes what
as which gkevtj He has also called us to this
is added to this Trpor/roi/i. f. S.
ovg] attracted by fifing into the same genglory of the Messianic kingdom.
Winer, p. 156 f. [E. T. 166]. The relative
der.
See Bernhardy, p. 302
after an interrogative sentence has the emphasis of an ovtog yap (Kiihner, ad
but the masculine is first introduced here, not in the
Xen. Mem. i. 2. 64)
tion of

:

—

;

;

preceding relative sentence (against Hofmann's objection), because the
neuter expression a Trpo^roi/i. was required by the conformity with the correlate naTrjpTLCfieva.
ov pdvov k.t.1.] Therefore without preference of the
" Judaeus credens non est eo ipso vocatus, quod Judaeus est, sed
Jews.

—

vocatusest ex Judaeis," Bengel.

with (ug) a
no confirmation from
prophecy but the other statement required it the more, inasmuch as it was
exactly the Gentiles who had become believing that had been introduced
as GKevrj iMovQ, in place of the Jews who had remained unbelieving.
John vi. 45 Acts vii. 42.
kv Tti i2o\ ] in libro Hoseae : comp. Mark i. 2
The passage Hos. ii. 25 (the citation varies both from the LXX. and the
1
Ver. 25. Of the nai e$ Wvcjv

divine prophetic utterance.

it is

The

shown that

it is

in accordance

kg 'lovdaiov required

;

—

f

;

;

original text) treats of the idolatrous people of the ten tribes, to

whom God

The apostle
announces pardon and renewed adoption as the people of God.
recognizes in this pardon the type of the reception of the Gentiles to salvation,

and consequently,

as its prophetically Messianic sense, a prediction of

the calling of the Gentiles ; and from this point of view, which has
According to Hofmann (comp. his WeisII. p. 215, and Schriftbew. I. p. 251),
Paul has referred the quotation to the Jewish people, in so far, namely, as it was
called out of free grace, according to which
the bestowal of grace promised by Scripture appears as an act of God not founded
on the condition of the subjects. But this
after the immediately preceding dAAd *ai ef
1

sag. u. Erf.

efliw

is

quite inadmissible, as

its

it is

war-

also for-

bidden by the transition to Israel, which
first appears in ver. 27.
Very rashly, Hofmann terms the establishing of the typically

prophetic reference to the Gentiles

an "idle talk."
Comp. 1 Pet. ii. 10, with
Wiesinger and Huther thereon. See also
on x. 20. The simply correct view is
already given by Chrysostom.

—
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which the subjects belong (comp. Henghe has also introduced the deviations from the

rant in the likeness of category to

L

stenberg, Christol.

p. 251),

words of the original and of the LXX., transposing the two parallel senand rendering the thought tpti t& ov lau) pov n.r.l. (LXX.) by nateou
k.t.1., because the divine ulr/cic of the Gentiles loomed before him as the
Yet we are not thereby justified in
Messianic fulfilment of the saying.
understanding naMoo and KlridyaovTai ver. 26, immediately in the sense of
vocation (Fritzsche) for Kakzlv two. tc, to call any one to something, is without
linguistic warrant, and the departure thus assumed from the original and
from the LXX. would be unnecessary, and would amount to a mechanical
tences,

,

;

On

proceeding.

the contrary, nalelv

is

to be left in its ordinary significa-

name (comp. Hos. i. 6) the divine naming, however, as " my people,
beloved," of which the Gentiles were previously the very opposite, is in

tion to

my

;

point of fact none other than just their calling

to

Messianic salvation, in con-

human

sequence of which they are then named also from the
C,uvtoq (ver.

and

26),

side

viol

Qeov

are therewith recognized according to the theocratic

which they have obtained. The vivid thought laid hold of the exKaMou the more readily, since in this word to cull and to name form
Accordingly we must translate I will name that which is
a single notion.
Both expresnot my people, my people ; and her who is not beloved, beloved.
sions refer in the original to the significant names of a son ("Q% K7) and of a
daughter (<1]prn fcO) of the prophet, which he had been directed to give
them as symbolically significant of the rejection of the people, Hos. i. 6-9.
On the ov standing beside the noun with the article, where the denial
status

pression

:

—

refers to a concrete definite subject, see

Ver. 26. Hos.

ii.

1

Baeumlein, Partik. p. 276.

(almost literally from the

LXX.,

10) is joined to the

i.

former passage, so that both are regarded as forming one connected declaration.
Often so in Rabbinical usage, even when the passages belong to
different writers.

and

it

See Surenhusius, Karall., p. 464. 45.

(the following) will come to pass.

are included in those of the

colon

prophecy

Comp.

Acts.

(see also the

ii.

ml
21.

earai] *VJf[ t

These words

LXX.), and therefore a

not to be placed after ml, as though they were the apostle's (Hofand others). These words also treat, in Hosea himself, of the theo-

is

mann

—

cratic restoration of the exiled people of the

h rip tStto)

ov

1

kingdom

of Ephraim, so that

denotes Palestine, whither the outcasts were to return (not the

place of exile, as Hengstenberg,

I.

p.

248,

and others

think).

But Paul

recognizes the antitypic fulfilment, as before at ver. 25, in the calling of the
OentiUs, who, previously designated by God as not His people, become now,
in consequence of the divine calling, sons of the living (true) God.

See on ver.

this sense of Messianic fulfilment, according to Paul, the rdnoc

But in

25.

ov kppifhf avrolc k.t.1.

cannot be Palestine, as

it is

in the historical sense of the

comp. Baumu coetus
"the ideal state, the divine kingdom"), nor the
reciperentur"
gentiles
Christianorum, ubi diu dubitatum est, an recte
(Fritzsche)
but simply and this is also the ordinary explanation—the local

prophet

;

nor yet

garten-Crusius

;

*

is it

"the communion of

saints" (de Wette,

:

—

For analogous examples of

ow after iv

t.

Tojry,

see Bornemann, Schol. in Luc. p.

132.

—
chap,

ix., 27, 28.
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of the Gentiles, the Gentile lands. There, where they dwelt, there they,
by God to the salvation of the Messiah, were now named sons of the

ity

called

God

true

people

!

;

and

there,

too, it

had been before

said to

them Ye are not my
was the utterance
:

in so far, namely, as this utterance of rejection

of God, which, published to the Gentiles, is conceived, in the plastic spirit
of poetry, as resounding in all Gentile lands.
To suppose the locality withinconsistent with its being so carefully designated.

out significance (Krehl),

is

And

ov,

with Ewald, not in a local sense at all, but in
agree with the Hebrew (comp. Hitzig), cannot be made to agree with the Greek words. The LXX. understood and
translated "10f D1p?3 locally, and rightly so.
to take kv ru

tSttio

that of instead that, even

if it

Vv. 27, 28. If Paul has, in vv. 25, 26, shown aXXa ical eij hdvuv to be based
on prophecy, he now begins, seeing that the accepted Gentiles have taken
the place of the excluded Jews, also to adduce prophetical evidence of the
exclusion of the greater part of Israel.

who

—

3&]

leads over to another prophet,

1

prophesies something further,

and that concerning Israel: "But
Esaias cries respecting Israel, etc."
upa&t] Of the loud crying, and therewith peculiarly impassioned, profoundly moved, and urgent call of the
speaker, comp. Acts xxiii. 6, xxiv. 21
John vii. 28, 37, xii. 44, i. 15.
v-rzep] Like irepi, in respect off as, since Demosthenes, frequently with verbs

—

—

;

of saying.
The quotation is Isa.
LXX., and with a reminiscence

x.

22

f.,

not quite closely following the

(6 apidu. r.

vlov

'Iffp.)

of IIos.

ii.

The remnant concerned (with emphatic accentuation,

vir61ei[i/ia cod.]

to

1.
i.e.

more than the remnant) will

not

oe saved; that is, in the sense of the apostle
out of the countlessly great people only that small number which remains after
the rejection of the hardened mass will attain to the Messianic salvation. 2 With

Only

:

view agrees with the connecprophet Hosea was previouscited by name, and now another is like-

1

this

tion, since the

ly

wise introduced by name. Therefore we
are not to say, with van Hengel, that by S«f
the prophet is placed in contradistinction
to God Himself speaking. But Hofmann's
opinion, that the position of vnep rov'lap.
(for Paul has not placed vnep fie toO 'lap.

proves that ver. 25 refers to Israel, is incorrect because, if ver. 25 did not refer to
the Gentiles, Paul would have had no reason for here adding vnep r. 'lap., since in
the very passage under citation Israel is expressly named. The train of thought is (1)
Hosea gives the divine prediction respecting the not-God's-people (respecting the
first)

;

:

Oentiles) vv. 25, 26
(2) but Isaiah utters a
prophecy which contains information re;

specting the relation of Israel to the reception of salvation. Thus both prophets estab

what was

lish
,

.:.,

said in ver. 24, ob p.6vov

••*»/,eoviav,

— namely,

s>

•

a\\a

kcli

ef

,

:

a

text (comp. also vii. 3) cannot mean the
return of the people will be the return
.
of a remnant, so that the latter would be
the people itself, but only
only: a remaining
rem aim n a
part (not the mass) will return in the people*
:

<ff

rr
Hosea
the koi e£ eQvdiv, and Isaiah the ov novov ef
.-.~
•t
mi
xi
u
iovSouo)!'.
Thus
the emphasis in ver. 27
lies primarily on 'Heraia? 5e, whose prophecy,
T
R ,
lovbaiw,

differing from the oracle of Hosea, is to be
introduced by the significant Kpd£ei vnep r.
'lap.
Paraphrase somewhat thus
But
Isaiah, what do we hear from him? We
hear the cry respecting Israel, etc.
2 Hofmann misinterprets
the passage in
Isaiah, making it to mean that the whole
people Israel, which shall return, be it never so
numerous, is called a " remnant," for the
reason that it has come out of a severe time
of distress. In correspondence with this
sense, the passage, which is incorrectly
translated by the LXX. (because they have
v yfopot, and add avrdv to KaTdKet^a), is
held to be rightly understood by Paul:
" that the remnant which obtains saltation is
one with the people, of which the case is svpposed, that it is then as numerous as the sand
by the sea.^ Against this it may be urged
(1) that 13 2'iW "*K# according to the 3on-

......

:
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understanding Paul employed the translation in the LXX.—not verbbut corresponding to the Messianic reference— of 3U0J by auO^ae(which they understood of the deliverance by a return into Palestine) in

this

ally exact,
rat

the Messianic sense.

In Isaiah the word refers to the return to God,
o6>&o6ai is just the consequence.

which the Messianic
Ver. 28. The Hebrew runs

verted, of

P$V^

n

3 1pJ

^ ™H

penal justice)

(i.e.

;

"p*

:

r\)p\.

™T&

ri$3QJ] **}? **

Extirpation

is decided,

1

*]£?#

is

con-

f>nn \vh2

streaming justice

for extirpation and decision (penal decision) the Lord
(i.e. is on the point of executing) in the midst
of the

Jehovah Zebaoth males

The LXX. did not understand these words, and
them incorrectly (on how they came to do so, see Fritzsche, also

whole earth (on Zion).
translated

Maier, in the Theol. Jahrb. 1845,

I. p. 190 f.).
This cannot be denied nor
with Olshauscn, to attempt to conceal or smooth over the fact by
arbitrary interpretation of the Hebrew.
Paul has nevertheless felt no
scruple in abiding by their translation with a few unimportant deviations,
;

are we,

since

its

sense

is

not less suitable than that of the original to the connection

and object which the declaration here subserves. The words, as Paul has
them, mean
For utterance-accomplishing and (as matter of fact, through
'

:

'

a speedy execution of

(is He)
for a shortwhich the whole penal decision is summarily

short-cutting in righteousness

it)

;

cut utterance

(i.e.

a saying in

included) will the Lord bring
expressions, remark

to

pass on the

earth.'''

In reference to single

Uyov, which belongs to both participles,- is neither
decree (usually so taken, but this is not its meaning), nor matter
of fact
(Beza, Melanchthon, Castalio, Calvin, Koppe, Reithmayr, formerly also
:

(1)

Hofmann,

Weissag. u. Erf. II. p. 213, and various others), which it never
denotes with Paul, nor reckoning,'2 which, in connection with noielv, would
be contrary to idiom, but dictum, an utterance, which He has delivered
;

and

this indeed, in the first clause of the verse,

which expresses the execu-

tive justice of God in general, is to be understood quite generally
comp.
Erasmus, Paraphr. : " quicquid dixit, plene praestet et quidem compendio."
In the second clause, on the other hand, which adduces proof of that gen;

among the people,—the rest
The LXX. have understood the

i.e.

for

word

as,

perfect correctness,
instead of writing word

Kard\.

t.

(2)

original

with

substantially

inasmuch

not.

™<V. h

avrols,

they

the explanation: r. KardX. avruv
™et<r. (3) Paul follows the LXX. in this, only
passing over the self-understood avrS>v.
That the LXX. render JT.IT by yiv ai, and
give

W

Paul writes

jj

instead,

is

entirely unessen-

t' al 1
According to Hofmann, |»nn must be
not predicate, but adjective :" an end-.making, which actually and truly makes an end,"
which permits no further extension of the
present state of the world such an end;

making

will bring in the state of righteousness as with the force of waves. Incorrectly, because thus |»nn is made to con-

tain

something which

is

not

in it

(even at

Job xv.

1), and because HpIV is understood
with Drechsler contrary to the context,
and unsuitably to the figurative rpW
(comp. viii. 7, xxviii. 15, 18).

2

So

now Hofmann,

omitting (see critical

words iv S^aioavvj,- on \6yov <tvvTeTflv ^
The XAyov n0Lelv is SU p pose d to be
the appoi ntment of an accounting, which is
designated by awrekslv as a settlement of account, and by <™i/Te>veiv as an abridged process of accounting.
The notion of holding a
notes) the

reckoning

is

certainly expressed

in the

Greek writers by the familiar phrases
yov \a^dveLf,
etc.,

virb

A6-

rbv \6yov dyeiv, Koyovairelv

but not by Aoyov

iroielv,

which has

quite other significations, and in which
Ad-yos never means reckoning.
Besides, <rwrifiveiv with \6yov demands for the latter,

according to constant usage, the
tion of speech, saying.

significa-

;

chap,

:
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ix., 29.

eral description of God with the concrete case, the occurrence of which is
predicted, the divine saying of ver. 27, delivered through the prophet, is intended.
(2) awri/xveiv, used of something that is said (speeches, answers,

and the

like), like cvvaipelv,

cut short, '

and

never denotes in Greek anything else than

to

therefore inadmissible to depart from this signification

it is

We

must, however, observe
of the avvrofiia Myuv (Plato, Phaedr. p. 267 B).
that in owteuviov this " comprising in short" must be a matter of fact, consisting in the short summary despatch of the matter (comp. LXX. Isa. xxviii.

22

Eur. Rhes. 450), like our " cut

;

;" while, on the other hand,

it short

owTETUTJiihov {perfect) refers to the concise, short,

and

stern style in

which

2

Passages in which
say ing itself is conceived (to vTroXei/ijua audrjaerai !).
Gwrtfiveiv denotes overtake and the like (as Soph. Ant. 1090) have no bearing
tlie

on the present one. Neither are we to adopt what Tholuck reads into it,
God will accomplish the promise delivered in Isa. x. 20, 21, only with
great limitation of the number of the people, which would, besides, be not at
that

Moreover, the LXX.
to the perfect participle -awrer^npevov.
cannot have meant Myov of the word of promise, but, according to the sense
(3) h dinaioovvij does
of the original, only of the penal judicial declaration.
not stand for the righteousness of faith (Fritzsche), but is to be referred, acall suitable

cording to the context, as in the Hebrew, to the judicial righteousness of
God. (4) The participles gwtet. and awrepvuv require only earl to be supKiihner, II.
Bernhardy, p. 470
See Hermann, ad Viger. p. 776
plied. 3
;

;

p. 37.

1,

And

(5) as

respects the argumentative force of the yap,

lies in

it

causes such a penal judgment to be issued on Israel,
the part of the people remaining spared, which obtains salvation, can only
be the vndluupa out of the mass, that which remains over. Incorrectly Hof-

the fact that,

God

if

mann, in accordance with his erroneous interpretation of vv. 27, 28, exSo long as this present world-period endures, Israel's final salvation
plains
might remain in suspense " out Jehovah leaves it not on this footing, lie makes
an end and settles accounts with the world, and the remnant which is then Israel's
people returns to Him and attains to salvation.''''
Ver. 29. Since the preceding prophecy was not introduced by naduc or die,
:

;

we must

here punctuate

adopts as his

own 4

/cat,

Kadbq npoeipnuev 'Hoaiac,

the words of Isa.

Plato, Protag. p. 334 D, Ep. 3, p. 318 B
Euripides, Iph. A.
32. 23
Lucian, bis. accus. 28 ;
1249, Aeol. fr. v. 2
1

Aeschines, p.

;

;

2 Mace. x. 10;
Soph. fragm. 411, Dind.
Pflugk, ad Eur. Hec. 1180.
2 The Vulgate has, with literal correctness, rendered brevians and breviatum. Van
Hengel abides by this signification, but assumes as the sense of <rvi/Te>rwv de ipsa
tamen minatione nonnihil detrahens, so that
God, in virtue of His righteousness, does
not reject all, but saves a small part, consisting of the less refractory vwreTixrinevov
he then makes dependent on n-oirjo-ei "faciet, ut dictum suum incisum sit, i.e. ut mina;

:

el pij

k.t.1., so

that Paul

9 (closely following the

i.

LXX.)

ad salutem pauciorum."
But so ovvriitvuv would amount to the

gat, de ea detrahens

sense of subjecting something in part to deauction.; but it is not employed thus of
speeches, but only of things, Time.
ttjv re
(tcx?

viii. 45.

niaOofyopav ^wire^v), Xen. Ifier.

Sajra^as

2

iv. 9,

owt^wiv).

God, is here understood of
according to the following context,
so that it is unnecessary to parenthesize
n-oujo-ei in order to gain kv>os as
on
subject, as van Hengel artificially pro3

The

subject,

itself

.

.

.

;

:

tio

sua plerosque tantum Judaeorum

attin-

*

To

supply an apodosis (Philippi

:

oif™

km

w* ex") is therefore completely superfluous,
and consequently

arbitrary.
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" And, as Isaiah Ms prophesied, if the Lord of Zebaoth had not
left behind to
us a seed (in the sense of the apostle, this is that very
Mteifipa of ver. 27,
which, like seed out of which new fruit grows, preserves and
continues the
true people of God), we should have become as Sodom, and like
to Gomorrah ;"
the whole nation (by exclusion from Messianic salvation) would
have with-

—

out exception perished (fallen unto

airtiteia).
irpoeip.] Not to be underand van Hengel, following Erasmus, Beza,
Calvin, Grotius, Michaelis, and others: has said at an earlier
place, for local
specifications of this kind are quite unusual in quotations with
Paul, and
here such reference would be without significance.
It is used in the pro-

stood, with Baumgarten-Crusius

phetic sense

the prophet has said of the fate of the people in his time, with
a forecast of its corresponding fate in the present time, what holds
good
of Israel's present; the mass of its people is hardened by divine

and

;

and only a holy cneppa

forfeits salvation,

modes

of conception are intermixed

:

become

is left

to

it.

1

—

judgment,

tie

T6p.]

Two

and become as, LXX., Hos.
140 f.
Compare the classical

like,

Ezek. xxxii. 2 Fritzsche, ad Marc. p.
6
connection of buocog and bpoiuc with ug and kcrrep.
Vv. 30-33. [See Note CIX. p. 402.] The blame of their exclusion rests
upon the Jews themselves, because they strove after righteousness not by faith, but
iv.

;

;

by works; they took offenceat Christ.
Observe how Paul here "with the
fewest words touches the deepest foundation of the matter" (Ewald).
Vv. 30, 31. From the preceding prophecies, ver. 25 ff. (not with particular
regard to ver. 16, as de Wette), Paul now, in order to prepare the transition

on k.t.X., ver.
form of question and answer
to the diari;

draws

32,

"

the historical result,

What shall we say

then

and that

in the

(we shall say) that
Gentiles, they who strove not after righteousness, have obtained righteousness, but righteousness which proceeds from faith
while Israel, on the
contrary, in spite of its endeavour after the law which justifies, has not
attained to this law." Others take on
fydaoe to be a question, namely
:

?

;

.

either

:

"What

are

we to say to the fact,

.

.

that Gentiles, etc. ?"

So, following

Theodore of Mopsucstia and others, Heumann, Flatt, Olshausen, also Morus,
who takes on as because. Or : " What are we therefore to say ? Are we to
say that Gentiles, etc. ?"
So Reiche, who is then compelled to consider &«.
6e rrjv m nlar. as an answer inserted as in a dialogue, and to see in ver. 32
the " removal of the ground of the objection by a disclosure of the cause of
the phenomenon, which has now no longer anything surprising in it." But
Reiche's view is to be rejected, partly on the ground that the insertion of a
supposed answer, dm. 6e r. U jr., is a makeshift and unexampled in Paul's
writings
partly because on
i<p6aae, even with the exclusion of 6ck. U
t. en 77., contains complete Pauline truth, and consequently does not at all
resemble a problematic inquiry, such as Paul elsewhere introduces by ri
epovpev, and then refutes as erroneous (see iv. 1).
This, too, in opposition to
Th. Schott, who, taking xi ovv ... 6ikcuoovvt]v
as a single independent
.

;

.

.

;

question

(What

Comp. on
vi. 3,

2

shall

npoeip.,

we now

Acts

i.

16

say to the fact, that Gentiles,

;

Plato, Rep. p. 619

C

;

etc.),

then finds

Lucian, Jov. Frag. 30

;

Polyb.

chap,
the answer in dimioovvTjv

tie
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ix., 31, 32.

£k 7rioTeo>g,

but afterwards, no

than

less strangely

groundlessly, proposes to connect dtarl immediately, no punctuation being

previously inserted, with the proposition 'Icpai/X 6e k.t.X.
decisive against

Heumann and others,

does not concern the Gentiles at

all (see ver. 30).

On

—

it

Gentiles (comp.

edvrj]

is

ore ova k.t.X.,
ii.

part of Gentiles righteousThey, whose endeavour (for they had

not the Gentiles as a collective body.

14),

Finally,

that the answer of ver. 32,

—

the

rd ui) Siuk. ]
was obtained, etc.
not a revelation, nor did they observe the moral law) was not directed-towards

ness

they obtained

becoming righteous,

paradox of sacred history
the

two instances

first

—that

this

In

used without any special definition from the
the latter only comes to be introduced with the

dot. is

Christian point of view

—

—

but
and hereby
which proceeds from faith.

righteousness,

solved

is

;

—

On the figurative Smksiv, borrowcomp. iii. 22 Phil. ii. 8.
ed from the running for the prize in the racecourse, as also on the correlate
1 Tim. vi. 11, 12
1 Cor. ix. 24
KaraXafipaveiv, comp. Phil. iii. 12-14
on Slcokuv dimioovvrjv, Plato, Rep. p. 545 A. ObEcclus. xi. 10, xxvii. 8
third

due.

6e]

;

;

;

;

;

serve the threefold diicaioovvqv, as in ver. 31 the repetition of vouov dmaioo.

Vehemcnter auditorem
The whole passage is framed for pointed effect
quasi aliquod telum saepius
commovet ejusdem redintegratio verbi
perveniat ineandem partem corporis." Auct. ad Ilerenn. iv. 28.
'

:

.

.

Vv.

31,

on the contrary, striving after the law of righteousness,
to the law of righteous-

32. Israel,

'

'

.

has (in respect to the mass of the people) not attained
ness.

— v6uov

The law affording

Smaioa.]

Quite erroneous

righteousness.

is

the view of Chrysostom, Theodoret, Calvin, Beza, Piscator, Bengel, Heu-

mann, that
Kollner

is

it is

a hypallage for diKaioavvrjv

vo/uov

;

and that of Riickert and
and paradox, has

arbitrary, that Paul, in his effort after brevity

used a condensed phrase for rbv vduov ug vouov dm.
tifying law is in both instances (comp. dtKatoovvyv,

On

the contrary, the jus-

be

ver. 30) to

left

with-

out any more precise concrete definition, and to be regarded as the ideal

(comp. also Fritzsche and Philippi), the reality of which the
by their legal conduct

The

justifying law

to experience
!

which they pursued, but

this is the idea,

they remained strangers.

Israelites strove

in themselves (to possess), but did not obtain.

we

If, finally,

chose, with

many

to the reality

others (including

Bengel, Koppe, Flatt, Reiche, Kollner, Krehl, de Wette), to understand the
first vou. din.

dicjuov

of the historical

would be opposed

to us

Mosaic law, and the second of Christianity,
;

for this, according to ver. 30, expresses not

but the endeavour to possess the law, as, indeed,
ova tydavE elg must correspond to KareXa^e in ver. 30, and therefore must simply denote non pervenit (Vulg.), not
non j^raevenit (Erasmus, Estius, Hammond, and others, including Ewald and Jatho). Comp. on Phil. iii. 16.
The reading of Lachmann, elg vouov ovk tydace, which Hofmann follows, is exthe endeavour to fulfil the law,

:

plained by the latter

:

Israel

was

set

upon fulfilling a law which

right (Siukuv vdjuov diKaLoavvrjq), but did not thereby succeed,
1

Ver.

31,

although belonging to the an-

swer to the ri ovv epov^ev, and therefore
regarded by many as still dependent on on,
is nevertheless better taken as an indepen-

teaches

dent proposition, because thus
phatic,

and because

only to ver.

31,

what

is

did not become

Sian',

more em-

ver. 32, refers
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wo nog (eig vdfiov ovk tyOaae) because the law remained for it, like a
shadow, ever only near, but unattainable, thus Israel had not at all come
to liave its standpoint generally in a law and to live in it, neither in that of the
Old Testament, which it sought to follow, nor in that of the New Testament,
on which it turned its back. An entirely subjective artificial complication
of ideas, with invented accessories, and not even historically correct, since
i

;

and lived only too much

in fact the Israelites stood

and

kv vouu

but could not withal attain to the vouog diKaiocvvng.

as ewouot,

diKaiocvvqg

This

the tragic point of the negative counter-statement, and hence

is

pensable in the text.

—

did ri]

vo/wv

elg

sc.

Aik.

ovk Ztydaoev

;

answer

is

indis-

ore ovk £k

:

For, had they started from faith in their strivin Christianity the realization of their en-

7rlareo)g. sc. ediutjav vdfiov dcK.

would have obtained

ing, they

through faith in Christ, to whom the law alv. 46), they would have become righteous, and would thus in the gospel have really attained what floated before
them as an idea, the justifying law.
ug eij epy.] ug can neither denote a
hypocritical conduct (Theophylact), nor presumed works (Fritzsche), nor
deavour, the

vdfiov

ready points

(iii.

dimioovvng

31, x. 5

ff.

;

;

John

—

quasi (van Hengel, following the Vulgate)

from the works of the law in
means Because their diuKeiv was in

out

:

works

is

constituted ;

;

indeed, the Jews really

for,

their endeavour.

On

the contrary,

set
it

the way, in which a Slukeiv starting

from
the (perverted) kind and quality of the endeavour 1 is

designated, comp. 2 Cor.

17
John i. 14. The e£ epy. is by ug brought
ad Devar. p. 757 f.
npoaeKofav k.t.X] without
yap (see critical remarks), but thus coming in all the more strikingly
they
stumbled, etc.
that is the fatal fact, which befell them in their diuKeiv, and
ii.

;

—

into fuller relief ; see Klotz,

:

;

Had they not stumbled at the stone of
stumbling, they would have entered on the right line of endeavour sk irioTeag,
instead of their perverted one ug eg ipyuv vdfiov.
The simple appropriateness,
caused that they ovk ck iriareug k.t.X.

clearness, and force, with which the Trpoohofav k.t.X. is thus introduced,
must exclude the connection with d"XX ug £% epyuv vdfiov (Lachmann), followed also by Th. Schott (" but, as could not but luippen in consequence of
works, came to ruin on the stone of stumbling"). The lidog irpooKOfiuarog,
the stone

on which one stumbles

(trips), is Christ, in so far as occasion

for un-

belief is

taken at his manifestation (especially at His death on the

cross, 1

Cor.

i.

23).

Comp. Luke

ii.

34

;

Pet.

1

ii.

correspondence with the conception of the

7, 8.

diuKeiv,

The

figure

in anticipation of the passage of Scripture to be adduced.

Theophylact remarks
TCiv

:

npoaK.

"kid.

k.

werpa OKavd.

is

in perfect

and was perhaps selected
Aptly, moreover,

dird rov Telovg

ml

rf/g

hifiacewg

aTUOTT/oavruv Ijvdfiaarai 6 Xpiordg' avrog yap uaO' eavrbv OefieXiog Kal edpaiafia

eredrf.

Ver. 33. This TtpooeKoipav

To

to> Xido) r. irpooK.

according to the real sense,
amounts taking w?,
howevor, of the subjective conception of the
6ioi(co!T6s, equivalent to <I>s t^Orjaoixevoi k.t.X.
This is inadmissible, because, as with e<
ttio-t., so also with e£ fpyiov, only the notion
1

this,

Philippi's explanation

;

of

ensued

Sico/cen/

— and this

is

can be supplied.

the

deia fiolpa

Hofmann

has,

consistency with his erroneous understanding of ver. 31, extorted from the
words the sense, M that Israelfancied itself to
be in the position of a doing, by virtue of
which i'. was in pursuit of the law of God."
in

chap,

ix., 33.
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herein— in conformity with the prophetic declaration, according to which
Christ is laid as the stone of stumbling in Israel (h Ziuv, as the theocratic seat
of the people), and faith on Him would have been that very thing which
would have preserved them from the forfeiture of salvation.— Isa. xxviii. 16
and viii. 14 are blended into one declaration, with a free but pertinent variation both from the original and also from the LXX.
With Isaiah, in the
first passage, the theocracy
the kingdom of Jehovah, whose sacred basis
and central seat is the temple is the stone laid by God and in the second,
God Himself is the stone of stumbling and the rock of offence for His enemies. But Paul (comp. 1 Pet. ii. 6-8) justly perceives in the passages prophecies of the Messiah (as do also the Kabbins), and, in connection with the
Messianic character, of all the glory and triumph of the theocracy, the fulfiller of
which is the Messiah.
6 mar. en. airy] he who relies on Him, in the Messianic fulfilment
he who believes on Christ.
Comp. x. 11 1 Tim. i. 16- 1
Pet. ii. 6
Luke xxiv. 25. Christ, the object of faith, is conceived of as

—
—

!

;

—

:

;

;

He

whom

to

there

is

faith adheres as its foundation (comp. Bernhardy, p.
250)

therefore no need of the circumlocution

Ghristo fretus" (van Hengel).

em, xv.

Zeiv

12.

We may

irac, if

it

]

hJiici-

were the genuine reading,

but the latter

;

— KaraLOxwdfjoeTat

;

" fidem in Deo ponit

See also on Matt, xxvii. 42, and comp.

add that

would not have the emphasis
posite of irpoaKon-reiv.

:

lies upon 6 morevuv, as
The LXX. have this verb

the op(narcuG-

xwdy), apparently deviating from the original text, Isa. xxviii. 16, where
probably they have merely given an inaccurate translation of triT, according to the approximate sense, and have not adopted another reading, namely
(Reiche, Olshausen, Hofmann).
In the sense of the Messianic fulfilment of the saying, " he will not be put to shame" means, " he will not for-

wy

—

feit the Messianic salvation."

Bemaek.— The

contents of

Comp. on
ix.

v. 5.

6-29, as they have

been unfolded by pure

ex-

when taken in and by themselves, the idea of a decree
of God conditioned by human moral self-activity, as indeed God's absolute activity, taken as such by itself, cannot depend on that of the individual.
On the
egesis, certainly exclude,

other hand, a fatalistic determinism, the t( tremendum mysterium" of Calvin,
which, following the precedent of Augustine, robs man of his self-determination

and

free personal attitude towards salvation,

ject of divine sovereign will,

may

and makes him the passive ob-

just as little be derived as a Pauline doctrine

from our passage. It cannot be so, because our passage is not to be considered
as detached from the following (vv. 30-33, chap. x. xi.) and because, gener;

the countless exhortations of the apostle to obedience of faith, to steadfastness of faith and Christian virtue, as well as all his admonitions on the possially,

bility of losing salvation,

and his warnings against falling from grace, are just
evidences against that view, which puts aside the divine will of love,
and does away the essence of human morality and responsibility. See also,
against the Calvinistic exposition, Beyschlag, p. 2 ff. If we should assume,
so

many

with Keiche and Kollner, Fritzsche and Krehl, that Paul, in his dialectie

1
See the varying interpretations in Gesenius, Drechsler, Hofmann.
stands the house of David.

The

latter under-
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has allowed himself to be carried away into self-contradiction, 1 we
should thus have a self-contradiction so palpable, and yet so extremely grave
and dangerous in a religious and ethical aspect, making the means of grace ilardour,

and striking so heavily at the Christian moral idea of divine holiness
and of human freedom, that we should least of all suppose this very apostle
to be capable of it
for, on the one hand, his penetration and his dialectic ability well might, just as, on the other hand, his apostolic illumination in particular, and the clearness and depth of his own moral experience
must, have guarded him against it.
But this affords no justification of
the practice which has been followed by those of anti-predestinarian views
from the time of Origen and Chrysostom (see Luthardt, vom freien Willen, p.
14 ff.) until now (see especially Tholuck on vv. 16-18, 20-22, and also Weiss,
comp. Gerlach, letzte Binge, 1869, p. 159), of importing into the clear
ib.
and definite expressions of the apostle in this place, and reading between the lines, the moral self-determination and spontaneity of man as the
correlate factor to the divine volition.*2 On the contrary, a correct judgment
of the deterministic propositions of vv. 15-23 lies in the middle between the
admission, which is psychologically and morally impossible, of a self-contradiction, and the importation, which is exegetically impossible, of conceptions of
which the apostolic expression is the stark opposite— somewhat as follows.
Seeing that the mode of the concurrence, so necessary in the moral world, of
the individual freedom and spontaneity of man on one side, and the absolute
self-determination and universal efficiency of God on the other, —which latter,
however, as such by no means lacks the immanent law of holiness (against
the objection of Beyschlag, p. 20), is incomprehensible by human reflection, so
lusory,

—

;

;

—

long, that

1

is,

Fritzsche,

as

IT. p.

lus consensisset,
elis

alumnus

it

si

does not pass out of the sphere of the Christian fundamental

550

:

" Melius sibi Pau-

Aristotelis,

non Gamali-

fuisset."

2

This practice of importing is obvious,
among the Greek Fathers, especially in
Theodore of Mopsuestia, and among
modern theologians since the precedent of
Arminius (see Beyschlag, p. 9 ff.), but especially in Tholuck's paraphrase of the passages in question. Thus he paraphrases,
" How greatly this is the case,
e.g., ver. 17
is shown according to Scripture in Pharaoh,
of whom, in spite of his running against the
:

divine will,
18:

it is

said, etc."

Again, in ver.
of

"Thus God executes His decree

mercy cm those who
through mercy

who in

[bv

desire to become blessed

fle'Aet !],

and hardens those

their resistance reject such decree

of grace"

[bv 9e\et].

It is self-evident that,

with such importations and alterations of
the sense, no text is any longer sufficiently
safe from the subjectivity of its interpreter.
See, against such methods, the in the main
apt observations of Baur in the Theol. Jahrb.
ff., and in his N. T. Theol. p. 182
Lechler also, Apost. Zeit. p. 122 ff.,
passes an unprejudiced and correct judgment whilst Weiss, by the mediating sug-

1857, p. 196

ff.

;

gestion that God may determine, according
to His unlimited will, to what condition lie
will annex His grace, can by no means avail

against the clearness and definiteness of
the text; and Hofmann, by the intermingling of rationalizing attempts to explain
the details, cannot remove the difficulties.
Philippi (Glaubensl.

IV.

1,

p.

113)

rightly

leaves the absolute divine freedom in the
bestowal of salvation, as Paul dwells on it,
intact, and connects with this result the
solution which is disclosed by Paul himself
in reference to that, at first sight, one-sided
theory at the close of this very chapter, and
in chap. x. and xi. The doctrine of election
of Schleiermacher pours unbiblical notions
into the mould of biblical expressions, and
finishes with a general apokotastasis ; whilst
in the Hegelian school, to which evil is a
necessary element in the absolute process,
the positive fundamental doctrines of the
gospel as to sin, grace, regeneration, and
reconciliation with God, when they are
thought to be raised at all to their notion
For the
[Begriff], find no longer a place.
history of doctrine in modern times here
concerned, see Luthardt, vom freien Willen,
p. 366

ff.

;

chap,

ix., 33.
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riew into the unbiblical identity-sphere of the pantheistic view, in which indeed
freedom has no place at all
as often as we treat only one of the two truths
** God is absolutely free and all
-efficient," and "Man has moral freedom, and
is, in virtue of his proper self-determination and responsibility
as liberum
agens, the author of his salvation or perdition," and carry it out in a consistent
!

:

theory and therefore in a one sided method,

we are compelled to speak in such
a manner, that the other truth appears to be annulled.
Only appears, however for,
in fact, all that takes place in this case is a temporary and conscious withdraw;

from the other. In the present instance Paul found himself in
and he expresses himself according to this mode of view, not merely

ing of attention
this case,

in a passing reference, vv. 20, 21 (Beyschlag), but in the whole reasoning of vv.
6-29.
In opposition to the Jewish conceit of descent and of works, he desired
to establish the free and absolute sovereign power of the divine will and
action,

and that the more decisively and

exclusively, the less

for the arrogant illusion of the Jews, that

he would leave any ground
gracious to them. The

God must be

apostle has here wholly taken his position on the absolute standpoint of
the
theory of pure dependence upon God, and that with all the boldness of clear

consistency;2 but only until he has done justice to the polemical object
which he has in view. He then returns (see vv. 30 ff.) from that abstraction to
the human-moral standpoint of practice, so that he allows the claims of
both

modes

of consideration to stand side by side, just as they exist side by side
within the limits of human thought. The contemplation— which lies beyond
these limits— of the metaphysical relation of essential interdependence between
the two,— namely objectively divine, and subjectively human, freedom and activity of will,— necessarily

remained outside and beyond his sphere of view
would have had no occasion at all in this place to enter upon this problem, seeing that it was incumbent upon him to crush the Jewish
pretensions
with the one side only of it—the absoluteness of God. The fact that, and the

;

as he

extent to which, the divine elective determination

is nevertheless no " delectus
but is immanently regulated in God Himself by His holiness, and
consequently also conditioned by moral conditions on the human side, does
not enter into his consideration at all for the moment. It is introduced, how-

militaris,"

30 ff., when the one-sided method of consideration temporarily
counterbalanced, and the ground, which had been given up for a

ever, in ver.

pursued

is

while in an apologetic interest to the doctrinal definition of an absolute decree,
again taken away. Comp. also Beck I. c. and Baur, neut. Theol.
p. 182 ff.
But when Beyschlag places chap. ix. under the point of view, that the discussion therein relates not to a decree, antecedent to time, for men's
everlasting salvais

tion or perdition, but only to their adoption or non-adoption
into the historical
of God (thus into Christianity), and that of the Jews and GentUes as

kingdom

the two groups of mankind, not of individual men, and when he
finds the true
key of exposition in this view his idea cannot be justified by the simple ex;

To say nothing at all of the modern materialism (Vogt, Moleschott, Biichner, and
others), according to which spirit is replac1

ed by the exertion of force in brain-substance, nerve-material, change of matter,
and in material substrata generally. See on

and its relation to theology. Rosenkranz
in Hilgenfeld, Zeitschr. 1864, p. 225 ff.
it,

2

He

says by no

means only how God

could proceed without violating a claim of
right (Julius Mviller, v. d. Siinde, I. p. 514,
ed.

5),

but

how He

positors have also

does proceed.

Older ex-

endeavoured to help

themselves with this problematic paraphrasis.
See, e.g., Flacius, Clav. U. p. 387.
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egesis of chap,

and the

and without anticipating the contents of chap. x. and xi.
which is involved in the entirely free self-deter-

ix.,

;

difficulty in principle,

mination of the divine

God

the action of

will,

remains -while

transferred to the sphere of

it is

in the historical government of the

world— even thus unremoved.

Notes by American Editob.
CI. Chaps, ix.-xi.

In chapters ix.-xi. the second main objection to the doctrine of justification by
faith is considered— namely, that, by reason of the rejection of all unbelieving
Jews which it involves, it contradicts the promises of God and His covenant with
His chosen people. The preceding section (vi.-viii.) has reference to an objection of a general character this section refers to one that arises from the Jewish
standpoint and belongs in the sphere of the thought and controversy of the time
when the Epistle was written. (See Note LXIV. ) Accordingly we find the Apos;

similar course
as he turns to the discussion of this difficulty, proceeding in a
in this case,
carefully—
way
the
prepares
He
ii.
ch.
in
takes
he
which
to that
own
by a declaration of his affection for and sympathy with the Jews as his

tle,

countrymen—for the statement

of the true view of the covenant

and promises

in subwhich they had fatally misinterpreted. This declaration is repeated,
shows the delicacy of the
stance, at the opening of chs. x. and xi.— a fact which
section three principal
task which he was now undertaking. There are in this
arrangement of the
subdivisions, which correspond very nearly with the
The subof x. 1.
instead
ix.
at
30,
begins
chapters only that the second one
;

given in Meyer's note introductory to the chapters.
The final purpose of the Apostle is to show that in this darkest and most mysthe world, the end in
it might seem, of God's administration of

ject of these divisions is

terious part, as

summation
view was mercy and blessing to all—Jews and Gentiles alike. The
praise, xi. 33 36.
of the whole, as it were, is in the exclamation of wonder and
As everywhere in the Epistle, so even in this portion of it, Paul's mind is filled
of
with a sense of the infinite goodness of God, and with joy in the thought
the free salvation which was designed for

be extended to

men

of all nations,

and was

finally to

all.

CH.

Ver.

5.

6 u>v eirl irdvruv

Oebc evXoyijrdc k.t.X.

and

Meyer admits that these words may be interpreted as referring to Christ,
The unprejuthus makes the question concerning them one of probabilities.
well as the
diced investigator of the meaning will accept the latter position, as
believthough
even
God,
to
refer
may
former. He will also admit that they
The grounds on which
ing, for himself, that they have reference to Christ.
substantially
Meyer rests his view— that the words are a doxology to God— are
understanding of the
the same with those presented by other advocates of that
that Paul does not, elsewhere, apply the
the following

They

clause.

name
Eph.

iv. 5,

or Oe6g

;

Apostles

To

are

Oeog to Christ

the

:

;

(2)

that

(1)

some passages in

his Epistles (e.g. 1 Cor.

M

viii.

6

;

ndvruv Qe6c
Christ and 6
6) make a marked distinction between
writings of the
that doxologies to Christ are not found in the

(3)
;

(4)
first

that tv^oynroq is not used of Christ in the N. T.
of these arguments it is answered (a) that Christ

by Paul in Acts xx. 28

:

;

Tit.

ii.

13 (some also hold the

is

called Oe6 c

same view with respect

—
NOTES.
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to Col. ii. 2
Eph. v. 5 2 Thess. i. 12), [to which, however, reply is made that
such an interpretation of the passage in Acts is founded on a wrong text, and
of the one in the Ep. to Titus on a wrong construction]
(b) that, even admitting that there is no such use of Qeoc elsewhere in Paul' s Epistles, he may have
;

;

;

name to Christ in a single instance, as John does in only one or two
though he employs the word Oedg (referring to God) quite as many times
as does Paul in proportion to the extent of his writings [but to this, also, a reply
given this
cases,

made

John uses the word in connection with the Logos idea peculand that the calling Christ God over all is incompatible with
the N. T. view of the dependence of the Son on the Father].— To the second
argument it is answered, that the distinction made in the verses alluded to is
is

that

iar to his writings,

not inconsistent with the application of the name Qeog to Christ here. He may
be 0edf and 6 uv knl ndvruv Qeoc in His own nature and in Himself and yet, as
distinguished from the Father and as related to the work of redemption
[Eph. iv. 3 ff., through the expressions, one body, one hope, one faith, one bap;

tism, turning the reader's thought to this work], He may be called nvptog,
while the Father is described as Qeoc Kal irarTjp irdi>To>v, 6 £7rt irdvTuv. In answer to the third argument, instances are pointed out where doxologies refer to

—

Christ

18

;

:

e.g.,

as

some maintain,

1 Pet. iv.

and, beyond question, 2 Pet.

made with regard

iii.

18

;

11

;

as

Kev.

i,

most writers admit,

to the first of these cases, that,

when

2

Tim.

[Reply, however,

6, v. 13.

the verse

is

iv.

is

properly

explained, the reference to God becomes clear, and with regard to all the others,
that they occur in non-apostolic writings].— The fourth argument is answered
by calling attention to the fact that the number of instances in which the word

Epp. and seven in the entire N. T.)
too small to afford any such evidence of usage as to exclude the possibility

evXoyijTog occurs (only four others in Paul's
is

of employing

it

with reference to Christ.

On

the other side, the following points are urged by those who regard the
words as descriptive of Christ (1) That, inasmuch as Xptarog immediately pre:

cedes

the opening of this clause,

it is the most natural and simple explanation of the sentence to make these words refer to Xp. as an antecedent.
This argument has been pressed by some authors beyond its legitimate force

6 cjv at

;

and the

affirmation, as thus understood, has

been denied.

however, that the greater simplicity of this construction, unless overborne by
other considerations, will be admitted by all as favoring, at least in some degree, the reference to Christ.
(2) That to Kara capna. suggests a contrast, and
that the expression, rather than the omission, of that which forms the other
side of the contrast is to be expected some claim that it is demanded.
To
this argument, even in the milder form of stating it, a reply is offered, (a) by
calling attention to cases where the antithesis is omitted one such case occurring only two verses earlier than that which contains this clause (&) by saying
that there is an implied antithesis, which answers the demands of the case here,
of another sort than that suggested by interpreting these words of Christ
namely, the relation of Christ in his redemptive work to all men, as contrasted
with his membership as a man in the Jewish race and (c) on van Hengel's
part, by declaring that to Kara aapua, according to the usage of Greek writers,
requires a period after it, and cannot be followed by such an antithetical clause.
This position of van Hengel's, however, is not defended by most others, and it
seems to be untenable. If it is abandoned, the case stands thus with respect
to /card ddp/ca.
This phrase naturally suggests to the reader's mind an antiIt is believed,

—

—

;

;
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thetical statement.

ment would be made

There is a certain antecedent probability that this statein words by the author, and not left to be supplied in the

thought of the reader. If the clause 6 <Jv k.t.I. is regarded as descriptive of
Christ, the author gives such an expression of the contrast
otherwise he does
not.
That which is expressed in these words, as thus explained, is the antithesis adapted to the Apostle's purpose, which is to set forth the honor put upon
the Israelites by God. /card capua, therefore, points towards this construction
;

of the sentence.

—

and natural one

if

(3) That the position of evloyrirbQ in the clause is the right
the words are descriptive of Christ, but not so if a doxology
to God is intended.
This word, it is claimed, is in all instances of doxologies of
this character throughout the Scriptures placed at the beginning of the sentence

(the case in

LXX.

exception)

and not only

which is sometimes cited, forming no proper
but it is affirmed also that it is of the very nature
of such a sentence that this should be the arrangement.
It is maintained, in
answer to this argument, that the entire matter of the order of words in a
Greek sentence is dependent on emphasis and that while, in ordinary doxo;

Ps. lxvii. 20,
this,

;

logical sentences, the doxological

word

designed to be emphatic, this is not
necessarily the case
and furthermore, that it is not so in this particular sentence.
The fact that God is over all is suggested by the previously-mentioned
blessings and,
as this is the natural suggestion,— when the thought turns from
an enumeration of His gifts to Himself as their author and source, ruling over
is

;

—

;

all, the words describing Him must be most emphatic.
It is denied, however,
by advocates of the reference to Christ, that the Scriptural writers varied their
usage respecting the doxological word, whatever emphasis might appertain to
the subject of the sentence
and it is added that, if the subject in this
clause had been designed to be made so much more prominent than the word
of blessing as to necessitate its holding the first position, it would have been
placed in the dative, tu> ovtc eirl iravrov Qefi a mode of expression which
would have prevented all misunderstanding. (4) That the use of the words 6
&v ent ndvruv is readily accounted for if the writer wished to set forth the
glory and exaltation of Christ, but is not so well adapted to express the idea of
;

—
—

God as connected with the blessings bestowed upon the Jewish people. Some other expression for the latter idea
would have been more appropriate. It is claimed by some, also, that if the
Apostle had desired to introduce an ascription of praise to God with reference
to the gifts which had just been mentioned, he would have glorified Him for
His goodness, and not for His controlling providence or power. (5) That a doxology to God is out of place here, at the close of a passage which is a lamentation over the lapse of the Jews.
To this, however, it is answered that there is
here, not a lamentation, but an enumeration of privileges and distinguishing
the superintending providence of

—

was most natural to praise God, who in His sovereignty
That this interpretation was given by the Christian
Fathers, or the great majority of them. It is claimed on the other side, howthat many
ever, that the Fathers are not so unanimous as has been supposed
of them simply adopted that view of an ambiguous passage which agreed with
that as exegetes they do not in many or most cases
their doctrinal opinions
deserve special regard — their qualifications in this respect being often moderThe English
ate and their interpretations sometimes fanciful or even absurd.
Revisers of the Auth. Ver. of the N. T. seem to have given much weight to the
honors, and for these

had ordered

it

thus.

it

—

(6)

;

;

views of the Fathers respecting this clause,

for,

in recording other explanations,
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NOTES.
they refer to tliem as represented by " some

modern interpreters"— words which

are not elsewhere used in their marginal notes.

The strength of the argument for the reference of the words to Christ lien in
the fact that each phrase and element of the clause indicates a probability, r.3
connected with itself, that this is the true explanation. That of the argument
for the other view— that they are a doxology to God— is centred, mainly or
wholly, in the fact that Paul uses the

word Bed? in only one or two other

in-

stances (as affirmed by the advocates of this view, in no other instance), as
When, however, it is borne in mind that the apostolic
descriptive of Christ.

by reason of the very work to which they were consecrated— the permen to become reconciled to God through Christ— were naturally led
speak of Christ almost wholly as in his mediatorial office and as man, the

writers,

suading
to

It is believed that it canforce of the alleged fact is very largely diminished.
not sustain the weight of the opposing considerations, and that the interpreta-

tion which applies the

word

to Christ

must be adopted

as the

more probable

one.

The construction of the words which places a period after ttuvtuv has less
ground for acceptance than that which makes the whole a doxology, for by it
all supposed justification for placing ev"koyrjT6g after the subject is taken away,
and the words which are regarded as alluding to the superintending providence
of God— and thus as connecting the ascription of praise with the statement of
the privileges— are removed from the doxological sentence.
A full discussion of this matter cannot be presented within the limits here
allowed.

The

object of this note is to set forth, in outline, the considerations

urged by the two parties, and to indicate what conclusion the probabilities of
the case may lead us to adopt. The reader will find in the Journal of the
(American) Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis for 1881 an extended
paper on the subject by Professor Ezra Abbot, defending with great learning
and ability the view which refers the words as a doxology to God, and in the

same Journal a paper advocating the other view by the writer of this note.
The latter paper was prepared on a somewhat different plan from Prof.
Abbot's, and is much shorter, but was designed to give a full and fair presentaIt may be added, that Weiss, in his edition of Meyer's work,
view of Meyer and adopts the opposite one, applying the words to

tion of the case.
rejects the

Christ.

CIII. Ver.

6.

ovk olov 6e bri tuTrenruKev k.t.X

The explanation of these words and of their connection with vv. 2, 3, which
As related to the main thought and
is given by Meyer, is to be accepted.
progress of discussion in the Epistle, this verse may be regarded as carrying
with it the declaration, that the doctrine of faith which the Apostle defends
does not involve in itself any failure of God's promises to His people. In this

way he meets, at the beginning of the section, the objection or
made the writing of these chapters necessary.
CIV. Ver.

The

11.

fijjncj

yap -yevvijOtVTUv

object of these words

cases is not

made

is

firjfie

irpa^dvruv ti dyaBov

evidently to show

in dependence on, and after,

other hand, determined before such action.

difficulty

f/

which

tyavlov.

that God's choice in such

human

action.

That the passage

It is,

on the
an

refers to
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election to salvation in Jacob' s case and a non-election in that of Esau cannot
be proved, for the context does not necessitate the giving of this meaning
to the illustrative example, and we are nowhere informed in the Scriptures that
Esau failed of salvation. That Esau and his descendants were not placed byGod in the historic line of the spiritual plan is evident, but nothing beyond
this.
Dr. Shedd, following Calvin, Augustine, and some others, holds that while
these two children had as yet no actual sin, they had original sin as being
descendants of Adam. They were not innocent, he says, because salvation to
which one of them was elected presupposes sin and condemnation. Having
already a physical and psychical existence in the. mother's womb, they became
subject to the divine decision, and this decision was for eternal life for one of
the two, not for the other. That they had such a physical and psychical existence he founds upon Heb. vii. 10.— the only N. T. passage cited. This passage
states that Levi was in the loins of his great-grandfather, but can scarcely be
understood as affirming that he had a psychical and physical life when Melchisedek met Abraham. Of the only action assigned to Levi by the verse, also,
it is said that it was action in a figurative sense.
The bearing of Levi's experience therefore on original sin, or on the innocent condition of Jacob and
Esau just before birth, does not seem to be more decisive than does that of the
context here or the O. T. history on the eternal future of the two. Godet remarks, in his annotations on these verses
"In speaking of Jacob and Esau,
either as men or as nations, neither Genesis, nor Malachi, nor St. Paul has
eternal salvation in view
the matter in question is the part they play regarded
from the theocratic standpoint." The view of Godet is favored by all the indications which the passage and the relation of these chapters to the plan of the
:

;

Epistle afford.

GV. Ver.

The evidence

14.

fifj

adticia irapd rti

Qe$

;

that God' s plan involves selection, which is furnished by the

cases occurring in the earliest stage of its development, having been given, the

now proceeds

to consider the question whether such selection shows
on God's part. This question, like similar ones arising in previous
chapters from the opposite side in the discussion (e.g. vi. 1, vii. 7, cf. vi. 15), is
introduced by ri ovv kpovfiev it is answered by firj yivoiro and the negative is
then proved. The proof, in this case, consists of two points (1) An argument
addressed to those on the Jewish standpoint
the O. T., in what it says respecting Moses and Pharaoh, declares that God acts in this way. A representation of God, however, which is found in the O. T., the Jew must admit to
be consistent with justice. To this extent it is an argumentum ad hominem.
(2) The dealing of God with all in the way of long-suffering and mercy is irreconcilable with such an idea of Him as the question suggests.
His benevolence establishes the fact of His righteousness. This argument is equally adapted to the minds of all, Gentiles or Jews. It is prefaced, in vv. 19-21, by a
passage which is designed to rebuke the presumption of the objector and ex-

Apostle

injustice

;

;

:

:

press the shocked feeling of the Christian

That

—

mind

at the presentation of the

view of these three verses, and that they are
not strictly a part of the proof, is indicated by the fact that they are not necessary to the argument, and, also, by the additional fact that no valid argument
can be drawn for the justice of God in relation to the destiny of immortal and
question.

this is the true
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from the right which the potter has to fashion lifeless clay
according to his arbitrary will. It is evident, accordingly, as this paragraph
(vv. 14-29) is carefully examined, that the main point in the writer' s mind is the
goodness of God —long-suffering even towards those who are rejected. This
intelligent creatures

mind in interpreting the statement with regard to
In connection with the same statement the primary reference of the
The
entire section to nations, and not to individuals, should be remembered.
same thing is worthy of consideration as we inquire as to the meaning of special words in the 22d verse.

may

fact

well be borne in

Pharaoh.

CVI. Ver. 22. ev iroHy

fiaKpoBv/Jiig,.

The view of Meyer that naKpoQvjua here means the prolongaiio irae, and not
that which waits for the self-decision of human freedom, is justly rejected by
Weiss,

and

who

says that the latter idea

is distinctly

fact that this

is

declared by Paul in

human

evident from the very nature of the case,
4.

ii.

Godet

also calls attention to the

self-decision is brought forward in the next following

context, ver. 30 ff.
Weiss further holds, as against Meyer, that anevr] bpyyg does
not denote the vessels which are prepared to experience God's wrath on themselves to serve for a manifestation of His wrath, which, especially in connection with ver. 21, would require an. etc bpyr/v, but vessels which appertain to,
Karripnapha he
i.e. have fallen under His wrath, i.e. through their own acts.

—

He

regards as to betaken in an adjective sense, ready, ripe for (so also Godet).

a proof that

refers, as

it

from the construction a
tentional.

does not

mean prepared or fitted

by God, to the variation

which is apparently inmakes evident the weak-

irpovToipacev of the next verse,

The observation

of such points as these

ness of the supports on which the more extreme views of individual election,
Individual election is an inference from
as connected with these verses, rest.

what

is

said in the chapter, rather than a distinct declaration of any of its

words.

CVH.

Ver. 23.

"tva

yvupioy k.t.X

by Meyer. The vessels of wrath
mercy and long-suffering to give them opportunity for repentance, but there is also an additional purpose— namely, that God may make
known the riches of His glory (i.e. in the manifestation of it in mercy and

The

relation of ver. 23 to ver. 22 is as given

are borne with in

This view does not involve the idea that
God's design of good for the vessels of mercy is of secondary importance but
only that their good is, in the matter of His dealing with the vessels of wrath,
a thing secondary to His purpose with reference to the latter class. The explanation of this second design by supposing the Apostle to mean that, if
penal judgment had come upon the gkevt) bpyrig without such delay, no time
would have been open for the exhibition of mercy to the mcevn hleovg, is not
A thought somewhat similar to
necessary, though it may be not improbable.

blessing) to the vessels of mercy.

;

this,

though connected with a different subject and a
in Heb. xi. 39, 40.

different class of persons,

may be found

CVIII. Ver. 24. ovg

kcu tKakzozv k.t.\.

The Apostle now declares the vessels of mercy to be called of God not merely
from among the Jews but also the Gentiles. Three points may be noticed
:
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(1) that he again expressly sets forth the division into the two classes which
have been so prominent throughout the Epistle, and the union of which makes
the Trdvreg of whom he thinks (2) that in the words 'lovfi. k.t.1. and also
in
;

the proof-passages cited from the O. T. in the following verses, the
national,
and not the individual, reference of the thought is manifested
(3) that the
course of God's action and the sovereignty of His plan with regard to the
;

Jews (and now,

at the end, the Gentiles also), in the historic development of the
system are the things set forth in the entire passage w. 6-29. This
is true of what is said of Sarah and Rebecca and their
children (comp. also
Gal. iv. 24 ff.) of God's word to Moses, also, and to Pharaoh of the
potter

spiritual

;

;

and the

clay

;

of the vessels of wrath,

and

of the call of Gentiles

and Jews who

are vessels of mercy.

This view gives unity to this chapter as related to the
two which follow, and also as related to the whole doctrinal part ot the Epistle.
Paul is not discoursing upon a series of doctrines, as if in a treatise
on Theology, but is discussing a single subject of vital interest, at the
time, in connection with the controversy between Judaistic views and the Pauline
Christianity and he follows the course of his thought steadily
and undeviatingly
through the proofs and the objections and difficulties. Everywhere
;

the uni-

versal

and national ideas are prominent.
CIX. Ver. 30.

At

ver.

reason

is

30

we have

the reason of the lapse of the Jews introduced.

stated briefly, at

first,

vv. 30-33,

and then,

after a

This
few words of the

same general character with those at the opening of this chapter, it is developed more fully x. 3-21. In presenting the reason for the lapse, however,
he
adds at the beginning a word (as was natural because of the preceding context)
respecting the ground of the acceptance of the Gentiles. The fact which
has
been referred to as connected with the sovereign and independent choice of

God is now traced to its source in human action. The Jews failed because
they did not submit themselves to God's method of justification.

CHAP.
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X., 1.

CHAPTEK

X.

irpoc is wanting according to a large preponderance of evomitted by Lachm. and Tisch. A hasty grammatical emendation,
avTuv] Elz rov 'lapcir)!, against decias hariv before eig is supplied in Elz.
Ver. 3. After Idiav, dinaiooWith ver. 1 a church-lesson begins.
sive evidence.

Ver.

idence,

1.

7]

and

before
is

—

:

—

wanting in A B D E P, min., and several versions (including Vulg.) and
Omitted by Lachm. But the very emphasis of the thrice-occurring
word, so obviously intended (comp. ix. 30), speaks for its originality and how
easily the omission of the second dmaiocvvrjv might arise, as that of a supposed
avrrj, acVer. 5. avrolg'] Lachm. and Tisch. 8
quite superfluous repetition
cording to A B K* 17, 47, 80, Copt. Arm. Vulg. Germ. Damasc. Kuf. But this
would involve that, with the most of these, and with yet other witnesses, the
preceding avrd should be omitted, as also Tisch. 8. has done. However, both
avTri and the omission of avrd appear like an emendatory alteration, since the
context contains no reference for avrd and avroic. In the same light we must

vvrjv is

Fathers.

;

!

also regard the reading
brt),

as Tisch.

has

8.

— Ver. 15.

it,

on
in

—

ttjv

:

SiKaioavvrjv tt}v

AD* K*

tic

vduov (instead of

and some min.,

Vulg.,

xtjv oik.

.

.

.

and some Fathers.

elprjvnv, tcjv evayy.'] is wanting in A B C K* min., Copt. Sah. Aeth.
Clem. Or. Damasc. Ruf. Omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. 8. Copyist's omisIf it had been interpolated from the
sion, through the repetition of evayy.
LXX. (Isa. lii. 7), duorjv e\pr}vr\q would have been written instead of the mere
The article before dyaOd is, with Lachm., on decisive evidence to be
elpjjvTjC.
Ver. 17. Qeov] Lachm. and
omitted, although it is also wanting in the LXX.
Tisch. 8
Xpiorov, according to B C D* E K* min., several vss., Aug. Pel. Am-

—

:

There is no genitive at all in F G, Boern. Hilar. But how readily
Xpiamv, howmight suggest itself by a comparison of ver. 8
ever, appears to be a more precise definition of the sense of the divine p'F/p.a, the
Ver. 19.
expression of which by {>. Qeov is found already in Syr. and Clem.
The order 'lap. ovk eyvu is supported by decisive evidence Elz ovu eyvu lop.

brosiast.

this omission

!

—

;

32

:

Vv. 1-13. More particular discussion of the guilt of the Jews specified in ix.
introduced (vv. 1,2) hy a reiterated assurance of the most cordial interest
;

in their salvation.

Address to the readers, expressive of emotion. Comp.
the thought
iii. 15.
p.£v] without a corresponding 6e
following in ver. 3 loomed before the apostle, as standing in the relation of
opposition to his heartfelt interest, of which the solicitude thus remained
Ver.

1.

1 Cor. xiv.

'Adefyoi]

20

;

Gal.

—

;

through the perverted striving after righteousness of the people.
does not denote the wish, the desire (Chrysostom, Theodoret,
Theophylact, and many, including Ruckert, Reiche, Kollner, de Wette,

unfulfilled

—

evSoicia]

Olshausen).

It

may mean pleasure,

rus essem de salute Israelis

;"

delight (Bengel

:

" lubentissime auditu-

comp. Philippi), Matt.

iii.

17, xi.

26

;

or

—

;
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goodwill (Phil.

15,

i.

The

Fritzsche.

ii.

propensa animi voluntas.

i.e.

13),

the connection here

;

the intention of the will

See generally

most immediately suggested by

latter signification is that

comp. van Hengel, " benevolo, propensio." It is indeed
(Hofmann), but conceived of and designated as the

being well-disposed of the heart, as

it was such.
irpbc rbv Oebv is joined to $
hence there was no need of the (not genuine) article (Acts viii. 24
Winer, p. 128 f. [E. T. 135]) to the connection with kari to be understood,
evdoKia would not be suitable.
Hence The goodwill of my heart and my
Serjatc,

;

;

:

God are on

petition to

salvation; a^r-qpia

their behalf towards this end, that they

the goal which

is

prayer entreats for them.

my

In this view

The

(Hofmann).

to a Kara

we

108]; Kuhner,

and prayer,

evxv, petition

"

Non

515.

II. 1, p.

orasset Paulus,

— On
see

are not to

article before

ing to the context, the personal pronoun

{rj e/irj

Siijaig

6.)

;

assume a

vi.

tacit con-

represents, accord-

Winer,

the distinction between

on Eph.

my

avr&v belongs so necessarily

virep

to the completeness of the thought, that
trast

might obtain

evdoda wishes for them, and

p.

103 [E. T.

and

dkrjoic

npoa-

Bengel aptly remarks

18.

:

absolute reprobati essent."

si

—

Ver. 2. Reason assigned why fj evdoKia
etc ourqpiav.
tflov Geov] zeal
for God. Comp. Acts xxi. 20, xxii. 3 Gal. i. 14 John ii. 17
1 Mace,
ii. 58.
This their, zeal makes them worth that interest of my heart.
ov naf
.

.

.

;

kirlyvcomv]

knowledge

;

not that, according

;

—

measure of which they are
zealous for God.
We must here again (comp. on i. 28) note the composite
expression
for the Jews were not wanting in yvuaic generally, but just in
the very point, on which it depended whether their yvexng was the right
is

to the

;

and practically

vital liriyvuoig.

Confirmatory elucidation of oh /car' eiriyvoxriv
"for else they
would not, unacquainted with the divine righteousness (see on i. 17), have
Ver.

3.

:

on their own righteousness, and striven against the divine." This
God is wanting in knowledge.
ayvoovvreo] does not mean any more than at ii. 4, 1 Cor. xiv. 38, anything
else than not knowing ; Reiche, de Wette, Tholuck, Ewald, and several

insisted
is

—

just the actual proof that their zeal for

'

others

misapprehending

:

Hofmann

;

knowing Paul does not

:

overlooking.

further enter into, not so

The

much

guilt of this not-

(comp. Acts

iii.

17,

from mild forbearance (Riickert and others), but because he had
simply nothing else than the ov /car' EKiyvuciv to explain.
rrjv Idiav dacaioxvii. 30)

—

cvvTfv] rrjv ha tov vo/iov, rf/v e£

Comp.
iii.

31

Phil.
;

iii.

Heb.

ordinance, to

9,

x. 9.

and

—

Ipyuv idiuv Kal irdvuv Karopdoviuevqv, Theophylact.

see oni. 17.

virerdyqaav]

which one

—

The

ar^aat] stabilire, to
din.

Qeov

is

make valid.

Comp.

conceived of as a divine

(through faith). The sense is not
but that of the middle, as in viii. 7, xiii. 1,
and frequently, expressing the obedience. As to the subject-matter, comp.

that of the passive, as

irpoaeKofav

Ver.

4.

k.t.2,., ix.

For

subjects oneself

viii. 20,

32.

of the law has come to an end. in Christ, in order
a partaker of righteousness. Herewith Paul, for the

the validity

that every believer

may

be

1
In the classical passages also, which are
adduced for the signification misappreJiend
(as Xen. Mem. iv. 2. 25, 29, Cyr. iv. 1. 16

Dem.

151. 7, et al.),

to be maintained,

the sense of not know

is

chap,
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x., 5.

what was said in ver. 3, lays down the great prinfrom the non-knowledge of which among the Jews that

further confirmation of
ciple of salvation,

—

Tilog vo/tov,
blinded and perverted striving after righteousness flowed.
which is placed first with great emphasis, is applied to Christ, in so far as,

by virtue of His redemptive death (Gal. iii. 13, iv. 5), the divine dispensation of salvation has been introduced, in which the basis of the procuring
of salvation is no longer, as in the old theocracy, the Mosaic vouoq, but faith,
whereby the law has therefore ceased to be the regulative principle for the
Only this view of reXog, end, conclusion (adoptattainment of righteousness.
ed after Augustine by most of the modern expositors), is conformable to
what follows, where the essentially different principles of the old and new
For its agreement with the doctrinal system of the
dmaioavvTi are stated.
apostle, see vii. 1 ff. [See Note CX. p. 421.] Contrary to the meaning of the
word reloc (even in 1 Tim. i. 5), and contrary to the inherent relation of
what follows, Origen, Erasmus, Vatablus, Eisner, Homberg, Estius, Wolf,
Ch. Schmidt, Jatho, and several others, take it as fulfilment of the law
("quicquid exigebat lex moralis praestitit perfectissime," Calovius), which
1

\

:

many dogmatic

expositors understood of the satis/actio activa, or of the activa

Linguistically faultless, but at the same
(Calovius).
time not corresponding to the connection, is the interpretation of Chrysostom, Theophylact, Melanchthon, Beza, Michaelis, and others, that the object
and aim of the law was the making men righteous, and that this was accom-

and passiva together

plished through Christ

;

or (Theodoret, Toletus, Vorstius, Grotius, Wetstein,

Heumann, Klee, Glockler, Krummacher), that Christ was called
the object and aim of the law, because everything in the law, as the iraidayu" quicquid praecipiat, quicybg elg Xpiardv (Gal. iii. 24), led up to Him
Loesner,

;

quid promittat, semper Christum habet pro scopo," Calvin. Observe further, that Xpiaroc must be the definite historical person that appeared in Jesus,
and not the promised Saviour generally, without regard to whether and in whose
person He appeared (Hofmann), an abstraction which would have been impossible to Paul, particularly here,

where

only to definite faith in contrast to works

all

is

traced back

is

the reference

righteousness

—as impossible

as

combined with it, of vdfiog to any law whhtever, no law has validity any
See, in opposition to this, imlonger, if the promised Saviour be at hand.
elc dinaioa. navrl tC> tuot. ] aim, for which Christ
mediately below, ver. 5 ff.
in order that every one who believes may obtain rightis the end of the law
The principal stress lies on ttktt., as the opposite of that which
eousness.

—

:

the law required in order to righteousness

Now

;

see vv. 5, 6,

iii.

21

ff.

and that from
Moses himself.
ypa<pei rqv 6ik.] writes concerning righteousness, John i. 46
Hermann, ad Bur. Phoen. 574. As to the use of the present tense, comp. the
The passage introduced by the recifrequent "keyei in scriptural citations.
Comp. Neh. ix.
tative on is Lev. xviii. 5, almost exactly after the LXX.
Ver.

5.

follows, as far as ver. 10, the proof of ver. 4,

—

;

—

1
The ttAtjpwo-is toO vofLov, Matt. v. 17, does
not conflict with the present passage. For
the ideal, purely moral import of the law
cannot be annulled, and it is exactly this

which Christ has freed from its limitations,
Comp. also Lipsius,
See on Matt. I.e.
Bechtfert. p. 85

ff.

^
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29

;

Ezek. xx. 21

;

Gal.

iii.

here, to the irpooTayfiara Oeov,

12.

— avrd]

refers in the original,

which Paul supposes

as well

and

known

so also

but the

;

principal stress lies upon nov/jaaq
he who shall have done them, so that thus
Moses exhibits the doing as the condition of the attainment of
&v (which is
referred by Paul not to the happy and prosperous life in Palestine,
but to its
:

—

^

aiuvioc).
h avrdig] i.e. by the fact, that they are fulfilled.
Vv. 6-8. [See Note CXI. p. 421.] The righteousness which comes
from
faith is personified (comp. Heb. xii. 5), so that the
following words of
Moses, in which Paul recognizes an allegorically and typically
proplwtic descrip-

antitype, the

tion of this righteousness,

appear as its self-description.

An

increasing anima-

and indeed triumphant tone in the representation, which thus introduces over-against that dark background (ver. 5) the bright
picture the
more immediately in concrete vividness. Hofmann artificially imports
tion,

the

antithesis, that the righteousness

of the law

is

found only in a description of the

but the righteousness of faith itself speaks as one existing and
present.
the less room for this supposition, since vv. 6 ff. are
also Mosaic
expressions.
But that Paul actually regarded the words of Moses as a prophetical testimony to the nature of the righteousness
of faith, is an opinion
sanctioned only by a minority of expositors (Augustine, de
nat. et grat. 83
Bucer, Balduin, Calovius, Semler, Ch. Schmidt, Reiche,
Kollner, Olshausen,'
Benecke, Fritzsche, Baumgarten-Crusius, Ewald, Umbreit).
The majority'
on the other hand, assume that Paul only clothed his own thoughts
in the
words of Moses, and used the latter as a suitable substratum
for the former.
So Tholuck, Flatt, Riickert, Reithmayr, Maier, Philippi
"a holy and
charming play of the Spirit of God upon the word of the Lord ;"
van Hengel and several others, as formerly Chrysostom, Luther, 1
Beza, Calvin, Cornelius a Lapide
" suavissima parodia." But against this
Bengel
view is
the fact that ver. 5 begins with yap a demonstration of the
reM vofiov Xpicrdg,
of which ver. 5 contains only the one, and vv. 6-8
the other, side
both
sides, however, unite their probative force in
Uuvarjc yap ypd<pei.
Therefore
it is quite wrong (see esp. Riickert, Philippi)
to look upon i, 61 Ik mar. fo.
as the opposite to Movc?}c, and to suppose that the
parallel would
lawgiver,

There

is

;

:

:

;

;

be more
No, 6i places
the righteousness of faith in opposition to the previously
mentioned dimioavv V $ ex rov vdfiov
and for these two modes of righteousness the testimony
of the lawgiver himself is introduced by Movayg yap ypa<j>ei.
" For Moses
writes of the righteousness of the law, etc.
but the other kind of righteousness, the righteousness of faith, says (in the same Moses) thus,
etc."
The Mwi)<7. y. yp. thus holds good not only for ver. 5, but also covers vv. 6-8
therefore the absence of a formula of quotation before ver.
6 is no valid
argument against our view. This applies likewise against Hofmann, according to whom that, which the righteousness of faith speaks, is intended
sharply drawn

if

Paul had

said*:

But

Christ speaks thus, etc.

;

;

;

to

recall

Deut.

I.e.

2

;

in such a way, however, that the

1
Luther, on Deut. I.e., says that Paul has,
abundante spiritu, taken occasion from
Moses against the justitiarios velut nomim et

propriumtextumcomponendi.

*

Hofmann

word

of

which Moses

arrives at the sense

:

"

What

Israel could not say in respect of the re-

vealed law of God, after possessing it, that
should he, to whom the righteousness of

chap,
speaks

related to that

is

x., 6-8.

which the righteousness of

T. to the N. T., 1 and thus the former
less is the

is

faith means, as the O. T.

a prediction of the latter.

Ground-

that Paul nowhere else thus mixes up a

further objection,

biblical passage
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with comments.

For we

are acquainted with

the style of the Midrash in Paul's writings

8

(ix.

;

Gal.

iii.

comments

in

16, iv. 23, 24)

;

and that they are here interspersed is unessential, and was very naturally suggested by the opposed ava(3. dq r. ovpavov and Karaf}. etc r. apvcoov. In conclusion, we must further observe that, if Paul had given the biblical words

own representation, yet we should have to assume,
and that for the very sake of the honesty of the apostle (which Philippi
thinks endangered by our view), that he actually found in the saying the
typical reference to the righteousness of faith
even the holy "play" upon
words of the Spirit can be no erroneous play. Theodoret took the right
view
didaonei irakiv v6/iov nal x®P lT0 C TV V dia<j>opav, ml, a p<poT £ puv eladyet,
Mcjvaia rbv vojjloBettjv didaomliov.
Erasmus, Paraphr.: u utriusque justitiae
only as the clothing of his

;

:

imaginem Moses ipse depinxit." Comp. also Hofmann, Weissag. u. Erf. II.
The Mosaic declaration itself is Deut. xxx. 12-14, with free deviap. 217.
tions bearing on his object, from the original and the LXX.
Moses has
there said of the commandment of God to Israel to fulfil His law (for the
passage speaks of nothing else according to

commandment does not transcend

that this

its historical sense) in ver. 11,

what is capable of
accomplishment, nor does it lie at strange distance and he then adds, ver.
12 ff., in order more precisely to depict this thought
It is neither in heaven
the sphere of
;

:

nor beyond the

sea, so that

Utter (comp. Bar.
is it

LXX., and
it is

29, 30) to fetch

iii.

quite near, in the

in Philo)

stamped upon

one must first ascend to the former or sail over the

mouth and in
;

its-

that

is,

it,

may hear and do it ; rather
(and in the hands, an addition of

that one

the heart

the people itself carries

heart, in order that they

may

it

and
Qn&xh).

in its mouth,

accomplish

it

Paul finds here a type, and therewith an indirect prophecy, of the demand
which the righteousness of faith presents, entirely different from that irottlv
which is demanded by the righteousness of the laic, inasmuch as tlie righteousness offaith forbids only unbelief in reference to Christ, as though

He had

not

come from heaven, or had not risen from the dead, and directs men, on the other
hand, to the word of faith, which, through its preachers, is laid in their mouth

and
fore

to

The sum and substance of this typically prophetic sense is there" Be not unbelieving, but believing ;" 2 anc} here the grand historical points,

heart.
:

which

definitely

faith as well as unbelief relate, could not be

and

significantly

3

brought into relief more
than by means of the Xpiarbv mrayayelv and ava-

faith speaks, not think in respect of the re-

vealed and perfect Saviour."
But how
could Paul, without any indication whatever, have expected of the reader that he
should infer, from mere reminiscence of
the Mosaic words, the point of the thought
intended, that what the one could not, the
others should not ?
1
But for this purpose Hofmann employs
an incorrect reference and understanding

of on, ver.

9.

»

The

allegorical

and

typical signification

of the apostle finds its correct logical point
of connection in the fact that every one
who, instead of bearing the fina of God in
his

mouth and

in his heart, asks,

Who will

ascend into heaven for us, and bring it to
us ? puts a question of unbelief.
s
For h e wh thinks that one must ascend
into heaven to bring Christ down, denies
thereby that Christ has come in the flesh
and he who supposes that one must de;
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yayelv (in opposition to

%L

According to Fritzsche (comp,
no one can become righteous through works,
for in fact one must otherwise have been

Tholuck's objection).

meant

Calovius), the sense

is

:

facimdo et moliendo," vv. 6, 7
since the becoming righteous

able

;

—

rests

upon the

—to ascend into

incarnation, death,

and

heaven in order to bring Him down,
or to descend into the lower world in order to bring Him up
but (ver. 8)
after that salvation has been obtained by Christ, we are to have faith only.
But in this case, vv. 6, 7 would surely be a warning from the mouth of the
resurrection of Christ

;

righteousness of faith against ufacere

et moliri,

which would be of quite
which even would

another kind than that of the righteousness of the law, and

have included in

abstracto, as a presupposition, this

and resurrection of

tion, death,

Christ.

Still less

very faith in the incarnacan we, with Chrysostom,

Theodoret, Theophylact, Grotius, and several others (comp. also Reithmayr,
Philippi,

and Krummacher),

find in vv.

6,

7 the denial of the difficulty, and

then in ver. 8 the assurance of the facility, of becoming righteous.
against this view
ver. 9
is

ff.,

nothing

decisive

at all is said

—the fact

statement, reloc

For
what Paul subjoins,
of difficulty and facility
secondly— and this
5-8 is to be a proof founded on Moses of the

the fact, in the

is

Xptarog

;

but

the Christian diKaioavvq, but from

on

place, that in

;

that vv.

vo/uov

first

it is

evident, that not from the facility of

its being essentially different

from

the old

on faith), it follows that with Christ,
the Mediator of the new dinaioGvvn, the vduog must have reached its end.
This, too, in reply to Knapp, Set: tar. arg. II. p. 558 f., who, besides the
erroneous point of view of difficulty and facility, reads otherwise between
the lines the most essential points of his interpretation.
See, on the other
hand, van Hengel, who, however, on his side assumes that Paul desired
" avocare" unsettled Jewish Christians "a salutis duce longe
quaerendo, quum
(the latter resting

doing, the former

quisque, qui Christi communwne utatur, perfidem in Deo positam possideat, quod,
legis alicujus observatione, sic etiam aliunde afferri nonjiossit."
The connection with ver. 4 likewise tells against this view, as does also the circumstance that, if only the longe quaercre were the conception r)resented, it would

ut ex

why Paul should have inserted at all his explanations rovr" "eon
and why he should not have retained in ver. 7 the words of the LXX.

not be easy to see
k.t.X.,

tic SunrepacreL

rjplv etc

to irepav

tt}c

Qakaaarjq.

—

:

elmjc kv

firj

r.

napo.

gov]

LXX.

:

Heb. 10K7, wherein, according to the connection ("It is not in
heaven that one might speak," etc.), the forbidding sense indirectly lies.
This Paul expresses directly, because his quotation is severed from the connection of the original
and he adds e v r. napd. gov, because unbelief has its
seat in the heart, and the expression " to speak in the heart" (as Ps. xiv. 1
teyuv,

;

;

Matt.

iii.

9

;

Rev.

xviii.

7)

was very current

thoughts and dispositions (Surenhusius, aarall.,
W7io will ascend into heaven ?

the dead.

denies that

He arose from

This likewise against Hofmann,

according to whom it is only meant
to be said, that in order to produce Christ,
p. 436,

p. 479).

—

rig ava/3. eic r. ovp.]

In the sense of the apostle, the inquiry

Bcend into the lower world to bring Christ

up from the dead,

in the mention of unholy

is

one

an impossibility—namely, an ascent into
heaven, or a descent into the lower world—
would be requisite. Therein lies the folly,
as if that which we have were at unattainable distance.

:

chap. x v 6-8.
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not expressive of a wish (" utinam quis sit, qui nos e longinquo in
viam saluducat," van Hengel), nor yet of despair, but— correlative of that

™

tis

and opposed

revovri in ver. 4,

to the 6 rroifoag, ver.

5—the

'ma-

inquiry of unbelief,

which holds the appearance of Christ from heaven, i.e. His incarnation, as
and as an impossibilty. Therefore Paul adds the

not having taken place,

Midrashistic interpretation
Christ

by

down—this

is

the

that expresses, that signifies

:

object,

which

is

:

in order to bring

implied in ava^asrai

elc r. ovp.,

and

addition Paul thus contributes a more precise explanation of the question (tovt' eon
scilicet), namely, as respects its tendency, as respects
that at
its

:

which it aims.

1

Thus more exactly

defined, the question would presuppose,
does not believe that Christ has come out of the heavenly
world and has appeared in the flesh (comp. viii. 3), h 6/wc6fia-c av6 6>n U v

that he

who

puts

it

P

(Phil.

Calvin,

ii.

6,

and

7

comp.

;

1

John

iv. 2).

2

Following Melanchthon, Castalio,

Reiche thinks that unbelief in regard

others,

the session of

to

Christ on the right

hand of God is meant. But if there were here a prohibition of the desire to behold with the eyes this object of faith
(Reiche), the
second question, which nevertheless is manifestly quite parallel, would
be
highly inappropriate for then an existence of Christ in the apvaooq would
of
necessity be an object of faith, which yet it is not at all.
Nor could we see
why Paul should have said narayayelv in ver. 6, since the matter would in fact
turn only on a seeing of Christ in heaven. Moreover, Paul, considering
the
freedom with which he handles this passage from Moses, would have transposed the two questions, in order to avoid the glaring historical prothysteron
which occurs, if the first question refers to the session of Christ at the right
hand of God, to which van Hengel also refers it. According to Glockler,
;

the question,

Who

go up into heaven ? means to ask, Who will accomwas a necessary requisite for the Mediaand therefore tovt' zgtl signifies this would mean to deny the ascension

plish redemption
tor

;

will

for the ascension

?

:

of Christ.

Who

Consistently, Glockler then understands the second question as,
will (voluntarily) go into death ? this would mean to deny the
death

Christ.

of

But by

this necessarily consistent

1
Many others (Erasmus, Calvin, Cornelius
a Lapide, Bengel, Usteri, Riickert, Glockler,
etc.) regard tout i<m as the ground of the

prohibition, and that in the sense that is
just as much as, etc.
So also Philippi
:

" Righteousness is for me as distant and
high as if it were in heaven and I must fetch
it down from thence
that is just as
much as if thou wouldest bring down Christ
from heaven, as if thou didst deny that He
has already come down from heaven and
;

.

.

.

become man;" and afterward, ver. 7:
that is just as much as to deny that He has
already risen from the dead. But it is inappropriate to conceive of righteousness
itself as the imagined distant (and to-befetched)

object, because
righteousness
speaking, and because Paul names
Christ Himself as the object to be fetched.
Inappropriate, too, is the idea of allowing
itself is

view of

ver. 7 the

whole exposi-

righteousness in any way to be represented
as found in Hades, and brought up thence,

from whence Christ, indeed, has not
brought it with Him. To this connection
belongs van Hengel's view " Haec quaerere nihil aliud est quam Chiistum indigne
:

tractare,

auctor

tanquam

sit,

e locis remotis, at salutis
in terram revocandum:" In this
1

case the Christum indigne tractare is imported.
Further, it makes absolutely no
difference to the sense of tout ecm, whether
it is written divided (Lachm., Tisch.) or
united (toutco-tiv, Hofmann).
The codd.
yield no certain basis see Lipsius, grarmn.
Unters. p. 131 ff. Touto is the subject, and
eo-Ti the copula of that which is to be predicated epexegetically of the subject,
» The Xpiorbi/ Karayay^iv presupposes tho
certainty of the personal pre-existence.
;

Comp.

Lechler, Apost. Zeit. p.

50.
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For ver. 9 proves that ver. 7 refers to the resurrection
in truth, deny the death of Christ, but took
unbelief,
did
nor
of Christ
Like Glockler, Lipsius, Bechtfertigungsl. p. 102/., has essenoffence at it.
tially misunderstood both verses, and Ruckert the question of ver. 7.

tion

overthrown.

is

j

—

f)

wrap,

ric

etc r.

The colon

d/3. ;]

after

to be omitted.

is

f]

The question

in the sense of the apostle, likewise a question of unbelief, and that in
reference to the fact and the possibility of the resurrection of Christ
is,

U

venpuv

(i.e.

out of Scheol,

tic dccnrepaoei tjuIv etc to

afivaaoc).

wepav

ttjc

The LXX., following the
But Paul, in his
6aXdao7jg
;

original, has

:

typical refer-

ence to Christ, had sufficient cause and liberty, from the standpoint of the
put expressly, instead of irkpav ttjc 6alaoor]c, even
springs of the sea lie in the lowest depth of the
the
that
without reflecting

historical fulfilment, to

earth (see Ewald, Jahrb.
apvoaov (Job

xi.

8

III.

p.

dc

112), the familiar contrast to heaven,

Ps. cvii. 26, cxxxix. 8

;

Amos

;

ix.

2

;

t.

Ecclus. xvi. 18,

For Christ is the object of justifying faith, not merely as He who
came from heaven, but also as He who descended into Hades, and came up
alia ri TJtytt ;] But what says it (the
again thence, and rose from the dead.
righteousness of faith) ? An unexact contrast to pr/ eI-k^c, ver. 6, as though
xxiv. 5).

x

—

had stood with Ikyu, ver. 6 (ovx ovtu teyef eitte
form serves ad attentionem excitandam, " Dissen,
k. t.X.).
h oTop. g. k. ev r. k. g.]
ad Bern, decor, p. 186, 347. Comp. Gal. iv. 30.
tovt' "egtl k.t.X.] This p?//xa, so designated by
Epexegesis of eyyvc gov egtiv.
The genitive r. tt'lgt.
the righteousness of faith, signifies the word of faith.

previously the negation

The

'

interrogative

'

— ™

—

is genit.
2).

iii.

oajecti

Note

(comp. Acts xx. 32

here the two articles

;

Heb.

;

v.

13

;

Eph.

i.

for that pijpa intended

13, vi.

15

;

Gal.

by the righteous-

u a word of faith," whose contents desire to be
not generally
believed as historical reality (as Hofmann takes it), but the definite specific
comp.
are faith in Jesus Christ
KTipvyfia, whose entire summary contents
Kr/pvGGofiev] we preachers of the gospel.
vv. 4, 9 ff., i. 5, 17.
2
Ver. 9. Not a statement of the contents of the pijpa, but assigning the
ness of faith

is

;

—

3

of the immediately previous tovt' egtl to pi}pa rijc ttIgteuc b ktjpvgg.
force of the argument lies in the fact that, in respect of the pijpa pub-

ground

The

by its preachers, confession and faith (mouth and heart) must be consentaneous in order to obtain salvation, which is what Moses also means of
6pol. h r. GTop. gov] corresponds to hv t£> crdp. gov (egtl)
the pijpa (ver. 8).

lished

—

in ver.
as

8, as afterwards

Lord (comp.

est

summa

1 Cor.

ttigt. ev t.

napd. gov to kv

xii. 3, viii.

fidei et salutis,"

6

Bengel.

i The descenms Christi is in any case the
undoubted prempposition, which led Paul to
substitute the words of our passage for
The passage has
those of the original.
therefore more probative force in favour of
that doctrine than Guder, Lehre von der

Erschein. Christi unter d. Todten, p. 20 f., is
willing to accord to it.
3 So van Hengel and others.
But by 1%
ttiVtcws

the

prj/oia

in ver. 8

is

already com-

;

Phil.

ii.

r.

nap6. gov in ver. 8.

11).

It refers to

"In hac

the question

—

nvpiov

appellatione

t'lc

ava(5.

dc

t.

pletely defined.
s Which
with Hofmann to he
is not
leaped over, so that on refers to iyyv* aov t.
p^« eo-rt, and introduces the reason why ills
that we have this word so near, in the mouth
and in the heart. Hofmann strangely objects to the view taken above, that not 5m,
but yip, must then have been used. Why

so

?

CHAP.

10-12.

X.,
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ovp. ver. 6
for the whole acknowledgment of the heavenly Kvpidrr/g of
Jesus as the ovvdpovog of God is conditioned by the acknowledgment of the
preceding descent from heaven, the incarnation of the Son of God viii. 3
;

f

Gal. iv. 4

Phil.

6, et al.

—

;

;

corresponds to the question
of ver. 7.
aiodijar,] corresponds to tfoerac in ver.
6, but characterizes the
latter, according to the doctrinal system of the apostle (i.
16, v. 9, 10, et al.),
as a deliverance from destruction to the Messianic salvation.
The confes;

ii.

—

tjytiptv zk venptiv]

—

mouth

high essential importance for the relations of every
time, and peculiarly of that time !) and faith in the heart are not separate
things, as though one without the other had as its consequence the Gurrjpia,
but they are mutually dependent requisites. Comp. Knapp,
p. 5G5 ff.
sion of the

(of

—

The resurrection of the Lord here
ing to

iv.

appears, as suggested

25 quite justly, as the object of that faith

by ver. 7, and accordwhich makes blessed.

Without it, His death would not be the atoning death, 1 Cor. xv. 17, 18,
nor would He Himself be the Son of God, i. 4.
Ver. 10. Elucidation of ver. 9.
With mar. and 6p,ol. Jesus is not to be
supplied as subject (Hofmann), which is not even in accordance with the

K

linguistic usage of the
T., for 1 Tim. iii. 16 has a singular poetical style
but the contents of the faith and of the confession are understood, according
to ver. 9, entirely of themselves.
" With the heart, namely (yap), one Relieves
;

unto righteousness, but with the mouth confesses unto salvation. " In the style
of Hebrew parallelism the thought is thus expressed
" With the faith of
the heart is united the confession of the mouth to the result that one obtains
:

righteousness and salvation."

would, forsooth,

fall

to the

The righteousness obtained through faith
ground again, and would not be attended by

had not the vital force to produce confession of the mouth
(which speaks out of the fulness of the heart)
see Matt. x. 32
comp. 2
Cor. iv. 13.
We have thus here no merely formal parallelism, but one
framed according to the actual relation of the dispensation of salvation
salvation, if faith

;

;

;

and

in this case, moreover, Paul observes the genetic sequence in K ap6ia

because he

.

.

now no

longer dependent on ver. 8.
grand proposition teIos vdpov Xptardg k.t.1. (ver.
4), has been proved from Moses himself (vv. 5-8), and this proof has received its confirmatory discussion (vv. 9, 10), Paul brings forward, as if
for
the solemn sealing of all this, once more that weighty word of Scripture
which
he has already adduced in ix. 33. But this scriptural saying (Isa. xxviii.
16) now receives, with the object of closely connecting with it what is furardjuaTt,

Ver. 11.

Now,

is

after that

:

ther to follow, the significant addition of the universal element iraq (perhaps
already with a regard to Joel iii. 5), which indeed is found neither in the
LXX. nor in the Hebrew but in the unlimited 6 ttictevov in Isaiah, ground
;

and justification for its appearance was found to the apostle's mind, since
he had the sacred historical fulfilment of the prophecy before his eyes, and
therein its more particular definitive character.
Ver. 12. Elucidation of

irac.

—

ov yap

ean

spect, namely, to the bestowal of blessing
iii.

22.

CXII.

—

p.

Siaar. 'lovd. re

ical

"E1X.] In re-

on the believing, ver. 11. Comp.
For the Lord of all is one and the same. This Kvpwg is Christ [See Note
423.] (Origen, Chrysostom, Calovius, Wolf, Bengel, B6hme,Tholuck,

—

—
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de Wette, Fritzsche, Philippi, Hofmann, and several others),

Flatt, Riickert,

who

the avrdg of ver. 11, and the nvpioc of ver. 13,

necessarily identical

is

with this avroc. Were God intended (Theodoret, Theophylact, Grotius, and
many, including Ammon, Reiche, Kollner, Ewald, Umbreit, van Hengel,
Krummacher), it would in fact be necessary first to suggest the Christian
character of the demonstration (as Olshausen
"God in Christ"). tcvpiog
TravTiov] comp. Phil. ii. 11
Acts x. 36
Rom. xiv. 9.
irlovrtiv] comp.
" Quern nulla quamvis magna credentium multitudo exhaurire
Eph. iii. 8
potest," Bengel.
In what He was rich, the Christian consciousness understood of itself it is contained also in the previous KaraiaxwOijatrai and in
namely, in grace and salvation.
Comp. v. 15, xi.
the subsequent a^Brjatrai,
sic iravrac] for all, for the benefit of all.
See
33, and on 2 Cor. xiii. 13.
The calling upon Christ, who
Bernhardy, p. 219 Maetzner, ad Lycurg. 85.
nowhere in the N. T. appears as identical with the Jehovah of the O. T. (in
:

;

;

:

;

—

—

—

;

opposition to Philippi),

is

not the worshipping absolutely, as

only in respect of the Father, as the one absolute

God

;

it

takes place

but rather worship

according to that relativity in the consciousness of the worshipper, which
conditioned by the relation of Christ

is

Father (whose Son of like nature,

to the

image, partner of the throne, mediator and advocate on behalf of men,

etc.,

He

nec-

This

is).

essarily

not imported as an Origenistic gloss (Philippi), but

is

founded on the dependence and subordination in which even the

glorified

God-man

to the Father

Christ

is

is

;

see

Christ, in virtue of

on

1

Cor.

iii.

His munus regium, stands in relation

23, xi.

3,

conscious that he does not call upon

xv.

28.

Him

'

He who

calls

as the absolute

upon

God, but

divine-human Representative and Mediator of God exalted to the
whom God's adequate revelation of salvation has been given.
To the mediatorial relation of Christ Hofmann also reverts. 2 Comp. on Phil,
as the

divine glory, in

10, 11

ii.

;

1 Cor.

i.

2.

Ground assigned for elg iravrag rovg kirutaX, avrdv, ver. 12, and
This passage (LXX. ii. 32,
that with words of Scripture from Joel iii. 5.
closely following the LXX.) treats of the coming in of the Messianic era
hence Paul might refer tcvpiov, which in the original points to God, justly
to Christ, who has appeared in the name of God, and continually rules as
His Representative and Revealer, and Mediator, whose name was now the
very specific object of the Christian calling on the Lord. That Paul
writes not avrov, but nvpiov, is from no particular motive (against Hofmann)
he simply reproduces the words of Scripture, which he presumes to be
well known and makes his own.
Vv. 14-21. [See Note CXIII. p. 423.] In order to realize this calling upon the Lord, proclaimers of the gospel had of necessity to be sent forth
in which case neither does this
nevertheless all did not obey the gospel
nor that,
excuse avail, that they had not heard the preaching (ver. 18)
Ver. 13.

;

;

;

;

;

that Israel did not recognize the universality of the preaching (ver. 19

ff.).

1843.

garded by the Apostle as valid in New
Testament times, for those, and those only,

'According to Hofmann, the promise
attached to the calling on Jehovah is re-

who place their confidence of salvation on
and thus call on Him.

1

Comp.

Liicke, de invocat. J. Chr., Gott.

Jesus

chap,
Thus, following up 1-13, there
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x., 14, 15.

is still

further set forth the people's

own guilt

in their exclusion.

Vv.

14, 15.

Introduction

In order now that men should

:

call

on the name of

the Lord, it is necessary that they should have been believing, hearing, preaching,

and

that the sending forth of preachers should have taken place,

The

ing forth also the Scripture prophesies:

way

which send-

object of this introduction

is

from the Jews (Chrysostom,
Theodoret, and several others, including Kollner), for this is spoken of for
the first time in ver. 18 ff.
but the necessity of the evangelical cnroaroTiJ} is
first of all to be established generally, in order then to make the disobedience of
the Jews stand out with the force of contrast.
Grotius and Michaelis see in
vv. 14, 15 a Jewish objection, which alleges that the gospel had not been
preached to all the Jews in the world, etc.
Paul then answers in ver. 16 ff.
But how unsuitably he would have answered
Must he not, before everything else, make good what he only brought in at ver. 18 that all Jews
had heard the announcement of the gospel ? The objection here assumed is
made by Paul himself in ver. 18.
ofiv] draws an inference from ver. 1
Row
shall they accordingly (in pursuance of the requirement of eTUKaleiodcu contained
not already to cut off every

of escape

;

;

!

—

—

—

?,

:

On thefuture of ethical possibility, see Winer, p. 262
?
Important codd. and Lachm. have, instead of the futures, the

in ver. 13) call on, etc.
[E. T. 279].

How should they,

deliberative subjunctive aorists

:

case of the different verbs of

which Tisch.

8.

etc.

The

?

attestation in the

likewise reads the subjunctive

forms, although he retains instead of aKovouciv the future form

we can come
The subject

so unequal, that

Phryn.

734

p.

f.

dKoixjovrai, is

Comp. generally Lobeck, ad

no decision.

to

to eiriKaMaovrai k.t.1.

is

those who, according

to the passage of Scripture in ver. 13, shall attain to salvation through

name of the Lord that to uripvt-ovciv and airoaral., the KrjpvaThe impersonal rendering (Fritzsche, de Wette, Baumgarten-Cru-

calling on the
covree.

sius, Philippi,
nijpvt; .

van Hengel, and several others) has against

it

the fact that

has not the same general subject as the foregoing verbs.

Him, on whom

eit'hjt.]

p.

;

92 [E. T. 105].

credent

—

they have not become believing ; see

ntic

tie

for thus after

elg

elg

bv ovk

neut. Or.

"

Quomodo

mareiaovatv k.t.X.] Rightly the Yulg.

:

not an adverb of place (Hofmann)
bv the symmetry of the discourse would only be hetero-

quern non audierunt.'

1

ei,

—

Buttmann,

Nor can

geneously disturbed.

it

''

ov is

;

denote de quo (Luther, Castalio, and many,

including Philippi and van Hengel), since anovuv nv6g in the sense of
irtpi tlvoq,

without a participle annexed,

N. T. and to Greek prose (Xen. Mem.
itive)

and in Homer

;

Just as

little is

the

iii.

is
5.

entirely foreign

9

is

an.

both to the

a case of attracted gen-

only, Od. iv. 114, is the solitary instance of it found.

object, i.e.

1

the contents of the preaching heard, meant by

but rather the
which would rather be expressed by bv (Eph. iv. 21)
speaking subject, who is listened to as he from whom the discourse proceeds
(Mark vi. 20, vii. 14 Luke ii. 46, et al. ; Winer, p. 187 [E.T. 199] ), Christ
ov,

;

;

being in this case conceived of as speaking through His preachers (see the
*See Kuhner,
Prog?',

iib.

aitoveiv

and

II.

1,

d. syntakt.
d/cpo£o-0ai,

p. 309;

Buttmann,

Verbind. der Verba

Potsd. 1855, pp.

7, 12,

and nmt.

Or. p.

144

f.

the Homeric irwQaveaOai

[E. T. 1661.
Ttfos,

Comp.

equivalent to

wept tii/os (Niigelsbach, llias, p. 104, ed.

3).

—

1
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following)

327

p.

C

:

;

comp. Eph.

Tj

ml

ii.

dvvaicd' av,

On

17.
6'

rj

the general thought, comp. Plat. Rep.

bg, irelcai pvq

out their having a preacher, apart

anovovrag

from a

;

— X uP

l

S nijpvaa.]

who, however, wrongly explains, ov Triarevcavreg t£> ktjp'vocovtl.
Whence ? did p^fiarog Qeov, ver. 17, informs us. The form
the argument is a sorites, and its conclusion
The appointment of evan-

Synon. p. 95

;

— (nroGTakcioi]
of

with-

Comp. Tittmann,

preacher.

—

:

gelical heralds is the first condition in order to bring about the calling

This retrograde

the Lord.

the

a.TToaro'krj

upon

thus leads us back to the source; and of
thus suggesting itself as primarily necessary, the prophetic consorites

firmation from

Isa. lii. 7 (not closely after the LXX.) is then given.
This
dulcissimum dictum" (Melanchthon), because it speaks of the message of
blissful liberation from exile, therein possesses the Messianic character, as
concerning the restoration of the theocracy
and therefore is legitimately
1

1

;

understood by Paul

—

—in connection with the Messianic idea and

its historical

fulfilment as a prophecy of the evangelical preachers.
These preach salvation (B1/^, meaning in Isaiah also not merely peace, but the theocratic

saving deliverance), preach good (ph&)

quod felix faustumque

est,

which

is

plisher of the divine dominion.

that

;

is,

more

still

generally,

That the Rabbins

understood the

also

passage in a Messianic sense, and in what way, see Wetstein.

how pleasant are the feet
Acts v. 9 Neh. i. 15. 2

of the poetical
at

iii.

15

;

omne

to be received through Christ, the accom-

:

—The opposite

how welcome the

(i.e.

arrival), etc.,

;

—

Ver. 16. 'AAA'] contrast to the prophetic saying of ver. 15
But notwithstanding that accordingly the blessed sending forth of messengers of salva:

tion did not fail to take place

all did not obey the message of salvation, all did
not submit to the requirement (of faith), which the glad news concerning Mes-

and His kingdom placed before them comp. i. 5, xvi. 26 2 Thess. i. 8.
With Theodore of Mopsuestia, who takes dXK ov k.t.1. as a question (comp.
Theodoret), Reiche thinks that alTC .... evayy. is an opponent's objection,
which Paul accordingly repels by the passage from Isaiah. Against this view
the presence of the following ydp would not be decisive it would rather be
siah

;

;

—

quite in its proper place in the reply (Herm.
tikell. I. p.

peals,

473

f.)

—but vv. 18 and 19 (comp.

testify directly against

following Carpzov, refers ov

it,

nothing

whole context

said in the

xi. 1, 11),

;

them

hence

to

;

found.

is

the Gentiles, of

also understands

Hartung Parwhich Reiche ap-

Viger. p. 829

because there leyu

irdvrec to

though van Hengel
is

ad

Fritzsche,

whom, however,

al-

to be intended in vv. 14, 15,

it is

not to be even taken quite

generally (Hofmann), but is to be referred textually to the Jews, of

whom

so

many, notwithstanding that the lovely feet of the messengers of salvation
came to tread amongst them, yielded no result. The negative expression
for this multitude is a litotes, forbearing, but making it felt quite tragically
enough, that the opposite of ov izavreQ should have been found. Comp. iii.
3

:

rjTTioTTjoav

iravrec K.r.Ti.),

1

a

rtveg.

— ydp] prophetic confirmation of

which

Comp. Hengstenberg,
See Schaefer, ad Eur.

the sad

phenomenon

(ov

thus, as already predicted, enters into the connection of

Christol. II. p. 292.

Or. 1217

;

Boeckh,

Expl. Find. p. 281
1357 f p. 120.
.

;

Wunder, ad Soph.

El.

CHAP.
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X., 17.

and is not an accidental occurrence. This Hofmann misapprehends, extending the reference of the yap to the following apa f} niaTig
the apa commencing a new sentence,
k.t.1. which is impossible on account of
apa tj irioTig k.t.1.,
heyei k.t.1.
'Raaiag
el
yap
written
not
has
Paul
since
divine destiny,

.

.

.

the definition of the citation, as
of Isa. liii. 1 (closely followauthor
the
of
lament
the
In
Hofmann thinks.—
of his
ing the LXX., even with the nvpte added by them) over the unbelief
on
and
sees—
Paul
iii.
Gal.
on
see
(cko?,
2),
time in the prophetic preaching
prophecy
justly—
chapter
entire
the
of
a
character
Messianic
the
of
account

whereby

to these latter

words would

fall

Comp.
Heng"that which
But the very

preaching.
of the Jewish unbelief of Christian times in the Christian
and
Umbreit
others,
and
Calovius,
Syr.,
Following
John xii. 38.
stenberg, Christol.

307, take anon as the thing heard,

II. p.

i.e.

announced to us through the word of God (by revelation):'
following tj TTiang k£ aicoyg shows, that Paul did not wish to be understood
preacher received, but
as meaning the divine communication which the

is

The historic aorist coradd that Theophylact rightly remarks to Tig avTi tov cttclvlol nelTai evTavda- tovtectlv bXiyoi eklgt eve av.
view of substanVer. 17. Inference from the prophetic passage, with the
then pursuing the subtially recapitulating what was said in ver. 14, and
which is
uko^] the same as in ver. 16, the announcement,
in ver. 18.
word heard by the

the preaching of that

responds closely to

vntjuovcav.

listeners.

We may

:

—

ject

From this comes faith ; the heard preachxii. 38.
hit preaching
ing of the gospel brings about in men's minds faith on Christ
xi. 3), set to
Heb.
iv.
Matt.
4
iii.
2
(Luke
behest
God's
is brought about by
Rightly
fact that God commands preachers to their office.

heard

;

comp. on John

;

;

;

work by the

Tholuck, Baumhave Beza, Piscator, Semler, Cramer, Fritzsche, Glockler,
For the ordinary interpretation
garten-Crusius so understood pypa Qeov.
word of God, is incorrect
of it, also followed by Hofmann, as the preached
of fact would not be
point
in
Qeov
it
to
according
fa/ia
for this reason, that
and this pyua Qeov does not point back to ver. 8, but
different from amy
of the verse show, so that
to aiToo-TaMcc in ver. 15, as the remaining contents
;

precise definition of its
the signification saying obtains textually the more
l
two different senses in
in
But when anoy has been taken
sense as behest.
preaching, but in ver.
the
signifies
it
16
ver.
in
ver. 16 and ver. 17, so that
to whom the preach17 the hearing (Ruckert, de Wette, Philippi, according
and the word of
hearing
the
ing is to be- analyzed into its two elements,
"God's
or when in 6ia pfjfiaTog Qeov, instead of
Tholuck)

God, comp.
word," divine

;

revelation

has been substituted (Reiche, van Hengel, comp.

are
who explains it as equivalent to Sta Trvev/iaTog Qeov) these
assumed notion of pf^a
just makeshifts in order to separate the incorrectly
also 4) de aKor) dta pn^rog Qeov
Qeov from that of ami].*—How could Paul infer
:

Olshausen,

That ««o* may denote hearkening, listenSee Plato, Theaet. p.
to, is undoubted.
142 D Diod. xix. 41. But more usually it
denotes, even in the classics, either the
t

ing

•

faculty of hearing, or, as here, the thing

heard Comp. on Gal. iii. 2.
' In which they cannot succeed, however,

in fact eonld not be a hearke*for e£
ing in the abstract but only he hearkemng
So also, the
to the word of God (the gospel).
word
thing heard would be even in itself the

&«*

of

God

;

therefore

with van Hengel
est, debetur

:

we

are not to expla n^

« id vero, quod auditum

patefactiom divmae.

—

—
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from Isaiah? Certainly not from the mere address Kvpie, but rather from
the whole attitude of the prophet towards God, as it is
expressed in Kijut
T/fitiv,— an attitude in which the prophet stands as the
servant and ambassador of God, so that God thus appears as He on whose
saying, i.e. on
whose command, the qkotj is preached.
.

.

.

Ver. 18.

A perhaps

possible exculpation for the

Jews is suggested by Paul
and that in the form of a question to be negatived,
and is then repelled with words from Scripture. " But I ask Was it
then
in any way not possible for them to come to faith
% clko^c ? The preaching
as a spontaneous objection,

:

surely did not remain unheard by them, surely did not fail
to
their ears ?"
The correct view is simply and clearly

come

at all to

given by Chrysostom.
Incorrectly Hofmann
After Paul has introduced the prophet as speaking,
he leaps over to the saying something himself, which that prophetic
saying
suggests to him.
Against this may be urged, (1) that not here for the first
time, but already in ver. 17, it is Paul who speaks
(2) that he, in placing
himself in contradistinction to the prophet, must have written not
merely
:

;

alia liyco, but all' eyu liya
(3) that alia 1. is not to be taken, with Hofmann, " Well! then I say," since in that case alia would have the sense of
agreement or concession (see Baeumlein, Partih. p. 16), which is suitable
;

neither here nor in ver.

which

is

made by

1 9.

1

The alia is the quite customary alia of objection,
name of the opponent Baeumlein, p. 13^

oneself or in the

— On the following question

;

Surely

:

it

cannot be that they have not heard?

observe that ova

is closely joined to fjnovcav, expressing the opposite
of
(Baeumlein, p. 277 f. Winer, p. 476 [E. T. 511]
comp. 1 Cor. ix.
4, xi. 22), and that the interrogative ui] supposes the negative answer
by no
means has it remained unheard by them, which negation of the ova f/Kovoav im-

f/Kovaav

;

;

:

plies the

assertion of the i/Kovaav.

— ymvaav]

The subject is
by whom Paul
certainly means the Jews, although without expressing it directly and exclusively.
The reference to the Gentiles (Origen, Calvin, Fritzsche, and others,
including van Hengel and Krummacher) is quite foreign to the connection
those

who remained

unbelieving

sc.

tt/v

anorjv.

{oh iravrec vtttjk., ver. 16),

;

comp. on ver. 15.
/ievowye] imo veroS
See on ix. 20.
elc naaav k.t.1.]
from Ps. xix. 5 (close after the LXX.), where the subject spoken of is the
universally diffused natural revelation of God
Paul clothes in these
sacred words the expression of the going forth {^f/ldev, aor.) everywhere of
;

—6

the preaching of the gospel.

Comp. Justin, c. Tryph. 42, Apol. i. 40.
the sound which the preachers (to these, according to the connection, avrtiv refers, which in the psalm refers to heaven, the
(pdoyyoc abruv] their sound,

handiworks of God, day and night) send forth while they preach. In the
it is a translation of DJp_, which some have understood,
with Luther,
as their measuring line (comp. Hupfeld), some, and rightly so, according
to the parallelism, with the LXX., Symm., Syr., Vulg., and most
exposi-

LXX.

1

Hofmann appeals without pertinence

Ilartung,

lenges

II. p. 35.

For the proinde

or exclamations
heterogeneous.
2

is

to

in chal-

here entirely

Theodore of Mopsuestia aptly says

enl A i o- e i Kexpvrai,
A. -6 w v t b
£*ro.v » « r 07. Comp. on the nev olv introducing a collecting answer, Hermann, ad

fievovvye

.

Yiger. p. 845
:

to

Kiihner,

;

Pflugk,

II. 2, p. 711.

ad Eur.

.

.

Bee.

1201

;

chap,

— The answer uevovvye

tors, as their sound.
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x., 19.

(in

k.t.Tl.

which, moreover, Paul

does not adduce the passage from the Psalms as a quotation) confutes the ovk
i/novoav very forcibly, because it argues a majori, and even applies to all the

Jews

But the conclusion

of the dispersion.

had

passage, the gospel

to China, America, etc.),

according to our present

that,

at that time actually penetrated
is

everywhere (even
simply an arrant mistake, contrary to the nature

of the popularly poetical expression, although, in imitation of the older

commentators, renewed by Lohe
the Luther. Zeitschr. 1846,

(comp. Col.

i.

6,

23

;

II. p.

Clem. Cor.

(v.

Kirche, p. 34

d.

The

40.

5) set

i.

fi\),

on foot by the

ciently large scale, is continually in course of development.

Ver. 19.

A

serves

:

(see

down

to ver. 21.

Ttakiv erepav

not remain

in

apostles

Comp.

on a

suffi-

xi. 25, 2G.

1
further possible exculpation, introduced in emphatic con-

formity with the preceding, and the repelling of
declarations

and Pistorius

universal extension of the gospel

unknown

Nagelsbach,

z.

On

avr ideoiv
to

it

by means

of scriptural

hXka Theodore of Mopsuestia rightly ob-

eirayei.

the Israelites

—

pi) 'loparjl

P The

Ilias, p. 120, ed. 3) is

' i

on

:

it

ovk eyvu

;]

surely

it

did

" to be supplied with eyvo

elg

Traaav ttjv yrjv h^elevGerai 6

This universal destination of the preaching of Christ
expressed in ver. 18 must have been known by the Jews, for long ago Moses
Isaiah
and also Isaiah had prophesied the conversion of the Gentiles

<f>66yyog avrtiv

k.t.1.

—

likewise, the refractory spirit of opposition thereto of the

Jews

(vv. 20, 21).

This reference of ovk eyvu alone (followed also by de Wette, Fritzsche, and
Tholuck) flows purely in accordance with the text from what immediately
precedes, and is at the same time naturally in keeping with the contents of
the corresponding biblical passages
for the conversion of the Gentiles and
the universality of Christianity are one
since the former was prophesied to
the Jews, the latter could not be unknown to them
and they could not
therefore allege as the excuse for their unbelief
We did not know that
Christianity is destined for the whole of humanity the less could they do
;

;

;

:

—

so, since

own

them the true source of their unbelief in their
of resistance.
The view of the passage which comes substantially
ours, is that of Thomas Aquinas, Cornelius & Lapide, Piscator,

Isaiah places before

spirit

nearest to

Pareus, Toletus, Calovius, Turretine, Morus, Rosenmuller, Koppe, Benecke,
Kollner, Ewald (comp. Tholuck), who supply with ovk eyvu
that the Gospel
would pass over from the Jews to the Gentiles. So Pelagius and Theodore of
Mopsuestia to Tovg eg edvwv irpocFeiXycpdac elg ttjv evcefieiav. But this is wrong,
:

:

in so far as the object to be supplied

but

is

not purely borrowed from the preced-

already in part anticipated from what follows.

Beza has vaguely
and erroneously supplied Deum with eyvu Reithmayr, on the other hand,
thinks no object is to be supplied while others imagine the gospel to be the
ing,

is

;

;

object

("Have they not

believe in

it ?").

learnt to know the gospel, in order to be able to
So Chrysostom, Vatablus, Gomarus, Hammond, Estius,

1
The correctness of which would in turn
weaken the blamableness pointed out in
ver. 18. Comp. Chrys.

2

Those previously meant

(in

opposition to

Hofmann) are here expressly named—which

indicates a climax of the increasing urgency
of the question, and which is the more naturally suggested to Paul,since he has already
in

view a prophecy directed to the people

in contrast to the Gentiles (ver.

21).

—

—
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and several others, including Ruckert, Olshausen, van Hengel, Beyschlag,
Mangold, and, with a peculiar turn, Philippi also similarly Hofmann and
In that case against
others, taking up the following npurog (see below).
which there is no objection in itself /iti 'Ippayl ovk eyvu would be so com;

—

plete a parallel to

jirj

ovk f/Kovaav in ver. 18,

that here, as there, the gospel

would have to be supplied. But as this is by no means necessary (in opposition to Hofmann)
since it fully satisfies the symmetry of the discourse, if
in both instances alia leyco has its reference to what immediately precedes
so it is directly opposed by the fact, that the following reply beginning with
For if we were to assume that Paul has
irp&TOQ would not be suitable.
given an indirect answer ("when he shows that the Gentiles believe, he says
How should not, could not Israel have believed, if it had willed ?" Olsh.),
this would only be a makeshift, in which the answer would appear the more
unsuitable in proportion to its indirectness, and still leave open the possibility of the ovk eyvu.
Or if we were to suppose with Ruckert, that the
" Want of knowledge is not the cause, but God is now putting
thought is
into penal execution what He has threatened, and is allowing salvation to
pass over to the Gentiles, in order thereby to convert the Jews to a better
disposition," the point of the eyvu would not be entered into at all, and
moreover, the essential part of the interpretation would simply be supplied
by the reader. This objection is at the same time valid against van Hengel,

—

:

:

whom

according to

it is

quotations that Israel
gospel.

Or

if,

finally,

to be

made

to appear

from the following prophetic

had indeed known, but had shamefully despised, the
with Philippi, we are to say that the passages from

the prophets contained not a refutation, but a substantiation, of the fact that

had rejected the gospel (which rejection lies in ovk eyvcS), this
would be inconsistent with the interrogative form with p.rj (comp. on iii. 5),
which necessarily presupposes the denial 2 of the ovk eyvu (consequently the
verily Israel

affirmative

thinks that

not

God

:

'

eyviS).

In entire deviation from the views just given, Reiche

'laparfk is accusative,

and

blinded and hardened

?"

How

?

could

He

permit

following passages of Scripture would be quite inappropriate.
in the sense of irpdrepoc (which, regarded

1

Philippi paraphrases

:

" Is

;

see

it

on John

conceir-

able that Israel precisely, the chosen people
of God, did not recognize the Messianic
o-wnjpta destined in an especial manner
for it, or the preaching thereof, while yet
the Gentiles attained to this knowledge?"
" The adduced passages from the prophets
Bhow now that there was by no means any
came of wonder over this fact, for thus exactly it had been predicted in the divine word,
—namely, that the Gentiles would accept,
but Israel would reject, the salvation."
a Philippi, indeed, in eds. 2 and
3, pro-

it

to be so

against this view, that to supply

It is decisive

Oe6c as subject, especially after ver. 18, is highly arbitrary,

according to the context

"Did

Qe6c to be supplied as subject.

recognize Israel for His people

and that the

— npurog

]

not

by itself, might indeed be the case
i.

15)

;

but, since Moses is quoted,

poses, in the event of the denial of the question being retained,— which, however, he
does not concede,— the expedient, that then
the prophetic passages might serve to prove

that the fact of the prophecy, which ap-

peared in itself incredible, had nevertheless
occurred in correspondence therewith.
But the contents of this thought would be
invented, not gathered from the language
;

and self-contradictory besides, for the no
would be involved in the question, and in
n-pwro? k.t.A. the yes, which had yet occurred in accordance with prophecy.

.

chap,
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x., 20, 21.

(who in
Of the later
testimonies of Scripture, Paul then contents himself with adducing only the
bold divine utterances of Isaiah. Theodore of Mopsuestia well gives it
evdvg Mcjvarjg. Wetstein, Michaelis, Storr, Flatt, Hof mann, connect Tcpuroc
Did not Israel first learn to know
with ovk eyvo). But the supposed sense
" Was it possibly to stand in
it (the gospel)?" or, as Hofmann expresses it
with

the testimony of

in the O. T. begins

at the first

:

Scripture comes forward in opposition to this) speaks Moses.

:

'

:

'

:

such a position, that Israel did not obtain the first experience of it?" must have

been expressed without

1

fir/.

—

Deut.

eyo) irapa^. k.t.X.]

xxxii.

almost

21,

God there, in the song of Moses, threatens the
idolatrous Israelites, that He on His part (ey6) will bless a Gentile people, and
thereby incite the former to jealousy and to wrath, as they had incited Him

LXX.

exactly after the

Paul recognizes in

their worship of idols.

by

this

— according to the rule of

the constancy of the divine ways in the history of the development of the
theocracy a type of the attaining of the Gentiles to participation in the

—

communion

idea of a people
ii.

—

ovk edvei\

£tt'

God was the

the people of

1 Pet.

whereby the jealousy and wrath of the Jews
&% «?3, in respect to a not-people ; for only

of God's people,

will be excited.

On

10.

real one, the people corresponding to the divine

Comp. ix. 25
is the negation of this idea.
the connection of oh with nouns, cancelling the notion

every other

;

;

objectively, see Hartung, PartiMl. II. p. 129

;

Grimm on

Often found in Thucydides (Kriiger on i. 137. 4). On
ground, that is, on account of, comp. Demosthenes, 1448. 4
yeyevnuevUj

rC)

ml

Vv.

—

Polyb.

20, 21. Ae]

airoToTifia

k.

;

marking the

Myet]

is

ri

;

2,

xii. 51, et al.)."

:

iv. 13.

on the

over,

Tzapo^wdhruv hnl

yap 'T&hM/vwv aaweruTepov gvloig

Comp.

21.

i.

transition to another prophet, as at ix. 27.

emboldened and says.

for the adverbial notion (he

232,

acrwtTGj]

Theophylact.

consequence of the former
II. X.

—

iv. 7, 5.

lidoLQ TTpoo-iiexvvoTov

2 Mace.

hici,

The

latter is the

immediate

hence here not a Hebraizing mode of expression
freely speaks out), but cnroroXu. is absolute (Horn.

—

airoTolp-a^

epiacaro

yvp,vrp> elirelv

rf/v

aM/deiav

ml

Yet the prophet of bold speech is
The citation is Isa. lxv.
in teyei.
Moses
previously
represented as present, as
1, freely from the LXX., and with undesigned transposition of the two
According to its historical sense, the passage refers to the
parallel clauses.
Jews 3 who had become apostate from God through immorality and idolatry,
on whose behalf the prophet has just begged for grace, to which entreaty
KivSvvevaai

1

t)

By taking

cnro(Tia)7r?}<jat,

ttpwtos

Theophylact.

with eyvw, there would

tile

world in the first) ? With strange incor-

Hofmann

says that, according to
should stand
instead of keyei. Moses speaks and writes
(ver. 5) still at this day as ttpwtos in the O. T.

result the quite preposterous sense of the

rectness,

question Surely it is not possibly the case
that Israel first remained unacquainted
with it? i.e. that the Israelites were the
first to whose knowledge the gospel had
not come ? Hofmann groundlessly refers

our way of taking

to Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 214 [E. T. 248],
and explains as though ovk did not qualify
Zyvca, but TrpwTo?, as though consequently
Paul had said p-r? 'lo-payK ov ttpwtos eyvo
Tins would be Surely Israel has not experienced it only in tlie second place (the Gen-

Maetzner, ad Antiph.

:

:

:

;

a

Comp. Winer,

Buttmann,

p.

Oipcrria-e /cai rji)Sa
3

Not
Isa.

p. 437 f

[E. T. 468 f .]

.

249 [E. T.
p. 173

290]
;

;

and see

Horn.

II.

i.

92:

navris.

to the Gentiles (Calvin, Vitringa,
on the other hand, Delitzsch

Philippi). See,

on

trpwros, elnev
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Jehovah begins His answer by reminding them how He had given Himself
and revealed Himself with prevenient undeserved kindness to
the faithless people.
But in the apostate Israel, which was in fact sunk
into an idolatrous condition (see esp. Isa. lxiv. 6, lxv. 3 ft), and in the relation to it which Jehovah here affirms of Himself, Paul sees a typical representation of the Gentile world, which (as adeoc h t6> kScug), Eph. ii. 12) did
not concern itself about God, but to which God has given Himself to be
found, and (epexegetic parallel) to be recognized in His self-revelation
(through the gospel). The Gentiles have accepted this prevenient divine
to be found,

compassion, but Israel in
continues in ver. 21 with
cates that Paul really

obstinate apostasy has resisted

its

found in

world (of which Israel

The

Trpdg de tuv 'loparjli leyet.

it

;

hence Paul

latter clearly indi-

20 the prophetic reference to# the Gen-

ver.

and not, as Hofmann with strict
adherence to the historical sense of the original supposes, the fruitlessness
of the divine long-suffering towards Israel, which justifies God's dealing if lie
tile

now

rests not until

He

is

the opposite)

has requited

pretation, irpbg rbv "lapaifk

its

;

According to

disobedience.

would have been already

—

this inter-

said in ver. 20, against

which view ver. 21 testifies.
evpedrjv] not
"I have allowed myself to be
found " (Reiche and others), but / have been found. On the sense, comp.
Acts xvii. 27 and on the connection of evp. and kp$. eyev., Wisd. i. 1 f.
The aorists are, in the sense of the apostle, to be understood of that which
has taken place in the Christian present.
rolg ejue fir/ e-jrepuT.] who inquired
not of me, namely, respecting revelation
comp. Ezek. xx. 1
Dem. 1072.
:

:

;

—

— Ver.

;

;

not adversus (Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, Piscator, Toletus,
Grotius, Cramer, Koppe), since in itself without a more special indication
of the text which would yield the hostile sense it denotes only the simple
placing in contrast.
Hence, either in reference to Israel (Estius, Wolf, Ch.
12.

21. irpog]

—

—

:

Schmidt, and others, including Tholuck, de Wette, Fritzsche, Philippi),
i. 7, 8, Luke xii. 41, xx. 19
or, " in the case of Israel He declares"
(Kollner, Riickert, Ewald, and others, following Luther and Vulg.).
The
former view, which is adopted also by van Hengel, is to be preferred for this

likeHeb.

;

reason, that de introduces a contrast, not

passage was directed, but with those to

—

urative application.
of God,

is

Xiyei] Isaiah,

understood of

itself.

—

with those to

whom

namely.

oX-qv rrjv

it

the previous

That he speaks in the name

rjfiep.']

Expresses the unremitting nature of the love.

whom

refers in respect of its fig-

—

the whole day, like viii. 36.

avnMyovra] present
denoting the continuance of the conduct. avnXiy. is not to be
explained, with Grotius, Reiche, Fritzsche, van Hengel, and most, as to be
cnreid. k.

participle,

which

—

The Jews although
them from early morning till
evening (comp. Prov. i. 24) are disobedient, and say
We will not ! Comp.
Matt, xxiii. 37
Tit. ii. 9
3 Mace. ii. 28
Lucian. D. M. xxx. 3
and see
on John xix. 1 2. Also in Achilles Tatius, v. 27 (in opposition to Kypke and

refractory,

God

it

does not mean, but

to contradict.

stretched out His saving hands towards

—

;

Fritzsche), avrcMyeiv
xii. 3.

;

is

:

;

;

conceived as contradiction ; as also avnTioyla, Heb.

Note how opposed the passage

is

to absolute predestination,

particularly to the Calvinistic "voluntas beneplaciti et

signV

and
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Notes by American Editob.
CX. Ver.

4.

reAog yap vo/nov Xptardg.

That Meyer's view of riXog is correct is shown both by the preceding and
by the following context. The idea of the Apostle in ix. 30-32, and in the
third verse of this chapter, is that of two opposite and mutually exclusive
systems. The same is true of vv. 5 ff. In these verses he is not discussing
the matter which is under consideration in Gal. iii. 23 ff., but that which
noticed in Gal.

is

iii.

12.

11,

According to the plan adopted, indeed, and

the line of argument pursued, he introduces the point in a different place
and connection in the two Epistles. But the point itself is the same. The

law-system and the faith-system
other.

That which

are, in

their very nature, contrary to each

the foundation in the one case

lies at

is

doing

:

in the

be observed, also, that the same passage from the
O. T. (Levit. xviii. 5) is cited here which appears in Gal. iii. 12. The thought
connected with rklog must, accordingly, be this
When Christ, who brings in
the completeness of the faith-system, enters upon His work, the law-system is
ended and excluded. Hence, also, it follows that the Jews, in holding to the
law-system, fail of righteousness, which comes only by faith.
The connection, in this underlying idea, between the present passage and
Gal. iii. 11 f., has also an important bearing on the meaning of vd/nov in this
verse.
In Gal. iii. the fact that 6 vS/nog, which must mean the Mosaic law, occurs
both in ver. 10 and ver. 12, together with the fact that the proof given of the
other,

It will

it is believing.

:

subjection of those
O. T., that every

who

are e£ epycov vojuov to a curse is the declaration of the

man who

in the book of the law (tov
tov

v6/j,ov

are intended

does not continue in
vo/biov) is

accursed,

by the writer

all

the things which are written

makes

to refer to the

it

manifest that

same

thing.

If,

uofiov

and

however,

this is true in the corresponding verses in the letter to the Galatians,

it

must

be true also in the verses now before us, for we find here the
same principal thought confirmed by the same O. T. passage, and not only so,
but we find the cited words, which in the original refer to the Mosaic law (i.e.
6 v6[ioq), used as giving Moses' description of the ducaioavvn vofiov.
That ixavTi in this verse has the same sense with that mentioned in Note
VIII., p. 76, is evident from the words 'lovdaiov re ml "ETiXqvog of ver 12 (comp.
wuvrag, ver. 12, nag, vv. 11, 13), and also from vv. 18-21.

be admitted

to

CXI. Vv. 6-9.

The

citation here is

passage, as

it

from Deut. xxx. 11-14.

There can be no doubt that this

occurs in the O. T., refers to the law of Moses, and declares to

the people that, inasmuch as that law had been clearly set before their minds,

the fulfilment of

its

its

duties was a thing close at

hand

for

them

in their daily

however, by Paul to the faith-system, as descriptive of
distinguishing peculiarity in contrast with the law-system. In connection

living.

It is applied,

with this fact the following points may be noticed, (a) The writer allows himself to use an O. T. citation in a sense different from the primary sense of the
original.
That there was a secondary meaning in the passage quoted, which
answers to the one brought out by the Apostle, is indicated only by the fact
that he employs the words as he does, (b) In his peculiar use and application
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of the words, the Apostle changes the original expressions so far as to adapt

purpose: e.g. "who shall descend into the abyss,"
go over the sea for us." (c) He also adds explanatory
words which are connected with his application of the passage, and, in the instance just mentioned, such explanatory words as seem to indicate plainly his

them more

fully to his

instead of "

who

shall

object in altering the original, (d)

He

does not, however, formally declare that

Moses describes the righteousness of faith in this language, but simply appropriates the words of Moses for the purpose of setting forth the description of it.
The passage serves, thus, to show the freedom which the writer exercises in
the matter of quotation, and its phenomena, with those which kindred passages
present, must be fairly considered in any examination or discussion of the
question as to the use made by N. T. writers of words from the O. T.
In the attempt to determine the precise thought which the Apostle intends to
express by rig avafirjoerai /c.r./l., as he makes the words descriptive of faith, we
must observe (1) That the main design of the introduction of the passage is
:

to set forth the contrast with the law-system.

lieving as opposed to doing. (2)

The

That the questions

central idea, thus, is be-

r/f k.t.1.

in the O. T. verses

and remoteness of the thing in question, as if it must be
brought to us from heaven, or from beyond the sea, in order to our hearing or
doing it. (3) That, in the use of the citation by Paul, we must look for the
second idea (2) as well as the first (1), if we would reach the full significance
He denies, in the earlier and negative part, that the faithof it to his mind.
system involves the necessity of any great or impossible work, and affirms, in
the positive part, the simple demand for believing. (4) The explanation of the
added words, to bring Ghrist down from heaven, or up from the dead, is most readily suggested by the fact that, as connected with the system of faith, His descent to this world and resurrection from the dead accomplished the two great
These two things have been already
things which were essential to be done.
accomplished, and the Christian has only to accept them by faith. The understanding of these questions, therefore, as questions of unbelief, as Meyer
and some others explain them, is unnecessary, and also contrary to the
indications of the passage. Meyer urges that vv. 9 ft suggest nothing of diffiThis suggestion is made, however, by the kyyvg k.t.1. of ver.
culty and facility.
rig k.t.1. of ver. 6 (comp. the verses in Deut.), and
8 in contrast with /ir) eliryg
refer to the difficulty

.

.

.

is

carried over, without further repetition of

as

if

it,

into vv. 9

decisive, the fact that vv. 5-8 are designed to

ff .

He

also presses,

be "a proof, founded on

Moses, of the statement Telog vbfxov Xp«xr<5f," and that the force of the proof
depends on the essential difference between the faith SiKatoaovrj and that of the
No doubt it does thus depend on
law, and not on the facility of the former.
the difference. But in the investigation of the Tig questions we are considering not the central idea of the passage alone, but the cause for introducing certain
These words, which are in the negative part of what is said, contain
words.
something more than the mere foundation thought of that part, i.e. not doing.
They refer to the not doing a particular thing, and the point to be determined

why this particular thing is mentioned. Meyer himself is compelled to
give an answer to this inquiry, and to say that the words imply a denial that
There is no hint of such a denial, however, in
Christ has come in the flesh.

is

any simple application of the O. T.
in anything which the Apostle says.

verses,

and no necessary suggestion of

it
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NOTES.
CXII. Ver.

12. 6 -yap avrdg Kvpiog navruv.

here refers to Christ cannot be considered certain. That this
reference is probable, however, must be admitted, because we find the same
word in ver. 9 as the predicate in the confession Jesus is Lord ; because it

That

Kvpioc

occurs here in a sentence introduced for the purpose of proving that every one,
whether Jew or Gentile, who believes on Him, will not be ashamed because
;

with the idea of calling upon this tcvpiog, which is presented in the last clause
and because the hearof the verse, is connected the idea of believing, ver. 14
ing, which is intimated to be the necessary antecedent condition to believing,
is said in ver. 17 to come through the word of Christ [Xpiorov is the true
;

reading in that verse].

The remark of Meyer (who accepts the reference of nvptog to Christ), that
"the calling upon Christ— who nowhere in the N. T. appears as identical with
the Jehovah of the O. T. — is not the worshipping absolutely, as it takes place
only in respect of the Father, as the one absolute God but rather worship according to that relativity in the consciousness of the worshipper, which is conditioned by the relation [i.e. of 'dependence and subordination '] of Christ
;

to the Father," is not suggested

ever foundation

may be claimed

by anything in this chapter or verse.
for it must be discovered elsewhere.

WhatAlford,

on the other hand, affirms that «« there is hardly a stronger proof, or one more
irrefragable by those who deny the Godhead of our Blessed Lord, than the
unhesitating application to Him of the name and attributes of Jehovah."
CXIII. Ver. 14-21.

The verses from

ix.

30 to

x.

13 set forth directly the cause of the failure of the

Vv. 14-21 show that, as related to this cause, they were without excuse.
The cause is their failure to accept and adopt the way of righteousness which
God has provided— righteousness by faith. The only two excuses for this fail-

Jews.

ure,

which they could present, were,

first,

that they

had not heard

of the faith

they had found it to be a system so
inconsistent, in respect to its universality, with the teachings of the O. T.
Scriptures as to render it natural for them to reject it. Both of these points
system, and secondly, that, having heard

are considered,

and the Apostle

each of them.

The Jews had

it,

gives, in citations

from the O.

T., a denial of

heard, since the messengers had gone forth far

The prophets, and even Moses, had pointed to the ingathering of
the Gentile nations, and also to the disobedience and gainsaying of the Jews.
But, after they had heard, they had not yielded to God's method, vv. 16-18
and, notwithstanding they had known, they would not accept and believe, vv.
and wide.

;

these verses, as Meyer also says, a prefatory passage, vv. 14, 15, is
which allows that there would be an excuse were there no preachers
sent forth by the Lord to proclaim the truth. The form and phraseology of
vv. 14, 15 are determined by the preceding verses, out of which they naturally
spring in the progress of the sentences. But in relation to the main line of
the thought, they open a new paragraph.
19-21.

To

prefixed,

;
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CHAPTEK
Ver.

After

1.

A

avrov,

r. "kabv

An

So Lachm. in brackets.

XI.

K** and some Fathers have bv

~D*

addition from ver.

2.

— Ver.

After

2.

-rrpoeyvu.

'lo-pay?.

Elz.

—

Ver. 3. tu Ovcicxjt.] Elz.: kcu tH Ova.,
has leyuv, against decisive evidence.
against so important witnesses, that kcu would appear a connective addition.
Comp. the LXX.
Ver. 6. The addition in Elz., el be e!j epyov, ovk(tl earl ^uptg-

—

eirel

wanting

to epyov ovketi horiv epyov, is

Arm. Vulg.

Dam.

It.

(found already in
the proof

;

Kufin.,

BL

rejected

and

all

inACDEFGP

N*, 47, Copt. Sah.

An

old interpolation

the Latin Fathers.

N**, Syr. Arr. Chrys.), with a view to the completion of

by Erasmus, Grotius, Wetstein, Griesbach, Scholz, Lachm.

adopted, indeed, by Tisch.

7,

but again omitted in ed. 8

after Beza, Bengel,

;

by Fritzsche and Beiche (in opp.
But considering the prep. 68 ff.

Matthiae, Binck, defended most thoroughly

to his Commentary) in the Comment. Grit. I.
ponderance of the opposing testimony, the completely superfluous character of
the proposition in the argument, and the anomalous form in which the words
appear in the principal Codex which contains them (B el be k% epyuv, ovueri
:

x P L £)> an(l a ^ so the other variations in detail
See also van Hengel.
(see Tisch. 8), the defences of them are not convincing.
The argument for retaining them, on the ground that an interpolator would
have framed them more closely in conformity with the first half of the verse,
is weakened by the fact that very ancient authorities have kariv instead of yiveXapiQ'

eTtel

to epyov ovkfti eoTiv

(l

Tai also in the first half of the verse.

cisive evidence.

Ver. 13. yap]

An emendation

Lachm., Tisch. 8

Damasc. Theodoret. ms.
testimony, be

is

;

C has

— Ver.

6e,

:

ovv

;

according to

A B P

—

ABCP

p,iv] is

tovtov, against de-

:

wanting in

D E F G,

;

it

—

min. Syr. Copt.
With such divided

N,

Aeth. utr. no particle.

the best supported, and to be preferred

more definite particles.
by the apparent absence

Elz.

7. tovto~\

in accordance with the usual construction.

came

to

be glossed by

min., which was occasioned

of reference for the fih. Lachm., Tisch. 8

:

fiev ovv,

which has therefore the external attestation decidedly in its favour, but is to be explained from the fact that the unrelated
therefore
[lev was glossed by ovv (a new sentence was commenced with ty boor)
these authorities indirectly pass over to the side of the otherwise weakly acVer. 17. r?/c fr&c- nal] This ani is wanting in B C K*, Copt.
credited Kecepta.
Omitted by Tisch. 8 but how easily it might be suppressed, owing to the HoIn D* F G, codd. It. Ir., tt/q p"iCvc is also wanting from the like
moeoieleuta !
Ver. 19. nldboi] So Binck, Scholz, Lachm., Tisch. 8, according to decause.
cisive testimony.
But Elz. and Tisch. 7 have ol K?.nboc, the article being meaccording to

X, Copt.,

;

—

;

—

Were

chanically introduced in imitation of tuw kMu\lh; vv. 17, 18.

and had

it

been desired through

in ver. 17 (Matth., Fritzsche\

it

its

omission to designate the

would have more readily occurred

chanical tendency of copyists to insert rtveg instead of

ol.

—Ver.

Lachm. and Tisch. 8 irtyrfkn <ppbvet, according to A B X.
word which is only found besides in 1 Tim. vi. 17— into
:

—

rivec;

ol

original,

ruv ka&Auv
to the

me-

20. vfijXoQpbvei]

Resolution of the
elements in con-

its

chap,

xi., 1.
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—

xii. 16.
Ver. 21. /^ttwc] is wanting inABCPK, min., Copt.
Damasc. Kuf. Aug. Omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. 8. But the offence which
was taken partly at the apparent unrelatedness of /njjirug (which is therefore
exchanged in Or. for nScy [idXkov and Troop nteov), partly at the following
future, readily induced the omission.
For ^darirai, which Elz. has instead of
(peherai, is very feebly supported by evidence, and has manifestly come in in
accordance with the original ^nuc wrongly defended anew by Rinck. See
the exegetical notes comp. also Beng. Apparat. Grit.
Ver. 22. In the second
clause Lachm. and Tisch. have, instead of aTroTofiiav, anorofiia, and instead of
XPV^orrjTa, xPV^orr/g Qeov the former according to A B C K*, 67**, Or. Da-

formity with

;

—

;

;

masc.

toABCD*(K has xM aT° r vros

the latter according

;

Or. Eus. Damasc.

emendation.

Eightly

Qeov), 67**,

Arm.

common

the

;

Qeov, too, bears, in its

reading is a hasty grammatical
belonging to the reading xPV^tottjq, the

stamp of genuineness. —Ver. 25. -rap' havr.] Lachm. and Tisch. 7: h euvt.,
according to A B, Damasc. The latter is to be preferred {nap' iavr. was introduced through a comparison of xii. 16), and it explains, too, the origin of the
bare iavroig in F G for by the omission of the N the preposition would easily
come to be dropped. —Ver. 30. v/ielg] Elz., Scholz ml ifielg, against decisive
;

:

evidence.

— Ver.

Before

B D*

Dam. have

instead of

vvv
so Lachm.
and Tisch. 8. Inappropriate addition, arising from misconception,
which some min. have varepov.
Ver. 32. rods' navTaq.] Instead of

the

jr.,

31.

iXerfl.

K, Copt.

;

in brackets,

first r.

—

D.

Ir. et

al.

have tu

press the neuter, which, however,

and F G rcavra. Also Vulg.
taken from Gal. iii. 22.

Trdvra,

is

It.

ex-

—

Contents
After the humiliation hitherto expressed, there now follows the consolation in respect to the exclusion of a large part of Israel. (1)
God has not cast off His people, but has allowed a part of them, according
:

to a gracious election, to attain to salvation,
der, vv. 1-10.

(2)

Yet God

belief subserves the salvation of the Gentiles,

yet

more happy consequences.

Christians

may

and has hardened the remain-

wills not their final destruction

This

not therefore give

is

way

and

knowledge
Ver,

1.

of

Aejo

!

ovv]

[See

down

in x. 18

not so
J

?

as to the guilt of resistant Israel in its exclusion

—over-against

the Gentiles' acceptance of it—the
God has not cast off His people f Surely
tragic a fate, that we must infer it from that conduct of the
Paul states this question, earnestly negatives it, and then sets

difficult question

people

;

In consequence, namely, of what had just been clearff.,

Torn salvation in Christ
it is

(3)

!

in an inferential form.
ly laid

vv. 11-24.

no longer than until
and then Israel will obunfathomable are the riches, wisdom, and
last

To Him be glory vv. 33-36.
Note CXIV. p. 458] corresponds to the twofold aUa
but so, that now this third interrogative teyo is introduced

God

te-yo, x. 18, 19,

How

nay, their un-

matter for hope, and the Gentile
to self -exaltation,

For the hardening of a portion of the people will
the whole of the Gentiles have become Christians
tain salvation, vv. 25-32.

;

their conversion will have

might

arise

:

Surely

1
Namely, as a divine measure of retributton taken in consequence of their spirit
of resistance to the message of salvation
preached to them. The divine act of cast-

ing off from Himself

not viewed as the
but as the penal
consequence, of the disdaining God's loving

cause (against this
will.

is

is x. 21),

;
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The opinion

forth the real state of the matter.

Hofmann, that the aposx.

18

show that

if.

it is to

the consequence of his incorrect interpretation of those script-

be negatived, is

and

ural sayings,

of

question because the scriptural passages

tle starts this

confuted by the fact that the negation

is

is first

given and

supported in what follows, not drawn from what precedes, but made good by
a quite different scriptural proof, ver.
14, xcv. 3

1

;

Sam.

xii.

32

;

2.

—

jut)

cnruoaTo

on the form, see Winer,

/e.r./L]

Comp.

Ps. xciv.

p. 86 [E. T. 90].

Reiche

thinks, but erroneously, that the question is not expressed sharply enough,

be supplied. 'A7r6aaTo has in truth the emphasis, and
on that account so that Paul's simple idea is, that the casting
offoi God's people, exclusion from the divine decree of the bestow&i of salvation, recall of this destination to salvation, may not be inferred fbrni what
Ipsa populi ejm appellahas gone before. Rightly, too, Bengel remarks
This ratio negandi is then, in ver. 2, additio rationem negandi continet."
The jut) ykvoiro expresses horror at the
tionally strengthened by bv irpoeyvo).
aircjaaTo, not at the Tiiyu (van Hengel), as though Paul had written simply
km yap kya) k.t.X.] For I also, etc., expresses the motive
aircxjaro without ut).
For Paul, as a true Israelite of patriotic feeling, cannot, in
for [it) ykvoiro
virtue of his theocratic self-esteem, admit that enruaaro, but can only repel
Comp. de Wette and Baumgarten-Crusius.
the suggestion with abhorrence.
A peculiar proof of the ovk cnraoaTo was yet to follow. Usually it is thought
that Paul proves the negation by his own example, since he in truth was not
cast off.
So also Philippi. But apart from the consideration, that the example of a single elected one, however highly favoured, would be far from
convincing, we see no reason why Paul should have added c/c enrep/j,. 'Afip.,
moreover, it appears from ver. 2, where he defines the negation,
<pv?i. Beviau.
emphatically reiterates it, and then confirms it from Scripture, that he did
not intend till ver. 2 to adduce the argument against the anhcaTio, which he
had only provisionally rejected in ver. 1. Without the least indication from

and that

placed

is

airavra is to
first

;

'

:

'

—

—

!

1

;

the text,

Hofmann

introduces into

k.

ky6 the reference

:

Even

I,

the apostle

entrusted with the calling of the Gentile world (which is supposed to imply a

sealing of the sacred historical call of Israel)
persecutor, deserving

of

rejection.

—

;

even

ek airipu. 'A(3p.,

I,

as once upon a time a

jo%.

Bevia/j..]

added, in

order to exhibit the just and genuine privileges of his birth.
5

iii.

Acts

;

xiii.

in truth, along

the exile.

21

Test. XII. Patr. p. 746

f.

The

tribe

with that of Judah, the theocratic core of the nation after

Es. iv.
n

;

Comp. Phil,
of Benjamin was

1, x.

9.

An

element which renders the impossibility of aizcoaaro
comp. ver. 29. Others take it as a limiting definition,
rov 1. avrov bv itp. being understood of the spiritual people of God destined to
the Christian salvation (Origen, Augustine, Chrysostom, Luther, Calvin, and
others, including Heumann, Semler, Rosenmuller, Flatt, Glockler).
But
against this view it is decisive that r. labv avr. in ver. 1, without any limitation, denotes the Jewish nation, and consequently Paul himself would now
Ver.

at

1

2.

Ov

TrpoEyvtS]

once palpable

;

Theodore of Mopsuestia asks

olov

.

.

.

re

rjv an<i)<ra<r9ai

:

iris -yap

rov Qebv rov enl

Tjj

iria-ret

<refj.vvv6fievov koX

vwt.<rx vov lJievov

«Tepovs

irept,

tcivttjs SiSaoTeeiv

chap,
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xi., 3.

completely disarrange the point in question the whole chapter has for its
subject, not the spiritual Israel, but the fate of the nation in respect to the
Hence, too, we are not to supply, with Philippi, p.
salvation of Messiah.
;

554, after bv Trpoeyvu the limitation

The

an-ip/ia.

—

but

is

to

people as such beforehand, before

it

as seminary of the spiritual

:

sense of irpokyvu has been understood as variously as in

be taken just as there

:

God knew His

viii. 29,

Him, to whom the whole future
development of sacred history was present in His pretemporal counsel and
And consequently
plan, known and certain
Israel is my peculiar people !
God cannot have afterwards rejected Israel for this would in truth presuppose that which is inconceivable with God (comp. Acts xv. 18), and
irreconcilable with the auerddeTov rrjg fiovkfjq avrov (Heb. vi. 17), namely,
comp. ver. 30 If. To suppose
that he had been deceived in His npoeyvo
the qualitas mala of the people as that which God foreknew (van Hengel) is
inadmissible, for the reason that npoyvuoie must be the premiss of the
actually existed

that

;

is

to say,

it

was

to

:

;

;

objected, with

God

people of

npoopifriv of the

Hofmann,

1

(comp.

viii.

29)

hence, too,

;

against our view, that -God

it is

would

not to be

surely have

been able to foresee the fact that, and the time when, His people would
cease to be His people.
rj ovk oUare k.t.1.,
down to ver. 4, adduces a proof
for ovk airucaro from an historical example of Scripture, according to which

—

a case analogous to the present of the resistance of the people to

God had

once occurred, but God has made the declaration that He had (not indeed
cast off His people, but) reserved to Himself, in the midst of the depravity of

So (ver. 5) too now there has taken
but rather a gracious election out of the
people. [See Note CXV. p. 458].
h 'KMa] belongs to ri ley el, but is not
de Elia (Erasmus, Luther, Beza, Calvin, Piscator, Castalio, Calovius, and
others), which would be linguistically erroneous, but
in the passage treatComp. Thuc. i. 9. 3, where h rov cktjtctpov a/xa ry napadooei
ing of Elias.
eipfjuev means
at the passage, where he (Homer) treats of the yielding of ths
sceptre, he has said, etc.
Very prevalent is this mode of quotation in Philo,
and also in the Rabbinical writings (Surenhusius, naraXk. p. 493.) Comp.
also Mark xii. 26
Luke xx. 37, but not Heb. iv. 7.
ac hvrvyx- r. 9. Kara
r. 'laparjX'] dependent on ovk olSare, as a more precisely defining parallel of
the mass, a

number

of faithful ones.

place, not a rejection of the people,

—

:

:

:

—

;

ev 'B.X.
al. ;

Heb.

ri

liyec

Goller and

rj

yp.

Comp. Luke

Kmger

on Thuc.

vi.

4, xxii.

1.

i.

61

On

1.

;

Acts

xi.

hrvyx&veiv

16, xx. 20, et
(viii.

27,

34

;

with dative of the person concerned (frequently in Plutarch,
Polyb., Lucian, etc.), comp. Acts xxv. 24
Wisd. viii. 21, xvi. 28. On
Kara (accusing), comp. 1 Mace. viii. 32
2 Mace. iv. 36.
Ver. 3. 1 Kings xix. 10, 14, freely from the LXX.
&r**r.] The Israelites, namely, under Ahab and Jezebel.
1 Kings xviii. 4, xiii, 22.
Karkavii. 25),

;

;

—

have thoroughly destroyed, have razed.

.

KaracKdipai.

.

1

.

Eur. Hec. 22 (of

Who

ttpoiyvia

—

Comp. Soph. Phil. 986
the domestic altar)
Dem. 361. 20

icaip.]

also here (comp. on viii. 29) takes
as an act of the will, by which God

has beforehand constituted Israel what it,
in accordance therewith, actually became.

;

Tpoiav

:

;

Plut.

This would amount to the notion of the
7rpo«ToiM.a£eii» in the divine decree (comp.
Eph. ii. 10).

—

:
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—

TadvoiaoT.] On the plural,
2 Mace. xiv. 38 (to dvoiaoTripiov).
temple in Jerusalem was the place exclusively destined for worship,
" Verisimile est, Eliam loqui de altarihus, quae
the view of Estius suffices
maxime
passim in excelsis studio quodam pietatis Deo vero erecta fuerant
postquam decern tribus regum suorum tyrannide prohibitae fuerunt, ne
Popl. 10

;

as the

:

;

Jerusolymam ascenderent
esset [see Lev.

xvii.

8,

9

Quamvis enim id

sacrificii causa.
;

Deut.

xii.

13,

lege vetitum

14] ac recte fecerint Ezechias et

etiam ejusmodi aras evertendo, tamen impium erat eas

Josias, reges Judae,

Comp.

subvertere odio cultus Dei Israel."
of Kings, p. 262, Archdol.

I.

—

§ 89.

on the books

Grotius, also Keil,

vneletyd. uovog] in the sense of Elias

alone of the prophets ; but according to the application designed by the
shows as the only one of Thy faithful. But in this case

apostle, as ver. 4

we

:

Hofmann and

are not to assume, as

the verse

—which

others wish to do, that Paul, in order

has transposed the original order of the two clauses of

to suggest this sense,

rather to be regarded as accidental ; and this, consider-

is

ing the freedom of citation otherwise used,

we need

the less hesitate about,

since Paul could not, even in the original order, see the reference of the

verse

which was in

his thoughts to be excluded.

— On

^r/relv r. rjwx.

tivoc,

on Matt. ii. 20.
'AIM] But, although Elijah complained that he had been

to seek after one's life, see

Ver.

4.

sole survivor.

—

accusation).

Found

xi. 17)

;

here only in N. T. (in the Apocrypha, 2 Mace.

but see Diod.

Sic.

i.

left

oracular utterance (replying to this

6 xpwaTta/j.6g] the divine

and

1, xiv. 7,

Suicer, Thes. II. p. 1532

ii.
;

4,

and

respecting xpv^^K^j on Matt. ii. 12.
KaTelinov k.t.X.] 1 Kings xix. 18,
with free deviation, bearing on his object, both from the LXX. and from

the original.

means

It

:

not slaughtered with the

I have

left

rest.

Comp. Xen. Anab.

remaining,

so,

namely, that they are
vi.

3.

5

oktu pdvovc

:

Mace. xiii. 4. Hofmann incorrectly takes kclteX. as the third person plural, having the same subject as aTrenreivav.
A groundless departure from the Hebrew text and from the LXX.,
according to which God is the subject. And it is God who has guided and
preserved those who remained over.
e/uavry] i.e. to myself as my property,
Karelnrov (superstites, vivos reliquerunt)

1

;

—

my service,

and

for

ita

comparatos

in contrast to the idolatrous abomination.

ut,

etc.

—

y6vv\

hence the singular, comp. Phil.

—

dinveq k.t.X.

Not a knee has been bowed by them
ii.

10.

— ry Baal] Dative of worship.

]
;

Bern-

p.

Comp. xiv. 11. The Phoenician divinity 7j#, the adoration
which was very widely diffused (Keil, § 91) amongst the Jews, especialunder the later kings, though not of long subsistence (see Ewald, Alterth.
304), is most probably to be regarded as the sun-god (Movers, Phonicier,

I.

p.

hardy, p. 86.
of
ly

169

ff.

;

J.

G. Muller in Herzog's EncyUop.

I.

p.

639

f.),

planet Jupiter (Gesenius in the Hall. EncyUop. VIII. p. 384

—seeing that

not as the

ff.).

It is re-

SjD (according to different local and ritual forms
also in the plural) is a masculine noun that in the LXX. and in the Apocrypha it has sometimes, and most frequently, the masculine article (Num.
xxii. 41
Judg. ii. 13
1 Kings xvi. 31, et al.), sometimes the feminine

markable

—

;

;

Tob. i. 5, et al.).
always in Jer.
1 Sam. vii. 4
That the LXX. should have thought S^3 to be of the common gender, and
(Zeph.

i.

4

;

Hos.

ii.

8

;

;

;

—

chap,
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xi., 5.

to denote also Astarte (Keiche), is not probable for this reason, that in the

LXX.

not merely are the masculine Baal and Astarte often mentioned toii. 13, x. 6, et al.), but also the feminine Baal and Astarte
(1

gether (Judg.

Sam.

The view

vii. 4).

that the feminine article was assigned to Baal con-

temptuously (Gesenius, in Rosenmuller's Mepert.

I. p. 139), as also Tholuck
and Ewald, Alterth. p. 302, assume, finds no sufficient support seeing that
7^3 was a very well known divinity in the feminine designation of idols
unknown to them in the LXX. at 2 Kings xvii. 30, 31 cannot be justified
by comparison of the Rabbinical designation of idols as niri7^ and cannot
be made good in the particular passages where the LXX. has the masculine
or the feminine.
To refer the phenomenon solely to an opinion of the LXX.,
who held 7JO to be the name of a god and also that of a goddess, and therefore, according to the supposed connection, used now the masculine and
now the feminine article, the latter particularly, where the word occurs

—

—

;

;

—

along with

—

Judg. ii. 13, x. 6, 1 Sam. vii. 4, is
improbable in itself (because of the unity of the Hebrew name), and cannot
be maintained even in passages like Judg. iii. 7, 2 Kings xxi. 3 (comp. with
1 Sam. xii. 10
Hos. ii. 10, 15), without arbitrariness. An historical reason
JVnritf;; (Fritzsche), as in

;

must

and

it appears the most feasible hypothesis that Baal was conceived as an androgynous divinity (Beyer, ad Selden. de Diis Syr. p. 273 f.,

prevail,

Wetstein, Koppe, Olshausen, Philippi), although more precise historical

evidence

is

The feminine article has been also explained by supby Erasmus, Luther, Beza, Grotius, Bengel, and
by Glass, Estius Opr/aiceia by Cramer even da/ialei by Dru-

wanting.

plying a substantive
others

;

arfjly

sius, after

and

Tob.

(eiadvi

;

i.

5,

;

but see Fritzsche on Tob.)

but this

is both erroneous
must have run ry rov Baal,
This linguistic incongruity van Hengel
;

arbitrary, because at least the expression

since 7^3 has always the article.

avoids only by the precarious conjecture that y Baal signifies the column of
and 6 Baal the god Baal. We have to remark, moreover, that the

—

Baal,

LXX. have

in our passage the masculine article

;

but Paul, acquainted with

the use also of the feminine article, has, in quoting from memory, changed

According to Fritzsche and Ewald, he had found ry in his copy
but ry is now found only in more recent codd. of the LXX.,
into which it has found its way merely from our passage.
Ver. 5. In this way, corresponding to this Old Testament historical
the article.
of the

LXX.

;

precedent, therefore (in order to

come

make

the application of vv.

3, 4),

there

and actually exists perfect) also in
the present time, in consequence of an election made out of grace, a remnant,
namely, a small part taken out of the hardened mass of the people, i.e. the
comparatively insignificant number of believing Jews, whom God's grace has

has been (there has

into existence,

chosen out of the totality of the people.

mainder (Herod,
part

is

removed

i.

119

(vv. 3,

point of comparison

is

;

2

Kings

It is related to

xix. 4) to a whole,

4, ix. 27, 29),

the notion of the

the latter as a re-

from which the largest

notwithstanding Acts xxi. 20. The
lelfifia in contrast to the remaining

mass ; the latter in the typical history has perished, but in the antitypical
event has forfeited saving deliverance.
tear' hi. x&p- ] opposed to the presumption in reference to works of the Jewish character hence, too, the

—

;
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emphatic declaration in

more

It is to

ver. 6.

be connected not with keljufia as its
mode. This is

precise definition (Hofmann), but with yeyovev as its

evinced by the following
to the nar'

Ver.

This thought

6.

el

de

sc - yeyovev,

x^P lT h

where

equivalent

x<*P lTt * s

x^pirog.

iiiTioy.

is

not merely by the way and incidental (Koppe,

and others), but it belongs essentially
development of the apostle's thought to set forth the mode according to which lei/ifia yeyove, not only positively (/car' hick, x&P-)-> but also negatively (ovk. e£ &py.)\ because he then, in ver. 7, goes on to argue: b imCqrei
'\apmfk k.t.1. which eirifyreiv, in fact, took place exactly et; epycov, ix. 32.
Riickert, de Wette, Fritzsche, Maier,
to the

—

,

el

x&P lT i\ out if through grace,

de

ously the individuals

sc. Xel/i/ia

who compose

trasted negative statement as the

them

present the

is

the logical ovKen, see on

said.

—

if e£

epyuv kelppa yiyove)

est,

eizel

x^P l C

rj

"kelp.ua

vii. 17.

to the

kelfi/ua

;

so are they

composing the true community of God.
Of eg epyuv there can be nothing more

n.r.k.] because (otherwise) grace ceases to be grace

—since

previ-

Hofmann takes it) conceived in this consubjects, who do not owe it to legal works

also (not the 'people generally, as

On

As

ovueri eg epyiov]

are conceived as the objects

kelfifia

which they belong

of the divine grace, through

that in

the

—

yeyove.

in truth "gratia nisi gratis

sit,

(namely,

gratia

non

'H x&P L S is the definite grace, which has made the election,
it ceases, in its concrete manifesyiverai (not equivalent to ear't) means

" Augustine.

and

:

tation, to become, i.e.

which according
according to

its

to

show

to its nature

essence

it is

itself
it

it

;

Luke

Positively expressed

is.

not

that (comp. on

as,

gives

up

its specific

:

it

x. 18, et al.)

becomes

what

character.

Ver. 7. Tt ovv] infers the result from vv. 5 and 6.
Since a kelp/na has
been constituted according to the election of grace, and therefore not possibly from the merit of works
accordingly Israel (as regards the mass) has
not obtained that which it strives after (namely, dacaioovvr/, as is known from
:

ix.

30

ff.)

—for

it

—

strives, in fact, ££ tpyuv

namely, that chosen lelppa, has obtained
divine x<*P l e)

the case

on

is

?

out the rest were hardened.

now

the election,

it (for

In this manner the true state of

set forth, in contrast to anuaaro,

this account to refer ri ovv to the

on the other hand,

they were the objects of the

without

whole preceding

its

w.

being necessary
2-6 (de Wette,

Philippi, and others)
since the reference to vv. 5, 6 is quite
and quite in keeping with the logical progression. Reiche (comp.
Lachm., who places a note of interrogation after ri ovv and after eirervxev)
makes the question extend to enervxev, to which question of wonder Paul
then answers by de Uk. n.r.k. But the futility of Israel's endeavour has
already been long (ix. 31, 32) known to the reader, and is therefore not ap-

Fritzsche,

;

sufficient,

tj

propriate as the subject of such a question.
.

.

.

Hofmann

also takes b eiuCyrel

enervxev as a question, but in the sense whether that

not obtained
(namely,

its

is the

own

same thing as that to which

righteousness)

?

To

its

which

Israel

has

quest and striving tends

the self-evident negation of this ques-

tion 6e then relates in the sense of nevertheless,

and

after the second ettetvxev

but merely 6 ein^rirel (namely,
This complete distortion of
to be, out of grace, the people of salvation).
the sense falls to the ground from the very fact, that for the second hnervxev,

there

is

to be supplied, not b

em&T.

'Icrpaqk,

CHAP.
since 5 kmCvrel

431

XI., 8.

not appended, no other object can be thought of without

is

the greatest arbitrariness than that of the first enervxev, namely b hrtCtfni
of the question, from the consid'lopafa ; and also, as respects the contents
that Israel has not obtained
say
able
to
be
not
should
eration, that if we

which

that for

it

strove, this

would stand

in contradiction to the universal

of the impossibility of righteousness by the tew.—rhriCvrel
the zealous pursuit (Fritzsche, Philippi), but its direction,
denote
does not
See on Matt. vi. 33 ; Phil. iv. 17. By the present,
correlative to e7rirv ev.

dogma

Pauline

X

the continuance of the endeavour

is

admitted.—The

It

p. 861)

that

has tragic emphasis

even this

:

it

tovto (on the accusative

Ellendt, Lex. Soph.
328
r) 6e kuloyij]
has not reached.

instead of the customary genitive, see Matthiae,

§

;

—

suam Deus elegit,"
Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 469.—The

here "reliquiae illius populi, quas per gratiam

is,

Comp. the use of nepirouf], etc.,
see on 2 Cor. iii. 14),
hardening (not blinding, as Hofmann thinks
and will as respects the apis the making unsusceptible in understanding
Winzer,
Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 78
propriation of salvation in Christ.
Estius.

;

irtipaxnc,

;

Progr. 1828, p.

and on

8.

The

who hardens

subject

is

Comp. 2

God.

Cor.

iii.

14,

ix. 8.

which stands
This hiropMrioav ensued in conformity with that
That which is testified of the hardening of the people in the
Messianic fulfilment
time of Isaiah, and as early as that of Moses, has its
that this hardening
so
gospel,
the
against
Jews
the
of
through the hardening
relation is groundlessly
has taken place ku6^ ytypairtm k.t.I. This prophetic
denoted by md. yiyp. is
denied by Tholuck and Hofmann. The agreement
the divine teleology.
to
according
fulfilment
and
prophecy
just that of
Ver.

8.

written, etc.

far as Karav^.)

Comp. Matt. xv. 7.—In the citation itself, Isa. xxix. 10 (as
and quoted
and Deut. xxix. 3 (not Isa. vi. 9) are combined into one saying,
eog
mpag
aKobetv
very freely from the LXX. Deuteronomy I.e. has after
mdcog
words
the
and
quotation
the
rair V g, hence eu>c rf,g cvu. fa belongs to
Griesbach, and
Wolf,
Beza,
as
parenthesis,
a
in
put
be
not
must
aKohecv
not mere permission (Chrysostom,
Mcokev] He gave
others have done.

m

:

;

.

.

.

—

1

Theophylact, and many),
producing stupefaction,

-wrtfia mravv^

which

is

Heb. HD-H* nn,

obviously a daemonic

spirit.

i.e.

Comp.

a

spirit

2 Cor.

(Gen.
Elsewhere the LXX. translate HDTin by eKcraaig
(Prov. xix. 15).
avSpdywov
or
xxvi.
12),
Sam.
xv. 12), or d&upog (1
according to the
They gave the approximate sense of the word differently
stupefaction, inas
actually
mrawZig
But that they understood
connection.
rendered n^i? T-,
clear from Ps. Ix. 5, where they have

iv.

4

;

Eph.

ii.

2.

ii. 21,'

toxication,

is

See in general, -Fritzsche, Exc. p.
by the use of Karavh^saftac, comexplained
558 ff. This sense of mrdw^ig
the deep, inward paraexpress
to
Apocrypha
the
and
LXX.
the
in
pungi,
whereby one is stupeetc.,
astonishment,
lyzing shock caused by grief, fear,
comp. on
III. p. 256
Thes.
(Schleusner,
blow
a
by
struck
fied and as if
is found.
verb
the
nor
substantive
Acts ii 37). In classical Greek neither the
not go back to
does
which
erroneous,
is
derivation
We may add that every
intoxicating wine,

by

olvov Karav^eog.
is

;

1

LXX.

Kvpios Trveu><m KaTavvfecos.
Isa. XXIX. 10: nenoTLicev v/xis

—
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(comp.

vvoceiv

vv^ig,

knew

certainly

Plut. Mor. p. 930 F)

that narav. expressed

depart from the notion of

ROW*.

;

nor

nmin)

admissible (since Paul

is it

to seek explanations

which

" Spiritum vocat
compunctionis, ubi scilicet quaedam felite amaritudo se prodit, imo etiam
furor in respuenda veritate." Similarly Luther ("an embittered spirit") and
Melanchthon. Chrysostom, indeed (and Theophylact), hits the thing itself
rightly

So

e.g.

Calvin

:

.

.

.

Karavvgiv kvravOa

ttjv irepl to x^pov &S*i t~VQ
i^XVS 9V^ rfv avt&rog
hut his analysis of the word
mrawyyvai yap ovdev
erepdv ectiv $ to k fin ayrjvat irov ml tt po crjlucd ai
is arbitrarily farfetched.
tov pTj (Hetveiv] A fatally pregnant oxymoron.
The genit. is that

exovaav

:

ml

auETadiroc,

:

,

—

aim

may not see, etc. Linguistically correct
eyes of not-seeing, i.e. " oculos ad videndum ineptos," Fritzsche, comp. Philippi and van Hengel. But the former
view corresponds better at once to the original text (LXX. ova idune
of the

is also

:

eyes, in order that they

the rendering of Grotius

:

.

6(j)daXfiovc fiteiretv

k.

cjto,

andveiv),

and

to the telic

tov

jut?

(3Mttsiv,

ver.

.

.

10.

Comp. Isa. vi. 9, 10 John xii. 40 Acts xxviii. 27.
eug r. arjfi. jfiip,]
belongs to the whole affirmation iduiuv k.t.1. Thus interruptedly God dealt
with them. The glance at a future, in which it was to be otherwise (Hofmann), is here (comp. ver. 10) still quite remote.
Vv. 9, 10. A further Scripture proof of eTropudycav, 1 and that from Ps.
;

;

quoted with free deviation from the LXX. The composer of
psalm is not David (in opposition to Hengstenberg, Havernick), but
some one of much later date a circumstance which we must judge of anallxix. 23, 24,

this

;

ogously to the expression of Christ, Matt.
crat of the

psalm

is,

Jews

of the unbelieving

xxii. 43.

as such, a type of the Messiah,

The

suffering theo-

and His enemies a type

hence Paul could find the fulfilment of the pasConsequently, in pursuance of this typi" Let
cal reference, the sense in which he takes the words is as follows
their table become to them for (let it be turned for them into, comp. John xvi.
20) a snare, and for a chase, and for a trap, and (so) for a retaliation;" i.e.,
while they feast and drink securely and carelessly at their well-furnished table,'1
;

sage in the rrupuoig of the latter.

:

let

the fate of violence overtake

them unawares, just as wild beasts are surprised

and by the capture of the chase, and by a trap ; and so must retaliation alight upon them for that which they have done (in rejecting,
namely, faith on Christ). But what violent calamity is meant, the sequel
" Barkened must their eyes become, that they may not see,"
expresses, namely
in a snare,

:

i.e.

they must become spiritually blinded, incapable of discerning the truth

of salvation; and finally the same thing under another figure: " And
bend their back always," denoting the keeping them in bondage, and that,
in the sense of the apostle, the spiritual bondage of the unfree condition
of the inner life produced by the napucic.*
The hardening, therefore,

With the simple *cai, and, to take which
(Hofmann) is justified neither
by the name of David nor the contents of
the passage. It would place a quite uncalled-for emphasis on Aaui'S {even David).
2 To
conceive of the table as an outspread
1

climaciically

coverlel (Gesenius,

Thes. III. p. 1417, Hof-

mann) in which they entangle themselves,
to come very unnecessarily and arbitrari-

is

ly to the aid of the boldness of the poetical
expression.
s Those
who have found in ver. 9 the
destruction of Jerusalem predicted (Michaelis, after Grotius, Wetstein, and many),

—
chap,
which Paul recognizes

xi., 11.
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as predicted in the passage, does not lie in

—which

r)

rpd-

not to be explained "of the law and its
works, which was Israel's food " (Philippi, following older expositors, also
Tholuck), but in yevr/Or/Tto elg irayida k.t.X., and is more precisely indicated
n-e^a avrtiv (Fritzsche),

is

—

The express repetition

in ver. 10.

designated in ver.

8,

in ver. 10 of the becoming Minded, already

forbids our explaining the prophetic images in vv.

9,

10 generally as representations of severe divine judgments like Pharaoh's overthrow, in which case the specific point of the citation would be neglected

— ml

opposition to Hofmann).

Bypav] stands neither in the Hebrew nor
not net (Tholuck, Ewald), to establish
which signification the solitary passage Ps. xxxv. 8, where the LXX. render
(in

in the

HEn

LXX.

;

but

inexactly by

in the

LXX. and

Of/pa

df/pa,

means

cannot

in classical

the " becoming for a booty"

e\e

chase,

suffice.

Greek
is

;

become

means

booty (van Hengel)

not appropriate here, where

chase, so that they, in their secure feast-

like to the unfortunate object of the chase,

by the hunter.

—

!

which is captured
corresponding primarily to the classical cuavin a trap (Schol. Ar. Ach. 687), is frequently in the

onavtia'kov']

dalrfipov, the stick set

LXX.

is

said not of such as men, but of the rpairefa.

This shall be turned for them into a
ing,

It often

but this

(see Schleusner, Thes.

tfpD, snare, by which

V. p. 38), and so also here, the translation of

we must

but often in the

classical Greek,

therefore abide.

avrcmodoua

is

LXX. and Apocrypha, Luke

not found in

xiv. 12.

—

Kal

be taken, according to the context, as the expression
of the idea of hardening (represented as a bending together under the yoke
rbv vcjtov k.t.I.'] is to

of spiritual servitude), not, with Fritzsche, of rendering miserable through

the withdrawal of the Messianic salvation.

Lobeck, ad Phryn.
Ver. II. 2
ol

At

On

the masculine

6 vuroc,

see

p. 290.

this point begins the teleological discussion respecting the

6e IolttoI knupudrjoav, ver.

I ask

7.

See the contents above.

— Xeyo

ovv] quite as

by way of inference to the eTrupuOqaav
just supported by Scripture. [See Note CXVI. p. 459.]
urj lizraiaav, Iva iria.]
But their stumbling had not the aim (ordained by God) that they should fall?
i.e., by the fact of their stumbling at Christ (ix. 32, 33), and refusing faith
to Him, has the divine purpose not aimed at their everlasting air&Tieia ?
in ver. 1

:

therefore,

attaching

it

—

This emphasis on

ireauci

to ETZTciLoav (to stumble),

(come

to be prostrate)

—a relation

involves the climactic relation

which Hofmann

loses sight of

makes the question express nothing further than whether the
Israel suffered had been its own aim f
Photius aptly remarks

:

Jerusalem at the very time the city was
invested (Josephus Bell. Jud. vi. 9. 3, 4), or
even (Grotius) to the altar in the temple
and those who have regarded ver. 10 (*al
rov vutov k.t.K.) as a prophecy of the servitude of the Jews to Rome (so some of the
Fathers) could not have given an explanation more opposed in sense to the connecin

;

;

which

to irTa~iop,a

avTuv ovxt eh KaT&irTuoiv T&eiav yiyovev, aXka fidvov olov virecKeViodTjoav.

so as to refer rpdne^a to the Passover meal,
for the celebration of which the Jews were

when he

fall

:

Others

tion.
J
How very often Gypa, 6-qpav and 0ijpao-0ai
are used also in classical Greek in the figurative sense, see in Dorvill, ad Charit. p.
539 Heind. ad Plat. Theaet. p. 143.
a On
w. 11-33, see Luthardt, Lehre von d.
letzten Dingen, p. 106 ff.
von Oettingen,
Synagogale Elegik des Volks Israels, 1853, p.
;

;

133

ff.

—

—
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have found the point of the question not purely in the climax of the two
figurative verbs, but in definitions mentally supplied, which, however, as
only
So, in particular, Augustine and many
such, cannot be admitted.
in order that they should fall, as though it ran /idvov Iva, as Umbreit still
"non sic impegerunt
further Melanchthon
takes it (comp. Hofmann)
Judaei, ut in tota gentenemo sit salvandus," as though it ran Iva ndvTeg and
:

:

;

;

Ewald

"that they might purely in accordance with the divine
design, and therefore without their freedom and their own will, fall into sin
and into destruction," as though it ran 'iva kg avaynr/g, or the like. We must
simply abide by the view, that nraietv is a figure for the taking offence at
Christ which refuses faith, and Tr'ncTetv a figure for the being involved in
comp. Heb. iv. 11, Ecclus. ii. 7. In the former
everlasting destruction
On Inraicav, comp.
the latter was not present as the aim of God's purpose.
yet further,

:

;

the proverb
1

:

p,rj

dig Trpbg

—

rbv avrbv lidov 7rralecv, Polyb. xxxi. 19. 5, xxxi. 20,

and on the sense of moral stumbling,

;

Jas.

ii.

10,

2

iii.

;

2 Pet.

i.

10

;

The subject is the loinoi of
irTaioavr' aperav aTrodeit-aadaL.
Eur. Aeg. fr. ii. 1
t& avruv napaTTT.]
ver. 7, the mass of the people not belonging to the Wkoyfj.
:

—

through their fault consisting in the refusal of faith, through their offence.
Uapanr. does not refer to Treouci (Reiche, Tholuck, and several others),

which the emphatic sense of izia. forbids but in substance that Trralafia is
meant, which is morally characterized by means of TcapanTUfia as delictum
(so rightly Vulg.) as afiapria (comp. John xvi. 9), according to its stated fig;

Quite against the usage of

urative designation (comp. also iv. 25, v. 15).

Tolg edveoiv] sc.
Tholuck renders defeat (Diod. xix. 100).
That through the despising of the Messianic salvation on the part
ytyovev.
of the Jews its attainment by the Gentiles was effected this experience
Paul had learnt to recognize as that which it actually was, as the way which
the fulfilment of the divine arrangement, i. 16, took. Comp. Matt. xxi. 43,
elg to napa^. avTovg] aim ; comp. CaloActs xiii. 46, xxviii. 28.
xxii. 9
"Assumtio novi populi directa fuit ad veteris provocationem ad
vius

the N. T.,

:

—

—

;

:

seria aemulatione irritati, et ipsi
aemulationem, ut nempe Israelitae
With this elg to
doctrinae ev. animos suos submitterent. " Comp. x. 19.
.

irapa£. avT.,

is

expressed.

leading over from what has been said in ver. 11

(leTafiaTiiidv,

to a very joyful prospect thereby

—

.

exactly the counterpart of Iva tzecugi

Ver. 12. Ae]

is

.

opened into the future.

— The

conclusion

a "felici effectu causae pejoris ad fellciorem effectum causae melioris."
nlovTog] for the Gentile world (noc/iog) became enriched with the cuTtipia

—

to ^TTJjfia avT. tvIovt. Wvuv]
(ver. 11), through the TrapawTu/ua of the Jews.
and their overthrow riches for 'entile peoples. Parallel to the foregoing. [See
rJTTT/fia] is not found in the old Greek, but only in
Note CXVII. p. 459.]
it is, however, equivalent to the
the LXX. Isa. xxxi. 8, and 1 Cor. vi. 7
and, corresponding to the
classical rjTTa, which is the opposite of v'lkt),
signification of rjTTaaOai, profigari, vinci, means clades, both in its proper

—

;

1

sense,
Trig

1

and

also generally

irpoaipeaeug), loss

:

succumbing, decline (comp.

suffered (1

Plato, Loch. p. 196 A, Legg. i. p. 638
1486. 3 ; Xen. Cyr. iii. 1. 19, 20.

Dem.

Cor. vi.

A

2
;

Dem.

1466. 23, rjTTa
2

7),

getting the worse.'

See Perizon. ad Ael.

V.

H.

ii.

Here the
25.

:

chap,
proper signification

Through the

fact that a part of the

an overthrow,

that, as the contrast of to irlijpufia

So now also Tholuck, likewise Mangold.

requires, in a numerical respect.

suffered

and

to be retained,

is
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xi., 12.

has, like a

Jews was unbelieving, the people has

vanquished army, been weakened in num-

inasmuch, namely, as the unbelieving portion by its unbelief practifrom the people of God. Comp. Vulg. " diminutio eorum ;"
Luthardt
"loss in amount." If it be explained as
loss of the Messianic

bers,

cally seceded

:

:

:

and

salvation, which they have suffered (Fritzsche

others),

1

or

the loss which

:

kingdom of God has suffered in their case (Philippi, comp. Kahnis, Dogm.
I. p. 573), the former is not appropriate to the contrast of w'krjpup.a, and the
latter introduces the reference to the kingdom of God, as that which has
suffered the detriment, the more unwarrantably, inasmuch as the genit.
The threefold avrtiv is to be taken with the like referavrov is expressed.
ence as the genitive of the subject, and applies in each instance to the people
Israel as a whole (whose collective guilt also is the napcnxTOfia), in contrast
to the ndafioc and the edvjj which likewise is not preserved in Philippi's view.
This very circumstance, and more decisively the utter absence of linguistic
the

—

proof, tells also against the traditional usual rendering, according to

which

u paucitas Judaearum credensupposed to signify the minority
tium" (Grotius). So, in substance, Chrysostom, Theodoret, Erasmus, Beza,

to

i]TTT][ia is

:

Estius, Wetstein, Bengel,

and many

Baumgarten-Crusius, Maier, Bisping,
remaining behind. 11
Tai

;

—

how much more

7roccj

others, including Reiche,

Reithmayr

;

fiaXlov to nXr/pco/ia avTuv~\

their becoming full, that

is,

which they have

how much more

suffered, shall again

" their

:

nlovToq eftvuv yevrjce-

SC.

in the enrichment of the Gentiles with the Messianic salvation,
after the defeat

Olshausen,

comp. Ewald

will
if

it

issue

the Jews,

be reinstated to their

plena copia, so that they will then again in their full amount (ver. 26), as
an integral whole, belong to the people of God, which will take place

—

through the conversion of all Israel to Christ (not would, as Luther has it). 2
The iJTTrjfia avrtiv is then compensated, and the Tzlrjpuna clvtov brought in,
which, moreover, may take place even with a continuance of the diao-Kopa.
On 7r%T/po)/ia generally, see Fritzsche, II. p. 469 ff. Comp. on Eph. i. 10.

The numerical

reference of the irXypufia avT&v

to

kdvav in ver. 25

izlr]pcdp:a tg)v

the full number of the
'raoiv

avOparcoig

;

and in

Jews (Theodoret

eyevovTo

is

suggested by the correlative

so far the
:

view which takes

iravTeg TuoTevcavTEQ fie^ovuv

av Ttpo^evoi, so most)

is

correct.

it

of

ayaduv

Comp. Ewald

:

" their full admission,

supplying what is wanting." With this Umbreit
mixes up at the same time " the fulfilment of their predestination ;" whilst
Iran

Hengel

sees in the

Tzlijp.

avT.,

not absolutely the full number, but only

the collective body of those destined by God
1

So also de Wette

;

similarly

Ruckert

" the loss of their original dignity and glory
as the people of God;" andHofmann "their
hurt, in that they, by virtue of their unbelief,
are not what they should bey Comp. K611ner and Glockler. Among the older inter" Diminutio honoris sui,
preters, Calvin
qui fuerant populus Dei gloriosus."
:

:

of

to conversion,

which, however,

Philippi also explains w. 12 and 15 not
an actual, but only of a possible

TrpotrArj^i? of Israel (p. 554).
Vv. 13, 14 are
not in favour of this, where Paul has in
view the intermediate time until the final

irpdo-Aij^t?

of the

decisive against

it.

nKrjpoifta

;

and

ver. 26 is

—

—
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not expressed, but

is

;

spond

is

which they

of Messianic salvation,

— which
dom

God which

of

So

ijTTrina.

various views corre-

Fritzsche

e.g.

will possess

takes place through their conversion

Philippi

;

arose through their unbelief

the fulness

up

in the king-

Riickert, Kollner

;*

Hofmann

;

:

the filling

:

—of the blank

of Israel to its befitting position

restoration

The

supplied by the reader.

to the varying explanations of

:

the

the status, in

:

are fully and entirely that which they ought to be (qualitative).
Luthardt also takes the correct view.
Vv. 13, 14. [See Note CXVIII. p. 460.] Not a parenthetical thought
" ir6ou
(Reiche), but the connection with the preceding and following is

which they

:

nXf/pufia avruv

fiallov to

who might think

I

my

that

that the conversion of the

know

to

say

but you precisely, the Gentile

:

belongs only to you and the Gentiles, and

office

Jews

lies less in

(yulv heycS), that I, as apostle

my vocation,

of the Gentiles,

you*

etc.

;

I hereby make

for (motive)

conversion of the Jews will have the happiest consequence (ver. 15)."

mv]

to the

—

Christians,

the

rolg idve-

(born) Gentiles, denotes, as an apposition to vulv, the readers ac-

cording to their chief constituent element, in virtue of which the Christian
comp. i. 13. Observe that Paul does
Gentile body is represented in them
not write rolg 6e edvecnv h vjulv leyo, as though he intended only a Gentile
;

fraction of the otherwise Jewish-Christian

him

to

third persons,

Baur

serve.

Matt. xxv. 40

and

naff btrov.

see

was

;

—

;

whom

he, as apostle of the Gentiles,

recognize this,

fails to

diu, Matt. ix. 15

we

community (in opposition

In contradistinction to his readers, the Jews, although his

gold).

2 Pet.

i.

but

13),

e<j>'

bcov]

Man-

might mediately

not temporal (quamI, etc.

Comp.

Xen. Cyr. v. 4. 68. Just so eie baov
But
fih] as so often in Paul without a corresponding SL

"I seek indeed,

:

—

in quantum, in as far as

:

B

Plato, Rep. p. 268

from the following that the

this

p. 371.

I.

to

flesh, are

;

train of ideas passing before his

so far as I

am

one

who

mind

has the commission of

Apostle to the Gentiles (observe the emphatic eyu, in which a noble selfconsciousness is expressed), to do honour to my office, but I have in view
withal (for see x.

to incite

1, ix. 2, 3)

The

whether in any way.

ei7rwf]

my

kinsmen to emulation,

practical honouring of the office,

etc."

—

which

an acting, whereby the desired attainActs xxvii. 12 Buttmann,
iii. 11
Less in accordance with the text since the
newt. Gr. p. 220 [E. T. 256].
very tlTzug irapa£. k.t. 1 presupposes an actual So^d^eiv (2 Thess. iii. 1 John xii.
Reiche and Ewald (after Grotius and many others, including Flatt)
28).
take it as
I boast, hold my office something high and glorious. Hofmann,
indeed, understands an actual glorification, but conditioned by el nag k.t.1.,
consists in a true discharge of

ment

is

attempted, see on

i.

it, is

10

;

Phil.

;

;

—
;

—

:

From

so that the latter is not whether possibly, but if possibly.
ical relation of present
1

Comp. Melanchthon

:

and future which thus

" Complementum

integrae ecclesiae convertendae ex semine
Abrahae." Similarly Origen.
a According to the reading vfx.lv
(see
the critical notes). This Se forms a contrast with the perspective just opened by
notr. na\\. t. n-Ajjp. airuv in favour of the

U

arises

3

this the illog-

must deter us (Paul

Jews.

as an example Xen.
But such passages are of a
quite different kind (see Brunck, ad Arist.
Plut. 1064 Maetzner, ad Lycurg. p. 251)
and to the necessary connection expressed
in them of the consequence with the con•

Hofmann adduces

Anab.

iv. 7. 8.

;

CHAP.
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XI., 15.

—

irapa r and auau] future indicative, like
must hare used the future do%ao<S).
The enclitic
1 Cor. vii. 16, ix. 22.
iv.
16
Tim.
1
comp.
ouoo,
On
i. 10.
reprefiov standing before the noun cannot be emphatic (van Hengel), but
sents, at the same time, the dative of interest (whether I shall perhaps rouse
.

;

to me my flesh
and frequently

collective

phylact.

to jealousy), like 1

in classical Greek.

Cor. ix. 27, Phil.

—

ii.

avrtiv] refers to

Col. iv. 18, et

2,

al.,

those intended by the

Capita 6e ei7to)v yvrjaLdrnra ml (piXoaropyiav eve^ve, Theocapna.
Theodoret quite erroneously thinks that Paul wished to intimate

tt)v

On

a denial of spiritual fellowship.

the contrary, tzMov avrovg olnEtovuEvog

oapm, which is like rovg cvyyEVElg fiov Kara oapua,
but more strongly significant. Gen. xxxvii. 27 Judg. ix. 2 2 Sam.
Comp. Isa. lviii. 7. Note the modesty of the expression nvdg, which,

(Oecumenius), he says
ix. 3,

v. 1.

u. r.

;

;

however, was suggested by the experience of the

Jews

of the

Ver. 15.

_

;

comp.

By way

difficulty of

the conversion

1 Cor. ix. 22.

of inference, like ver. 12

yap assigns a motive for vv.

;

Aq.
away ; Plato, Legg. xii. p. 493 E. 944 C
By this is meant their exclusion from the people of God
Prov. xxviii. 24.
on account of their unbelief, and the opposite of it is their Trpoc-lrjfig, reception in addition (Plato, Tlieaet. p. 210 A), by which they, having become
The view
believing, are adopted by God into the fellowship of His people.
13

}

14.

h%o^olrj, casting

of otto/M^ as

loss

;

(Acts xxvii. 22

;

Plato, Phaed. p. 75

E

;

Lack. p. 195

E

;

to this contrast (in opposition to the Vulg.,
Luther, Bengel, and others, including Philippi, who understands the loss,
Karallayfj noa/iov] in
which the Mngdom of God has suffered in their case).

Plut.

Sol. 7) is less suitable

—

namely, as the converted portion of the Gentiles has attained to dcnaiso
and
oovvn through faith, and is no longer subjected to the bpyrj of God
therewith reconciliation of the Gentile world with God has begun. Comp. v.
It is a more precise definition of the notion expressed in ver. 12 by
11.
proceeds from the dead (namely,
nlovTog kocuov.
Cg># ek veKp.] i.e. life, which
far,

;

—

when

these arise).

[See

Note CXIX.

p. 460.]

The

npdalri^ig of the still un-

converted Jews, Paul concludes, will be of such a kind (rig, not rt, is his
question), will be of so glorious a character (comp. Eph. i. 18), that it will
bring with it the last most blessed development, namely, the life beginning

with the resurrection of the dead in the aluv 6 uklluv, the £w# ai&vioc, which
Hence Paul does not
has the awakening from death as its causal premiss.
say dvdaraaig ek vEnpov (as Philippi objects)

ing beyond this event to

its

;

for his glance is already pass-

blessed consequence.

The transformation

of the

included in this last development (1 Cor. xv. 51), which is here designated apotiori; comp. viii. 11. The conclusion of the apostle does not,
however, rest on Matt. xxiv. 14 (Reiche after Theodoret), but on the fact of
living

is

the KaraXkayri udouov, whose most blissful final development (as it, according
to Paul, must necessarily be occasioned by the blissful opposite of the airo-

can be none other than the blessed resurrection-life which will set in
with the Parousia (Col. iii. 3, 4 ; 1 Thess. iv. 14 ft.). The view which takes

fiolrj)

any way" {possibly), which
would make the condition problematic,
would be wholly unsuitable. Comp. also
dition, the "if in

Kuhner, ad Xen.
120.

I.e.

and Gramm.

II. 1, p.
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in the proper sense has been held by Origen, Chrysostom, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret, Anselm, Erasmus, Toletus, Semler, Reiche,
Glockler, de Wette, Nielsen, Fritzsche, Rttckert, Reithmayr, Bisping, Hof-

Cow; Ik venp.

mann, Beyschlag, and

others.

Approaching it, but taking the resurrection

way of comparison, stands the view of Ewald "The final completion of
all history down to the last day, and like the very resurrection itself, which

by

:

expected on this day." Luthardt, too, is substantially in the right, takhowever, venpuv in the ethical sense from the dead Israel the new bodiA heterogeneous mode of viewing the
ly life of glorification will proceed.

is

ing,

:

contrasts, for

which the text

affords

no support.

The

non-literal interpreta-

tion of the " futura quasi resurrectio ex mortuis" (Melanchthon), i.e. of the
" novitas vitae ex morte peccati " (Estius ; so in substance Calvin, Hunnius,

Calovius, Vorstius, Bengel, Carpzov, Ch. Schmidt, Cramer,

garten-Crusius, Maier

also Lechler,

;

apost.

u.

nachapost.

Bohme, BaumZeitalt. p.

129

;

Krummacher, p. 172 f. and Kahnis, Dogm. I. p. 574), is to be set aside on
the ground that then nothing higher than the KaraXkayij (and it must be
something/^?* higher) would be expressed, but only its ethical consequence
;

'

in the activity of

life.

Olshausen, too, understands

itual resurrection, yet thinks that the notion
tion

1

'

Umbreit finds

(?).

it

primarily of the spir-

"plays into

the bodily resurrec-

and bodily revival from death conjoined.

spiritual

Others explain the expression metaplwrically, as designating

um

(Grotius after Oecumenius) or

Comp. Theophylact

ner).

too,

Tholuck,

who

summum

gaudi-

summa felicitas (Hammond, Koppe,

K611-

ay add), Beza, Flatt, van Hengel, and now,

(arceipa

recurs to the general thought of the most important posi-

kingdom to be occupied by converted Israel.
must be necessitated by
whereas the latter by the relation, in accordance with the

tion in the history of the divine

But interpretations of such a
the context

;

non-literal character

connection, of fw# ek vEtcpuv to the quite proper naraXk. udo/uov requires us to
abide by the literal sense. Hence we are not to understand, with Philippi,

once both the extensive diffusion of the kingdom of God, and a subjecrevivification of Christendom, which had again become dead, " and

at

tive

thus a glorious flourishing time for the church on earth." So, again, Auberlen
supposes a charismatic life of the church, and depicts it with the colours of

No such ideas are here expressed and
the palingenesia of the golden age.
particularly the
it would have been peculiarly necessary to indicate more
after the mespecially
to
again
was
fall,
Christendom
dead state into which
;

Tallayr) kScjuov already including

means
calls

within

itself spiritual revival.

And by no

the supposed flourishing time (the time of worship ( !) Auberlen
the
as opposed to the present time of preaching) compatible with

is

it,

nearness of the Parousia

(xiii.

14

;

1 Cor. vii. 29, et al.),

mediately preceding it (1 Cor. vii. 26
period (on Gal. i. 4).

;

with the

avayKti

Matt. xxiv. 29), and with the

im-

ttovti-

pia of the last

Ver. 16. Af] continuative

the character of holiness,

»

Calvin's

est, verbis

excuse

:

"

tamen plus

Nam
et

;

but this TrpdaX^ig,

how well

it

corresponds to

which has been associated with the people of

etsi una res
minus inest pon-

deris," only

shows the baldness of

interpretation.

this

;

CHAP,
Israel

from

origin

its

till

now

[See Note

the same thought.

The two

!

CXX.

known from Num.

it

and

set forth

— cnrapxv] obtains the genitival

through

the root of the nXadoi.

piC,a is

rj

figures are parallel,

p. 461.]

definition to be mentally supplied with

second clause
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xi., 16.

to tyvpaua, just as in the

The

cnrapxv rov <pvpduarog is

xv. 19-21 to be a designation of the first of the dough;

from every baking, when the dough was kneaded, a portion was to
and a cake to be baked therefrom for the priests. 1 This cnrapxv,
as the first portion devoted to Jehovah from the whole, was designed to
impart the character of its consecration to the remainder of the lump. The
article with cpvpaua denotes the lump of dough concerned, from which the
hence b\ov did not require to be expressed (in opposicnrapxv is separated
Grotius and Rosenmuller take r. <j>vp. to be
tion to Hofmann's objection).
But (ix.
the corn destined for the baking, and cnrapxv to be the first-fruits.
21) <j>vpap,a always denotes a mass mixed (with moisture or otherwise), particularly a hneaded one, and is in the LXX. (Ex. xii. 34) and in Paul (1 Cor.
Estius, Koppe,
Gal. v. 9) the standing expression for dough.
v. 6, 7
Kollner, Olshausen, Krehl rightly take it so, but nevertheless understand by
cnrapxv the sacred first-fruits (comp. Ex. xxiii. 10) which were employed for
But in that case cnrapxv obtains a genitival definition not presented
<t>i>paua.
by the text and this can the less be approved, since cnrapxv (j>vpdjuamg, in
This applies also against
fact, was the stated expression from Num. I.e.
Hofmann, who likewise explains the cnrapxv as the firstling-s^m/", but considers the <f>vpaua to be the dough worked up from the harvest-fruit generally.
that

be

is,

set aside

;

;

;

—The figure

is

people, to

God

—

4-13
is

whom

when by v cnrapxv we understand the
and Jacob), and by to <j>vp. the whole body of the

correctly interpreted,

patriarchs (Abraham, Isaac,

the character of holiness

(in

accordance with which

we

—of consecration in

With the

passed over from the former.

property to

holiness of the irarkpeq,

are not here to think of

ix.

Abraham alone),

given also the holiness of the theocratic people, their posterity, according

to the divine right of covenant
holiness,

which Paul looks upon,

and promise.

Comp.

ix. 4, 5.

But

this

as respects the national whole, in the light

of a character indelebilis, is not the inner moral, but (comp. 1 Cor. vii. 14)
the theocratic legal holiness (" quod juribus ecclesiae et promissis Dei frui

possint," Calovius).

The expression

is

taken of the patriarchs by Chry-

Oecumenius, Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, Estius, Grotius, Calovius,
Bengel, and others, including Koppe, Tholuck, Kollner, Olshausen,
Fritzsche, Philippi, Maier, de Wette, Krehl, Umbreit, Ewald, Reithmayr,
Hofmann (though the latter thinks only of Abraham). This is correct, be-

sostom,

(el de pl^a k.t.1.) is capable of no other interpretation
2
below but to explain the two figures differently, as Toletus and Stolz,
3
Theoafter
Hengel,
van
Reiche and Ruckert, Glockler, Stengel, Bisping,

cause the second figure
(see

;

1
See Philo, de sac. Turn. II. p. 232 Josephus, Antt. iv. 4. 4 Saalschutz, M. R. p. 347
Keil, Archdol. I. § 71
and the Rabbinical
prescriptions in Mischn. Surenh. p. 289 ff.
2 Toletus and Stolz suppose the anapxn
to be the Jews who first accepted Christianity, and the <f>vpana to be the remaining part
;

;

;

The second

figure they supparents and their
posterity. So, too, van Hengel.
* In substance like Toletus and Stolz.
On the first figure Reiche remarks "As the
whole, whereof a firstling gift is consecrat-

of the nation.

pose to denote our

first

:

ed to God,

is

something excellent, worthy

—
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dore of Mopsuestia and Theodoret, have in manifold ways arbitrarily done,
simply a violation of the parallelism. 2 This holds also against the inter1

is

pretation of the Jews who have become believing, and of the remaining mass of
the people (Ambrosiaster, Pelagius, Anselm, Toletus, Rosenmiiller, Stolz,

Reiche, Riickert, Bisping).

—

and

7 pl^a

the p!£a to the nla6bi

(pvpaua, so is
a.Kap7r6g

may

;

As the anapxv

comp. on the

is

related to the

Menander, 711

latter,

The divergent

eariv ovtoq cnrb pi^rjc icXachc.

and their

Kkadot are the patriarchs

ol

theocratic bodily descendants, the Jews.

deserve to be considered in opposition to this usual one,

:

which

interpretation,

that the pl^a

is,

the first primitive or mother church consisting of the believing Jews, and
that the k7A8ol are the Jews, in so far as they in virtue of their national posiis

tion

were primarily called thereto. This exposition (substantially in Cora" Lapide, Carpzov, Schoettgen
Semler and Ammon suppose ol Kladot

nelius

;

be the Gentile Christians), is still considered possible byde Wette. It is,
however, unsuitable for the (natural) uladoi must have proceeded from the
pl^a, must have their origin from it (comp. Ecclus. xxiii. 25, xl. 15), and the
broken-off branches (ver. 17) must have earlier belonged to the plC,a,
which
to

;

—

mother-church of which they were
never k16.6oi. The true theocracy (the olive tree, comp. Jer. xi. 16 Hos.
xiv. 7
Zech. iv. 11
Neh. viii. 15) did not begin in the Christian motherchurch (as its root), but in the patriarchs, and Christ Himself was Kara capua
from this sacred root, Matt. i. 1 f. In this view it is clear that the unbelieving Jews, in so far as they rejected Christ, ceased thereby to belong
to the true people of God, and fell away from their root.
They were now
after the light, and with it judgment, had come into the world (John iii. 19)
not the case,

is

if

pi£a is the Christian

;

;

;

—broken-off branches, apostate children of Abraham (John
kingdom who were to be cast out (Matt.
the vine in John xv.
See also Rom. ix. 6 ff.

children of the

the figure of

Vv. 17-24. 8 In pursuance of the

figure, a

Comp.

warning to the Gentile Christians

against self-presumption, and an exhortation to humility,

—

viii. 37, 39, 40),

viii. 12).

4

down

to ver. 24.

—

comp. on iii. 3.
egenXaod.] were
broken off (Plat. Rep. p. 611 D), kMo being the proper word for tiheh'eaking
of the young twigs {kIclSol)
Theophrastus, c. pi. i. 15. 1. They were broken
off on account of their unfitness for bearing.
cv 6i] individualizing address
to each Gentile Christian.
aypieX. d>v] although being of the wild olive,
ayp.
tcvec] some,

a portion of the branches

;

;

—

—

is

here an adjective, like

linguistic usage,

6

etc

rfjq

and necessary ;

ver. 24.

aypielaiov,

This view

is

for the traditional interpretation

of God, or by the very offering of it is declared to be such, so is also the Jewish
people through the fact, that a part of it
has been received into God's fellowship,

declared to be a noble people, worthy to
be wholly accepted, so soon as it only fulfils the conditions."
1
Theodore of Mopsuestia and Theodoret
explain the knapxn of Christ, and the pi£a of
the patriarchs; while Origen interprets both
figures as referring to Christ.
a
The identity of the thought expressed

assured by
'
'

:

oleaster,

by a twofold

figure is also confirmed by
the fact, that in what follows Paul pursues
only the one figure, and entirely drops the
first.
3

On w.

17, 18,

see Matthias in the Stud.

u. Krit. 1866, p. 519

ff.

4

Without indicating the great multitude
of them, in order not to promote GentileChristian self-exaltation (ver.
6

Eryc.

4,

18).

in Anthol. ix. 237

aypieXaiov, Theocr.
Delect. Bjngr. p. 83

xxv. 255
;

:

<TKvra\i)v

see Jacobs,
Lobeck, Paralip. p. 376.
;

—

;;

chap,

xi., 17.
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sur cuius oleastri,"

is as arbitrary as the apology for the expression when
on the ground that Paul wished to avoid the prolixity of the
distinction between tree and branch, is absurd (in opposition to Hofmann),
inasmuch as he would only have needed to employ the genitive instead of
the nominative, and consequently to write not a word more, if he wished to
be thus sparing. The opinion of Reiche, Ruckert, Kollner, Philippi, Krehl,
Ewald, van Hengel that the collective body of the Gentiles is conceived as
an entire tree is inappropriate to the relation portrayed by the figure, because
i.e.

so explained,

—

—

the ingrafting of the Gentiles took place at

first

only partially and in single

instances, while the ai addressed cannot represent

and

heathendom

as a whole,

also not appropriate to the figure itself, because in fact not

is

whole

not even quite young ones (in opposition to de Wette), are ingrafted
either with the stem, or as to all their branches
besides, ver. 24 contra-

trees,

;

—

dicts this opinion.

Matthias also takes the right view.
kv avrolq ] may
grammatically be equally well understood as among them (the branches of the
noble olive tree generally) so Erasmus, Grotius, Estius, and many others,
including Ruckert, Fritzsche, Nielsen, Tholuck, Philippi, Maier, Reithmayr,

—

Hofmann

—or as

in the place of the broken-ojf branches (Chrysostom, Beza,

:

and others, including Reiche, Kollner, de Wette,
Olshausen), which, however, would have to be conceived of, not as ordinarily, in locum, but in loco eorum (Olshausen has the right view).
The first
rendering is preferable, because it corresponds to the notion of the avyKoivuPiscator,

voc.

now
now

Semler,

[See Note

CXXI.

bears thee also

p. 461.]

among

—

its

rrjc

pi&c

own

a. r. irtor. t. eX.] of the root (which
branches, ver. 18) and fatness which

On

goes jointly to thee) of the olive tree.

the latter, comp. Judg.

ix. 9.

The assumption of a hendiadys (of the fat root) (Grotius and others) is
groundless and weakening.
The sense without figure is "Thou hast at1

:

tained to a participation in holy fellowship with the patriarchs, and in the
blessings of the theocracy developed from them," both which the unbe-

—

lieving
cess,

Jews have

forfeited.

Has Paul

17

here, ver.

if.,

had in view

the pro-

really used in the Mist, of strengthening to renewed fertility olive trees by

grafting scions of the wild olive upon them P Answer
The subject-matter, which
he is setting forth, required not at all the figure of the ordinary grafting of
the noble scion on the wild stem, but the converse, namely, that of the in:

grafting of the wild scion and its ennoblement thereby.
The thing thus receiving illustration had taken place through the reception of Gentile members
into the theocracy
and the thing tliat had taken place he was bound to rep;

resent (figuratively depict) as

" Ordine commutato res
it had taken place.
magis causis quam causas rebus aptavit," Origen. But that, while doing
this, he had before his mind that actual pomological practice, and made
reference to

it

(Matthias

:

in order to exhibit the Trapa&?iod?)vai of the unbe-

would only represent the adif *<«'— omitted by B C X*
Copt. Dam.—were not genuine, as Buttmann
1

tt}s itiottjtos

jectival notion,

in the- Stud. u. Krit. 1860, p. 366,
it.

Tisch.8omitsit.

It.

omit

tt}s pi'^js

copyist's error)

;

pronounces

ButD*FGandCodd.of

KaC (manifestly through a
therefore t>}s pt£js without

appears as an incomplete restoration,
See Columella, v. 9. 16 Pallad. xiv. 53
Schulz, Leit.d. Hochsten,V. p. 88; Michaelis, orient. Bibl. X. p. 67 ff., and note, p. 129
Bredenkamp in Paulus, Memorab. II. p. 140
k<u
2

ff.

;
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ver. 13), is not to be assumed for this reason, that here,
conformably to the following ml cvynoivuvbg k.t.1., there is conceived as the
object of the ingrafting the ennobled fertilization of the graft itself; where-

lieving Jews,

the practice referred to, the ingrafted scion was not to receive the fatness from the noble tree, not to become fertilized, but to fertilize ; for
"foecundat sterilis pingues oleaster olivas, et quae non novit munera, ferre

as, in

docet," Palladius.
Ver. 18.

14

;

prj

(comp. Jas.

KaraK. ruv ulad.] Boast thyself not against

LXX., not

also in the

in classical Greek) the branches.

ii.

13,

iii.

These are not

the broken-off branches, of which he has just been speaking (Chrysostom,
Theodoret, Theophylact, Erasmus, Calovius, and many others, including de

Wette, Ruckert, Ewald), but, according to vv. 16, 17, the branches of the
without figure,
olive tree generally (of which some have been broken off)
the people Israel, but by no means merely those now composing
therefore
The latter, because the Christian Isthe non- Christian Israel (Hofmann).
;

;

raelites also still

belonged to the branches of the olive

tree,

must, as well as

the broken-off kMSoi, have been more precisely designated (against which
Hofmann urges subtleties) moreover, the following warning would not be
suitable to the broken-off ones, because they no longer stand in any connec;

The nMdoi standing on the root of the patriarchs are
but under the broken-off
whether believing or unbelieving
ones, which are therefore no longer borne by the root, we are to think not
generally of all those Jews who at the time had not yet become believers in
otherwise the apostolic mission to the Jews would in
Christ (vv. 13, 14)

tion with the root.

the

Israelites,

;

—

truth have no meaning (in opposition to Hofmann's denial of this distincbut only of those who had rejected the Christ preached to them (Acts
tion)

—

and therefore were already no longer in living communion
with the patriarchal root, excluded in God's judgment from the theocracy
borne by this root (ix. 7, 8). Hence, too, we are not, with Fritzsche, to
think in rZiv kI&ouv merely of the converted Jews, as indeed to give a particular warning against pride towards Jewish- Christians was foreign here to the
xxviii. 23, 24),

object of the apostle.

—

el

boastest against them, then

without figure

:

Thy

de KaraK. k.t.1.]

know,

reflect

theocratic position

:

is

But if the
it is

case occur, that thou

not thou

who

bearest, etc.

;

not the original theocratic one,

but only a derived one, proceeding from the patriarchs and imparted to thee,
conditioned by the relation into which thou hast entered towards them

;

thou therefore standest likewise only in the relation of a branch to the root,
which is borne by the latter, and not the converse, and which may not
therefore bear itself proudly towards its fellow-branches, as though it were
something better. In these words there lies a warning hint beforehand of
the possibility which Paul afterwards, vv. 21, 22, definitely expresses.—The
See Winer, p. 575
ov av r. />/£. pacr k.t.1. is to be taken declaratively.

Comp. on 1 Cor. xi. 16. The
[E. T. 619] ; Buttmann, p. 338 [E. T. 395].
fact itself is quite independent of the case supposed in el k.t.1., but it is
brought to mind.
Yer. 19. Ovv] therefore ; since this reason (ov av ttjv piC,av k.t.1.) forbids thee
KaraKavxaadai,

thouVilt have something

else to allege.

—

k%eKX. k.t.1.] branches

—

;;

chap,

*

xi., 20-23.
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were broken off (see critical notes), in order that

I, etc.

stress of arrogant self-esteem,

is

1

kU6oc

which, however,

This Iva ey6 has the
not to be extended also to

forming the simple subject, and not even standing in the first place
" branches which were so are broken off"). [See Note
CXXII

(Hofmann

:

p. 462.]

Vv.
out

By mlug Paul admits

20, 21.

the fact ; but in what follows he points
one which must prevent haughtiness, and inspire fear and

its cause, as

anxiety respecting the duration of the state of grace
in

—

—

;

assigning the reason

Good/ recte ais.*
The ry air carta and ry ttlgtei placed
first with emphatic warning means
on account of unbelief, etc.
Comp.
ver. 30.
See on Gal. vi. 12.
EGTTjuag] thou standest, namely, as a branch
upon the olive tree. As the figure is present, both before and afterwards,
it is opposed to the context to take egttjk. absolutely, as the
opposite of tuVver. 21.

icaXug]

:

telv

(vv.

11,

doubtfully).
cal Greek,

xiv.

22,

—

4

;

Fritzsche, Tholuck, Krehl, Philippi—the latter

i-ipTjlo^povelv, to be

which has

haughty

pEyalotypovElv

(1

Tim.

vi. 17), is

foreign to classi-

yet see scholion on Find. Pyth.

ii. 91
Kavx&pevov KaraKa/iTcrei 6 deog.
The adjective vtyrjMcppuv is
found in the classics in a good sense high-spirited.
<j>oj3ov] "timor oppo-

vfqlocppovovvTa

;

—

:

nitur

non

fiduciae, sed supercilio et securitati," Bengel.

ness fears not the possible loss.

—

not ingrafted.
ception

:

mi

it is to

at/nog ovde

befea,red

3

— rov Kara

Secure haughti-

Qvgiv] those according to nature,

to be referred to the underlying con-

a. Qeig.]

(Winer, pp. 469

442 [E. T. 504, 474] BaeumThe future is more definite and certain than the subjunctive. 4
At the same time the specially chosen mode of expression with {ifrug (Paul does not say directly ovde gov
:

lein, Partih. p.

(pEiGerai,

Vv.
fit]

288

;

Ast, Lex. Plat.

XL

f.,

;

p. 335).

Lachmann

as

22, 23.

fofato+pavet,

An

reads) is sufficiently mitigating and forbearing.
exhortation inferred from ver. 21, and corresponding to

—

aUd <j>o(3ov in ver. 20.
Behold, therefore, the goodness and the
how both divine attributes present themselves before thee

severity of God,

side by side.
That xpvor. and diror. should be without the article is, on account of the following Qeov 5 being anarthrous, quite regular, and does not
entitle us artificially to educe (as Hofmann does) the sense of " a goodness"
(which is here exhibited), etc. According to the correct reading (see the
1

Were we

to read, with the Ree., oi <\dthe article would have to be taken Seizetikws of the branches concerned, not the
collective branches, from the haughty standpoint of the opponents, as Philippi holds.
The simple koKSv; of the apostle does not
Sot,

suit this.
2

Demosth. 998. 24 Plat. Phil. p. 25 B
Eur. Or. 1216 Lucian, Deor. Jud. 10.
3
Observe, however, that ju.^7rw? k.t.K. is
not an actual formal apodosis (in opposition
to van Hengel's difficulty, by which he sees
himself compelled to adopt Lachmann's
reading) that, on the contrary, a formal
apodosis, as frequently along with conditional protases (see Winer, p. 556 [E. T. 598]
;

;

;

Buttmann,

p. 330 [E. T. 385 f.]), is

by anacolu-

and instead of it the fear
independently introduced, in
keeping with the emotional vividness of the
discourse. Consequently " For if God has
not spared the natural Ranches,
He will,
thon suppressed,

nrjnuts k.t.K. is

:

.

.

.

am

apprehensive, also not spare thee."
Stallbaum, ad Plat. Symp. p. 199 E, rightly
observes that the suppression of the apodosis after a conditional protasis has minioffensionis in familiari colloquio."
I

mum
And

such we have here, vv. 19-21.
See Hermann, ad El. 992, Aj. 272, Med. p.
357, Elmsl.
Stallbaum, ad. Plat. Pep. p. 451
A Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 140.
6 Comp. Elwert,
Quaest. adphilolog. sacr.,
Tub. 1860, p. 7 f.
4

;

;

—
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critical notes), a point is, with Lachmann, to be placed after clttotou'lcv Qeov
and with the following nominatives, arrorojuia and xpwtotw Qeov, eot'i is to be
" Towards the fallen there is severity, hit towards thee (directed to
supplied
thee) goodness.''''
The fallen are the Jews who have refused to believe, so
designated, because they are conceived as branches broken off and thereby
Comp. kar^Kag, ver. 20. In allusion to this, the severity
fallen from the tree.
;

x

:

—

God

of

Cor.

also designated as aworouia (only here in the

is

xiii.

10

:

Kypke,

II.

p.

179

Grimm on Wisd.

;

N. T., but see on 2
This reference

v.

21).

which certainly pervades the whole representation, it is arbideny (de Wette, Fritzsche).
lav km/ielv. ry xpv^ror.] if thou shalt
abide (see on vi. 1) by the goodness, i.e. if thou shalt not have separated thyself
from the divine goodness (through apostasy from faith), but shalt have remained true to it comp. Acts xiii. 43. Rightly, therefore, as respects
the mode of the etclueveiv t. xp-i Clemens Alex. Paedag. I. p. 140 Pott: ry
elg Xpiarbv wiarei.
But it is erroneous, because contrary to the context (for
the emphasis lies on etclue'lv. and ry xpv^ot. is but the repetition of the divine attribute just mentioned) and un-Pauline, to take xpvgtottjc, with
to the figure,

—

trary to

;

,

Fritzsche, following Ch. Schmidt, in the sense of

human

rightness of conduct

Comp. rather on xpwt6t., ii. 4, and on Eph. ii. 7 also Tit. iii.
ettec ml ov EKKOTrfjcy] for otherwise thou also
4.
(like those broken-off
branches) shalt be cut off.
The threatening tenor of the discourse suggests
unsought the stronger word ekkott., which is also in ver. 24 retained of the
Since nanEivoi* 6e k.t.1. does not depend on the condition
wild olive tree.
12).

(iii.

;

—

—

previously to be supplied with

point

is

kclkeIvol 6e

ette'i,

but has

a

new

sentence,

still

own

its

conditional sentence, a

Hofmann)

to be placed (in opposition to

be begun, which usual punctuation Lachmann,

;

and with

ed. maj. has again adopted
if they shall not have persisted in unbelief will be grafted in,
whereby the reception into the true divine community (vv. 25, 31) is fig-

And

—

after ekkott.

further repressing Gentile self-exaltation, must
:

,

those, too,

uratively depicted.

wild olive branches

The mi puts the

ekeIvoi

dwarbg yap]

(ver. 17.)

on a parallel to the ingrafted

if,

namely, the cause has ceased

on account of which God had to break off these branches, the power
of God (comp. iv. 21, xiv. 4) leaves no doubt, etc.
In ndliv the conception is, that by the ingrafting their restoration to their previous condition is
to exist,

accomplished.

Comp. Winer,

p.

576 [E. T. 620].

— We may notice that this

a probative passage for the possibility of forfeiture of the state of grace,
for the conversio resistibilis and for reiterabilitas gratiae, and also against ab-

is

solute predestination.

Ver. 24. Tap] does not serve to assign the reason of dwarbc
the ability of

God

for that reingrafting

would be popularly

k.t.1., so

illustrated

that

from

the facility of this process as according to nature (the ordinary view).

1

To assume epexegetic nominatives

olute

(Jacobs, ad

Buttmann,

Del.

neut. Gr.

p.

epigr. v. 43),

ab-

with

329 [E. T. 384], is

inappropriate, because the appended eav
ewijuieiV. k.t.X. can no longer be dependent on
ISe,

but presupposes an independent sen-

tence.
a

Such,

with

Griesb.

Lachm.

Tisch., according to a large

of evidence,
ko.1 iicelpoi.

is

Scholz,

preponderance

to be the reading, instead of

—

!

chap.
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XI., 25.

Against this it may be decisively urged, that
from the difficulty which experience attests in the conversion
of unbelieving Jews the power of God is the correlative, not of that which
is easy, but precisely of that which is difficult, or which humanly speak[See Note CXXIII. p. 463.]

—apart

—

(iv. 21, xiv. 4
2 Cor. ix. 8
Rom. ix. 22
Luke i. 37, et al.), and that ndou /xaXkov, as a designation
of greater easiness, must have found in the context a more precise explanation to that effect, if it was not intended to express generally, as else-

ing appears impossible
Matt. xix. 26

;

;

;

;

where (comp. Philem.

16,

and the similar use

of

iroTCXCi

fiallov),

the greater

Rightly, therefore, have Winzer, Progr.

degree of probability or certainty.

and Tholuck, referred the yap to the main thought
Yet they should not have taken
as must always
this yap as purely co-ordinate with the preceding yap, but
be done with two such apparently parallel instances of yap as explicative
1828, Reiche, Philippi,

of the previous verse, to eyKevrpiadr/aovrai.

—

on

(see

(Swardc

drjoovrai

to its certainty,

now

the same

this elucidation is still further confirmed.

Gentile-Christian.

which

is so

is

according

development, and

is

yet

Hofmann

to

fully elucidated in regard

To

this

substantially amounts.

—

aypiel.] out

of the wild olive,
nature, which by nature has grown a wild olive.
tKTijq Kara <pvaiv

— napa Qwtv] for the grafting,
k^EKOTT.

more

k.t.X.),

and by

the confirmatory reference to eynevT. in
av]

—

namely, so that after the brief ground assigned for kyuevrpic-

viii. 6)

as

an

.

.

.

proceeding, alters the natural

artificial

so far contrary to nature

(i.

The

26).

brings out more markedly the contrast between Kara

Very violently the simple words

are twisted

by Hofmann

interposition of
tyvaiv

and napa

as follows

:

<p.

aypce-

while for the latter there is to be
§vglv
more general notion of the olive tree, and ?) Kara
ele Kallikl.']
tyvoiv is the tree, which is so for the branch in a natural manner.
into a (not the) noble olive tree.
The word is also found in Aristotle, Plant,
i. 6, in contrast to hypikX.
ovroc] the Jews who have refused to believe.
In what respect they are
ol Kara (pwtv] sc. bvrec,
those according to nature.
laiov is in apposition to

borrowed from

etc

rfjg Kara,

;

aypielaiov the

—

—

—

so,

l

the context exhibits, namely, as the original branches of the holy

olive tree,

—

whose root the patriarchs are, ver. 16.
ry ISig &.] for they have originally
grown upon it, and then have been cut off from it hence it is still their
own olive tree.
Vv. 25-32. [See Note CXXIV. p. 463.] The formal and unconditional
promise of the collective conversion of the Jews, and the confirmatory proof
;

of this promise,

now

follow

down

to ver. 32.

ration of the previous eyKevrpiadfoovTai

—

:

— yap] introduces the corrobo-

" they

shall be grafted in, I say

;

for

mere formula
of announcement generally (Ruckert), but always of something important,

be it not withheld

1

Fritzsche takes

from

you,''''

etc.

as the relative ol
be grafted into
the olive tree, who, according to nature,
shall become grafted into their own olive
tree
Superfluous in itself,— and what diffuse and unwieldy circumstantiality of expression
Hofmann has nevertheless acceded to this reading of ol, in which case,

how much more

!

1

oi

shall these

:

ov Bklu v[iac ayvoelv] not a

through the punctuation
(SC.

iyicevTpi<T0ri<TOVTa.i)

iSia e\aiq,

and

clearly

cially

is

gained.

Kara

<f>v<ri.v

Tj}

How simply

would the thought thus

made out have been

Paul had
ot

nothing

oStoi, ol

ey*evrpicr0»jo-o»'Tai

artifi-

expressed, if
only left out that alleged relative
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which Paul
8

i.

1

;

desires to be specially noticed,

Thess.

of the adefyoi

i.

13

;

1 Cor. x. 1, xii. 1

;

2 Cor.

That which is addressed, under the fervent addition
embracing all readers, is the whole church, although it stands
iv. 13.

before the apostle's eyes such as it was, namely, in its predominantly
Gentile- Christian character.
Comp. vv. 13, 28, 30.
to fivcrfoiov] has not in
the
T. the sense in which profane writers speak of mysteries (something

—

K

mysterious in

itself,

comprehensible only by the initiated, and to be con-

cealed from the profane). 1

But it signifies that which, undiscerned by men
made known to them by divine cnroKdXvfig, and always refers
and the development of the Messianic kingdom (Matt. xiii.

themselves, has been

to the relations

Thus it frequently denotes with Paul the divine counsel of redemp11).
tion through Christ,— as a whole, or in particular parts of it,—
because it
was veiled from men before God revealed it (Rom. xvi. 25 1 Cor. ii. 7-10
;
;

Eph.

iii.

Whether the contents

3-5).

known through

the preaching of the gospel,

uvcriip., is

received

something the avronaXvpe of which he

by divine illumination

become

may be

gathered from the
That, however, which Paul here means

scope of the particular passages.

by

of a mystery have already

is

conscious of having

and he declares it
without presupposing that
the church, personally still strange to him, was already acquainted with
the peculiar point of doctrine, as is evinced by Iva nrj f/re kv eavTolc <bp6v.
He desires, namely, by a disclosure of the uvarfoiov, to take care that his
readers, from their Gentile-Christian standpoint, should not, under a
misas a

prophet

iv

anomkh^Ei

(just as in 1 Cor. xv. 51),

(1 Cor. xiv. 6, 30)

;

apprehension of the divine counsel,

hold for truth their own views on the
and therewith be wise in themselves (h
eavr., see the critical notes), i.e. in their own judgment (comp.
Jas. ii. 4).
What Luther has " that ye be not proud" (comp. Erasmus, Beza, Calvin,
Calovius), is not directly expressed, but is rightly pointed out by Theodoret
as a consequence.
Comp. Isa. v. 21 Soph. El. 1055 f.—bn k.t.X.] Contents
exclusion of the Israelitish people,

:

;

of the uvorfp., namely, the duration of the hardening of Israel,

which

not be permanent.

to be con-

— nupumc]

See on ver.

7.

— anb

fikpovg]

is

will

nected with ytyovev, not, as by Estius, Semler, Koppe, Fritzsche, contrary
to the construction,

with rcj 'lapaijl. Hardening has partially befallen the
people, in so far as ov navreg rjiriorevoav' iroXlol yap e$ eneivov kTriarevaav (Theodoret).
Comp. xv. 15. It is therefore to be understood extensively (comp.
ol "koLTToiy

it

ver. 7

to Tr&poaic)

the notion.

;

nveg, ver. 17), not intensively, as Calvin takes it (attaching

quodammodo, which was intended to soften the severity of
So taken, it would not modify the conception, but alter it
Kollner finds in cnrb a. the statement of a single ground of the
:

(ver. 7 ff.).
divine arrangement, leaving

undecided whether other reasons, and what,
on the one part the hardening had been decreed by God over Israel only for the end, that first, etc.
But in that case
cnrb fi. must have referred to an expressed Iva or the like.
The temporal
view, u for a while" (Hofmann), is here as contrary to usage as in 2 Cor. i.
it

were in the mind of the apostle

:

1
See on y.veiv and mvotjjp., Creuzer on
comp. Lobeck, Aglaoph. I. p. 85 if.

Plotin. de Pidcr. p. 357

f.

;

Lennep. Mymol.

p. 441

;

ghap.
14

ii.

Paul would have known

5.

—

how

yiyovev]

rbvvv or by
& XP n; ov] usque

dum

—the hardening

of Israel shall cease.

the classical r*«f.

—

of the language, to

intraverit.

remove

447

xi., 25.

to express this sense possibly

from whom?

Then—when

is

known from

this shall

by

ver. 8.

have taken place

Calvin's itaut is intended, in spite
same
the idea of a terminus ad quern ; and for the
much artifice in order to bring out the

reason Calovius and others employ
world the partial hardening will endure,
sense, that down to the end of the
only that which is partial.
and therefore, too, the partial conversion, but
and others named by
Wolfburg,
Gusset,
to
opposition
rb izMp tuv Wva>v] In
Philippi, who understand
Olshausen,
Michaelis,
himself,
Wolf
also
Wolf
to make up for the unbelieving
only the complementum ethnicorum serving
the usus loquendi is not
Michaelis),
"
Gentiles,
the
from
(<
the recruitment
Jews

—

'

decisive

with which something else is made
^pofia (Mark vm. 20
But how enigmatically, and
Eccles. iv. 6).

for according to usage that,

;

genitive with
full might certainly be expressed by the

and

see

on Mark

vi.

43

comp.

;

have indicated the supmanner how liable to misapprehension, would Paul
to ^popa avrov to ek
writing
plainly
and
simply
of
posed thought, instead

in a

analogous expression ro ***especially as already, in ver. 12, the
number" Fritzsche also
"their
full
of
ovua ahruv was used in the sense
a great multitude is meant.
only
that
so
gentilium,
caterva
finds too little
observe the correlation of aizb pkpovc

to>v

kdvuv

!

:

Comp on Eph.

iii.

We must

19.

.

until the Gentiles collecrWpoua . . . ir«? apart of Israel is hardened,
that shall have taken place, then all
tively shall have come in, and, when
The conversion of the Gentiles ensues by successive
Israel will be saved.
the conversion of
totality shall be converted, then
their
when
stages ; but
sees the latter—
Paul
that
the Jews in their totality will also ensue ; so
in individual cases
gradually
advances
also
certainly
which up to that epoch
as the event complet-ensuing, after the full conversion of the Gentiles,
probably in rapid
itself
accomplishing
ing the assemblage of the church and
means of it.
1
therefore, before the Parousia, not by
:

All this,
development.
is therefore to be
Comp on Acts iii. 20. The expression rb Trtypofia r. kdvuv
in the first inwhom
(of
Gentiles
the
of
taken numerically: the plena copia
Rightly
number.
their >ZZ
stance only a fraction has come and is coming in),
ol irpoeyvucpeadds
he
limitation
Theophylact «&vreg, but with arbitrary
and many others,
Just so, in substance, Augustine, Oecumenius,
:

:

voc kdvcKoi.

" plenus numerus gentilium, quotquot compreincluding even van Hengel
-only the elect among the
hendebant proposita Dei," comp. Krummacher
Gentiles in the strict sense HofGentiles." The collective multitude of the
:

:

i

There would have been no offence taken

w
Z^

e<W, as
at the full sense of the n\r,P^a
ve, 26,
weh as of the correlate
and there would have been no occasion to
seek artificial limitations of the fulness of
these notions, had it been sufficiently con-

Z

sideredthatPaulisspeakinga^a^ii^,
in virtue of his prophetic

contemplatim of

bethe last sacred-historical development
fore the Parousia. The prophet (comp. e.g.
Acts ii. 17, xi. 28) contemplates and speaks

P***^

"^^

grand things in the
the bulk and summaopened to his view
without being
™ftemataeal
terances according o strict

of the

m

H»

precision

^^Zl^ZLTZ
*™«*™^™^
»^U^MaT^

By a

and modifies

propheti c chara cter
the sun
lence foreign to it against which
to offer
pie and clear words do not cease
resistance.

-

;

!
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maim

seeks to get rid

fact that ra

Wvn

of,

by making

to irM/pojua serve

only to emphasize the

to be thought of

"in the full compass of the notion," so
that by rb irllip. r. kdvuv no other full amount is intended than
that which
would be expressed by ra "eSv* itself. Thus there would result as the sense
until no people of the Gentile world is any longer found outside
the church.
This is decidedly at variance with ver. 12, and with the whole
context
is

:

down

to its evident concluding verse (ver. 32), according to

peoples as such (in the lump, as it were), but all persons

which not the

who compose

them,

must be the subjects of the entrance into the church and of the divine mercy!
The above interpretation is a process of rationalizing, artificial and farfetched, and contrary to the language and the context,
by interpreting
what is said of the individuals as applying to the nations; just as Beyschlag,
p. 75,

understands the two great groups of mankind to be thought of here
ver. 26.
elo£M v ] namely, into the community prefigured by the

—

and in

holy olive

tree, i.e. into

the people of God.
There is not yet mention of
kingdom of Messiah ; its establishment is later. The passage Col. i. 13 is
wrongly employed with a view to supply sir T paaCk. Qeov. See in loc.
the

.

Ver. 26

Kal ovru]

And

namely, after the nli/pufia ruv edvov shall have
come in. The modal character of the ovru therefore lies in the succession
of
time conditioning the emergence of the fact (comp. 1 Cor. xi.
28), as it also
in the classics, in the sense of so then, embraces what
has been previously
said.

1

f.

so,

Theodoret rightly says rm> yap edvuv ch?afihcov rb Kijpvyfia
marehaovm
and that, according to ver. 11, under the impulse of powerful em:

naKElvoi,

ulation.

We may

add that

portant prominence,

make

it

if

we

this great final result is

take

Kal

brought into more imovro k.t.1. independently, than if we

form part of the statement dependent on bn (Lachmann,
TischenEwald, Hofmann, and others), —vac 'lo-pafr] This notion,

dorf, Fritzsche,

so definitely expressed, of the totality
of the people is in no way to be limthe whole of those are intended, who, at the time that
the fulness of
the Gentiles shall have come in, will compose Israel.
All Israelites
ited

;

who up

to that time shall be

unconverted, will then be converted to salvation,
so that at that term entire Israel will obtain the
saving deliverance
but
comp., as to the quite unlimited expression, the remark on
ver. 25.
Limitations from other interests than that of exegesis
have been suggested
such as that the spiritual Israel, Gal. vi. 16, is meant (Augustine,
Theodoret,
Luther, Calvin, 2 Grotius, and others, including Krummacher)
or only the
still

;

:

;

See Schweighauser, Lex. Ilerod. n. p.
Thucyd. iii. 96. 2 Xen. Anab. iii. 5. 6
Dem. 644. 18, 802. 20. Hofmann, in connection with his incorrect explanation of d™
ve?, ver. 25, refers ov™ to the temporal
limitation of the Jewish hardening; through
the fact that the latter took place in the
first instance only and thus in its time ceases,
there is given to the people the possibility (?), etc. In this way this definitely
pro1

167

;

;

phetic element, which lies in the *ai oil™
joined to what immediately precedes, is removed, and resolved into something entire-

ly self-evident
* «
Eff0 Israelis nomen ad totum Dd pQp _
ulum extendo, hoc sensu Quum gentes in:

gressae fuerint, simul et Judaei ex defecti-

one se ad
ita

fidei obedientiam recipient, atque
complebitur salus totns Israelis Dei,

quern ex vtrisgm

colligi oportet."— The Heformers were induced to depart from the
sense of the apostle, not by exegetical, but by dogmatic considerations, and
also by their bad opinion of Jewish depravity (" a Jew or Jewish heart is as hard as

literal

stock, stone, iron,

or

devil, so as in

no way

to

;

CHAP.
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XT., 26.

portion of the Jews (Calovius, Bengel, and several others, including
"all those members of the Israelitish people who from the be-

select

Olshausen

:

ginning belonged to the true

TLeluua")
or that nag is to be taken comparaonly of the greater number, of the hulk (Oecumenius, Wetstein, Ruckert,
Fritzsche, Tholuck).
To this comes in substance also Hofmann's explana;

tively

tion

"that the people, as a people, will be converted ;" but nag 'lapai/'k is,
" Israel as a whole," but rather the entire Israel, as is also meant

:

in fact, not

in 2 Chron.
25.

xii. 1

Comp. nag

and

in all O. T. passages, in contrast to and uepovg, ver.

Acts

olnoc 'lap.,

ii.

36, nag 6 labg 'lap.,

also against Weiss, Mbl. Theol. p. 404.

—

This

like.

—

Mes-

by their conversion to Christ.
nadug yeyp.] For nag 'lap.
Paul finds a Scripture warrant, l not merely a substratum for his own

sianic salvation,
codya.

moved," etc., Luther, 1543, who passed a
milder judgment at an earlier period). Still
the literal interpretation remained predominant amongst the Reformed through the influence of Beza and through Calixtus and
Spener it became so again in the Lutheran
Church, in which it had even at an earlier
period asserted its claims, through Hunnius,
Balduin, and others, in spite of Luther's
authority.
Melanchthon held simply by
the statement (see his Enarratio, 1556) " fube

;

:

turum

and the

audyaerac] will be saved, unto

ad finem mundi aliqui ex Judaeis convertantur."
The
modest addition which he made at an earesse ut subinde usque

period (1540), of a possible universal
conversion of the Jews, is not found in
this, his last exposition of the epistle.
Following Luther, Calovius also explains it
only of a successive conversion of the Jews,
which is gradually to ensue up to the end
of the world, so that there is merely meant
a magnus numerus still to be converted.
So, too, others in Calovius, and now also
lier

joins

them

Philippi

(p.

partially

hardened until the entrance of the

557

ff.)

:

Israel is

pleroma of the Gentiles and in this way,
namely, that out of the only partially hardened people a great assemblage of believing
ones is continually beingformed until the end
of the days, will the entire Israel properly
aimed at by the O. T. divine word, according to the prophetic passage, be saved. It
is self-evident that thus all the elements
which form the points properly so called
of this interpretation are forced upon the
text, and the result is an historical process
recognizable by any one, concerning which
it is not easy to see how Paul could introduce it as a fiva-rripiov. On the history
of the exposition of this passage, see, moreover, Calovius, p. 190 ff., and Luthardt.
1
Not, however, as though Paul had derived his prophecy from Isa. I.e., for the ort
7ra>pa><ris
koX ovTut he could not derive
;

—

.

.

.

thence. Rather has he— after having iv
anoKa\v\l/et recognized the declared /hvo-tjjpiov— now also recognized an O. T. prophecy in reference to that constituent of it
which is contained in 7ras 'Io-parjA ortoflrjo-eTai
this, therefore, pertains no longer to the
airoKa\v\l/t.<;, by which the ixvurrfpiov itself
was disclosed to him, but is to be ascribed to his own apprehension of the
meaning of Scripture. The Messianic
prophecy of Isa. lix. 20, 21 (also with the
Rabbins a solemn Messianic utterance see
Schoettg. Ilor. II. pp. 71, 187), refers merely
to the Israelites turning from ajmtasy, and
appears therefore incapable of warranting
was 'io-parjX <TuOri<TeTa.i. We have, however,
to observe that, according to the apostle's
view and exposition in ver. 17 ff., it is only
those who reject Christ among the Jews who
have fallen away from the true theocracy
(from the olive tree)
consequently, if
these are converted, entire Israel is reconciled, because they who remained and do
remain in the theocracy are those who
have accepted and accept the preaching of
Christ—of whom the o-wrT/pia is therefore
self-evident. This mode of apprehending
the quotation, corresponding to the contextual view of the state of the matter, excludes the far-fetched and artificial expe;

;

dient which Fritzsche offers, when he
brings out from the anarthrous do-e/Sei'as,

and from

having the

ras a/uapi-ias

article

(aliqua peccata— alt sins), the result that in

the first half only the elect Israelites, but in
the second the entire people, are meant.—
Following Calvin and others, Glockler
again believes that ver. 27 is borrowed

from

Jer. xxxi. 31-34

jected,

because

stands in Isa.

;

Kal

lix. 21,

but this must be
avrij

....

while orav

k.t.\.

re-

6ia0r)(crj

stands

also
thinks that the contents of the passage in
Jeremiah floated before the mind of the
literally

in

Isa.

xxvii.

9.

Philippi

—
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ideas (Tholuck), in Isa.

lix. 20,

21 (not quite closely after the

from brav onwards, with a bringing in of
p.

503

f.)

xxvii. 9

LXX., and,

see Surenhus. Kara!!.

;

to the prophetic sense of this passage the future salvation of all

;

—

Israel corresponds as result.

God

ek 2jo>v] for from

come
kingdom is the
See also ix. 33. The
Our ek
i.e. for Zion).

will the deliverer

;

the theocratic central-point and dwelling-place of the divine

Comp.

holy mount of Zion.

Ps. xiv.

7, liii. 7, et al.
1

LXX.

have, following the original, evekev Ziuv (P"? ?,
liuv is a variation of memory, occasioned by the reminiscence of other passages
for evekev 2. would have been quite as
(comp. Ps. xiv. 7, liii. 7, ex. 2)
;

suitable to the apostle's purpose (in opposition to Reiche, Fritzsche,

van

hence to discover intentional reasons for this deviation (Philippi
in order to bring into stronger relief the claim of the people as contrasted
with the Gentiles) is groundless. Nor was this deviation more convenient
Hengel)

:

;

(Hofmann)

for the apostle, namely, in order to designate Christ's place of

manifestation

;

but

involuntarily on his part found

it

way

its

into the

not God (Grotius, van Hengel),
who first emerges in ver. 27, but the Messiah. In the Heb. we find iMl, a
deliverer, without the article, by which, however, no other is intended.
citation freely handled.

The future coming

i.e.

6 pvofiEvoq]

of the deliverer

which

is

here predicted

cudf/oETai will

be effected

is,

in the sense

whereby the

of the fulfilment of this prophecy, necessarily that

irac 'Icparfi

consequently not the Parousia, because the con-

;

but rather that specially
His gospel (comp. Eph.
bring about that
ii. 17), to be expected by the future, whereby He will
final sacred-historical epoch of the people, the conversion of its totality.
Erroneously, however, Augustine, Chrysostom, Theodoret, and Beza have
supposed it predicted that Elijah or Enoch would appear before the end of
version of

all Israel

must be antecedent to

this,

efficacious self-revelation of Christ in the preaching of

the world as converter of the Jews.

(comp. Bar.

away,

i.e.

from

Jacob.

reconciling

He

By

work

iii.

this, in

7

;

1

Mace.

— anoarp.
iv.

aae(3.

58) remove,

the sense of the apostle,

of the Messiah (comp.

will accomplish in Israel

by

its

John

i.

conversion.

29

:

and

'la*.]

Hence there

correlative to this in ver. 27, the forgiveness of sins

He

will turn

do away with impieties
is meant the atoning,
alpuv r. auapr), which
follows, as the

on the part of God, pro-

cured through Him, and that as the actually saving essence of the covenant,
1
Compare the original text, which,
which the people possesses from God.
has 3pj£| P$$ '3F?', and for
'Ia/cw/3
enrb
of
airoarp.
k.
aaefi.
however, instead
Paul, however, because following genthose turning from apostasy in Jacob.
retains also its deviation from the origbeen more welcome to him for his
have
inal text, but not as
object, for in that respect he might have just as well made use of the words
erally in this quotation the

of the original.

—

avrrj]

the sense of ver. 27

is

LXX.,

this could

if

:

points to the following (comp. 1

"

And when

remission of sins conferred

by me,

!

John

v. 2), so

that

shall have forgiven their sins, this, this

will be

If this were the case, why should
he not have cited this well-known leading
passage in reference to the new covenant?
1 How happy a final result
Instead of a

apostle.

1

my

covenant to them,

i.e.

they will

rejection of the people of God (ver. 1), the
covenant of God with them now subsist*
in its entire fulfilment J

—
chap,

me
LXX.

therein have from
inal

and

in the

the execution of
avrij

;

my
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covenant."

points to the following, in

the covenant (to irvevua to kubv

duced

xi., 27.

Both in the origwhich the words of

ov fiy bOdvy kit tov oto^i. k.t.X.) are adbut instead of them, Paul, for the object which he has in view,

puts oTav

.

.

.

.

from Isa. xxvii. 9, where likewise a preceding dem(tovto eo-Tiv rj evloyia avTov) points forward to otuv. Hence we
may not, with others (including Kollner and Hofmann), refer avrri to the
preceding, in which case airooTp. acefe'tag cnrb 'Ia/c. is supposed to point to the
moral conversion, and cujteX. r. d/tapr. avT. to the forgiveness, on the ground of
which that conversion takes place (see Hofmann). According to this view,
a(peXufiat k.t.X.

onstrative

the essence of the covenant would lie in sanctification, not in reconciliation,
which would be conceived rather as antecedent to the covenant,— a view
which runs counter to the N. T. doctrine (Matt. xxvi. 26 Heb. ix. 15 ff.,
;

x. 29, xii. 24,

xiii.

20).

$ nap'

e/nov

The covenant which proceeded

dtadqut}]

from me, which was made on my part. See Bernhardy,
ad Marc. p. 182 f. van Hengel, in he.

p.

255

f

.

;

Fritzsche,

;

Remark.— The

conversion of entire Israel promised

vealed to him, has not

by Paul

as a nvarrjpiov re-

taken place for the opinion, that the promise had
been fulfilled already in the apostolic age through the conversion of a great
part of the people (comp. Euseb. H. E. iii. 35 Judaizantes in Jerome Grotius,
Limborch, Wetstein), is set aside, notwithstanding Acts xxi. 20, by the literal
yet

;

;

;

meaning of izac lapaijX and of irXijpuua tuv kOvuv. The fulfilment is to be regarded as still future, as the last step in the universal extension of Christianity upon
earth.
In respect of time no more special definition can be given, than that the
conversion of the totality of the Gentiles must precede it whence only this is
certain, that it is still a lime very distant.
Paul has certainly viewed the matter
as near, seeing that he conceived the Parousia itself to be near (not
merely,
perhaps, its possible, but its actual emergence— in opposition to Philippi), a
conception which was shared by him with the whole apostolical church, although it remained without the verification of the event, as this was conceived of.
But the promise of the conversion of the people of Israel is not on that account
itself to be regarded as one, the fulfilment of which is no longer to be
hoped for,
—as though, with the non-verified conception of the time of the event, the event
itself should fall to the ground (Ammon, Eeiche, Kollner, Fritzsche)
for it is
'

;

;

the fact in

and not the epoch of it, which is disclosed by the Apostle as
part of the [tvoTrjpiov which was revealed to him and therefore this disclosure
rested on the diroKahvipic received, not on individual opinion and expectation.
The duration of time until the Parousia was not subject-matter of revelation,
Acts i. 7, and the conception of it belongs, therefore, not to that in the apostolic teaching which has the guarantee of divine certainty, but to the domain
of subjective hope and expectation, which associated themselves with what
was revealed,— a distinction which even Philippi does not reject. The latter,
however, endeavours to remove from the category of error the apostolic expectation of the nearness of the Parousia, because it was not cherished with that
divine certainty but cannot thereby prevent it, where it is presupposed so
itself,

;

;

definitely, as e.g. xiii. 11, or is expressed so unconditionally, as e.g. 1 Cor. xv.

from being characterized by an unprejudiced mind as a human error,
which did not, however, exclude occasionally other moods, as in 2 Cor. v. 8,
51, 52,

—
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Phil.

23.

i.

Of such human mistakes and vacillations, which lie outside the
is independent (against Hoelemann, neue

range of revealed truth, that truth
Bibelstud. p. 232 ff., and others).

—We

directly controverts the Ebionitish view,

may further
now renewed

notice that our passage
in various quarters (Chr.

and others expositors
an actual restoration of Israel to the theocratic kingdom
be expected on the ground of prophetic predictions (Hos. ii.

A. Crusius, Delitzsch, Baumgarten, Ebrard, Auberlen,

;

of the Apocalypse), of

in Canaan, as to
2,

16

ff., iii.

5

4,

;

Isa. xi. 11, xxiv. 16,

chap.

lx.

;

Jer. xxxiv. 33,

et

Israel

al).

does not take in the church, but the church takes in Israel and whenever
this occurs, Israel has in the true sense again its kingdom and its Canaan.
;

Comp. Tholuck on ver. 25 Kahnis, Dogm. I. p. 576 f. Hengstenberg, Christol.
I. p. 256
and see especially Bertheau, in the Jahrb. f. Deutsche Theol. 1859,
;

;

;

353

p.

ff.

28

Ver.

Yet a

ff.

summary gathering up

final

relation of Israel to God,

and

(Ewald), as in ver. 28 the substantive verb

— mrd
them

;

— The unbelieving

to evayy.~]

they are

how-

in which,

ical

Godyaerat does not require the parenthesizing of nadug ykypaitrai

ovto) rcaq 'lapai/l

supplied.

;

on the apostle's object, to the statement

ever, the reference, bearing

k.t.2.

of the sacred-historical

(vv. 29-32) discussion of it

exdpoi.

The

is easily

and obviously

Israelites as such are the subject (avrtiv, ver. 27).

which
The gospel was preached to

relation is thereby designated, according to

CXXV.

[See Note

but they rejected

it,

in

p. 464.]

which

relation they are hated of God.

In

which reached them, but was
since in
despised by them (comp. ver. 25), they must necessarily be exOpoi
fact, not accepting the StKaioavvr} proffered in the gospel, they remained under
According to the context, we must think of the
the wrath of God (ver. 7).
aire'tOeta of the Jews, ver. 30
and therefore neither of their exclusion from
conformity with the message of salvation,

;

—

;

nor even of the diffusion of the latter (Riickert).
exOpoi] not my enemies (Theodoret, Luther, Grotius, Semler, and others), nor
yet enemies of the gospel (Chrysostom, Theophylact, Michaelis, Morus,
the gospel (Fritzsche),

That, on the contrary, Oew (see on Gal. iv. 16) is to be supwith ayairT/rol, is evident generally from the connection with
vv. 27 and 29
and that exdpoi is to be explained not in an active (Olshausen,
van Hengel, Ritschl, and older interpreters), but in a passive sense (to whom
6C
God is hostile), is shown by the contrast of ayaTtrjroi. Comp. on v. 10.

Rosenmuller).
plied, as Qeov

;

—

vfiaq\for your sake, because

Kara

tt/v ekI. ] is

you are thereby to attain to

usually taken

:

as

ver. 2.

;

ver. 2

hence, with Ewald,

5,

7 as the elect

here also to be taken in this sense.

is

—

fellow-members of the nation elected to be
But enloyy differently from the Trpoeyvu,

God comp.
—
—has already been clearly defined in vv.

the people of

salvation, ver. 11.

in conformity with the fact, however, that

among them

is

lelfi/na,

and

Consequently

:

that elect remnant.

iKkoyi] is the living testimony of the undying love of God
towards the people. Comp. ver. 5.
<ha rove irar.] for the fathers sake.
" Quoniam ab illis propagata fuerat Dei gratia ad
Calvin aptly remarks
posteros, secundum pacti formam
Deus tuus et seminis tui ;" comp. ver.

This believing

1

:

:

16

;

Luke

i.

54, 55.

Ver. 29. Confirmation of the second half of ver. 28

by the axiom

:

" Uh-

chap,
repented,

and so subject to no

:

recall, are the displays

of grace and (especially)
general proposition

made of this
Consequently God, who has once made this people
God."

the calling of
is

453

xi., 30-32.

The application

displays of His grace and has called

to be

them

the recipient of the

to the Messianic salvation, will

though He had repented of this, again withdraw His grace from
and leave and abandon His calling of Israel without realization.
On aueTauelrjTog, comp. 2 Cor. vii. 10.

not, as

—

Israel,

Vv. 30, 31. Tap] not referable to ver. 28 (Hofmann), introduces that,
which, according to the economy of salvation under the divine mercy, will
rjireidrjaare'] have refused obeemerge as actual proof of the truth of ver. 29.

—

dience,
i.

18

Eph.

which came

ff.
ii.

— vvv
—
8.

For the elucidation of this, see
the time before they become Christian (ttote),

to pass through unbelief

contrast to

de]

rjleridrjre]

For the reception into Christianity with

as generally, so in particular over-against the preceding

is,

—

blessings

its

Tjirecd/jaaTe,

on

ry tovtuv inteid.] through the disobediGod's part solely the work of mercy.
Comp., besides, vv. 11 i.,
ence of these; for they are exdpol 6C vp,ag, ver. 28.
The non-compliance of the Jews with the requirement of faith in
15, 19 f.

the gospel brought about the reception of the Gentiles. The latter, the converted Gentiles, are individualized by the address to the Gentile-Christian

—

7]TTeidrjaav] namely, through rejection of
on account of the parallelism, to be joined
to the following {Iva icr.A.), and the dative to be taken in the sense of mediin order that through the mercy that befell you
ate agency, like ry tovt. aireid.
(which may excite them to emulation of your faith, ver. 11) mercy slwuld

community

the gospel.

of the readers (vuelg).

—

rib

v/xeTepu elect]

is,

:

also accrue

to them.

conjunction

is

et al. ;

Winer,

The

position of

for the sake of emphasis
p.

522 [E. T. 561].

r.
;

ifi.

el.

before the introductory

comp. 2 Cor.

xii.

7

Hence the parallelism

;

Gal. iv. 10,

is

not to be

Nevertheless such is the
by placing a comma after eKeet.
course followed and with very different views of the dative, arbitraby the Vulgate
rily departing from the datival notion in ry tovt. airetdela

sacrificed

—

—

("in vestram misericordiam"), Peshito, Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Estius,
Wolf, Moms, Lachmann, Glockler, Maier, Ewald ("so these also became
now disobedient alongside of [bei] your mercy"), Buttmann in the Stud. u.
Krit. 1860, p. 367 (" in favour of your mercy, that you might find mercy"),
On the emIva] the divinely ordained aim of the jjireidrjoav.
and others.

—

phatic vueTepu in the objective sense, see Winer, p. 145 [E. T. 153]
II. 1, p.

;

Kiihner,

486.

Ver. 32. Establishment of ver. 30 f., and that by an exhibition of the
universal divine procedure, with the order of which that which is said in ver.
Thus
31 of the now disobedient Jews and their deliverance is incorporated.

once the grand summary and the glorious key-stone—impelling
God (ver. 33 ff.)— of the whole preceding section
1
to include in (2 Mace. v. 5, comp. Luke v. 6),
ovytikeia elg
of the epistle.
has, in the later Greek (Diod. Sic. xix. 19, comp. xx. 74, frequently in Poly-

ver. 32 is at

once more co the praise of

—

1

:

" Note this prime saying, which eonall the world and man's righteous-

demns

and alone exalts God's mercy, to be
obtained through faith" (Luther's gloss).

ness,

"
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and in the LXX. (after the Heb. *V;lDn with S), also the metaphorical
to hand over unto or under a power which holds as it were in ward.
Comp. on Gal. iii. 22, 23. Correspondent, as regards the notion, is izapkThe compound expression strengthens the meaning it does not
dw/ce, i. 24.
denote simul (Bengel and others). The effective sense is not to be changed,
which has been attempted by taking it sometimes as declarative (Chrybius),

sense

:

;

—

sostom, Theodoret, Grotius, Zeger, Glass, Wolf,

Carpzov, "Wetstein, Ch.
Schmidt), sometimes as permissive (Origen, Cornelius a, Lapide, Estius, and
many others, including Flatt and Tholuck).
elg aireid.] towards God
see
vv. 30, 31.

—

—

viously spoken

and Gentiles

unum

Of Gentiles

rovg iravraq]

hence ol

;

Travreg

and

jointly

now

severally,

{bfielg)

;

and Jews

comprises the

— " cunctos

s.

Paul has prenamely all Jews

(ovtoi)

totality,

universos, i.e. singulos in

corpus colligatos," Ellendt, Lex. Soph.

II. p. 521.
Comp. on the
So necessarily also the following
The view which understands only the two masses of Jews and
rovg rravrag.
Gentiles, these two halves of mankind in the gross (usually so taken recently,
as by Tholuck, Fritzsche, Philippi, Ewald, Weiss), cannot suit the comprehensive t. navrag (as if it were equal to rovg a/j.<j>oTepovg), since it is by no
means appropriate to the mere number of two, but only to their collective subjects.
Not even the Jewish huloyrj, vv. 7, 28, is to be excepted (Maier, van
Hengel), because its subjects were also before their conversion sinners (iii.
23), and therefore subjected to the power of disobedience towards God
for

subject-matter,

iii.

the

.

9,

19

;

Gal.

iii.

22.

;

GvveiiXeioe

.

aTretdelav

.

points back, in the case of each single

of the collective whole, to the time before conversion

we should

and

member

until conversion.

Hengel by way
meant as a people in their collective
shape (consequently not in all individuals
see Hofmann), the close relationship between ver. 30 and ver. 31 would be opposed to it, since the reference
If

desire to refer

of a suggestion,

ol

navreg merely to the Jews (van

and Hofmann), who

are

;

of yap merely to the apOdosis in ver. 31 is quite arbitrary
and, indeed, the
bold concluding thought in ver. 32 possesses its great significance and its
;

suitableness to the following outburst of praise, simply
its

all-comprehensive contents.

never denotes

them, as

:

a

And

even apart from

collective whole, as

Cor. ix. 22, x. 17;. 2 Cor.

a

people,

and

this, rovg
'

solely

through

navrag in fact

but, as universally (in

21; comp. Eph.

iv. 13; 2 Mace,
the classical writers) all of them, as also only
in this sense does the suitable emphasis fall on the repetition in the apodosis.

1

xi. 11, xii. 40, etdl.,

and in

v.

14; Phil.

ii.

all

—

Iva r. 7r. ehefori] in order that He may have mercy upon all.
This divine
purpose Paul saw to be already in part attained, namely, in the case of all

—

but its general fulfilment lay, to his view, in the development of the future on to the great terminus expressed in ver. 25 f. We
may observe that our passage is at variance not merely with the decretum
already converted

;

("hanc particulam universalem opponamus tentationi de parnon fingamus in Deo contradictorias voluntates,
Melanchthon), but also with the view (Olshausen, Krummacher, and older
reprobationis
ticularitate

1

ot

.

.

.

ndvTes has, as

Kruger,

§ 50. 11. 13;

;

is

well known, the sense of in

Kuhner,

II. 1, p. 545.

all in

the case of numbers.

;

chap,
expositors) that Paul

The

means the
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xi., 33.

collective

body of the

See rather ver.

elect.

however, to be based on our passage for
this reason, that the universality of the divine purpose of redemption (comp.
1 Tim. ii. 4), as well as the work of redemption having taken place for the
justification of all (ver. 18), does not exclude its final non-realization in part
25

f.

cnromTaGTacne

is

not,

through the fault of the individuals concerned, and cannot do away with
either the applicability of the purpose-clause exhibited in principle and
summarily in prophetic fashion (comp. remark on ver. 25), nor with the
divine judgment on final concrete self-frustrations of the counsel of salvation.
And this the less, because such misinterpretations of the universalistic axiom are opposed by the apostle's doctrine of election as a sure corrective.
There has been incorrectly discovered in such general expressions
undeveloped outlines of
a want of consistency on the part of Paul, namely,
'

'

'

a liberal conception" (Georgii in the Theol. Jahrb. 1845,
Ver. 33. [See Note

CXXVI.

The

p. 464.]

I.

the whole divine procedure in preparing bliss (ver. 32),

now

— with which Paul

arrives at the close of his entire development of doctrine in the epistle,

— compels

an enraptured expression of praise

first

moved

heart,

(chap,

xii.)

elSoroc rb Ttdv,

before he can

commence the

—
— The depth

purposes to subjoin.

Chrysostom.

<y

/3d6og]
is

the classics greatness of riches by
abide,

just because ttXovtov,

to

God from

exhortations,

eartv

davfid^ovrog

his deeply-

which he then
r)

pfjaig,

ovk

an expression of great fulness and

superabundance, according to the very prevalent

to

p. 25).

great and holy truth containing

(iddog ttXovtov.*

mode of
By this

expressing also in

we

sense

are here

added, and without deriving the exof subterranean treasure-chambers (van
is

from the conception
3
and we are not to find in it the sense of unsearchableness
(Philippi), which is not expressed even in 1 Cor. ii. 10, Judith viii. 14, and
is not required by the following hg ave!-. k.t.X., since this rather characterizes
the (iddog aocpiag nal -yvoxreog from the point of view of human knowledge, to
which it must necessarily be unfathomable, but in a peculiar relation. In
its reference to ootyiag k. yvuaeog, namely, fiddog is the depth of wisdom, i.e. the
fulness of wisdom, which is acquainted with the nature and the connection
of its objects not superficially, but exhaustively and fundamentally, and is
therefore incomprehensible by human judgment. *
ttIovtov] is either regarded as opening the series of genitival definitions of (3ddog
depth (1)
of riches, and (2) of wisdom, and (3) of knowledge of God (so Origen, Chrysospression

Hengel)

;

—

:

tom,

Theodoret, Theophylact, Grotius, Bengel,

Semler, Flatt,

Kollner, de Wette, Olshausen, Fritzsche, Philippi, Ewald,

Comp. Gerlach,

Tholuck,

Hofmann, Man-

2 Soph. Aj.
130, and Lobeck, in loc. ; but
comp. with Ellendt, I. p. 286, /3a0i>s jtAoCto?

a This idea might have been precluded
by the fact that the expression /Sa0os kokS»v
(Eur. Hel. 310) and the like are used.
4 See on /3a0os and paOvs, as applying to
mental depth (Plat. Theaet. p. 183 E Poly-

(Ael. V. H.

bius, xxvii. 10.

1

ff.

;

d. letzten

Schmid, in the Jahrb.

Binge, p. 154
Th. 1870,

f. D.

p. 133.

6),

549,

iii.

18),

/3a0u nKovrelv (Tyrt.

iii.

Pa6vn\ovTos, very rich (Aesch. Suppl. p.
Crinag. 17), j8a0v7rAov<rio<? (Poll. iii. 109).

Comp.

Dorville,

Gloss,

ad Aesch.

ad

Charit. p. 232

Pers. 471.

;

Blomfield,

;

3, vi. 24. 9,

ad Find. Nem.

iv. 7, p.

xxi.

396

;

5. 5),

Dissen,

Blomfield, ad

Jacobs, ad Anthol. XL p.
Comp. Pa0v<t> P uv, Pind. Nem. vii. 1
252.
Plut. Sol. 14 /3a0v'/3ovAos, Aesch. Pers. 138.
Aesch. Sept. 578

;

;

—
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and others) or the two other genitives are subordinated to ttTmvtov
(Augustine, Ambrosiaster, Luther, Calvin, Beza, Wolf, Koppe, Reiche, van
Hengel, and others), in which case, however, pad. irlovr. is not to be regold,

;

solved into deep

riches,

but

is

to be taken

God; comp.

well as in knowledge of

between these two suppositions
.

.

Qeov

.

is

As

the theme.

Col.

depth of riches in wisdom as

:

ii.

2

Rom.

;

vv. 33, 34 describe the ootyia

36 the nhovTog Qeov, the former view, which also

35,

naturally presents

itself, is to

understood of the divine

To

see ver. 32.

sense of the

be preferred.

riches of grace

word

Comp. Ruckert,

is

decision

and

fiaOoc

and vv.
primarily and most
yvuatg,

UXovrog, however, is usually

(comp.

this ver. 35 aptly corresponds

genitival definition

The

4.

ii.

given by what follows, of which w

is

ii.
;

4, x.

and

12

Eph.

;

i.

7, ii. 7)

But

see x. 12.

;

since no

we must content ourselves simply with the
superabundantly rich is God Phil. iv. 19.

appended,

itself

:

how

!

—

Hofmann.
2o<j>ia and yvooic are certainly to be distinguished (comp. on Col. ii. 3), but popularly, so that the
former, the more general, is the wisdom of God (comp. xvi. 27
Eph. iii.
10), ruling everything in the best way for the best end
while the latter,
the more special, is the knowledge pertaining to it of all relations, and thus
especially of the means which He therein employs, of the methods which
Fritzsche, Philippi,

;

;

He

—

—

To the latter the yvtiotc are to be referred al 66ol
His measures, modes of procedure, at olnovofiiai, Chrysostom (comp.
Heb. iii. 10, Acts xiii. 10, according to the Heb. yw, and also to classical
usage)
to the former the cotyia belong ra npiuara avrov, i.e. decisions, rehas therein to take.

avrov,

i.e.

—

—

;

solves formed, according to

which His action proceeds (comp. Zeph.

8

iii.

;

Wisd. xii. 12), as He, e.g., has decided, according to ver. 32, that all should
be disobedient, in order that all might find mercy. On account of the
deep ao(j>ta of God His icpiuara are unsearchable for men, etc.
ave^epevvrjrog,

—

unsearchable, is

found only in Heraclitus as quoted in Clement and Sym-

machus, Prov. xxv.
iii.

8), oh

jiTjd'

Comp. Job

3, Jer. xvii.

9,

Suidas

v. 9, ix. 10,

Ver. 34. Paul,

xxxiv. 24

by way

;

;

of confirming his entire exclamation in ver. 33

(not merely the second half), continuing
xl.

13 (almost quite exactly after the

Judith

ave^xviaarog, untraceable (Eph.

;

corresponds to the metaphorical 6doL
Manass. 6
Clement, ad Cor. i. 20.

ixvoc earlv evpelv (Suidas),

by

yap,

LXX.)

adopts the words of

as his

Comp.
2 ff.— The

own.

1

Isa.

Cor.

ii.

Wisd. ix. 17 Ecclus. xviii.
first half
has been referred to yvoxric, the second to the cocpia (Theodoret, Theophylact,
Wetstein, Fritzsche), and rightly so.
Paul goes back with his three questions upon the yvcxrig, to which the vovg, the divine reason as the organ of
absolute "knowledge and truth, corresponds
upon the cotyia, which has no
and (ver. 35) upon the nlovroc, from which results the negation
avfj,(iovloc
of t'iq Tcpozdunev k.t.I.
Philippi is opposed to this view, but can at the same
time (similarly van Hengel and Hofmann) only bring out in a very farfetched and indirect manner the result, that ver. 35 also sets forth the divine
wisdom and knowledge (so far, namely, as the latter is not bound from
16

;

viii.

13,

14

;

;

;

'

;

without).

rig

o~b[ift.

1

avrov eyev.]

Comp. Kluse

Who

has become his adviser,

in the Jahrb.f. D. Theol. 1871, p. 324

ff.

His counsel-

;;

chap. ix v 35, 36.
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" Scriptura ubique subsistit in eo, quod Dominus voluit
et
rerum universalium singulariumve non pandit de
iis, quae nostram superant infantiam, ad aeternitatem
remittit fideles, 1 Cor.
xiii. 9 ss.," Bengel.
For parallels in Greek writers, see Spiess, Logos Spergiving helper
dixit et fecit

?

;

rationes

;

mat. p. 240.
Ver. 35. Description of the padoc irlovrov

by words which are moulded
Job xli. 3, according to the Hebrew, not according to the LXX. (xli.
whose translation is quite erroneous.
ml avranoS. avry] and will it

after
11),

1

be recompensed

previously

again

in return for

it ?

.

by the Heb. u?WM.
Kiihner,

II. 2, p.

But

for the

regards

its

—All

last of

them

.

p.

304

;

all

the three foregoing questions (Hofmann),
by the connective on (for truly) as

is established

negative contents

:

"

No

one has beforehand given to God,"

from God (primal
proceeded from God's creative power
etc.

.

Greek usage, comp. Bernhardy,

936.

Ver. 36 does, not apply to

but simply the

—

Him ? With whom

does the case occur, that he has
a gift to God, and that a recompense will be made to him
Change of construction by /cat
avry, here occasioned

made

to

things are

cause), in so far as all things
;

through

have

God (ground of mediate

agency), in so far as nothing exists without God's continuous operation
; for
God (final cause), in so far as all things serve the ends of God (not merely
:

the honour of God, as

many

think).

Comp.

1

Cor.

viii.

6

;

Col.

i.

16

;

Heb. ii. 10. These passages speak quite against the opinion, that in the
present passage the relation of Father, Son, and Spirit (Olshausen, Philippi,
Thomasius, Jatho, Krummacher, following Ambrosiaster, Hilary, Toletus,

—

Estius, Calovius, and others) is expressed
a view which is also quite remote
from the connection. 2 The context speaks simply of God (the Father), to
whom no one can have given anything beforehand, etc., because He, as
Bengel aptly expresses it, is Origo et Cursus et Terminus rerum omnium.
This may be recognized by the exegesis that has the deepest faith in Scripture without any rationalistic idiosyncrasy, as the example of Bengel himself

shows.

With reason

neither Chrysostom, nor Oecumenius, nor Theo-

phylact, 3 neither Erasmus,

nor Melanchthon, nor Calvin, nor Beza have
expressed any reference to the Trinity in their explanations but Augustine has this reference, against which also Tholuck, Hofmann, and Gess (v.
;

In the LXX. Isa. xl. 14, Cod. A, as also
K, has our words, but certainly through interpolation from the present passage. Ac1

cording to Ewald, Paul probably .found
in his copy of the LXX. just after Isa.
**• **
8 With the
same warrant, or, in other
words, with the same arbitrariness, the
Trinity might be found, with Origen, in ver.
33; and in particular, wkovrov might be referred to the Father, aortas to the Son
(Luke xi. 49), and yiwews to the Holy Spirit
(1 Cor. ii.
in consistency with
10, 11)
which, moreover, the paflo?, belonging to
all three elements, might have been explained of the mystery of the Trinitarian

them

;

This observation

relation.

is

not meant

to sound like " Gnostic mockery" (Philippi)
such is far from my intention. That the
doctrine of the Trinity (that of the New

Testament, namely, which is Subordination)
was vividly before the consciousness of the
apostle, no unprejudiced person denies
but here he has neither stated not hinted at
it, as the third element ei? airov shows sufficiently in and by itself, for aU things can
have their telic reference to none other than
to the Father or (Col. i. 16) to the Son.
a Theodoret
argues from the first two
statements the equality of the Father and
the Son he says nothing concerning the
;

Spirit.
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d.

—

Per'8. Ghr. p. 158) have been sufficiently unbiassed to declare themselves.
dt' avrov] God is mediate cause of all things by His upholding and ruling.

To

with others, this statement to creation (Theocomp. Oecumenius, Riickert, Fritzsche), would
fail to bring out at least any popular distinction from k% avrov, and
which
that would be affirmed of the Father
is decisive against such reference
which pertains to the Son (Col. i. 16 1 Cor. viii. 6 John i. 2). Theoavrbg ra. yeyovdra iiarzkzl nvftepvibv.
eic avrov] All
doret rightly remarks
things serve Him (comp. Heb. ii. 10) as their ultimate end. This is explained
by Oecumenius, Theophylact, and Fritzsche of the upholding (awexovrai hireOn the whole, comp. what Marcus Antoninus, iv. fe*j
erpau/ieva irpbc avrov).
says of <pvoic : in oov navra, hv aol irdvra elc ce Travra, and Gataker in loc
as at xvi. 27
the "befitting glory. Gal. i. 5 • Eph. iii. 21.
66^a] sc. dri

Comp. Heb.

phylact

ii.

20.

6 Troir/rr/g

:

refer,

tt&vtuv

;

—

—

;

;

:

—

—

7

rj

:

;

Notes by Ameeican Editob.

CXTV. Ver.

1.

teyo

otiv,

p.7)

airuaaro k.t.X.

Having presented in ch. ix. the fact that the promise and covenant of God were
and rejection of the Jews and, also, with making all dependent on faith, and in ch. ix. 30-x. 21 the cause of the lapse and its inexcusableness, the Apostle now raises the question whether the rejection thus
occasioned involved in itself an entire casting off of the chosen people. Did
the nation stumble to the end that it should utterly fall ? This thought he repudiates as abhorrent to his holy feeling, and especially to his Jewish national
sentiment. How can God reject forever His people whom He foreknew? Can
the iTpoeyvo) fail to be realized in the 6o&&iv, in any and every part of God's
spiritual plan, from the beginning with Abraham to the final consummation ?
(Compare viii. 29. ) This cannot be. The losses and failures must be partial and
temporary, but the end will show the depth of the riches both of wisdom and
consistent with a lapse

knowledge.

Tbv

?.abv

avrov refers to the nation, not to individuals,

the preceding chapters, as well as with
tional reference is the primary,
section.

if

all

and thus accords with

that follows, as showing that the na-

not the exclusive one throughout the entire

"Ov rrpotyvo) is not a limitation of

"kaov,

which would, as Meyer

says,

make

the Apostle disarrange completely the point in question.
The careful
observation of the progress of thought makes it evident that what the Apostle

means

to declare

is,

that though, as in the time of Elijah, there has been a

away and the remnant only holds fast, yet God does not forget
His promise. His gifts and calling are without repentance. The nation is

great falling

beloved for the fathers' sake.

CXV.

Ver.

2.

fj

ovk oWare k.t.X.

The

particle^ here, as in other similar instances (cf. vi. 3, vii. 1), introduces
a confirmatory proof of what precedes by presenting the only alternative in the
case

;

and

ovk oldare indicates that this cannot

be thought of as

true.

The facts

of the Israelitish history in the time of Elijah were too familiar to the readers
to whom the writer especially refers for him to suppose, for a moment, that

;

NOTES.
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they were not in their minds.

But, if they were thus in mind, they must make
God keeps His hold upon the nation as His own,
individual members may turn away from His service and

the great fact evident that

however many of

The

its

selected few receive the blessing,

and pass it on to a better age.
however, the salvation of the individuals making up this chosen few
which constitutes the chief thought of the passage but, as Godet has well expressed it, "the indestructible existence of a believing remnant at all periods
Himself.

It is not,

;

most disastrous crises of unbelief." This securing such a remnant involves the fact of an election of grace. As Weiss ed.
May. remarks, we have in /car' eK%oyt)v x^P^oq yeyovev an added thought, not
of their history, even in the

It recalls what was said in ix. 11, and sugwhat was true in the case of Jacob and Esau.
The selection has been manifest through all the history. It has made the
progress of the Divine plan of redemption an unbroken one in its course. But
it has never in a single instance been due to works in any degree more than it
was in the beginning. It is God's favour that has made it, and so, as He has
never forgotten His people, He never will utterly reject them.

essential to the proof of ver. 2.

gests with regard to the lelufia

CXVI. Ver.

11.

Myu

o$vt

(if)

The subject of eirraioav may be the Xoinol

enraiaav Iva ireouatv

(ver. 8), or it

as a whole, stumbled in their being hardened.

may be the nation which,

The general

subject throughout the chapter and the avrfiv in the phrase -KTJqpufia avrdv point toward the
latter view.
The same view is favored by vv. 25-28. On the other hand, the
fact that oi Xoittoc is the nearest subject to which the word can refer in the con-

and that the verb itself is plural, while knervxev is singular in ver. 7,
where the nation is mentioned by its collective name, suggest the other explanation.
Though the particular idea of the sentence will be modified, in
some degree, according as this point is determined, the main, thought of the
passage will be substantially the same namely, that this stumbling was not
to the end of a final and remediless fall of the Jews, but to the end of securing
salvation for the Gentiles, and of bringing, through what should be accomplished
for them, a reacting influence upon the chosen nation itself, which should
lead it also to salvation. Probably the nation is to be regarded as the subject
text,

—

of the verb.

The view of some writers, following Augustine, that the meaning is, Did
they stumble merely that they should fall ? Was there not some further design ?
must be rejected, with Meyer, because there is no "merely" in the text, and
also because it loses sight of the emphatic contrast between niauciv, as denoting
absolute final fall, and enTcuoav, referring to a temporary lapse.
CXVII. Ver.

12. to f]TTT)[ia

avTuv

— to irXypufia avruv.

That avTuv in these phrases refers to the Jews as a nation, and not to the
among them, or the portion of the people who were hardened, seems
to be proved by the words connected with it. The ^TTjj/m, as contrasted with the
TcXjjpu/Mi, is the loss or diminishing which is occasioned by, and involved in,
the i-TTTataav, and the nrapaKTu/ia.
[This is the fundamental idea, even if we
individuals

give to

fjTTTifia,

The nation

with Meyer, the sense of clades— as, not improbably, we should.]

suffered a disaster or loss in this unbelief

and rejection

of the
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and its numbers are made full (nTiTJpufia) when all believe (ver. 26). The
same thing is indicated by ver. 15, and also by vv. 16 ff. This reference of avruv
Xoijroi,

(cf.

napa^cjaai

also

avrovg, ver. 11, rf/v capua fiov, ver. 14, nupwoir and fiepovq

view that the subject of enruioav,
of the nation as stumbling
rr?i?jpcjjua here, and probably in all

yiyovev, ver. 25) favors strongly the

T6J 'lapaf/X

and that the Apostle conceives

also, is the nation,

in the action of the unbelieving part of

means

cases in the N. T.,

The plan

of

God

is

that by

it.

which something

is

made full.

stated in ver. 11 in relation to the first stages of its de-

velopment and influence in ver. 26 in respect to its consummation in w.
31, 32 in its grand sweep and its purpose of mercy for all.
It is declared to be
the Divine plan in vv. 11, 12, and the declaration is confirmed in vv. 13 ff. by
setting forth the fact that, as the divinely commissioned apostle to the Gentiles, Paul was himself laboring in the line of this plan and for the accomplish;

ment

of

;

it.

CXVIII. Ver.

13. v/uv Se teyio rote idveoiv.

That

tie is the correct reading here (rather than T. E. yap) is rendered probnot only by the external evidence (see Meyer's textual note at the beginning of the chapter), but also by the progress of the thought of the passage.
yap was, not improbably, introduced because the sentence was supposed to state
a reason for the prominence given to the Gentiles in the preceding verse. But

able,

is making a transition (see Note CXVII.) from the statement of the
Divine plan, to the statement of his own course of working in the liDe of that
The verse
plan, and de is thus the particle which is appropriate to the clause.

the writer

being introduced in this way, its general bearing on the previous verses will be
the same, whether we read fihv ovv after £</>' baov, or ftiv only. If, however, we
read fih, teya is probably to be translated say : And I say to you who are Genthat inasmuch, etc., while if the reading fiev ovv is adopted, Xeyu may mean

tiles,

speak: But I speak to you who are
The emphasis is evidently on i>fuv,

Inasmuch,

Gentiles.

and, in case

we

then, etc.,

read with

ovv,

i"

glorify, etc.

the attention

what is said (though referring to the
and they are then, in an independent
sentence, reminded that in all his labors for the Gentile nations he has the good
I glorify my office as an apostle of the Gentiles, he
of his own also in view.
says, by so directing my efforts that, if by any means possible, I may provoke
the Jews to emulation.
of the readers is called to the fact that

Jews)

is

addressed to them as Gentiles

CXIX. Ver.

;

15. far)

f/c

veicpav.

In the attempt to determine what the Apostle has in mind in the use of these
words, the following points may be noticed
(1) The form of expression in the
verse indicates that far) i/c venpuv is something beyond narallayri. (2) The same
thing is indicated by ver. 12.
(3) The chapter evidently carries forward the
:

development of the plan of salvation until
alike, are

ing in of

saved.
all

(4)

The

the Jews.

when the plan

is

(5)

last

all

The representation

of the N. T.

accomplished, the end will come.

in the eighth chapter,

w.

11, 23,

and in

the resurrection takes place, and that this
of blessedness for those

who

are saved.

1 Cor. xv.
is

and Jews

nations, Gentiles

thing in the progress of the plan

(6)

23

is

the bring-

seems to be

that,

The view of the Apostle
ff.,

is that, at

the end,

introductory to the consummation

These indications of Paul's thought

KOTES.
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in these verses of the present chapter, and in the other passages alluded to,
point very strongly, as it must be admitted, towards the view advocated by
Meyer (that £wt) refers to the for/ aiuviog in the aldv (meXXcov, beginning, in its
most blessed development, with the resurrection of the dead) as the right one.
At the same time, the fact that ver. 12 does not necessarily, in the noXku (iQXkov
clause, suggest anything more than a larger measure of what is referred to in
the itlovToq of the previous clause, and that the writer is evidently highly rhe-

whole passage, makes it doubtful whether the considerations above
mentioned can be insisted upon with as much confidence as they might be
under other circumstances.
torical in the

CXX. Ver.

16. el 6e

ff

airapx?) ayia, k.t.A.

This verse is regarded by some writers as belonging with those which precede it.
Tisch. makes it close the paragraph which begins with ver. 11.
Westcott and Hort make a half -paragraph begin with ver. 17. Meyer regards
the 6e as continuative, and gives the verse a special relation to npooArj^ts which
precedes. The thought of the paragraph opening with ver. 11 seems, however,
to be brought to its natural conclusion in ver. 15, while that of this verse has a
closer connection with what follows, cf. vv. 24, 28, 29.
In preparation for what

he

is to

say to the Gentiles (that they should not boast,

etc.), and for his decbe saved, as well as for the purpose of arresting
attention, he places the words of this verse, with emphasis, at the beginning of
the new paragraph. The paragraphs of the chapter are as follows Vv. 1-10,
God has not cast off His people— a remnant is reserved and is kept in the enjoyment of the blessing, when the main part of the nation proves unfaithful.

laration that all Israel shall

:

—Vv. 11-15.

The stumbling of the nation through this unfaithfulness is not,
in the Divine plan, to the end of a complete and final fall, but in order that
salvation may go out to the Gentiles, and may react in its power from them
upon the Jews.

—

Vv. 16-24. The Gentiles should not glory over the Jews because of this temporary stumbling, whereby the Jews have become secondary
in a sense to them (rejected, even, for their benefit), for, as the branches are

holy

when

the root

God can

restore the Jews.— Vv. 25-32. This restothe appointed time shall come
and thus the entire plan will be manifest, as arranged with a merciful end in view for
all,
Jews and Gentiles alike.
Vv. 33-36. An exclamation of praise and wonder
in the thought of this marvellous plan.
is holy,

ration will take place

when

;

—

CXXI. Ver.

Meyer admits that
loco (eorum).
ful.

That

Weiss

it is

affirmed, but

it

h may,

ed. Mey.,

17. eveKevrpiaOijc tv avrolq.

grammatically, be understood as equivalent to in
on the other hand, claims that this is very doubt-

impossible to give the preposition this sense can scarcely bo
must be admitted that it is much more in accordance with

general usage in such cases to assign to

it the meaning among.
The context,
same view. Accordingly, avroig does not
refer to nveg, i.e. the broken-off branches in whose place the Gentiles were
grafted, but to the ickdfioi in general.
The conception of the writer is of the
Jewish nation as a tree, from whose life some branches have been cut off, but
which remains a living tree because the root (and therefore all the branches,

when

rightly interpreted, favors the

•
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whether few or many, which have a

connection with the root) has true
remaining natural and living branchThat the
es, the wild branch is grafted, and thus draws life from the root.
wild branch is inserted in the place of the cut-off branches is an incidental
thought, rather than the main one of the passage. The main thought (comp.
also the previous verses) is that, in connection with the cutting off, the insertion of the branches from the wild olive is accomplished that the union of
the wild olive with the life of the good tree is made, thus, both possible and
actual.
The Gentiles, however, should not glory over the Jews (the natural
branches of the tree), because for their ingrafting the tree had lost some part
of its outgrowth, since all the source of their life, which comes through the
ingrafting, is derived from the tree's root.
The life-force and the blessing are
received by the Gentile through the Jew, and not by the Jew through the Gentile.
The spiritual plan moves from the Abrahamic covenant downward, and
from the Israelitish nation outward.
life.

Into this living tree, and

among

vital
its

;

CXXII. Ver.

The

19. e^eK^dadrjaav

kM6ol

Iva k.t.%.

external evidence here is decisive in favour of kMSoi as the true reading,

rather than
refer in this

oi

Klddoi.

word

The

indication of this fact

is

to tuv ulaSav of ver. 18, but that,

that the writer does not

on the contrary,

in that

verse he is speaking of the branches in general, while here those that were
off are specially alluded to.
Two reasons are presented in the two
and in those which immediately follow, for the bidding which is given
to the Gentiles, not to boast against the Jews .-—first, because the Gentiles owed
everything to their incorporation into the spiritual body of which the Jewish
and secondly,
fathers were the beginning (ver. 18
see also note CXXI.)
because for both parties alike the continuance in the spiritual body and the
final reception of the blessing were dependent wholly on faith (ver. 19 ff).
The second reason is, however, set forth in a more indirect manner than the
The Apostle supposes that, on the presentation of the first reason, the
first.
Gentile replies, "Even if I am thus dependent on the Jewish root, certain
branches (kMSoc) were broken off that I might be grafted in, and I may glory on
this account." To this the answer is immediately given, They were, indeed, thus
broken off, but it was only because of their unbelief, and all alike must stand
upon faith. If the Gentile fails in this, he will be cut off as the Jew was. If
the Jew returns to this, he will be again received as the Gentile has been re-

broken
verses,

;

;

be even a thing of less difficulty to restore the natural branches
than it has been to ingraft into the tree the branches which
were wholly foreign to it, and which belonged to an olive wild by nature.
The paragraph commencing with ver. 16 and continuing as far as ver. 24, accordingly, by its peculiar figure of the olive tree, into which the wild branch is
grafted by the special words employed in the unfolding of the figure, (e.g. the
root, the fatness passing from the root to the branches, the cutting off and
grafting into the tree which keeps throughout its entire vital force, the restoraceived.

It will

own

to their

tree,

;

and, particularly, by the use of ol kA&Soi, vv. 16,
contrasted with kM6ol, ver. 19, riveg tuv kMSuv, ver. 17, confirms the

tion of the severed branches)
18, as

;

view, which the other parts of the chapter, each of
tablish, that the writer is

spiritual plan.

them

in

and

speaking of the Israelitish nation and

for itself, es-

its

place in the
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NOTES.
OXXIII. Ver.

24.

ndoy uaXkw

—

ivKevrpiaBrjaovrai.

Meyer objects to the explanation of 7rd<7<jj fidllov which makes it designate
greater easiness of a restoration of the natural branches than of an ingrafting of
the wild shoots, (1) on the ground that experience testifies to the extreme diffiis
culty of converting unbelieving Jews, and (2) because the power of God
which is easy, but of that which is difficult. But, as
Mey. urges in reply, the Apostle's words do not refer to the conversion of unbelieving Jews, but the reingrafting of those who have become
believing, and the argument is presented from the standpoint of human judgment—if the one thing is less difficult than the other, we may readily believe
that it will be done. Paul is merely setting before the man who boasts against
the Jew, on the ground that the latter has been cast off, a consideration which
might appeal forcibly to his mind,— the greater easiness, etc. Meyer's view of
the verse involves giving to yap the explicative sense namely, which is improbable (according to N. T. usage) where the ordinary meaning for will satisfy the
conditions of the sentence and, in addition to this, it makes ver. 24 a mere
unfolding of the certainty of evaevrpioGrjoovTai of the 23d verse, which certainty

correlative not of that

"Weiss ed.

;

is

again declared as the revelation of a p.varripiov in ver. 25.

By

this threefold

repetition of the idea of certainty, with little or no advance in the thought respecting it, the force and emphasis of the final presentation of it in ver. 25 is
diminished. The ordinary view (which is also favoured by Weiss) is therefore
to be adopted with reference both to nfoy fiaXkov,

24 as a reason justifying

OXXTV.

and

to the relation of ver.

dvvaroc; /c.r.A.

Ver. 25, 26. nupocnc; curb pepovg

—ouBrjoerai.

The Apostle here states— as a proof (yap) of kyKevrpioOfaovTai of ver. 23—the
which had been given to him to make known. This pvoriipiov inwhich
volves the entire plan of God with reference to Jews and Gentiles,

pvoTJjpiov

consumhas been spoken of throughout the chapter, with its final and glorious
mation. Hardening has partially befallen Israel until the fulness of the GenThe fulness of the
saved.
tiles shall have entered in, and then all Israel is to be
of the entire docGentiles and all Israel are expressions which show, at the end

what has been manifested at its beginning and in its progress
—that the universalism of the Apostle is that which includes all nations that
the two parties
navrec means Gentiles as well as Jews, as contrasted with one of

trinal discussion,

;

only.

full— must, it would
•nlripupca -meaning that by which the IOvtj are made
limseem, have reference to the idea of number, and this numerical idea is not
'lapar/l.
only
by
limited
is
manner,
like
in
Tide;,
eOvtiv.
except
word
any
ited by
In the phrases themselves, accordingly, we have universality with respect both
Does the Apostle declare, then, in these
to the Jews and to the Gentiles.
be inverses, that every individual Gentile and Jew will, at the time indicated,
cluded in the church of God ? This view, which Meyer holds, is certainly
favored by the phraseology which is employed in the statement of the
(ivoTrjpiov.
A degree of doubt, however, is occasioned by the fact that, in the
previous part of the chapter, the writer has reference to nations as a whole,
and not to individuals. Still, it must be borne in mind that the expressions

have a universal character which goes beyond any other words of the chapter,
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and hence the burden of proof

falls

upon one who would deny

to them absolute
the last times, evidently and no
made as to the salvation of all men of all ages
This' subject
does not even come before the writer's mind in this
passage.
He is speaking
of a different matter, which had a vital and
important bearing on his argu
ment for his doctrine of justification, and which concentrated
all his present
interest on itself.
The doctrine of universal salvation, as now
understood
like the doctrine of the election or reprobation
of individuals, is not directly
alluded to in this section of the Epistle (chaps, ix.-xi.).
If discovered at all
they are discovered by inference from what is said on
another universalism
and another election and rejection. It need scarcely be said,
that there is
nothing in these chapters which disproves the doctrine
of individual election,
or which proves the actual restoration or salvation of
all.
But the teaching of
Paul with reference to both of these subjects is to be sought
for in other parts
of his writings where he expresses himself more directly
respecting them, and
in his whole theological system as discovered by an
examination of all his

universality of meaning.

The

reference

is to

affirmation is

epistles.

CXXV.
The

subject of

elaiv,

to

Ver. 28. Kara

fiiv

rd evayyilwv

be supplied in this verse,

many

is

k.t.Tl.

regarded by Meyer and

others as the unbelieving Israelites, the lapsed
portion of the people
More probably, as in ver. 11, it is the entire people who stumble
and have a
hardening and ^e f) ovg in the lapse of the great majority.
The nation, in its relation to the gospel, is in the k Qpbg condition, so far
x
as the rejection referred
to in the previous verses and paragraphs is concerned
but, in relation to the
;
election of the nation made by God and recognized in
His covenant, it is be.
loved.
If mloyi] is to be explained, with Meyer
and Ewald, as meaning the
elect

remnant

ver. 7)-which view Weiss ed. Mev.
rejects-the explanation of the entire verse will be, that the nation is e
X 0p6g so far as related to
the loiTtol (ver. 8), but ayan r6g as related to the
V
?MM/ua (ver. 5.). e X 0poi is
doubtless, to be explained as having a passive sense,
and is connected, in its
idea, with the various words suggesting the
thought of casting off, etc' Ver
29 adds a confirmation of the last clause of ver. 28, which is
founded upon the
unchangeable purpose of God. He will not be unfaithful
to His covenant and
promises. The seeming rejection of His chosen people
will be only for a time
and for a merciful end, vv. 30-32.
(cf.

CXXVI.

Ver. 33-36.

This exclamation of praise to God evidently has reference
to and arises out
of the thoughts of this chapter primarily. As this
chapter, however, is only
the closing part of the section ix.-xi., it reviews, as it
were, all that has been
said from ix. 1. onward. It must be explained, accordingly,
as praise to God
for His wonderful plan of mercy for all, even in the
shutting up of all under
sin (vv. 30-32).
In this darkest part of His administration of the
world His
love and goodness manifest themselves.
The words of the passage are chosen
as referring to the plan.
2o0/a is, thus, the wisdom which forms the plan,
Kpifiara are the judgments or decisions which
the wisdom makes in its forma,
tion, ave?epavv V Ta describes the Kpi^ara, and
consequently the wisdom, as un-

NOTES.
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yvuaic, on the other hand, is the knowledge
Bearchable to human powers,
which knows the ways (ofioi) of carrying out the plan decided upon, which, in
their turn, are beyond the ability of man to trace from the beginning to the
end. Ver. 34 is probably a passage quoted from the O. T. as expressing the
two thoughts corresponding with ootyia and yvtiaic, and confirming ave^epavvrjTa
and avetjixviaoroi (34a answering to ao(j>. and ave^ep., and 34fr to yv. and &ve%ix»'.).
TIIovtov is, thus, to be taken as connected with both ao<j>iag and yvuceug
O
the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge. Ver. 35, containing the third part of the O. T. quotation, carries back the thought, at the end,
to the irlovrov. Who has been able to give to Him, the possessor of this wealth
of wisdom and knowledge, so as to claim in return a recompense for his gift ?
This seems to be the simplest and most natural explanation of the verses and
words. It must be admitted, however, that Meyer's view (held also by many
others), which makes wlovrov an independent word parallel with ao<p. and yv.,
may be correct.
:
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CHAPTER
Ver.

Instead of the imperatives, which Tisch. also defends, Lachm. has,

2.

GvaxrjfinTi^eaOaL and fierajuofxpovaOai, according
The preponderating evidence of the codd. is
while that of the vss. (Vulg. It. Syr. etc ) and Fathers

what Griesb. already approved
to A B** DFG, min. Theoph.
in favour of the
is

XII.

infinitives,

in favour of the imperatives.

:

But, since the frequent practical use of the pre-

cept in the direct paraeneiic form of expression at any rate suggested
cially

— espe-

considering the closely similar pronunciation of the infinitives and imper-

atives—the writing of the latter rather than the former, the infinitive reading
is to be preferred, which X also supports by reading /leTaiiop^ovadai, although it
has avaxvfJ-dTi^eaOe.
v/xuv] is wanting in A B D* F G, 47, 67*, Copt. Clem. Cypr.

—

Omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. The preponderance of evidence, as well as the
circumstance that v/idv very readily suggested itself to mechanical copyists for
repetition from ver. 1, justifies the omission.
Ver. 5. Lachm. and Tisch. 8 to,
according toABD*FGP X, 47*, Antioch. Damasc. Rightly to de naQ' elg, not
being understood, was exchanged with 6 6e icad' elg, as the antithesis of ol ttoXaoi.
Ver. 11. t£ icaipy] So Griesb., after Erasm. 2, Steph. 3, Mill, and others. But
Erasm. 1, Beza, Elz., Matth., Lachm., Scholz, Tisch., and Rinck have r<J> Kvpiy.
The former is found in D* F G, 5, and Latin Fathers the latter in A B D**
ELPX, and most min. vss. and Greek Fathers. See the accurate examination
of the evidence in Reiche, Gomm. crit. p. 70 ff., who decides for Kvpiy, and in
NevertheTisch. 8.
Kvpicp is certainly the oldest and most diffused reading.
less, if it were original, we cannot well see why Kaip^ should have been substituted for it for dovl. rj> Kvplu is a very usual Pauline thought (Acts xx. 19
Eph. vi. 7 Rom. xiv. 18, xvi. 18 Col. iii. 24, etal), and would suit our passage
very well. It would be far easier to take exception to mipy than to nvpiy (as
in xiii. 11, instead of mipov, the reading icvpiov is already found in Clement),
especially as the principle itself, r<3 icai.pu fiovleveiv, might readily seem somewhat offensive to a prejudiced moral feeling. Hardly can avplu), considering its
Ver.
great diffusion, be a mere copyist's error (in opposition to Fritzsche).
13. xpetotfl D* F G, Clar. Boern. codd. Lat., in Rufinus and some Latin
Its origin is due to the reverence for
Fathers
fiveiaiq (defended by Mill).
Ver. 17. evumov]
martyrs: " lectio liturgica pro tempore ficta," Matth.
A** has huirtov tov Qeov, nal evuttiov. F G, Arm. Goth. Vulg. and several
Fathers ov \i6vov evutuov r. Qeov, aXha ndl kvuiriov. Ascetic amplification, after
Instead of ituvtov Lachm. has rwv, according
Prov. iii. 4
2 Cor. viii. 21.
to A** D* F G, min. It. Harl. Guelph. Tol. Tert. Lucif. Probably, however,

—

:

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

:

—

:

—

;

this

was connected with that amplification.

Copt. Arm. Vulg. Clar. Bas.

F

G, min. Goth.

:

edv,

Dam.

which

is

:

— Ver.

a?,la kav (so

20. kuv ovv]

ABPS,

Lachm. and Tisch.

to be preferred, with Griesb.

readings aim at furnishing a connection.

;

8).

min.

D*

the other

;

chap,
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xii., 1.

[See Note CXXVII. p. 482.]
f. General exhortation to sanctification.
drawing an inference, not from the whole dogmatic part of the
epistle, beginning with i. 16 (Calvin, Bengel, and many others, including
Itcichc, Kollner, de Wette, Philippi, Hofmann),
as also in Eph. iv. 1 and
1 Thess. iv. 1, the ovv which introduces the practical portion is not to be
taken so vaguely, but from xi. 35, 36, where the riches of God were described as, and shown to be, imparted apart from merit.
This connection
is, on account of did
olnripfi. r. Qeov, more readily suggested and simpler
than that with ver. 32 (Ruckert, Fritzsche, and several others).
did ruv oikt.
t. Qeov] by means of the compassion of God, reminding you of it.
Just so did
in xv. 30, 1 Cor. i. 10, 2 Cor. x. 1.
The exhortation, pointing to the compassion of God, contains the motive of thankfulness for compliance with it.
" Qui misericordia Dei recte movetur, in omnem Dei voluntatem ingreditur,"

—

Ver.

1

ovv]

—

—

w

Bengel.

— On

olnTipuoi,

comp. Pind. Pyth.

85

i.

—

see Tittmann,
;

Eccles. v. 6

;

plural conforms, indeed, to D'Dni, but

Synon. p. 68
Bar. ii. 27
;

is

ff.

1

On

the singular,

Mace.

iii.

The

44.

conceived according to the Greek

plural usage of abstract nouns (see Kiihner,

II. 1, p.

15

f.

Maetzner, ad

;

the compassions, i.e. the stirrings and manifestations of
Lycurg. p. 144 f.)
Ttapacrrjaai] selected as the set expression for the presenting of
compassion.
Lucian, de sacrif. 13
sacrificial animals at the altar ; Xen. Anab. vi. 1. 22
:

—

;

;

and Loesner, p. 262. Paul is glancing at the thank-offering (did r. otKTLpfi. r. 9.), and raises the notion of sacrifice to the highest
rd cufiara
moral idea of self -surrender to God comp. Umbreit, p. 343 ff
v/iuv] not, on account of the figure of sacrifice, instead of ifidc avrovq (so
still also Philippi), as if cuua might denote the entire person, conusually
On the contrary, the apostle
sisting of body and soul (but comp. on vi. 12).
means quite strictly your bodies, reserving the sanctification of the vovc for
ver. 2, so that the two verses together contain the sanctification of the whole
and

see Wetstein

.

;

—

;

:

man

distributed into

ing of a

sacrifice),

its parts,

and that

—that of the outer man

Fritzsche also takes the correct view
references of

r.

draws him to

sin ;"

sanctification

down even

chfi.

v/i.

(Kollner

Olshausen

:

See Pet. Abr. Borger, Dissertatio de parte
ad Rom. paraenetica, Lugd. Bat.
1840.— The subdivision of what follows into
xii.), ttoXltiko.

(chap,

xiii.),

and

considering the
miscellaneous character of the contents,
an untenable formal scheme (in opposition
to Melanchthon, Beza, and others). Paul
proceeds from the general to the particf.)

is,

and vice versa.
The ordinary objection brought against
this view in its literal fidelity, that the body
ular,
2

3
;

comp. Hofmann.

"the

Other peculiar

sensuous nature of man,

to the lowest potency of

1

iOuca (chap,

the offer-

which

" in order to extend the idea of Christian

:

epistolae

iepariKd (chap. xiv.

(set forth as

of the inner (as a renewing transformation).

.

human

nature") are not

could not be sacrificed to God without the
soul, is just in itself, but does not exclude
the supposition that Paul might formally
separate the bodily self-sacrifice and the
spiritual renewal. He passes from the organism of the bodily life, in which the inner
comp.
is made manifest, over to the latter
In passages also of the Greek
1 Cor. vii. 34.
writers, in which <r£>na. is apparently used
for the personal pronoun (as Eur. Ale. 647
see Brunck in loc.), <™^a is simply body.
Comp. also Soph. O. C. 355, et al.
;

—
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The following

indicated by the text.

view

r.

bodily self-sacrifice

for, in truth,

;

XoyiK. Ttarp. is

is

also

an

not opposed to our

ethical act, 1 Cor. vi. 20.

Ovoiav Zaoav] as a sacrifice which
Comp. on the subject-matter, vi. 13, 19.
For the moral self-offering of the body is the antitypical nlijpuoic of
the ritual sacrificial-service, in which the sacrifice dies ; whereas that ethical
lives.

sacrifice

no. doubt also connected with dying, as to sin namely, in the

is

sense of

vi. 2, vii.

4

Col.

ff.,

20,

ii.

iii.

5,

quished death (Gal.

ii.

Gal.

Such a

20, et al.).

19,

ii.

but

it

precisely out

is

meant proceeds, which has van-

of this death that the being alive here

the eminent

sacrifice is also, in

and belonging to God in an
ethical relation) and evapearoc rw 0ec3 (comp. Eph. v. 2).
That r. Qe& is not,
with Estius, Bengel, and Koppe, to be connected with napacr. is shown by
its very position, as well as by the superfluous character of a r. Qeu with
napaoT.
Passages from Porphyry, Hierocles, Philo, Josephus, and the
Rabbins, in which likewise moral devotion to God is set forth as self-sacriOn the asyndeton, as strengthening the
fice, see in Wetstein and Koppe.
force of the predicative notion, in dy., evdp. r. 9., comp. Nagelsbach, z. llias,
sense of antitypical fulfilment, ayia (as pure

,

—

—

p. 50, ed.

3.

definition,

and

rrjv Tioy.

larp.

accusative of epexegesis,

vu.~\

that, indeed, not to the

mere

—an

appositional

Ovalav (to the notion of

the wider notion of \arpiiav does not correspond), but to the whole
cai

k.t.1.

containing, respecting this whole act of presenting offering, the

,

judgment, what
p.

1,

243

it

ought

to

be; see Winer, p. 496 [E. T. 533]

xxv.

loyiKoc, rational (1 Pet.

many

ii.

not in contrast to

9. 2), is

others),

which

at

Kiihner,

;

II.

"the which is your reasonable service." 1
John xvi. 2. See on that passage. Comp.

Luther aptly remarks

f.

larpEia] service of worship, as in
ix. 4.

which

Tzapaorrj-

:

2

Plato, Locr. p. 99 E, 102

;

E

;

Polyb.

aloya (Theodoret, Grotius, Koppe, and

£&ja

most would only be to be assumed

if larpeia

were

equivalent to Bvala, but generally to the ceremonial character of the Jewish

and heathen worship,
vice, fulfilling itself

—designating the larpua here meant as a spiritual
—of which nature the opus
ser-

in moral rational activity,

The

operatum of the Jewish and heathen cultus was not.
547

p.

calls the sacrifice of the

comp. John iv. 24
Melanchthon
Leg. 13.

idea,

:

tuetur

Deum,

angels

Rom.

;

i.

9

Test. XII. Patr.

On

loyinrjv k. avatfianTov irpootyopav.
;

Phil.

iii.

3

1

;

Pet.

ii.

5

;

the

Athenag.

" Cultus mentis, in quo mens fide aut coram intimorem et laetitiam in Deo." The opposite is

et vere sentit

the character of mechanical action, the aAoyog

ml

rpi(3q

e/nreipia (Plat.

Gorg.

p. 501 A).

Ver.
shaped,

Infinitives (see the critical notes)

2.

and

:

avoxv^ri^eadaL, t° become like-

perapopcpowdai, to become transformed.

The two verbs stand

in

contrast only through the prepositions, without any difference of sense in the

Comp. the interchange of
[See Note CXXVIII. p. 483.]
and cxvua in Phil. ii. 7, also the Greek usage of ffxvuari^eiv and uoptyovv,
which denote any kind of conformation according to the context (Plut. Mor.
to usuop(puuevov ml eax^ariauivov, Eur. Iph. T. 292
fiopffic oxyp. 719 B

stem-words.
liop<pi)

:

:

1

Comp. Lobeck,

CE. T. 153].

Paralip. p. 519

;

Nagelsbach,

z. 11. iii.

51

;

Buttmann,

neut. Gr. p. 134

CHAP.
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xii.. 2.

Here of moral conformation, without requiring us to distinguish
and axvfia as inner and outer (Bengel, Philippi), or as appearance to
others and ane^s own state in itself (Hofmann).
On the interchange of the
infinitive of the aorist (irapacTTjaat) and present, comp. on vi. 12.
t£> ai&vi
tovtu] to the present age, running on the Parousia, n?n oSty (see on Matt,
fiara).

floppy

1

—

xii. 32),
ii.

2

the character (ethical mould) of

Gal.

;

i.

4

;

2 Cor.

with the dative

ricians

which

is

that of immorality (Eph.

iv. 4, et al.).

cvaxn^TL^eaQai

(as also 1 Pet.

i.

is

found in rhetowith wpdg or eig.

also

14), instead of

—

whereby the fxerajiop^. is to be effected through the renewal
of the thinking power (vovg here, according to its practical side, the reason in
its moral quality and activity
see on vii. 23
Eph. iv. 23). It needs this
renewal in order to become the sphere of operation for the divine truth of
salvation, when it, under the ascendency of dfiapria in the <jdp% has become
darkened, weak, unfree, and transformed into the adonifioc vovc (i. 28), the
vovc rrjc oapudc (Col. ii. 18).
Comp. on vii. 23. And this renewal, which
the regenerate man also needs on account of the conflict of flesh and spirit
which exists in him (viii. 4 ff.
Gal. v. 16 ff.) through daily penitence (Col.
iii. 10
2 Cor. vii. 10
1 Thess. v. 22, 23), is effected by means of the life1-7/

avaicaiv. r. vodc ]

:

;

;

,

;

;

;

element of faith (Phil.
17

iii.

9

ff.),

transforming the inner

man

(Eph.

2 Cor. v. 17), under the influence of the Holy Spirit, Eph.

;

iii.

iv. 23,

16,

24

;

This influence restores the harmony in which the vovg ought to
stand with the divine trvevfia
not, however, annulling the moral freedom
Tit.

iii.

5.

;

of the believer, but, on the contrary, presupposing

As

tion: to be transformed (passive).

—

to the dvd in

it

;

hence the exhortasee on Col. iii.

dvaicaiv.,

10.
elg to doM[i.~\ belongs not merely to dvanalvocng r. vobg vfi. as its direction
(Hofmann), but (comp. Phil. i. 10 and on Rom. i. 20) specifies the aim of
the [i£ra[iop<p. r. avan. r. v. vfxuv.
To the man who is not transformed by the
renewal of his intellect this proving which is no merely theoretical business of reflection, but is the critical practice of the whole inner life forms

—

—

no part of the

activity of conscience.

Comp. Eph.

be able to prove (Ruckert, Kollner), is as arbitrarily

The

v. 10.

sense

introduced as in

—

ii.

:

to
18.

He who is transformed by that renewal not merely can do, but which Paul
has here in view as the immediate object of the uerauop^ovadat k.t.%. actually
does the doniudfriv, and has thereby the foundation for a further moral development he does it by means of the judgment of his conscience, stirred
and illuminated by the Spirit (2 Cor. i. 12). On to deAn/Lta Qeov, what is

—

;

willed by God,
iv. 3.

—

comp. Matt.

to ayadbv

k.

evdp.

k.

10

vi.

teX.]

Eph.

;

is,

v. 17, vi. 6

by the

;

Col.

i.

9

;

1

Thess.

Peshito, the Vulgate, Chrysos-

tom, and most of the older interpreters, also by Ruckert and Reiche, united
adjectivally with t6 del.
But as evdp. would thus be unsuitable to this, we
must rather (with Erasmus, Castalio, and others, including Tholuck, Flatt,
Kollner, de Wette, Fritzsche, Reithmayr, Philippi, van Hengel, Hofmann)

approve the substantival rendering
which

is

good and well-pleasing

(to

^According to the latter supposed disHofmann hits upon the arbitrary

tinction,

definition of the relation of ver.

1

to ver.

(as apposition to to del.

God) and perfect.

2,

The

r.

Qeov)

:

that

repetition of the

that ver.l contains how the Christian should
stand towards God, and ver. 2 how he should
present himself to those who surround him.

—

—

'
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was the less necessary, as the three adjectives used substantively
exhaust one notion (that of moral good), and that climactically.
article

Ver.

The exhortation now passes on to single duties, amongst which that
and modesty, generally (vv. 3-5), and in respect of the individ-

3.

of humility

—

m

particular (vv. 6-8), is the first the first, too, compliance
x a P iGliara
with which was indispensable to a prosperous life of the church. And Eaul
must have known how very necessary this same injunction was in the Roman community. [See Note CXXIX. p. 483.] yap] for. The special requirement which he is now to make serves in fact by way of confirmation to
ual

—

the general exhortation of ver.
ii.

22.

means

—

6ia

As to Tieyu

2.

in the sense of enjoining, see

on

x&P- rVQ ^06. fioi] Paul does not command 6C eavrov, but by
in virtue of the divine grace bestowed on him.
It is thus that he

rfjQ

of, i.e.

characterizes

—and

apostleship.

Comp.

how

and humbly (1 Cor. xv. 10) his
10
Eph. iii. 7, 8. This x&P^ was
given to him (jxoi), not in common with Christians generally (v/u.lv. ver. 6).
iravTc
vfiiv] to every one in your community ; none among you is k> be
exempt from this exhortation not to every one who thinks himself to be
something among you (Koppe, Baumgarten-Crusius).
p.y vneptypov. k.t.1.]
not loftily-minded ought the Christian to be, going beyond the standard-rule of

—

.

.

at once truly

xv. 15

;

1

Cor.

!

iii.

;

.

:

;

that disposition which is conformable to duty

(trap' 6 del <f>p.)

should be such as to have wise discretion (1 Pet.
II. xxiii.

305

elg

:

Comp.

onomasia.

ayada Qpoveuv, Eur. Phoen. 1135
Plat.

B

906

Legg. x. p.

for

iv. 7)

:

:

elg

but his disposition

;

aim (comp. Horn.

its

fiaxvv

<f>povelv).

Par-

outypoovvq fiera typovijoeog, Eur.

and see Wetstein.
t&v (ppovquaTtov
tcjv ayav ine ptypdvcov
emory depends on efiepioe (comp. 1 Cor. iii. 5, vii. 17, and on
Rom. xi. 31), not on leyu (Estius, Kollner) which view makes the already
said Ttavrl
vulv to be once more repeated, and, on the other hand, deIleracl.

388

— haaro)

.

:

.

.

;

ug]

—

.

.

.

prives euepiae of its essential definition.

which each one ought

<j>povelv elg

'Qg designates

to au^povetv,

persons differently furnished with

gifts, so

and

the scale according

to

this scale is different in

that for one the boundary, be-

otherwise drawn than
The regulative standard, however, Paul expressly calls the
measure offaith, which God has assigned. This is the subjective condition
(the objective is the divine x<*P g) °i tna* which every one can and ought

yond which
it is

his

<j>povelv

ceases to be

elg to caxppovelv, is

for another.

1

to do in the Christian life of the church.

According, namely, as faith in

more or less living, practical, energetic,
whether contemplative, or manifestefficacious in this or that direction,
ing itself in the outer life, in eloquence and action, etc., they have withal
He, thereto measure their appointed position and task in the church.
fore, who covets a higher or another standpoint and sphere of activity in
the community, and is not contented with that which corresponds to the
measure of faith bestowed on him, evinces a wilful self-exaltation, which is
without measure and not of God not that spirit wherein the Christian

the case of individual Christians

is

—

—

—

fieTpio<j>po(Tvv7j

is

1

consists, the Qpoveiv

elg

to outypovelv, enacTO) ag

/c.r.A.

The

nicTig

therefore to be taken throughout in no other sense than the ordinary

Oomp. Winer,

p. 121 [E. T. 127 f .]

;

Dissen,

ad

Bern, de cor. p. 373

f.

;

Kuhner,

II. 1, p. 528.

—
;

chap,

xii., 4-8.

'
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one faith in Christ, of which the essence indeed is alike in all, but the individually different degrees of strength (comp. 1 Cor. xiii. 2), and peculiarities of character in other respects (vv. 4 ff.), constitute for individuals the
:

quantitative and qualitative relation.

fitrpov irloTEug in

This likewise holds in opposition to Hofmann,
fierp.

from

niaTeoc

larpeiav

tt/v hoyiK.

and takes

kfiepiae,
v/j,uv,

ver. 1

as

it

holding

;

Comp. Eph.

who with violence

iv. 7.

separates

an accusative of apposition, like
be the genitive of quality,

Triareug to

which distinguishes the measure within which the thinking of the Christian
confined, from that which the natural man sets up for himself.
Comp.,
in opposition to this strange separation, 2 Cor. x. 13, and in opposition to
is

this artificial explanation of the genitive, 2 Cor. x. 13

Eph. iv. 7, xiii. 16.
Motive for compliance with the previous exhortation. For the
prevalence of the parallel between a human body and a corpus sociale (1 Cor.
Vv.

5

4,

—

among

xii.) also

;

ff.

the ancients, see Grotius and Wetstein.

members,

k.t.X.] i.e. hit the

— ra

de

p,ekr}

ndvra

of them, have different activity ; thus, e.g., the
eyes another than the ears, the feet another than the mouth.
Wrongly van
all

Hengel takes the expression,

—namely, those

only some

many,

though

as

we

ov navra

possess in pairs

were the reading, so that

—would be

meant, not

—
—

all.

the multiplicity of Christians taken together, in opposition to the unity of the body which they compose.
Comp. v. 15.
ev
the

ol 7ro/Mot]

i.e.

The common element

in which the union consists
out of Christ we
but this we are in Him, in the fellowship of faith and
life with Christ.
He is the Head (Eph. i. 22, 23, iv. 15 Col. i. 18, ii. 19),
a relation which is understood of itself by the consciousness of faith, but
is not denoted by h Xpiorti (as if this meant on Christ), as Koppe, Rosenmuller, and older interpreters hold.
to de naff elg] but in what concerns the individual relation.
In good Greek it would be to de icaff eva (see on Mark xiv.
Kiihner, II. 1, p. 414)
but naff e\c, in which
19, and Bernhardy, p. 329
/card has quite lost its regimen, is a very frequent solecism in the later Greek
writers (Mark, I.e. ; John viii. 9
3 Mace. v. 34). 2
To na(f e\c is groundlessly
condemned by Fritzsche as " commentitia formula." If naff e\c and 6 naff
els were in use (and this was the case), it follows that to kci6' etc might be
just as well said as to naff eva (comp. to Kaff eavrov and the like, Matthiae,
Kiihner, n. 1, p. 272).
See also Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 26 f. [E. T.
§ 283

Xpiary]

should not be

;

ev copa,

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

30].

Vv. 6-8. In

the possession, however,

corresponds to

piofiaTa k.t.X.

to,

of different

This exovTeg

gifts.

de \xekq iravTa ov ttjv avTr/v

de

e% £l npagiv, ver.

xa ~

4.

As regards the construction, the view adopted by Reiche, de Wette, and
Lachmann makes exovTeg a participial definition of kafiev, ver. 5 according;

ly,

ehe

Tvpo^j]Teiav

sition to

x aP l(*llaTa

'

Ty Stan., ev
fjfj.lv,

1

T7j

Theaet.

Eur. Ion, 354
87

:

Kep&euv

p..

6

p. 161

Soph. El.

<ro<jKas.
:

*}/3t;s

dianoviav

depend on

exovTec as a specifying

whilst the limiting definitions

\

Sidaoic., ev

and with «re

Plat.

avrov

and eWe
Ty

irapaicX. k.t.1.

/card ttjv aval. r.

are parallel to the /card

diddaKuv the discourse varies, without

E

:

/xeVpw

.

.

.

i%

229: perpov /caKOTijros.

pirpov.

Pind. Isthm.

i.

*

See Lucian

Thom. Mag.
Winer,

;

,

e"

x^P tv d°6

however becom

and Graev. in loc.
Wetstein on Mark, I.e. j

Soloec. 9,

p. 483

ttjv

appo

tc'iot.

p. 234 \E. T. 249].
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ing directly hortatory.

Comp.

also Ruckert.
But usually Kara ttjv aval. r.
regarded as elliptical hortatory sentences, whilst
by some likewise attached to the foregoing (Theodoret, Erasmus,

ev ry dian. k.t.1., are

it lot.,

exovteq is

Luther, Castalio,

Calvin, Estius, and others, including Flatt, Tholuck,
Reithmayr), and with others exovreg begins a new sentence (so Olshausen,
Fritzsche, Baumgarten-Crusius, Philippi, van Hengel, Hofmann, following
Beza).
The usual construction is the only correct one (in which, most suit-

ably to the progressive de, a new sentence commences with exovreg), because,
under the mode followed by Reiche and de Wette, the alleged limitations
ev ry diaic., ev ry didaon., and ev ry irapanl. either express nothing, or must be

taken arbitrarily in a variety of meaning different from that of the words
and because ev aTrlorTfri, ev OTrovdy, and ev llaporrirt,

with which they stand

;

ver. 8, are obviously of a hortatory character,

may

pressions with ev

maxims thrown out

concise

sufficient after Kara
dianovia

and

:

ttjv

and only

elliptically,

avaloy.

r. ttlgt.

after ev ry didacKaXia

dfiev,

lastly, after

and therefore the previous exBy way of filling up the

not be taken otherwise.

:

as

to supply

earco,

it

were in outline,

the same after ev ry

the three following particulars, kv dirMrqri

peratives of the corresponding verbs (//era&ddrw k.t.1.).

mode

of expression in

1

Pet.

— xa

iv. 10, 11.

p'l(T

t*

irapanlqcFei

;

the im-

k.t.X.,

Comp. the

similar

aTa ] denotes the different

peculiar aptitudes for the furtherance of Christian
its

it is

Tzpo^revufiev, after kv ry

:

life in

the church and of

external welfare, imparted by God's grace through the principle of the

Holy

working

Spirit

On

communion (hence

in the Christian

Trvevftariica,

1

Cor.

their great variety, amidst the specific unity of their origin

from
the efficacy of this Spirit, see esp. 1 Cor. xii. 4 ff.
Paul here mentions by
way of example (for more, see 1 Cor. xii.), in the first instance, four of such
Xaplapiara, namely
(1) irpofrjTeia, the gift of theopneustic discourse, which
presupposes cnroiidTivftg, and the form of which, appearing in different ways
(hence also in the plural in 1 Cor. xiii. 8
1 Thess. v. 20), was not ecstatic,
like the speaking with tongues, but was an activity of the vovg enlightened
and filled with the consecration of the Spirit's power, disclosing hidden
things, and profoundly seizing, chastening, elevating, carrying away men's
hearts, held in peculiar esteem by the apostle (1 Cor. xiv. 1).
Comp. on 1
xii. 1).

—

:

;

Cor.

Further,

xii. 10.

(2) dianovia

:

the gift of administration of the external

affairs of the church, particularly the care of the poor, the sick,

comp. 1 Cor.
i>eiq. Acts vi.

The

1

ff.

;

where the functions of the

Phil.

i.

1

;

1

Tim.

iii.

8,

service of the diaconate in the church,

seven

men

Ritschl,

The

xii. 28,

of Acts

vi., is

;

and strangers ;
termed avrikfc

Rom.

xvi. 1.

which grew out of that

of the

12

;

1 Pet. iv. 11

really of apostolic origin

altkath. Kirche, p. 359

di6aona?iia,

diaconia, are

:

;

Clem. Cor.

Jul. Muller, dogmat. Abh. p.

I.

560

42,
ff.

44

;

(3)

the gift of instruction in the usual form of teaching directed

to the understanding (If olaeiac diavoiag, Chrysostom,

on Acts

xiii. 1

particular office

Eph.

;

;

iv.

11

;

1 Cor. xiv. 26.

see Ritschl, p. 350 f

and encouraging address operating on

.

It

ad 1 Cor. xii. 28), see
was not yet limited to a
the gift of hortatory
the possessor of which

(4) Trapanlrjoic,

the heart

and

will,

probably connected his discourses, in the assemblies after the custom of the
synagogue (see on Acts xiii. 15), with a portion of Scripture read before the

chap,
Comp. Acts

people.

xii., 6-8.

iv. 36, xi.
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23, 24
Justin, Apol. I. c. 67. -Kara r$»
proportion of their faith the prophets have
to use their prophetic gift, i.e. (comp. ver.
3) [See Note
p 484]
they are not to depart from the proportional
measure which their faith has
neither wishing to exceed it nor falling short

aval.

r.

mar.] Conformably

;

to the

CXXX

•

of it, but are to guide themannounce and interpret the received
as the peculiar position in respect of
faith bestowed on them according to the strength, clearness, fervour,
and other qualities of that faith
suggests-so that the character and mode of their
speaking is conformed to
the rules and limits, which are implied in
the proportion

by
anoKdlv^
selves

and

it,

are therefore so to

,

of their individual

degree of faith.
of form, into a

In the contrary case they fall, in respect of
contents and
mode of prophetic utterance, either excessive and
overstrained, or on the other hand insufficient
and defective (not corresponding
to the level of their faith).
The same revelation

may

in fact-accordin- to

the difference in the proportion of faith
with which it, objectively given
subjectively connects itself—be very differently
expressed and delivered'
avaloyia, proportio, very current (also as
a mathematical expression) in the
Classics (comp. esp. on Kara r. dvaXoy.
Plato, Polit. p. 257 B, Locr.
p. 95 B
Dem. 262. 5), is here in substance not different from
uerpov, ver. 3
comp.'
•

;

B dvdXoya ml ^vfifxerpa. Hofmann groundlessly denies
consequence of his incorrect view of fxirpov idareag,
ver. 3), yet likewise arrives at the sense, that prophetic utterance
must keep equal pace with
the life of faith.
Paul might, in fact, have written cv^hp^ ry
niare h and
would have thereby substantially expressed the same
thing as Kara r. aval,
r. mar. or avaUy^r. *.
The old dogmatic interpretation
Plato, Tim. p. 69

:

this (in

»

however, to the Greek Fathers, who rightly take
r.
the fides qua creditur) of the regulafdei (irlan in
S

quae creditur),

(still

unknown

subjectively of
the objective sense, fides
iriareug

of the conformitas doctrinae in scripturis (see
esp. Calovius), departs arbitrarily from the thought
contained in ver. 3, and from the
immediate context {Kara r. x dp. r. 6od. falv), and cannot
in itself be justified

by

i.e.

linguistic usage (see

on

It reappears,

however, substantially in
("to remain subject to the norma
Bisping, although they do not like
many of the older commentators, take prophecy to refer to
the explanation
of Scripture.
h ry dtamvi 9 ] If it be the case that we have diaconia (as ai.

5).

Flatt, Klee, Glockler, Kollner, Philippi
et regula fidei Christianae"), Umbreit,

—

X

us be in our diaconia.
The emphasis lies on h. He who has the
gift of the diaconia should not desire
to have a position in the life of the
church outside of the sphere of service which is
assigned to him by this endowment, but should be active within that sphere. That
by diamvia is not intended any ecclesiastical office generally (Chrysostom,
Luther, Reithmayr,
Hofmann), is shown by the charismatic elements of
the entire context!
piotia), let

On
6

h, versari

in, comp. 1 Tim. iv. 15
Plato, Prot. p. 317 C, Phaed.
Demosth. 301. 6, et al. ; Kriiger, ad Dim. Hist.
p. 269, 70.
elre
dcddoKuv] Symmetrically, Paul should have
continued with elre didaomliav

p.

elvac

59

A

;

—

;

.^^P- Lu er tOoaa' "AH prophecy,
J
which leads f
to work and not simply to
'

s

Christ as the only consolation, however
valuable it is, is nevertheless not like faith."

—
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(sc.

exovreg), as

such a way as

A

actually reads.

now

Instead of

however, he proceeds in

this,

to introduce the different possessors of gifts in the third

and therefore no longer dependent on the ice implied in exovreg.
The change of conception and construction may accordingly be thus exhib" While, however, we have different gifts, we should, be it prophecy
ited
be
that we have, make use of it according to the proportion of our faith,
person,

:

—

diaconia that

it

we

have, labour within the diaconia,

be it that

it is

the

should) be active within the sphere of teaching, etc." After 6
if it, viz. one charismatically gifted,
didaonuv, simply koTi is to be supplied
The apostle, in the urgent fulness of ideas which are yet to
is the teacher.

teacher, (he

:

be only concisely expressed, has lost sight of the grammatical connection
comp. Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 331 [E. T. 386]. Hofmann's expedient, that
elre are subordinated to the preceding h ry dianovia, and 6
here elre
dtdaoKuv and 6 irapaaaluv are to be taken as a parenthetical apposition to the
subject of the verb to be supplied ("be it that lie, tlie teacher, handles teaching," etc.), is an artificial scheme forced upon him by his incorrect view of
;

.

dtanovia,

of

.

and

.

at variance

with the co-ordinated relation of the

first

two

cases

elre.

Ver.

8.

'0

fieratiidovg

exposition with

but

elre

k.t.1.}

[See

Note CXXXI. p. 484.] The detailed
onward more vehemently,

ceases as the discourse flows

the series of those charismatically

endowed

is

continued, yet in such a

way

there are no longer mentioned such as possess a x^P LClia f° r a definite function in the church, but such as possess it generally for the activity
air2,6~
Hence, because with
of public usefulness in the social Christian life.
place
to
are
indicated,
we
is
exhortations
the
of
continuance
the
/c.r./l.
tt]ti

that

now

h

The
6 ueradidovq not a full stop, but a comma, or, better, a colon.
reference of these last three points to definite ministerial functions (such as
that 6 ueradid. is the diaconus who distributes the gifts of love 6 Trpoiorau. the

before

;

6 eleuv he who takes charge
president of the community, bishop or presbyter
references of ueradid.
assumed
that
the
fact
the
first,
by
refuted,
is
of the sick)
;

(according to Acts iv. 35, we should at least expect diadidovc) are quite incapable of proof, and indeed improbable in themselves secondly, by the consideration that such an analysis of the diaconal gift would be out of due
and
place, after mention had been already made of the dianovia as a whole
the
as
rpoiorafxevoc,
the
of
position
the
that
consideration
thirdly, by the
;

;

between two diaconal functions, and almost at the end of the
would be unsuitable. But if we should wish to explain npolarafi. as
guardian of the strangers (my first edition Borger), there is an utter want of
proof both for this particular feature of the diaconia and for its designation by
Trpoiardu. (for the rrpoGrdrric at Athens, the patron of the metoeci, was some-

presbyter,
series,

;

—

6 fieradidovc] he
thing quite different; Hermann, Staatsalterth. §115. 4).
who imparts, who exercises the charisma of charitableness by imparting of
Eph. iv. 28 Luke Hi. 11. To understand the imhis means to the poor.
;

parting of spiritual good (Baumgarten-Crusius), or this along with the other
(Hofmann), receives no support from the context, especially seeing that the
spiritual imparting has already

forms,

—h dnUr.] in

been previously disposed of in its distinctive
without any selfishoes^ without

simplicity, therefore

—
CHAP,
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xii., 9.

boasting, secondary designs, etc., but in plain sincerity of disposition.

Comp. 2
dlr/dr/g,

6

Cor.

and the

viii. 2, ix. 11, 13,

airl. k.

classical collocations of dnTwvg

n polar d/uevog] the president,

others as leader, of directing affairs and the like (comp. irpoiaraadat

Herodian,

udruvy

10.

vii.

ml

—

On the subject-matter, comp. Matt. vi. 2 ff.
he who exercises the ^a/cnoy/a of presiding over

yewalog k.t.1.

consequently one

16),

riiv irpay-

who through

spiritual

endowment is fiyefioviKbg aal dpxinog (Plato, Prot. p. 352 B). This xapio-fia
KpocTdTiKov had to be possessed by the presbyter or kniaKOTrog for behoof of
his work (comp. 1 Cor. xii. 28)
but we are not to understand it as applying to him exclusively, or to explain it specially of the office of presbyter,
;

as

Rothe and Philippi again do, in
'

Hofmann

while

text,

spite of the general nature of the con-

likewise thinks that the presbyter

respects his office, but as respects his activity.
of charismatic

is

—

kv airovdy]

with zeal ;

is

xdpta[ia

to administer comfort, counsel, help.

carriage. 8

ix.

kv IXapdr.]

kv drrUr., kv airovdy,

denote, like the preceding definitions with

which the

do

their

work

;

6 klewv]
it

is

he
his

with cheerful,

and

all

kv llapdr.

do not

with which those who

these three qualities characterize,

in like manner, the nature of true aaxppoveiv, ver.

Vv. 9-21. Exhortations for all without

and

the sphere of service within

kv,

activity is to exert itself, but the quality,

are gifted are to

—

whom

the opposite of a reluctant and sullen

7,

— Observe, further, that

for the presby-

(pavlorr/g.

merciful towards the suffering and unfortunate, to

friendly demeanour, 2 Cor.

is

the earnest, strenuous

it is

attention to the fulfilment of duty, the opposite of

who

meant, not as
the category

is

meant

endowment, under which the work destined

be included.

ter falls to

What

3.

headed by love/
Note CXXXII. p. 485.] The supplying of the imperative (comp. ver. 7), which is rare in the classical
writers (Bernhardy, p. 331
Kuhner, II. 1, p. 37), cannot occasion any
Ver.

'H

9.

dydirr]

dwizonp.]

sc.

distinction,

iaru [See

;

scruple in this so briefly sketching hortatory address.
dvvirdnpiTog is not
found in classical Greek, but it occurs in Wisd. v. 19, xviii. 16, 2 Cor. vi.
6, 1

Tim.

i.

5,

2 Tim.

i.

5, Jas. iii. 12, 1

the adverb, like Clem. Cor.

12.

II.

Pet.

— The

i.

22.

absolute

Antoninus,

viii. 5,

has

is

always

love

t?

dydirr]

towards others (see esp. 1 Cor. xiii.), of which <paa6el<pia is the special form
having reference to Christian fellowship, ver. 10. As love must be, so must
be also faith, its root, 1 Tim. i. 5 2 Tim. i. 5.
The following participles
and adjectives may be taken either together as preparing for the evloyelre rovg

—

;

and as dependent on this (Lachm. ed. min.) or, as corresponding to the personal subject of 7 dydirr/ dwirdnp. (so Fritzsche), see on 2
Cor. i. 7
or, finally, by the supplying of kark as mere precepts, so that after
dwrrdnp. there should be placed a full stop, and another after Sidtcovre g in ver.
13.
So usually also by Lachmann, ed. maj., and Tischendorf. The latter
view alone, after 7 dydirr] dwrrdnp. has been supplemented by the imperative
diuK. in ver. 14,

;

;

;

of the substantive verb,

mode

is

of expression to the

the natural one, and correspondent in

its

concise

whole character stamped on the passage

1

So also

'

Comp. Xen. Mem.

Jul. Mffller,

Dogmat.Abh.

ii. 7.

p. 582.

12: IXapaX Se avrl <rKv9p*»irS>v.

;

the

.

;

.
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two former modes of connection exhibit a formal interdependence on the

—

part of elements that are heterogeneous in substance.
anooTvyovvTec ] abhorThe strengthening significance of the compound, already noted by

ring.

Chrysostom, Theodoret, Oecumenius, and Tbeophylact, has been grounddenied by Fritzsche it is quite appropriate in passages like Herod,

lessly
ii.

—

;

47, vi. 129
to TTovrjpSv

Soph.

;

and

t£>

Oed. G. 186, 691

Eur. Ion. 488
Parthen. Erot. 8.
hyady are to be taken generally of moral evil and good ;
;

;

abhorrence of the one and adherence to the other form the fundamental
moral character of unfeigned love. The evil and good which are found in
the object of love (Hofmann) are included, but not specially meant.
Comp. 1
Cor.

xiii. 6.

Ver. 10. 1y

<paudefy.]

towards fellow-Christians,

On its

7).

respect

Thess.

1

of (in point of) brotherly

iv.

9

;

Heb.

;

1

vi. 10.

Pet.

—

i.

(love

love

22

2 Pet.

;

<j>iUaropyot]

i.

fond-

an expression purposely chosen, because Christians are brothers
word is also in classical Greek the usual one for family af-

as the

sisters,

— ry

Comp. also Cicero, ad Att. xv. 17.
and high estimation.
npoqyovftevoi] not

fection.
respect

xiii. 1

comp. generally Gal.

relation to ay any,

ly affectionate;

and

In

—

rt/uy]

in the point of moral

(Chrysostom, Moras,
Theophylact, Luther, Castalio',
Wolf, Flatt), but, in correspondence with the signification of the word
going before, as guides, namely, with conduct that incites others to follow.
Without the support of usage Erasmus, Grotius, Heumann, Koppe, and

nor yet

Kollner),

excelling

:

anticipating (Vulgate,

:

:

Hofmann take

Trporryelodai as

se ipso potiores

ducere

alios,

equivalent to ijyuaQat vTvepexovrac (Phil.

which would be denoted by

yyelodat,

ii.

3)

npb eavTuv

aXk. (Phil. ii. 3).
In Greek it does not elsewhere occur with the accusative,
but only with the dative (Xen. Gyr. ii. 1. 1
Arist. Plut. 1195
Polyb.
xii. 5. 10) or genitive of the person (Xen. Hipp. 4. 5
Herodian, vi. 8. 6
Polyb. xii. 13. 11)
with the accusative only, as in Xen. Anab. vi. 5, 10,
;

;

;

;

;

npoTjy. 6

66v

Ver. 11. Ty c?rovdy] in respect of zeal, namely, for the interests of the Christian life in whatever relation.
rw ttv. &ovTeq] seething, boiling in spirit, the

—

opposite of

hence rw Trvev/x. is not to be understood of the
(Oecumenius and many others, including Ilolsten, Weiss), but
of the human spirit.
Comp. Acts xviii. 25. That this fervent excitement
of the activity of thought, feeling, and will for Christian aims is_stirred up
by the Holy Spirit, is obvious of itself, but is not of itself expressed by t£>
Tcvev/xarc.
Zeu of the mental aestuare is also frequent in the classics.
ru

Holy

oKvijpol

ry oirovdy

;

Spirit

1

naipti Sovl.]

consigns

—without, in view of

the whole laying out of the disver. 9, requiring a connective 6e

course as dependent on y aydiry avvirdicp.
(against van Hengel)—the fervour of spirit to the limits of Christian prudence, which, amidst its most lively activity, yet in conformity with true
love, accommodates itself to the circumstances of the time* with moral discretion
,

1
Plato, Rep. iv. p. 440 C, Phaedr. p. 251 B
Soph. Oed. C. 435; Eur. Ilec. 1055; and
Pflugk in loc. See also Jacobs, ad Anthol.

IX. p. 203

;

Dorville,

ad

C'harit. p. 233.

How much was Paul himself in this mat-

8

ter,

with

all his

fervour of

spirit,

a shining

model
Cor.

!

1

Cor. ix. 19

ff.

;

Phil. iv. 12, 13

;

1

viii. 13; Acts xx. 35, xvi. 3,
the SovAeuW tw *c<upw, in the
noble sense here meant, belongs also the
having as though one had not, etc., in 1 Cor.

iv. 11

xxi. 23

vii.

29

ff.

ff

ff.,

To

t

chap,

xii., 12-16.
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does not aim at placing itself in independence of them or oppose them with
headlong stubbornness, but submits to them with a wise self-denial (1 Cor.
xiii. 4-8).
Comp. on the dovl. r<i> naipy (tempori servire, Cicero, ad Div. ix.
17, Tuscul. iii. 27. 66) and synonymous expressions (natpti larpevetv, role icaip.
anolovdelv), which are used in a good or bad sense according to the context,
Wetstein and Fritzsche in loc. ; Jacobs, ad Anthol. X. p. 261. On the
thing itself, see Cic. ad Div. iv. 6
"ad novos casus temporum novorum
consiliorum rationes accommodare. " [See Note CXXXIII. p. 485.]
Ver. 12. In virtue of hope (of the future 66%a, v. 2) joyful.
The dative de:

—

notes the motive (Kiihner,

II. i. p. 380).
ry 61. vtto/j..] in the presence of triburemaining constant in it. On the dative, comp. Kiihner,
I.e. p. 385.
Paul might have written tt)v 611 fiv vn-ou. (1 Cor. xiii. 7 2 Tim.
ii. 19
Heb. x. 32, et al., and according to the classical use); he writes,
however, in the line of formal symmetry with the other expressions, the
dative and then the absolute vtto/uev. (Matt. x. 22
2 Tim. ii. 12
Jas. v. 11

lation holding out,

;

;

1 Pet.

20).

ii.

—

;

r.

;

;

rrpoaevxy irpocK.] perseveringly applying to prayer, Col. iv.

2; Actsi. 14.

Ver. 13. Having fellowship in the necessities

1

of the saints (comp. xv. 27),

of your fellow- Christians may be
also your own, seeking therefore just so to satisfy them.
Comp. on Phil. iv.
i.e.

so conducting yourselves that the necessities

14.

The

transitive sense

following

many

:

communicating

(still

held by Riickert and Fritzsche,

of the older interpreters), finds nowhere, at least in the

N. T., any confirmation (not even in Gal.

The dywi

vi. 6).

in general, not specially those of Jerusalem (Hofmann),

—

are the Christians

who

are indicated in

but not here, by the context.
tt)v (j>ilo^.]
studying hospitality.
Comp. Heb. xiii. 3 1 Pet. iv. 9. A virtue highly important at that time,
especially in the case of travelling, perhaps banished and persecuted, Christian brethren.
Comp. also 1 Tim. v. 10 Tit. i. 8. That those in need of
shelter should not merely be received, but also sought out, belongs, under
certain circumstances, to the fulfilment of this duty, but is not expressed by
9
Slcucovtzc (as Origen and Bengel hold).
Ver. 14. Iovq diuK. v/i.~\ who persecute you (in any respect whatever).
The
saying of Christ, Matt. v. 44, was perhaps known to the apostle and here
came to his recollection, without his having read however, as Reiche here
again assumes (comp. on ii. 19), the Gospels.
xv.

25,

;

;

Ver. 15. Xaipeiv]

i.e. xo-ipeiv v/iac Set, infinitive,

pression of the necessary behaviour desired.
subject-matter,

comp. Ecclus.

prominence the fact that
evdoKifiovvTi

/it)

/u6vov

fir)

vii.

iii.

16.

On

the

Rightly Chrysostom brings into

34.

yevvalag o<j>68pa delrai ipvxvCi

iclaieiv k.t.1.,

<j)6ovelv,

as a briefly interjected ex-

See on Phil.

& aTe T V

alia nai owrjdeodai.

Ver. 16. These participles are also to be understood imperatively by sup*

The reading fiveiais yields no sense,
although Hofmann commends it and seeks
to acquire for it, by a comparison of Gal. ii.
10 and Phil. i. 4, the sense of renderings of
assistance, which is a linguistic impossibility.
Yet even Theodore of Mopsuestia wished to
assign to this reading, which is found in
1

some
ft

copies, the sense

:

on SUaiov

v/*as

v r\n o p c rf e »

ndvTore

2

dpeiV Stuicetv, Plato,
30 ;
to aya0bv Siw/eeic and the

Comp.

ix.

Theaet. p. 176

B

rStv ayCiav.

;

like, Ecclus. xxvii. 8, et al. ; aSuciav SiciKeiv,

Plat. Hep. p. 545 B.
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plying eaeade (comp. on ver.
yiveade <pp6v. nap' eavr.

fir/

when

harmony,

—

9),

and not to be joined to

ver. 15,

nor yet to

to avrb elg all. <f>povovvTeg] characterizes the

each, in respect to his neighbour

one and the same thought and endeavour.

(elg,

not

loving

kv as in xv. 5),

Comp. generally

xv. 5

;

has

Phil.

ii.

According to Fritzsche, to aWd refers to what
follows, so that modesty is meant as that towards which their mind should be
mutually directed. But thus this clause of the discourse would not be independent, which is contrary to the analogy of the rest.
firj to, viprjla <ppovovvTeg] not aiming at high things,
a warning against ambitious self-seeking.
Comp. xi. 20 1 Tim. vi. 7.
toIq nwrenwf] is neuter (Fritzsche, Reiche,
Kollner, Glockler, de Wette, Baumgarten Crusius, Borger, Reithmayr,
Philippi, Maier, Bisping, following Beza and Calvin) being drawn onward
2, iv.

2; 2 Cor. xiii. 11.

—

—
—

;

:

by the lowly;

i.e.

instead of following the impulse to high things, rather

yielding to that which

is humble, to the claims and tasks which are presented to you by the humbler relations of life, entering into this impulse

towards the lower strata and spheres of life, which lays claim to you, and
it.
The Taneiva ought to have for the Christian a force of attraction, in virtue of which he yields himself to fellowship with them (aw), and
allows himself to be guided by them in the determination of his conduct.
Thus the Christian holds intercourse, sympathetically and effectively, in the
lower circles, with the poor, sick, persecuted, etc. thus Paul felt himself
compelled to enter into humble situations, to work as a handicraftsman, to
following

;

need and nakedness, to be weak with the weak, etc. With less
on account of the contrast of to, vtyrfla, others have taken toIc
raneiv. as masculine,
some of them understanding Taneivdg of inferior rank,
some of humble disposition, some blending both meanings with very difsuffer

probability,

—

—

ferent definitions of the sense of the whole, e.g. Chrys.
naTa(5T)di,

avp,nepi(f>epov,

Xeipa bpeyov k.t.1.

iir)

anlug

t£>

typovrjfiaTL

:

elg

awTaneivov,

similarly Erasmus, Luther, Estius,

t^v kneivuv evTeleiav

alia nai

and others

ftoqdei Kal

Grotius
(comp. Ewald): " modestissimorum exempla sectantes;" Riickert (comp.
van Hengel)
"let it please you to remain in fellowship with the lowly;"
Olshausen Christianity enjoins intercourse with publicans and sinners in
" to be drawn
order to gain them for the kingdom of Christ ;' Hofmann
;

;

:

:

:

into the host of those
else,

and, as their equals,

along the
here, the
13, 2

ii.

who occupy an

and desire nothing
disappearing amongst them, to move with them
inferior station

—

way in which they go."
awanay.] has not in itself, nor has it
bad sense to be led astray along with, which it acquires in Gal.
:

Pet.

iii.

17, through the context.

—

<pp6vi/uoi

nap' eavT.] wise accord-

your own judgment
Comp. Prov. iii. 7 Bernhardy, p. 256 f
One
must not fall into that conceited self-sufficiency of moral perception, whereby
ing

to

;

.

brotherly respect for the perception of others would be excluded.

Simi-

but not equivalent, is h eavr., xi. 25.
Vv. 17-19. The participles to be supplemented here as in ver. 16 are
not to be connected with fiij yiveade <j>p6v. nap' eavT.
/itjdevi] be he Christian
lar,

—

1

Certainly not here, for the discourse concerns the relations of Christians
who are without).

(not to those

—

—

to

one another

chap,
Opposite

or non-Christian.
also

by Greek

sages,

how opposed if was

The maxim

itself

taught

to the adacelv rw afimovvTi of

common

wavruv avdp&iruv.

:
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xii., 17-19.

Hellenism (Hermann, ad Soph. Philoct. 679 Jacobs, ad Delect. Epigr. p.
Stallbaum, ad Plat Grit. p. 49 B, ad PMleb. p. 49 D) and to Phari144
npovoovpevoi] reminiscence from the LXX.,
saism (see on Matt. v. 43)
an entirely
Prov. iii. 4. For this very reason, but especially because otherwise
;

;

\

—

result,
unsuitable limitation of the absolute moral notion of mla would
it belongs to
(Ewald, Hofmann)
huniov k.t.1. is not to be joined to
Comp. 2 Cor. viii. 21 Polycarp, ad Phil. 6. Before the eyes of all
npmwob/i.

mU

;

;

that it lies before the judgment of all— taking care for what is good
Verbs of caring are used both with
(morality and decency in behaviour).
(Bernhardy, p. 176), which
accusative
the
with
and
the genitive (1 Tim. v. 8)

men— so

with npwoeloOai. Rightly
in the classics also is very frequently found
Theophylact remarks on h&ir. it&vtuv avdp. that Paul does not thereby exto live npbc KsvoSo^iav, but Iva pi) napixupev naff r/pov afoppac role povhort us

—

el dwarbv,
he recommends that which is acnavdaliOTov k. hirpooKonov.
two
were
to
be joined
the
if
For
punctuated.
so
hp&v peri k.t.X.] to be

hopevotc,

to If

as it is possible for you," Glockler), the injunction
moral character. Still less are we to suppose that el 6whit6v
belongs to the preceding (Erasmus, Cajetanus, Bengel), which indeed ad"omnium amici
mits of no condition. Grotius' view is the correct one
amici este,"
parte
vestra
ex
certe
utrimque,
si non potest
este si fieri potest

together (" as

would

much

lose all

:

;

so that

chvaTov allows the case of objective impossibility to avail

el

(how often

had Paul himself experienced this !) to eg vpuv (adverbially as to what
see generally on i. 15,
concerns your part, that which proceeds from you
and Ellendt, Lex. Soph. II. p. 225) annuls any limitation in a subjective
:

;

;

and does not contain a subjective limitation (Reiche), since we for
and in any case peaceably disposed, so
that only the opposite disposition and mode of behaviour of the enemy can
aya^Toi] urgent and persuasive.
frustrate our subjective peaceableness.

respect,

our part are supposed to be always

—

Comp.

1 Cor.

x. 14, xv.

58

;

Phil.

1, iv.

ii.

l.—aUa

66te k.t.1.]

The con-

struction changes, giving place to a stronger (independent) designation ol
Give place to wrath (/car' kl-oxfy», that
See Winer, p. 535 [E. T. 575].
duty.
'

of God),

i.e.

forestall it not

by personal revenge, but

let it

have

its

course

and

The morality of this precept is oased on the holiness of God;
its sway.'
hence, so far as wrath and love are the two poles of holiness, it does not
exclude the blessing of our adversaries (ver. 14) and intercession for them.
2

view, according to which rf bpyy is referred to the divine wrath (comp.
1 Thess. ii. 16)— as the absolute rj xaptc is the divine favour and grace
;
1 Thess. i. 10, ii. 16)—is rightly preferred by most interpreters
(comp. v. 9

The
v.

9

;

from the time of Chrysostom down to van Hengel, Hofmann, Delitzsch
for, on the one hand, it corresponds entirely to the profane (Gataker, ad
Wetstein in loc.) and Pauline (Eph. iv. 27) use of tSttov (or
Anton, n. 104
;

;

Comp. here

especially Viger. ed. Herm.

p. 469.
» Quite analogous to the sense and sequence of thought of our verse is Synops.

Sohar, p. 95

:

"

Homo non

debet properare, ut

vindictam sumat (comp. m*j eauTous ckSikouvmelius est, si vindictam committit alii"
t«s)
(Deo), comp. aAAi Sotc tott. t» bpyj).
;
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X&pav) diMvai—which primarily denotes to make place
for any one (Luke xiv.
then to give any one full play, time and opportunity
for activity (Eph.

9),

l.e.

comp. Eccles. xiii. 21, xix. 17, xxxviii. 12, xvi. 14 Philo in
Loesner, p!
and on the other hand it is most appropriate to the following
263)
Scriptural proof.
Non-compliance with the precept occasions the bpyi^eoOac ml
d/mprdveiv, Eph. iv. 26.
Comp. on the thought 1 Pet. ii. 23 1 Sam. xxiv.
;

;

1

;

13, 16.

Others interpret

own wrath, 2 which is not
So de Dieu, Bos, Semler, Cramer, and Reiche

break forth.

it

of one's

duces terrible effects in the

moment

passes away."

use

to be
:

allowed to

" Wrath pro-

of its ebullition
give it time, and it
of irae spatium dare agrees indeed with
this interpretation, but not the Greek use of
M6vat
not even in the
;

The Latin

3

—

r<W

well-known expression in Plutarch
even in sport

(de ira cohib. p. 462) that

diSdvat tSttov to anger, i.e. give it full play,

allow

we should
it

not

free course.

Since this "giving way to wrath" (justly repudiated
by Plutarch as highly
dangerous) cannot be enjoined by Paul, he must have meant
by r. boyr, the
divine wrath.
For the interpretation given by others of the wrath
of an
enemy, which one is to give place to, to 'go out of the way of
(Schoettgen,
Moras, Ammon), must be rejected, since this, although it may be
linguis-

(Luke xiv. 9
Judg. xx. 36), and may be compared with
Soph. Ant. 718 (see Schneidewin in he.) and with the Homeric ehcetv 6v/ny,

tically justified

yet

a

would yield a

command

;

precept,

which would be only a

of Christian morals.

rule of prudence and not
This applies also in opposition to Ewald
expend itself, which, as opposed to personal
:

the wrath of the other to
revenge, has no positive moral character
to allow

(it is otherwise with Matt. v.
39)
not to mention that the injury, the personal avenging of which is forbidden

by no means

necessarily supposes a wrathful offender.

—

yeyp.

;

ydp\ Deut.

xxxii. 35, freely as regards the sense,

from the Hebrew (to me belongs revenge
and requital), but with use of the words of the LXX., which depart from
the original (h rjfiepa endiKyceug avTanofiuou), and with the addition of Xeyei
Kvpiog.
The form of this citation, quite similar to that here used, which
is found in Heb. x. 30, cannot be accidental, especially as the
characteristic
eyu avrarrod.

recurs also in the paraphrase of Onkelos (D-7BW NJKV).

But

there are no traces elsewhere to make us assume that Paul made use of Onkelos
and just as little has the view any support elsewhere, that the writer of
the Epistle to the Hebrews followed the citation of Paul (Bleek, Delitzsch).
;

Hence the only hypothesis which we can form without arbitrariness
that the form of the saying as it is found in Paul and in Heb. x. 30
had

is,

it must be admitted, that either of
two other explanations (see below)
would not be opposed to the sense of the
1

Yet

the

following passage of Scripture, if only one
of them were otherwise decidedly correct.
a
So Zyro in a peculiar manner in the
Stud v. Knt. 1845, p. 891 f
" Give place to
wrath, when it comes and seeks to get pos.

:

session of your mind, and go from it (turn
your back upon it)." This would be psychologically inappropriate (for wrath is in man,

an emotion which indeed is

stirred

up from

without, but does not come thence, comp
Eph. iv. 31 Col. iii. 8 John xi. 33, 38), and
at the same time how strange in point of
expression
3 Livy ii. 56, viii.
32 Seneca, de ira, iii 39
;

;

!

;

Comp. especially Lactantius, de Ira, 18
" Ego vero laudarem, si,
cum fuisset iratus

:

dedisset irae suae spatium; ut, residente per
intervallum temporis animi tumore, haberet

modum castigatio,"

—
chap,

xii., 20-21.
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at that time acquired currency in the manner of a formula of warning which
had become proverbial, and had influenced the rendering in the paraphrase
of Onkelos.
The Vtyu nvpiog Paul has simply added, as was frequently done
(comp. xiv. 11) wijth divine utterances in Heb. x. 30 these words are not
;

genuine.

Without ovv (see the critical notes), but thus the more in conformwith the mode of expression throughout the whole chapter, which proceeds for the most part without connectives, there now follows what the
Christian seeing that he is not to avenge himself, but to let God's wrath
have its way has rather to do in respect of his enemy. The whole verse is
borrowed from Prov. xxv. 21, 22, which words Paul adopts as his own,
closely from the LXX.
-^(o/u^e] feed him, give him to eat.
See on 1 Cor.
xiii. 1
Grimm on Wisd. xvi. 20. The expression is affectionate. Comp.
"manu tua." Eccles. vii. 32.
2 Sam. xiii. 5
Bengel
avdpaicae irvpbg
Ver. 20.

ity

—

—

—

—

;

;

oopeva.

eirl ri)v nefy.

and remorse

:

avrov] figurative expression of the

wilt thou prepare for him.

thought

painful shame

:

So, in substance, Origen, Augustine,

Jerome, Ambrosiaster, Pelagius, Erasmus, Luther, Wolf, Bengel, and others,
including Tholuck, Baumgarten-Crusius, Ruckert, Reiche, Kollner, de Wette,
Olshausen, Fritzsche, Philippi, Reithmayr, Bisping, Borger, van Hengel,

Hofmann

;

comp. Linder in the Stud.

u.

Krit.

1862,

p.

coals are to the Oriental a figure for pain that penetrates

568

and

f.

Glowing

cleaves to one,

1

and in particular, according to the context, for the pain of remorse, as here,
where magnanimous beneficence heaps up the coals of fire. Comp. on the
subject-matter, 1 Sam. xxiv. 17 ff.
See the Arabic parallels in Gesenius in
Rosenmuller's Repert. I. p. 140, and generally Tholuck in he. ; Gesenius,
Thesaur. I. p. 280.
Another view was already prevalent in the time of
Jerome, 2 and is adopted by Chrysostom, Theodoret, Oecumenius, Theophylact, Photius, Beza, Camerarius, Estius, Grotius, Wetstein, and others,
including Koppe, Bohme, Hengstenberg {Authent. d. Pentat. II. p. 406
f.),
namely, that the sense is
Thou wilt bring upon him severe divine punishment.
Certainly at 4 Esr. xvi. 54 the burning of fiery coals on the head
is an image of painful divine punishment
but there this view is just as certainly suggested by the context, as here (see esp. ver. 21) and in Prov. I.e., the
context is opposed to it.
For the condition nisi resipiscat would have, in the
first place, to be quite arbitrarily supplied
and how could Paul have conceived and expressed so unchristian a motive for beneficence towards

—

:

;

;

enemies

s
!

The saving clauses

of expositors regarding this point are fanci-

and quite unsatisfactory.
Ver. 21. Comprehensive summary of

ful

1
Not for softening (from the custom of
softening hard meats by laying coals upon
the vessel), as Glockler, following Vorstius

and

others, thinks, nor for inflaming to love
(Calovius and others). The Jesuit Sanctius
(see Cornelius a Lapide in loc.) even found
in the figure an indication of the blush of
shame.
So again Umbreit, p. 353 ; comp.
also van Hengel.
.
.

vv. 19, 20.

— " Be not overcome (carried

" " Carbones
igitur congregabis super
caput ejus, non in maledictum et condemnationem, utplerique existimant, sed in correctionem et poenitudinem," Jerome.
8

Augustine, Propos. 71

quam

diligit

:

"

Quomodo

quis-

eum, cui propterea cibum

potum dat, ut carbones ignis congerat
super caput ejus, si carbones ignis hoc
loco aliquem gravem poenam significant?"
et
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away

to revenge

and

retaliation) by evil

(which

committed against

is

but overcome by the good (which thou showest to thine enemy) the

1

evil,'

''

thee),

bring-

ing about the result that the enemy, put to shame by thy noble spirit, ceases
" Vincit malos perto act malignantly against thee and becomes thy friend.
tinax bonitas," Seneca, debenef.

vii. 31.

Comp. de

On

ira,

ii.

32

;

Valer.

Max.

Ilollf] '<jt
ev role nanolc
the other hand, Soph. El. 308 f.
Erasmus
remark
of
appropriate
the
add
may
nana.
KairiTTjSeveiv
avayKT)
on the style of expression throughout the chapter " Comparibus memoirs et

iv. 2, 4.

:

\

We

:

ineisis,

similiter cadentibus ox desinentibus sic totus sermo

modulatus

est,

ut

"
nulla cantio possit esse jucundior,

Notes by American Editob.

CXXVII. Ver.

1.

Tcapanalcj otiv v/iac.

Whether we hold with Meyer or not, that the immediate connection of this
verse through the particle ovv is with xi. 35, 36, there can be little doubt that
the Apostle intends to place the practical section of the Epistle over against the
doctrinal section, and to found upon the latter the first and comprehensive exhortation of the opening verses of this 12th chapter. The exhortation is
pressed upon the readers by the mercies of God, which are set forth in ch. xi.,

but which are also manifested in the progress and development of that plan

whose central doctrine is justification by faith.
The explanation which Meyer gives of the contents of. the exhortation is to
be accepted, because it meets satisfactorily the demands of the case, and beof salvation

cause the appeal to the readers thus to consecrate themselves to God, both in
the outer and inner man, is the most natural outgrowth of the preceding
In those chapters the doctrine had been exhibited in its universality
chapters.
of blessing for all men, and in its universality of influence throughout the
of each man— tending to make every one who should receive it into his
heart die to sin and live to holiness, and promising to every one at the end
not only life for the spirit, but complete redemption for the body also. The

life

objection urged against this view, which

Meyer notices in

his foot-note, is

answered fully by him, and it is unnecessary to modify what he says, even as
far as Weiss ed. Mey. does, so that ver. 2 is regarded as making the renewal of
the vove the means of the irapaarTjaai rd cupara. As Meyer expresses it, Paul
The objection, that ttjv "koyiKrjv larpeiav is opposed
formally separates the two.
to such a separation, is not well founded, for this phrase is used with especial reference to the external and ceremonial offerings of the Jewish system, and hence
suited to this part of the exhortation.

is especially

different tenses (aorist

Philippi objects that the

and present) are inconsistent with the

parallelizing of the

accounted for as connected with
the figure of offering a sacrifice— a single and definite act. In fact, the demand of the Christian teaching is as truly to renew the mind at once and by a

two

verses,

but the aorist in

ver. 1 is easily

it is to devote the body, or, as Philippi would say, the entire self,
thus immediately to God. The account given above of the use of the aorist,
therefore, is probably the true one.

single act, as

NOTES.
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2. avaxrifiari^eGde

—

(ierafio<t>ovffOe.

That Greek authors never used the words axvfia and fiop^r}, or their comThe tendency of
pounds, in the same sense, it may be difficult to affirm.
language is to some degree of freedom in such cases. It seems evident, however, that they have different meanings at the foundation, and in their ordinary use and there is, apparently, no reason for denying that the Apostle intentionally employs the two words, in this place, because he desires to express
two different shades of thought. Indeed, the fact that we find the two verbs,
instead of one, and that their peculiarities of signification, as distinguished
from each other, give additional force and emphasis to the entire sentence, renders it probable that such was his intention.
;

CXXIX. Vv.
These verses are subordinated
explicative

(e.g.

to

Ruckert, de Wette,

vv.

3-8.

1,

2.

Some

Philippi, Shedd)

writers regard yap as

;

others as causal

(e.g.

Meyer, Godet, Gifford, Beet). Probably the latter view is correct, and the preI give the exhortation
cise relation of thought expressed by the yap is this
to complete consecration of the whole man to God, because it involves in it:

—

and leads to the fulfilment of, all the particular duties of the Christian
which I have to urge upon you as members of the Christian church in
Rome. The particle is grammatically, indeed, confined in its force to the
single verse in which it stands, but in the writer's mind it extended, no doubt,
self,

life

over

all

The

that follows.

That
modesty and humility, as Meyer says, is evident. There is, however, such a prominence given to the matter of gifts and offices of the spiritual
life, that we must regard the Apostle as having a special reference, in what he
says, to humility with respect to these.
To the end of securing that proper
and modest estimation of oneself which is a part of true Christian living, the
first

it relates

of the specific exhortations is contained in these six verses.

to

limitation of oneself, in a Christian way, within the sphere of the divinely-

assigned

The "regulative standard"

gifts, is essential.

for this

due estimate

Qedc k/xepiaev /xsrpov moreuc, to which Kanl tt)v
avaloyiav rfjg iriareug (ver. 6) corresponds, as is made evident by the connection
in thought of the verses throughout the paragraph. The explanation of the
is

mentioned in the words uc

6

meaning

of fierpov iriareuc is rightly given in Meyer's note.

dently in

many

places to look

upon

Paul seems

evi-

faith as developing its vital force in differ-

ent lines— as, for example, here, in the qualification for special works and the
exercise of special gifts, and, in ch. xiv., in the matter of Christian

(comp. 1 Cor.

viii. 1 ff.)

"faith" to be a prophet, another has "faith" to "eat
soever

is

not of

faith' is sin."

all

knowledge

One man,

as related to conscientious scruples.

thus, has

things," and "what-

Paul himself had "faith" to be an Apostle

to

the Gentiles in the regions where others had not preached, just as he had
" grace given to him' for this end. This was his ^dp«T//a that is, it was that
for which the particular development of the life-principle of Christianity with'

in his

ment

mind and

;

soul fitted him.

It

was his duty

to have a sober-minded judg-

of himself in accordance with this fact (ouQpovelv),

this (virepQpovelv Trap' o del

<f>povelv).

Paul says of himself, 2 Cor.

The fourth and

fifth

x.

13

And

so with other

and not to go beyond
men. Compare what

ff.

verses give a ground for the bidding of ver.

3,

and, at
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the same time, carry on the thought, by way of transition, to w. 6-8. The
reason for the sober-minded estimate of oneself, as here stated, is that the
church is an organism, like the human body, wherein it is for the good, and
even the life, of the whole that the several members should have different

But, inasmuch as this is so, those who have particular
should devote themselves to the exercise of those gifts.

functions.

6

ff.)

CXXX.

Ver.

6.

Kara

gifts (ver.

avakoyiav rye iriareug.

ttjv

The argument presented by Meyer with regard to the construction of these
words seems decisive. They are to be connected with rrprxpnTevu/iev, which is
supplied in thought. Weiss, ed. Mey., who, asalsoTisch. 8, favors the uniting
of the entire clause with eojiev of ver.

faith,

and

5,

urges against this view, that the pro-

upon a divine inspiration and impulse, not upon

phetic gift was conditioned

that faith, though a necessary antecedent to the reception of the gift,

it.
These two things are true, no doubt, but this
with an exhortation to the prophet, such as is here given.
All the gifts are bestowments of the grace of God the prophetic gift more
exclusively so, perhaps, than any other, in so far as it involves an immediate
and momentary inspiration ;—but they are all alike (this one, as well as the
others) bestowed according to what the Apostle here means by the fierpov mareug, and they are to be used as they are bestowed.
The npo^rng, like the

is

not the energizing force in

fact is not inconsistent

—

move within the sphere of that which the
and the nlang had qualified him for, and should not, by reason of a
inrepfpoveiv, reach out beyond it.
The unity of the entire paragraph indicates
(hMdKaloc, or the (hanovog, should
X&pig

this to be the thought of the writer, and, as

does

it

this, it

determines both the

construction and the meaning of these particular words (Kara

The view

which makes

of this phrase

mean

it

according

/c.r.A.).

to the

proportion,

be believed or
a system of doctrine), is neither required by the word avaXoyiav, nor consistent
with Paul's use of niorig, nor harmonious with any of the parallel phrases (h
Ty dtaicovia, ev ry fii8a.CK.alia, /c.r.A.), nor suggested by anything in the context,
nor within the line of the thought of ver. 3, to which vv. 6-8 are subordinate
analogy, rule offaith (faith being taken in the sense of truths to

what it suggests.
That avakoyia answers in idea to iierpov is satisfactorily shown by Meyer, and
hence the fact of the selection of a new word in this verse, which has been
urged by some writers, cannot be considered an objection of any weight against
that interpretation which makes the words equivalent to each other.
as giving special applications of

CXXXI. Vv.

elre 6 didaaicuv

7, 8.

k.tX

There can be no doubt, it would seem, that the one who teaches and the one
exhorts belong in that teaching' class of which the prophet is a member,
and, by reason of his special inspiration, an exalted member.
On the other
hand, it may be regarded as probable that the
giver" and the one who " shows
mercy" are in a kindred sphere with the Sidicovog, as distinguished from the
sphere of the 6i8dcm?a)g. That the latter, however, are officials in the church
is not to be inferred from any such general relationship of work.
(1) There is
no evidence that there was such a multiplication of offices in the small and

who

'

'

'

'

'

scattered Christian bodies at this early period.

(2)

The

probabilities in the

—
NOTES.
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case are altogether against any such condition of things.
No snch offices are
alluded to even in the latest of the Pauline Epistles —no offices, indeed, except
that of eTriaKOTrog or TrpeofivTepoq and that of did/covo?, unless possibly that of

widows. The context has no suggestion of offices in the technical sense, hut
only in the sense in which gifts involve offices. (3) The exhortation on which
the paragraph depends

all the members of the church, and has
which any one among them might have. (4)
The two words kindred with didnovoc are separated by a word of a different
sort (TTpoicrd/itevog), and one which has a closer relation with diddcualog.
(5)
These two words are, in themselves, not adapted to the description of church
officials
ueradtdovc meaning giving or imparting, as of what belongs to the
giver, rather than distributing, as of what belongs to the Christian company,
and eketiv being, in its natural and ordinary use, characteristic of individuals.

is

addressed to

reference, accordingly, to gifts

:

The

fact that the participle irpoiaTajUEvovc is

scriptive of persons

Tim.

who,

also,

" labor

employed, in

1

Thess.

v. 12,

among you and admonish you," and

as denpoeo-

in speaking of certain elders, cannot be regarded as evidence that here, where the word is used independently, it designates elders
tutec, in 1

— especially

v. 17,

;

considering the position which

has between two other words,
whose relation (if, indeed, there is any such relation at all) is with an entirely
different office.
It may be held, rather, that the use of the participle in 1 Tim.
iii. 4, where it is applied to the hiriaKOTzoc, i.e. the 7rpeof3vTepoc, with reference to
his presiding over his own family, is a proof that, in itself, it has no such
it

technical signification.

CXXXII. Ver.

9.

rj

dydrnj dwrrdnpiToe.

The transition here is not from offices and official duties to the duties of all
members of the Church, but from that due estimate of oneself, which leads
the Christian to move in the line of his own gifts and qualifications as one of
a body (for the

common

benefit of which

of varied lines of action to

which

all

are to work), to the suggestion

love, as the uniting principle of the

common

the body, would naturally lead. Hence we find the exhortation, let love
love to one another, not here meaning love to God) be without hypocrisy,

life of
(i.e.

placed at the beginning.

This

is

followed by the words abhorring,

etc.

there be a guileless love which joins itself to an abhorrence of whatever

If

is evil

and an ardent attachment to whatever is good, there is preparation in the man
for each and every one of the works of the Christian life which are mentioned
in the following verses.

CXXXIII. Ver.

Meyer

11.

(see his critical notes at the

t£

Kvpitp Sovhevovrec.

beginning of the chapter) adopts the
reading naipQ on internal grounds. The external evidence, however, is very
strong for Kvplu, and this reading is now generally adopted. ( So also Weiss
ed. Mey., and Westcott and Hort).
The insertion of so general and comprehensive a duty as "serving the Lord" in the midst of a series of such special
and individual matters is an argument against nvpiu not lightly to be set aside.
Such an insertion seems more improbable in a case like this, than the somewhat
similar insertions of general words in i. 29-32 and elsewhere.
Serving the opportunity, the occasion or critical season, on the other hand, is a suggestion most
appropriate as following and modifying the other two exhortations of the verse.
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has been objected to by de Wette and others, on the ground that it savors of
worldly policy, rather than Christian morality, but when we observe what the
Apostle has in mind, we find no foundation for this statement. It belongs
both to Christian duty and to the highest Christian wisdom for the man who
It

zeal, but fervent in spirit, to serve the occasion so
temper and direct his zeal by what it demands. The remark of de
Wette, that the Christian may and should make use of time and opportunity,
but should not serve it, is true, if serve be understood in a particular sense, but
not so if it be taken in another sense. That other sense, given by Meyer in
his note, is undoubtedly the one which Paul had in mind if he wrote KaipCt.
The textual question, therefore, lies between the external and the internal evidence, which are here opposed to each other. Generally, no doubt, the external authorities must decide in such cases.

is

not sluggish in respect to

far as to

chap,

487

xiii., 1-7.

CHAPTER

XIII.

M,

which Griesb. also approved, accordVer. 1. cnro] Lachm. and Tisch. 8
ing to preponderant evidence. But utt6 also retains considerable attestation
(D* E* F G, min., Or. Theodoret, Dam.), and may easily have been displaced
by a vno written on the margin from the following. After ovaai Elz. has l^ovciai,
:

which, according to a preponderance of evidence, has been justly omitted
since Griesb. as a supplement and tov also before the following Qeov is too
feebly attested. —Ver. 3. t£ dyaQu epyu, dWkd r<j /ca/ccj] commended by Griesb.,
adopted by Lachm., Tisch., Fritzsche, according to A B D* F G P X, 6. 67**,
several vss., and Fathers. But Elz., Matth., Scholz have ruu dyaQtiv epyuv, alTiii
;

A

ruv kukuv.
raaoeoQai']

presumed emendation in case and number.

D E F

mended by
aeaOe (Lect.

G, Goth.

A marginal

Griesb.
7, 8,

It.

Guelph.

Ir.

— Ver.

have merely

5. hvdyKi\ vno-

Com-

vTzoTaaaeaBe.

reading avdynri (or dvdyKy) viroraonecessitate subditi estoie / so Luther) plainly

gloss, as the

Aug., Beda, Vulg.

:

inABD*

K* 67**, Copt. Sahid. Vulg. ms.
Damasc. Cypr. Aug. Ruf. Cassiod. Omitted by Lachm., Tisch., Fritzsche.
Eightly for there was no ground for its omission, whereas by its insertion the
Ver. 9. After ulexpeig Elz. has ov fevdo/xaplogical connection was established.
ev
Inserted with a view to completeness.
Tvpijaeig, against decisive evidence.
rw] bracketed by Lachm., is wanting in B F G, Vulg. It. and Latin Fathers.
But its striking appearance of superfluousness might so readily prompt its
shows.

—Ver.

7.

wanting

obv] is

Tol.

;

—

omission, that this evidence

is

—

too weak.

—Ver.

11.

The order

fjdv

^udf

is

deci-

Yet the latter has instead
appeared
of fjfiac vpdc, according toABCPS*, min. Clem., which, however,
Ver. 12. ml Ivdva.]
more suitable to eldorec; and more worthy of the apostle.
Lachm. and Tisch. hdvo. oe, which also Greisb. approved, according to important witnesses but it would be very readily suggested by the preceding adver-

sively supported.

So rightly Lachm. and Tisch.

:

8.

—

:

;

sative connection.

Vv. 1-7. The proud love of freedom of the Jews (see on John viii. 33
Matt. xxii. 17), and their tumultuary spirit thereby excited, which was
Josepeculiarly ardent from the time of Judas Gaulonites (see Acts v. 37
phus, Ant. xviii. 1. 1) and had shortly before broken out in Kome itself
;

;

(Suetonius, Claud. 25

;

Dio Cassius,

lx. 6

;

see Introd.

§

2,

and on Acts

even the Genxviii. 2), redoubled for the Christians— among whom, indeed,
ideas
tile-Christians might easily enough be led astray by the Messianic
etc.)
believers,
of
and
Kkvpovofiia
freedom
Christ,
(theocracy, kingdom of
into perverted thoughts of freedom and desires for emancipation (comp. 1
Cor.

vi. 1 ff.)--the

necessity of civil obedience, seeing that they, as confessxvii. 6, 7), and regarded by the Gentiles as a Jewish

ing the Messiah (Acts
J

For g«od practical observations on

this passage, see Harless, Staat u. Kirche, 1870.
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sect, were much exposed to the suspicion of revolutionary
enterprise.
The
danger thus lay, not indeed exclusively (Mangold, Beyschlag), but
primarily and mostly, on the side of the Jewish-Christians,
not on that of the Gentile-Christians, as Th. Schott, in the interest of the view
that Paul desired
to prepare the Roman church to be the base of operations
of his western

mission to the Gentiles, unhistorically assumes. And was
not Rome, the
very seat of the government of the world, just the place
above all others
where that danger was greatest, and where nevertheless the whole
Christian
body, of the Jewish as well as of the Gentile section, had to
distinguish itself by exemplary civil order ?
Hence we have here the—in the Pauline

unique— detailed and emphatic inculcation of obedience towards the magintroduced without link of connection with what precedes, as a
new
subject. 1 Baur, I. p. 384 f., thinks that Paul is here combating
Ebionitic
epistles

istracy,

which regarded the secular magistrate as of non-divine, devilish
As if Paul c^uld not, without any such antithesis, have held it to
be necessary to inculcate upon the Romans the divine right of the
stateauthority
Moreover, he would certainly not merely have kept his eye upon
dualism,
origin.

!

that dualism in regard to

but would have combated

its

practical manifestations (Baur's subterfuge),

and thereby have grasped it at the
moreover, which exists between vv. 1-4
and 1 Pet. ii. 13, 14 is not sufficient to enable us to assume that Peter made
use of our passage, or that Paul made use of Peter's epistle
a view, which
has been lately maintained especially by Weiss, Petrin. Lehrbegr.
p. 416 ff.
root.

—The

it

in principle,

partial resemblance,

;

and

in the Stud. u. Krit. 1865, 4

see, on the other hand, Huther on 1 Pet.
Paul doubtless frequently preached a similar doctrine orally
respecting duty towards the heathen magistracy.
And the power of his
preaching was sufficiently influential in moulding the earliest ecclesiastical

TnProd. §

;

2.

language, to lead even a Peter, especially on so peculiar a subject, involunecho the words of Paul which had vibrated through the whole

tarily to

church.

Compare the

creative influence of Luther

upon the language

of

the church.

Yer. 1. Ilaaa xpvxn] In the sense of every man, but (comp. on ii. 9) of man
conceived in reference to his soul-nature, in virtue of which he consciously
feels pleasure

and displeasure

corresponding impulses.

(rejoices,

There

lies

is troubled, etc.), and cherishes
a certain pathos in the significant
:

every soul,

which

Comp. Acts
oiaie virepex.]

ii.

once brings into prominence the universality of the duty.
Rev. xvi. 3. [See Note CXXXIV. p. 500.]
43, iii. 23
kfovat

—

;

magistrates high in standing (without the article),

1
It is vain to seek for connections, when
Paul himself indicates none. Thus, e.g., we
are not to say that the mention of private
injuries leads him to speak of behaviour
towards the heathen magistracy (Tholuck
and older expositors). He does not in fact
represent the latter as hostile. Arbitrarily also Th. Schott (comp. Borger) thinks that the
discourse passes from subordination under
God, to whom belongs vengeance, to sub-

wt^x-

( sc «

ordination under the executors of the divine
€kSCk
^. As though Paul in xii. 19 could
have thought of such an ckSiVctjo-is
Just as
arbitrary, without any hint in the text, is
the view of Hofmann Paul makes the transition from the social life of men in general
to their conduct in political organization,
which also belongs to the good, wherewith one
is to overcome the evil,

W

!

:

chap,
Wisd.

5

vi.

;

1 Pet.

13

ii.

to set forth the vnordaa.

—

1

;

Tim.

vtte p

and

xiii., 2.

ii.

2

vtt6
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2 Mace. iii. 11)
being correlative

;

the motive of obedience follows.

from God

— There

expresses in general the proceeding of all

God, and then this relation is

still

German

1

Thus Paul has
which Christian princes
of

God "

hohe Obrig

:

no magistracy apart
magistracy whatever from
is

more precisely defined, in

magistracies which exist in concreto as 'a divine institution,
elalv.

added, in order

—as corresponding

to the standpoint of the magistracy itself (comp. the
keiteri)

is

;

by

respect

virb

of those

Qeov r tray a.

certainly expressed the divine right of magistracy,
especially designate

by the expression "by the grace

And

(since the time of Louis the Pious).

al 6e

ovaai, the extant,

actually existing, allows no exception, such as that possibly of tyrants or
usurpers (in, opposition to Eeiche). The Christian, according to Paul, ought
to regard

any magistracy whatever, provided

facto, as divinely ordained, since it has not

its

come

rule over

him

subsists de

into existence without the

operation of God's will
and this applies also to tyrannical or usurped
power, although such a power, in the counsel of God, is perhaps destined
merely to be temporary and transitional.
From this point of view, the
Christian obeys not the human caprice and injustice, but the will of God,
;

who

—in connection with His plan of government inaccessible to human
—has presented even the unworthy and unrighteous ruler as the ovaa
in-

sight

and has made him the instrument of His measures. Questions as to
cases— such as how the Christian is to conduct himself in political
catastrophes, what magistracy he is to look upon in such times as the ovaa

e^ovaia,

special

k^ovaia, as also,

command

how

of God,

command

he, if the

of the magistrate

is

against the

any rate to obey God rather than men (Acts v. 29),
etc.
Paul here leaves unnoticed, and only gives the main injunction of
obedience, which he does not make contingent on this or that form of constitution. 2
By no means, however, are we to think only of the magisterial
office as instituted by God (Chrysostom, Oecumenius, and others), but
is at

—

rather of the magistracy in

concrete persons and

its

of the divinely ordained office.

Dion. Hal. Antt.
10.

xi.

32

;

Comp.

ol

Plut. Philop. 17

— Observe, moreover, that Paul

members as the bearers
and vv. 4, 6, 7

apxovrec, ver. 3,
;

Tit.

iii.

1

;

;

also Martyr. Polyc.

has in view Gentile magistrates in conconsequently he could not speak more specially of that which Christian magistrates have on their part to do, and which Christian subjects in

creto ;

duty of obedience for God and right's sake are to expect and to require
from them, although he expresses in general by repeatedly bringing for-

their

—

ward the

fact that magistrates are the servants of God (vv. 3, 4), indeed
ministering servants of God (ver. 6)
the point of view from which the dis-

—

judgment as to the duties and rights of magistrate and
subject respectively must proceed.
Ver. 2. "£2<jte] Since it is instituted by God.
6 avriraaa.] Note the correlation of avTiracc, vizoraaa., and rerayju.
The latter stands in the middle.
tinctively Christian

—

—
1

savTolg]

Dativus incommodi

Comp. Horn. 11.

Phil. 140, et al.;

ii.

204

ff.,

ix. 38,

Xen. Sep. Lac.

98

15. 2.

:

;

their resistance

Soph.

a

Comp.

to the

divinely-ordained

Jul. Muller, dogmat.

Abh.

p. 651.
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magistracy will issue in their own self-destruction ; comp.

According to Hofmann (who in his Schriftbew.

29.

ported a contrast to

t£> nvpiu,

as in xiv. 6, 7), kavrolc is to

contrast to the Christian body as such ;

judgment which

5

ii.

;

1 Cor. xi.

443, even im-

II. 2, p.

be viewed as in

the punishment to be suffered

is

a

on the doers personally, and is not put to the account
This explanation (" they have to ascribe the punof their Christian standing.
ishment to themselves solely") is incorrect, because it obtrudes on the text a
purely fictitious antithesis, and because the apostle lays down the relation
to the magistracy quite generally, not from the specific point of view of Christian standing, according to which his readers might perhaps have supposed
that they had become foreign to the political commonwealth.
Had this
comprehensive error in principle been here in Paul's view, in how entirely
different a way must he have expressed what he intended than by the single
expression lavrolg, into which, moreover, that alleged thought would have
first to be imported
Kplfia] a judgment, is understood of itself, according
lights

!

—

Comp.

to the connection, as a penal judgment.

29

;

Gal. v. 10

by the

;

fact that

Mark
with

xii. 40.

ol de

From whom they

avOear^Kdrec,

ii.

1

Cor. xi.

it, is

decided

8

2, 3, iii.

will receive

;

according to the context, ry rov Qeov

penal judgment of God, as
the executors of which, however, the apxovreg are conceived, as ver. 3 proves.
diarayfi is

again to be supplied.

It is therefore a

Consequently the passage does not relate to eternal punishment (Reiche and
others), but to the temporal punishment which God causes to be inflicted

by means of the magistrates.

Philippi prefers to leave

special definition (comp. also Ruckert)

Kplfia

but against this

;

is

without more

the considera-

can only arbitrarily be taken otherwise than as assigning
the ground of what immediately precedes.

tion, that ver. 3

Ver.

3. Oi

yap

....

Kanti]

Ground assigned

for eavrolg Kplfia

M/ifjovrai.

1

— t£

The good work and the evil work 2 are personified. "We are not
here to compare ii. 7 or ii. 15 (Reiche, de Wette).
<t>6/3og] a terror, i.e.formidandi.*
de] the simple fiera(3artK6v.
The proposition itself may be either
interrogatory (Beza, Calvin, and others, including Lachmann, Tischendorf,
Ewald, Hofmann), or as protasis in categorical form (see on 1 Cor. vii. 18,
and Pflugk, ad Eur. Med. 386). So Luther and others, including Tholuck
and Philippi. The former is more lively, the latter more appropriate and
emphatic, and thus more in keeping with the whole character of the adjoining context.
eTtaivov] praise, testimony of approbation (which the magistrate
ayadti epyy]

—

—

—

For

resistance to the ef ovo-ia were not
the divine punishment after it, the
relative position of rulers and subjects
would necessarily be such, that in good be1

to

if

draw

haviour people would have to stand in fear
of them (which would in fact annul the divine ordinance) the converse, however, is
the case with them, viz., they are a terror
to evil deeds. The yap consequently establishes neither, generally, the duty of obedience to the magistracy (Philippi), nor the
sense imported by Hofmann into eavTois. If
;

the bearers of magisterial

power were

*

terror to good works, the maxim of resistance (to obey God rather than men) would
assert its right, and we should have to saywith Neoptolemus in Soph. PhUoct. 1235
(1251)
2

:

£vv

tu> Sikcu'w

Beyond the

tov <rhv ov rap/3w

ivork,

and to the

<£6/3ov.

intention,

the prerogative of the magistrate does not
extend. Comp. Harless, I.e.
s For examples of
the same use, see

Kypke,

II. p. 183.

Comp. Lobeck,

just so the Latin timor,

p. 513

;

iii. 5.

40.

e.g.

Paralip.
Propert.

—

—

—

;

CHAP.
is

in

wont
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XIII., 4.

M. i. p. 626 C) not any more than
reward (Calvin, Loesner, and others). Grotius rightly
Cum haec scriberet Paulus, non saeviebatur Romae in Chriswas still the better time of Nero's rule. But the proposition

to bestow

see also Philo, Vit.

;

;

29, 1 Cor. iv. 5,

ii.

remarks

'
:

tianos."

'

It

has a general validity, which
the magistracy, and

is

is

based on the divinely-ordained position of

not annulled by their injustices in practice, which

Paul had himself so copiously experienced. Comp. 1 Pet. ii. 14.
Ver. 4. Qeov
ayadov] Establishment of the preceding thought that
the well-doer has not to fear the magistrate, but to expect praise from him
.

— by indicating

.

—

.

the relation of the magistracy to God, whose servant

feminine, as in xvi.

noyoc,

subjects, for

1

;

Dem.

762. 4,

and frequently)

whose benefit (defence, protection, blessing)

it is,

it is so.

and

(Sid-

to the

The

ooi is

the ethical relation of the Qeov dtanov. kan, and dc to ayaOdv adds the more
ov yap cluy] for not without corresponding reason (frequently so in classical Greek), but in order actually to use it, should the

precise definition.

case require.

—

rrjv fiaxaip.

Roman emperors and

the

<j>opei]

tomed to wear as the token
and Wetstein in he.)
£«<^c in the classics, means
tius

What

is

the governing

meant

officials

is

not the dagger, which

next to them were accus-

of their jus vitae et necis (Aurel. Vict. f3
;

for fiaxaipa, although denoting dagger

;

Gro-

= napa-

in the N. T. always sword, viii. 35, according to
Xen. r. eq. xii. 11 (but comp. Kriiger, Xen. Anab. i. 8. 7), differing by its
curved form from the straight Ztyoq
and also among the Greeks the bearing of the sword (Philostr. Vit. Ap. vii. 16) is expressly used to represent that
power of the magistrates. They bore it themselves, and in solemn processions it was borne before them.
See Wolf, Cur. On the distinction between <j>op£a> (the continued habit of bearing) and <pepo, see Lobeck, ad Phryn.
'

;

ground assigned for the assurance ovk elicy
which the previously expressed proposition is repeated with ementit/cog elc bpyrjv k.t.X.]
phasis, and now its penal reference is' appended.
Herodian, vii. 4.
avenging (1 Thess. iv. 6
Wisd. xii. 12 Ecclus. xxx. 6
p. 585.
t.

ft.

Qeov yap Stan. k.t.X.]

(j).,

in

;

Aristaenet.

him who

does

i.

evil.

;

;

;

10

27) in behalf of wrath (for the execution of wrath) for

This dative of reference

is

neither dependent on kariv,

which is here different from the previous one (in opposition
Elg bpyijv
to Hof mann) nor on eie bpyr/v (Flatt)
it belongs to eaSi/cog tig bpy.
8
is not " superfluous and cumbrous" (de Wette), but strengthens the idea.
We may add that our passage proves (comp. Acts xxv. 11) that the abolition of the right of capital punishment deprives the magistracy of a power
which is not merely given to it in the O. T., but is alsr; decisively confirmed
in the N. T., and which it (herein lies the sacred limitation and responsibility of this power) possesses as God's minister
on ^hich account its apthe position of

;

;

upheld as a principle with reference to those cases at law,
where the actual satisfaction of the divine Nemesis p-bsolutely demands it,
plication

is

to be

1
See Spitzner on Horn. 11. xviii. 597
Duncan, Lex. ed. Rost, p. 715.
2 The same opinion
gave rise to the omis-

in D* F G, 177.
the fact that it

sion of

els bpy.

Boern.

And

et at. Clar.
is

found in

EK*1.

3. 4. et

at Chrys. Theodoret, before

which Vdnck approves, is to be explained by aa incorrect restoration of the
ckSikos,

dropped-out word.

—
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while at the same time the right of pardon
all

The character

concrete cases.

does not adhere to the right
Ver.

The

itself,

but to

obedience

necessity of

is

still

to be kept

open

foi

of being unchristian, of barbarism, etc.,
its

almse in legislation

and

practice.

of such a character, that

it is not
merely externally suggested (by reason of the punishment to be avoided),

but

is

5.

based also on

hibited by
is clear,

did as

mwal grounds

the result of

be taken generally, as
the notion

wrath, ver. 4.

did

nlripovv rd irpoar/Kovra,

science,

it is

which

is

not specially the moral necessity, but

only with the second

brought forward.

is

—

did tt/v bpyf)v]

did that

It
is

to

the moral side of

on account of

the magistrate's

on account of one's own conscience, did to
Theodoret. It is with the Christian the Christian con-

rrjv

cvvetd.]

as such is

bound by God's ordinance. Hence 1 Pet. ii. 13
"Nulla potentia humana, nulli exer:

Aptly Melanchthon

did rbv Kvpiov.

and these two considerations are ex-

that has been hitherto said (vv. 1-4).

all

accordingly, that dvaynt]

;

is

:

magis muniunt imperia, quam haec severissima lex Dei necesse est
Both definitions given with did belong,
however, to dvdynri (sc. tori), which bears the emphasis, like Heb. ix. 23.
Ver. 6. For on this account you pay taxes this is the confirmation of ver. 5,
from the actually subsisting payment of taxes ; yap retains its sense assigning
a reason, and the emphatic did tovto (from this ground) is exactly in accordance with the context oti ov fidvov did tt)v bpyyv, dXXd Kai did tt)v owtidrjaiv
avdynrj hoTiv vTvoTaaaeadai.
At the basis of the argument lies the view, that
the existing relation of tax-paying is a result of the necessity indicated in ver.
If did tovto be referred to vv.
5, and consequently the confirmation of it.
"ut magistratus Dei mandatu homines malefi cos puniant, proborum
1-i
saluti prospiciant, " Fritzsche (comp. Calvin, Tholuck, de Wette, Borger),
ver. 5 is arbitrarily passed over.
It follows, moreover, from our passage,
citus

:

obedire propter conscientiam."

—

:

:

that the refusal of taxes

is

the practical rejection of the necessity stated in

(Heumann, Morus, Tholuck, Klee,
Against this the yap, which might certainly
be taken with the imperative (see on vi. 19), is not indeed decisive but
Paul himself gives by his ovv, ver. 7, the plain indication that he is passing
ver. 5.

Others take

reAeZre as imperative

Reiche, Kollner, Hofmann).

;

for the first time in ver. 7 to the language of

summons, which he now

introduces, not with the present, but with the aorist.

— mi]

also

also

denotes the

It is not " a downward climax" (Hofmann
" even this most external performance of subjection"), of which there is no

relation corresponding to ver. 5.

indication at

all

:

either in the text or in the thing itself.

The

latter

is,

on the contrary, the immediate practical voucher most accordant with the
experience of every subject.
tsXeite] Paul does not in this appeal to his

—

what was said in ver. 5 (the summons in ver. 7 is
opposed to this), but to what subsists as matter offact.
XeiTovpyol yap Qeov
k.t.2..] justifies the fundamental statement, expressed by did tovto, of the actual bearing of the payment of taxes for they are ministering servants of God,
persevering in activity on this very behalf (on no other).
The thought in ver.
4, that the magistracy is Qeov didnovoq, is here by way of climax more precisely
readers'

own

recognition of

—

:

defined through

cording to the

"keiTovpyoi

official

(which

is

therefore prefixed with emphasis) ac-

sacredness of this relation of service,

and that conform-

—
chap,

xiii., 7.

493

ably to the Christian view of the magisterial calling. Accordingly, those
who rule, in so far as they serve the divine counsel and will, and employ their strength and activity to this end, are to be regarded as persons
whose administration has the character of a divinely consecrated sacrificial
service, a priestly nature (xv. 16
Phil. ii. 17, et al.).
This renders the proposition the more appropriate for confirmation of the dia tovto k.t.a.
which
;

is

a specifically religious one.

is

understood of

itself

—

leirovpyoi Qeov] is predicate,

from the context

:

they,

and the subject
namely magisterial persons (pi

apxovrec). Incorrectly as regards linguistic usage, Reiche, Kollner, Olshausen
take Trpoampr. to be the subject, in which case certainly the article before
the participle would be quite indispensable (Reiche erroneously appeals to
Matt. xx. 16, xxii. 14).
elcavrb tovto] Telic direction not of AeiTovpy. (Hof-

—

mann), but of irpoompT.

for this very object, by which is meant not the administration of tax-paying (Olshausen, Philippi, and older interpreters), but
the just mentioned AetTovpyelv t£> Qeu, in which vocation, so characteristically sacred, the magistracy is continually and assiduously active, and
the
:

subject gives to it the means of being
of taxes

is

so, namely, taxes.
Thus the payment
placed by Paul under, the highest point of view of a religious con-

by means

scientious duty, so that

of

it

the divine vocation of the magistracy

to provide a constantly active sacrificial cultus of God is promoted and
facilitated.
If elc avTb tovto was to be referred to the administration of taxes,
this

would not indeed be " nonsensical " (Hofmann), but the emphatic mode of
aWb tovto would be without due motive, nor could we easily per-

expression

ceive why Paul should have selected the verb irpocnapT., which expresses
the
moral notion persewerare. The reference of it to the nearest great thought,
"keiTovpyol k.t.I.
excludes, the more weighty and appropriate that it is, any
other reference, even that of Hofmann, that avTb tovto points back to the
same
proposition as did tovto.—Instead of elc avTb tovto, Paul might have said
avru
,

TobTOi (xii. 12)

with

20

xiii.

Ver.

Xen.

;

7.

vv. 5, 6

:

—a brief
which

;

he has, however, conceived npocnapT. absolutely, and given
its aim.' Comp. on the absolute irpooKaprepelv,
Num.

the definition of

elg

is

Hell. vii.

5,

14.

Hortatory application of the actual state of the case contained in
perform therefore your duties to all (comp. on 1 Cor. vii. 3), etc.

summary

(dirddoTe

to he rendered to

.

all

dividuals in particular (tax
functionaries), both really

Note

CXXXV.

—

bcpecA.) and distributive indication of that
magisterial persons generally (nam), and to in.

.

customs

ofiicers,

(<p6poc,

teIoc)

judicial

officers,

and personally

(^0f

,

and other
rtpft.

[See

be referred to magistrates, not to all men
generally (Estius, Klee, Reiche, Glockler, comp. also Ewald)
this is manifestly, from the whole connection—and especially from
the following specip. 501.]

Tract]

to

;

from the fact that the language only becomes general at
only reference in conformity with the text.
rh tov <p6pov] sc.

fication, as also

ver.

—

8—the

airaiTovvTi,

which flows

logically

from

a

6 6o re

nam

(Winer, p. 548
338 [E. T. 395]), and is also suitable to r. fflov
and r. Ttfirjv
for, in fact, the discourse is concerning magistrates,
who
and that not merely as respects the notions of that time— do certainly, in accordance with their respective positions of power and performances of service,
[E. T. 590]

Buttmann,

;

;

p.

tz

t.

b<j>.
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—

(pdpog and teIoq are distinguished as taxes (on perdemand fear and honour.
<p6[5oq,
See on Luke xx. 22.
sons and property) and customs (on goods).
The higher and more powerTi/iy, fear (not merely reverence), veneration.
ful the magisterial personages, the more they laid claim, as a rule, to be
feared ; otherwise and lower in the scale, at least to be honoured with the

respect attaching to their

—

office.

Vv. 8-14. General exhortation,

to love (vv. 8-10),

and

to

a Christian walk

generally (vv. 11-14).

Ver.

ferred

8.

TA.i]6zvX

uydev o^eHete] negatively the

duty of Christians

same thing, only generally re-

—and therewith Paul returns to the general

everybody

to the relation to

—which was before said positively in

ver. 7

awddoTe

:

iracn

and decisively by the subjective negations, b(pei7iEre is determined to be imperative: " Leave toward no one any
obligation unfulfilled, reciprocal love excepted,' wherein you neither can, nor
moreover are expected, ever fully to discharge your obligation. The inexhaustibility of the duty of love, the claims of which are not discharged, but
renewed and accumulated with fulfilment, is expressed. Comp. Origen,

rag

b<f>eilag.

By

this very parallel,

'
1 1

Chrysostom, Theodoret, Oecumenius, Theophylact, Augustine, Beza, Grotius,
Wetstein, Bengel (" amare debitum immortale"), and many others, including Tholuck, Riickert, Reithmayr, de Wette, Philippi, Ewald, Umbreit,

The point

Ilofmann.

lies in

the fact that, while b^eilere applies to those ex-

which one is bound (" obligatio
the ayairav it means the higher moral

Melanch-

ternal performances to

civilis,"

thon), in the case of

obligation, in vir-

tue of which with the quotidie solvere is connected the semper debere (Origen).
The objections of Reiche to the imperative rendering quite overlook the fact,
that with

el ur)

to aXkrfk. ay. the

b<j>ei2,ere

again to be supplied

is

to be taken

not objectively (remain owing mutual love !), but subjectively, namely, from
But
the consciousness of the impossibility of discharging the debt of love.
Reiche's own view (so also Schrader, following Heumann, Semler, Koppe,

way

Rosenmuller, Bohme, Flatt, and by
indicative: "all your obligations
rect, for ov

must then have been used,

Laert.

43)

iii.

:

b(j>ei7iu)

#

a participle or infinitive.

to love,"

is

b<j>.

as e.g. in Plato's testament (Diogenes

are not in point, because they

have

fir)

with

Fritzsche (comp. Baumgarten-Crusius and Krehl)

Be owing no one anything

;

only u

is

decidedly incor-

The passages adduced on the other

ovdevl ovdiv.

hand by Reiche from Wetstein

of suggestion, Erasmus), that

come back

mutuum amoremvos hominibus

:

debere cen-

Thereby the whole thoughtfulness, the* delicate enamel of the pasand withal there is imported an idea (censete) which is
not there.
6 yap ayaw. k.t.X.] A summons to unceasing compliance with
the command of love having been contained in the preceding el ur) to aXtylovc ayanav, Paul now gives the ground of this summons by setting forth the
high moral dignity and significance of love, which is nothing less than the

sete."

sage, is obliterated,

—

fulfilment of the law.

belongs to ayanuv
ii.

1,

21

mann
1

Who

;

:

Comp.

the other,

1 Cor. iv. 6, vi. 1,

holds that

it

Gal. v. 14

;

Matt. xxii. 34

ff.

—

tov eTepov]

with whom the loving subject has to do (comp.
Incorrectly HofJas. iv. 12, et al.).
xiv. 17

belongs to vduov

;

:

the further, the remaining law.

For

objects with singular erroneousness to the ordinary connection with iyan.,

chap, xin.,
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9.

thereon
the usage of erepog and aXkog in the sense of otherwise existing (see
inquite
here
is
f.)
250
I
lias,
z.
Nagelsbach,
p.
Kriiger, Xen. Andb. i. 4. 2
Paul must at least have written ml rag erepag hrolag (comp.
applicable
he). But most
also Luke xxiii. 32 ; Plato, Hep. p. 357 C, and Stallbaum in
;

;

and simply he would have written tov rcavra vofiov, as in Gal. v.
irimpossible to explain the singular 6 erepog collectively (with an
another
be
only
could
vdfiog
erepog
3.
B.
5) ;
relevant appeal to Rost, § 98,
therefore, the definite
(second) law (comp. Rom. vii. 23), and 6 erepog v.,
of the completed
present
rceirUipoKe]
two; Kuhner, II. 1, p. 548.

intelligibly
It is

14.

—

other of

in and with the loving there has taken place (comp. on Gal.
;
(namely, in respect of duties towards
v. 14) what the Mosaic law prescribes
as he who loves does not commit
inasmuch
one's neighbour, see vv. 9, 10 ;

action, as in

ii.

25

But though
adultery, does not kill, does not steal, does not covet, etc.).
subjective cause
love is the fulfilment of the law, it is nevertheless not the
even love, is inof justification, because all human fulfilment of the law,
rightcomplete, and only the complete fulfilment of the law would be our
est
item
legis,
impletio
"
est
Dilectio
Rightly Melanchthon
eousness.
:

justitia, si id intelligatur

tali dilectione, qualis est in

de idea non de

hac

vita."

Ver.

9.

rb epyov,

ml ev (3paxel to nav anapri&rai ruv evroluv
not to be neglected (is again comprised
to be referred to the fact that Lev. xix. 18 recapitu-

'Avane<pa?.aiovrai] owrdfiug

But ava

Chrysostom.

is

;

on Eph. i. 10), and is
adduced commands in reference
lates, summarily repeats, the other previously
The arrangeComp. Thilo, ad Cod. Apocr. p. 223.
to one's neighbour.
is also found in
sixth
the
follow
commandment
the
makes
ment which

see

—

1

fifth

20 (not in Matt. xix. 18), Jas. ii. 11, in Philo, de
The LXX. have, accordStrom, vi. 16.
Alexandria,
decal, and Clement of
the
ing to Cod. A, the order of the Masoretic original text but in Cod. B
seventh,
sixth commandment stands immediately after the fourth, then the
afterwards the fifth ; whereas at Deut. v. 17, according to Cod. B, the

Mark

Luke

x. 19,

xviii.

;

and

order of the series

is:

seven in the LXX.,
LXX. which had the same

six, Jive,

latter followed copies of the

as here in Paul.

order.

The

The

deviations

LXX. from the original text in such a case can only be derived from a
decalogue,
diversity of tradition in determining the order of succession in the
there is no
which
for
determination,
a
such
for
reasons
not from speculative

of the

historical basis.

2

— On

ayaiz.

ug eavrov,* see on Matt. xxii. 39.

that Paul would surely (!) have written 6
yap tov erepov ayanuv tov vo/mov irenkrjp. As
though the very order 6 ayanuv tov eVepov
were not the most common of all (viii. 38,

Hon of man and woman according to the order
of creation is earlier than that of man and
man, etc. An arbitrarily invented reason,
which indeed must have occasioned the

Gal. ii. 20 ; Eph. v. 28, et al.)
1 Cor. ii. 9
Quite as common is the use of vo^o? without
the article for the (comp. ver. 10) Mosaic

transposition of the fourth
to a place after the sixth,

37

;

;

!

see on ii. 12.
law
'
1
Reckoning according to the Lutheran
;

mode

of division.

This also against Hofmann, who thinks
that the order of succession in our passage
might be founded on the fact that the rela2

commandment

Of the reading o-eavTov (Lachm., Tisch.),
although preponderantly attested, we must
judge as in Gal. v. 4. In the Greek writers
also the emendation o-eauT. is very frequently found in the codd. instead of iavr., where
by the latter the second person is meant,
See especially Kuhner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 4. 9.
8
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Ver. 10.

morally

Since

evil,

Paul

that the law forbids us to do to our neighbour,

all,

may now summarily conclude

is

grounding of the commandment of love, as he here does.
kpyd&odai with nvl n instead of nvd tc
is also found, though not frequently, in the Greek
writers
comp. 2 Mace,
xiv. 40; Eur. Hec. 1085 and Pflugk in loc; Kuhner, II.
1, p. 277.— TrA^a

—

his

;

vouov

yap ayairuv tov erepov vdpov TreTrXqpune, ver.

aydrtT]] 6

ri

pretations of

8'.

'

Other

inter-

("id quod in lege summum est," Ch. Schmidt,
Rosenmuller
" plus enim continet quam lex, est everriculum omnis
injustitiae," Grotius
see on the other hand Calovius) are opposed
to the context.
Comp. Gal. v. 14, where the point of view of the fulfilment
of the
law by loye is still more comprehensive. Observe, moreover, that
izlfaofia
Trlijpufia

;

;

is

not equivalent to nli/pumg, but in the love of one's neighbour
that whereby
is fulfilled has taken place and is realized.—
The commentary on this

the law

how

point,
xiii.

love works no

ill

to one's neighbour,

is

given by Paul in

1

Cor.

4-7.

Ver. 11. For compliance with the preceding exhortation to
love, closing
ver. 10, Paul now presents a further weighty
motive to be pondered,
and then draws in turn from this (vv. 12 ff.) other exhortations to
a Christian walk generally.
Kal tovto] our and that, i.e. and indeed, especially
as
you, etc.
It adds something peculiarly worthy
of remark—here a further
motive particularly to be noted— to the preceding. See on this usage,
prevalent also in the classics (which, however, more frequently use Kal
tovto)]

with

—

Hartung,
Eph. ii. 8
is

Baeumlein, Partik. p. 147. Comp. 1 Cor. vi. 6, 8
Heb. xi. 12. That to which here tovto points back
the injunction expressed in ver. 8, and more precisely elucidated in
vv.
I.

p.

146

;

;

;

Phil.

i.

28

;

prj k.t.1.
The repetition of it is represented by
that thus e166tec attaches itself to the injunction which is again
present in the writer's conception, and hence all supplements (Bengel and

8-10,

firjdevl prjdev oQeiIlete,' el

tovto, so

several others, tvoieIte
Tholuck, ttoiuuev) are dispensed with. The connection of tovto with e\66tec (Luther, Glockler) complicates the quite simple lan;

guage, as

is also done by Hofmann, who makes t6v kol 6v the
object of tovto
P
and brings out the following sense
"and having this knowledge of
the time, that, or, and so knowing the time, thaV
Even in Soph. O. T. 37
Kal TavT is simply and indeed; the use of tovto as absolute object
is irrelevant

e166tes,

:

'

7

here (see Bernhardy, p. 106
Kuhner, II. 1, p. 266), because tovto in the
sense of in such a manner would necessarily derive its more precise contents
;

from what precedes. That which Hofmann means, Paul might have expressed by k. tovto e16. tov Kaipov Kuhner, II. 1, p. 238.
siddTsg] not consider-

—

:

and others), but since you know the (present) period, namely,
in respect of its awakening character (see what follows).
hn upa k.t.X.]
Epexegesis of eU6t. tov kol P 6v that, namely, it is high time that we finally
(without waiting longer, see Klotz, ad Devar. p. 600) should wake out
of
sleep,
rjtrj does not belong to Z>pa, but to
fade 2f vttvov hy., and by vnvoc is
antes (Grotius

:

—

:

denoted figuratively

the condition in

oound down and hindered by
1

Hofmann

the

(citing ver. 42) professes

have compared Wunder in

loc.,

which the true moral activity of life is
In this we must observe with

power of sin.
to

who, how-

ever,

makes no remark upon the

the passage,

p. 18, ed. 3.

Kal ravr

of

CHAP.

XIII., 11.
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what right Paul requires

this eyepBqvai eg virvov of the regenerate (he even inmeans, forsooth, the /Amoral awakening, the ethical
elevation of life in that final degree, which is requisite in order to stand
worthily before the approaching Son of man (see immediately below, vvv yap
K.r.a.); and in comparison with this the previous moral condition, in
which
much of a sinful element was always hindering the full expression of life
appears to him still as virvog, which one must finally lay aside as on awakening out of morning slumber. The Christian life has its new epochs of

cludes himself).

He

awakening, like faith (see on John ii. 11), and love to the Lord (John xiv.
28), and the putting on of Christ (ver. 14).
This applies also in opposition
to Reiche, who, because Christians were already awakened from the ethical
sleep, explains vnvog as an image of the state of the Christian on earth, in so

far

as he only at first forecasts

mode

against the Pauline
v. 6

upa

ff.

comp. also

;

The

k.t.1.

1

and

Iwpes for blessedness,

—

Cor. xv. 34).

vvv is related to

following Hartung), but as the

— vvv yap

fj&n

however,

quite,

of conception elsewhere (Eph. v. 14

;

1

Thess.

Proof of the preceding
not as the line to the point (Hofmann,

objective

Now

k.t.X.]

to the subjective (present in con-

comp. on the latter, Baeumlein, Partik. p. 140 ff. vvv is related
to apn (comp. on Gal. i. 10) as line to point.
tfjuuv] Does this belong to the
adverb eyyvrepov (Beza, Castalio, and others, including Philippi, Hofmann),
sciousness)

;

—

or to

(Luther, Calvin, and others, following the Vulgate) ? The
most naturally suggested by the position of the words the latter
would allow an emphasis, for which no motive is assigned, to fall upon fjfi&v.
//

former

aiorrjpia

is

;

—

ri ffurqpta] the Messianic salvation, namely, in its completion, as introduced
by the Parousia, which Paul, along with the whole apostolical church,
regarded as near, always drawing nearer, and setting in even before the decease
of
the generation.
Comp. Phil. iv. 5 1 Pet. iv. 7 see also Weiss, bibl. Theol.
Not recognizing the latter fact, notwithstanding that Paul brings
p. 426.
;

—

;

emphatically into account the short time from his conversion up to the
present time of his writing (vvv),
commentators have been forced to very
perverted interpretations e.g. that deliverance by death was meant (Photius
and others), or the destruction of Jerusalem, a fortunate event for Chris1

—

;

tianity (Michaelis, following older interpreters), or the preaching

among the
Gentiles (Melanchthon), or the inner aurnpia, the spiritual salvation of Christianity (Flacius, Calovius, Morus, Flatt, Benecke, Schrader, comp. Glockler).
Rightly and

Chrysostom says: kizl dvpaig yap, V alv, 6 rijg
Comp. Theodore of Mopsuestia aurnpiav 6e rjiiuv
malel ttjv avaoraoLV, eireiSrj rore rrjg alndlvTJg airolavofiev ournpiag.
But the nearer
the blessed goal, the more wakeful and vigilant we should be.
% ore emar.]

Kpiaeug

clearly

<j>

earnae naipdg.

:

—

1 vvv,
as well as eyyvrepov r)nS>v and ri crurripia,
the latter in the Jinal- historical sense, is to be
left textually in the clear and definite literal
meaning, in contradistinction to which
inexact and vacillating generalizations of
the concrete relation expressed by Paul,

which mix up the nearness of time with the
approach, appear inadmissible.
This applies also against Hofmann, accord-

ethical

ing to whom the expectation of the near
return of Christ is not found at all in the
Epistle to the Romans (see Hofmann on
Col. p. 181) and Paul is here supposed to
say that salvation came near to them, at the
time when they became believers through the
very fact of their becoming believers (?), but
that now, after that they are believers (?), it
;

stands so

much

(?)

the nearer to them.
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than when we became

believers ;

Cor.

1

'

iii.

5,

xv. 2

;

Gal.

ii.

16 ;

Mark

xvi.

Acts xix. 2, and frequently.
Ver. 12. Tovnvog corresponds here as correlate yvvij, i.e. the timebefore the
Parousia, which ceases, when with the Parousia the day arrives, vvs and rj[ikpa
16

;

are accordingly figures for the aluv ovtoc
to ouTTjpia

and

ueUcjv,

(de Wette),but the day brings the ouTqpia.

—

and y/xepa is not equivalent
[See Note CXXXVI. p.

Comp. Heb. x. 25.
The image is appropriate; for in regard to the
knowledge, righteousness, and glory which will have a place in the future
altjv, this approaching blessed time will be related to the imperfect present
time as day to night. Theodore of Mopsuestia aptly remarks rj fie pav nalei
vv kt a fie tov npb tovtov xp^vov.
tov anb ttjq tov Xpurrov Trapovviac naipdv
irpoEKo^ev] not
is past (Luther), but
has made progress, processit (see Gal.i.
Joseph. Bell. iv. 4. 6), so
14 Luke ii. 52
2 Tim. ii. 46
Lucian, Soloec. 6
that the day is no longer distant.
It is very possible that Paul conceived
to himself the time of the approach of the Parousia as the time of twilight,
with which conception both the preceding &pa rjiiac f/6*n k.t.1. and the followThis way of
ing aTTodu/LiEda aptly agree.
airodcj/Lteda] as one puts off garments.
502.]

:

.

:

:

;

—

.

.

;

;

;

—

conceiving

it (in

opposition to Fritzsche and

Hofmann) corresponds

to the

comp. on Eph. iv. 22.
The epya tov okStovc, i.e. the
works, wlwse element, wherein they are accomplished, is darkness (comp.
Eph. v. 11), the condition of spiritual want of knowledge and of the dominion of sin, are regarded as night-clothes, which the sleeper has had on, and
which he who has risen is now to put off.
hSvaufieda] of the putting on of
arms (onla, as vi. 13), which in part are drawn on like garments. Comp.
Eph. vi. 11
1 Thess. v. 8.
tov <j>ut6c] not glittering arms (Grotius, Wetcorrelate hdvau/iteda,

—

—

;

stein),

but in contrast to

tov ok6tovq

arms

:

(i.e.

dispositions,

principles,

of action) which belong to the element of (spiritual) light, which one has
as iTEtyuTiou'evoQ by virtue of his existence and life in the divine truth of sal-

modes

tov $ut6c, has the spiritual sense, as also previously tov ok.6tovq, as
being in the application of that which was said of the vif and y/xipa but the

vation,

;

metaphorical expressions are selected as the correlates of vv% and
Christian

Comp. Eph.
Rom. vi. 13. a

of darkness.

Tim.

i.

18

God and

a warrior in the service of

is

;

vi. 11,

12

2 Cor.

;

Christ against the

vi. 7, x.

4

;

—

The
kingdom

rjnipa.

1 Thess. v. 8

;

1

Ver. 13. 9 V,c kv yuepa] as one walks in the day (when one avoids everything
unbecoming).
This in a moral sense, Paul desires, should be the ruling
principle of the Christian,

who

evgxvh6voq} becomingly, 1 Thess. iv. 12

—

decorum of conduct.
tion of the

conduct of

nufioig k.t.1.]

Incorrectly

He

1 Cor. vii. 35, xiv. 40.

Luther

:

(ver. 12).

It is

—

moral

from the nothe inner and outward

datives are explained

TTEpnraTeiv, i.e.

ought not to take place (Kuhner,

" than when we
appears, with Erasmus, to
have thought of the belief, that salvation
was to be obtained under the law, by works.
2 For profane analogies, see Gataker, ad
Anton, p. 58.
8 This verse,
which once struck Augus1

believed it."

;

The

way and manner in which the
life,

day already dawning

sees the

II. 1, p. 382),

namely,

eye and heart on his opening the
decided him, already prepared by
the preaching of Ambrose, to final repentance and to baptism. Confess, viii. 12, 28 f.
See Bindemann, d. heil. Augustinus, I. p.
tine's

Bible,

281

f.

chap,
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xiii., 14.

on Gal. v. 21
Welker in
and carousals (comp. Gal. v. 21), etc. The
local view (Philippi) is less in keeping with the particulars mentioned, and
that of dativus commodi (Fritzsche, comp. van Hengel) less befits the figurative verb.
Kolraig] congressibus venereis (comp. on ix. 10), Wisd. iii. 13, and
see Kypke, II. p. 185.
aoeXyeiaic] wantonness (especially of lust).
See Tittmann, Synon.\>. 151.
C^v] jealousy (1 Cor. i. 11, iii. 3) neither anger
(Fritzsche, Philippi, and others), which is not denoted by ^ijloc (not even
not with revellings

(ku/uoic

Jacobs, Philostr.

2, p.

i.

—

in 1 Cor.

iii.

see respecting this,

;

202

;

if.)

—
—

2

;

2 Cor.

;

20

xii.

Gal. v. 20), nor envy (Photius, Luther, and

;

which is less in accordance with the preceding (koIt. k. aaely.),
whilst strife and jealousy follow in the train of the practice of lust.
The
three particulars adduced stand in the internal connection of cause and effect.
others),

—

Ver. 14. 'Evdvoacde

r.

nvp.

'I.

nature of the zvcxmibvuc wepnr.

the idea

:

This

X/>.]

is

the specifically

But the expression

Unite yourselves in the

closest

is figurative,

Christian

signifying

fellowship of life with Christ, so that

you may wholly present the mind and life of Christ in your conduct. In
classical Greek also hdveodai riva denotes to adopt any one's mode of sentiment

and

action.
See Wetstein and Kypke. But thepraesens ejflcacia Christi (see
Melanchthon) is that which distinguishes the having put on Christ from the
adoption of other exemplars. Comp. Gal. iii. 27
Eph. iv. 24 Col. iii.
and on the subject-matter, viii. 9 1 Cor. vi. 17 Photius in Oecu12
menius nuq 6k avrbv ev6vteov el ndvra rjp.lv avrog eirj, eacjdev nal egodev iv rjfiiv
Observe further, that the having put on Christ in baptism was
(paivdfievog.
;

;

;

;

:

;

;

the entrance into the sonship of

God

(Gal.

27),

iii.

but that in the further

development of the baptized one each new advance of his moral life (comp. on
ver. 11) is to be a new putting on of Christ
therefore it, like the putting
;

on of the new man,

is

always enjoined afresh. a

not care of the flesh unto

lusts, i.e.

that lusts are thereby excited.

By

—

nal rijg oapabc k.t.2,.]

take not care for the flesh to such
pi)

the npdvoiav

forbidden, not (as Luther and many) merely the

irotelodai etc
e\q kind.,

the whole sentence would resolve itself into the two

and make
a degree,

kind, together

is

according to which

members ryg a. irpdvoiav
must have stood after iroielode
(see xiv. 1)
for a transposition of the negation is not to be assumed in any
passage of the N. T.
ttjc oapicoc ] is emphatically prefixed, adding to the putting on of the Lord previously required, which is the spiritual mode of life,
that which is to be done bodily.
The oap% is here not equivalent to au/xa (as
is frequently assumed
see on the other hand Calovius and Reiche), but is
that which composes the material substance of man, as the source and seat of
sensuous and sinful desires, in contrast to the irvevfia of man with the vovc. Paul
fiev rroieiode,

aXka

;

pi) elg hired.

In that case

:

pi)

—

;

purposely chose the expression, because in respect of care for the body he
wishes to present the point of view that this care nourishes and attends to
the cap!;, and one must therefore be on one's guard against caring for the
latter in such measure that the lusts, which have their seat in the cap%, are
excited and strengthened.
According to Fritzsche, Paul absolutely forbids

the taking care for the
1

On

aapS,

(he urges that

the sense of the plural, see Lucian,
Attwr. 21 tva (ty&ev ayvoy fiepos atreA-yetas.
:

cap!;
a

must be

Comp.

libidinosa caro).

But

Lipsius, Eechtfertigungsl. p. 186

f.

.
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to this the expression irpdvoiav noielade is not at all suitable.

understood,

to be crucified (Gal. v. 24), the

body

The

flesh, so

determined by it is to
be put off {Col. ii. 11), its ivpa^eic are to be put to death (Rom. viii. 13), because its (ppovrjfxa is enmity against God and productive of death (viii. 6, 7).
The capZ is here rather the living matter of the otifia, which, as the seat of
the enidv/ilai, in order to guard against the excitement of the latter, ought
to experience a care that is to be restricted accordingly, and to be suooi\linated to the moral end (comp. on cap!-, 1 Cor. vii. 28, xv. 50
2 Cor. iv. 10,
is

as

;

11, vii.

1, 5, xii.

7

;

Gal.

20, iv.

ii.

principle, the atyeidla auptarog (Col.

aptly observes

:

ii.

13,

23) is different

uaizep yap ov to tziveiv en&lvoev,

aXka to aceXyeiv, ovTug ovSe to

izpovoeiv

In substance and in moral

14),

from

aXka to

rfjq cap/cof,

this.

Chrysostom

/isdveiv, ovd*e to ya/uelv,

aXka to

elc eiriOvjiiac, olov

to

Moreover it is clear in itself, that Paul has added the
14 in view of what is to be handled in chap, xiv., and

ttjv xpei-av virepfiaiveiv.

second half of ver.

has thereby prepared the

way

for a transition to the latter.

Notes by American Editob.

CXXXIV.

Vv.

1, 2.

ndaa

ipvxt)

....

vnoTaooeoQu k.t.X

Meyer supposes that Paul in the use of naca ipvxv conceives of "man in
reference to his soul nature, in virtue of which he consciously feels pleasure and
displeasure, etc., and cherishes corresponding impulses." Weiss ed. Mey. denies this, and claims that the expression is employed because the thought turns

here from duties of the

common

life of

the Christian body to those of the in-

being the seat of the individuality of the man). Godet
thinks it is connected with the idea that the obligation referred to is not one
arising from the spiritual life of the believer, but belonging to the psychical life,
dividual

life (the ipvxt}

which is common to all mankind. The use of the expression elsewhere, however, shows that no such special sense is required, and it is much more probable that the meaning is every soul, as equivalent to every man.
(Comp. iii. 20
1 Cor. i. 29
cf also ii. 9).
So Philippi, Riickert, de Wette, Shedd, and others.
Meyer, and Weiss apparently agrees with him in this point, holds that inrepftThe exhortation has its greatest emxovaaiq refers to the higher authorities.
phasis, no doubt, with reference to these, but the participle is apparently intended to designate all magistrates. To all such, according to their station (cf
ver. 7), the Roman Christian is bidden to submit himself
The different words
connected with the root of to. can are especially noticeable in this and the fol;

.

;

.

lowing verses

;

viroTaooeoQu, TtTay/uevai, avTiraaadfievog, diaTayy.

al Si ovaai refers to

the then existing authorities, but suggests the same thing

and places. Civil government is ordained of God.
should be recognized and obeyed by the subject of it as Divinely instituted.
The Apostle is not discoursing or philosophizing on civil government, however,
as relating to all times
It

as

if

for the sole purpose of unfolding its true theory.

practical exhortations

He

is

in the midst of

which bear upon the daily living of his readers.

Consequently he moves in his expressions within the sphere of their life calling
attention to the actual magistrates under whom they were placed, to the functions which these magistrates exercised, to the powers which they possessed, to
;

the duties and obligations

owed

to them, to the evil of resisting their authority.

NOTES.

What he

says, accordingly, is

to be

limitations also) in view of this fact.
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interpreted (und to receive

its

The opinion entertained by some

proper

writers,

that he denies here the right of revolution,

is entirely without foundation.
There is no reference to this subject in the passage. This right, if it exists
under any circumstances, is like that of self-defence, and the discussion of the

question of

its

existence

is

altogether outside of the sphere of his present

In like manner, there

thought.

is

no ground in these verses

for the idea that

Paul declares capital punishment to be a right whose exercise by the supreme
magistracy, in the case of certain crimes, should be continued during all ages.
He simply refers to the power to inflict it as possessed by the government under

which the readers lived, and as one ground of fear in case they did evil. A
reference of this character added impressiveness to the suggestions of duty
which he was giving for their guidance. But there was no occasion to go beyond
this, and to announce the Divine will for other and distant times.
The decision of such questions, appertaining to the welfare of society and the methods
of administration, is left to the enlightened Christian mind under the general

influence of Christian truth.

The exhortation here given to obey civil magistrates [as, also, those given
elsewhere to wives and slaves, that they should yield obedience to their husbands and masters] was, doubtless, pressed by the Apostle with special earnestness, because of the doctrine of Christian equality which he had so emphatically preached.
His converts and all who entered the new life were in danger
of carrying this doctrine of equality into the sphere of social

and family relaand thus not only of falling into error, but of bringing reproach
upon the Church and endangering the success of the cause. The understandtionships,

such practical directions in his Epistles, having reference to matters
is to be influenced by this circumstance.
The same direction may have a deeper meaning or a greater emphasis in one age than in
another, though it may not lose all force in any age. It. may, possibly, have
ing of

all

within this sphere,

great significance at an earlier period,
at

all.

Comp.

1 Cor. xi. 5

f.

and

at a later

one have even none

as illustrating this point and presenting an in-

stance of practical advice or commands, which no Christian thinks of as literally
applicable to the ordinary life of to-day. Another instance is found in 1 Tim.
iii.

2,

time

where the writer says that a bishop or elder should not marry a second
(i.e.

after the death of his first wife).

CXXXV.

Ver.

7.

airoddre iruoi rdg 6(j>ecMc, k.t.I.

This verse is commonly regarded(so Meyer) as belonging with those which
precede it, and irdoi is supposed to mean all magistrates. Weiss ed. Mey. (with
Keiche and others) connects it with ver. 8 ff as a positive exhortation, to which
ver. 8 answers as a negative,
ndcn, thus, refers to all men.
The most correct
.

and satisfactory view may be that it is a transition verse, taking hold both of
what goes before and what follows. The words custom and tribute are especially
appropriate to the relation of the reader to the officers of state. Fear and honour,
on the other hand, have no such limited application. The meaning is probably this Pay to all men their dues, whether these be tribute and custom, as to
:

the civil authorities, or honour and fear or reverence, as to any who may deserve
such respect. And then, passing to the new paragraph, the writer adds, Owe

no man anything, except the debt which, though you are always paying

it,

can
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never be fully paid. In these words there is an implied exhortation to love all,
and a reason for this is found in the next clause 6 yap ayairtiv tov erepov vo/iov
:

TrenTirjpuKEv.

That

v6jxov in this

sentence, ver.

8,

means the Mosaic law

is

evident

from the fact that the proof (ver. 9) of its fulfilment is the fulfilling of the
commands of the law of Moses. As v6/uog stands on both sides of ver. 9 (vv. 8,
10), and in immediate and necessary connection with it, it must refer to the
same thing which is distinctly presented in that verse.

CXXXVI.

Ver. 12.

rj

vv% npoenoipev,

i]

Se ijfiipa jjyyticev.

This compound sentence, together with the verse which precedes it, is introduced as an additional and special reason for giving heed to the words of. exhortation already presented. Upon the thought which it expresses, however,
founded, also, the urgent appeal of the following verses to lajr aside the
works of darkness and to put on the armour of light. That the idea which it
suggests is not that of the approach of the end of the earthly life for the individual believer, but that of the nearness of the Parousia, is admitted by
most of the recent commentators. That the latter idea, if found in all the
phrases used in the passage, gives a significance and impressiveness to the
words, which otherwise they cannot have, is beyond question. That the same
is the case with other passages of a similar character, wherever they occur in
the Pauline Epistles, is also true. That such forms of expression as occur in
1 Cor. xv. 51, 52 and 1 Thess. iv. 15-17 are not easily explained except as involving this idea, will be evident to any one who considers how strange, or
even impossible, it would be for a writer, having the ordinary view of the
second coming which characterizes men of our own age, to use them in addressing his fellow-Christians
After those who have died shall have been
raised from the dead, we who survive to the coming of the Lord shall be caught
up in the clouds for a meeting with the Lord and, while the dead are thus to
be raised, we shall be changed. The time of the Parousia was distinctly declared by Christ (Acts i. 7) to be outside of the limits of the Divine communication to the Apostles. They were left, therefore, to the judgments and expectations of their own minds.
Indeed, it seems to have been God's method in all
matters of prophecy to reveal to His messengers the things which were to take
place in the future, but to reserve within His own knowledge the date of their
is

:

—

;

occurrence.

The genitive fjjxuv in ver. 11, by reason of its position in the sentence, is
probably to be regarded as depending on eyyvrepov. The emphasis of this and
the other expressions is very marked. The brief, critical season the hour has
nearer to us now is the end than when we first bealready come to awake
lieved the night is far on the day is at hand let us put off what belongs to
the darkness and put on what belongs to the light let us live as if already in
.

;

;

;

;

;

;

us take to ourselves the spirit and character and life-principle of
the Lord, whom we are to meet at His coming. How impressively the words
must have sounded, as Paul uttered them, and how powerfully they must have
moved the Roman believers, if the full establishment of the kingdom seemed
And with what force and earnestto their thought a thing of the near future.
ness must these phrases, following each other in rapid succession, have filled
the exhortations, which had just been given, to love all men and do every
duty of the Christian life, consecrating body and mind alike to God.

the day

;

let
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Ver.

ml

3.

o]

A B C D* F 6

eortv]

Lachm. and Tisch.)

;

XIY.

6 6i, according to A B C D* N* 5. Clar.
Ver. 4. dvvardg ydp
Mechanical repetition from ver. 2.
X have dvvarei ydp (commended by Griesb., adopted by

Lachm. and Tisch

Goth. Clem. Damasc.
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:

—

D*** Bas. Chrys.

dvvarog yap (so Fritzsche).

:

The

origi-

found elsewhere in the N. T. only in
2 Cor. xiii. 3, and was there also in codd. exchanged for more current and bet6 Qeog] A B C* P X, Copt. Sahid. Arm. Goth. Aeth.
ter known expressions
Aug. et al. : 6 nvpiog (so Lachm. and Tisch.), the origin of which, however, is
betrayed by dominus ejus in Syr. Erp. It was here (at ver. 3 the connection
furnished no occasion for it) written on the margin as a gloss, and supplanted
nal

is

certainly dvvarei yap

;

for dvvariw is

—

— Ver. 5.]

the original 6 Qeog.

Instead of og piv,

AC P

X*, Vulg. codd. of

It.

Goth, and some Fathers have og fiev yap so Lachm. (bracketing yap, however)
and Tisch. 8. But the testimony in favour of the mere og fiiv is older, stronger,
and more diffused as is frequently the case, yap was here awkwardly inserted
;

;

to connect the thought.

— Ver.

6.

nal 6 pr)

<j>povfiv

ryv y/iipav, Kvpio) ov

<ppovel] is

wanting in A B C* D E F G K, 23. 57. 67.** Copt. Aeth. Vulg. It. Ruf. AmbroChrys. and Theodoret have it in the text. Consiast. Pel. Aug. Jer. al. Lat.
demned by Mill, omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. Rightly, since the evidence
for omission is so decisive, and since the interpolation was so very readily suggested by the sense of a want of completeness in the passage, in view of the
following contrast, that the explanation of the omission from homoeoteleuton
;

de Wette, Fritzsche, Tholuck, Philippi, Tischendorf, and
it might have been occasioned thereby (especially as ml before 6 eaOiuv, which Elz. has not, is undoubtedly genuine)— appears
(Riickert, Reiche,

several others)— however easily

nevertheless insufficient.

Among

the oldest witnesses, Syr.

is

too solitary in

support of the words not to suggest the suspicion of an interpolation in the
text of the Peshito.
Ver. 8. diroQvyaKauev] Lachm. both times has diroOvyaKo/xev,
according to A D E F G P min. But Paul has in no other place kdv with pres.
its

—

i. 8 only K and min. have the indie), and how easily might a
pen take place here
Ver. 9. Before diriOave Elz. and Scholz have

indie, (in Gal.
slip of the
Kai,

!

—

against decisive testimony.

— After

diredave Elz.

has nal aviary (which

is

ABC

X*, Copt. Arm. Aeth. and Fathers), and afterwards, instead
Further, F G,
of efyoev, avefyoev (against largely preponderating evidence).
Vulg. Boern. Or. Cyr. (twice) Pel. Ambr. Fulgent, have not eCvrevatall, although

wanting in

they have

even eftae
dirsQave

k.

dvearij (therefore cnriOave nal aviary)
k.

dixkBave

aviary

k.

aviary,

k. Krjae.

but J)**

The origin

LP

;

D

E, Clar.

X** Syr.

p.

Germ. Ir. Gaud, have
and several Fathers
:

of all these variations is readily explained

k&aev (Lachm. and Tisch.), the best attested, and for that very
First eQyaev
differences, to be set down as original.
was glossed by aviary, comp. 1 Thess. iv. 14. Thus there arose, through the
adoption of the gloss instead of the original word, the reading dnidave nal
aviary and by the adoption of the gloss along with the original word, in some

from aniOave

nal

among the many

reason,

;
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cases antOave

ifroe

k.

—whence

Matth.)

the AN, the

curiO. k.

aviary

by Erasmus).

diffused

some cases antOave k. dviarrj k. efroev (so
by an accidental or designed repetition of
dvifatv of the Recepta (very feebly attested, and

aviary, in

tc.

there then arose,
k.

Finally, the transposition

efyoe

k.

aizeOave

k.

aviary

was formed, after anedave k. aviary was already read, by mistaken criticism, inasmuch as there was a desire to restore the original k^yas, but the non genuineness of aviary was as little known as the proper place for
kfraE, and hence the
latter,

explained of the earthly

—

was placed before diriO.
Ver. 10and Fathers Qeov. So Lachm.
and Tisch., also Fritzsche. Rightly Xpiarov was introduced from the preceding, and perhaps also (comp. Rufinus) through comparison
of 2 Cor. v. 10.
Ver. 12. Maw] Lachm.
dnoduoei, according to B D* F G 39. Chrys.
But this
compound is the usvxd expression with \6yov.
Ver. 14. avrov] Elz.
iavrov,
XpioTov]

A B C* D E F G

life of

Jesus,

K* and several

vss.

:

;

—

:

—

:

instead of avrov (see exegetical notes).
So again Tisch. 8, but only according
to B C K, Chrys. Dam. Theophyl.
A reflexive more precise definition. Ver.

—

15.

tie]

Lachm. and Tisch.

decisive testimony.

have
Aug.

kv rovry,

—Ver.

:

18.

according to

But the Rec,

ydp,

which Griesb.

also

Instead of the Rec. kv

A B C D* F G P X*

5.

commended, according to
rovroig, Lachm. and Tisch.

Vulg.

It.

Copt. Sahid. Ruf.

by D*** E L K**, and almost all min.,
Syr. utr. Goth. Chrys. Theodoret, Tert., is the more to be defended, since kv
rovru) might very easily have intruded through the immediately preceding
kv
'KVEvfiart dyi(f).
It was less likely that rovry should be converted into rovroig on
sufficiently attested

account of the plurality of the particulars contained in ver. 17. The latter is
by Beng. Matth. Reiche, Fritzsche, van Hengel, and various
others.
Ver. 19, Aiuicafiev] The reading diuKofirv, adopted by Tisch. 8, although

rightly retained

—

A BFGLP

K, is an old error of the pen, attested by no version, abandoned rightly also by Lachm. ed. maj. (in the ed. min. he had adopted it, written
upa, and taken the sentence interrogatively). —After dXkyk. D E F G, Vulg. It.
and a few Fathers have tyvkafoiizv. A supplement. —Ver. 21. % anavd. % uaO.]
omitted by Tisch. 8, is wanting in A C 67.** Syr. Erp. Copt. Aeth. and some

in

The former is suspicious as an addition from ver.
However, in the case of synonyms, one or the other
was often omitted, as e.g., in ver. 13, Trpoanonfia (and therewith #) is wanting in
B, and the evidence in favour of omission is not here sufficiently strong to condemn the words. Instead of irpooK. ij onavd. rj dad., K* has merely Avnslrai, a
gloss in itself correct according to ver. 15.
Ver. 22. After mariv Lachm. and
Tisch. 8 have f/v, according to A B C K, Copt. Ruf. Aug. Pel. A double
writing of IN, or explanatory resolution, to which the weight of evidence of almost all vss. and Greek Fathers especially is opposed.
On the doxology, xvi.
25-27, not belonging to the end of chap, xiv., see critical notes on chap. xvi.
Fathers, including Origen.
13,

the latter as a gloss.

—

—

As elsewhere (Acts xv. 1, 5 Gal. iii. 1 ff. Col. ii. 16 ff.), so there were
even in the predominantly Gentile-Christian community at Rome, among
the Jewish- Christian minority belonging to it, persons who sought still to
retain the standpoint of pre-Christian legalism.
But these Jewish-Christians
;

;

1

in

Rome had

cision,

not, as elsewhere,

come forward

as the defenders of circum-

or generally in an aggressive anti-Pauline attitude.

1

Comp. Beyschlag

in the Stud. u. Krit. 1867, p. 645.

Hence Paul
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speaks of them in so forbearing and mild a way, and keeps
direct polemics
They were men not of hostile, but only of
prejudiced minds, whose moral consciousness lacked the vigour
to regard
entirely in the background.

as unessential a peculiar asceticism, according to

which they ate no flesh (ver.
and still held to the observance of the Jewish
passing judgment withal, as is usually the case with
bias, on those who were more free, but only earning
the

and drank no wine

2),

feast-days (ver.

men

5),

of a separatist

(ver. 21),

contempt of these in return. In presence of this asceticism, and
in respect
main feature, namely, abstinence from flesh and wine, the

of its

question

Was

based generally (Origen, Chrysostom, Theodoret,
Jerome,
Calovius, and many others, including Reiche and Kollner)
on the MosaicJewish ordinances respecting meat and drink ? or, in particular
(Clement
of Alexandria, Ambrosiaster, Augustine, Michaelis,
Anm., Flatt, Neander,
Reithmayr, Tholuck, Philippi), on the dread of heathen
sacrificial flesh and
sacrificial wine (comp. the apostolic decrees, Acts xv.)
? or on both (Erasmus, Toletus, and others, including Riickert, Borger, de
Wette) ? Against
the first of these three possibilities it may be urged
that vv. 2 and 21 do
not allow us to assume any limitation of the abstinence at
all, but require it
to be understood of flesh and wine generally
while, on the other hand,
the law does not forbid all flesh and does not forbid
wine at all, and the
Rabbins forbid only the flesh slaughtered by the Goyim
and the wine of
the Goyim (see Eisenmenger, entdeckt. Judenth. II.
pp. 616 fl\, 620 &.).
To
assume now, with Chrysostom, Oecumenius, and Theophyla'ct,
that those
persons had abstained from all flesh for the reason that
they might not be
blamed by the others on account of their despising swine's
flesh, or from
contempt towards the Gentiles (nvi S in Theodoret), would
be completely
arbitrary, indeed opposed to the text
for they themselves were on one
side the censurers, on the other the despised,
ver. 3.
Against the second
opinion, that the abstinence in question referred only
to the flesh offered in
sacrifice to idols (Acts xv.) and the wine
of libation (see Mischn. Surenh. IV.
Eisenmenger, I.e. p. 621), it may be urged that the
pp. 369, 384
whole
section contains not a word on the sacrificial character
of the flesh and wine,
while yet we are bound to conclude from 1 Cor. viii.
and x. that Paul would
not have passed by this essential aspect of the matter
without touching on
it and turning it to account.
Hence also the third view, which combines
these, cannot be approved.
In fact, the Jewish-Christian abstinence in
question appears rather to be a supra-legal anxiety, such
as was nothing rare in
Judaism at that time (Philo, inEusebius, Praep. ev. viii.
fin. ; Josephus, Vit.
Grotius on ver. 2 Ritschl, in the theol. Jahrb.
2, 3
1855, p. 353), under the influence of Essenic principles (see Ritschl, altkath. K.
pp. 184, 187). It appears
certainly as an WeTiodpr/aceia, brought over from
Judaism into Christianity
by persons of Essenic tendencies, and fostered by the ethics
of
arises

:

it

;

;

;

;

;

Christianity

which combated the flesh. » By its adherents, however, among
the Jewish-Chris^
Respecting the Apostle Matthew, Cleof Alexandria, Paedag. ii. 1, p. 174
Pott., informs us that he ate only vegetaDies no flesh
and of James, the brother
*

ment

;

of the Lord, Augustine, ad Faust xxii
3
had used neither flesh nor'
wine. Comp. Hegesippus in Eusebius ii
relates that he
23.

But see

Ritschl, p. 224

f.

The Peter of
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time, it was not maintained in opposition to justification
practised without pretentiousness and polemics (and
so
was
but
by
in particular without separation from a common table with the Gentile
Christians), that the wisdom of the apostolic teaching deemed it inappropriate to enter into special conflict with such a remnant of an Essenic 'Iot>-

tiansof

Rome at that

faith,

speak of it otherwise than with the most cautious forbearance.
ft., declares those persons to be Ebionite Christians (accord381
Baur, I. p.
ing to Epiphanius, Haer. xxx. 15, the Ebionites abstained from all use of
But
flesh, because flesh originated from generation ; see Ritschl, p. 205).

dai&iv, or to

against this view

it

may

at

1
once be urged, that complete abstinence from

wine on the part of the Ebionites is nowhere expressly attested and furwho regarded
ther, that, if the weak brethren at Rome had been persons
the case with
was
as
sinful,
absolutely
and
principle
on
as
of
use
the
flesh
;

Ebionitism, Paul would not have expressed himself so mildly and tolerantly
respecting an error which would have been fundamental, dualistic as it
was and opposed to justification by faith. Moreover, the Ebionites date

only from the destruction of Jerusalem (see Uhlhorn, d. Homil. u. Becogn. d.
termed
Clem. p. 387 ff.) hence the Roman weak brethren could only be
Ebionitic in so far as their abstinence had the same root with the asceticism
That among the numerous Roman Jews,
of the Ebionites, viz. Essenism.
;

who had arrived as prisoners of war from Palestine, there were various
Essenes who thereafter became Christians, cannot be subject to any wellfounded doubt (comp. Ritschl, p. 233 f.). And the less reason is there to
call in question

phenomenon

not merely the Ebionitic, but also the Essenic, root of the
To refer it to the general interest of world-deny-

(Th. Schott).

and
ing 'holiness does not suffice for the explanation of the several passages,
charin particular does not explain the observance of days and the impure

which was attributed to the use of flesh (ver. 14). Hence, too, we
Hofmann, to abide by the mere general conclusion, that doubt
prevailed as to whether it was compatible with the holiness of the church
of God to use such food as man had not assigned to him/wra the beginning,

acter

are not, with

with than
as the Christian should for this very reason rather dispense
odd
enjoy for the sake of good cheer. Thus the matter would amount to an
anteconcrete
historical
with
connection
any
without
theoretic reflection,
the
cedent relations,— a view with which we can the less be content, since
had
which
point
a
as
of
rid
got
be
observance of days cannot exegetically

and

Eichhorn takes the weak
likewise occasioned dispute (see on ver. 5).
brethren to be earlier, mostly Gentile- Christian adherents of ascetico-philoThere was certainly at that time
sophic, chiefly Neo-Pythagorean principles.
diffused among the Gentiles, through the influence of the Neo-Pythagorean
know
philosophy, an abstinence quite analogous to that Jewish one, as we
ver. 2,
on
Grotius
(see
others
and
abstin.,
Be
Porphyr.
Ep.
Senec.
108,
from

and Reiche, II. p. 463 f.); but, on the other hand, that view is at variance
where Paul
partly with ver. 5 (comp. Col. ii. 16, 17), partly with xv. 8, 9,
the Clementines also practises this abstinence.
1
Whether the Ebionites of Epiphanius

derived from Essenism (the ordinary view, ably defended by Ritschl in opposition to Schliemann) or not.

may be

—
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1.

sedulously brings into view the theocratic dignity of the Jews, while he bids

—

God

on account of grace which is most in harmony with
weak ones are to be sought among the former.
It may be also conjectured a priori that our ascetics, if they had arrived at
their habit by the path of philosophy, would hardly have behaved themthe Gentiles praise

the view that the despised

selves in so passive and unpretentious a manner and have, been merely reWe may add that vv. 5, 6 do not jusgarded by Paul just as weak ones.
tify us in assuming two parties among the Roman weak brethren, so that the
Kplvovreg rjfxepav nap' fjfiepav, ver. 5, are to be distinguished from the laxava
eadiovTeg, ver. 2,
the former as the stricter and probably Palestinian, the
latter as the freer and probably Hellenistic, Jewish-Christians (so Philippi).
'

—

As

the observance of the feast days, especially of the Sabbaths, was essen-

tially

bound up with the Essenic tendency, the assumption

ration cannot be justified exegetically (from the Kpiveiv).

there exegetical

ground

structed in xiv. 1
position

;

ff

.

is

whereas xv.

of such a sepa-

Just as

little is

view that the community addressed and innotified as being Jewish- Christian in its main comfor the

1

ff.

betrays a Gentile- Christian minority, which had

been more exclusive and intolerant towards the weak than the great body
of the church, the relation of whom to the weak the apostle has in view
in chap. xiv. (Mangold, p. 60

Vv. 1-12. Summons

ff.)

to brotherliness

towards the weak ones (ver.

1).

First

point of difference between the two parties, and encouragement in relation to it
Second point of difference, and encouragement in relation to it (ver.
(vv. 2-4).
*Tlie right

5).

assigned for

point of view for both in

it (vv.

7-9)

tlieir

differences (ver. 6),

and reason

reproof and disallowance of the opposite conduct (vv.

;

10-12).

from the due limitation of care for the flesh (xiii.
who, in the matter of this limitation, pursue not the right course,
rbv aadevovvra ry Trioret] [See
but one springing from weakness of faith.
Note CXXXVII. p. 522.] That martg here also denotes faith in Christ, is
self-evident
the infirmity, however, is not conceived of according to the
in a general
1 Cor. xiii. 2)
general -navra dvvara t£> tuotevovti (Mark ix. 23
sense and without any more precise character, but, in conformity with the
Ver.

1.

Ac] passing over

14) to those

—

;

;

—

2, 14, 22, 23), as a want of that ethical strength of faith, in
which one may and should have, along with his faith, the regulative principle of moral conviction and certainty corresponding to its nature
and contents. In this more definite and precise sense those ascetics were
weak in faith. Had they not been so, the discernment of conscience and
assurance of conscience, analogous to faith, would have enabled them to be

context (see vv.
virtue of

1

Against Eichhorn's view also, as

it

seems

to me, the passage in Origen militates
Se

m£

:

6pa

toO aWiov rij? tcov e^vxtav
anb tow TlvQayopov ko.1 ri>v Iv
i<rKi]Ta)j/.
'E/ceti/oi p.ev yap fiii rbv wepl
ttiv Siatfropav

airox^s tCiv
rip.lv

\pvxr)<; p.€Teveaiap.aTovp.4vrj<;

xovrai

.

rro<.ovp.ev

.

.

ridels 8e

avTO,

p.v8ov ep.\ffvxov ine-

nav to tckoGto

errei U7r<«>7n,a£o/aei/

Sovkayiayovpav k.t.K.

(c.

Cds.

4),

npa.TT<ap.ev,

to amp-a

ical

where Origen

Pythagorean
something fundamentally
(ideally) different from the Christian, and
traces the latter to an idea, which quite
merited the lenient treatment of the apostie and makes the continuance of this asceticism in the Christian Church very
distinguishes expressly the

abstinence

as

readily intelligible.
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from doubt and scruple in respect to that which, in the life of faith,
was right or wrong, allowable or not allowable, and to act accordingly
and consequently, in particular, to raise themselves above the adiaphora as
It is therefore evident that
such, without prejudice and ethical narrowness.
the aodiveia ry iriarei carries with it defectiveness of moral yvtioic, but this does
not justify the explaining of izioric as equivalent to yvtiaic (Grotius and others),
free

;

or as equivalent to doctrine believed (Beza, Calvin).

—

TTpooXa/iftaveaOe] take to

The oppowould be an kuKkeloai diXeiv (comp. Gal. iv. 17), whereby they, instead of
being attracted, might be forced to separation. So in substance, Erasmus,
you, namely, to the intercourse of Christian brotherly fellowship.
site

Fritzsche, Riickcrt,

Grotius, Estius, Semler, Reiche, Kollner,

Tholuck, Philippi, Hofmann,

etc.

But others take

it

as

de Wette,

interest yourselves

:

Mm, ''of furthering, helpful support" (Olshausen, comp. Chrysostom),
which, however, Trpoclanfiavecdai rcva does not mean. Acts xxviii. 2 is appealed to, where, however, -rrpool. is to take to oneself, a meaning which is

in

—

here also required by TrpooeMpero, ver. 3, as well as by xv. 7, comp. also xi. 15.
[See Note CXXXVIII.
ur} elc dianpioeiq diakoy.~\ not to judgings of thoughts.
SiaKpiaeig dialoy. is a result, which in the case of the enjoined irpoop. 523.]

—

must not be come to, so that thus ui) dc Scaup, dial, contains a negative
more precise definition of izpoalanpdvEadE, in the sense, namely not in such a
manner that the irpoolaupavEodai, which you bestow on the weak, issues in
judgments passed on the thoughts. Those persons formed their ideas under
lanp.

:

the influence of conscience

such scruples should be indulgently treated by.

;

the stronger, and criticisms passing judgments on them should not be instiThus dianpioic, dijututed, whereby the TrpoalaufidvEadat would be abused.
dicatio, retains its
vi. p.

765 A,

(Matt. xv. 19

xi.
;

usual signification (Heb.
p.

Mark

937

B

;

vii.

21

;

v.

14

Luke

ix. 46, etal. ;

10

1 Cor. xii.

;

Lucian, Herm. 69)

;

and

Rom.

;

Plato, Legg.

6iahyyur/i6g likewise

i.

21

;

1

Cor.

20).

iii.

be taken in the sense of the
result (as just previously sic ettiO., xiii. 14), not even as usque ad (Reiche).
Substantially in agreement with this view of SiaKpia. Aialoy. are Chrysostom,
Grotius, and others, including Kollner, de Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius,
Reithmayr, Fritzsche, Krehl, Tholuck, Hofmann, likewise Reiche, who,
however, makes the prohibition apply to loth parties, which is opposed to

Nothing

is

to be supplied, but dc is simply to

the text, since the exhorted subject is the church, in contradistinction to its
weak members, while the weak alone are the object of the exhortation. Au"non dijudicemus cogitationes infirmorum, quasi
gustine aptly, Propos. 78
:

audeamus sententiam de alieno
take dtanpiaEig as doubts, which are not
ferre

corde,

quod non videtur."

Others

to be excited in the thoughts of the

So Luther, Bengel, Cramer, Ernesti, Morus, Bohme, Ammon, Flatt,
But di&Kpiaig never means doubt, and
therefore is not to be explained with Ewald, who takes the words as an adM may it not come from doubts to thoughts/
dition by way of exclamation

weak.

l

Klee, Olshausen, Philippi, TJmbreit.

:

may such an one

not become uncertain in his conscience

1 Neither in the N. T. nor elsewhere in
Greek. Theodoret on ver. 22 f. is appealed
to, but there 5ia*cp«7is is to be taken as

distinction;
ver. 20.

as

also

!"

in

Following the
Oecumenius on

;

chap, xiv., 2-4.
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Vulgate, Beza, Camerarius, Er. Schmid, Toletus, Estius, Glockler, and oth-

has also been explained as dispute, which is not unfrequently it§
meaning in the classics (Plato, Legg, vi. p. 768 A Polybius, xviii. 11. 3).
But dispute concerning thoughts would be at least far from clearly expressed
by the mere genitive (instead of nepl diahoy.) and the notion disceptatio
Riickert
(tfrTjcig, cvtyrrjoic) is nowhere denoted in the N. T. by Si&Kpicig.
takes it as separation :
But be on your guard lest the consequence thereof
may possibly be this, that thoughts and sentiments are severed, become more
abruptly parted." Ataapioic may certainly bear this meaning (Job xxxvii.
16
Plato, Phil. p. 32 A)
but in that case the article must have stood before SmXoy., and the climactic sense (more abruptly) would be gratuitously
ers, (hanp.

;

;

'

'

;

;

imported.
Ver.

2.

More

particular discussion of the subject,

and in the

exhibition of thefirst point of difference between the two parties.

a corresponding
had.

:

the one

(i.e.

ad Xen. Anab.

may mean
is

:

he

bg Se,

ii.

is

instead of which there

the strong)
3.

15

;

believes, etc.

Fritzsche,

convinced that he

;

is at

place,

first

bg pev]

without

once put the definite

p. 507.

—

6 6e

Comp. Kiihner,

but the weak, etc.

ad Marc.

may

—

tuctevei

<j>ayelv

eat all things, so that the notion

navra
etjelvac

implied in the relation of the verbal notion to*the infinitive (Lobeck, ad

Phryn.

7531; Buttmann,

p.

neut. Or. p. 235 [E. T.

Borger, and older interpreters.

and to the contrast

6 aadev.

,

is

But more agreeable
the rendering

:

273

f.])

to the ry

;

so Tholuck,

iriarEt,

ver. 1,

he has the confidence, the assur-

to eat all things; Winer, p. 302 [E. T. 322].
Comp. Dem. 866.
and generally Kruger, § 61. 6. 8. To supply bore (van Hengel) is in accordance with the sense, but unnecessary.
X&xava] excludes, according to

ance offaith,
1,

—

the connection, all use of

flesh,

not merely that of Levitically unclean ani-

—

and fast days,
limitations
by most interpreters (including Reiche,
Kollner, Neander, Tholuck, Philippi). The weak in faith eats no flesh, but
vegetables are his food.
Comp. Wieseler in Herzog's Encyhlop. XX. p. 595.
[See Note CXXXIX. p. 524.]
Ver. 3. Prohibition for each of the two parties. [See Note CXL. p. 524.]
The self-consciousness of strength misleads into looking down with contempt
on the weak the narrowness of weakness is unable to comprehend the free
thinking of the strong one, and judges it.
Kpivero] defined by the connecmals, or of flesh sacrificed to idols, or on feast
of

which nature

are introduced

;

—

tion as a condemning judgment, pronouncing against the true Christian char-

—

ii. 1 and frequently.
6 Qebg yap /c.r./l.] ground assigned for fir/
hence avrdv is to be referred to rbv eadiovra (i.e. him who eats all
things), not with Reiche (following Calvin and others) to both, the strong
and the weak, against which ver. 4 is also decisive.
TrpooeMpero] has

acter, as in

Kptviru

;

—

taken

him

Christ

;

Himself namely, into His fellowship (comp. ver. 1) through
not into His house as servant (see on ver. 4), as Vatablus, Reiche,
to

:

—

and Hofmann hold.
In 6 Qebg yap k.t.1. is contained the contrariety to God
of this npiveiv, and its consequent impiety ; and
Ver. 4 then adds what a presumptuous intermeddling such a npiveiv is.
In
this the emotion rises to an animated apostrophe, addressed to the weak in
faith who passes judgment, not to both parties, as Reiche and Tholuck think

;
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—

for npivuv corresponds to the tcpivero of ver.

3.
av tic el] comp. ix. 20.
It
however standing in the relation of
apodosis to the preceding 6 Qebc avrbv irpooe?A(3eTo (Hofmann), which is nowise indicated and is forbidden by the fact that the following relation of

discloses the presumption, without

— hXkorpiov

oikettiv] who is not in
This other is Christ (see ver. 6),
rather distinguished from the master by dw. yap k.t.1.
r<:>

domestic slave points to Christ as Master.
thy domestic service, 1 but in that of another.

who

not God,

is

—

The dative denotes the relation of siibordination to
the interest of the idtoc nvptoq (Bernhardy, p. 85).
His own master, and no
other, is interested therein
whence the incompetence of the Kpiveiv is
obvious.
The figurative standing and falling As either explained of standing
firm (Ps. i. 4 Luke xxi. 36), and of oeing condemned (causa cadere) in the
divine judgment (Calvin, Cornelius a Lapide, Grotius, Estius, Wolf, and
to his

ISio) KvpiL)]

own master.

;

—

;

others, including Reiche, Kollner, Borger, Tholuck, Philippi), or,
x. 12, of continuance

and

So

life.

and non-continuance in

substance,

in

Erasmus,

asinl Cor.

the state

Beza,

of true Christian faith
Vatablus, Toletus, Bengel,

Semler, and others, including Flatt, de Wette, Fritzsche, Riickert, Maier,

Baumgarten-Crusius, Umbreit, van Hengel, Hofmann.

would not

as contrast to the au^eadai in

the standing ;

The use of Trinreiv
would have its warrant
the divine judgment figuratively set forth by

against the former (Hofmann), for

tell

2

but the second explanation

is

it

to be preferred, partly because

the unwarranted Kpiveiv denied to the more free the possession of a right
Christian frame of

For

to

make

partly because of the following Awarel yap k.t.X.

life,

to stand in the judgment,

nounce righteous, 3

is

not the

work

i.e.

without

ing to His power (against Reiche's objection to
effects

and proBut accord-

figure, to acquit

of divine power, but of grace.
this, see

Eph.

iii.

20)

God

an inner strengthening, so that the Christian stands in that which

who

is

succumb to the dangers
to which the nature of his Christian faith and life is exposed by the very
For
fact of his freer principles, but perseveres in the true Christian state.
When Tholuck, on the
this Paul holes to God's power, and promises it.
ground of the reading 6 Kvpioc finds the thought, that the Judge will even find
good, and even he

thinks' more freely does not

out sufficient reasons fvr exculpation, this
dwarel] See on 2 Cor.

Ver.

Second point of

5.

selves,

and

which

is

1

in particular

oikcttjs is

nowhere
it
ii.

else

difference, as is

found

It is

in Paul;
13,

Acts

a more restricted

notion than SoOAos the oi/ceVrjs is a houseservant (Dem. 1359 ult. ; oikcttj? Skxkovos),
more closely bound to the family than
other slaves hence otKeVa? re koX SovAov?,
Plat. Legg. vi. p. 763 A, comp. ix. p. 853 E.
so, too, oiKerts, housemaid; both together,
oUeTeia, domestics.
The fact that these
words are used in the classics also of the
members of the family themselves (as Xen.
:

;

:

a pure importation into the text.
Horn.

i.

6.

evident from the contents them-

from the general laying out of the representation,

occurs in Luke xvi.
18.

is

Comp. Clem.

quite similar in form to ver.

*n the N. T.
x. 7, 1 Pet.

xiii. 3.

2.

Hence we

are not here to find,

Anab., iv. 5. 35, vi. 1), is here irrelevant;
but see Wesseling, ad Herod, p. 621.
2 Soph. Track. 84, and see Ellendt, Lex.
Soph.

II. p. 568.

3

Not, according to the mediate turn, departing from the preceding and hence unwarranted, which Philippi now gives to
the sense of the figurative expression to
uphold in judgment, so far as God upholds
in that which is good, which alone subsists
in the judgment.
:

—
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5.

with Hofmann (who defends the reading bg /xh ydp), merely the first member
of
of a chain of thought which is intended to make good the correctness
so that Paul does not pass over to another
the proposition Swarel yap k.t.A.,
[See Note CXLI. p. 524.] The fact that he does not
controverted point.
thereupon enter at length on the question of days, but returns immediately
in ver. 6 to the question of food, indicates that the latter formed in the
church the controversy most prominent and threatening in an ascetic point of
view. 2 Moreover, what he had said on the point of food might so readily of
1

—

its application in an analogous manner to the question of days,
that an entering into equal detail in regard to both points was not required.
is for
Trap' 7//.] he sets Ms judgment on day before day, i.e. he
npivei

itself find

—

vfi.

preferring one day to another, so that he esteems one holier than another.
3
This refers to the Jewish feast and fast days still observed by the weak in

The classical jjfiipa nap' r/uepav, in the sense alternis diebus,* does not
apply here (in opposition to Fritzsche, who imports into our passage the
notion that the people had ascetically observed, in addition to the Sabbath,
the second and fifth days of the week). Of so surprising a (pharisaical, Luke
faith.

no single trace in the Epistles to the
and Colossians, and hardly would it have
met with such lenient treatment at Paul's hands. But the Jewish observance
Essenicof days, continued under Christianity, so naturally agrees with the
sufficient
is
no
there
that
generally,
faith
in
weak
the
Jewish character of
ground for thinking, with Ewald, of the observance of Sunday (at that time
not yet generally established), and for seeing in vv. 5 and 6 only an example

xviii. 12) selection of

days there

Galatians (not even rmepac,

illustrating the preceding,

—

is

iv. 10)

and not a

real point of difference (comp.

Hof-

Kphei izaoav ijuepav] not omnem diemjudicat diem (Bengel, Philippi),
mann). 5
but corresponding to the first half of the verse he declares himself for each
day, so that he would have each esteemed equally holy, not certain days before
enacToc k.t.X.] Here too, as in the case of an adiaphoron, no more
others.
than in ver. 2, an objective decision, who is or is not in the right but
:

—

;

rather for both parties only the requisite injunction, namely, that each should
have a complete assurance offaith as to the Tightness of his conduct, without

which persuasion the consciousness of the fulfilment of duty is lacking, and
Tzlrjpo^.'] Comp.
consequently the adiaphoron becomes sinful (vv. 20, 23).
iv. 21.

—

kv t.

23), therefore,

in the moral consciousness of his own reason (vii.
independently of others' judgment, assured in himself of the

ISio) vol] i.e.

motives of action.
»
This was in fact only an auxiliary
sentence, which, as obvious in itself, might
have been omitted. Were the reading &s
tiev yap correct, Paul would be introducing
that which he has to say of the second
matter of controversy, in the form of a

confirmation of that
respecting the first.
« It

which

is

just

must have been a matter of

offence, especially at the agapae.
3 Comp. Col. ii. 16
Gal. iv. 10.
;

adduced

Theol. p. 414) is an arbitrary limitation,
without any ground in the text,
4
Bernhardt, p. 258 Lobeck, ad Aj. 475.
5 On Kpiveiv n, in the sense of to declare
oneself for something, i.e. aliquid probare,^
8*
eligere, comp. Aesch. Agam. 471 (<piv<»

bibl.

;

a<j>&ovov b\pov),

***>;
practical

11

To think

in

merely of fast days (Mangold, comp. Weiss,

;

Suppl. 393

Plat. Rep. p. 399

Isocr. Paneg. 40.

(/cpiVe o-e/3as

E; Xen.

On napa

to Trpbs

IleU.

i.

7.

in the sense

of preference, Xen. Mem. i. 4. 14. and Kiihner
loc. ; but in Soph. Aj. 475, nap' 7,p.ap rju«>a
is (in

opposition to Valckenaer, Schol.

II. p.

;
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Ver.

own

expressed not imperatively, but indicatively, as the

which conditions and regulates that Tt'kripohe who directs his carefulness to the day,

Christian axiom in these matters,
(popia.

—

which each must have his

right point of view, according to

The

6.

full persuasion,

(ppovtJv rr/v r/fj.epav K.T.X.]

6

exercises this carefulness in his interest for the Lord, namely, in order thereby
to respond to his relation of belonging to the Lord.

Trjv

rjiiep.

with the

denotes textually the day concerned, that which comes into consideration conformably to the npiveiv rjfupav Trap' ijfiepav, not the day as it happens
(Hofmann). By nvpiog most understand God, others (as Estius, Riickert,

article

Kollner, Fritzsche, Philippi) Christ.

The former appears

to be correct,

on

account of evxap- yap r. Seti but the latter is correct, on account of ver. 9.
Kvpio) eoOiei] using
The absence of the article is not at variance with this.
his Christian freedom in regard to the use of flesh in the interest of the Lord,
which definite ethical direction of his ecdieiv he attests by his evxapicreiv ru
;

1

[See

Geti therein.

Note CXLII.

—

This refers to the prayer at

p. 526.]

table,

the .case with the subsequent ev%- r. 6., not to that offered
but to that before it comp. Matt. xv. 36, xxvi.
(Hofmann),
meal
the
after
The thanksgiving
1 Tim. iv. 4.
1 Cor. x. 30, xi. 24
Acts xxvii. 35
26
to Cod, consecrating the partaking of food, presupposes the conviction that
and, as

is also

;

;

;

;

one does the

ecdieiv

in the capacity of belonging to Christ,

to this specific relation

for anything that is

;

cannot thank the Father of

Christ.

— ml

opposed

and conformably

to Christ

the Christian

The opposite of the
Paul has not added (see critical

6 (iy ted. k.t.X.]

preceding point (the observance of days)
notes), because he has not at the beginning of ver. 6 planned his language
antithetically
and it is only on the mention of the second more important
;

point that the conception of the opposite occurs to him, and he takes it up
also.
To append the antithesis also to the first clause of the verse, was

but neither would it have been confusing
(Hofmann), especially as the selecting of days and its opposite, as well as
the eating and not-eating, were for those respectively concerned equally
nvpio) ova ecdiei] for the Lord he refrains from the eating
matters of conscience.

indeed not necessary (Philippi)

;

—

persuaded that this abstinence tends to serve the interest of Christ.
ml evxap. roi Ge<p] That' which was previously conceived as the reason (yap)
and so he utters his thanksgiving
is here conceived as the consequence (mi)
table-prayer to Ood, namely, for the other, vegetable food, which forms
(of flesh),

—

;

the meal to be enjoyed

He

by him.

is

enabled to do so by the conviction

that his ovk ecdieiv has its holy ethical reference to the Lord.
Vv. 7-9. Proof for the threefold nvpiu, ver. 6, and that generally
the whole subjective direction of the life of Christians towards Christ.

not

mean

from

Paul does

the objective dependence on Christ (Riickert, Reiche, Ernesti,
would not prove what was said in ver.

Urspr. d. Siinde, II. p. 19), because it

—

eavrfi ff] so that he
6, but would only establish the obligation thereto.
believes that his life belongs to himself, that he lives for his own interest and
aims.
2 Cor. v. 15. Comp. the passages in Wetstein and Fritzsche. The

153

ff.)

to be otherwise understood

Lobeck ad
1

;

see

loc.

See Winer, de sensu vocum

icvpioset 6 <vp.,

;

Gramm.

Fritzsche,

ad Marc.

Erl.

1828

p.

118 [E. T. p.

p. 673

124]

—
CHAP. XIV.,
dative

thus to be taken in the ethically

is

aKoQvycKEi

telic sense,

for also the dying of the Christian

;

513

9, 10.

and

so, too, in eavrti

—in so ideal a manner

conscious of the moral power and consecration of fellowship of

—

is

life

Paul
with

" eadem ars moriendi, quae vivendi," in the
which the Christian at death feels and
knows that he has stood with his life, and is now also to stand in his dying.
Such is the conscious hv Kvpiu aTrodvyoneiv, Rev. xiv. 13. Comp. Phil. i. 20
Christ

a moral act (Bengel

is

:

relation of belonging to Christ, in

;

Rom.

— Ver. 8 contains the positive counterpart, proving the nega-

viii. 38.

and

tive contents of ver. 7,

— On

relation.

re yap.

re,

.

.

is

likewise to be understood as a subjective

for as well

.

.

.

—

as also, see Hartung, Partikell.

Baeumlein, Part. p. 219.
rov nvplov ea/uev] the Lord's proppp. 88, 115
erty are we.
This now derives the sum of the entire specifically Christian
I.

;

consciousness from
ic

its

previously adduced factors.

(rov Kvpiov)

r(p Kvpic)

(Bengel), to

—

In the threefold emphatobserve the "divina Christi majestas et potestas "

which the Christian knows himself

to be completely surren-

dered.

Ver.

Objective historical relation, on which this subjective attitude

9.

towards Christ,

ver. 8 (edv re ovv k.t.X), is

founded.

—

e&ffe]

became

alive,

to

be understood of the resurrection life. Comp. Rev. ii. 8, xx. 4, 5
Rom. v.
10
The aorist denotes the setting in of the state Kiihner,
2 Cor. iv. 10.
ad Xen. Mem. i. 1. 18. Wrongly Olshausen (so also Schrader) thinks that
;

;

;

the earthly

life

of Jesus is meant, so that there occurs a hysteron proteron ;

which view he overlooks, first, that the mutual reference of the two elements in protasis and apodosis is only formal, and secondly, that it was
not Jesus' life and death, but rather His death and life (resurrection), which
led to His attainment of the heavenly Kvpiorng.
Comp. viii. 34, vi. 9, 10
Phil, ii, 8, 9
Luke xxiv. 26 Matt, xxviii. 18. lva\ destination in tho
divine counsel.
This aimed, in the death and resurrection of Christ, at the
establishment of His munus regium, and that over the dead (in School, Phil,
ii. 10) and living ; hence Christians are conscious of belonging to Him in
living and dying (ver. 8).
Unsuitably to e&aev, since the raising up of the
Lord is certainly, in the apostle's view, the work of God (i. 4, iv. 24, vi. 4,
viii. 11, and many other passages), Hofmann sees in Iva Christ's own purpose
in

1

;

;

;

expressed.

Ver. 10.

2i> 6e]

discloses the contrast to the KvpiSrnc of Jesus.

cv addresses the weaker, the second the freer Christian, as

— ydp]

3.

questions
Kapaarrja.,

1

justifies the
:

censure of presumption which

:

Christ died,

He might be Lord over

the

order that he might be
Lord over the living ; but He died and became alive (both together had the end in
view), in order that He might rule over dead

and

lies in

from

first

ver.

the preceding

—

,

Paul, namely, does not say

and

— The

clear

for all, etc. and therefore in both cases thou as well as he.
we shall stand before; " stare solent, quorum causa tractatur,"

in order that

dead,

is

lived, in

living (both together).

Fritzsche also,

although rightly understanding efrae of the
resurrection life, urges the mutual refer-

ence of anedave and vetpuv, and of efrae

and

£an>Tu>v

:

By

the death of Jesus,

God

de-

make knoivn that He was Lord over
the dead, and by the new life of Christ, that
He was Lord over the living. But this
merely declarative view is quite arbitrary
moreover, the frv in e^rjo-e would be quite
sired to

;

another than the C^V of the

Ciivraiv.

—

—
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Grotius
for

'

;

God

Acts

x.

Cor. v.

Acts xxvi. 6

Matt. xxv. 33.

;

—rw

(Ufa.

n

Qeov (see critical notes)

:

judgment to be held (John v. 22) by Christ (ii. 16
So the judgment-seat upon which Christ will sit (2
xvii.
31).
42,
Matt. xxv. 31) is God's.— Note how deciPolycarp, ad Phil. 6
10
will cause the

;

;

;

sive is the testimony of
sality of the final

such passages against any limitation of the univer-

judgment.

Ver. 11. Scripture proof for the

on the matter
reference of nav and rcaaa, ver.

the universality, as

to

11,

The

TrapacTqoofieOa n.r.'k., ver. 10.

ttclvtec

lies in

point of its bearing

proposition of ver. 10, txavrtq yap k.t.1.

ttclvtec

is

above, ver.

—although in

clear

Thus the

10.

and by

from the

itself it re-

—receives, nevertheless, a hallowed confirmation,

quired no scriptural proof

which makes the injustice of the previously censured judging and despising
the more apparent, because it encroaches on the universal final judgment of
God. The citation is Isa. xlv. 23, quoted very freely with deviations, partly
of memory, partly intentional, from the LXX., and abbreviated. In Isaiah,
God certifies upon His oath that all men (including the Gentiles) shall render to Him adoring homage. This divine utterance Messianic, because
promising the universal triumph of the theocracy is here taken by Paul in
the light of that highest final historical fulfilment which will take place at

—

—

the judgment of the world.

LXX.

following the

—

—

kyu] Instead of naf e/uavTov bfivvu, as the

£o>

Hebrew have

it,

Paul

uses,

by a

variation of

a frequently-occurring verbal formula of the divine oath

:

memory,
(Num.

13

"J**

Ruth iii. 13 Judith ii.
et al. ; Dan. xii. 7
to
the elsewhere familiar
according
Paul
added
by
12).
on] that, because in £w eyu is involved the
O. T. formula. Comp. xii. 19.
Comp. 2 Chron. xviii. 13 1 Sam. xiv. 44
assurance on oath, that, etc.
kfioi] tome, as the Judge (so in the sense
Judith xi. 7 and Fritzsche in he.
k^o/ioloy. r. Ge<p] departing from
of the apostle) for homage and submission.
the LXX., which, following the Hebrew, has b/ielrai naaa yk. rbv Qe6v, for the
reading of Cod. A of the LXX. (also « on the margin), k^ouokoy^aErai instead
of b/ielrai, was probably seeing that the Septuagint has very frequently
undergone similar alterations of the text from N. T. citations— first introduced from our passage, and not a reading which Paul found in his copy of
the LXX. (Fritzsche), as is too rashly inferred from Phil. ii. 11. The variation itself is— as was allowed by the freedom in the handling of Messianic
xiv. 21,

28

;

Deut. xxxii. 40,

;

Xiyei Kvpiog] is

—
—

;

;

;

—

—

proof-passages

God, a more

intentional,

special conception
glorification of

;

God

tongue shall praise
cial authority

because Paul required, instead of the oath of

general conception, which, however, lies at the basis of that
for the swearing is the actual

The

as the Judge.

God

—parallel

(as the

denotes to

in sense to spot K&fnpsi ndv y6vv.

1

LXX. and Apocrypha,

confess, as in later

ff.

;

Matt.

see Biel

xi.

25

with

et-ouoTMyeiodai

Luke

;

and Schleusner,

x.

21

;

s.v.): it

fre-

only

Greek, with the accusative of the object, Matt.

This applies also in opposition to Ger-

lach, d. letzten Binge, p. 108

:

Judge), and therewith submit to His judi-

the dative always denotes to praise (xv. 9

quently in the

acknowledgment and
and every
is

correct explanation

Comp.

i.

6,

16,

iii.

6; 2 Cor. v. 10

xvii. 31.

;

Gal. vi. 7

ff.

;

Acts

—
chap, xiv., 12-14.
6

iii.

Jas. v.

;

16

;

Tob.

Hence the explanation of

22.

xii.
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Er. Schmid,

Reiche, Kollner, following Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Theophylact,

neous

which would only then be admissible

to confess sins,

:

— With

ism obviously suggested the supplying of Tag apapriag.

is erro-

the parallel-

if

the reading

Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret, Oecumenius, Luther, Calvin, and many others, including Philippi, have found in
There would rather be implied
tl) eeu) a proof for the divinity of Christ.
the idea, that it is God, whose judgment Christ is entrusted by the Father
and this thought is contained also in the reading r. /?. r. Qeov,
to hold
to.

rov Xpicrov, ver.

fifi/Liari

10,

;

ver. 10.

Ver. 12.

What follows from

— The emphasis

the preceding (from navreg yap

neither on

is

.

onward).

.

.

nor on

(so usually)

eavrov

rcepl

rti

Qeo> (Phi-

but on the emarog for that purpose prefixed, which corresponds to the
emphatic navreg, rrav, 7racra, vv. 10, 11 hence it alone bears the stress, not
sharing it with irepl eavr. and rti Geu (Hofmann). Bach of us, none excepted,
lippi),

;

How at variance with this, therefore, to judge
though one were not included in the subjection to this our
universal destiny of having to give a personal account to God
Meet]

will respecting himself, etc.

or to despise, as

—

!

purely future in sense, like the preceding futures.

Vv. 13-23. Christians ought

not, therefore,

mutually

to

condemn one another,
Further eluci-

but rather to have the principle of giving no offence, ver. 13.

dation of this principle, and exhortations

to

compliance with

Ver. 13. Mjjketi (no more, as hitherto) aXkifkovg Kpivufiev
EnacTog

rjfjiciv

k.t.X.

;

but

npivufiev

[See Note CXLIII. p. 526.]
to

make

that

here refers, as

Kpivare] antanaclasis

the contrast striking (for to the Kpiveiv

which

was they who gave the

your judgment, your moral

On

:

it.

deduced

(ovv)

from

shows, to both parties.

the same word, in order

which

is

against one's duty

in accordance with duty is opposed), is repeated, but with the

is

modification of reference and of sense, that
(for it

allr/l.

is

offence),

maxim

it

addresses the freer Christians

and means

in this point.

[See

in general

:

let this be

Note CXLIV.

p. 526.]

the infinitive with the article after a preparatory demonstrative, comp.

2 Cor.

ii.

I.

1

—

and cuavdalov both quite synonymous in the
moral stumbling-block, an occasion for acting contrary

7rp6aKo/Li/Lia

metaphorical sense

:

:

But ndevai refers to the original proper sense of the two
Comp. on ix. 32, 33, xi. 9 LXX. Lev. xix. 14 Judith v. 1. The
twofold designation is an earnest and exhaustive expression of the idea
hence to attempt a real distinction between the synonyms, which differ only

to conscience.

words.

;

;

;

figuratively (stone

.

.

.

trap), is arbitrary.

CXLV.

Ver. 14. [See Note

Discussion of the preceding injunction,
Paul grants, namely, in principle, that the
but immediately adds an exception which arises in
p. 527.]

giving information regarding
freer brethren are right,

it.

practice, and, in assigning the reason for this addition, declares (ver. 15) the
not attending to the exception a proof of want of love.
/cat TreTreic/iai evtcvp.

—

—

More precise definition of the preceding oUa.
h Kvp.] i.e. in my fellowship with the Lord ; ovk apa avOpuirlvr/c Stavoiag
kolv6v\
ifrijQog, Chrysostom.

'I.]

r]

1

Xen. de Rep. Lac.

9. 1,

and see Haase

in

loc. ;

Breitenbach, ad Xen.

—

Oec. 14. 10.
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corresponding to the (ti(3v?iov of the Greeks profane, huadaprov (Chrysostom),
Acts x. 14, 28, xi. 8 Heb. x. 29. Thus the eating of flesh was held to be
unholy and unclean, and therefore a thing at variance with the holiness of
a Christian's position. Comp. Ezek. xlii. 20
1 Mace. i. 47, 62.
6C avrov]
:

;

—

;

Since the reflexive avrov (with the rough breathing)

N. T. (comp. Buttmann,

is

generally doubtful in the

and here the personal
and appropriate in sense, the
be preferred (Bengel, Matthaei, Lachmann, Tischendorf, 7, Hofnewt. Or. p. 97

f.

[E. T. Ill]),

avrov (with the soft breathing) is quite sufficient
latter is to

mann) not, however, to be referred to Christ (Theodoret, Bisping, Jatho,
and others), but to be explained through itself, i.e. through its nature. In&'
;

:

avrov

is

to that

thus implied the

objectively existing uncleanness, in contrast (see

which subjectively accrues per

accidens.

On

below)
account of the laws relat-

ing to food of the O. T., Olshausen thinks that the thought of the apostle
intended to affirm that " through Christ and His sanctifying influence the
creation has again become pure and holy.''''
This arbitrary importation of a

is

meaning (followed by Bisping)

overthrown by the very circumstance that
was by no means founded on the law
which did not in fact forbid the use of flesh generally but was of a supralegal Essenic character.
Moreover, Paul was clear and certain, so far as
concerns the O. T. laws of food, that they had outlived the time of obligatoriness appointed for them by God, and were abolished by God Himself,
inasmuch as in Christ the end of the law had come, and the temporary dithe abstinence of the

Roman

is

ascetics

—

—

vine institute

ment, Matt.

—

el iltj\

had given place to the
Comp. on x. 4

v. 17.

not equivalent to akld, but

also into account, applies

Gal.

ii.

eternal one of the gospel as its fulfil-

Col.

;

16.

—

16 ff.
also on Acts x. 15, 16.
which, without taking 6C avrov

ii.

nisi,

;

merely to ovdev kolv6v. Comp. on Matt. xii. 4
ek. with emphasis, as in 2 Cor. x. 18, Mark vii.

;

kocv6v]

eice'ivy

and very frequently in John. The uncleanness is in such a case subcoming into existence and subsisting actually for the individual
through the fettered condition of his own conscience.
15, 20,

jective,

Ver. 15. Yap] According to this reading critically

beyond doubt

'

as

(see the

—which, however, Philippi, on account of the
regards
absolutely untenable, " —the apostle
why he has

critical notes),

sense,

specifies the reason,

'

pressly added the exception

principal sentence

is,

el urj r£>

Xoyc(. n.r.l.

The yap belonging

ex-

to the

according to a very prevalent usage (see Baeumlein,

Partih. p. 85), taken into the prefixed accessory sentence, so that the argu-

" not without good moral ground do I say el fir)
want of love, if the stronger one has not regard to this relation towards the weaker. "
Sid j3po>na] on account offood,
i.e. because of a kind of food, which he holds to be unclean and sees thee
mentative thought
.

.

eat.

.

kolv6v

—

lippi,

;

for

IvKelrai]

it

not

is

:

:

indicates a

:

is

injured,

—

which would

contrary to N. T. usage), but of moral

which

consist in the aizdllvodai (Phiaffliction, i.e.

vexation of con-

occasioned by the giving of a mdvdalov (ver. 13). Analogous
is Eph. iv. 30.
[See Note CXLVI. p. 527.] To understands of the making
reproaches on account of narrow-mindedness (Grotius, Rosenmuller, Ewald),

science,

is

gratuitously to import the substance of the thought, and does not correspond to the connection (vv. 13, 14, 20, 21).
ov/ceri Kara aydn. nepnrarelc] i.e.

is

—

CHAP. XIV.,
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16.

This

in that case thou hast ceased to bear thyself conformably to love.

actual state of things

occurs

On

el

subsists,

the IvKelrai, namely,

;

.

which

.

is

comp. vii.
(Hofmann), is

interrogatively

—

is

is

the

expressed in the protasis

conceived as the fault of the subject addressed.
Gal. iii. 18.
To take the apodosis
considering the definite character, quite in
'

20, xi. 6

ovuirc,

.

when what
;

keeping with the context of the TiVTrelrai which is occasioned by the offence
given quite unwarranted, and does not suit the words. 2
The airSMve is
destroy him not, bring him not into dethe possible result of the Xvirelrai
struction, namely, through his being seduced by thy example to disregard
his conscience, and to fall out of the moral element of the life of faith into
the sinful element of variance with conscience.
That we are to explain it
of the eternal a-rcuXaa, is clear from virep ov X. anedave
for in order to redemption from this Christ offered up His life therefore thou oughtest not
to thrust back into cnruXeta thy (so dearly bought) brother through the
loveless exercise of thy free principles.
Comp. 1 Cor. viii. 11, 12. " Ne

—

—

:

;

—

tuum cibum, quam Christus vitam suam," Bengel.
M# /3?iaa<pr//LiEiado)] namely (comp. 2 Thess. ii. 3 1 Tim.

pluris feceris

Ver. 16.

through your fault.

— vpuv

iv. 12),

;

your good

to ayadov]

Note CXLVII.

/car'

e^oxvv,

i.e.

rj

ftacikeia rov

So also Ewald and Umbreit.
1.
How easily it might
come to pass that a schism, kept up by means of condemnation and contempt, on account of eating and drinking, might draw down on that jewel
of Christians—the object of their whole endeavour, hope, and boast calumnious judgments at the hands of unbelievers, as if maxims respecting eating and drinking formed that on which the Christian was dependent for
Qeov, ver.

It is the

[See

17.

sum

p. 528.]

of the /xehhovra ayadd, Heb. ix. 11, x.

—

attaining the blessing of the
ver. 17, following the

that faith

is

meant

3
;

kingdom

!

In opposition to the context in

Fathers (in Suicer, Thes.

I.

p.

14),

de Wette holds

Luther, Calovius, and others, including Philippi

gospel; Origen, Pelagius, Beza, Calvin, Grotius,

Bengel, and

many

the

:

others,

including Flatt, Borger, Fritzsche, Tholuck, Nielsen, Baumgarten-Crusius,
Ileithmayr, Maier, Bisping, with irrelevant appeal to

van Hengel generally

tian freedom;
ter

Hofmann

:

quod in

vobis

1

Cor. x. 30

Romanis bonum

:

Chris-

est; bet-

that which, as their essential good, gives Christians the advan-

tage over non- Christians,

1

:

Note that the presents

—a view, however, which

AvTreiTai

and

n-epi-

coincide in time, as indeed the two
regarded practically coincide in reality.
For that, which causes to the weak one distreSS Of conscience Sia /3pa>jU.a, is Simply the
unsparing conduct of the strong one no
longer under the guidance of love.
2 According to Hofmann, ov/cen k.t.K.
is
designed simply to submit to the person
addressed the question whether he really allows himself to be induced through the weakness ofhisfeUoiv- Christian in falling into concern on account of a particular food— to alter
his conduct so as to behave with a want of love.
In that case, the apostle must at least have
wo/reis

—

leaves the precise defini-

expressed himself by the future Trepurar^o-eis
(wilt thou then no longer behave in conf ormity with love ?), or by tfeAei? TrepiTraTeri/,
or, most clearly, because implying a negative

answer

:

pr) oviceTi.

k.

ay.

7repiiraTijo-Tjs

wilt not thus cease, etc.?);

Cor.

comp.

x.

(thou
18;

1

ix. 4.

Among the Fathers, Chrysostom's view
very vacillating and indefinite ^ iV nC<rtiv (f>T)<riv, t) t>ji/ peAAouo-av ekniSa rav end&\u>v,
3

is

t)

:

r^v

anr)pTi<riJievT)v

evaefieiav

p>)

xp<«>

*a»cu>?

TeAeioT^ri aov, pijSe 7roiei ravr-qv pkaa4>r)nel<r#<u.

Theodoret explains definitely of faith;

so also Photius.

—
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With vp.uv, Paul, after having previously addressed a single party in the singular, turns to all ; hence we are not, with

tion of the notion unsettled.

Fritzsche, to think in

ifi. of the strong believers only (and in j3Xao<j>. of the
Note, further, the emphasis of the prefixed vpuv (comp.
the possession belonging to you, to you Christians, which

weak

believers).

Phil.

iii.

20)

:

you must therefore all the more guard against slander from without.
Ver. 17. Motive for complying with the htj pXaetyfi. «.r.A., with reference
to the contents of the possible slander.

anything else

10

2, vi.

iii.

;

1 Cor. iv.

the Parousia, 1 belonging not to the aiuv
vi. 9, 10,

—

is not anywhere
and so is not here,
than the Messiah's kingdom, the erection of which begins with

(comp. on Matt.

xv. 24, 50

Gal. v. 21

Eph.

fiaoik. r. Qeov]

tj

20

Col.

;

5

13),

but to the aluv

ovrog,

v.

i.

Col. iv. 11

ixeTCkuv (1

Thess.

Cor.

12
not therefore the (invisible) church, the regnum gratiae, or
the earthly ethical kingdom of God (Reiche, de Wette, Philippi, Lipsius, following older expositors), res Christiana (Baumgarten-Crusius), and the like.
" The Messianic kingdom is not eating and drinking ;" i.e., the essential char2 Thess.

i.

5)

;

;

;

;

1

ii.

;

;

acteristic of this

kingdom does not consist in the principle that a man, in
member of it, should eat and drink this or that or every-

order to become a

thing without distinction, but in the principle that one should be upright,
Less accurate, and, although not missing the approximate sense, readily
liable to be misunderstood (see Calovius), is the view of the Greek Fathers,
etc.

and many others the kingdom of God is not obtained through, etc.
Comp. on John xvii. 3. [See Note CXLVIII. p. 529.]
ppuoig, eating, i.e.
actus edendi, different from (Ipti/ia, food, ver. 15 (comp. Tittmann, Synon. p.
159), which distinction Paul always observes (in opposition to Fritzsche)
see on Col. ii. 16.
Smclloovvti k. elpfyvri] can, according to the entire context
(comp. esp. ver. 15), and specially according to ver. 18 (dovhevuv tu> X.) and
ver. 19 (ra ttjq elprjvrjQ), be taken only in the moral sense, and therefore as
ethical uprightness and peace (concord) with the brethren
not in the dogmatic sense righteousness and peace (of reconciliation) with God (Calvin,
Calovius, and many others, including Riickert, Tholuck, and Philippi
de
Wette blends the two meanings). But that these virtues presuppose faith
in Christ as the soil from which they sprang, and as the fundamental principium essendi of the kingdom, is self-evident from the whole connection,
Xapa h iTvevfi. ay.] forms one phrase. Comp. 1 Thess. i. 6. It is the holy
joyfulness, the morally glad frame of heart which has its causal oasis and subsistence in the Holy Spirit, who rules in the Christian
comp. Gal. v. 22,
also Phil. iv. 4.
It is present even in tribulation, 2 Cor. vi. 10, and does not
yield to death, Phil. ii. 17.
The transitive explanation of the joy which the
Christian diffuses over others (Grotius, Koppe, Reiche, and others) is supported neither by the simple word nor by N. T. usage elsewhere.
Ver. 18. Not an explanation, why he has mentioned by name these three particulars, as those in which the kingdom consists (Hofmann), but a confirmation of the contents of ver. 17
and how greatly must this confirmation have
conduced to the recommendation and support of the precept pfj pXaofgp,
Grotius,

:

—

;

;

:

;

—

;

;

1

pera

t>jv

ivdaraviv,

Theodore of Mopsuestia.

—
chap, xiv.,
by

16 as established

of ver.

K.r.A.

—

—
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19, 20.
17

ver.

(see the critical

kv tovtoiq]

!

He who

notes) refers to the just mentioned three great moral elements.
these (not therefore possibly in flpuoie

On

things) serves Christ, etc.
sphere, comp.

evapear.

vii. 6.

and

with

kv

nooig,

SovXeveiv,

and the

denoting

Qsu] "testimonium,

r.

in

like unspiritual

moral

its

quod expresse

life-

adfir-

doniuog rolg avdp.\
mat bona opera renatorum placere Deo," Melanchthon.
a fact
by men ; such is the relation according to its moral nature,
not annulled by abnormal manifestations, in which misapprehension, perver" Paulus hie de sinsion of the moral judgment, and the like are at work.

approved

—

'

cero judicio loquitur," Calvin.

Ver. 19. Exhortation, inferred from the doctrinal proposition, ver.

—

not a question (Buttmann).

substance of peace, not different in matter of fact

hardy, p. 325

f.

;

Kiihner,

—

230.

II. 1, p.

17

;

up.] what belongs to peace, composes the

to. Tfjg

tion of perfecting (here active) in the Christian

from

life.

See Bern-

ttjv elprjvrjv.

figurative designa-

oiKodoufjg]

rfjq

Comp. 2

Cor. x.

8, xiii.

According to the context in each case, the individual,
as here, or the church, or the whole Christian body, is a building of God
Eph. ii. 20, 21), on which
(of which Christ is the foundation, 1 Cor. iii. 11
10

Cor. xiv. 4.

1

;

;

the

work of building

™v

etc

kva, 1

is to

proceed until the Parousia.

—

elg hXkifk.~\ oIko6oueIte

Thess. V. 11.

Ver. 20. Prohibition of the opposite of ra

Comp. 2

KaTdlve] pull down.

Cor. v. 1

;

Gal.

rfjq
ii.

oiKo&onfjg

18

tt)c

aXkifk.

eig

Matt. xxvi. 61.

;

—

—

to

tpyov tov Oeov] here, according to the context, the building of God, by which,
however, is represented not what is mentioned in ver. 17 (the dinatoavvT} k.t.X.

so Fritzsche, Baumgarten-Crusius) ; nor yet the faith of one's fellow-Christian (Theodoret, Reiche) or his eternal salvation (Chrysostom, Oecumenius,
Theophylact) ; nor all blessings vouchsafed through Christ (Kollner, comp.

Borger)

;

Christian
17

v.

;

but, according to ver. 15, the Christian as such, in so far as his
2 Cor.
Christian personality, is God's work (viii. 29, 30

life, his

Eph.

ii.

;

Aptly Estius says

10).

:

" fratrem, quern Deus

lem." Accordingly, what was expressed in ver. 15 by
oh X. antdavE, is here expressed by uf/ mralve to Ipyov

and presented,

ferently conceived

in such a

way

aij

t.

fecit fide-

ekeIvov anollvE, vwep

Qeov

;

but

that the brother

is

it is dif-

thought

of there in his relation of redemption to Christ, here in his relation of spiritThe importance of the latter conception is rightly pointual origin to God.

ed out by Calovius
destruere."

—

:

" non levis est culpa, sed horribilis dEouax'ia, opus Dei
mOapa k.t.X.] the same thought as in ver. 14, repeatu All (all food) in-

Trdvra uev

ed in order to enter further into the p$ evekev ftpuuaToc.
is clean (not immoral to enjoy in and by itself), but

deed

man who
ences

eats

amidst

offence,'''

who

moral offence in the using

it

it is

sinful for the

nevertheless uses a food, although he experiso that he thus against his conscience imi-

—

This reference of the
1 Cor. viii. 9, 10.
in faith (Chrysostom,
weak
to
the
had.
irpoaK.
6ia
r£
avOpfrry
ethical dative
Luther, Beza, Carpzov, Semler, and others, including Ruckert, Kollner.

Comp.

tates the freer Christian.

™

i

So Sokihos in

tvorthy, esteemed,

maim,

all

N. T. passages (not

and the

like)

;

:

see Butt-

in the Stud. u. Krit. 1860, p. 368,

who

however prefers the reading
G* 77 (a copyisVs error).

5o< t>oi? in

B
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Hofmann) is confirmed by the parallel in vv. 13, 14, and
admirably suits the connection, inasmuch as dUd jct.X. unfolds the way and
Philippi, Tholuck,

manner in which evenev ppuuaToc destruction may befall the work of God.
Hence we must reject the explanation (Pelagius, Grotius, Bengel, and others,
including Reiche, de Wette, Nielsen, Baumgarten-Crusius, Fritzsche, Reithmayr, Krehl, Umbreit, van Hengel) of the strong in faith, who acts wrongly in
eating under offence given,

i.e. although to the offence of the weak.
For in
here no reference at all relevant to the naralvaiQ of
Qeov, but only the vague remark that it is wrong to eat to the

that case

we should have

the epybv

t.

— alia] after pkv

offence of others.

tung, PartiMl.
ert),

II. p.

403

f.

;

nor yet bad in the sense of what

ful, the ethical contrast of nadapd.
itself

irav

Harnot hurtful (Riicknot good for him (Hofmann), but sin-

is

p. 170.

The

from what precedes, namely

supply

see Vigerus, ed. Ilerm. p. 536

Baeumlein,

;

—

;

Kaadv]

be understood of
pure in itself.
Others

subject (it) is to

to nadapdv, the

(Reiche), to Ppuua (Grotius), to eadieiv (Riickert), to ndvTa
tyayelv
Hofmann also renders incorrectly, as though it ran,

(Fritzsche, Philippi).

—

nanbv ru dvdpuTTG) to did TzpoGKojifiaToq ecdieiv.

Maxim

Ver. 21.

dlld nanov
to

k.t.I.

:

" It

Comp.

article, see

Cor.

1

27.

ii.

which results from the preceding
morally right and good, to eat no flesh, and

is excellent,

drink no wine, and (generally)

etc.

Sid] as in

for the strong in faith,

viii.

Baeumlein,

to

On

13.

do nothing whereby thy brother takes offence, "
tfi, as joined to the infinitive with the

The

p. 296.

the second uyde, the general noielv

belongs only to
simply to be supplied

article

is

^
x

<j>ay.

up.

(Winer,

With

542
Buttmann, p. 336 [E.T. 393]), and fa a also refers back to
the eating of flesh and drinking of wine.
Ruckert and Kollner (following
Luther, Grotius, Flatt) are mistaken in holding that koIov is to be taken comparatively, and that the comparison lies in fa <o k.t.X. in which case we should
have very arbitrarily to assume that the apostle, instead of following it up with
an % k.t.1. (see on Matt, xviii. 8), had been led away from the construction.
According to Hofmann, we should read uvSe fa. But this would in fact
[E. T. p. 583]

p.

;

;

Hofmann thinks, nor yet anything at all, but neque unum, or
unum quidem (see on 1 Cor. vi. 5 John i. 3), which would be unsuitable

denote,. not, as

ne

;

Quite unfounded withal

here.

that TTpooKoiTTeLv with fa

by

itself (absolutely),

in Ecclus. xxx. 13
kottt.

;

is

the objection against the reading fa w,
not elsewhere found
for kpockStttei is to be taken

and

is

;

fa

a.

means

whereby, as ev

see Fritzsche on Ecclus. p. 167.

comp. Ecclus. xxxiv.

17, xiii. 23, also

John

is

also to be understood

On

xi. 9, 10.

the absolute wpoa-

— The following

same thing, namely, of the giving occasion for
conduct opposed to conscience (comp. ver. 13), is explained by the urgency
of the sorrowful thought.
do-Bevel] not
becomes weak, but, as it always
threefold designation of the

—

:

weak, i.e. morally powerless to withstand temptation and to
follow his moral conviction,
not different in substance from the two preceding figurative designations already employed in ver. 13. Further, that
denotes

:

is

—

—

1
The zeugmatic breviloquenoe, which
leaves the reader to supply, after special
notions (such as ^ayeiv and irtelv here), a
more general word, is found also from llo-

mor onward among
Nagelsbach,

the Greek writers (see

Bias, p. 179, ed.
generally, Kriiger, § 62. 3.
z.

3).

Comp.

—
chap, xiv.,

22, 23.
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in ver. 21 not a merely problematic extension of abstinence

those suppose

who hold

and

the abstinence on the part of the

is

expressed, as

weak not

to refer

wine either not at all, or only to the wine of
libation (see introd. to the chapter, and on ver. 2), is evident from ver.
2,
where abstinence from all flesh is expressed and hence here, alongside of
the ilt} <payelv itpea, the p,rj6e irielv olvov admits of no other conclusion than that
the weak in faith drank no wine, but held the use of it likewise (see ver. 14)
to be defiling.
Vv. 22, 23. 2v TtioTiv i X etg] [See Note CXLIX. p. 530.] may be viewed
either concessively (Luther, Beza, and many others, including Scholz, Teschento all flesh,

to refer to

;

Tholuck, Hofmann) or interrogatively (Calvin, Grotius,
and most moderns). Comp. on xiii. 3. The latter (already in
Oecumenius, and probably also Chrysostom) corresponds better to the increasdorf,

Fritzsche,

Calovius,

ing animation of the discourse.

Paul hears, as

it

how

were,

the strong in

him with an eyu irlartv e X u, and he replies thereto Thou hast
Thou partakest of the confidence of faith grounded on Christ, re-

faith opposes

faith ?

:

specting the allowableness of the eating and drinking (vv.

here in question

Have

?

it

for thyself

2, 21),

{apae'iru aov to avvecdog,

which

is

Chrysostom)

God is the witness of thy faith, and thou dost not make
men to the offence of the weak.
Fundamentum verae
dissimulationis, " Bengel.
i X e] not
thou mayest have it

defore God, so that

a parade of

before

it

prudentiae et
(Reiche),

«

'

—

:

which deprives the imperative expression of

—

— Kara

its force.

aeav-

for thyself alone; see Kuhner, II. 1, p. 414.
panapiog
naTaiciKpiTai
forms a twofold consideration, which must influence the strong one not to
rov]

1

.

.

.

abuse his strong faith to the prejudice of the weaker
namely, (1) he has in
truth on his side the high advantage, which is expressed by iianapiog
;

.

.

.

on the other hand, (2) the danger is great for the weak one, if he
through the example of the strong one is tempted to a partaking contrary
doni/idfa

;

to his conscience

(6 6e dianpivouevog n.r.l.).

How shouldest

thou not content

thyself with that privilege,

and spare this peril to the weak
On the formal
dmicplv., and Karanpiv., comp. 1 Cor. xi. 31, 32,
!

mutual relation of npiv.,
where, however, the definition of the sense is not as here.
/xaadpiog] for the
Messianic blessedness, which has been acquired for him through Christ, does
not become lost to him through conscientious doubts in the determining of

—

his action.

—

icpivuv]

interpreters think
decisive.

is

who

is

so

It

;

not equivalent to

means

certain

naraicpivcov, as,

against which the climax
:

he

who

does not hold

since Chrysostom,

most

tcplvuv, dianpivd/ievog, KaraKEKpirai

judgment upon himself,

i.e.

he

of his conviction, that his decision for this or that

course is liable to no self-judgment
he does not institute any such
judgment, as the anxious and uncertain one does.
h <£ doicifiafri] in
that which he approves, i.e. " agendum eligit" (Estius).
Luther aptly renders
in that which he accepts.*
Ver. 23: But he who wavers {dia;

—

:

npiv.,

qui dubius haeret., see on

really allowed or not,
1

Comp. Heliodorus,

e'x e ,

vii.

is,

16

iv. 20), as

to whether, namely, the eating

is

if he shall have eaten, condemned, eo ipso (comp. on
:

Kara vavrbv

^Sevi #p<££e, also the classical auTos
keep it for thyself.

«xe Kai

—

a

Comp.

2 Mace.

Legg. p. 579

iv.

C Diod.
;

3

;

Dem.

1381. 6

Sic. iv. 7.

;

Plato,
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xiii.

;

John

comp.

iii.

18) liable to the divine penal judgment, the opposite of fiand-

The matter is apprehended from the point of
view of morally ideal strictness.
Actual self-condemnation (Chrysostom,
Theodoret, Grotius, and others, including Hofmann) would have required a

piog

;

cnrdTilve, ver. 15.

— on

more precise designation.
still connected with on

be

ova ek TrioTeog]

because

:

Tie

sc.

tyaye.

—

izav 6e k.t.Tl.]

not from faith,

is

emphatic.

61

is sin.
If it is taken independently, however, the sense
In the conclusion, which proves the aaTaKEKpirai, nav

the major, and ovk en niaTEog

dpiapr. ear iv is
iriorig is

sc.

the moral confidence as to

it

circumstances,

is

i.e.

what

its

all

.

.

.

—

moral quality (" con-

faith in Christ, so far as it

in general,

and under given

mode of action. Respecting
down the axiom which regulates

and more especially in adiaphora, that

more

minor premiss.

the right Christian

duct of the Christian, Paul lays
ally,

ifaje the

here also none other than faith according to

scientiam informans et confirmans," Bengel),

brings with

may

ate not from faith, hit all, that comes

the conit

gener-

which does not proceed from

that confidence of faith as the moral spring of action

is sin

;

to express a

moral fundamental law beyond the Christian sphere of life, is foreign to his
intention.
Hence it was an alien proceeding to draw from the present
expression, indirectly or directly,

science

(ii.

14, 15),

unbelievers were

Form. Gone.

p.

ravra de navra

—the

all

700

irepl

of
;

them

sins (Augustine,

Calovius,

rfjg

—in disregard

of the natural law of con-

inference that the works and even the virtues of

and

others).

c.

Luther

;

Very correctly Chrysostom

:

Julian, iv.

3, et. al.;

irponeifiEvng virodioEug Eipnrai rti HavXo), ov Trspi navrcov.

But against the abuse of this passage, as though it made all accountability
dependent only on subjective moral conviction, 1 see Jul. Miiller, von d.
Siinde, I. p. 285, ed. 5
comp. also Delitzsch, Psychol I. p. 139.
;

Notes by American Editoe.

CXXXVII.
The use

of

the word

Ver.

irlorig

rbv aodevovvra

1.

here

special application is not the same.

r$r iriarei.

kindred to that in

is

xii. 3,

though the
thought is

It is evident that the writer's

not of the strength or weakness of the principle of trust in Christ in itself considered, but as viewed in its relation to questions of conscience and practice.
As faith develops itself to its full measure in the soul, its natural result is to
give intelligence

the adiaphora.

and Christian freedom in all points belonging to the sphere of
Faith is not knowledge but it manifests itself on the side of
;

knowledge, so that as the believer grows in his faith he comes more and more
to understand (if, indeed, the faith-growth is a legitimate one) that the adiaphora are not in themselves wrong. The man who has the fulness of faith

knows

that, as there is no idol-god, there can be no polluting influence in
meats taken from animals which have been sacrificed to idols, and that, as the
earth with all that it furnishes for the support of life belongs to God, no food
can be unclean in itself. Hence we find the Apostle speaking of himself, in
1

Tn this view, the objective will of

God

would cease to be the standard of accountability.
The bloody deed of Sand, e.g.,

would have been exempted from
bility,

responsi-
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knowing and being persuaded in the Lord Jesus of this truth respecting meats, and, in 1 Cor. viii. 1 ff., of all who had fully received his
teaching as having knowledge of the nothingness of eldvXa. Paul's conception
of faith, thus, is that of the vital and all-pervading force of the Christian' s life,
ver. 14, as

which not merely secures him justification and becomes the source of holy livbut gives him true understanding in questions of duty and fitness for his
special work, to which he is called of God.
Weiss ed. Mey. holds that the
weakness of faith here spoken of consists in such a fear that salvation may
easily be lost as leads one anxiously to avoid, or painfully to do, things
which
ing,

are irrelevant to its attainment, in order that it may not be forfeited.
If this
be accepted as the true explanation, and not improbably it should be, we must
still hold that, as this weakness gives way to growing strength, the
knowledge
which removes the fear enters the mind, and thus the increase of faith gives
the man power to do what he shrank from doing before. That such fear and
weakness sometimes arose in the apostolic age from the remaining influence of

old beliefs (cf. 1 Cor. viii. 7) is not to be doubted, but we cannot affirm that
they did in every individual case. That they were always attended by conscientious scruples was natural or even necessary.

CXXXVIII.

Ver.

1.

nfj elg

diaKpioetc SiaXoyia/uav.

The meaning

of this expression, though so uncertain as to preclude any absolute affirmation respecting it, seems to be indicated by the following
points.
(a) irpoofai/ipaveoQe is addressed to the "strong" party, i.e. those
who are free

from the weakness referred

to.
This is evident, because the subject of the
contrasted with the object. It must be the "not weak" who are to
receive the "weak." Nor will it be otherwise if, with Meyer, we say
"the exhorted subject is the church, in contradistinction to the weak members ;" for
the church, as thus contradistinguished, is the strong party. That this is the
cor-

verb

rect

is

view

is

confirmed by the fact that in Gal.

probably, has the

same general subject

v.

13

ff.

(where Paul, not im-

of thought in his

mind) and

1 Cor.

the exhortations are mainly addressed to this party in their relation to
the other. If, however, the demand is made of the strong in faith, that
they
should take to their kindly fellowship their weaker brethren, it would seem
probable that whatever words are added as bearing upon the purpose of the
viii.-x.

reception must describe what the strong are to do, or are to avoid doing,
respecting the condition of the weak. (b)
etc k.tX, as indicating the purpose,
sets forth also, as Meyer remarks, a negative more
precise definition of the
verb.
The reception to fellowship, that is, was to be a reception
k.t.'K.

^

^

The words dianpioeig dialoyioiiuv imply, therefore, an unkindly attitude towards
the weak party, and the most natural suggestion is that
the unkindness, if
manifested, would consist in some action bearing upon their thoughts
or feelings,
(c) The primary idea of huloyiauog is a
thinking through or over as with
one's

self,

or in one's

own mind.

Hence it comes to mean, in the plural,
This primary idea is apparently suggested directly
or indirectly in most, if not indeed all, of the N. T. passages
where it occurs.
It is thus adapted to express that mental state
which, in connection with questions such as are here under consideration, is described by
our word scruples,
(d) Std K piaig does not seem to derive from its corresponding
verb the meaning
doubts.
Of the other possible significations, it is probable that decision or
speculations or reasonings.
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judgment is the one here intended, because AiaKptaie in the two other cases
where it occurs in the N. T. (1 Cor. xii. 10 Heb. v. 14) has this meaning or
the one which lies at the basis of it
and because a dispute or discussion
respecting the subject of the scruples would not, in itself, be necessarily otherwise than beneficial. The impropriety or undesirableness of it would depend
on the spirit in which it was carried on. On the other hand, the passing of
condemnatory judgments could not but be evil. —The probabilities as to the
sense of each of the two words and the indications of the two clauses of the
verse as related to each other, accordingly, combine together in favour of the
explanation, not for the purpose of passing judgments upon their scruples. Such a
purpose would be contrary to kindly fellowship.
;

;

CXXXIX.

Ver.

2.

of fiev tvlgtevei

k.t.'K.

means here not believes that he may, but has faith to, eat all things,
from the aadevovvra ry irlorei of ver. 1, and from the en niaTeiog of ver.
There seems to be no reason discoverable from the chapter to lead us to
23.
the belief that any limitation should be put upon the language used in this
verse and hence we may hold, with Meyer, that the weak man is represented
as refusing all meats, and not merely all ceremonially unclean meats, or all flesh
sacrificed to idols.
The extreme cases are taken for the purpose of emphasis.
That

ttlgtevel

is clear

;

CXL.

Ver.

e^ovdeveiTu

3.

—

Kpiviro).

After setting forth the condition of the two parties, as represented by two
supposed cases, the bidding appropriate to each is given. The one who is free
from scruples must not have contempt for the Christian brother who is under
bondage to them and the latter must not judge or condemn the former. The
grounds for the command are added because God has accepted as His own
the one on whom judgment is passed because, being the servant of God, he
;

:

;

responsible to

is

God

only

;

involve no sin, provided the
live to the

and because the subjects referred

man

is fully

Lord equally whether he
CXLI. Ver.

5.

to are such as

persuaded in his own mind

—he may

eats or declines to eat.

of fiev yap npivu jjuepav k.t.\.

W. & Hort place it in brackets.
do not accept it as belonging to the
text.
If it is read, the passage respecting " days " is evidently introduced in a
subordinate way, as an illustrative proof of what is said concerning the matter
Tisch. (8) adopts yap.

The commentators

Treg. Alf reject
.

it.

generally, with Meyer,

Hofmann, of the sentence dvvarei
avrov (ver. 4).
on the other hand, yap is omitted, there is a certain parallelism between
this verse and ver. 2.
The fact alluded to by Meyer, however,— that there is

of eating, or, according to

.

.

.

If,

only a passing reference to this subject, while the other matter fills the whole
remaining portion of the chapter, makes it evident that the observance or
non-observance of days was a thing of secondary importance to the Apostle's

—

present thought.

We may

The main point
from Gal.

is

the question of meats.

10 and Col.

ii. 16, which are apparently kindred
in thought to this verse, that the days here referred to were those observed by the
Jews. Meyer regards them as including both feast and fast days. Weiss ed.

infer

iv.

Mey. would limit them to the

latter.

There seems, however, to be no

sufficient

notes.
ground for
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The different attitude which Paul takes in the
show that he is thinking of different observances. It

this limitation.

three Epistles does not

He

perfectly explicable without this supposition.

is

is

here, as in the First

members with regard to
They were holding different
their private and social life in these matters.
opinions, as connected with the stronger or weaker measure of their faith, and
Under such cirwere passing judgments privately on actions and scruples.
cumstances he could write calmly telling them that the questions of this class
were not of vital importance that the kingdom of God was not eating and
Epistle to the Corinthians, addressing the church

—

;

that, whether one should eat all things or vegetawould neither gain nor lose anything at the day of final judgment;
that there was no sin in freedom that freedom in such things was even the highbut that, as some believers
est and normal state for the intelligent believer
were still under the bondage of conscientious scruples, the rule of the Christian
Each one
society should be, here as it was everywhere, love to the brethren.

drinking, but righteousness

;

bles only, he

;

;

should, for himself, see that he was, before acting, fully persuaded in his

mind.

Each one should,

in his relations to others, be animated

by the

own

spirit

of Christ.
There should be no condemnation of the strong by the weak, and
no contempt of the weak on the part of the strong. In the case of the Galatian
and Colossian churches, on the contrary, there was quite a different condition of
things. In Galatia, he saw his converts, under the influence of teachers who
bitterly opposed his doctrine, moving away from the freedom of the gospel to
the bondage of Judaistic views. At Colossae, there were men who insisted upon

these observances as essential to the highest

life,

in connection with the idea

The truth of Christianity was, thus, involved by
the assaults of dangerous and insinuating enemies. He was comarouse his unthinking followers by the sound of alarm, and to bid

of matter as the source of evil.

reason of
pelled to

them claim independence for themselves as related to the judgment or demand of any who would condemn them. But the subject of controversy was
the same in all cases. The difference was only in the position of the adversaries,

and, consequently, of the Apostle himself.

upon the observance of the Christian Sunday is
The following points may be noticed in a candid
and impartial examination of this question, (a) The primary, and probably

The bearing

discussed by

of this verse

many

writers.

exclusive direct reference of the words, as related to the differences in the

churches addressed by Paul, was to Jewish, not to Christian observances.
An agreement respecting the latter, connected with a difference respecting
the former, is conceivable, (c) The writer may possibly, therefore, have had
(&)

no intention of including

the Christian Sunday

observance or non-observance might be
(d)

On

left

among

the days whose

judgment.
between

to the individual

the other hand, the contrast in the words of the verse

esteeming one day above another and esteeming every day
universality of the expression is noticeable,
(e) No command

is

alike.
is

given

The
by

the Apostle in any of his Epistles with reference to the Christian Sunday,
is made to it except in 1 Cor. xvi. 2.
(/) The mode of
dealing with the general subject of " days" must be considered. Is it prob-

and no reference

able or improbable that Paul would have written as he did in the three Epistles, if

the error of the Sabbath- observers had been simply, or mainly, an error
The deterof, or in addition to, the first?

in keeping the seventh day instead

mination of these points and their adjustment in relation to one another are
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necessary to a decision. The decision when made, will not in itself settle the
question as to the grounds or the proper character of Sunday-observance, but
it must find its place in the main argument on that question.
What Paul's
view of the matter was is an important element in the discussion as to whether

Sunday depends on, and finds its inviolable Divine ordinance in,
Commandment. The question in its wider range, however, extends

the Christian

the Fourth

beyond
Law.

this point of the relation of the Christian institution to the

CXLII. Ver.

6.

Mosaic

6 kaOiuv Kvpidi koQiei k.t.1.

Paul recognizes the fact that both the eater and the non-eater take the course
of action which they follow with that regard for the Lord and their duty to
Him, which animates the Christian in everything. Whether he lives or dies,
it is not for himself, but for Christ.
It is to be observed here, (a) that nvpiy
refers to Christ, because the believer, according to the Pauline phraseology, is
dovkog (here oi/cervg, ver. 4) Xpiorov, and because XpLcr6g is used in ver. 9 with

manifest reference to nvpiy (comp. also
ing are mentioned, as in

which everything

viii. 38,

Kvpievcri, ver. 9).

1 Cor.

iii.

22, as the

(2) that living and dytwo extremes between

must be included :— if for Christ in these, for Him in all
on which he rests his statement that both parties act
with true regard to the Lord's service is, that they each of them offer the prayer
of thanksgiving for that which they eat (4) that the use of the words no man liveih to himself (ver. 7), which is often made in public discourse, as meaning that

things

(3)

;

else

that the proof

;

the Christian, according to the law of his
tified

by the thought

tianity,

of the passage.

life, should live for others, is not jusLiving for others is a teaching of Chris-

but not of these words.
CXLIII. Ver.

The immediate connection

13.

/lcijketl

oiv hXkrfkovq Kpivufiev.

Meyer also says) with imcTog k.t.X of
In the progress of the thought, however, it may be regarded as introducing a conclusion from all that has been said. As the Christian is not his
brother-Christian's servant, but Christ's as the one who eats the meats and
the one who does not both act in devotion to the common Master and as the
judgment of God is to decide all questions at the end, the duty of the two parties is to refrain from judging each other.
The two words kijovBevelv and npiveiv
are here included in uplvto/nev, because the If-ovd. is really a npivuv.
of ovv is (as

ver. 12.

;

;

CXLIV.

From
parties,

Ver. 13. aXka tovto Kplvare

the negative exhortation

and in which he

fiqic

....

Kplv.,

fia%?i.ov, k.t.A.

which

is

addressed to both

also includes himself, Paul turns immediately to a

positive one directed to the " strong" section only.

The remainder of the
chapter appeals to them bidding them resolve to put no hindrance in the way
of the Christian life and progress of the weak, and setting forth reasons why
they should follow the bidding. These reasons, which, in the earnestness and
;

natural flow of the thought, are not presented in carefully arranged succession,
are the following (1) that the weak will be "grieved ;" (2) that the one for
:

whom

Christ died and in whose

even destroyed
sake of what

unimportant.

;

is

(3)

life is

God's work may be thus injured or

that the danger of this injury

and loss

is

not essential to the kingdom of God, but

occasioned for the
is

comparatively

—

—
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notes.

CXLV. Vv.
The doctrine

of Paul

14-23.

on the subject of the adtd<t>opa, as indicated in these
(a) There is no real ground for con-

verses, involves the following points,

scientious scruples in such matters.

He

distinctly declares himself to be of the

of Christ, and taught by Him,
persuaded, he even knows that nothing is unclean in and through itself.
(b) The man who has this knowledge and persuasion (i.e. this faith to eat all
things) is to be called happy, and may rightly for and by himself enjoy his

As living in the sphere

strong and free party.

he

is

freedom before God. (c) The man who is not fully persuaded, i.e., who thinks
a certain thing to be unclean, will do wrong if he eats. His subjective state
makes the action wrong, not in itself, but /or him. (d) The strong, as they are
brought into relations with the weak, must not insist upon the exercise of that
liberty which they may indulge in private, because Christian love must help
and not hinder or harm the weak, (e) The principle of action in all such matters

must be

love.

It is evident,

however, that Paul did not hold the view that the Christian

body should always limit its opinions, or its acts, by the limitations of those
among its members whose knowledge and faith, in the sense here indicated, are
He asserts most definitely and emphatically the rights of
at the lowest point.
"Why is my liberty judged by another man's conthe individual conscience.
science," 1 Cor. x. 29.

He

affirms that

conscientious scruples of the class

and are occasioned by imperfect Christian knowledge.
Growth in faith will remove them. Freedom from them is a blessedness. If
they do not exist, they are not to be originated by anxious questioning (comp.

referred to belong to

1 Cor. x. 25-27).

He

expresses apprehension in the case of those

ing back into them (Gal.
tian life has

party.

No

iv. 11),

been in vain.

He

who

are

fall-

that his labour for their conversion and Chris-

boldly advocates freedom against the Judaistic

In a word, he preaches the Pauline Gospel.
interpreter can understand the Apostle's whole doctrine,

take both sides of the matter into his consideration.

who
No body of

does not
Christian

may be added, can fulfil the apostolic injunction so long as the
freedom respecting the indifferent things are alone called upon to obey
The weaker party must
its voice, and cease to despise their weaker brethren.
also do what has often been forgotten in later times, as it was in Paul's day
cease to condemn those who are raised, through faith and knowledge, into the
understanding that none of these things are unclean in themselves, but that
they are so only to him who thinks them to be so.

believers, it

men

of

CXLVI.

Ver. 15.

el

yhp

....

6 adetybc IvneiTai.

not the same word as airdlXve, but the connection of
the sentences shows that it must be either equivalent to that verb or must denote something in the line of its meaning. It cannot, therefore, be the mere
feeling of pain that another person does something which we regard as wrong.
Xvirelrai

evidently

is

must involve an injury to our Christian life, of greater or less moment.
Whether, however,— this being admitted, Ivirelv is to be regarded (with
Philippi and others) as directly conveying the idea to injure, or (with Weiss ed
Mey.) as pointing to it more indirectly, in that the weaker person, being led
on by the example of the strong, is thrown into much internal conflict and
sorrow, is more difficult to determine. The comparison of this expression with

It
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1 Cor. viii. 9, 10, 11, 12, where there is much similiarity in language to the
present passage, though indeed a reference to a different subject, would
suggest the latter idea.
Comp. especially avveidrjoiQ avrov daOevovc bvTog oIko6o[xt]Bijaerai elg to

.

.

.

eoQUiv

and

CXLYII. Ver.

Tvirrovreg avruv tt/v avveidrjatv acQevovoav.

16.

fir)

pXaoQrjfieio'Qu oiv ifiuv to ayaQSv.

The

similarity of the entire passage to what is found in
1 Cor. viii. suggests
that the reference in to dyaOdv is to the "liberty" of
the strong party. This
explanation, which is favored by many writers (so Fritzsche,

Tholuck, Godet,

Gifford,

and

by Meyer, Weiss ed. Mey., Hofmann, de Wette,
Alford, Philippi, and others.
The last mentioned writers, however, differ in
their views, as to what the good thing referred
to is (see Meyer's note).
The
others), is rejected

objections urged against the reference to liberty seem to have
no real foundaThey are the following (a) That the plural " you" being

tion.

used here, in-

:

stead of the singular as in ver 15, shows that the writer
is addressing the whole
church, and not the strong party. But it should be
noticed, (1) that the plural
is used in ver. 13 in addressing this party, and
(2) that the whole church is

nowhere spoken

of throughout the entire chapter except with the use of the
person plural, (b) That the emphatic position of -0/iuv indicates
a reference to the church. But the position of v/iuv is altogether consistent
with a
designed prominence given to the strong party in contrast with the weak. Paul
was exhorting the strong with respect to that which belonged to them alone.
Comp. the emphatic av, ver. 22. (c) That the reading r)/iuv found in D and
first

some

later authorities, also in the Peshito, indicates the same reference.
But
simply unites the writer with the persons to whom he directs his remarks,
and is just as applicable to the free party as it is to the whole body of believers.
flli&v

Comp.

and other passages, where Paul refers
them by the use of the "communicative we."
Moreover, this reading may have been, at the most, what some
copyist thought to be the Apostle's meaning, and may have been due to an
error on his part as to what that meaning was.
(d) That the verb pXaaijnipeioOu
ijfielc ol

dvvarot xv.

to a class of persons

1, 1

Cor. xv. 52,

and adds himself

to

points to reproaches of unbelievers against the church. It is to be admitted
that the verb often has this reference, but that it may be used of
believers
also, is beyond doubt.
It is thus used in 1 Cor. x. 30, where Paul is speaking
of a matter kindred to that which is alluded to here.
The argument derived

from that passage as proving the same sense in this place is a very strong one.
(e) That ver. 17 favors the interpretation of {,/iav as meaning
all the church
members. Not so, it may be answered, when the force of ver. 17 is rightly understood. As, in 1 Cor. viii. 8, the Apostle urges, as a reason why the strong
party should not allow their liberty to become a stumbling-block to the weak,
the fact that food will not commend (or present) us before the Divine judgmentseat
so here he presses the same thing on the ground that the kingdom of
God does not consist in eating and drinking. (/) That Tolg avOpunoig (ver. 18)
;

shows that the filacer)fila is that of unbelievers. But there is neither any
statement by the writer, nor any decisive evidence, that dvQpuTrotg means only
unbelievers, and, if it does, there is no evidence that the 18th verse has any
force except as confirming the declaration of ver. 17, or, in other words, that
it has an immediate connection with ver. 16 of such a sort as
to have any bearing whatever on the question under consideration. It is worthy of notice that
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no allusion

to unbelievers anywhere else in the chapter, but, on the
the other suggestions of every sort have reference to the
two parties of believers in their relation to each other. When we take this fact

there

is

other hand, that

all

into view, and at the same time the insufficiency of the counter arguments,
the parallelism of the expressions in the passage in the First Epistle to the
Corinthians must be allowed its full weight. This parallelism and the natural-

ness of the interpretation
selves,

when

the verse and the context are considered by them-

render the reference of

to dyaOov to the liberty of the strong

party alto-

gether probable.

CXLVIII. Ver.

17. ov yap kariv

rj

fiaoihela rod

Qeov

k.t.1.

Meyer claims that the kingdom of God here, and everywhere else, signifies
" nothing else than the Messiah's kingdom, the erection of which begins with
the Parousia, belonging not to the aiuv ovrog, but to the aldv fie/Jiuv." Weiss
ed.

Mey. admits that this

is

the ordinary meaning of the phrase in Paul's

writings, but he denies that the reference here is to the
hereafter.

It is, rather, to

man must

kingdom

as established

the essential idea of the kingdom, which

is

not

and drink this or that in order to participate in it.
The view of Weiss is more nearly correct. The vital element of the kingdom
is not eating and drinking, but righteousness.
The atmosphere of the kingdom is righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit. For those whose
life is in this atmosphere the minor questions pertaining only to the physical
such that a

life (cf. 1

Cor.

eat

13a) are insignificant.

vi.

In regard to the words dinaioGvvn and eipijvy, on the other hand, Meyer seems
to have the right view as compared with Weiss.
The latter, with Euckert,
Tholuck, Philippi, Shedd, and others, holds that Sik. here means 6ik. e/c maTEag

and

and that elp. means reconciliation with God.
more appropriate to the context and the chapter
what one ought to be and do.
The context also points to

refers to justification,

The ordinary sense

of dm. is

—conformity to
peace with one another, rather than peace with God, as the idea in the writer's
mind. Comp. vv. 18, 19. It is certainly more natural to use the form of expression found in ver. 18, 6 dov^evuv Xpiarfi h tovtu or rovrotg, if the words

have the

latter

and relations

meaning.

The whole

chapter, also, has reference to actions

to the Christian brethren.

It is not sufficient to urge, as counterbalancing the force of these suggestions, that the Apostle is stating what the
essence of God's kingdom consists in
for though the things which are funda;

mental to that kingdom are justification and reconciliation, yet, in a true and
proper sense, the essence of the kingdom is righteousness of life and peace,
which is the fruit of love. Weiss objects that love is not mentioned, but it is
plainly suggested in the use of eiprjvr}, and the circumstances of the case called
especially for the

mention of

The words japa
ence of

due.

and

h

this particular manifestation of love.

elp^vn favored

active virtue, but a

have been made an objection to the referby Meyer. It is affirmed that this joy is not an

Trvevfcart dylo)

mere condition subjective to the individual mind. In
answer to this, however, it may be said that joy may here be referred to as
both the origin of and the attendant upon the state of Christian peace, or that
it may be mentioned as one of the chief fruits of the Spirit in connection with
the others, although it is not intended to have precisely the same application.
The strongest argument for the other view is that connected with this ex-
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But everything else points so decidedly towards Meyer's explait is to be regarded— not, indeed, as certain
but as the more
probable of the two. Godet, Gifford, Beet, Sanday, Hofmann, and others
among the most recent writers agree substantially with Meyer. Grimm Lex.
N. T. is doubtful. Both views are united by de Wette. If Meyer's explanation
is adopted, the righteousness and peace are (as he also says himself) those of
the Christian life ;— having faith in Christ as the soil from which they spring
pression.

—

nation, that

CXXJX. Vv.

22, 23.

ci>

izLgtiv r/v exeig, k.t.2..

(1) Meyer, with whom, among recent commentators, Godet, Weiss ed. Meyer,
Philippi, and some others agree, rejects f/v. He supposes it to be occasioned by
a double writing of the last two letters of ninriv, or to have been added as ex-

Philippi regards it as a paraphrastic gloss. Godet decides against its
on the ground that the ancient versions generally do not favour it, and
that it is not in keeping with the context. Weiss thinks that if it had been genuine, we should have found tt)v tt'igtiv in the text, and not ttIgtiv. The external
evidence is admitted to be favourable to its insertion, and it is adopted by Treg.
without r/v
Tisch. (8), W. & Hort. With rjv the sentence is certainly affirmative
R. V. accepts f/v as the true
it is probably so, though possibly interrogative.
reading.
(2) kigtiv, by reason of the connection of thought throughout the
chapter, must mean faith in the sense and application of the word suggested
in vv. 1, 2.
(3) Kara ceavrov. The emphasis is evidently upon these words.
planatory.
insertion

;

This, however, does not prove that the sole purpose of the sentence is to forbid the pressing of one's freedom in the presence and to the injury of the

weak. The following clauses, as well as the wording of this clause itself, make
it probable that, along with this idea, it is also implied that the strong may retain
and enjoy and exercise the freedom of his faith when he is "by himself," and

"before God" only.
Messianic blessedness

(4) fianapiog is
[i.e.

referred

by Meyer

to the fact that

"the

in the established Messianic kingdom] does not

doubts.
But, more probably, it rewhich the believer who is not troubled by such
doubts in the sphere of the adiaphora must necessarily have.
(5) The explanation given by Meyer of 6 fir) Kpivuv .... dom/iaCei is undoubtedly correct.
The man asks no questions for conscience' sake (1 Cor. x. 25) before the action,
and subjects himself to no self-judgment in and after it. As he practically approves it ((hiciiiafri), so he has no inward doubt that it is right. He has faith
for "all things."
(6) On the other hand, the one who doubts is condemned,
provided he eats. He moves forward to action before he is inwardly ready for
As Godet
it.
(haicpiveoOai is here used in the same sense as in Matt. xxi. 21.
says, " Conscience has not yet reached oneness with itself; hence the term
dianpii', to be divided into two men, the one of whom says yes, the other no."
KaraneKpiTat refers apparently to God's judgment (Meyer says, " is liable to the

become

lost to

him through conscientious

'

'

fers to the present happiness,

divine penal judgment"), but does not carry with
will,

it

the idea that the person

necessarily, be a subject of eternal condemnation.

(7)

bn

ova ek

Triaretig.

condemnation is because the eating, in the case supposed,
does not originate in, have its source in, faith. The man eats all things (ver.
(8) v&v ne d ova Ik mcrsuq afiapria
2) while he has faith only to eat vegetables.
TzioriQ in this clause is to be understood in the sense in which it is used
eotlv.
throughout the chapter. The interpretation of the clause is determined by

The reason

of the

tfoTES.
this fact.

Paul

is

531

speaking of the action of Christians in the region of the
The explanation which applies the words to all

adiaphora, and of this only.

and

and which even makes them apply to unbelievers, declaring
which they do is sin because they do not believe in Christ, is
founded on a misapprehension of what the Apostle's purpose is. He has no
reference to this matter, nor indeed to anything beyond the limits of the
actions

life,

that everything

chapter.
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CHAPTER XV.

1

Various writers formerly, from the days of Semler, 2 disputed, not that Paul
of chap. xv. and xvi. (as to the doxology, xvi. 25-27, see, how-

was the author

on chap, xvi.), but that chap. xv. and xvi. along with chap.
compose one epistle. Semler himself thought that Paul had given to the
bearers of the letter— of which Phoebe was not the bearer— a list, which they
might exhibit, of the teachers whom they were to visit on their journey by way
of Cenchreae (where Phoebe dwelt) and Ephesus (where Aquila dwelt), and to
ever, the critical notes

i.-xiv.

whom they

were to hand a copy of the letter. This list was in his view chap,
which, however, vv. 25-27 had their original place after xiv. 23 (which
and chap. xv. was an open
also Paulus, Griesbach, Flatt, Eichhorn assumed)
letter to those same teachers, with whom the travellers were to confer respect-

xvi., of

;

ep. ad Rom., Jen. 1801, and in his KomRom. 1831, Introd.) held chap. xv. to be an appended letter
for those who were enlightened, and chap. xvi. to have been a separate leaf for
the bearer of the letters, with commendations to the overseers of the church and
commissions to those whom they were particularly to greet from Paul. Griesbach (curae in hist. text. Gr. epp. P. p. 45, and in his Opusc. ed. Gabl. vol. ii. p.
63 comp. in opposition to him, Gabler himself in the Preface, p. xxiv.),
whom in the main Flatt followed, saw in chap. xv. an appendix for the further

ing the contents. —Paulus (de originib.
mentar,

z.

Gal. u.

;

discussion of the last subject, subjoined after the conclusion of the letter, while
chap. xvi. consisted originally of various appended leaflets. A similar hypoth-

232 ff.), who, however, rebut as a letter of commendation for Phoebe, probably destined for Corinth, but taken along with her to
Eome. Among all the grounds by which these varied assumptions have been
supported, there are none which are valid, not even those which appear the
For the statement that Marcion did not
least to rest on arbitrary assumption.
esis

was constructed by Eichhorn

garded

xvi.

read chap. xv. and xvi.
(see

Hahn,

Ev.

d.

in the Zeitsckr.
1

Comp. Lucht,

Romerbriefs, eine

amounts

Marcion's, p.

Rome

histor.

ilb.

d. beiden letzt.

Jcrit.

Kap.

p.

I.

Koppe, Exc. II. p. 400 ff., ed.
and Reiche.
Origen on xvi. 25 " Caput hoc (viz. xvi.

3

Flatt,

:

Marcion, a quo scripturae evangelicae et apostolicae interpolatae sunt, de
hac epistola penitus abstulit et non solum
hoc, sed et ab eo loco, ubi scriptum est (xiv.
23) omne autem, quod non ex fide est, peceatumest, usque ad finem cuncta dissecuit,"

25-27)

;

:

ff .

Further, that Tertullian,

dissecidt

c.

cannot denote a mere mu-

(Reiche and others), but must be
equivalent in sense to the preceding abstnillation

The validity of this testimony cannot
be overthrown by the silenee of Epiphanius
on this omission of Marcion, as a merely
negative reason against it. Marcion's stumlit.

See in oppo-

to him,

A-mmon,

285

—which

d.

2 Keggemann, praes. Semler de duplici ep.
ad Rom. aj)pendice, Hal. 1767, and afterwards

fcition

all,

to this, that he, according to his fashion
3
See, besides, Nitzsch
ff.), excised them.

Unters., Berlin 1871.

in Sender's Paraphrase, 1769.

at

50

Theol. 1860,

f.

III. p.

(Einleit.

1-20 as not belonging to

,

as regards chap, xv., were
probably vv. 4 and 8 in particular. Altogether Marcion allowed himself to use
bling-blocks,

great violences to this epistle, as he, for example, extruded x. 5-xi. 32 Tertudian, c.
Marc. v. 14. Comp. generally, Hilgenfeld, in
the Zeitschr. f. hist. Theol. 1855, iii. d. 426 ff.
:

CHAP. XT.
Marc.

v.

14,

designates the passage xiv. 10 as to be found in clausula of the

epistle, is sufficiently

and hence
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explained from the fact that he

refers to his copy.

Comp.

arguing against Marcion

is

also Ronsch, d. N. T. Teriulliaris p. 350.

Again, the repeated formulae of conclusion before the final close of the letter
xv. 33 is merely the concluding wish of a section) are most readily
(xvi. 20, 24
;

and naturally understood from the repeated intention
which was to be dune first of all at xvi.
to conclude
;

of the apostle actually
16,

but was frustrated

through the intrusion of the further observation ver. 17 ff., and was deferred till
ver. 20, after which, however, some further commissions of greeting were introduced (vv. 21-23), so that not until ver. 24 did the last wish of blessing and now, for the complete conclusion of the whole, the ample doxology, vv.
25-27— finish the epistle. Most plausible are the two difficulties felt in reference to chap. xvi. namely, (1) that Paul would probably not have had so many
acquaintances in Home, where he had not yet been at all, as he greets in chap.
xvi., especially seeing that, in the epistles subsequently written from Rome, he
mentions none of them and (2) that Aquila and Priscilla could hardly at that
time have been in Rome (xvi. 3), because they not long before were still dwell;

;

(1 Cor. xvi. 19;, and were at a later period likewise in Ephesus
Tim. iv. 19). This has been regarded as the most serious difficulty by Amnion (Praefat. p. 24) -who held chap. xvi. to be a letter of commendation written
by the apostle for Phoebe to Corinth after the imprisonment at Rome -and recently by Dav. Schulz (in the Stud. u. Krit. 1829, p. 609 ff.), Schott (Isag. p. 249
Schulz regards
If.), Reuss (Gesch. d. h. Schrift. § 111), Ewald, Laurent, Lucht.
chap. xvi. as written from Rome to Ephesus while Schott's judgment is as
"Totum cap. xvi. compositum est fragmentis diversis alius cujusdam
follows
epistolae brevioris (maximam partem amissae), quam Paulus Corinthi ad coe-

ing in Ephesus
(2

;

1

:

in Asia Minori versantem dederat, ita ut qui schedusingulas haec fragmenta exhibentes sensim sensimque deprehendisset,
continua serie unum adjiceret alteri." Reuss (so also Hausrath and Sabatier)

tum quendam Cbristianum

las

which Phoebe, who was travelling to Ephesus, was
while Ewald (comp. Mangold, also Ritschl in
the Jahrb. f. B. Theol. 1866, p. 352) cuts out only vv. 3-20, but likewise regards
this portion as having originally pertained to an epistle of the apostle to the
Ephesians, which, according to ver. 7, was written from the Roman captivity
as, indeed, also Laurent (neutest. Stud. p. 31 ff.) extracts from vv. 1-24 a special
commendatory letter for Phoebe, written by the apostle's own hand to the Epheand Lucht assigns the
sians, assuming at the same time marginal remarks
commendation of Phoebe, and the greetings by name in vv. 3-6, to a letter to
sees in xvi. 1-20 a letter with

entrusted to the church there

;

;

'

2

;

the Ephesians, but the greetings following in ver. 7 ff. to the editor of the
Epistle to the Romans. But (1) just in the case of Rome it is readily con*

had many acquaintances there, some of whom had come
from Asia and Greece, and had settled in Rome, whether permanently or temporarily (several perhaps as missionaries) while others, like Aquila, had been
banished as Jews under Claudius, and then had returned as Pauline Christians.
ceivable that Paul

;

(2) It is

i

by no means necessary that Paul should have known the whole

These being vv.

1-16, vv. 17-20, vv. 21-24,

than vv.

21,

23,

Ritschl,

that to such an extent, that of the
16th chapter nothing further is supposed to
nave been written by Paul for the Romans

would have chap.

a

And

ix.-xi.

I.e.,

24.

See, in

and Lucht,

vv. 25-27.

p.

22

xvi. together

directed to Ephesus.

of those

opposition,

f.—Weisse
with chap.

—
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saluted

him

by

sight

The

how many

;

might, though personally unknown, be saluted by

when he himself was a prisoner
judgment, the Epistle to the Philippians hero
alone comes into consideration
see Introd. to Eph. and Col.
the Pastoral
Epistles, as non-apostolic, must be disregarded), does not again mention any
one of those here saluted, may have arisen from the altered circumstances of
the time for between the composition of the epistle to Rome and the apostle's
sojourn in Rome there lies an interval of three years, during which the majorin

(3)

!

Rome and

fact that Paul at a later period,

wrote thence (in

my
;

;

;

of those referred to might have obtained other places of destination.
Besides, the salutation which Paul in the Epistle to the Philippians offers to
others (iv. 22) is merely a quite summary one.
(4) There exists no ground at
ity

all for

denying that Aquila and

Epistle to the Corinthians

(1

Priscilla might, after the writing of

Cor. xvi. 19), have returned from

our First

Ephesus

to

Rome and

have informed the apostle of their sojourn and activity there. (5)
The greeting from all churches in ver. 16 is suitable enough for an epistle addressed to the church of the capital city of the empire ; and the first-fruits of Asia,

was everywhere & distinguishing predicate, so that it does not presuppose
one living precisely in Ephesus.
(6) Were vv. 3-20 a portion cast adrift of an
epistle to the Ephesians, or even a separate small letter to the Ephesians, it
would not be easy to see how it should have come precisely to this place ; it must
have from the outset lost every trace of the tradition of its original destination to
such an extent, that no occasion was found even afterwards, when an epistle to
the Ephesians was already in ecclesiastical use, to subjoin it to that epistle.
ver. 5,

1

From

this there just as little

remains any sufficient ground for severing, in
xvi., as there is for severing chap, xv., having
otherwise so close an external and internal connection with chap, xiv., from the
Epistle to the Romans, and giving up the unity of the latter as handed down.
all

opposition to

It

all

testimony, chap,

was reserved

at last for the criticism of

of chap. xv. xvi. (in the Tub. Zeitschr. 1836,

Baur to contest the apostolic origin
and Paulus, I. p. 394 ff., ed. 2

3,

;

comp. also in the theol. Jahrb. 1849, 4, p. 493 ff. Schwegler, nachapostol. Zeitalt.
Volkmar, in the theol. Jahrb. 1856, p. 321 ff., and Rom. Kirche, 1857,
p. 123 ff.
Baur finds in the last two chapters a making of advances towards the
p. 3).
Jewish Christians,* such as does not suit the tenor of the rest of the epistle.
In this view he objects particularly to vv. 3, 8, 14 in chap. xv. vv. 9-12 is a
mere accumulation of Bible passages to pacify the Jewish Christians ver. 15
is irrelevant, ver. 20 no less so
the statement of ver. 19 from Jerusalem to
Illyricum, is unhistorical, derived from a later interest vv. 22, 23 do not agree
with i. 10-13 vv. 24, 28, intimating that Paul intended to visit the Romans
only on his route to Spain, are surprising vv. 25, 26 have been taken by the
writer from the epistles to the Corinthians for his own purpose, in order to win
over the Jewish Christians the long series of persons saluted in chap. xvi.
a list of notabilities in the early Roman church was intended to afford proof
that Paul already stood in confidential relations to the best known members of
the church, in connection with which several names, among them the ovyyevelc
;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

—

1

Comp.

bered

1-5,

on the arguments numvan Hengel, II. p. 783 ff.
besides,

The two chapters are supposed, forsooth, to belong to a Fauline writer, " who,
in tlie spirit of the author of the book of Acts,
wished

to

opjme

to the

sharp anti- Judaism of

the apostle a softening

and soothing

counter-

in favor of (he Judaists, and in the
interests of unity.'''
The 15th chapter is

]X)ise

1

supposed to have

its

original in 2 Cor. x.

13-18.— Hilgenf eld has not adhered to Baur's

view.

—
chap. xv.
of the apostle as well as Aquila

and

Priscilla,
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and

their characterization are sus-

17-20 are unsuitably placed, and without characteristic colouring
the position of the final doxology is uncertain the entire complaisance towards
the Jewish Christians conflicts with Gal. i. and ii. But this same (so-called)

picious

;

vv.

;

;

complaisance (according to Volkmar, " with all manner of excuses and half compliments' ') is assumed utterly without ground, especially seeing that Paul had
already in an earlier passage expressed so much of deep and true sympathy for
his people (comp. ix. 1 ft, x. 1, 2, xi. 1, 2, 11 ft, el al.)
and whatever else is
;

discovered to he irrelevant, unsuitable, and unhistoric in the two chapters is
simply and solely placed in this wrong light through the interest of suspicion
while, on the other hand, the whole language and mode of representation are so
;

distinctively Pauline, that

how

stand unique, and

different conclusions
1837, p. 308 ft
p.

119 ft

;

an interpolation so comprehensive would in fact
same time, in being furnished with such

singular, at the

and fresh

starts

See, further, Kling in the Stud, u. Krit.

!

Delitzsch in the Luther. Zeitschr. 1849, p. 609 ft
Th. Schott,
Wieseler in Herzog's Micyklop. XX. p. 598 f.
Mangold, p. 67 ft
;

;

;

;

Riggenbach in the Luther. Zeitschr. 1868, p. 41 ft— Nevertheless Lucht, I.e.,
has once more come into very close contact with Baur, in proposing the hypothesis that the genuine epistle of Paul, extending to xiv. 23, existed in an
incomplete state that thereupon, one hand, summing up the main points of
the epistle in the (un-Pauline) doxology, added the latter after xiv. 23 while
another further continued the theme broken off at xiv. 23, and subjoined an
epilogue, along with greetings, to the Romans. In this way two editions arose, of
which one (A) contained chap, i.-xiv. and xvi. 25-27 while the other (B) contained chap, i.-xiv. and xv. 1-16, 24 A and B were then supplemented from
one another. That which Paul himself had appended after xiv. 23, was removed
from it by the Roman clergy, and laid up in their archives (out of consideration
for the ascetics, namely)
but subsequently it, along with fragments of an
epistle to the Ephesians, which had also been placed in the archives, had been
worked in by the composer of chap. xv. and xvi. This entire hypothesis turns
upon presuppositions and combinations which are partly arbitrary in themselves, and partly without any solid ground or support in the detailed exegesis.
Ver. 2. After inaoroc Elz. has yap, against decisive witnesses. — Ver. 4. Instead
of the second •Kpoeypdqr), B C D E F G K*, 67**, 80, most vss., and several Fathers have typd(pT]. Approved by Griesb., adopted by Lachm., Tisch:, Fritzsehe.
Rightly the compound is an intentional or mechanical repetition.
Not
;

;

;

;

;

—

;

so strongly attested (though
napa/ch in Griesb.,

became

vss.,

A B C* L

Lachm., Tisch.

easily added.

min., most

by

and

— Ver.

8,

7. vfidc]

several Fathers.

Elz.

A

:

tj/xuc,

is decisive.

AC

against

D**,

EFGL

K,

correct gloss, indicating the reference

— Ver.

and Gentile Christians.
by Lachm. and Tisch. But

against which the evidence

nr

which, since the article again follows,

of vjiuq to the Jewish

Griesb., adopted also

K) is the did repeated before

Elz.

8.

ydp~\

approved by

and Fritzsche have

Moreover, leyu

tie

<){

;

the customary

is

—

form with Paul for more precise explanation, and hence also slipped in here.
yeyevfjadai'] Lachm.
yevfrrOa/., according to B C* D* F G, Arm. Ath.
But how
readily one of the two syllables TE might be passed over, and then the familiar
(comp. also Gal. iv. 4) yevfaOai would be produced!
Ver. 11. After ird'hiv
Lachm. has leyu, according to B D E F G, 1, and several vss. manifestly an
addition in accordance with ver 10.
enatvt oars'] Lachm. and Tisch.
enatve:

—

;

:

ffdnuaav, according to

A BCDE

K, 39, Chrys. ms.

Dam.

Both readings are
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found in the LXX., and may be borrowed thence. The circumstance that
form tnaivtoare, as more conformable, readily offered itself,
speaks in favour of tiraivtcaTuoav.
Ver. 15. aihltyoi] is wanting indeed in A B
C «*, Copt. Aeth. Cyr. Chrys. Euf. Aug. (omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. 8),
and stands in 3, 108, after jiipovq but why should it have been added ? On
the other hand, its omission was readily suggested, since it had just appeared
for the first time in ver. 14, and since it seemed simply to stand in the way of
the connection of aieb flip,
hence also that transposition in 3, 108.
Ver. 17.
Trt v kovxtjoiv.
The reference of the prenavxTjciv] Rightly Lachm. and Tisch.
ponderantly attested article was not understood.
Ver. 19. uylov"] So A C D
E F G, min., and most vss. and Fathers. Adopted also by Griesb Lachm.,
andScholz. ButElz. (so also Matth., Fritzsche, Tisch. 8), in accordance with K
and D** L P, most min., Syr. Chrys. and others, has Qeov. In B, Pel. Vigil,
there is merely irvev/Mtrus. So Tisch. 7. Since there is absolutely no reason why
ay. or Qeov should have been omitted or altered, probably the simple nvev/iaiog
is the original, which was only variously glossed by ay. and Qeov.
Ver. 20.
(piXoTi/j.ovjuevoi>~\ Lachm.
To facilitate the
(j>i?,oTtuovfjiai, according to B D* F G P.
also

after aiveZre the

—

;

—

;

:

—

,

—

:

— Ver.

construction.

B

ing to

rejected

A
by

however,

23.

:

noAAaKig, so

tto?iAg)i>'\

An

Lachm.

Tisch. 7

:

inter-

Ikqvup, accord-

Dam. A modifying gloss, according to an expression
known from the book of Acts. — Ver. 24. After Xnaviav Elz. and

Tisch. 7 have e/.evao/uai npbg
8.

— Ver.

13.

i.

C, 37, 59, 71,

peculiarly well

Tisch.

BDEFG

22. ra 7ro/M«]

pretation in accordance with

which

v;xdg,

omitted by Griesb., Lachm., and

is

contrast to ver. 22, written at the side, and then introduced, but

all

uncials except

among

L

and by

$<**,

all vss.

except Syr. p.

;

attested,

the Fathers by Theodorot, Theophylact, and Oecumenius, and

preserved in nearly

This old interpolation occasioned the
and also Lachm.),

the cursives.

all

insertion of an illustrative yap after eAxifc (so Elz., Tisch.,

the presence of which also in principal witnesses (as

ABC

in

X),

which

eAeva.

wanting, does not point to the originality of these words, but only to
a very early addition and diffusion of them, so that in fact those witnesses
represent only a half-completed critical restoration of the original text, whilst
np.

vfi.

is

those which omit both (as
purification of the text.
vuo)i>,

t>0'

Xpiarov'] Elz.
31. AuiKOvia]

G)

still

of

contain the original text or a complete
v<p' vfitiv,

DEF

according to

plained by

F

— Instead

Lachm. and Tisch. 7 have
itself as genuine, and is

G, min., which presents
on account of the passive.

v/iuv

B

has

a7rd vfiuv.

A

rov evayyeAtov rov X., against decisive evidence.

:

Lachm.

according to

dupotyopia,

:

B D* F

d(j>'

ex-

— Ver. 29.
— Ver.

gloss.

G, which, however, Paul,

considering the delicacy of designation here throughout observed, can hardly
The repetition of Iva before ?/
have written it appears to be an explanation.

—

;

A B C D* F G K*

80, justly also omitted by
Instead of £<c Lachm. has h, according to B D* F G, 213.
Lachm. and Tisch.
Both prepositions are suitable to the sense but the omission of the article in
(han. (in Elz.) is,

according to

—

1/

?'/

;

the majority of witnesses enables us to perceive how §

namely, carried with

it

merely h), and then y

the alteration of

iv arose

e'ig

into ev

h arose.
(66,

through an only partial

This omission,

Chrys. really have

critical restoration.

—

eWu] A C X*, Copt. Arm. Euf. eWuv with omission of the subse
quent nai. Too weakly supported an emendation of style, yet adopted by

Ver. 32.

:

;

Tisch.

8.

— Instead

XpiaTov 'Ivoov

but always

6.

;

X*
0.

:

of Oeov,
'Itjoov

Xp.

Oeov (comp.

has nvpiov 'Itjcov (so Lachm.) D E F G, It.
But the apostle never says 8ui Oeatjju. Xpiarov,

B

i.

;

10

;

1

Cor.

i.

1

;

2 Cor.

i.

1, viii. 5, et <d.),

:

as

!

chap, xv.,

l.
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throughout he uses Oe^a constantly of God, when there is mention
of His
omnipotence or gracious will where said of Christ, the OeZrjfia is
for him only
the moral will (Eph. v. 17). Hence those readings are
to be regarded as unsuitable glosses after vv. 29, 30.
ml awavcnr. vuh>] has been omitted by Lachm.
on the authority of B only, in which he is followed by Buttmann.
From i. 12
m>nnapaK\ifitjm would have been employed as an addition, and not avvav'air.
D E have dvaifw^u fied' ifubv (2 Tim. i. 16). Ver. 33. The omission of the duyv
'bracketed by Lachm.) is too weakly attested.
;

—

-

Vv. 1-13.

J

;

More general continuation

of the subject previously treated
strong to bear with the weak, according to Christ's example (vv.
1-4) a blessing on concord (vv. 5, 6) and a summons to receive one
another as
brethren, as Ohrist has received them, Jews and Gentiles (vv.
7-12)
Blessina
J

Exhortation

:

to the

;

;

(ver. 13).

Ver. 1. Connection : To the preceding exposition of the perniciousness
of
the eating indicated in xiv. 23, Paulnow subjoins the
general obligation, 2
which is to be fulfilled by the strong, over against (de) that imperilling
of
the weak.
The contrast of dwarai and advvaroi is just as in chap. xiv. the
ry iriaret of more precise definition in xiv. 1 is so fully
understood of itself
after the preceding discussion, that we have here no
right either to generalize the contrast (Hofmann
of the soundness and frailty of the Christian
state of the subjects generally), or to single out the
6waroi as a, peculiar extreme
;

:

party which in their opposition to the weak had gone further
and had
manded more than the remaining members of the church who did not
long to the weak (Mangold, employing this interpretation
in favour of

view

as to the Jewish- Christian majority of the church,
as if the dwaroi

debehis

had

been a Gentile-Christian minority). Against this, ^eic is already
decisive,
whereby Paul, in agreement with xiv. 14, 20, has associated himself
with
the strong,

making

the more urgent.

his

—

demand

as respects its positive

and negative portions

ra aaOev^/uaTa] the actual manifestations, which appear as
results of the aoBevelv ry iriaret (xiv.
The word is not found elsewhere.
1).

These imbecillitates are conceived as a burden (comp. Gal. vi.
2) which the
strong take up and bear from the weak, inasmuch as they
devote to them, in
respect to these weaknesses, patience and the helpful
sympathy
Cor. xi.
(2

29) of ministering love.

3

Thus

they, in themselves strong

According to Lucht, p. ICO ff., the entire
passage vv. 1-3 is post-apostolic, not merely

and

free,

become

1

mode of its presentation, but also in
that of its view. In comparison with chap.
xiv., all is delineated too generally and abstractly the example of Christ has in no
other place been applied by Paul as it is
here in vv. 3-7 the citations are after the
manner of a later point of view the arguto the

;

;

;

ment

in

vv. 9-12

not free from JewishChristian prejudices, etc. All of them
grounds, which do not stand the test of an
unprejudiced and unbiassed explanation of
details-evil legacies from Baur's method
is

of suspicion.
•

In opposition to

Hofmann, who,

assign-

big to the concluding verses of the epistle
(xvi. 25-27) their place after xiv. 23, places
b^eiKo^v in connection with tuJ Si W<v*e„u,
k.t.A., xvi. 25
see on xvi. 25-27.'
3
p a ard^t V can the less indicate, as the
;

subjects of the present exhortation, persons who were distinct from those addressed by npoaXa^dyea^e, xiv. 1 (Man-

because in fact npoaka^. recurs in
How frequently does Paul give
different forms to the same injunctions
gold),

ver.

7.

Mangold
the

also lays

an incorrect

stress

on

with which chap. xv. opens, as
though, according to our view, oiv should
j iave been used>
Se,
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was servant

servants of the weak, as Paul

of

all,

roic apconEiv] not to please ourselves (1 Cor. x. 33)

1
;

Cor. ix. 19, 22.

"

— py

iav-

quemadmodum solent,

qui proprio judicio contenti alios secure negligunt," Calvin.

This

moral

is

selfishness.

Comp. 1 Cor. x. 33; 1 Thess. ii. 4.
2. elg to ay ad.] for his benefit.
more special definition thereof is n-pbg oiiwdopT/v, in order to build up, to
According to
See on xiv. 19.
produce Christian perfection (in him).
Fritzsche, elg to ayaO. is in respect of what is good, whereby immoral menBut its exclusion is understood of itself, and is also
pleasing is excluded.
On the interchange of elg and nxpog, comp. iii. 25,
oinotio/ir/v.
in
npbg
implied
Ver.

A

26.

Ver.

alM

i

Establishment of this duty by the pattern

3.

KaOcjg

k.t.\.]

but,

as

:

for Christ

also, etc.

—

written, the reproaches of those reproaching

is

it

on me. xlfter aUda comma only is to be placed, and nothing is to
be supplied, neither sibi displicuit with Erasmus, nor fecit with Grotius and
Had Paul desired to express himothers, nor kykvero (Borger) and the like.
theefell

Ocov,
purely narrative form, he would have written instead of ae
he
which
saying,
scriptural
the
retains
he
But
avrov.
and instead of epe
adduces, literally, enhancing thereby the direct force and vivacity of the

self in

:

:

Comp.

discourse.

The passage
subject

is

— That

is

Cor.

1

Ps.

31

i.

;

Winer, 534, 556 [E. T. pp. 574, 599].—
LXX.), where the suffering

lxix. 10 (literally after the

a type of the Messiah (comp.

xi.

9

;

John

ii.

17, xv. 25, xix. 28).

i.e. that the enemies
of the
bent on pleasing
was
Christ
that
proves
Christ,
on
fury
of Cod
these His
not Himself (for otherwise He would have abstained from taking
men, inbut
ii.
Phil.
6-8),
xii.
Heb.
3,
2,
comp.
sufferings upon Himself

enemies of God

the reproaches

fell on Christ,

vented their

;

redemption surrendered Himself, with full
adverself-renunciation of His avrapneia, to the enmity against God of His
descinderetur
ut
devovisse,
Domino
se
"Ita
others
and
Calvin
saries.

asmuch

as

He

in order to their

:

animo, quoties sacrum ejus nomen patere impiorum maledicentiae videret,"
de Wette
so that the idea of self-denying devotion to the cause of God (so also
and Philippi) is expressed. But according to the connection, it is the devotion of Christ, not for the cause of God, but for the salvation of humanity
that is to
(see ver. 2), into fellowship of suffering with which He entered,
bveidicpog belongs to
be proposed as an example. Comp. Matt. xx. 28.
See Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 512.
later Greek.
of Christ as
Ver. 4. In 0. T. words Paul had just presented the example
an encouragement, and not without reason for all that was previously
This reason might, in truth, cause the example of Christ set
written, etc.

—

:

before

them

to appear all the

obligation to follow

it.

—

more inviting and involving the more sacred

Trpoeypa<j>y] irpo

Even if the closing verses of chap. xvi.
had their critically correct position at the
end of chap, xiv., we still could not, with
Hofmann, put the yap in our passage into
flation to the designation of God contained
in ihmetondv ding verses. This—even apart
from the fact that xvi. 25-27 is an indei

clearly obtains its definition

through

pendent doxology-would be impossible on
account of the already interposed vv. 2 and
justpreced3, and after the k<mW>s yeypanrai.
ing (to which every reader must have referred the 7i-poeypa<R ver. 4). Comp. 1 Cor.
x. 11,
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the

in the second clause, prefixed with emphasis

fjfiETepav

was written

before us, before our time,

tents of the O. T.

by which

1

Wrongly, therefore,

refers to the Messianic oracles written before their
fulfilment.

2 Tim.

iii.

—dm

16.

iff vno/i.

k.

napaM.

r.

hence

;

:

that

all

meant the collective conReiche and Hofmann think that it
is

On

chdacn.

comp.

yp.] through the perseverance and

r.

the comfort which the Scriptures afford to us. That r.
imofi. is to be connected
with rav ypa<j>. (in opposition to Melanchthon, Grotius, Amnion, Flatt,
van
Hengel, and others), is clear from the fact, that otherwise r.
hvo/i. would
stand severed from the connection, as well as from ver. 5
6 Oebc rfjc
hnofi.

:

The

wapafA.

k. t.

vnofiovi/ is

to the connection with

on

(see

v.

3),

here

TrapdicXno-ic,

opposed to eavru

according to ver.

also,

birouovi) r. ypa<f>. as

stands written in

notion of inofiov^ that of

ypa<j>ai

all

sufferings

are conceived as

its fulfilment.

Thus there

is

substituted for the

aTzonapadoiiia (viii. 19), or avafiovi,

which even

xxxviii. 8, lxx. 6),

and the

;

Incorrectly Hofmann understands
the waiting upon Scripture (namely, upon that which

upon

it),

and conformably

self-denying endurance in

apeaicetv

u ministerium spiritus"
(Melanchthon).
the

3,

in 2 Thess.

iii.

5

it

(Symmachus,
by no means has'

Ps.
(see

Lunemann) and how strangely would the only once used tg>v
ypacf,. be forced
two entirely different references of the genitive
T ?)v klniSa eXu(xev donotes having the hope {i.e. the definite and conscious Christian
hope of the
;

—

into

!

Messianic glory)

for to promote the possession of this blessed hope
by means
and comfort in Christians, is the object for which the
contents of
the O. T. were written for the instruction of
Christians.
Accordingly
:

of patience

neither is i%Ufi. to be taken as teneamus, with Beza
and others nor is kin.,
with Reiche and others, of the object of hope. Against the
latter (see on CoL
i. 5) militates the fact that kT^ida
lXew never denotes anything else than the
subjective spem habere. Acts xxiv. 15
2 Cor. x. 15
Eph. ii. 12 1 Thess.
;

;

iv.

13

;

59. 2.

John iii. 3, et at. ; Wisd.
Comp. Lobeck, Aglaoph. I.
1

iii.

;

18

;

;

Xen. Mem.

iv. 2.

28

;

Polyb.

i'

But that the klmg refers to the
conversion of the world of nations is a misunderstanding
of Hof inann's, which
is connected with his erroneous reference of
yap, ver. 4 (see on ver. 4). It is
the hope of eternal salvation which, warranted and
fostered by the influence
of Scripture imparting patience and Consolation,
can and should merge and
reconcile all separate efforts of avrapkoKtia, which
divide men, into the mutual unanimity of Christian sentiment.
Comp. Eph. iv. 3, 4.
Ver. 5. M] leading over to the wish that God may
grant them the concord
which it was the design of the previous exhortation, vv. 1-4, to
establish.—
The characteristic designation of God as the author
of the perseverance and
of^ the

p. 70.

consolation,' is

intended not merely to supply an external connection
but stands in an internal relation to the following to ahrb
<j>povelv, since this cannot exist if men's
minds are not patient and consoled, go
that they do not allow themselves to be disturbed
by anything

with

yer. 4,

adverse in

JThe compound
critical notes)

is

then followed (see

by the simple expression,-a

interchan se also in the classics
see Stallbaum, ad Plat. PJiaed. p. 59 B.
2
Calvin aptly remarks " Solus sane Deus

T^l

;

;

patientiae et consolationis auctor est, quia
nostris instillat per

utrumque cordibus
Spiritum

suum

strumento ad

;

verbo tamen suo velut in-

id utitur."

;
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which must take place in their mutual fellowship (h aMrfi.).
comp. on xii. 16) of purpose and endeavour
in a church
mpdia ml fvxv /"«, Acts iv. 32.
mra X. X]

the like effort

Through

this identity (to avro,

there exists

conformably

'

fj

jj

Either Christ

—

conceived as the regulative ideal of
the frame of mind, according to which each is to adjust himself for his part

common

in the

John

to Christ.

to avro (ppovelv

xvii. 21), like

mra

or

;

Comp.

mind.

somewhat

:

according

The

Qe6v, viii. 27.

model of Christ, ver. 3 (comp. ver.
apostle's

is

Col.

8

ii.

;

7), is still

Phil.

of Christ (comp.
be preferred, since the
the conception present to the
to t/ie will

first is to

5

ii.

Kara Kvptov, 2 Cor.

;

xi.

17, is

different.

By this the preceding bpotivpafibv is not explained
an impossible notion but bpod. specifies the source of
the hv hi (jr., and is to be closely joined with it unanimously with one
mouth, not
unanimously, with one mouth. It is otherwise, e.g., with Dem.
Ver.

'Ev hi ardfiari]

6.

(Reiche)

— which

—

is

:

:

where the explanatory addition has a place.
led by the like disposition to the like utterance of praise, then all dissension is removed, and the unanimity of the
fellowship has found in this ov/Mpuvoc vpvudia (Theodore of Mopsuestia) its
holiest expression.
On h hi ardfiaTi (instrumental), comp. the classical
k% hoc oro/xaToc, Plato, 640 C, p. 364 A
Legg. i. p. 634 E
Hep. Anthol. xi.
147. 1

If

159.

dfiodvfiadbv ek fiiac yvuprjc,

:

God

is

so praised, that each

is

;

— rov

Kvplov

k.t.X.]

;

belongs simply to

irarepa,

not also to Qeov in opposi-

and others, including Riickert, Reiche, Tholuck (?),
and ml adds epexegetically the specific more precise definition.
[See Note CL. p. 558.] So throughout with this description of God habitually used by the apostles, as 2 Cor. i. 3, xi. 31
Eph. i. 3 Col. i. 3 1
Pet. i. 3. This is clear from the passages, in which with nar. the genitive
('Itjo-ov X.) is not subjoined, as 1 Cor. xv. 24
Eph. v. 20 Col. iii. 17 Jas.
i. 27, iii. 9.
See on 1 Cor. v. 24
2 Cor. xi. 31
Eph. i. 3. It ought not to
have been objected, that the form of expression must either have been rbv
Qeov i]ii<Jiv k. irarkpa 'I. X. or rbv Qeov rbv ttut. 'I. X. Either of these would be
the expression of another idea. But as Paul has expressed himself, rbv binds
the conceptions of God and " Father of Christ" into unity. 2 Rightly Theotion to Grotius, Bengel,
Fritzsche),

;

;

;

;

doret

:

Ver.

rjuuv Qeov
7.

Aid]

Em^Eaa rbv

;

;

;

Qeov, tov Ae Kvpiov Traripa.

in order, namely, that this object, ver.

may

;

not be hindered on your part. 3

6,

—

may be

attained,

See on
That not the strong alone (Hoffmann), but both parties, and thus the
readers collectively, are addressed, and that subsequently vpac refers to both
(not merely or principally to the Gentile-Christians, as Riickert and Reiche
think), follows from ahlqXovc
and see vv. 8, 9.
TzpooEldfiETo] " sibisociavit"
Grotius.
Comp. xiv. 3.
e\c 6b%av Qeov] belongs to npooElafi. v/iac, beside
which it stands, and to which, in accordance with vv. 8, 9 ff., it is alone
suitable.
Hence it is not to be connected with 7rpoolau(3. hlXijl. (Chrysostom,

that

its

xiv.

1.

attainment

—

1

On

Attic

the form Sonj, instead of the older
see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 346
I.

;

p. 644.

Comp. Dissen ad Dem. de cor. p.
Kuhner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 1. 19, ad Anab.
2

ft.]

—

;

Sotrj,

Kuhner,

-k poo-lap

Hofmann incorrectly (in accordance
with his incorrect reference of ver. 1 ff. to
xvi. 25-27) renders
"for the sake of the
:

373
ii.

f.

2. 8.

hope,'"

which yon may learn from Scripture.

;

chap, xv.,

541

8, 9.

Oecumenius, Erasmus, and others) and just as little with the latter immediately, but with Trpooeldfi. vuac only mediately (as Ilof mann splits the referBut it means that God might he thereby glorified, not "ut a)ience).
;

:

:

quando divinae gloriae cum ipso simus

participes," Grotius (so also

(sitis)

Beza, Piscator, Calovius, Klee, Benecke, Glockler), which
Comp. Phil. ii. 11
8, 9 ff. as opposed to the context.

vv.

A more

precise explanation

—which

Vv. 8 9.
motive for compliance with the npoclanfi. aXk.
Qeov, first in

elg 66%.

vfi.

condemned by

Eph.

furnishes a

nite

Kpoceliap.

is
;

still

12.

i.

more

—respecting

6

respect of Jewish-Christians (vcr.

defi-

Xpiardg
8),

and

then of Gentile-Christians (ver. 9), and that in such a manner that the connection of the former with Christ appears as the fulfilment of their theocratic
a distinction so set
claim, but that of the latter as the enjoyment of grace
forth, not from the Jewish- Christian narrowness of the author (Lucht), but

—

designedly and ingeniously (comp. xi. 28, 29), in order to suggest to the
Gentile-Christians greater esteem for their weaker Jewish brethren, and
leyu yap] I mean, namely, in order more particularly to explain
humility.
1

—

myself respecting the

irpooelafiero

vuac k.t.X.

;

otherwise in

xii.

But

3.

Frequently thus in the Greek writers.
Slcmovov yeyev. ireptT.] diaic. has emphasis, in order to bring out the original
theocratic dignity of the Jewish - Christians. [See Note CLI. p. 558.]
Christ has become minister of the circumcised ; for to devote His activity to
the welfare of the Jewish nation was, according to promise, the duty of

comp.

—

1

Cor.

i.

12

;

Gal. iv.

1, v.

1G.

—

vnep ahft. Qeov] more
Comp. Matt. xx. 28, xv. 24.
by what follows hence for the sale of the
of God, in order to justify and to demonstrate it through the

His Messianic

office.

particularly explained at once
truthfulness

realization of the

Thus the
66£av Qeov
tile-

hallowed promise given to the fathers

izpoaelaftero vuac in respect of
;

but

it

:

;

redounded

Christians, ver. 9.

—

;

comp. 2 Cor.

20.

i.

the Jewish- Christians redounded

elg

to this quite otherwise in respect of the Gen-

virep kleovc ]

contrast to vnep

alrjO.

Qeov, ver. 8

:

on

behalf of mercy, i.e. for mercy, which God has evinced towards them by His
mak'ing them joint partakers in redemption. The references of virip in the

two cases are thus not alike.
on leyu, may neither denote

—

So%acai, ordinarily

understood as dependent

have praised (namely, at their adoption), as
Reiche, Riickert, de Wette, Bisping would explain it, which not merely
introduces an irrelevant idea, but also runs counter to the usage of the aorist
infinitive (even 2 Cor.

vi.

1,

:

see in loc.)

;

nor

:

have

to

praise (Tholuck,

and most), for there is no mention of a duty according to the parallelism of the two verses, since "keyu yap has not here the sense of commanding (see on xii. 3, ii. 22) nor, finally, is it an infinitive without reference to
time (I say, that the Gentiles praise), as Winer, p. 311 f. [E. T. p. 332], and
Fritzsche, after the Vulgate, Luther, and others, take it, which would have
Philippi,

;

required the present infinitive, because leyu does not here express the notion

1

The contrast of Jewish and Gentile
is so essentially and radically

Christianity

connected with the difference respecting
the use of food, that it is wholly groundless
t^ ascribe the treatment of that contrast in

our passage to the supposed editor of the
epistle (Lucht), who has worked up the
Pauline portion of the letter, following xiv.
23, into conformity with a later, entirely
altered state of things.

—

:
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and the

of willing, hoping,

ad Phryn.

like (see Lobeck,

•

but simply

p. 749),

that of affirming with statement of the object. Moreover, the aorist infinitive
necessarily leads to this, that 6o%acai is parallel to the preceding pepaiuoai,

and consequently is not governed by leyu at all, but is connected with rij to,
and Beza have rightly perceived comp. also Bengel (" glorificarent") and van Hengel.
Hence "in order that He might ratify the
as Castalio

;

:

promises of the fathers, but that the Gentiles, on behalf of mercy, might praise
God." The former, namely, inrip a^deiag Qeov elg to /3e(3ato)aai k.t.1., was the

proximate design of Christ's having become minister of the circumcised

;

and

the more remote design, which was to be attained through the passing of
salvation from the Jews to the Gentiles (comp. Gal. iii. 14), consisted in

on the other hand the Gentile should praise God on account of mercy
Hofmann takes do^acai as optative : Paul wishes that the GenIn this way the elg M^av Qeov, ver. 7, would be something which

this, that

Incorrectly,
tiles, etc.

was

only

still

although it had set in long ago (comp. ix. 24, 25, and
Without ground, Hofmann imports into the simple ra idvr<

to set in,

see xv. 16-24).

the idea of u the Gentile world as a ichole /" it can in fact according to the
context denote only the Gentile portion of tlmse, whom Christ npoaeMftero
elg dogav Qeov.
Observe, moreover, how logically correct is the contrast

—

and vnep e?Jovg (in opposition to Olshausen, Fritzsche); for
although God had promised the future irpoolirtyLc of the Gentiles also (in the
of vn-ep

alrjd.

He nevertheless cannot have promised it to the Gentiles themselves, as
He has given the Messianic promise to the Jews themselves and chosen them for

prophets),

His people, in accordance with which, He, by virtue of His truthfulness, was
to His word, and consequently the Jews, not the Gentiles, were de jure

bound

the children in terms of the covenant and heirs of the
4,

5

;

Acts

praising

iii.

25

;

see also Weiss,

Inbl.

kingdom

;

comp.

ix.

naduc yiyp.] This

Theol. p. 397.

by the Gentiles takes place in conformity with (as a fulfilment of)
which passage is quoted after the LXX. The historical sub-

Ps. xviii. 50,

ject of the passage, David, is a type of

Christ ; hence neither the Gentile-

Christian (Fritzsche), nor the apostle of the Gentiles as the organ of Christ

(Hofmann, comp. Reiche), nor any messenger of salvation generally to the
Gentile world (Philippi),

is

in the sense of the apostle the subject of the

The

fulfilment of the prophecy, but only Christ can be so.

God

that He, as present

among

the Gentiles

latter says to

(whom He has made His own

through their conversion), will magnify Him.

This, however,

is

a plastic

which in fact takes place
Comp. already Augustine

representation of the praise of the Gentiles themselves,

h bvdfiari

nvplov 'Ir/aov

and

8C avrov (Col.

u tibi per me confitebantur gentes."

iii.

17).

u Quod in psalmo
Bengel aptly says
Christus dicit se facturum, id Paulus gentes ait facere
nempe Christus
facit in gentibus, Heb. ii. 12."
6ia tovto] included as a constituent part of
the citation, but without reference to the matter in hand in Paul's text.
kv idveai] to whom He, through the Spirit, by means of the preaching of the
gospel has come, and has placed them in communion with Himself.
As to
It presupposes, as well asfalc)
h^ofioloy. with the dative, comp. on xiv. 11.
and the corresponding verbs, vv. 10, 11, the divine e"keog, which had been
vouchsafed to the Gentiles, as motive.

—

:

;

—

—

543

chap, xv., 10-1 £.

containing the same
Ver. 10. ndliv] Again, namely, in another passage
sc. f) ypatyij, which
Uyet]
v.
33.
iv.
Matt.
7,
20
iii.
Comp. 1 Cor.
thing.
The passage is Deut. xxxii. 43,
is to be taken from yiypairrai, ver. 9.
;

—

—

LXX., who, however, probably following another
deviate from the Hebrew.
Kennicott),
(iBjrn*
in
reading
the critical
Ver. 11. Ps. cxvii. 1 (closely following the LXX., but see
addressed
of
God,
praise
the
to
summons
parallel
contains a twofold
closely following the

1

notes)

In this case alvelv and knatvuv are not different in
but only in form, like praise and lepraise [loben and

to all Gentile peoples"'
(Philippi),

degree

beloben].

with omission of kv rrr t)fiepa helvy after carat, literally
The
the LXX., who, however, translate the original inaccurately.

Ver. 12. Isa.
after

xi. 10,

"And it comes to pass at that day, that after the root-shoot of
runs
vh) Gentiles shall inquire. " 8
which stands as a banner of peoples (0
them, run as follows
quoted
has
Paul
as
But the words of the LXX.,
" There shall be the root-shoot of Jesse and {i.e. and indeed, explanatory) He

latter

W

:

Jesse,

:

on Him shall Gentiles hope."
connection are Messianic, and that indeed in so
of David,
far as the idea is therein expressed, that the promised descendant
also,
Gentiles
over
kingdom
His
extend
will
the ideal of the theocratic king,

toho arises (raises himself) to rule over Gentiles;

This passage and

and

its entire

of
will be the object of their desire (according to the LXX. and Paul
This prophecy likewise Paul sees fulfilled through
:

their believing hope).

the magnifying of the divine mercy by the already converted Gentiles (vv.
Observe that kdv&v and eBvtj are without the article, and hence do not
7, 9).
is here, according to the
/) p'^a
denote "the Gentile world" (Hofmann).

—

Heb. «N?, the
Mace.

10

i.

;

root-shoot ;

comp. Ecclus.

Eccles. xl. 15.

He

is

xlvii.

22

;

the root-shoot of

Rev.

v.

Jesse,

because Jesse

5,

xxii. G

;

1
is

He springs, as the ancestor of the Messianic king,
This descendant of Jesse is the Messiah
David, Jesse's son, sprang from it.
(comp. Isa. xi. 1, liii. 2), who (according to the original text) is a banner for
Christ has entered on this
peoples, and consequently their leader and ruler.

the root from which

dominion at His exaltation, and He
through the conversion of the Gentiles.

carries

—

>

The

original,

according to the present
mean: " Rejoice, ye tribes,

reading, does not

His people" (de Wette and others comp.
Luther " all ye who are His people"), since
W'M cannot denote the tribes of the Jewish
;

:

people

;

allows,
" laudate, gentes.

but, as the Hiphil ITJTJJ

either with the Vulgate

popxdum ejus"
and Umbreit,
Lied Mot.

:

(so Gesenius, The*.
p. 358

p. 219 f.)

;

;

or

I.

p. 272.

comp. Kamphausen,
:

"

make

to

shout for

joy, ye Gentiles, His people," which, however,
does not fit the connection or (with Aquila
and Theodotion, comp. Hofmann), Shout
fa? joy, ye Gentiles, ye who are His people.
The latter is to be preferred, because
r^in in the sense of Kal, in the few pas;

out by successive stages

it

en' avrC)}

of the resting of

hope upon

sages where it is so found, is not joined with
the accusative, but either is joined with
the dative (S)— as Ps. lxxxi. 2— or stands
absolutely (Ps. xxxii. 11).
a The Messianic fulfilment of this summons is recognized by Paul in the magnifying of God on the part of the Gentiles
converted to Christ from all nations. This

upon already as present
not merely as a fact of the
future, " when the Gentile world as a united
whole" magnifies God (Hofmann).
9 See Umbreit in the Stud. u. Krit. 1885, p.
in reference
553, and the explanation
thereto, p. 880 f. ; Drechsler and Delitzsch.

fulfilment he looks
(for see ver.

in

toe.

7),
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Him,

1

1

Tim.

33, x. 11.

which

iv.

The

17

10, vi.

;

LXX.

contents of the

will be fulfilled in

Ver. 13.
disccurse,

Comp. nccrehnv h> air£>, ix.
the attainment of eternal salvation,
at the Parousia.
Isa. xlii. 4.

hope

them
As vv. 1-4 passed into
begun afresh in ver. 7,

is

a blessing (vv.

5, G),

so

passes into a blessing

now the
(<$*),

hortatory

which forms,

same time, the close of the entire section (from chap. xiv.
onwards)',
rf,c eXirUhg]
God, who produces the hope (of eternal glory), namely,
through His Spirit see the closing words of the verse.
This description
of God (comp. on ver.
5) attaches itself formally to eatuovolv, ver. 12, * but
rests upon the deeper substantive reason,
that the becoming filled with joyfulness and peace here wished for is not possible
without having hope as its
basis, and that, on the other hand, this becoming
filled produces the rich increase of hope itself (rff rb nepico. k.t.%.).
mio. X apac k.t.A.] with all, i.e. with
highest joyfulness. 8
X aP & and eltfw (peace through concord), as xiv. 17.
h t<j mareieiv] in the believing, to which without X aP d and elpfyv the fruits
V
would be wanting, and without which no apA and Eipi,vr, could
exist,
X
Comp. xiv. 17. -— elg rb irepico. k.t.a.] Aim of the
nfypiwu iLr.JL
*t the

-o

Oebc

;

—

—

:

in order

that ye, in virtue of the

abundant in hope,
Cor. xv. 58

1

;

power (working in you) of tJte Holy Spirit, may be
may cherish Christian hope in the richest measure (comp

2 Cor.

viii.

7

;

Phil.

i.

9

;

Col.

ii.

7).

Vv. 14-33. 4 The apostle has now come to an end with all the
instructions
and exhortations, which he intended to impart to the Romans.
Hence he

now adds, up to ver. 33, an epilogue (which, however, he then follows up in
chap. xvi. with commendations, greetings, etc.).
[See Note CLII. p. 558.]
In this epilogue, which in substance corresponds to the
introduction, i. 8-16,
and by no means applies only to the section respecting the
weak in faith
(Melanchthon, Grotius), but to the whole

epistle,

he

testifies his

good confi-

dence towards the readers,
Gentile-apostolic culling

and justifies his in a partial degree bold writing by his
(vv. 14-10) and worling (vv. 17-21), which latter had

also been usually the hindrance to his

coming personally to Home (v or. 22).
This observation leads him to his present plan
of travel, the execution of
which will bring him, in the course of his intended journey to
Spain, to

Rome, after he has been at Jerusalem (vv. 23-29). For this impending
journey he finally begs the prayers of the Romans on his
belialf (vv. 30-33), and
then concludes with a blessing (ver. 33).
Ver. 14.

JleitEiauai Si] but I am of the conviction ; viii. 38, xiv.
14.
The
the simple peraftaruiov, leading over to the concluding portion
of the
epistle.
ml avrbc ey6] et ipse ego; comp. on vii. 25. The apostle is, independently of the general advantageous estimation in which the
Roman

Si is

—

1

Hemsterh. ad Xen. Eph. p. 128.
An attachment which, since v^t then
addresses the church, does not suit the view
winch holds the latter to be a JewishChristian one (Mangold).

Comp. Theile,
boph. Phil. 141 f.

ad

Jac. p. 8

;

Wunder, ad

According to Lucht, vv. 14-33 contain
much that is Pauline and various matters

historically correct, but also incorrect
statements, and, on the whole, a nonPauline tendency. The parallels with passages in the Epistles to the Corinthians are
to be explained simply by dependence on
the latter, etc. p. 185 ff. These are selfdeceptions of a fanciful criticism, against
which it is vain to contend,
;

chap, xv.,
church stood with others
The emphasis
tion, etc.

8), also

(i.
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15.

Ms own

for

personal part of the convic-

thought were
even I, who
have hitherto so unreservedly exhorted you" (Philippi, comp. de Wette,
Fritzsche, and older interpreters), eyw would have the emphasis (comp. naya
avrdc,

Acts

x. 26)

on

lies

'

If the

avrog.

:

'

but ml avrdg corresponds entirely to the following /cat
without first of all requiring influence, exhortation, etc.,

;

avToi, et ipsi, i.e. even

on the part of others.
Comp. afterwards kcu allr/lovQ. Thus, accordingly,
Paul denotes by k. avrbg ey6 the autonomy of his judgment, but with a subtle
Comp. Benindication of the judgment of others as coinciding therewith.
gel
"Nonmodo alii hoc de vobis existimant." Paul intends therewith
:

if he for his part judged less favourably of the church,
with reference to the fact, not that he had written this letter generally
(Hofmann), but that he had written it in part rolfinp or epo v. This is

to obviate the idea as

shown by the

contrast, ver.

15.

— ayaOuovvnc]

goodness, excellence generally

of yourselves are very excellent people), not equivalent to xiwrbrng
(as Thorn. Mag. p. 391 states), not even in Gal. v. 22. Comp. 2Thess. i. 11
Eph. v. 9 Eccles. ix. 18. The word is not found in the Greek writers.
The three predicates, uearoi k.t.1., advance in co-ordination from the general
(that

you

also

—
;

;

to the particular.

—

nal akli/l.~\ also to

admonish you among one another, with-

who should admonish

out having need for a third,

On

you.

vovOerelv, in

which the notion of its being well-meant, though not involved in the word
of itself, is given by the connection or (as in Isocr. de pace, 72) by express
on 1 Cor. xiv. 14, Eph. vi. 4. Paul does not express in this verse
something more than he strictly means (Reiche), but that which he really believes of the Roman church, taken as a whole ; at which favourable conviction he apart from the universally-diffused good report of the church (i. 8)
has arrived by means of experiences unknown to us, and perhaps also in
virtue of his feeling assured that he might draw from the individuals and
contrast, see

—

—

influential persons

But

the whole.

on his apostolic

whom

he was acquainted a conclusion respecting
he does express it, this com\ii<r.idation, rests
and on that wisdom of teaching wliich by good and

with

truth,

—

—

the fact that

real confidence attracts a zeal of compliance.

Ver. 15. More ooldly, however (than so good a confidence appears to imply),

I wrote

Grotius.

—

to

you in part,

etc.

" Quasi dicat

roX/ir/pdrepov] adverbially.

1

:

cKt'vlo^ra nal avrbv brpbvu),"

The comparative sense

is

not to be ob-

but may not
be derived from the lesser right of the apostle 2 to write to a church not founded
by him (Hofmann) comp. Bengel, who introduces the farther idea " cum
potius ipse venire deberem." It must, in fact, especially seeing that the more
precise definition airb fiepovc is added, be necessarily a specification of the
literated (Bernhardy, p. 433

;

Winer,

p.

228 [E.

T

243]),

p.

:

;

1 Thuc. iv. 126.
3 Polyb. i. 17. 7 Lucian,
Icarom. 10.
a This lesser right is assumed quite without warrant. Paul certainly wrote to
other churches of Gentiles not founded by
and how
him (Colossians, Laodiceans)
could he, as the apostle of the Gentiles, be of
opinion that he thereby was taking any
;

;

;

Me had

to glorify his office
his care for all
churches (2 Cor. xi. 28) certainly suggested
no limitation of epistolary intercourse to
such as he himself had founded, as if it wera
special liberty ?
(xi.

a

13),

in doiV.g

boldnesft \n ftim

also

wrote

t<,

which

needing: excuse,

•j^Kem.

when he

—

;
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mode, expressing the how of the

v. 7,

9, 10.

curb

p.epovc]

The

typa<j>a.

Comp.

the earnestness of feeling.

1

Cor.

:

partly,

to passages like

i.e.

vi.

3, 4, 10, 13, 15, 20,

10, 11

belongs not merely to

Grotius, following the Peshito), but, as

together

repetition of

i.

ff.,

xv.

1,

19, viii. 9, xi. 17

In

etal.

rolfi.

more boldly.

ff., xii.

arcb /xepovg is

13

;

Jtts.

{" paulo liberius,

position shows, to

its

flows from

adeTityol

Gal. v. 11,

rolfi.

in particular places, I wrote

12

;

3, xiii.

3

,'

eypafa

This refers

ff.,

13, 14, xiv.

implied the contrast, that

he has not written roX/nnpSrepov all that he has written (comp. xi. 25 2 Cor.
Hofmann has now exchanged his earlier
i. 14), but only a part thereof.
incorrect view, " provisionally and in the meantime" (Schriftbew II. 2, p. 95),
;

.

for another also incorrect (similarly Th.

namely piecemeal,

Schott),

trast to a complete exposition of Christian truth, thus equivalent to
1 Cor. xiii.

10 (not also in

1

Cor.

xii. 27).

i.

in conk fiepovq,

Besides, this arbitrarily import-

than the Epistle to the Romans, which
According to Lucht,
treats the whole gospel in the most complete manner.

ed contrast would suit no Epistle

less

the expression in this passage

only the product of a post-apostolic effort

is

away the "bad impression" of the epistle on the highly esteemed
church, which had in fact been founded by Peter (comp. Theodore of
Mopsuestia).
wc mavau. vuaq\ as again reminding you, i.e. in the way and
6ia ryv x<*P-] i- e ^n order to comply
manner of one who reminds you, etc. 2
See ver. 16.
with the apostolic office, with which God has favoured me.
Yer. 16. Elg rb elvai k.t.Ti.] Specification of the object aimed at in rf/v
Paul sets forth the
Tieirovpybv] Comp. on xiii. 6.
(hdelaav p,oi vitb r. Qeov.
to wipe

—

1

—

-

—

service of his apostolic office, in the consciousness of its hallowed dignity,

not merely as a public

(Ewald "steward of the people"), but as
which "Ynoov X. expresses the leirovpydg as or-

olnovo/j.ia

a priestly service of offering, in

:

dained by Christ. That Christ should be conceived of as He to whom the offering
is presented (Reiche), is contrary to the conception of offering, which always

God as the receiver of it. Comp. xii. 1 Eph. v. 2 Phil. ii. 17.
But neither is Christ to be conceived of (as by Bengel and Riickert) as high

refers to

;

priest (a conception not of Paul,

and applying to Christ

but rather of the Epistle to the Hebrews,

as the sole Atoner, in

1
In opposition to Baur's erroneous explanation of enavan., "further therein to remind," and its reference to what follows,
see Mangold, p. 69, who, however, on his
part, in virtue of the assumption of the
Jewish-Christian character of the church,
limits the anb /xe'pous arbitrarily to those
portions of the epistle (especially chap. ix.
and x.) in which, in the interest of the
Gentile -Christian apostolate, Jewish- Chris-

tian pretensions

had been combated.

;

It is

just such entirely doctrinal discussions as
chap. ix. x. which answer least to the
character of Tok^porepov, which presup-

poses the ready possibility of offence being
The exculpation implied in ver.
given.
15 is not calculated for a Jewish-Christian
church (Mangold, p. 72), but rather for a

which case the idea

of inferior

church as yet strange to the apostle and
held in very good repute, towards which
he felt himself not in a like relation as
e.g. to the Galatians and Corinthians, but in
one more delicate and calling for more forArtfully and gently, too, is the
w? ivajoupv. k.t.A. added, as if what was
written roKnypoTepov was only meant to be a

bearance.

'A^m^o-i? «' Into
help to their memory.
en-ippon foovweox; anokenrovaris, F\a,t.Legg. v.
p. 732 B.
2

See Bernhardy,

Gr. p. 263 [E. T. 307]
1 Thes.s.

ii.

4

;

Heb.

p. 476;
;

Buttmann,

Kiihner,

xiii. 17.

II. 2, p.

liravap..

neut.

649 f

.

denotes

memoriam revocare. See Plat. Legg. iii.
A Dem. 74. 7. Comp. k-ntm>6.p.v^<n%,
Theodore of MopDion. Hal. Rhet. x. 18.

in

p. 688

SUestia

:

!

ei« vnofivrjatv

ayetv <Lv fiefiadrjieaTe.

chap, xv.,
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17.

but as Lord and Ruler of the church, who has apLucht oddly thinks that the writer did not ventPaul, in consequence of his disputed position, anooToloc, but only

priests is out of place),

pointed His apostle,
ure to call
'Aeirovpydq .

—

elg

i.

5.

ra edvn] in reference to the Gentiles ; for these, as converted

—

form the offering to be presented. In the sequel,
Qeov contains the more precise explanation of leirovpy.
hence
izpootyopa tuv edvtiv k.t.X. that of elg ra edvrj
'I. X., and Iva y'evnTai
the latter belongs not to lepovpy. (Th. Schott, Hofmann), but to what precedes, and is not (with Buttmann) to be omitted on the authority of B.

by the

apostle, are to

kpovpyovvra to evayy.

r.

r/

;

—

lepovpy. to evayy. r.

Qeov] in priestly fashion administering the gospel of God,

" administrans evang. a Deo missum hominibus, eoque ministerio velut
comp. Chrysostom, Erasmus, and most older
This
interpreters, also Ruckert, Tholuck, Fritzsche, de Wette, Philippi.
Joseph.
usage of lepovpy. is confirmed by passages like Herodian. v. 3. 16
i.e.

sacerdotio fungens," Estius

;

;

where Wuo al/xaTt is to be connected
with lepovpyovvrag top v6/j.ov (in opposition to Hofmann, who will not admit
the priestly notion in the word), not with vTrepaoni^ovTac (see Grimm, Ilandb.
Without warrant, Hofmann insists on adhering to the concepp. 329 f.).
tion of " administering holy service.'''' The gospel is not indeed the offering
Antt.

vi. 6.

2

;

also

by 4 Mace.

vii. 8,

1

(Luther and others), which
administered

As

ing.

is

is

which

presented, but the divine institute,

in priestly fashion served

to evayy. Qeov, see on

i.

1.

—

i)

—by the

is

presenting of the offer-

Kpoctyopa tuv edvuv] the offering of

Eph. v.
the offering which the Gentiles are, Heb. x. 10
Gentiles converted, and through the Spirit consecrated as God's

the Gentiles,
2.

—

The

i.e.

;

which Paul,

property, are the offering

as the priest of Jesus Christ, has

Observe, however, the stress laid on the prefixed yev^rai
in order that there may prosper (sec on this use of yiveadat as regards offer-

brought to God.
ings,

:

Kuhner, ad Xen. Anab.

then attributive

vi. 4. 9),

(as well-pleasing),

and

which

in accordance with

dyiaou.

e.

evTrp6o(\. is

subordinated to the

kv. ay. is

sanctified through the Holy Spirit, which is received
latter as its ground
through the gospel in baptism, Gal. iii. 2, 5 Tit. iii. 5 Eph. v. 26. A
:

;

;

contrast to the ceremonial consecration of the Levitical offerings.

Comp.

xii. 1.

Ver. 17. [See Note CLIII. p. 559.]
ver. 16 carry

with

it

the apostle proceeds

How readily

might what was said

the appearance of vain self -boasting
:

I have accordingly

(in

To

!

in

obviate this,

pursuance of the contents of

ver.

16) the boasting (rr> ko&xwiv, see the critical notes) in Christ Jesus in respect of
my relation to God; i.e., my boasting is something which, by virtue of my con-

nection with Christ (whose leiTovpyoc

lam,

ver. 16), in

my position

towards God

God's gospel as an offering priest, ver. 16), properly belongs
to me.
The ex°> i s prefixed with emphasis it does not fail me, like a something which one has not really as a possession but only ventures to ascribe to
himself then follows with ev X. 'I. and to, tt/>. t. 9., a twofold more pre(for I administer

:

;

cisely defined character of this

ethical possession, excluding everything self-

1
Comp. Suicer, Thes. s. v. ; Kypke in loc;
also iepovpvos, Callitn. fr. 450 'lepovpyqua,
;

Joseph. Antt.
iv. 1

;

viii.

4.

5

Plat. Legg. p. 774

:

iepovpyia, 4

E

;

Pollux,

i.

Mace
29.
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though kv X. 'I. bore the main
Kavxw iv kx<-> k.t.'X. (which is Fritzsche's
objection to the reading ryv navx-)\ and navxwic is neither here nor elsewhere equivalent to Kavxw a (materiesgloriandi), but is gloriatio (comp. 1 Cor.
xv. 31), and the article marks the definite self -boasting cmtcerned, which Paul
makes (vv. 1G, 18). Reiche connects kv X. with r. navxwiv, so that to mvish.

1

stress

Accordingly,

we

and

Xpio-rti ovv rrjv

it

ran

kv

are not to explain as

xacdai kv X. is to be explained as the boasting onself of Christ (of the aid of
Christ).
Comp. also Ewald. Admissible linguistically, since the construction navxacOat kv

out the article

;

Phil. iii. 3) allowed the annexation with(v. 3, ii. 17, 23
but at variance with the sequel, where what is shown is not
;

the right to boast of the help of Christ (of this there

mention), but

this,

is also in ver.

16 no

that Paul will never toast himself otherwise than as

simply the instrument of Christ, that he thus has Christ only to thank for
the mvxaaOai, only through Ilim

is

in the position to boast.

— ra

irpbe r. Qe6v]

Sender and Ruckert take the article in a limiting
But the " at least" is not expressed (ra ye irp. r.
sense: at least before Ood.
or
ra
np.
r. 6. ye), and Paul has indeed actually here and
ye
t.
O.,
or
O.,
Trpof
elsewhere frequently boasted before men, and with ample warrant, of his

Comp. Heb.

ii.

sacred calling.

17, v. 1.

—We

may. add that this whole assertion of his calling, vv.
when he was on the

17-21, so naturally suggested itself to the apostle,

Rome and beyond

it to the extreme west
no sufficient ground for seeking the occasion of it in the circumstances and experiences of the Corinthian church at
that time (so especially Ruckert, comp. also Tholuck and Philippi) especially since it is nowhere indicated in our epistle (not even in xvi. 17), that
at that time (at a later epoch it was otherwise, Phil. i. 15 fT.) anti-Pauline
See
efforts had occurred in Rome, such as had emerged in Corinth.

point of extending his activity to

of the Gentile world, that there is

;

Introd. §

3.

Ver. 18. Negative confirmation of

what

is

asserted in ver. 17.

The

cor-

determined partly by the connection, to be carefully
observed, of ov with nareipy., partly by the order of the words, according to
which ov KareipyacaTo must have the emphasis, not Xptardc (Theodoret and
Hence ufor
Calovius, Olshausen, Fritzsche, Tholuck).

rect explanation is

others, including

:

any given case) embolden myself to speak about any of those things
(to boast of anything from the sphere of that) which Christ has not brought
about through me, in order to make the Gentiles obedient to Ilim, by means of
word and work." That is, affirmatively expressed for I will venture to let

I will not

(in

:

myself be heard only as

to

such things, the actual fulfilment of which

place by Christ through me, etc.

;

I will therefore

Ms

taken

never pride myself on any-

thing which belongs to the category of those things, which have not been put
a
This would be an untrue speaking of
into execution by Christ through me.
'Not exactly specially "the consciousness of superior knowledge or singular
spirituality," Hofmann. Comp. generally
1

Cor. xv.

10.

2 The
objection of Hofmann " The nonactual forms no collective whole, as a
constituent element of which a single thing
:

might be conceived,"
subtlety.

Christ

Had

Paul,

is

a mere empty
boasted that

e.g.,

had wrought many conversions

through him when he was in Athens, he
would have spoken about something which
would have been a single instance out of
the category of the rum-actual, namely, of

—

— —
chap, xv.,

results, as if the
less

had

;

—

Lord had brought them about through me which neverthedc vtvok. edvov] namely, through the adoption of

not taken place.

Him

faith in
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19.

comp.

i.

—

Myy

5.

n.

epyy] applies to aareipy

....

Wvuv.

Ver. 19. In virtue of what powers Christ, by means of word and work,
dwd/i. oqfieiuv a. rep.,
(1)
has wrought through the apostle as His organ
this applies to Xoyu and
this refers back to epyu
(2) hv 6w. irvevuaroq,

h

:

—

—

;

epyo)

together,

and

is

co-ordinated to the above

h

dw.

m/fi.

not subor-

rep,

/c.

and others think, whereby the language would
lose its simplicity and half of its import (the dvvauic Kvevp.. would pass into
According to Hofmann, who reads in ver. 20 qifompovthe background).
begin with Myu k.
(iai (see the critical notes), a new sentence is meant to
dinated, as Beza, Glockler,

ipyy, the verb of

which would be

<j>aonp:ovpai.

This yields, instead of the

simple course of the language, a complicated structure of sentence which is
Adycj k. epyu
in nowise indicated by Paul himself, as he has not written

h

by word and
would be a modern conception
The epya accompany and accredit the preaching (John
foreign to the N. T.
Comp. Luke xxiv. 19 Acts vii.
x. 36, xiv. 11), but they do not preach.
(conformably to the following).

Besides, the evayyeM&odai

deed (thus the preaching through deeds),

;

22

;

If filon/iov/iai is to

2 Cor. x. 11.

be read, then with Lachmann a new

be begun with ver. 20, so that all that precedes remains asefficiency of Christ, which is not the case with the view of
Hofmann, although it is only in entire keeping with the language of humility which Paul here uses. The genitives are those of derivation : power which
sentence is to

signed to the

went forth from signs and wonders (which Paul, as instrument of Christ, has
performed), and power, which went forth from the (Holy) Spirit (who was
communicated to the apostle through Christ) upon the minds of men. Comp.
on/uda k. rkpara] not different in subon h dw. nvEvp:., 1 Cor. ii. 4, 5.
stance

;

both miracles, both also denoting their

Fritzsche, p. 270

f.

The

significant

aspect.

collocation corresponds to the Heb. 0\n$)b*

See
n'lflfc,

hence usually (the converse only in Acts ii. 22, 43, vi. 8, vii. 30, comp. ii.
19) or/fieta stands first, and where only one of the two words is used, it is
always or/p,da, because rPHK was the striking word giving more iinmediately
Contrary to the constant usage of
the character of the thing designated.
the N. T., Reiche understands not outward miraculous facts, but mental
miracles, which the preaching of the gospel has produced in the hearts of

the newly-converted.
see in

there

loc.

is

Even

2 Cor.

xii.

Miracles belonged to the

12

oTjixela

is

not to be thus understood
I.e.), hence
;

tov dnocrolov (2 Cor.

already of itself motive enough for their mention in our passage,

no need for the precarious assumption of a reference to pseudoRome (Ewald). h dwdu. nvevp,. dy.] is related, not
" awkwardly" (Hofmann), to uv ov nareipy. Xpicrdg for Christ has, for the
sake of His working to be effected through the apostle (St' e/xov), given to

and there

is

apostolic jugglers in

;

that which Christ has not wrought. The
view of Hofmann himself amounts to the
sense, that the apostle wished to set aside
all his oton, which was not a work of Christ
performed through him, with the object of

converting the Gentiles.

But thus, through

the contrast of his own and the tvork of
Christ, the emphasis would be transposed,
resting now on Xpio-ro?, as if it ran Siv oi
Xpia-rbs KaTupydaaro St.' eVou.
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—
—

him the Spirit. Very unnecessarily, and just as inappropriately, since
must comprise all the preceding elements, Hofmann forces kv 6vv. rp.
ay., by means of an hyperbaton, into special connection with here.
Start
k.t.X.] llesult, which this working of Christ through Paul has had in refer-

—

ware

ence to the extension of Christianity.

—

awb 'lepova.] From this spot, where
entered the apostolical fellowship, Acts ix. 26 ff. (he had already
previously worked three years, including the sojourn in Arabia, at Damascus; see on Gal. i. 17, 18), he defines the terminus a quo, because he intends

Paul

first

to specify the greatest extension of his

north-west).

'

—

nal kvkXu]

working in space (from south-east to
enlarges the range of the terminus a quo : and round

embracing not merely Judaea, but, in correspondence to the magnitude of the measure of length, Arabia and Syria also. Of course, however,
kvkXu is not included in the dependence on and, but stands in answer to the
about,

question Where ? inasmuch as it adds to the statement from whence the
working took place, the notice of the local sphere, which had been jointly
affected by that local beginning as its field of action from Jerusalem, and
in a circuit round, Paul has fulfilled the gospel as far as Illyria.
Flacius,
:

Calovius, Paulus, Glockler, following Chrysostom, Theodoret,

and others,
which Paul described in his journey from Jerusalem
by way of Syria, Asia, Troas, Macedonia, and Greece to Illyria. According
to this, /ci'/cAw would specify the direction in which he, starting from Jerusalem, moved forward.
So also Hofmann. This direction would be that of
a curve.
But kvkXu never denotes this, and is never merely the opposite of
refer nvuly to the arc

straight out,

36

Luke

;

but always circumcirca (comp. Judith
12

ix.

;

Rev.

the addition

"and

and indeed

like an

iv. 6

;

i.

2

;

Mark

iii.

34, vi. 6,

very frequently in the Greek writers)

in the arc of a circle,"

empty piece

and
would have been very superfluous
;

of ostentation, seeing that in truth the

from Jerusalem to Illyria passes for the most part through
water.
No reason also would be discoverable for Paul's adding the mi, and
not merely writing kvkIo), in order to express from Jerusalem in a circular
direction as far as Illyria.
uexpi tov 'Illvp.] The idea that Paul, as has
recently been for the most part assumed, did not get to Illyria at all, but only
straight direction

:

—

to the frontier

of this western region during a

upon him an appearance of magnifying
Acts of the Apostles, furnishing, as
no warrant. Now, since in ver. 23

it

Macedonian by-journey, throws
which the silence of the
does, no complete narrative, supplies
his deeds, for

Illyria may not, without arbitrariness,
be excluded from the regions where he has already laboured, because this
country would otherwise have still afforded scope for labour, we must assume that Paul had really made an intermediate journey to Illyria. From
what starting-point, cannot indeed be shown hardly so soon as Acts xviii.
11, but possibly during the journey mentioned in Acts xx. 1-3 (see Anger,
;

1

Yet he does not say " from Arabia"
I.e.), because it was very natural for

(Gal.

him

significantly to place the beginning at

that spot where

all the other apostles had
begun their work and the apostolic church
itself had arisen-in doing which, however,
he, by adding k«u kvk\w, does nothing to the

prejudice of history. The less is there to
be found in anb 'lepova. an inconsistency
with the statements of the Epistle to the
Galatians.
This in opposition to Lucht,

who

sees also in m«'xp l

t.

'IAAvp.

an

incorrect

statement, and attributes to both points a
special design.

;

chap, xv., 20,
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21.

temp. rat. p. 84), so that his short sojourn in Illyria took place not longbefore
his sojourn in Achaia, where he at Corinth wrote the Epistle to the Romans.
Tit.

iii.

12 can only be employed in confirmation of this by those

sume the authenticity

and

of the Epistle to Titus,

early (see Wieseler, Philippi).

—

ttettItj punevcu

to evayy.

its
r.

who

as*

composition thus
X.] have brought to

This irfypovv has taken
fulfilment (comp. Col. i. 25) the gospel of Christ.
place in an extensive sense through the fact that the gospel is spread abroad
everywhere from Jerusalem to Illyria, and has met with acceptance. Anal6 ?,6yoc rov Qeov rjv^ave, Acts vi. 7, xii. 24, xix.
ogous is the conception
So long as the news of salvation has not yet reached its full and des20.
but when
tined diffusion, it is still in the course of growth and increase
it has reached every quarter, so that no place any longer remains for the
labour of the preacher (ver. 23), it has passed from the state of growing inThis view of the sense is alone
crease into the full measure of its dimensions.
strictly textual (see ver. 23), while closely adhering to the literal signification of evayy., which denotes the message itself, not the act of proclamation
and hence excludes the many divergent interpre(Th. Schott, Mangold)
tations, namely
(1) That of Beza, Piscator, Grotius, Bengel, de Wette,
Iliickert, in substance also Kollner, Tholuck, van Hengel, and permissively,
:

;

;

:

Reiche, that evayy.

not

mean

;

is

similarly

;

munus praedicandi

which

it

does

the executed commission of preaching.

(2)

equivalent to

Ewald

evang.

That of Luther, Flacius, Castalio, and others " that I have fulfilled everything with the gospel" which is opposed to the words as they stand, although
repeated by Baur.
(3) That of Theophylact, Erasmus, and others, including Reiche and Olshausen
izlrjp. to evayy. denotes completely to proclaim
But the "completely" would in fact have here no relevant
the gospel.
weight at all (such as at Acts xx. 27) for that Paul had not incompletely
preached the gospel, was understood of itself. Others arbitrarily take it
:

:

;

otherwise

Calvin

still, e.g.

coeperunt enim

alii

:

" praedicationem ev. quasi supplendo diffundere
Krehl that I have

priores, sed ipse longius sparsit ;"

:

that I have realized the
put the gospel into force and validity ; Philippi
gospel, have introduced it into life (the gospel appearing as empty, before
:

it is

taught, accepted, understood)

analogous expression

at all

;

TrTujpovv

Hofmann, with comparison
tov vdfiov

:

of the not

the message of salvation

—

whereby -kItjpovv would be
its destination, if it remain unproclaimed
reduced simply to the notion of Krjp'vcaetv. The whole of the remark, ver.
19 f., connected with ver. 24, is to be explained, according to Baur, I. p.
307, simply from the intention (of the later writer) to draw here, as it were,
a geographical line between two apostolic provinces, of which the one must

misses

—

be

left to Peter.

In opposition to such combinations, although Lucht

further elaborates them,

it is

sufficient

still

simply to put into the scale the

al-

together Pauline character and emotional stamp of the language in vv. 19-33,
in

its

Vv.
the

inner truth, simplicity, and chasteness.
20, 21.

positively
Q7rov ovk.

But prosecuting

now

ovtcj is
:

—

it

negatively stated

but, agreeably to the

ftXoTiu.]

as a point of honour to preach in this way,

not where Christ was named, then
word of Scripture, etc. Hence ov% "oizov, not
dependent on fie, ver. 19. On tyOionueladai, to prosecute

first

:

—

—
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anything
11

;

™

so that one seeks one's

general one

honour in

and Kypke.

see Wetstein

This

it,

comp. 2 Cor.

v. 9

full signification (not

;

1

Thess.

iv.

merely the more

zealously to prosecute) is to be maintained in all passages, including the classical ones, and admirably suits the context. The matter
was a special point of honour with the apostle in his working
2 Cor. x. 15,
:

;

16.

avofiaoOq]

namely, by preachers and confessors.
order not simply to continue the

Comp.

ers.

1

'

His name, as the contents of confession, has been named,

Cor.

iii.

10.

The

See ver. 21.

work

Iva p?j k.t.%.] i.e., in

of conversion already

reason

why

begun by oth-

Paul did not desire

this, lay in

the high consciousness of his apostolic destination (Acts xxvi. 17, 18), according to which he recognized the greatest and most difficult work, the founding of the church, as the task of the apostle, and found his apostolic honour in
the solution of this task. 2 Others, as Eeiche, specify as the reason, that he

had sought on account of his freer system
controversies.
This would be a principle of

of doctrine to avoid polemical

practical prudence, corresponding neither to the apostolical idea, nor to Paul's magnanimous character in
following it out.
nadbc yeyp.] Isa. Iii. 15, closely cited after the LXX.,

—

who took 1#K

in each case as masculine.

The passage runs according

to

" What was never told to them, they see ; and what they have
never heard, they perceive ;" and the subject is the kings, who become dumb
before the glorified Servant of God, not the nations (Hengstenberg, Ghristol.
II. p. 305
Philippi).
But the actual state of the case seeing that, along
with the kings, their peoples also must see the glory of the. Servant of God
the original

:

—

;

—allowed the apostle here to put the nations as the subject, the Gentilepeoples, to whom, through him, the Servant of God as yet unknown to them
is made known, i.e. Jesus Christ, in whom the Messianic fulfilment of that
prophetic idea concerning the Servant of God, as the ideal of Israel, had appeared realized. 3
wepl avrov] addition of the LXX.
bipovrai] they shall see,

—

—

namely mentally, in knowledge and

which the preaching now
brings before them).
ol ova clktjk.] namely, the news of Him (the gospel).
ovvTjoovoi] shall understand it (this news).
Comp. Matt. xiii. 23, xv. 10.
Ver. 22. Aw] because, namely, my apostolic mode of working, just de-

—

—

faith, it (that

scribed (vv. 20, 21), did not; yet permit me to depart from the districts
mentioned, inasmuch as there was still work to do in founding.
[See Note
CLIV. p. 560.] Comp. Beza " dum hue et illuc avocor, interpellatus et
:

ita prohibitus."

Incorrectly Bengel, Reiche,

the foundation was laid by others.
iroAAa]

more than

ttoAAukic,

i-

13 (koaAo)

1
Lucht here conceives the writer to be
dependent even on a mistaken understand-

injr
2

of 2 Cor. x.

15, 16.

The objection of Baur,

truth,

if

this

p. 399,

had been really Paul's

pie, the Epistle to the

stand

ii.

Romans

itself

that in
princi-

would

contradiction to it, is invalid,
since that principle referred only to his
working as present in person; whence he
thought of visiting the Romans only asSiaTTopevouei'os (ver. 24), on his intended journey
in

Ver. 23
:

and others
is

:

because in

decisive against this.

in the

most cases

(tt'aligtu,

Rome

—

Plat.

to Spain. But to address letters to a church
of a Pauline stamp, which had nevertheless

been founded by others, such as, in fact, he
wrote to the Colossians and Laodiceans,
was not excluded by the above principle,
the point of which was rather the jwsonal
presence at the founding of churches, and the
oral proclamation of salvation.
s Comp. Schultz,
altUstam. Theol.
203 ff.

II.

p.

—
chap, xv.,

553

23, 24.

281 B), as a rule, not "so often" (Th. Schott).

The Vulgate
Paul has had other hindrances also, but
mostly such as had their ground in the above regulative principle of his
working. Hofmann understands evekottt. of external hindrances ; so that Paul
means that he, even if he would, could not come otherwise than in pursuance of that principle, to Rome (whither that principle did not lead him).
This is at variance with the following vwl 6k k.t.I., which in ^ketc t6ttov
ex^v hv r. kX. t. expresses the removal now of the hindrance meant by evekottt.
rov iWelv] genitive dependent on the verb of hindering.
See Bornemann, ad Xen. Anab. i. 7. 20 Fritzsche, ad Matth. p. 845.
Vv. 23, 24. 2 But since I have now no longer room (scope, i.e. opportunitatem,
see on xii. 19
Kypke, II. p. 190) in these regions (from Jerusalem to Illyria,
ver. 19).
Paul had in all these countries founded churches, from which
Christianity was now spreading through other teachers, and especially
through his own disciples, over the whole and consequently he considered
his apostolic calling to be fulfilled in respect of the region mentioned.
His
further working was to belong to the far west, where Christ was not yet
named hence he meditated, in the next instance, transferring his activity
in founding churches to Spain a design, indeed, which Lucht denies that
the apostle entertained, and imputes it to a later conception of his task, in
accordance with which the plan of a journey to Spain was invented. Probably the comprehensive maxim, that he had no longer a sphere of activity
where Christianity might be planted at the principal places of a district by
his personal exertions, was connected with the expectation of the nearness
of the Parousia, before which the ir^^pujua- of the Gentiles, and in consequence of this also all Israel, had to be brought in (xi. 25).
ETwrodlav] not
summum desiderium (Beza), but see on iv. 11. The word is not found elsewhere but comp. ETwrodrjo-ig, 2 Cor. vii. 7.
rov eIOeIv] genitive dependent
on Eizmod.
and noil, kr.] now for many years; comp. Luke viii. 43.
oyc
av] si?nulatque, so soon as.
Phil. ii. 23.
It is a more
See on 1 Cor. xi. 34
precise definition to what follows, not to the preceding eWeIv wpbg v/iag (Hofmann), because otherwise Paul must have had in mind the plan of the journey
to Spain for many years, which cannot be supposed either in itself or on account of Acts xvi. 9. This applies also against Tischendorf in his 8th edition.
ZTraviav] The usual Greek name is 'Ipqpia (Herod, i. 163
Strabo,
iii. 4.
17, p. 166), but Ziravia (although in the passages in Athenaeus and
Diodorus Siculus the variation 'Iciravia is found) was probably also not rare,
and that as a Greek form (Casaubon, ad Athen. p. 574). The Roman form
Hipp. maj.

p.

renders correctly

:

plerumque. 1

—

'

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

1

;

See Schaefer, ad Bos.

Plat. Legg. p. 62
3

Ell. p. 427; Ast,

ad

With the omission of eA.euo-oju.ai Trpb?
and of yap after IXttLC,^

after Xnavtav,

i/aas

(see

the critical notes), the course of the passage

HOWS On

Simply, SO that vvv\

results.

To parenthesize

kktriim yap.

.

.

e>-

(Lachmann, followed by Buttmann.
252 [E. T. 294], comp. also Hofmann) is

ttAtjo-^w

f.

Se,

ver. 23, is

connected with e\ni£<o, and all that intervenes is parenthetical. If eAeuo-. Trpb? u/xas
only be struck out and the yap be retained,
with Lachmann, Hofmann, Tischendorf, 8,
a striking interruption of the construction

I.e.

p.

not suitable to the contents of the continuation, ver. 25. Ewald extends the parentheses
from eA.7ri£w yap even to AeiToupyrjo-ai avrois.
ver. 27. But considering the entirely calm
tenor of the whole passage, the probability
of such large parentheses, with all their intermediate clauses, is just as slight as the
probability of an anaeoluthia (Tisch.

8).

—

—
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was

'lanavia (1 Mace.

Strabo,

—That

I.e.

Introd. §

Primasius aptly remarks

1.

Seo
Pyrenaeun peninsula.
Spain was not executed, see
"Promiserat quidem, sed cHspen-

It is the entire

viii. 3).

this project of a journey to
:

Deo non ambulavit."

Already at Acts xx\ 25 a quite different certainty was before the apostle's mind, and in his captivity he no longer enterdiairopcvop..] "quia
tained that plan of travel, Philem. 22, Phil. ii. 24.
sante

—

Romae jam fundata est fides," Bengel.
aft vuuv] (see the critical notes)
Trpoire/i<pd. Uel] comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 6, 2 Cor. i. 1G, and on
from you away.
quasi
Acts xv. 3. As was his wont on his apostolical journeys, Paul hoped
:

—

('•'

*

pro jure suo," Bengel) to obtain an accompaniment on the part of some belonging to the church from Rome to Spain, by which we must understand an
escort all the way thither, since Paul would without doubt travel by sea from

and quickest way. etui, in the sense of eKeloe,
See John xi. 8, et al., and on Matt.
enrb pep.] "non quantum vellem, sed quantum licebit," Grotius.
ii 22.
Comp. Chrysostom. But the reservation
It is a limitation out of compliment.
Trpurov denotes in
of later complete enjoyment (Hofmann) is an idea imported
the first place (before I travel further), as Matt. vi. 33, vii. 5, viii. 21, and
e/nrAntrdo)] of spiritual satisfaction through the enjoyment of
frequently.
1
The commentary on this is
the longed-for personal intercourse (vuuv).
Italy to Spain, the shortest

according to a well-known attraction.
#

:

—

given at

i.

Ver. 25.

12.

Nw2 6e] is not, like the above vwl Se (ver. 23),
Buttmann and Hofmann, in consequence of

resumptive, as

yap, ver. 24, take

it,

— a view with

which what was previously said of the

Rome

does not accord, 2 and the passage

journey to Spain by

way

assumes a very

contorted form.

ver.

23,

stiff,

was said

second vwl

of

Observe, rather, that the

in contrast to the past

oe, ver.

commencing

25,

" So

the promised future.

I

to be regarded as

the reading klnifa

a

(kvetcoirTOfirjv

new

sentence,

first

itself

vwl

tie,

but that the

k.t.Ti.),

said in contrast to

is

design and hope to do (as stated in ver. 24)

:

incumbent upon me after its accomplishment, I shall then carry out that promised one by way of Rome to
Spain (ver. 28)." This vwl 6e is more definite than if Paul had said, " but
for he thinks that
beforehand " (which Hofmann with this view requires)
"
noio he is just on the point of travelling to Jerusalem, whereas " but beforehand

but at present a journey to Jerusalem

is

;

;

would admit a

later

term of the

Tzopevofiai.

the saints (Christians in Jerusalem),

Spanish journey in his

Acts xxiv.

and

17,

very travelling

own

see

itself as

interest.

II.

xi.

452; Kypke,

II.

p.

by the
is

vii. 7.

Hofmann imports

the connection The
is intended to
express, "under what circumstances Paul is
now setting out on a journey to Jerusalem"
instead of coming to Rome, whither he
:

17) designates the

— The intention, ascribed to the
collection- journey, before

he

a purely gratuitous assumption.

would otherwise at
1

participial sentence, ver. 23,

for

present participle (not future, as

ed and impelled.'

191.
2

The

part of the service. 3

passed into the far west (Th. Schott),
Comp. Horn.

dianovcjv rolg ay.] in service

Bornemann, ad Xen. Anab.

apostle, of protecting himself in rear

1

—

consequently not delaying the Romano-

'
1

time see himself destinThis is certainly not ex-

this

pressed.

See Markland and Matthiae, ad Eur.
Heindorf, ad Phaed. p. 249 f.;
Dissen, ad Find. p. 81.
3

Sujipl. 154;

chap, xv., 26,
Ver. 26.

More

27.
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precise information respecting the duuwvav
role dy.
"Pfo.
etc.
On ev66k., tlwy have been pleased, comp Luke
•

cuitenim Macedonians,"
xn. 32

Cor.

Gal. i. 15
21
Col. i. 19
1 Thess. ii. 8. -kocvuv. nvd
bring about a participation, in reference to
the poor, i.e. to
make a collection for them. The contributor, namely, enters
into fellowship
with the person aided, in so far as he Kotvwei ralg
Xpdalc avrov, xii. 13 koivuvia is hence the characteristic expression for
almsgiving, without,
iroifo.

;

1

k.t.1.]

i.

;

;

;

to

;

however,
having changed its proper sense communio into the active
one of communication; "honesta et aequitatis plena appellatio,"
Bengel.
Comp. 2 Cor. ix.
Heb. xiii. 16. The added nvd, of some sort or other,
13
corresponds to the
freedom from constraint, and the consequent indefiniteness,
of the amount
to be aimed at.
On the collection itself, see 1 Cor. xvi. 1 If. 2 Cor. viii.
Acts xxiv. 17.
9
rove Trrco^ovg tuv dy.] the poor among
;

—

;

salem.
290.

;

the saints at Jeru-

These were thus not all of them poor. Comp.
Kiihner, II. 1, p.
Of the community of goods there is no- longer a trace in
Paul.
Phi'

lippi incorrectly holds that the irr» ol
X r&v dyiow are the poor saints generally
Since the genitive is in any case partitive (even in
the passages in Matthiae,
§ 320, p. 791), the expression must at least have been rove (not
t&v)

h

'lepova.

Ver. 27. Information, why they did so, by way
of more precisely defining
the mere ev66K V aav previously expressed. '
« They have been pleased, namely,
to do it, and (this is the added clement)
their debtors they are."— The Gentiles
have acquired a share {Uoivuvrjaav) in the spiritual possession
of the Christians of Jerusalem (avruv), in so far as the mother
church of Christianity was
in Jerusalem, so that thus the spiritual
benefits of Christianity, which in
the first instance were destined for and communicated
to the Jews and subsequently passed over also to the Gentiles, have been
diffused from Jerusalem forth over the Gentile world (which march
of diffusion so begun continues), as indeed in Antioch itself the first
church of Gentile Christianity
was founded from Jerusalem (Acts xi. 20).
f nvevuartK] for the benefits
of Christianity (faith, justification, peace,
love, hope, etc.) proceed from the

—™

Holy

Spirit, are rd rov irvevfiarog Jtipa

comp. on Eph.

:

i.

3.

—

rocg aapKiKolc]

for the earthly possessions concern the material
and physical phenomenal nature of man, which is his bodily form of existence.
Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 11.
The conclusion is a majori, which they have received,

—

ad minus, with which
they are under obligation to requite it.
Comp. Chrysostom. By letrovpyfjoai, Paul places the almsgiving of
love under the sacred point of view of a
sacrificial service (see

of the recipients.

on

xiii. 6,

Comp.

xv. 16),

2 Cor. ix. 12

;

which
Phil.

is
ii.

performed for the benefit
30,

ii.

25.

—That further,

as Chrysostom, Calvin, Grotius,

and many, including Riickert and Olshausen, assume, Paul intended "courteously
and gently" (Luther) to suggest
to the Romans that they should likewise
bestow alms on those at Jerusalem,
is very improbable, inasmuch as
no reason is perceivable why he should not
have ventured on a direct summons, and seeing,
moreover, that he looked
upon the work of collection as concluded, ver. 25.
Without any particular
1

" Est egregia ava<f>opa simul

cum

inavopdwei," Grotius.

—
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design in view (Th. Schott thinks that he desired to settle the true relation
between the Gentile Christians and the apostle to the Gentiles), he satisfies
merely his own evident and warm interest.
n. oQpayio. /c.r.A.]
Ver. 28. Tovrol This work of service for Jerusalem.

and when I shall have sealed to them this fruit, i.e. shall have confirmed the
produce of the noivuvia, ver. 26, to them, secured it as their property.
to confirm, to ratify (see on John iii. 33)
c(j>payi£. in the figurative sense
for by delivery of the moneys they were, on the part of the apostle, confirmed to the recipients as the fruit collected for them, after the manner of
;

:

the law of possession, as with seal impressed. ' The expression chosen has a
certain solemnity ; the apostle is moved by the thought that with the close of
the work of love to which he refers he was to finish his long and great

labours in the East, and was to take in hand a new field in the far West.
In these circumstances, an unusual thoughtful expression for the concluding

But that which Fritzsche

act offers itself naturally.

of an account

and other

word, nor was

it

finds in it (rendering

formalities) neither lies in the simple figurative

doubtless intended by Paul, considering his apostolical dig"when I have
o<ppayia. in the proper sense, either thus

Others take

nity.

:

brought over the money to them, sealed"

(Erasmus,

Cornelius a Lapide,

words do not express at all, and how paltrily
or, referring avToic to the Greek
would be
" when I have made them secure with Utter
Christians (so already Theodoret)
and seal respecting the right delivery of their collection" (Glockler, and so
Estius), which, however, the

unapostolic the thought

!

:

already Michaelis), against which, apart from the unsuitableness of the
than avruv and
sense, it is decisive that avroie brooks no other reference

This also against Reithmayr,
ver. 27 (comp. rolq dyioig, ver. 25).
brings out even a depositing for the almsgivers in God's treasury !
not be
Ver. 29. Paul is convinced that his advent to the Romans will
without rich blessing from Christ he will bring with him a fulness (copia,

avrolc,

who

;

on Eph. iii. 19) of Christ's blessing. On the matter itself, comp. i. 11.
h is to be explained furnished with. See Bernhardy, p. 209, and on 1
Quite contrary to the words, Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Calvin,
Cor. iv. 21.
vos inventurum repletos omnibus donis spirand others " Scio me
with the same verb elevaouai see Kuhner,
kpx6uevoc
Estius.
itualibus,"

see

—

:

:

II. 2, p.

656,

—

.

.

.

;

and ad Xen. Mem.

iv. 2. 21.

Comp. on

1

Cor.

ii.

1

;

Phil.

ii.

2.

Vv. 30, 31. Even now (comp. Acts xx. 22, 23, xxi. 10 ff.) Paul anticipates that persecutions await him in Judaea on the part of the unbelieving
i The act of handing over itself, namely,
was the <r<\>p*yl<; of the collection for the
recipients. Before the delivery the moneys

were indeed

destined for them, but not yet

de facto assured to them as property on the
part of the apostle, the bearer. Theodore
of Mopsuestia well explains the o-4>pay«ra M
by aTTOKojouVa? *al SeSa,™?, and adds, by way
of assigning the reason el yap *ai ttj yp^v
re SeSuKOTw reAeto* fe> 6 *caP 7r<J s aXAi rrj
.

:

,

X p e ia
eS6&n.

areXi,!, outtw S^afiiuiou Zvirep

Without any ground

oZv

evi-Kev

in the text,

Hofmann

introduces bearers appointed on
whom the apostle
conducts to Jerusalem, thereby

the part of the church,

himself
designating the gift to the recipients as one
destined for them with his knowledge and will.
Hofmann's objection, that the interpretation given above rather suggests that it
should be termed an unsealing than a sealing, is a cavil running counter to the figu-

elsewhere of <r4>payi^v and
and which might just as aptly be
applied to Hofmann's own explanation.

rative usage
<r<f>payi<:,

chap, xv., 32,
inobedientium,

(aTreiOovvTcjv,

John

iii.

36

Acts xiv.

;

he

(t. dyioic),

is

2)

;

who

refuse the viranor) iriareuc
comp. xi. 30, 31
but even on the part of the Palestinian Christians
;

not sure of a good reception for his

anti- Judaic apostle (comp. x. 21

to ^-Christian

ed a

55?

33.

dtanovia,

21), had set

Acts xxi.

;

;

because he, the

on foot and conduct-

Hence the addition of the exhortation
by the continuative 6e, and how urgent
and fervent!
6ia\ belonging to wapaic.
by means of amoving reference to
Christ, as xii. 1, 2 Cor. x. 1.
The dydirrjrov irvevfi. is the love wrought by the
Holy Spirit (Gal. v. 22)
it Paul calls in specially by way of inciting his
collection.

(irapamlco) to the readers, subjoined

—

:

—

;

— cwayov.

readers to compliance.

me

/iol

h

rale irpoaevx-] t° contend along

which you make, hence
(after npoaevx.) in codd. and

in the prayers

gloss

is vutiv

who

as Reiche thinks,

explains

my

:

A

in your prayers.

vss.

with

very correct

not one disfiguring the sense,

;

So also Ewald.
Paul
sympathy of the fellowship of love, claim
the joint striving of the readers in his prayers
but virep e/wv, which would
otherwise be superfluous, points most naturally to the conclusion that the
itpoaevxai are those of the readers ; comp. 2 Cor. i. 11
Col. iv. 12.
The
virep efiov irpbc rbv Qeov is closely, and without the article, attached to rale

might

in

:

prayer.

certainly, according to the

;

;

(similarly to irpoaevx^odai

Tzpoaevxalc

Col.

al.)
in the prayers
Fervent prayer is a striving of the inner man against the hostile or dangerous powers, which it is
sought to avert or overcome, and for the aims, which it is sought to attain.
Comp. on Col. I.e.
"tva pvado) airb k.t.%.] Aim of the joint striving
in order

which you address

to

God for me

virep,

my

(for

i.

9, et

:

welfare).

—

I may

that

fulfilment
plished.

even

;

—

ri

now

Stan, fiov

See vv. 25, 26.

lem.

Vv.

:

See on Matt.

be delivered from, etc.

32, 33.

"Iva]

vi. 13.

It

did not pass into

the counsel of his Lord, Acts ix. 16, was to be accomrj

etc

'lepovc]

Comp. 2

Aim

my

Cor.

rendering of service destined for Jerusaviii. 4, ix.

and

of ver. 31,

—

so final

1.

aim

of GwayuviaaaBai k.t.1.,

Comp. Gal. iv. 5.
h xaP$] ^ n joyfulness. But as a prisoner he
came to Rome, whither the will of God (did deMju. Qeov) led him, nevertheless, otherwise than it had been his desire (comp. i. 10).
awavairavau/uai]
ver. 30.

1

—

refresh myself with you, namely,

inward experiences, of

of

— In
the

through the mutual communication of

love, of hope, etc.

Comp.

the closing wish, ver. 33, the designation of

God who

avfiTrapml^vvai,

God

as

6

Qebc rye

faith,
i.

12.

eipyvric,

was the more naturally suggested, as
which he was going to encounter
had just been before the apostle's mind. Hence we have neither to assume a
reference to the differences in xiv. 1 ff. (Grotius and others), nor to take
elpfjvr) of the peace of reconciliation, v. 1 (Philippi), or in the wide sense of
solus (Fritzsche).
Comp. rather 1 Cor. xiv. 33 2 Cor. xiii. 11 Phil. iv.
9
Rom. xvi. 20 1 Thess. v. 23.
brings about

peace,

the forebodings of the opposite of

elprjvT]

;

1

;

:

;

It

would even with the reading eAiW
notes), which Hofmann

(see the critical

follows, belong: to this word, beside which
it

stands, not to

awavan (Hofmann.)
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Notes by American Editob.
CL. Ver.

rbv Qebv nal narepa tov nvpiov

6.

rjfiuv 'I.

Xp.

That this phrase may mean

the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ cannot
Meyer urges against this interpretation the cases in which 6
occurs with no genitive following. These cases may be regarded

be questioned.
Qebc not

irarijp

as having weight, although

may, perhaps, be claimed that a genitive

it

sug-

is

mind in every such instance. Wieseler urges that in cases where
omitted (as Rom. i. 7, 1 Cor. i. 3) narrip is evidently appositional and ex-

gested to the
kuL is

God

denning genitive and Ellicott
word and Father a relative
one, it is more natural to connect the genitive with the one only which needs it.
These considerations, when taken together, favor very strongly the view which
makes tov nvpiov 'I. X. depend on narepa, and not also on Qe6v.
planatory, showing how

to the

is related

presses the fact that, inasmuch as God

CLI. Vv.

8, 9.

is

leyu yap

.

an

.

.

;

absolute

yeyevijadai k.t.X.

If yeyevTJoQai is the correct textual reading, as it

probably

the construction

is,

and dependent on elg to, which is favoured
by Meyer, seems to be the one most accordant with the language. The more
common view, however, regards rfo£., like yeyev., as dependent on If.yu. Weiss
of do^dcai as parallel with

i3ej3ut(boai

(who, however, reads yevtaOat) calls Meyer's construction
contrary, the parallelism in

guished from
Christ
iii.

13,

came

yeyev.,

form of the two verbs,

and the

dot-,

artificial.

and

(3t(3.,

On

the

as distin-

fact that Paul's representation elsewhere is that

ff.),

Jews to benefit also the Gentiles, comp. Gal.
make this the simplest and most natural con-

The

verse

in the line of the

14 (see also

xi.

12

struction of the passage.

is

introduced (yap) as a ground of the pre-

who

are meant by TjfiiiQ of ver. 7, and consequently indicates that, in the use of aTJlylovq of that verse, Paul had in mind
the division between Jews and Gentiles in the church as, approximatively at

ceding statement.

least,

It

thus explains

answering to that between the weak and strong parties.

Whether there

an intentional contrast between vnep alqQeiac and iirep
is the case.
It was on behalf of
God's truth, and in fulfilment of the promises, that Christ appeared among and
for the Jews.
Though the declarations of the O. T. foreshadowed blessings
is

elkovq is uncertain,

but not improbably this

also for the Gentiles, the relation of the spiritual plan to

certain peculiar sense

and degree, a matter more completely

them was,

in a

of mercy.

CLII. Vv. 14-33.

In this passage, as Meyer remarks, we find the conclusion or epilogue of the
epistle the Pauline letters generally having both an introductory and a concluding section, each consisting of a few verses and being of a more or less general
In this case, the conclusion is partly apologetic, and partly exprescharacter.
sive of his desire and purpose with respect to visiting Eome.
In both parts,
;

but especially in the latter, there is a correspondence with the introductory
passage, i. 8-15. In that passage he first expresses his thanks to God in view
of their Christiau position and advance in faith
here, again, his apology is
occasioned by his conviction that they have made such progress in knowledge
and goodness as to be able to dispense with his admonitions. The apology
;
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NOTES.

which he presents, however, justifies his boldness in writing, in parts of the
This commission he
epistle, by the special commission which he has from God.
sets forth with greater minuteness than we find in almost any other place, and
thus, as mentioned in a former note, we get the idea which he had of x^fH ^ as
employed in such cases. His jdptcr/za, as stated, also, in that note, was to be a
minister of Christ to the Gentiles in regions where Christ had not been named.
The second thought of the introduction- his long-cherished wish to see the
Roman Christians which he had been prevented from accomplishing thus far,
but hoped that he might now at last realize— is only presented more definitely
in these verses, both as to the past and the future.
CLIII. Ver. 17

ff.

lxo> ovv tt/v

navxv aiv

K.T.A.

main thought is concerned, serve only to define
more precisely the Apostle's mission and work, as giving him the right to adIn their grammatical connection they are founded,
dress the church as he does.
The position of
as an inference or conclusion, on the statement of ver. 16.
exco indicates (as Meyer says) a special emphasis, which is connected with the
manner in which, in the progress of the sentences, the thought is brought out.
Paul claims that he has, as something which properly appertains to him, the
glorying to which he gives expression, but it is a glorying in Christ Jesus,
and not in anything which Christ has not wrought by his means. The conyap
struction of the following sentences is peculiar and somewhat involved,
These verses, so

far as the

—

of ver.

18 confirms the declaration that his boasting is in (not outside of)

Christ Jesus.

The confirmatory words

are put in the negative form, but they

With that suggested positive, the
becomes free of difficulty. Christ has accomplished
through me results, to the end of bringing about obedience to faith among the
Gentiles, by means of my teaching and working accompanied by miracles and
the power of the Divine Spirit and this, moreover, so far that I have completed the work of preaching the gospel from Jerusalem and the region around
it to Illyricum, always making it my special aim not to preach where there had
been preachers before me, and thus not to build upon foundations laid by
suggest also the corresponding positive.

connection of dare

k.t.a.

;

another.

In regard to the individual words and phrases of this passage the following
may be noticed. (1) Kavxvotg denotes not the ground of glorying (Kavxyfia),
but the glorying itself. This the Apostle declares to belong to him rightfully.
If he had ventured beyond these things, the boasting in
(2) ov yap Tolnrjou.
Christ would not have been thus rightfully his. (3) Aoyu and epyu are so far
correlative with kv dvv. ttv. ay., h Sw. crju. k. repar., that the latter words accompany in each case the former. (4) nvuly is to be connected with Itpova. (so
Meyer and many others), and not with T/Avp. It refers to the circuit, whether
smaller or larger, around Jerusalem, where Paul's first labours in the gospel were
put forth, not to a circuit which he made in his work of preaching from
Jerusalem to Illyria. (5) TrewATjpuicEvai to evayykliov. It seems unnecessary to
adopt Meyer's explanation of these words, as if, so long as the gospel has not
reached every place, it has not attained the full measure of its dimensions, but
is only in a state of growth and increase.
It would appear to be according to
the natural usage of any language to make the gospel in such a sentence,

points

equivalent to the preaching of the gospel

;

and the

evayyeAifcaQat of ver. 20
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favours such a sense in this case.

having here its
all

strict

probability, the correct view.

aKka

ottov k.t.a. is

(6) (biAoTijuov/ievov is

and full meaning, making it a point

found in

(7)

ovk ottov.

ver. 21, not in form,

regarded by Meyer as

of honour,

and this

The corresponding

is,

in

affirmative

but substantially —the construc-

tion being changed to introduce a citation from the O. T. (comp. 1 Cor.

i.

31

and other passages).
CLIV.

Ver. 22.

did %al eveicoTTTduTjv k.t.a.

The reason of the tKoAvQnv uxpi tov devpo of i. 13 is here given, or rather the
main reason, for Meyer has probably the right explanation of ra ttoaacl, in most
most part. There were other hindrances, but the chief
and the one ordinarily standing in his way, was the labour which he had
Now, however,
to perform before reaching the limits next eastward of Italy.
this hindrance was removed, because the work was done.
The view which Paul had as to the completion of the work of preaching the
gospel from Jerusalem to the western boundary of Illyria, and the outlook
towards the regions beyond which seemed to bring the remainder of that
preaching (which was to be, in the largest sense, the rclripovv rb evayyeAiov), so
near, suggest two things respecting the state of his thought.
(1) He must, apparently, have regarded the gospel as "made known" in a large region of
country, when churches had been founded in a few of the more prominent
There were many parts of the different provinces
places within its limits.
which he had visited, as he well knew, where no sound of the Divine message
had been heard. (2) When we consider the light as compared with the darkness, at the time of his writing these words, and think how great was the
latter and how small the former, it would seem as if he must have expected
some great Divine manifestation, or the Parousia itself, at an early date,— as if
only such an expectation as this could have enabled him to write with such a
feeling, that the work had been accomplished in the east, and would so soon be
accomplished even in the farthest west..
cases, plerumque, for the

one,

CHAP. XVI.
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CHAPTER <XYI.
Ver.

Upiomv'] Elz.

3,

xviii. 2

decisive evidence.

Upioial'kav, against

:

— Ver.

1 Cor. xvi. 19 (Elz).

;

5.

After Acts

Elz. has 'A^aing, against almost

'Aatag"\

equally decisive evidence but it is defended by Amnion and de Wette on the
testimony of the Peshito, and because 1 Cor. xvi. 15 might certainly give occasion for changing 'A^. into 'Act. But the reading 'A^. might readily also have
come into the text through the mere marginal writing of the parallel passage
1 Cor. I.e., especially if it was considered that Paul wrote his letter in Achaia
;

;

hence the greatly preponderant external attestation in favor of 'Act. retains its
Ver. G. v/zdf] approved by Griesb., adopted also by Lachm. and Tisch.
validity.
But Elz., Scholz,
8, according to ABC* K* min. Syr. utr. Arr. Copt. Aeth.
Since Paul in the context sends greeting to
Tisch. 7, Fritzsche have rjp.de.

—

persons

who

of vpdg into

stood in a peculiar relation

r/fidg

was very

and thereby the alteration
more does the external evidence

to himself,

easily suggested, the

h

vulv in D E F G,
turn the scale in favour of iftug, especially as the reading
Vulg. It. Buf. Ambrosiast. attests the original eig vpdg (of which it is an interGloss, following
ykyov] D E F G rolq npo epov.
Ver. 7. ol
pretation).

—

.

.

:

.

—

Ver. 14. The order of
on a mistaken reference of the relative to uTroaroAoig.
the names 'Eppyv, Jlarp6(3au, 'Ep/ulv (so Lachm. and Tisch., also Fritzsche) is
Ver. 1G. irdaai] is
rendered certain by A B C D* F G P N, min. vss. Buf.
wanting in Elz., but is justly adopted by Griesb., following Mill, and by later
Ver.
editors on decisive evidence, and because it might easily give offence.
Omitted through the homoeo*
18. /cat evAoylag] is wanting in D E F G, min. It.
:

—

—

teleuton.

— Ver.

19. k<f vplv~\

The ordinary reading

greatest preponderance of evidence against
ovv

x<zt-pu

as

A B C L PK*,

of to before htf vplv has the

Lachm. and Tisch.

it.

min. Dam. Buf. read.

Bightly

:

:

e<j>'

vplv

the sequence of the

—

After ver. 20, dpi/v
words in the Becepta (xaipu ovv first)* is the ordinary one.
Ver. 21. acFTrafyvTai] Decisive
in Elz. is condemned by decisive- testimony.
witnesses have dvn-a&Tai. Commended by Griesb., adopted by Lachm., Tisch.,
and Fritzsche. The plural came to be introduced on account of the plurality
N, 5, 137, Copt. Aeth. Vulg.
Ver. 24 is wanting entirely in
of persons.
ms. Harl.* Buf. it is found after ver. 27 in P, 17, 80, Syr. Arm. Aeth. Erp.
Ambrosiast. Omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. 8 rejected also by Koppe and
Beiche, who think that it is an interpolated repetition of the benediction, ver.
20, which, after the transference of vv. 25-27 to the end of chap, xiv., was
added in order not to leave the epistle without a conclusion. But the witnesses
for omission are precisely those which have the doxology vv. 25-27 in the ordinary place, either merely in this place (as B C K, 137), or likewise also after chap,
and the witnesses for the transposition of the verse to the end
xiv. (as A P, 5)
are likewise not those, which have the doxology merely after chap. xiv. or not
Hence we may with safety conclude that ver. 24 was omitted or transat all.
posed for the reason that copyists stumbled partly at the fact that Paul, contrary
to his manner elsewhere, should have joined a blessing and a doxology together,

—

—

ABC

;

;

;
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and partly

On

D* E

at least at the

former

after the

(all

circumstance that he should have placed the latter

other epistles conclude with the blessing).

This

the doxology, vv. 25-27.

is

found

end of chap, xvi., in

(1) at the

BC

codd. in Kuf. codd. in Erasm. Syr. Erp. Copt.

K, 16, 66, * 80, 137, 176,

Aeth. Vulg. ms. and ed. Clar. Germ. Kuf. Ambrosiast.

Pel.

and the other

end of chap. xiv. in L and almost all min.
further, in the Greek lectionaries, the Arab, vss., in polyglots, Syr. P. Goth. (?)

Latin Fathers.
Slav. ms.

and

Theodul.
is not

(2) It is

at the

;

ed. codd. in Kuf. Chrys. Theodoret,

(3) It is

found

found

at all

in

found

A

at both places in

G

D*** 2 F

Damasc. Theophyl. Oecum.
Finally

P, 5, 17, 109, lat.

(4), it

(where, however, after chap. xiv. a gap of six

Erasm. codd. in Jerome, 3 Marcion. See the complete
examination of the evidence in Keiche, comm. crit., and Tisch. 8, also Lucht,

lines is left), codd. in

—

49 ff.
Among the critics and exegeles, (1) the ordinary position in chap. xvi.
has been maintained by the Complut. Erasm. Steph. Beza (ed. 3-5), Calvin,
Bengel, Koppe, Bohme, Kinck, Lachmann, Kollner, Scholz, Fritzsche, de Wette,
Ruckert, Reithmayr, Philippi, Tischendorf, Tholuck, Ewald, van Hengel, and
p.

The position

has been approved by Grotius, Mill,
Griesbach and Matthiae re1 and 2)
moved it to that place in their critical texts and Morus, Paulus, Eichhorn,
Klee, Schrader, Hofmann, Laurent, and others agree thereto.
(3) The verses
were rejected as spurious by Schmidt, Einl. in's 1~. 7. p. 227, Keiche, Krehl,
Lucht. Now the question is Is the doxology genuine ? and if it is, has it its
We answer I. The doxoriginal position at the close of chap. xiv. or of chap. xvi. ?
For (a) the witnesses for entire omission are, as against the
ology is genuine.
preponderance of those who have it in one of the two passages or in both,
much too weak, especially as the transposition and double insertion are very
others.

(2)

after xiv. 23

Wetstein, and Semler, following Beza (ed.

;

;

—

:

:

(b) The language and the entire character
which even opponents must admit, who ac-

capable of explanation (see below),
of it are highly Pauline,

—a

fact

its compilation out of Pauline phrases. 4
(c) The contents of
admirably suit the entire contents of the epistle, (d) The internal reasons
adduced against it by its assailants are completely untenable. It is maintained
(a) That at each place, where the
(see especially Keiche, and comp. Lucht)
doxology appears, it is unsuitable. But it appears as disturbing the connection only after xiv. 23, and it is not at all unsuitable after chap, xvi., where
it rather, after the closing wishes more than once repeated,
forms with
great appropriateness and emphasis the main conclusion which now actually
ensues. (/?) That it has not the simplicity of the Pauline doxologies, is pompous, overloaded, etc. It is certainly more bulky and laboured than others
but no other Pauline doxology stands at the end of an entire epistle where the

cordingly assume
it

:

;

A

transcript of the first Erasmian ediwhich, however, has on the margin the
observation, that is to7<; nakalon aPTiypd<}>oi<;
this doxology stands at the end of chap.
1

ad confirmationem sui dogautem, qui
trahunt legentes
ci
potest vos roborare, etc." But that already
b -fore Marcion the doxology was wanting in
codd. inveniiur,

tion,

rnatis

xiv.

codd., there

In D, namely, the doxology from the
first hand stands after chap, xvi., but the
emendator indicates it as to be deleted,
without assigning it to the end of chap. xiv.

Un-Pauline constituent elements and
modes of representation, which Lucht believes are to be found generally in the two
last chapters, have no existence in reality
the grounds of offence are disposed of by

2

Jerome on Eph. iii. 5 " Qui volunt
prophetas non intellexisse, quod dixerint
illud quoque, quod ad Rom. in plerisque
3

.

.

:

.

:

is

no certain

trace.

*

;
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chap. xlv.

—

power of thought in the writing concentrated itself in feeling no other
end of a section, the purport and importance of which can be compared
with that of the entire Epistle to the Romans. Hence it can by no means
great

at the

appear strange that such a doxology has obtained the character of overflowing
fulness from the whole recollection of what had been written,— a collective
recollection which, so far from being fitted to beget in a rich and lively dispo-

an ordinary and plain thanksgiving to God, is fitted rather to produce an outpouring of fervor and fulness of thought, under the influence of
which the interest of easy expression and of simple presentation falls into the
background, (y) That the whole conception is uncertain, many expressions
and combinations are obscure, unusual, even quite unintelligible and (rf) that
the conjunction of evayy. [tov kol t. uripvyfia T. X. is un-Pauline and unsuitable
as is in like manner QavepuOevTog, which verb is never used by Paul of the uttersition only

;

;

ances of the prophets,— groundless occasions of offence, which are made to disappear by a correct explanation. On such internal grounds lleiche builds the
hypothesis, that in the public reading the merely epistolary last two chapters were omitand the doxology spoken at the end
ted ; that the public reading thus ended at xiv. 23
;

of that reading

was

written first on the margin, afterwards also in the text, consequently

whence copyists, on recognizing its unsuitable position, removed it to the
It is thus the work of an anagnostes, who compiled it clumsily
end of the epistle.
1
from Pauline formulas, and that in imitation of the conclusion of the Epistle of Jude.
In opposition to this whole view, it is particularly to be borne in mind (1)
that the assumption that only the doctrinal part of the epistle was publicly
after xiv. 23,

:

is as much at variance with the high reverence for
with the circumstance that, according to the lectionaries, these very chapters xv. and xvi. consist wholly of sections for reading
in the reading, and the
(2) that at least xv. 1-13 would have been included

read

is

a pure fancy, and

what was

apostolic, as

;

doxology must thus have obtained its place after xv. 13 (3) that the presumed
custom of uttering a doxology when the reading of an apostolic writing was
finished, does not at all admit of proof (4) that a Pauline doxology would have
been chosen for imitation more naturally than that of Jude 24, 25, as indeed,
c. would more naturally presuppose an acquaintance with
conversely, Jude
;

;

I.

all suitable to the person of an
and indeed an imitative reader was hardly in the position and
mood to pour forth an expression of praise in so overflowing a gush, and
thereby in anacoluthic construction. But when Lucht refuses a Pauline character to the doxology, in respect not merely of form and diction, but also of
the thought which it contains, and recognizes in it a gnosticizing and conciliatory stamp, this judgment rests on misinterpretations in detail and on pre-

our passage
anagnostes

;

(5)

that to evayy. /wv was not at

;

suppositions, which lie altogether outside the range of the N. T„ along with a
recourse to the rejection of the genuineness not merely of the Pastoral epistles,
TJie position of the doxolobut also of the so-called epistles of the captivity. —II.
external witnesses for this view
gy after xvi. 24 is the original one. For (a) the
See above, and comare preponderant, not indeed in number, but in value.
(h) Its position at the end of
Qriesb., Opusc. p. 24.
was quite fitted to excite offence and to occasion a transposition,
beoause no other epistle of the apostle concludes with a doxology partly

pare Gabler, Praef. ad

chap
partly

1

xvi.

In the Comment, crit. p. 116, Reiche is of opinion that
private, qui ingenio suo indulgeret."

homine

;

it

may

have been added " a
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because here even the usual formal conclusion of an epistle (the apostolical
blessing) immediately precedes partly because vuug orripiZai seemed specially to
The latter point was
refer back to the section respecting the weak in faith.
decisive at the same time as to the place to which— the connection between
chap. xiv. and xv. as a unity being far from sufficiently appreciated— the dox;

ology was referred, namely after xiv. 23, where there is the last direct menSeveral other
tion of the weak, while xv. 1 then turns directly to the strong.

defenders of the ordinary position (see especially Koppe, Exc. II. p. 404 GabHug, Einl. II. p. 397, with whom
26 Bertholdt, Einleit. VI. § 715
Eeithmayr agrees) thought, indeed, that the omission of at least chap. xvi. in the
reading of the letter had occasioned the beautiful and weighty doxology, which
placed after chap,
it was desired should not be excluded from the reading, to be
;

ler, I.e. p.

;

;

after chap, xv., cither (Bertholdt, Hug) because chap. xv. has already
a conclusion, or because the supposed reference of arr/p'ttai to the weak in faith
pointed out that place. But the whole supposition that an integral portion of

xiv.—not

the epistle was omitted in reading is entirely incapable of being established.
Not more plausible is the theory to which Rinck has recourse (comp. already

Zeger and Bohme)
forlasse

Mar done

:

" In codd. ex recensione Marcionis perscripiis libraries, ipso
dausulam ex fine epistolae assuisse, etpostquam quod dee-

auetore,

rat a corredoribus suppletum esset, alios hanc dausulam iterasse, alios hinc, alios
" (Lucubr. cril. p. 135).
Marcion himself and his
alios utrimque ejedsse
iUinc,

disciples rejected (Origen, interpr. Ruf.), indeed, the doxology

on account

of its

but the orthodox
contents (see especially ver. 26, Sid te ypa<j>(bv 7cpo(j>T]TiK(ov)
indeed, Oricertainly did not concern themselves with Marcionitic copies
gen says expressly, that in the copies "quae non sunt a Mar done temerala,"
the doxology is found differently placed either after chap. xiv. or after
;

;

chap. xvi. Ewald, regarding vv. 3-20 as the fragment of an epistle to the
Ephesians, believes that a reader somewhere about the beginning of the
second century observed the heterogeneous character of that portion, but then
excised too much, namely chap. xv. and xvi. Such a copy, in his view, Marcion
had but now that chap. xiv. was without a proper conclusion, at least the
doxology xvi. 25-27 came to be appended thereto by other copyists. But apart
;

from the above opinion respecting vv. 3-20 in itself (see, in opposition to it,
the critical notes on chap, xv.), it would not be at all easy to see why they
should not have removed merely vv. 3-20 from the copies, and why, instead of
addithis, chap. xvi. should have been entirely excised, and even chap. xv. in
morewhich,
chapter—
this
of
importance
smaller
the
this,
explain
To
tion.
if the
over, is assumed without historical warrant— does not suffice. —Further,
genuineness of the doxology itself, as well as its customary position, is to be
it follows at the same time from what we have said (1) in respect of the duplication of the doxology after chap. xiv. and xvi. in critical authorities, that it proceeds from those who, while aware of the difference as to
the place of the words, were not able or did not venture to decide respecting

esteemed assured,

the original position, and hence, taking the certain for the uncertain, inserted
the words in both places (2) in respect of the entire omission in authorities, that
from the uncertain
it is the work of an old precarious criticism, which drew
;

position the conclusion of non-genuineness, along with which there operated
the consideration that the doxology was unsuitable after xiv. 23 as interrupting the connection, and after xvi. 24 as having its place even after the con-

cluding wish.

—

—
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chap, xvi., 1-4.

2. Recommendation (awiarnpi, comp. 2 Cor. v. 12, et at. )* ofPlwebe,
held to be the bearer of the epistle, a supposition which there is
nothing to contradict. In the twofold predicate, adefy. rjuuv (pur, i.e. my
and your Christian sister) and ovaav dida. k.t.1., there lies a twofold motive,

Vv.

who

1,

—

is

a more general and a more special one, for attending to the commendation.
The designadianovov, y nc expv to
diatcovov] feminine, as Dem. 762. 4

—

tion

>

:

by the word

diaicoviaaa,

not used in classical Greek,

is

found only sub-

See, on these ministrae, as
sequently, as frequently in the Constitute apost.
they are called in Pliny, Ep. x. 97, the female attendants on the poor, sick,

and strangers

of the church,

Gescliichtsforsch. ub. d. Hrchl.

368

III. p.

f.

Bingham,

Orig.

Oebr. III. p.

102

pp.

I.
ff.

Very groundlessly Lucht, because

;

341-366

;

Schoene,

Herzog, in his Encyll.

church

this service in the

pronounces the words
ovaav
Keyxp- not to belong to Paul, and ascribes them to the supposed
Key^pea*
Kespecting the xvP a h 1 Tim v 9 see Huther in loo.
editor.
Comp. on
See Wetstein.
eastern port of Corinth, on the Saronic Gulf.

was

of later date (but comp.
.

.

7

xii.

;

Phil.

1),

.

-

-

Acts

i.

18.

xviii.

Iva avrr/v,

k.t.a.]

Aim

—

>

of the commendation.

characterizes the irpoadex^Oat as Christian ;
of hospitality, but to take place in Christ,

it

i.e.

is

to be no

so that

it

ev Kvpiu]

common

service

is fulfilled

in the

fellowship of Christ, in virtue of which one lives and moves in Christ.
as it isbecoming for saints (Chrisatjltocrtiv ayiuv] either
Comp. Phil. ii. 29.

—

tians)

to

:

receive fellow- Christians

oportet," Grotius, Chrysostom.

(so ordinarily),

The former

or: " sicut sanctos excipi

(so also Fritzsche

and Philippi)

the correct explanation, because most naturally suggesting itself, as modal
ml yap avrij] nam et ipsa, for she also on
definition of the action of receiving.

is

—

—

2
She became (i. e.
a directrix, protectress.
ad Xen. Anab. i. 7. 4) a patrona multorum through the
Paul might, indeed, have written TrapaaraTig, corexercise of her calling.
responding to trapaoTTJTE 3 but he selects the word which is conformable to
nal avrov suov] and of myself,
her official position, and more honourable.
my own person (see on vii. 25). Historical proof of this cannot be given.
Perhaps Paul had once been ill during a sojourn with the church of Cen-

her part (not avrn haec)

.

tt poo-rang]

se praestitit Kiihner,

—

;

chreae.

Vv. 3-16. The apostle's salutations.
Vv. 3, 4. HpiGKa (2 Tim. iv. 19) is not different from TLpUnukTua comp*
Her husband 4 Aquila was a native of Pontus (Acts
on Acts xviii. 2.
xviii. 1), and Eeiche incorrectly conjectures that he was called Pontius
5
for,
Aquila, which name Luke erroneously referred to his native country
;

—

;

^ee Jacobs, ad Anthol. IX. p. 438;
Bornemann, ad Xen. Symp. iv. 63, p. 154.
2 Lucian, bis accus. 29
Dio Cass. xlh. 39
Dindorf, Soph. 0. C. 459, and Praef. ad
Sojih. p. LXL; Lobeck, Paralip. p. 271.
3 Xen.
Mem. ii. 1. 32 Soph. Trach. 891,
Oed. C. 559
comp. ev v6aot<s napaardT^,
;

;

;

;

Musonius, in Stob. fl. p. 416, 43.
4 That Paul names the wife
first, is not to
be regarded as accidental. Probably the pre-

ponderant Christian activity and estimation
were on her side. Hence here, where both
are saluted (comp. 2 Tim. iv. 19), the precedence of the wife,—a distinction for which
in 1 Cor. xvi. 19, where both salute, no occasion was given. On the precedence given
to the wife in Acts xviii. 18, see in loc.
6 Aquila also, the translator of the Bible,
was, as is well known, from Pontus (Sinope).

—
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looking to the close connection in which Aquila stood with Paul, and Paul
again with Luke, a correct acquaintance with the matter must be presumed
This married couple, expelled from Rome as Jews under
had been converted at Corinth by Paul (see on Acts xviii. 1), had
1 Cor. xvi. 19), are now again
then migrated to Ephesus (Acts xviii. 18, 26
iii Rome, but, according to 2 Tim. iv. 19, were at a later period once more

in the latter.

Claudius,

;

h

in Ephesus.

Xfuaru'Ir/oov] Distinctive character of owepyovg

;

for la-

and moves in Christ as its very element. Comp.
Ver. 4. The marks of parenthesis are to be omitted, because
vv. 9, 12.
olrcveg k.t.1.~] Note the peculiar grounds
the construction is not interrupted.
assigned (quippe qui) for this and several following greetings.
virip] not

bour for the gospel

lives

—

—

instead of, but for, in order to the saving of my

— rbv

—

iavr. rpaxnk. vneO-

have submitted their own neck, namely, under the executioner'' s axe.

r/nav]

the absence of historical information

we can

with

just as little decide

In
cer-

whether the expression is to be taken literally, that is,
to be actually executed but in some way or

tainty on the question
of a

life.

moment when they were

other were

saved, or (so the expositors) figuratively, of the incurring

still

—

an extreme danger to life as on the question where the incident referred to
took place ? whether at Ephesus, Acts xix. ? or 2 Cor. i. 8 ? or at Corinth,
Acts xviii. 6 ft".? or elsewhere ? or, generally, in the midst of labour and
tribulation shared with Paul ? Wetstein, Heumann, and Semler think of
they gave pledge ; see Lobeck, ad Phyrn. p.
bail {virtdijuav would then be
but the nearest conception which offers itself as the words
468). Possibly
of

:

;

stand

is

that of Tpaxn^oKoirelv (Plut. Mor. p. 398 D), whether

The

of as a reality or as a figure.

The

the most probable.

however,

latter,

readers knew

is,

it

be thought

as being said of both,

what was meant.

account of this sacrifice for me, the apostle of the Gentiles.

— twv
The

kdvtiv]

On

notice con-

templates the inclusion of the lioman church, which in fact was also a Genchurch.

tile

5. Kai rijv naf oik. avr. ekkI.~\ and the church which is in their house.
Considering the size of Rome, it may be readily conceived that, besides the
full assembly of the collective church, particular sectional assemblies were

Ver.

also formed,

which were wont to meet
Such a house was that

of the church.

in the houses of prominent
of Aquila

and

Priscilla,

members

who had

also

Ephesus given their dwelling for a similar object, 1 Cor. xvi. 19 Col. iv.
Philem. 2.
Such house-churches are related therefore to the collective
15
community, to which, as such, the epistles are directed, sinrply as the part,
which has in addition its own special greeting, to the whole. Others (following Origen, Chrysostom, Theophylact, etc., with Koppe, Flatt, Klee,
Glockler) hold that tlie inmates of tlie houselwld are intended.
An arbitrary
assumption of an unexampled hyperbole in the use of eiucXjprkt. That all
the following saluted persons, up to ver. 12, were members of the housechurch of Aquila and Prisca (Hofmann), is an arbitrary assumption, which is
rendered very improbable by the repeated aaivdaacde, forming in each case a

in

;

;

fresh beginning.
1

—

'

EiraiveTov

1

]

Unknown

On the accentuation of the name, as well

as that of 'Epaoros, ver. 22, see

Lipsius,

down

to ver.

The name
frequently found in the Greek

itself is

like all the following

gramm.
also

Unters. p. 30.

writers.

chap, xvi.,
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6, 7.

The traditions of the Fathers made
15, but see the note on 'Pov<f>ov, ver. 13.
most of them bishops and martyrs (see Justiniani, Comm., and Braun, Sel.
soar. i. 2. 29 ff.), and the Synopsis of Dorotheus places most of them among
the seventy disciples.
That Epaenetus had come to Rome with Aquila and
Prisca (Hofmann), is very precariously conjectured from his being mentioned
immediately after that couple.
aizapxv tt'jq 'Act. mc X.] first-fruits of Asm
(partitive genitive, see on viii. 23) in reference to Christ, i.e. that one of the
Asiatics, who had first been converted to Christ.
'Act. is the western portion of Asia Minor, as in Acts ii. 9
1 Cor. xvi. 19
2 Cor. i.8.
Ver. 6. How far Mary had toiled much for the Romans (eig v/uac), was as well
known to the readers and to the apostle himself, who awards to her on that
account the salutation of acknowledgment and commendation, as it is unknown to us. It may have happened abroad (as van Hengel and others
think) or in Rome itself through eminent loving activity, possibly in a
special emergency which was now past (hence not Komg, but the aorist).

—

1

;

Reiche refers

e«:o7r.

—
;

to activity in teaching, for which, however, since the text

annexes no definition

known, there

is

(as in 1 Tim. v. 17), and since Mary is not more specially
no reason, and generally, as respects public teaching (1 Cor.

On «c, comp. Gal. iv. 11.
taken by Chrysostom, Grotius, and others, including
Reiche, as feminine (Junia, who is then to be regarded probably as the wife
or sister of Andronicus)
but by most of the more recent expositors as a
xiv. 34, 35), little probability.

Ver.

7. 'lovviav] is

;

masculine name, Junias, equivalent to Junianus (therefore to be accented
'lowiac).
[See Note CLV. p. 581.]
No decision can be arrived at, although

the following description, ver. 7 (in opposition toFritzsche), commends the
the latter supposition.
avyyevelc] is explained by many (including Reiche,

—

de Wette, Hofmann) as member of the same race or people (according to ix.
But the explanation kinsmen is to be preferred, partly because the word
3).
itself, without other definition in the context, immediately points to this
(Mark vi. 4 Acts x. 24, et al.) partly because it is only in this sense that
;

it

;

has a significance of special commendation

; especially as in

Rome

there

were many Jewish-Christians, and hence one does not see how the epithet
was to be something characteristic in the particular case of those named, if
it signified only kindred in the sense of belonging to the same people.
We

know

too

little

of the apostle's kindred (comp. also Acts xxiii. 1G), to reject

on account of vv. 11, 21, or to venture to employ it in
throwing suspicion on the genuineness of the chapter (Baur). But Reiche's
reason that Andronicus and Junias are expressly designated as Jews,
because it would just be non-Jews who were saluted is quite futile, since
this explanation

—

—

the nationality of those previously saluted is unknown to us, and Aquila and
Prisca were likewise Jews. 2 Just as groundlessly, Hofmann thinks that in
1
With the reading anapxh tt}s 'Axai'a?, it
was necessary, in order not to fall into

variance with 1 Cor. xvi. 15, to take awapx^,
as a first-fruit, one of the first converted,—
certainly an explanatory makeshift, which
weakens greatly the significance of the
notice,

and by which

1

Cor.

I.e.

would

also

be affected. Not less forced would be 1h*
combination, by which we should regard
Epaenetus as an inmate of Stephanas'
house, who had been converted at the same
time with him (Tholuck, yet only permissively, following older interpreters),
2 Probably Mary also— the name already
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an epistle to the Gentile-Christian church the kinsmen of the apostle would
This is purely arbitrary, and yields, besides, for the designation

be Jews.

of the persons intended an element, which, in the case of the actual relatives

of the Jewish-Christian apostle,

is

obvious of

quite

itself,

of which, moreover, in presence of the Gentile-Christians,

somewhat
loith

—Where and in what manner they had oeen imprisoned

indelicate.

Paul, 1

is,

and the mention
would have been

owing

to the incompleteness of the information in the

of Acts (comp. on 2 Cor.

vi. 5),

entirely

unknown.

Clement,

book

Cor.

1

v.,

Paul had seven times borne fetters. Ewald, in connection with
his view that Ave have here a fragment of an epistle to the Ephesians, assumes that Andronicus and Jiinias, while Paul was imprisoned in Rome, lay
at the same time confined in Rhesus ; and Lucht perceives only the anachronism of a forger.
sTrian/xot h r. cnroar. ] eTrianjuoc, like insignis, a vox media
(comp. Matt, xxvii. 16), here in the good sense distinguished, i.e. most honourably known by the apostles. 2
So Beza, Grotius, and others, including Koppe,
states that

—

:

de Wette, Fritzsche, Philippi, van Hengel, Hofmann, and
used by Paul only in 1 Cor. xv. 7 in the wider
sense (comp. Acts xiv. 4, 14), nevertheless even there with such restriction
Flatt, Reiche,

rightly

;

for awocroloq is

that James

and the twelve are included

not, especially considering our entire

with

Hence we must

in the reference.

ignorance of the two persons, explain,

Origen, Chrysostom, Luther, Calvin, Estius, Wolf, and

many

others
?

including Tholuck, Kollner, Riickert, Reithmayr, Ewald, distinguished among
apostles (in other

tlie

words distinguished

That Andronicus and

apostles).

Junias were held in peculiar honour by the apostles, does not exclude their
repute with the Christians generally, but rather points, for their especial

commendation, to closer relations which they had with the
misinterprets the expression

Paul.

—

irpb kfiov]

oi aironr.

Lucht

apostles.

of the original apostles in contrast to

That they had been converted exactly

at Pentecost (Grotius,

had been the first
not became
apostles in Christ (Reithmayr, following Origen), but: became Christians,
They were
entered the fellowship of Christ, attained to the h Xpiarfi elvac.
Koppe),

is

just as little capable of proof, as that they

preachers of the gospel in

thus apxaloL

uaOr/rai

Rome

(Wolf).

(Acts xxi. 16).

maxime," Bengel. On
comp. on Phil. ii. 7.

— yeyovaaiv

:

" Venerabiles facit aetas, in Christo
see Nagelsbach,

ylveaflat hv,

hv X.]

z.

Ilias, p. 295, ed. 3

;

this— was a Jewess
indeed,
Epaenetus himself appears to have been a
Jew (against Hofmann), since he is charac-

in the service of Christ, their

terized generally as the first-fruits of Asia,
not as djrapxn t5>v €&vS>v of this country,

they, in captivity with one another, <rw*ix-

and according to

Christian

arbitrary play of interpretation occurs in

by
Comp. Acts

Hofmann those whom Christ has won from
the world and made His own, just as the

points to

first-fruits

;

history, the

of a country inhabited also

Jews were, as a
xviii. 6, xxviii. 24

rule,

Jews.

ff.

The expression itself places the relation
of their captivity under the figurative conception of captivity in war (vii. 23 2 Cor.
x. 5 Eph. iv. 8).
Comp. Lucian, Asin. 27
Photius, Bibl. p. 133, 8. As the Christians,
and peculiarly the teachers and overseers
1

;

;

;

chief, are o-vo-TpaTiwTai

(see

on

Phil.

/maAwrot (see

ii.

on

35,

commander-in-

amongst one another

Philem.

2),

so also are

Col. iv. 10, Philem. 23).

An

:

apostle himself. Aptly Chrysostom points
out the fellowship of suffering with Paul,
implied in avi>cuxiu.aA, as the most glorious
crown of these men.
2 Comp. Eur. JJec. 379
e7riVrj/u.os i.v /3poTois,
Hipjwl. 103 Polyb. x. 3. 3, xv. 34. 3 Lucian,
:

;

mere. cond. 28.

;

chap, xvi., 8-13.
Vv.

8, 9.

'
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AunXitiv] the abbreviated 'AunTiiarov, ascodd., vss.,

actually read, a

name which

Grotius) was frequent

form

(in

—

see Gruter, Irtd.

;

specific Christian character ;

comp. on

ev Kvpiu] gives to

ver. 2.

—

r.

1,

not to those

was probably a stranger who was

at this

named

etc., see

the ayan.

u.

the

avvepy. y/nuv] yptiv refers,

since Paul speaks always of himself in the singular here,

with himself, comp. ver.

and Fathers

like Donatus, Fortunatus,

to the

readers along

in vv. 3-8 (van Hengel).

He

time in Rome, and united his activity

with that of Roman Christians towards the extension and furtherance of the
gospel, whereby he was a fellow-labourer of the apostle and of the readers.

— The name ^t&xvq

Inscr. 268.

:

Ver. 10. Apelles (comp. Hor. Sat.

v. 100) is

I.

the celebrated Apollos (Acts xviii. 24

;

1

Cor.

i.

not to be confounded with
12,

iii.

Origen, Theo-

4), as

and others have done. Whether he was a
freedman remains an open question, owing to the frequency of the name,
which also occurs of freedmen.
tov doK.ip.ov ev X.] i.e. the tried Christian.
dore of Mopsuestia,

Grotius,

—

Christ, the personal object of his believing fidelity, is conceived as the ele-

ment wherein he
similar passages.

is

—

Comp.

approved.

<f>p6vi/iog

X., 1 Cor. iv. 10,

ev

rove sk tuv kpiorodovlov] those of the people
'

'

and

(perhaps

:

That Paul means the Christians
of Aristobulus, comp. 1 Cor. i. 11.
among them, is self-evident in the similar salutation, ver. 11, he adds it

slaves)

;

redundantly.
Grotius)

was therefore no Christian unless he (so
which case he might have been a Chris-

Aristooulus himself

had been already dead,

;

in

tian.

Vv.

11, 12.

Narcissus

and Neander, held to be
Tacit. Ann. xi. 29 ff.,
although Narcissus, according to Tacitus, Ann. xiii.

is

by

Grotius, Michaelis,

the powerful freedman of Claudius (Suet. Claud. 28
It is possible,

xii. 57).

was already dead

1,

(see Wieseler, Chronol. p. 371

cannot be arrived at

;

A decision, however,

ff.).

but, considering the frequency of the name, the sus-

picion of anachronism (Lucht)

groundless.

is

— The

perhaps deaconesses, are otherwise unknown.
guished above the

;

three

women,

Note how Persis

two previously named women

;

as

also

how

ver. 12,
is distin-

delicately

Paul has not added juov, after rijv ayairrjTrjv, as with the men's names, vv. 8,
Observe, also,
9, although he means his sentiment of love towards Persis.
The particular cirthe distinction between noTuuoag (present) and hoiriaaev.
cumstances of the case are unknown to us.
Comp.
Ver. 13. Rufus may be the son of Simon of Cyrene, Markxv. 21.
The fact that in Mark, who probably wrote in Rome, the man is asin he.
sumed to be well known, would agree with the eulogy here rbv enAeicTbv hv
Kvpiu, the elect one in the fellowship) of the Lord, i.e. who is distinguished as a
Christian.
For if these words denoted merely the Christian, " who in fel:

1

lowship with the Lord
1

On

is

chosen to blessedness" (Reiche), they would not

«A€kto's, exquisiius, in the sense of

(comp. 1 Tim. v. 21 1 Pet. ii. 4 2
John i. 13 Wisd. iii. 14 Bar. iii. 30), because it is just the selected that is wont to
be the eminently qualified, see Schleusner,
Thes. II. p. 289. But nofmann explains as
if It ran tov IkK^ktov /aov
who is to me a choice
excellens

;

;

;

:

;

Christian brother; he calls the ordinary interpretation unapostolic (wherefore ?), and
groundlessly appeals to iV lyanriTJv, ver.
In the case of the latter the loving sub12.
ject is, according to a very common usage,
self-evident,

,
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—

as

nevertheless, the case with
element of commendation.

is,

ful hint of the peculiar love

unknown

the remaining predicates

all

—

special

— express a
and

kuov] pregnant, delicate,

/cat

and care which Paul {where and how,

is

grate-

entirely

Comp. ver. 2 1 Cor. xvi. 18 Phi) had enjoyed at her hands.
and see on 1 Cor. i. 2.
Vv. 14, 15. Hernias was not, as already Origen declared him to be, the
composer of the book 6 koi/j.tjv* which, according to the Canon Muratorianus,
is said to have been composed by a brother of the Roman bishop Pius I.
and in any case belongs to no earlier period than the second century.
k. t.
a'w airy ao"eA<p. ] It is possible, but on account of the more general designation deviating from ver. 5, not probable, that those named here as well as in
ver. 15 were members, well known to the apostle, of two eKKArjciai in Rome
(so Hofmann), according to which view by the brethren with them would be
meant the remaining persons taking part in these assemblies, for the most part
doubtless unknown to him.
It is possible also that some other Christian associations unknown to us (Fritzsche and Philippi think of associations of
trade and commerce) are intended.
We have no knowledge on this point.
Reiche thinks of two mission-societies
But iravTeg, ver. 15, points to a considerable number, and there is no trace in the Book of Acts of so formal and
numerous mission-societies they were doubtless still foreign to that period.
Probably also Paul would have given some thoughtful indication or other of
this important characteristic point.
The whole of the names in vv. 14, 15
are found in Gruter and elsewhere.
Julia ajipears to have been the wife of
Philologus
the analogy of the following ~Nr/pea k. rrjv adeAcpi/v avrov makes it
less probable that the name denotes a man (Julias, comp. on ver. 7).
Ver. 16. The series of greetings which Paul has to offer from himself is
concluded. But he now desires that his readers should also exchange greetings among one another, reciprocally, and that with the loving sign of the
lem. 11

1

;

;

;

—

.

;

—
—

;

holy

hiss.

The

who

subject of this greeting

is

thus every inember of the church

on 1 Cor. xvi. 20), not Paul, so that meo
nomine should be supplied (Bengel, Koppe). This is forbidden by alAt/Aovg.
Comp. 1 Cor. I.e. ; 2 Cor. xiii. 12 Justin, Ap. i. 65. The case is otherwise
with 1 Thess. v. 26 (see Liinemann in loc). The ancient custom, especially in
the East, and particularly among the Jews, of uniting a greeting with a kiss,
gave birth to the Christian practice of the aytov QiA^a (1 Pet. v. 14), 3 termed
ayiov, because it was no profane thing, but had Christian consecration, expressing the holy Christian-f ellowship of love. 4
-rrdcrai] From many churches
himself,

kisses another (see

;

—

1

Hofmann

entertains the

conjecture,

no way capable of proof, that
lived with his mother in Jerusalem
when Paul himself sojourned there and
that then Paul dwelt in the house of the
mother, and enjoyed her motherly care.—
which
Eufus

is

in

;

If,

again, the demonstration of love in-

tended
life,

falls in

a

later

period of the apostle's
our passage is the

his expression in

more

courteous; hence it by no means requires the above precarious combination.
2

The

critical discussions as to this

work,

quite recently conducted by Zabn, and
Lipsius in particular, have no bearing here.
8

4

fak-qua aydnris

5

5.
:

:

to *v Kvpi<?

;

Const, ap.

<£i'A.Tj/u,a,

ii.

57.

12, viii.

Tertullian, de orat.

oscid'um pads.

That Paul actually desires that the reby a kiss on the part of
all should take place after the reading of
the epistle, ought not to have been disput*

ciprocal greeting

ed (Calvin, Philippi). A ceremony indeed
he does not desire but he summons not
merely to love, but to the kiss of love.
;

:;

chap, xvi.,

17.
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greetings had been doubtless entrusted to the apostle for the Romans, since
he had certainly not previously withheld from them his project of travelling

Rome

to

(perhaps

also,

of writing thither beforehand).

Concerning the

what Erasmus says holds good: " Quoniam cognovit omnium erga
Romanos studium, omnium nomine salutat." The universal shape of the utterance by no means justifies us in pronouncing this greeting not to be the
apostle's, and deriving it from 1 Cor. xvi. 19, 20 (Lucht)
it rather corresponds entirely to that cordial and buoyant consciousness of fellowship, in
which he did not feel himself prompted narrowly to examine his summary

rest,

;

expression.

Others arbitrarily limit naoai to the Greek churches (Grotius),
or simply to the churches uiGorinth and its ports (Michaelis, Olshausen, and
others), or at least to those in which Paul had been (Bengel).

Vv. 17-20.
ous teachers

A

learning,

who were

added by way of supplement, against

the errone-

then at work.

This very supplementary position
brevity, hardly entering at all into the

given to the warning, as well as its
subject itself (comp. on the other hand, the detailed treatment in chap. xiv.
xv. of a less important contrast), evinces that Paul is not here speaking, as
Wieseler, following older interpreters, holds, against such as already were

making

He would have treated so dangerous an
connection of the epistle and at length, not in such a
manner as to show that it only occurred to him at the close to add a warning word. Hence this is to be regarded as directed against an evil possibly
setting in.
Doubtless he was apprehensive from the manifold experience
acquired by him, that, as elsewhere (comp. Gal. iii. 6, 11 ff.
Col. ii. 8 if.
actually

divisions in Borne.

evil in the doctrinal

;

Phil.

law

the

2

iii.
1

ff.,

18,

might

19

arise

;

2 Cor. xi. 13

ff.),

and cause divisions

so also in

Rome, Jewish

zealots

for

in their controversy with Pauline

This occasioned his warning, from which his readers knew to
it referred,
a warning, therefore, against danger, such
as he gave subsequently to the Philippians also (Phil, iii.), to whom the
evil must have been all the nearer.
Paul might, however, the more readily
Christianity.

—

what kind of persons

consider
since in

the

enough

to bring in this warning only supplementarily and briefly,
the Gentile-Christian element was the preponderant one, and
of the church in general was so strongly in favour of the Pauline

it

Rome

mind

gospel (vv. 19, 20, vi. 17), that a permanent Judaistic influence was at present not yet to be apprehended.
How, notwithstanding, an anti-Pauline
doctrinal agitation took place later in Rome, see Phil. i. 15 ff.
Moreover,
the precautionary destination of our passage, and that in presence of the
greatness of the danger,

expression as well as

is sufficient

its isolated

not appear any necessity for setting
1

The

suggest

brief indications, vv.

philosophical

(Hanunond, Clericus), but
Judaizers, against

17, 18,

Gentile

whom

(see

-

do not

Christians

on

to

make us understand
At
down as an original

position at the close.

ver. 18)

Paul offers his
warning. Hofmann prefers to abide by
the generality of the warning, whether the
troubles might be Of Gentile origin Or might
arise from doctrines of Jewish legalism.

it

But

its

contents and

least there

does

constituent por-

view does not satisfy the concrete
See the correct interpretation already in Chrysostom and
Theodore of Mopsuestia. The latter says
Ae'yei Se neplriov airb 'lov8aiu>v,ot oavthis

traits in vv. 17, 18, 20.

taxo

o-

e

v«piiAvr*t

oi'Ta? tt}? yo/AiKT/s

eVei^™.

tov? anb

exeadai

Hhmv

TrapaTTjprja-eio?

wurTevneideiv
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tion of an epistle addressed to a church

founded by Paul himself, namely,

to the church of the Ephesians (Ewald, Lucht).

Ver.

17.

com]).
Phil.

29.

iii.

—

iii.

2

rag di X oar.]

The

'

have in view, in order, namely, to guard

to

Phil.

—

17.

iii.

Mace.

laoTrelv]

/3At7T6T£,

article

but

;

speculaH,

gkottciv

Note CLVI.

[See

is

p. 582.]

against

stronger, comj).

comp. Gal.

20

v.

denotes those anti-Pauline divisions and

;

also
;

1

offences,

temptations to departure from the true Christian faith and
to the readers,
which at that time arose in so many quarters
in Pauline churches, and might readily threaten the Romans also.
h nnllcmvfiala,

i.e.

—

known

well

life,

away from

1

vare air avrtiv] turn

—

shun them, go out of their way. Comp.
1 Pet. iii. 11
Ps. cxix. 102
Ecclus. xxii. 11
Thucyd. v. 73. 3 more
usually with the accusative.
Grotius rashly concludes
non f uisse tunc
;

them,

;

;

;

'

'

:

conventus communes aut presbyterium Romae alioquin voluisset tales excommunicari. " Paul rather counsels a rule of conduct for each individual
member of the church, leaving the measures to be adopted on the part of
;

the church, in case of necessity, to the church-government there (which was
one regularly organized, in opposition to Bengel, see xii. G If .). The disturbers, besides,

against

whom they are warned,

of the church, but as intruders
4.

viewed not as members
Comp. Acts xv. 1 Gal. ii.

are in fact

from without.

— The reference to the doctrine received

;

certainly implies a church having

Pauline instruction, but not exactly one founded by Paul himself (Ewald),
like that at Ephcsus.
Comp. vi. 17 Col. i. 23.
;

—

Ver. 18. Reason assigned for the injunction of ver. 17.
ol roiovrot] "hi
tales; notatur substantia cum sua qualitate," Bengel.
oh dovl.] Note the
position of the negation
the thought is
to the Lord they refuse service, out

—

:

;

their

own

helly they

tov aravpov

exOpol

Thereby they belonged to the category of the
Xp., Phil. iii. 18.
On ry kolHol dovlevetv, ry

serve.

—

r.

yaorpl chvXevEiv abdomini servire (Seneca, de lenef.
selfishness,

19

vii. 2G),

as a designation of

bent only on good cheer in eating and drinking, comp. on Phil,

Jacobs, ad Antlwl. IX.

For this object the sectaries sought
p. 41G.
use of the influence and following which they obtained.
Comp.
Lucian, de morte Peregr. 11 IT.
Behind their teaching, although this was
iii.

to

;

make

not

itself of an Epicurean nature (Ilofmann), there lurked, hypocritically
concealed, the tendency to epicurean practice.
dta t?/c xpr/aroTi. *c. ehloy. ] by

—

means of

the

kind (having a good-natured sound) and fair-set language, which

they hold. 2 The two words characterize contents (xpvWX.) ato$.form (ehl.)
hence it is preferable to take evAoy, in the above signification than in the ordinary one of praise, extolling (Philippi).
Comp. Luther stately language.
tuv ciKciKuv'] of the guileless (Heb. vii. 2G), who themselves have nothing
evil in their mind, and are prepared for nothing evil. 3
The assertion that
Paul aj^pears too severe in the accusation of his opponents (Riickert) cannot

;

:

—

—

be made good.
1

Dem.

Hal.
8

423. 4

;

He

writes from long

Plat. Legg.

i.

p. 630

A

;

Dion.

On xpwto\. comp.

Jul. Capitol, fit. Per-

Eustath.

and the

;

cal Ad-yoi xPW^oi,

evAoyia,

language finely expressed (here

fine phrases), Plat. Rep. p. 400

viii. 72.

tin. 13

and ample experience.

p. 1437, 53,
Ae-yeii*

classi-

xP T7 <rT * k.t.X.

\

on

Lexiph.
3

D

;

:

Lucian,

Aesop. 229.
1
See Wetstein in loc. ; Ruhnken, ad Tim.

p. 56

;

;

Schaefer, ad Greg. Car. p. 342.

chap, xyt.,
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19, 20.

Ver. 19. Not a second ground assigned for, or justification of, the
warning of ver. 17 (Tholuck, de Wttte, Philippi comp. also Reithmayr
and Hofmann) for this use of a second really co-ordinated yap is nowhere
See, on the contrary, on viii. 6.
to be assumed in the N. T.
Nor is it to
"nam vos innocentibus qui facile decipiuntur
be taken, with Fritzsche
hominibus annumerandos esse, ex eo intelligitur, quod vos Christo obedientes
;

;

:

nemo

esse

ignorat

;"

for the latter is exactly the opposite of ready liability

Nor with Riickert for the general diffusion of the news
that you are such good Christians will soon bring those men to Rome, that
which is not expressed. Nor yet again with
they may sow their tares
to seduction.

:

;

for you are indeed good Chrisbut I desire, etc. against which the expression,
In order to
especially the want of uh and the presence of ovv, is decisive.
a correct understanding, one should note the emphatically prefixed v/xtiv,
which stands in correlation and that antithetic with ruv anaKuv. Hence
not without reason do I
(as also Philippi admits, comp. van Hengel)
say
the hearts of the guileless ; for you they will not lead astray, because
you do not belong to such as the mere anaicoi, but distinguish yourselves so
much by obedience (towards the gospel), that this has become universally
known respecting you therefore (here, too, ef vfiiv stands first emphatically
see the critical notes) I rejoice, yet desire that you may be wise and pure,"
a delicate combination of warning with the expression of firm confidence.
Strangely, Lucht, comparing Acts xx. 29, assigns ver. 19 to an epistle to
the Ephesians.
elg ra ayad. ] in reference to the good, which you have to do.
By this general expression Paul means specially fidelity towards the pure
gospel.
anepaiovQ etc to mnov] pure in reference to evil, so that you keep
yourselves unmixed with it, free from it.
Comp. Phil. ii. 15, Matt. x. 16
and see respecting atcepalog generally, Ruhnken, ad Tim. p. 18.
Ver. 20. Encouraging promise
hence avvrpi^ei is not with Flatt to- be
taken as optative, contrary to linguistic usage, nor is the erroneous gloss
of the reading ovvrplipai (A, 67**, Theodoret, Oec, Jer., Ambros., Rup.) to
be approved. Paul regards the sectaries, because they are servants not of
Christ, but of their belly (ver. 18), as organs of Satan (comp. 2 Cor. xi. 15) ;
hence his figurative expression of the thought, founded on Gen. iii. 15
" The God of peace will grant you (when the authors of division appear
amongst you) shortly the complete victory over them.'
As Qebg Tijg upijvrig

Calvin and others, Reiche, and Kollner

tians,

whereat

I rejoice

:

—

;

—

—

'

:

'

:

;

;

1

—

—

—

;

;

—

:

1

(pacificus)

God appears
xv. 33.

God's power ; hence 6 Qebg k.t.X.

in loc),

—

—The bruising of Satan and treading him under takes
Comp.
Mace.
22 (and
— x^P
The grace of our Lord,

Comp. on
place in

Grimm

''

in contrast to those noiovvreg rag dixooraaiag (ver. 17).

iv.

feet

10, et al.

r/

iC

1

iii.

k.t.1.]

etc.

;

therewith, as with the usual concluding blessing of his epistles, Paul would

1
In the reading of the Recepta defended
by Hofmann, \aipo) ovv to i<f>' vfx.lv, x^P^f
would not have to be supplied after to (as

Schaefer, ad Bos. Ell. p. 277 Kuhner,
be a more precise definition to
x ai Pw I rejoice, as to tvhat concerns you.

Hofmann very oddly

In this case,

but to e^'
ifitv sc. 6v would, according to a well-known
vsage (see Bernhardy, p. 329 Kriiger, § C3.
thinks)

;

;

41. 9

;

;

II. 1, p. 434),
:

e<f>' vft.lv would be by no means
dependent on the notion x a 'P a, but th«
latter would stand absolutely.
i

—
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But he has as yet delivered no special greetings from those around
whether it be that they are now for the first time entrusted
to him, or that he now for the first time observes that he has not yet mentioned
them in what precedes (as after ver. 16). This induces him now further to
add vv. 21-23 after the conclusion already written down in ver. 20 then
to repeat the above blessing in ver. 24
and finally, after recalling anew all
which he had delivered to the Romans, in a full outburst of deeply moved
close.

him

at Corinth,

;

;

piety to

make

Ver. 21.

the doxology, vv. 25-27, the final close of the entire letter.
It

Tifidd.]

head of the

may

surprise us that he

is

not brought forward at the

epistle as its joint writer (as in 2 Cor.

1

i.

Phil.

;

i.

1

;

Col.

i.

was at that time with Paul. But it
is possible that he was absent just when Paul began to compose the epistle, and
hence the apostle availed himself in the writing of it of the hand of a more
subordinate person, who had no place in the superscription (ver. 22)
it is
possible also that the matter took this shape for the inward reason, that
Paul deemed it suitable to appear with his epistle before the Roman church,
to which he was still so strange, in all his unique and undivided apostolic
Aovkioc] Not identical with Luke, as Origen, Semler, and others
authority.
held
but whether with Lucius of Cyrene, Acts xiii. 1, is uncertain. Just
as little can it (even after LucmVs attempt) be ascertained, whether 'Idaav is
the same who is mentioned in Acts xvii. 5.
lucriTrarpog may be one with
yet both names, 2uoLir. and 2o»7r., are frequently
2a)7rai-pof, Acts xx. 4
found in the Greek writers.
ovyyevelc] as vv. 7, 11.
Why it should be
reckoned " more than improbable' (Hofmann) that Paul had at that time
three kinsmen in Rome (vv. 7, 11), and three in his neighbourhood at the
1

1

;

Thess.

i.

1

;

2 Thess.

i.

1),

since he

;

—

1

;

;

1

time of writing,
Ver. 22.

it is

Tertius,

'
1

not at all easy to see.
probably an Italian with

whom

the readers were ac-

quainted, was at that time with Paul in Corinth, and wrote the letter, which

the apostle dictated to him.
tolic

draught (Beza, Grotius)

The view that he made a fair copy of the aposis the more groundless, since Paul was wont to

dictate his epistles (1 Cor. xvi. 21

In

17).

that,

his

;

Gal. vi. 11

own name Tertius writes

when he

;

his greeting

Col. iv. 16
;

for it

;

2 Thess.

iii.

was very natural

called the apostle's attention to his personal wish to send a

own greeting (which Grotius and Laurent, without sufficient
ground, relegate to the margin) would not be dictated by the apostle, but
greeting, his

In ver. 23, Paul again proceeds with his dicta-

left to

himself to express.

tion.

Quite groundlessly, Olshausen (following Eichhorn) thinks that Paul

wrote the doxology immediately after ver. 20, and did so on a small separate piece of parchment, the other blank side of which the scribe Tertius
used, in order to write on
testably 6 avvepydg
referred to aar.

;

living fellowship

fiov,

it

in his

with Christ.

Comp.

1
Considered probable also by Tiele in the
Stud. u. Krit. 1858, p. 753 ff.—In the Con-

ap. vii. 46. 2,

vv. 21-24.

Paul himself

!

—

But how inconev Kvpiui]

To be

the Christian salutation, offered in the consciousness of

Ver. ^3. Tdiog] Perhaps the same

stitt.

own name

ver. 21, points to

Lucius

is

mentioned as

1 Cor. xvi. 19.

who

is

mentioned in

1

Cor.

i.

14

;

it

the name of the bishop of CencJireae appointed by Paul.

chap, xvi.,
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24.

same time be assumed, that the person mentioned in Acts xx. 4
he who appears in Acts xix. 29) is not a different one, against which
the circumstance that he was of Derbe is no proof. But considering the great

may

at the

(not also

Martyr.
Constitt. ap. vii. 46. 1
frequency of the name (see also 3 John 1
" Fertur traditione majorum,
no decision can be given. Origen
;

;

Polyc. 22),

:

fuit episcopus Thessalonicensis ecclesiae.'"

quod hie Cajus

—

Zivog,

guest-

Greek writers not merely the person entertained, but also, as
friend,
Paul lodged with Caius, as during his first sojourn in
here, the entertainer.
nal ryg haul. b2..]
Corinth with Aquila, and then with Justus (Acts xviii. 1-7).
Whether this be a reference to the circumstance that Caius gave his house for
the meetings of the church (Grotius), or to the fact that, while the apostle
lodged with him, there were at the same time very numerous visits of persons
belonging to the church of Corinth, whom Caius hospitably received, a view
which corresponds better to the thoughtfully chosen designation in any case
%hoc does not stand to rf/g skkI. bl. in the same strict relation as to jiov.
Comp. ver. 13, rrjv juyrepa avrov nal e/zov. If the lodging of those coming from
abroad (Hofmann, following Erasmus and others) were meant, rrjQ ekkK. olrjc
would have been understood of the collective Christian body, and the
Comp.
hyperbolical expression would appear more jesting than thoughtful.
is

in the

'

—

—

rather on

j}

katX^oia

bli],

1

Cor. xiv. 23, also v. 11, xv. 22.

Nor

—

is

the ex-

namely, as Paul converted
many of its members during their exile (Marcker), because it would be too
"'Epaarog] Different from the one mentioned in Acts xix. 22
disproportionate.
pression suitable to the

Roman

church, in so

far,

—

and 2 Tim.

20

iv.

;

for the person sending greeting here

was

not, like

Timo-

thy, a travelling assistant of the apostle, but administrator of the city-chest,

unless we
city-chamberlain in Corinth {arcarius cwitatis, see Wetstein)
should assume for which, however, no necessity presents itself that he
;

—

—

had given up his civic position and is here designated according to his former office (Pelagius, Estius, Calovius, Klce, and others, comp. also Reiche).
The
For another, but forced explanation, see Otto, Pastoralbr. p. 55.
name Erastus was very frequent. The less are we, with Lucht, to discover
an error in Acts xix. 22 and 1 Tim iv. 20. Grotius, moreover, has rightly
" Vides jam ab initio, quamquam paucos, aliquos tamen fuisse
observed
Respecting
Comp. 1 Cor. i. 26 ff.
Christianos in dignitate positos."
Quartus absolutely nothing is known. Were adetydc a brother according to
the flesh, namely of Erastus, Paul would have added avrov (comp. ver. 15)
hence it is to be understood in the sense of Christian brotherhood, and to be
assumed that the relations of this Quartus suggested to the apostle no more
:

—

;

precise predicate,

Ver.

Wolf

24.

and were well known to the

In 2 Thess.

iii.

readers.

16, 18, the closing blessing is also repeated.

aptly observes: "Ita hodienum, ubi epistola vale dicto

est, et alia

paucis

commemoranda menti

se

adhuc

consummate

offerunt, scriberc solemus

:

vale iterum."

Vv. 25-27. [See Note CLVII. p. 582.] As a final complete conclusion,
we have now this praising of God, rich in contents, deep in feeling (perhaps
1

See Sturz, Lex. Xen.

III. p. 218

;

Duncan,

ed. Host. p. 799,
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added by the apostle's own hand), in which the leading ideas
contained in
the whole epistle, as they had already found in
the introduction, i. 1-5
their preluding keynote,

and again in xi. 33 ff. their preliminary doxological
further receive, in the fullest unison of inspired
piety, their
concentrated outburst for the ultimate true consecration
of the whole'
No
one but Hofmann, who assigns to these three verses
their place after xiv. 23
(see the critical notes), could deny that they
form a doxology at all. According to him, tu 6e Swa/uivc) is to be connected with
b^elXopev, xv. 1, and to be
governed by this verb (thus
to Mm, who is able
we are Mors,
expression,

now

:

This

is,

however, nothing

.

.

etc.).

.

than a monstrosity of exegetical violence^
and that, first, because the verses carry on their front the
most immediate
and characteristic stamp of a doxology (comp. especially
Jude 24, 25), in
which even the a^v is not wanting (comp. ix. 5, xi.
secondly, 'because
36)
the fulness and the powerful pathos of the passage would
be quite disproporless

;

tionate as a preparatory basis for the injunction that
follows in xv.

would be without corresponding motive
stands, but in the supposed

1,

and

thirdly, because in ver. 25'
fyiof
continuation, xv. 1,
£ i Cy which is an evidence
;

^

against their mutual connection
and lastly, because the Si, xv. 1, stands
inexorably in the way.
This #, namely, could not be the antithetic 6k of the
apodosis and niter participles, especially after absolute
participles (Klotz, ad
Devar. p. 372 ff.
Kiihner, II. 2, p. 818
Baeumlein, Partik. pp. 92 f., 94),
but only the resumptive (Kiihner, II. 2, p. 815
Baeumlein, p.
and
;

;

;

;'

97)

;

then Paul must have written not b^ilopzv 6i, but either
avry to IxpelLfiev,
which ah-G> would reassume the previously described subject,
or he must
have put his 6k in ver. 27 along with pbvu aocj>u> ee
Vt and therefore somewhat thus juovg) 6e aocpCi Qeti
b^el'X.ofiev.
:

.

Ver. 25. 2r>//nfa<] to
1

Thess.

iii.

2

2 Thess.

;

.

.

make firm and
ii.

17, et al.

stedfast.

The

Luke

xxii.

description of

32

Rom.

;

God by

t£>

i.

11

•

twafihl

vfiac GTt](iitai corresponds to the entire scope of the epistle.
Comp. i, 11
(in opposition to Lucht).
hpag] vpcov rac napdiac, 1 Thess. iii. 13.
Kara rb

—

—

ebayy. fiov] is closely

that

pel), -so

connected with arrip. {to strengthen in respect of my gosare not to supply in fids (Koppe, de Wette, van Hengel)
or

we

the like (Reiche

from

different

namely

:

"in the

arrip.

hv

religious

and moral

life,")

ru evayy. pov (comp. 2 Thess.

;

but the sense
ii.

17

;

2 Pet.

is
i.

not
12)

upon you that you may remain stedfastly faithful to
and not become addicted to doctrines and principles deviating
from it. More far-fetched is the explanation of others (taking
Kara in the
sense of the rule)
" so to strengthen you, that you may now live and act accord-

my

:

so to operate

gospel,

;

ing to

my

gospel" Kollner

(comp. Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact,
Wolf, Koppe, Tholuck)
or (Kara of the regulative modal character)
after
the fashion pf my gospel (Hofmann).—The expression
rb evayyel.
the
;

:

fiov,

gospel preached by me, cannot, seeing that in

Rome Pauline Christianity was
in the ascendant, be accounted, on an impartial consideration
of the apostolic consciousness, and in comparison with ii.
10 (see also 2 Thess. ii. 14 ; 2
Tim. ii. 8 ; Gal. ii. 2), as in itself surprising, least of all when we
attend to
the added
K al rb KTjpvyfia 'Ir/oov XpicTov.
This, namely, far from aiming at
a conciliatory comparison with the preaching of the oilier apostles
(Lucht), is
:

chap, xvi.,
a more precise definition of to evayy.
of the apostle.

vividly felt that

proceeding from the humble piety

fiov,

As he wrote or uttered the
his gospel was withal nothing
him

Christ Himself caused to go forth {through
this addition,

he

satisfies his

KareipydaaTo Xpiarog

Eph.

17

ii.

;

6c'

2 Cor.

e/iov

own

Adyu.

principle
k.

57?

25.

latter expression,

than

else

as His o?'gan)
:

which

and by making

;

ov yap toIhtjgu lalelv ti

tov

ov

Comp. on the thought,

ipyu, xv. 18.

This humility, amidst

xiii. 3.

he at once

the preaching

the boldness in other

all

respects of his ajjostolic consciousness, suggested itself the

more

to his heart,

because in connection with a praise of God. With this view of the genitive
agree substantially Ruckert, de Wette, Fritzsche, Baumgarten-Crusius,
Ewald.
The more usual explanation
the preaching concerning Christ
(Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, and many others, including Kollner, Tholuck (?),
:

Reithmayr, Philippi), yields after to evayy. fiov somewhat of tautology, and
the thoughtful correlation between fiov and 'Incov Xpiarov. The

forfeits

personal oral preaching of Christ Himself during His earthly

life

(Grotius,

Koppe, Bohme, Hofmann), to which Paul never expressly refers
in his epistles (not even in Gal. v. 1) is not to be thought of.
Kara cnronaXvipiv five-Trip, k.t.'a. ] co-ordinated to the preceding Kara
Xpiarov, and likewise dependent on arnpi^ai.
In the exalted feeling of the sublime dignity of
the gospel, in so far as he has just designated it as the Kr/pvyua of Jesus Christ,
Wolf,

—

.

.

.

the apostle cannot leave the description of its character without also designating it further according to its grand and sacred contents (not according to

Hofmann explains, which lies neither in the text nor in the
connection), and that with a theocratic glance back upon the primitive counsel
of salvation of God as revelation of a secret kept in silence in eternal times (comp.

its novelty, as

:

Col.

26

Eph.

1 Cor. ii. 7).
9, i. 4
Note the Upartite character of
the designation by the twofold Kara, according to which Paul sets forth the
i.

;

iii.

;

gospel, (1) ratione subjecti, as his gospel

and

nrjpvyfia

of Christ, and

—

(2) ratione

the revelation of tfte primitive sacred mystery.
The second Kara is
to be taken quite like the first (comp. Col. ii. 8) but Paul designates the

objecti, as

;

divine decree of the redemption of the world l as /ivarypiov (comp. generally on
xi. 25), in so far as it, formed indeed by God from eternity (hidden in God,

Eph.

iii.

iii.

and in the fulness of time accomplished by Christ, was first
through the gospel, i.e. laid open to human contemplation (Eph.

9),
2

disclosed'

4, 8, 9, vi.

The

article

article,

19)

;

was not

hence the

gospel is the actual anonaAvipic of this secret.

requisite with airon., since the following genitive has

and, besides, a preposition precedes (Winer, p. 118

f.

no

[E. T. p. 125]

;

comp. 1 Pet. i. 7). But fivarnplov, if it was to be in itself the definite secret,
must have had the article (Eph. iii. 3, 9 Col. i. 26) hence we must explain
11
of a secret," so that it is only the subsequent concrete description which
;

1

The bestowal of

blessing on the Gentiles
iii. 6) is an essential feature of the
contents of the ^var^piov; but to r<?fer the
latter in our passage to this alone (Beza,
Bengel, Philippi, Tholuck, and others), is
not justified by the context.
2 This
disclosure made to men through the

(Eph.

;

preaching of the gospel (i. 17 Gal. iii. 23) is
meant according to the context, and not
" mihi data p&tefactio" (van Hengel), which
Paul elsewhere, when he means it, actually
;

Comp.

expresses.

Cor.

ii.

10

;

Eph.

Gal.

iii.

5

;

i.

Gal.

16
i.

;

Eph.
12.

iii.

3

;

1
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expresses wliat secret

was kept

meant

is

u in respect

:

silent in eternal times, out

now

to the revelation

lias been

brought

of a

secret,

to light, " etc.

the varying explanations, the only one linguistically correct

is

that of Fritzsche

(comp. Kollner, Riickert, Tholuck, and Philippi),

who makes Kara

dependent not merely on

6e

and takes Kara

but on ro

ornpl^ai,

which

Among

anon, fivar.

dwa/i. vfiag arnp.

taken

namely
qui potest vos
corroborare in
secundum patefactionem arcani, h. e. postquam facta est
patefactio arcani, i. q. hirel cnreKaXvydn juvcryp/ov ;" more exactly Ruckert,
Philippi, Tholuck
in correspondence with the revelation, etc.
But no necestogether,

.

.

as in consequence of, thus

' i

:

.

:

taking Kara here in another sense than previously, (as e.g.
such a necessity, obviously, with /car' hiurayyv immediately below)

sity exists for

there

is

;

on the contrary,

after the words,

who

'

you
in respect of the gospel," the idea " secundum patefactionem arcani " would
be superfluous and self-evident, and therefore the weighty mode of its expression would be without motive and turgid.
It would be otherwise if
Kara cnromlv-ipiv k.t.1. were intended to establish not the ability of God, but
His willingness. Incorrectly, in fine, Olshausen and older expositors think
that to yeyevijfihov should be supplied
which preaching has taken place
through revelation of a secret,''' etc.
This Paul would have known how to
say properly, had he meant it.
xf> 6v0i C aluv.] Period in which the oeciy. took
'

in a position to strengthen

is

'

:

'

1

—

place

;

Acts

Kiihner,

viii.

II. 1, p.

11, xiii.

20

From

38G.

;

Josh.

20

ii.

;

Winer,

the very beginning

p.

down

205 [E. T. p. 218];
to the time of the

N. T. proclamation reach the xpovoi aluvioi, which are meant and popularly
" tempora primo sui initio aeternitatem quasi praeso designated.
Bengel
viam attingentia." Comp. 2 Tim. i. 9 Tit. i. 2. As at almost every word
of the doxology, Lucht has taken offence at the expression xpovotg aluv.
:

;

1

And
the

Reiche incorrectly understands the course of eternity down to the time of
prophets.
For by awonaA. /uvornp. k.t.X. Paul wished to designate the

New

Testament gospel (n?/pvy/j.a 'Irjoov Xpiarov), which therefore had not been
preached before Christ but he thinks of the prophetical predictions as the
means used (ver. 26) for the making it known, and justly, since in them the
publication has not yet taken place, but there is contained merely the still
obscure preindication and preparatory promise (i. 2) which were only to
;

obtain their full and certain light through the far later cnroKalvf/.c of the

mystery, and consequently were to serve as a

medium of faith to the preaching which announces the secret of salvation. Comp. Weiss, bibl. Theol. p.
" V. T. est tanquam horologium in suo
Suggestively Bengel remarks
293.
cursu tacito
N. T. est sonitus ct pulsus aeris." The silence respecting the
secret was first put an end to by the preaching of theN. T., so that now the
:

;

<pavepoaic

came

in its place

;

and up

to that time even the prophetic language

was, in reference to the world, as yet a

silence, because containing only gwe(Theodoret) what afterwards ("a complemento," Calovius) was to
become through the evangelical preaching manifest, brought clearly to light
(juiacrfievuc

1
The fashion, in which he professes to
explain the separate elements from a Gnostic atmosphere, is so arbitrary as to place
itself beyond the pale
of controversy.

Thus, e.g., xpov. aiu>v. is held to refer to the
Gnostic aeons, o-eo-iyrj/u.. to the Gnostic Slge,
Sia ypa4>. npofar. to the yvwo-is of allegorical
explanation of Scripture.

chap, xvi.,
(comp.

19,

i.

21

iii.

Col. iv. 4

;

1 Pet.

;

20

;

Tit.

i.

2,

3

;

2 Tim.

—

But which has been made maniand by means of prophetic writings, according to the

Ver. 26. Contrast of xp^voic aiuv. cEGiy.
fest in the present time,

10, 11,

i.

10).

i.

579

26.

commandment of the eternal God, in order to produce obedience offaith, has been
made known among all nations. In this happy relation of the present time,
with regard to that which the xpovot aluvtoi lacked, how powerful a motive
to the praise of God
<j>avepo)devroc Ae vvv] Comp. Col. i. 26, vwl Se tyavepwdq,
in the same contrast
but here the stress lies, in contradistinction to the

—

!

;

immediately preceding ceciyrju. on (pavepud. Reiche's observation, that the
(pavepuais is never attributed to the prophets, is not at all applicable
for it
;

not in fact ascribed to the prophets here, and Qavepod.

is

nected with

6ia

ypa(j).

participle yvupiod.

2

irpocp.,

The mystery

clearly placed in the light,
19), a result

i.

which

re

1

is

not even con-

undoubtedly assigns to the following

has, namely, in the Christian present been

has been

made an

object of knowledge (comp. on

obviously accomplished through the gospel (comp. Col.

i.

26;

and with this <pavtpuaiQ, in and by itself, there was connected in
further concrete development the general publication of the secret, as it is
more precisely designated by dia re ypafrov .... yvopiaft. This general
publication was, namely, one which took place (1) by means of pi'ophetic
writings (comp. i. 2), inasmuch as, after the precedent of Jesus Himself
Luke xxiv. 27, 44), it was brought into connec(John v. 39 Matt. v. 17
tion with the prophecies of the O. T. testifying beforehand (1 Pet. i. 11),
the fulfilment of the same was exhibited, and they were employed as a proof
and confirmation of the evangelical preaching (comp. also Acts xvii. 11),
and generally as a medium enabling the latter to produce knowledge and
Tit. i. 3), whose
faith.
(2) It took place at the command of God (x. 17
servants (i. 9) and stewards of His mysteries (1 Cor. iv. 1). the apostles are,
conscious of His command (Gal. i. 1, 15).
(3) It was made in order to produce obedience towards the faith (comp. on i. 5), and that (4) among all nations.
Tit.

i.

3)

;

;

;

;

—

rov aluviov Beov] aluv. is not a faint allusion to xpSvotc; aluvioig (Reiche);

but stands in a very natural and apt relation of meaning thereto, since it is
Hist. Susann. 42) that God could dispose
only as eternal (Baruch iv. 8, 22
of the eternal times and of the present, so that what was kept silent in the
;

1

TV

is

wanting indeed

in

D E 34, 87,

Syr.

Erp. Copt. Aeth. Arm. Slav. Vulg. Clar.
Germ. Chrys. and some Latin Fathers but
this is to be regarded as a hasty deletion,
occasioned by the fact that, without precise
consideration of the sense and of the following connection, StA ypa-4>. npo<f>. was
mechanically attached to 4>a.v€pa>&. as nearest in position, and the necessity in point of
construction for its belonging to yvutpiad.,
widely separated by the intervening notices,
was not perceived. In order thereupon to
supply the want of connection between the
two participles, which arose through the
omission of the Te, an et was inserted before
;

kclt

in versions (Syr. Erp. Aeth.).

Hof mann, who makes
be added to vvv by means
of re, in the sense of "just as also.'" But the
re must have added to the vvv something
homogeneous, supplementing (Baeumlein,
Kuhner, II. 2, p. 787), not a
PartiJc. p. 211
2

This, too, against

Sia. ypa<t>.

npo<f>.

;

notion dissimilar to it. Generally, it would
not be easy to see why Paul should not
have placed his re only after tear emray^v,
and thereby have given to the second participial sentence— which, according to Hofmann's explanation, follows without connecting particle— a connecting link in conformity with the sense.
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—

former should be made known in the latter.
elg jr. r edvq] Consequently
the publication was not confined to the Jews, but was accomplished
among
all Gentile peoples; comp. i. 5.
As to ek.pt the direction, comp. John viii.

and

26,

see

on Mark

Ver. 27. Movy
a

comma

i.

ao<f>(j

after Geo)

.

39, xiv. 9.
Gccj dia 'lyoov X.]
to

to be closely connected (without

the through Jesus Christ only wise

God, i.e. to the
Christ has shown Himself as the alone wise, so wise, that in
comparison with Him this predicate can be applied to no other being (comp.
:

God who through

Luke

xviii.

19

;

absolutely wise.

John xvii. 3 1 Tim. vi. 15, 16, i. 17 2 Mace. i. 25), the
The connection "to the alone wise God he the glory
;

1

;

:

through Christ" (Pesch., Chrysostom, Luther, Beza, Calvin,
Estius, Grotius,
Morus, van Hengel, and several others), is inadmissible because
of a>, which
indeed is omitted by Beza and Grotius after the Complut.
edition, but is
critically so certified (it is wanting merely in B) that
it can only appear to
have been omitted with a view to relieve the construction although
Riick;

himself forced to omit it, and Ewald (comp. Marcker,
p. 8),
while retaining the £, so translates as if it ran
y dia 'I. X. £ 66&i. Thus'
too, Hofmann connects the words, seeking through
the dative
ert also sees

'

fi6v ¥

oofr

Oey to bring them into government with b^eilo^ev, xv. 1 (see on vv.
25-27).
Instances of such a prefixing of parts of sentences having an
emphasis before
the relative are found, indeed, in the Greek writers 2
yet in the
T. we
have no passage of this kind (wrongly Hofmann adduces 1 Pet. iv.

K

;

11, Heb.
on this)
and it would not be easy to perceive any special reason why Paul should have so uniquely laid
stress on dia 'I. X. —The
description of God, begun on the side of His power, in
ver.
passes over
xiii. 21,

as bearing

;

25,

at the conclusion

of the doxology into the emphasizing of His
wisdom, to
which the representation of the gospel as arroKaXvfig ^varrjpiov
yvdpiaOkvroQ involuntarily led him in a very natural process of
thought for so long
as the mystery was covered by silence, the wisdom
of God in its highest
potency was not yet brought to light,— a result which took
place by the
.

.

.

;

very means of that aivomlv^.
applies against Reiche,

who

Comp.

xi.

believes uovu

32-34.

ao<p£>

This at the same time

to be unsuitable here

and to

be taken from Jude 25 var. (the spurious addition
obft, Jude 25, as also in
1 Tim. i. 17, has manifestly flowed from our passage).
d La >I
ov Xpiarov]
i.e. through the appearance and the whole work
of Jesus Christ. Thereby God
caused Himself to be practically recognized as the alone wise.
Comp. xi.
Eph. iii. 8 ff. Similarly, in Jude 25, dm 'tyaoh Xpiarov k.t.1. is
33 ff.

—

W

connected, not with the following Sofa, but with the
preceding aurrjpi ijuov.
Too narrowly, Fritzsche limits did 'I. X., in accordance with Col. ii.
3 (but
;

see in he), to the contents of His teaching.
It is precisely the facts which
bring to light the wisdom of the divine measures in the
execution of the
plan of redemption through Christ,— the death and the

resurrection and

exaltation of Jesus

(iv. 24, 25, viii. 34, et

stance of the conception of our
1

Comp.

diet

'Iijcov Xpiarov.

Plato, PTxaedr. p. 278 D Diopf.
Philo, de migr. Abr. I. p. 457. 4.
;
;

Laert.
3

i.

12

Schaefer, App. ad Bern. IV. p. 4G2

;

al.),—that form the

Stall-

—u] In the

sum and

sub-

lively pressure

baum, ad Plat. Phaedr. pp.
comp. on Acts i. 2.

238 A, 363

A;
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of the great intermediate thoughts connected with the

mention of the gosconnection has escaped the apostle. Not taking note that rw 6e dwafievy and the resumptive fiovu cotyti Qeu are still without their government, he adds, as though they had already received it at
the beginning of the over-full sentence (through x^-PX ^
dwankvu k.t.X.
pel, vv. 24, 25, the syntactic

or the like), the expression

means of the

—

still

remaining due

(critically certain) relative, so that

™

— of

now

the praise itself by

the above datives are

Comp. Acts xxiv. 5, 6, and the remark thereon.
See also Winer, p. 528 [E. T. p. 567J Buttmann ?i<^. Or. p. 252 [E. T. 293].
Others, indeed, think that Paul allowed himself to be induced by the intermediate thoughts to turn from the doxolgy to God at first designed, and to
direct the tribute of praise to Christ instead, the Mediator and Revealer of
the wisdom of God, so as thereby mediately to praise God Himself.
See
especially Philippi, also Reithmayr, Baumgarten-Crusius, arfd Tholuck
(doubtfully).
Such doxologies as if to God, are found addressed to Christ
doubtless in Heb. xiii. 21, 2 Tim. iv. 18, Rev. i. 6, and later in Clement et
al., but in the really apostolical writings nowhere at all (see on ix. 5)
and
left to

stand as anacoluthic.

;

;

that Paul here

even after the intermediate observations, retained the
idea of praising God, so that that w must accordingly be referred not to
still,

Christ, but to God, is quite clearly

proved by the resumptive

For a formally quite similar anacoluthon
20

:

tcj 6vvafiev(x>

irdvrag

rjjiag

1

eiaayayelv kv ry avrov

avrov fiaaikuav Sea rov iraidbg avrov /uovoysvovc
updrog, fieyaTuoavvrj elq
iv.

11 (Hofmann),

ten (Lachm.), and

altivac;.

—

y ddga]

SC.

where the connection
its

emphasis

is

/uovy oo<p£ Ocu.

in the doxology, see Martyr. Polyc.

sir],

is

'

x a P lTl

Irjoov

not

kori,

different

The

to be noted.

K

-

dvpetp elg ryv alcjviov

Xpiorov,

u

rj

duga,

according to

rtfitj,

Pet.

1

and icnv must be

writ-

article designates the be-

fitting honour, as in xi. 36.

Notes by American Editor.

CLV.

Ver.

7.

knicrrjuoi kv rolg d7roar6Xotg.

The two explanations mentioned by Meyer in his note being alike possible, it
cannot be determined with certainty whether Andronicus and Junias are here
called apostles or not. As we have no mention of them elsewhere, however, and
as the title of apostle, when applied to others than the Twelve, was apparently
limited to a very few of the leading men in the Church, such as Barnabas and
James, the Lord's brother, it seems probable that the interpretation which
Meyer gives to the words should be adopted. If the two were "apostles,"
the person whose name in the accusative is 'lowiuv could not have been a'
woman, as there is no reason to believe that a woman ever had this title.
The nominative must, in this case, be 'lovviue. If they were not themselves
apostles, but were most honorably known by the apostles, the nominative cor*

responding to 'lovviav may be either masculine or feminine. That these two
persons were relatives of Paid is, perhaps, not to be confidently affirmed but
;

1
For the suggestion that in this passage
from the Martyr. Polyc. tu Swap, is dependent on the preceding eicKoya<; (Hofmann) is

simply a violent and very unsuitably devised evasion. Dressel has the unbiassed and
correct punctuation.
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from the word that

is

used,

it

would seem not improbable that

this

was the

fact.

CLVI. Ver.

17. rotig rag dcxooraoiag

....

iroiovvrac.

There are two noticeable points connected with these words and those
which surround them, which may have an important bearing on the true
understanding of the passage. (1) The articles with dcxoaraaiag and ornvda'Aa,
the addition to those words of napa ttjv didaxyv k.t.1., and the words in ver. 18
to, indicate that Paul has in mind opThis being the case, and the date of the Epistle being
near to the dates of those addressed to the Galatians and Corinthians, it
must be regarded as probable that the references in all the letters are to
teachers and adversaries of the same general class. The question may be

descriptive of the persons alluded

posers of his doctrine.

do not appear more characterand if such is the fact,
to the time of the writing of the present
the Epistle. See, however, Meyer's notes
on vv. 17-20. (2) The fact that the whole subject of such adversaries and
their influence is passed over with so brief a reference shows that they could
not have, as yet, wrought any considerable evil in the Koman church. Meyer
thinks, and this may be the correct view, that they had not yet actually
appeared at Eome. It was not unnatural that tendencies of this sort should
have manifested themselves in some small beginnings, or, if they had not, that
the Apostle should have apprehended their existence and evil effects in the
future.
The presence of such an exhortation in the chapter is not inconsistent

whether the words
such adversaries as they were
this verse may have some relation
chapter as compared with the rest of
raised, however,

of ver. 18

istic of

a few years later

with the Pauline authorship of

CLVII. Ver. 25
This

final

doxology

to the Epistle.

is

ff.

;

it.

r£ 6e dvvafievy

Pauline in

its

-vfidg

OTijpigai k.t.1.

character and forms an appropriate close

It gathers into itself (as

Meyer

also says)

some

of the funda-

mental thoughts on which the Epistle rests that his gospel and the preaching of Jesus Christ were for the establishment and confirmation in the Christian life of the readers, GTTjpi^ai (comp. i. 11 and note) that the revealed mystery was so far contained in the writings of the prophets that when pro:

;

claimed now, it could be made manifest by their means that the end of the
preaching and the revelation, as related to the apostolic mission assigned to
him, was obedience to faith among the Gentiles that the whole plan and its
outworking belonged to the marvellous wisdom of the one God. But these
thoughts are wrought into a single truly characteristic Pauline sentence ex;

;

—

pressing praise to God, and, at the same time, showing the desire of his heart
that

God would strengthen

of living.

the

Roman

church in the truth and in the true way

TOPICAL INDEX.
A.
justified by faith, 152, 172
according to the flesh, 152-175 ;
the promise unto, 162, 177 ; his
promise of fatherhood, 166; an ex-

Abraham,

;

ample of faith, 168-178 receiving
righteousness, 172; his descendants,
;

366 seq.

Adam,

death
seq.
through, 198 seq.; created, mortal,
202.
Adiaphora, The Law of, 522, 530.
Adoption, 315 ; waiting for the, 329.

and

193

sin,

;

Calvin, and the decrees, 393 seq.
Capital Punishment, 501.
Charity, the gift of, 474 ; to the
brethren, 477.
Children of God, 314 seq. ; receiving
heirship, 317, 349; in truth, 366
seq.
Christ,

His two natures, 31, 73 the
Holy Spirit in, 35 His resurrection
thanksgiving
from the dead, 36
His obedience, 52
through, 41
;

;

;

;

;

the propitiator, 134-140 His sacrisecures peace and rejoicfice, 172
dies for the ungodly, 185 ing, 181
190 His obedience, 217, 227 union
with, 233 the Deliverer, 286 seq.,
296 frees from condemnation, 299
seq., 345; His person and nature,
301 seq. and His heirs, 317, 349
Divinity of, 360 seq., 396 seq.;
the end of
the corner-stone, 393
descent into
the law, 405, 421
Hades, 410; as Lord, 411, 423 the
head, 471 the Lord and judge, 513
pleased not Himself, 538; a minister
God is
of the circumcised, 541
praised through, 580 seq.
how slanChristians, how called, 40
dered, 119 bound unto righteousMosaic
the
not under
ness, 248
law, 257 seq. belong to Christ, 258
married to Christ, 261 seq
seq.
290 delivered from fear, 316, 337
heirs of Christ, 317, 349; conquering
inseparable
through Christ, 343
from Christ, 343 seq. their mutual
to be zealous, 476
relations, 471
adapting themselves in service, 477,
485 to be charitable and hospitable,
477 harmonious and self-sacrificloving and forgiving, 479
ing, 478
to
seq.; and their enemies, 481
obey the civil authorities, 489 seq.;
to perform
to pay tribute, 492 seq.
to walk worthiall duties, 493 seq.
ly,496 seq. to forbear with the weak,
507 seq., 522 seq., 537 seq.; forbidden to judge one another, 510 seq.,
524 seq., 515, 519 seq. 526 living for
Christ, 512 seq., 526 seq.; accountable to God, 515 not to give offence,
;

;

;

Adultery, 261.

;

;

Analogy of

faith, 472, 484.

;

Ananias,

4.

Anathema, 357

;

seq.

Andronicus, 567

seq., 581.

Animal worship,

62.

;

Apostleship, 37, 74, 581.
Apostolic salutation, 29.
Aquila, 565 seq.
Asceticism, Jewish, 505 seq.
Assurance, of salvation, 180

;

;

;

;

;

of son-

ship, 316.

Atonement

for
of Christ, 134-141
for the ungodly,
our sins, 172
185-190 its ethical result, 230.
Authorship of Chapters xv. and xvi.,
532 seq.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

B.

;

Baal, 428 seq.
Baptism, into Christ's death, 230 seq.,
252.

Barbarians, The, 46.
his controversy with
Barnabas, 5
Paul, 7.
Benevolence, Apostolic, 5 in Providence, 333 to the poor, 555 seq.
Blessings, implored, 544, 557, 573,
;

;

;

,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

575.

Blood of Christ, The, 137 atones, 190.
Boasting in vain, 141, 149.
Body, The human, 310 seq. sanctification of. 467 seq., 482.
;

;

Brotherly Love, 476.

;

;

;

;

Called of Christ, 39
40 of God, 335.
;

;

as Christians,

;

;
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515, 526 seq. to follow after peace,
519 to be in harmony, 540 seq.
;

;

helping one another, 555 seq.
practise hospitality, 565
to
wise and good, 571 seq.
Church, The, in the family, 566.
Church Invisible, The, 103-105.
;

Churches founded by Paul,

to

;

be

550, 553.
;

;

Commandments fulfilled in
Communism, none in Paul,

love, 495.
555.
for, 539 > seq.

Concord, prayer

Condemnation, through Adam, 215,
226
none in Christ, 299 seq., 345
;

339 seq., 353.
Confession of Faith, 410 seq.
Conscience, of the Gentiles, 92-94.
Consecration of man to God, 470 seq

seq..

330

;

Endurance, 183.
Enjoyments, immoral, 250.
Enmity against God, 307.
Epaenetus, 566 seq.

Circumcision, for Christians, its bearing on the law, 101, 108
its benefits, 111, 146
bylaith, 143
a sign
of the covenant, 160, 176.
Clement, Epistle of, 19.
Coals of fire, 481.
Colossians, Epistle to the, 10.
;

365 seq., 372 seq., 378 seq., 393
399 seq., 429 seq., 453 seq.
Encouragement, in the Spirit,
seq.
in God's will, 333

seq.,

Ephesians, Epistle to the,
Epicureanism, 572.

10.

Epilogue, 544, 558.
Errorists,
582.

A

warning against, 571

seq. s

Esau, and his birthright, 371 seq

Essen es, 506.
Eternal Life, 86 the gift of God, 251
seq.
for righteousness' sake, 311.
Europe, receives the Gospel, 7.
Evil, to be punished, 88
for the sake
of good, 119
to be abhorred, 475,
485 overcome by good, 481, 482.
;

;

;

;

;

,

483.

Exegesis, true, 283, 295.
Exhortation, The gift of, 472, 484 seq.
Experience, 183 constant rule of, 282,
294 and conversion, 296.
;

;

Contentiousness, 87.
.Conversion of Jews, 445, 448 seq., 463.
Corinthians, First Epistle to the, 8.
Council, Apostolic, 7.
Creator, The, 58
dishonoured by the
;

Gentiles, 65.
Creation, 58 longing for deliverance,
320 and the fall of man, 323 ; to
be delivered, 324.
;

;

Faith, 25

38

apprehending salvation,

;

obedience

;

tion, 49, 85

;

to,

aimed

39
at

;

as a condi-

by the gospel,

52
begetting life, 53 ; securing
righteousness, 129-141 ; alone justifies, 142
imputed, 156 seq., 174
illustrated in Abraham, 168-171,
178 unto righteousness, 172 justifies, 180
its righteousness, 406
seq., 421 seq.
of the heart, 411
conditions of, 413 ; its measure,
;

;

;

;

;

D.

;

Death, physical, 196 seq., 222 seq.,
309 seq.; ethical, 236 seq 253 releasing from sin, 253
eternal, 244
seq., 264, 272
its power over the
body, 311 seq., 348.
Deaconesses, 565, 569.
Decrees, Divine, 60, 378 seq., 393 seq.
Desire, begotten by sin, 269 seq.
Descent into Hades, 410.
Destructiveness of Sin, 241.
,

;

;

;

Determinism, 393.
Diaconate, The, 472, 484 seq.
Disobedience, of Adam, 216 seq.
Divinity of Christ, 360 seq., 396 seq.,
515.

;

;

483 analogy of, 472, 484
a
weak, 507 seq., 522 seq. towards
the weak brethren, 521, 530.
Fall, The, of man, 323.
Family Eeligion, 566.
Fear, removed, 337 seq.
Fellowship, social, 43
spiritual, of
Christ, 230, 262 seq., 308, 499 seq.;
practical, 555 seq.
commended,
470,

;

;

;

;

;

565.
First-fruits, 439.

Flesh, The, its striving, 306
its rule,
313 ; to be crucified, 500
absti;

;

Divorce, 260.

Doxology, to God in Christ, 360 seq.,
396 seq; the closing, 562 seq., 576
seq.

Duties, to be fulfilled, 493 seq.

E.
Ebionites, 506.
Edification, 538.
Election, 334 seq., 352 seq., 356 seq.,

nence from. 505 seq., 516 seq., 519
seq., 527 seq.
Forbearance with the weak, 507 seq.
522 seq., 537 seq.
Fjreknowledge of God, 334 seq., 426
seq., 458 seq.
Forgiveness of sins, 133-140
produces happiness, 158.
Formula Concordiae, The, and original sin, 288 seq.
Freedom, 73
under the law, 243,
;

;

;

TOPICAL INDEX.
254

from sin,

;

295

for, 286,

;

246, 264 seq. the cry
moral, 288 seq.; from

489 seq.
to the, 492.

ity,

;

condemnation, 299

585
ground of obedience

;

Grace, through Christ, 37 for special
offices, 74
its outcome in man, 41 ;
in righteousness, 157 assures God's
promise, 165
abundantly given,
209 ; and the law, 219 seq., 227
continuance in, 229, 252 sovereign
in God's will, 373 seq.; as saving

seq., 345.

;

;

G.

;

Gains, or Caius, 575.
Galatians, Epistle to the, 8.
Gamaliel, 2.
Gentiles, The, 46 ; Paul's relation to,
47 forsaking God, 60, 78 are inconceited in wisdom,
excusable, 60
61
abandoned by God, 64, 68
perverting the truth, 65
worshipping the creature, 66 their moral
condition, 80
how judged, 89-94
their relation to law and conscience,
;

;

;

;

power, 429 seq. may be forfeited,
444
implored, 575.
;

;

;

;

;

H.

;

;

;

;

Hades, 410.
Happiness through forgiveness, 158
upon the faithful, 159, 175 through
in Christ, 298 seq.
faith, 182
;

;

;

90-93 called of God, 385 seq., 401,
434 hear and accept the Gospel,
grafted on the theocratic
420, 423
tree, 441 seq., 460 seq.; their universal salvation, 447, 463
should
praise God's mercy, 542 seq., 558;
to behope in the Messiah, 543
;

;

Harmony, commended,

478.

;

;

;

;

lieve in the Gospel, 579, 582.
Gifts of Grace, 338 ; diversity

471

Knowledge

through
of,
57
His power and diviniHis punishment of immoral;

;

59
62 as Judge, 94 seq. his goodfaithfulness of,
ness despised, 83
112 seq. a righteous judge, 115
justifying the beHis glory, 132
quickening the dead,
liever, 140
167 His great love to man, 343 seq.
deals righteously, 372 seq., His sovereignty, 373 seq., 378 seq. His relation to man, 378 seq. His forbear-,
ance, 380 seq.; His goodness and
severity, 443 seq.; great mercy of,
453 wisdom and. knowledge of, 455
seq., 464; the source of all, 457
the author of consolation and perseto be glorified, 540,
verance, 539
558 praised by the Gentiles, 542,
His power to overcome
seq., 558
is praised, 575 seq., 580
Satan. 573
;

ity,

;

to God, 514.
183, 184 ; saved by, 329 seq. ;
joyful in, 477.
Hospitality, commended, 477, 565.
Humility, 470, 483, 478 ; Paul's lan-

Hope,

creation, 58
ty,

;

;

Homage

Christ, 318, 336 seq.,

350 seq.

God,

Holiness, its fruit, 251.
Holy Spirit, The, 35 and justifies
gifts of social fellowship,
tion, 40
43 of love, 184 helping man, 330
seq. ; renews the mind, 469 ; in
righteousness, 518.
;

of,

seq., 484.

Glorified with

Heart-belief, 411.
Hermas, 570.

guage

of, 549.

;

;

;

;

I.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

seq., 582.

Gospel, The, as the power of God,
48 produces faith, 52, 413 its joynot obeyed by all,
ful message, 414
414 proclaimed to the Jews, 417
refused by them, 420, 423
seq.
proclaimed to the Gentiles, 420, 423;
obedience
conveys a blessing, 556
to the, 573 ; is the preaching of
Christ, 577 seq.; to produce obedience, 579 seq.
;

;

Idolatry, 60, 78.
Idols' temples, plundered, 100.
Immersion, 252.

ends in
Immorality, punished, 62
death, 250.
imputation, of Righteousness, 141,
156-158, 161, 174; through faith,
172 of sin, 203.
Infants, mortality and salvation of,
199 seq., 224 their relation to
;

;

;

Adam's

sin, 205, 209, 224.

Innocence, pre-Mosaic, 271 seq.
Intercession, by the Spirit, 331

;

by

Christ, 341.

Inward Man, The, 283, 294.
Isaac, and his posterity, 366

seq.
true, 359 seq. ; not
cast away, 426 seq., 458 seq. ; a remnant of, faithful, 428 seq., 452.

Israelites,

The

;

;

;

;

;

Government,
488 seq.

,

obedience to the,

Civil,

500 seq.

;

its

divine author-

Jacob and God's promises, 371 seq.
Jerusalem, The Church at, 555 seq.
their expulsion from
Jews, The,
their conduct before
Rome, 18
strangers to God's rightPaul, 20
eousness, 80 their treatment of the
their life previous to
law, 96 seq.
;

;

;

;
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the law, 266 seq. a remnant saved,
388 seq.
their exclusion, self-imposed, 390 seq., 402 their guilt,
403 seq.
having zeal without
knowledge, 404 and righteousness,
404 seq. receive the Gospel, 417
reject the Gospel, 420, 423
seq.
their treatment of God's prophets,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

hardened because of
430 seq. as a spiritual
tree, 441 seq., 461 seq.; as fallen,
444
their universal conversion,
445 seq., 453 seq., 463 seq. not
cast off, 426 seq., 458 seq.
their
restoration, 463 seq.
Joy, in Christ, 192, 414
the spirit of
the kingdom, 518.
Judaism, True, 103, 359 seq.
not
cast off, 426, 458 seq.
Judgment Day, The, 84.
Judgments of God, 55 judicial, 82
revealed on the last day, 84, 94 in
righteousness, 116 seq.
upon the
Jews, 432 seq.
427

seq.

;

unbelief,

;

;

;

;

with Christ, 237 seq.
eternal,
250 seq.
pre-mundane, 271 seq.
of the world, 306 seq.
of Chris-

Life,

;

;

;

;

tians, 307.

Logos, The, 34.
Long-suffering of God, 380 seq., 400
seq., 420.

Love, for the good, 475, 485 exhortation to, 494 the fulfilment of the
law, 495 seq.
Love of Christ, to the Christian, 344
;

;

seq.

Love

of God, 184, 334 seq.
assured
through Christ's death, 185
allcomprehensive, 343 seq.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Judgments, self-righteous,

81.

Junias, 567, 581.
Justification by faith, imputative, 51
universal, 76
Paul's argument as
by the law, 90, 126, 148 by
to, 77
grace, 132, 149
by faith alone, 142;
assured to Abraham and to all
Christians, 172
not sanctification,
173 its blessedness, 180 ; its consequences, 221 ; the ground of
glorification, 337.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

M.

Mankind under

sin, 120 seq., 130,
275 seq.
Man, unregenerate, 275 seq., 292 seq.;
in misery, 285
his relation to
;

God, 378.
Marriage, 259,
260 seq.

289

how

;

dissolved,

Mary, saluted, 567.
Messianic Kingdom, enlarged, 435
to be glorified, 438
its fulness, 447
drawing near, 497 seq. not
seq.
eating and drinking, 518 seq., 529
;

;

;

;

seq.

Messianic Sovereignty, 163
of,

Mind, Eenewal

of the, 469.
Miracles, Apostolic, 549 seq.
Modesty, 470, 483 seq.
Morality, a standard of, 84 its relation to faith, 85 promoted by righteousness, 228 seq., 252 Christian,
251
demanded, 305 seq. exhortation to, 498 seq.
Mortality, universal, 198 seq.
;

K.

The holy, 570 seq.
Knowledge of sin, 268, 291

;

Kiss,

;

seq.

;

Law, The Moral, and sin, 89 and
the Gentiles, 90 and the Jews, 96
and circumcision, 101, 107,
seq.
;

;

;

108

fulfilled in righteousness, 102

;

established through faith,
working wrath, 164, 177
145, 150
its relation to sin and grace, 218
seq., 227
the life of sin, 270 seq.
is holy, 273
is spiritual, 272 seq.
its moral excellency, 278
a rule of
experience, 282, 294
the end of,
405, 421
fulfilled in love, 495 seq.
Law, The Mosaic, not binding, 258
and marriage, 260
not immoral,
265 seq., 290
man's relation to,
265 seq.
Law, Natural, 90.
Letter, serving the, 264 seq.
Liberty, Christian, the law of, 509 seq.,
515 seq., 520 seq., 524 seq., 526 seq.,
seq.

promises

;

359.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Mosaic Law, The, not binding, 258

and marriage, 260
moral, 265
man's
;

seq.

;

not im-

;

relation to the,

265 seq.

Moses and righteousness,

406

seq.,

421 seq,

N.
Nature, under sin, 324 seq.

to

;

be

;

glorified, 325.

;

;

0.

;

;

;

;

530 seq.

Obedience, active and passive, 51 ; to
God, 245 seq 399 seq. to the goscivil,
pel, not universal, 414 seq.
487 seq., 500 seq. of Christians, 573.
Observance of days, 511 of Sunday,
511 seq., 524 seq.
Omniscience of God, 332 seq.
,

;

;

;

;

Oracles of God, 111, 146.
Original Sin, 205-209, 288 seq.

;;
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P.

565 seq.
Probation, after death, 85.
Promises of God, 165, 364 seq. faithfully kept, 458
fulfilled in Christ,
541 encouraging, 573.
Prophecy, of the O. T., 52 ; fulfilled,
387 seq., 411, 543, 551 seq., 579 seq.
the gift of, 472.
Proselytes of the Gate, 102.
Providence, benevolent, 333 seq., 352
Priscilla,

Paederastia, 67.
Pantheism, excluded, 59.
Parousia, 451 drawing near, 497 seq.
expected by Paul, 560.
Partisanship. 87.
Passions, Evil, 263.
Patience, 183
in hope, 330.
Paul, his birth and parentage, 1 ; his
names 72 education and occupapation, 2
Pharisaism and conversion, 3
apostolic labors, 4
ecstatic vision, 5
first missionary journey, 6 second missionary journey,
third missionary journey, 8 ;
7
experience at Jerusalem, 9 impris;

;

;

;

587

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

seq.

Punishment

of sin, 71
ness, 115, 147.

in righteous-

;

Punishment, temporal, 490.

;

R.

;

onment

at

Kome, 10

martyrdom,

;

11
sojourn in Spain, 12 origin of
this tradition, 14
theory of a second captivity, 14 his teaching, 23 ;
apostleship, 29, 72 called through
grace, 37
in sorrow over the Jews,
;

;

;

;

;

;

357

wishes himself accursed, 358

;

;

his interest in their salvation, 403
seq.
glorifying his office, 436 seq.,
460 justifies his boldness, 545 seq.
exalts his office, 546 seq., 559;
glories in Christ, 547 seq.
works
miracles, 549 seq.
his preaching
circuits, 550 seq., 560
as a founder
of churches, 550, 553
contemplates
a journey to Spain, 553
asks for
prayers, 557 ; salutes the saints, 569
seq.
warns against false teachers,
571 seq., 582 dictates this Epistle,
574 ; concludes with a "Doxology,
575 seq., 582.
Peace, 41 through justification, 181
the spirit of the Kingdom, 518; implored, 557, 573.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Perseverance, 85.
Peter, 16 his arrival in Rome, 17.
Pharaoh, as God's instrument, 376 seq.
;

Philemon,

10.

Rabbis, Jewish, and Adam's sin, 202.
Rebecca, and her sons, 370 seq.
Reconciliation, through Christ's death
192.

Redemption in Christ, 133.
Remnant, A faithful, 429 seq.,

452.

Renovation, Moral, 242, 264, 469.
Reprobacy, 68, 430 seq.
Resolution, The power of, 277.
Restoration, Future, 448 seq., 463 seq.
Resurrection, of Christ, 232,
341
moral, of man, 232, 312; with Christ,

;

237.

Revenge,

Personal, unlawful, 479
forbidden, 481.
Revolution, the right of, 501.
Righteousness, 25 not an attribute of
God, 49 a relation of man, 50
how procured, 51 of faith and
works, 85 the fulfilling of the law,
102 seq.
not possessed under the
law, 122 seq.
through faith in
'Christ, 129-141
imputed, 140, 156
seq., 174
a sign of the covenant,
through Christ's obedi160, 176
ence, 219
promotes morality, 228
seq., 252
moral, 244
obligatory
upon Christians, 248 seq. 255 seq.
gives eternal life, 311, 348
not accomplished by the Jews, 391 seq.
their efforts for, 404 seq.
as the
end of the law in Christ, 405 seq.,
421 seq.
the essence of Christ's
kingdom, 518 seq. 529 seq.
Rome, The church at, 15 its founder,
15 constituent members, 18, 258
praised by Paul, 545, 573.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

,

Philippians, Epistle to the, 10.

Phoebe, 565.
Plan of salvation, God's, 456
Popes, succession

17

of,

;

;

;

seq.

;

against the

Scriptures, 20.
Prayer, help in, 331 persevering in,
477 for others, 557.
Preaching, the necessity of, 413 seq.
heard everywhere, 416 of Christ,
the mystery revealed, 577 seq.
to
produce obedience, 579 seq.
Predestination, 334 seq., 352 seq., 356
seq., 365 seq., 399 seq., 372 seq.,
378 seq., 393 seq., 444 seq., 453 seq.
Presumption, warned against, 440 seq.,
;

;

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

;

Rome, The city of, 16.
Romans, The, 46.
Romans, Epistle to the,

9; against the

Papacy, 20 occasion of, 21 object
of, 22
contents of, 25 place and
time of composition, 26. genuineness of, 26 its address, and when
;

;

;

;

;

462.

;

Pride, spiritual, warned against, 443.

omitted, 28, 40.
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Suffering, for Christ's sake, 317 seq.,

349 seq., 342 seq.

Sabbath, The Christian, 511 seq., 524
seq.
Sacrifice, Self-,

;

the

to

by kissing, 570.
Salvation, apprehended by faith, 38
569

Taxes, to be paid, 492 seq.

Teaching, The

;

;

Thanksgiving,

;

made

certain,
374 ; free

;

its

;

;

;

*

42

Thessalonians, Epistle to the,

for

8.

;

seq.

cause in God,
and universal, 412 conditions of,
413 seq.
to be enlarged in scope,
437 seq., 460 seq. universal, 446
seq., 463 seq.
through God's mercy, 453 seq.; fulness of, 455 seq.,
464 drawing near, 497 seq. the
comfort of, 539.
Sanctification, 467 seq., 482.
Sarah, and her son, 368 seq.
Satan, to be bruised, 573 seq.
Scriptures, The Holy, a source of com-

337 seq.

484 seq.

expressed,

food, 512.

;

by hope, 329

gift of, 473,

Tertius, 574.
;

true meaning, 49 its universal192 its occasioning cause, 212
seq., 225 seq.
through Christ, 215

its

ity,

in!

Subordination of Christ, 457.

467 seq., 482.

Saints saluted, 569.
Saintship, how produced, 40.
Salutation, Apostolic, 29
saints,

holding out

;

477.

Timotheus, 574.
Tribulation, 183.
Trinity,

The Doctrine

of the, 457.

Truth hindered by immorality,

56.

;

U.

;

;

;

fort, 539.
Selfishness, condemned, 538.
Self-seeking, condemned, 478, 572.
Servants of righteousness, 246.
Sin, and the law, 89, 219 seq., 227
universal, 123, 130, 149 knowledge,
128 how forgiven, 133, 140 none
without law, 165 universal through
Adam, 193 seq., 222 seq. ; imputed,
203 seq.
dying
original, 205 seq.
to,
229, 252
destroyed, 234 seq.,
253 not to reign, 239
its destructiveness, 241
its wages, 251 ; begets desire, 269 ; dead without the
law, 270 seq.
its power, 274 seq.;
active in man, 280 its bondage,
286 condemned in the flesh, 303.
Slaves, and Slavery, 73 ; to immorality, 243 seq.
Soul-conflict, 274 seq., 292 seq.
Soul, Sanctification of the, 467 seq.,
482.
Spain, 553.
Spiritual Light, dawning, 498.
Spirit, serving the, 264 seq.
the law
of the, 300
its striving, 306
imparted, 315 testifying within man,
316 communicated, 327.

Unbeiief of man, 112, 147.
Unchastity, 64, 66.
Union with Christ, 233,
471, 499 seq.

262 seq.,

V.
Vanity, the creation subject to, 323
seq.

Vengeance, belongs to God, 479 seq.
Victory, with God, 338.

W.

;

;

;

;

Wickedness, universal, 122 seq.
Will of God, The, 334 seq.
discern;

ed, 469.

;

;

;

Will,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

enslaved, 281.

Wisdom, human and

Word

516

seq.,

527 seq.

seq., 519 seq.,

;

;

The human,

Wine, abstinence from, 505

false, 61.

of God,

The, begetting faith,
415 preached everywhere, 416 seq.
Works, 85 of the law, 126, 148 do
not justify, 142, 154 not the cause
'

;

;

;

;

of election, 430.

World, The, longing for redemption,
320 seq.
Wrath of God, The, 54 why visited
in
upon men, 57 foretold, 88
worked by the
righteousness, 116
removed, 190, 191
law, 164, 177
exhibited after long-suffering, 381
not to be hindered,
seq., 401 seq.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

479.
Z.

;

Stumbling-blocks, 516 seq., 526 seq.,
519 seq.

Zeal, without knowledge, 404
Christian life, 476.

;

for the
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